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PREFACE

μTAS 2006 is celebrating its 10th anniversary, and the official name is The 10th Anniversary International Conference on Miniaturized Systems for Chemistry and Life Sciences. The first μTAS was held in 1994 with 160 participants and the conference has rapidly and delightfully grown up through the ten conferences. The participants are reaching almost 1000, and μTAS has become the largest and the highest quality international conference in this field. Professor Thomas Laurell, Chairman of the 8th μTAS, described the brief history of the conference in the PREFACE of μTAS 2004 proceedings.

The number of the participating nations is around 30. The conference sites have been rotating among the three regions of North America, Asia and Europe since the 8th conference. This year, the number of submitted abstracts increased to 881, the largest ever. 66 orals and 473 posters, therefore 539 abstracts in total were selected. The noteworthy tendency of this year is that the number of both submitted and accepted abstracts from Asian countries has exceeded those from the other two areas for the first time. Another characteristic is that the conference has formed a tie with “Micro Machine Exhibition 2006”, the largest and oldest MEMS related exhibition, which attracts more than ten thousand people. This tie will produce reciprocal benefits between the two related fields of technology.

As the tenth anniversary event, “History of Microchips” is exhibited. The epoch-making microchips, devices and other components are exhibited in showcases, with the brief explanation panels. People visiting this anniversary exhibition, especially the young generation, will be impressed by the rapid progress in the field and may see its promising future with scientific ambition in their mind.

The management and support system of μTAS has changed this time. The Steering Committee used to organize and operate the conference and select the abstracts. Now, the technical program committee (TPC) which selects the abstracts and organizes the program is separated from the newly established managing organization Chemical and Biological Microsystems Society (CBMS). The present President of CBMS is Professor Jed Harrison, and the board meeting steers the general direction of the conference. Another role of CBMS board meeting is organizing the TPC. The members of TPC are selected five persons each from North America, Asia and Europe regions respectively, with holding the balance between the scientific areas. This new management and operation system copes with the rapid expansion and accompanying financial difficulties of the conference. This year, the Japanese domestic society “Society for Chemistry and Micro-Nano Systems (CHEMINAS)” co-sponsors the conference with CBMS, and operates the local organizing committee. All the members of CBMS board, TPC committee and the local organizing committee are listed later.

These two volumes of proceedings cover all of the sciences and technologies ranging from the matured to the newly growing areas. Micro fluidics and devices, detection, and cell handling and analysis are the major areas occupying over 45% of these large volumes indeed. The cell handling and analysis area has shown outstanding progress in these couple of μTAS conferences, while the micro fluidics and device area is the matured traditional one. The detection area suddenly becomes conspicuous, although everyone has recognized the importance from the beginning. Nano fluidics and nano
chemistry are allegro following the nano-bio area. Genomics and proteomic application is going into maturation, but still forms large application group exceeding 10% of the abstracts in case the area puts together with the medical and clinical applications. In my personal opinion, chemical synthesis and combinatorial applications accounting for only 2% of whole volume should be encouraged. Anyway, these two volumes exhibit the results of progress through the ten µTAS conferences, and show the solid evidence of further development of practical applications and the opening of new horizon of the science and technologies.

I would like to thank all of those who have supported and contributed to organizing the 10th Anniversary µTAS. The sincere and serious but laborious work of TPC for abstract selection and premeditative direction of CBMS boards are the most grateful efforts. Also, I should express my hearty gratitude to the local organizing committee for the continuous contribution to the planning and organizing the conference. Dr. Shigetoshi Seta’s great contribution as Chairman of the Financial Committee was indispensable to make it possible to hold this large-scale international conference in the center of Tokyo, and especially we are grateful to the contribution of President Katsuji Fujimoto of Nippon Sheet Glass Co., Ltd. Ms. June Echizen and her company Echizen and Associates expertly handled the organization. I am also deeply thankful to Co-Chairman Professor Hiroyuki Fujita for his truly cooperative leading of the organization and handling of the committees. And it must be noted Secretary General Dr. Tadashi Fujinuki and Ms. Yoshiko Ogawa of CHEMINAS devoted themselves to this conference and I would express my deepest thank to them. Finally, I would like to thank the community of µTAS for scientific, financial, cultural and every kind of contribution making the conference success, and I do hope continuous progress, prospect and evolution of all of these contributors.

Takehiko Kitamori
µTAS 2006 Chairman
October 6, 2006
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As micro-TAS transitions to the nanoscale, new measurement approaches will need to be developed. We will discuss applications of two different types of microscopies to imaging single molecules and single cells at or below 100 nm. The depth of penetration of the evanescent field at a liquid/solid interface depends on the incidence angle. The vertical resolution can be around 1/10 the wavelength of light while maintaining the horizontal (planar) resolution to the wavelength of light. In differential interference contrast microscopy (DIC), objects as small as microtubules (25 nm diameter) have been recorded. The vertical resolution remains at the wavelength of light.

**Evanescent Field Fluorescence Microscopy.** A variable-angle total internal-reflection fluorescence microscope (VATIRFM) capable of providing a large range of incident angles was constructed for imaging single DNA molecule dynamics at a solid/liquid interface. An algorithm using a public-domain image processing program, ImageJ, was developed for single-molecule counting. The experimental counts at various incident angles with different evanescent field layer (EFL) thickness are affected by molecular diffusion. The dynamics of molecules near the surface and the observed counts in VATIRFM are elucidated using a limited one-dimensional random walk diffusion model. The simulation fits well with the experimental counting results. Further analysis using the simulation reveals the details of single-molecule motion. One implication is that the measured intensities cannot be used directly to determine the distances of molecules from the surface, though the majority of fluorescence does come from the EFL. Another implication is that rather than providing molecular concentrations within EFL, the experimental counting results depict the distance-dependent dynamics of molecules near the surface. Thus VATIRFM could be a powerful technique to study the surface repulsion/attraction of molecules within a few hundred nanometers of the surface. Further studies show that molecules at low ionic strengths experience electrostatic repulsion at distances much further away from the surface than the calculated thickness of the electrical double layer (Figure 1).

To generate a large range of $\Delta \theta$, initially we adapted a beam steering design that consisted of a rotatable mirror, two parallel achromatic convex lenses, and a SF11 half-cylindrical prism, where the available $\Delta \theta$ range is determined by the F/# of the lens adjacent to the prism. For our purpose, a 12.7 mm diameter lens with F/# = 1.5 was used to achieve $\Delta \theta = 24^\circ$. However, the strong focusing effect of the lens caused unwanted angular dispersion of the laser beam and thus uncertainty in $d$ within the...
probe area. Furthermore, it was very difficult to direct the laser beam to the same spot on the prism surface due to imperfection of curved optical surfaces. In comparison, all optical surfaces in the present setup are flat except for a long focal length convex lens to reduce the size of the laser spot to become smaller than the viewing area of the CCD. Thus, the angular dispersion is minimized and the optical alignment also becomes much easier. The $\Delta \theta$ range is determined by the maximum separation distance between the objective and the microscope stage and the minimum distance between the TIR prism and the vertical light path above the galvanometer. Currently, we achieve a range of 27°, the largest among all the VA-TIRFM instruments reported.

**Sub-diffraction Limit 3-D Imaging by DIC.** Real-time monitoring of the motion of individual $\lambda$-DNA in a PDMS/glass microchip is shown in Figure 2. The image of individual $\lambda$-DNA molecules appear sharp and distinct in DIC microscopy. Since the molecules are moving relative to the camera during exposure, the trajectories show up as streaks in the image. The trajectory of native $\lambda$-DNA molecules resemble an earthworm at an exposure time of 300 ms. Intercalator dyes affected the physical properties and dynamic behavior of DNA molecules. From the migration velocities in the microchannel it is evident that native DNA molecules migrated faster than DNA molecules labeled with YOYO-1. This is because YOYO-1 increases the molecular weight and size of $\lambda$-DNA and decreases the charge. This study underscores the superior x-y resolution of DIC and its ability to image even non-fluorescent species.
Another major advantage of DIC microscopy is that it makes full use of the numerical aperture of the system and permits focusing in a thin plane section of a thick specimen, with reduced contributions from the specimen regions above or below the plane of focus. Therefore, DIC microscopy provides superior vertical resolution to phase-contrast microscopy and when coupled with other equipment, allows optical sectioning. Additionally, DIC has an advantage over standard phase-contrast microscopy in that the “halo” edge effect is absent. We coupled DIC with a motorized vertical stage so that we could track the dynamics of individual submicron granules inside a mast cell temporally and spatially. We were able to show that exocytosis is enhanced from the part of the cell membrane in contact with concanavalin A. Figure 3 shows that the top and the bottom layers of sub-micron granules in a 10-μm cell can be imaged without interference from the intermediate layers. The estimated vertical resolution is 0.5 μm.

Figure 3. An upright Nikon Eclipse 80i microscope equipped with a 100× objective and DIC slider was used. A motorized rotary stage (Sigma Koki) was coupled to the fine adjustment knob on the microscope. Travel for each frame is 0.5 μm. Light was from a 12V 100W halogen lamp. The CCD (Cool SNAP ES, Photometrics, pixel size = 6.4 μm) exposure time was 50 ms at 20 MHz digitization.
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Abstract
Our group has developed a family of DNA ligation-based detection tools that allow for interrogation of complex biological samples, extending down to even individual molecules. In this contribution we report the recent progress of the in single-cell and single-molecule analysis projects carried out in microfluidic platforms.
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1. Introduction
We have developed highly selective molecular probing mechanisms for nucleic acid and protein targets based on ligation of oligonucleotides. Both these probing techniques allow for rolling-circle amplification, converting the nanometer-scale molecular recognition events to brightly fluorescent micrometer-sized DNA molecules suitable for optical detection.

Padlock probes
Linear synthetic oligonucleotide probes are designed so that their 5’ and 3’ ends hybridize in juxtaposition on target DNA [1] [2] or RNA [3] strands, positioning them for enzymatic joining by a DNA ligase, which creates unique amplifiable circular reporter molecules. Padlock probes are particularly useful tools for genetic analysis, since in contrast to PCR they can be combined in large numbers in single reactions without cross-reactivity problems [4] [5].

Proximity ligation
The probe ligation mechanism is not limited to the detection of nucleic acid sequences. In the proximity probe ligation technique, amplifiable DNA reporter molecules are created by an analogous mechanism resulting from dual recognition of protein molecules by specific
affinity probes equipped with oligonucleotide tails [6][7]. Thereby, amplifiable information-carrying DNA strands can be generated that serve as surrogate markers for any molecular targets bound by two such affinity reagents. Since it is possible to control which pairs of detection reagents that can be joined by ligation, the assay is suitable for multiplex protein detection, avoiding risks of cross reactivity.

**Rolling-circle amplification**
Both padlock and proximity probing mechanisms can be designed to result in the formation of circular DNA reporter molecules that include sequence motifs suitable for identification of the recognized target molecules. During rolling-circle amplification (RCA) each circular DNA molecule is copied by a DNA polymerase, generating a large DNA macromolecule of reverse polarity, concatenated about 1,000 times. A fundamental characteristic of RCA is that amplification products are confined in individual continuous random-coil DNA molecules that constitutes a spontaneously created compartment. The discrete nature of the molecular population is therefore preserved, enabling digital analysis. This is in contrast to PCR where numerous short and physically unlinked copies of the amplified region are created.

2. Experimental and discussion

*Proximity ligation in situ*
Proximity ligation followed by RCA can be used for localized in situ detection of individual target proteins or interacting sets of proteins (Fig 1) (Söderberg et al. Nat.Methods, in press). The microfluidic format offers the possibility to create laminar flow and thereby subject different fractions of cells on the chip surface to distinct treatments.

![Figure 1.](image)

**Figure 1.** a) Schematic picture of the proximity ligation in situ assay. b) c-Myc/Max staining of the human endothelial cell line using proximity ligation in situ performed in microchip. The c-Myc/Max interactions (red dots, Alexa 555), nuclei (blue, DAPI) and actin filaments (green, FITC).
**Amplified single-molecule detection in solution.**

Rolling-circle amplification products (RCPs) derived from padlock or proximity probing can be detected in a homogenous format with no requirement for washes. The fluorophore density within a RCP corresponds to a concentration approximately 100 times higher than the surrounding solution. The signal to noise ratio is sufficient for direct observation of individual RCPs without removal of free fluorophores [8] (figure 2a). When observed by fluorescence microscopy the RCPs are visible as bright objects with a diameter of approximately 1 μm. This enables counting of individual RCPs by recording the fluorescence intensity when the solution is pumped through a microchannel [9]. The raw data files are thresholded to generate a binary output file in which each identified object corresponds to a detected target molecule (figure 2b).

![Image of fluorescence microscopy](image)

**Figure 2.** a) Direct observation of individual RCPs by fluorescence microscopy. b) Detection of *Vibrio cholerae* DNA. A serial dilution series of bacterial DNA was analyzed. The lowest concentration in the dilution series corresponds to DNA from 8 bacterial genomes.
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Abstract
Whole transcriptome analysis can now be performed using DNA chips and recently developed amplification methods [1, 2]. In this paper, we demonstrate that all the steps of these protocols, i.e. cell lysis, DNase digestion of genomic DNA, reverse transcription and PCR amplification, can be performed either at the single-cell-scale or on a single cell using PDMS devices. Integrating all these microfluidic units into a lab-on-a-chip would certainly help improve the sensitivity of current analyses and provide a very efficient diagnosis tool.
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1. Introduction
The recent development of global amplification protocols and DNA microarrays, as well as the human genome sequencing, have enabled whole transcriptome analysis of single cells, i.e. analysis of all the genes that are expressed by a cell at a given time and under given physiological or pathological conditions. Such studies will tremendously help understand differentiation mechanisms and characterize cellular heterogeneity [2]. They are also of significant interest for diagnosis and could prove a very efficient tool to identify new therapeutic targets [3]. Yet current methodologies do not seem adapted to single cells. The 10pg of total RNA contained initially in the picoliter-volume of a single cell are currently analyzed in several μL. Chances are that this does greatly limit efficiency of reactions as well as sensitivity of detection.

In our previous work [4], we demonstrated that reverse-transcription (RT) at the single-cell-scale (i.e. starting with 10pg of total RNA) was most efficient when performed in a 7nL PDMS rotary mixer rather than in tube. More specifically, we showed that all size mRNA, from 100bp to 6kb, were reverse-transcribed in the microfluidic device whereas only transcripts less than 700bp in size were reverse-transcribed and amplified in tube. In this paper, we show that all the other steps of global amplification protocols can be performed in PDMS microfluidic units. Cell capture, DNase treatment of genomic DNA and PCR amplification have been demonstrated.

2. Material and methods
All our microfluidic units embodied a rotary mixer [5] made out of PDMS using multi-layer soft-lithography [6]. Fluidic channels were 100μm wide, 15μm high and had a
parabolic cross-section. Control channels were 15μm high. The microchip for PCR was made of 3 layers of PDMS (figure 1(A)). The 2 top layers (A and B) form a rotary mixer. The bottom layer (C) is a hydration channel, used to prevent evaporation in the mixer during PCR.

All valves were pressure actuated and temperature was controlled using a flat-bed therocycler. Experiments were performed using Lambda-phage DNA. No-enzyme control experiments were performed on-chip to evaluate the efficiency of PCR or DNAse treatment: without the enzyme, DNA cannot be amplified or respectively digested.

3. Results and discussion
The amplification of a 6kb-long DNA fragment was investigated in our microfluidic unit for PCR (figure 1(A)). The starting amount of DNA was 0.16μg. This quantity is comparable to the amount of cDNA that can be reverse-transcribed from a single cell mRNA content. Figure 1(B) shows that the off-chip quantitative PCR signal obtained after on-chip amplification is more intense than in the control experiment, where DNA is not amplified. This demonstrates that PCR is efficient in our microfluidic unit. Since on-chip amplification of a short (200-bp) DNA fragment has also been achieved (data not shown), we may conclude that all-size cDNAs, ranging from 100bp to 6kb, can be amplified in our PDMS device for PCR.

A microfluidic unit for digestion of genomic DNA prior to RT-PCR has also been developed. 10pg of DNA, which is about 10 times the genomic DNA content of a single cell, was treated on-chip. DNAse treatment efficiency was measured after amplification of a 6kb-long DNA fragment. Figure 2 shows that DNA was selectively digested on-chip: after DNAse treatment, no DNA could be amplified since no DNA was left (lane 3); DNA was not digested in the control experiment (lane 4). This unit could prove very useful for on-chip gene expression analysis; it will help eliminate amplification bias due to genomic DNA.

We also successfully injected cells in suspension and were able to trap one single cell in a cross-shaped microfluidic device (figure 3). Lysis is currently under investigation.

4. Conclusion
Several microfluidic units were presented, each corresponding to a specific step of global amplification protocols [1, 2]. We had previously reported that all-size mRNA could be reverse-transcribed in a microfluidic PDMS device [4]. We now report PCR amplification of short and long DNA fragments in a PDMS microchip. These are indeed key steps for whole transcriptome analysis at the single cell level since all-size mRNA (from 100bp to 6kb) cannot be reverse-transcribed and amplified in tube for such small quantities.

We are currently working on the integration of all these units into a single microfluidic device. These new highly integrated microchips dedicated to the transcriptome analysis of single cells should prove very useful in many fields of biology where cell heterogeneity is a key paradigm, and also in diagnosis.
Figure 1 (A) Picture of our 3-layers PDMS device for PCR amplification. 
(B) Measure of PCR efficiency in our PDMS device using qPCR.

Figure 2: Measure of DNAse efficiency in our PDMS device. Agarose gel (0.8%) electrophoresis of PCR products after 25 cycles of amplification. Starting quantity was 10pg of lambda DNA.

Figure 3: Neuronal cell in a 100μm wide and 15μm high PDMS fluidic channel
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Abstract

This paper reports single DNA molecule analysis in single cells using a microfluidic platform. Single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in individual mitochondrial DNA molecules were analyzed using padlock probes, made visible by rolling-circle amplification of the circularized padlock probes [1]. By combining microfluidics with padlock probes, individual cells can be manipulated and investigated with single-molecule sensitivity. The microfluidic format also gives us the possibility to subject a fraction of the cells on the device to specific treatment and to observe the response.
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1. Introduction

Mitochondria are important organelles involved in many fundamental cellular maintenance processes and have been implicated in processes like aging, diabetes and neurodegeneration. The effects of mitochondrial mutations remain unclear, and an important question is how mutations influence mitochondrial phenotypes such as mobility and maintenance. Padlock probes, the oligonucleotide probes with one target-complementary sequence at each end allow analysis of single-nucleotide variation directly in genomic DNA molecules. In this research, we applied microfluidics to investigate genotype-phenotype correlations in mitochondrial biology.

2. Materials and Methods

The microfluidic device was made of thermoplastics by injection molding and bonded with a PDMS lid [2]. This microfluidic platform is suitable for mass production and has valuable features such as biocompatibility, optical transparency over a wide range, as well as low-cost and disposability. The microchip used for cell experiments is shown in Figure 1. By applying precise control of the laminar flow we can achieve multilayer flow for selective exposure of cells to reagents.

Figure 1. Microchip for cell culture and single molecule analysis.
To make visible the selective treatment of cells, we cultured homoplasmic cell line M50 in this microchip for 2 days. Then laminar flow was formed with Cell culture medium and genotoxic anticancer agent mitomycin C supplemented medium from the inlets at the left. After 2 hours of exposure, mitochondrial DNA molecules were detected with padlock probes and RCA (Figure 2). Damaged mitochondria DNA were not detected (Figure 3). Cell culture and the formation of laminar flow have been shown successfully.

![Figure 2](image1.png)

**Figure 2.** *In situ* genotyping of individual DNA molecules using padlock probes and RCA. The single nucleotide mutation at the base pair 3243 (A to G) of the mitochondrial DNA is detected with these probes.

![Figure 3](image2.png)

**Figure 3.** Image of cells after 2 hours partial (upper half) exposure to mytomicin C using laminar flow in microfluidic chip. Cell nuclei are shown in bright spots and normal mitochondrial DNA shown in small dots by padlock probes and RCA.

3. Results and Discussions

We have demonstrated the use of padlock probes for single nucleotide genotyping of individual mitochondrial DNA molecules [3] in the microfluidic format, by applying target-primed RCA of *in situ*-circularized padlock probes (Figure 2). This method can be applied to study sequence variation in the mitochondrial genome, enabling analysis of the distribution of mitochondrial genomes within cells. Figure 4 shows the results of mitochondrial genotyping of the heteroplasmic cell line G55.1.1, having two genotypes of mitochondria that differed in one base pair (A3243G point mutation) in microfluidic chip. Individual mitochondrial DNA molecules are visualized as discrete fluorescence-
labeled rolling-circle amplification products (seen as bright dots) and their genotype could be determined from the color; with mutant and wild-type probes reporting in green and red fluorescence, respectively. We succeeded in situ genotyping of mitochondrial DNA mutation in microfluidic device by optimizing surface modification and shear flow conditions.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we succeeded in situ genotyping of mitochondrial DNA mutation in microfluidic device by optimizing surface modification and shear flow conditions. This would be a first milestone for further development of a system for single-cell manipulation and analysis that can be combined with other molecular probing strategies and be applied for fundamental cell biology investigation in, e.g. cancer research.
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NANO-ACOUSTIC INTERACTIONS GOVERNING HIGH ASPECT RATIO NANOCHANNEL FEMTOSECOND LASER MACHINING
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Abstract
Acoustic phenomena during nanochannel machining by fs laser pulses are found to have an unexpected strong influence on the machining efficiency. Analysis of acoustic nodes that strongly limit machining efficiency allows strategies to be identified for fabrication of high aspect ratio channels. Based on an analytic solution for node formation, it is found that increasing the speed of acoustic transmission can produce a two-fold increase in the length of the channels; this can be accomplished by maximizing the mole fraction of hydrogen in the gas phase. The model is further reinforced by the effects of varying pressure.

Keywords: femtosecond laser machining, high AR nanochannel, acoustic node formation

1. Introduction
Laser-induced optical ablation by fs (femtosecond) laser pulses constitutes a promising method for submicron scale fabrication in dielectric materials [1, 2], and has been applied to rapidly prototype surface and subsurface 3D nano features in glass using far-field nanoablation [3, 4]. For achieving a wider variety of micro/nanofluidics, high aspect ratio ($AR=\text{length/diameter}$) channel machining is required, but it is difficult to achieve because the debris extrusion becomes increasingly difficult as the machining progresses far into the material.

We find a major barrier to high $AR$ channel machining arises from acoustic interactions that form pressure nodes at specific positions along the channel; this inhibits bubble and water circulation during the machining, resulting in the severe attenuation of machining.

2. Analytic model for the acoustic node formation
Fig. 1 (a) shows the first acoustic node formation, where machining is severely attenuated, resulting in termination of the primary channel. However, as the laser is scanned back and forth repetitively, a secondary channel forms visually discontinuous from the primary channel. With further scanning, the primary and secondary channels eventually unite, forming one longer channel as shown in fig. 1 (b).

The acoustic nodes form due to pressure cancellation, analogous to the nodes in standing wave, though physically distinct. When the channel is short, the two phase flow in nanochannel is unstable, but it becomes stabilized as the machining approaches
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the first acoustic node; a large gas plug is formed in the middle of the channel while the inlet and terminal end of the channel are filled with water plugs.

When the resonant frequency of the stabilized WGW (Water-Gas-Water) structure matches the acoustic resonant frequency of the gas plug, energy delivered to the ablation site is readily transferred through the WGW structure, effectively canceling out bubble expansion at the ablation site, and attenuating fluid circulation.

As shown in fig. 2, the gas plug acts as a spring, and the water plug at the inlet port as a mass; the mass \( m \) and equivalent spring constant \( k_s \) decide resonance frequency \( f_n \) (\( m \) is equivalent mass of 1st water plug, \( P_i \) is internal pressure of gas plug, \( L_g \) and \( L_w1 \) are the length of gas and 1st water plug).

The pressure oscillation \( f_{osc} \) in the gas plug is decided by the speed of sound and length of the gas plug (\( k \) is specific heat ratio \( (cp/c_v) \), \( R \) is the gas constant and \( T \) is temperature of gas plug).

\[
L_{node} = L_w1 \left( 1 + \frac{kRT}{16\pi^2 P_i} \right) + L_{w2} \quad (1)
\]

Fig.1. Acoustic node formation

3. Results

To solve equation (1), internal pressure and gas composition of bubble must be determined. Heat transfer analysis determines that the temperature of gas plug can be assumed as room temperature. And internal pressure was determined to be \( P_i \approx P_o + 160 \) [kPa] experimentally. This leaves to be determined \( k \) and \( R \), which depend on the gas composition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machining type</th>
<th>Gas composition by mole fractions ((\alpha \leq 1))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DWA, SWA</td>
<td>( \alpha(\frac{2}{3}H_2+\frac{1}{3}O_2) + (0.99-\alpha)(0.65N_2+0.35O_2) + (0.01)H_2O(g) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cpt. DWA</td>
<td>( 0.99(\frac{1}{3}H_2+\frac{2}{3}O_2) + (0.01)H_2O(g) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DWA – degassed-water-assisted; SWA – saturated-water-assisted; Cpt. DWA – completely degassed-water-assisted. Water was partially degassed by applying a vacuum and ultrasonic bath.
As shown in Table I, three possible sources were considered for the gas composition of the bubble: 1) the dissociation of water molecules into hydrogen and oxygen, 2) dissolved gases in water such as nitrogen and oxygen, and 3) water vapor which is calculated at less than 1%. Fig. 3 shows trend of the first acoustic node formation follows the predictions of the analytic model well, when the pressure and gas composition are changed (custom built pressure controller is used for pressure control and degassing of water changes gas composition). Error bars on analytic solutions reflect observed variation of the WGW structure.

Two times the distance to the first node is suggested as a practical maximum of machining, after which the machining speed becomes very slow. Based on the analytic model and experimental verification, specific parameters such as mole fraction of hydrogen and pressure of the bubble are shown to be useful parameters for inhibiting first acoustic node formation.

4. Conclusion
We have characterized a strong, previously unrecognized, role of acoustic nodes during fs laser nanomachining. Experimental and theoretical description of these effects has allowed us to identify methods for machining high $AR$ channels, which are critical for developing complex lab-on-a-chip and micro-total analysis devices. Understanding the role of acoustic nodes during fs laser nanomachining provides the basis to realize complex micro/nanofluidics with complete freedom to arbitrarily configure components in 3 dimensions.
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Abstract

This paper reports a method to stretch and immobilize DNA onto a convex/concave micro-patterned periodical structure, where DNA strands are anchored onto the convex by adsorption, leaving the part above the concave freely suspended. The geometry allows DNA enzymes to work at the freely suspended parts, while the interaction is prevented at the adsorbed parts due to steric hindrance; hence the enzymatic activity is spatially modulated by the micropattern. An experimental demonstration is made by applying DNA-cutting enzymes to thus immobilized DNA, by which ordered DNA fragments are obtained, whose size is defined by the dimension of the structure.

keywords: DNA, DNA stretching, stamping, molecular surgery, restriction enzyme

1. Introduction

Molecular surgery here refers to the modification of a molecule with a spatial resolution provided by physical means. In [1] is demonstrated an example that, with a use of a microparticle coated with a DNA-cutting enzyme, which is laser-manipulated and made into contact with DNA, the strand can be dissected at any targeted position, with the molecular structure defined by the nature of the enzyme. It is reported that, if DNA is adsorbed onto a solid surface, the enzyme will lose its activity due to steric hindrance caused by the surface. In order to avoid such a hindrance, a special device is developed in [1] to suspend DNA strands with the termini anchored on a microstructure. However, with such geometry, the strands once dissected coil back towards anchoring points due to entropy elasticity, and no further operation can be performed.

The method presented in this paper aims at multi-point immobilization, as depicted in Fig.1. The substrate has a convex/concave structure, on which DNA strands are stretched and placed. The structure's surface is chemically modified to adsorb DNA, and cause steric hindrance to the enzymatic activity.
activity, so that enzymes can work only at the suspended part above the concave. With the use of the structure, the enzymatic activity is modulated by the periodicity of the micro-pattern, and if we apply a DNA-cutting enzyme to thus suspended DNA, we will have DNA fragments which are placed in order, whose size is defined by the dimension of the structure, with the clearly defined termini (e.g. cohesive ends etc.).

2. Experimental

A molding master is fabricated by a standard lithography of SU-8, and then transferred to PDMS, to fabricate the periodical convex/concave structure, with the convex width 3.0 \( \mu \text{m} \), the concave width 1.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) and the depth 1.5 \( \mu \text{m} \). Then its surface is treated with a positively charged amino-silane coupler to enhance adsorption.

For the immobilization of DNA onto the structure, we adopted the molecular stamping method originally developed by Ohtani's group [2], in combination with our electrostatic DNA stretching method [1]. Fig.2 depicts the process. DNA is first stretched and anchored between microelectrodes on a glass substrate (Fig.2 a) using the electrostatic method. The surface is etched down, in order to prevent the transfer of DNA not stretched but just adsorbed on the bottom. Then the substrate is flipped over (Fig.2 b), and "stamped" onto the PDMS structure (Fig.2 c). Then the substrate is carefully removed to leave DNA on the convex/concave structure.

3. Results and discussion

Two types of DNA-cutting enzymes are applied to thus immobilized DNA. One is DNaseI, which cuts DNA regardless of the sequence, and the other is HhaI, a 4-base cutter whose average cutting interval = \( 4^4 \times 0.34 \text{nm/base} = 87 \text{nm} \), adequately shorter than the concave width (1.5 \( \mu \text{m} \)) of the structure.

Fig.3 a) is a fluorescence image of immobilized DNA, where DNA strands are seen
as curved horizontal lines. Fig.3 b) is just after DNaseI is fed. Instantaneous cutting of DNA occurred selectively above the concaves (indicated by arrows in the figure), which is observed as discontinuities in fluorescence at these locations. However, after a few minutes, cutting occurred even where DNA is adsorbed, so that all DNA disappeared.

Fig.4 a) and b) are before and after feeding the restriction enzyme HhaI. In this case also, the cutting occurred selectively above the concaves in a few minutes (fig.4 b). However, even after the elapse of 20 minutes, no cutting was observed on the convexes where DNA is adsorbed. The resultant length of the fragments is determined by the periodicity of the structure, and the fragments after cutting are maintained in its original order due to adsorption.

The difference between these two cases can be interpreted in terms of the strictness of fitting requirements. The restriction enzyme must go into DNA groove to recognize its restriction site, so that DNA adsorption onto a solid surface is likely to have more prominent effect on the enzyme's activity.

4. Conclusion

A method is developed to modulate enzymatic activities through steric hindrances created by a microfabricated convex/concave structure, and is experimentally demonstrated by cutting DNA into uniform-sized fragments. The multi-point DNA anchoring method should also serve for high-yield single-fiber Fluorescence in-situ Hybridization (FISH) by alleviating adsorption issues while firmly anchoring DNA.
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EXPONENTIAL SIZE REDUCTION OF CHEMICAL PATTERNS USING REPETITIVE MICROCONTACT PRINTING

Kenji Suzuki, Kazuo Hosokawa and Mizuo Maeda
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ABSTRACT
We have developed a modified version of microcontact printing for reduction in feature size of chemical patterns by exploiting contraction of stretched elastomeric films. Using the method, one can repeat size reduction of an original chemical pattern to achieve a desired reduction ratio. We carried out proof-of-concept experiments using DNA micropatterns with size reduction ratios down to ~1/20.

Key Words: PDMS, size reduction, DNA, microarray, microcontact printing

1. INTRODUCTION
Microcontact printing (µCP) is a promising method for patterning various materials, such as self-assembled monolayers, colloidal particles, and biomolecules on an arbitrary substrate using a relief pattern on an elastomeric stamp [1]. About ten years ago, two types of modified µCP techniques for high-throughput and cost-effective miniaturization of chemical patterns were developed by exploiting physical deformation of the stamp or the substrate [2, 3]. Xia et al. showed that µCP with an elastomeric stamp under mechanical compression generates patterns with feature size smaller than that of original relief patterns on the stamp [2]. Hidber and co-workers reported size reduction of patterns of Pd colloid on a heat-shrinkable polymer substrate [3]. However, in these methods, the chemical patterns were shrunken only once; the size reduction was limited by the maximum contraction of the material (the elastomer or the heat-shrinkable polymer).

In this paper, we will describe a method for repetitive size reduction of chemical patterns. The basic idea is illustrated in Scheme 1. First, original chemical patterns are made on a stretched elastomeric film with an arbitrary method. Next, the patterns are shrunken by the film contraction, and are transferred to another stretched film by µCP between the films. This cycle can be repeated any number of times without decrease in
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surface density of inks, if each of the pattern shrinkage sufficiently condensed the inks. Finally, the shrunken patterns are transferred to a desired substrate. As a first demonstration, we examined size reduction of DNA micropatterns made originally by μCP onto a stretched elastomeric film.

3. EXPERIMENTAL

Two types of 5'-amine-terminated 21-mer single stranded DNAs (ssDNAs) were used as the molecular inks. The elastomeric films were made by spin-coating of prepolymer of a silicone elastomer (SH 9555 clear base) from Dow Corning Toray Silicone (Tokyo, Japan) on silicon substrates. Fresh surfaces of the films were treated with glycerol at 110°C for 1 h and rinsed thoroughly with pure water just before use. The stamps for μCP were made by replica molding of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) on microfabricated silicon substrates. The stamps were inked with a solution of the ssDNA containing cetyltrimethylammonium chloride. DNA micropatterns were made on a stretched elastomeric film by μCP with the inked stamp. After some cycles of pattern shrinkage and transfer between elastomeric films, the shrunken patterns on the final elastomeric film were transferred onto a glass slide or silicon wafer, the surface of which had been chemically activated with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane and glutaraldehyde in advance. The DNA patterns immobilized on the solid substrates were hybridized with fluorescently-labeled or gold nanoparticle-labeled complementary ssDNAs and then observed by fluorescence microscopy or atomic force microscopy.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

As shown in Figure 1, repetition of pattern transfer without any film contraction resulted in a rapid decrease in surface density of hybridization signal in each square dot. In contrast, with the film contraction by a factor of 1.8, no significant decrease in surface density of hybridization signal was observed as shown in Figure 2(a)-(e), and (g). The stability of the hybridization signal can be explained by the increase in surface density of ssDNAs with film contraction. Through the five cycles of shrinkage-transfer, average size of the square dots were reduced from 0.21 mm to 11 μm, and average interval of the square dots from 0.97 mm to 47 μm. This means that the exponential size reduction was successful. Naturally, this method is compatible with multicolor patterns (see Figure 2(f)), indicating

![Figure 1](#) 

**Figure 1.** Fluorescence images of hybridized DNA micropatterns on glass slides after the following number of pattern transfer cycles without film contraction: (a) 1 cycle, (b) 2 cycles, and (c) 3 cycles. All observations were performed after hybridization with FITC-labeled complementary ssDNAs. (d) Intensity profiles of DNA patterns in (a) to (c).
sequence-specific hybridization of transferred ssDNAs even after the three cycles of size reduction. Figure 3 shows an example of size reduction of a striped pattern with smaller feature size. These results indicate the applicability of the method for size reduction from micrometer to submicrometer scale.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The repetitive microcontact printing for exponential size reduction of chemical patterns offers an attractive shortcut to make multicomponent submicron patterns because of the three advantages: (1) the high reduction ratio which is not limited by the maximum contraction of the deformable material, (2) wide choice of the final substrate materials, and (3) the applicability to multicolor patterns. Our results confirmed that the ink condensation with film contraction enabled the successful repetition of the microcontact printing. Further studies for other transferred molecules as well as for other formation methods of original patterns are needed to demonstrate the versatility of this method.
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GENE TRANSFER AND CHARACTERIZATION OF PROTEIN DYNAMICS IN STEM CELLS USING SINGLE CELL ELECTROPORATION IN A MICROFLUIDIC DEVICE
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Abstract
We have developed a flow-through cell trapping device for the study of gene transfection by electroporation and characterization of protein dynamics in individual stem cells.

Keywords: Gene transfection, single cell manipulation, protein translocation, electroporation, stems cells.

1. Introduction
Transfer of DNA molecules into mammalian cells using electric field pulses, electroporation, is a powerful and widely used method that can be directly applied to gene therapy. Different layouts for on-chip electroporation have been reported [1-2]. These devices either address flow-through operation or single cell capture, but all lack the ability to address an individual cell from a pre-defined cell batch by microfluidic or electronic means. We have developed a flow-through chip that can immobilize, electroporate and transfect individual cells while being imaged using an inverted fluorescent microscope. With these chips we demonstrate transfection by electroporation of a green fluorescent-erk1 fusion protein and subsequent erk1 protein tracking in mouse myoblastic cells (C2C12) and in human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs). Our silicon-glass chip enables, to our best knowledge for the first time, the immobilization, electroporation and real-time monitoring of protein dynamics in single cells.

2. Experimental
The microfluidic cell trap device consists of two channels of asymmetric width (50μm/20μm) and details of the trapping feature are shown in figure 1b. All channels are 15μm deep, dry etched in silicon and covered by glass. To initiate the experiments, 100μl of cell sample is placed in inlet (1). Cells are transported through the channel by means of pressure driven flow. To trap single cells a negative pressure is applied to the suction reservoir (4) using a pump. Once the cells have been trapped, the pump is
switched off and cells are localized at the traps (Figure 1c). Using strategically positioned electrodes, a DNA construct encoding green fluorescent protein fused to erk1, pegfp-erk1 was electroporated into C2C12 cells. Extracellular signal-regulated kinase, ERK1, is a protein that is important for transducing signals from the cells’ environment to the cell nucleus [3]. Binding of growth factors to receptors on the cell membrane results in ERK1 activation and subsequent nuclear translocation.

3. Results and discussion

Twenty-four hours after electroporation, eGFP-ERK1 expression is visible mainly in the cytoplasm of the cells. The cells were then starved by removing all growth factors from the medium, resulting in localization of eGFP-ERK1 protein to the cytoplasm.

Forty-eight hours after electroporation, the medium was replaced for medium with serum (10%) and 10 ng ml-1 bFGF to stimulate ERK phosphorylation and nuclear translocation. Addition of these growth-factors significantly increased the nuclear localization of ERK1 (Figure 2 and 3). Immediately after the addition of the growth factors, track images were taken every 5 minutes using a wide field fluorescence microscope with 488nm excitation and a 527/30 emission filter. Fluorescence intensity changes in either the cytoplasm or nucleus of the cells was determined using ImageJ software [4]. The maximum intensity of eGFP-ERK1 in the nucleus was reached 30 minutes after addition of growth factors, which corresponds with nuclear translocation in response to activation of extracellular signaling in a wide variety of cell types [3].
Figure 3: In the graph time courses for GFP-ERK1 translocation following growth factor stimulation of C2C12 cells are plotted: fluorescence intensity of the cytoplasm (♦), the nucleus (■) and the ratio between eGFP intensity in nucleus and cytoplasmic (▲) was measured in time after adding growth factors. It can be observed that the maximum nuclear translocation was reached 30 min after addition of growth factors.

4. Conclusions
To our best knowledge, in this work for the first time the use of microfluidics devices is shown to efficiently transfer genes by single cell electroporation and protein expression in single cells. In addition, the dynamics of the introduced protein can be followed in real-time for each individual cell. The long-term survival and responsiveness of the cells to external stimuli demonstrates the bio-compatibility of the device. We are currently applying this technique for transfection of genes into adult stem cells. Because of the limited availability of adult stem cells, this method is a powerful tool for personalized gene therapy, tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.
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SELECTIVE HIGH EFFICIENCY IN-FLOW ELECTROPORATION WITH FOCUSED ELECTRIC FIELDS IN A MICROSYSTEM
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Abstract
We present a new technique for delivery of macromolecules into biological cells in suspension by in-flow electroporation which achieves reproducible high delivery efficiency with excellent post-electroporation viability and enables delivery to selected cell types in mixtures. We detect cells via impedance change as they flow through a microfabricated sense-porate aperture and then electroporate them by creating a transient zone of focused high electric field by applying a low voltage pulse. We describe here the device principle and demonstrate the delivery of FITC-labelled 150kD Dextran molecules to large numbers of cells of a human squamous cell carcinoma line with very delivery efficiency (~98%) and very low cell mortality (~11%).

Keywords: Electroporation, Targeted delivery, High Efficiency, High Viability

1. Introduction
Electroporation is a method for delivering cell membrane impermeant charged or polar molecules such as DNA, RNA, proteins and drugs to cells by transiently breaching their membranes using high electric fields. In conventional ‘plates-in-vial’ electroporators, this usually needs high voltages (~kVs) and yields poor and irreproducible delivery efficiencies (~50-60%) and poor cell viabilities (~30-40%) due to excessive heating and lack of control on the field experienced by individual cells [1]. Furthermore, cell-specific targeted delivery is inconceivable in this method. Recent chip-based electroporators [2,3] have used visually assisted cell trapping at orifices or junctions which limits their usefulness as tools for practical biological research requiring large number of cells.

2. Principle
We perform in-flow electroporation of cells in suspension as they pass at a controlled rate through a tapered hole in silicon that we refer to as the sense-porate aperture. This is depicted in Figure 1. The small-signal ac impedance of the aperture is continuously monitored using electrodes placed across it. Cells are detected by a rise in this impedance as they approach the narrow end of the aperture. A pre-programmed impedance-based parameter is evaluated for each incoming cell and if it lies within a specified window, a voltage pulse is applied to the electrodes to create a high electric field zone at the narrow end of the aperture. As the cell passes through this zone, it undergoes electroporation and the suspended macromolecules are delivered to its cyto-
3. Experimental Methods

The sense-porate aperture is an anisotropically etched, thermally oxidised through hole in silicon which was fabricated using standard microfabrication techniques as described in [4]. Figure 2 shows optical and SEM micrographs of the fabricated aperture which is designed to be 40μm x 40μm at the narrow end. This is packaged in a flow-cell for electrical and flow connections. An electroporation setup with custom hardware and software [4] is then used to implement the scheme. The cell line used in the study is a human squamous carcinoma cell line (NT8e) which was grown using standard cell culture methods and harvested and finally suspended in the run buffer i.e. 1XPBS with 1% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) and kept on ice.

4. Results and Discussion

Impedance sizing of two particle sizing standards and the target cells was performed to calibrate the impedance sensing electronics. Voltage peak height distributions obtained for a mixture of 10μm and 20μm diameter particles and for the target NT8e cell population are shown in Figures 3 & 4.

The electroporation voltage was set to 8V and the cell suspension flow rate was set to 20nL/sec to achieve sufficient transmembrane potential (~0.2-1V) and electroporation time (~1ms) for this cell size. NT8e cells were electroporated in a suspension with a cell-membrane impermeant green fluorescent FITC-tagged dextran (MW=150kD). Cells kept in an identical suspension without electroporation were used as a control sample. Propidium iodide, a live-cell impermeant red fluorescent dye, was then added to both samples for viability estimation. Dual-color flow cytometry was performed to quantify the dextran delivery efficiency and cell viability. A delivery efficiency of ~98% along with a post-electroporation cell viability of 89% has been measured reproducible across
Figure 3. Distribution of voltage peaks obtained with a mixture of polystyrene particles with nominal diameters of 10μm and 20μm. The mean peak heights roughly scale according to particle volume (v×r)3 as expected theoretically.

Figure 4. Distribution of voltage peaks obtained with a suspension of NT8e cells (1x10^5 cells/ml). Compared with the standard particles, using particle volume scaling, the mean cell diameter can be estimated from to be ~17μm.

Figure 5. Dual-color flow cytometry results for NT8e cells electroporated with 0.5 mg/ml FITC-Dextran (MW=150kD). The percentage of green fluorescent cells i.e. the delivery efficiency is ~98% and the percentage of cells negative in red fluorescence i.e. the post-electroporation cell viability is ~89%.

Figure 6. Green-fluorescence intensity distribution for FITC-dextran electroporated cells, control sample cells kept with FITC-dextran and fresh cells. An order of magnitude change in mean fluorescence is seen in the electroporated cells above the non-specific binding in the control cells.

batches of cells. Representative results are shown in Figures 5 & 6.

5. Conclusion
We have developed a novel non-viral delivery method which achieves very high efficiency and post-electroporation cell viability even for a large number of cells. This would be especially useful for applications in which the cells are difficult to culture such as in cancer gene therapy. Experiments are on to demonstrate impedance-selective electroporation which would then enable ex-vivo targeted delivery of genes and drugs in mixed suspensions obviating the need for laborious separations and post-transfection selection.
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Abstract

In this study, a new micro electroporation (EP) cell chip with three-dimensional (3D) electrodes was fabricated by means of MEMS technology, and tested on HeLa cervical cancer cells. Large statistical data of loading efficiency for five different size molecules and cell viability were determined under various voltage and duration time. Based on more than 2000 single cell measurements, the critical size of molecule was found to be approximately 40 kD.

Keywords: Micro electroporation, three-dimensional electrode, HeLa cell, size effect, dextran

1. Introduction

Electroporation (EP) is a widely-used technique for intra-cell delivery of many impermeable molecules, such as drugs, oligonucleotides and plasmids [1]. In recent years, novel micro EP chips, including flow-through types [2,3], single-cell type [4], etc., have been reported to increase EP efficiency. However, a systematic investigation of the molecular size effect on micro EP has never been performed. We developed a new micro EP chip with a 3D electrode array to enable such studies. Our micro EP chip with planar electrodes [5] can realize large-scale micro EP at the single-cell level. However, the sputtered planar electrodes (< 0.5 μm) can cause nonuniform electric field across a cell chamber. Thus, higher voltage is required to induce EP. This often resulted in electrolysis which can either generate undesirable bubbles, or change pH value. To solve these problems, we developed a new micro EP chip with a 3D gold electrode array with a height comparable to a cell’s diameter.

2. Experimental

A modified electroplating process was adopted to avoid damage to the gold structure during wet etching process in an iodide bath. The microfabrication process is shown in Fig. 1. Twelve pairs of 3D electrodes were made of 100 nm-thick sputtered Ti, 200 nm-thick sputtered gold and 12 μm-thick electroplated gold. A packaged micro EP chip and the SEM image of the 3D microelectrodes were shown in Fig. 2. To understand the
electric field difference between the planar and 3D electrode designs, the numerical simulations were conducted using CFD-ACE+ (ESI CFD Inc., AL, USA).

Fig. 1. Fabrication process flow of a micro EP chip with 3D electrodes: (a) Glass wafer Pyrex 7740, (b) Sputter Ti/W, (c) Pattern Au layer by lift-off, (d) Pattern thick photoresist for electroplating, (e) Electroplating gold electrode, (f) Remove PR and Ti/W.

Fig. 2. A photo of a packaged micro EP chip (left) and the SEM close-up view of the 3D microelectrodes (right).

3. Results and discussion

Five different molecules, including propidium iodide (668.4 Dalton), 10 kD, 20 kD, 40 kD and 70 kD Fluorescent dye labeled Dextran (corresponds to the diameters of ca 4.6nm, 6.6nm, 9nm and 12nm, respectively), were introduced into HeLa cells on a microchip (Fig. 4). The loading efficiency of these molecules as a function of the average electric field is illustrated in Fig. 5. Obviously the permeability of dextran highly depends on its molecular weight (MW). The higher the dextran’s MW, the lower its permeability. Furthermore, the increasing uptake of these molecules is accompanied by lower cell viability. Large dextran (40 kD & 70kD) cannot reach a 50% efficiency, while the cell viability dropped to lower than 20%. In addition, the uptake of large molecules is pulse-duration dependent (Fig. 6). For a short electric pulse, the loading efficiency of the molecules with the MW larger than 40 kD decreases sharply, while for a longer pulse the efficiency of these molecules are similar. As shown in Fig. 6, the critical size of the molecules for micro EP lies between 9 nm (20kD) and 12 nm (40 kD).
Fig. 4. Fluorescence micrographs of HeLa cells after electroporation on micro EP chips, using 4 different macromolecules. (a) 10 kD Rhodamine B-Dextran, (b) 20 kD RITC-Dextran, (c) 40 kD FITC-Dextran, (d) 70 kD FITC-Dextran (All scale bars = 30μm).

Fig. 5. Loading efficiency of macromolecules with different molecular weights (D. for Dextran) (Pulse duration = 400 μs, single pulse).

Fig. 6. The normalized uptake of molecules as a function of molecular size (each data point from the average of 10 HeLa cell experiments).

4. Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrated, for the first time, the molecular size effect on single-cell EP under different electric field and pulse duration conditions, using a new micro EP chip. This study will be very useful for parameter optimization of electroporation with large DNA molecules in the future. Comparing to the conventional instrument, MEMS based micro electroporation chip can greatly shorten the experimental time.
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MICRO PARTICLE SAMPLING ON A PERFORATED FILTER MEMBRANE BY EWOD-ACTUATED DROPLET SWEEPING

Sang Kug Chung, Yuezun Zhao and Sung Kwon Cho*
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Pittsburgh

Abstract
This paper describes two major achievements in the course of developing a micro particle sampler: (1) reliable driving of liquid droplets on a perforated membrane by electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD); (2) particle sweeping and sampling on the membrane by EWOD-actuated moving droplets. These two achievements will allow us to realize a handheld environmental monitoring system integrated with the lab-on-a-chip technology.

Keywords: Micro particle sampler, EWOD, perforated membrane, lab-on-a-chip

1. Introduction
Recently, we experimentally showed that EWOD-actuated moving droplets can efficiently sweep and sample various micro particles on a flat surface[1-4]. However, it has been wondered whether or not this sampling method is also effective on a perforated surface since some EWOD actuations on micro structured surfaces were shown irreversible[5]. The irreversible operations do not promise reliable droplet transportations. For the first time, to our knowledge, we show in this paper that water droplets can be reversibly actuated and transported by EWOD on a perforated membrane, and furthermore micro particles on the membrane can be swept and sampled by the EWOD-actuated moving droplets.

2. Reversible EWOD operations on a perforated membrane
Figure 2(a) shows a configuration for fundamental EWOD operation testing with a sessile droplet on a perforated structure. A commercially available filter membrane that has a rectangular array of perforated holes (60 µm × 128 µm hole area, see Fig. 3) is first passivated by a parylene layer and then coated with a Cr/Au layer for the EWOD electrode. For the EWOD dielectric layer, another parylene layer is deposited, followed by a Teflon layer. For grounding, a sharp tip is penetrated into the droplet. Under electrical potential (165 VAC, 1 kHz) applied, the contact angle is changed from 120° to 60° (Fig. 2(b)). Also, the top views (Fig. 2(b)) confirm corresponding droplet spreading. This 60° angle change was shown highly reversible and repeatable, and is large enough to guarantee reliable droplet transportations with patterned electrodes[6-8].

Fig. 1 Envisioned airborne particle sampler. Note that particles can be swept and sampled into the droplet driven by electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) principle. The electrodes for EWOD are placed in the perforated filter membrane. The filter membrane surface in the advancing region turns hydrophilic with EWOD on, while the surface in the receding region remains hydrophobic. The particle sampling occurs in both advancing and receding regions of the droplet.
3. Droplet transportation on a perforated membrane

To test droplet transportation and particle sampling, testing devices are fabricated (Fig. 3) that mainly consist of a perforated filter membrane and a transparent top plate.

The membrane structure is the same as that in Fig. 2(a), except a linear array of square electrodes (1.5 mm x 1.5 mm) are patterned for EWOD droplet transportations. The ground electrode (Indium Tin Oxide layer) for EWOD entirely covering the top plate is coated with a Teflon layer. Sequential activations of the patterned electrodes generate continuous movements of the droplet perpendicular (Fig. 4(a)) as well as parallel (Fig. 4(b)) to the hole pattern line, implying that droplets may move in any directions on the current membrane regardless of hole arranging pattern.
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4. Particle sampling

Finally, particle sampling is tested with hundreds of glass beads (80 μm in diameter) deposited on the membrane (Fig. 5(b)). A droplet moves from the right to the left along the electrodes, simultaneously sweeping and sampling the particles into the droplet (Figs. 5(c-d)). It is seen that no particle remains on the path where the droplet has previously passed (Figs. 5(c-d)). Finally, the sampled particles are suspended inside the droplet (Figs. 5(d-e)). The sampled particles can pile up by completely evaporating the water droplet (Fig. 5(f)).

![Image of particle sampling](Fig. 5 Sequential pictures of glass beads sampling viewed through the transparent top glass plate: (a) The filter membrane without particles; (b) glass beads (white dots, 80 μm diameter) and a droplet are deposited on the perforated membrane. Note that the droplet looks smaller than those in Figs. 5(c-d) since it is not sandwiched yet by the top plate; (c-d) the droplet moves left when the EWOD electrodes are activated sequentially to the left. Glass beads are picked up by the moving droplet. After the droplet passes, the membrane surface becomes clean with no bead left behind; (e) Collected beads are suspended in the droplet (close-up view). Note that the top plate is removed to enhance evaporation; (f) Beads pile up after the water droplet is completely evaporated (close-up view).

5. Conclusion

Reversible operation of liquid droplets on a perforated membrane by EWOD and particle sweeping and sampling on the membrane by EWOD-actuated moving droplets have been demonstrated. The achievements will make the handheld environmental monitoring system integrated with the lab-on-a-chip technology possible.
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OPTICAL MANIPULATION OF MICROPARTICLES USING A LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY

Wonjae Choi 1, Sehwan Kim 2, Jin Jang 2, and Je-Kyun Park 1
1 Dept. of BioSystems, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST), 2 Dept. of Information Display, Kyung Hee University, Korea

Abstract
We report a new microfluidic system, ‘lab-on-a-display,’ that microparticles can be manipulated by dielectrophoretic forces generated from the optoelectronic tweezers (OET) on a liquid crystal display (LCD). In this study, the lab-on-a-display is first realized by a conventional LCD module and an OET device including a ground layer, a liquid chamber, and a photoconductive layer. The lab-on-a-display is successfully applied to the programmable manipulation of polystyrene microparticles.

Keywords: lab-on-a-display, dielectrophoresis, optoelectronic tweezers, liquid crystal display (LCD), virtual electrode

1. Introduction
Dielectrophoresis (DEP) technique has become a promising approach for parallel manipulation of microparticles in biological and medical applications. Recently, two DEP-based approaches have been reported using a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) circuit-driven technique [1] and a digital micromirror display (DMD) image-driven OET [2]. However, these techniques have potential drawbacks for disposable biomedical applications, due to the high manufacturing cost and complex optical system. Here we present a new portable microfluidic DEP platform, providing a low fabrication cost of the driving circuit, portability, and compatibility for disposable applications.

2. Principle
The lab-on-a-display has an OET device on the top of a LCD (Figure 1). In the OET device, the liquid layer containing microparticles was sandwiched between the photoconductive and the ground layers. When an AC bias voltage is applied between two layers, the transmitted LCD image forms virtual electrodes on the surface of photoconductive layer. As the illuminated light increases the conductivity of photoconductive layer in comparison

Figure 1. Schematic of a lab-on-a-display.
with the non-illuminated regions, a virtual electrode effectively forms at the illuminated region. This virtual electrode can be used to make a DEP force. The simulated electric field distributions in the liquid layer prove that microparticles are movable by the LCD-driven DEP (Figure 2A). In order to transport particles across a long distance, the LCD image pattern should be continuously changed (Figure 2B).

![Figure 2. The electric field strength calculated using CFD-ACE; (A) a cross-sectional view and (B) the liquid layers at three sequential moments.]

3. Experimental

The photoconductive layer was fabricated on an ITO glass substrate and was comprised of three layers: a 20 nm thick silicon nitride, a 1 μm thick intrinsic hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H), and a 50 nm thick n⁺ a-Si:H (Figure 3). After these layers were consecutively deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), some regions were etched by reactive ion etch (RIE) to expose the ITO for bias connections. A 1.3-in monochromatic LCD module (26 × 20 mm image area) from the conventional projector (EMP-5300; Epson, Japan) was used in this study. It was consisted of 800 × 600 pixel array with 33-μm pixel pitch. We used two illumination of the microscope: one for actuation and the other for observation (Figure 4). The movements of beads were observed and recorded using an upright microscope (Zeiss Axioskop 40; Carl Zeiss, Germany) with a camera.

![Figure 3. Microfabrication of a photoconductive layer]

![Figure 4. Experimental setup.]
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4. Results and discussion

Figure 5 shows videoclips representing the transport of 45 μm beads, finally forming a 1.8 × 2.4 mm-size letter “I”. It was observed that the beads follow the moving edge of the image at every moment. To measure the particle speed, we recorded the manipulation action and analyzed the video images frame by frame. Figure 6 shows the measured speeds of 75-μm polystyrene particles versus the ac bias voltage at the frequency of 100 kHz. The speed increases while the voltage increases, eventually reaching a speed of 36 μm s⁻¹ at 10 Vpp bias.

![Figure 5. An example of LCD-driven optical manipulation of microbeads with a diameter of 45 μm.](image)

![Figure 6. The relationship between the particle speed and the bias voltage.](image)

5. Conclusions

Numerical simulation and experimental results on the basic capabilities of particle manipulation have been described. A number of polystyrene microparticles were transported by the prototype lab-on-a-display technology which used the LCD and light-patterned virtual electrodes. Transport speed of 36 μm s⁻¹ was measured with 10 Vpp bias voltage. Since the virtual electrodes used in the lab-on-a-display are movable and reconfigurable, this platform may be potential for programmable particle manipulation or chip-based bioprocessing including cell separation and bead-based analysis.
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A MICROFLUIDIC CHIP WITH A NANOSCALE ARRAY FOR ANALYSIS OF VIRUS PARTICLES
Kidong Park, Demir Akin, Rashid Bashir
Birck Nanotechnology Center, School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Weldon School of Biomedical Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, USA

Abstract
In this work, an individually addressable nano-probe array within a micro-fluidic channel is developed. The probe array captured the viral particles from fluid flow with dielectrophoresis (DEP) force and the same probes are then used to investigate the effect of strong electric field on the virus particles. A number of biologically important particles, such as vaccinia virus, lambda virus and polystyrene beads can be captured, and can be conveniently observed via optical microscope.

Keywords: Nano-scale probe array, virus, micro-fluidics, dielectrophoresis, lysis

1. Introduction
Valuable information on the biological entities, such as cell, bacteria and virus, can be obtained by individually observing them under given stimulus in real time. However, those entities are usually suspended in the fluid and it’s difficult to keep track of a single entity or a small number of them. A combination of micro-fluidics and the DEP technology has been used for this purpose [1, 2]. This paper presents a nano-scale probe array, which captures virus and enables real time observation. Also, the probe array can be used for the study on the effects of the strong electric fields on these particles, produced by its ultra sharp lateral probe tips.

2. Theory
Dielectrophoresis (DEP) is the electrokinetic motion of dielectrically polarized particles in non-uniform electric fields due to the difference in the strength of the polarization between the media and the particles. The DEP force is determined by the particle size, Clausius-Mossotti factor, and the electric filed, as in Eq. 1. Vaccinia virus is modeled with multi-shell model [3] to calculate the Clausius-Mossotti factor, as in Fig.1. \( \varepsilon_p, \varepsilon_s, \varepsilon_{mem}, \) and \( \xi \) is the complex permittivity of viral particle, media, viral particle’s membrane and viral particle’s bulk, respectively [4].

\[
F_{DEP} = 2\pi \varepsilon_p R^3 \Re \left( \frac{\varepsilon_p - \varepsilon_m}{\varepsilon_p + 2\varepsilon_m} \right) V E^2, \quad \varepsilon_p = \varepsilon_{mem} \left( \frac{R}{r} \right)^3 + 2 \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{in} - \varepsilon_{mem}}{\varepsilon_{in} + 2\varepsilon_{mem}} \right) \left( \frac{R}{r} \right) - \left( \frac{\varepsilon_{in} - \varepsilon_{mem}}{\varepsilon_{in} + 2\varepsilon_{mem}} \right)
\] (1)

3. Experimental
The starting substrate is a highly-doped Silicon on Insulator (SOI) wafer. The fabrication flow starts with reactive ion etching to define the probe array shape as shown in Fig. 2. Then the probe array is released and the probe tips are further
sharpened by repeated oxidation steps. After that, a metal contact layer is deposited and patterned. The scanning electron microscope image of the finished probe array is shown in Fig. 3. The device is then attached and wire bonded to a printed circuit board, and the PDMS cover is bonded. The ends of each probe is about 1-2 μm and electric fields of up to 10^5 V/cm can easily be generated using this probe arrays. The device is connected to a syringe pump for precise flow control and two function generators with opposite phase supply the DEP signal for each side of the probe, to maximize the electric field.

4. Results and Discussion
The DEP-mediated capture of 3 μm polystyrene microspheres was performed. The microspheres exhibit negative DEP in DI water. Without the applied DEP voltage, the microspheres freely pass over the electrodes and the tips. After applying the DEP voltage, the microspheres were captured in front of the probe and accumulated, as shown in Fig. 4.

Next Lambda viruses are captured by positive DEP. The lambda virus were dual-labeled differentially with green (DiOC63, Molecular Probes) and red (DiL, Molecular Probes) and suspended in DI-water, with concentration of 1x10^9 pfu/ml. The average velocity of the DI water flow was 0.1mm/sec, and the applied voltage was 20 Vpp at 100 kHz. The images of the captured virus are shown in Fig. 5. After capturing, the PDMS cover was carefully removed and the surface was observed via SEM as shown in Fig. 6.

The vaccinia viruses were captured with positive DEP, and the effect of electric field on the viruses was investigated. The vaccinia virus particles were dual-labeled with its capsid green (DiOC63) and its DNA blue (Hoescht33342, Molecular Probes). The concentration of the vaccinia virus used was 1x10^10 pfu/ml. The capturing condition is same as above. The progress of the capture is shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 8, we can see the co-localization of the blue and the green signal, with the blue signal comes out in the direction of line1, which shows the partial release of the DNA from the capsid.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the nano-scale probe array, integrated with micro-fluidic channel is presented and the capture of the virus particles is shown with colocalization of the two different fluorescence signals. Also by applying high electric filed, produced by its ultra sharp probe tips, the effect of the electric field on virus particle can be studied.
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Figure 1. Clausius-Mossotti factor.

Figure 2. Process Flow

Figure 3. SEM images of the probe. The gap between each probe pair is about 1-2 μm.

Figure 4. The collected 3μm polystyrene beads. The beads are collected between the electrodes. (v_{fluid}=1 mm/s, V_{DEP}=20 V_{pp} @ 100 kHz)

Figure 5. Lambda virus captured between the probe tips.

Figure 6. SEM images of the captured lambda virus. (a) The probe pair with captured virus. (b) The magnified image of the lower probe.

Figure 7. Series images of the progression of the viral capture, in 10, 30 and 40 min. The flow direction is from right to left.

Figure 8. (a) Fluorescence image of the captured vaccinia virus. (b), (c), (d) Plot of the fluorescence signal on line 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The y-axis is the intensity of the each fluorescence signal and the x-axis is the distance (pixels).
SUSPENDED MICROCHANNEL RESONATOR (SMR) FOR BIOMOLECULAR AND CELLULAR DETECTION

Thomas Burg, Michel Godin, Scott Knudsen, and Scott Manalis
Biological Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, MA 02139  USA
(scottm@media.mit.edu)

Abstract
The most sensitive assays today generally rely on fluorescent or radioactive labeling, requiring multistep sample preparation and in some cases large sample volumes. Hence, assay development and throughput can represent critical bottlenecks for large-scale or point-of-use applications.

To reduce the impediment of these bottlenecks, we are exploiting silicon-based microfabrication for developing robust and real-time sensors for biomolecular and cellular detection. In many cases, our goal is to provide an alternative to fluorescent optical readout while achieving sensitivity and selectivity that is commensurate with benchtop assays. Non-optical alternatives have potential for point-of-use applications where robustness, small package size, and low cost are desirable.

Here we present a new detection concept for measuring mass known as the Suspended Microchannel Resonator (SMR). In SMR detection, target molecules flow through a vibrating suspended microchannel and are captured by receptor molecules attached to the interior channel walls. What separates the SMR from other resonant mass sensors is that the receptors, targets, and their aqueous environment are confined inside the resonator, while the resonator itself can oscillate at high Q in an external vacuum environment, thus yielding extraordinarily high sensitivity.

We have demonstrated that the SMR can achieve a detection limit in fluid of 0.2 fg of total mass and 0.02 ng/cm² of surface mass density. When compared to the commercial quartz crystal microbalance, these limits are over 1000x more sensitive in terms of total mass and nearly 100x more sensitive in terms of surface mass density. We will present results on biomolecular detection and show how such a high mass resolution can enable single cells and single nanoparticles to be weighed with high precision.
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AN ELECTROKINETIC SANDWICH INJECTION TECHNIQUE FOR MICROCHIP CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS

Gui-Sheng Zhuang¹, ², Gang Li¹, ², Jing Liu¹, ², Qing-Hui Jin¹, Jian-Long Zhao¹
¹Shanghai Institute of Microsystem and Information Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai 200050, China
²Graduate School of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100049, China

Abstract
In this paper, a novel electrokinetic sandwich injection technique for delivering high-quality sample plugs into the separation channel of a microchip capillary electrophoresis (μ-CE) system is developed. The microchip designed involves four focusing channels in which symmetrical potentials are loaded to form a unique parallel electric field distribution to confine the spreading of sample plugs and prevent sample leakage. Numerical simulation results show that well-defined and non-distorted sample plugs can be delivered for high-performance separation purposes. The similar results are experimentally observed.

Keywords: microfluidics, numerical simulation, electrokinetic injection, sample plug

1. Introduction
In μ-CE, injection techniques play an important role in the sample-handling process, and separation performance achieved, which depends strongly on the shape of sample plugs delivered into the separation channel. Many injection techniques have been developed to deliver discrete sample plugs, such as the T-form, cross-form and double-T-form injection techniques. Tsai et al. [1] utilizes a numerical simulation approach to investigate these injection methods and study the control parameters. Ideal shape of the sample plug can be achieved by reasonable channel geometry design and electrokinetic control. Recently, a double-cross injection system [2] is developed to deliver improved sample plugs. Generally, these injection systems deliver distorted or slanted sample plugs, which have a negative impact on the separation performance. Here, we develop a sandwich injection system to deliver high-quality sample plugs for high-performance separation, which employs a unique parallel electric field distribution in the intersection of injection channel and separation channel to confine the diffusion of analyte in loading step and prevent the sample leakage in dispensing step.

2. Experimental
Details of geometry and reservoir labeling scheme of the sandwich injection system are shown in Figure 1. Figure 1a shows the schematic diagram and the dimension of a microchip. F1, F2, F3, and F4 channels are the focusing channels. Figure 1b shows the schematic diagram and the photograph of the intersection. The photograph of the microchip is shown in Figure 1c. The basic operating principle of the injection system can be described as follows: In the loading step, the sample is driven from sample reservoir (S) to sample waste reservoir (SW) by a loading electric field. Simultaneously, appropriate voltages are applied to the focusing channels to form a unique parallel electric field distribution. The parallel electric field forms virtual walls to confine the
spreading of sample plugs and prevent sample leakage. When the sample fills the intersection, the electric field switches immediately to the dispensing step. Then the sample in the intersection is delivered into the separation channel while the focusing channels are applied appropriate bias voltages for preventing leakage. Figure 2 presents the corresponding potential distributions and streamlines for the two steps.

Figure 1. Design and photograph of the electrophoresis microchip with sandwich injection system.

Figure 2. Numerical simulation of electrical potential contours and streamlines for the two steps.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the numerical and experimental flow contours. It can be seen that a well-defined sample plug is delivered into the separation channel. Figure 4 illustrates the three different simulated volumes of sample plugs introduced for three focusing voltages.

Figure 3. Comparison of the numerical and experimental flow contours for the loading and dispensing steps.

Figure 4. Simulated sample plug distributions for the loading and dispensing procedures for three focusing voltages.

Observation of the well-defined and rectangle-like sample plug delivered into the separation channel. The shape of the sample plug is prominently improved than that reported previously.
Figure 5 compares the sample shape and detected peak shape of the delivered sample plugs at the proposed sandwich injection system and the pinched cross-form systems. A narrower and higher sensitive peak than the pinched cross-form injection systems can be detected to improve resolution performance without leakage. Simulated electropherograms for two samples have affirmed the higher resolution with the proposed sandwich injection system (Figure 6c compared with figure 6a and b). The peak resolution of the peak quality is further improved, as expected.

Figure 5. Comparison of the sample shape and detected peak shape of the delivered sample plugs. Pinched cross-form injection without pullback voltages a), pinched cross injection system with pullback voltages b) sandwich injection system c).

Figure 6. Electropherograms generated by simulation for two samples at 1s and 4s. Pinched cross-form injection without pullback voltages a), pinched cross injection system with pullback voltages b) sandwich injection system c).

4. Conclusions
The sandwich injection technique proposed here prove to be a more efficient injection method, which can produce a high-quality sample plug with variable volumes and well-defined shape for high-performance detection purposes.
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A PDMS DIFFUSION PUMP FOR ON-CHIP FLUID HANDLING IN MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES

Mark A. Eddings¹ and Bruce K. Gale²

¹Department of Bioengineering, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT
²Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT

Abstract

A PDMS diffusion-based membrane pump has been developed for on-chip fluid handling within microfluidic devices. Vacuum and air pressure applied across a thin PDMS membrane were used to bi-directionally manipulate fluid at flow rates of 10-200 nl·min⁻¹. Flow rates can be altered by changing diffusion area, membrane thickness, and applied pressure or vacuum. The pump has been used to rapidly fill and evacuate dead-end channels and chambers. Desired volume plugs are easily isolated and manipulated. The pump can be integrated within densely arrayed microfluidic channels and chambers for mixing, separation, and analysis.

Keywords: PDMS, pump, dead-end filling, membrane, microfluidics

1. Introduction

A significant number of micropumps have been developed for PDMS microfluidic devices based on deflecting thin PDMS membranes through pneumatic actuation. [1-2] However, rapid off-chip valving is required to generate flow. In addition, mechanical actuation within the microfluidic channels may not be suitable for all biological applications. Other micropumps have focused on the gas permeability of PDMS to generate flow. The bulk of these methods have focused on applying pressure or vacuum to the bulk microfluidic device, rather than localized diffusion areas. The bulk degassing requires additional preparation time and limits the device to one-time fluidic control. [3] The diffusion-based membrane pump solves many of these problems by applying direct pressure or vacuum on the flow without mechanical actuation, enabling continuous fluidic control, and removing bulk-degassing preparation.

2. Experimental

In order to fabricate the diffusion membrane pump, previously reported multi-layer soft lithography methods were utilized [1-2]. Devices consisted of a microfluidic channel layer, a thin membrane layer, and the pressure/vacuum control layer. PDMS at 10:1 base to curing agent was poured into molds and was partially cured at 65°C for 45 minutes. Reservoirs and tubing inlets were then cored in the channel and control layers using a 2mm diameter coring tool. A thin membrane layer was spun on a PMMA wafer and cured at 65°C for 45 minutes. The three layers were combined and baked...
overnight at 65°C (See Figure 1a). Tests were run varying parameters such as diffusion area, membrane thickness, and applied pressure/vacuum to determine the change in flow rate. Separate devices were fabricated using soft lithography methods to demonstrate fluid handling and dead-end channel filling (See Figure 1b).

3. Results and Discussion

As expected, the flow rate varied linearly with diffusion area and pressure/vacuum (Figure 2). Flow rates from 10-200 nl·min⁻¹ were achieved with the fabricated device. Higher flow rates should be possible with larger diffusion areas.

Also, fluid was easily manipulated through turns in cross intersections and filling dead-end channels and chambers (Figure 3). Individual chambers were filled with different colored fluids without mixing. Rapid fluid plug dispensing and fluid mixing was possible by toggling chambers between pressure and vacuum.
4. Conclusion

The PDMS diffusion pump is a feasible option for complex lab-on-a-chip applications. The micropump is easily fabricated using existing methods and can be highly arrayed for multi-channel configurations. Rapid dead-end channel filling and flow rates in the 200 nl·min⁻¹ range have been demonstrated.
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FULL-IMAGE MICRO-PIV ANALYSIS OF TRANSIENT AND STATIONARY FLOW PATTERNS IN MICROFLUIDIC STRUCTURES UNDER PIEZO ACTUATION
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Technical University of Denmark
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2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark

Abstract

In this work a method for investigating acoustic forces in microfluidic structures is presented. By comparing, and combining, full-image micro-PIV measurements with CFD calculations, a higher understanding of acoustic coupling in microfluidic can be obtained.

Keywords: Micro-PIV, acoustic radiation force, acoustic streaming, microfluidic structures

1 Introduction

A plethora of suggestions exist on how to utilize acoustic forces for lab-on-a-chip applications. For the typical dimensions of microfluidic structures there are two acoustic effects that are mainly important: the acoustic radiation force, which moves particles either towards or away from pressure nodes depending on the established standing acoustic field, and acoustic streaming, which imparts movement onto the entire medium. In this study, two microfluidic chambers (one of quadratic and one of circular footprint, 2 mm on the side or in diameter) were investigated. Both chambers were connected to 400 μm wide inlet and outlet channels, and the depth was 200 μm throughout. While recent studies of acoustic behaviour have been reported for one-directional standing waves as well as for low-frequency acoustic streaming [1, 2], here the entire system is actuated, such that both vertical and horizontal standing waves can be formed. The coupling from the actuator to the structures and their acoustic resonances is a yet poorly understood mechanism. Coupling strengths vary for different resonances, and amplitude fluctuations across the structures are common. Therefore, full-image analysis is important in investigating acoustic effects. Streamlines can be employed to illustrate flow behaviour, but they are not sufficient in determining local variations in velocity. Thus, we have chosen to employ the micro-PIV technique. However, as particles under the influence of acoustic fields do no longer function as true independent tracers in all situations, extra caution and considerations have to be taken when applying micro-PIV for these types of studies.
2 Materials and Methods

The microfluidic chips were fabricated in silicon via deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). Anodic bonding was used to seal the structures by a glass lid on the channel side. The piezo actuator was pressed to the backside of the chip using a contact grease and biased by a 20 V ac voltage source. Images were captured with a CCD camera, with appropriate microscope magnification for capture of full-image vector fields. A LED was used as illumination source in a previously not described reflection backlit configuration.

3 Results and Discussion

The investigation was performed by scanning the spectrum from a tone generator, thus identifying those frequencies where strong coupling from the piezo actuator to the structures occurred. In Figure 1 vector plots at 1.936 MHz and 2.417 MHz in the circular
structure compared favourably with acoustic resonances calculated by use of COMSOL finite element method software (Figure 2). In Figure 3, the behaviour of 10 μm beads and 1 μm beads in the quadratic structure at 2.17 MHz are shown. The 6x6 pattern of vortices can only be seen for the smaller beads, since here the acoustic radiation force has less effect while the acoustic streaming dominates. A pronounced inhomogeneity in the strength of the vortices across the microfluidic chamber, for which chamber geometry cannot solely be accountable, is also apparent, illustrating the importance of full image analysis when acoustic effects are investigated. These little investigated irregularities are believed to stem from uneven coupling to the actuator.

![Figure 3: 10 μm beads (a) and 1 μm beads (b) at 2.17 MHz.](image)

In this study we have shown that full-image micro-PIV in combination with CFD calculations can be used for analysis of lab-on-a-chip applications where acoustics are applied.

4 Conclusions

In this study we have shown that full-image micro-PIV in combination with CFD calculations can be used for analysis of lab-on-a-chip applications where acoustics are applied.
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EFFICIENCY CONTROLLABLE SAMPLE PRECONCENTRATION CHIPS BASED ON NANO ION DEPLETION BRIDGE
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Abstract

In this paper, quartz nanofluidic chips employing ion depletion bridges were developed for studying sample preconcentration efficiency. The nanostructures with a series of accurate nano depths were fabricated with two-step photolithography and nano wet etching techniques. Based on the electrokinetic trapping mechanisms, the chips could efficiently concentrate biological samples and the concentration efficiency could be optionally controlled through the adjustment of the nanostructure and buffer component.
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1. Introduction

Most microfluidic separation and sample processing devices suffers from the critical scaling problems, which can influence the detection ability and sensitivity. Recently, the electrokinetic trapping mechanism associated with nanostructure has been reported [1] and could be applied to the sample concentration system. Here we developed a series of nanofluidic chips and preconcentrated samples depending on the ion depletion bridges. The concentration efficiency could be controlled through the adjustment of the nanostructures and buffer component, which showed the application feasibility of nanofluidic preconcentration method.

2. Experimental

The process flow chart of nanofluidic chips was shown as Fig. 1. Sample transport channels (10μm depth) were fabricated by standard photolithography and wet etching. Then the nano bridges (12.0nm~45.6nm depth) (Fig. 2), which connected the transport channel, were fabricated with aligning photolithography and nano quartz wet etching (HF: HAC: H₂O₂=2:5:5, 40°C). The wet etching could be well used for the quartz nano structures’ fabrication and could be exactly controlled: the etching velocity was described as the Fig. 3 and the surface roughness in the etched channel was tested, shown as the Fig. 4. Then hole-drilling and low-temperature bonding technique [2] were used to make quartz nanofluidic chips. For the preconcentration of biological samples, a two-step procedure was performed. Firstly, the channel was filled with the sample (Fig.5 (a)).
Then the DC voltage was applied between the nano bridge to form the ion-depletion trip and the sample was continuously massed nearby the ion-depletion trip (Fig. 5 (b)).

Figure 1. Process flow chart of nanofluidic chips. (a) First photolithography and chrome etching (b) Transport channel etching and photoresist stripping (c) Photoresist coating (d) Twice photolithography for nano bridge (e) Twice chrome etching and nano wet etching (f) Bonding.

Figure 2. Picture of the nanofluidic chip and micrographs of 45.6nm-depth nano bridge

Figure 3. Nano wet etching velocity

Figure 4. The AFM image of the nano bridge. The nano bridge was 45.6nm depth. The etching part’s Ra<5.225, while the initial Ra value of the quartz was 1.590.

Figure 5. Preconcentration process of the nanofluidic chip. (a) The initial form of the ion-depletion trip (b) The massing for the sample plug. 0.9 μM FITC was used. The depth of the nano bridge was 12.0nm. And the running buffer was 0.1mM borax at pH 10.0.

3. Results and discussion

The electrokinetic trapping mechanisms associated with nanostructures are originated from the electric double layer overlapping [1]. The depths of the nano bridges affected
the overlapping degree of the electric double layer and then influenced the concentration efficiency. The comparison of FITC concentration results with different nano bridge depths was shown in Fig.6. The double layer thickness is inversely proportional to the square root of the electrolyte concentration, and then the concentration of the running buffer was regulated to control the concentration efficiency. The comparison of FITC and IgG concentration results with different buffer concentrations was described as Fig.7.

Figure 6. Comparison of FITC concentration results with different nano bridge depths. 0.9μM FITC was used and the running buffer was 0.1mM borax at pH 10.0.

Figure 7. Comparison of FITC and IgG concentration results with different buffer concentration. 0.9 μM FITC and 1 μM IgG were used. The depth of the nano bridge was 12.0nm. The running buffer was borax with different concentration.

4. Conclusions

Without any physical barriers or reagents the controllable preconcentration experiments of FITC and protein were achieved in the nanofluidic chips. The fabrication and the experimental process were convenient. And the quartz chips could be used repeatedly.
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3D-SIMULATIONS OF AGGREGATING BEADS IN MICROFLUIDIC CHAMBERS ON HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTERS COMPARED TO EXPERIMENTS
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Abstract
We have developed a highly flexible computer code for studying rheological fluids in arbitrarily shaped micro channels based on a Fluid Particle approach [1-2]. As an application example, we show the aggregation of hundreds of polystyrene micro beads in a flat assay structure for fluorescent readout [3] and compare to corresponding experiments.
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Introduction
Understanding blood flow in micro capillaries, sorting bio-particles and aggregation of arbitrarily shaped objects is of great relevance for many μTAS applications. These phenomena, however, cannot be studied with commercially available CFD tools which is a big problem in the design process of μTAS devices. The Fluid Particle approach is a solution to this problem allowing for the implementation of arbitrary shaped objects regardless if they are stiff or flexible.

Theory of the fluid particle method
The simulation approach is based on discrete elements, so-called fluid particles (FP) [1]. In this method, hydrodynamics is represented in the continuum by FP interacting pairwise over conservative, dissipative and stochastic forces \( F_j = \sum (F_{ij}^C + F_{ij}^D + F_{ij}^S) \) with a common cutoff distance \( r_c \) by solving Newtonian equations of motion. Channel walls, suspended objects etc. are made of FP and interact over similar force laws, allowing for a very efficient implementation of the simulation code on parallel computers. Arbitrarily shaped extended objects, e.g., spherical micro beads, bodies of cells and flexible tissue can be represented by compounds of FP. They may either form simple rigid bodies or elastic objects when connected by (non-)linear spring forces, such as FENE-models for polymers. The dynamics of the extended objects as a whole is determined by center of mass motion and that of the body axes that is efficiently described by quaternion dynamics [4].
Experiments and simulations

The experiments show the aggregation of polystyrene micro bead suspended in 5% RBS flowing with flow rates between $I_f = 3 - 7 \text{ ml/min}$ in comparison with simulations (see Fig. 1). In the experiments as well as in the simulations beads are initially put in a collecting chamber (not shown) and are flowing through the inlet channel into the aggregation chamber. Capture of beads at walls and corners induces imperfections in the layering that are also present in the simulations (circle in Fig. 1) in particular the disturbance of the hexagonal order at round corners. Each simulation for a predefined number of aggregating beads takes about 10 hours for $\sim 2.5 \times 10^5 \text{ FP}$ on an Opteron Cluster calculated with eight CPUs. The rhomboidal aggregation part of the chamber can hold a maximum of 360 perfect hexagonal accumulated beads and has a height of $h_a = 190 \mu m$ in the aggregation area and $h_o = 80 \mu m$ in the outlet area (see Fig. 2). Due to the imperfect layering not all of the 360 beads are aggregated in the chamber and the pressure drop rapidly increases as beads entering the inlet channel (see Fig. 2).

Figure 1. Comparison of the experimental (left) and simulated (right) aggregation of polystyrene micro beads. As in the experiments we reproduce the imperfect layering of beads (circle in the upper pictures).

Figure 2. Measured pressure drop over the microfluidic geometry with increasing number of aggregated beads at flow rates $I_{in}$ ranging from 3 - 7 ml/min. The polystyrene beads have a diameter of $d = 150 \mu m$ and a density of $1.05 \text{ g/cm}^3$.

Performance, parallelisation and code structure

Our simulation code has been parallelized with a technique called Message-Passing Interface (MPI) employing a domain decomposition. The performance is significantly enhanced by a dynamic load balancing by weighting the actual workload on each processor. This ensures that particles are distributed evenly among all processors according to the predicted workload. The code has been tested on single processor workstations, PC-based clusters and high performance computers (HPC), showing an almost perfect super linear speed-up with increasing number of processors (see Fig. 3 as an example for PC-based clusters). Arbitrary shaped geometries such as the microfluidic chamber can be generated via external CAD tool (e.g. SolidWorks™) subsequently
meshed, exported into the Patran-file format and then imported into the simulation code (see Fig. 4). The CAD file can further be used to fabricate the microfluidic structures or to accomplish simple CFD simulations without beads or biological cells.

Figure 3. Relative speed-up of the simulation code with only fluid (squares) and with a 5% bead suspension (circles) with ~4.5×10^6 FP on a Dual-Core Opteron cluster (12 CPUs @ 2.2 GHz). The system shows a scaling which is a factor 1.75 better than linear scaling, indicating difficulties with handling large arrays on single processes.

Figure 4. The interfacing to commercial tools is done via the Patran-file format. At first the geometry is constructed in SolidWorks\textsuperscript{TM} (CAD), meshed with CFDRC-ACE+ and then imported into the simulation code. Complex simulations are done with our code whereas simple CFD simulations can be done with external tools (e.g. CFDRC-ACE+).

**Conclusion:**
We successfully implemented a highly flexible simulation code for the simulation of particle-laden flows in microfluidic geometries. The flexibility of the code allows for an easy extension of this simple example to more complicated problems such as flow of vesicles or blood cells in micro capillaries and other phenomena of great biological relevance. Our analysis of the code has shown that it can be run efficiently already on moderately sized, low-cost PC-clusters for efficient design of novel μTAS.
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE DROPLET GENERATION VIA INTEGRATED 3-D CIRCULAR CONSTRICTIONS
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Abstract

This paper reports on high-performance droplet generation through a 3-D circular constriction integrated inside a planar flow-focusing geometry. Water-in-oil droplets show increased sensitivity against the total oil flow rate with a power of ~3.
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1. Introduction

Droplet generation via flow-focusing planar geometry has been introduced by Anna et al. [1] and improved by Tian et al. by a nozzle channel enforcing the droplet breakup at a fixed location [2]. These designs however are quasi-2-D (2-D) rectangular constrictions although a 3-D circular constriction would be ideal. The 2-D designs constrict the flow from two sides laterally since the channel height is uniform. Chan et al. created a step increase in the channel height at the flow-focusing region but preserved the rectangular constriction [3]. A circular constriction has been demonstrated earlier using replica-molding technique yet it is difficult to integrate such with planar microfluidics [4]. Here we introduce a novel flow-focusing design by integrating a lateral 3-D circular constriction directly inside a microchannel using planar fabrication.

2. Chip Design

Figure 1 schematically compares the earlier 2-D and our 3-D constrictions. The 3-D constriction with a cusp-like edge imposes maximized shear at a single point. The constriction geometry being created by a simple lithographic silicon etching is controlled by the etching profile and layout parameters in figure 2 [5]. For the shown values, the constriction approaches a full circle with radius 22.5µm. Microchannels were deposited with a silicon-dioxide layer and capped with a glass anodic bonding.
The channels were then treated with octadecyltrichlorosilane to render them hydrophobic and hence suitable for generation of water-in-oil droplets.

3. Experimental

We used dyed distilled water and silicone oil (19.06mPa-s) as the dispersed and continuous phase, respectively. We also fabricated 2-D version of the same design in PDMS with constrictions’ widths equivalent of the circular constriction’s hydraulic diameter 32μm and physical diameter 45μm (figure 3). The designs all share the same channel height of 90μm.

![Figure 2. 3-D flow-focusing geometry in silicon: (a) planar view; (b) close-up view; (c) SEM image of the circular orifice. Water contact angle of treated surface: 112.5°](image1)

![Figure 3. 2-D flow-focusing geometry in PDMS: (a) planar view; (b) and (c) SEM close-up of rectangular constriction without PDMS cap. Water contact angle of the surface: 114°.](image2)

4. Results and Discussion

![Figure 4. Phase diagrams showing water-in-oil droplets as generated in constrictions 3-D and 2-D having a width of 32μm (Qw 1.67μl/min for all).](image3)

Figure 4 shows phase diagrams of the 3-D and 2-D designs at the increasing total oil flow rates Qo and fixed water flow rate Qw of 1.67μl/min. Droplet diameter D and frequency f derived from these images are compared as a function of Qo in figure 5. Table 1 lists the equations pertaining to the trend lines (R² ≥ 0.9 for all). Based on the results, one could deduce the characteristic relations {D ~ Qo^{-0.3}, f ~ Qo} for the 2-D constrictions confirming the earlier reports [1-3], and {D ~ Qo^{-1}, f ~ Qo} for the 3-D constriction.
Figure 5. (a) Diameter $D$ and (b) generation frequency $f$ of water-in-oil droplets as a function of total oil flow rate $Q_o$ and at $Q_w = 1.67 \mu l/min$.

### Table 1. Equations describing the trend lines in figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constriction type</th>
<th>2-D</th>
<th>3-D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
<td>$32\mu m$</td>
<td>$45\mu m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diameter</td>
<td>$D = 409.01Q_o^{-0.372}$</td>
<td>$D = 593.94Q_o^{-0.376}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frequency</td>
<td>$f = 2.75Q_o^{0.06}$</td>
<td>$f = 1.81Q_o^{0.05}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Conclusion

Despite the similarity in the constriction size, water-in-oil droplets emerged from the 3-D constriction as compared to those from the 2-D constructions show increased sensitivity in diameter and frequency against the total oil flow rate with power of $\sim 3$.
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Abstract
In this study, we compared the observation experiment of a liquid-liquid interface with a simulation result about the three-phase micro channel used for an extraction reaction. As a result, each flow rate ratio greatly influences the formation of the three-phase flow. And the result of computing this multiphase flow model is corresponding to the experiment well, so the development of the unit chemistry operation model will become possible with the simulation in the future.
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1. Introduction
The formation of steady oil/water flow in a micro channel is indispensable to achieve the solvent extraction that is one of the chemical operations in the micro chemical system. In order to build a solvent extraction simulation model, it is required to establish the model of the oil/water flow in a micro channel. We previously reported on the fluid simulation model of the interfacial formation evaluation by used the oil/water flow in Y-shaped channel [1]. As there are also reports using the multi-phases as solvent extraction [2], we simulated water/oil/water flow model in this paper.

2. Experimental
Multi-Phase Flow Tests
Figure 1 shows the experiment system. We used the three confluence channel which were 70µm wide and 30µm deep in the glass chip. Water was poured on both sides of the channel with the syringe pump, and the ethyl acetate was made to flow in from the center channel. The interface in the confluence part at that time was observed with the microscope. The observation began from the state that the three-phase flow was not formed. The flow rate of water was decreased, and the flow rate was measured when the interface formed again.
Moreover, the contact angles between oil/water interface and the channel wall for the calculation was estimated from the experiment result. The contact angles of the channel wall became about 10° from the meniscus when the interface vibrated. And this value was used as a calculation parameter.

Simulations
Behavior in the micro channel on water/oil interface was requested by the numerical analysis using the 3D model of Figure 2. The same inflow condition as the experiment was used about this model. To confirm the interface was formed, the confluence part neighborhood was modeled. A commercial CDF code (FLUENT6.2) solved the full Navier-Stokes equations using a Finite volume method approach. To reproduce the three-phase flow as consist of the three-phase of water and oil, we used the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method that was able to treat a complex transformation.

The free surface was analyzed in consideration of surface tension and the contact angle. The width of channel is 70μm and depth is 30μm, and we changed each flow rate of the water and ethyl acetate.

3. Results and discussion
Comparison between experiment and calculation
When the three-phase flow forms the interface didn't return and advanced while making droplet because there were a lot of flow of the ethyl acetate at the center channel. The appearance that finally separated to the three-phase flow was confirmed from the experiment and the calculation result. An organic phase had been divided by narrowing of the width of this phase, and the contact of the interface when the three-phase flow was not formed. Therefore, the interface vibrated by droplet being made at almost the same position. Figure 3 shows the calculation result of interfacial behavior in the interfacial formation and non-formation.

When the flow rate of each phase is changed, it is shown in Figure 4 that right or wrong of the three-phase flow formation was plotted. The flow rate ratio of each phase
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water phase/oil phase influence was large in the formation on the three-phase flow. And it had changed from the state of the three-phase flow non-formation into the formation when the ratio was 0.35-0.45 or less. Moreover, when having compared it with the calculation result, the borderline of an interfacial formation and non-formation is almost corresponding to the experiment result.

The sheath flow that was not contact with the channel wall was formed when the flow rate of oil phase was 11\(\mu\)L/min or more in the calculation, and the interface did not vibrate. However, this result was not confirmed by the experiment. As the reason, flow rate slightly changes actually while it is constant in the calculation. It was thought that the state that the interface has not come in contact with the channel wall was unstable, and the interface vibrated by the flow rate change.

![Figure 4. Relation between interfacial formation and flow rate](image)

**4. Conclusions**

The flow rate ratio of water/oil has influenced interface formation greatly. The stable interface was formed in below a certain ratio. The result of computing this multiphase flow model is corresponding to the experiment well, so the development of the unit chemistry operation model will become possible with the simulation in the future.
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Abstract
Improvements in manipulation of particles or cells are expected increasingly in microTAS field. This paper presents a computational modelling of particle motion induced by a pneumatic particle capture device through the fluid-structure analysis with the commercially available software.
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1. Introduction
Various working principles for the particle manipulation at a single cell level have been developing such as optical [1], dielectrophoretic [2], ultrasonic [3], and hydrodynamic [4]. Another interesting method is about all polymeric particle manipulator [5]. Forces generated by fluid flow have the potential to create relatively gentle trap actions and harmless manipulation. The capturing motion of single particle induced by pneumatic vibrators was successfully demonstrated [5]. This paper presents the computational modelling for particle capture devices since it is very important to understand particle motion influenced by the deformation of vibrator diaphragm.

2. Theory
Figure 1 illustrates a rigid sphere particle motion by single pneumatic vibrator. The particle and its surrounding fluid are in complete rest before actuation (a). If constant external pneumatic force is applied to vibrator diaphragm (b), the rigid particle motion is affected by the drag force \( F_D \) of the viscous fluid with velocity, \( U(x, y) \) and the buoyancy force \( F_B \) [2]. Other force \( F_E \) on the particle defined in this paper is the force exerted by deformed diaphragm on the fluid. The equation of motion for the sphere particle becomes

\[
ma = \sum F = F_D + F_B + F_E = 6\pi\eta R(U(x,y) - V(x,y)) + \frac{4}{3}\pi R^3 g\Delta\rho + F_E
\]

where \( m \), \( a \), and \( R \) are mass, acceleration, and radius of the particle, respectively. \( \eta \) and \( \Delta\rho \) are viscosity of fluid and density difference between the fluid and the particle, respectively. \( g \) is the acceleration of the gravity. Neglecting the minor inertial effect of mass, Eq. (1) is simplified by \( V(x,y) = U(x,y) + 2R^2 g\Delta\rho/9\eta + F_E/6\pi\eta R \). The particle velocity is affected by all forces during the deformation of vibrator diaphragm. At the steady state of vibrator, it is only influenced by \( F_B \) and \( F_E \), because \( U(x,y) = 0 \). To calculate particle velocity, two unknown values, \( U(x,y) \) and \( F_E \) are computed through the fluid-structure analysis with FEMLAB software package.
Fig. 1. Rigid sphere particle motion by pneumatic vibrator. $\eta$ is the viscosity of the fluid. $U(x, y)$ and $V(x, y)$ are velocity of the fluid and the particle, respectively. (a) initial state of particle and viscous fluid at a complete rest, (b) particle motion affected by the velocity of its surrounding viscous fluid.

Fig. 2. Velocity field of water generated by the deformed of PDMS diaphragm. The capturing region between the center of two vibrator diaphragms is divided into four regions in order to investigate 2-dimensional particle velocity.

3. Simulation

Figure 2 shows computed velocity field of water caused by the deformed PDMS diaphragm of the pneumatic particle capture device. The multi-physics problem of that device is solved with Mooney-Rivlin material model for structural analysis of 20:1 PDMS diaphragm, moving mesh model, and incompressible Navier-Stoke model for fluid analysis. Two coefficients of Mooney-Rivlin model of PDMS elastomer are computed from the measured strain-stress relationship of PDMS film. The diameter and thickness of the circular diaphragm are 100 $\mu$m and 40 $\mu$m, respectively. The height of the liquid chamber is 40 $\mu$m. The computed vertical deflection of PDMS diaphragm is about 6.24 $\mu$m when 125 kPa of the input pressure is applied. The capturing region between the center of two vibrator diaphragms (150 $\mu$m $< x <$ 350 $\mu$m) is divided into four regions in order to investigate 2-dimensional particle velocity.

4. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows simulation results on the fluidic velocity and the force distribution along x-axis of the particle capture device. A polystyrene bead is used as a particle. Its diameter and density are 10 $\mu$m and 1.06 g/cm$^3$, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(a), at $x = 250 \mu$m, $U_x$ is zero and $U_y$ becomes to be minimized because of the axial symmetry of vibrator structure. $F_E$ is calculated from the computed pressure distribution of the fluid. It is found out that $F_E$ is almost independent of the initial particle position (b). The magnitude of $F_E$ is much smaller than other manipulation method [1].

Figure 4 shows the estimated axial-velocity of particle at $y = 20 \mu$m and particle velocity diagram under the various initial positions of the particle. By inserting the simulation results into Eq. (1), the axial-velocity of particle, $V_x$ and $V_y$ can be calculated (a). Due to $F_B$ and $F_E$, the axial-velocity components of the particle negatively increase. Fig. 4(b) shows the summary of the particle velocity diagram under various initial conditions.
position of the particle. $V_x$ is the line symmetry at $V_y = 0$. It’s easy to estimate the 2-dimensional particle motion by the vector summation of $V_x$ and $V_y$. If the particle exists at the capturing regions, the particle moves to the central capturing region during periodic actuation of vibrator diaphragm and then is temporary trapped [5].

5. Conclusions
This paper describes the empirical formula based computational modelling on solid particle motion influenced by the deformation of vibrator diaphragms.
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Fig. 3. Simulation results on the fluidic field and the generated force distribution along $x$-axis of the particle capture device. (a) $U_x$ and $U_y$, (b) $F_B$

Fig. 4. Particle velocity diagram calculated from Fig. 3. (a) Axial-velocity at $y = 20$ μm, (b) Particle velocity diagram under various initial position of the particle.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT OF CIRCULATION FLOW IN A DROPLET MOVING IN A MICROCHANNEL
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Abstract
The paper presents the measurements of three-components of three-dimensional flow velocities (3D3C) in a small liquid droplet using the confocal micro-PIV technique. The complex 3D flow structure is investigated which is generated inside the droplet when the droplet is transported through a square microchannel. The confocal micro-PIV technique enables us to measure 3D2C velocity distributions of micro flows with high accuracy and high resolution. Using those 3D2C velocity information and the equation of continuity, we can estimate the other vertical velocity component. As the result, we have successfully visualized the 3D flow pattern inside a moving droplet and have found out that 3D and complex circulating flow is formed inside the droplet.

Keywords: Confocal micro-PIV, droplet, 3D3C, equation of continuity

1. Introduction
The flow phenomenon in the droplet is of great significance for fluid handling in droplet-based microfluidic devices or systems [1]. In the microscale, the flow remains laminar due to a very low Reynolds number and never becomes turbulent flow. Therefore, fluid movement such as circulation or vortices reinforces acceleration of mixing and/or chemical reactions in droplet-based microfluidic devices [2]. In order to design a hydrodynamically-efficient droplet-based device or system, the key issue is to obtain a better understanding and controlling of the fluid flow phenomena inside a small droplet. In this study, we apply the confocal micro-PIV technique [3, 4] in order to investigate the three-dimensional complex flow field in the droplet.

2. Experimental setup
Figure 1 shows the schematic illustration of the confocal micro-PIV system [4]. The confocal imaging system enables us to obtain a sequence of sharp and high-contrast particle images within a thin layer of horizontal cross-sectional plane at 2,000 fps. Applying PIV method to this confocal system, we can measure the 2D2C velocity field in the region of 240 μm × 180 μm with the depth-of-field of 1.88 μm. Cross-sectional 2D2C measurements are conducted sequentially changing the focus position with the interval of 2.0 μm in vertical direction. A volumetric distribution of in-plane 2C velocities, \( u \) and \( v \), is constructed by stacking those 2D2C cross-sectional velocity fields.
The other out-of-plane (vertical) component, $w$, is estimated analytically from the 3D distributions of $u$ and $v$ based on the equation of continuity. As a result, we can obtain the 3D3C velocity field information of micro flows with the grid resolution of $2.3 \mu m (x) \times 2.3 \mu m (y) \times 2.0 \mu m (z)$.

We use a T-shaped PDMS microchannel with 100 $\mu m$ width $\times$ 58 $\mu m$ height in order to generate liquid droplets. Figure 2 shows sequential photographs of evolution of droplet formation process. Silicone oil is streaming in the main channel and glycerol solution is flowing into the main channel at the intersection, where small droplets of glycerol solution are generated repeatedly and transported to the measurement section. Glycerol solution contains fluorescent tracer particles of 500 nm in diameter for PIV.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows 3D3C velocity distributions inside the moving droplet. In order to elucidate the flow phenomenon inside the droplet, the velocities relative to the moving speed of the droplet are estimated and mapped in Fig. 3. Figure 4 also illustrates the flow pattern inside the droplet. Four contact surfaces with the surrounding channel walls are dragged by the walls and are moving backward when a round droplet is passing through the square channel. In contrast, surfaces near the four corners of the channel are flowing upstream. The round shape of the droplet forms gaps at the four corners, and these gaps are filled with another fluid, the oil phase. The fluid slips freely at the liquid-liquid interfaces between the water phase and the oil phase. Otherwise, the water phase fluid is dragged forward at the liquid-liquid interface by the oil phase flow, which overtakes the droplet. Anyway, the fluid which is dragged backward by the walls must return forward within the droplet since the fluid is forced to circulate when encaged in a closed volume such as the droplet. Therefore, the fluid inside the droplet circulates intricately and three-dimensionally in a closed volume due to the drag force on the contact surfaces with the surrounding walls of the channel.
4. Conclusions

We materialized the 3D3C measurement of micro flows using the confocal micro-PIV system and the equation of continuity. Using this technique, we have measured and investigated the internal flow of a droplet, transported in a square PDMS microchannel. We successfully obtained 3D3C velocity distribution and demonstrated the schematic diagram of the flow pattern inside the droplet. The fluid inside a droplet circulates intricately and three-dimensionally due to the drag force on the contact surfaces with the surrounding walls of the channel when the droplet moves in a square microchannel.
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Abstract

Central to the success of microfluidic and lab-on-a-chip systems has been the development of innovative methods for the manipulation of fluids within microchannels. We demonstrate a method for generating flow within a microchannel using an optically driven pump. The pump consists of two counter rotating birefringent vaterite particles trapped within a microfluidic channel and driven using optical tweezers. The transfer of spin angular momentum from a circularly polarised laser beam rotates the particles at up to 10 Hz. We show that the pump is able to displace fluid with flow rates of up to 200 $\mu$m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ (200 fL s$^{-1}$). We also incorporate a novel optical sensing method, based upon an additional probe particle, trapped within a separate optical tweezers, enabling us to map the magnitude and direction of fluid flow within the channel. The techniques described in the paper have potential to be extended to drive an integrated lab-on-chip device, where pumping, flow measurement and optical sensing could all be achieved by structuring a single laser beam.

Keywords: lab-on-chip, microfluidics, pump, angular momentum, optical tweezers

1. Introduction

The miniaturisation of analytical processing as part of the development of lab-on-a-chip devices promises to revolutionise biological and chemical measurement. Fluid manipulation on such devices not only gives the possibility of automated analysis but has the advantages of providing faster and higher throughput, by reducing the volume of the materials used and by providing the ability to perform multiple processes simultaneously.

We report on a new system for driving fluid in microchannels using an optically driven pump [1] which does not require any specific channel design or scanning mirrors. Our approach uses the transfer of spin angular momentum from a circularly polarised beam to spin trapped birefringent particles resulting in a flow of the surrounding fluid. A novel optical sensing method [2] for mapping the magnitude and direction of flow in a microfluidic channel is also incorporated.

2. Experimental

The optical setup shown in Figure 1 is based on an inverted microscope in which the optical traps used for the pump were created with a tightly focused, circularly polarised $\lambda=1064$ nm laser beam. The circularly polarised beams were split with a Wollaston prism and brought to a focus, forming two optical traps with opposite angular
momentum in the image plane of the lens. The 1064 nm beam was used to trap and rotate two birefringent vaterite [3] particles in opposite directions.

![Figure 1. The optical tweezers set up required for the optical pump.](image)

The microfluidic channels were made by photolithographic transfer of channel pattern onto a silicon wafer coated with a positive photoresist. The patterned wafer was then dry etched using an anisotropic deep silicon etch. Smooth, high aspect ratio masters, 15 μm deep were produced and subsequently used to cast the channels in a mixture of degassed poly (dimethylsiloxane) PDMS. Finally, the PDMS channels were sealed against a 150 μm thick coverglass producing the microchannels.

![Figure 2. Flow measuring technique](image)

As illustrated in Figure 2, a silica particle (1 μm) was trapped using a 532 nm beam and used to measure flow. The probe was repeatedly trapped and then released from a specific position within the channel. Images of the particle were taken on consecutive trigger signals with a relative delay using a chopper, rotating at 40 Hz, so that the magnitude and direction of the flow could be calculated at that point.

3. Results and Discussion

In order to measure fluid flow induced by the optically driven pump, we trapped and positioned a third silica bead at the entrance of the channel. When the trapping beam for the probe particle was blocked the particle was released into the fluid flow. Figure 3 is a sequence of images taken at 2 s intervals showing the probe particle being pumped through the channel. The average rate of flow generated by the pump through the channel was calculated to be 3.4 μms⁻¹ and a maximum flow rate of 8.3 μms⁻¹ was observed as the bead passed through the middle of the pump. Figure 4a shows a map of the flow field in the microchannel when the pump was active and Figure 4b shows the
measured flow produced at the centre of the pump as a function of both forward and reverse flow.

Figure 3. A silica bead is pumped along a microchannel (width: 15 μm, height: 27 μm)

Figure 4 a) Measured flow field mapped while fluid is being pumped. (b) Fluid speed measured at the centre of the pump as a function of the rotation rate of the vaterite particles.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion we have demonstrated an optically driven pump in a microfluidic structure and a new method of sensing flow in the same channel. These methods of pumping and sensing flow can be used to accurately transport and measure the flow of small quantities of liquid. The technique could be extended to include a chain of pumps so that pumping in a more complex microfluidic system could be achieved. Whilst the present system requires large lasers coupled into a microscope, there is a possibility to integrate the optical tweezers system into a lab-on-a-chip device.
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Abstract
This paper describes development of a stereoscopic observation system for three-dimensional (3-D) flow in a microchannel. The ultimate objective is construction of a particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) system to measure 3-D flows. There are several crucial points to developing the system: the requirement for a lens, darkness of images, and a calibration method. Using two lenses of long working distance and focal length along with high-speed cameras, we obtained two different angular images at 200 frames/s. A 3-D microchannel was fabricated from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Distilled water with 2-µm-diameter fluorescent particles was used as the test liquid. Stereoscopic observation was performed. Then, 3-D particle motions in the microchannel were calculated.

Keywords: Microfluidics, Stereoscopic observation, Three-dimensional flow, PDMS

1. Introduction
Concomitant with the wide development of microfluidic applications, the importance of flow-field analysis in microchannels has continued to grow. Two-dimensional flow observations and measurements have been developing using microscopes after the early work of Santiago et al. [1]. In recent years, numbers of complicated three-dimensional (3-D) structures for microfluidic systems have been developed [2]. Although the necessity of measurements for 3-D flow fields is increasing, few papers have reported 3-D flow [3]. Therefore, we are developing a stereoscopic observation system with two cameras to realize a 3-D particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) system [4]. Technical problems and present results are discussed in this paper.

2. Stereoscopic Observation System and Test Channel
Several crucial points exist to develop the system, such as the requirement for a lens, darkness of images, and a calibration method. Using two lenses of long working distance and long focal length, two image intensifier units and two high-speed cameras that can capture images at 200 frames/s for 640 × 480 pixels, we constructed the system shown in Fig. 1. Image darkness is a serious problem because of the necessity for a small iris for long focal length and high shutter speed. We have adopted two kinds of lighting to obtain bright illumination, back-lighting, and fluorescence using laser irradiation. The former is
back-lighting with a 120 W mercury lamp or a 100 W halogen lamp used as the light source. An optical fiber and a plane light illuminator are used for back-lighting the test section. This lighting is used for obtaining reference positions. The latter is used for fluorescent observation with laser excitation. We used a 50 mW laser diode (LD) to irradiate an area of about 1 mm diameter. A pulse generator was used to synchronize the high-speed camera and laser. An optical and electrical diagram of this system is shown schematically in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) test chip with a groove of 100 µm (W) × 75 µm (D) as the microchannel. The two chips are bonded such that the channels are perpendicular to each other, thereby creating the 3-D structure of the microchannel. Distilled water with 2-µm-diameter fluorescent particles was used as the test liquid.

Figure 1. Photographic view of stereoscopic observation system
Figure 2. Optical and electrical diagram

3. Experimental results and Discussion
Examples of stereoscopic observation images for both left-hand and right-hand side cameras with back-lighting are shown in Fig. 4: they show a water bridge that is formed at the corner. Stereoscopic observation is realized clearly. By observing a position at a connection point of the 3-D test channel shown in Fig. 3, we can obtain eight reference points, as shown in Fig. 5, which are necessary to calculate the 3-D particle position. Points #1–#4 are on the top wall and #5–#8 are on the bottom wall of the microchannel under the assumption of the same channel height, which gives the same distance on the images for #5–#1 and #6–#2.
Images of tracer particles in the 3-D structure with the right hand camera and the left one are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). A calculated result of variation of the 3-D position for four tracer particles is shown in Fig. 7. Top and bottom channel walls are also indicated in the figure. The accuracy of the particle position is not confirmed, but the motion seems to be reasonable.

4. Conclusions
In this study, we developed a stereoscopic observation system for observing 3-D flow behavior in a microchannel. Based on some aspects of this system, we will make improvements to a 3-D PTV system to measure complicated flow structure.
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Abstract

We report here on a novel approach for controlling, in space and time, nano-hydrodynamic properties at the liquid/solid interfaces through the use of end-grafted, stimuli-responding polymer brushes. Such brushes undergo a vertical phase separation upon external activation. A non-activated, swelled brush is thicker than the electrical double layer (EDL) and prohibits the ability of electrical effects to build into electro-osmotic flows (EOF), even on charged surfaces. On the contrary, an activated brush becomes thinner than the EDL and the electro-osmosis can build up unimpeded. It is shown here that, for given experimental conditions, the EOF velocity on the activated surface is 35-times greater than on the non-activated one. We propose to couple the stimuli-responding surfaces with dense arrays of thermal actuators in order to develop a novel family of micro- and nanofluidic components.

Keywords: Electroosmotic flow, stimuli-responsive polymers, micro- and nanofluidics

1. Introduction

Micro- and nanofluidics have been rapidly developing over the last several years. One of the major goals of this domain has been to develop highly integrated and automated fluidic systems for biology, chemistry and medicine. Such micro- or nanosystems operate from sub-micron to tens of microns length scales and manipulate nanoliter-volume samples. It is well known that the reduction of the scale of any fluidic system leads always to an increase of the influence of surface properties with respect to the bulk ones. Indeed, solid/liquid interfaces play a predominant role in many fluidic microsystems. It has been shown in the literature that neutral polymer brushes can effectively eliminate electroosmosis by hydrodynamic coupling of the electrical double layer with the bulk solution [1]. Since then, various polymers have been utilized for minimization of the EOF in channels with charged surfaces [2-4].

Here we go a step further and report on the use of surfaces decorated with active polymer brushes. The active polymers (e.g., poly (N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM) employed in this study) exhibit lower-critical solution temperature (LCST) (~ 32°C for PNIPAM) and undergo reversible coil-to-globule transition upon heating. When such polymers are end-grafted from/onto a surface, the thickness of the brush can repeatedly oscillate between a swollen (~10 nm; T > LCST) and a collapsed state (~ 1nm; T>LCST). We demonstrate here that by using such active surfaces one can manipulate, in space and time, the flow-boundary conditions at the nano-meter scale within the electrical double layer and gain a control over the liquid flow on the macroscopic scale. We also propose to integrate the stimuli-responding surfaces into devices containing active elements such as heaters and to design and manufacture a novel family of fluidic building blocks (e.g., mixers, valves, sorters…) for complex microsystems.

2. Experimental

Fused silica capillaries (www.polymicro.com) were used for the electrokinetic measurements. The capillaries were 10-cm long with 75/385 μm inner/outer diameter. The inner surface of the capillaries was modified with linear polyacrylamide (PAM) and/or poly
The EOF velocities were measured according to the method of Huang et al. [5]. All the chemicals employed in this study were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (www.sigmaaldrich.com). The experiments were performed on a home-built apparatus consisting of a high-voltage power supply (HVS448 3000V, www.labsmith.com), platinum electrodes and a thermostat (Memert; www.bioblock.com). The measurements of the EOF were carried out in the temperature range between 20 and 50°C.

3. Results and discussion

First, we modified solid surfaces (glass and Si) with PNIPAM polymer brushes and characterized them with dynamic contact angle measurements and multi-internal reflection (MIR) FTIR spectroscopy. The advancing contact angle increased from 65° to about 90° on the PNIPAM grafted surface by changing the temperature of the substrate from 25 to 50°C (results not shown).

Figure 1 shows the MIR FTIR spectrum of the PNIPAM layer. The absorption bands between 1500 and 1700 cm\(^{-1}\) and 3300 and 3450 cm\(^{-1}\) can be attributed to the Amide I groups and the C-H absorption bands between 2800 and 3000 cm\(^{-1}\) to the backbone and isopropyl side-chains of the PNIPAM polymers.

Next, we employed the same chemical protocols for the modifications of inner surfaces of the fused-silica capillaries. Three different capillaries were prepared: (i) capillaries silanized with 3-(Trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate (TPM), (ii) capillaries modified with PAM and (iii) capillaries grafted with PNIPAM brushes. The TPM and PAM coated capillaries do not respond to any external activation in contrary to the PNIPAM capillaries. We measured the EOF velocities as a function of the buffer temperature in the three different capillaries and the results are summarized in the Figure 2. It can be seen in this figure that the EOF mobility increases almost linearly with the increasing buffer temperature in the capillary grafted with TPM (Fig. 2a). On the other hand, the EOF was completely blocked over the entire temperature range by the PAM coating (Fig. 2b). Finally; when the capillary surface was grafted with the PNIPAM chains, the EOF was close to zero up to about 30°C, and then it increased rapidly with the raising temperature (Fig. 2c). Beyond about 40°C, the increase in the EOF mobility was probably due to a change of the viscosity of the employed buffer.

What is of essential interest to us is that the amount of stretching of the brush seriously affects the ability of electrical effects in the nanometer scale EDL to build into electro-osmotic flows. Schematically, if the brush is much thicker than the EDL (\(\lambda_D\)) (Fig. 2, top left), all the force electrically applied to the fluid is transmitted by hydrodynamic friction to...
the polymer coating and thus back to the surface: we expect little electro-osmosis in this case, even if the surface is charged (Fig. 2c, T<30°C). On the contrary, if the brush is shrunken so that the EDL extends far beyond it (Fig. 2, top right), electro-osmosis can build up without hindrance (Fig. 2c, T>40°C). The low-temperature EOF mobility (@ 25°C) differs from the high-temperature one (@ 50°C) by a factor 35.

We propose to go a step further and to couple the stimuli-responding surfaces with dense arrays of thermal actuators developed in our group [6] (Fig. 3) in order to design and manufacture a novel family of fluidic components, such as pumps, valves and mixers.

Conclusions
We have demonstrated that by using stimuli-responding polymer brushes on charged surfaces, one can dynamically change the hydrodynamic screening of EOF and gain an active control of the dynamics of the liquid close to the solid substrate, which leads invariably to a control of the overall flow geometry.
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Abstract
We study the dynamics of two microfluidic droplets emitters placed in parallel. We observe complex dynamical behavior including synchronization, quasiperiodicity and chaos.

Keywords: digital microfluidics, droplets, emulsions, two phase flow, parallelization.

1. Introduction
Microfluidic technology has been shown to offer new capabilities for handling and transforming emulsions [1]. Compared to what is currently done in emulsion sciences, the volumes produced by a single droplet emitter are far too small for having a practical interest. This obviously calls for parallelization efforts in this direction were previously reported. In this paper we focus on the simplest case: two T-like droplets emitters placed in parallel on the same chip. We reveal for this case the surprising dynamical events that occur when parallelization of droplets emitters is carried out.

2. experimental system

figure 1: Sketch of the parallelized system, and a typical flow pattern

Experimental systems are made in PDMS, and are represented in figure 1. They consist in 2 T-junctions placed in parallel on the same chip. Microchannels have
rectangular cross-sections (30μm x 100μm) and water is injected on each side independently. Oil is the continuous phase and is injected in the main channel using a single entry. Flow-rates (for oil Q_o, Q_w and Q'_w, the water flow-rates in the upper and lower branch) lie between 0 and 20 μL/min. Droplets are formed at each T-junction. Visualizations are made by fluorescence microscopy (fluorescein is added to water). By real time image analyzes, we measure the frequency of generation of droplets and study the statistics of their sizes.

3. the symmetric case

![Figure 2](image.png)

figure 2(a)-(c) Light intensity Fourier spectra, measured, respectively, in the upper (— —) and lower branches (— — —); inserts: overall distributions of the droplet sizes (sd) in the same conditions, (a) Q_o = 4μL/min, Q_w =0.6 μL/min, Q’_w =0.5 μL/min; (b) Q_o = 4μL/min, Q_w =1.2 μL/min , Q’_w =0.5 μL/min; (c) Q_o = 2.5μL/min, Q_w =1.1 μL/min, Q’_w =0.5 μL/min. (d) Ranges of existence of synchronized (S) and non synchronized (NS) regimes as a function dQ_w/Q_w and the oil-flow rate; (light and dark gray region ) Q_w+Q’_w= 1 μL/min; (dark grey region ) Q_w+Q’_w= 2 μL/min.

In a first set of experiments, the branches of the system are symmetric with respect to the water entry. Depending on the difference δQ_o=(Q_w-Q_o), we observe either synchronized or non-synchronized (NS) regimes. The synchronized regime
is observed with small $\delta Q_w$ (an example is given in fig 2a). In that case, emulsions are monodispersed with small dispersion. For larger $\delta Q_w$, one observes either quasiperiodical regimes (see fig 2b) or chaotic regimes (fig 2c). For both regimes, the mean sizes of droplets differ from one branch to the other and dispersion of their size is more than 30%. In fig 2d, these regimes are represented for two different $Q_w$. The domain of synchronization looks like a triangle. These observations provide evidence that the two emitters are dynamically coupled. The physical origin of the coupling is described in [2].

4. the asymmetric case

We also consider varying the branch lengths of the system (see figure 3). With unsymmetric bridges, the system may undergo chaotic regimes in all cases, giving rise to polydispersed emulsions with large distributions.

![figure 3](image)

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, we have shown with a simple parallel system that it is possible to produce synchronized emitters of droplets. The geometry of the system is exceedingly important. These results may lay down rules for building massively parallel droplet emitters, prone to produce emulsions in quantities of practical interest.
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Abstract : A new method for coating PDMS is presented, it is used to create long term stable hydrophilic surfaces. Applications are presented

Keywords : PDMS, surface treatment, double emulsions

Introduction
PDMÚ is a popular material, well adapted for the rapid fabrication of microfluidic systems. Its disadvantages are known: one of them is an inability to offer reliable and convenient-to-control surface properties [1]. For multiphase flows, this induces limitations on the type of emulsions we may produce, since the external phase must in all cases fully wet the channel walls [2].

1. PDMS surface treatment
In the present work, we propose a novel method for coating PDMS surfaces, in view of creating hydrophilic surfaces with long term stability under dry conditions, thus reverting the natural hydrophobicity of PDMS. In our approach, Plasma Polymerized Acrylic Acid coatings (PPAA) is deposited, cross-linked and post-backed on the PDMS surfaces. The protocol is the following: 1. Pre-treatment: PDMS surface is activated by argon plasma. 2. Polymer deposition: a plasma of argon/acrylic acid is used to deposit an acrylic acid coating on PDMS. 3. Post-treatment: Cross-linking of the deposited polymer film and reinforcement of its cohesive strength by using helium flows. The result of the treatment is shown in fig 1, where wetting properties between coated and non-coated surfaces are shown. With coated surfaces, the contact angle for pure water in air is roughly 30°. Water can fully wet the coated PDMS by adding SDS, a feature that cannot be obtained with uncoated PDMS. This behavior is stable over several weeks under dry conditions. In similar conditions, popular treatments (such as oxygen plasma, or UV ozone) typically return to hydrophobicity after a few hours or so.
Figure 1: Static contact angle measurements of a water drop immersed in oil (tetradecan). Contact angles are given for both uncoated PDMS (×) and PDMS coated with PPAA by plasma polymerization (○) and with increasing concentration of surfactant (Sodium dodecylsulfate, SDS)

2. Example of application of the treatment.
A more critical test for the stability of the PPAA coating can be undertaken by considering the still unsolved problem of forming double emulsions in PDMS: here we generate W/O/W emulsions in a double T-like junction system, such as the one shown in Fig 2. In the upper region of the chip, the channel walls are uncoated (hydrophobic) so as to generate W/O emulsions whereas in the second part (after the 2nd T junction), the channel has been locally coated with PAA – it is thus hydrophilic-. Results are shown in fig 3: In fig 3.a, oil in water droplets are formed in a coated PDMS channel. fig 3.d and e show detailed of 2 w/o/w double emulsion. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time double emulsion is stably produced in PDMS

Figure 2: scheme of the experimental in plain gray: the hydrophobic part, and in white the hydrophilic part of the channel.
Figure 3: single O/W (a) and double W/O/W (b-e) emulsions made in a PDMS microsystem; Droplets are produced at T-junctions where both continuous and dispersed phases meet. The cross section of microchannels is 200 × 50 μm. Fluids are driven by syringe pumps with flow rates varying from 0.1 to 20 μL/min. Observations are made using fluorescence video microscopy (water phases are labeled with fluorescein). For single O/W emulsions (a) tetradecan was used as dispersed phase and water with sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS, 0.4%) as continuous phase. The whole microsystem is coated with PPAA. For O/W/O double emulsions (b-e), primary droplets of water in tetradecan (+SPAN 80, 0.75%) are produced at a first T-junction (uncoated, hydrophobic) and are then encapsulated with water and Tween (2%) at a second T-junction (coated with PPAA, hydrophilic). The hydrophobic/hydrophilic patterning was achieved by masking the area of the first T-junction with a glass slide according to the dotted line on picture b.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we show here that by coating locally PDMS with PAA, it is possible to control its wetting properties and to produce under stable conditions W/O/W double emulsions.
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Abstract
This paper describes the transient charging of the electrical double layer in Field Effect Flow Control (FEFC). It is shown that the buffer capacitance of the surface groups of the gate insulation and proton diffusion play a significant role in operation of a FEFC device in transient operation.

Keywords: FEFC, transient charging, EOF, buffer capacitance

1. Introduction
With the application of a dc gate potential the zeta potential at the insulator-liquid interface and therewith the electroosmotic flow (EOF) can be controlled [1]. However the use of EOF in integrated systems is limited by potential bubble formation at the open channel electrodes. Control of EOF by the ac-switching of a gate electrode, and the synchronized switching of the gate potential with the channel axial potential, has the advantage that potential gas formation at the electrodes that provide the axial electric field is suppressed, while the magnitude and direction of the flow can still be controlled [2]. The maximum frequency with which the EOF can be switched depends on the time for the EOF to develop [4] and the charging of the Electrical Double Layer (EDL).

2. Theory
The application of a FEFC structure will lead to an adjustment of the surface potential (Ψ) and a consequent change in the EDL capacitance (C_{edl}) as shown in Eq. 1 where σ is the surface charge.

\[ \sigma = C_{edl} \Psi \]  

(Equation 1)

In case of a positive potential step the EDL capacitance will decrease, which leads to a more negative surface potential and a corresponding flux of positive ions toward the EDL and thus a reversal of the current. The modification of the surface potential will lead to a change in proton concentration according to the Boltzmann equation (Eq. 2)

\[ [H^+] = [H^+]_0 \exp \left( \frac{-q\Psi_0}{\kappa T} \right) \]  

(Equation 2)
This change will induce a diffusion driven current with a time constant depending on the buffer concentration of the channel electrolyte.

3. Experimental

We have previously shown [1] that with a sequence of thin film deposition, etching, photolithography and chemical mechanical polishing steps, microfluidic structures with integrated insulator-covered gate electrodes can be fabricated an example of a fabricated structure is shown in figure 1. The charging dynamics of a flowFET under transient operation has been investigated by monitoring the potential decay over a $1\, \text{M}\Omega$ resistance in series with the channel resistance. Figure 2 shows the electrical equivalent circuit of a FEFC structure. The circuit consist of the traditional applied three capacitor circuit [1] expanded with the buffer capacitance of the surface in series with a diffusion resistance to model the surface response to an applied gate potential.

![Fig. 1: FEFC microstructure with two gate electrodes channel width 150μm, height 20μm, length 1.5cm](image)

![Fig. 2 equivalent electrical circuit](image)

4. Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows the potential response when a positive potential step is applied from -150 to 0 Volt at the gate electrode Figure 4 in case of a negative potential step from 150 -0 V. Both figures show a similar trend and can be subdivided in three regions. The first part shows a fast decay, linear in a semi-logarithmic plot, which can be explained by the charging of the double layer and gate insulation capacitances via the channel resistance. After the fast initial capacitive charging the EDL capacitance will adjust. The surface charge will initially remain constant after a gate potential step [5], so the modification of the EDL capacitance will lead to a proportional change in the surface potential as is illustrated by formula 1. Figure 5 shows the potential decay over the series resistance for different electrolyte pH and concentration. It shows that the slower diffusion limited relaxation increases with increasing pH and for a decrease in concentration. This effect is caused due to the increase of the buffer capacitance of the surface with an increase in pH and the resulting larger diffusion current. When the buffer concentration increases the flux of protons from the surface will have to travel a smaller distance to be buffered by the solution, which leads to a smaller diffusion limited time constant.
5. Conclusions
It is shown that charge relaxation occurs over a time period of several tenths of milliseconds, depending on the buffer pH and concentration. However the slower diffusion limited relaxation leads to a counter potential of the silica surface. So for optimum performance in a Field-Effect Flow control structure the switching frequency should be matched with the RC charging of the EDL.
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Abstract

In this study, we developed a code which calculate three-dimensional micro multi-phase flow using Moving Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) method. To deal with large surface tension, a sub-time step algorithm is introduced. Three-dimensional micro droplet generation in a micro channel is calculated. The calculated results quantitatively agree with experimental ones.

Keywords: Simulation, droplet generation, particle method

1. Introduction

Micro total analysis systems (\textmu TAS) are micro scale devices which can be used for many kinds of fluid processes. They have advantages because of their sizes. Micro droplet generation is one of the key techniques of \textmu TAS. Micro droplets can be generated by injecting two immiscible fluids into a micro channel. There are many applications which uses micro droplets. For example, a drug delivery system is expected with micro droplets\cite{Harada2006}.

To promote efficiency of fluid processes, we have to optimize channel geometries. However, it is impossible to do in experimental try-and-error because of cost. If we can use simulation for optimization, it will be useful. However, there are two challenging points to simulate micro multi-phase flow. One is that the time steps have to be small because of extremely strong surface tension. This makes simulation time long. The other is that we have to deal with large interface deformation. It is difficult to calculate it with a method which uses a mesh.

Harada \textit{et al.} calculated micro droplet generation in two dimensions with Moving Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) method, a particle method\cite{Harada2006, Harada2007, Harada2008}. As the method needs no mesh, it can be applied easily to large interface deformation. They also developed a sub-time step algorithm to calculate strong surface tension efficiently. They could obtained qualitative agreement with experiment: effect of inlet flow ratio of two fluids etc.
In this study, we developed a three-dimensional micro multi-phase flow simulation code using the MPS method. To calculate large surface tension efficiently, we used the sub-time step algorithm. With this code, three-dimensional micro droplet generation is calculated. The calculated results quantitatively agree with experimental ones.

2. Method
In the MPS method, differential operators are discretized by particle interaction models. Without a mesh, it can deal with large interface deformation easily. Since particles themselves convect and express fluid, no surface tracking method is needed. Thus the interfaces are kept clear. We can find the details of the MPS method in [2].

To calculate strong surface tension efficiently in keeping numerical stability, we introduced a sub-time step algorithm developed by Harada et al.[3,4]. This algorithm divides a time step into sub-time steps and solve explicit terms with this sub-time steps.

3. Simulation Conditions
We made a simulation model which corresponds to a part of a channel geometry used in the experiment by Go et al.[5]. The cross-section of the channel is 100x100 μm. The channel has two inflows. One is inflow of organic phase and the other is that of water phase(fig.1).

Ratio of inlet flow rates $R$ is defined as $\frac{Q_{\text{org}}}{Q_{\text{water}}}$ where $Q_{\text{org}}$ is inflow volume of the organic phase and $Q_{\text{water}}$ is that of the water phase. We used two values of $Q_{\text{water}}$ and changed the ratio of inlet flow rates $R$.

4. Results
The simulated results are shown in fig.2. The organic phase delivered to the junction breaks up and droplets are generated. This behavior agreed with the experiment. The size of generated droplets are almost uniform. Then we measured the droplet size and compared it with that of the experiment. The simulation results quantitatively agree with experimental ones as shown in fig.3. The droplet size did not change if $Q_{\text{water}}$ varies under the same condition of $R$. This behavior could be seen in experiment.

Figure 1. Calculation geometry
Both width and depth of micro channels are 100x10^{-6}[m]. Water and organic phases are delivered into the micro channels and droplets are generated at the Y-junction.
5. Conclusions
In this study, we developed a three-dimensional micro multi-phase flow simulation code using the MPS method. We introduced a sub-time step algorithm to calculate strong surface tension efficiently in keeping the numerical stability. Micro droplet generation was simulated and we compared the simulation results with the experimental results. We could obtain good agreement with the experiment quantitatively.
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USE MICRO-PIV TO MEASURE TRANSIENT ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW AND ZETA POTENTIAL OF CHANNEL WALL
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Abstract
In this paper, we demonstrated a micro-PIV based phase locking technique with an ordinary PIV CCD camera to measure the transient electroosmotic flow (EOF) in a microchannel by synchronizing different trigger signals for the laser, CCD camera, and in-house designed high-voltage switch. To obtain the EOF field, we further proposed a method to decouple the particle electrophoretic velocity from the micro-PIV measured velocity based on the rigorous analysis of the time scales. Then the zeta potential of the channel wall is determined using the measured EOF velocity at steady state. In addition, the theory of transient electroosmotic flow is first verified by our experimental data.

Keywords: Transient EOF, micro-PIV, zeta potential, particle electrophoresis

1. Introduction
Owing to numerous advantages, electroosmosis is utilized in many microfluidic devices as a pumping mechanism to manipulate liquid buffers and to transport solute samples for chemical and biomedical analyses. For optimal design and process control of microfluidic devices, it is imperative to characterize EOF in microchannels. Micro particle image velocimetry (micro-PIV) is a powerful tool for probing microchannel flows. The use of micro-PIV to characterize EOF has been reported, but only steady-state EOF fields have been obtained. In this study, we developed a transient micro-PIV technique to measure the time evolution of EOF in microchannels, which to our best knowledge has not been reported in the literature. Furthermore, based on the significant difference in time scales, we also proposed a novel method to decouple the particle electrophoretic velocity and the zeta potential of the channel walls. We believe such transient technique is important for characterizing the dynamic aspects of EOF which not only is of fundamental interest, but also has a wide spectrum of applications.

2. Experimental method and system
Theoretical analysis [1] suggests that the characteristic response time of a charged particle to an applied electric field is of order \( \tau_{ep} = O(a^2 \rho_p / \mu) \), where \( a \) and \( \rho_p \) are the radius and density of the particle, respectively, and \( \mu \) is the viscosity of the solution. In our experiment, latex particles of 465 nm in radius and 1050 kg/m\(^3\) in density were used, giving rise to a response time of \( \tau_{ep} = O(10^{-6}) \) s. In the same fashion, the characteristic response time of an EOF after switching on electric field can
be estimated from \( \tau_{eo} = O(D_h^3 \rho / \mu) \), where \( D_h \) is the hydraulic diameter of the microchannel, and \( \rho \) is the density of the solution. For NaCl electrolyte in a typical microchannel of 100 \( \mu \)m hydraulic diameter, we can estimate the EOF relaxation time of order \( \tau_{eo} = O(10^{-2}) \) s. Such small response time poses a big challenge for the relatively low frame rates of the state-of-the-art PIV cameras. We therefore developed a novel micro-PIV technique which allows for measuring the transient developing process of EOF without the need of a high-speed camera. Figure 1(a) depicts the schematic of our experimental setup. The high-voltage switch, the laser, and the CCD camera can be synchronized by a PC-based timer unit to capture the particle velocity field at any time after switching on the high voltage, allowing for measuring particle velocity during the transient period, \( \tau_{ep} < t \leq \tau_{eo} \). The synchronization scheme is depicted in Figure 1(b).

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the transient micro-PIV technique developed in this study: (a) experimental setup, (b) timing and synchronization (not to scale)

3. Experimental results

Assuming that the flow development process is repeatable, the entire time evolution of the transient EOF can be found through recoding back-to-back images. Figure 2(a) show the micro-PIV measured transient particle velocity field measured at the mid-plane of a microchannel filled with 1 mM NaCl electrolyte at \( t = 0.5 \) ms. However, the particle velocity, \( u_p \), evaluated from the micro-PIV measurement is a combination of the particle electrophoretic velocity, \( u_{ep} \) and the electroosmotic velocity, \( u_{eo} \), namely \( u_p = u_{ep} + u_{eo} \). In order to obtain the EOF velocity, a method was proposed to eliminate the contribution of particle electrophoresis in transient micro-PIV measurements. The method is based on the large difference between the response time scales of the particle electrophoresis and the bulk EOF. As analyzed earlier, the electrophoretic component can reach its steady-state velocity shortly after applying the electric field, e.g.,
$t = 0.5 \text{ ms} > \tau_{eo}$, while the electroosmotic component in the center part of the channel still remains stationary, i.e., $u_{eo} = 0 \text{ m/s}$ because $t = 0.5 \text{ ms} << \tau_{eo}$ . Thus, at this moment, the particle electrophoretic velocity is equal to the measured particle velocity in the center region of the channel, $u_p = u_{ep}$, as shown by a dotted box in Figure 2(a). The corresponding EOF field can be obtained as shown in Figure 2(b).

![Figure 2](image1.png)  
Figure 2 Temporal developing velocity profiles in 1 mM NaCl electrolyte: (a) Particle velocities evaluated from the micro-PIV measurement, (b) Electroosmotic velocity, the lines are theoretical velocity profiles calculated with the zeta potential evaluated from the experiment.

Furthermore, noting the fact that in a micron-sized channel, the EO velocity in the steady state can be described by the Smoluchowski equation, 

$$u_e = u_{eo}(t \geq \tau_{eo}) = -\frac{e\zeta_w E}{\mu},$$

where $\zeta_w$ and $\varepsilon$ are the channel wall’s zeta potential and the dielectric constant of solution, respectively. Having obtained the steady-state EO velocity, the zeta potential of the channel wall can also be determined accordingly.

Figure 3 depicts the transient response of the electroosmotic velocity in NaCl electrolyte of three different concentrations used in our experiments. It shows a good agreement between the theory and the experimental data of the transient EOF velocity.

![Figure 3](image2.png)  
Figure 3 Transient response of electroosmotic velocity at the channel center for different NaCl concentrations. The symbols denote the experimental data. The lines represent the theoretical prediction of the electroosmotic velocity with the measured zeta potentials of the channel wall.
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SIMULATIONS OF A MICROFLUIDIC VARIABLE RESISTOR
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Abstract
This paper presents three-dimensional fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulations of a microfluidic variable resistor featuring a thin flexible flap and a rigid stopper embedded inside a microchannel. Simulation of the structural deflection and CFD were carried out iteratively for each incremental pressure load step. The simulation results agree with the measurement results and provide insight to the device operations.

Keywords: Compliance, FEM, Fluidic Resistor, Fluid-Structure Interaction

1. Introduction
We have recently reported PDMS-based passive variable resistors, i.e., microvalves and constant flow-rate regulators [1, 2], whose flow resistance changes drastically under different applied pressures. This paper presents the 3D finite-element analysis (FEA) simulations of the variable resistor considering the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) with ANSYS® [3]. The flap deflection, flow rate, pressure distribution and flow field under varying applied pressures were computed and compared with experimental results.

2. Design and Principle
The variable resistor consists of a thin flexible flap and a stiff stopper located closely in a microchannel (Fig. 1) [1, 2], both of which are anchored to the floor, ceiling, and one side wall of the microchannel. The flow resistance of the device depends on the applied pressure. Under forward pressure, the flow resistance will decrease as the gap between the flap and stopper widens. Under reverse pressure, the flow resistance will increase as the flap approaches and contacts the stopper forming two orifices. If the devices are carefully designed, the tendency of the increased reverse flow resistance to weaken the flow can cancel out the tendency of the increasing pressure to enhance the flow. Therefore, the flow rate can remain constant over certain range of reverse pressure [2].

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a microfluidic resistor with an observation window for flap deflection measurement; (b) A fabricated PDMS sheet with the flap and stopper features.
3. Numerical Simulation Results

The simulations were conducted with the ANSYS® Multi-field™ solver [3], over pressure ranges in which there is no flap-stopper contact so that the physical problem is tractable for a first FSI study. In the simulations, the pressure load across device inlet and outlet was applied incrementally. And for each pressure step, simulations of the flow field and flap deflection were iteratively carried out. The fluid (water) was assumed to have constant density (1000 kg/m³) and viscosity (10⁻³ Pa·s). PDMS was modeled as a nonlinear hyperelastic material with a nominal Young’s modulus of 700 kPa.

**Flap Deflection:** We have measured and simulated the maximum flap deflection of a specially designed device (resistor A) with an observation window (Fig. 1a). The inlet and outlet channels were 300 μm wide, 275 μm high and 2 mm long. The compliant flap was 266 μm wide, 55 μm thick, and 30 μm from the stopper. The stopper channel was 40 μm wide and 500 μm long. Simulations show that the pressure drop over the inlet and outlet channels is less than 1% of the total pressure drop and hence negligible. The simulation and experiments agree within 15% and 20% for forward and reverse flow, and show nonlinear deflection-pressure relationship, consistent with the fact that the flap deformations are in the large-deflection regime [4].

**Flow and Pressure Characteristics:** Flow and pressure characteristics have been studied using resistor B, which had inlet and outlet channels 300 μm wide, 275 μm high and 2 mm long, a flap 275 μm high, 266 μm wide, 75 μm thick and 25 μm from the stopper, and a stopper channel 275 μm high, 40 μm wide and 500 μm long. At a given pressure, the calculated velocity field throughout the channel can be integrated to obtain the flow rate. Simulations were performed over 0-180 kPa for forward flow (Fig. 3a), and over 0 to 35 kPa, at which flap-
stopper contact is imminent, for reverse flow (Fig. 3b). It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the forward flow resistance decreases with pressure, which can be attributed to the widening of the gap between the flap and the stopper. The reverse flow resistance increases with pressure because of the narrowing and orifice formation in the flap-stopper gap. The simulations correctly predict the trend of both the forward and reverse flow experiments, and agree with the experimental data within 15% for forward flow, and 17% for reverse flow. The deviations are likely caused by errors in device dimensions and PDMS’s elastic properties, as well as deformations of the PDMS stopper and channel sidewalls that were not considered in the simulations.

We further calculated the pressure distributions of resistor B under forward and reverse pressure along a flow path (A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H in Fig. 4), where A, B, G and H are located on the main channel’s centerline, C-D-E-F is the centerline of the flow path formed by the flap and stopper and the main channel walls, and B-C and F-G are normal to the main channel’s centerline. The pressures were normalized with the total pressure applied over the device (50 kPa gauge pressure for forward flow and 35 kPa for reverse flow). It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the pressure drops along the main channel (A-B and G-H) are very small, less than 1% of the total pressure drop for both forward and reverse flow. On the other hand, the pressure drops in the flap-stopper gap and the stopper channel are significant. For forward flow, the pressure drop along flap gap (D-E) is 17% of the total pressure drop, compared with 78% for that along stopper channel (C-D). For reverse flow, the pressure drop along flap gap (D-E) is 70% of the total pressure drop, compared with 29% for that along stopper channel (C-D). This indicates an increased flow resistance associated with the flap-stopper channel for reverse flow than that for forward flow due to the gap narrowing under reverse flow.

6. Conclusions
A coupled three-dimensional FSI modeling has been conducted that accurately predicts the trend of the flap deflection, flow rate and pressure distribution of variable resistors. The simulations can help guide design of the future microfluidic resistors.
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ELECTROKINETIC CONTROL OF DROPLET BREAK-UP AND SWITCHING OF DROPLET MOVEMENT DIRECTION IN AN AQUEOUS TWO-PHASE SYSTEM
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Abstract
Novel electrokinetic manipulation of dispersed micro droplets in an aqueous two-phase system (ATPS) is reported. Volume of broken droplets and the direction of droplet movement were effectively controlled by the applied DC electric field.

Key words: electrokinetic control, aqueous two-phase system, droplets

1. Introduction
Droplets in nanoliter volumes can be considered as microfluidic fluid carriers and reactors with enhanced surface-to-volume ratio. Droplets can accelerate and confine chemical reaction effectively inside them. Microfluidic technology has allowed the effective generation control of nanoliter droplets and many researchers have reported its applications such as protein crystallization and monodispersed emulsification. Recently, ATPS, which is usually formed by dissolving different kinds of polymers or salts in water, has drawn growing attention as a versatile liquid-liquid two-phase system for microfluidic applications, since its aqueous nature renders biocompatible conditions for the stable analysis of biomolecules [1]. Here, we report the ATPS droplet generation by shear force and the electrokinetic control of droplet break-up and movement direction.

2. Theory
It has been tried to explain the droplet electrophoretic mobility in ATPS [2]. There are two distinctive features of the electrokinetic phenomenon in ATPS; First, the mobility is directly proportional to drop radius. Second, the sign of the droplet mobility is opposite to that predicted from net charge distribution and Donnan potential. These differences are due to the internal circulation, the electroosmotic flow inside the droplet.

Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of electrophoretic flow PEG/salt ATPS droplet in the presence of an electric field (reprinted from [2]).
3. Experimental

PDMS/glass hybrid structure was fabricated by soft lithography. The width of the main channel was 200μm and that of branched channels connected with two inlets and two outlets were 100μm. For the control of break-up at the T-junction of the channel, stainless steel tube was drilled into the outlet, which is served as both electrode and outlet channel. ATPS used in this experiment was prepared by dissolving tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB) and ammonium sulfate (AS) in deionized water. When these two salts are dissolved in high concentrations, phase separation occurs. The binodal curve of TBAB/AS ATPS was determined experimentally in bulk system by turbidometric titration. In Figure 2, two-phase region is above the curve and the region at and below the curve is where only one aqueous phase is formed. In this experiment, the concentrations of TBAB and AS were fixed to 4.5M and 1M, respectively. The TBAB-rich phase and AS-rich phase were separated individually and introduced into each inlet at the microfluidic device shown in Figure 4(a). The TBAB-rich phase was continuous phase and the AS-rich phase was dispersed where plug-formed droplets were generated by shear force between the two phases. Two syringe pumps were used in controlling the flow rates of each phase independently. DC electric voltage in the range of 0–30V was applied between the electrodes located at the outlet reservoirs.

4. Results and Discussion

The size of droplets and pitch between droplets were controlled by varying flow rates and they are plotted with the appropriate parameter of flow rate combinations in Figure 3. With the flow rate of both phases fixed as 0.3μl/min, one single droplet was broken into two small droplets of equal volume at the T-junction, due to the effect of geometry. The droplets were broken with different volume ratios depending on the magnitude of the applied electric field as shown in Figure 4(b) and (c). The larger splinter was attracted toward the positive electrode. When sufficiently high voltage (higher than about 5V depending on the flow rate of each phase) was applied, the transportation of whole droplets was fully switched as
shown in the last two photographs of Figure 4(c).

Figure 4. (a) Schematic diagram of microfluidic device and electric connection. (b) Droplet volume ratio after breaking-up as a function of applied voltage. (c) Microscopic photographs of controlled volume break-up and complete switching of direction of droplets.

5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a novel method to manipulate ATPS droplets generated inside microfluidic channel. The breaking-up of droplets and the direction of droplet movement were controlled effectively by the applied DC electric field without any use of additional surfactant or moving part in the microfluidic device. This break-up and switching method is expected to be used in microfluidic reaction network where multiple chemical and biological species are involved since ATPS allows more room for handling hydrophilic molecules.
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DROPLETS BREAK-UP IN JUNCTIONS:
THE CONCEPT OF A CRITICAL LENGTH
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Abstract:
Experiments performed on droplets driven in microfluidic junctions of various angles show two types of break-up: direct and retarded. Direct break-up is controlled by a critical length that depends on the junction geometry and is independent of the flow conditions. A theory assuming small capillary numbers describes well the conditions that govern both types of break-up.

Keywords: microfluidics, digital microfluidics, droplets, emulsions, two phase flow.

A number of groups are currently revealing the potential offered by digital microfluidics, i.e. microfluidics dealing with droplets moving through microchannels. Compared to “ordinary microfluidics”, digital microfluidics offers substantial advantages for screening chemical reactions [1], screening protein crystallization conditions [2], devising novel lab on a chips[3] … In this context, it is desirable to lay down on firm grounds the physical bases of some of the elementary processes involved in this technology. This is what the present paper is dedicated to. Here, we concentrate on the phenomenon of droplet break-up through junctions with arbitrary angles. By studying a range of experimental conditions were interfacial tensions, viscosity, flow-rates, dimensions and junction angles are varied by one order of magnitude or so, we reveal the existence of a quantity that appears to control the breakup process. In substance, the quantity is a maximal finger length penetrating one side of the junction (see Fig 2). Using this quantity (we call “critical finger length”) allows to determine flow-rate conditions for which droplet breakup occurs in junctions of arbitrary angles. The concept is new; it extends previous work that applied to 90° junctions and large capillary numbers only [4]. We also propose a theoretical model that provides an explanation for our finding.

Figure 1: Sketch of the experimental setup. Water is in light gray and oil in dark. The system is pressure controlled.
In our experiments, water droplets are formed in a continuous phase of hexadecane in PDMS microchannels (Fig 1). Pressure is measured and droplet deformations are characterized in real time by image processing techniques using fast cameras. In the experiments, velocities were varied from 50 to $10^4 \mu\text{m.s}^{-1}$, dispersed phase viscosities from 1 to 5 mP.s, interfacial tensions from 3 to 40 mN/m, widths of the channels from 50 to 150 $\mu\text{m}$ and depths from 30 to 130 $\mu\text{m}$.

**Figure 2**: As it reaches the intersection (a,e,i), the droplet develops a finger in the derivation channel (b,f,j). If the finger is long enough (c), it will break. If it is shorter (g,k), it will partially retract and undergo a retarded break up (h) or fully retract (l).

As the droplets reach the junction, a transient finger develops into the side channel (see Fig 2). The experiments indicate the existence of a critical finger length above which fingers keep flowing downstream unavoidably provoking droplet break-up. This feature is revealed by the vertical lines on Fig 3, obtained for three different junction angles. The critical length is controlled by the width $w_d$ of the side channel and the junction angle $\beta$ : a law in the form $l_c = 1.5 w_d/(\cos\beta \cdot \sin\beta)$ is consistent with the data. Shorter fingers retract and, in most cases, eventually merge with the mother droplets. In some conditions, fingers may breakup as they retract, according to a process we called “retarded breakup” and that we documented.

**Figure 3**: Length of the finger in the derivation channel vs velocity in this channel. The experiments are carried out with channel angles $\beta$ of 45°, 90° and 135°, and width $w_d=\sin(\beta )\cdot 65 \mu\text{m}$. ● represents non-breaking droplets, * the droplets that undergo retarded break up and □ the droplet that break up. The vertical lines, separating the two breaking regimes, show the existence of a critical length $l_c = 1.5 w_d/(\cos\beta \cdot \sin\beta)$.
This findings can be used to determine flow-rate conditions under which droplets breakup as they arrive in microfluidic junctions. This is shown in Fig 4 for a 90° junction angle. The full line is the theoretical line that one infers by assuming a critical finger length. Above the line, droplets breakup, below it, they mostly don’t - except within a thin band that corresponds to what we called “retarded breakup” process.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 4:** Control parameters: V_d as a function of l = l_c/V_d/V_i (l_i being the length of the incoming droplet). The values are normalized with l_c and the characteristic capillary velocity V_cap. Blue is for droplets that do not break and red represents breaking droplets. Dashed line represents the theory based on existence of a critical length.
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NANOSCALE LASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE IMAGING OF ZETA-POTENTIAL AFFECTED BY ION MOTION IN MICROCHANNEL
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Abstract

A nanoscale laser induced fluorescence (nano-LIF) imaging was proposed by using the fluorescent dye and the evanescent wave. The present study focused on the measurement of zeta-potential distribution at the microchannel wall, which governs an electroosmotic flow field. A mixing flow field was formed by two-kinds of solution at different Na\(^+\) concentration in a T-shaped microchannel. The zeta-potential distribution obtained from nano-LIF is quantitatively related to the transport of Na\(^+\) in the flow field.

Keywords: Zeta-potential, Electric double layer, Fluorescence, Evanescent wave

1. Introduction

In microfluidic devices, electroosmotic flow (EOF) is generally used as a liquid driving force through a microchannel. Ion behavior in the microchannel and electrochemical characteristics of the wall yield a zeta-potential distribution and resulted in a complex flow structure. Therefore, the spatial and temporal sensing of zeta-potential is strongly required to realize the accurate flow control. The objective of the present study is to investigate the zeta-potential distribution by nano-LIF.

2. Nano-LIF Imaging for Zeta-Potential

In the nano-LIF imaging, Alexa Fluor 546 (Molecular Probes, Inc.), which is negative ion in the buffer solution, was selected as the fluorescent dye. The evanescent wave generated by total internal reflection of a laser beam and decays exponentially from the wall, was used as the excitation light of the fluorescent dye (Figure 1) [1]. Since the zeta-potential electrically affects the dye distribution in the vicinity of the wall, the detected fluorescent intensity is dependent on the zeta-potential. Figure 2 shows a

---

Fig. 1. Schematic of nano-LIF imaging. The laser beam (\(\lambda = 532\) nm) was totally reflected at the interface with an incident angle of 75°.

Fig. 2. Calibration curve between fluorescent intensity and zeta-potential.
calibration curve between the fluorescent intensity and the zeta-potential.

Figure 3 illustrates a schematic of the measurement system. The evanescent wave was generated at the silica glass-solution interface with a penetration depth of 93 nm [2] and excited the fluorescent dye in the vicinity of the glass wall (Fig. 3(b)). To obtain the high excitation intensity, a laser beam with a uniform intensity profile was utilized, which was generated by the diffraction from a pinhole. Fluorescence was collected through a 10x objective lens and captured by the CCD camera. The spatial resolution was 7.9 \times 7.9 \mu m and the measurement uncertainty was \pm 5.3 mV in 95% confidence.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 4 illustrates a schematic of T-shaped microchannel. Solution A and B (Table 1) were injected into the T-shaped microchannel at the equal flow rate from inlet I and II, respectively. The experiments were performed in two conditions in which the averaged velocity of pressure-driven flow, \( U_{ave} \), was 575 \mu m/s and 176 \mu m/s, respectively. In addition, a DC voltage of 150 V was applied from inlets to the outlet. The two-dimensional distribution of zeta-potential at the silica glass wall in the junction area is exhibited in Figure 5. The zeta-potential distributions were changed by the convection due to pressure- and electrokinetically driven flow. The Na\(^+\) transport in the flow field was investigated by the velocity measurement using micron-resolution particle image velocimetry [3] and the numerical simulation by the scalar transport equation. Figure 6 shows the comparison of zeta-potential profiles at the silica glass wall (z = 0) to Na\(^+\).

Table 1. Properties of working fluids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEPES buffer [mM]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Fluor 546 [\mu M]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na(^+) [mM]</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>7.01</td>
<td>6.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Conclusion

The nano-LIF imaging for zeta-potential was proposed by using the negative ion fluorescent dye and the evanescent wave. It is concluded that the zeta-potential distribution in the mixing flow was governed by the convection and diffusion of Na⁺. The present technique will contribute to understand the effect of zeta-potential distribution to EOF field and formation of the electric double layer.
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MICROPUMP AND MICROMIXER DRIVEN BY LASER AND AC ELECTRIC FIELD
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Abstract
Fluid flow generated by laser irradiation in an AC electric field was investigated with a view to using it as the driving force for a micropump and a micromixer. We discovered an opto-electrostatic phenomenon known as opto-electrostatic micro vortex (OEMV) ten years ago. The OEMV is generated around the focal point of an infrared laser beam located in the center of an intense high-frequency electric field. The OEMV is an opposed flow. The direction of the flow is parallel to the AC electric field, and perpendicular to the sides of the electrodes. When the laser focus was positioned near one of the electrodes, a one-directional flow was generated toward the other electrode. These two flow patterns could be used as a micro-mixer and a micro-pump, respectively. The OEMV was generated in a microchannel by simultaneous application of an Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm) and an AC voltage. In this paper, it was investigated that the correlation between flow rate and laser power, AC voltage and AC frequency.

Keywords: Micropump, micromixer, opto-electrostatic micro-vortex, IR laser, electric field

1. Introduction
About a decade ago, we discovered that when an infrared (IR) laser is focused under an intense applied AC electric field, a circulating flow is generated around the laser focus as illustrated in Figure 1 [1]. We investigated this phenomenon, which is now known as opto-electrostatic micro vortex (OEMV), to use as micropump and micromixer in a microchannel. The OEMV has two flow patterns that depend on a position of the IR laser spot. The opposed flow (Fig. 1 (A)) and the one-directional flow (Fig. 1 (B)) were generated by positioning the laser spot at center between the electrodes and beside the electrode, respectively. These flows can be used as micropump and micromixer without mechanical movement. In microchannel configuration, multi parallel fluid flow is generated due to low Reynolds number. Mixing of parallel flow is very important technique for rapid reaction. The OEMV (the opposed flow) is an easy way to generating vortex-like flow. Flow rate was investigated which varied with AC voltage, laser power and AC frequency.
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the flow, the OEMV, induced by laser irradiation and AC electric field. The flow direction changes with a position of the laser spot, center (A) and beside (B) the electrodes.

2. Experiment
The microchannel (300 µm wide and 100 µm deep) was made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The PDMS microchannel was mounted on the glass slide on which the chromium microelectrodes (gap between the electrodes was 300 µm wide) were patterned. The microchannel was mounted on an inverted microscope equipped with laser manipulation system. Nd:YAG laser (1064nm, cw) was focused through an objective lens (x100, N. A.: 1.30).

3. Results and discussion
In Table 1, the flow profiles around the laser focus were showed in the case of Milli-Q water and 10 mM NaCl solution. These results were in the case of the one-directional flow. In the case of the opposed flow, the flow profiles were similar to that of the one-directional flow. The flow velocity increased with about 2nd power of laser power and 1st power of AC voltage. A conductivity of the solution affected the correlation between flow velocity and laser power. The flow velocity was also varied with the AC frequency as illustrated in Figure 2. We think the OEMV was caused by an electro-thermal effect. Change of permittivity and conductivity of liquid around the laser focus caused by temperature rising due to the IR laser irradiation may generate the fluid flow under applied AC electric field.

4. Conclusions
Flow profiles were investigated in terms of the AC voltage, laser power and AC frequency. We consider that this fluid manipulation method is suitable for a micro-reaction system since it is easy to control flow velocity on a micro-scale. In addition, there are some advantages that a simple geometry for the electrodes and non-contact operation between the solution and the metal electrodes.
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Table 1. The correlation between the flow velocity and AC voltage and laser power.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working liquid</th>
<th>Varied parameter</th>
<th>AC voltage $[V_{0-p}]$</th>
<th>Laser power [mW]</th>
<th>AC frequency [MHz]</th>
<th>Flow range $[\mu$m/sec$]$</th>
<th>Relation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milli-Q (1.47 $\mu$S/cm)</td>
<td>AC voltage (V)</td>
<td>20 - 80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30 - 800</td>
<td>$u \propto V^{2.24}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser power ($P_L$)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>20 - 200</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 - 200</td>
<td>$u \propto P_L^{1.53}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10mM NaCl (1.28 mS/cm)</td>
<td>AC voltage (V)</td>
<td>30 - 90</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20 - 500</td>
<td>$u \propto V^{2.63}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser power ($P_L$)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20 - 200</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30 - 250</td>
<td>$u \propto P_L^{0.96}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. The correlation between the flow velocity and the AC frequency. The AC voltage was adjusted to 70 $V_{0-p}$ and 30 $V_{0-p}$ at 1 MHz in the Milli-Q water (open circle) and the 10 mM NaCl solution (open triangle), respectively. Laser power was adjusted to 35 mW in the both cases. The error bars indicate standard deviation.
PRESSURE BALANCE AT LIQUID-LIQUID INTERFACE OF MICRO COUNTER-CURRENT FLOW FOR PHASE SEPARATION
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Abstract
We report pressure balance model at the liquid-liquid interface of a micro counter-current flow for phase separation was proposed and verified. We focused on balance between dynamic pressure difference of two phases and Laplace pressure due to interfacial tension. Dynamic pressure difference and Laplace pressure were evaluated by measuring dynamic contact angles and interfacial tension, and examining pressure loss.

Keywords: Microfluidics, Surface Modification, Interfacial Tension, Multiphase flow, Contact Angle

1. Introduction
We have established a general method for integrating chemical and biological systems into a microchip by utilizing multiphase microflows, which is based on concepts of micro unit operations (MUOs) and continuous flow chemical processing (CFCP) [1]. Furthermore, we have achieved micro counter-current flow and micro counter-current extraction with high recovery efficiency [2, 3]. However, mechanisms of phase separation of the micro counter-current flow are not elucidated. Therefore, fundamental physical properties of the micro counter-current flow should be understood. In this paper, we proposed and verified an interfacial model of the micro counter-current flow focused on pressure balance at the liquid-liquid interface.

2. Theory
At the liquid-liquid interface, dynamic pressure difference ($P_{\text{Flow}}$) of two phases and Laplace pressure ($P_{\text{Laplace}}$) due to interfacial tension are induced. When $P_{\text{Flow}}$ is lower than critical $P_{\text{Laplace}}$, the liquid-liquid interface is pinned at the boundary between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. Figure 1 illustrates an interfacial pressure model. Critical $P_{\text{Laplace}}$ is characterized by dynamic contact angles. Laplace pressure can be estimated by Young-Laplace equation as follows.

$$P_{\text{Laplace}} = \frac{\gamma}{R} \left(1 - \frac{2}{d} \sin(\theta - 90^\circ)\right)$$

where $R$, $\gamma$, $\theta$ and $d$ are radius of curvature, interfacial tension, contact angle and width of microchannel. $P_{\text{Flow}}$ can be estimated by utilizing Hagen-Poiseuille relationship.
\[ \Delta P_{\text{Flow}} = P_{\text{aq}} - P_{\text{org}} = \frac{32 \mu_{\text{aq}} V_{\text{aq}} L_{\text{aq}}}{D^2} - \frac{32 \mu_{\text{org}} V_{\text{org}} L_{\text{org}}}{D^2} \]  (2)

where \( P, \mu, v, L \) and \( D \) are pressure, viscosity, length and hydraulic diameter. Subscript corresponds to each phases.

3. Experimental

In order to estimate \( \Delta P_{\text{Laplace}} \), we measured interfacial tension and dynamic contact angles of water droplet dipped in butylacetate and toluene on a hydrophilic bare glass and hydrophobic glass modified with octadecylsilane (ODS) group. The interfacial tensions are 15.5 mN/m (water-butylacetate) and 32.5 mN/m (water-toluene). Table 1 summarizes measured advancing and receding contact angles. \( \Delta P_{\text{Laplace}} \) are estimated by utilizing advancing and receding contact angles of water on ODS surface and glass surface. In order to estimate \( \Delta P_{\text{Flow}} \), we examined the flow rate conditions of phase separation of the micro counter-current flow in microchannels with patterned surface modification where a width, a depth and liquid-liquid contact length were 120 \( \mu \)m, 25 \( \mu \)m and 500 \( \mu \)m, respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the microchip with patterned surface modification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organic solvent (substrate)</th>
<th>Advancing</th>
<th>Receding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Butylacetate (glass)</td>
<td>72.2 ± 2.2°</td>
<td>7.5 ± 2.9°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butylacetate (ODS)</td>
<td>172.6 ± 2.4°</td>
<td>153.3 ± 8.2°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toluene (glass)</td>
<td>64.5 ± 6.7°</td>
<td>6.7 ± 2.6°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toluene (ODS)</td>
<td>171.0 ± 2.6°</td>
<td>152.0 ± 5.6°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Interfacial pressure model of the micro counter-current flow.

Figure 2. Microchip with patterned surface.
4. Results and discussion

Figure 4 shows the results of phase separation conditions of water-butylacetate and water-toluene micro counter-current flow. The obtained flow rates were converted to $\Delta P_{\text{Flow}}$. The phase separation could be realized in the region between upper and lower limit. Upper and lower limit correspond to $\Delta P_{\text{Flow}}$ that water intruded onto the hydrophobic surface and the organic phase intruded onto the hydrophilic surface. Considering the proposed model, the micro counter-current flow can be formed under conditions between theoretical critical $\Delta P_{\text{Laplace}}$. Upper limit is agreed with the model although lower limit is not agreed with the model. This disagreement may be caused from theoretical critical $\Delta P_{\text{Laplace}}$ estimated from receding contact angle of water on glass surface instead of advancing contact angle of the organic solution. However, measuring dynamic contact angle of the organic solution in water is difficult because of buoyancy. Therefore, accurate $\Delta P_{\text{Laplace}}$ will be able to be evaluated by measuring the shape of the liquid-liquid interface in the microchannel. When this model is verified accurately, main physical parameters of formation of the micro counter-current flow and mechanism of the phase separation are expected to be understood.

5. Conclusion

We proposed and verified the interfacial pressure model of the micro counter-current flow for phase separation. The results indicate that the model is agreed when water intrude onto hydrophobic surface although that is not agreed when the organic phase intrude onto the hydrophilic surface. The model will be able to be verified accurately by measuring the shape of the liquid-liquid interface.
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Abstract

We show here the possibility to use permanent magnets to levitate microdroplets in air. This new microfluidic technique allows handling droplets within punctual or linear magnetic wells while avoiding contact of the droplets with any wall.

Keywords: diamagnetism, permanent magnets, levitation, microdroplet

1. Introduction

We propose levitation-based microfluidics as a new method for handling low-volume droplets. The diamagnetic levitation of liquids was first presented in the 1990s with very intense magnetic fields made by superconductor magnets (26.5 T) [1] or electromagnets (16 T) [2]. Indeed, as the magnetic susceptibilities of liquids are very low (e.g. $\chi = -9.10^{-9}$ m$^3$ kg$^{-1}$ for water), they were thus compensated by high magnetic fields. However, these two techniques involve large and complex equipments which are impossible to miniaturize, parallelize and integrate in lab-on-chip devices.

Here, we demonstrate the possibility to use small (centimeter-size) NdFeB magnets producing a magnetic field of only 1.2 T to levitate droplets of various liquids: water, ethanol, oil, glycerol 15%. The diamagnetic levitation of droplets in air can be obtained with standard permanent magnets without any supplementary equipment. In a first magnet configuration, the levitating droplets are spontaneously gathered (by a convergent radial magnetic force) and merge in a punctual magnetic well. In a second configuration, the droplets can move linearly along magnetic grooves, and also change their axis of levitation.

2. Punctual magnetic wells

The droplets are trapped in a punctual levitation well carried out by a permanent magnet made by 8 NdFeB sectors having radial magnetization and surmounted by a pole piece (Fig. 1). The levitation site is located between the pole piece and the permanent magnet at the center of the hole. Dispensing or spray techniques were used to eject droplets of 5 $\mu$m to 150 $\mu$m in diameter (65 fL to 1.8 nL) towards the permanent magnet. The magnetic force stops the droplet fall and pushes the droplets towards the magnetic well, where they finally merge.

Diamagnetic levitation was successfully obtained for droplets of water, ethanol, oil and glycerol 15%. Non-evaporating liquids such as oil can remain unchanged within the magnetic well for hours. Evaporation of other liquids can be compensated, for example by regularly dispensing small droplets which actually merge with the central droplet.
Fig. 1. Punctual magnetic well made by a permanent magnet with radial magnetization.

Fig. 2. Coalescence of droplets in levitation (top view of the device). The resulting droplet is bigger than the initial droplet due to the merging of microdroplets.

3. Linear magnetic wells

Droplets of 30μm in diameter can levitate in a stable manner within 150μm-large grooves made in a permanent magnet (Fig. 3). The microdroplets are guided along the groove axis under aerodynamic flow. Stability of the diamagnetic levitation is very high, even at the crossing of two perpendicular grooves where the magnetic force applied to droplets is reduced. As a result, the droplets can commute from one axis to another (Fig. 4), which makes likely achievable the individual control of any droplet trajectory.

Fig. 3. (a) 150μm-large linear grooves in a planar permanent magnet having vertical magnetization. Levitation of microdroplets above the grooves, (b) view from above, (c) side view.
4. Discussion

Levitation-based microfluidics presents numerous advantages for handling samples. As the liquid is never in contact with any wall, there is no risk of cross-contamination between the sample and the walls of the device, as well as no unspecific adsorption of sample components onto the wall surface. The samples can be easily deposited, observed and quantified due to the absence of cover above the device. The droplets can be levitated at very precise positions with a micrometer-range accuracy. The microsystem needs no fluidic connection, has no dead volumes and the consumption of sample can be less than 1 nL. Moreover, diamagnetic levitation with permanent magnets is totally passive, which means that the droplets are moved, positioned and possibly merged without providing any energy (e.g. electricity) to the device.

The diamagnetic levitation in air was studied for moving and merging low-volume liquids. Nevertheless, it should be noticed that diamagnetism is an ubiquitous feature in nature. In particular, the diamagnetic levitation can also be applied to solid particles, such as solid diamagnetic (unlabelled) microparticles or any other particles having a strongly diamagnetic label.

5. Conclusions

We have presented the diamagnetic levitation of microdroplets in air which relies on permanent magnets producing a magnetic field of 1.2 T only. Two magnet configurations were presented: one magnet geometry forces the droplets to gather and merge within a punctual magnetic well; the second configuration allows linear motions of the droplets along magnetic grooves in the air gap. Moreover, the diamagnetic levitation of droplets is stable even at the crossing of two perpendicular linear magnetic wells, which thus allows switching of the droplets between linear wells.
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Abstract

An approach to the automatic design of microfluidic components is described in which a novel method for the rapid characterization of individual components is combined with a genetic algorithm search of candidate designs. This approach delivers unprecedented capability for automatic optimization of microfluidic components based on performance criteria and does not require the user to provide a promising prototype to initialize the search.
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1. Introduction

Mott et al. [1] describe the automatic design of optimal microfluidic components based on performance criteria. Their approach constructs a complex component by adding geometric features, such a grooves of various shapes, to a microchannel. The net transport produced by each of these features in isolation was pre-computed and stored as an “advection map” for that feature, and the complex flow through a composite geometry that combines these basic features was calculated by applying the corresponding maps in sequence. A speed-up of approximately 10^5 was achieved relative to the time that would be required to solve the governing flow equations for the composite geometry using traditional computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Mott et al. developed optimal mixers of moderate sizes using an exhaustive search of all designs that met imposed geometric constraints. The software automatically determined which tested designs provided the best mixing based on several user-specified metrics.

In the current work, a genetic algorithm replaces the exhaustive search, enabling the optimization of components with far greater degrees of freedom. This approach is used to design a better mixer in less time than those previously published [1].

2. Genetic Algorithm

A genetic algorithm is a search algorithm that employs biological concepts such as breeding, mutation, and fitness to find a near-optimal solution to a problem in a fraction of the time required for an exhaustive search. [2]. The genetic algorithm

* This material is declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States.
evaluates the fitness for each solution in the current population and then generates a new population of solutions (crossover). Each solution is comprised of a list of chromosomes that is randomly generated in the initial population. In the current context, each solution is therefore a particular component design, i.e., an ordered list of grooves in the channel, and each chromosome is one particular groove. The fitness score for a solution is a user-specified metric for measuring the process of interest, such as the metrics for mixing used in Ref. 1. During crossover, the fittest members from the current population are used to generate a new population by combining chromosomes (grooves) from two parent solutions, with a slight chance for random mutation to prevent convergence on a local (rather than global) maximum for the fitness function.

3. Results and Discussion

Here we consider one optimization calculation performed in Ref. 1 for microchannel mixers that include 16 grooves in the mixer floor and 16 grooves in the mixer ceiling. The channel width is 3.11 times the height, and the groove depth is 0.42 times the channel height. Two streams to be mixed enter the component side-by-side. Choosing each of these 32 grooves independently from the options shown in Fig. 1 gives \(8^{32}\) candidate designs. This number is too large for an exhaustive search, even using the advection maps to evaluate the performance of each design, so in Ref. 1 the designs were limited to particular pairings of grooves in the floor and ceiling and to a repeating pattern of grooves. These restrictions limited the number of candidate mixers to 331,776. The exhaustive search of these designs required approximately 8 CPU hours to complete, but improvements to the software implementation have reduced that time to approximately 2 CPU hours. Figure 2 shows the winning mixer designs and species distributions at outflow for two metrics that are described in Mott et al.

In contrast, using a genetic algorithm to search the full space of \(8^{32}\) candidates finds a design that approximates the optimal design for this space in this same 2 CPU hours. We estimate an exhaustive search of all \(8^{32}\) candidates would take approximately \(10^{18}\) years. Figure 3 shows the outflow species distribution for the design chosen by the genetic algorithm search. Running in parallel on 16 processors of an SGI Altix, this optimal result is achieved in about 10 minutes. Note that this approach is not simply wrapping a genetic algorithm around a traditional CFD solver: if traditional CFD were used instead of the advection maps to characterize the fluid transport, we estimate that this 10-minute search would have required approximately 3 years.

4. Conclusions

The approach described here provides practical automatic design of fluidic components based on performance criteria. This software tests hundreds of thousands of candidate designs and finds the best feature combination for a specified task in the same time that traditional CFD approaches model a single user-specified geometry. The approach does not require the user to supply a promising prototype, and it can be applied to any process (mixing, surface delivery, dispersion mitigation) that can be quantified using the species transport through the candidate components.
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Figure 1: Allowed groove shapes that are added to the floor or ceiling of the channel to create a mixer. Note that vertical reflections of d) and e) provide additional options, so this collection represents eight choices.

Figure 2: Optimal designs presented in Ref. 1 for the exhaustive search of 331,776 candidates using 2 mixing metrics. a: top view of the first 8 feature pairs; pattern repeats. b: simulation predictions of the outflow plane. c: experiments (from [1])

Figure 3: Outflow distribution for the new optimal mixer that chooses all 32 grooves in the mixer independently. Calculation performed in 10 minutes on 16 processors of an SGI Altix.
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Abstract
An active laminar flow mixer for chemical and biological reagents is developed using acoustic microcavitation streaming. The mixing is induced by the resonance frequency of the cavitative air bubble and the acoustic wave. The effects of different acoustic frequencies and flow rates for the mixing efficiency were tested using the same microfluidic channel and the results demonstrate conditions for good active mixing in laminar flows.
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1. Introduction
In microfluidic systems for chemical and biochemical applications, the low Reynolds number flow leads to pure diffusion based mixing which will take many hours. Therefore, there have been much interest in passive and active mixers which uses complex geometry [1,2] and external energy [3,4] for improved mixing respectively. One of such active mixers is based on acoustic cavitation microstreaming [5,6] technique that utilizes acoustic frequency transducers to resonate cavitative bubbles.

2. Experimental
At resonance the frequency of the acoustic signal coincides with the natural frequency of the cavitative air bubble and is given by $2 \pi a f = \sqrt{3 \gamma P_o / \rho}$ where $a$ is the bubble radius, $\gamma$ is the ratio of specific heats for the gas, $P_o$ is the hydrostatic pressure and $\rho$ is the density of the liquid. Figure 1 shows schematic diagram of the microcavitation streaming mixing device of inlet channels with 1.6 mm and mixing channel width 3mm. Here we present the enhanced mixing of two laminar streams and characterize an acoustic cavitation microstreaming mixing device. In our experiments, aqueous food dyes with two distinct colors are flown into a T-channel junction with flow rates at 10, 50 and 100 μL/min. The corresponding Reynolds

Figure 1. Schematic of the microcavitation streaming mixing device of inlet channels with 1.6mm and mixing channel width 3mm.
numbers calculated using  \( R_i = \frac{\rho U H}{\eta} \) where \( H = \frac{2 w d}{w + d} \) are 0.686 for 20 L/min, 3.43 for the flow rates 100 L/min and 6.86 for 200 μL/min. The depth and width of the T channel are 500 μm and 3 mm, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

Due to low Reynolds number flow, at steady state a laminar flow pattern is established. The Peclet Number \( P_e = \frac{U w}{D} \) (D=diffusion coefficient) is directly proportional to the flow rate and hence diffusion between the two laminar streams is found to be more significant at lower flow rates. Mixing of the laminar streams is enhanced by turning on the external piezoelectric crystal at a constant voltage of 45 Vpp. The cavitative bubble with a diameter of 400 μm resonates at a frequency of 3.5 kHz. Figure 2 shows the rate of mixing of laminar streams at different flow rates with a constant resonant frequency of 3.5 kHz. The mixing parameter on the y-axis is the correlation coefficient of the image at the beginning of the mixing with subsequent images and the saturation point gives complete mixing. Figure 3 shows the rate of mixing of laminar streams at a frequency (3.3 kHz) slightly away from the resonant frequency. It is observed that the higher the flow rate, the longer time it takes for complete mixing. Figure 4 shows the time lapse shots of laminar streams under mixing at times 0 sec, 0.5 sec and 2 sec and flow rates. These snap shots are for a constant acoustic frequency of 3.5 kHz. Before switching on the acoustic frequency, diffusion between the fluids is observed at the interface between the two streams. The

\[ R_i = \frac{\rho U H}{\eta} \]

\[ H = \frac{2 w d}{w + d} \]

\( P_e = \frac{U w}{D} \)

Fig. 2. Rate of mixing of laminar streams at different flow rates at the resonant frequency 3.5 kHz.

Fig. 3. Rate of mixing of laminar streams at different flow rates at a frequency 3.3 kHz.

Fig. 4. Laminar streams under mixing. The labels on the figures corresponds to flow rates ((a) 10 (b) 50 (c) 100 μL/min) and times ((a) 0 sec (b) 0.5 sec (c) 2 sec) after switching on the acoustics at f=3.5kHz.
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higher the flow rate the less effective the diffusion is and a complete mixing is faster for higher flow rates. The dependence of geometry and location of the bubbles on the resonant frequency is investigated in an open well. The resonant frequency is identified by sweeping the acoustic signal for a narrow window between 100Hz and 10 kHz and recording the images corresponding to the swept frequency. In Figure 5 the detection of resonant frequency (Fr) using correlation coefficient of images is illustrated. Figure 6 shows the relationship between resonant frequency and diameter of the air bubbles. Figure 7 shows the resonant frequency dependence on the size of the air bubble array and on the inter-bubble distances. The well characterized acoustic streaming mixing device can be used to combine microfluidics with various biosensing applications including immunoassays and detection of DNA hybridization.
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Abstract

Previously we demonstrated liposome formation using hydrodynamic focusing in a microfluidic network which enables us to produce liposomes of a controlled size and size distribution in a reproducible fashion [1]. Former measurements on liposomes were conducted with batch dynamic light scattering (DLS) and multi angle laser light scattering (MALLS) of unfractionated samples. However, this measurement only provides ensemble averages. In this paper a more detailed and accurate measurement technique that allows for precise characterization of liposome populations using asymmetric flow field flow fractionation (AFFFF) before MALLS and DLS is shown. Details about liposome size and size distribution allow further elucidation about the liposome self-assembly process.

Keywords: liposomes, nanoparticle, self-assembly, flow field fractionation

1. Introduction

The injection method for the formation of liposomes described previously [2] is used to produce liposome populations of particular size and size distribution. In short, a lipid mixture dissolved in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) is hydrodynamically focused between two streams of aqueous hydration buffer. Mixing between the sheathed streams occurs by molecular diffusion due to laminar flow conditions. As water and IPA interdiffuse lipids are no longer soluble and spontaneously self-assemble into liposomes. Combining DLS and MALLS with AFFFF allows for detailed characterization of the liposome population’s size and size distribution. This provides more accurate characterization, which enables the determination of effects of the microfluidic flow conditions on the liposome preparation’s physical characteristics.

2. Experimental

The microfluidic device depicted in Figure 1 consists of a central channel (channel 3), which contains the lipid tincture (2.5mM dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine, 2mM cholesterol, 0.5mM dicetylphosphate) in dry IPA and four oblique channels (channels 1, 2, 4, 5) containing hydration buffer (10mM phosphate, 2.7mM potassium chloride, 138mM sodium chloride, pH~7.4, 3mM sodium azide). The direction of the flow is indicated by arrows. The channels are fabricated in silicon (76.2mm silicon wafer, 305-350 μm thick) and sealed with an anodically bonded borofloat glass cover. The
dimensions of the channels are either 64 μm (channel 1, 5, 6) or 43 μm (channel 2, 3, 4) wide and 100 μm deep etched by standard deep reactive ion etching protocols. Rectangular fluid access through holes of the same width as the microchannels were etched from the backside of the wafer at each channel terminus and bonded to nanoports at the backside of the silicon wafer according to manufacturer directions. Fluid flow in the channel network was produced with syringe pumps. A 0.02 μm filter was placed inline to ensure that all fluids were dust free to prevent clogging of the microchannels.

The flow ratio, defined as the ratio of hydration buffer volumetric flow rate to lipid sample volumetric flow rate, was varied from 10 to 60 to produce liposomes of different sizes and size distributions. Following liposome generation within the focused flow stream, AFFFF was used to separate the population according to their hydrodynamic radius before characterizing them by MALDTS and DLS with data processing using ASTRA software (all from Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) [3] to yield precise measurements of their unaveraged size and size distribution.

3. Results and discussion

As the sample stream is hydrodynamically focused by the two aqueous buffer streams the two streams begin to interdiffuse and amphiphilic lipid molecules begin to self-assemble into spherical liposomes. By modulating the flow rates in the microfluidic device, liposome size and size distribution change reproducibly [1]. The mean liposome radius varies between approximately 25 to 70 nm (Figure 2), a factor of ~2 smaller than earlier observations performed without AFFFF. The measurements also confirm a markedly low polydispersity of liposomes prepared by this new method.

Figure 2. Hydrodynamic radius and normalized number density of fractionated liposome samples eluted over time generated at different flow rates.
Light scattering is a commonly used method to determine the size of particles such as liposomes in solution. However, a source of measurement inaccuracy is related to the fact that light scattering intensity strongly increases with particle size. Small numbers of larger particles in a distribution can result in a significantly overestimated average particle diameter over the full particle population. Applying AFFFF in combination with DLS and MALLS to a liposome population allows for the separation of liposomes according to their hydrodynamic radius and precise determination of their size and size distribution. Larger particles, which bias the measurement and “hide” the smaller particles, are now measured separately.

Figure 3 shows a plot of hydrodynamic radius vs. geometric radius. The hydrodynamic radius is determined via DLS and is based on the particle’s diffusion coefficient. The geometric radius is measured via MALLS and fits the data to a model for the scattering expected for a hollow sphere. The two radii are roughly equivalent, indicative of liposomes being hollow spheres, as is expected with this method of formation.

4. Conclusion
We have presented an advanced characterization method to precisely measure populations of liposomes. Combining AFFFF with DLS and MALLS provides details on the generated liposome population with respect to accurate measurement of particle size, size distribution, and the number of particles of each size. Further, comparison of DLS and MALLS results allows for determination of liposome shape and architecture.
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BOUNDS ON CONTACT ANGLE HYSTERESIS OF TEXTURED SUPER-HYDROPHOBIC SURFACES
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Abstract

This paper presents the fabrication of rough super-hydrophobic surfaces, dynamic measurements of sliding angles of water droplets, and a modeling approach to estimate bounds on contact angle hysteresis—the major dissipative mechanism in droplet based microfluidic systems. We investigate the dependence of hysteresis on texture parameters, evaluate the current model, propose a modification, and show that the two models—current and proposed—are useful bounds on the hysteresis of the surface.
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1. Introduction

Droplet based systems make temporally and spatially resolved chemistries possible—creating exciting possibilities for lab-on-chip assay. A low hysteresis surface translates to low energy requirements for droplet actuation. For electrowetting based devices [1], low-hysteresis and low-drag surfaces [2, 3] could make sub-CMOS actuation voltages possible—enabling totally integrated microfluidic platforms. Understanding the quantitative relationship between the impeding force of contact angle hysteresis and surface parameters is therefore an important milestone in this pursuit.

2. Experimental

We built rough surfaces realized by pillars of controlled geometry in silicon. The texture is characterized by \( \phi \), the solid-liquid contact area fraction. The two states in which a sessile droplet can rest on a rough hydrophobic surface are explained in Fig. 1.

Pillars are fabricated in silicon using standard Bosch process for DRIE and Teflon AF 1600 is spin coated on them to create the test surfaces. We mounted the test surfaces on the goniometer stage and deposited measured droplets, ensuring Fakir state [4]. These droplets were expanded and contracted using a syringe pump. A video was recorded and contact angles measured in each frame.

Figure 1: Droplets of volume 5 \( \mu \)l, on a Teflon-coated silicon surface with \( \phi = 0.05 \) and \( r = 1.4 \) in a) Fakir state with a footprint diameter of 1 mm, \( \theta_F = 156.6^\circ \) (expected: 164.5\(^\circ\)) and b) Wenzel state with a footprint diameter of 1.96 mm, \( \theta_W = 118^\circ \) (expected: 112.8\(^\circ\)). Air pockets are visible between pillars under the Fakir state droplet. Pinning of the droplet edge causes significant deviations from the predicted equilibrium value.
In Fig. 2a, the contact angle of the expanding droplet increases till the advancing edge lands on the next pillar, at which point it drops. For the contracting droplet, the receding angle decreases till the edge snaps off a pillar. The mode value of contact angle is reported (Fig. 2b) for each case. Movies were made for surfaces of varying texture ranging from 0.025 to 1, data plotted, and trends analyzed.

3. Results and Discussion

The cosines of advancing and receding angles were observed to decrease linearly with $\phi$ (Fig. 3). The advancing angle model is $\cos \theta_A = -1 + \phi (1 + \cos \theta_{i,A})$, a heuristic relation proposed by He et al. [5] —obtained by replacing the intrinsic equilibrium contact angle $\theta_i$ with the intrinsic advancing angle $\theta_{i,A}$. These results provide the first experimental validation of this relation. The current model for receding angle in the Fakir state, $\cos \theta_R = 2\phi - 1$, is obtained assuming a trailing film remains on the pillar tops [5]. As seen in Fig. 4a, this assumption, originally proposed for hydrophilic surfaces [6], expectedly overestimates hysteresis—providing an upper bound (for $\phi > 0.1$).

Figure 2: a) The advancing contact angle is plotted as a function of time for a sessile droplet (on a surface with $\phi = 0.04$). b) Contact angle values in the entire video for the advancing angle measurements were used to create the histogram shown.
We re-derived the relation from first principles, heuristically replacing \( 1 \) (=\( \cos 0 \)) by \( \cos \phi \) in the coefficient of \( \phi \) to obtain \( \cos \phi = (1+\cos \theta_R)\phi - 1 \). The model accounts for partial coverage of pillars by the trailing film—which is expected for a hydrophobic coating. Our model provides the lower bound to hysteresis (Fig. 3b). For very low \( \phi \) (\( \phi < 0.1 \)), experiments are underway to validate our hypothesis that the perimeter per unit area and not \( \phi \) controls the behavior.

This work marks an important step towards engineering droplet behavior on textured super-hydrophobic surfaces.
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ABSTRACT

A wide range of liquids can be actuated in droplet-based (digital) microfluidic devices [1]. This report presents a general electromechanical model that: (a) enables calculation of the forces acting on insulating and conductive fluids in two-plate devices, (b) illustrates that both electrowetting and dielectrophoresis simultaneously contribute to droplet actuation, and (c) shows how the device design parameters and operating conditions can be optimized to actuate particular liquids.

Keywords: Electromechanical, droplet, digital microfluidics, electrowetting, dielectrophoresis

INTRODUCTION

In digital microfluidics, liquid droplets in contact with dielectric surfaces are created, moved, merged and mixed by applying AC or DC potentials across electrodes patterned beneath the dielectric. We have recently shown that a wide range of liquids can be actuated in droplet-based microfluidic devices [1].

Droplet actuation has been attributed to electrocapillary or electrowetting (EW) forces for conductive liquids and dielectrophoretic (DEP) forces for dielectric liquids. For conductive liquids, droplet movement is associated with a corresponding voltage-induced contact angle change; for dielectric liquids, this is not the case. Many of the liquids we have actuated are neither perfect conductors nor perfect dielectrics. Some of these liquids have very small or no voltage-induced contact angle change, but are still movable. We have also observed that for some liquids, the movability depends on the applied frequency and gap. To explain our observations, we have developed a model for calculating the forces acting on droplets of liquids having a wide range of physical properties. The experimental variables are the complex permittivity of the liquid, the thickness and dielectric constant of each layer in the device, the gap D, and the applied voltage and frequency.

EXPERIMENTAL

We calculated the total electromechanical force acting on a droplet in a two plate digital microfluidic device as a way to explain and predict the feasibility of droplet...
actuation. Our approach was inspired by Jones et al and Zeng and Korsmeyer [2-5]. We modeled the device in Figure 1 with the equivalent circuit model shown in Figure 2.

The total electromechanical force $F$ acting on the liquid in the device (Figure 1) is calculated from simple circuit analysis:

$$F = \frac{1}{2} y \varepsilon_0 k_p d \left( E_i^2 - E_r^2 \right) + D \left[ k_p E_L^2 - \varepsilon_0 E_{air}^2 \right] + \frac{\varepsilon_0 k_p k_i (d + d')^2}{k_p d' + k_i d} \left( E_{pt}^2 - E_{pt'}^2 \right)$$

where $y$ is the width of the electrode, $\varepsilon_0$ is the permittivity of vacuum, $k_p$ and $k_i$ are dielectric constants of parylene and Teflon AF, and $E$ is the field across each layer. Note the ambient medium could be air (as here) or a second liquid. The total force has three distinct parts:

- $\frac{1}{2} y \varepsilon_0 k_p d \left( E_i^2 - E_r^2 \right)$ is the EW force acting on the three-phase contact line at the top plate;
- $\frac{1}{2} \frac{\varepsilon_0 k_p k_i (d + d')^2}{k_p d' + k_i d} \left( E_{pt}^2 - E_{pt'}^2 \right)$ is the EW force on the three-phase contact line at the bottom plate, also referred to as the line force by Zeng & Korsmeyer [5], and
- $\frac{1}{2} y D \left[ k_p E_L^2 - \varepsilon_0 E_{air}^2 \right]$ is the DEP force acting on the advancing edge of the liquid-air interface, referred to by Zeng and Korsmeyer as the interfacial force [5]. The relative contributions of these forces in effecting droplet movement depend on the frequency of the applied voltage and the gap $D$. This frequency dependence is taken into account in our model by using the complex permittivity of the liquid, $E_{L}^{*}$.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Force calculations were performed for a variety of liquids, using 50 and 300 µm gaps and four different frequencies (10 Hz to 8 kHz)[1]. Figure 3 shows the total
calculated force vs. the modulus of complex permittivity. For liquids with $|\varepsilon_L'| < \sim 10^{-7}$, reducing the gap from 300 to 50 $\mu$m results in an increase in the total force acting on the liquid. This prediction is consistent with the experimental observation that liquids not movable at larger gaps could be moved with smaller gaps [1].

Figure 4 shows the DEP force, and also the EW force at each plate, for the two different gaps. As the liquid permittivity $|\varepsilon_L'|$ is increased, the interfacial force first rises then falls. For conductive liquids ($|\varepsilon_L'| > \sim 10^{-7}$), the line force dominates droplet actuation and is essentially constant. Summing the EW and DEP forces results in the crossover shown in Figure 3 at $|\varepsilon_L'| \sim 10^{-6}$.

Some liquids could not be actuated under the conditions/devices tested. The model shows the applied force was lower than that used to successfully actuate other liquids. The model can thus be used to predict the device design (gap height, dielectric material and thickness) and operating conditions (voltage and frequency) that will provide at least the minimum force needed to ensure facile movement of particular liquids.

![Figure 3](image3.png)  
**Figure 3**: Total force as a function of modulus of complex permittivity. $F_{\text{rms}} = 100$ V.  

![Figure 4](image4.png)  
**Figure 4**: EW and DEP forces calculated for 50 and 300 $\mu$m gaps.
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ABSTRACT

Droplet-based (“digital”) microfluidics is attracting great interest as a platform for array-based chemical manipulations and assays, including MALDI-MS for proteomics and clinical diagnostics. We describe here the design and operation of a two-plate microfluidic device in which sub-nanoliter-size droplets are generated by successive splitting of larger droplets. The device operates on the principle of electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD), where voltages are applied successively to electrodes patterned underneath a dielectric surface, using air as the ambient medium. Groups of three electrodes are arranged perpendicular to one another. A 100 nL droplet of deionized water is placed on the middle electrode and split either symmetrically or asymmetrically to the two flanking electrodes by applying a 95 Vrms potential (2 to 8 kHz). One of the smaller droplets is then moved to the middle electrode of an adjacent group and split again. Four successive splittings yields, on the final electrode (240 × 240 μm, 13 μm gap between plates), a 750 pL droplet.

INTRODUCTION

Advantages of droplet-based microfluidic include the ease with which liquids can be moved and the ability to perform a sequence of manipulations on a single device, and to handle multiple samples either sequentially or in parallel. Droplets have been generated by electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) [1-3], dielectrophoresis [4], or by breaking up a stream of liquid into droplets in air or in a second fluid [5]. Droplets as small as 500 nL have been actuated in air [2] and as small as 700-900 nL in silicone oil [6] by EWOD. Reducing the droplet size would reduce the required sample size and detection limits. We demonstrate here the generation of sub-nanoliter droplets by successive splitting and movement of droplets using EWOD, achieved by reducing the areas of adjacent electrodes and by arranging the electrodes to maintain droplet separation. Also, different-sized droplets can be generated by asymmetrical splitting.

SCHEMATIC

Fig. 1 shows the layout in which groups of three electrodes are arranged perpendicular to one another. The side electrodes have 70% and 80% of the middle electrode length, and the gap between the top and bottom plates is constant ordinarily.
50 μm across the device. The initial droplet of deionized (DI) water is pipetted onto the device and the top cover put in place manually. Applying a potential simultaneously to both sides of the first middle electrode, A₀, causes the droplet on A₀ to be split in two. One of these smaller droplets is moved to the next middle electrode, A₁, and split in the same way. The volume of the split droplet decreases exponentially following the area of adjacent electrodes, i.e., \( V(0.7)^{2n}, V(0.8)^{2n} \), or a combination of these, where \( n \) is the number of divisions and \( V \) the volume of the initial droplet on A₀.

**FABRICATION**

The fabrication process for the two-plate (15 × 28 mm) device is shown in Fig. 2. For the bottom plate, 100 Å Cr and 1000 Å Au were deposited on a 500 μm-thick glass substrate using an e-beam evaporator. The bottom electrodes were defined by lithography with a 4 μm space between each electrode. 1 μm parylene was deposited as the dielectric layer by chemical vapor deposition, followed by a 500 Å Teflon AF hydrophobic coating. For the top electrode, Teflon AF was spin-coated on a transparent indium tin oxide-coated glass slide.

**RESULTS**

In each of the two experiments shown, a 100 nL droplet of DI water was pipetted onto the largest middle electrode (1 × 1 mm). The droplet was split by applying a 95 \( V_{\text{rms}} \) potential (2 to 8 kHz) simultaneously to the two adjacent electrodes; then one of the two smaller droplets was moved to the next electrode group to be split again. Fig. 3 shows an image of a 10 nL droplet made by three successive asymmetric splittings, where the flanking electrodes were 0.8 × 0.8 mm on the left and 0.7 × 0.7 mm on the right, with a 50 μm gap between plates. The co-generated 13 nL droplet could not be further divided because the force acting on the droplet was insufficient. To increase the applied force, the gap was narrowed from 50 to ~13 μm. Fig. 4 shows images of a sequence of one asymmetrical and three symmetrical splitting processes. The volumes of the two final droplets were approximately 2.2 nL on the 410 × 410 μm electrode (left, Fig. 4d) and 750 pL on the 240 × 240 μm electrode (right, Fig. 4d).

**CONCLUSIONS**

Droplets of DI water as small as 750 pL can be generated by successive splitting of a 100 nL droplet on an EWOD device, with air as the ambient medium. Droplet splitting can be symmetric or asymmetric depending on the electrode layout. Reducing the electrode and/or gap dimensions further should enable creation of even smaller droplets by this method.
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Fig. 1. (a) Device cross-section showing the addressing electrodes. (b) Schematic showing the splitting of a droplet initially placed on A₀, and (c) subsequent movement to A₁, followed by a second splitting.

Fig. 2. Fabrication process. (a)-(d) are for the bottom plate and (e),(f) are for the top plate.

Fig. 3. A 10 nL droplet after three successive asymmetrical splittings with a 50 μm gap between plates.

Fig. 4. Four successive splitting and movement steps, consisted of one asymmetrical and three symmetrical splittings (13 μm gap between plates); final volume ~750 pL. Circles and arrows note the splitting and split droplets, respectively.
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Abstract
We observed the instantaneous fluid flow included in the net continuous flow simultaneously generated by traveling wave micropumps using a micro particle image velocimetry (microPIV) system with a high speed digital video camera and a confocal unit. It was measured that the instantaneous flow velocity was about 2.66 times higher than the time-averaged continuous flow in the traveling wave micropump.

Keywords: Traveling wave micropump, microPIV, pulsatile flow

1. Introduction
The specific flow induced by traveling wave micropumps is different from Hagen-Poiseuille’s and plug flows induced by pressure pumps and electroosmotic flow (EOF). In previous research literatures, the authors have proposed a novel valveless traveling wave micropump composed of flexible microchannel and piezoelectric actuator array as shown in Fig.1, demonstrated its high efficiency flow [1], and measured the three-dimensional net fluid flow in the micropump using the microPIV system [2]. In this paper, instantaneous pulsatile flow induced by the traveling wave micropump was experimentally characterized using the microPIV with a high speed digital video camera in order to confirm the validity of the micropump for µTAS applications.

(a) Schematic of traveling wave micropump (b) Photograph of fabricated micropump

Figure 1 Traveling wave micropump.
2. Experimental

The valveless microchannels are made from PDMS using rapid and easy fabrication techniques, thus allowing it to be used as a low-cost disposable device (the piezoelectric actuators can be reuse). The fabricated microchannel is the height of 50μm and the width of 200μm. A traveling wave is induced in the microchannel wall by applying different phased sinusoidal voltages to each of the piezoelectric actuators. When a wall surface of the microchannel oscillates in the form of the traveling sine waves, the fluid transports in the direction according to the traveling wave propagation. The instantaneous pulsatile flow induced by the micropump applying sine wave voltage of 20V_{p-p} at 100Hz to the actuators was observed using the microPIV system. The shift of the fluorescent tracer microparticles distributed in the fluid was observed by high-speed digital video camera with a confocal scanning unit to change the focal depth. The images under actuator array were obtained every 0.5msec (the frame rate of 2000fps), which corresponds to the 1/20 period of the traveling wave as well as actuator vibration.

![Figure 2] Periodical change of flow field.

![Figure 3] Flow rate as a function of applied voltage.

![Figure 4] Space mean velocity at each period.
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3. Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional fluid flow time-mean velocity profiles every 1/4 period under 12μm from the top moving wall. From these profiles, the velocity distribution is parabolic flow in the width direction, and the flow direction is periodically changed by the motion of the microchannel. It indicated that the trajectory of a fluid particle follows an elliptic path in the peristaltic transport [3]. After a period of the wave, the fluid particle slightly moves from the initial position due to the fluid viscosity. The net fluid transport is achieved by repeating such periodic motion as shown in Fig.3. To clarify the periodicity, the space mean velocity in the observed area is shown in Fig.4. The space mean velocity periodically changes with about 10msec corresponding to the period of the traveling wave. In this observed area, the maximum and minimum space mean velocities, and time mean velocity at a period are 0.175mm/s, -0.186mm/s and 7.0×10^{-2}mm/s, respectively. Therefore, the instantaneous flow velocity was 2.66 times larger than the net continuous flow. In flow velocity dominant phenomena such as a surface reaction between biosamples and solid surface [4], the fast pulsatile flow induced by the traveling wave micropump can improve the reaction rate under small sample volume resulting from the low net continuous flow.

4. Conclusions

The instantaneous pulsatile flow induced by the traveling wave micropump was observed using the microPIV system with the high speed digital video camera and the confocal scanning unit. Since the instantaneous flow velocity was 2.66 times larger than the net continuous flow, the proposed micropump can improve the reaction rate of velocity dominant phenomena under small sample volume.
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Abstract

Creation of droplets with consistent volume of 6.25 nL was achieved by using both EWOD and LDEP forces in the process. Creating droplets with precise volume is critical for the success of digital microfluidics. In this paper, we exploited LDEP to gradually pump liquid in a virtual microchannel to a droplet creation site. Combining LDEP and EWOD forces, precise volume of droplets can be consistently generated and subsequently transported by EWOD or LDEP.

keywords: EWOD, LDEP, Nanoliter Droplet, Droplet Generation

1. Introduction

EWOD (electrowetting-on-dielectric) has been widely used in manipulation of liquid droplets in the digital microfluidic applications [1]. Fig. 1 shows the configuration of a EWOD device. LDEP (liquid dielectrophoresis) is an electrokinetic force to drive liquid fingers toward high electric field region on coplanar electrodes [2]. Recently, we have demonstrated the integration of EWOD and LDEP on a single chip with the identical configuration of Fig. 1 [3]. Therefore, integrated digital and analog microfluidics would be realized. Digitized liquid droplets could be transported by EWOD, while continuous liquid columns were formed by LDEP.

![Figure 1. Digital microfluidics manipulated by EWOD.](image)

2. Experimental

We found that on an oil-filled EWOD device, when altering the frequency of the applied voltage, a liquid column was projected on the thin connecting lines and proceeded until the excess liquid was consumed by LDEP. As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), by changing the frequency from 1 kHz (typical EWOD driving frequency) to 100 kHz, a water droplet, originally transported on square-shaped EWOD electrodes, was pumped on the thin connecting lines as in a virtual microchannel by LDEP. Based on...
this phenomenon, a droplet creator was developed. Our scheme is to pump liquid from reservoir on the LDEP electrodes by LDEP, and create a droplet at the creation site by EWOD as shown in Fig. 3.

(a) 1 kHz and 140 V\text{rms} were applied (EWOD).

(b) 100 kHz and 140 V\text{rms} were applied (LDEP).

![Figure 2. Frequency effect tested in an oil environment.](image)

![Figure 3. The top view of the electrode design to create droplets using EWOD and LDEP.](image)

3. Result and discussion

Fig. 4(a) shows the liquid column proceeded when applying a 100 kHz signal on the 100-\text{µm}-wide LDEP electrode. When the frontier of the liquid column approached to the edge of the EWOD electrode (Fig. 4(b)), 1 kHz was applied on the EWOD electrode (1 mm × 1 mm). Then, the LDEP electrode was switched off. The pulling force from reservoir by surface tension broke the thin liquid column, resulting in droplet creation (Fig. 4(c)). The created droplet was transported by EWOD as shown in Fig. 4 (d)-(g). With the same procedure, another droplet was created (Fig. 4(h)-(k)) and merged with the previous one (Fig. 4(k)-(m)). The merged droplet can be further pumped on the thin connecting line by LDEP when applying 100 kHz (Fig. 4(n)-(o)). Since the distance between glass plates (shown “d” in Fig. 1) was 100 µm, the droplet volume was 100 nL. From Fig. 4, two droplets of similar volume were achieved because the thin LDEP electrode reduced the volume uncertainty of the created droplet caused by the uncontrollable breaking point. More systematic study needs to be performed to obtain the individual volume deviation between droplets.
Figure 4. (a)-(b) Liquid column pumped by LDEP. (c) Creation of a 100 nL droplet by turning on EWOD electrode and turning off LDEP electrode. (d)-(g) Droplet transportation by EWOD. (h)-(j) Creation of the 2nd droplet. (k)-(m) Merging droplets. (n)-(o) Pumping liquid by LDEP.

Smaller droplets can be created on device with shrunk dimensions. Fig. 5 shows a 6.25 nL droplet created on a 500 μm × 500 μm EWOD electrode which a 25-μm-high spacer between plates. The width of the LDEP electrode in this device is 50 μm.

Figure 5. Creation of a 6.25 nL droplet by device with shrunk dimensions.

4. Conclusion

We successfully demonstrated the creation of nanoliter droplets by a novel procedure using both EWOD and LDEP. EWOD and LDEP can be selectively generated on the same electrode by simply changing the applied frequency. This creating mechanism can be investigated to create smaller droplet by further miniaturizing the device.
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Abstract
Silicon nanopillar arrays with pillar diameters smaller than 200 nm are made by using the conventional reactive ion etching process. Etching parameters including the chamber pressure, the rf power, and the gas mixture are optimized for the largest etching anisotropy. Silicon nanopillars with aspect ratios higher than 20 are demonstrated. After the treatment of aqua regia, the aspect ratio can be increased to 30.

Keywords: silicon nanopillar, reactive ion etching, etching anisotropy

1. Introduction
The applications of silicon nanopillar arrays have been proposed from micro-fluidic stretching devices of DNA or polymers [1] to molds of nanoimprint lithography [2]. These applications require pillars with smooth surface, accurate positioning, and high aspect ratios. Etching techniques such as deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching have been employed to match these requirements. However, DRIE processes provide good results only for micrometer-scale structures. ICP etching processes are suitable for pillars of diameters smaller than 100 nm but the cost of an ICP facility is much higher than those of common RIE systems.

The conventional RIE technique is seldom employed for the fabrication of nanopillar arrays because its etching anisotropy is regarded worse than that of ICP etching. However, by properly choosing the mask material and adjusting the components of the etching agents, high resolution pillars of high aspect ratios can be fabricated with RIE. For example, we demonstrated lateral dimensions around 200 nm on silicon with aspect ratios ~ 9 by using the negative photoresist SU-8 masks defined by two-photon exposure [3]. In this work we use the conventional RIE technique with suitable gas mixture as well as careful control of the chamber pressure and the rf power to minimize the lateral dimension and to maximize the aspect ratios of silicon nanopillars.

2. RIE parameter optimization
The positions of the nanopillars are defined by using an e-beam writer to drill hole arrays on a PMMA layer coated on a silicon substrate. Next, a nickel layer is deposited by e-beam evaporation, and then the PMMA layer is lifted off with acetone. The remaining nickel disks on the silicon substrate serve as the masks.
To achieve aspect ratios higher than 10, we need to minimize the ratio between the lateral and the vertical etching rates \( \frac{R_l}{R_v} \). Figures 1 shows the relation between \( \frac{R_l}{R_v} \) and the rf power, the chamber pressure, and the composition of the etching gases. In Fig. 1(a), the value of \( \frac{R_l}{R_v} \) decreases exponentially with the rf power of the RIE chamber. This is because higher rf power generates ions of higher speed, and thus enhancing the vertical etching rates. Nevertheless, a very high vertical etching rate makes the control of pillar height difficult. Therefore we set the rf power at 150 W for later experiments. In contrast, the increase of chamber pressure raises the collision rate of the ions, such that the etching directionality becomes worse, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Hence for making nanopillar arrays the RIE chamber pressure should be set as low as possible.

For the etching of silicon, O\(_2\), SF\(_6\), and CHF\(_3\) are the most common etching agents [4,5]. However, we do not use O\(_2\) in this work because it produces micro-masks of nickel on the silicon substrate and results in rough surface. This effect of the mask residues has been known as the “black silicon method” [6]. Figure 1(c) shows the values of \( \frac{R_l}{R_v} \) as a function of the portion of CHF\(_3\) in the mixture of (CHF\(_3 + \) SF\(_6\)). We find the amount of CHF\(_3\) is in favor of the etching anisotropy. But because a small portion of SF\(_6\) would slow the etching rates [7], we use 1:1 SF\(_6/ CHF_3\) flow in our process of the nanopillars.

3. High-aspect-ratio silicon pillar arrays

By setting the rf power at 150 W, the chamber pressure at 10 mTorr, and the SF\(_6\) and CHF\(_3\) flow rates at 25 sccm, we make the nanopillar arrays as shown in Fig. 2. After 60 minutes of etching, the height of these pillars is \( \sim 3500 \) nm. We note that the surfaces of the pillars and the substrate are very smooth. Two packing densities of the pillars are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). In Fig. 2(b) the inter-pillar distance is only 150 nm. To achieve higher aspect ratios, we use aqua regia to treat the pillars in Fig. 2(a) for one day and find the diameter can be reduced to \( \sim 100 \) nm [Fig. 2(c)]. After the treatment of aqua regia the pillars are still upright, with an aspect ratio close to 30.
4. Conclusion

We develop a process for the mass production of high-aspect-ratio silicon nanopillar arrays based on the conventional RIE technique. With careful adjustments of the rf power and chamber pressure, we maximize the etching anisotropy while keeping a reasonable vertical etching rate. We demonstrate that (CHF$_3$ + SF$_6$) can produce high-aspect-ratio pillars with vertical sidewalls and smooth surfaces. The aspect ratio can be increased up to 30 after the treatment of aqua regia. The processes in this work are more economical compared with the ICP etching.
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Abstract
In this paper, we applied powder blasting for glass micromachining of microfluidic chips. The characteristics and performances of powder blasting were studied as a function of process parameters such as blasting pressure, time, and masking materials. Different masking materials including various kinds of polymers and elastomers, conventional PCB-grade dry film and BF-410 dry film containing urethane acrylate, were employed as masking materials.

Keywords: Powder blasting, Glass chip, Microfluidic, Masking

1. Introduction
In microfluidic applications, micro powder blasting has been considered a simple, fast, and low cost method suitable for glass and brittle material micromachining [1-2] because of high productivity and low heat transfer. The cost is considerably lower than other dry etching techniques including RIE etching, laser machining, however the aspect ratio is only limited to less than 3.

In powder blasting, a particle jet is directed towards a target for mechanical material removal. The material is selectively removed by an application of patterned masking material over the substrate. A major issue of powder blasting method is to find patternable masking materials that have high erosion resistance to powder blasting.

2. Experiment
2.1 Masking process
The masking process is used to prepare the specimens having required patterns for powder blasting. Various kinds of polymer and elastomers, including conventional PCB-grade dry film and BF-410 dry film containing urethane acrylate, were used as masking materials in this experiment. The photoresists were applied on glass substrate by laminating for both dry films. The photoresists were then exposed and developed to form the desired masking patterns. The minimum feature size attained by this masking method is generally larger than 50 μm.
2.2 Powder blasting process

The powder blasting process is shown in Fig. 1. The powder blasting was performed by Venturi-type powder blaster using glass bead powder. In this system, the glass bead powder was transported to the nozzle by under pressure generated by a venturi in the nozzle. The powder used is glass bead with the mean diameter of \( \sim 140 \, \mu \text{m} \). After powder blasting, the remaining mask is removed by chemical etching. The polymer/elastomer mask can be removed by NaOH and/or H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}:H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} solutions. The powder blasting parameters are summarized in Table 1.

![Figure 1. Powder blasting process](image)

Table 1 Powder blasting parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Pressure</td>
<td>4-7 bars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>2-8 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle size</td>
<td>Glass bead 140 ( \mu \text{m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle diameter</td>
<td>6 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and discussion

The optical micrograph of a typical glass chip with line-patterned urethane acrylate photoresist film before and after powder blasting are shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding 2D surface profile and SEM micrograph of the powder blasted microchannels are shown in Fig. 3. The pattern line width is increased after powder blasting, which corresponds to 12.5\% line-width error. From the surface profile, the average surface roughness on blasted surface is approximately 7.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) with an etch depth of 50 \( \mu \text{m} \). The surface roughness is relatively high due to large particle size (140 \( \mu \text{m} \)) being used. The line-width error is attributed to two main mechanisms, lateral etching and mask wear. The mask-wearing rate is directly a function of Young modulus and hardness of the mask. The etching depth, line width error, and surface roughness were then characterized as a function of blasting pressure as shown in Fig. 4.

![Figure 2. The optical micrograph of a typical glass chip with line-patterned (a) before and (b) after powder blasting at a pressure of 6 bars.](image)
Figure 3. Surface profile across a powder blasted channel (a) and typical SEM micrographs of powder blasted microchannels (b) and enlarged cross-section (c).

Figure 4. Plot of Etching depth vs. blasting pressure (a), Line width error vs. blasting pressure (b), Surface roughness vs. blasting pressure for a powder-blasted channel (c).

From experimental results, BF-410 dry film containing urethane acrylate that has very high abrasion resistance was found to have higher blasting resistance than a PCB-grade dry film. In addition, surface roughness, etching depth, and line-width errors are approximately linear functions of blasting pressure in the region investigated. Thus, we were able to satisfactorily control etching process of powder system for glass machining and successfully demonstrate glass chip for low cost microfluidic applications.

4. Conclusions

BF-410 dry film containing urethane acrylate was found to have higher blasting resistance than a PCB-grade dry film. In addition, it was found that surface roughness, etching depth, and line-width errors are approximately linear functions of blasting pressure in the tested operating parameter.
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Abstract
With this work, we present a novel imprinting method to structure polymer films based on electrostatic induced pressure. The imprinting mechanism is based on the electrostatic force induced by charge migration and subsequent charge separation when a mold and substrate carrying the polymer to be imprinted are subjected to high voltages at high temperature. For this process, either the mold or substrate should contain a high concentration of mobile ions such as sodium. Doped substrates or naturally ion rich materials like soda lime glass are suitable for this process.

keywords: nano imprint lithography, hot embossing, nanofabrication

1. Introduction
Hot embossing, imprinting or nano-imprinting is a mechanical replication technology whereby micro or nano patterns are transferred into a polymer [1]. The process typically consists of pressing a rigid master mold or stamp with the desirable size features against a thin thermoplastic polymer that is softened by raising the temperature above its glass transition (Tg). Currently, this process is carried out using a mechanical hot press. Recently, an electrostatic force assisted nano imprint approach has been described by S. Chou and co-workers [2].

2. Experimental
A conventional anodic bonding system was employed to carry out this process. Typically a silicon mold carrying the nanostructures was used. The mold was treated with the releasing agent perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane to facilitate the de-molding process. The substrates used for imprinting were free standing films of polycarbonate (Lexan, Tg= 150) and polyethersulfone (Radel Tg= 220°C). A substrate rich in sodium like soda lime glass was used to support the polymer films. In a typical imprinting process, soda lime glass wafers are placed at the anode side of an electric
field with the polymer film to be imprinted placed over it. The master mold is placed at the cathode side. Alternatively, a master mold highly doped with sodium ions can be positioned on the anodic side. Figure 1(a-c) shows a schematic representation of the arrangement. During the imprinting process (Fig. 1b), substrates are place into contact and when the temperature is raised above the Tg of the polymer, voltage is applied across. The useful voltage range depends on the process temperature and is usually in the order of 1-2 kV.

Typical imprinting conditions for polycarbonate were temperature: 150° C; DC voltage 1500 V; Current read max: 1.3 $10^{-2}$ mA. The conditions for polyethersulfone were temperature: 220° C; DC voltage: 1500 V; Current read max : 2.8$10^{-2}$ mA. Voltage was applied for a maximum time of 20 min with the current limited to a maximum of 0.1 mA to avoid overheating.

![Figure 1. Fabrication steps for electric field driven nanoimprinting.](image)

(a) Substrates are assembled such that sodium rich wafers are placed at the anodic side of an electric field followed by the polymer to be imprinted and the mold at the cathode side. (b) The assembly is brought into contact, heated up above the Tg of the polymer and voltage is applied. Positive bias is applied to the doped glass substrate and negative bias to the substrate to be imprinted. (c) After the assembly has cooled down, the structures are released.

### 3. Results and discussion

The imprinting mechanism described in this work is based on the large electrostatic force developed across the polymer layer to be imprinted. At a temperature of 120° C and above, mobile ions like sodium experience high mobility in an electric field and migrate through the substrate matrix towards the negatively charged cathode to the interface with the polymer that acts as a diffusion barrier. As a result of the charge separation, a high electric field across the polymer layer is created. The resulting electric field generates a very strong electrostatic force between the substrates pulling the interfaces to a close contact and compressing the plastic film. The viscous polymer is then forced to flow into the cavities of the mold conforming to its relief. Upon cooling the assembly is separated and the imprinted polymer structures released. Figure 2 shows the SEM images of 500 nm pitch gratings imprinted in polycarbonate and Figure 3 shows the imprinted grating like structures on polyethersulfone films.
4. Conclusions

We have presented a process to imprint thermoplastic substrates based on electrostatic pressure. Electrostatic induced pressure has the advantage over the commonly used hydraulic pressure that arises at every point of the polymer - mold interface. As a result, it is expected to be more homogenous across the entire substrate. Accordingly, this process can potentially solve major issues on imprinting lithography such as uniformity and reproducibility of the imprinted results. This process has also the advantage that can be carried out using anodic bonding systems existing in typical clean room foundries.
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HYBRID TOOLING BY COMBINATION OF UV-LIGA AND CNC-MILLING FOR MICROFLUIDIC DISPOSABLES
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Abstract

For the market of microfluidic devices is a strong need for low cost disposables, which can be produced in high volume by industrial technologies like injection molding. The tooling is a key technology for these devices. For interface purposes a microfluidic system need not only simple microchannels but also macro structures, like connectors or reservoirs for the analytical detection and for waste. This paper describes a novel and rapid hybrid tooling method for the fabrication of polymer-based microfluidic disposables containing micro and macro structures.

Keywords: UV-LIGA, milling, SU-8, hybrid tooling, injection molding, COC.

1. Introduction

There are different manufacturing techniques for micro molds like LIGA, UV-LIGA or CNC-milling. State of the art, LIGA or UV-LIGA [1] is one way to manufacture micro structures with high aspect ratio and high geometry accuracy but too restricted for macro structure with a height more than 2 mm and the necessary electroplating as well as the backside finishing are very time consuming. In contrast, CNC-milling is a fast and direct structuring method but generates higher roughness and burrs, and is limited on bigger micro structures. In this study we combine the advantages of UV-LIGA and CNC-milling in a hybrid tooling to overcome the limitations of the single methods and to decrease the tool fabrication time.

2. Experimental

Our hybrid tool consists of two parts, one with the micro structures and the second part with the macro structures which are finally combined by insertion. The micro structures are created by an UV-LIGA process [2] which is performed on metal substrates. Macro structures of the device like reservoirs are machined on an insert by CNC-milling. The overall fabrication sequence of our hybrid tooling method is illustrated schematically in figure 1. The substrate is a 2 mm thick polished brass wafer that is a low cost product in comparison to a silicon wafer. From the backside of the brass substrate, a opening is machined by CNC-milling for the insert with the macro structures (see figure 2). This opening is closed temporarily by PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) to get a plane substrate before SU-8 lithography step with high resolution transparency or glass mask is carried out. After the lithography step, the PDMS is removed, and the insert is accurately placed in the opening of the substrate from their backside.
This results in a covering of the rough CNC machined surfaces. In the following electroplating step openings in the resist layer and the gaps between CNC-milled insert and substrate are filled by nickel. The micro structures are generated and gaps are closed. Finally, the resist is removed. The total tool fabrication time starting from lithography, CNC-milling and electroplating is about 20h.

4. Results and discussion

The hybrid tool and a detail view of the micro structures are shown in figure 3 and 4. With this novel tooling method, we are able to fabricate mold inserts that are used for the replication of microfluidic devices for blood analytics [3] in COC polymer by
injection molding (see figure 5). The dimensions of the structures, top surface roughness values, and the process times of the fabricated hybrid tool are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>min. width</th>
<th>20 μm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>height</td>
<td>80 μm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taper angle</td>
<td>2 – 4 degree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roughness Ra</td>
<td>15 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taper angle</td>
<td>5 degrees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roughness Ra</td>
<td>40 nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>milling time</td>
<td>2 h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electroplating time</td>
<td>3 h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tool manufacturing time</td>
<td>approx. 20 h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>life time of fabricated tool</td>
<td>&gt; 2000 cycles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5: Replicas in COC fabricated by the mold insert and injection molding.

Table 1: Summarisation of geometry, roughness and process values.

The crossover of micro and macro structures is free of burrs. The alignment of the different scale structures can be adjusted precisely by a maskaligner.

5. Conclusion

This novel tooling technology enables a cost effective, fast, and flexible manufacturing of microfluidic disposables. The combination of micro and macro structures leads to a new generation of lap-on-the-Chip devices. The injection molded chips have excellent surface quality and micro structures with high aspect ratio. This hybrid tooling process allows a seamless transition from prototyping to high-volume production, while using the same polymer material.
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A NANOIMPRINT LITHOGRAPHIC METHOD FOR FABRICATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL SEALED NANOFLOWDIDIC CHANNEL ARRAYS
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Abstract

We present a new approach toward fabricating isolated, sealed, high-density nanofluidic channel arrays using combinatorial-mold nanoimprint lithography (NIL). This method provides a means of stamping micro- to nanoscale channel arrays on a substrate from a thin polymer film patterned on both sides using a simple combination of two grating molds with proper feature geometries. Fabrication and characterization results are described herein.

Keywords: nanoimprint lithography, nanochannel, nanofluidic channel

1. Introduction

Nanoscale channels are crucial components of nanofluidic devices in the field of nanobiotechnology where the detection of single enzymes, proteins, and molecules is garnering considerable interest [1]. Commercialization of nanofluidic devices will require nanoscale channels to be fabricated using techniques that can be easily scaled-up to mass-production. Among the available techniques, conventional nanoimprint lithography (NIL) [2], a two-dimensional (2D) lithographic technique wherein a polymer film is spin coated onto a substrate and embossed with a hard mold, is particularly suited to these requirements. However, fabrication of three-dimensional (3D) structures such as nanofluidic channels is not straightforward with this approach.

We report herein the development of a three-dimensional (3D) imprint lithographic technique called combinatorial-mold NIL for fabricating sealed nanochannel enclosures. This technique employs simple yet precise combinations of 2D patterned molds to build up more complex 3D structures for specific applications. In this case, nanochannel enclosures are patterned directly into a thin polymer film, thus preserving the original templates (or molds) for further pattern replication, thereby retaining the most critical advantages of conventional 2D NIL such as scalability and low cost.

2. Experimental

As shown in figure 1, a polymer film is cast on a silicon grating mold and subsequently embossed with a second grating mold in an Obducat 4” imprinting machine so as to pattern the film on both sides. Transfer of the patterned film to an external support is achieved by manipulating surface energies via plasma treatment or
differing silane anti-stick coatings to achieve surface energy contrast. In figure 1(b), mold A was treated with liquid-phase 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS) and mold B was sequentially treated with phenethylmethyldichlorosilane (PEDS) followed by FDTS to obtain a ~6.5 mJ/m² surface energy contrast. This is sufficient to transfer the film cleanly from mold A to mold B (figure 1(b-c)). The stamping step (figure 1(d)) was carried out against a plasma-treated silicon wafer, the native oxide of which is ~115 mJ/m²; more than six-fold greater than the surface energy of mold B. The individual nanochannels were isolated in figure 1(e) by an oxygen reactive ion etch (RIE) to remove the suspended residual layer generated from imprinting. Further experimental details, including surface energy characterization results can be found elsewhere [3, 4].

3. Results & Discussion

A Representative SEM cross-section of isolated, sealed 250 nm square poly(methyl-methacrylate) (PMMA) nanochannels on a silicon substrate is shown in figure 2. These channels were fabricated from two grating molds; one with 250 nm linewidth and 1:1 duty cycle (mold A), and the other with 500 nm linewidth and 1:1 duty cycle (mold B). We also investigated the integrity of the seal formed by the nanochannel enclosures. To that end, 250 nm square PMMA nanofluidic channel arrays were fabricated, sealed and isolated against a transparent plasma-activated surface such as indium tin oxide (ITO) glass using the same processing conditions listed above. Since in our imprinting process the mold-to-mold alignment was carried out manually, the residual layer etch created regions where the rotational misalignment of the PMMA gratings forced the channel enclosure to split open at approx. 20 μm intervals. These openings served as entry points for an aqueous fluorescent dye solution containing 70 μM fluorescein and 70 μM sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDS) surfactant. Figure 3 illustrates chronologically the application, spreading, and evaporation of a solution droplet applied on top of a set of nanochannel arrays under optical microscopy. Samples were left standing until the applied solution had completely evaporated after filling the nanochannels by capillary action (see figure 3, at 60
Then, they were mounted on an Olympus BX51 epi-fluorescent microscope with a 150x objective lens (N.A. 0.9) and a Photometrics Cascade 512B cooled-CCD camera.

Figure 4 is a fluorescence microscope image showing photoluminescence from two discrete nanochannel arrays. Contrast is developed because the exterior of the nanochannels is coated with a dried fluorescein precipitate that photobleaches and self-quenches due to direct exposure to oxygen from the ambient and aggregation effects, respectively [5,6]. Fluorescein solution that is confined to the interior of the nanochannels, however, does not evaporate and is not directly exposed to oxygen. Therefore the fluorescein molecules are considerably less likely to bleach or form aggregates and self-quench. Strong photoluminescence from the nanochannels is observed even several days after solution application, confirming that the nanochannel enclosures can form an effective barrier against transport to the external environment.

4. Conclusions

We have shown that isolated, sealed nanofluidic channels can be fabricated using inexpensive materials, an open architecture, and a scalable process. Combinatorial-mold NIL can also be used to construct fluidic channels with a wide range of different dimensions and spacings simply through the incorporation of the desired parameters into the hard molds used for the combinatorial imprint. This could prove instrumental toward interfacing micro- and nanoscale features on the same fluidic device.
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Abstract
A novel nebulizer chip for mass spectrometry is presented. It is fabricated fully in
glass, enabling high temperature operation (up to 500 °C) for efficient vaporization. In
the nebulizer chip, gas and vaporized liquid streams are mixed, and the spray is directed
 towards the inlet orifice of a mass spectrometer. The sample molecules in the spray are
ionized using either corona discharge or a photoionization lamp. Fabrication process
and interconnections scheme are presented with jet shape and mass spectrometric
measurements.

Keywords: glass microfabrication, etching, fluidic interconnections, nebulizer,
mass spectrometry

1. Introduction
Mass spectrometers are used to measure the mass-to-charge ratio of ions produced
from a chemical compound. The components of the compound can be identified from
the mass spectrum. Two different ionization methods have been coupled with a
miniaturized nebulizer chip. Atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) uses a
corona discharge [1], and in atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI) mode the
ionization is obtained with 10 eV photons [2]. Previously, the microfabricated
nebulizers were made in silicon with an anodically bonded glass cover. In the new
design, the component comprises of two fusion bonded glass wafers.

2. Experimental
The nebulizer chip fabrication process is illustrated in Figure 1. Through-wafer
etching is done in 10:1 HF:HCl [3] using LPCVD silicon hard mask. To promote etch
uniformity, the etching is done in a tank with magnetic stirring. After etching, the
silicon hard mask is removed in 25 % tetra methyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) at
80 °C. The wafers are RCA-1 cleaned prior to fusion bonding at 650 °C. A 200 nm
platinum film with chromium adhesion layer is sputtered on the wafer stack and
patterned by wet etching platinum in 70 °C 3:1:2 HCl:HNO3:H2O and chromium in
ceric ammonium nitrate based etchant. Typically, platinum patterning is done by lift-off,
but etch patterning has its advantages. Etch patterning is insensitive to resist sidewall
Profile, enables thicker metal layers, and, unlike lift-off, produces no debris that may
clog the microchannels and nozzles. Deposition of platinum prior to bonding was also tested. Although a platinum layer on top of a glass wafer tolerates the glass fusion bonding temperature, the coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch causes deformation of the glass which prevents uniform bonding at least when the wafers are not compressed together.

The nebulizer chip has fluidic interconnections for liquid (1-10 μL/min) or gaseous (~1 scem) sample and nebulizer gas (~100 sccm). Previously, NanoPort™ Assemblies (Upchurch Scientific) or a PDMS fluidic connector [4] have been used to make the interconnections. In the current inlet scheme, the sample capillary is inserted to the nebulizer channel from the side and sealed with high temperature epoxy glue (Duralco 4703, Cotronics). The nebulizer gas is introduced via a hole at the chip surface using a NanoPort connector or a custom made chip holder. Sample capillary connection induces no dead volume and for the nebulizer gas small dead volume is unimportant. Two different chip and inlet designs are shown in Figure 2.

The temperature distribution of the nebulizer plume was measured using a

Figure 1. Fabrication process of the glass nebulizer chip.

Figure 2. Two different gas inlet schemes: a NanoPort™ connector (left) and a custom made jig. Sample capillary is inserted directly to the nebulizer channel from the side and sealed with glue.
miniature thermocouple (KFT-25-100-200, ANBE SMT Co.) attached to a computer controlled micropositioning stage (F-206, PI (Physik Instrumente) GmbH & Co.). The measurement parameters (movement speed, measurement delays and averaging) were optimized for reasonable measurement time and accuracy.

3. Results and discussion

In mass spectrometric measurements, the new glass nebulizer chips have shown similar performance as the silicon-glass ones [1]. An example mass spectrum measured in APPI mode is shown in Figure 3. Sensitivity is higher compared to a commercial APCI source. This can be explained with smaller dimensions and better nozzle design that lead to narrow plume shape and higher ionization efficiency because in APCI the initial ionization occurs in a very small region near the corona needle tip. With the microchip nebulizer the jet stays well confined for at least 14 mm from the nozzle as shown by the measured temperature distribution in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Mass spectrum of testosterone (M=288) and progesterone (M=314) in APPI mode. Concentration of both analytes was 1 μmol/L and sample flow rate was 5 μL/min.

Figure 4. Measured temperature distribution of a nebulizer jet. The centre of the nozzle is at origin and the direction of the jet is to the positive x-axis.
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1. Introduction

The cost to operate microfluidics based biological detection systems can be substantially reduced by using injection molded polymer microfluidic devices [1]. After injection molding a substrate wafer with microfluidic features and fabricating a lid wafer with matching vias, the two wafers must be bonded to each other without distorting the microfluidic features. Two simple, conventional polymer bonding techniques were initially investigated as potential techniques to yield low distortion, high bond strength Zeonor 1060R™ microfluidic devices. Conventional thermal diffusion bonding yielded devices with dimensional distortion (Fig. 1) and only moderate bond strengths (Table 1).

Figure 1: Optical micrographs showing cross-sections of nominally 1 mm x 70 micron microfluidic channels prepared by thermally bonding Zeonor 1060R™ at (a) 88 °C, and (b) 99 °C. Compressed mid-channel depth is 53 +/-2 micron in (a); almost complete channel occlusion occurs in (b). The glass-transition temperature for Zeonor 1060R™ is 100 °C.

As the thermal diffusion bonding temperature approached the thermoplastic glass-transition temperature and bulk polymer viscous flow increased, more severe distortions were observed but the bonded surfaces still failed adhesively. In contrast, conventional solvent bonding can provide high bond strengths at temperatures that are low enough to avoid bulk viscous flow. Unfortunately, the depth of the solvent affected zone in...
conventional solvent bonding can be comparable to the size of microfluidic features and attempts to solvent bond Zeonor devices resulted in microfluidic feature collapse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonding Method</th>
<th>Bonding Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Failure Pressure (psi)</th>
<th>Failure Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Diffusion Bonding</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>930-1000</td>
<td>Adhesive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99</td>
<td>600-1000</td>
<td>Adhesive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case II Diffusion</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1900-2340</td>
<td>Cohesive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Experiments and Results

Based on rheological studies of Zeonor, metrology of bonded devices, and studies of diffusion rates for aliphatic solvents into Zeonor, a modified solvent bonding method was developed and shown to be superior to conventional thermal diffusion bonding and solvent bonding. The new bonding method takes advantage of case II permeant diffusion to generate dimensionally controlled, activated bonding layers at the surfaces being joined. In case II diffusion, a permeant swollen zone forms at the polymer-permeant interface and advances into the polymer linearly with time: a sharply defined boundary separates the swollen layer from the dry polymer (Fig. 2a).

Figure 2: (a) Schematic of Case II diffusion. A well defined permeant diffusion front exist and thus the permeant swollen layer depth is given by \( v_o \times t \), where \( v_o \) is the steady-state permeant front velocity and \( t \) is time. In order to simplify the schematic, permeant is shown interacting with the polymer only from one side. (b) Optical micrograph cross-section of case II diffusion bonded Zeonor 1060R™ microfluidic channel with the same nominal dimensions as the channels shown in figure 1. Actual bonded depth is 70 +/- 2 micron. (c) Optical micrograph cross-section of case II diffusion bonded Zeonor 1060R™ particle filter shelf. The shelf is nominally 6 micron deep, 1 mm wide, and 1 mm long. Actual bonded depth is 5.6 +/- 0.5 micron.

The depth of the permeant swollen zone is controlled by the immersion time. The technique was capable of producing bonds that exhibited cohesive failure while
preserving the fidelity of fine features in the bonding interface (Fig. 2b and 2c; Table 1). This approach is uniquely suited to production of layered microfluidic structures, as it allows the bond-forming interface between plastic parts to be precisely manipulated at micrometer length scales. Distortions in microfluidic device channels were limited to the size scale of the permeant-swollen layer; 6 micron deep channels were routinely produced with no detectable cross-sectional distortions. The bonding procedure is easily integrated in standard process flows, uses inexpensive reagents, and requires no specialized equipment. While this paper covers case II bonding of Zeonor 1060R™ devices only, this is likely to be a useful general bonding approach for thermoplastic materials used in microfluidics.
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Abstract
In this paper, a PMMA (poly-methyl methacrylate) microchip, which has shallow dams of about 5 µm gaps, was fabricated and evaluated. Accurate dimension control of the micro-channels was realized by not only optimizing hot embossing conditions but also employing low temperature plasma activated bonding.

Keywords: Polymer microchip, hot embossing, surface activation bonding

1. Introduction
In our previous study, we developed a fabrication method for polymer microchip by combining hot embossing and direct bonding techniques using PMMA [1]. In this method, deformation of the channel was observed and shallow micro channels of less than 10 µm was not obtained. It is caused by the applied pressure under the heat around the glass transition temperature (Tg) of PMMA at the direct bonding process. Dimension control of about a few µm for the micro-channels is realized by the low temperature plasma activated bonding as well as the optimization of hot embossing conditions. In order to bond at lower than Tg, pretreatment was applied by oxygen plasma before bonding [2]. A PMMA microchip, which has shallow dams of about 5 µm gaps for efficient capillary electrophoresis, was fabricated.

2. Fabrication
Figure 1 shows the design of the microchip. Dimensions of the micro-channel are 50 µm wide and 19 µm deep. It has six ports (diameter: 1 mm) and two dams (50 µm wide and 4.3 µm gap). The fabrication process of the microchip is shown in Figure 2. The Si mold is fabricated by conventional photolithography and
Deep-RIE methods. Mold lubricant (EGC-1720 from Sumitomo 3M, Ltd.) is coated on the surface of the mold for easy demolding. The micro-channel region is fabricated by a PMMA (COMOGLASS from Kuraray Co., Ltd.) hot embossing using EVG520HE of EV Group Co. (Figure 2(a)). Next, six ports are drilled in appropriate positions on the micro-channel plate. Then the surface of the micro-channel plate and the PMMA lid are activated by a oxygen plasma activation bonding system (EVG810LT from EV Group Co.) (Figure 2(b)). Finally, the two PMMA structures are directly bonded. The typical bonding conditions are the temperature of 85 °C, the pressure of 3 MPa and the annealing time of 3 min (Figure 2(c)).

3. Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows the cross-sectional profile of the mold and the embossed plate of the dam structure measured by a laser microscope (VK-8510 from KEYENCE Co.). SEM micrographs of the micro-channel regions are shown in Figure 4. Relative dimension differences between the Si mold and the embossed PMMA are smaller than 1 %. This result indicates the successful transfer from the mold to the PMMA plate. Figure 5 shows a whole view and a magnified photo micrograph of the micro-channel with dam structure.
structures. Void free structure of 2 cm x 4 cm is realized by this method. Since bond temperature is lower than Tg, deformation of the channel is negligible and shallow micro-channel of even less than 5 μm is obtained.

The flow behaviors of the dams were evaluated with fluorescent beads introduced from port E (see at Figure 1). Microbeads of φ5.7 μm were completely trapped and filled between two dams, while microbeads of φ1.0 μm were passed through the dams, as shown in Figure 6.

We are currently applying these microchips for capillary electrophoresis to separate various biomolecules.
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FABRICATION OF SUPERHYDROPHOBIC SURFACE BY NANOMOLDING
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Abstract

In this paper, a simple method of preparing superhydrophobic surface was proposed by nanomolding with lotus leaf as template. After two-step molding, micro and nano composite structures were transferred to poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) negative-mold and follow up positive replica of Parafilm® M, and there is no need of additional anti-stiction coating during demolding. After replication, PDMS negative-mold remained clean so as to reuse without repreparation. The results show that Parafilm® M replica, a wax material with transferred micro and nano structures could produce lotus-like superhydrophobic surface with contact angle larger than 150 degree and low hysteresis.

Keywords: molding, superhydrophobic, lotus leaf, PDMS, Parafilm® M

1. Introduction

In nature, some leaves with superhydrophobic surface, such as lotus, presented self-cleaning phenomenon to avoid surface contamination that raise the interest in surface modification to prevent biomolecules stiction on surface during reaction [1]. Several methods have been proposed to form a lotus-like surface composed of micro and nano structures to achieve superhydrophobicity [2, 3]. Recently, M. Sun et al. proposed a molding method with real lotus leaf as template and the surface structures were transfer to PDMS negative-mold and follow up PDMS replica [4]. However, the demolding process between PDMS/PDMS surface was difficult and anti-stiction coating was required that took time and might induce surface contamination or morphology change. Parafilm® M (Alcan Inc., USA), a wax material with thermoplastic and hydrophobic properties, commonly used as sealing or substrate of reagent mixing, was employed in this study. The micro and nano composite structures on PDMS negative-mold was transferred to Parafilm® M without anti-stiction coating and rapidly formed a lotus-like superhydrophobic surface.

2. Experimental

For lotus micro and nano composite structures transfer, two-step nanomolding was performed, as shown in Figure 1. In the first step, Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning Inc., USA), mixing with curing agent in proportion of 10:1 w/w and degassing in vacuum...
chamber until no bubble formation, was poured on leaf surface and cured in oven at 50 °C for 10 hours. After curing, PDMS negative-mold was demolded from lotus leaf. The second step, Parafilm® M was covered on glass slide and pre-baking on hotplate with 80 °C for 1 min. Then PDMS negative-mold fixed on another glass slide was brought to contact with the Parafilm® M substrate with contact pressure of 9.8 x 10^4 Pa and baked at 80°C for 3 mins. to ensure the completely pattern transfer. Finally, the sample was cooled down to ambient temperature naturally and Parafilm® M positive replica was formed by demolding gently. The contact angle was measured in contact angle analyzer (FTA-200, FTA Co., USA) and surface morphology was observed under scanning electron microscope (JEOL-6330F, JEOL Co., JP).

Figure 1. Two-step nanomolding processes: (a) PDMS molding with lotus leaf template; (b) cured PDMS negative-mold; (c) Parafilm® M molding with PDMS negative-mold; (d) positive replica of Parafilm® M.

3. Results and discussion

The SEM images of lotus leaf, PDMS negative mold and Parafilm® M replica surface morphologies are shown in Figure 2. The surface of Parafilm® M replica shows similar micro and nano structures as lotus leaf.

Figure 2. Surface morphologies of : (a) lotus leaf surface; (b) PDMS negative-mold; (c) positive replica of Parafilm® M.

The contact angle measurement results are shown in Figure 3, and the contact angle of Parafilm® M replica, 152.3 degree is comparable with lotus leaf, 154.5 degree. In the
replication process of Parafilm® M, the PDMS negative-mold without additional anti-stiction coating can remain original structure completeness and can be reusable, the SEM images of PDMS negative-mold surface before and after Parafilm® M replication are shown in Figure 4. And also, the Parafilm® M replica after demolding from PDMS negative mold can be still well adhered on glass substrate and offers a solid platform for further applications.

![Figure 3](image1.png)

**Figure 3.** Contact angle measurement with 2µl DI water: (a) water droplet on lotus leaf; (b) water droplet on Parafilm® M replica; (c) the comparison of original Parafilm® M, lotus leaf, and replica.

![Figure 4](image2.png)

**Figure 4.** PDMS negative-mold surface: (a) before, and (b) after Parafilm® M molding. The surface remains the same even molding process without any anti-stiction coating.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we successfully demonstrate a simple, rapid, and low cost superhydrophobic surface preparation by nanomolding method. The artificial biomimic superhydrophobic surface has great potential on biomedical and microfluidics applications.
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PRESSURE-ASSISTED MICROPATTERNING OF NON-PHOTODEFINABLE POLYMERS

Yi Zhao¹, David L. Mabius², Jonathan Regis², and Xin Zhang²
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Abstract

Patterning thin film polymer materials with controllable lateral dimensions is one of the main challenges in developing polymer-based micro total analysis systems because many polymers are not photodefimable. We introduce herein a microfluidic approach for patterning such materials using a pressure-induced process. Relying on the differential pressure induced by vacuum rather than the capillary force, this approach demonstrates wide material compatibility and fast channel filling. It thus offers an access for various polymer species to be readily adapted in miniatuized analytical systems.

Keywords: micropatterning, polymer, pressure-assisted

1. Introduction

Recent development of micro total analytical systems calls for functional polymer microdevices. Such devices usually require polymer microstructures on rigid substrates. Since many polymers are not photodefimable and thus not compatible with UV lithography process, alternative methods are needed. Micromolding in capillaries (MIMIC) [1] is the most widely used method. In this method, the polymer is patterned in predefined channels with the help of capillary effect and forms microstructures upon removal of the defining layer. This method works well with low-viscosity wetting polymers. It is, however, not as useful with polymers having weak wetting or even dewetting properties. Moreover, MIMIC also becomes problematic with high-viscous or quick-cured polymers, because relatively long filling time allows the polymers to set prematurely. Here, we report an alternative technology for robust construction of polymer microstructures on rigid substrates utilizing pressure-assisted microfluidics. This approach offers wider material compatibility, allowing polymers with various wetting properties and cure conditions to be molded into microdevices.

2. Fabrication

Figure 1 illustrates the process of pressure-assisted micropatterning. A photoresist layer was patterned on a glass substrate and covered with a polymer slab to form the
rectangular microchannels. We poured PDMS prepolymer around the channel openings to trap air inside the channels. After that, the stack was pumped to vacuum. The trapped air expanded and escaped to its surroundings with vacuum pressure applied. Then the chamber was vented to atmosphere when escaping bubbles were no longer observed. After conducting a secondary curing, we removed the polymer slab and the photoresist layer. PDMS microstructures were thus formed on the glass substrate.

3. Theoretical Analysis

The filling is due to the vacuum-induced pressure and the capillary force, as illustrated in Figure 2. The prepolymer fills the channel from the left and pushes the air to the right (the center of the channel). The relationship between the pressure and the flowing velocity of the prepolymer along the length of the channel is given by coupling the Navier-Stokes equations with Poisson’s equation. Assuming that the viscosity of the prepolymer is a constant during the filling, the velocity profile can be solved using Fourier series and the differential pressure between two ends of the prepolymer can be obtained, which is the driving force of the filling. Given numbers in this case, the differential pressure induced by vacuum is orders higher than that induced by capillary effect. This indicates that the filling can proceed even if the contact angle is greater than 90°. Therefore, the wetting process needed in prior techniques is no longer required.

Figure 3 shows comparison of pressure-assisted micropatterning and MIMIC. It is seen that with the help of vacuum, pressure-assisted micropatterning demonstrates an enhanced filling rate. This is especially important for patterning of highly viscous (or quick cure) polymers because these polymers are allowed to fill the channels before they become too viscous to flow.
4. Experimental Results

Several representative structures were demonstrated. Figure 4a shows a micro-stripe with the minimum feature size of less than 10μm. Such features have a typical application as microfluidic components. Figure 4b shows a wheel-like structure with relative large features (over 200 μm). Such feature is hard to realize using MIMIC due to weak capillary force. Here, the feature was filled less than a minute utilizing a vacuum pressure of 0.2 mbar. Multi-layered microstructures were also demonstrated. The additional layers were formed by patterning photoresist layers and conducting pressure-assisted filling alternatively. Figure 4c shows the microchannels with a glass substrate. Figure 4d shows a bi-layered structure. The two layers with different lateral features and interlayer boundary are clearly viewed.

5. Conclusions

A pressure-assisted microfluidic approach is demonstrated for patterning non-photodefinable polymer. The filling of the polymer is dominated by differential pressure due to the applied vacuum rather than capillary force. This method demonstrates wide material compatibility and fast channel filling, as compared to prior techniques.
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CREATING SILICON NANOSTRUCTURES WITH CONTROLLABLE SIDEWALL PROFILES BY USING FLUORINE-ENHANCED OXIDE PASSIVATION
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Abstract
This paper demonstrates development of silicon nanostructures with controllable sidewall profiles by fluorine-enhanced oxide passivation. The scheme of alternating reactive ion etching and air exposure protects the formed sidewall and ensures high aspect ratio nanostructures. This method adds flexibility of current nanofabrication and facilitates development of mechanical nanosensors.

Keywords: nanostructure, reactive ion etching, fluorine-enhanced oxidation

1. Introduction
Nanostructures are used for mechanical sensing due to the superior probing sensitivity and the enhanced spatial resolution. Cantilevers with high aspect-ratios are often desired. Unfortunately, currently-used deep reactive ion etching is problematic [1]. Since the etching rate of deep etching is relatively high, the etching depths for nanostructures, usually less than a few μm, are hard to be precisely controlled. Also, the lateral penetrations are comparable with the width of the nanostructures. Furthermore, the expensive facilities and expertise hinder wide application.

This paper reports fluorine-enhanced passivation for creating silicon nanostructures with controllable profiles. Reactive ion etching is utilized to form the sidewalls with different anisotropies, and fluorine-enhanced oxidation is utilized to protect the formed sidewalls and to enable high aspect-ratio structures. By avoiding the above limitations, this work provides an affordable nanofabrication and easy control of sidewall profiles.

2. Fabrication
Figure 1 illustrates the fabrication process. After patterning a masking layer, a brief reactive ion etching (CF₄+O₂) was performed. The sidewall anisotrophy was controlled by operational pressure. The sample was then exposed to the atmosphere with moisture and heated, followed by another brief etching cycle. The procedure proceeds by alternating the etching cycles and air exposure cycles, forming the nanostructures with flexible sidewall profiles.
3. Working Principle

The working principle is illustrated in Figure 2. During plasma etching, F being adsorbed on the surface breaks preexisting Si-O bonds and forms Si-F groups, thus forming a SiOxFy layer. When exposed to the coexistence of oxygen and moisture, the Si-F groups are quickly replaced by Si-OH groups from the water vapor ambient due to the similar ionicity. The Si-OH groups bridge and form layers of oxide. The oxide continues to grow due to field assisted Mott-Cabrera mechanism. The fluorine-enhanced oxide layer postpones the attack of the sidewalls during the following brief plasma etching. The sidewall passivation is thus enabled.

4. Experimental Results

Figure 3a shows the nanopillars with vertical sidewalls. The profile was achieved by performing etching cycles with high anisotropy. Smaller diameter associates with higher probing sensitivity. However, the diameter of the pillars can not be too small since too sharp pillars may pierce the specimen to be measured. Therefore, we selectively narrowed the bottom portion of the pillar less than 50 nm (Figure 3b). The profile was achieved by first performing etching cycles with high anisotropy, followed by etching cycles with somewhat isotropy.
Figure 3. Nanopillars. (a) with vertical sidewalls, and (b) with narrowed sidewalls.

Figure 4 shows suspending nanocantilevers. The profile is formed by first performing etching cycles with high anisotropy, followed by etching cycles with severe undercut to suspend the structures. The probing sensitivity of the cantilevers can be adjusted by changing the thickness of the bottom silicon layer. Since the etchant availability differs spatially, the separation starts from the tip and expands towards the root (Figure 5). These nanostructures with flexible sidewall profiles have a potential application as force sensors for determination of mechanical response in small-scale objects, especially for biomedical applications.

Figure 4. Suspending nanocantilevers.

Figure 5. The cantilever is released from the tip to the root. (a) Schematics showing spatial difference of etchant; (b) A SEM micrograph.

5. Conclusions
We demonstrate herein an approach to fabricate silicon nanostructures with controllable sidewall profiles. By performing the alternative etching/passivation and controlling the sidewall anisotropy, nanopillars with vertical sidewalls, nanopillars with narrowed sidewalls and suspending nanocantilevers are realized. These structures can be potentially used for nanomechnosensors to probe at nanoscale with superior sensitivities.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FLUIDIC PROPERTIES OF IN-SITU POLYMERIZED MONOLITHS IN MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES
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Abstract
This paper reports the fluidic properties of monolithic beds as a function of preparation conditions. A photobleaching, time of flight linear flow rate measurement method was used to evaluate the stability of the monolithic bed, and bed to bed variation, which will be critical to the use of these materials in parallel microfluidic chip arrays.

Keywords: flow velocity measurement, polymer monolith, microfluidics

1. Introduction
Automated, high-throughput genomic and proteomic analysis calls for multiplexed, parallel and multichannel microfluidic systems. Reaction and separation beds for protein digestion, solid phase extraction (SPE) and liquid chromatography (LC) will be important components of such systems. Such beds can be prepared by packing conventional beads, coating channel walls, or creating monolithic columns. We fabricated 40 packed beds for protein digestion and SPE in 20 parallel channels, meant to feed into a mass spectrometer [1]. Unfortunately, it proved impossible to pack all 40 beds with conventional beads to obtain the same flow resistance. Monolithic columns provide a useful alternative for bed preparation in a highly multiplexed device. Monoliths have demonstrated reliable performance in a single-channel microchip [2]. However, the reproducibility of their fluidic properties has not been evaluated with the level of precision required for good performance in a parallel array of beds. Here we study in detail the effects of the preparation conditions and extent of column use on the flow properties, and report bed to bed reproducibility, which is critical to the use of these materials in parallel arrays.

2. Experimental
Monoliths were prepared by photo-polymerization of monomers of hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) and ethylene dimethacrylate (EDMA) in porogenic solvent, 1-octanol. A photo-mask was used for simultaneous photopatterning of several monolithic beds in individual channels on one wafer. A photobleaching, time of flight linear flow rate measurement method we developed previously [3] was used to study the fluidic properties of porous polymer monoliths in microfluidic channels.
3. Results and discussion

We found the recipe given in reference [4] did not, in our hands, yield a monolith in the microchannel with stable flow resistance over time. Bed to bed variation was in the range of ± 20-30 % within the same wafer. Therefore, we sought an alternative recipe, investigating components that might give a more stable monolith. 1-octanol was chosen as the porogenic solvent. Figure 1 shows the porous structure formed within a microfluidic channel, and the bed-edge. The sharp interface indicates good photopatterning. The effects of monomer content on the flow resistance of the beds are shown in the Figure 2. Monomer content was varied from 20 to 70 wt% (monomer/solvent). Only beds with monomer content between 30 - 45 wt% gave desirable fluidic properties. Lower monomer content gave beds that crushed under pressure, while higher content gave gel-like, impermeable monoliths. Within the functional wt% range, a higher content of porogenic solvent resulted in material with higher permeability, allowing control of the flow resistance, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 1. The morphologic images of porous polymerized monolith in microchannels. (A) Microscopic top view of the edge of the monolith. (B)-(C) SEM images of the cross-section of monolith photopolymerized for 6 mins and 11 mins. The monoliths were prepared in a 10 μm deep, 600 μm wide channel from 40 wt% monomer solution.

Figure 2. The effect of monomer content on the fluidic resistance, expressed as flow rate vs pressure.

Figure 3. The effect of exposure time on the flow resistance.

Figure 3 shows the effect of exposure time on the flow resistance of the beds, indicating higher flow resistance is achieved by longer reaction times, up to a point at which the
trend tends to plateau, presumably due to complete polymerization. The morphology of the monolith shown in Figure 1 (B) and (C) is consistent with the results in Figure 3. However, longer exposure times deteriorate the interface of the monolith in the channel. The beds shown in Figure 2 were tested for flow stability over time. Figure 4 shows that reproducible flow resistance was achieved for the 40 wt% composition. Five-day reproducibility for one bed was ± 1.9% and bed to bed variation in one wafer was ± 5.3%, which is within the desired fabrication parameters. The wafer to wafer variation was 17.9%, which was less satisfactory. However, wafer to wafer variability is less important than bed to bed variation for multiplexed devices. The other compositions showed variation of 5-20% over 5 days.

Figure 4. Flow properties measured on different days for one bed (left) and different beds in one microfluidic device (right). The HEMA-EDMA monoliths were prepared with 40 wt% monomers (HEMA-EDMA 40:60 wt/wt) and 9 mins exposure.

5. Conclusions

These results show that monolithic materials are good candidates for the formation of highly parallel beds within microfluidic devices, since the bed to bed variation of flow resistance within a single wafer could be adjusted to be highly reproducible. Flow resistance evaluation is an effective tool for designing suitable monolithic materials.
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MICROPLASMA TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPED FOR MICROMACHINING AND SURFACE PATTERNING IN MICROBIOSYSTEM APPLICATIONS
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Abstract

We report in this paper the development of a new type of plasma equipment for the rapid prototyping of microbiosystems, which consists of an on-chip microplasma jet source and a numerically controlled scanner. With this technology, localized and ultra high-speed micromachining and maskless surface patterning were achieved.

Keywords: microplasma, micromachining, scanning radical microjet, PDMS surface modification, cell patterning

1. Introduction

With the progress of micro total analysis systems (µTASs) towards higher functionality and higher-order integration, advanced microfabrication technologies developed in the LSI industry will be increasingly applied in this field. In fact, much progress has been recently brought about by the introduction of advanced plasma microfabrication technologies to the fabrication of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and µTAS. However, the current microfabrication process developed according to the requirements of the LSI industry is not sufficiently versatile for MEMS and/or µTAS fabrication [1]. On the basis of this background, the authors’ research group has recently developed a scanning microplasma system for establishing innovative micromachining. In this research study, a new type of plasma equipment has been developed, which consists of an on-chip microplasma jet source and a numerically controlled scanner. We report here the application of microplasma technology in the rapid prototyping of microbiosystems that involves the maskless pattern etching of silicon wafers and the patterned surface modification of biocompatible polymer surfaces.

2. Experimental

2.1. Apparatus

Figure 1 shows a schematic of a three-dimensional scanning microplasma jet etcher (SMPJE) whose plasma source can move independently of the x-, y- and z-axes. It consists of a miniaturized atmospheric-pressure inductively coupled plasma (ICP) jet source produced with a 144-MHz VHF power supplied to the plasma source that is kept constant at 50 W. The details of the plasma source can be found in ref. 2. Furthermore, we also developed a scanning radical microjet (SRMJ) [3, 4] treatment using oxygen radicals (Fig. 2) and applied it to the control of biological cells’ attachment on biocompatible polymer material, poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) [5]. A fine argon plasma jet was emitted through the pinched end of a discharge tube, which had an inner diameter of 0.1 mm. Another small cylindrical tube was connected to the end of the...
discharge tube for the introduction and subsequent dissociation of oxygen. The oxygen radicals were emitted through a 100-μm hole at the end of the cylindrical tube. The flow rate of argon was kept constant at 180 ccm. Subsequently, the effects of scanning speed on hydrophilic patterning were investigated for controlling HeLa cells’ (human epithelial carcinoma cell line) attachment.

2.2. Sample Preparation and Cell Cultivation
SYLGARD 184 (Dow Corning), base and curing agent, was used to prepare thin PDMS films on glass substrates using a spin coater and cured at 100°C for 2 min. Line scanning in the x- or y-direction was then performed for hydrophilization using SRMJ equipment, and the water contact angle distributions of microscopic-size water droplets obtained from condensed steam of boiling water were measured across the scanned line using a home-made contact angle measurement system.

As a feasibility study, HeLa cells were cultured on treated PDMS films in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, L-glutamine and penicillin-streptomycin, and incubated for 72 h at 37°C in 5% CO₂ in air atmosphere. The initial area density of seeded cells was constant at 30 cells/mm² in all experiments.

3. Results and discussion
Figure 3 shows a microreactor array fabricated on a silicon wafer using SMPJE. The diameter of the reactor hole is ca. 300 μm and is the minimum size that can be achieved using the present apparatus.

Figure 4 shows the water contact angle distribution measured across the scanned line. It is observed that as scanning speed increases from 0.5 to 6 mm/s, the minimal contact angle increases from 72 to 79 degrees while the treated line width decreases from 2.2 to 1.5 mm. This phenomenon could be ascribed to the shorter treatment time brought about by the oxygen radicals on the PDMS surface as scanning speed increases, hence resulting in decreasing hydrophilicity and thus a narrower line width and higher water contact angles. Figure 5 illustrates the cell proliferation profiles for four different scan speeds used in treating PDMS surfaces for day in vitro (DIV) 2 of the cell culture process. From the profiles, the scan speed of 0.5 mm/s shows the highest cell density of approximately 420 cells/mm².

Finally, maskless hydrophilic patterning using SRMJ has been demonstrated to be applicable to patterned cell cultivation by controlling the experimental condition parameters, as shown in Fig. 6. The cell line pattern was achieved using a scan speed of
0.5 mm/s and an oxygen flow rate of 90 ccm.

Fig. 4. Scanned line width profiles plotted from water contact angles measurements for different scanning speeds.

Fig. 5. Cell proliferation profile of different scanning speeds for DIV 2 of cell culture process.

Fig. 6. Micrograph of cells cultivated in line on treated PDMS surfaces.

4. Conclusion
In this study, we demonstrated the practical usefulness of microplasma technology for the rapid prototyping of microbiosystems such as microreactors, microfluidics and biosensors. We developed a new plasma process using an atmospheric-pressure 3D-SMPJE and performed 3D micropatterning on silicon substrate. Moreover, surface treatments of PDMS for use in microbiosystems were also demonstrated.
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PLASMA-BASED MICROFABRICATION OF SUBMICRON-APERTURE PARYLENE NOZZLES
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Abstract
This paper presents the first submicron-aperture parylene nozzles fabricated with a convenient and economical plasma-based micromachining process. Batch fabrication of the devices can be realized by means of photolithography and plasma patterning, which totally obviates the need of complicated and expensive processing techniques such as ion-milling and nanofabrication. By using parylene (poly-para-xylene) as an exclusive structural material, the biocompatible microfabricated polymer nozzles with nanometer characteristic openings can be integrated into on-chip microsystems for electro-spray-ionization (ESI) and nanofluidic transport/analysis in life science research.

Keywords: Parylene, Nozzle, Sub-Micron-Aperture

1. Introduction
On-chip ESI nozzles generally require small apertures/orifices in order to form a efficient Taylor cone with a low applied electrical voltage for effective electrospray [1]. Many works have been done toward miniaturization of characteristic size of the on-chip nozzles. Giving a few examples, Fig. 1 shows conventionally microfabricated ESI nozzles from surface-micromachining [2] and focused-beam ion-milling [3] processes. Surface-micromachined nozzles can be batch-fabricated in an integration with other microdevices, while their orifices are in micron size due to photolithography limitation. Although a capillary slot in nanometer features can be achieved by using ion-milling, these nozzles are problematic with ability of batch-processing and their cost. Therefore, a convenient and economical wafer-level microfabrication technology has been developed to create on-chip nozzles with apertures smaller than one micron for high-performance ESI and nanofluidics.

2. Design
The foundation of our proposed nozzles is monolithic embedded channels [4]. As shown in Fig. 2, when the embedded channel are formed after a conformal layer deposition on determined trench openings with etch mask overhang, a nanometer-wide notch is naturally formed at the sealing point of the embedded channel. This notch can be etched through and exposed to outside as a nozzle aperture after patterning the top of the embedded channel. This fabrication method does not require any additional processes to define the nanometer features of the nozzles. Parylene C (poly-para-xylene C) is selected as a structural material because of its biocompatibility (USP Class VI grade) and conformal deposition that enables the novel nozzle fabrication technology.
The 10th International Conference on Miniaturized Systems for Chemistry and Life Sciences (μTAS2006)  
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3. Experimental

Fig. 3 illustrates the fabrication process of the parylene nozzles. Backside trenches were first created on the silicon wafer to define the fluidic ports. After the notches were created by using the process of the monolithic parylene channels, the parylene layer was patterned by using oxygen plasma etching with photoresist as a mask. At this step additional etching may be applied to undercut/sharpen the parylene tips. Finally the photoresist was stripped away with acetone and the parylene was etched back to create the nano-orifices. Fig. 4 shows SEM image of fabricated crater-shaped parylene nozzle.
4. Results and discussion
By controlling oxygen plasma etch and the notch size in correlation to trench opening in the monolithic embedded channel process, nozzles with different orifice sizes down to 200 nm and different shapes can be obtained as shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Control of nozzle profile: (a) Different resultant aperture sizes (top view; left: 200 nm, middle: 500 nm, right: 1 μm) after different time of oxygen plasma etching to the nano-notched parylene channels; (b) Different shapes of nozzle tips (left: circular, right: square) after parylene patterning using photoresist etch mask in different contours.

5. Conclusion
A novel micromachining process has been successfully developed to fabricate on-chip submicron-aperture parylene nozzles. Only lithography and plasma-etching techniques are employed so that the nozzles can be economically batch-fabricated. Fluidic characterization of the developed nozzles is currently underway to verify their performance in nanofluidic and lab-on-a-chip applications.
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SOLVENT-RESISTANT AND TRANSPARENT POLYSILAZANE GLASS MICROFLUIDICS FOR PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS
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Abstract
The microfabrication of ceramic material having thermal, chemical, and tribological stability is an inevitable demand for the devices in the fields of microfluidics. The study describes the preparation of micro/nano-sized patterns and microfluidic channels using soft lithographic technique from the UV and thermally cured preceramic polymer for the applicable potentials of the photochemical reaction.

Keywords: Soft lithography, Microfluidics, Polysilazane glass

1. Introduction
Soft lithography with elastomeric polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold has been significantly facilitated for the micropattern transfer and fabrication of microfluidics in simple and efficient manners [1]. Among soft lithographic techniques, it is known that the imprint lithography makes it possible fabricate micro- or nanopatterns at high resolution, high throughput and low cost and can be applied to the fabrication of various shapes such as curved surfaces [2]. The preceramic polymer is heat-treated or pyrolyzed at ~1000 °C to convert it to a monolithic ceramic part for the useful potential of non-oxide ceramic MEMS (Microelectromechanical Systems). However, the polymer undergoes linear shrinkage of about 30 % during the heat treatment. Also, adhesion to a substrate during this stage can cause cracking or fracture as well as reduction of density [3]. It is suggested that the conversion of preceramic polymers into the cured polymers can be used for microfabrication because of low shrinkage compared with ceramic materials. As far as we know, the microfabrication of the cured polymer is rarely reported.

In our present study, we have successfully fabricated the polysilazane glass microfluidics with high optical transparency, thermal stability and chemical inertness via simple fabrication process using a commercially available preceramic polymer. Also, it was clearly shown that the fabrication of microchannels using the cured inorganic polymers holds tremendous potentials in the field of photochemical reaction.
2. Experimental

The solvent resistant polysilazane glass microfluidic channel was fabricated from a commercially available preceramic polymer of SiCN, polyvinylsilazane (VL-20, Kion Corp., USA) via the imprint lithography as shown in Fig. 1. A pre-cleaned glass substrate was first coated with liquid precursor polymer under nitrogen atmosphere. After a PDMS mold was coated with an appropriate mold release agent, it was placed on the preceramic polymer layer of the glass surface. The UV and thermal curing was executed after both channel and lid sides were attached together for making leak-free channels. Also, the influence of the curing on the thermal and chemical stability, optical properties and chemical structures were investigated for the cured polymer.

3. Results and discussion

In the thermal degradation with increasing temperature, the preceramic polymer was thermally degraded at higher temperature than 400 °C, the ceramic yield being 80 % at 600 °C or above. The thermal gravimetric result indicates that the polymer becomes ceramic properties at higher temperature than 600 °C. In the cross-linking phenomena for the UV-cured polyvinylsilazane, the absorption peak of vinyl group disappeared after curing at 150 °C for 3 h under nitrogen atmosphere, implying that complete cross-linking takes place above or around the maximum activity of a thermal initiator at 150 °C. The thermally cured polyvinylsilazanes were annealed at 300 °C and 400 °C for 1 hour in the N₂ atmosphere and their transmittances were observed for the UV transparency of the cured polyvinylsilazane, showing 93 % of transmittance in the longer wavelength than 280 nm (Fig. 2). For the solvent compatibility, all solvents did not show any notable change for the thermally cured polyvinylsilazane at 150 °C except for hexane, methanol and acetone. As shown in Table 1, the annealed polyvinylsilazane at 300 °C shows good solvent compatibility for all examined solvents. The characterized results imply that the polyvinylsilazane glass microchannels can be used for photochemical reactions.

At this work, the imprint lithography was considered to fabricate microfluidic channels. Microfluidics were examined by pumping isopropyl alcohol and two different kinds of dyes at the flow rate of 10 μl/min in the microfabricated channel having the width of 100 μm and the depth of 20 μm, as shown in Fig. 3. Based on this study, it is believed that transparent polyvinylsilazane glass derived microchannels hold tremendous potential in the
fields of micro total analysis system and photochemical reactions, where materials with high optical transparency, thermal stability and chemical inertness are in demand [4,5].

4. Concluding remarks

The study describes the preparation of nano-sized patterns and microfluidic channels having low shrinkage from the cured preceramic polymer using the imprint lithography. It is believed that the fabrication of microchannels using the cured inorganic polymers holds tremendous potential in the field of microfluidics, where materials with high optical transparency, thermal stability and chemical inertness are in demand as the obvious niche between conventional microfluidics using glass and polymer materials.
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Table 1 Solvent compatibility of the cured polysilazane

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Swelling ratio 150 °C</th>
<th>Swelling ratio 300 °C</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Swelling ratio 150 °C</th>
<th>Swelling ratio 300 °C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>THF</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexane</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanol</td>
<td>Crack</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Acetone</td>
<td>Crack</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Acetonitrile</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isopropyl alcohol</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Dimethyl sulfoxide</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Optical properties of the cured polysilazane.

Fig. 3. Polysilazane glass microfluidic channel.
BATCH FABRICATED MICRO AND NANOPORES IN SILICON FOR PARTICLE TRANSLOCATION DETECTION
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Abstract
We describe a simple method for the batch fabrication of solid-state pores with controllable size ranging from few micrometers down to few hundred nanometers. Based on our method, a ‘Coulter counter’ device was developed and we could demonstrate the straightforward detection of particles translocation through the pore, opening possibility for the detection of biomolecules such as DNA.

Keywords: Micropore, Nanopore, V-groove, Coulter counter, Patch-clamp

1. Introduction
In the frame of the conception of a MEMS-based tool for the biomechanical characterization of DNA, we investigate strategies to detect and isolate a single DNA strand. The nanopore device¹ finds to be particularly attractive for DNA detection and could further be combined with currently under development microfluidic structures (for isolation of DNA) and micromachined tweezers (for manipulation of DNA) [1].

Most of the solid-state nanopores presented so far were fabricated by opening/closing a hole in a thin membrane with a Focused Ion Beam or a TEM [2,3]. However, such fabrication method is time consuming and inappropriate for mass production. A promising alternative to create a nanometer aperture is to take advantage of low temperature oxidation and selective etching of silicon [4].

2. Fabrication method
We use a fabrication method based on wet anisotropic etching of silicon in both KOH and TMAH solutions [5]. This approach is compatible with conventional UV photolithography and suitable for batch production. The process starts by making crossed V-grooves by wet anisotropic etching in KOH, one on each side of a standard (100)-oriented silicon wafer (Figure 1). Then, by etching one of the V-grooves in TMAH, a hole is created at the intersection. Its dimensions can be adjusted within tens of nanometers thanks to the slow etching rate of the {111} planes in TMAH (Table 1). Figure 2 shows two examples of micro- and nanopores fabricated with this method.

¹ The ‘Coulter counter’ (also known as ‘resistive-pulse’ sensor) is a commercially available system used to count particles, biological cells or molecules [2]. The principle was invented in the 1950’s and has regained interest in recent years thanks to its proven suitability for DNA detection through the use of a nanopore [3], thus finding applications at scales down to nanometer.
Table 1. Comparison of wet anisotropic etching rates for KOH and TMAH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material (etching rate or ratio)</th>
<th>Etching rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Si {100}</td>
<td>1.5 μm/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si {111}/100</td>
<td>~ 1/300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO₂/Si {100}</td>
<td>1/200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si₃N₄</td>
<td>almost no etching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of wet anisotropic etching rates for KOH and TMAH.

3. Experimental

The experimental setup, illustrated in Figure 3, consists of the silicon pore that divides two chambers containing a KCl electrolyte solution (100 mM); the electric potential is applied through Ag/AgCl electrodes. The resistive-pulse measurements were performed with a patch-clamp amplifier (Nihon Kohden, CEZ-2400, Japan) [6].
Using different size combinations of beads and pores, we could verify the electrical detection of translocated beads. In Figure 4, for example, we show a current-step caused by a 15 μm polystyrene bead partially clogging a smaller pore. In Figure 5, we recorded a sequence of 2 μm beads flowing through a 20 μm (diagonal dimension) pore.

![Figure 4. Patch-clamp measurement showing the effect of a 15 μm bead partially clogging a pore (diagonal length: 20 μm).](image)

The experiment was achieved with a 100 mM KCl solution for an applied voltage of 1 mV.

![Figure 5. Detection of beads passing through a micropore (20 μm hole / 2 μm beads). The experiment was achieved with a 100 mM KCl solution for an applied voltage of 2 mV. The data were filtered with a Tchebychev rejector around 50 Hz and a 4th order Butterworth low pass filter set at 1 kHz.](image)

4. Conclusion and outlook

We have described a simple method that enables the fabrication of micro- and nanopores with dimensions ranging from few micrometers down to few hundred nanometers. Future work will focus on the preparation of nanopores with apertures around few tens of nanometers targeted to the detection of biomolecules such as DNA strands.
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FABRICATION OF A MICROFLUIDIC BIOARRAY USING 2-D ARRAY OF MICROBEADS FIXED WITHIN LASER-MACHINED SURFACE MICROSTRUCTURES
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Abstract
A microfluidic device incorporating a two-dimensional array of microbeads with 10 μm diameter was fabricated. Surface-modified microbeads used as detectors were arranged into laser-machined surface microstructures. The performance of the microfluidic bead array was confirmed by a capturing experiment of DNA.

Keywords: Laser-micromachining, microfluidic device, microbeads, bioarray

1. Introduction
The high precision surface micro-structuring of the transparent materials is a key technology for fabricating μTAS systems. As a solution, we have recently developed a technique for laser-micromachining of transparent materials using organic solution, named laser-induced backside wet etching (LIBWE) [1]. (Figure 1) This method employing mask projection system can fabricate microstructures with 1 μm resolution within an area of 1 x 1 mm² at single step.

Patterns of microstructures can be freely designed on photomasks, and the depth of the microstructures can be controlled by numbers of the laser pulses. In this work, we have prepared microstructures that can combine microfluidic system with array of microbeads [2]. Fabricated microstructures were sealed by a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) plate to form a novel microfluidic bioarray employing two-dimensional array of microbeads with 10 μm diameter [3]. In this device, the beads are arranged within microchannels regularly in two-dimensional manner without contacting each other, which makes extraction of beads’ signals by image analyses easy.
2. Experimental

Microstructures were fabricated on synthetic silica glass plates by the LIBWE method employing toluene and a KrF excimer laser (Lambda Physik, EMG-201MSC, \( \lambda = 248 \text{ nm}, \text{ FWHM} \approx 30 \text{ ns} \)). Channels with 500 \( \mu \text{m} \) width and 40 \( \mu \text{m} \) depth connecting microstructures and through holes were also prepared by LIBWE. Through holes were drilled by means of a ultrasonic drill.

Surface modified beads were prepared from polystyrene beads with surface carboxyl group (10 \( \mu \text{m} \) diameter, Bangs Laboratories). To label bead itself, Eu(III)theonyltrifluoroacetate was introduced into the beads from tetrahydrofuran solutions. Then, probe DNA (20-mer) was immobilized onto the surface. The sequences of target and probe DNA (20-mer) was 3’-CGAAGCTCCACGCAAAACA-5’ and 5’-GCTTTGAGGTCGTGGTGT-3’, respectively [4]. Target DNA was labeled with Cy3.

These microbeads were arranged into the microstructures by self- and force-loading. Then, the microstructures containing beads were sealed by a PDMS plate with pressing with a pressure of ca. 10 kPa to avoid leakage. On the rear side of the silica glass plate, PEEK tubing was connected and used for pressure-induced solution flow employing a syringe pump system. A pressure gauge and a connecting port were placed between the device and pump. The assembled device was set on the stage of inverted microscope (Nikon TE-2000U).

3. Results and discussion

To fix the microbeads with 10 \( \mu \text{m} \) diameter, microstructures with depths of ca. 13 \( \mu \text{m} \) were fabricated by irradiation with 2640 pulses. Surface modified microbeads were successfully arranged with in the microstructures as shown in Figure 2. Up to 80% of cavities were filled with the beads. Beads fixed within the microstructures gave separated spots in fluorescent micrographs as shown in Figure 3.

For assembled device, sample solution was supplied by pressure-driven flow. Initially, solution was pumped at the flow rate of 40 \( \mu \text{L} \; \text{min}^{-1} \). After the solution passed through the microstructures, flow rate was reduced to 2 \( \mu \text{L} \; \text{min}^{-1} \) to achieve quasi-stationary flow. If flow rate did not reduced, pressure continued to increase and finally leakage occurred at around 40 kPa.

For examining the performance of the device, capturing of target DNA by surface-immobilized probe DNA(20 bps) was examined. In this experiment, two types of the beads was employed: one is a bead with target DNA, showing intense fluorescence of bead-labeling dye, the other is a surface-blocked beads showing weak
fluorescence of bead-labeling dye. Target oligoDNA labeled with Cy3 (1 \( \mu \text{M} \) in TE buffer) was supplied through microchannels. 10 \( \mu \text{L} \) of sample solution was sucked into the PEEK tube, then supplied to microbeads. Figure 3 shows fluorescent micrographs of signals from bead-labeling dye and target DNA (Cy3). Results on each bead (5,551 beads fixed on a chip) were obtained by image analyses. While 98 \% of the beads with probe DNA showed fluorescent signals of target DNA, only 3 \% of surface-blocked beads showed the signal. Thus, selective capturing of target DNA in this microfluidic bioarray was confirmed (Table 1).

Table 1 Numbers of the beads with each fluorescent signals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Beads with Fl. from bead-labeling dye</th>
<th>Beads with Fl. from target DNA with Cy3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>1602</td>
<td>48 (3.0 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intense</td>
<td>3949</td>
<td>3873 (98.1 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

Microstructures for fixing microbeads with 10 \( \mu \text{m} \) diameter were designed and fabricated by LIBWE method. Microbeads can be successfully arranged into the microstructures. A microfluidic device could be fabricated by sealing the microstructures with a PDMS plate and coupled with PEEK tubing for supplying sample solution. Performance of thus fabricated microfluidic device was examined by fluorescent microscopic observations. Selective DNA capturing at the surface of microbeads were confirmed.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A 3D HYBRID SI/POLYMER TECHNOLOGY FOR INTEGRATING ACTIVE SI CHIPS IN MICROFLUIDIC SYSTEMS
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Abstract

This paper describes a new technology permitting a hybrid integration of silicon chips in polymer (PDMS and SU8) microfluidic structures. This two steps technology starts with reporting and planarizing the silicon device on a rigid substrate (typically PCB) and then it proceeds with stacking of the polymer-made fluidic network onto the device. The technology is low cost, based on screen-print and lamination, can be applied to treat large surface areas and is compatible with standard photolithography and vacuum based approaches. We show, as an example, the integration of a thermal sensor inside channels made of PDMS or SU8. The developed structures had no fluid leaks at the Si/polymer interfaces and the electrical circuit was perfectly water-proof.

Keywords : Hybrid Si/polymer integration, 3D microfluidic integration

1. Introduction

Integrating small size devices, such as silicon sensors or actuators, into polymeric microfluidic systems is still a challenge even if several approaches have already been reported [1-3]: existing hybrid assembly technologies provide precision that is poorly compatible with characteristic channel dimensions and do not allow complex microfluidic integration. It is becoming obvious that different solutions for complete low cost silicon/polymer hybrid integration must be explored to obtain the full benefits of the advantages of integration. This paper proposes a new method to integrate silicon devices in complex networks of microfluidic channels on large areas. In order to meet high precision and low cost requirements this technology is based on classical photolithography and low cost screen-printing and roll to roll approaches.

2. Development of the integration technology

The general idea is to report the silicon devices onto a rigid substrate that will provide electrical connections to external instruments and then to planarize the silicon chips in order to get a perfectly flat surface on which we can perform standard microtechnology operations. A schematic description of the complete process is given in figure 1. The first step of the process is to glue the silicon device onto the rigid substrate on which conductive tracks and pads have already been patterned. In order to prepare inter level electrical vias, 3D pads of conductive ink are screen printed (Figure 1b; left). The ink is an highly thixotropic epoxy based paste and the pads typical diameter is 1mm corresponding to a 700μm height.

Figure 2 gives detailed and general view of those inter level connecting pads. In the next step, both silicon chip and 3D pads are planarized (fig.1-c, left) with an elastomer (PDMS) in order to bring the chip surface and the polymer surface at the same level. A screen-printing technology is also used to perform this task as it can process large areas (commonly required in microfluidics applications) with rather good precision (from10μm to several 10μm). If necessary, an adhesion promoter can be sprayed over the PCB before screen-printing to allow a uniform coating. The PDMS viscosity and thixoptropy have been carefully chosen in order that no polymer flows over the Si device. A PDMS roll, that never exceeded 10μm, has been frequently observed at the rim of the Si chip.
Then, electrical contacts between the chip connecting pads and the PCB pads were made. Several methods, for making the electrical contacts, have been tested as illustrated in figure 3: screen printing of a conductive paste, spray of an Ag lacquer. Due to the planarity of the upper surface, photolithography or shadow mask techniques and vacuum deposition technologies as evaporation or sputtering can be used. The shadow mask technique has finally been selected as it is compatible with low dimensions (<100 μm), high precision (several μm) and avoids the photolithographic step which is not very well suited for non silicon supports.

Figure 1: Schematic description of the integration process.
Left: (a) assembly of the silicon chip onto the PCB, (b) realization of conductive pads, (c) planarization of the Si Chip, (d) patterning of electrical contacts.
Right: (a) to (d) realization of the 3D channel network

Then the channels network was realized (figure 1, right) either by reporting an already structured PDMS network or by stacking a 3D SU8 structure, layer by layer, as described previously in [4].

3. Validation of the technology
As an example, the integration of a thermal sensor in a simple microfluidic structure has been performed using this low cost technology. As shown in figure 4, the sensor has an overall dimension of 5000μmx3500μm and provides two sensing areas supported by a thin dielectric membrane (bright areas on the picture). Two types of microfluidic structures have been then reported onto the planarized sensor without breaking the membranes: a single channel previously molded in PDMS (Sylgard 184) and a SU8 structure which has been laminated level by level onto the sensor.
As the planarizing material is also an elastomer, sticking the PDMS microfluidic structure is straightforward and efficient. The electrical continuity between the sensor and the connecting pads of the PCB was verified and the channel was filled up with a fluorescent buffer. Figure 5 demonstrates clearly that the fluid flew strictly in the channel and that no leak occurs at the silicon/PDMS interface. The stability of the sensor electrical behavior indicated also that the electrical “network” is perfectly insulated from the fluidic network.

Stacking the SU8 microfluidic structure onto the planarized sensor was a little bit difficult as the SU8 layer has to be reported prior it is insolated and cross-linked. As a matter of fact, the solvent evaporating from SU8 degraded the PDMS/SU8 interface and it was necessary to process an intermediate SU8 layer prior the realization of the microfluidic channels.

Figure 4. Si thermal sensor (sensitive areas in bright) in a microfluidic channel showing connecting tracks and pads

4. Conclusion
This study has shown that integrating Si devices in polymer fluidic system is achievable combining low cost approaches with conventional microtechnologies. A first and simple example has been performed that will open the ways to various improvements and opportunities. In particular, this technology can be easily extended to the integration of active devices into 3D systems at various levels or to the integration of hybrid flexible systems without rigid support.
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Abstract
Solution for problems of connection between a microchip and tube was given. The holder with BNC-type connection adapters was developed for easy connection and positioning. Two types of detachable connectors was developed; One of them features high withstand pressure for liquid leakage and small dead volume, and the other features easy handling for connection and simple fabrication.

keywords: micro connector, detachable connector

1. Background
In the field of microchemistry much attention has been paid for methods for controlling a very small amount of liquid inside microchannels. Various types of devises such as valves, pumps and connectors have been developed for microchemical applications. Conventionally, micro connectors were attached to a microchip with adhesives or polymers, and it is difficult to reuse not only the connector but also a microchip. Most of micro connectors use a rubber o-ring at the contact between a connector and a microchip, and for this type of connector dead volume around a few micro liter cannot be negligible and it does not have enough leak withstand pressure.

To solve these problems, one-touch detachable microconnector has been developed, and it features no adhesives, one touch connection, and good corrosion resistance for chemicals. [1,2]. In this paper, we have developed two different kinds of micro connectors. One of them features high withstand pressure for liquid leakage and a small amount of dead volume (High performance connector). Although this gives a best performance for leak withstand pressure, precise positioning between a microchip and a connector is necessary, and complicated processing has been applied for the tip of a connector. Then, the other features easier positioning and machine-processing, while remaining the detachable mechanism (Simple connector).
2. Experiments and discussions

The pictures and drawings of a high-performance connector and simple connector are shown in fig.1, respectively. Both types of connectors have a connection mechanism similar to that of a BNC electric cable and they can be connected 90 degree turn after pushing down to a microchip. A holder for the BNC-type connector was developed, which has 8 connection holes with a female BNC connection adapters. The connection procedure is shown in fig.2, and it was simplified compared with the procedures for conventional screw-type or adhesive-type connectors. Furthermore, problems such as break of a microchip or liquid leakage were resolved because pushing force of a connector to a microchip remains constant and does not depend on user.

Fig.1  Pictures and drawings of a high performance connector (a) and simple connector (b).

In both types, a surface contacting a microchip was made of Teflon, and then it is strong resistance for chemicals corrosion. The high performance connector has a two-step flange
structure, which gives a high withstand pressure for liquid leakage. It was confirmed that the withstand pressure was 25 MPa on average, checked by repeated attachment test. Furthermore, the tip of the PEEK tube itself was tapered off and it can be directly put into a reservoir of a microchip, which gives a smaller amount of dead volume (30 nl). For the simple connector, the contact part to a microchip was a ferrule structure and this type of parts is easy to fabricate and then various tube types with different diameters can be used. The second ferrule made of PEEK was used for slip resistance between a tube and connector, and the tube is not slipped off by this structure. Force for pushing down to a microchip was added by a spring, and then longitudinal positioning deviation between a connector and a reservoir is allowed because the spring adjusts the strength of downward force. This connector has a withstand pressure for liquid leakage about 5 MPa.

![Connection procedures of one touch detachable connector.](image)

Weak points for the high-performance connector is degradation after repeated detachment, and the simple connector does not have high withstand pressure and have a dead volume of 150 μl. Thus, it is recommended that the high-performance connectors are used at the place where high pressure is loaded, and that the simple connectors are used at other normal places.

3. Summary

The whole solution for connection between a microchip and tube was given. The holder with a BNC-type connection adapter was developed for easy connection and positioning. Two type of connectors was developed and they can be used depending on purpose. Choosing one of these two types of connectors, connections under various conditions in microchemistry can be accomplished for high withstand pressure, small dead volume and simple connection.
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Abstract
This work describes how selective patterning of hydrophobic and hydrophilic areas inside microchannels of microfluidic devices can be achieved combining thiol-ene reactions and standard photolithography process (365 nm). The modified surfaces have been characterized by contact angle measurements, AFM and MIR-FTIR. The difference in the contact angles on the hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces reached remarkable 77°. We have also demonstrated that this method is compatible with selective surface grafting inside microfluidic channels.

Keywords: Micropatterning, hydrophilic/hydrophobic contrast, wall-free microfluidics

1. Introduction
Patterning hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions inside microchannels typically requires modifying the surface in selected areas first, and then aligning and bonding substrates to form microchannel networks. Recently, Beebe et al. has reported on a patterning of surface free energies inside microchannels by the use of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) in combination with either multistream laminar flow or photolithography [1, 2]. It was shown that the patterned surfaces in such microfluidic channels play the role of a flow guide. In this article, we describe a novel and simple method for producing hydrophilic / hydrophobic patterns on Si(100) or glass surfaces by UV irradiation. We show that our surface chemistry allows for a fast grafting, surface modification inside a microchannel and it is also compatible with standard photolithography apparatus.

2. Formation of hydrophobic and hydrophilic sams by thiols reaction
The strategy is based on the reaction known in the polymer field [3]: thiol-ene reaction using the benzophenone (BP) as photoinitiator [4] for the formation of hydrophobic surface. After formation of mercaptopropyl SAMs on silicon wafers or glass, the substrates were UV grafted with aliphatic chains. Under UV treatment, benzophenone abstracted hydrogen from the thiol to generate surface radicals and semipinacol radicals. Subsequently, in presence of a -ene function, the grafting takes place. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the reaction procedure.

Figure 1: Simplified Schematic Overview of the Photo-Initiated Thiol-ene Free-Radical polymerization mechanism
With this approach, the thiol surfaces can easily be patterned with an aliphatic chain and become hydrophobic. On the other hand, the surfaces not grafted with aliphatic chains can subsequently be oxidized and become hydrophilic (sulfonic acid groups). Three different ene functions were tested for the formation of hydrophobic surfaces by thiol-ene reaction: octadecylvinyl ether, hexadecene and octadecylacrylate (ODA) derivative as it is known that the reactivity of alkenes towards thiol (RS) depends on the structure of alkenes groups. To graft the aliphatic chains on the MPTS coated SiO\textsubscript{2} substrates, the surfaces were irradiated using UV light (365 nm) for desired time periods in the presence of the benzophenone and the alkenes. The grafted surfaces were then cleaned in an ultrasonic bath in trichloroethylene and ethanol. Contact angle was used to study the quality of hydrophobic SAMs on glass or silicon.

The first group tested for the grafting reaction with alcene was the octadecylvinylether (0.2M in 1,4-Dioxane, benzophenone 2\%w, irradiation time 15 min) but without positive results (may be due to the homopolymerization of the alcene). Then the second product tested was the hexadecene. The exposure time was fixed to 15 minutes. In diluted conditions, with three different solvents and 5\% mol of photo-initiator, there is a weak modification of the contact angle but it is not very significant.

Then we studied the grafting of the octadecylacrylate. Different solvents and conditions were tested, such as the photoinitiator concentration, the relative amount of the methacrylate monomer and the reaction time. Both silicon wafer and glass substrates give the contact angles of about 112° and 105° respectively. This suggests that the film is relatively dense. Tapping mode AFM images (figure 2) showed the characteristic features of: silicon surfaces rms roughness of 0.3 nm, MPTS layer rms roughness of 0.45 nm and ODA UV grafted on MPTS rms value 0.55 nm.

![Figure 2: Tapping mode AFM images of a) silicon substrate, b) MPTS monolayer on silicon oxide and c) ODA UV-grafted on MPTS.](image)

The Figure 3 shows FTIR spectra of MPTS layer and ODA layer.

![Figure 3. MIR-FTIR spectrum of the a) propylsulfonic acid surface obtained after oxidation of the b) MPTS monolayer and c) after UV grafting of ODA.](image)
Two groups of absorptions can be distinguished in region c. Bandwidths and peak positions of the H-C-H stretch bands, at 2917 ($\nu_{as}(\text{CH}_2)$) and 2850 ($\nu_{as}(\text{CH}_2)$) cm$^{-1}$ and methyl group of octadecyle at 2944 ($\nu_{a}(\text{CH}_3)$) cm$^{-1}$ and the CH$_2$ peak intensity increase (compared to MPTS layer) indicate an organization of densely packed hydrocarbon chains. The band at 1733 cm$^{-1}$ can be unambiguously assigned to the C=O stretch of the ester groups.

3. Selective patterning of surfaces with hydrophilic and hydrophobic areas

In order to demonstrate that direct patterning inside channels is feasible, simple microstructures have been manufactured. Channels 500$\mu$m to 1mm wide, 250$\mu$m deep and 8cm long were fabricated in 4” silicon wafers using Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) and then sealed with a pyrex plate by an anodic bonding technique. Inlet and outlet holes were machined in the pyrex lid prior to the bonding step. In these chips, the large channels acted as reservoirs that confined the reactive solution during the UV grafting step. First, the channels were piranha-cleaned, and a solution of MPTS in trichloroethylene solution ($10^{-3}$ M) was flowed through the microchannels under a N$_2$ atmosphere. Then, the pyrex/silicon wafers were filled with a grafting solution (octadecylacrylate : 0.5M ; benzophenone : 0.5 %) in 1,4-dioxane. Then, they were positioned on a Karl Süss MA6 mask aligner and irradiated with UV light (20 mW/cm$^2$, 365 nm) through a mask. The irradiation time was adjusted to 120 seconds. Various patterns were realised on the same substrate that are shown in the Figure 4. Acetone was introduced inside the channels by capillarity.

Figure 4. Images of microchannels of different geometries after UV grafting.

Figure 4 shows that acetone flow was clearly delimited to non exposed areas indicating that selective modification inside channels has been performed. The hydrophilic channel width is 300 $\mu$m while the micromachined channels are 1 mm wide. We observed that these monolayers allow guiding of the flow along 90° angles or curved virtual channels. We also noticed that edges of the flow pathways were not well defined. This may be a consequence of the diffraction effects during the UV grafting, as the distance between the photomask and the bottom of the silicon channel was about 300 $\mu$m. Noting that due to the short lifetime of the benzophenone radicals in their triplet state (80 – 120 $\mu$s), the distance diffused by the photoinitiator radicals (D ~ $10^{-5}$ cm$^2$/s) is negligible (~ 0.35 $\mu$m) compared to the size of the surface defects (~ few $\mu$m). We conclude that mainly the irradiation process has to be improved in order to overcome this effect.
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ADDRESSABLE PROTEIN AND CELL PATTERNING VIA SWITCHABLE SUPERHYDROPHOBIC MICROARRAYS

Jau-Yeh Shiu and Peilin Chen*
Center for Applied Sciences, Academia Sinica, 128, Section 2, Academia Road, Nankang, Taipei 115, Taiwan

Abstract

We have fabricated a switchable superhydrophobic surface by a combination of a roughened surface and the electrowetting effect. Using such a switchable superhydrophobic device, we are able to pattern biomolecules such as IgG and cells in a microarray format. Our result indicated that the biomolecules patterned by this approach still retained their activity.

Keyword: superhydrophobic surface, protein array, cell array, nanostructure, cell adhesion

1. Introduction

There have been increasing research interests in the development of novel nano or micro-patterning techniques to create arrays of functional biomolecules for miniaturized assays, which could be used in various biomedical applications such as biosensors, proteomic, immunoassays or drug screening [1-2]. Several techniques have been demonstrated capable of “writing” or “printing” biomolecules with very high degree of spatial control including dip-pen lithography, nanopipet, inkjet printing, photolithography, micro contact printing etc. The serial writing techniques provide the individual addressability whereas the parallel printing processes offer easy and fast protein patterning. However, it remains difficult to create complex patterns, such as functional multicomponent protein arrays, in parallel with individual addressability. In this paper we describe a novel approach to fabricate functional multicomponent protein and cell arrays where the electrowetting effect was employed to convert a water-repellent superhydrophobic surface into a wettable one allowing fast but addressable protein and cell deposition on the otherwise protein- and cell-resistant superhydrophobic surface.

2. Experimental

To create a switchable superhydrophobic surface using electrowetting, a layer of 5 μm thick fluoropolymer poly [tetrafluoroethylene-co-2,2- bis(trifluoromethyl)-4,5-difluoro -1,3-dioxole] (Teflon AF, DuPont) was spin-coated on the ITO glass and followed by an oxygen plasma treatment. It was observed that depending on the period of oxygen plasma treatment, the water contact angle measured on the roughen fluoropolymer surface can be as high as 170°. To induce a transition from the superhydrophobic state to the completely
wetted state, an AC voltage (300V, 150 Hz) was applied to the ITO glass. As seen in figure 1, the water contact angle on the roughened fluoropolymer surface can be switched from ~167° to < 10°. In contrast, when the same voltage was applied to an ITO glass coated with a layer of flat fluoropolymer, the water contact angle was changed from 120° and 60°.

3. Results and Discussions

To pattern biomolecules and cells by the switchable superhydrophobic surfaces, a 4 x 4 microarray of electrodes (200 x 200 µm²) was created on the ITO glasses using a standard photolithographic process and wet etching. The electrode surfaces were converted to hydrophobic by coating a thin film of fluoropolymer (Teflon AF, DuPont). A microarray of superhydrophobic surfaces matching the patterns of the electrode array can be manufactured using an oxygen plasma treatment and a layer of patterned photoresist. The superhydrophobic microarray can be switched to the wetted state by applying proper voltage. To pattern proteins using a switchable superhydrophobic microarray, a drop (15 µl) of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution containing green-fluorescent FITC conjugated anti-chicken IgG (5 µg/ml, Sigma-Aldrich) was placed on the superhydrophobic microarray for 1 second with 150 V applied voltage, and then washed by PBS solution (Fig. 2a). To conduct complex assays on the microarray, it is advantageous to access each individual element in the microarray. Shown in figure 2b is a chip patterned with two different proteins: FITC conjugated anti-chicken IgG (5 µg/ml, green) and cy3 conjugated anti-rabbit IgG (10 µg/ml, red, Sigma-Aldrich). To show that the protein microarray produced by this approach did not lose its activity, goat IgG (50 µg/ml, Sigma-Aldrich) was first patterned on the microarray using the same process, and then a drop (15 µl) of red-fluorescent TRITC conjugated anti-goat IgG (20 µg/ml, Sigma-Aldrich) was placed on the microarray for 10 minutes without any applied voltage. Our result indicated that 55% of the patterned proteins retained their activity. The same patterning scheme can be extended for cell patterning. To pattern cells, fibronectin molecules were first patterned on the selective microarray elements and then the fibroblast cells were seeded on the chip and incubated in a CO2 incubator at 37°C for 3 hours. The result is depicted in figure 3.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a novel multicomponent protein patterning technique using the switchable superhydrophobic surfaces. It has been shown that each element on the switchable superhydrophobic microarray could be addressed individually and different types of functional biomolecules could be selectively deposited on the microarray. In addition, cells can also be patterned on the same chip using the same approach.
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Figure 1. The contact angles measured on the roughened Teflon surface are a) $167^0$ before and b) $<10^0$ after applying voltage to the substrate.

Figure 2. (a) Fluorescence image of the patterned FITC conjugated anti-chicken IgG on the switchable superhydrophobic microarray. The applied voltage was 150 V. (b) Fluorescence image of the patterned FITC conjugated anti-chicken IgG (green) and cy3 conjugated anti-rabbit IgG (red). Bar: 400 μm.

Figure 3. Fluorescence image of the patterned fibroblast cells. Bar: 400 μm.
SUPERHYDROPHOBIC SURFACES FOR MICROFLUIDIC APPLICATIONS

Yasemin Koç1, Paul Roach2, Carole C. Perry2, Michael I. Newton2, Glen McHale2, Andrew deMello1, Neil J. Shirtcliffe2
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Abstract
Protein adsorption is of major importance in many contemporary research fields including biotechnology and materials science. Chemical modification of surfaces provides a simple and direct way of controlling the nature of protein surface interactions. In the current studies, we demonstrate the use of superhydrophobic surfaces within microfluidic systems to allow almost complete removal of adsorbed protein under flow conditions. Our aim is to use such ‘surface technology’ in PCR microfluidic devices for continuous flow PCR to hinder enzyme loss due to adsorption and therefore increase the efficiency of the reaction.

Keywords: PCR, surface adsorption, superhydrophobic surfaces, ZnO

1. Introduction
The most investigated biological reaction within microfluidic systems is DNA amplification via the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). A variety of microfabricated devices for PCR have been reported and in most improvements in reaction times, sample throughput and reaction efficiency have been observed. An essential feature of all such developments is improved thermal and mass transfer on the small scale. Heat can be rapidly transferred to and removed from reaction environments allowing temperatures to be controlled uniformly throughout the sample volume. Unfortunately, when compared with conventional macroscale thermocyclers for PCR, microfluidic environments are typically characterized by extremely high surface-to-volume ratios. This means that surfaces play a dominant role in defining the efficiency of PCR through increased molecule-surface interactions. In a multi-component reaction system where the concentration of several components needs to be maintained the problem is particularly complicated. For example, inhibition of PCR is commonly observed due to polymerase adsorption at chip walls [1].

A number of surface passivation methods have been employed to reduce surface-molecule interactions within microchannels and thus create inactive surfaces that generate minimal interference with PCR. For example, silanization followed by dynamic coating [2][3][4] or polymerization steps [5] have been demonstrated with varying degrees of
success. Interestingly, surface treatments which involve a silanization step followed by coating with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) and polyethylene glycol (PEG) have been performed to yield surfaces with contact angles of 95° and 70°. Since such coating methods often demonstrate inconsistent results we have investigated a new approach for generating superhydrophobic microchannel surfaces.

2. Experimental

In the current studies we have generated superhydrophobic surfaces with contact angles in excess of 150°, to hinder protein adsorption, particularly under flow conditions. Aqueous solutions in contact with some superhydrophobic surfaces are suspended by bridging-type wetting, and therefore the fraction of the surface in contact with the aqueous layer is significantly lower than for a flat surface, Figure 1. In addition, the non-wetted areas allow slippage between water and the surface, allowing zero flow boundary conditions to be broken and therefore greatly increasing flow rates near the wall for a given bulk flow rate or pressure drop. This would increase the shear stress on material, such as protein, adhered to the superhydrophobic surface.

![Figure 1. Wetting on a) hydrophobic and b) superhydrophobic surfaces](image)

Glass microscope slides were used as flat substrates and slides coated with a porous silica sol-gel film were used as rough substrates. Surfaces were then chemically coated with either a fluorocarbon (Grangers Wash-In Solution) or trimethylchlorosilane (Aldrich). Adsorption of two serum proteins (fibrinogen and albumin) onto flat and rough surface was assessed using a Nano Orange fluorescent assay (Molecular Probes). This method allows accurate determination of protein concentration down to the ng/ml range. Further studies using albumin were conducted to examine the effects of flow on protein desorption and variation between alkane and fluorinated surfaces.

3. Results and Discussion

Albumin was found adsorb in higher amounts to rough surfaces than to flat. After surface washing the amount of protein remaining on flat surfaces is only slightly reduced, whereas for rough surfaces significant protein desorption is observed (Figure 2).
Additionally, albumin is observed to interact more strongly with fluorinated surfaces than alkane terminated surfaces. Under flow (washing) conditions adsorbed protein is removed from the superhydrophobic surfaces more efficiently than from the hydrophobic surfaces.

Figure 2. Protein adsorption on hydrophobic and superhydrophobic surfaces with varying chemistry

4. Conclusion

It is observed that under flow conditions protein can be removed from superhydrophobic surfaces, with more pronounced desorption occurring from fluorinated surfaces. Presented studies also include protein adsorption measurements on superhydrophobic surfaces containing copper hydroxide or zinc oxide needles (Figure 3). It is expected that nanostructured surfaces of this kind can be used to precisely control surface molecule interactions within microfluidic systems. Moreover, it is hoped that control of the morphology of such nanostructured surfaces can be used to significantly reduce the strength of protein-surface binding under both static and flow conditions.

Figure 3. TEM image of copper hydroxide needles
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SURFACE MODIFICATION AND PHOTOGRAFTING OF COC WITH TRYPsin FOR PROTEOLYTIC DIGESTION OF PROTEIN SAMPLES

Mohamed Bedair, Roxanne Lewis, Brian Ballios and Richard Oleschuk
Department of Chemistry, Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada

Abstract

Microfluidic devices provide an inexpensive, rapid, low sample consumption means of protein digestion. Here, cyclic olefin copolymer chips have been photografted with either glycidyl methacrylate or acrylic acid and following trypsin was immobilized on the grafted structure. Cytochrome C and bovine serum albumin were digested through the microfluidic channels and studies were performed to determine the concentration and residence time limitations of the enzyme reactor.

Keywords: photo-patterning, surface modification, proteomics, cyclic olefin copolymer

1. Introduction

Polymeric microfluidic devices have been increasingly utilized in sensors and lab-on-a chip fabrication. The ability to modify or pattern molecules in the channels of bonded chips is advantageous for the construction of separation columns, electrophoretic mixing elements and microreactors. We report the development of a patterned enzyme micro reactor fabricated by covalently immobilizing trypsin on photografted regions of the cyclic olefin copolymer COC channels. Following hot embossing and thermal bonding of the COC microfluidic chip, trypsin was photo patterned for 50 mm of the COC channel surface using two different immobilization chemistries. The first method utilizes COC photografted with glycidal methacrylate(GMA) followed by acid hydrolysis of the epoxy group to glycol, and the subsequent oxidation to an aldehyde using periodic acid. Following the trypsin was then covalently bonded using reductive amination. The second method used COC photografted with acrylic acid (AA), followed by activation of the carboxylic group with N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarbodiimide in presence of N-hydroxysuccinimide, which formed an amide bond with trypsin.

The performance of the enzyme microreactors were studied in terms of amount of protein digested, residence time of the protein and flow rate through the micro-reactor. All digested protein fragments were analyzed using matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry. Cytochrome C was identified with residence times as short as 4.5 sec and as little as 15 femtomoles of protein. Both methods of immobilization
created enzyme micro-reactors that performed protein digests, although the GMA reactor yielded higher sequence coverage for cytochrome C digests (80% with 3 missed cleavages) as shown by the MALDI-MS analysis. A maximum sequence coverage was obtained using a cytochrome C solution concentration of 2 μM digested through a GMA enzyme micoreactor with a flow rate of 0.5 μL/min for 2 hours. It was also possible to digest bovine serum albumin with a residence time of 48 seconds however it required denaturation with dithiothreitol to facilitate reasonable sequence coverage 23%.

Table 1: Effect of photo-grafting conditions on the contact angle of the COC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monomer</th>
<th>Solution 1</th>
<th>Solution 1</th>
<th>Solution 2</th>
<th>Bulk 1</th>
<th>Bulk 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>40 min</td>
<td>40 min/PEGDA</td>
<td>40 min</td>
<td>40 min/PEGDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMPS</td>
<td>72.1 (± 5.7)</td>
<td>65.2 (± 5.7)</td>
<td>39.8 (± 5.7)</td>
<td>75.7 (± 4.9)</td>
<td>70.8 (± 5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMA</td>
<td>75.3 (± 2.7)</td>
<td>64.5 (± 6.7)</td>
<td>59.2 (± 5.9)</td>
<td>75.7 (± 4.9)</td>
<td>70.8 (± 5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>70.8 (± 5.7)</td>
<td>64.9 (± 5.0)</td>
<td>54.4 (± 5.7)</td>
<td>60.6 (± 5.4)</td>
<td>61.3 (± 5.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Solution 1: 15 wt% monomer in 3:1 t-BuOH : H₂O  
b Solution 2: 15 wt% monomer + 15 wt% PEGDA in 3:1 t-BuOH : H₂O  
c Bulk: pure monomer  
d Bulk 2: pure monomer + 15 wt% PEGDA.
Cytochrome C was identified with resident times as short as 4.5 sec and as little as 15 femtomoles of protein. The duration of enzyme microreactor activity was also investigated. After 28 days of inactivity while stored at 4°C, the activity of the enzyme reactor was reduced. The percent sequence coverage with cytochrome C was 33%. These results show the ability to fabricate an integrated enzyme microreactor on-chip, which would be an aid to the development of polymeric lab-on-a-chip devices for proteomic analysis.

Figure 3: MALDI-MS Analysis of peptide fragments resulting from proteolytic digestion of cytochrome c in enzyme micro-reactor prepared with two different grafting methods.

Figure 4: COC-GMA-EMR 100 μm channel. Cytochrome c, 500 femtomole, 200 nL/min, resident time 132 sec.
SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCE IMAGING CLARIFIES NON-CROSS-LINKING INTERACTION BETWEEN DNA DUPLEX ON A SUBSTRATE AND DUPLEX ON GOLD NANO Particles

Yasunobu Sato, Kazuo Hosokawa, and Mizuo Maeda
Bioengineering Laboratory, RIKEN, Wako, Saitama, 351-0198 JAPAN
yasunobu_sato@riken.jp

Abstract
Non-cross-linking (NCL) interaction between DNA duplex on a gold substrate and duplex on gold nanoparticles was studied using surface plasmon resonance (SPR) imaging. NCL interaction between different sequences was investigated for the first time. Attractive interactions were observed only with combinations of two matched termini. The order of the attraction strengths was as follows: GC/GC > GC/AT > AT/AT.

Keywords: DNA detection, SPR imaging, Gold nanoparticles, Non-cross-linking interaction

1. Introduction
We previously reported that NCL interaction between gold nanoparticles show selective aggregation of the nanoparticles with fully-matched DNA duplexes (FM-Au) [1]. The application of the NCL method using a microchip was also conducted. It showed selective deposition of FM-Au on a bare gold substrate at high salt concentration [2]. However, both previous studies confirmed interactions only between identical DNA duplexes. In this paper, DNA duplexes were immobilized to the gold substrate as shown in Figure 1. With this setup, NCL interactions between different DNA sequences have been clarified for the first time.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of non-cross-linking interaction applied to a planar surface to investigate hetero-interactions between DNA duplexes.
2. Experimental

A colloidal solution of gold nanoparticles with a diameter of 40 nm was used for preparing DNA conjugated gold nanoparticles. Single-stranded 5'-hexylthiol modified 15 mer oligonucleotide probe was immobilized onto the surfaces of the nanoparticles as described elsewhere [1]. DNA targets were hybridized to the DNA conjugated nanoparticles so that the terminus of the DNA duplex showed fully-matched base-pairing (T-A). We prepared two types of DNA target sensing surfaces: a single DNA probe surface (Figure 2) and a surface showing two different DNA probes in a line array (Figure 4). The single DNA probe surface was prepared by immersing a clean gold substrate to a thiol-modified DNA probe solution. The whole sensing surface was modified with a single DNA probe. The surface was washed and a PDMS microchip with a double Y-shaped microchannel was attached on top. The line array was prepared using a set of microchannels to create two separate areas with two different DNA probes. After immobilization of the DNA probes the microchannel was detached and a second set of microchannels was attached to the surface perpendicular to the DNA line array. The prepared line array can detect two types of DNA targets on a single microchip.

All SPR experiments were carried out by dispensing the DNA target solution into inlet A and dispensing FM-Au into the other inlet B. Results were analyzed by SPR differential images which show a rise in intensity where refractive index increases. SPR images were taken at the beginning of the mixing of the two solutions (0 min) and at 3 min. A differential image was created by subtracting the 0 min image from the 3 min image using image analysis software.

Figure 2. Representation of SPR imaging apparatus and the layout of the PDMS microchip. Channel description: 100 μm (width) × 25 μm (height).

Figure 3. SPR differential image of the double Y-shaped microchannel showing the interaction of FM-Au with (a) fully-matched and (b) terminal-mismatched DNA duplexes.
3. Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows the result of interaction between FM-Au and the DNA duplex surface. The two injected solutions formed a stable laminar flow at the intercept. A significant increase in intensity was observed where DNA probe hybridized with its fully-matched target showing a blunt end (Figure 3(a)). This is a result of FM-Au adsorption onto the surface showing G-C terminus. In contrast, no change in intensity was observed with the single-base mismatched DNA duplex showing GA mismatch (Figure 3(b)). The FM-Au specifically recognized whether the terminal base-pairing was fully-matched or mismatched at the sensor surface. The interaction between different blunt ends (hetero interaction) was confirmed for the first time. A possible explanation of the phenomenon is that DNA duplexes attract each other as a result of helix-stacking which has been observed in DNA molecular self-assembly [3].

Figure 4 shows the result of FM-Au interacting with two different DNA probes in a line array. FM-Au adsorbed onto the two specified areas (c) and (f) showing fully-matched DNA-duplexes. No adsorption of FM-Au to the areas (d) and (e) showing single-base mismatched DNA at the terminus was observed. This result shows possibility of applying the NCL method to detect fully-matched DNA-duplexes on DNA arrays.

4. Conclusions

We have examined the interaction between DNA duplexes using a planar gold substrate and gold nanoparticles. This format clarified the interaction between different DNA duplexes. Attractive interactions were observed only with combinations of two matched termini. The NCL interaction recognizes whether the terminal base pairing is fully-matched or mismatched.
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RNA-TO-PROTEIN CHIP: AN INTEGRATED MICROARRAY PLATFORM TO BRIDGE GENOMICS AND PROTEOMICS

Manish Biyani1, Naoto Nemoto1, Yosuke Hosoi2 and Takanori Ichiki2
1Rational Evolutionary Design of Advanced Biomolecules, Saitama Small Enterprise Promotion Corporation (CREATE), Saitama, Japan
2Center for NanoBio Integration, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
(email:sts101@saitama-j.or.jp)

Abstract
A novel protein microarray technique is described in which individual strands of mRNA are anchored and covalently linked to their translated protein product in order to simultaneously synthesize and directly immobilize proteins onto solid-surface. In the resulting mRNA-protein complex, mRNA provides genetic information about the functionally active protein which is insured to adhere onto the surface while properly retained their correctly folded functional content. Therefore, the convergence of microarray technology to RNA-protein fusion techniques enables to embrace the concept of the transformation of DNA/RNA chip-to-Protein chip and thus to the development of high-throughput microarray platform to the field of functional proteomics.

Keywords: Solid-phase mRNA-Protein fusion, Protein immobilization, Protein chip

1. Introduction
Following the completion of genomic DNA sequencing (genetic information) projects, protein microarrays are emerging as an innovative approach with the potential to rapidly profile the entire proteome (functional information) and thus is capable of providing a deeper understanding of protein abundance and revealing novel protein functions.

However, compared with DNA microarray, protein bio-chips provide more challenges and have yet to be perfected due to the complexity and inherent difficulties with protein immobilization. First, in contrast to DNA chips, it is impossible to amplify proteins and thus hard to get enough purified proteins on chip. Second, proteins tend to adsorb non-specifically to solid surfaces, leading not only to the inaccessibility of active sites but also to the possibility of denaturation and loss-of-function. Third, protein-ligand interactions are highly dependent upon the orientation and integrity of the protein conformation. Thus, advancing the cell-free protein synthesis systems to yield functional active protein and subsequent protein immobilization are a significant bottleneck in the advancement of protein microarray technology. In this context, we are focusing on engineering and converging microarray surfaces and protein display techniques to create high-throughput functional protein arrays directly from encoding mRNA, such that the encoded proteins are immobilized on a surface as they are synthesized (see Fig.1).
2. General Concept for RNA-to-Protein chip

We present a novel concept and miniaturized platform for simultaneously synthesize and directly immobilize a cell-free translated protein onto solid-surface in more native-state using a joint and solid-phase approach of cell-free translation and puromycin-assisted mRNA-protein fusion technique [1] (Fig.2). A newly constructed biotinylated linker-DNA, that enables puromycin-assisted RNA-protein fusion, is immobilized onto avidin-coated surface. The 3’ends of the mRNA molecules is then ligated to the 5’ends of linker-DNA and thus anchored onto support to enable the subsequent reactions of solid-phase cell-free translation and RNA-protein fusion on surface. The protein products are therefore directly immobilized onto solid-surfaces and synthesized in more native state with proper protein folding and stabilized form.

3. Results

To build the platform, we have fabricated microreactor array chips comprising of uniformly distributed sub-picoliter scale reactors of 6μm in diameter (Fig.3a). Streptavidin (StAV)-coated paramagnetic scale beads of 3μm in diameter were used as solid-surface and arranged into the wells of chip with the best filling ratio of more than 99% by swaying method [2]. Prior to coupling the mRNA to a solid-surface via ligation to a biotinylated linker-DNA which is immobilized to surface of StAV-coated beads, the efficiency of ligation between the mRNA and linker-DNA molecules was optimized with more than 90% efficiency for various length of mRNA ranging from 0.3-1.2 kb. Furthermore, the efficiency of linker-DNA to generate RNA-protein complex was confirmed for shorter (POU-domain of Oct-1, 70 amino acids) and larger (ALR enzyme, 325 amino acids) proteins. For concept validation, we used GFP as the model protein and
constructed a template genome consisting of GFP-mRNA without a stop codon, a requirement for puromycin-assisted RNA-protein fusion. Following ligation and immobilization, bead-bound mRNA was incubated in a wheat germ-based translation system to synthesize an amino-acid chain, and then in high-salt buffer to convert the translation product into the fusion product. The beads were separated from the reaction solution, washed and directly observed by fluorescence microscopy (Fig.3b). Few discernible beads were found to emit green fluorescence. Protein thus immobilized onto solid surface while remain physically linked to their corresponding coded nucleic acids sequences. For confirmation, the solid-phase products were removed from the beads and then analyzed by SDS-PAGE. To further characterize the background or auto-fluorescence effects of beads or artifacts if any, non-fluorescent protein was tested in this system and confirmed. Very intriguingly, we discovered that the proteins synthesized in such-a-manner adopt a more native state and thus the more biological activity in comparison with the conventional liquid-phase approaches.

4. Conclusions
The acquisition of an integrated platform of genome chip and proteome chip, termed as RNA-to-Protein chip, and an effective solution for displaying fully functional proteins in a microarray format with the advantage of robustness, storage, ease of production are developed which are likely to revolutionize the future of proteomics.
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NON-BIOFOULING SURFACE FOR MICROCHANNEL DEVICE BY GRAFTING WITH BIOCOMPATIBLE 2-METHACRYLOYLOXYETHYL PHOSPHORYLCHOLINE FOR OBTAINING HIGH S/N RATIO
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Abstract
Preparation of non-biofouling surface for polymer-based microchannel was conducted by constructing biocompatible poly(MPC) brushes on polymer substrates based on living radical polymerization using photoiniferter. Protein adsorption on these modified surfaces significantly reduces compared to on PET substrate and control surfaces.

Keywords: non-biofouling surface, microfluidic device, poly(MPC) brushes, photoiniferter, grafting

1. Introduction
The chemistry and topography of a surface affect biological response and are of fundamental importance, especially when living system encounter synthetic surfaces. To create useful material for many biotechnology applications, interfaces are required that have both enhance specific binding and reduced non specific bonding. Thus, in application such as biosensors, the tailoring of surface chemistry and the use of micro or nanofabrication techniques becomes an important avenue for the production of surface with specific binding properties and minimal background interference [1]. It has already well known that cell-membrane-like surfaces based on 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) is very effective to inhibit blood coagulation on the medical devices or to prevent non-specific biological interactions at the interface of biosensors [2,3]. The aims of this study are to prepare non-biofouling surfaces bearing highly biocompatible poly(MPC) brushes (Fig.1) and to construct micropatterned recognition layers on microfluidic system for enhancing high signal/noise (S/N) ratio in biosensors using living radical polymerization based on dithiocarbamate as photoiniferter (initiator, transfer, and terminator)[4].

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the non-biofouling poly(MPC) brush surface
2. Experimental
The Macrophotoiniferers comprised of 2-ethylhexyl methacrylate(EHMA) and 4-vinylbenzyl N,N-diethylthiocarbamate(VBDC) (PEV as shown in Fig. 2) were synthesized with variation of VBDC content of 10% - 40% (PEV10, 20, 30, 40). Ultrasonically cleaned PET substrates were coated by dipping in 0.25% (by weight) of the macrophotoiniferter solutions in toluene. The photoiniferter-coated plates with aqueous solution of 0.3M MPC were irradiated with UV lamp (360 nm) at room temperature with variation of time. The surface characterization of the poly(MPC)-modified surfaces (represented as PEV-g-MPC) was conducted by water contact angle, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), ellipsometry and atomic force microscope (AFM) observation. Protein adsorption resistance of these modified surfaces was investigated by using FITC-labeled bovine serum albumin (BSA) and human plasma fibrinogen (HPF) in PBS solution (pH 7.1).

3. Results and Discussion
The non-biofouling surfaces based on biomimetic poly(MPC) brushes were prepared. The density and length of the poly(MPC) brushes which are the very important factors in suppressing the non specific protein adsorption were controlled by composition of VBDC on the macrophotoiniferter and irradiation time respectively. Figure 3 shows the static contact angle of poly(MPC) brush surfaces as a function of iniferter composition. The hydrophilicity of the modified surfaces is greatly improved as can be seen from the decreasing of contact angle from more than 88° to around 20° after 1 hour irradiation indicating that the poly(MPC) chains are well-oriented on the surface and completely covers the surface. Better covering also can be achieved by increasing the density of the poly(MPC) chains. Increasing the length of the
poly(MPC) chains only slightly decreases the contact angle (became plateau) due to the complete covering of the surface. Every modified surface had XPS signals at 285 eV, 288 eV, 133 eV, and 403 eV attributed to C\textsubscript{1s} methylene, C\textsubscript{1s} carbonyl, P\textsubscript{2p}, and N\textsubscript{1s} from grafted poly(MPC) chains. The value of phosphorus/carbon (P/C) ratio increases by grafting time and composition of VBDC unit on the surface, especially in the lower grafting time (Fig. 4). The highest P/C value (0.07) is close to the theoretical one (0.09) indicates the well oriented states of the poly(MPC) layer. The thickness and molecular weight of the grafted layer also increase by grafting time as characteristic for living radical polymerization and reach at 100±14.4 nm and 320 kDa after 3 hours photoirradiation time respectively. Figure 5 shows the morphology of modified surfaces. It is confirmed that the poly(PMC) grafted surface has brush shape on the smooth PET substrate.

Protein adsorption repellence of these poly(MPC)-modified surfaces was evaluated as can be seen in Figure 6. Protein adsorption significantly reduces on all poly(MPC)-modified surfaces compared to control one (PET substrate).

4. Conclusions
Preparation of non-biofouling surface by living radical polymerization for modification in polymer-based microchannel has successfully conducted. The modified surfaces significantly prevent protein adsorption. Furthermore, surface modification and micropatterning in microchannel by photochemical process will be achieved for evaluation the S/N ratio.
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PROTEIN ANTIADSORPTION MODIFICATION BY NEGATIVELY CHARGED PHOSPHOLIPID POLYMER FOR MICROSYSTEM NEEDING ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW
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Abstract
Biointerface with cell-membrane-like structure was constructed on the quartz microfluidic chip to suppress the non-specific protein adsorption as well as to retain the electroosmotic flow (EOF) effect through one-step modification. The PMBSSi, a negatively charged phospholipid copolymer containing 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) units, was synthesized to introduce such cell-membrane-like segments as well as surface charges onto the silica based microchannels via chemical bonding of the silane coupling units in the copolymer with the substrates. At neutral pH, the interface constructed by PMBSSi modification retained a significant cathodal EOF. Although the PMBSSi possesses negative charges, the nonspecific adsorptions of several kinds of proteins were effectively suppressed.

Key words: Surface modification, protein antiadsorption, electroosmotic flow, phospholipid polymer

1. Introduction
Protein and cell adsorption are seriously problem which would made it particularly difficult to realize micro-TAS on quartz and glass substrates for biological applications. Although surface coating is effective to suppress the adsorptions, many coatings result total suppression of EOF. For the applications needing EOF, it is unfavorable. Thus, it is necessary to construct a surface not only of protein anti adsorption but also retaining a certain extent of EOF effect. The phospholipid polymers containing 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) were bioinspired from the cell membrane structure and can construct bioinert interfaces or a non-adsorption biointerfaces by modification [1]. Here, a negatively charged MPC polymer PMBSSi (shown in Fig.1, left) was prepared and its protein antiadsorption effect and EOF effect were evaluated.

2. Experimental
The PMBSSi (Fig.1, left) was synthesized by a conventional radical polymerization of the corresponding monomers. In order to control the ζ-potential, another non-charged phospholipid polymer PMSi (Fig.1, right) was also prepared. The single-
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channel chip described as Fig. 2 was fabricated on quartz plates. A dip-coating procedure and a filling method were applied to one-step modify the quartz plate and the microchannel, respectively. Two methods, qualitative and quantitative, were used to evaluate the protein adsorption. Qualitative evaluation was done by visually observing the fluorescence intensity of a fluorescein isothiocyanate labeled bovine serum albumin (FITC-BSA) absorbed onto the microchannel. Qualitative evaluation was processed on the quartz plates with several proteins by employing a micro BCA protocol [2]. The surface ζ-potential was measured by an electrophoretic light-scattering spectrophotometer with a plate cell. The measurements of EOF behavior were performed with the single-channel chip by observing the migration time of neutral beads at neutral pH [3].

3. Results and discussion

Like the other members of the MPC polymer family, both the PMBSSi and the PMSi have high ability to decrease the non-specific protein adsorption. The result (Fig. 3) showed that in the case of the microchannel without PMBSSi coating, the FITC-BSA was strongly adsorbed to the inner surface of the microchannel, yielding bright and homogeneous fluorescence emission even after 4 time rinses totally using 1.2 ml PBS (pH 7.1). In contrast, the microchannel with a really low concentration of 0.03wt% PMBSSi coating, showed very low fluorescence emission after venting the protein solution and nearly no fluorescence emission was observed

Fig. 1 The chemical structures of PMBSSi (left, a/b/c/d=50/35/5/10) and PMSi (right, m/n=90/10).

Fig. 2 Schematic of the single-channel chip fabricated on quartz plates

Fig. 3 Fluorescence images of protein adsorption in microchannels modified (d, e, f) or not modified (a, b, c) with 0.03wt%PMBSSi. Firstly, the microchannels were full filled with 0.045g/dL FITC-BSA solution (a, d), then incubated for 1h at 4°C. After venting the FITC-BSA solution out (b, e), the microchannels were rinsed 4 times totally using 1.2ml PBS (pH7.1) (c, f).
after 4 time rinsing. To make further quantitative evaluation, several proteins with 1% human plasma concentration level were used. The result (Fig.4) demonstrated that the protein adsorptions on quartz/glass plates were drastically reduced after PMBSSi coating (<0.5 μg/cm²). Moreover, the surfaces coated by PMBSSi and by PMSi had no distinct difference in anti protein adsorption, although the conditions of surface charge were markedly different from each other (Fig.5).

To generate EOF, the surface of the capillary should have a certain extent of charge density. The unmodified quartz surface is negatively charged with a ζ-potential of -47.4 ±0.9 mV as determined by an electrophoretic light-scattering approach at neutral pH. Accordingly, the quartz microchannel showed a quite large cathodal EOF with a mobility of (1.9±0.1)×10⁻⁴ cm²/V·s at pH 7.0. The EOF determination also indicated that the quartz surface modified by PMBSSi retained a significant cathodal EOF. For example, in the condition of PBS, pH 7.0, the EOF mobility of the 0.3 wt% PMBSSi modified microchannel was (1.0±0.1)×10⁻⁴ cm²/V·s, which was roughly more than the half (53%) of the EOF of the unmodified microchannel at the same buffer condition. Besides, this was consistent with the result of ζ-potential very well (Fig. 5). After modified by 0.3 wt% PMBSSi, the ζ-potential changed to -24.2±2.5 mV (at neutral pH), which was approximately 51% of that of unmodified quartz plate.

![Graph showing protein adsorption on quartz/glass plates with and without modification of PMBSSi and PMSi.](image)

**Fig. 4** Amounts of different protein adsorption on the quartz plates with and without modification of PMBSSi and PMSi.

![Graph showing ζ-potential of quartz surfaces modified by PMBSSi and PMSi with different concentration.](image)

**Fig. 5** The ζ-potential of quartz surfaces modified by PMBSSi and PMSi with different concentration.

### 4. Conclusions

The PMBSSi modified microfluidic surface retained a significant cathodal EOF at neutral pH. Although the PMBSSi possesses negative charges, the nonspecific protein adsorptions were effectively suppressed to a very small amount of less than 0.5 μg/cm². As a conclusion, PMBSSi coating is a simple but highly effective modification for providing protein antiadsorption, and promising for applications needing some EOF.
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Abstract
Responsive polymeric, micron-sized materials are described that can locally manipulate fluids by reversible micro-actuation. Selected examples of external stimuli, such as the use of a magnetic field are shown.
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1. Introduction
The anticipated increasing load on the healthcare system will stimulate a shift of the diagnosis from a more laborious, time-consuming and expensive hospital-based central lab to near-patient monitoring. This will bring about a need to downscale the analysis platforms with respect to physical size, cost and time to diagnosis. In this context, lab-on-a-chip devices such as cartridge-based biosensors attract substantial interest, both from academic and industrial point of view.

These cartridge-based devices require the combination of multiple micro-fluidic functions on a small area, such as mixing and displacement of liquids, controlled chemical and physical reactions, and the separation and detection of components. Although significant progress has already led to a variety of individual micro-fluidic components and principles, by and large it is still difficult to integrate the individual components in a device, and with respect to mixing and displacement of liquids, the area of manipulation is still pre-determined. In particular, the selective on-demand mixing, displacement and routing of liquids, at designated yet non-fixed locations has not yet been demonstrated. One way to fulfill the abovementioned functions on demand is to integrate versatile responsive materials in micro-fluidic devices.

In this contribution, a number of selected novel responsive polymeric, micron-sized materials are described that can manipulate fluids by reversible micro-actuation. These nature-inspired actuators, inspired by the motion and propulsion of asymmetric beating cilia of for instance microorganisms such as Paramecium [1], can be incorporated into micro channels. The actuation can be effected by various external stimuli, such as the use of heat, electrical stimulation [1], magnetism, and the interaction with light [2], as well as other stimuli. In this contribution, we address by means of example actuation using magnetism. Other stimuli are discussed on the accompanying poster as well.
2. Magnetically addressed micro-actuators

The use of magnetic addressing rather than for instance electrostatic addressing does eliminate possible intrinsic problems with electrolysis when using typical biological fluids. However, in order to minimize the required magnetic field strengths, and simultaneously realize substantial actuation of the employed elements, highly elastic polymeric materials are required exhibiting low Young’s moduli in fluidic environment. Ideal candidates meeting these boundary conditions are rubber-like materials such as hydrogels. Figure 1a depicts the Young’s moduli of readily photo-patternable crosslinked polyacrylic acid-based hydrogels in completely swollen state, tailored to exhibit values in the low megapascal range.

![Graph a](image1.png)

![Graph b](image2.png)

Figure 1. (a) Young’s modulus as measured in extension using thermal gravimetric analysis of completely swollen polyacrylic acid-based hydrogels containing various amounts of polyethylene-glycol crosslinker. (b) Magnetic moment of completely swollen hydrogels containing 18% w/w superparamagnetic particles versus applied magnetic field, at t = 0 hours and after immersion in water for 18 hours.

Figure 1b depicts the magnetic moment of these swollen hydrogels containing super-paramagnetic nanoparticles resulting from an applied external magnetic field. The graph clearly shows that the nanoparticles are effortlessly retained in the completely swollen network even after continuous immersion in water for 18 hours. Moreover, the measured magnetic susceptibility (~ 3.50) is well within the desired range required for practical actuation. Despite the incorporation of superparamagnetic nanoparticles, the measured Young’s moduli are still within the low megapascal range (~ 10 MPa).

Patterning of the hydrogels can be readily realized using standard photo-lithographic processing, and micron-sized features can be realized reproducibly (Figure 2), thus enabling the actual fabrication of micron-sized elements in micro-channels.
Figure 2. Atomic force micrographs showing micron-sized features in hydrogel-based systems using standard photolithographic processing techniques. (a) Lateral surface scan. (b) The analysis of the surface topography illustrates dimensional resolutions of approximately 2 μm laterally and 200 nm in depth, which is more than sufficient for the fabrication of elements within micro-channels.

4. Conclusions

The desired ability to manipulate fluids on a micro-scale, aimed at micro-fluidic devices, is addressed by using novel responsive polymeric, micron-sized materials. The actuation can be effected by various external stimuli, and in this contribution actuation using magnetic fields is illustrated by means of example. The concept introduced here enables the local manipulation of fluids and the generation of complex fluid patterns, thus opening new ways for the transportation, and mixing of liquids as well as for the selecting, sorting, deforming and rupturing of cells in lab-on-a-chip type of devices.
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Abstract

In light driven liquid crystal network (LCN) actuators, large performance improvements can be obtained by varying the molecular director through the thickness of the film actuator. Experiments show that these systems are efficient and have an internal work density of 50kJ/m³, orders of magnitude larger than that of the uniaxial planar film with the same chemical composition. The material is easy to process using standard photopatterning techniques and can be easily integrated in microsystems.
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1. Introduction

Liquid crystal based polymer actuators have several advantages as active elements in microfluidic devices: the materials are easy to process, the chemical composition provides a wide control over the properties and they are capable of deformations orders of magnitude larger than inorganic actuators. It will be shown that by using liquid crystal network (LCN) actuators, these properties can be combined with photopatterning processing techniques and that these systems offer the potential for performing useful work. Furthermore, a number of stimuli can be chosen as input for these systems, e.g. temperature [1], chemical agents such as humidity [2], pH and solvents [3] and electrical fields. Here, light induced actuation will be demonstrated, allowing for operation in both dry and aqueous environments.

2. Theory

In LCN actuators, shape deformation can be induced by a reduction of the molecular order of the aligned system, leading to a contraction along the director of molecular orientation and expansion perpendicular to it. In our case, the photoisomerization of azobenzene is used to reversibly decrease the order of the system using UV radiation [4]. In the uniaxial planar configuration, a gradient in absorbed intensity creates expansion differences, causing bending of the film. By using a splayed alignment of the molecules, a gradient in the preferred deformations through the thickness of a single
film is created. With decreasing order, one side of the film will contract and the opposite side will expand. For this splayed molecular alignment, small in-plane expansions are sufficient to produce large out-of-plane deformations, resulting in a strong amplification of the rate and magnitude of bending. Schematic representations of the alignment configurations are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

Figure 1. Schematic representations of the molecular alignment configurations. The strain $\varepsilon$ caused by order decrease as a function of the thickness $t$ is sketched on the right. Figure a. shows a planar configuration with only contraction through the cross-section, Figure b. a splayed configuration.

3. Results

A mix of reactive mesogenic host material containing 2% of the azobenzene compound and a photoinitiator was cured under splayed and planar alignment conditions. The material can be patterned by curing through a photomask and washing away the excess monomer, as was done for the structures shown in Figure 2. The typical elastic modulus of LCN actuators is 1 GPa.

The actuator motion for the two systems was measured on 7mm long, 4mm wide and 10$\mu$m thick actuators, using a UV-light source with intensity of 60mW/cm$^2$ at the position of the actuator. Figure 3 shows images taken at 0, 0.20 and 0.50 seconds of exposure with UV light, at maximum deformation and after 40 seconds of recovery in ambient conditions. From these measurements, the maximum achieved strain difference between top and bottom is calculated to be 1.4% for the splayed actuator and less than 0.1% for the planar uniaxial actuator. When the splayed actuator film is turned over with the planar aligned side facing down, the film will bend downwards. In contrast, the uniaxial planar aligned film will always bend towards the light source.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

Figure 2. Crossed-polar view of 400 $\mu$m long, 50 $\mu$m wide flaps at 0° and at 45° made using photolithographic techniques. Due to the birefringent nature of the material, the flaps light up at 45° with the polarization angle, indicating the high level of molecular ordering in the structures.
4. Conclusions

The large and fast deformations in this experiment demonstrate the ability of the actuator to perform high internal work at a high rate. The material can be photopatterned, making it suitable for use in microsystems. For the case of the splayed, UV-driven actuator containing 2% azobenzene the internal work/volume ratio is calculated to be 50kJ/m³, which is in the same order of magnitude as the human muscle [5]. By controlling the molecular alignment, the direction of motion can be controlled independent of the light source. With an increasing number of mechanisms capable of molecular order manipulation of similar magnitude, the class of LCN actuators offers great potential to perform work in practical applications such as MEMS and lab-on-a-chip systems.
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Abstract:
Miniaturized total analysis systems (μTAS) have potential for an exciting new class of Point-of-Care analysis technologies. To achieve this goal, however, inexpensive multifunctional microchips must be produced. Glass has always provided the best performance for microchip separations, but requires expensive cleanroom facilities for fabrication and is limited to non-mechanical pumping forces. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is a soft elastomeric material that allows rapid prototyping of complex μTAS devices outside of the cleanroom setting. PDMS is limited by its inherent hydrophobicity which causes significant adsorption and absorption of hydrophobic molecules. Here we report a surface modification protocol that generates a permanently hydrophilic PDMS that can self-wet and is stable in air for days. The improved PDMS material provides diffusion limited separation efficiencies as well as providing an excellent material for microfluidic patterning.
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1. Introduction
Point-of-Care (POC) technologies have the potential to revolution modern medicine by making it more accessible through primary care physicians and emergency response personnel while at the same time, making it more affordable through low cost engineering methods. Our laboratory is developing modular multi-functional tools for analysis of disease biomarkers from serum, plasma, and urine. To accomplish this task, we are developing POC systems that integrate optical and/or electrochemical detection with chemical separations (electrophoresis and/or heterogeneous immunoassays) to provide selective detection of biomarkers.

One major challenge in the development of POC devices is selection of substrate material. Glass is considered to best material for generating high separation efficiencies and providing stable surfaces for immunoassays. Glass is not ideal in many other ways, requiring extensive and costly cleanroom space for fabrication. Furthermore, the size and shape of structures are limited by the etching technique. As a result, many groups have explored the use of polymeric substrates, with poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA)
and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) being the most common [1]. PDMS is particularly attractive because the fabrication is very simple and the material is inexpensive and flexible [2]. PDMS is not a good material for separations however because the surface is hydrophobic and unstable. Here, we report a modified PDMS that is hydrophilic and stable with storage in air for days. We have used this material for both microchip electrophoresis and microfluidic patterning.

2. Experimental

*Microchip Electrophoresis:* The fabrication of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) microchips using SU-8 molding has been described in detail previously [3, 4]. The PDMS was modified by placing it in a series of 3 organic solvents for extraction of unreacted short chain oligomers in the bulk polymer matrix and designated eoPDMS[5]. After extraction electrodes were aligned in pre-designated electrode channels and the chips were irreversibly sealed together via air plasma oxidation for use in microchip capillary electrophoresis with electrochemical detection (MCE-EC) [6]. Commercially available potentiostats (CHI812 and CHI660b, CH Instruments) in a two electrode configuration were used for the amperometric detection of catecholamines. The Au microwire (25μm diameter) working electrode was held at a constant 0.8 V detection potential. Noise was determined by measuring peak-to-peak current at n ≥ 30 random points along the baseline.

*Patterning.* A PDMS stamp containing a micro-channel with a 250 μm width, 60 μm depth and 1.3 cm length was treated by plasma for 45 s. Then it was placed onto substrate surface. 2 μl FITC-labeled HSA solution (1mg/ml) was dropped into the inlet reservoir. The protein solution spread along the channel instantly. After a 45-min incubation, the stamp was peeled off quickly under PBS flow. The substrate was rinsed by PBS, 0.5% Tween-20 (in PBS) and deionized water three times, respectively. The substrate surface was dried by air blast. The fluorescent images of the patterned protein were acquired using a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U inverse microscope equipped with a CoolSNAP CF CCD camera.

3. Results and Discussion

*Surface Analysis:* The effect of air plasma oxidation on the surface composition of native and extracted PDMS was studied by SEM and XPS. Figure 1 shows a SEM image of the PDMS surface for native PDMS (A) and eoPDMS (B). Fits of the Si 2p peaks of native and eoPDMS are shown under their corresponding SEM image. Each Si 2p peak is fit with a siloxane ((Si((CH3)2)O-)n ) peak (green) with a known binding energy of 101.8 – 102.4 eV and a silicon dioxide (SiO2) peak
(blue) with a known binding energy of 103.2 – 104.1 eV. Si-CH$_3$ bonds on the surface of PDMS can be easily oxidized to form a hydrophilic surface. Native PDMS displays a hydrophobic recovery of the polymer surface in as little as three hours after a plasma oxidation (Figure 1-A1 and A2) while the eoPDMS does not display this characteristic by maintaining its silicate composition for up to 7 days (Figure 1-B1 and B2).

**Microchip Electrophoresis:** In addition to characterizing the surface chemistry of the PDMS, we also performed electrophoresis experiments using dopamine, catechol, and ascorbic acid as model analytes. An 8-fold improvement in separation efficiency from 50,000 N/m on native PDMS to 400,000 N/m on eoPDMS for ascorbic acid was seen using a 1.2 nL injection volume.

**Microfluidic Patterning.** Protein patterning was carried out on two different substrates: polystyrene and silicon nitride-coated Si wafer (SN-Wafer). On both substrates, the extracted PDMS channels provide better signal intensity than native PDMS channels. Being wettable, the hydrophilic PDMS adsorbs less protein than original PDMS, which leads to a higher protein concentration in the bulky solution. A higher protein concentration contributes a faster protein attachment on substrate. Therefore, a stronger fluorescent intensity was observed (Figure 2) for these experiments.

**4. Conclusions**
We have developed a simple robust method for generating permanently hydrophilic PDMS that can be used for both microchip electrophoresis and microfluidic patterning.

**5. References**
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Abstract
Polymer monoliths that resist the adsorption of proteins were prepared using both single- and two-step photografting of hydrophilic monomers. The adsorption of protein was measured using a fluorescent assay based on bovine serum albumin labeled with fluorescein. By photografting hydrophilic monomers such as polyethylene glycol methacrylate onto polymer monoliths, protein adsorption was reduced by 98% relative to unmodified surfaces.
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1. Introduction
Porous polymer monoliths have been shown effective for creating many of the components needed in an integrated micro-analytical system such as preconcentrators, chromatographic stationary phases, and immobilized enzymatic microreactors [1]. However, no effective technique for the prevention of non-specific adsorption of species onto monolith surfaces has yet been demonstrated. As a result, localization of chemical/biological functionality is difficult and integration of monolith-based functional modules has been limited.

Photografting is an attractive approach for the in situ surface modification of polymer monoliths. Since grafting is a photoinitiated process, the location of grafts can be precisely controlled using masks, allowing different sections of a single monolith to be functionalized with different surface chemistries [2]. In this work, we utilize both sequential [3] and single-step photografting processes in order to create hydrophilic surface-modified polymer monoliths that resist protein adsorption (Fig. 1).

![Figure 1. Schema of the photografting techniques.](image-url)
2. Experimental

Poly(butyl methacrylate-co-ethylene dimethacrylate) monoliths were prepared via photopolymerization in fused silica capillary columns [4]. For sequential photografting, pores of the monoliths were first filled with a solution of 5 wt% benzophenone in methanol and then irradiated with UV light to create surface-bound photoinitiators. In the second step, the pores were filled with a 0.1 mol/L solution of hydrophilic monomer in water and then irradiated with UV light to initiate graft polymerization. For conventional single-step photografting, the grafting mixture contained monomer and initiator in a water/tert-butyl alcohol solvent. Initiator-free grafting was performed using a solution consisting of only hydrophilic monomer in water.

A fluorescence assay was utilized to determine the effectiveness of the different grafted layers to limit protein adsorption on the polymer monolith. A 0.5 mg/mL solution of fluorescein-labeled bovine serum albumin (BSA) was passed through the monolith for 1 h at a flow rate of 0.25 μL/min. Then the monolith was rinsed with water for 1 h to remove excess BSA. After rinsing the monoliths, photomicrographs were taken and the fluorescent intensity analyzed across the width of the monolith.

3. Results and Discussion

A variety of monomers was screened for effective prevention of protein adsorption; poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (PEGMA) outperformed other neutral, hydrophilic monomers such as acrylamide, 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate, and vinyl pyrrolidinone (Fig. 2a). Protein adsorption was reduced by 98% in PEGMA-photographed regions compared to unmodified polymer monolith surfaces. A study of the parameters in the two-step grafting process revealed that the most critical variables are the monomer concentration and the second-step exposure time (Fig. 2b).

In addition to the sequential method, single-step photografting techniques were also evaluated (Fig. 3a). The conventional single-step method provided very little prevention of protein adsorption. However, initiator-free photografting prevented protein adsorption in extent equal to the sequential two-step technique given sufficient grafting time. Finally, we demonstrated the utility of the hydrophilic grafted monolith for

![Figure 2. (a) Fluorescent intensity of adsorbed fluorescein-BSA on monoliths grafted with different hydrophilic monomers; (b) Intensity of adsorbed fluorescein-BSA on PEGMA-modified monolith at different monomer concentrations and graft times.](image)
creating enzymatic microreactors. First, we used a fully PEGMA-modified monolith and in selected areas defined by a mask we photografted reactive chains of poly(vinyl azlactone) [2]. These regions were then used to immobilize green fluorescent protein (GFP) (Fig. 3b). This protein was well-patterned with very little fluorescence outside the patterned region, indicating good prevention of nonspecific adsorption by the layer of grafted PEGMA.

Figure 3. (a) Fluorescent intensity of adsorbed fluorescein-BSA on monoliths grafted using different photografting techniques; (b) Fluorescent micrograph of GFP immobilized onto a PEGMA-modified polymer monolith.

4. Conclusions
Photografting hydrophobic polymer monoliths with hydrophilic monomers is an effective means of reducing protein adsorption. Monomer concentration and irradiation time during photografting were found to be the most important parameters for optimization of the two-step process. For simultaneous single-step photografting, the solvent and the presence of photoinitiator were the key variables. Initiator-free single-step photografting was less efficient than the two-step technique, yet resulted in similar prevention of protein adsorption after grafting for an extended period of time.
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Abstract
This paper describes a new approach to the formation of macroporous silica particles generated through a two-step emulsification process using a single microfluidic device. Between the first and second emulsification steps, the microfluidic device has integrated channels that provide added flexibility of introducing reactive chemistries within the intermediate fluid. With control over the size of both the inner and outer emulsion droplets, we are able to precisely tailor the porosity of the resulting monodisperse silica particles. The overall size of the fabricated silica particles range from 40-120 μm in diameter with measured polydispersity less than 4.8 %. The innermost droplets each have pores with diameters on the order of 5 μm. Currently, there is great demand for such porous silica materials/particles in applications such as bioseparations, biocatalytic processes and photonic crystals within lab-on-a-chip systems.
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1. Introduction
Early work on double emulsions consisted of a two step process where the first emulsion is produced by vigorously stirring two immiscible fluids. The second step consists of taking the first emulsion and dispersing it in a third immiscible fluid by using low shearing forces to create the outer most droplets without disrupting the first emulsion. However, this technique leads to poor control of droplet size distributions since both the first and second emulsification steps have a large polydispersity. Several promising microfluidic devices for double emulsion generation have been described in recent literature [1,2]. These systems generate droplets with highly monodisperse inner and outer droplets with polydispersity near 3%. The authors in ref. [1] generated encapsulation structures by crosslinking a photopolymerizing polymer that made up the intermediate fluid of the double emulsion. However, their system at times suffers since the orifices of two capillary tubes must be aligned correctly to insure proper double emulsion droplet generation. Using silicon-based microfabrication we avoid any alignment issues between the two emulsification steps. In this paper we combine biomimetic chemistry to modify the intermediate fluid of the double emulsion and microfluidics to produce high-quality template-directed macroporous silica particles. In the future these three dimensional porous particles may be produced in-situ within lab-on-chip systems for reaction and separation modules, or collected and dispensed from an ink-jet system to produce complex arrangements such as scaffolds.

2. Experimental
It has been hypothesized that diatoms use similar micro/nanoemulsions to template the synthesis of their nanostructured silica frustules [3]. Here we used triethylene tetramine as a biomimetic catalyst inspired by diatoms [4] to induce a gelation reaction within the intermediate phase of the double emulsion. This reaction occurs within minutes under benign conditions (neutral pH and ambient temperature) in contrast to conventional sol-gel routes [5]. To generate the monodisperse double emulsions, we employ a microfluidic flow-focusing configuration along with a T-junction configuration as described in refs. [6,7]. Deep reactive ion etching of a silicon (100) substrate is used to create the
microfluidic channels with a depth of 30 μm in the flow-focusing area and 120 μm at the T-junction area as well as the fluidic ports, through-etched from the backside of the wafer. The wafer is sealed by anodic bonding with a Pyrex wafer. A micrograph of our fabricated device is shown in Fig. 1a. Operation of the microfluidic double emulsion chip is based on a two-step emulsification process, where a water phase finally serves as the intermediate fluid. The first emulsification step (oil-in-water) is generated using flow-focusing, and the subsequent emulsification step (water-in-oil) occurs at a T-junction downstream. In order to create the water-in-oil emulsions at the T-junction, the hydrophilic silicon/Pyrex channels are selectively functionalized with a hydrophobic coating (Aqua-Sil), while the flow-focusing channels are left hydrophilic similar to [2].

3. Results and Discussion

Generation of hexadecane droplets in water, stabilized using 2% (w/v) polyvinyl alcohol in the water phase, is shown in Fig. 1b [7], and generation of water droplets in hexadecane, stabilized using 0.5% (w/v) lecithin in the hexadecane phase, is shown in Fig. 1c.

By setting a constant volumetric flow rate of both the inner oil flow ($Q_{\text{hexadecane}} = 0.4$ μL/min) and the outer water flows ($Q_{\text{water}} = 0.55$ μL/min), we produce the initial monodisperse oil-in-water emulsions that have a droplet polydispersity less than 2.4% as previously characterized [7] while maintaining a high droplet volume fraction. Once the flow-focusing region is stable we image the double emulsion droplet generation using a high speed Cohu 2700 video camera with exposure times as short as 100 μs. Fig. 2 shows a plot of the average double emulsion droplet diameter as a function of the lecithin/hexadecane flow rate.

Fig. 2. The average outer diameter of the double emulsion droplets as a function of the hexadecane/lecithin flow rate. The hexadecane/lecithin oil represents the final continuous phase that is responsible for re-emulsifying the initial emulsion into a double emulsion at the T-junction. Polydispersity is less than 4.8% were measured.
Between the formation of the first and second emulsification steps, orthosilicic acid (1 M) and the biomimetic catalyst triethylenetetramine (6.7 mM) are introduced into the intermediate phase, causing it to form a templated silica gel around the inner monodisperse oil droplets (Fig. 3). Subsequent calcining of the gelled droplets at 400°C for 8 h removes the organic content and converts the material into glassy porous silica particles [5]. After calcining, we observe a densification of ~50-70%. A SEM of a double-emulsion-templated porous silica particle is shown in (Fig. 4).

**4. Conclusions**

We have demonstrated a new technique to create ordered macroporous particles efficiently, by combining template-directed synthesis and biomimetic chemistry with microfluidics. With the addition of the channels between emulsification steps we have added the flexibility of not only introducing the reactive chemistries but also the functionality of introducing other materials such as nanoparticles to the silica particles. If synthesized within lab-on-a-chip systems, functionalized porous silica will also be extremely valuable for microsystems, in particular for reaction, separation, and sample preparation modules. In future work, we will investigate the incorporation of nanoparticles into the intermediate phase of the double emulsion so as to study the silica and form nanocomposite materials/particles. This technique may open possibilities of controlling the overall physical properties of the material and lead to particles that could effectively scatter light and as a result be used as pigments.
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Abstract

It is suitable to use a micro to nano scaled object as a tool for measurement of cell and local environmental control around it. However, it is difficult to manipulate a nano scaled object stably using optical tweezers. Therefore, we aim to develop 3D manipulation technique that can manipulate several nanometer scale objects with different shapes. We developed a novel technique to handle lipid nanotubes by optical tweezers in water solutions. We succeeded in controlling the position and orientation of a lipid nanotube by using 3D Synchronized Laser Micromanipulation and novel functional gel-microtools.

keywards: Micromanipulation, Lipid nanotube, Optical tweezers, Gel, Microtool

1. Introduction

With recent developments in biotechnology, several methods for observing and manipulating bio-molecules and cells under the microscope have been developed. Single cell manipulation is important for biological research works, and advanced techniques such as 3D manipulation are much useful for measurement and environmental control [1,2]. Recently, in particular, measurement of cell of μm order and local environmental control around it are requested. For this purpose, it is suitable to use micro to nano scaled objects as a functional tool. However, it is difficult to manipulate a nanometer scaled object, such as a lipid nanotube [3]. Therefore, here we developed functional gel-microtools for indirect manipulation of the lipid nanotube.

Fig. 1 Structural formula of a lipid molecule

(a) Optical microscope view (b) SEM view
Fig. 2 Microscope views of lipid nanotube

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of optics for 3D laser trapping
2. Experimental
Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the optical system used in this study. An image of the target is obtained using a microscope equipped with a x100 (numerical number 1.35) oil-immersion objective lens and CCD camera. Nd:YVO₄ laser emission (1064 nm, continuous wave, max: 4.98 W) for laser trapping is introduced into the microscope. The X-Y stage and objective lens (Z axis) are actuated by a stepping motor. The laser is scanned in 2D observation plane by controlling the angle of a pair of galvanometer mirrors with DC motors. In addition, a piezo stage (PIFOC P-721, PI-Polytec) was used to drive an objective lens for scanning the laser in the Z axis. As a result, high-speed movement of the focal point in 3D space was achieved. Moreover, we newly developed an observation system to improve blurring of image by synchronization of shutter timing of the CCD camera and laser scanning. With this system, we can obtain clear image of the targets for 3D manipulation.

3. Result and discussion
Manipulation of a nanometer scale object is possible by using laser trapped micro-beads. We developed a novel flocculation gel micro-bead, which is made by flocculation of gel, for indirect manipulation of the target. It is produced easily by mixing a small amount of electrolyte with a droplet made of photoreactional resin (ENTP). The droplet is generated by mixing ENTP-4000 with the aqua pura. We also mixed electrolytes such as NaCl or KCl by 1% or more. Its size is adjusted to an arbitrary size (Fig. 4). The flocculation gel micro-bead takes in the nanotube (Fig. 5, 6). It doesn’t adhere to the glass surface. We can manipulate nano scaled objects easily by the optical tweezers with the flocculation gel micro-beads. We succeeded in controlling position and orientation of a lipid nanotube by using 3D Synchronized Laser Micromanipulation [1] with the flocculation gel micro-beads (Fig. 6).

![Fig. 4 Fusion of two flocculation gel-beads](image)

(a) Two gel-beads
(b) After fusion

Fig. 4 Fusion of two flocculation gel-beads (2%KCl liquid solution)

![Fig. 5 Outline of a lipid nanotube manipulation (side view)](image)

(c) Moving to left area
(d) Orientation control

Fig. 5 Outline of a lipid nanotube manipulation (side view)

![Fig. 6 Manipulation of lipid nanotube](image)

(a) Flocculation gel-microtools
(b) Moving to right area

Fig. 6 Manipulation of lipid nanotube
With this method, we achieved manipulating ten times faster than direct laser manipulation of lipid nanotube. Moreover the gel is cured by UV ray irradiation, and we can connect several nanotubes.

Second, we developed a new observation system to improve blurring of image (Fig. 7) by synchronization of shutter timing of the CCD camera and 3D laser scanning (Fig. 8). In this study, the shutter speed timing is raised to 1/250 sec. When the shutter is open, a clear image is obtained because the laser scanning is stopped. Transportation of three micro-beads that exist in a different plane was achieved easily with this system (Fig. 9). We can move them at speed of 26.7 μm/s with clear image in 3D manipulation.

With these achievements, we succeeded in 3D position and orientation control of a rod-like nano material. We also established basic techniques for assembly of complex 3D nano structures.
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DYNAMIC COATING OF POLY(METHYL METHACRYLATE) CHIPS WITH N-DODECYL-β-D-MALTOSIDE AND CELLULOSE FOR SEPARATION OF GLYCANS FROM GLYCOPROTEINS
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Abstract

We developed a hybrid dynamic coating method using \(n\)-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (DDM) and methyl cellulose (MC) for poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) microfluidic chips. Hybrid dynamic coating with 0.25\% DDM and 0.03\% MC was found to minimize both analyte adsorption and electroosmotic flow (EOF) in a PMMA channel to a negligible, while still keeping a low viscosity of the solution. High-speed and high-throughput profiling of the N-linked glycans derived from glycoproteins was achieved in both single-channel and 10-channel PMMA chips.

Key words: Dynamic coating, adsorption, PMMA, DDM, cellulose, glycans

1. Introduction

Polymer materials have recently attracted much attention in mass fabrication of microfluidic chips because of the low cost, ease of fabrication, and diversity of mechanical and chemical properties. However, the surfaces of many polymer materials are quite hydrophobic and not compatible with aqueous separation media, causing poor separation performance due to serious analyte adsorption on the channel surface. Therefore, surface modification is a critical issue for polymer-based microfluidic chips in electrophoresis applications.

Dynamic coating represents a simple and convenient surface modification technique, in which surface modifiers, such as polymers or surfactants dissolved in running buffers, physically adsorb on channel walls to form a coating layer for suppression of analyte adsorption and regulation of EOF. Although numerous approaches utilizing different surface modifiers have been reported for polymer microfluidic devices \cite{1,2}, we still do not fully understand the surface chemistry of polymer materials and the mechanism of dynamic coating on the polymer surface.

In this work, the coating performance of \(n\)-dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride (DTAC), DDM, and MC on a PMMA channel was systematically investigated using 8-aminopyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonate (APTS)-labeled maltriose (\(G_3\)) as a model analyte. We found that hydrophobic and hydrogen-bonding interactions rather than electrostatic interactions between surface modifiers and the PMMA surface are crucial to forming an efficient and stable dynamic coating on a PMMA channel. Thus, a hybrid dynamic coating using 0.25\% DDM and 0.03\% MC was developed for suppression of both analyte adsorption and EOF in a PMMA channel while still keeping a low-viscosity solution.
High-speed and high throughput profiling of the N-linked glycans released from glycoproteins was achieved in both single channel and multichannel PMMA chips.

2. Experimental
The experiments on single channel PMMA chips were performed on an SV1100 Microchip CE system (Hitachi Electronics Engineering Co., Ltd., Japan) [1]. The experiments on 10-channel array PMMA chips were carried on the stage of an inverted fluorescence microscope (Olympus IX70, Olympus, Japan) with LIF detection [2].

3. Results and discussion
Although widely used in fabrication of microfluidic chips, PMMA has a very hydrophobic surface, causing strong adsorption of analytes, especially for fluorescence dyes. As shown in Figure 1A, the separation of APTS labeled G3 was impossible in an uncoated PMMA chip due to strong interactions between APTS and the PMMA surface. Through systematic study, we found that DDM obviously suppressed the adsorption of APTS-labeled G3 in a PMMA channel, but EOF was reduced only by a factor of ~25%, resulting in irreproducible separations (Figure 1A). In contrast, DTAC did not show observable effects on reducing analyte adsorption under alkaline or acidic conditions (Figure 1B), although it has the same hydrophobic alkyl chain as DDM. Interestingly, both analyte adsorption and EOF in a PMMA channel was efficiently minimized with hydrophilic cellulose polymers like MC; however, concentrated MC above 0.3% was required to achieve good separations (Figure 1B). Because multiple hydroxyl groups of DDM and MC obviously facilitates hydrogen-bonding interactions with surface negative charges, whereas the positive charged ammonium groups of DTAC with favors electrostatic interactions in a 20 mM phosphate at pH 6.93, we concluded that hydrophobic interactions combined with hydrogen-bonding interactions play a critical role in forming an efficient and stable dynamic coating on the PMMA surface.

![Figure 1](image.png)

Figure 1. Electropherograms of APTS- G3 in PMMA channels dynamically coated with various concentrations of DDM (A), and with 0.12% DTAC, 0.5% MC and 0.25% DDM-0.03% MC (B). Conditions: $E_{sep} = 200$ V/cm; 20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 6.93.

A hybrid dynamic coating method using DDM and MC was explored to achieve an efficient dynamic coating on the PMMA surface with a low viscosity of the solution for ease of operation. As expected, separations with 0.25% DDM and 0.03% MC hybrid
coating were comparable to those obtained with 0.5% MC coating, and EOF was also found to be negligible with 0.25% DDM and 0.03% MC hybrid coating (Figure 1B). Note that no separation can be obtained with 0.03% MC coating without DDM. Because very small amounts of DDM and MC can efficiently minimize both analyte adsorption and EOF in a PMMA channel, indeed, a running buffer containing 0.25% DDM and 0.03% MC is still a dilute and low-viscosity solution (smaller than 30 cP at 25°C), which is easy to handle in PMMA MCE devices. High-speed and high-throughput profiling of the N-linked glycans derived from glycoproteins was thus achieved in both single-channel and 10-channel PMMA chips using DDM-MC hybrid coating (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Electropherogram of N-linked glycans derived from α1-acid glycoprotein on a single PMMA chip (A), and on a 10-channel PMMA chip. Conditions: $E_{\text{app}} = 300$ V/cm; 0.25% DDM and 0.03% MC in 20 mM phosphate buffer, pH 6.93.

4. Conclusions
Comparing the dynamic coating performance of DDM, DTAC and MC with their molecular structures, we found that hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding interactions are crucial to achieving efficient and stable dynamic coating on the PMMA surface. A hybrid dynamic coating using 0.25% DDM and 0.03% MC was developed for suppression of both analyte adsorption and EOF in a PMMA channel while still keeping a low-viscosity solution.
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EFFECTS OF SURFACE MODIFICATION ON ELECTROOSMOTIC FLOW AND ZETA POTENTIAL IN MICROCHANNEL
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Abstract
Surface modifications on a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) microchannel were conducted by O₂ plasma treatment, silanization with silane coupling agent and PEGylation with poly(ethyleneglycol) (PEG) sequentially. The effects were quantitatively examined by measuring the electroosmotic flow velocity using micron-resolution particle image velocimetry (micro-PIV) and the zeta-potential. The electroosmotic flow velocity and the zeta-potential were changed significantly due to the surface compositions.

Keywords: Electroosmotic flow, Micro-PIV, Surface Modification, Zeta-potential

1. Introduction
Specific DNA, protein, and cells are separated on a miniaturized microfluidic device for chemical analysis by applying external forces, e.g., acoustic, electric, and optical force. Accurate control of electroosmotic flow is important for separation in microfluidic devices. Since an electroosmotic flow is generated by a complex interaction between surface compositions and buffer characteristics under an external electric field, specific kinds of surface modification are one of convenient and effective methods to control electroosmotic flow. The objective of this study is to demonstrate the alternation of electroosmotic flow velocity on various surface compositions.

2. Experimental section
Equipment Experimental setup illustrated in Figure 1 was composed of an inverted epi-fluorescent microscopy (Nikon) and a cooled CCD camera (Hamamatsu Photonics). Captured image data by the CCD camera at 37 ms frame interval were analyzed by micro-PIV [1]. An I-shaped microchannel shown in Figure 2 (a), whose inlets and outlets were connected to a power supply, was set on a microscope stage for measuring electroosmotic flow velocities. It was fabricated by using a soft lithography technique, sealing PDMS (ShinEtsu Chemical Co. Ltd) on a borosilicate cover slip glass. Figure 2 (b) illustrates a borosilicate microchannel for a closed cell experiment [2] to measure an electrophoretic velocity of tracer particles.

---
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Reagents  Properties of fluorescent particles and chemical agents for surface modification experiment are listed in Table 1. Tracer particles were selected 1 μm carboxylate modified particles and added to HEPES buffer at 0.1% volumetric ratio. Silane coupling agent was composed of 3-aminopropyl triethoxysilane (ShinEtsu, KBE-903), ethanol and ion exchanged water at 1:9:1 volumetric ratio, and PEG solution was composed of \( p \)-nitrophenyl PEGs (NOF CORPORATION, SUNBRIGHT MENP-50H), whose molecular weight is 5000 Da, and heated ion exchanged water (approximately at 35 °C).

Surface modification procedure  Figure 3 shows each step of surface modification process on a PDMS microchannel. To activate the PDMS surface, O\(_2\) plasma treatment was performed by irradiating O\(_2\) plasma for 10 seconds using a plasma etcher. After the activated condition, silane coupling agent with added amino group was poured into the microchannel to bind onto O\(_2\) plasma treated PDMS under nitrogen condition. Next, PEG solution was added to graft onto the amino group. After the treatment, the modified microchannel was dried for 6 hours naturally. Surface modification effect was evaluated by measuring electroosmotic flow velocity at the end of each step.

3. Results and discussions  
Electroosmotic flow velocity  An observed particle velocity in a microchannel is the sum of an electrophoretic (EP) and an electroosmotic flow (EOF) velocity. In a closed cell experiment for measuring an EP velocity of tracer particles, the EP velocity was calculated to be -64.8 μm/s by applying Mori and Okamoto’s equation [3] to the fitted parabolic curve on an application of 40 V/cm. The obtained EP velocity was applied to measure the EOF velocity in an I-shaped microchannel. The EOF velocity was measured under the same electric field intensity just after each surface modification was conducted. Each EOF velocity profile was shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4 (a), the EOF field flow was influenced by surface compositions significantly. For an EOF velocity of O\(_2\) plasma treated PDMS, the velocity became about three times faster than that of native PDMS. This indicates that PDMS surface was charged highly negative.

Table 1. Properties of fluorescent particles and chemical agents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle Material</th>
<th>Polystyrene</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>1 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>HEPES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silane coupling agent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance</td>
<td>3-aminopropyl triethoxysilane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal group</td>
<td>Amino group (-NH(_2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) solution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance</td>
<td>( p )-nitrophenyl PEGs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution</td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal group</td>
<td>Methyl group (-CH(_3))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Chemical structures of each surface modification procedure. (a) Native PDMS, (b) O\(_2\) plasma treated PDMS, (c) Silanized PDMS and (d) PEGylated PDMS.
Silanized PDMS suppressed the EOF velocity, though the amino groups are attached to the terminal. Vezenov et al. [4] reported that adjoining amino groups are bonding each other with hydrogen bond. PEGylated PDMS also suppressed the EOF velocity because of choosing non ionic PEG in this study.

Zeta-potential Table 2 shows zeta-potentials on modified surfaces calculated from the Helmholz-Smoluchowski equation by applying averaged EOF velocity. Since surface modification was conducted on PDMS walls totally in this study, each zeta-potential in a pH 7.0 solution was influenced by the surface compositions directly.

4. Conclusions
Under the modified surface environment, the fluid flow was altered dramatically by changing EOF velocity. By measuring EOF velocity at each depth of a microchannel, the EOF field flow in vertical and horizontal direction was investigated. As the result, alteration of EOF field in modified microchannels was examined spatially.
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Abstract

This paper reports development of stable poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) microwell arrays for maintaining cell patterning for an extended period of time. By formulating copolymer of PEG-diacylate (PEG-DA, Mn~575) and pentaerythritol tetraacrylate (PETA), we have achieved non-biofouling microstructures that stay intact for up to one month in 0.1M phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Micromolding in capillaries (MIMIC) [1] was employed to fabricate an array of 50,000 microwells in 1cm² area. The PEG microwells demonstrated accurate patterning of proteins and cells (>98% patterning fidelity). Combination of extensive stability and patterning fidelity allows long-time experiments with regulated cell patterning.

Keywords: PEG hydrogel, microwell array, copolymer, cell patterning

1. Introduction

PEG is used as a non-biofouling material for many biomedical applications. Various cells have been patterned on solid substrates by self-assembled monolayer of PEG (PEG-SAM) [2] or PEG microstructures [3]. However, the PEG-SAM degrades through both cell-dependent / independent oxidation, thus cell pattern fails in about 10 days [2]. PEG microstructures have advantages of topological features allowing physical confinement and three-dimensional assembly of cells. However, excessive swelling of PEG hydrogel causes stress at the PEG-substrate interface, delaminating the microstructures in a short time. To avoid excessive swelling of PEG hydrogel, while maintaining its non-biofouling property, we formulated copolymer hydrogel of PEG-DA and PETA.

2. Experimental

Four types of PEG precursors were prepared: (a) PEG-DA only, (b) PEG-DA + water, (c) PEG-DA + PETA, and (d) PEG-DA + water + PETA. Amounts of water and PETA
were 20% v/v and 20% w/w of PEG-DA, respectively. PETA, a crisscross molecule with four acrylate terminals, cross-links with PEG-DA, resulting in branched and tighter PEG mesh (figure 1). Addition of water to the precursor also reduces relative swelling at equilibrium in aqueous solutions after UV photopolymerization. 1% w/w of 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone was used as the photo initiator. MIMIC was employed to fabricate PEG microwell arrays (figure 2) [1]. In short, a glass substrate was acrylated with 3-(trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate (TSM). A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold was placed on the substrate, forming a channel network. A droplet of PEG precursor was introduced from one side of the mold, and the precursor fills in the network by capillary motion. The precursor was cross-liked by UV photopolymerization, followed by removal of the mold.

3. Results and Discussion

The fabricated microwell arrays were tested for stability in PBS at room temperature (figure 3). Addition of either of PETA or water significantly improved the adhesion, and combination of the two yielded the best result. This copolymer hydrogel successfully stayed bound to the substrate up to 1 month; 85 times longer than conventionally used PEG-DA monomer hydrogel in this experiment.

Non-biofouling of the PEG microstructures was tested by patterning bovine serum albumin conjugated with Texas-Red fluorescein (BSA-TR) and HeLa cells. Figure 4 shows successful staining of the microwells where the glass substrate was exposed. Figure 5a demonstrates successful patterning of HeLa, with >98% of cells patterned inside the microwells. The patterning was maintained after 6 days in the

![Figure 2 Fabrication of PEG-DA microwells.](image)

![Figure 3 Stability of PEG microwell array in PBS at room temperature.](image)

![Figure 4 (a) Phase contrast image of 50 μm-diameter microwell array and (b) BSA-TR staining of the same array.](image)
culture medium, with cells forming hemispherical aggregates (figure 5b). Figure 6 shows results of HeLa patterning in various microwells (25-100 μm diameter, seeded at 1.45×10^6 cells/ml). As anticipated the average number of cell per well increased almost proportionally to the area of individual microwells. The histogram matches Poisson distributions (calculated from experimental average values), clearly indicating stochastic nature of cell patterning process under current experimental conditions.

4. Conclusions
We developed stable PEG microwells by formulating copolymer of PEG-DA and PETA. The fabricated microwells demonstrated significant improvement of physical stability without compromising its non-biofouling property. We believe combination of extensive stability and patterning fidelity allows long-time experiments with regulated cell patterning.
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Abstract

This paper reports micro batch operation systems, which consists of two liquid dispensers and a chamber. To make them, Laplace pressure valves, which were prepared by photo patterning method to make wettability pattern, were utilized. Pattern of 5 pressure barriers was prepared in a microchannel. 900 pL and 450pL liquid fragments were measured, transported and mixed in the chamber.

Keywords: Photocatalyst, Patterning, Wettability, Laplace pressure, Titration

1. Introduction

We have developed various micro chemical processes on microchip according to the conception of continuous flow chemical processing (CFCP) \[1\]. In addition to CFCP, batch operations such as a quantitative sampling and a titration, is important for the further development of micro chemical systems. To prepare the batch operation systems, valves are important. However, it is difficult to fabricate mechanical valves in a microchip to handle sub-nano litter liquid. We have developed Laplace pressure valves utilizing surface wettability as stated in the following section. In this study, by utilizing the Laplace pressure valves, we prepared micro batch operation systems as shown in Figure 1. In the pL liquid dispensers, a fixed quantity of liquid was measured and dispensed into the chamber. The chamber kept the dispensed liquid fragment during mixing, reaction and detection processes. As a typical example of micro batch operations, titration was carried out.

2. Principle

As shown in Figure 2, by hydrophobic - hydrophilic patterned channel or narrower hydrophobic channel, a pressure barrier ($P_B$) was induced. $P_B$ follows the Young-Laplace equation. \[2-5\]

$$P_B = \frac{2\gamma \cdot \cos \theta}{R}$$

\(\gamma\): interfacial tension \(R\): hydraulic radius
To control the $\theta$ value, we have developed the photo patterning method (photocatalytic analog lithography) [2]. Microchannel is coated with TiO$_2$ nano particles and then modified with octadecylsilyl (ODS) group. Then UV irradiation makes the surface hydrophilic due to photocatalytic degradation of ODS. As shown in Figure 3, wettability is spatially patterned and controlled by the photo-irradiation area and the irradiation time, respectively. As a result, multi-step Laplace valves, which have different $P_B$s, are prepared. When an applied pressure ($P_A$) is less than $P_B$, the Laplace valves acts as a stop valve.

3. Experimental
ODS-TiO$_2$ modified microchannel (width: 60 $\mu$m, depth: 15 $\mu$m) was fabricated as shown in Figure 1. UV irradiation through the photomasks was carried out changing irradiation time stepwisely in the range from 0 to 16 min. Pattern of 5 pressure barriers as shown in Figure 4 was prepared. Aqueous liquid and air was introduced by using the pressure control system.

4. Results and discussion
Aqueous liquid was filled into the dispenser by the pressure less than $V_2$ (12.5 kPa) and $V_6$ (14.0 kPa). In the Dispenser I, 900 pL liquid was measured controlling the air pressure less than $V_2$ (Figure 5a). By applying the pressure (16.0 kPa) more than $V_2$, the

![Figure 1. Conception of micro batch operation systems. The batch systems with two liquid dispensers and chamber was designed for titration. The system was equipped with 7 Laplace pressure valves prepared by novel phocatalytic analog lithography.](image)

![Figure 2. Laplace pressure valve (a) Hydrophilic and hydrophobic patterned surface (b) Narrower hydrophobic channel](image)

![Figure 3. Multi-step Laplace pressure valves By utilizing PAL, wettability can be patterned spatially and be controlled by UV illumination time. Pressure barriers of valves were controlled stepwisely.](image)
liquid fragment was transported into the reaction chamber. In the same way, 450 pL liquid was dispensed into the chamber from Dispenser II (Figure 5b). During the liquid dispensing procedure, the 900 pL liquid fragment, which was dispensed from the Dispenser I previously, did not leak out from the chamber due to the valves (V4). As a result, two dispensed liquid fragments were mixed in the chamber. We successfully performed the procedure for the titration.

5. Conclusions
We prepared micro batch operation systems utilizing multi-step Laplace pressure valves. Sub nano litter aqueous liquid fragments were measured and mixed in the chamber as a fundamental liquid manipulation for the titration.
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Abstract

In this paper, we report a novel technique for the manufacture artificial capillary having anticoagulant property. To use the blood compatible fabricated microtubes as the capillary, they were immobilized by heparin that has anticoagulant property. In addition, the blood compatibility of heparin-immobilized microtubes was evaluated by blood coagulation times and compared with the untreated control one.

keywords: ‘on the fly’ photopolymerization, artificial vessel, microtube, heparin, blood compatibility

1. Introduction

The artificial blood vessels feasible for clinical use are fabricated by tissue engineering technology and most of their diameters are larger than 4mm [1]. However, smaller blood vessels with diameter less than millimeter size are as well as required, particularly in the peripheral circulation system. In this paper, we present a new method to create artificial capillary having diameter around 100 μm and the fabrication process was carried out using microfluidic chip and ‘on the fly’ polymerization method.

2. Principle of artificial micro vessel fabrication

To create micro vessel, microfluidic chip(MFC) was constructed using our pre-reported method [2] and hydrodynamic phenomena (e.g. laminar flow) were employed. The apparatus to fabricate the micro vessel is shown in Figure 1 and is fabricated by integrating the pre-punctured PDMS-based MFC and pulled glass pipette. Into 3 inlets, the photopolymerizable sample fluid (4-hydroxybutyl acrylate (4-HBA) mixed with photoinitiator and crosslinker) and non-polymerizable core and sheath fluid are introduced, and the coaxial flow is formed at the outlet pipette. By radiating UV light onto this coaxial outlet flow, we have polymerized the sample fluid, and the polymerized microtube is continuously produced. To added anticoagulant property at this microtube, we have developed the process to immobilize heparin on the surface 4-HBA. The heparinization was carried out by coupling heparin to -OH group of 4-HBA as illustrated in Figure 2.

3. Preparation of materials and experiments
The 4-HBA (81.605 wt%, Sigma-Aldrich) solution was mixed with crosslinker (ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (1.138 wt%, Sigma-Aldrich)) and photo-initiator (2,2’-dimethoxy-2-phenyl-acetonphenone (3.415 wt%, Sigma-Aldrich)) and this mixed solution was used as a sample fluid. The non-polymerizable core and sheath fluid were prepared by mixing 50 vol % polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and 50 vol% DI water. To immobilize the heparin on the surface of microtubes, first, the tresylation reaction mixture was prepared by adding 200 ul of pyridine and 100 ul of dry tresyl chloride to 25 ml of dry acetone. The microtubes were soaked in the mixture and the reaction was allowed to proceed for 10 min at room temperature, after which the specimen was rinsed in 1 mM HCl and then 0.2 M sodium bicarbonate buffer (pH 10). The specimen was immersed in the buffer containing 1 wt% of heparin and incubated for 20 hr at room temperature. Subsequently, the buffer was removed, replaced with other buffer containing 0.8 M β-mercaptoethanol, and incubated for 2 hr.

4. Results and Discussion

Figure 3(a) and 3(b) demonstrates the continuously created microfiber and the lumen of the fiber. The inner and outer diameter of tube can be regulated via the change of flow rates (inner: sample flow rate, outer: sheath flow rate) as illustrated in Figure 4(a) and 4(b). We have introduced the water having air bubble into the microtube using syringe pump (Figure 5), and the flow moved well inside the microtube. In addition, Figure 6 demonstrates microtube FTIR spectra containing the specimen which has anti-coagulant property by heparin grafting. From the results of blood coagulation times measured by Blood Coagulation Analyzer, Sysmex CA-50, the coagulation time of heparin-immobilized specimen was more extended (78 sec) than that of untreated control one (40 sec), indicating that heparin-immobilized specimen is more blood compatible.

5. Conclusions

To use this microfiber as the capillary, we have embedded the heparin which is widely applied as an anticoagulant. We will investigate the blood compatibility by injecting the whole blood and biocompatibility by implanting the samples inside the skin in future. As conclusion, we have demonstrated a novel and simple method to fabricate the blood compatible micro polymeric vessels for the replacement of damaged vascular system, and we will prove its feasibility through the in-vivo test.
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Figure 1. The apparatus to fabricate the micro vessel

Figure 2. Heparin immobilization process

Figure 3. (a) The continuously created microfiber (microtube) and (b) The lumen of the fiber

Figure 4. (a) Inner & outer diameter to the sample flow rate(μl/min) change, (b) Inner & outer diameter to the sheath flow rate(ml/hr) change

Figure 5. Introduced the water having air bubble into the microtube using syringe pump

Figure 6. FTIR spectra of microtubes
MICROFLUIDIC-DIRECTED MOLECULAR SELF-ASSEMBLY AND TEMPLATING OF BIO-INSPIRED NANOPARTICLES
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Abstract

Biology is replete with the motif of molecules self assembling into larger functional elements. In fact, a human being can be thought of as the product of the directed self-assembly of cells into a functional person. Here, we take a simple biologically inspired system, the liposome, and use it to template the self-assembly of biomolecules into nanoparticles of controlled size and architecture. We show that liposomes can be used to template the gelling of alginate into nanoparticles that have size equivalent to that of the parent liposome. This allows for the control of the nanoparticle size through modulation of the templating liposome’s size. In contrast to liposomes and other vesicles, these nanoparticles appear to be extremely stable to temperature variations, detergent treatment, and changes in buffer osmolarity and pH.

Keywords: Self-assembly, nanoparticles, templating, liposomes

1. Introduction

Liposomes are spherical vesicles made of amphipathic lipids that self assemble in aqueous environments. They sequester an interior aqueous volume, are bathed in an aqueous extravesicular environment and are often used as “containers” for drug delivery, encapsulation of therapeutics, and flavorings. Liposomes exist in one of two thermodynamic phases, either liquid crystalline or gel. The phase is largely determined by the lipid formulation and the temperature of the system. When heating or cooling the system through the liquid crystalline-gel phase transition, grain boundaries between the coexisting phases in the liposome allow for the diffusion of small molecules through the lipid membrane and allowing for controlled modulation of the chemical environment of the liposome interior [1]. In this work we use the ability of liposomes to separate two distinct aqueous environments with controlled diffusion of small ions between these environments to template the self-assembly of alginate into spherical nanoparticles of controlled size.

In particular, we prepare liposomes that encapsulate a solution of sodium alginate suspended in an aqueous buffer containing Ca²⁺ ions. The encapsulated sodium alginate is “cross-linked” inside the liposome to form a gel through thermal permeabilization of the liposome membrane. This allows the Ca²⁺ ions to diffuse into the liposome causing gelation of the alginate. Subsequently the liposome “shell” is removed through aggressive treatment with the detergent octyl β-glucopyranoside (OBG); the resulting
alginate nanoparticles are then further characterized. This process is shown schematically in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Schematic of the liposome template alginate gellation.](image)

2. Experimental

Alginate particles were prepared by injecting 5μmoles of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC): dicetyl phosphate (DCP) lipid dissolved in isopropyl alcohol into an aqueous solution containing 1% w/v sodium alginate and Tris-TAPS-NaCl buffer. While injecting the lipids the solution was vortexed. After free alginate removal by centrifugation, the liposomes were resuspended in Tris-TAPS-CaCl2 buffer and heated to the melting temperature to facilitate Ca2+ diffusion from surrounding buffer into the liposome for gelation of the encapsulated alginate. Removal of lipid shell with OBG detergent and buffer rinse resulted in templated calcium alginate nanogels.

3. Results and discussion

Nanoparticles were characterized with Asymetric Flow Field Flow Fractionation (AFFFF) with tandem MultiAngle Laser Light Scattering (MALLS) and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) (Wyatt Technology, Inc, Santa Barbara, CA [2]) and Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) microscopy. AFFFF is a size based separation technique that is especially useful for colloidal systems. It separates particles by spatially partitioning them in different regions of a laminar parabolic flow profile according to the ratio of their diffusion rate to their Stokes drag. The MALLS detector then allows for both the detection of the presence of the particles as well as determination of their size through measurement of the angular dependence of the intensity of light scattered by the particles.

Figure 2 shows a fractogram showing the excess Rayleigh ratio measured at 90° as a function of time and the size as determined by MALLS for template liposomes containing ungelled alginate (panel A) and alginate nanoparticles prepared from liposomes as described in the experimental section (panel B). Comparing Figure 2a and 2b shows that the calcium alginate particles have radii and polydispersity similar to the original liposome template population with 90% of the alginate nanobeads having radii between 75 nm and 140 nm; the smaller radii are likely due to varying encapsulation efficiency of the alginate in liposomes. The ratios of hydrodynamic radius (as determined by DLS) to root mean square radii (as determined by MALLS) of empty liposomes are consistent with those expected for a hollow sphere and a solid isotropic sphere for the alginate nanoparticles.
Figure 2. Tandem AFFF-MALLS fractograms of ungelled alginate liposomes (panel A) and alginate nanobeads (panel B). Conditions: buffer: 50 mM Tris-TAPS +15 mM NaCl. Elution flow 1 mL/min, Cross flow ramp of 2 mL/min to 0 mL/min over 45 minutes. 10 kDa regenerated cellulose membrane, channel height 250 μm.

Figure 3 shows differential interference contrast micrograph of both liposomes (panel A) and self-assembled alginate nanoparticles (panel B). Visual inspection of the micrographs shows particles sizes that are consistent with MALLS and DLS measurements.

Figure 3. Differential interference contrast micrographs of template liposomes (panel A) and alginate nanoparticles (panel B). Features in the micrographs are below the diffraction limit of the imaging technique (500 nm), which is consistent with MALLS and DLS measurements.
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Abstract

We report here for the microfabrication of structures in carbon materials, particularly glassy carbon (GC) and thin carbon films. The procedure we employ combines lithographic pattern transfer and electrochemical etching to microfabricate features in carbon. We will discuss the etching mechanism, parameters that control the etching rate and the topography of the resultant etched surface.

1. Introduction

Microfabrication has had a considerable impact in many areas of chemistry and biology. The application of processes such as metal deposition, lithographic pattern transfer and etching techniques to a variety of materials has enabled, for example, the development of lab-on-a-chip devices, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), miniaturized sensor systems, and methods to easily and reliably pattern surfaces. It is reasonable to believe that further developments of microfabrication processes and materials will lead to additional useful applications. We report here for the microfabrication of structures in carbon materials, particularly glassy carbon (GC) and thin carbon films. The physical properties of GC such as good electrical conductivity, thermal stability, low gas permeability, low coefficient of thermal expansion, and low density provide a framework for GC as an appealing complementary material to glass and silicon for designing miniature systems. In addition, a number of convenient methods exist to chemically tailor the surface of GC opening pathways for the development of microsensors and microsystems for controlled fluid flow. Micromachined GC structures may also find applications as microbatteries, and microcapacitors.
2. Experimental

The procedure we employ combines lithographic pattern transfer and electrochemical etching to microfabricate features in carbon. A mask pattern is transferred into a layer of photoresist that had been deposited on a carbon surface. The substrate is then anodized in 0.1 M NaOH and the photoresist dissolved in an appropriate solvent. Due to the nanometer scale size of graphitic crystallites in GC, the electrochemical etching is isotropic.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 demonstrates the result of our procedure. Figure 1A is a tapping mode (TM) SFM image of a GC electrode anodized at 3.0 V for 15 min. through a pattern transferred from a TEM grid consisting of 25 μm square openings. As highlighted in the cross sectional profile, the regions that were exposed to the anodization appear 400 nm lower in topography than those that were masked with the photoresist. Figure 1B is a SEM image of a similar GC substrate providing a different view of the well-like structures that can be fabricated with this procedure. The combination of lithographic patterning and electrochemical oxidation in basic solution results in spatially selected etching of GC and provides a pathway for microfabrication.

We are exploring a number of applications of microfabricated carbon materials. One application is that of microfluidic devices. As shown in Figure 2, channels of appropriate dimensions for microfluidic devices can be easily etched into GC. The channels in this device are 300 μm wide and 30 μm deep, similar to dimensions that are fabricated in glass substrates. A more complex channel system is shown in Figure 2B. We have been able to fabricate a number of complex channel systems into GC. For example, we have fabricated and tested a GC microfluidic device for electrospray mass spectrometry. The advantage here is the ability to apply the electrospray voltage directly to the chip.

Another area we are pursuing is the fabrication of microelectrode arrays. The starting point for fabricating arrays of graphitic carbon structures that range in size from tens of microns to submicron is a thin (1–3 μm) graphitic carbon film on a conductive silicon substrate. Following lithographic transfer of a mask pattern, the carbon film is etched through to the silicon substrate. Arrays of carbon structures like that shown in Figure 3 can be prepared. The shape and size of the structures can be controlled by...
mask design and etching conditions. These structures provide electrochemical responses that are expected from microelectrode arrays of the appropriate geometry.

Figure 2: SEM images of microchannel structures etched in GC. The channels in both (A) and (B) were etched at 2.0 V for 30 min.

Figure 3: SEM image of a carbon microband electrode array fabricated via electrochemical etching.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that lithographic pattern transfer and anodic etching in 0.1 M NaOH can be combined to microfabricate features in GC. In general, we employ an anodization potential between 2.0 and 2.5 V for between 30 and 120 min. to etch structures with depths on the order of tens of microns. We have demonstrated that a number of interesting structures can be etched into GC and are pursuing microfluidic devices and microelectrode arrays.
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INTEGRATED MICROREACTOR FOR CONTINUOUS COLLOID SYNTHESIS AND SURFACE-COATING

S. A. Khan, V. Gondoin and K.F. Jensen

Department of Chemical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 01239, USA

Abstract

We report an integrated microreactor for continuous flow silica synthesis and subsequent titania overcoating. The microreactor consists of two stacked reactor layers fabricated in PDMS, the first layer consisting of microchannels for silica synthesis and the second layer consisting of microchannels for titania overcoating.

Keywords: Microreactor, colloids, silica, titania, segmented-flow

1. Introduction

Titania (TiO2)-coated silica (SiO2) particles are of considerable interest in a broad range of applications ranging from photocatalysis and pigments to photonic crystals. Sol-gel coating of titania on silica is a popular route to such core-shell particles. However, the rapid hydrolysis rates of titania precursors make the obtained coatings extremely sensitive to process parameters. Typically, multi-step batch processes have been employed with limited success. We have previously demonstrated microreactors for synthesis of monodisperse colloidal silica [1], as well as for coating thin layers of titania on pre-synthesized silica particles [2]. Here we report an integrated microreactor for the continuous silica-titania core-shell nanoparticle synthesis. It is possible to tune the relative sizes of the silica core and titania shell by simply varying the flow rates and residence times of the respective reactants. This microreactor therefore enables continuous synthesis of core-shell particles with engineered optical properties.

2. Experimental

Figure 1(a) is a schematic of the integrated microreactor. It consists of two stacked reactor layers, one for synthesis and the other for surface-coating. Both layers are fabricated in PDMS by standard soft lithographic techniques. The first layer is plasma-bonded to a glass substrate and the second layer is then aligned and plasma-bonded on top of the first. Figure 1(b) shows a photograph of a fabricated microreactor, and Figure 1(c) shows a cross-sectional schematic of the bonding and packaging scheme. Nucleation and growth of primary silica particles is accomplished in layer 1. A small amount of titanium tetraethoxide (TEOT) is then introduced at regular intervals through a manifold (Figure 1(a)) into the microreactor of layer 2 such that low concentration of alkoxide is maintained throughout. This ensures that uncontrolled precipitation of large titania particles does not occur, and only heterogeneous layer growth takes place on the silica surface. We use gas-liquid segmented flow that enables mixing of the added
reactant with the suspended particles in layer 2, and narrows particle size distributions throughout the integrated device.

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of integrated microreactor. (b) Photograph of fabricated microreactor (c) Cross-sectional schematic illustrating packaging and bonding scheme.

3. Results and Discussion

There are several challenges associated with continuous alternating silica and titania sol-gel chemistry without intermediate particle separation. The silica synthesis reaction is typically slow, and requires both dissolved ammonia and excess water (~5 M to 15 M). Titanium alkoxide precursors, on the other hand, rapidly react with water leading to uncontrolled titania precipitation for water concentrations above 1 M. Hence, an integrated reactor that accomplishes series synthesis has to accommodate an intermediate quench/dilution step that adjusts the particle and water concentrations to values that are required for uniform titania (or silica) coatings without secondary precipitation and primary particle agglomeration. This ability to control layer growth without secondary homogeneous nucleation enables continuous multi-layer synthesis without the need for repeated separation steps that burden conventional synthesis techniques.
The 10th International Conference on Miniaturized Systems for Chemistry and Life Sciences (μTAS2006)
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic of experimental setup (b) Tunable silica synthesis in integrated microreactor. The ‘Reactor 1’ conditions labeled in the figure correspond to $Q_1 = 2 \mu$L/min and $Q_2 = Q_3 = 18 \mu$L/min, with gas pressure as a parameter to adjust mean residence time. Similarly, ‘Reactor 2’ conditions labeled in the figure correspond to $Q_1 = 3 \mu$L/min and $Q_2 = Q_3 = 27 \mu$L/min.

The first set of experiments performed with the above microreactor consisted of ‘blank’ silica synthesis with no overcoating. Figure 2(a) is a schematic of the experimental setup. The important operating parameters were total inlet flow rate of silica reactants into layer 1 ($Q_1$), the inlet gas pressure and the flow rate of ethanol into the quench inlet of layer 1 ($Q_2$) and the feed manifold of layer 2 ($Q_3$). Figure 2(b) shows the results of these experiments. As expected, mean particle size increased with residence time in all cases. Tunable silica particle synthesis was thus demonstrated in the new microreactor. Subsequent experiments were carried out by feeding a TEOT solution through the manifold inlet of layer 2, in addition to the silica reactants and ethanol quench of layer 1. The main observation from these experiments is that extensive secondary titania precipitation occurs, with (qualitatively) different particle population distributions for the different synthesis conditions. There is a trade-off involved in these experiments. Increasing the quench flow rate dilutes the water concentration from the silica synthesis (~ 1 M) to levels that are acceptable for titania overcoating (~ 0.1 M). However, this also dilutes the particle concentration which increases the possibility of secondary nucleation. These counteracting considerations lead us to believe that there exists an optimum dilution of the synthesis mixture of layer 1 that will yield uniform titania coatings without secondary nucleation in layer 2. In addition, a smaller flow rate of titanium precursor feed is preferable for uniform titania coatings.
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PHOTOPATTERNED POLYELECTROLYTE MULTILAYERS FOR CELL CULTURE
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Abstract

A unique method for layer-by-layer patterning and crosslinking of polymers with dissimilar cell attachment characteristics is presented. Polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs) were deposited and exposed with UV light through a binary photomask to form a patterned upper stratum where cells are not viable and a lower cytophilic stratum. This work describes the facile synthetic procedures used to make crosslinkable polyelectrolytes, demonstrates photopolymerization of the functionalized polyelectrolytes, and reveals the cytophobic character of the new synthesized polyelectrolytes for future cell culture applications.

Keywords: cell culture, photopolymerization, polyelectrolyte, surface modification

1. Introduction

Deposition and spatial patterning of polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs) provides an avenue for constructing well-defined surface patterning with precise chemical properties that can serve as bioanalytical tools to address questions about cell-cell interactions, signaling, and migration, among others. Specifically, the depth of features is controlled by the number of layers in the PEM, and, in the case of this contribution, the lateral dimensions are controlled by 365-nm photolithography. Furthermore, the functionality and combination of various polyelectrolytes can be chosen to define the chemistry of the PEMs. Previous reports have demonstrated the stabilization of cytophobic PEMs, formed from commercially-available polyelectrolytes without modification, by exposure to UV light in the presence of a photoinitiator, but the mechanism for crosslinking is not obvious [1]. In contrast, the results described in this contribution demonstrate a facile means for functionalizing polyelectrolytes to introduce polymerizable groups for stabilizing cytophilic and cytophobic PEMs via radical chain photopolymerization.

2. Experimental

A. Functionalizing poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH). Succinimidyl methacrylate (NHS-MA) (121 mg) in dimethylformamide was added to the PAH solution (5.3 mmol in 30 ml of water) and it was stirred for 30 minutes. The pH was adjusted to 9 and the solution stirred for 2 hours. The solution was dialyzed against water with 10,000 MWCO tubing for 3 days and lyophilized. The resulting foam-like white powder was characterized by NMR, and found to have approximately 10% of the pendant amine functionality converted to methacrylamide groups.

B. Functionalizing poly(acrylic acid) (PAA). N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, 119 mg), dissolved in ethanol, and 2-aminoethyl methacrylate hydrochloride, (AEMA, 228 mg)
dissolved in water, were added to 50 % aqueous PAA solution diluted in water and stirred for 5 minutes. *N*-ethyl-*N*'- (3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC, 452 μl) was added dropwise. After stirring for 2 hours, the solution was dialyzed against water with 10,000 MWCO tubing for 3 days and lyophilized. The resulting white powder was characterized by NMR. Approximately 10 % of the carboxylic acid functionality was converted to amide-tethered ethyl methacrylate groups.

C. Functionalizing polyacrylamide (PAAm). NHS (200 mg) in tetrahydrofuran, AEMA (250 mg), and 15 ml of water were added to an aqueous solution of PAAm-co-PAA (PAA is 10 % of total repeat units) and stirred for 5 minutes. EDC (280 μl), dissolved in water, was added dropwise. After stirring for 2 hours at 50 °C, the solution was dialyzed against water with 10,000 MWCO tubing for 3 days and lyophilized. The resulting white powder was characterized by NMR. Approximately 1/3 of the carboxylic acid functionality (or 3 % of the total number of repeat units) was converted to amide-tethered ethyl methacrylate groups.

D. PEMs deposition and photopolymerization procedure. Multilayers were deposited by alternating immersion of a glass substrate in solutions of the polycation and polyanion. Figure 1 depicts the combination of polyelectrolytes used to make spatially-defined cytophilic and cytophobic surfaces. PAH, poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS), and rinsing solutions were maintained at pH 5.1. After depositing 5 layers, the substrate was rinsed with water at pH 3. Then, up to 9 alternating layers of PAA and PAAm, which are held together by hydrogen bonding, were deposited at pH 3 [2]. Finally, an aqueous solution of photoinitiator (Irgacure 2959) was injected into a space between a photomask and the PEM-coated substrate defined by the thickness of a rubber gasket (typically, 200 μm to 500 μm) used to contain the photoinitiator solution. The substrate was exposed through the photomask with 365-nm light with a typical light intensity of ca. 20 mW/cm². After exposure, the substrate was rinsed with water to remove photoinitiator and uncrosslinked polyelectrolytes.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 contains the results from analyzing the photopolymerization kinetics in a ca. 1 μm film of methacrylate-functionalized PAA. The conversion of double bonds was measured by monitoring the disappearance of the absorbance at 950 cm⁻¹ using a grazing angle accessory with a FTIR spectrometer. The sample reached a maximum conversion of ca. 40 % after 20 minutes of exposure. This experiment yields two important conclusions. First, the functionalized polyelectrolytes are photo-polymerizable. The kinetics and maximum conversion are within reason for meth-
acrylate polymerization within a solid thin film. Second, by employing the grazing angle accessory, FTIR spectroscopy can be used to measure polymerization in PEMs.

Figure 3 reveals the behavior of cells seeded on a conventional polystyrene culture flask (3A), on (PAH/PSS)$_2$PAH (3B), and on (PAA/PAAm)$_4$PAA (3C) to assess the cytophobic nature of the functionalized polyelectrolytes versus known cell adhesive surfaces. Figure 3A shows flattened, (i.e., well-attached, which is a key requirement for tissue culture cell survival) HeLa cells on a polystyrene surface. Cells seeded on (PAH/PSS)$_2$PAH show similar cell attachment behavior as on the polystyrene surface. On the other hand, cells on the photopatterned PEMs are mostly rounded and not well attached, indicating that this material does not promote cell adhesion. However, in areas where the material seemed to have small ruptures, cells appear flattened and strongly attached (white arrowheads in 3C). Nevertheless, the unreacted methacrylate groups that substituted about 10 % of the acrylic acid functional groups do not seem to affect the characteristic cell repellant behavior of PAA previously observed [3].

4. Conclusions

This work demonstrates a photopolymerization method to generate crosslinked cytophobic PEMs having an underlying layer of cytophilic PEMs. Spatially-patterned PEMs with distinct chemical properties will ultimately be used for complex cell culture substrates and novel thin film hydrogels for separations or nanofluidics.
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HYDROPHOBIC NON-FOULING SURFACES FOR DROPLET BASED MICROFLUIDIC BIOANALYTICAL SYSTEMS
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Abstract
This paper presents the principle, fabricated structure, characterization and results obtained for a new class of surfaces—“hydrophobic non-fouling surfaces”—for droplet-based microfluidics. Building on the theory of wetting of rough surfaces, we have developed novel surfaces which are chemically hydrophilic, i.e., the droplet is in contact with a non-fouling hydrophilic material but exhibits hydrophobic properties (high contact angle) as a result of thermodynamically stabilized air traps beneath the droplet.

Keywords: non-fouling surfaces, bio-fouling, droplet microfluidics

1. Introduction
Superhydrophobic surfaces [1, 2] —with low resistance to flow— seem promising candidates for any low energy scheme for manipulating fluids. Past studies have confirmed that hydrophobic interactions are involved in protein adsorption [4, 5]. Proteins being ubiquitous components of bioassays, the use of super-hydrophobic surfaces in microfluidic bioanalysis systems presents a challenge. Also, most non-fouling materials are hydrophilic [4].

2. Principle and Design
We designed a rough surface realized by pillars of controlled geometry in a silicon wafer.

Figure 1: The texture parameters $\phi$ and $r$ are expressed in terms of the design parameters $a$ (gap length), $b$ (pillar size) and $h$ (pillar height).

Figure 2: Photographs of droplets in Fakir and Wenzel states along with their energy levels. Substrate is designed to make Fakir state metastable.
The roughness is characterized by $r$, the ratio of rough to planar surface area (Fig. 1). As seen in Fig. 2, a droplet can sit on the pillar tops with air pockets trapped beneath, in the “Fakir” state [5] or in the Wenzel state where it is conformal with the topography. In the Fakir state, the base of the droplet contacts a composite surface of pillar tops and air—creating a contact angle $\theta_F$ given as: $\cos \theta_F = \phi (\cos \theta_i + 1) - 1$. Here $\theta_i$ is the intrinsic contact angle of the pillar tops. A Fakir droplet on a surface does not spontaneously transit to Wenzel state because of the presence of an energy barrier—analogous to the activation energy of a chemical reaction. We observed that the contact angle depends only on $\phi$ and $\theta_i$: it is independent of the coating on the sidewall. But the energy barrier depends only on the coating of the sidewalls—it is independent of the $\theta_i$ of the pillar tops.

3. Experimental

Therefore, we proposed novel composite micro-textured surfaces with a hydrophobic material, alkanethiol coated gold, on the troughs and side walls of the pillars and a hydrophilic non-fouling material polyethylene glycol (PEG), on the pillar tops (Fig. 3).

![Figure 3: Schematic diagram of liquid deposited on the surface. The top surface is hydrophilic non-fouling polyethylene glycol (PEG). The trough and side-walls are hydrophobic. Although the liquid-vapor surface may be curved, the large size of the droplet relative to the spacing between pillars allows the profile to be approximated as spanning straight across surfaces in the derivation.](image)

![Figure 4: Fabrication steps for the non-fouling hydrophobic surface. In the SEM micrograph, the non-conducting oxide shows up dark while conducting metal film (Ti-Au) on the sidewalls of the pillars and on the trough shows up bright.](image)
The fabrication process is detailed in Fig. 4. A self-assembled monolayer of dodecanethiol on gold was used for the hydrophobic coating. A droplet was then placed on this surface and the contact angle measured using a goniometer. The light filtering through the air traps established that the droplet rested in the Fakir state, as expected, contacting only the hydrophilic oxide layer on the pillar tops, with the high contact angle as seen in Fig. 5. The measurements were repeated over several test surfaces—with a range of pillar widths and gaps—as summed up in Fig. 6.

4. Conclusion

The first phase of the project was thus successfully completed: the “proof-of-concept” results demonstrated “hydrophobic” surfaces where droplets contact only the “hydrophilic” region. Quantification of fouling, the ongoing second phase, entails using radio-labeled protein adsorption on well characterized PEG layer deposited on the oxide.
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COMPARISON OF MICRO/NANO PORE PLATINUM ELECTRODES FOR CMOS INTEGRATED NON-DISPOSABLE BIOSENSOR APPLICATIONS
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Abstract
In this paper, micro pore Pt, mesoporous Pt, and mesoporous Pt on micro pore Pt electrodes are fabricated and analyzed on a silicon substrate to check their usability as enzymeless sensing electrodes for non-disposable biosensors integrated with CMOS read out circuitry. The measured current responses at 10mM glucose solution of the fabricated plane Pt, micro pore Pt, mesoporous Pt, and mesoporous Pt on micro pore Pt electrodes are approximately 3.23nA/mm², 14.2nA/mm², 0.98μA/mm², and 1.67μA/mm², respectively.

Keywords: Mesoporous platinum, Nanostructure, Micro/nano pore, Glucose sensor

1. Introduction
Most of electrochemical biosensors are disposable due to the use of the enzymes that are living creatures. Thus, these are limited to use in the in-vivo and continuous monitoring biosensor system applications. The mesoporous (pores with a size of 2nm ~ 50nm) platinum electrodes formed on a Pt rod was reported for developments glucose sensors without any enzymes [1]. The structure and fabrication method of the mesoporous Pt electrode were first reported in 1997 and it was fabricated electrode on a Pt disk electrode (rod type) [2]. It was comprised of cylindrical hexagonally arrayed pores with a diameter of 2.5 nm and 5 nm of spacing distance between the pores.

2. Fabrication Method
The micro pore Pt electrode with approximately 10um in pore diameter and 20 um in height was fabricated by using deep RIE silicon etcher and DC sputtering system. The mesoporous Pt electrode with approximately 2.5nm in pore diameter and 150nm in height was fabricated by using a nonionic surfactant C_{16}EO_8 and an electroplating technique. And the mesoporous Pt on micro pore Pt electrode was fabricated by combing the above fabrication processes. The fabrication steps of the micro pore Pt electrode are represented in Fig. 1(a). The fabrication steps of the mesoporous Pt electrode are represented in Fig. 1(b). Ti and Pt layers are firstly deposited on top of SiO_2 of the silicon substrate. Liquid crystal templates of the C_{16}EO_8 are formed on the substrate at 85°C and Pt ions are electrodeposited on the silicon at 25°C. Finally, the templates are clearly removed in the deionized water. In Fig. 1(c), micro pore with mesoporous Pt electrode was fabricated by combining above two methods.
3. Experimental Results and Discussions

All electrochemical measurements were performed in three electrodes system by using an electrochemical analyzer (CH Instruments Inc., USA) and an Ag/AgCl electrode was used as a reference electrode. For evaluation of the fabricated micro and mesoporous Pt electrodes, the current responses are measured and compared. Fig. 2 shows comparison of the cyclic voltammetry in 2M sulfuric acid solution of the fabricated micro/nano pore Pt electrodes. The current response of the micro pore with mesoporous Pt electrode is much larger than the other Pt electrodes. Fig. 3 shows comparison of current responses to the chronoamperometry in 1mM hydrogen peroxide solution of micro/nano pore Pt electrodes. These data also indicate that the micro pore with mesoporous Pt electrode is much more sensitive than the other Pt electrodes.

The fabricated Pt electrodes were also evaluated to check their applicability for fabricating a enzymeless glucose sensor by varying the glucose concentrations in the
0.1M phosphate buffered saline solution. Fig. 4 shows the measured current response of the fabricated micro/nano pore Pt electrodes at various glucose concentrations. The measured current responses at 10mM glucose solution of the plane Pt, micro pore Pt, mesoporous Pt, and micro pore with mesoporous Pt electrodes are approximately 3.23nA/mm², 14.2nA/mm², 0.98μA/mm², and 1.67μA/mm², respectively. The current density of the fabricated micro/nano Pt electrodes relatively linearly increases as concentration of the glucose is increased. These data indicate that the micro pore with mesoporous Pt electrode is very sensitive to the glucose and strongly applicable for the non-disposable biosensor and electrochemical sensor applications.

4. Conclusions

The micro/nano pore platinum electrodes have been fabricated and characterized on a silicon substrate. In comparison of various micro/nano pore platinum electrodes, the micro pore with mesoporous Pt electrode has the best performance characteristics due to the largely expanded surface area. The measured current response of the micro pore with mesoporous Pt electrode was large enough to analyze the chemical substances without any enzymes. Thus, the micro pore with mesoporous Pt electrode is promising for non-disposable glucose sensors integrated with CMOS circuitry. These results also suggest that the mesoporous Pt electrode also have strong potential in use of chemical, environmental, and biological analysis systems.
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PLASMA SURFACE MODIFICATION WITH
THE AID OF COLLOIDAL SURFACE MODIFICATION
FOR POLYMER MICROCHIP
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Abstract
We report a novel plasma surface modification method with surfactant for hydrophobic polymers. Tetrafluoroethylene-perfluoroalkoxyvinyl ether copolymer (PFA) and cyclic olefin copolymers (COC) were employed as hydrophobic polymers. The modified surfaces were characterized by contact angle measurements, adhesion strength measurements and attenuated total reflection infrared (ATR-IR) spectroscopy. The water contact angle of the treated PFA surface decreased significantly from 110 to 66 degrees. Furthermore, no evolution of this surface property occurred over a period of at least 20 days after the treatment. This method allows us to bond directly the modified hydrophobic polymer plates under low temperature. Finally, we demonstrated the micropatterning and cell adhesion on the hydrophobic polymers.

Keywords: plasma surface modification, surfactant, wettability, micropatterning, cell adhesion

1. Introduction
Fluoropolymers possess excellent bulk properties including physical and chemical inertness, high temperature stability, low dielectric constant and biocompatibility. It has found many applications where these properties are desirable. For example, their utilization for microfluidics such as biomedical devices is attractive and adhesion to other materials at a low temperature is important for assembling polymer microchips. However, due to its poor wettability and adhesion property with other materials, some form of surface treatment and functionalization of the polymers is necessary. Various surface treatments such as electron beam [1], UV irradiation [2], corona discharge [3] and gas plasma [4] have been applied to modify the surface of fluoropolymers by incorporating polar groups on the surface. Plasma treatment is simple, easy to implement, reliable and cost effective, and H₂O plasma treatment seems to be effective [5,6]. But this method takes 30 min to modify and the water contact angle changes gradually with storage time. In addition, the introduction of water vapor into a vacuum system places high loads on the pumping system. Thus, novel and simple surface modification technique suitable for microchip fabrication is necessary.

In this paper, we describe a colloidal surface modification to improve oxygen ion beam treatment for introducing polar groups on hydrophobic polymer surfaces. It is well known that removal of water molecules from solid surface is not easy in vacuum. So we applied this phenomenon to our surface modification method, and we could effectively modify PFA and COC surfaces by introducing the water molecules close to the surface before ion beam irradiation.
2. Experimental
The process was shown in Figure 1. The native PFA and COC surfaces were exposed to oxygen plasma for 10 sec; then, the plates were dipping into surfactant solutions for several minutes. This pretreatment is necessary for improving the wettability of surfactant solutions. After the pretreatment, the plates were exposed to oxygen plasma for 10 sec again.

3. Results and discussion
Figure 2 shows the water contact angle on the plasma treated PFA surface with methanol, ethanol, propanol, butanol and cetyltrimethylammonium-bromide (CTAB) solution as surfactants. The contact angle decreased as the molecular weight increase. This result indicates that volatility in vacuum concerns the effectiveness of the treatment. The aging behavior of the plasma treated PFA surface with CTAB solution during storage in air at room temperature was shown in Figure 3. No contact angle changes were found for 20 days. Figure 4 shows the ATR-IR (Perkin Elmer, Universal ATR) spectrum measured for native PFA surface and the treated PFA surface with CTAB solution. We ascribe the broad peak measured at 3100-3600 cm\(^{-1}\) to the presence of hydroxyl groups. The appearance of this peak indicates that modification has penetrated into some depth inside the hydrophobic polymers, due to ATR-IR spectroscopy is not sufficiently sensitive to detect a hydroxyl group monolayer. This result supports the stability of the wettability property after the plasma treatment with surfactants. The shear tensile strengths of the plasma treated PFA with various surfactants were measured as shown in Figure 5. The treated PFA plates were adhered by hot emboss machine within 30 min after the treatment. The bonding pressure was 3 MPa and the temperature was 393 K. Under this condition, no deformation of the PFA plates was found. Though PFA plates could not bond each other below 583 K, the surface modified PFA plates could bond tightly at lower temperature. Furthermore, we carried out the micropatterning on a PFA plate with a shadow mask, as shown in Figure 6, and cell adhesion on a COC plate, as shown in Figure 7.

4. Conclusions
The method presented here is simple, reproducible and cost effective; nevertheless, its wettability property and adhesion strength were improved dramatically. In addition, the methodology combining a plasma ion irradiation with surfactant is unique. This technology can be applied to surface modification inside microfluidic devices, such as the manufacture of microvalve and separation parts.
Figure 2. Water contact angle of native, pretreated PFA and treated with various surfactants.

Figure 3. Wettability property of the plasma treated PFA with CTAB solution during storage in air.

Figure 4. ATR-IR spectrum of native PFA and plasma treated PFA with CTAB solution.

Figure 5. Adhesion strength of native, pretreated PFA and treated PFA with various surfactants under the temperature is 393 K and the pressure is 3 MPa.

Figure 6. Micropatterning by surface modification with surfactant using a shadow mask.

Figure 7. Adhesion of HeLa cell on Cyclic olefin copolymers plate. Region 1 is native surface and region 2 is the modified surface.
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MICROCHIP-BASED DNA PURIFICATION IN A TWO-STAGE, DUAL-PHASE MICROCHIP CONTAINING A DERIVATIZED PHOTO-POLYMERIZED MONOLITHIC
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Abstract

A novel two-stage, dual phase microdevice was developed to increase the capacity of a monolithic phase for extraction of DNA from blood. A reverse phase region was created in the microdevice for protein capture upstream of the monolith. Loading 10 µL of whole blood on the two-stage microdevice resulted in capture of 70% of the protein by the C18 phase (1,020 ± 45 µg) while allowing >97% of the DNA to reach the monolith for further purification. Of the roughly 350 ng of DNA in the original sample, 240 ± 2 ng DNA were recovered from the monolith, giving an overall extraction efficiency of 69 ± 1%.

Keywords: Microfluidic, DNA Purification, Monolithic, Blood, Protein Capture

1. Introduction

One challenge in the development of integrated microfluidic devices that incorporate solid phases for the extraction (SPE) of DNA is the select localization of the solid phase in a specific region of the microchannel architecture of the device. Our previous work[¹] detailed a photopolymerized monolith for DNA extraction in a capillary that can now be fabricated in a microdevice. One problem with this monolith, however, is its affinity for proteins, which block DNA binding sites and decrease the capacity and efficiency with real biological samples such as blood. The work described here details the direct on-chip coupling of this monolith with a C18 reverse phase pre-column for capture the majority of the proteins present in a whole blood lysate. This was investigated with the goal of not only improving the efficiency of DNA extraction from whole blood, but increasing the volume (tens of microliters) of whole blood that could be loaded onto the microdevice without compromising DNA extraction efficiency.

2. Experimental
DNA extraction from a blood sample (0.08 μL blood/μL lysate) was performed on the two-stage platform shown in Figure 1. The lysate (130 μL containing 10 μL of blood) was loaded onto the C18 pre-column, then the C18 phase was rinsed with equilibration buffer to ensure all of the DNA recovered from the C18 phase reached the monolithic phase. For protein capture studies, fractions were collected before the monolith to determine the amounts of protein and DNA passing through the C18 phase. For DNA extraction studies, elution of the DNA from the monolith was achieved by flowing elution buffer (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8) through the monolith after DNA loading.

### Figure 1
An integrated two-stage, dual-phase microdevice for protein capture/DNA extraction from whole blood. A) shows the filled C18 beads phase and monolithic phase in channels and B) shows a dye-filled view of the protein capture and DNA extraction sections. Arrows show the flow from stage 1 to stage 2.

### 3. Results and Discussion

Continuous loading of blood through the C18 phase generated the breakthrough curves shown in Figure 2A. While DNA is momentarily retained by the C18 phase, it is rapidly displaced by proteins that binds more avidly as loading continues, allowing the
The vast majority of the loaded DNA to be recovered from the loaded sample. The breakthrough point for proteins is delayed, with only a minor fraction (the more hydrophilic proteins) passing unretained through the column, resulting in the shallower breakthrough curve. Optimal selectivity could be achieved with an unprecedented load of 10 µL of whole blood - representing 350 ± 70 ng of DNA - resulting in capture of 70% of the proteins but allowing >97% of the DNA to exit to the stage 2 monolithic phase (Figure 2B).

Figure 3 illustrates the reproducible results from three extractions of DNA from 10 µL of blood on the two-stage device - all three extractions provided essentially the same profile with similar fraction-to-fraction quantitative recovery of DNA. The extraction efficiency (EE) of 69 ± 1% compares favorably with other chip-based solid phases (EE 50-65%), but significantly more DNA is recovered than with other microchip SPE devices. The isopropanol wash step, usually required to remove PCR inhibiting components from the solid phase, is not required, and the use of PCR inhibiting isopropanol is also avoided in the two-stage device. The inset in Figure 3 shows successful amplification of a 139-bp gelsolin fragment from the extracted DNA.

4. Conclusions
A high capacity/high efficiency device for DNA extraction was developed utilizing two phases on an integrated device. The combination of these two phases allows for the purification of DNA from 10 µL of whole blood with PCR amplification of the extracted DNA without a protein wash step, simplifying the process and reducing the overall time. This yields a microdevice for DNA extractions from whole blood for clinical and biomedical applications.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE SHRINKAGE RATIO OF PDMS ITS ALIGNMENT FOR THE WAFER LEVEL PROCESS

Seok Woo Lee and Seung S. Lee
*Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, KAIST, Daejeon, Korea

ABSTRACT

Shrinkage of PDMS is occurred when it is cured is the problem of alignment between PDMS layer and rigid substrate in the wafer level process. Measured shrinkage ratio of PDMS is 1.06%, 1.54%, 2.10% for curing temperature 65°C, 80°C, 100°C, respectively. Considering shrinkage ratio of PDMS, design offset applied in photomask is 1.07%, 1.57%, 2.14% for curing temperature 65°C, 80°C, 100°C, respectively.

Keywords: PDMS shrinkage, alignment, wafer level, batch process

1. INTRODUCTION

Poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is a popular material in the field of Micro Total Analysis System (μ-TAS) [1]. A shrinkage of PDMS induces a misalignment between shrunk PDMS layer and a rigid substrate when PDMS is replicated patterns of a mold by curing. The shrinkage problem in the alignment is not severe in micro single devices because translation and rotation are dominant problem of misalignment compared with the shrinkage. But the misalignment induced by the shrinkage gets more significant in the wafer level process.

2. BASIC CONCEPT

In this paper, the shrinkage ratio of PDMS is measured and applied to the photo mask as a design offset to wafer level process between PDMS layer and a rigid substrate for a precision alignment. Figure 1 (a) shows the designed patterns of scale marks and align...
indicators arranged on 4” silicon wafer for shrinkage ratio measurement. Distances between scale marks and the center of alignment, $L$, are 10, 20, and 30mm, respectively.

When the PDMS layer whose patterns of scale marks are replicated from patterns of the silicon wafer is bonded on the silicon wafer, the distance between shrank scale marks of PDMS layer and scale marks of silicon wafer, $d_i$, can be measured as shown in Figure 1 (b). Then, the shrinkage ratio of PDMS is calculated following the equation.

$$ Shrinkage\_ratio(\%) = \frac{1}{L} \times d \times 100 = \frac{1}{L} \times \sum_{i=1}^{4} d_i \times 100 $$

$d$: average value of $d_i$

3. EXPERIMENT

Figure 2 shows the alignment method between grooved Si wafer and PDMS layer fabricated by the conventional PDMS fabrication process[2]. Scale marks are defined by photo lithography and molding on 4” silicon wafer and PDMS layer, respectively. The female key of the silicon wafer fabricated by anisotropic bulk micromachining and the male key of PDMS layer replicated from the female key of the silicon wafer is fitted spontaneously by structures of themselves. A PDMS curing condition is defined by temperature, thickness of PDMS layer, mixing ratio of curing agent and diluting solution. The conditions are labeled at Table 1 respectively. Figure 3 is the result of alignment between the PDMS layer whose curing condition is C and a 4” silicon wafer. The misalignment is less than 20 μm when substrates are aligned spontaneously by fitting of align keys. When a manual alignment is enhanced slightly, the misalignment is less than 10 μm. Figure 3 shows the scale mark for measuring $d_i$ of the PDMS layer compared with the Si wafer at $L=30$mm. Figure 4 shows displacement $d$, average value of $d_i$.  

---

Table 1: PDMS curing conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Temp.(°C)/time (h)</th>
<th>Thickness (μm)</th>
<th>agent (%wt)</th>
<th>dilutant (%wt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>65 / 4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>80 / 3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>100 / 1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a’</td>
<td>80 / 3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b’</td>
<td>80 / 3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a”</td>
<td>80 / 3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b”</td>
<td>80 / 3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a’’</td>
<td>80 / 3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b’’</td>
<td>80 / 3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Alignment method between the PDMS layer and 4” Si wafer.

Figure 3: Results of alignment between 4inch silicon wafer and PDMS layer.
for $L$ and curing condition. $d$ is proportional to $L$ and increases as curing temperature increases. Table 2 shows the shrinkage ratio of PDMS for curing conditions and the design offset of the photo mask considering the shrinkage.

Misalignment is decreased from 200 $\mu$m to 20 $\mu$m, for the curing temperature 80 $^\circ$C when the design offset is applied to fabrication of the micromixer[4].

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we demonstrate alignment method between PDMS layer and Si wafer using mechanical contact of their cross shaped female and male key. After alignment, 2-dimensional shrinkage ratios of PDMS for various curing temperature are obtained by measuring displacement between indicator of PDMS layer and Si wafer. The shrinkage ratios are 1.06%, 1.54%, and 2.10% for curing temperature 65 $^\circ$C, 80 $^\circ$C, and 100 $^\circ$C, respectively. The design offset applying photo mask for photolithography process are 1.07%, 1.57%, and 2.14% for curing temperature 65$^\circ$C, 80$^\circ$C, and 100$^\circ$C, respectively. Applying this design offset, we expect that misalignment induced by shrinkage can be diminished.
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MICRO AND NANO FLUIDIC DEVICES USING ELECTROACTIVE POLYMER ARTIFICIAL MUSCLE
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Abstract
Electroactive Polymer Artificial Muscle (EPAM™ [registered trademark of Artificial Muscle, Inc.]) poses unique challenges and opportunities in micro fluidics. EPAM has high strain, high actuation pressure, fast response, easy patternability, and low cost. This paper describes fundamental EPAM capabilities and devices demonstrated, and discusses EPAM microfluidic systems. The unique capabilities of EPAM for microfluidic systems include its ability to directly actuate surface features. An initially flat polymer surface can be actuated to form channels, pumps, and valves, all by computer control. To realize these advantages, however, various challenges in device design, electronics, and manufacturing must be addressed.

Keywords: electroactive polymers, microfluidics, artificial muscle, dielectric elastomers

1. Introduction
A wide variety of electroactive polymers have been investigated in recent years for microfluidics and other applications. One of the most promising is dielectric elastomers, or EPAM, originally developed by Pelrine et al. [1]. The basic element is a polymer sandwiched between two compliant electrodes shown in Figure 1. When a voltage is applied between the electrodes, the electrostatic pressure squeezes the polymer in thickness and stretches in area [1].

Strains can be quite large (up to 380%), as can actuation pressures (up to 8 MPa). These numbers, however, represent peak performance, and as with any actuation technology, values in practical systems are typically much lower. Materials used in EPAM devices can often be tailored to the application. For example, silicone-based EPAM can be used for very high and low temperatures, an advantage for sterilization, freezing, and other temperature-sensitive functions.

Because of its performance potential and simplicity of structure, EPAM technology is being investigated worldwide by many organizations. Commercial development is being spearheaded by Artificial Muscle, Inc (AMI) [2], a company focused on large volume manufacturing of EPAM actuators, and development and commercialization of associated drive electronics. Excellent progress is being made toward practical
applications of EPAM by AMI and others. However, most of the focus to date has been on macro actuators. Micro and nano applications are less visible but equally exciting with regards to their potential.

2. Microfluidic Actuator Types

Diaphragm actuators, such as those shown in Figure 2, are a common configuration for EPAM and larger sizes are in fact sold commercially [2]. EPAM diaphragm actuators make excellent pump and valve actuators because of their large stroke and good pressures. Diaphragm pumps on the order of 1 cm have been built, yet EPAM is applicable on much smaller scales. Fifty micrometer diaphragms have been demonstrated, and the fundamental lower limits are probably below 1 μm. EPAM diaphragms can achieve both slow and fast pumping, and even drop ejection.

Variable thickness mode actuators are shown in Figure 3 [3]. EPAM itself contracts in thickness as shown in Figure 1, but this effect can be enhanced using passive layers. Typical thickness changes are on the order of 10 to 25% of the total passive layer thickness. Complex patterns of thickness variation can be achieved and the system may achieve unique capabilities. An entire complex system of actuation can in principle be patterned on a disposable substrate. As shown in Figure 3, both channels and pockets can be actuated, and these are the key features needed to move drops. Alternately, a second surface can be placed above and in contact with the variable surface for sealing. In this design, the variable surface creates pumps, valves, and channels under computer control. Variable thickness mode can also be applied to greatly different scales on the same device, enabling a macro–micro interface, an issue with microfluidic devices.

![Figure 2. EPAM diaphragm actuators (Braille device photo adapted from [4]).](image)

![Figure 3. Variable thickness actuation.](image)
3. Issues

Little is known about how EPAM behaves in the nano domain, yet the basic principle of operation is electrostatic in nature and scales to nano sizes. Films of 10 to 100 nm thickness can be fabricated. Such films should have low 1 to 10 V operating voltages but suitable electrode materials is an issue at these small scales.

EPAM currently requires relatively high voltage and low current, comparable to piezoelectric or electrostatic devices but less than voltages typically used for electrophoresis. At small scales, voltages of more than 100 V are currently easiest to implement although actuation has been demonstrated at less than 50 V. Microfluidic devices are typically too low power to present a safety issue, but in some cases the electronics needed for voltage conversion may be a cost issue.

Lifetime may also be an issue depending on drive levels. EPAM devices have been demonstrated for tens of millions of cycles, but testing is needed for specific applications. In general, smaller devices are expected to have longer lifetimes due to the statistics of electrical breakdown, the most common limit to EPAM lifetime.

4. Conclusions

EPAM offers exciting new opportunities in micro and nano fluidic devices. Pressures, displacements, patternability, and environmental tolerance are all attractive for fluidic applications. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of EPAM, however, is its ability to enable new types of microfluidic systems such as those using variable thickness mode actuation.
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Abstract
The design of a microsystem can evolve through the genetic algorithm (GA), a digital Darwinism. We applied the GA while optimizing a particle-suspended microchannel. A heuristic particle dynamics simulation was used for the fitness evaluation of the GA. The GA has been implemented to run in parallel on multiple computers connected via TCP/IP protocols using JAVA and SQL database technology. A commercial microchannel for imaging flow cytometry application has been selected for this optimization.

Keywords : genetic algorithm, microchannel, design optimization

Introduction
Partly due to its short history of the lab-on-a-chip industry, design problems have been solved by trial-and-error dictated by design specifications and guided by the experience and intuition of the engineer. The GA was selected to stochastically guide the algorithm through the solution space of available designs and arrive at an evolved one. It is a Darwinian "survival of the fittest" approach employed to search for optima in large multidimensional spaces [1, 2]. In the GA a genotype is a coded representation of a possible individual or problem solution. In our case, a genotype is a series of design variables for the microchannel geometry. GAs typically use populations of genotypes consisting of strings of binary digits or parameters. These are read to produce phenotypes which are then evaluated according to some fitness criteria and selectively reproduced. New genotypes are generated by copying, mutating, and/or combining the genotypes of the most fit individuals, and as the cycle repeats, the population ascends to higher and higher levels of fitness. We introduced a heuristic particle dynamics simulation developed for the fitness evaluation of the GA [3, 4]. In this study, we present a robust design methodology for optimizing the geometry of a particle-suspended microfluidic channel using GA.

Optimization Procedures
The microchannel system selected for this optimization is the imaging flow cytometry kit of Digital Bio Technology, Inc. As the device uses visual inspection, cells inside a microchannel should be sparsely distributed to avoid erroneous data acquisition [5]. The genetic algorithm was aimed at maximizing the distances between these blood cells by
optimizing its microchannel geometry. Fluid dynamics including solid walls, a liquid flow and buoyant solid particles inside it is so complex that plausible predictions cannot be easily acquired. So we developed a heuristic dynamics simulation based on object-oriented programming (OOP) paradigm. The heuristic simulation was used to simulate the emergent behaviors of particles resulting from their interactions with a virtual microchannel environment. The simulation is built on several simple rules but it simulates emergent group behaviors resulting from complex interactions of these entangled particles entangled with those rules [3]. Fitness evaluation based on this simulation was used to direct simulated evolutions towards an optimized design of the microchannel. The genetic algorithm has been implemented to run in parallel on multiple computers connected via TCP/IP protocols using JAVA and SQL database technology.

![Fig.1. (A) SEM image (B, C) phenotype and genotype embodiment of the microchannel. The genetic representation of the microchannel morphology is a series of coordinates denoting all the geometry points. (D) Screenshot of the JAVA application for heuristic dynamics simulation](image)

The final evolution was performed using 20 species of 5,000 genomes. The average fitness of the individuals of each species is inspected over 75 generations. The rate of evolutionary progress was similar for all species. All species took about 30 generations before they reached their plateau and the populations of each species converged toward homogeneity (see Fig.2.). Through the evolution process, the fitness values increased with about 40% of their initial values on average. Some examples of optimized microchannel morphologies (evolution tree) are shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig.2. As the evolution converges, microchannel morphology becomes asymmetric having some skewness. Eventually all the wedges become the type of “flat line followed by a slope” and the second wedge of the channel becomes steeper than the first one.](image)
Results and Discussion

The newly optimized microchannel was fabricated and compared with the existing one. The comparison between these two microchannels clearly proves the enhancement of the newly fabricated one. As in Fig. 3, RBCs in the newly fabricated microchannel are more sparsely distributed in observation channel without generating doublets of RBCs. The device was significantly enhanced showing that our approach can greatly surpass the traditional design methods.

![Fig.2. RBCs in the newly fabricated microchannel are more sparsely distributed without generating doublets.](image)

This study is merely the beginning of GAs being applied to microchip designs. Although the design problem in this study was a simple one, the proposed methodology can be extended to resolve more complex design problems. By implementing simulations such as microchannel mixing, electro-osmosis and multiphase flows, this methodology will be applicable to even handling various microchannel design problems. This kind of design optimization will make new breakthroughs, consequently enhancing microchip devices. At the same time, it will give creative hints as to how we can overpass existing obstacles in designing microsystems in the industry.
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LOCIALIZED OPTICAL ACTIVATION OF THERAPEUTIC GENE RELEASE IN BREAST CANCER CELLS USING PHOTOTHERMAL NANOCREScents AS OLIGONUCLEOTIDE-CARRIERS
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Abstract

Optical activation of photothermal nanoparticles permits remotely-triggered surface biomolecular reactions with high spatiotemporal resolution. We present a new method to selectively and locally control protein expression by internalizing photothermal nanocrescent particles carrying therapeutic genes within living cells.

Keywords: gene delivery, molecular nanomedicine, photothermal nanoparticles

1. Introduction

Remotely controllable nanoscale gene delivery vehicles can greatly benefit the study of molecular medicine. In particular, therapeutic gene delivery at specific locations is highly desired for precise gene therapy. We describe a new photoactive, nanoscale gene delivery vehicle based on the oligonucleotide-conjugated Au nanocrescents as photothermal nanoparticles. DNA hybridization and dehybridization has previously been triggered through the use of ultraviolet, photo-active chemical modifications [1] and inductive coupling of a radio frequency (RF) magnetic field to metal nanocrystals [2]. Our approach differs from other approaches in that our gene delivery method offers the combined advantages of high spatial resolution, remote gene release, longer penetration depth, and enhanced photothermal effect. Firstly, in order to provide quantitative control of gene delivery, improvements are needed in the area of spatial resolution (1 microns or less). This method could potentially be used to deliver genes from a single nanoparticle. In this way, we can selectively release genes with optical actuation at desired locations of cultured cells without disturbing the surrounding areas. Such selective gene therapy would be useful to treat cancerous cells in the presence of normal cells in tissue. Secondly, Au-nanocrescent (NC) particles are ideal for near infrared (NIR) activation. Because of the ideal geometry of the nanoparticles, large local field enhancement is seen at the crescent tips of the particle [3]. Finally, NIR activation is also ideal for remote gene delivery because NIR light has a longer penetration depth in human tissue.

Our method uses specialized nanocrescent (NC) particles, which specifically absorb NIR light, in order to optically activate oligonucleotides (OND), such as antisense OND and small interfering RNA (siRNA). Once the temperature on the NC particle reaches the critical melting temperature of ONDs due to photothermal heating, the double-stranded ONDs denature, thereby releasing the ONDs to interfere with mRNA translation within a cell (Fig. 1). We demonstrate the first demonstration of NIR activation of cancer therapeutic gene release using NC particles.
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Fig. 1 Concept of gene release using photothermal NC particles – Double-stranded ONDs (dsOND) are covalently attached to gold nanoparticles. Illumination is used photothermally heat the nanoparticles, causing the double-stranded OND to denature as the temperature reaches a threshold Tm on the nanoparticles. Because of the unique geometry of the NC particle, local field enhancement occurs at the tips of the crescents and ssONDs are first released from this area. Further photothermal heating will eventually cause all single-stranded ONDs (ssOND) to be released.

2. Experimental
OND-NC particle conjugation – Au NC particles are prepared as described elsewhere [3]. The oligonucleotides sequences for EGFR-2 (HER-2) were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA). The sequences are 3’-GTGAGCACCATGGAG-5’-SH and 3’-CTCCATGGTGCTCAC-5’. In order to reduce disulfide bonds, thiolated oligonucleotides are incubated at room temperature with dithiothreitol (DTT) in a 1:100 (OND: DTT) ratio for two hours. To separate the DTT from the ONDs, the mixture is then run through NAP-5 gel column (GE Healthcare) and the eluted ONDs are collected. 70 μl of 100 μM reduced, thiolated ONDs is then incubated with 500 μl of nanoparticles (3x10^8 particles/ml) on a rocker for 40 hours. 100μl of 0.5M PBS is added every 12 hours to decrease negative charge on the ONDs and increase the OND packing.

OND hybridization – Excess ONDs in solution are removed by centrifugation and the pellet is resuspended in PBS. 70 μl of 100 μM complementary ONDs are then added. For hybridization, this mixture is first heated in an 80°C water bath for 2 minutes and then heated in a 65°C water bath for 15 minutes. To allow enough time for hybridization of all ONDs on the particles, the mixture is incubated at room temperature for 24 hours.

3. Results and discussion
In vitro photothermal release – To demonstrate the in vitro release of therapeutic genes from NC particles, double-stranded ONDs are covalently attached to the NC particles through a thiol (-SH) group on the end of one strand. The conjugates are then immobilized on a glass microscope slide. When immersed in solution, the particles remain attached to the glass surface. Fluorescence dye, SYBR Green I, is used to stain double-stranded OND. Laser illumination (10 mW, 785 nm) is then used to locally excite and release the ONDs from the NC particles.

Figure 2 (b) and (c) show NC particles before and after excitation using laser NIR light. The arrow indicates the point of laser excitation. Decrease in the fluorescence is clearly limited to area of laser exposure, which is due to release of single-stranded antisense OND from the NC due to photothermal heating. This shows that ONDs can be successfully delivered with high spatial resolution.
Intracellular photothermal release – The OND-NC particles are internalized inside cultured MCF-7 breast cancer cells which overexpress membrane receptor protein EGFR-2 (HER-2). SYBR Green I staining is used to visualize double-stranded ONDs attached to the particles. A 10 mW laser beam (785 nm) is then used to induce photothermal heating at specific locations. When the temperature on the particle reaches the melting temperature of the OND, the double-stranded OND denatures.

We show that after 1 minute of illumination, the fluorescence intensity decreases dramatically, indicating that the double-stranded OND has denatured and the antisense ONDs has been released to subsequently interfere with HER-2 mRNA translation. Control experiments show that the decrease in fluorescence is not due to the photobleaching or thermal quenching. The cells were also viable after illumination since most of the thermal energy dissipates during the OND denaturing.

Fig. 3. Intracellular release of OND from NC particles. Fluorescence in cells is from double-stranded ONDs attached to NCs. Fluorescent images (a) before NIR excitation and (b) after NIR excitation.

4. Conclusions

The novel hybrid integration of NC particles and biomolecules has been developed for the optical activation of cancer therapeutic gene release. This work may also permit the remote triggering of surface-enhanced biomolecular reactions with high spatiotemporal resolution and minimal perturbation to surrounding cells, which can be applied in future quantitative systems biology and medicine.
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HIGH POWER BIOFLUID-ACTIVATED LAMINATED BATTERIES FOR BIO-APPLICATIONS
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ABSTRACT
High power battery with fast activation, fabricated by cheap paper/plastic lamination, has been successfully demonstrated to power disposable credit card-sized biosystems on a plastic chip. Two-step activation is presented for the prototype batteries to reduce the activation time and to supply high power. The batteries (paper area of 6cmx3cm) were activated by saliva, urine and even tap water, and the maximum voltage has been measured as 1.56V and the maximum power reached 15.6mW with load of 100Ω. As such, these high power biofluid-activated laminated batteries could be integrated with on-demand credit card sized biosystems such as healthcare test kit, biochip and lab-on-a-chip that require high power and fast response.

Keywords: biofluid-activated battery, paper battery, energy conversion, plastic lamination, and power source

1. INTRODUCTION
Micro power sources meeting the operation lifetime of disposable devices are attractive in contrast to the long-operation, miniature power source of micro internal combustion engine [1] or rechargeable, thin-film lithium battery [2]. Disposable on-demand, acid- and water-activated microbatteries, using chemical reactions in a cavity [3,4] were demonstrated for bioMEMS and microdevices, but the fabrication processes using silicon substrate hinders compatibility with plastic processes for microdevices. Urine-activated paper batteries [5] have been recently demonstrated to supply maximum power of 1.5mW with paper area of 4cmx2cm. However, the battery [5] requires more power and fast activation for fully-integrated biosystems that include several biosensors, electronic circuits, and even a display. The current work presents a high power laminated battery that uses two-step activation for high power and fast activation and that is activated by saliva-, urine- and even tap-water.

2. DESIGNS AND FABRICATION
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of a high power battery. A stack of a magnesium (Mg) layer, facial tissue paper (fluid guide), heavily-doped filter paper with copper chloride (CuCl) and copper layer are laminated between two transparent laminating films into the battery. The facial tissue paper serves as a fluid inlet, and the copper chloride layer reacts with the biofluid to produce power. The terminal is bonded to the transparent plastic film for electrical connection.

Fig.1. Schematic diagram of a high power biofluid-activated laminated battery.
as biofluid guide for high power battery while the heavily-doped paper with copper chloride acts as a cathode and the magnesium on the facial tissue paper acts as an anode. Figure 2 depicts the two-step activation of the high power battery. When biofluid such as saliva is introduced on the facial tissue paper in Fig.2(a), the biofluid first soaks through the paper, then the biofluid in the paper penetrates into the heavily-doped paper with CuCl to activate battery as shown in Fig.2(b).

Figure 3 shows preparation of the heavily-doped filter paper with CuCl. Using wheat starch in Fig.3(a), copper chloride (CuCl) paste is first prepared in Fig.3(b). After the CuCl paste is applied to a filter paper (Whatman, Cat No 1002 185), the paper is dried and cut into small pieces.

Using a laminator and lamination films, we can fabricate the battery as shown in Fig.4. After stacking patterned copper layer, heavily doped paper with CuCl, facial tissue paper, and magnesium between lamination films in Fig.4(a), all the layers (Fig.4b) are laminated into the battery while passing through the laminator at 115°C. Fig.5 shows the stacked copper layer, CuCl paper and facial tissue paper. Overall size of the fabricated battery (Fig.5) is 8cm x 3cm x 0.8mm (about half credit card size) and paper is 6cm x 3cm in area.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) are the measured voltage after saliva, urine and tap water of 0.3ml activates the batteries shown in Fig.5. Figure 6(a) compares voltages of batteries activated by saliva and urine when a load of 1kΩ is used. The maximum voltages with urine and saliva are 1.54V and 1.48V, respectively. With urine, voltage reaches the maximum voltage of 1.54 within 10seconds and remains more than 1V for more than 2hour. Figure 6(b) shows voltages from the batteries with loads of 100Ω, 1kΩ and 10kΩ when tap water is used. Maximum power of 15.6mW is
achieved when 100Ω is used as a load. Therefore, this environment-friendly high power battery, activated by biofluids (e.g. saliva and urine) and water, could be integrated with credit card-sized biosystems such as on-demand healthcare test kits.

4. CONCLUSIONS
An environment-friendly high power biofluid-activated battery, fabricated by cheap paper/plastic lamination, has been successfully demonstrated to power disposable credit card-sized biosystems on a plastic chip. The prototype batteries were activated by saliva, urine and even tap water, and the maximum voltage has been measured as 1.56V and the maximum power reached 15.6mW with load of 100Ω. As such, these high power biofluid-activated laminated batteries could be integrated with on-demand credit card sized biosystems such as healthcare test kit, biochip and lab-on-a-chip that require high power and fast activation.

Fig.6. Measured voltages of the battery with different activation fluids and loads: (a) saliva and urine of 0.3ml load of 1kΩ is used; (b) tap water, load of 100Ω, 1kΩ and 10kΩ are used. Fluid of 0.3ml is used for the battery activation.
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NUMEROUS WATER-IN-OIL DROPLETS AS MICROREACTORS IN MICROCHAMBER ARRAY
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Abstract
This paper describes an array of water-in-oil (W/O) droplets that can be used as microreactors. The droplets are created by sweeping water across a microchamber array with a non-water phase (Fluorocarbon); water left in the microchambers form droplets after the sweeping and remains trapped in the microchambers. With this method, more than 10,000 droplets are generated at once and placed in each microchamber. Also, we have succeeded in encapsulating beads in the droplets by mixing beads with water at the first step of this process. We believe this system will facilitate various chemical/biological experiments where ultra-large amount of observations with different conditions are required (e.g. protein expressions, crystallization, PCR).

Keywords: microreactor array, Water in oil (W/O), microchambers

1. Introduction
Small vessels such as liposomes, microchambers, and W/O droplets have been used as microreactors for detection and observation of chemical/biological reactions. Among the methods proposed, the method employing W/O droplets remains very promising, and represents an active area of research. Arraying of W/O droplets will make HTS possible by allowing massively parallel observation, detection, and analysis of these microreactors [1]. Here, we present a simple method for the formation and arraying of W/O droplets.

2. Theory
Figure 1. shows the conceptual sketch of our system. W/O droplet-based microreactors are arrayed in the microchambers. Closely-packed droplets allow detection and observation of large number of reactions simultaneously. In the future, we hope to extract specific droplets exhibiting interesting reactions from the array for post analyses such as PCR. Device operation is summarized in Figure 2. After filling with water, we introduced fluorocarbon (C₆F₁₄) phase into the PDMS device using syringe pumps. The formed W/O (strictly speaking C₆F₁₄ is not an oil but an organic solvent) droplets were neatly arrayed in the microchamber. Fluorocarbon is very hydrophobic and its index of refraction (1.29) is lower than that of water (1.33). Therefore, water droplets in fluorocarbon phase can be trapped and manipulated with optical tweezers [2]. This technique may be useful for releasing these W/O droplets in the future.

3. Experimental
We prepared PDMS devices showed in Figure 3. The microchamber measures 5 μm in diameter and 5 μm in height. We filled the device with water containing suspended...
fluorescent beads (ϕ 0.2 μm), and introduced the fluorocarbon phase into the device using syringe pumps. Flow rate of the fluorocarbon phase was varied and the relation between flow rate and the success rate (number of generated droplets / number of microchambers) was measured.

Water permeates into PDMS [3] and poses a problem in microscale. We observed that formed micro-droplets gradually disappeared after formation. The survival rate (number of remaining droplets / number of generated droplets during the first operation) over time was measure. To solve the water permeation problem and to extend the lifespan of the micro-droplets, we immersed the device in water for 12 hours before experiments to saturate the PDMS with water. We have also managed to produce W/O droplet array by introducing oil such as hexadecane (data not shown) instead of C₆F₁₄. But hexadecane is only suitable for short experiments because it penetrates PDMS and readily swells the microchambers.

4. Result and discussion

Sequential images of the droplet formation process are shown in Figure 4. Diameter of the generated droplets is the same as that of the chambers, and fluorescent beads were successfully encapsulated in water droplets. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the success rate and the flow rate. Both the saturated and non-saturated device shows the same general trend; high success rate at low flow rates that decreases at higher flow rates, albeit at different decreasing rates. The differences between the two cases are in the very low flow rate regime whereby the water-saturated device exhibited low success rate while the non-saturated device has extremely high success rate. This phenomenon is not yet fully understood and is still under investigation. Figure 6 shows the percentage of droplets that remain as a function of time for the two different cases. Saturating the PDMS device with water dramatically increases the lifespan of the droplets by around 27 folds (from around 10 mins to over 4.5 hrs).

5. Conclusions

Our proposed method for creating W/O droplets is simple, requiring only minute amounts of sample to cover the microchambers. Unlike conventional techniques using T-junctions [4] and flow focusing [5] for droplet formation, there is no need to wait for the system to stabilize. Moreover, formed droplets are arrayed, facilitating parallel observation and measurement. This simple device for the formation and arraying of W/O droplets could be the key for future development of a W/O droplet-based HTS system [6]. In addition, we are also currently developing an optical-based retrieval system to allow remote access to the droplets.
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Figure 1. Conceptual sketch of Microchamber device

Figure 2. Device operation

Figure 3. Device design

Figure 4. Sequential images of the droplet formation process. There are over 10000 droplets ($\phi = 5 \mu m$) formed in microchannels in each channel (channel length = 10 mm). Inset shows close-up view of the generated droplets.

Figure 5. Success rate vs. Flow rate

Figure 6. Duration of droplets
GEOMETRIC OPTIMIZATION OF A THIN FILM ITO HEATER TO GENERATE A UNIFORM TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
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Abstract

The shape of thin film ITO heater was designed and optimized to create a uniform temperature distribution across a specified area. COMSOL™ script language was used to solve the electrothermal problem and find the minimum temperature deviation for each variable (Gap size (g), center width (W₁) and reduction ratio of width (R=Wᵢ₊₁/Wᵢ)). Gap size and width did not strongly affect the temperature distribution, but reduction ratio was highly related with temperature distribution. At R=0.8, the standard deviation of temperature was found to be minimized at ±0.21°C. Through this research, highly uniform temperature distributions for microsystems are made available.

Keywords: Optimization, thin film ITO, uniform temperature, Reduction ratio

1. Introduction

Biomedical microdevices that require precise temperature control, such as cell culture chips, PCR (Polymer Chain Reaction) chips and gas sensors need a microheater that has a uniform temperature distribution over a relatively large area. [1-3] Another typical requirement for these heating systems is transparency to allow optical detection of the reactions above the microheater system.[3-4] For this work, the microheater was designed to heat an array of PCR wells simultaneously in a consistent and reproducible manner. To implement the heaters, ITO was deposited on to a glass microscope slide. A uniform coating of ITO was found to not generate a uniform temperature distribution. To overcome this difficulty, a spiral type heater was designed and optimized with FEMLAB and MATLAB programming tools.

2. Simulation and Experiment

The geometric optimization for the microheater was performed by simulating a wide-range of possible geometries using COMSOL™, a commercial FEA (finite element analysis) package, and MATLAB™ programming. The desired function of the microheater was to minimize the standard deviation of temperature across an area 1 cm² where a PCR array would be located. The design variables are gap size (g), center width (W₁) and reduction ratio of width (R=Wᵢ₊₁/Wᵢ) as indicated in Figure 1. Using a numerical method, the global minimum point of standard deviation was found among the results of a series FEA experiments. Using the optimal design from these analyses,
the thin film ITO heater was fabricated by sputter depositing ITO through a shadow mask. To crystallize the ITO, it was annealed at 380 °C. Transparency of the ITO heater was measured with an Ocean Optics spectrometer after completion of the fabrication process. To compare the simulation result with experimental result, an IR (infrared) camera was used to measure the temperature across the heating surface.

Figure 1. Geometry of thin film ITO Heater (3 variables (g, W1 and R=W_{i+1}/W_i) was used to acquire the uniform temperature distribution at specific areas (shaded)

3. Result and Discussion
The optimum geometry of a thin film ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) heater to be used for an array of PCR and DNA melting wells was determined using numerical analyses and compared to experimental data. The IR camera image and step response of ITO heater were compared with simulation data. The comparison showed very good agreement, and the step response of the system indicated that PCR should be able to be performed rapidly. (Data not shown) The transparency of the ITO heater was 82% between 450nm and 550nm, the wavelengths that are usually used for fluorescent dyes. At the minimum point, the standard deviation of temperature was ±0.21°C and gap size, width and reduction ratio were g=2mm, W1=2.8mm and R=0.8 respectively. The reduction ratio, which controls the resistance, was more sensitive than the other variables. The W1 and g variables were highly correlated with the heat generation capacity of the ITO heater.

Figure 2. Validation of heater (Left: Simulation, Right: IR camera)
Temperature Deviation

Figure 3. Temperature deviation of ITO heater with each case.

4. Conclusion
Shape optimization of a thin film ITO heater was completed to achieve a uniform temperature distribution. Three design variables were used to find the optimal geometry and among these variables, the reduction value was found to highly affect the temperature distribution. At Reduction value=0.8, the standard deviation of temperature profile was minimized at ±0.21°C. Based on these results and concepts, we are able to make a uniform, small scale heater. If we change the scale of thin film ITO heater, the design values might change, but the trends should follow these results. This method has the potential to be applied to various electrothermal systems that involve the need for a uniform temperature.
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RELIABILITY AND CONSISTENCY OF MICROCHIP BASED ANALYSIS
- VALIDATION AT NANO LITTER ANALYSIS -
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Abstract
Validation studies of a microchip-based analysis system and its components for conformance to Japanese industrial standard (JIS) were carried out. Good correlation between micro-TAS and conventional scale analyses were observed and day-to-day variance was also small. These results are quite meaningful because validation would be a key for micro-TAS to become widespread in practical usage.

Keywords: validation, reliability, consistency, accuracy, trueness, industrial standard,

1. Introduction
Reduction in sample amounts has been one of the major targets in analytical chemistry for a long time, and recent progress in micro-TAS has made great contribution to this field of research.

Amounts of samples and reagents used in microchemical processes are sometimes as small as in nano litter levels, which are orders of magnitude smaller than those in corresponding conventional methods. And detection volumes in micro-TAS also tend to be much smaller than in normal analyses. Furthermore, in some micro assays, reaction times are much shorter than corresponding large scale ones. Whether it is really possible to obtain the same results as with the conventional methods is a question that many people might have for micro-TAS with such a small amounts of samples and reagents. Therefore it is critically important to verify that results obtained with micro-TAS are reliable enough and consistent with that with conventional methods. However, no complete validation study has been done on micro-TAS yet. In this paper we validate reliability of a microchip-based analysis system and its components in conformity with Japanese industrial standard (JIS).

2. Experimental
As one of the simplest examples of micro-TAS, we selected a system comprised of pumps, injectors, a microchemical chip, and a detector (Figure 1). Analyses of nitrous ion in water using 4-aminobenzenesulfamide and N-1-Naphthylethlenediamine dihydrochloride or
phosphate ion in water using sodium molybdate (JIS standard methods for industrial sewerage analysis K0102) were carried out with the microchemical system and with conventional glassware and a spectrometer for comparison. As a detector in the micro system, we used thermal lens microscope.

3. Results and Discussion

First, components of the micro system were validated. Flow rates of syringe pumps (KdScientific, Model 210) and gas pressure pumps (IMT, Japan IGP-11) were calibrated with balance weights. And then flow sensors (Sensirion, Inc., CMOSens) were calibrated with the calibrated syringe pumps. Coefficient of variation (CV) of the syringe pump flow rate was 1.7 ~ 3.5 % and strongly depended on the size of the syringe. CV of gas pressure pump flow rate was only 0.1 ~ 0.4 % and no pulsation in flow rate was observed (Figure 2). Next, reproducibility of the injector (Upchurch Scientific) was tested. CV was 2.9 % and no carryover was observed (Figure 3). In order to evaluate effects that variation in channel dimension would give upon reaction and detection, chip-to-chip variance was with seven glass microchips. About the detector, sensitivity, accuracy and stability of the thermal lens detection device were examined.

Finally, validation of the system as a whole was evaluated. Good correlation between micro-TAS and conventional scale analyses were observed for both in nitrous ion analysis (Figure 4, Table 1) and phosphate ion analysis (Figure 5, Table 2). Day-to-day variance was also small (CV: 3.2 % for nitrous ion analysis).

Figure 1. Structure of a micro total analysis system for nitrous or phosphate ion

Figure 2. Fluctuations in flow rates of (a) a syringe pump with a 50 μL syringe and (b) a gas pressure driven pump

Figure 3. Reproducibility of a micro injector. 1 μg/mL PO₄³⁻ standard solution was repetitively injected to the microchip-based analysis system.
4. Conclusion
In this study, it was proved that micro-TAS could be equally reliable as and consistent with the conventional industrial standard analyses. It is meaningful because validation would be a key for micro-TAS to become widespread in practical usage.

![Figure 4. Correlation between micro TAS and conventional JIS method in analysis of nitrous ion](image1)

![Figure 5. Correlation between micro TAS and conventional JIS method in analysis of phosphate ion](image2)

Table 1. Results of validation test of micro TAS in analysis of nitrous ion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Micro TAS</th>
<th>JIS method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linearity R²</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest detection limit</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(µg / mL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest determination</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limit S/N=10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(µg / mL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range</td>
<td>0.006~6</td>
<td>0.06~2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(µg / mL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Results of validation test of micro TAS in analysis of phosphate ion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Micro TAS</th>
<th>JIS method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linearity R²</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest detection limit</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/N=3 (µg / mL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest determination</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limit S/N=10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(µg / mL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range</td>
<td>0.03~4.00</td>
<td>0.08~4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(µg / mL)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproducibility (CV)</td>
<td>1.5~3.2 %</td>
<td>2~10 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MULTIPLE IMMUNOASSAY ON A CAPILLARY-ASSEMBLED MICROCHIP (CAs-CHIP) INTEGRATING VALVING AND IMMUNO-REACTION FUNCTIONS

Terence G. Henares, Shun-ichi Funano, Hideaki Hisamoto, and Shigeru Terabe
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Abstract
Multiple enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) chip is developed by using capillary-assembled microchip (CAs-CHIP) technique [1-4], which involves the simple embedding of the multiple square capillaries possessing valving and immuno-reaction functions into the microchannels fabricated on a PDMS substrate. CAs-CHIP technique enables the integration of both fluid control parts and immuno-reaction parts in a single ELISA chip, thus, it leads to the flexible design of the multi-ELISA chip for many different medical and clinical purposes by using different immuno-reaction capillaries.

Keywords: capillary-assembled microchip, ELISA, immunoassay, PDMS, square capillary

1. Introduction
It is well-known that the integration of the immunoassay system on a microfabricated device is a very promising approach. Because the short molecular diffusion distance provided by the microchannel offers an advantageous feature in significant reduction of the analysis time from hours to minutes [5]. However, systematic and flexible integration of the valving operation and the different immuno-reaction systems in a single microchip is a crucial issue for realizing the multi-ELISA system required for different diagnostic purposes.

Here we demonstrated the multi-ELISA using the capillary-assembled microchip (CAs-CHIP) integrating valving and immuno-reaction functions in a single microchip.

2. Experimental
Here, a thermo-responsive polymer-immobilized capillary was used together with a small Peltier device, as valving part, and many different antibody-immobilized capillaries were used as immuno-reaction parts. These capillaries were cut into appropriate length (2-3 mm), and embedded as shown in Figure 1. Spin-coated PDMS prepolymer was used as final bonding. Sample solution and detecting reagent solutions were sequentially introduced through the valving capillary, and after introducing each solution, valve was closed by lowered the temperature of the Peltier device to start each reaction inside the immuno-reaction capillary. Detection was carried out by using the thermal lens microscope.
3. Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the typical response curve obtained by using anti-human IgG-immobilized capillary. Although, error bar is quite large, the results indicated that the determination of subnanogram per milli-liter human IgGs were successfully achieved. Anti-goat, or chicken IgG-immobilized capillaries also responded in the same concentration ranges to Figure 2.

When the mixed IgG solution (Human IgG: 100pg/ml, Goat IgG: 1 ng/ml, Chicken IgG: 10 ng/ml), mixed enzyme (HRP)-antibody solution and substrate solution were introduced through valving capillary, selective immuno-reactions and enzyme reactions took place in each antibody-immobilized capillary. Since the inner size of immuno-sensing capillaries was ca. 50 micron square, immuno reactions required for sandwich-type ELISA were significantly reduced to 30 minutes including two immuno-reactions and subsequent enzyme reaction steps.

Figure 3 shows the results of multi-IgG sensing using the chip together with those of single capillary responses. Three different IgG concentrations were successfully determined by scanning the focal point of thermal lens microscope.
4. Conclusions

Systematic and flexible integration of the valving operation and the different immuno-reaction systems in a single microchip was successfully achieved. Multi-ELISA chip developed here can be applied for many different medical and clinical purposes by using different immuno-reaction capillaries required for each purpose.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the responses of multiple ELISA CAs-CHIP and corresponding single capillaries
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Abstract
We developed a small volume immunoassay chip with very low detection limit (ppt level in 3 μL sample volume) based on surface plasmon resonance (SPR) detection by suppressing non-specific adsorption of interfering molecules in case of determining a blood B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP). This was achieved by a T-shaped microfluidic channel with BNP immobilized region for B/F separation of binded and unbinded antibody-enzyme conjugate located upstream of the junction and a gold thin film for SPR detection located downstream of the junction. This chip design is advantageous to avoid the blood samples pass over the gold film for SPR detection. Therefore, a low detection limit can be obtained since the detection region is free from non-specific adsorption.

Keywords: Immunosensor, B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP), Surface plasmon resonance (SPR), Point-of-care testing

1. Introduction
Various SPR immunosensors have been reported based on the SPR angle shifts caused by the formation of an immuno-complex on an antibody modified sensing surface. The SPR immunosensor has advantages as regards bedside monitoring and point-of-care testing because the method is a rapid, simple, safe and low power technique [1]. However, it is difficult to measure trace level biomolecules in real samples because of the non-specific adsorption when the sample solution is directly introduced onto the sensing surface. Since an SPR sensor simply responds to refractive index changes on the sensing surface, it is impossible to distinguish whether the SPR angle shift is caused by specific or non-specific adsorption. Various modifications of the film on the sensing surface have been used to suppress non-specific adsorption. Nevertheless, the complete prevention of non-specific adsorption is difficult at present. Thus, when monitoring trace level biomolecules, it is inappropriate to introduce the
blood sample directly onto the sensing surface during SPR measurement.

In this paper we propose a one-chip immunosensor with a small sample volume using a T-shaped microfluidic system that has a B/F separation chamber and a gold film for the SPR detection which is free from non-specific adsorption.

2. Experimental

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of our immunosensor. The immunosensor consists of poly-dimethylsiloxane cover with a T-shaped microchannel and a glass plate with two gold films. One is for BNP immobilized region and the other is for SPR detection. The T-shaped channel consists of a micro channel A (1 mm wide, 20 μm deep) and a micro channel B (2 mm wide, 20 μm deep). Assay protocol is described in figure caption 1.

3. Results and Discussions

Figure 2 shows the calibration curve of the immunosensor. When the BNP concentration was lower than 1 pg/mL, the SPR angle was almost unchanged. In contrast, the SPR angle started to decrease as increasing the BNP concentration when the BNP concentration was higher than 5 pg/mL. The proposed method could be used for determining BNP in wide dynamic range from 5 pg/mL to 100 ng/mL which covers...
blood concentration of BNP required for clinical application. The proposed BNP sensing method has one of the most low detection limit yet reported based on an SPR detection system because both of sample solution and detection antibodies did not pass over the sensing surface by the T-shaped microfluidics. Table 1 compares SPR angle shift values obtained from BNP spiked in human serum with those obtained from BNP in a buffer solution. The SPR angle shift values in a buffer solution were estimated from the calibration curve in Fig. 2. Though good agreement could not be obtained when using unheated human serum because of a large amount of endogenous pseudocholinesterase in serum, we could obtain the satisfactory recovery using the spiked serum sample when we inactivate the esterase in the blood by pre-heat treatment. Our immunosensor is superior to commercially available immunoassay systems based on fluorescence or isotope detection since our immunosensor is portable and safe and employs a low power technique with a high sensitivity equivalent to that of conventional methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run no.</th>
<th>BNP added value</th>
<th>Calibration curve from fig. 2</th>
<th>Serum measurement</th>
<th>Ratio / %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 pg/mL</td>
<td>99 mDeg.</td>
<td>96 mDeg.</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10 pg/mL</td>
<td>91 mDeg.</td>
<td>91 mDeg.</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100 pg/mL</td>
<td>75 mDeg.</td>
<td>76 mDeg.</td>
<td>101%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 ng/mL</td>
<td>58 mDeg.</td>
<td>59 mDeg.</td>
<td>102%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10 ng/mL</td>
<td>38 mDeg.</td>
<td>32 mDeg.</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>100 ng/mL</td>
<td>26 mDeg.</td>
<td>23 mDeg.</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Comparison of SPR angle shift value in human serum with that in phosphate buffer for various concentrations of BNP spiked samples. The SPR angle shift values in buffer solution were estimated from the calibration curve in Fig. 2.
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Abstract

This paper reports a novel immunoassay using an electro-microchip to detect the immuno-reaction signal and the silver enhancement reaction to magnify the detection signal. Moreover, gold nanoparticles (ANPs) play the roles of a label for antigen or antibody and a catalyst for silver precipitation. The change of the impedance to corroborate immuno-reaction is detected, amplified and analyzed. The results show that using the gap size of 20 μm electro-chip has the best sensitivity. The relationship between concentration and signal is established and the antigen detection limit is 100 ng/mL.

Keywords: immunoassay, gold nanoparticle, silver enhancement

1. Introduction

Immunogold silver staining (IGSS) technique is widely used in optical microscope observation [1, 2]. Herein, we combine IGSS, gold nanoparticles (ANPs) and an electro-microchip to construct a new immunoassay. The whole framework of the study is based on two major aspects: (i) direct immunoassay (two-layer format) is used for qualitative analysis (Fig. 1a), and (ii) sandwich immunoassay (three-layer format), which composed of a primary antibody, a secondary antibody and antigens, is used for qualitative and quantitative analysis (Fig. 1b).

Fig. 1 Scheme of the signal amplification method: (a) two-layer format (direct immunoassay) and (b) three-layer format (sandwich immunoassay).
2. Experimental

The developed system, as shown in Fig. 2, includes: (i) a LCR meter, which is the main measurement instrument to measure the variation of the impedance, (ii) a Lab-VIEW® program for acquiring the data automatically and (iii) an electro-microchip. In SEM images, we find specific spaces between different sizes (5 nm and 20 nm) of ANPs, which indirectly prove the conjugation of the ANPs and IgG (Fig. 3a). Moreover, the IgG-ANPs conjugates have two specific absorption peaks at 270 nm and 530 nm in UV-Vis spectrum (Fig. 3b). These prove the conjugation of the ANPs and the IgG.

Fig. 2 Impedance measurement system including (i) a LCR meter: the main measuring instrument (ii) a Lab-VIEW® program for acquiring the data automatically, and (iii) an impedance microchip.

Fig. 3 (a) TEM images of IgG-ANPs (5 nm) conjugates bind with protein A-ANPs (20 nm) conjugates, and (b) The UV-Vis spectrum of 5 nm ANPs and IgG-ANPs conjugates.

3. Results and Discussions

The gap size of the parallel electrodes from 20 μm to 200 μm is designed to evaluate the relationship between the gap size of the electrode and the sensitivity. Experimental data show that the sensitivity is influenced by different gap sizes of the electrodes. An electro-microchip with a 20 μm gap electrodes has the best sensitivity among the others (Fig. 4). In immuno-experiment, the concentration of first antibody is fixed at 10 μg/mL and the different concentration of antigen is set from 0.01 μg/mL to 10 μg/mL. Experimental results show an apparently decreasing of the impedance, as shown in Fig. 5. The diversity of the impedance means that the developed immunoassay approach is work.
Fig. 5 The impedance spectrum of the direct immunoassay (two-layer format) in the gap size of (a) 20 μm (b) 50 μm (c) 100 μm, and (d) 200 μm. The chip with a 20 μm gap has the highest sensitivity.

Fig. 5 The impedance spectrum of a chip with parallel electrodes with a 20 μm gap size in the sandwich immunoassay. The concentration of antigen is set from 0.1 μg/mL to 10 μg/mL and the detection limit is 0.1 μg/mL.

4. Conclusions

Changing the silver enhancement solution every 3 minutes restrains silver precipitation. The detection limit of the sandwich immunoassay is 100 ng/mL. The developed method has advantages of rapid, sensitive and convenient than convention immunoassay ELISA.
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Abstract

We present the development and characterization of a piezoelectric microjet. This needle-free drug delivery device is designed to deliver small, frequent drug doses that can be controlled by feedback from physiological sensors to create a closed-loop drug therapy system. Device performance is characterized using strobe imaging of injection speed, micro-scale force sensing, and measurement of penetration depth in skin surrogate materials. Penetration depth is found to correlate with the volume delivered above the critical pressure for material failure.
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1. Introduction

Recently, autonomous micro-analytical systems have been developed that are capable of continuously monitoring patient physiology and drug response \textit{in vivo} [1]. The availability of such devices suggests a new paradigm for transdermal drug therapy in which small, frequent drug doses given in response to sensor feedback create a closed-loop dose profile, replacing traditional transdermal drug therapy in which large, infrequent doses are delivered by hypodermic needles. This paradigm shift requires a new drug delivery technology capable of delivering small, precise drug doses through the skin. We present the development of a piezoelectric microjet injector for transdermal drug delivery. Here, a piezoelectric actuator is suddenly expanded, providing an impulse of momentum to the plunger of a syringe. As the plunger travels, a high-speed liquid jet capable of tissue penetration issues from a micro-nozzle and is imaged using strobe microscopy (Figure 1, Left). In this paper we experimentally and theoretically characterize the influence of nozzle diameter, an important device design parameter, on jet formation and penetration in polyacrylamide gel, a skin surrogate.

2. Experimental

The piezoelectric microjet consists of a conventional syringe (Hamilton, Reno, NV, USA) with the needle cut short and a glass micro-nozzle attached using epoxy. Nozzles are fabricated by heated mechanical pulling of glass pipettes followed by fire polishing and mechanical sanding to the desired orifice diameter. The piezoelectric actuator (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) is directly abutted to the syringe plunger prior to actuation. Jet speeds are measured using a 2-pulse strobe imaging technique [2], in which the pulses are of 5 ns duration and separated by 5 \(\mu\)s (Fig. 1, left). A micro-scale
load cell (50g, Honeywell, 10kHz) is used to track the force generated by the impinging microjet (Fig. 1, bottom right). To measure penetration depth, FITC-conjugated latex beads are mixed with the ejected solution, creating contrast after injection into surrogate materials (4wt% polyacrylamide gel) (Fig. 1, top right).

Figure 1. (Left) Strobe images of the developing microjet, from which the velocity is calculated. (Top Right) Image of jet penetration in polyacrylamide gel using 500nm FITC-latex beads. Outline added manually for contrast. (Bottom Right) Microjet impinging on micro-scale load cell.

3. Theory

A simple physical model of the microjet system is based on differential equation statements of mass and momentum conservation (Equations 1,2) [3]. This model focuses primarily on the exchange of energy between plunger momentum and liquid compression. Frictional losses are neglected.

\begin{align}
\text{(1)} & \quad \frac{d u_o(t)}{d t} = \frac{B + p(t)}{L - x_p(t)} \frac{d x_p(t)}{d t} - \frac{BA_o}{A_p \rho} \sqrt{2 \rho(t)} \\
\text{(2)} & \quad \frac{d^2 x_p(t)}{d t^2} = -\frac{A_o \rho(t)}{m_p} x_p(t) - \frac{m_p}{\rho(t)}
\end{align}

change in orifice velocity compressibility of liquid loss through orifice

\begin{align*}
m_p & \quad \text{plunger mass; } \\
A_o & \quad \text{plunger area; } \\
B & \quad \text{bulk modulus} \\
\rho & \quad \text{initial density; } \\
A_p & \quad \text{orifice area; } \\
L & \quad \text{column length; } \\
x_p(t) & \quad \text{plunger displacement; } \\
p(t) & \quad \text{pressure}
\end{align*}

4. Results and Conclusions

The microjet device uses the rapid, brief expansion of a piezoelectric actuator (15 μm at 1m/s) to compress a small volume of liquid (4-10 μL). Actuator expansion results in the expulsion of a high-speed (50-200 m/s) stream of liquid of small total volume (50-700 nL). As the plunger moves forward the dynamic combination of system compression and losses causes jet velocity to oscillate, as observed when the jet impinges on a micro-scale load cell (Fig. 2, Left). Jet velocity increases as nozzle diameter decreases (Fig. 2, Middle). Comparison with the simple theory, where bulk modulus is adjusted to account for system compressibility, shows qualitative agreement in the observed trend (Fig. 2, Right).
Figure 2. (Left) Load cell readings for various nozzle diameters. As nozzle diameter increases, an under-damped to over-damped transition occurs. (Middle) Jet velocity as a function of time and nozzle diameter. (Right) Maximum measured jet velocity as a function of nozzle diameter with comparison to model.

Figure 3. (Left) Impact pressure and volume measured as a function of nozzle diameter. (Right) Penetration depth in 4 wt% polyacrylamide gel as a function of nozzle diameter.

Two criteria must be met for material penetration to a given depth: (i) fluid impact pressure must exceed a critical value related to material fracture stress, and (ii) the total volume delivered at that pressure must be sufficient to create the fracture surface. As nozzle diameter increases, resistance to plunger motion decreases, increasing the total shot volume and simultaneously decreasing the maximum and average impact pressure (force per jet area) (Fig. 3, left). These effects act together, resulting in a maximum penetration depth for a nozzle diameter of 80 μm. Nozzles of smaller diameter suffer from insufficient volume delivered, while those of larger diameter suffer from insufficient pressure. Thus we conclude that penetration depth correlates with the shot volume delivered above the critical pressure for material failure.
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1. Introduction
Since there is no PCR-like amplification in proteomics, sample preparation coupled with advanced sample separation and purification steps is necessary for detecting low-abundance protein species. In this study, we present a sample preparation microfluidic device for the controlled micropatterning of proteins with an intelligent polymer-modified temperature-controllable microelectrode. The device is composed of a micromachined Si chip and a hot-cast poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) chip. This paper will cover detailed results of the affinity microfabricated-device, including microfabrication, thermal analysis, enzyme-controlled patterning and bioelectrocatalytic sensing in a microfluidic chip.

2. Experimental
The development of microfluidic platforms that provide getting specific analytes purified or contaminants removed in complex fluid streams is critical for rapid and point-of-care testing systems [1]. Many techniques have been developed, including chemical modification of channel surfaces and packing with biochemical-coated beads [1-2]. These methods share several disadvantages in packaging like fouling. However, the novel integrated microfluidic device employing the heat-sensitive polymer, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)(PNIPAAm) on the temperature-addressable electrodes, as shown in Figure 1, can overcome the problems and is very suitable for a mobile diagnostic system. Here, the controlled protein micropatterning in the microfluidic device by an external stimulus with an intelligent polymer-modified electrode is described. For the microfabrication, photolithography techniques were adapted. The 5-in wafer-level Si microfabrication processes were utilized for the implementation of the Si components, including the micropatterning of electrodes both for the temperature control (microheater
and temperature sensor) [3] and electroanalysis and the casting of a thin polymer microfluidic components with chamber, channel, and valve for a leak-free device, as shown in Figure 2.

3. Results and discussion

Thermal distribution in the chamber was simulated by using CFD-ACE+ and thermal response of Si components was fast and reliable. For the controlled patterning and analysis of proteins including an enzyme (GOX), a NHS-esterified PNIPAAm was synthesized and functionalized on the gold electrode with dendrimer-conjugated SAM. Then, the electrode surface was manipulated using the structural transition of PNIPAAm by changing the surface temperature of electrodes across its lower critical solution temperature, as shown in Figure 3. The controlled patterning of GOX was evaluated from the bioelectrocatalytic signals by voltamograms as shown in Figure 4. And then the controlled patterning by employing fluorescence-labeled IgG was also demonstrated by fluorescence microscopy as shown in Figure 5. With in situ temperature control, fluorescence picture results indicated that the extended form of PNIPAAm below LCST on the surface inhibited the molecular approach and immobilization of GOX.

Figure 1. Schematic view of the heat-sensitive transition of PNIPAAm. Figure 2. Photograph of the protein separation microfluidic device.

Figure 3. Diagram showing the processes for selective enzyme patterning evaluation: mode A(shrunken) and B(stretched).

Figure 4. Electrochemical evaluation of the selective GOX adsorption between mode A and B.
4. Conclusions

The smart affinity microfluidic device, including intelligent PNIPAAm polymer-modified temperature-controllable microelectrode in array, was designed and fabricated using Si bulk-micromachining MEMS protocols, hot casting of PDMS, and heat-sensitive polymer matrix. The device showed excellent thermal properties, including fast response and very low power consumption even though its wide area, good enzyme-controlled patterning. So, the device is directly applicable to a battery-powered portable immunoassay system.
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Abstract
An acoustic separation system for producing pure blood plasma is presented. The separated plasma contains less than 1 % red blood cells from the original hematocrit of 40 %. A sequential separation system consisting of four separators is demonstrated.

Keywords: Acoustic separation, blood, plasma, radiation force, apheresis

1. Introduction
The need for pure blood plasma is of interest in diagnostic applications and in blood banking e.g. plasmapheresis. Blood plasma is usually generated by centrifugation or filtration. Plasmapheresis as realized by centrifugation in blood bank processes has hitherto not been addressed by μTAS solutions as throughput is a major issue. Complementary techniques, such as mechanical filters, tend to saturate and though MEMS-solutions often offer attractive separation performance they commonly demonstrates a limited throughput, usually in the order of a few micro liters per minute [1]. This paper describes a method of extracting pure blood plasma from whole blood based on previously reported ultrasonic standing wave separation technique [2], offering a potential of up-scaling throughput to clinically relevant levels.

2. Theory
When whole blood is exposed to an acoustic standing wave, red blood cells (RBC) and white blood cells (WBC) are affected by an acoustic radiation force [3]. The radiation force will move the cells into the pressure node of the standing wave (Fig 1).

Figure 1. Particles exposed to an acoustic standing wave experience an acoustic radiation force and gather into the pressure node.

Figure 2. A single plasmapheresis chip actuated by a piezoceramic from the backside.
If a half wave length standing wave is exerted on blood in a microfluidic channel, red blood cells will be concentrated into a streaming band in the middle of the flow channel. If the channel is split into three outlets, the concentrated red blood cells exit through the centre outlet and the clear plasma trough the side outlets. To increase the throughput of the separation process, a separator of eight parallel channels in a bifurcation structure was made [4] (Fig. 2).

3. Experimental

Bovine blood was used and the flow rate of the eight channel chip was 0.6 ml/min (Fig. 3). The benefit of transversal mode ultrasonic excitation is that the same piezoceramic transducer is used to provide the ultrasonic separation in all eight channels. Consequently a further up-scaling in a parallel channel bifurcation network is easily accomplished.

![Figure 3. The eight channel separator. The top view to the right shows a channel segment with ultrasound turned off. The lower right view shows the acoustically controlled plasma extraction. White lines have been added to outline the separator channels.](image)

![Figure 4. Sequential plasma extraction from whole blood. The plasma fraction from the first step is the input to the second step and so on.](image)

4. Results and discussion

The RBC concentration in whole blood however, is too high to make a perfect acoustic separation in a single step. With a blood concentration of 40%, forcing the full RBC volume into a channel taking only 50% of the flow is barely possible. A serial separation procedure containing four separation chips was therefore realized (Fig. 4). In the first step the RBC concentration was decreased from 40% to 30%. The 1st plasma fraction was then fed into the second separator where the RBC concentration was again decreased from 30% to 18%. In a similar way the third and fourth step decreased the RBC concentration from 18% to 6% and finally from 6% to less than 1% (Fig 5).
Figure 5. The diagram shows the removal efficiency of erythrocytes vs hematocrit (HCT) level. The HCT after each extraction step is followed by the step function. The process starts with whole blood of 40 % and end up with a plasma fraction containing less than 1 % erythrocytes.
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Abstract
This paper reports on a microfluidic device and a portable automated system for micro-extraction of viral RNA from blood spiked with virus particles.

Keywords: Viral, RNA, nucleic acid, sample preparation

1. Introduction
Previously, we demonstrated a flow-through shear-type filter chip for isolation of plasma and virus particles from blood [1]. Here, we further expand the chip by integrating the subsequent sample preparation steps including lysis of virus particles and extraction of viral RNA (figure 1). The chip fabrication follows the simple process reported in [1]. The extraction is based on the fact that nucleic acid readily binds to silica surface in the presence of chaotropic salts [2]. Our device differs from the earlier biochips since others mostly demonstrated purification of DNA and used samples lysed outside the biochip [3], [4]. Some of the important infectious diseases arise from RNA viruses and require handling of complex samples such as blood.

![Figure 1](image_url)

Figure 1. (a) viral RNA biochip (b) automated system and (c) the assembled cartridge.
2. Viral RNA Micro-extraction

Silicon-glass biochip in figure 1(a) integrates three parts: filter, mixer, and binder. Blood flows in and out of the filter through ports 1 and 2, respectively. Flow-through design of the filter allows the biochip to handle large volume of blood sample (e.g. 400μL). Screening adequate sample is crucial at the onset of disease as the host carries few viral copies. While blood flows through the filter, plasma and virus particles escape through 1.6-μm gaps between the pillars. Meanwhile, lysis buffer which contains chaotropic salt (6M GuHCl) is introduced through inlet 3. The viral particles in plasma get lysed and nucleic acid binds to the silica surface of the chip as the plasma-lysis mixture flows through the mixer and binder. Further lysis buffer could be injected into the mixer through inlet 4. After washing away cellular debris with high-salt buffer, desalting of the chip can be realized with injection of absolute ethanol. After drying ethanol by passing air through the chip, a low-salt buffer is used to release purified nucleic acid from the chip surface through outlet 5. Fluidic control is provided by an automated portable system, shown in figure 1(b). Extraction protocol is encoded in software loaded into the system. The system is stand-alone and does not require computer unless a protocol revision is required. The system accepts blood in a dedicated syringe and physically isolates other reagents to prevent contamination. It injects the sample and reagents into a disposable cartridge containing the biochip. Figure 1(c) shows the assembly of the biochip in a cartridge replica-moulded in PDMS [poly(dimethylsiloxane)]. The cartridge is also shown while undergoing a test run using anticoagulated human blood. Waste blood from the filter is considered potentially infectious and poses health risk. Hence, it is stored in an enclosed reservoir.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

Spiral mixer has been characterized by co-injecting fluorescent base (10μM fluorescin NaOH) and acid (1mM HCl) at the increasing flow rates. Due to adequate mixing of the acidic and basic solutions, pH gets less than 3 and the fluorescence starts to decay. As shown in figure 2, the mixer functions well in the flow range up to 50μl/min.

![Figure 2. Spiral mixer efficiency at the increased flow rates.](image)

As a test vehicle, virus particles were used to spike anticoagulated human blood to simulate an infected patient’s sample. For safety, a plant virus Cymbidium Mosaic virus (CymMV) was used. Figure 3 shows parts of the biochip as it was injected by lysis buffer and 400μl of human blood spiked with 1000 CymMV particles. In figure 3(a), most blood cells are shown retained by the filter as they flow to the waste reservoir. For verification, elutions collected were subjected to nucleic acid sequence based...
amplification (NASBA). NASBA is a homogenous isothermal (41°C) process already incorporates reverse transcriptase. NASBA products were detected by spectrometry via enzyme-linked probe that reacts with chromogenic substrate to form colored product. Lower limit of the micro-extraction was determined by differentially detecting internal controls spiked into NASBA. Based on the calibration curve by the internal controls in figure 4, we estimated that a total of 720 viral copies could be detected in the 40μl biochip elution. This shows that our biochip can extract viral RNA from a blood sample with a clinically relevant viral load.

Figure 3. Photomicrographs of the biochip as blood and the lysis buffer pass through.

Figure 4. Calibration curve by internal controls RNA templates spiked into NASBA.
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Abstract

This paper reports a novel magnetophoretic immunoassay using a microbead conjugated
with superparamagnetic nanoparticles under the enhanced magnetic field gradient. A ferromagnetic microstructure connected with a permanent magnet is used to
increase the magnetic field gradient (~10^4 T m^-1) and successfully applied to detect
allergen-specific IgEs samples obtained from 44 patients’ serum in a hospital. The
detectable ranges of human IgEs are 10.68 ng mL^-1 to 151 pg mL^-1 (Dermatophagoides
pteronyssinus) and 19.47 ng mL^-1 to 104 pg mL^-1 (Dermatophagoides farinae).

Keywords: magnetophoretic immunoassay, superparamagnetic nanoparticles,
human IgE, allergy

1. Introduction

Immunoglobulin E (IgE)-mediated type I allergic diseases are one of the most
common causes of chronic illness in the populations of industrialized countries [1]. As
IgE has been discovered as a key mediator of the allergic response in immune system,
risk-free in vitro determination of IgE levels has significantly improved the diagnosis of
allergy. However, the conventional in vivo allergy testing method, like skin prick test,
has potential risk of causing adverse reactions, such as systemic reactions and
anaphylactic shocks. In addition, due to the extremely low IgE level (less than 1/40,000
IgG) in serum, a highly sensitive IgE detection method is a prerequisite for accurate
diagnosis of allergy.

2. Principle

In this detection scheme, microbeads are deflected from their own pathway in a
microchannel as much as analytes are conjugated with microbeads and
superparamagnetic nanoparticles by sandwich immunoreactions (Figure 1). Since the
magnetophoretic deflection velocity of microbeads is proportional to the analyte
concentration and magnetic field gradient [2], detection limit can be controlled by
applying the higher magnetic field gradient [3]. To achieve lower detection limit, a
The 10th International Conference on Miniaturized Systems for Chemistry and Life Sciences (μTAS2006)  
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3. Experimental

Figure 2 shows the microfluidic device fabricated by conventional poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) molding processes, where Ni microstructure was electroplated on a Pyrex glass wafer. For the sandwich immunoassay of allergen-specific human IgE, Luminex xMAP® Carboxylated Microspheres were conjugated with mite lysates by EDC (1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride)-NHS (N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide) activation. House dust mites, *D. pteronyssinus* and *D. farinae*, were used as the sources for allergen and human IgEs were obtained from 44 patients’ serum in a hospital. Serum samples were grouped into five categories according to their mite allergen-specific IgE levels. To minimize the

![Figure 1. Sandwich immunoassay procedures based on the magnetophoretic migration in a microchannel.](image)

![Figure 2. A photograph of the microfluidic device with a Ni microstructure.](image)

ferromagnetic microstructure was used to increase the magnetic field gradient ($\sim 10^4$ T m$^{-1}$).

<p>| Table 1. List of pooled sera used in the experiment and classification |
|---|---|---|---|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IgE ($\mu$L$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>IgE (ng mL$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>No. of included serum</th>
<th>Class$^a$ (CAP system)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>D. pteronyssinus</em> 1</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>D. pteronyssinus</em> 2</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>D. pteronyssinus</em> 3</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>D. pteronyssinus</em> 4</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>D. pteronyssinus</em> 5</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>181.7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>D. farinae</em> 1</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>D. farinae</em> 2</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>D. farinae</em> 3</td>
<td>8.36</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>D. farinae</em> 4</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>104.8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>D. farinae</em> 5</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>194.7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ 1 U equals 2.4 ng of IgE.
sample-to-sample variation of different categories in their protein contents, five samples in each group were mixed in the same volume (Table 1).

4. Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows the magnetophoretic movements of conjugated microbeads. The detectable range for *D. pteronyssinus*-specific IgE was from 10.68 ng mL\(^{-1}\) to 151 pg mL\(^{-1}\) and that for *D. farinae*-specific IgE was from 19.47 ng mL\(^{-1}\) to 104 pg mL\(^{-1}\) (Figure 4). The sensitivity of this system was comparable to that of a conventional allergy testing kit (CAP system) and incubation time of our method was reduced to 20 min with a serum sample of 10 \(\mu\)L.

5. Conclusions

We performed the magneto-phoretic immunoassays for the detection of mite allergen-specific human IgE in sera using an enhanced magnetic field gradient. This assay system has potential for multiple IgEs detection with fluorescently encoded microbeads.
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Abstract

This paper presents comparison analysis on various silicon-glass microfilters which are used to trap white blood cells (WBC) from a given sample of blood. Four microfilter designs studied here includes weir filter, pillar filter, cross-flow filter and membrane filter. Fabrication process for the cross-flow and the pillar designs is simpler and more suitable for integration with other components. The cross-flow filter design offers the largest blood passing capacity and high WBC trapping efficiency.

Keyword: microfilter, separation, MEMS, cross-flow, pillar

1. Introduction

The microfilters for trapping WBC could play a crucial role for on-chip genomic analysis because the genetic code, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is contained in nuclei of WBC. Various designs of the microfilter have been published [1]-[3]. But until now, no direct comparison on the trapping efficiency of these microfilters has been published, despite their different designs. In this paper, four different microfilters, the weir filter, the pillar filter, the cross-flow filter and the membrane filter, are being compared in term of their capacity of filtering human blood.

2. Design of Microfilter chip

Genomic analysis from whole blood requires extraction and purification of DNA from WBC. Red blood cells (RBC) have to be discarded as they contain no nucleus. Besides, RBC further contain hemoglobin which inhibits the subsequent step of nucleic acid amplification. Separation of the cells based on their size through filtration is a passive but simple approach and suitable for miniaturization. WBC (diameter >5μm) are typically larger than RBC (thickness ~ 2μm) and silicon-based technology can manufacture precise and uniform sieve structures with critical pore size (<1μm).

Four microfilter designs compared here are schematically described in figure 1. The four designs are the weir, the pillar, the cross-flow, and the porous membrane. The microfilters were fabricated using silicon micromachining mainly via deep reactive ion etching and silicon-glass anodic bonding. The inlet and outlet ports were created in silicon from backside by wet etching. A plain glass wafer was bonded to silicon to enclose the microfilters except the membrane design where the glass capping layer contains a microchamber. The critical pore size for all the designs is 3μm whereas the total pore area for each microfilter is listed in table 1.
Table 1. Total pore area and measured filter capacity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILTER</th>
<th>Σ PORE AREA / CHIP</th>
<th>BLOOD PASSING CAPACITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weir</td>
<td>0.0105 mm$^2$</td>
<td>&lt;50µl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pillar</td>
<td>59.6 mm$^2$</td>
<td>300µl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-flow</td>
<td>0.474 mm$^2$</td>
<td>&gt;300µl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane</td>
<td>12.67 mm$^2$</td>
<td>200µl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Experimental Results & Discussion

The microfilters were tested using human whole blood with WBC stained by methylene blue. The flow rate was varied between 10-50µl/min using a syringe pump and the blood was diluted 200× using phosphate buffered saline (PBS). The passing capacity for the different designs was compared by monitoring the input pressure. When the pressure increased more than 1.5atm, the filter was said to be clogged and the total volume of undiluted blood passed was recorded as the microfilter capacity (table 1).

The microfilters were evaluated for separation of WBC from RBC. The input and output fluids were sampled at 5min intervals using a hemocytometer. The results are summarized in table 2. All the microfilters show more than 50% trapping rate for WBC. In figure 2, it is found that the blood cells are being trapped on the membrane and weir microfilters. In terms of microfabrication process and ease of integration with other microfluidic components, the cross-flow and pillar designs are much simpler, and hence more advantageous. In figure 3, further experimental results support that the cross-flow design can pass through more RBC (60-95%) than the pillar design (20-55%) while trapping similar amount of WBC.

These empirical comparisons indicate that the cross-flow design has the largest blood passing capacity and high WBC trapping efficiency despite its small total pore and simple microfabrication process.
Table 2. Measured filter efficiency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILTER</th>
<th>INPUT</th>
<th>FLOW RATE</th>
<th>VOLUME</th>
<th>TRAP WBC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weir</td>
<td>Whole blood</td>
<td>10 µl/min</td>
<td>1 µl</td>
<td>~70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weir</td>
<td>Whole blood</td>
<td>50 µl/min</td>
<td>1 µl</td>
<td>~70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane</td>
<td>Whole blood</td>
<td>10 µl/min</td>
<td>2 µl</td>
<td>72-85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane</td>
<td>Whole blood</td>
<td>10 µl/min</td>
<td>1 µl</td>
<td>72-85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pillar</td>
<td>Whole blood</td>
<td>20 µl/min</td>
<td>1 µl</td>
<td>70-95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross flow</td>
<td>Whole blood</td>
<td>20 µl/min</td>
<td>1 µl</td>
<td>70-95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Trapping of cells on (a) the membrane and (b) weir filters

Figure 3. Comparison of pillar and cross-flow designs in terms of (a) RBC passing and (b) WBC trapping efficiency
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Abstract

Up to today, the number of CD4⁺ lymphocytes remains the most important biological marker to determine the clinical stage of an HIV-infection. Analysis by flow cytometry, the standard method used today, is unsuitable in many developing countries, because of high costs involved and practical inconveniences. We here describe a method where surface modified PDMS captures exclusively CD4⁺ cells from non-diluted human whole blood. A simple fluorescence microscope for stained leucocytes counting is the only detection equipment needed.

Keywords: CD4 cells, HIV, PDMS, heparin, point-of-care

1. Introduction

The number of CD4⁺ T-lymphocytes is today one of the most important biological markers for determining the clinical stage of an HIV-infection. The so-called CD4-count is used to decide when to initiate antiretroviral therapy and is the most relevant marker for disease progression. Up till today, flow cytometry is considered as the standard reference method for CD4-count. This method is because of practical inconveniences inappropriate for routine analysis in many developing countries and the need for low-cost CD4-counting facilities is urgent in order to fight AIDS [1].

2. Composition and evaluation of the sensor surface

The PDMS surface was initially coated with a heparin film, resulting in a surface that has been shown to have good thromboresistance as well as hydrophilic wetting properties [2]. Figure 1 shows how the biosensor channel is readily filled when a droplet of antibody incubated whole blood is held against the capillary inlet of the microchannel.

The heparin film was shown to bind avidin irreversibly, making it possible to exploit the strong avidin-biotin coupling chemistry. Biotinated CD4-antibodies capture CD4⁺ T-cells
from the blood and couple them to the avidin coated channel surface. Detection was performed by fluorescence microscopy, where HOECHST (stains cell nuclei) and CD3-FITC antibodies (stain all T-lymphocytes) were used to identify captured CD4\(^+\) cells.

![Figure 1.](image)

**Figure 1.** (a) A PDMS sensor chip, ready for cell capturing. (b-c) By holding a droplet of blood against the capillary ending, the empty microchannel was immediately filled with blood, due to its hydrophilic surface. The PDMS-part of the channel holds 0.1 µl blood.

A biosensor channel is shown in Figure 2, where six CD4\(^+\) cells are visible, identified through complete agreement between HOECHST (Fig. 2a) and CD3-FITC (Fig. 2b) signal. The biosensor channel was rinsed with buffer, also accomplished by capillarity, leaving very few red blood cells behind.

![Figure 2.](image)

**Figure 2.** (a) HOECHST fluorescence, and (b) CD3-FITC fluorescence images from a part of a biosensor channel. Since the signals agree, all six cells are CD4\(^+\). The PDMS microchannel is 200 µm wide and 25 µm deep.
It was furthermore shown that the more easily detected HOECHST signal alone could be used for detection, since the number of non-specifically adsorbed CD4− leucocytes was negligible (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Diagram showing the agreement between HOECHST+ and CD3+ cells in biosensors having biotin-CD4 antibody, either added to the blood, or immobilized in the channel. From this it can be concluded that the non-specific adsorption of CD4− leukocytes is negligible, and the detection can be based on HOECHST staining only. (N=8 and error bars represent standard error of the mean).

3. Conclusions

By combining the avidin-biotin coupling-chemistry with the bioactive heparin surface, we have constructed a PDMS-based biosensor for CD4-count. The active biosensor surface was designed and shown to capture only CD4+ cells from a non-diluted blood sample. Because the sensor surface has the ability to draw blood into the microchannel by pure capillarity, no external pumping sources are necessary. This makes the system highly suitable for a POC application. The main issue addressed in the present work, was to evaluate and optimize the CD4-capturing sensor surface in itself. As a next step, the microfluidic construction will be refined to create a more prototype-like system.
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Abstract
We present a novel concept for the fully integrated centrifugal processing of microarray experiments using standard glass slides. Sample and reagent volumes are reduced to 50 μL in each step, and the overall processing time is reduced to 45 minutes [1,2]. All fluidic structures, e.g. for shake-mode incubation and siphon-based liquid handling, are incorporated in a disposable PDMS-chip which is reversibly clamped to the microarray slide. The slides can easily be transferred to a standard microarray reader or they can directly be investigated on the rotor by ATR principle.

Keywords: microarrays, microfluidics, centrifugal processing, ATR-readout

Introduction
Microarrays have become a powerful tool in the field of molecular biology. Arrays displaying a multitude of different capture proteins on a single substrate allow to simultaneously analyze a given sample with respect to a large set of different targets. Recent developments aim to adopt the microarray format for the field of medical diagnostics applications. Here it is crucial to achieve a short time-to-result as well as reduced volumes of samples and reagents. In novel our setup, we can realize a fully integrated and fast processing of a 3-step fluorescence immunoassay using a microarray format on a standard microscope slide within 45 minutes with a consumption of sample and reagents of 50 μL, only. Our microfluidic platform allows to exploit centrifugal forces for liquid transport and mixing processes.

The Centrifugal Processor
The processor features four rotor segments, each of them accommodating one standard microarray glass slide and a PDMS sheet on top featuring the microfluidic structures (Fig. 1–A). A bayonet clamps the glass slide against a PDMS to avoid leakage of the fluidic chip during spinning of the rotor for microarray processing. The reversible sealing proves to be leak-proof up to high spinning frequencies of 40 Hz. The frequency protocol \( \nu(t) \) of the rotor is controlled by a PC.
Experiments in the Centrifugal Microarray Processor

At first, capture probes containing BSA are printed onto the carrier slide and the resulting microarray is blocked using a casein solution. The self-adhesive and flexible PDMS lid (Fig. 1–B) incorporating a flat, 50-μL cavity displaying a siphon-based outlet are then introduced into one of four rotor arms and clamped against a slide (Fig. 2–A). Next, the sample of anti-BSA antibodies of a known concentration $c$ is injected into the inlet reservoir of the PDMS chip (Fig. 2–A) and a designated frequency protocol $\nu(t)$ is started. This protocol implements our previously developed inertial “shake-mode” stirring [1] to appreciably increase the speed and homogeneity of the biochemical reactions. The siphon ensures a permanent filling of the reaction chamber during the spinning process.

In order to transfer the processed slide to a standard microarray reader, the mechanical clamp is released. For the integrated ATR readout, the slide is used as a waveguide for a laser beam. This concept bears the potential to conduct real-time measurements for kinetic studies or immunoassays without the need of intermediate washing steps.

Fig. 1: Schematic view of the centrifugal microarray processor (CMP). (A) Four standard slides containing a microarray can be placed inside the CMP and processed in parallel. A bayonet locks the clamp on top of the glass slide to avoid leakage during the spinning process. (B) The microstructured PDMS-chip features two inlets for sample and reagents which are connected to the 50-μL reaction chamber. The siphon ensures a permanent filling of the reaction chamber during the spinning process.

Fig. 2: (A) The rotor is first equipped with the PDMS chip and subsequently with the microarray slide. After fixing with the clamp unit, the inlet reservoir of the PDMS chip is filled with the sample. (B) Integration of processing and real-time readout: the microarray substrate acts as a waveguide for a laser beam. This concept bears the potential to conduct real-time measurements for kinetic studies or immunoassays without the need of intermediate washing steps.
molecules bound to the surface-immobilized probes are specifically excited by the short-range evanescent field and their fluorescence signal is recorded by a camera mounted above the plane of rotation.

**Results**

A fluorescence detector reads out of the 3-step fluorescence immunoassay (Fig. 4–A). The results display an obvious correlation between the anti-BSA antibody concentration and the intensity of the fluorescence signal. For a dynamic range of dilutions between 10 µg/mL and 0.05 µg/mL, we obtain a CV of 5.2%, only (Fig. 2–C). To examine the functionality of the ATR-readout device, we printed fluorescence-labelled oligonucleotides, streptavidin and BSA on a slide substrate. Fluorescent signals excited by ATR were recorded by a CCD-camera for a concentration c of 1 mg/mL of streptavidin and 50 µM of Cy5-labelled oligonucleotides.

**Conclusion and Outlook**

We introduced a novel concept for running microarray experiments in parallel. Compared to our previous approach, all fluidic components are integrated in a reversibly attached disposable PDMS-chip. This way the user can adhere to the familiar standard slide format and standard readout devices while still taking full advantage of the rapid, reproducible and robust centrifugal liquid handling. We also demonstrated the feasibility of an on-board ATR readout which may, for instance, enable surface-specific on-line measurements for studies on reaction kinetics.
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Abstract
We report the development of a miniaturized economical real-time PCR. The PCR device is made of micromachined silicon. The reaction is conducted on a disposable microscope cover slip. The miniaturized fluorescence system is integrated underneath the chip. The 12Ah battery can power the PCR system for 12 hours as its consumption is only 3W. The pocket size of the PCR system and its power consumption assure its portability. Its performance was demonstrated by performing a 50-cycle PCR process in 15 min.

Keywords: PCR, μ–optics, μ–PCR, droplet, Virtual Reaction Chamber

1. Introduction
A portable polymerase chain reaction (PCR) system was first reported about 13 years ago and further developed by the original inventors [1] as well as other groups.[2] Due to recent infection disease outbreaks, such as SARS and the current threat of Avian Influenza virus (H5N1), a truly portable real-time PCR (or RT-PCR)-based system is in high demand. [3]

2. Results and discussion
Here, we report on a compact real-time PCR (RT-PCR) system 7x7x3 cm in size (see fig. 1), with a weight of 75g. Its power consumption is only 3W, making this system suitable for long lasting field operations.

The real-time PCR system consists of four printed circuit boards (PCB) linked by connectors.

The top board hosts a micro machined PCR chip (see fig. 1) as described elsewhere. [4] The PCR chip contains a thin film gold heater and temperature sensor. The optical fluorescence unit (optical head) is attached beneath the PCR chip on this board. A light emitting diode (LED) with a peak emission wavelength of 490nm is used as a light source along with a photodiode as a light detector. Light was filtered by a fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) filter set. Signal processing for the fluorescent unit is conducted at the second board. The cross-section of the optical unit is shown in fig. 2.

The second board contains mostly analog circuits for thermal management and fluorescence data processing. The temperature of a PCR system is measured by an integrated resistance temperature detector (RTD) type of sensor connected to an AC powered Wheatstone bridge. The signal from this bridge is amplified and demodulated to provide a DC value for temperature feedback. The PCR temperature is controlled by modulating the amplitude of dissipated power within the heater using a proportional integrated derivative (PID) method.
Figure 1: Photograph of a complete PCR system with an arrow pointing to a virtual reaction chamber (VRC). The system consists of three printed circuit boards (PCB) where the top board contains the PCR chip and integrated optical fluorescent system. The other two PCBs contain supporting electronics and power supplies.

Figure 2: Cross section of the optical fluorescent system. The light comes from a 490nm wavelength LED, passes through blue filter, bounces off a dichroic mirror and is focused at the PCR sample. The fluorescent light is collected by the lens, passes through the dichroic mirror and green filter and is detected by a photodiode.

The LED inside the optical head is powered by current pulses with an amplitude of 100mA, a frequency of 1kHz and a duty cycle of 10%. The fluorescence signal from the photodiode is filtered by a high pass filter, amplified $10^8$ times and fed into a lock-in amplifier. Therefore the fluorescent system can operate under ambient light. The PCR system is controlled by a PC computer with a LabView system. Instead of connecting the second PCB to a PC, a third board containing a single chip controller could be added, making the whole system totally autonomous. The fourth board is connected to a single battery or a charger and generates all the necessary power for the analog and digital blocks on the other boards.
3. Experimental verification
The real-time PCR data is shown in fig. 3. (6-FAM probe-based PCR system) demonstrating fast real-time PCR operation. The 50-cycle reaction is conducted in less than 15min.

Figure 3: PCR fluorescent (red) and thermal (blue) profile (left). It demonstrates the high performance of the PCR detecting green fluorescence protein as the 50-cycle process was conducted in less than 15min. The extracted data (right) shows a critical threshold of 22, which is in agreement with the result obtained from a commercial thermocycler.

4. Conclusion
We have designed, fabricated and demonstrated a miniaturized real-time PCR system based on a previously described economical platform. [4] The optical head with a size of 30 x 30 x 11mm was attached to the PCR silicon micromachined chip. The performance was demonstrated by detecting a green fluorescent protein using a 6-FAM probe based PCR system.

Abstract
We developed a new solid biointerface by integrating a phospholipid polymer (PMBN) with a nanoscale surface modification process known as the electrospray deposition (ESD) method. In the enzyme immunoassay using this surface, the sensitivity was significantly enhanced. The surface prepared by ESD has a nanosphere-shaped structure and therefore the highly uneven surface causes a drastic increase in specific signals due to an increase in the surface area. The PMBN surface which can conjugate antibodies prevented the nonspecific protein adsorption. The stability of the antibodies immobilized on the PMBN surface was improved drastically. The PMBN surface sprayed by ESD can be used to yield a highly sensitive, stable, and reliable assay.

Keywords: immunoassay, electrospray deposition, MPC polymer, biointerface.

1. Introduction
One of the heterogeneous immunoassays, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) has been widely used in the fields of biochemistry and clinical diagnosis. To shorten the assay time, to decrease the sample consumption, and to realize automated assay, microchip based immunoassay is useful. However, the significant decrease in sample volume results in low specific signals under the detection limit. Furthermore, in the microscale environment, the high surface area/volume ratio magnifies the influence of nonspecific binding of an analyte or a labeled antibody to the solid surface, arising high background or noise level. To develop a highly sensitive microchip-based ELISA system, both enhancement of specific signals and reduction of nonspecific signals should be achieved. In this study, we developed a new solid biointerface with a high sensitivity by integrating a novel phospholipid polymer with a nanoscale surface modification process known as the electrospray deposition (ESD) method [1].

2. Experimental
Poly [2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC)-co-n-butyl methacrylate (BMA)-co-p-nitrophenyloxycarbonyl diethylene glycol methacrylate (MEONP)] (PMBN) was synthesized (Figure 1) [2]. The MPC unit shows a high resistivity to
protein adsorption and effectively suppresses the denaturation of biomolecules [3]. The MEONP possesses active ester group, which can conjugate the antibody via dioxyethylene chain to enhance the antigen-antibody reaction efficiency.

The PMBN solution was sprayed by the ESD devise (ES-1000, Fuence, Tokyo, Japan). Au surface was used as a conductive substrate to impress the electric field between surface and polymer solution.

ELISA was carried out using the PMBN surface. First, anti-[human thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH)] mouse IgG was immobilized on the PMBN surface. Using human TSH as the antigen performed the antigen-antibody reaction. Biotinylated anti-TSH mouse IgG and streptavidin-conjugated horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was used to enhance the signal. Then, tetramethylbenzidine was applied as a substrate for HRP. Finally, the increase in absorbance at 450 nm based on the enzyme-substrate reaction was measured using a multilabel counter (Wallac ARVOsx1420, Perkin Elmer).

3. Results and discussion

The PMBN surface sprayed by ESD had large surface area comparing with the surface by dip coating (Figure 2). Therefore, it is expected that the number of immobilized antibodies is increased drastically.

ELISA was carried out using PMBN. The results are shown in Figure 3. The PMBN surface sprayed by ESD showed high specific signal because of a large number of conjugated antibodies by increasing surface area. Nevertheless, its back ground level

![Figure 1. Chemical structure of PMBN.](image)

![Figure 2. SEM images of the PMBN surfaces by dip-coating(A) and ESD(B) at 20 kV on sputtered Au/polyimide substrate.](image)

![Figure 3. Absorbance values in the ELISA test using various solid surfaces. Open and close columns indicate TSH = 10 μIU/mL(Signal), 0 μIU/mL(background), respectively. * Signal/Background ratio.](image)
kept low compared with bovine serum albumin (BSA) blocking. BSA is used in the conventional ELSIA protocol as a nonspecific binding blocking reagent. It is suggested that MPC unit prevented nonspecific adsorption effectively. Thus, the high signal/background (S/B) ratio assay was realized using the PMBN surface sprayed by ESD. Additionally, antibodies conjugated to PMBN kept its stability for a several days in a dry condition at 37 ºC. The PMBN surface sprayed by ESD can produce the low detection limit, high sensitive, stable and reliable assay.

Furthermore, coating with PMBN by ESD can also apply to microchips on which a conductive substrate has been formed by patterning. We have fabricated polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) based microchip to develop the microchip ELISA system (Figure 4). Chemiluminescence intensity was observed in this microchip system corresponding to the concentration of TSH on the surface coated BSA as a blocking reagent (Figure 5). Considering the case of BSA, adopting PMBN surface sprayed by ESD to this microchip will show high S/B ratio, and now it is under development.

![Microchip ELISA](image)

**Figure 4.** Microchip ELISA(A) Photograph of PDMS based microchip.
(B) Schematic representation of microchip ELISA system.

**Figure 5.** Detection of TSH from chemiluminescence signal in microchip.
(Concentration of TSH = 0, 1, 10 μIU/ml, Flow rate: 1 μl/min).

### 4. Conclusions
We achieved high S/B ratio assay by the novel method of increasing the surface area for the immobilized antibody using ESD method and by decreasing the nonspecific binding applying the phospholipid polymer. The PMBN surface prepared by ESD can be used to yield a highly sensitive, stable, and reliable assay in the microchip.
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Abstract

We have developed an autonomous bio-detection system (ABDS) for detecting biological threat agents (e.g., *Bacillus anthracis*) that performs continuous aerosol collection, spore germination, and detection. The ABDS, bacterial spore identification system uses micro-fluidic chips for aerosol impactor collection, spore germination, DNA extraction, and DNA amplification analysis. Using the ABDS, *Bacillus subtilis* spores can be detected within 2 hr.

Keywords: Bacteria, Spore, Collection, Detection, Micro-fluidic chip

Equipment and Method

(1) Concept of operation

One of the problems of conventional bio-detection is that it requires specialized skill for the very complex sample preparation and DNA extraction. As shown in Fig. 1, the ABDS consists of an air sampler, disposable chip A for spore collection and germination, disposable chip B for DNA extraction and amplification, and an analyzer. The chips are composed of two layers of silicon elastomer – polymethylsiloxane – (PDMS). All processing is included in the disposable chips. Reagents necessary are packaged in these chips beforehand. A non-expert can operate the system because distributed pouring (a highly-specialized skill) is not necessary. Moreover, there is no risk of infection for operators or of contamination of the equipment.

![Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of analysis procedure with ABDS](image-url)
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(2) Aerosol collection

As shown in Fig. 2, chip A is set in the sampler. Impaction technology is applied to the suction part. Particles of the targeted size and weight are collected in the collection chamber of chip A. Smaller and lighter particles are carried away by air flow afterwards and are eliminated (Fig. 3(a)).

(3) Germination of bacterial spores

Chip A is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Reagents necessary for spore germination are stored in the surrounding passages. Chip A has the air connecting ports to supply air. The flow of all the reagents in the chip is controlled by on-off flow of compressed air from these ports. In the center of the chip is the chamber that performs bacterial spore collection and germination. After this takes place, chip A is placed in the analyzer (Fig. 5), and the reagents are serially introduced into the sample portion by compressed air, enabling spore germination [1] within 60 min (Fig. 6).

Fig. 2 Structure of Sampler with Chip A

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of sample collection and spore germination with Chip A

Fig. 4 Structure of Chip A
(4) DNA extraction and amplification

The treated sample is transferred manually from chip A to chip B. Once chip B, with the DNA sample, is loaded into the analyzer, reagents necessary for DNA extraction and amplification are introduced one by one. The bacterial DNA is extracted through the extraction column, and the target DNA is amplified and detected using the ICAN method[2].

Results and discussion

The ABDS result for *Bacillus subtilis* spores (10^6 cfu/ml) is shown in Fig. 7. The amplification of the target DNA was observed within 30 min. The total period from sample collection to DNA amplification was less than 2 hr. Therefore, the ABDS can alert the airborne bacterial spore contamination considerably faster (within 2 hr) and easier than on-site air collection followed by tedious and specialized sample culturing and microbiological examination.

![Fig. 5 Operational steps for analyzer](image1)

![Fig. 6 SEM image of spore germination](image2)

![Fig. 7 B.subtilis spores DNA amplification using ABDS](image3)
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Abstract

A novel polymer microfluidic chip for sample exchange via capillary force and a test of the device for an enzyme-catalyzed precipitation reaction are described. All the fluidic actuations in the device were run by a time-planned flow sequence and accomplished by only capillary force. The chip accomplishing self-replacement of samples was realized by designing the channels with theoretically derived equations for the capillary flow and stop. The chip was fabricated with polymer replication techniques which are suitable for the device fabrication with low price and single use. The test for a biochemical analysis using biocatalyzed precipitation reaction with the chip showed desired outcome. The presented microfluidic method would be applicable to various biochemical lab-chips with integrated washing steps or fluid replacement steps.

Keywords: Capillary force, Enzymatic analysis, Precipitation, Self-wash

1. Introduction

Microfluidic devices typically use external energy source such as a mechanical pump or a power supply to attain the precise control of multiple streams. A simple and compact microfluidic chip that does not use external energy for the fluid control would be very effective in the point of care testing. The surface tension is a well known surface force and natural force acting on the free surface of liquid, and it generates capillary pressure when the liquid contact with solid surface of a capillary. The device in this study was designed in such a way that the sample replacement in the reaction chamber would be accomplished by capillary force only [1].

For the application of the device in biochemical analysis, precipitation reaction was conducted on the chip. A precipitation method of horse radish peroxidase(HRP)-catalyzed precipitate formation reaction with 4-chrolo-1-naphtol(4-CN) was adopted [2]. 4-CN is a peroxidase substrate suitable for use in immunosensing procedures. This substrate produces an insoluble product that is blue in color and can be observed visually. This particular reaction was used because it is simple, persistent and the result can be seen with bare eye very easily. The reaction was induced to take place in the reaction chamber of the fabricated lab-chip (Figure 1).
2. Experimental

The channels inside the chip were designed by theoretically derived equations for the capillary stop pressure and the capillary flow time. Numerical simulations were conducted to check the validity of equations and the performance of the designed chip.

Figure 2 shows the exemplary results of the simulation. The polymer chip was intended to be disposable, and fabricated by sealing a hot-embossed PMMA substrate with an adhesive-coated PET film. The embossing master was of a single height for simple fabrication, and was obtained by nickel-electroplating on a SU8-patterned Ni-plate followed by CMP (Chemical Mechanical Polishing). The PET film was modified by plasma treatment to have a designed contact angle.

For biochemical analysis, a substrate solution consisting of 10 μl of 4-CN (50 mM) and hydrogen peroxide were prepared and used. The prepared solution was dispensed in one liquid inlet and the enzyme HRP solution was deposited in another inlet. Then, the precipitation reaction was initiated and the change in blue color intensity in the reaction chamber was registered. The color intensity of the reaction chamber was numericalized to visualize the result in a graphical format.

3. Results and discussion

The actuation steps were demonstrated in Figure 3 and revealed a good performance. Liquid flows maneuvered through the predicted path of the fluidic chip successfully. Figure 4 shows the systematic procedure of the reaction and the change of color intensity in the reaction chamber. Since the precipitate had formed instantly when the two samples were mixed, sample exchange period in the reaction chamber was just enough to create the desired result.
Figure 3. Flow sequence. (a) introduction of fluid 1 & 2 and operation of stop valve 2, (b) operation of stop valve 1 and filling the reaction chamber, (c) elimination of stop valve 2 and flow retardation at side channel, (d) elimination of stop valve 1, (e) filling the waste chamber, (f) replacement of fluids at the reaction chamber

Figure 4. (a) A sequential view of the enzyme catalyzed precipitation reaction, (b) change in color intensity in the reaction chamber.

As can be seen in Figure 4b, the color intensity of the precipitate increased and leveled off after 20 minutes, exhibiting a typical pattern of enzymatic catalysis. An extension of this principle by using HRP-tagged antibody is currently underway. In conclusion, the presented microfluidic chip can be applicable to various lab-chips having integrated washing steps or fluid replacement steps. The performance of the bioanalysis could be enhanced by employing functionalized microbeads in the reaction chamber.
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SIMULTANEOUS BIOASSAYS ON SEVERAL PLUGS OF MAGNETIC PARTICLES
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Abstract
We introduce a very simple method for simultaneous bioassays based on plugs of magnetic particles within a microchannel.

Keywords: magnetic particles, immunoassay, parallel analysis

Introduction
Magnetic particles coated with specific biomolecules are commonly used as solid supports for DNA, protein and cell analysis (fig. 1). Typically millions of such particles are mixed with an analyte sample in a test tube. The particles are then retained in the tube by means of an external magnet and the supernatant is pipetted off. Multiple washing steps are required, making this batch procedure rather time-consuming.

Alternatively, plugs of magnetic particles can be immobilized inside a microfluidic channel (fig. 2). The particle plug can be flushed with reagents and released as desired. This has been demonstrated by several groups\cite{1} including for DNA hybridization,\cite{2} immunoassays\cite{3} and mRNA isolation.\cite{4} Such examples demonstrate the merits of miniaturizing analytical assays in terms of reduced sample volumes and faster reaction times. However, few attempts\cite{5} have been made to take advantage of another benefit of miniaturization: integrating several components onto a small footprint for simultaneous analysis of several sample components. Here, we demonstrate a simple method for the immobilization of several plugs of magnetic particles with different surface chemistries along a microchannel to undertake simultaneous analysis (fig. 3).

Figure 1: Magnetic particles can be used for a wide variety of bioassays.

Figure 2: Magnetic particles can be handled elegantly in microfluidic channels by (a) stopping them in flow, (b) flushing with reagents and (c) releasing as desired.
Figure 3: The principle of simultaneous analysis on plugs of magnetic particles. Over the length of a microchannel, particles are trapped in localized magnetic fields.

**Experimental**

For proof of concept, a simple fused silica capillary (100 μm i.d.) was used as a microchannel and pairs of NdFeB magnets with a 3 mm gap were used to generate localized magnetic fields over the length of the microchannel (fig. 4). Fluid was pumped by means of a syringe pump. The maximum applicable flow rates to stop particles in flow were investigated for several types of magnetic particles ranging from 1 μm to 8 μm diameter (table 1). To load several plugs, initially one magnet pair was placed around the capillary and particles were stopped. After flushing with buffer solution, a second magnet was placed further upstream and another particle suspension was trapped. Thus, up to three plugs were immobilized over a channel length of 5 cm.

Fig. 4: (a) Localized magnetic fields were generated by a pair of NdFeB magnets glued to a steel ring. (b) Simulation of the magnetic field between the poles. (c/d) A calculation of the magnetic flux along a capillary positioned in the magnet gap shows that the field is localized over only a few mm of channel length.

**Results and Discussion**

As an example of a simultaneous bioassay, two small plugs with glycine and strepavidin coated particles (2.8 μm Dynabeads) were formed and subsequently flushed with a solution of fluorescent biotin. The biotin bound to the strepavidin particles, hence fluorescence was observed from this plug (fig. 5). This reaction was merely chosen as an example assay due to the ready availability of the reagents. Many other assays and reactions could be performed using the same format.
Table 1: Maximum flow rates at which magnetic particles could be stopped in flow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle Type and Supplier</th>
<th>Particle Diameter in μm</th>
<th>Maximum Flow Rate for Retention in mm s⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynabeads (Invitrogen)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compel (Bangslabs)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micromer (Micromod)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Example of a dual bioassay: (left) Photograph of the setup featuring two magnets. A plug of streptavidin coated Dynabeads was immobilized. Subsequently, further upstream a plug of glycine coated beads was formed. These plugs were then flushed with fluorescent biotin solution, rendering the streptavidin plug fluorescent and the glycine plug unchanged.

Conclusions
The method could be exploited further by utilizing a channel network to speed up loading of particles and to selectively release plugs into side streams. This assay platform is a technically quite simple yet universal device that can be applied to a wide range of bioanalytical reactions and, more desirably, could be combined with further sample treatment up- and downstream.
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DNA EXTRACTION AND REAL-TIME PCR FOR RAPID
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Abstract
Recently we reported a novel cell lysis method utilizing a 808 nm laser and magnetic
beads[1]. Addition of magnetic particles to the cultured bacteria solutions accelerated
the heat transfer rates. As a result, only 40 seconds of laser irradiation effectively lysed
pathogens including both Gram-negative and Gram positive bacteria and hepatitis B
viruses. In this report, we used magnetic micro particles modified with target specific
antibodies and thus we could separate and concentrate target pathogens from whole
blood and could do rapid and efficient DNA extraction using the same laser irradiation
method. Furthermore, the same chip can be used in the real-time microchip based PCR
machine, GenSpector® TMC-1000[2] for the quantitative DNA analysis.

Keywords: bacteria, virus, pathogen, cell concentration, cell lysis

1. Introduction
Most of the biochip studies so far have pursued on single functionality and used
purified DNA or homogeneous sample as an input sample. However, practical
applications such as in clinical or environmental analysis require processing of complex
fluids; e.g. whole blood, or contaminated food solution. Due to the complexity and the
large volume requirement, most of the sample preparation steps still rely on the time-
consuming traditional bench top methods. As a result, development of rapid and
efficient sample preparation methods for “real” sample analysis remains as a major
bottleneck for the realization of the micro total analysis system.

In our previous report [1], we demonstrated that single chamber based pathogen
detection could be possible by simply transferring the same microchips from the hand-
held cell lysis device, Laser-Irradiated Magnetic Bead System (LIMBS), to the real-time
microchip based PCR machine, GenSpector® TMC-1000 [2]. However, the PCR
detection was not possible for the real samples such as blood and cell or DNA
concentration was not possible.

2. Theory
We report here an important extension of the LIMBS technique in which single
chamber based, rapid PCR detection of pathogen from whole blood is achieved through
the use of magnetic beads in dual purpose; (1) target cell separation and concentration
by using magnetic beads conjugated with target cell specific antibody and (2) rapid cell disruption aid in laser irradiated cell lysis step

3. Experimental

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed experimental steps. First, target pathogen specific antibody conjugated magnetic beads are mixed with target samples such as blood or serum. Then, the sample and beads mixture is flowed in microchip equipped with Nd-magnet and the magnetic beads are captured in the chamber. Followed by washing, the chip is transferred to the LIMS device for the rapid cell lysis. Then, the same chip is loaded for the real-time PCR.

![Schematic diagram of the proposed experimental steps](image)

**Fig. 1.** Schematic diagram of the single chamber based cell concentration, lysis and real-time PCR for rapid pathogen detection. Antibody coated magnetic beads have dual functions; (1) target specific cell capture and (2) rapid cell disruption aid in laser irradiated cell lysis step. A microchip is compatible in all of the steps.

4. Results and discussion

Real-time PCR was conducted following the pathogen (bacteria or virus) separation and lysis using the methods described in Fig. 1. When the whole blood sample is used, PCR was not possible without the target separation and concentration step. However, the PCR results were comparable to the case when clean buffer was used if the proposed method is used. Target capture efficiency was over 95% both for the bacteria and virus separation and concentration.

5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that rapid DNA isolation from raw samples such as whole blood or serum and the quantization of DNA concentration were possible using a single chamber based micro PCR chip. Total analysis time from front-end sample preparation to rapid real-time PCR detection could be within an hour. This method is rapid, efficient and does not require large volume or many kinds of buffers and therefore very adequate for the fully integrated DNA analysis system.
Fig. 2. Real-time PCR detection of bacteria (A) and virus (B) from whole blood using the single chamber based rapid assay. The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Real-time PCR detection of bacteria (E. coli, 10^5 cell/ul) solution and virus (HBV, 10^3 cell/ul) from whole blood using the single chamber based rapid assay. The volume ratio of the bacteria solution and various buffer solution was 1: 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathogen</th>
<th>solution</th>
<th>Target separation &amp; concentration step</th>
<th>Cp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria (E. coli)</td>
<td>(i) PBS buffer</td>
<td>Used</td>
<td>19.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10^5 cell/ul)</td>
<td>(ii) whole Blood</td>
<td>Used</td>
<td>19.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iii) PBS buffer</td>
<td>Not used</td>
<td>21.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iv) whole Blood</td>
<td>Not used</td>
<td>Not amplified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBV DNA</td>
<td>(v) PBS buffer</td>
<td>Not used</td>
<td>21.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virus (HBV) (10^3 cell/ul)</td>
<td>(vi) Serum</td>
<td>Used</td>
<td>22.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(vii) Serum</td>
<td>Not used</td>
<td>Not amplified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract
We present the development of a “lab-on-a-chip” entailing two microreactors based on the self-organization of magnetic beads, dedicated to the analysis of the Prion Protein (PrP). The enzymatic and the immunocapture reactors were based on the covalent immobilization of either proteinase K or antibodies. Then, these two analytical steps were integrated in a dual PDMS chip.

Keywords: magnetic beads, self-assembly, prion, digestion, immunocapture

1. Introduction
To-date, no method is available to diagnose Prion diseases in an early stage on living animals or humans, and the diagnosis can be secured only post-mortem. The main goal of this study was to design efficient microreactors to perform both protein digestion and immunocapture. A high density of magnetic beads (grafted with molecules like enzymes or antibodies) is immobilized in a microchannel between two magnets which create a non-uniform magnetic field collinear to the microchannel. The plug of beads gives rise to a relative low pressure drop thanks to the self-organization of the beads [1]. The resulting functionalized matrix has a small and relatively homogeneous pore size, well adapted to the protein sizes thus allowing for fast and reproducible protein reactions.

2. Enzymatic microreactor
After the optimization of the Proteinase K (PK) reactor for on chip digestion (previous work [2]), the reproducibility of the system has been tested. It included reproducibility of the digestion extent of the PK beads and reproducibility of the microreactor formation. A standard deviation of 3\% has been found for each study. The reactor was then applied to the digestion of brain homogenates over-expressing the PrP of sheep. Solutions of PrP, pathological and normal, were digested in the same conditions (PK beads, temperature, buffers...). At a flow rate of 7\(\mu\)L/h, it was possible to differentiate between normal and pathological Prion Protein (figure 1). No bands appeared on

\textsuperscript{*} Current address : Dept. Of Microbiology, Columbia University, NY, USA
Western Blot meaning that the normal PrP was fully digested. In contrast, pathological PrP present in infected brain was resistant to the digestion as evidenced by the intense spots on the subsequent western blot analysis. This is very encouraging because the difference between normal and pathological PrP is so pronounced that we can anticipate that this method could distinguish intermediate prion strains (normal PrP partly resistant to PK or pathological PrP highly PK sensitive).

![Western Blot Image](image)

Figure 1: Western Blot of (normal and pathological) PrP solutions after on-chip PK digestion at a flow rate of 7μL/h

3. **Immunocapture microreactor**

The anti-PrP antibodies (IgG) were covalently bound to the magnetic beads using two different methods ([3]): random and oriented immobilization. In the first one, the –NH₂ groups of IgG were bound to the –COOH functional groups of magnetic particle using EDC (water soluble carbodiimide) and S-NHS (hydroxysulfosuccinimide). The second one involved two steps: first, the carbohydrate moieties located in the Fc fragment of IgG were oxidised using sodium periodate; in the same time, the –COOH groups of beads were changed into –NH₂ groups using EDC, S-NHS and adipic acid. Finally, beads and antibodies were mixed together with sodium cyanoborohydride to stabilize the linkage. Development and optimization of the reactor were performed using affinity chromatography methods (antigen-antibody reaction and recovery of the antigen by elution step) in batch-wise and on-chip experiments. The batch-wise experiments enable to quantify the antibodies bound to the magnetic beads. In our conditions, it was possible to immobilize 20μg of antibodies on beads with random immobilization and twice as much with the second method. On-chip, optimal flow rates for both the capture and the elution were determined.

4. **Coupling of microreactors**

The two analytical steps were then integrated in a dual PDMS chip (figure 2a)). Two systems of magnets were introduced to immobilize two different functions on the chip: digestion and capture. The primary device integrates PK digestion followed by the antibody capture to keep and analyze only the pathological PrP (figure 2b) et 2c)). For the moment, this process is made possible by successively closing the different access of the microchannel and changing the buffers.
Figure 2: a) Photography of the PDMS dual chip. b) and c) Principle of the two-steps system: b) The protein mixture is first digested by the plug of PK beads and then passed through the immunoaffinity microreactor which will capture the non-digested PrP. c) Elution of the capture PrP by changing the pH of the buffer and recovery of the digested and concentrated fragments.

5. Conclusion

For the first time, differential digestion of pathological and normal prion protein was demonstrated on a chip. This format leads to a spectacular “signature” for the presence of pathological protein. We proposed a new type of chip integrating two steps, enzymatic digestion and immunocapture, in order to combine the high specificity mentioned above with a very low limit of detection, thanks to a considerable concentration of the proteins of interest into a very small volume (a few hundred nL). These developments pave the route for the development of a Micro Total Analysis System able to perform diagnosis at an early stage in body fluids rather than post-mortem on brain samples.
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Abstract:
An efficient dynamic coating using methylcellulose and a non-ionic detergent (Tween-20) was developed which controlled protein adsorption onto the surface of microchannels on a microchip made of poly (methyl methacrylate), PMMA. Highly stacking microchip electrophoresis under non-denaturing condition was used for analyzing high molecular weight protein complexes on a plastic microchip. The method has the efficiency of 6*10^6 plate/m for a complex of mAb-HSA with MW of ~220kDa and with the detection limit of few pM.

Keywords: Microchip Electrophoresis, Protein, Preconcentration, Stacking

1. Introduction
Ever since the µTAS was started, microchip electrophoresis (MCE) of proteins especially high MW proteins on polymeric microchips has been a challenge. The high sample adsorption on the surface of microchannel leads to peak broadening and low reproducibility in analysis. Covalent coating of the microchannel surfaces produces a stable coating which is favored for some applications like coupling the MCE system to a mass spectrometer. But as there is some difficulty to apply a covalent coating to the microchannels; thus, dynamic coating can be considered as an effective and easier way to reduce protein adsorption on the microchannels.
In the current research a new dynamic coating which includes methylcellulose and a non-ionic detergent (Tween-20) was developed which decreased the interactions between the protein samples and the surfaces of microchannels in a polymeric microchip made of PMMA. Highly stacking MCE of high MW protein complexes under non-denaturing condition on a plastic microchip was achieved.
2- Experimental
An optimum concentration of Tween-20 (0.01%) and range of concentrations of methylcellulose (0.1% to 1.5%) in Tris-HCl 20mM, pH 8.3 was used as dynamic coating in all MCE experiments. The dynamic coating was included in the electrophoresis buffer which was loaded into the buffer waste (BW) reservoir and injected into the microchannels using a syringe pump just prior to the electrophoresis. An inverted fluorescence microscope, Axivert 135TV (Carl Zeiss, Tokyo, Japan), illuminated by a 100-W mercury arc lamp and a 10 /0.3 NA objective lens (Carl Zeiss) was used to view the protein separations. A HVS448 1500V, (LabSmith, Livermore, CA), power supply which was controlled by a PC has been used for MCE. A CCD camera, (EB-CCD, Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan), was used to capture the separation process. The captured photos were analyzed by image processing software (Cosmos32, Library Inc., Tokyo, Japan). The electropherogram was simulated for each separation from acquired data. After conditioning the electrophoresis, the MCE has been done on a home modified Hitachi microchip system attached to a HVS448 1500V, (LabSmith), power supply which was controlled by a PC.

A combination of field amplified stacking (FAS) and electrokinetic supercharging plus the sieving effect of methylcellulose solution in the microchannel was used to sharpen the peak for high MW protein complexes. To get the FAS effect the protein samples were first diluted by dd-H2O In this method, then a terminating electrolytes (TE) includes a terminating anion (Gly-) was electrokinetically injected after the sample zone. The front head of the sample in the channel was the linear polymeric gel in a leading electrolyte (LE). During the separation the sample zone for high MW protein complex was stacked between terminating electrolyte and the sieving effect of the gel. The protein sample was also preconcentrated on the cross channel.

3- Results and discussion
Protein samples with range of MW up to 100kDa were separated on this system (Fig.1). The electrophoresis was non-denaturing which could be used for studying protein-protein interactions and protein complexes. Complexes of antigen-antibodies were chosen to study by this method. Like all the on chip immunoassays the peak related to the complex was broaden which diminished the detection limit. To address this problem different strategies like field amplified stacking (FAS) and electrokinetic supercharging which both previously had been applied on microchip electrophoresis [1,2] were tested. A combination of these two methods, as it was described in the experimental section, was found to be the best way to get a sharp peak for the immune complexes. Fig. 2 shows the stacking effect on the peak of a complex of a mAb-HSA with MW of ~220kDa. The system was applied for competitive immunoassay for quantitation of human serum albumin (Fig. 2). In Fig. 3 the standard curve shows the limit of detection which was 15pM of HSA. Quantitation of HSA in a real human serum sample was also conducted by this method. Other protein-protein complexes like enzyme-substrate were also separated by this method.
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Figure 1. Electropherogram shows separation of three FITC labeled protein samples Trypsin inhibitor 20.1kDa (peaks 1& 2) BSA 66kDa (peak 4) and Amyloglucosidase 100kDa (peak 5) on a PMMA microchip under non-denaturing condition. Peak 1 is a degradant of BSA.

Figure 2. Electropherogram shows separations of FITC labeled HSA and its complex with mAb-anti HSA. Different concentration of HSA were incubated at RT for 20 min with 20μg/ml of antibody.
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Figure 3. Serial dilutions of an FITC labeled HSA were incubated with a mAb-anti HSA (20μg/ml). Standard curve shows the correlation between peak areas of the immune-complexes against concentration of HSA.
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Fabrication of the Chemically-Functionalized Capillary-Electrophoresis Microchip Based on Capillary-Assembled Microchip (CAs-Chip) Technique
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Abstract
A simple fabrication of the chemically-functionalized capillary electrophoresis microchip was demonstrated using the capillary-assembled microchip (CAs-Chip) technique [1-4], which involved the simple embedding of the chemically-functionalized square capillary as separation capillary into a PDMS microchannel possessing same cross section to outer section of square capillary. Here, we used octadecylsilane (ODS)-modified square capillary as a separation capillary and found that the simple fabrication of CEC-chip was possible.

Keywords: capillary-assembled microchip, capillary electrochromatography, capillary electrophoresis, PDMS, square capillary

1. Introduction
Fabrication of capillary electrophoresis microchip is usually performed by micromachining procedure such as photolithography-chemical etching or molding. In order to integrate the functional separation mode, position-selective chemical modification of microchannel is indispensable. Photopolymerization and multiphase flow patterning are the common methods for this purpose, however, these methods have some experimental difficulties on integrating multiple functions on a single microchip [1]. On the other hand, we have been investigating the development of CAs-Chip in a recent few years. CAs-Chip is fabricated by simply embedding the functionalized square capillaries into a PDMS channel. Therefore, in contrast to the previously reported fabrication of electrophoresis microchip, our system has an advantageous feature of the simple integration of chemical functionality on a single microchip.

Here, we report an example of the fabrication, injection and capillary electrochromatographic (CEC) separation using ODS-modified capillary.

2. Experimental
After removing the polyimide coating, square capillaries were cut into appropriate length and embedded onto a lattice PDMS plate as shown in Figure 1. After bonding, reservoirs were attached at the other ends of capillaries. Concerning the fabrication of CEC chip, ODS-modified open-tubular square capillary was used instead of the bare separation capillary. Detection was carried out by the laser induced fluorescence detection using argon laser (488 nm).
Figure 1. Fabrication of the capillary electrophoresis microchip based on CAs-CHIP technique.

Figure 2. Fluorescence images showing "gated injection" procedure, and obtained electropherogram.

Figure 3. CEC chip using ODS-modified capillary, and typical electropherograms obtained by different eluent.
3. Results and discussion

In order to realize our concept, we first investigated the injection modes using the rhodamine B and sulforhodamine as test samples. Although “pinched injection mode” did not work due to the large dead volume at the crossing point of the channel, “gated injection mode” worked well and complete separation was achieved (see Figure 2).

In our case, chemically-functionalized capillaries can be easily implemented. As a typical example, we prepared ODS-modified capillary and used as a separation capillary. When the aqueous buffer was used as background solution, sulforhodamine was eluted first, and the rhodamine B was slowly eluted with long tailing due to the adsorption to the ODS surface. In contrast, when the buffer containing organic solvent was used, elution order was reversed (see Figure 3), indicating that the typical CEC separation mode worked well.

4. Conclusions

Simple fabrication of the chemically-functionalized capillary electrophoresis microchip was achieved. Sample injection using the gated injection mode enabled fairly good separation of test samples, although the fabricated chip had quite large dead volume at the crossing point. By employing the ODS-modified capillary, typical CEC separation behavior was observed. These results suggested that the wide applicability of CAs-C6IP in the field of separation science by simply replacing the chemically-modified capillaries in each purpose.
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IMPROVED PLASMA YIELD BY A NEW DESIGN OF MICROCHANNEL BEND STRUCTURES

C. Blattert¹, R. Jurischka¹, I. Tahhan¹, A. Schoth¹ and H. Reinecke¹
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Abstract
Since most clinical chemistry tests are performed on cell-free serum or plasma, micro assay devices for blood tests require integrated on-chip microfluidics for separation of plasma or serum from blood. A new design of a microchannel bend separation device based on parallel microchannels results in improved blood plasma yield that is comparable to the filter performance of polyester membranes.

Keywords: blood, filter, lab-on-a-chip, microchannel bend, separation

1. Introduction
The microchannel bend was introduced at µTAS 2004 as a novel blood separation technique [1]. The advantage of this technique is the robust and simple design for a cost effective mass production in plastics for disposable use and an easy integration into lab-on-a-chip systems. No integrated actuators like pumps or valves are necessary. This paper reports an improved design of microchannel bend structures using parallel microchannels for the separation of blood plasma and blood cells. The result of the new design is a higher plasma yield compared to formerly presented devices.

2. Theory
The microchannel bend uses for the filtration of blood plasma and blood cells only physical (centrifugal force in the bend region) and hydrodynamic (“plasma skimming” due to significant flowrate differences in plasma and cell channel) separation mechanisms. In a previous paper, the effect of channel geometry variations in microchannel bends on blood cell separation efficiency was shown [2]. One result was increasing separation efficiency with decreasing plasma channel to cell channel flow rate ratio. This finding means that high separation efficiency involves low plasma yield. To overcome this drawback an improved design of the microchannel bend structures is presented that is based on a parallel arrangement of plasma channels.

3. Experimental
The basic separation device consists of a feed channel branching into a cell channel and a plasma channel (Figure 1). Different test chips have been fabricated in plastics. Typical channel dimension are shown in Table 1. Then, two different chips with the same geometry were compared by six consecutive test runs. These experiments were performed with diluted human blood (hematocrit: 9%).
The blood was infused into the chip by a syringe pump at an average feed velocity of 2.7 m/s. Figure 2 shows a device with the new design using 6 parallel plasma channels.

**Table 1: Typical channel dimensions of a microchannel bend structure.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>width</th>
<th>depth</th>
<th>length</th>
<th>radius</th>
<th>diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>feed channel</td>
<td>60 µm</td>
<td>70 µm</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cell channel</td>
<td>90 µm</td>
<td>70 µm</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plasma channel</td>
<td>20 µm</td>
<td>70 µm</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bend</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.8 mm</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reservoirs</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results and discussion

Figure 3 and 4 show the run to run and chip to chip reproducibility of the microchannel bend separation technique for red blood cells (RBC) and white blood cells (WBC). The RBC separation efficiency varies between 98 % and 100 % for chip A and between 99 % and 100 % for chip B. The WBC separation efficiency varies between 97 % and 98 % for chip A and is 98 % for chip B in all runs. The plasma yield of these chips was about 15 %. Compared to a device with a single plasma channel the plasma yield could be increased by a factor of 6 with this design whereas the separation efficiency is unchanged for both devices.

One of the well established micro separation techniques for blood are polyester filter membranes [3]. Table 2 compares separation properties of Pall Hemasep V filter membranes with the parallel channel micro bend structure. The microchannel bend achieves a comparable plasma yield at a shorter separation time and lower consumption of surface area.
361

Fig. 3: Reproducibility of RBC separation efficiency.

Fig. 4: Reproducibility of WBC separation efficiency.

Table 2: Properties of polyester filter membranes (Pall Hemasep [3]) in comparison to the micro channel bend structure with parallel plasma channels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>plasma yield*</th>
<th>separation time</th>
<th>filter surface area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pall Hemasep V</td>
<td>~ 15 %</td>
<td>10 sec</td>
<td>7.5 mm × 7.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microchannel bend</td>
<td>~ 15 %</td>
<td>4 sec</td>
<td>~ 5 mm × 5 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Fraction of separated plasma volume compared to total blood sample volume of 40 µl.

5. Conclusion
The microchannel bend represents a competitive and reproducible separation technique. Contrary to filter membranes, the microchannel bend can be simply and monolithically integrated as filter device into lab-on-a-chip system.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE ELECTROPHORETIC ANALYSIS ON CYCLOOLEFIN POLYMER MICROCHIPS
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Abstract

This paper reports an application of cycloolefin polymer (ZEONEX) for affinity microchip electrophoresis (AMCE), and an improvement of the detectability for chiral analyses by using a thermal lens microscope (TLM) as a detection scheme and a sweeping technique based on a strong affinity between amino acids and proteins. In the chiral analysis of racemic tryptophan derivatized with a dye on the ZEONEX chip, the affinity sweeping by bovine serum albumin provided a 26-fold sensitivity enhancement compared to a conventional AMCE analysis.

Keywords: microchip electrophoresis, thermal lens microscope, sweeping, protein, chiral separation

1. Introduction

In the protein analysis by capillary electrophoresis (CE) and/or microchip electrophoresis (MCE), the adsorption of analytes onto the inner surface of the capillary or microchannel leads to analytical irreproducibility. To suppress the adsorption of proteins, several chemical modifications [1] for polymer microchips have been applied to MCE, but these techniques are inconvenient. Thus, the introductions of new polymer materials without any modifications are required in the MCE analysis for proteins. In our previous study, cycloolefin polymer (ZEONEX) which has been employed as a material for commercially available blood vials owing to its low adsorptivity was used as the base plate of the chip for the MCE analysis [2]. As a typical result, serum proteins were detected as a broader and weaker peak on conventional quartz chips due to serious adsorption, whereas on the ZEONEX chips a partial peak separation was obtained with ~200-fold increase in the peak height. Therefore, the result clearly demonstrated that the adsorption of proteins was suppressed on the ZEONEX surfaces.

In this study, by utilizing the low adsorptivity of proteins on the ZEONEX microchip, MCE chiral separation with a protein as a chiral selector (affinity MCE; AMCE) was investigated. It is well known that proteins have efficient chiral selectivities for a broader range of enantiomers because of highly controlled biological interactions, and various proteins have been used as chiral selectors in CE. However, proteins have been scarcely applied to AMCE since their surface adsorption interferes
the chiral analysis. Thus, the application of the ZEONEX chip is expected to achieve an effective chiral separation using protein as a chiral selector.

2. Experimental

A cycloolefin polymer (ZEONEX®, ZEON Co.) microchip with a cross-type channel (width, 50 μm; depth, 30 μm) was used for the chiral analysis of amino acid derivatives. A ZEONEX microchip was fabricated by O₂ plasma bonding of ZEONEX plate with the microchannel patterns. A sample solution was injected as a long plug into the separation channel by a gated injection technique. A thermal lens microscope (TLM, ITLM-11, Institute of Microchemical Technology) was employed for the detection of the nonfluorescent analytes.

3. Results and discussion

To achieve sensitive detection in AMCE on the ZEONEX chip, on-line sample preconcentration by affinity sweeping was developed. For affinity sweeping in AMCE, bovine serum albumin (BSA) was used as a chiral selector for tryptophan (Trp) derivatized with a dye for TLM detection. As shown in Figure 1, a Trp (pI ~7) solution dissolved in a neutral buffer was injected as a long plug into the separation channel filled with a basic buffer containing BSA (pI ~4). The zwitterionic Trp moves faster by the electroosmotic flow (EOF), while the negatively charged BSA slowly migrates toward the detection point. Owing to a higher affinity between Trp and BSA (K_a = ~10⁴), the analytes in a long sample zone were swept by BSA to a narrow zone, so that the sharp peak is expected to be detected by the TLM.

Prior to the affinity sweeping experiments, it was confirmed that racemic Trp was successfully resolved by BSA under a conventional AMCE condition as shown in Figure 2a. This is the first demonstration for the chiral AMCE separation on the microchip. On the ZEONEX chip, the reproducible chiral analysis could be performed.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of on-line sample preconcentration by affinity sweeping on the ZEONEX microchip.
at least during ten consecutive runs despite containing BSA in the running buffer.

Figure 2b shows the AMCE–TLM analysis of the derivatized Trp on the ZEONEX microchip under the sweeping–AMCE condition. Due to the affinity sweeping effect, the 26-fold increase in detection sensitivity was achieved with resolution of 0.74. Thus, the combination of the affinity sweeping with MCE–TLM on the ZEONEX microchips provides the highly sensitive and high-speed chiral analyses.

4. Conclusion

Sensitive detection of amino acid enantiomers on the ZEONEX microchips was attained by the newly developed sweeping technique in the AMCE–TLM analysis. The affinity sweeping using BSA brought the 26-fold increase in the detection sensitivity and the acceptable chiral resolution for nonfluorescent Trp derivatives. Therefore, the affinity sweeping technique using protein chiral selectors on the ZEONEX microchips is expected to provide a high performance and highly sensitive MCE analyses for a broader range of enantiomers.
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ONE-STEP IMMOBILIZATION OF CATIONIC POLYMER ONTO A POLY(METHYL METHACRYLATE) MICROCHIP FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE ELECTROPHORETIC ANALYSIS OF PROTEINS
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Abstract

One-step covalent immobilization of poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI) onto poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) substrates was investigated to achieve an efficient separation of basic proteins in microchip electrophoresis. The PEI treated PMMA chip showed a stable anodic electroosmotic flow and a reproducible migration of proteins compared with an untreated one. A baseline separation of two basic proteins was successfully achieved within 30 s only utilizing a separation length of 5 mm.

Keywords: microchip electrophoresis, protein analysis, surface modification, poly(methyl methacrylate)

1. Introduction

In microchip electrophoresis (MCE) analysis of proteins, sample adsorption onto the surface of a separation microchannel often reduces the separation efficiency and the analytical reproducibility. Dynamic coating of several polymers is known to be one of the useful approaches for suppressing the protein adsorption. However, desorption of coated polymers from the surface of the microchannel is sometimes problematic, so that the application of covalently immobilized polymer coating is required. As for glass microchips, covalent coating techniques based on silane chemistry have been applied, while for polymer chips such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), only a few groups have reported the development of chemical modification procedures [1, 2]. Stable coatings were obtained by the covalent modifications, whereas these techniques require the use of organic solvents as reaction media and/or rinsing liquids, which would damage the PMMA surfaces. Therefore, a modification method with no organic solvents should be introduced to the PMMA microchip.

In this study, to obtain a stable coating with easy manipulations, the covalent immobilization of a cationic polymer with amino groups onto the surface of PMMA microchip by nucleophilic addition-elimination reaction [3] was investigated. High-molecular mass PEI which has a large number of amino groups and a positive net charge over a wide pH range was chosen as a surface modifier to suppress the adsorption of cationic proteins on the basis of a strong electrostatic repulsion force generated between PEI and analytes. The reaction between acylcarbon of PMMA and secondary amino groups in PEI dissolved in a basic aqueous solution is expected to proceed as shown in Fig. 1.
2. Experimental

A PMMA microchip has a simple cross-type channel (100 µm width × 30 µm depth) with a total separation length of 38 mm. Immobilization of PEI onto the PMMA surface was performed as follows. The PMMA microchip was washed by soaking in methanol for 10 min, and rinsed thoroughly with deionized water. A solution of 10–20% (w/w) PEI in 100 mM borate buffer (pH 11.5) was pumped through the microchannel for 2 h using a syringe pump, followed by rinsing with deionized water for 20 min. The modified PMMA microchip was then dried at 30 °C overnight. The background solution used throughout the experiments was 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 4.0). Proteins were labeled with rhodamine B isothiocyanate (RBITC) for laser-induced fluorescence detection.

3. Result and discussion

To evaluate the immobilization of PEI, the electroosmotic flow (EOF) rate measurements on the prepared PMMA chips were performed. The EOF rate on the untreated PMMA chip was too small to detect an EOF marker since a net charge on the bare PMMA surface is nearly zero, leading to the weaker EOF. On the other hand, the PEI treated PMMA chip showed the anodic EOF and its mobility ($\mu_{eo}$) was evaluated to be $ca. -1.3 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^2$/V·s. In addition, the endurance of the PEI modified PMMA chip was also investigated (Fig. 2). The day-to-day reproducibility of $\mu_{eo}$ was good with the relative standard deviation (RSD) of 5.2% ($n = 4$ within 32 days) in the dry storage condition at room temperature. This longer stability of the prepared microchip indicated that the loss of PEI was successfully suppressed by the immobilization through the covalent bond.

Prior to the MCE analysis, the adsorption of proteins on the PEI modified PMMA chip was evaluated. RBITC derivatized avidin (RBITC-AVI) was selected as a test analyte. In the adsorption test for RBITC-AVI, the following experimental procedure was performed. An RBITC-AVI solution was introduced to the microchannel. After 30 min, the microchannel was rinsed with deionized water for 2 h. By fluorescence...
imaging measurements, it was confirmed that the PEI modification onto the PMMA chip could apparently reduce the surface adsorption of the cationic proteins.

In the MCE analysis on the PEI modified microchip, two proteins were successfully separated within 30 s only utilizing a separation length of 5 mm as shown in Fig. 3. While the migration time of the protein gradually increased during only four consecutive runs on an untreated PMMA chip, reproducible analyses were attained with the RSD of 0.9% by using the PEI immobilized microchip. These results demonstrated that the Coulombic repulsion force generated between cationic PEI and basic proteins could avoid the irreversible adsorption of the analytes onto the PMMA surface, which provided a high performance analysis medium for biogenic compounds.

4. Conclusion
One-step immobilization of cationic PEI was achieved onto the surface of PMMA substrates using nucleophilic addition-elimination reaction, which reduced irreversible adsorption of proteins. As a result, fast, efficient, and reproducible MCE analyses of cationic proteins were attained by using the PEI modified PMMA microchips.
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A MICROLITER ELECTROKINETIC DEIONIZER FOR RAPID PROCESSING
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Abstract
This paper reports a rapid deionizer with capability to reduce the conductivity of 20µl cell culture medium by 2 orders of magnitude in 15 minutes. To our best knowledge, this is the first deionizer in microliter scale addressing the low conductivity (<0.1mS/cm) prerequisite requirement for electrokinetic applications in rapid process.
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1. Introduction
Electrokinetics techniques have been demonstrated to manipulate and separate particles in micron scale with great success. For instance, in lab-on-a-chip realization, Dielectrophoretic (DEP) technique is one of the potential candidates in the electrokinetics family to tackle separation tasks. The prerequisite for utilizing DEP approach is low medium conductivity [1] in the order of 0.1mS/cm. Biological medium unfortunately are highly conductive. Specifically, conductivity of bovine blood is ~8.0mS/cm, of human urine is ~10mS/cm, and of a popular cell culture medium, phosphate buffered saline (PBS), is ~14.5mS/cm.

Currently, high conductivity medium is inevitably replaced by mixture of culture medium and sugars to reach the DEP prerequisite low conductivity. This limits using DEP as a separation technique on integrated chip basis. By coupling our deionizer as a pre-stage in the module, this hinderer can be eradicated. To encounter for this challenge, we demonstrated a deionizer [2] by H filter [3] ion extraction principle earlier, the time taken was hours to reach the target conductivity. In contrast, our new deionizer only takes 15 minutes. We then can proceed to study the population distributions of various blood cells.

2. Experimental
A 3-chamber deionizer was developed by using dialysis membranes (Spectrum Laboratories, CA, USA) for sample isolation and carbon aerogel (Marketech Intl., WA, USA) as electrodes. 3 pieces of polycarbonate were machined into the left buffer chamber, center fluidic channel (Length: 20 x Height: 1 x Width: 2mm) piece and right buffer chamber. Carbon aerogel, dialysis membrane and silicone gaskets were sandwiched between each buffer chamber and the center fluidic piece. Electrical connection to the carbon electrodes was made through contact spring probes (Interconnect Devices, KS, USA) glued onto the buffer chamber pieces. Actual deionizer was shown in Figure 1a. Deionization was carried out through ion trapping...
and electrolysis by applying voltage on two carbon aerogel electrodes as illustrated in Figure 1b. Carbon aerogel provided extremely high surface area as shown in SEM picture (Figure 2a & b). Each 2 x 2 mm² electrode weighed 0.0415g used in the test, had an effective surface area of 16.61m². On the other hand, dialysis membrane (MWCO 6k – 9k, Figure 2c & d) coupled in experimental setup could avoid cells of interest loss through diffusion into the side chambers.

Figure 1. (a) Picture of the deionizer (b) Working principle of deionizer. Ions are attracted through the dialysis membrane towards the carbon aerogel electrode of opposite polarity where ion trapping and electrolysis occurs

Figure 2. (a) SEM image of carbon aerogel electrode at 60X, showing their high area-to-volume ratio to trap ions effectively (b) SEM image of the same electrode at 1kX (c) SEM image of dialysis membrane (MWCO 6k – 9k) at 2.99kX (d) SEM images of the same membrane at 9kX, showing the overlapping layers

In this experiment, sample of 8.0mS/cm was formed by mixing PBS with deionized (DI) water. To make sure the dialysis membranes were wet before the experiment, the center fluidic channel was first flushed by 300µl DI water. Then 20µl sample was pumped into the center fluidic channel while the buffer chambers were filled up by DI water. To avoid generated gases accumulating on the carbon electrode, DI water was steadily pumped into each of the buffer chambers at 25µl/min by syringe pump during experiment. Contact spring probes were hooked up to DC power supply directly during experiment. Investigations were performed as a function of voltage (0 – 12V) at 20 minutes and function of time (0 – 20 minutes) respectively. Deionized samples were pumped out and collected at the end of experiments with the voltage on. All conductivity readings were measured by Horiba B-173 compact conductivity meter. The device was disassembled, thoroughly cleaned by DI water, two dialysis membranes were replaced and the device was reassembled after every measurement. Carbon aerogel electrodes also were replaced after high voltage runs.
3. Results and Discussion

Experimental results for final sample conductivity at 20 minutes as a function of voltage was plotted in Figure 3a. Conductivity dropped from initial conductivity, 8.0mS/cm to 1.05mS/cm after 20 minutes if 0V was applied. This reduction in conductivity was solely resulted from diffusion. On 12V, the conductivity was further reduced to 0.035mS/cm after 20 minutes. It is encouraging to note that at lower voltage, such as 8V, the 0.1mS/cm benchmark deionization task could also be accomplished from 8.0mS/cm to 0.098mS/cm in 20 minutes. Figure 3b shows the conductivity as a function of time for various voltages. The conductivity on 12V after 15 minutes was 0.042mS/cm. Once again, this could already fulfill the DEP prerequisite (<0.1mS/cm).

![Figure 3 (a) Deionization results in 20 minutes as a function of voltage (b) Deionization results as a function of time for 0V, 6V and 12V](image)

In this study, we observed a few critical operating conditions for this deionizer. First, the carbon aerogel electrode surfaces had to be wet at all times in order for the deionizer to work properly. Second, with no replacement of carbon aerogel electrodes after operating at high voltages, such as 12V, this deionizer would perform in a similar manner as if it was under 0V during the next run. We believed this was caused by the oxidation of the carbon aerogel electrode, not only preventing electrolysis to occur but also attenuating the established electric field. Another challenge we noted was the gold plated contact spring probes were corroded after prolonged usage. One possible solution is using platinum plated probes which can resist the attack of formed chlorine.

4. Conclusion

We successfully demonstrated a capable micro-deionizer to reduce medium conductivity by 2 orders of magnitudes in 15 minutes, which frees up one of the bottlenecks to utilize DEP techniques in chip integration.
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FLOW RATE INDEPENDENT PARTICLE FOCUSING AND SEPARATION BY CHAOTIC ADVECTION
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Abstract

We propose a new focusing and separation principle utilizing chaotic advection that there is no necessity for accurate control of flow rates and for the aid of sheath flow. In this principle, the slanted obstacle is used as a source to generate a secondary transverse flow, which enables to continuously focus and separate particles according to their sizes. This paper deals with chaotic focusing and separation results of microbeads.
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1. Introduction

Separation of heterogeneous particles holds an important part in biological analysis. To serve this need in microchips, various microfluidic separation principles have been introduced, using asymmetric bifurcation of fluid streams [1] and size-dependent particle alignment to a sidewall [2]. In the former two cases, sample fluids containing particles have to be injected into a microchip simultaneously with the sheath flow to confine the particles within a certain position of a fluid stream. This technology has a drawback that it requires accurate control of flow rates. Additionally, pressure perturbation can lead to the failure of separation. In spite of the successful development of microfluidic devices, microfluidics still has a challenge for the effective separation of microscopic particles.

2. Theory

The focusing and separation principle are shown in Figure 1 and 2. Slanted obstacles generate a lateral pressure gradient, which drive transverse flows shown in Figure 1b:

\[ \eta \nabla^2 V - \nabla p = 0 \]  

where \( \eta \) is the viscosity of the liquid, \( V \) is the velocity, and \( p \) is the pressure. At this moment, particles suspended in the fluid are deflected by the transverse flows along y-axis (Figure 1a). When they are focused to the one side of the wall, particle separation begins. Separation is achieved by the hydrodynamic interaction between particles and the obstacles. Particles which have comparable sizes with the obstacles are confined within the center of z-axis. In that region, transverse pressure gradient is not built (Figure 1b), which makes the particles keep their focused position (Figure 2a). We call this motion the “direct mode.” On the other hand, smaller particles which are relatively free from the confinement within the center of z-axis can oscillate following clockwise and counter-clockwise rotating flow (Figure 2, b and c). We call this motion the “oscillating mode.” This oscillation makes them deviate from their focused position.
3. Experimental

To demonstrate this principle, we microfabricated slanted obstacles with poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), which is the half of the channel in height. Patterns of upper and lower obstacles were formed on silicone wafer with SU-8 photoresist. Molded PDMS layers with upper and lower obstacles put with each other and bonded after oxygen plasma treatment. As a result, the slanted obstacles alternatively placed on the top and bottom wall of a channel (Figure 1a).

4. Results and discussion

As a model particle, polystyrene microbeads with diameters of 12, 15 and 20 μm were prepared in 0.2% Tween® 20 aqueous buffer. The positions of particles were individually measured in the expanded outlet region of 1 mm. Figure 3 shows the transition from direct to oscillating mode according to the decrease of particle diameter. The 20 μm particles which have the nearly same size as the obstacles took the direct mode. In contrast, the 12 and 15 μm particles oscillated with different magnitude. Smaller particles have higher oscillation magnitude (Figure 3). In addition to that, separation mode is not affected by the change of flow rate because of the increase of pressure gradient according to the increase of the flow rate (Figure 4). In this device, the 12 and 15 μm particles were separated within the range of 405.9 ± 112.8 and 186.7 ± 56 μm, respectively (Figure 5 and 6).

5. Conclusions

In this study, we have developed a new hydrodynamic separation principle utilizing chaotic advection. Since this device does not depend on the accurate control of flow...
rates and the aid of sheath flow, we believe that it can be easily applied to the purification of biological samples in portable microchips.
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APPLICATION OF PARTIAL FILLING TECHNIQUE AND SWEEPING TO ELECTROPHORETIC ANALYSIS ON T-CROSS AND 5 WAY-CROSS MICROCHIPS
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Abstract
This paper describes the study on the application of the partial filling technique to microchip micellar electrokinetic chromatography (PF–MCMEKC) by using a T- and 5 way-cross microchips which can successively introduce the pseudostationary phase and sample solutions. As a typical result, two fluorescent dyes which could not be separated by microchip zone electrophoresis were successfully resolved by PF–MCMEKC. Furthermore, the enhanced sensitivity was attained compared with that in conventional MCMEKC.

Keywords: partial filling technique, sweeping, microchip micellar electrokinetic chromatography

1. Introduction
In microchip electrophoresis (MCE), mass spectrometric (MS) detection is desired for a rapid identification of separated analytes. However, an insufficient separation ability is sometimes problematic in MCE–MS since a background solution (BGS) is limited to be volatile, and hence, various effective separation modes such as micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) can not be applied. To overcome this problem, the application of the partial filling (PF) technique \cite{1} to the MCE analysis is required. Although Nelson \textit{et al.} \cite{2} reported the successful application of PF–MEKC to MS detection, such investigations have not been performed in MCE since a conventional cross-chip can inject only one solution despite the requirement of the successive injection of the pseudostationary phase (PSP) and sample (S). In this study, we applied

![Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the (a) T-cross and (b) 5 way-cross microchips. B, background solution; BW, running buffer waste; S, sample solution; PSP, pseudostationary phase solution; SW, sample solution waste reservoirs.](image-url)
the PF technique to MCMEKC by using a T- or 5 way-cross channel microchips to improve resolution and the concentration sensitivity of the MCE analysis.

2. Theory
In the PF technique, the PSP solution is partially filled in front of the S plug, and S overtakes the PSP zone (Fig. 2a and 2b). The S can be separated during the migration in the PSP plug. After passing through the PSP plug, the separated S plugs are detected without any interference of the PSP (Figure 2c).

3. Experimental
Quartz microchips with a T-cross or 5 way-cross channel were fabricated by a photolithographic technique. The S and PSP solutions were injected by a gated injection method and the injection time of the S was controlled by the applied voltages. Electropherograms were obtained with a laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) detection scheme. Rhodamine derivatives (sulfurhodamine B, SRB; sulfurhodamine 101, SR101) were selected as the test analytes.

4. Results and discussion
On the T-cross chip, the PSP solution could be injected as a long plug by the gated injection technique and the S loaded in the offset channel could be introduced into the separation channel. To evaluate the analytical performance of the PF–MCMEKC, the mixture of rhodamine derivatives and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was selected as S and PSP, respectively. In PF–MCMEKC, two rhodamine derivatives, which were detected as one peak in microchip zone electrophoresis (MCZE) as shown in Fig. 3a, were well separated by the injection of the SDS plug (Fig. 3b). In addition, fluorescence imaging measurements revealed that the S zone became to the narrow band immediately after the injection of the S due to the sweeping effect which is caused by the incorporation of the sample molecules into the SDS micelles. During the migration in the SDS plug, the swept S zone was separated by the separation principle of MEKC. Finally, the S

*Figure 2. Schematic of the PF technique. (a) Injection of the S and PSP plugs, (b) separation of the S in PSP plug, and (c) detection of S without any interference from PSP.*

*Figure 3. Electropherograms obtained by (a) MCZE with a conventional pinched injection and (b) PF–MCMEKC by using T-cross chip.*
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plug passing through the SDS plug was broadened, and it reached at the detection point. Thus, it was confirmed that PF–MCMEKC was successfully achieved by using the T-cross chip. As the injection time of the SDS solution increased from 0.5 to 3.0 s, resolution increased from 1.30 to 1.73 since the longer SDS plug would provide the larger phase ratio. Furthermore, ca. 10-fold improvement of the detectability was also attained by the sweeping.

To achieve further high sensitivity in PF–MCMEKC, the 5 way-cross chip was newly designed and fabricated, which enables to inject a larger volume of S. As a result, the peak height increased with increasing the injection time of S due to the sweeping effect (Fig. 4). At the injection time of 6.0 s, the 66-fold enhancement of the detectability of SR101 was achieved in comparison with conventional MCMEKC using the pinched injection technique (Figs. 4a and 4d). Additionally, the concentration efficiency was higher than that on the T-cross chip even under the same volume condition. This further enhancement of the efficiency observed on the 5 way-cross chip might be due to a specific field amplified effect during the S injection step.

5. Conclusion

By using the T-cross and 5 way-cross form channel chip, the PF technique was successfully applied to MCMEKC. On the 5 way-cross microchip, the baseline separation of the rhodamine derivatives was attained with the 66-fold increase in the concentration sensitivity. The successful PF–MCMEKC is promising a high performance MCE–MS analysis.
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Abstract
A microchip is presented that enables the purification of small RNA molecules by electrophoretic filtration. The chip consists of two embedded reservoirs with integrated electrodes connected by a gel separation channel. Purification efficiencies are analysed by real-time PCR.
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1. Introduction
TmRNA is a bacterial RNA that has both messenger and transfer functions. It consists of relatively few nucleotides (< 400) and has been identified in all sequenced bacterial species [1]. Since tmRNA is a naturally amplified molecule (~1000 copies per cell for e.g. E.Coli), it is an interesting target for genetic identification. It is our goal to realize an automated, PCR-free (Polymerase Chain Reaction) microsystem for identification of bacteria based on their tmRNA sequence. The system will ultimately include full sample pre-treatment and an affinity-sensing platform. In this paper a device is presented that enables purification of tmRNA by electrophoretic filtration.

2. Principle
Electrophoretic filtration is similar to conventional chip electrophoresis. A sample is migrating electrically through a channel and a separation matrix (in this case an agarose gel) can be chosen such that small molecules travel faster than larger molecules. The small molecules are eluted from the gel in a purified form.

3. Microfabrication
Platinum electrodes are patterned on top of a Pyrex glass wafer. Microfluidic elements are patterned in a dry film resist (Ordyl SY330). A second Pyrex wafer containing drilled holes is then bonded to the bottom wafer. Connection pads are diced free by dicing the bonded chip half through. Gel is applied in the separation channel by pipette pressure, before starting an experiment.

Figure 2 shows the tmRNA purification chip. It contains input and output reservoir chambers that are connected through a channel, which is filled with gel. The reservoir
chambers contain integrated electrodes for electrophoretic actuation and phaseguides for a controlled liquid introduction and recovery [2].

Figure 1. a) Electrophoretic filtration chip with two reservoirs of 5 μL, a 6 mm gel separation channel and integrated platinum electrodes.
b) Phaseguides enable a controlled liquid introduction and recovery.
c) The chip has been fabricated and sealed under RNase-free conditions

4. Purification experiments

The chip is tested for a mixture of RNA and DNA and a phenolic extract of complete cells. The samples are purified through a 4% w/v NuSieve agarose gel under a constant current of 15 μA. Since tmRNA is much smaller than its DNA, the ratio of RNA to DNA is considered a good indicator for purification efficiency. The relative quantity of RNA and DNA is determined using real-time PCR. A one-step reverse transcriptase PCR (RT PCR) is performed to determine the RNA and DNA quantity, while a non-RT PCR gives only information about the DNA quantity. A dilution series of a plasmid containing the tmRNA sequence is used for relative quantification. The RNA/DNA ratio is determined using the following formula:

\[
\frac{|C_{RNA}|}{|C_{DNA}|} = \frac{E_{RT}^{(\Delta C_T (plasmid - RT \_ Sample))}}{E_{non-RT}^{(\Delta C_T (plasmid - non-RT \_ sample))}} - 1 \quad (1)
\]

Where \( |C_{RNA}| \) and \( |C_{DNA}| \) stand for the plasmid-normalised concentrations of RNA and DNA. \( E_{RT} \) and \( E_{non-RT} \) stand for the efficiencies of the reverse transcribed and the non-reverse-transcribed reactions. The Ct value is the threshold cycle number, where the increase of fluorescence level is first detected.

5. Results

Figure 2 shows the electrophoretic migration of Xylene Cyanol through the gel path. Xylene Cyanol migrates through a 4% agarose gel with a velocity similar to a 150-basepair DNA element. Since Xylene Cyanol starts eluting from the gel after 2 minutes, it is expected that a 400 nucleotides RNA element needs at least 4 minutes to travel through the gel.
Figure 2. Electrophoretic migration of Xylene Cyanol through a 4% agarose gel.
a) Time = 0 min. b) Time = 2 min. c) Time = 11 min.

Table 1 shows the RNA/DNA ratio of the purified product. This ratio divided by the RNA/DNA ratio of the original sample gives us the purification factor. In reality the amount of purified RNA is higher than presented by the PCR results, since the reference plasmid does not account for inefficiencies in the reverse transcription process.

Table 1. Threshold cycle numbers and purification factors after relative quantification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elution time (min.)</th>
<th>Ct-value RT PCR</th>
<th>Ct-value non-RT RNA/DNA ratio</th>
<th>Purification factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 (Phenolic extract)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

Purification from tmRNA by electrophoretic filtration on a microchip has been demonstrated. TmRNA has been effectively purified from a DNA/RNA mixture. In future work, more complex samples will be studied and the separation performance of various gels will be tested.
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Abstract

This paper demonstrates the applicability of SU-8 microdevices for biomolecule analysis using free zone electrophoresis. Autofluorescence properties of SU-8 and its effect on the detection sensitivity through SU-8 microstructures are also evaluated.

Keywords: SU-8, electroosmotic flow, electrophoresis, autofluorescence

1. Introduction

Due to simple and low cost fabrication, polymer materials have replaced glass structures in many microfluidic applications. However, each polymer possesses its unique characteristics, e.g., surface chemistry and optical properties, which strongly affect the fluidic behaviour in polymer microchannels and define the applications and detection methods in which the specific polymer is best exploited. We have earlier demonstrated that SU-8 polymer maintains fairly dense surface charge, equal to glass surfaces, and is therefore advantageous for applications requiring high electroosmotic flow (EOF) [1]. In this study, we have evaluated the applicability of SU-8 for biomolecule analysis using free zone electrophoresis combined with fluorescence detection.

2. Experimental

We explored the compatibility of SU-8 with a number of buffer solutions commonly used in bioanalytical separations (Figure 1a). The electroosmotic (EO) mobilities for different buffer solutions were measured both in SU-8 and in glass microchannels by the current monitoring method. The separation conditions were optimized for fluorescent labelled amino acid, peptide and protein samples in terms of the separation voltage and buffer composition. Sensitivity of fluorescence detection through SU-8 microdevices was evaluated by filling the microchannels sequentially with dye solutions of increasing fluorochrome concentration. Signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios were measured for selected fluorochromes at three different fluorescence excitation/emission wavelengths through SU-8 and Borofloat™ glass microchannels of equal dimensions. The signal was collected with fixed illumination and amplifier settings for all concentrations and both materials, and S/N ratios calculated relative to the signal intensity at zero concentration.

3. Results and discussion

EO mobilities measured for SU-8 were equal to the mobilities in glass microchannels except for the buffers of pH≤4 (Figure 1a). These results are in line with our previ-
ous observation that SU-8 has strongly pH dependent EOF which reverses from cathodic to anodic at pH 3-4 [1]. Moreover, CAPS buffer (N-cyclohexyl-3-aminopropanesulfonate) seemed to have interactions with SU-8 that did not occur with glass, resulting in significantly lower EOF in SU-8 than in glass microchannels (Figure 1a).

The high observed EOF was employed in biomolecule analysis using free zone electrophoresis. SU-8 microchannels showed good separation performance with migration time repeatability and plate numbers on the order of 2-3 % and 7,300-31,000 / 4.5 cm, respectively, under separation conditions optimized for amino acid and peptide samples. In Figure 1b a separation of six fluorescent labelled L-amino acids is illustrated. Currently, optimization of the separation conditions for protein analysis is underway. Protein separation by zone electrophoresis is often compromised due to multistep surface coating which is required to reduce non-specific adsorption. Our results suggest that SU-8 potentially provides good separation efficiency also for protein analysis due to its high EOF, yet clearly hydrophobic nature (contact angle >75° for aqueous solutions), which effectively eliminate protein adsorption.

![Figure 1](image-url)

Figure 1. (a) Measured EO mobilities for selected buffer solutions at 20 mM concentration and given pH in SU-8 (gray) and glass microchannels (black). (b) Separation of six L-amino acids (60 μM each, marked by their one letter abbreviations) in 20 mM sodium borate (pH 10.1); separation voltage +4.4 kV (800 V/cm); separation length 4.5 cm; microchannel dimensions 30 μm×22 μm×55 mm (w×h×L); L-amino acids labelled with a 3-fold excess of fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) in 40 mM NaHCO₃/acetone (1:1).

Since biomolecules are commonly detected as their fluorescent derivatives, we also evaluated the applicability of fluorescence detection in SU-8 microdevices. Many polymers absorb light at low UV/Vis wavelengths giving rise to autofluorescence [2], which results in reduced excitation efficiency and less sensitive detection of fluorescent analytes through polymer microchannels. According to UV/Vis spectra, SU-8 is known to be transparent at wavelengths above 390 nm. Nevertheless, we observed considerable background due to SU-8 autofluorescence even at wavelengths between 400-500 nm, and distinct differences in S/N ratios were measured through SU-8 and glass microchannels (Figures 2a-b). However, at wavelengths above 500 nm, that are typical for
rhodamine B based derivatives, equally sensitive detection (S/N ratios) was obtained through both materials (Figure 2c).

Figure 2. S/N ratios measured through SU-8 (gray squares) and Borofloat™ glass microchannels (black circles) at three different fluorescence excitation/emission wavelengths (filtered) with their specific fluorochromes: (a) 4-methyl-7-hydroxycoumarin, (b) fluorescein and (c) rhodamine B. (Note that the differences in S/N ratios between the three different fluorochromes are due to differences in their relative quantum yields.)

4. Conclusions

Microchannels fabricated of SU-8 polymer were shown to be compatible with and maintain high EOF in a wide range of buffer solutions. This enabled efficient biomolecule separations in SU-8 microchannels using free zone electrophoresis. Although limited sensitivity with fluorescence detection was observed due to SU-8 autofluorescence, such problems can be avoided by careful fluorochrome selection. In addition, SU-8 fabrication technology provides means to overcome sensitivity problems related to optical detection. For instance, an electrospray ionization interface can be integrated with the separation channel to enable mass spectrometric detection [3].
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FAST SEPARATION OF $\lambda$- AND T2-DNA WITH ELECTRODELESS DIELECTROPHORESIS
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ABSTRACT
The fast separation of long DNA via electrodeless dielectrophoresis in a simple and easy-to-fabricate microfluidic device is presented. An AC voltage is applied to an array of periodically arranged posts creating dielectrophoretic traps. Size-dependent migration velocities are obtained by applying an additional DC voltage, which drives the DNA through the structured microchannel. With this technique we are able to achieve fast and efficient separations of $\lambda$- and T2-DNA. The mechanism is analysed in terms of a Kramer’s rate and a notable change in the diffusion coefficient of $\lambda$-DNA is observed.

Keywords: DNA, separation, dielectrophoresis, microfluidics

1. Introduction
The fast and reliable separation of large DNA molecules is still a demanding problem in separation science. The established method of slab gel electrophoresis with pulsed electric fields is very time consuming (10h up to 200h). Capillary electrophoresis with diluted gels represents a fast alternative, however with similar drawbacks in size limitation. Harnessing the exerted forces of nonuniform AC electric fields onto polarizable objects is well established. By extending this method using a targeted combination of microstructures and electric fields, novel techniques for the separation of biomolecules can be developed. The ion cloud around DNA in aqueous solution renders it polarizable, thus a dipole can be induced enabling the interaction with inhomogeneous electric fields. Although the mechanism of DNA polarization is not yet understood in detail [1], it was experimentally demonstrated that DNA exhibits positive dielectrophoresis. The necessary nonuniform electric field can be designed with non-conducting posts and the DNA is trapped at the locations of the highest field gradient in between two posts known as electrodeless dielectrophoresis of DNA [2]. Ajdari and Prost made in 1991 a theoretical proposal to exploit dielectrophoresis for DNA separation [3]. In this paper, we extend these previous studies and present the first separation of $\lambda$- and T2-DNA in a microfluidic chip via electrodeless dielectrophoresis.

2. Methods
The monolithic separation chip is made of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) based on soft lithography. Briefly, contact lithography of SU-8 on a Si-wafer is followed by casting PDMS from the SU-8 masterwafer. The cured and structured PDMS is peeled...
off and, after an oxygen plasma treatment, it is covered with a glass slide which was previously spincoated with PDMS. Fig. 1 shows an electron micrograph of the injector (1) and the first two rows of the array of posts, which extends over 3.8mm in the separation channel (4). The channels are 95μm wide, the posts are 7.4 by 2.2μm with a spacing of 2.3μm and a row distance of 21.1μm. The DNA is dissolved in 10mM phosphate buffer containing 2mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 0.1% (v/v) POP-6, 2μl/ml β-mercaptoethanol and YOYO-1 for fluorescent staining and is injected via a cross injector. For the separation of λ-DNA (17.5pM) and T2-DNA (6pM), a sample plug is driven through the separation channel by a DC voltage (U_{DC}) of 12V applied between the electrodes in the reservoirs (3) and (4) with a distance of 7mm. An AC voltage (U_{AC}) of 60Hz, also applied at the electrodes (3) and (4), is increased incrementally from 150V to 189V, with steps of 0.6V every 3 seconds. When the final value is reached, the DC voltage is switched off, and a steady state electropherogram is recorded by scanning the fluorescence signal of the separated and trapped DNA zones in the structured channel.

Video sequences at 10 fps with single observable λ-DNA molecules are recorded for varying AC voltages at 60Hz with U_{DC} = 12V and analysed in terms of trapping and migration times.

3. Results and Discussion
The successful separation of λ(48.5kbp)- and T2(164kbp)-DNA is shown in fig. 2 [4], with a separation time of only 200s. The T2-DNA is trapped at the beginning of the separation channel, whereas the λ-DNA molecules are only captured at a distance of 2.8mm from the injector. The sample is separated with baseline resolution.

The mechanism of the separation can be elucidated by comparing the Kramer’s rate, i.e. the inverse time required to escape from a trap and to migrate to the next. Figure 3 shows the Kramer’s rate of the two sorts of DNA versus U_{AC}. Above amplitudes of 125V the rates for the two DNA species differ significantly, clearly justifying the applied U_{AC} values in the separation experiment. One can conclude that the separation is
based on the faster escape of $\lambda$-DNA out of the trap. This can be due to different polarizibilities and to different diffusion coefficients of the two DNA species [3].

In order to investigate the unusual broadening of the $\lambda$-DNA peak in fig. 2, we determined the dispersion of the $\lambda$-DNA according to [5] (see fig. 4). With increasing trapping voltages, i.e. above 140V, the diffusion coefficient is significantly increased. This corresponds to longer trapping times (fig. 3) and explains the dispersion of the $\lambda$-DNA peak in fig. 2. The origin of this unusual increase is currently under experimental investigation.

![Figure 3](image1.png)  
**Figure 3.** Kramer’s rate $k$ versus $U_{AC}$.

![Figure 4](image2.png)  
**Figure 4.** Diffusion coefficient of $\lambda$-DNA versus $U_{AC}$ (dashed lines indicate the error).

### 4. Conclusion

Our new microfluidic method exploiting electrodeless dielectrophoresis enables the efficient separation of long DNA strands within only 200s. The mechanism of the separation can be understood in terms of a size dependent trapping of DNA manifested by the observed Kramer’s rate for the escape out of the dielectrophoretic traps. We expect that this new separation method for long DNA molecules can selectively be adapted and optimized by tuning the electric driving parameters (AC and DC) to address an even broader size range in the future [4].
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Abstract
Self-assembled matrices of magnetic beads have shown their potential to separate long DNA (>100 kbp). Because of their tunability, they represent an interesting alternative to arrays of posts obtained by microlithography. In this paper, a nickel template is used to nucleate the obstacles growth and thus organize the matrix around a predefined design. DNA molecules, 48 to 166 kbp long, were separated in minutes and the measured resolution was compared to theoretical predictions.

1. Introduction
When confined in a Hele-Shaw cell and submitted to a uniform magnetic field, a suspension of superparamagnetic particles self-organizes into a 2D array of columns with hexagonal order on short distances and glasslike order on long distances. Such arrays were used for fast electrophoretic separation of long DNA molecules [1]. Although self-assembled matrices have the advantage of simplicity, they cannot match microlithographic arrays for long range order and pore size monodispersity [2]. We address the latter challenge by patterning the lower face of the electrophoresis channel with a magnetic nickel template. Under a uniform external field, the nickel dots create local magnetic field gradients that attract beads and columns, imposing a predefined order. We demonstrate the ability to separate long DNA molecules with these matrices and our approach for studying the resolution of the DNA separation over a wide range of posts density.

2. Experimental
Hexagonal arrays of 1.2 μm diameter magnetic dots were obtained by standard lift-off technology (Fig. 1a). First, D263 float glass substrates, 210 μm thick, were cleaned with piranha. Patterns were then defined by optical lithography using a LOR5A – Ultra I-123
bilayer. After a two-step development in MF-26A and LDD26W, 150 nm of Ni was deposited by e-beam evaporation, using a 20 nm Ti under-layer to promote adhesion (Fig. 1b). Finally, lift-off was achieved by dissolving the Ultra I-123 in acetone and the LOR5A in EBR PG. We noticed that raw dots tend to come unstuck in water; consequently, we encapsulated them in a 350 nm silica coating by plasma enhanced chemical deposition (Fig. 1c). To complete the device, a PDMS replica of a microfluidic channel was sealed onto the patterned glass substrate. The magnetic beads suspension (Ø500 nm – Ademtech) injection and the hydrodynamic flow regulation were performed with a pressure controller(Fluigent).

3. Results

To equal the ‘natural’ column spacing [3] with the dots one, as well as to avoid interstitial filaments, we empirically adjusted the channel height between 20 and 50 μm. In parallel, the column diameter was tuned by changing the bead concentration. Then, matrix hydrodynamic flow resistance and reproducible assembling/disassembling of the array were validated (Fig. 2).

![Figure 1. Nickel dots fabrication : Schematic representation of the lithographic and lift-off processes (a); SEM views of the dot before lift-off (b) and after encapsulation (c).](image1.png)

3. Results

To equal the ‘natural’ column spacing [3] with the dots one, as well as to avoid interstitial filaments, we empirically adjusted the channel height between 20 and 50 μm. In parallel, the column diameter was tuned by changing the bead concentration. Then, matrix hydrodynamic flow resistance and reproducible assembling/disassembling of the array were validated (Fig. 2).

![Figure 2. (a) Ni hexagonal array of 1.5 μm diameter dots spaced by 10 μm. (b) Magnetic columns self-assembled on the preceding Ni template, the optical microscopy view was taken few microns above the surface.](image2.png)
Recent experimental and analytical studies [4,5] of the DNA/columns collisions suggested that more dilute arrays should lead to higher a resolution per row of obstacles. This directed self-assembly method offers a flexible way to study the latter prediction. Highly regular columns arrays with spacing ranging from 4 to 30 μm can be used to perform DNA separation. Figure 3a represents an electropherogram of the separation between \( \lambda, 2\lambda, \) and T4 DNA obtained with a 7 μm post spacing. Resolutions between 1.1 and 1.4 indicate that in less than 2 minutes interesting performances can be obtained in such dilute arrays. Additionally, the resolution per row was calculated for different posts spacing (Fig. 3b). The agreement between experiment and theoretical predictions is satisfactory since the model has no adjustable parameters [5].

![Figure 3.](image)

### 4. Conclusion

In this paper we emphasize the use of template directed self-assembly of magnetic columns for studying DNA separations. Tilted or sparse arrays can be obtained, allowing another step towards a detailed understanding of realistic separation systems.
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Abstract

This paper describes a novel method for multiplex gene mutation analysis using affinity capillary electrophoresis (ACE) in a single microfluidic channel. The multiplexing was realized by controlling the binding capacities of multiple probes immobilized to the sieving polymer matrix. Single-step detection of two point mutations is demonstrated with a simple step and procedure.
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1. Introduction

Multiplex DNA binding assay in a single microchannel is promising for high-throughput mutation analysis. For this purpose, several methods based on spatially defined recognition elements (i.e. microarray concept) have been reported [1, 2]. They required cumbersome and time-consuming fabrication steps such as photopolymerization of the hydrogel plugs. In this paper, we demonstrate that ACE enables multiplex DNA binding assay with a spatially homogeneous recognition element containing multiple probes [3].

2. Principle

The principle of this technology is shown in Figure 1. Here two mutations sites are assumed to be analyzed. The microchannel is filled with a polymer matrix having two DNA probes (1 and 2) complementary to parts of the wild type sequence (sample A). Electrophoretic migrations of single-stranded DNA samples are retarded by sequence-specific interactions with the probes. Sample A binds to the both probes and has the lowest mobility. Sample D has the both mutations and binds to neither probe. This DNA has the highest mobility. Sample B has one mutation and binds only to probe 1. Sample C has the other mutation and binds only to probe 2. Samples B and C have intermediate mobilities. The key issue is the separation between samples B and C. To do this, the binding capacities of the probes are designed to be unequal. In this example, probe 1 has a larger binding capacity than probe 2. Hence the samples D, C, B, and A reach the detector in this order (Figure 1b).
3. Experimental

For sample A, we chose an 18-mer model sequence identical to human c-Ki-ras gene codons 10–15 (Table 1). We examined the well-known point mutations at codons 12 and 13. Sample B had the codon 12 mutation, sample C the codon 13, and sample D the both. The probes, complementary to sample A, had different chain lengths: 7-mer for probe 1 and 6-mer for probe 2. The 5’ ends of the samples were labeled with FITC. They were mixed in Tris-borate buffer at each final concentration of 1.0 μM. In some experiments, 0.5 μM samples were also used. For the probes, 5’-methacryloyl-modified oligonucleotides were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies. Probe-poly(dimethylacrylamide) (PDMA) conjugate was synthesized through the same procedure as previously reported [4], except that the reaction mixture contained 100 μM probe 1 and 20 μM probe 2.

A microchip was fabricated by bonding a microscope slide glass and a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) chip, which had been molded by standard soft lithography. For microchip electrophoresis, we utilized the autonomous solution handling technique, in which the high gas solubility in PDMS is exploited (Figure 2) [4]. Platinum electrodes were dipped into the reservoirs, and an electric field was applied.

4. Results and Discussion

Figure 3a shows the images of the multiplex gene mutation assay using four kinds of oligonucleotides (Table 1). Immediately after the electrophoresis was started, the sample plug was compacted from 500 μm to 100 μm (Figure 3a, 2 s), which means 5-fold sample

---

Table 1. Oligonucleotide sequences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sequence(^a)(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample A</td>
<td>FITC-5’-GGA GCT GGT GGC GTA GGC-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample B</td>
<td>FITC-5’-GGA GCT AGT GGC GTA GGC-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample C</td>
<td>FITC-5’-GGA GCT AGT TGC GTA GGC-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample D</td>
<td>FITC-5’-GGA GCT AGT TGC GTA GGC-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 1</td>
<td>5’-C TAC GCC-3’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 2</td>
<td>5’-ACC AGC-3’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Underlined sequences are complimentary to the probes.

\(^b\)Italic face letters denote mismatched bases.
preconcentration. This effect was caused by the discontinuous electrophoretic mobility at the entrance of the probe-PDMA conjugate. Then, the samples migrated at various speeds, and were completely separated (Figure 3a, 25 s). The successful separation is considered to be realized by the principle illustrated in Figure 1b. We confirmed the band assignment by taking electropherograms with various concentrations of the samples (data not shown). The effect of the probes on specificity was also confirmed by a series of control experiments with various probe compositions (Figure 3b). Namely, we tested PDMA without the probes, PDMA with only probe 1, PDMA with only probe 2, and PDMA with both of the probes at a uniform concentration. The results confirmed that the multiplex ACE required the two probes at different concentrations.

![Figure 3.](image)

**Figure 3.** (a) Consecutive images of the multiplex ACE. Sample concentration, 1.0 μM for each; polymer matrix, 10% PDMA with 100 μM probe 1 and 20 μM probe 2; buffer, 50 mM Tris-borate (pH 7.4) with 10 mM MgCl₂; electric field, 50 V cm⁻¹. (b) Electropherograms with various polymer matrices: (1) 10% PDMA without the probes, (2) 10% PDMA with 100 μM probe 1, (3) 10% PDMA with 20 μM probe 2, and (4) 10% PDMA with the both probes at a uniform concentration of 50 μM.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a new methodology for multiplex gene mutation assay in a single microchannel. Cumbersome spatial addressing of the binding elements was evaded by the use of ACE with a newly devised multi-probe conjugate. The proposed method has a great potential for point-of-care testing of gene point mutations and single-nucleotide polymorphisms.
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Abstract

A miniaturized two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE) system was constructed with a multifilament supporting-gel (MFS-gel) as a first-dimensional gel for isoelectric focusing (IEF). The MFS gel could provide low-concentration (2.5%T) polyacrylamide that reduced IEF time and improved transfer efficiency from the first-dimensional gel to the second one of especially high-molecular-weight proteins. The miniaturized system was applied to 2-DE separation of proteins and it was found that an hour and a half was enough to perform 2-DE. This system could be expected as a fast protein separation method for elucidation of cellular mechanism, disease diagnosis and screening.

Keywords: two-dimensional electrophoresis, miniaturization, multifilament, protein, polyacrylamide

1. Introduction

Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE), where proteins can be separated according to their isoelectric point in the first dimensional isoelectric focusing (IEF) and their size in the second dimensional sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), is a powerful separation tool in proteomic research. However, the conventional 2-DE needs handling skills, and long analysis time, at least two days. A commercially available immobilized pH gradient (IPG) dry strip gel is easier to handle. However, the concentration of the IPG strip gel is 4%T and is not suited for fast separation of high-molecular-weight proteins. Therefore, desired is a new 2-DE system that can provide fast separation of proteins including high-molecular-weight region without need of such technical skills.

We have proposed as a new IEF gel for 2-DE a low concentration polyacrylamide gel supported by a multifilament string: multifilament supporting-gel (MFS-gel) [1]. By using a multifilament string as an IEF gel support, the total acrylamide concentration of the gel could be reduced to 2.5%T with sufficient mechanical strength, and the gel was easily handled with tweezers. Due to the large pore of the low-concentration (2.5%T) polyacrylamide gel, proteins were focused faster than by using the conventional 4%T
gel. Also, proteins, especially in the high-molecular-weight region, were observed more clearly on the silver-stained 2D map than by using the 4.0%T gel, and as clearly as by using the agarose IEF gel.

To fasten electrophoretic separation, the miniaturization of the gel itself was considered effective as well. We constructed a miniaturized 2-DE system using the low-concentration MFS-gel as an IEF gel, and evaluated the miniaturized 2-DE system using proteins of a pI marker kit and high-molecular-weight region.

2. Experimental

The MFS-gel is shown in Figure 1. The MFS-gel was 1 mm in diameter and made according to the literature [1] with some modification. The MFS-gel was soaked in a solution containing carrier ampholytes before use, cut into appropriate length, and set in the groove on the IEF plate of the miniaturized 2-DE system shown in Figure 2. After a sample was applied and the plate was set on the IEF apparatus equipped with a water-cooling unit, separation voltage was applied. After IEF, the gel was removed from the groove with tweezers.

The miniaturized second-dimensional gel was 55 mm wide, 40 mm long and 0.75 mm thick. The MFS-gel was put on the top of the second-dimensional gel with agarose sealing. Three colored proteins such as C-phycocyanin (MW 264 kDa, pI 4.3), hemoglobin (MW 67 kDa, pI 7.2), and cytochrome c (MW 13 kDa, pI 9.6) were used to monitor IEF separation, and proteins of a pI marker kit and high-molecular-weight marker proteins were used to evaluate 2-DE separation performance. Silver staining was used to visualize proteins on the 2D gel.

Figure 2 Apparatus for IEF (a) and SDS-PAGE (b) of the miniaturized 2-DE system using the MFS-gel.
3. Results and discussion

Using the low-concentration (2.5%T) MFS-gel of 4 cm, the mixture of three colored proteins, C-phycocyanin, hemoglobin, and cytochrome c, was separated in 8 min, which was about twice faster than using the same concentration of the MFS-gel of 7 cm. The miniaturized (short) MFS-gel was shown effective to fast IEF separation of proteins. Using the miniaturized 2-DE system, proteins of a pl marker kit were separated as shown in Figure 3. An hour was enough to perform the first dimensional IEF and it took 12 min in the second dimensional SDS-PAGE. Therefore, an hour and a half was enough to carry out 2-DE separation using the miniaturized system. High-molecular-weight marker proteins including thyroglobulin from bovine thyroid gland (MW 670 kDa) were applied to fast 2-DE separation using the miniaturized 2-DE system, and proteins of high-molecular-weight region above 200 kDa were successfully separated in an hour.

In conclusion, this miniaturized 2-DE system using the low-concentration MFS-gel was shown to be useful for fast separation of proteins including high-molecular-weight proteins. High-molecular-weight proteins such as membrane protein and thyroglobulin have an important role in the cellular transport and disease. Therefore, this system can be expected as a fast protein separation method for elucidation of cellular mechanism, disease diagnosis and screening.

![Figure 3](image.png)

**Figure 3** Fast 2-DE separation of proteins of a pl marker kit using the miniaturized 2-DE system. 1: Soybean trypsin inhibitor, 2: β-lactoglobulin A, 3: Bovine carbonic anhydrase B, 4: Human carbonic anhydrase B, 5: Horse myoglobin-acidic band, 6: Horse myoglobin-basic band, 7: Lentil lectin-acidic band, 8: Lentil lectin-middle band, 9: Trypsinogen
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A NEW EXPLORATION IN ENHANCING THE RESOLUTION FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF MONO-SULFATE GLYCOSAMINOGLYCAN DISACCHARIDE ISOMERS ON A POLY(METHYL METHACRYLATE) CHIP
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Abstract
The glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) labeled with 2-aminoacridone, hydrochloride (AMAC) were found to be prevented from adsorption to the surface of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) microchips by dynamic coating microchannel with methyl cellulose (MC). To obtain sufficient resolution of mono-sulfate GAG disaccharide isomers on microchip electrophoresis (MCE), buffer pH, β-cyclodextrin (β-CD), and 1,4-dioxane (DO) were systematically investigated. We found that the application of 1,4-dioxane (DO) dramatically improved the resolution of the analytes. ΔDi-triS, ΔDi-UA2S, ΔDi-4S, and ΔDi-6S were baseline separated within 75 sec. The theoretical plate was in the range of 5×10⁵–1×10⁶ m⁻¹.

Keywords: Microchip electrophoresis, Mono-sulfate glycosaminoglycan isomer, 1,4-dioxane, Resolution, Solvation effect

1. Introduction
GAGs are negatively charged disaccharide repeating units, usually containing a sulfated hexosamine and uronic acid. Those units compose a chain covalently linked to "core" proteins, forming proteoglycans (PGs). PGs are involved in regulating cell adhesion, migration and proliferation, thus become important effectors of cellular processes that constitute the basis of development and disease. These properties depend mainly on specific structures of the GAG moieties present in PGs. MCE attracts attention in separation and analysis by means of rapid separation speed, high performance and throughput, cost-effective, and the capability of system integration and multiplexing [1]. Thus, profiling of GAGs on MCE may be useful in allowing early clinical diagnosis of diseases and understanding life sciences.
2. Theory

Eq 1 gives the factors that can affect electrophoretic mobility.

\[ \mu_{\text{app}} = \frac{q}{6\pi \eta r} \quad (1) \]

Where, \( \mu_{\text{app}} \) is electrophoretic mobility, \( q \) is ion charge, \( \eta \) is solution viscosity, \( r \) is ion radius. Among these factors, we made our efforts to get a different \( r \) of \( \Delta \text{Di-UA2S}, \Delta \text{Di-4S} \) and \( \Delta \text{Di-6S} \) so that they could show different mobility. And different \( r \) was realized by different solvation layer size around the analytes.

3. Experimental

Derivatization of \( \Delta \text{Di-4S}, \Delta \text{Di-6S}, \Delta \text{Di-UA2S} \) and \( \Delta \text{Di-triS} \) with AMAC was performed as described by Jackson and modified by Kitagawa et al. In this procedure, reductive amination was adopted. Firstly, sugar ring opened in acetic acid environment. Then the lone pair of amino groups of the label attacks the carbon of carbonyl groups of reducing sugars, forming the Schiff base. The Schiff base is acid-labile and is reduced with sodium cyanoborohydride to a stable secondary amine. Microchip electrophoresis was carried out on HITACHI SV1100 with a LED confocal fluorescence detector which provides a median excitation source of 470nm. The separation length is 3 cm [2].

4. Results and discussion

PMMA has a very hydrophobic surface, thereby causing strong adsorption of analytes, such as fluorescence dyes and proteins, on its surface. MC was found to be crucial for suppressing adsorption of the GAGs labeled with AMAC.

Figure 2. Effect of DO on enhancing resolution of GAG disaccharide isomers. A is running buffer, B is DO. 0.2 mol/L Tris-\( \text{NaH}_2\text{PO}_4 \) buffer, pH value 6.81, MC 0.5%, \( E_{\text{int}} = 161 \text{V/cm} \).

In order to obtain sufficient resolution of
mono-sulfate GAG disaccharide isomers on MCE, buffer pH, β-CD, and DO were systematically investigated. As a result, there was no resolution by changing buffer pH. Partially resolution was obtained by using β-CD. DO in the running buffer was found to be critical for separation of mono-sulfate GAG disaccharide isomers on MCE (Figure 2). To decrease the analysis time, High electric field strength was studied on MCE.

5. Conclusion
Under the optimized conditions, baseline separation of ∆Di-4S, ∆Di-6S, ∆Di-UA2S and ∆Di-triS was obtained within 75 sec with the separation efficiency over 500,000 plates/m (Figure 3). The RSD values of mobility for four GAG disaccharides are less than 2.05% in ten different channels, and the detection limit for AMAC labeled mono-sulfate GAG disaccharides is 2.6×10⁻⁸ mol/L.
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SELECTIVE PARTICLE SEPARATION AND DEPOSITION BY 3-D INSULATOR-BASED DIELECTROPHORESIS
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Abstract

A particle separator was demonstrated based on 3-D insulator-based dielectrophoresis (iDEP). Two droplets containing mixtures of 1-μm and 5-μm polystyrene beads were placed above and beneath a 200-μm-thick PMMA sheet. An array of X-ray lithography fabricated through microholes on the PMMA sheet generated the 3-D iDEP forces since it distorted the electric line passing through. When applying a proper AC signal, 1-μm beads were concentrated and deposited in the microholes, while 5-μm beads were expelled from the microholes by the 3-D iDEP forces.

Keywords: DEP, iDEP, Particle Separation, Particle Concentrator

1. Introduction

Dielectrophoresis (DEP) provides the motion of a particle by the interaction of a non-uniform electric field generated by microelectrodes with the induced effective dipole moment of the particle [1]. Besides using microelectrodes, in the cases of iDEP, non-uniform fields can be created by placing insulators in an originally uniform field [2]. As shown in Fig. 1, with the distorted electric lines, iDEP would attract suspended particles toward the microhole (high electric field strength) by positive DEP (pDEP) or repel them from the microhole by negative DEP (nDEP). The concept of iDEP was mostly applied and demonstrated on a 2-D microfluidic chip, i.e., thin liquid sheet with voltage applied in the longitudinal direction, where electric lines were merely regulated in 2-D. In this paper, 3-D iDEP was investigated on a PMMA sheet with through microholes sandwiched by two droplets.

Figure 1. Particles selectively trapped (pDEP, shown black) into or repelled (nDEP, shown white) from the microhole by iDEP.
2. Experimental
A droplet-based 3-D iDEP device was studied as shown in Fig. 2. Two droplets containing fluorescent polystyrene beads were placed above and beneath a 200-μm-thick PMMA sheet with an array of microholes (Fig. 3). The top droplet could be further manipulated by the above electrolyte (Na$_2$SO$_4$) droplet by mirror-EWOD across a PVDC sheet (12.5-μm-thick) [3]. The non-uniform electric field was established by applying voltage between two Teflon coated ITO glasses. Tested microholes, with opening of 10 μm × 10 μm and 25 μm × 25 μm, were fabricated by deep X-ray lithography process on PMMA sheets with a thickness of 200 μm. Microholes were patterned by a 1.5 GeV synchrotron beam line with the exposure of 900 mA×min/cm. PMMA sheets were then developed by GG developer at 40°C for 30 min. The X-ray micromachined 10-μm-wide microholes are shown in Fig. 3.

3. Result and discussion
Basic 3-D iDEP phenomenon was first investigated by using 5-μm (in diameter) polystyrene beads. The beads were dispersed in water with the concentration of 1.4×10$^7$ number/mL and manipulated by applying a 140 V$_{rms}$ AC signal between two ITO glasses as shown in Fig. 2. 3-D iDEP was studied by monitoring the motion of dispersed 5-μm beads under various frequencies of the applied AC signal. It was observed that the 5-μm beads were repelled from the 25 μm × 25 μm microholes by nDEP at the applied frequencies from 1 kHz to 100 kHz, as shown in Fig. 4.

1-μm bead (1.8×10^9 number/mL) solution was then added and mixed with the 5-μm bead solution of equal volumes. As shown in Fig. 5(a)-(d), when 1 kHz 140V_{rms} was applied, the 5-μm beads were repelled from the microholes by nDEP as expected. However, the 1-μm beads were attracted and trapped into the 10 μm × 10 μm microholes. Therefore, by choosing proper particle, liquid medium, and frequency, beads can be selectively separated and stored in the microholes. After 2 min operation, the device was disassembled. The PMMA sheet was rinsed and cleaned by water gently and observed by fluorescent microscope after drying. The microscopic image (Fig. 5(e)) shows fluorescence at the microholes, proving the deposition of the polystyrene beads.

Figure 5. Separation of particles by 3-D iDEP. (a) No voltage was applied. (b) Once the voltage was applied, 5-μm beads were repelled from microholes (nDEP), and 1-μm beads were trapped into microholes (pDEP). (b)-(d) are sequential images taken in 1 s. (e) Rinsed and dried PMMA sheet showing fluorescent beads trapped in the microholes.

4. Conclusion
We demonstrated a particle separator by 3-D iDEP. By applying 1 kHz 140 V_{rms} across two droplets containing 1-μm and 5-μm polystyrene beads, 1-μm beads were concentrated into the through microholes on PMMA sheet between the droplets. Meanwhile, the 5-μm beads were expelled away from the through holes. The applied voltage can be decreased since most of the voltage was consumed across the PDLC sheet. Although the PDLC sheet is not beneficial to iDEP, it provides the ability of the manipulation of the droplet.
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NOVEL PHYSICALLY ADSORBED POLYMER COATING ON PMMA MICROCHIP WITH MULTI CHANNEL ARRAY FOR HIGH-THROUGHPUT PROTEIN ANALYSIS
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Abstract

For protein analysis, polymeric microchip was extremely incompatible with protein samples. To overcome the incompatibility, we developed a novel physically adsorbed polymer coating, which was a new approach and different from conventional coating methods, on PMMA microchip using cellulose derivatives as the coating reagents. The coating method remarkably progressed analytical performance and we could successfully separate 5 proteins dependent of their own sizes with high reproducibility (RSD; within 3 %, n=12) on coated PMMA microchip with 12 channels array.

Keywords: coating, cellulose derivatives, poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA), protein, high-throughput

1. Introduction

Polymeric materials are attractive materials for chip technology because of the potential of easy fabrication, low-cost and disposability. Unfortunately, they are highly incompatible with biological samples, in particular, proteins denatured with sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) which strongly adsorb to channel walls of PMMA via hydrophobic interaction and exhibit the electroosmotic flow (EOF)¹. The EOF disturbs the migration of proteins and therein, modification of channel walls of PMMA is necessary to suppress both the adsorption and EOF². However, the coating methods are under tailoring. Therefore, further investigation is needed.
2. Experimental
Proteins were labeled with Cy5 fluorescent dye and then denatured with SDS (2 %) and β-mercaptoethanol (0.1 M). Prior to electrophoresis, all of the channels were filled with a cellulose derivative (Figure 1) with desired concentration and then were dried for 1 day at room temperature in order to stabilize the coating. Next, the channels were filled with running buffers and electrophoresis was then performed.

3. Results and Discussion
The water contact angle was decreased from 66.8° to 15.0° after using HPMC 2 as the coating reagent (Table 1), namely, the wall of channels became hydrophilic by the coating method. To examine the coating effect, we measured the mobility of EOF on non-coated and coated channel walls. The mobility of the EOF (μ_eo) on coated channel walls was approximately 2 order of magnitude lower than that on non-coated channel walls (Table 1). We thought that this phenomenon was responsible for the greater number of hydroxyl group of HPMC than that of MC, which was verified by using HPMC 2. The water contact angle and EOF decreased with increasing hydroxyl group of HPMC. Therefore, hydroxyl group affected the creation of the hydrophilic surface. We applied our coating method to 12 channel array microchip electrophoresis. On a 12 channels arrays PMMA microchip coated by HPMC 2, we could successfully separated 5 different proteins based on their own size with high reproducibility (within 3 %, n=12) using low viscosity polymer (4.5 cP), dextran, as a sieving polymer (Figure 2).

Table 1. Measurement of water contact angle and the mobility of EOF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>coating reagent</th>
<th>angle (degree)</th>
<th>μ_eo (×10^-6 cm²·V⁻¹·s⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>66.8 (+0.15)</td>
<td>928.1 (+0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>23.0 (+0.50)</td>
<td>11.9 (+0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aHPMC 1</td>
<td>19.9 (+0.20)</td>
<td>6.42 (+0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aHPMC 2</td>
<td>15.0 (+0.50)</td>
<td>5.64 (+0.090)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a HPMC 2 has hydroxyl group more than HPMC 1, which was obtained by FT-IR spectroscopy and from data sheet provided by Shinetsu Chemical. Co. Ltd.

b Average of 4 measurements
Figure 2. Twelve channels array electrophoresis. (a) Picture of microchip with 12 channels array. (b) Electropherograms of 12 channel array. Running buffer; 4 % dextran, 5 mM Tris-HCl and 3.5 mM SDS. The number of peak: 1 Tripsin Inhibitor (20.1 KDa), 2 Carbonic Anhydrase (29 KDa), 3 Ovalbumin (43 KDa), 3 Bovine Serum Albumin (68 KDa) and β-galactosidase (114.6 KDa). Each protein concentration was 50 ng/μL. RSD of migration time of each protein was within 3 % (n=12). All the channel were coated with 0.15 % HPMC 2.

4. Conclusions

We developed the novel physically adsorbed polymer coating method, which was simple, novel and different from conventional coating methods, using cellulose derivatives as the coating reagent. It was revealed that hydroxyl group of a coating reagent mainly affected the creation of hydrophilic surface of channel walls of PMMA. In addition, this coating method was applied to 12 channel array electrophoresis and protein separation with high speed and reproducibility was achieved. This report recommended that our coating method was the key step to construct high-throughput protein analysis system on polymeric microchips.
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Abstract

Our previous report explained the nano-pillars playing a role as a molecular sieve in DNA size separation. We investigate the sieving effect of nano-pillars with square allocation, and discuss the mechanism of DNA size separation. By applying the nano-pillars with square allocation, it is revealed that the sieving effect of nano-pillars has correlation with the gyration radius of DNA, and the nano-pillar chip can provide a method to separate DNA by size precisely.
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1. Introduction

In the last μTAS meeting, we reported DNA electrophoretic separation employing tilted (a) and square (b) allocations of nano-pillars shown in Fig. 1 [1], where four pillar regions of 500 μm length, namely the total pillar region of 2 mm length lined up in one section via 35 μm pillar-free spacing as shown in Fig. 2. However, the square type nano-pillars with 300 nm gap did not separate 10 and 38 kbp DNA fragments (see Fig. 3(a)), whereas the tilted allocation separated 10 and 38 kbp at the same 50V/cm electric field (see Fig. 3(b)). This failure in separation for the square allocation might result from higher velocity of DNA fragments due to excessive application of voltages. In this report, we take consideration the effect of applied voltage, and performed the further study of DNA separation employing...
nano-pillars with square allocation, and discuss the mechanism of DNA separation by nano-pillars with square allocations based on experiments of DNA size separation.

2. Experimental

The fabrication method of quartz nano-pillars was reported in ref. [2]. We employed the nano-pillars shown in Fig. 2 to separate the DNA fragments (1 kbp, 10 kbp and 38 kbp). The gaps of nano-pillars were 100nm and 300nm. Besides, in order to aim at separation of lower fragments, we fabricated twenty pillar regions of 215 μm length, namely the total pillar regions of 4.3 mm length lined up in one via 35 μm pillar-free spacing as shown in Fig. 4. Employing the nano-pillars with 300 nm gaps, we investigated the separation of λ.DNA digested by HindIII.

3. Results and discussion

When electric field applied was decreased from 50V/cm to 30V/cm, the 1 kbp DNA (as a marker), 10 and 38 kbp were separated clearly after going through the whole pillar regions of 2 mm. As shown in electropherograms of Fig. 5, the nano-pillars with 100-nm gap (Fig. 1-c) separated 1 kbp and fragments length over 10 kbp, while the nano-pillars with 300-nm gap (Fig. 1-b) separated 38 kbps and fragments below 10 kbp. When we employed the nano-pillars with 300 nm gaps (shown in Fig. 6), 23 kbp and some fragments below 10 kbp were separated as shown in Fig. 6, where 50V/cm electric field was applied because 30V/cm application required longer separation time. The fragments below 10 kbp were not...
separated in these nano-pillars, though the separation became clear as the DNA traveled farther.

Based on these results, we discussed the separation mechanism according to the gyration radius ($R_g$) of DNA estimated as $\sqrt{bL}/\sqrt{6}$, where $b$ and $L$ as Kuhn’s length and contour length respectively. $R_g$ of 1, 10, 23 and 38 kbp are 78, 245, 373 nm and 478 nm, respectively. We summarize DNA size separation results for the square allocation pillars as follows, where gap width is defined as “g”; (1) the 100 nm gap separates 1 and 10 kbp, and $R_g$’s corresponding to 1 and 10 kbp are 78 and 245 nm. (2) the 300 nm gap separates 10 and 23 kbp, and $R_g$’s corresponding to 10 and 23 kbp are 245 and 373 nm. Therefore, each gap exists between $R_g$’s corresponding to separated base pairs. As referring Fig. 7, when two kinds of DNA with $R_g$>g and $R_g$<g migrate within pillars, velocity of DNA with $R_g$>g becomes lower than that of DNA with $R_g$<g, thus leading to separation due to the sieving effect.

4. Conclusions

Consequently, in the case of square allocation of nano-pillars, gap width less than the DNA fragments with given $R_g$ and the more pillar regions allow to separate smaller base pairs at higher resolution. We conclude it can lead to the precise DNA size separation using nano-pillar chip.
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μ-HOTPLATE ARRAY
FOR MANIPULATION OF ADHESIVE CELLS
BY MEANS OF IR DIODE LASER LIGHT
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Abstract
We demonstrate a simple approach for fast and localized heating in the dimension range of a single living cell. The heating is realized due to strong absorbance of infrared light by microsized particles or patterned surfaces (“μ-hotplates”).

Different materials are tested with respect to their applicability for laser induced optical heating and the effect on single living cells is explored.

The presented technique can be a versatile tool for initiation and modulation of biochemical or cellular reactions, reversible cell membrane opening, or for the control of cell growth.

Keywords: temperature control, cell handling, microarray, single cell observation

1. Introduction
Many processes in single cells strongly depend on temperature [1]. The ability to control the temperature within separate regions of a single living cell could be a tool for modulation or initiation of cellular responses. Since infrared light at 830 nm wavelength is hardly absorbed by the cells [2], it minimizes the interference of the multiple cumulative temperature-dependent effects and prevents cells from irreversible damage.

Heating of localized areas within microdevices is commonly achieved by Peltier devices or thin film resistive heaters. Such devices typically require a direct connection to a control device. Recently, some approaches have been presented for contactless heating of small volumes by means of light [3-4] or magnetic fields [5].

2. Experimental
To achieve microparticle enhanced optical heating, the light of a 830 nm continuous wave diode laser was focused by the microscope objective of a modified inverted microscope (Olympus IX 71) to a diameter of approximately 5 μm. A μ-hotplate was positioned at the beam spot of the laser light (Figure 1). Simultaneously, widefield illumination by a Hg-arc lamp was facilitated to directly observe the effects of optical heating via fluorescence microscopy.

We tested three different materials for μ-hotplates with respect to their absorbance and applicability. First, graphite powder suspended in PDMS was spincoated onto a 150 μm thick microscopy slide to a layer thickness of ~15 μm (Figure 2-A).
In the second approach, carbon microarrays were produced by pyrolyzing microstructures made of SU-8 photore sist [6] (posts of 8 μm diameter and 5 μm height, Figure 2-B). Pyrolysis was done at 700 °C in a muffle furnace permanently flushed with nitrogen.

Alternatively, different structures of platinized gold (overall thickness ~220 nm) were produced (GeSiM, Großerkmannsdorf, Germany) on borosilicate glass (D263) of 145 μm thickness (Figure 2-C).

The effect of optical heating on living cells (colon cancer cells SW 480) was investigated. The cells were directly grown on poly-D-lysine covered glass slides, patterned with the absorbing material. A frame made of PDMS served as a cell chamber. Cell viability tests were performed using erythrosine B.

3. Results and Discussion

All tested materials are suitable for inducing slight temperature increases of a few K up to boiling of water, within less than a second, upon exposure to laser light of a few mW laser power.

Graphite particles lead to strong heating due to their high absorbance for IR light (Figure 3). However, the particles are inhomogeneously distributed and form aggregates, leading to a low reproducibility.

Laser light exposed to carbon μ-hotplates results in induced cell death for cells in direct contact (Figure 4-B: 22 mW, 1 s), depending on laser power and exposure time (summary see Table 1). By using higher laser power at 36 mW for 1 s, the cell is completely ruptured, (Figure 4-C) and the whole cell substrate becomes available, for example for single cells analysis. Lower laser power does not lead to induced cell death (Figure 4-A). Likewise, cells survive the direct exposure of IR light without the use of the μ-hotplates. Often bubble formation occurs due to the strong heating and the rough carbon surface.

Laser power of more than 60 mW for 1 s is necessary to induce cell death using
Au-Pt-black $\mu$-hotplates (squares of 160 $\mu$m²), due to lower absorption of the laser light. Applying laser power of 25 mW for 1 s or less does not affect cell viability. Bubble formation can be prevented and produced on purpose at the edges of a hotplate.

Table 1. Survival rate of cells grown on glass with carbon $\mu$-hotplates for various laser intensities, $P$, and exposure time, $t$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$P$ (mW)</th>
<th>$t$ (s)</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.75</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

The $\mu$-hotplates made of carbon and Au-Pt-black give a good control over the survival of cells, since fast and defined heating is possible. In contrast to common heating systems, no direct connections are necessary. Therefore, it is a very flexible method, which can be easily implemented in any microchip. Also, this technique is suitable for moving small volumes and droplets.
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Abstract
A novel microplate has been developed for high throughput single cell/clone analysis. Rapid single cell seeding using a conventional FACS into micro wells allows several thousands of single cells to be cultivated, short-term (72 h) or long-term (10-14 days), and analyzed individually. The platform requires a remarkably low number of cells, a major advantage when screening limited amounts of patient cell samples. Analysis of single cell heterogeneity and colony formation related to drug sensitivity can be accomplished in a high throughput manner.
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1. Introduction
Most laboratory assays used for drug sensitivity/resistance testing today are based on measurements of average effects on the whole tumor cell population, making it difficult to study how individual cells differ from each other [1]. This platform [2] enables investigators to analyze characteristics of patient samples on a single cell level, leading to a more optimized treatment.

2. Materials
The plate consists of three levels: a bottom glass plate, an etched microgrid plate and a top membrane. It has the format of a microtiter plate to facilitate implementation in clinical labs (figure 1).

Figure 1. a) Whole plate (127 x 86mm), Version with 1536 to 6144 wells per whole plate. b) Different sizes of micro wells (volumes from 150nl to 500nl). c) Sloped walls for facilitated cell seeding.

The goal is to fit as many wells (currently 6144) as possible into the plate and maintain the possibility to seed individual cells using the FACS. There are two versions of the plate, one with an anodically bonded glass bottom and one that is clamped together with
a selected surface to enable surface modifications (i.e. fibronectin, cell seed layers etc) of the whole bottom plate before assembly. Different membranes have been tested to optimize cell cultivation conditions and prevent evaporation.

3. Experimental

Cell seeding is performed by FACS, efficiently placing one cell in the centre of each well (figure 2).

![Figure 2. A fluorescently labeled single cell in one well directly after cell seeding.](image)

4. Results and discussion

The time needed for seeding single cells in for example 300 wells is 5 minutes (i.e. one second per well) with a ~90% single cell occupancy per well. The FACS is also used for subsequent distribution of chemotherapeutic drugs, shown with lysis buffer in figure 3. This makes it possible to study different drugs and concentrations and their effects on single cells in high throughput.

![Figure 3. Percentage of dead cells (y-axis) after FACS distribution of lysis buffer (x-axis shows increased lysis buffer concentration) demonstrating the working concept of distributing drugs by FACS.](image)

Leukemic K562 cells have successfully been seeded and cultivated in the plate up to 14 days (figure 4), followed by a staining procedure (MGG) and evaluation of viability and colony formation.
Patient samples (chronic lymphocytic leukemia) have been sorted in the same manner. Viability in the plate is comparable with other cell cultivation systems. Consumption of cells drastically decreases to 0.6% of the cells needed in conventional methods: a major advantage since the number of cells most commonly is the limiting factor when screening patient samples for drug sensitivity.

5. Conclusions
This novel device for high throughput single cell analysis has the potential to become an optimal diagnostic tool when studying tumor cells from for example leukemia patients with respect to heterogeneity, proliferation and apoptosis/sensitivity to chemotherapeutics at the single cell/clone level.
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Abstract
We report the successful tracking of cellular electrophoretic mobility (EPM) evolution with the progress of a cell cycle using on-chip cell electrophoresis. After thymidine treatment, the EPM distribution of HL-60 cells apparently differed from that of nonsynchronized cells and seemed to follow a Poisson distribution. In order to clarify the reason for this observation, another improved procedure was adopted for more defined synchronization at the early stage of the S-phase. As a result, we were successful in tracking the evolution of the EPM distribution of cells, released from the arrested state at the early stage of the S-phase, with the progress of the S-phase. Moreover, an additional advantage of our methodology lies in its ability to allow simultaneous evaluation of EPM and GFP fluorescence. These results suggest that on-chip cell electrophoresis is a methodology powerful enough to track the cellular surface evolution through the cell cycle and is expected to be a promising analysis platform in various applications.

Keywords: Cell cycle, Electrophoretic mobility (EPM), Green fluorescence protein (GFP) assay, On-chip cell electrophoresis

1. Introduction
With the recent progress in biotechnology, the analysis of living cells has become increasingly essential. In particular, in cell therapy and tissue engineering, the evaluation of the cell cycle, that is, the cycle of cell duplication and division, is essential for achieving a full therapeutic effect because cellular function and response to drugs vary during the cell cycle [1, 2]. However, conventional tools for analyzing the cell cycle such as the fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS) are not suitable for cellular analysis in clinical applications because chemical invasion and damage to the cell membrane are not negligible. On the other hand, electrophoresis of cells is one of the techniques used to quantify the cell surface charge and to study events at the level of membranes of single cells. We have recently reported that the highly precise measurement of cellular electrophoretic mobility (EPM) using on-chip microcapillary electrophoresis (μCE) is a promising methodology for identifying different species and states of living cells noninvasively [3]. We preliminarily reported its possible application to cell cycle evaluation using synchronized cells at various cell cycle stages [4]. In this paper, we report the successful tracking of cellular EPM evolution with the progress of the cell cycle using on-chip cell electrophoresis and discuss its biological relevance in clinical applications.

2. Experimental
In order to synchronize the cell cycle stage, human leukemic (HL-60) cells were cultivated with thymidine (1 mM) and leptomycin B (0.1 μM) in accordance with the schedule illustrated in Figs. 1(a), 2(a) and 3(a). In order to confirm the synchronizing effect, collected
cells were stained with propidium iodide (PI) and the DNA content of the cells was analyzed by determining the fluorescence intensity of stained DNA using a flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter). In order to measure the EPM of HL-60 cells using real-time particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) software. Electroosmotic flow (EOF) mobility was measured using charge-free beads. EPM was calculated by subtracting EOF mobility from apparent EPM. Electric field strength was constant at 100 V/cm in all the experiments.

3. Results and discussion

Firstly, we examined thymidine treatment as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) for preparing HL-60 cell samples synchronized at the S-phase. In order to confirm its synchronization effect, DNA content distributions of treated cells were measured using a flow cytometer with the PI treatment technique for dyeing DNA. We were able to confirm the drug-induced

Fig. 1 Influence of the synchronizing effect of thymidine on DNA contents and EPM value of HL-60 cells. (a) Time scheme of thymidine treatment. (b) DNA content histograms of HL-60 cells treated with PBS for control (left) and thymidine (right). (c) EPM histograms of HL-60 cells treated with PBS for control (left) and thymidine (right). The EPM distribution after treatment with thymidine differed from that after treatment with PBS and followed a Poisson distribution.

Fig. 2 Time evolution of DNA content and EPM of HL-60 cells after the removal of thymidine. (a) Time scheme of drugs treatment. HL-60 cells were collected at 0 h, 3 h, 6 h, 9 h and 12 h after the removal of thymidine. (b) Time dependent variation of DNA content distribution. (c) Time dependent variation of EPM distribution.
synchronization at the S-phase (Fig. 1(b)). Then, EPM values of synchronized cells were measured, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The EPM distribution of thymidine-treated cells was apparently different from that of nonsynchronized cells and seemed to follow a Poisson distribution. Although the reason for this was not clear, we assumed that the observed unique distribution may be ascribed to ill-defined synchronization resulting from the adopted drug-treatment procedure. Namely, some cells are arrested at the early stage of the S-phase, whereas others are arrested at the late or some other stage. Therefore, another improved procedure (Fig. 2(a)) was adopted for more defined synchronization at the early stage of the S-phase. As a result, we were successful in tracking the evolution of the EPM distribution of cells, released from the arrested state at the early stage of the S-phase, with the progress of the S-phase. From the change in DNA content distribution (Fig. 2(b)), we confirmed the progress of DNA synthesis through the S-phase. At the same time, the EPM distribution gradually varied with the progress of the cell cycle through the S-phase (Fig. 2(c)). Thus, on-chip cell electrophoresis has been demonstrated to be a methodology powerful enough to track the cellular surface evolution through the cell cycle. Moreover, an additional advantage of our methodology lies in its ability to allow the simultaneous evaluation of EPM and fluorescence. Hence, cell cycle study using both EPM evaluation and green fluorescent protein (GFP) assay has been demonstrated. HL-60 cells were transfected with a fusion transgene of the GFP-cording region and 5'-flanking region of the human cyclin D1 gene, which is related to the G1 arrest phenomenon (Fig. 2(a-b)). We confirmed GFP fluorescence and EPM variation depending on the presence of serum, namely, the G1 arrest phenomenon (Fig. 3(c-e)). In summary, the on-chip cell electrophoresis system reported here is expected to be a promising analysis platform that is useful in various applications.
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Abstract
Separation of magnetically labeled cell has been a popular technique in cytometry. Normal Jurkat cells were treated with Chlorohexamide (CHX) and TRAIL to induce apoptosis. Apoptotic cells were treated with biotin functionalized fusion protein, C2A and streptavidin coated magnetic beads. The force balance between magnetic and drag force acting on the cells were calculated. The microfluidic device was designed accordingly. Results from our device were in a good agreement with those of the conventional flow cytometer, indicating our device can be used to sort apoptotic cells in a miniaturized system.

Keywords: microfluidic device, apoptosis, C2A protein

1. Introduction
Apoptosis as a term of programmed cell death is highly involved in the process of life that maintains homeostasis of tissues and organs in concert with proliferation, growth, and differentiation. Apoptosis is a good indication to check the efficiency of the drug compound as it is the first cellular process in the treatment of tumor with anti-tumor agent [1]. Fast detection of apoptotic cells in vitro can be used in high-throughput screening to monitor the efficiency of drug compounds [2].

In our study, we selectively labeled apoptotic cells with magnetic beads and applied external magnetic field to separate labeled cells. For the high efficiency of on chip separation, the design of microfluidic channel was optimized based on the analysis of force balance between magnetic and drag force. Finally, the result of microfluidic cell sorter was compared with FACS (Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorter).

2. Theory
The equation of motion resulted from integration of two forces, stokes drag and magnetic force is give by [3].

\[ \Delta z = \frac{V_m \Delta \chi |\nabla B^2|}{12 \mu_0 \pi \eta R} t \]

Where \( V_m \) is the volume of paramagnetic material per bead, \( \Delta \chi \) is the magnetic susceptibility of magnetic bead, \( B \) is the magnetic field intensity, \( \mu_0 \) is the magnetic
permeability of free space, $\eta$ is the viscosity of solution, $R$ is the radius of a single cell coated with magnetic particles and $t$ is the time.

The optimized microfluidic channel geometry is shown in Fig. 1. Because of asymmetric structure of outlets, required deflection of labeled cells in vertical direction is more than 25 $\mu$m. According to equation (1), we designed the length of main channel as 14 mm long and flow rate of 5 $\mu$L/min for inlet 2, 25 $\mu$L/min for inlet 1 and 3.

![Figure 1. Schematic diagram (A) and photograph (B) of microfluidic channel.](image)

3. Experimental

To obtain apoptotic cells, we treated normal Jurkat cells ($1 \times 10^6$ cells/mL) with chlorohexamide ($10 \mu$g/mL) and TRAIL ($500 \text{ ng/mL}$). Biotin-C2A protein ($1 \text{ mg/mL, } 5 \mu$L), drug treated Jurkat cells, ($5 \times 10^6$ cells/mL, 200 $\mu$L) and CaCl$_2$ ($200 \text{ mM, pH 7.4, } 10 \mu$L) were mixed and then incubated for 10 min. Then, streptavidin coated magnetic beads ($0.8 \mu$m, 6 x $10^6$ beads/mL, 10 $\mu$L) were added and mixed (Fig 2A).

The microfluidic channel was fabricated using conventional PDMS softlithography process [4]. We applied the SU-8 negative epoxy based photoresist (SU-8 2100, MicroChem Corp.) as a mold which is appropriate for making 130 $\mu$m height of the channel. PDMS (DC-134, Dow Corning) was poured on the SU-8 mold and peeled off after baking.

Two syringe pumps (KDS scientific, CMA instruments) were connected to inlets as flow actuator. One is the buffer solution syringe, and the other two are the sample solution syringes. The microfluidic channel was placed on an optical microscope and monitored by a CCD camera (Fig. 2B).

![Figure 2. Principle of labeling apoptotic cells (A) and experimental setup (B)](image)
4. Results and discussion

The rate of apoptosis in drug treated Jurkat cells are shown in Fig. 3A, 33% (early and late apoptotic cells). When we applied this sample in microfluidic cell sorter, $14.5 \times 10^4$ cells (36%) were separated from the total number of cells ($40.8 \times 10^4$). Consequently, the efficiency of our device was 92% (Fig. 3B).

![Fig. 3 FACS analysis of apoptotic Jurkat cells (A) and the result of our device (B)](image)

5. Conclusion

In this research, we theoretically analyzed apoptotic cell mobility in microfluidic channel and fabricated the channel based on the analysis. The efficiency of the separation by our approach was comparable with that of the conventional cytometer analysis.
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Abstract
Trapping efficiency up to 90% with 12 microbial cells was achieved by optimizing sample delivery and filter design in a microfluidic device, and using a novel injection approach. Cell loss during sample delivery was significantly minimized by increasing the tubing diameter used for the connection between sample storage and micro-device. A hydrodynamic focusing approach was used to reduce cells contacting and adhesion on the walls of micro-channel and chip inlet. We also optimized the pillar design with a zigzag arrangement (13 μm in chamber depth and 0.8 μm in gap) to prolong the effective length of cell trapping, and to reduce the gap length between any two given pillar (i.e. pressure drop) at the filter region.
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1. Introduction

Two major sources of sample loss during sample introduction from macro to micro world are dead volume and surface adhesion. While dead volume could be minimized by proper design of the world-to-chip interface [1], surface adhesion, especially the adhesion of proteins and cells, has been the focus of many research papers [2,3]. Bare semiconductor and glass surfaces were found to be most attractive to cell adhesion, which could be effectively controlled by surface coating [4-5]. Besides the two major sources, we reported here two other sources of cell loss, which occurred at the interface between sample storage and delivery tubing and on the inlet walls of silicon chips. We were able to achieve trapping efficiency up to 90% with 12 microbial cells after the optimization of sample delivery, introduction and the filter design of a filter-based microfluidic device.

2. Experimental

A 1 mL plastic syringe is connected with polyvinyl acid coated fused silica capillary through a syringe needle and a capillary union. Capillaries used are of an inner diameter of 25, 76, 250, 530 μm, respectively, and were cut into various lengths, i.e. 4, 10, 18 and 30 cm. The capillary was then connected to a filter-based microfluidic filter chip (Fig. 1) through a chip holder [6].

3. Results & Discussion
To evaluate cell loss during sample delivery, solution containing 4-μm polystyrene beads was pumped through a fused silica capillary from a 1 mL plastic syringe commonly used for sample delivery. Bead loss through a 30-cm capillary tube was observed, and the percentage of loss increased from 14.4% with 530-μm ID capillary to 46.5% with 25-μm ID capillary (Fig. 2a). Calculation of the intercepts at zero capillary length showed ~65 - 93% of total beads loss (after 30-cm capillary) happened at the interface between the syringe and capillary (Fig. 2b). By increasing the tubing diameter used for the connection between sample storage and micro-device, the cell loss was significantly minimized.

To further minimize severe cell adhesion on the inlet wall of a micro-device, a hydrodynamic focusing approach (Fig. 3) was used. This greatly reduced cells contacting and adhesion on the walls of micro-channel and chip inlet. Cell loss could also occur at the filter region mainly due to cell deformation. To prevent cells squeezing through gaps that are relatively smaller than the cell size, the gap size could be reduced. However, this could also lead to an increase in pressure drop over the filter region, causing further deformation and breakage of cells. Thus, we have optimized the pillar design with a zigzag arrangement (13 μm in chamber depth and 0.8 μm in gap) to prolong the effective length of cell trapping, and to reduce the gap length between any two given pillar (i.e. pressure drop) at the filter region (Fig. 1). The maximum working flow rate also increased from 20 μL/min [4] to 100 μL/min.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the diamond shaped pillar type filter design. Inset: SEM photo of the diamond shaped pillars.

Figure 2: (a) Retention of 4 μm particles after passing through fused silica capillary. (b) Loss of particles at zero capillary length and after 30 cm capillary.
4. Conclusion

After solving the potential cell loss during sample injection and trapping, the overall cell trapping efficiency with the integrated system was evaluated by injecting 150 μL of sample solution containing 12 Cryptosporidium parvum and 12 Giardia lamblia cells through a poly(vinyl alcohol) coated fused silica capillary (ID 250-μm). The trapping efficiencies for C. parvum and G. lamblia were improved from 79 ± 11% and 50.8 ± 5.5% without hydrodynamic focusing, respectively, to 90.8 ± 5.8% and 89.8 ± 16.6% with hydrodynamic focusing.
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Abstract
We have developed a multipurpose microfluidic platform where actuators such as pumps and valves can be combined with excellent opportunities for mammalian cell growth and for sensitive fluorescence detection on inexpensive disposable chips, thus enabling a wide range of integrated microfluidic assay procedures. In this study we demonstrate a device for simultaneous detection of cells, stained for five different surface proteins, in three parallel flow channels.
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1. Introduction
In order to fully exploit the benefits of microfluidics in biological applications, methods are needed to produce disposable microchips on a large-scale. However, unlike the successful production of solid-phase microarrays by integrated circuit fabrication techniques [1], large-scale implementation of similar principles for production of microfluidic systems has yet to be realized. We have developed a multipurpose platform where pumps and valves can be combined with excellent opportunities for mammalian cell growth and for fluorescence detection on inexpensive disposable chips, enabling a wide range of integrated microfluidic assay procedures [2]. Rapid compact disc injection molding techniques are used to produce structured microchips. In this study we have demonstrated the utility of the platform for fluorescence applications by fabricating a miniature flow cytometer, capable of simultaneously measuring three cell samples.

2. Experimental
Polymer microfluidic chips were produced by injection molding in combination with a scalable bonding process, described in detail elsewhere [2]. In brief, thermoplastic microfluidic chips were produced by compact disc injection molding by Åmic AB (Sweden). After dicing and silica deposition, a 200 µm thick PDMS-zeonor lid was bonded to the silica layer so as to create a closed channel, suitable for observation with a high-magnification objective.

Human blood was obtained from a healthy volunteer. Peripheral blood mononucleated cells were prepared by Ficoll (Pharmacia) separation. The cell-suspension was split into
three parts and each part was stained with two different antibodies (anti-CD19 PE + anti-CD3 FITC, anti-CD4 PE + anti-CD8 FITC, and anti-CD20 FITC + anti-CD4 PE, all from Dako) for 30 minutes at 4°C. The cells were washed by centrifugation 3 times and resuspended in PBS (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4). The three differently stained lymphocyte samples were pumped through three parallel microchannels (50x40 μm cross section) with a syringe pump PHD-2000 (Harvard instruments) at a rate of 1 μL/min. A confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 5 META) was used to detect the cells, operated in line-scanning mode across all three channels perpendicular to the direction of liquid flow. The microscope focus was set to the center of the microchannels and the pinhole was set to 400 μm, corresponding to a calculated optical slice of <5 μm in a Carl Zeiss Fluar 40x/1.3 NA objective. Typically, 10000 lines of 512 pixels were recorded, with a voxel time of 1.6 microseconds, resulting in a total data acquisition time of approximately 10 seconds. The line scan data were stored in a 24-bit rgb-TIF-file and analyzed by dedicated software written in MATLAB 6.5 (MathWorks, MA). The data obtained was verified by flow cytometry using a FacSORT instrument (Becton Dickinson).

Figure 1. Left: A bonded microchip. Right: Cross-section of the bonded chip showing the PDMS-thermoplastic composite.

3. Results and Discussion
We have developed a platform for microfluidic analysis that combines the virtues of elastomer technology and high-throughput compact disc injection molding (figure 1). This has been possible by incorporating a recently developed technique for sealing and stacking thermoplastic microstructures, suitable for large-scale production of disposable chips [2]. The choice of polymer is open, allowing selection of the optimal material for a given application, based on e.g. chemical and optical properties or on price.

The favorable optical properties of the thermoplastic material Zeonor makes it an attractive choice for fluorescence applications, since auto-fluorescence levels are similar to those of glass [3]. We have demonstrated the utility of the platform by counting fluorescence-labeled cells that were pumped through three parallel microchannels (Fig 2A). Each channel contained cells labeled for two different surface proteins. From a single 10 second data acquisition three protein ratios could thus be obtained. For labeled lymphocytes we measured the ratios of CD19/CD3 to 0.07, CD8/CD4 to 0.33 and CD20/CD4 to 0.17, well in accordance with the corresponding ratios measured in a standard flow cytometer; 0.10, 0.32 and 0.14, respectively.
Figure 2. Illustration of analyses using the thermoplastic-PDMS platform. A) Fluorescence detection of five surface antigens in three independent microchannels. Three different surface proteins ratios were measured: CD19/CD3 was 0.07, CD8/CD4 was 0.33 and CD20/CD4 was 0.17, well in accordance with the standard flow cytometer data; 0.10, 0.32 and 0.14, respectively. B) From left to right, amplified single molecules detected in a homogenous flow system, single molecule detection of interacting Myc-Max proteins in a human endothelial cell line, and to the right instrumentation setup of the microchips and dedicated interface.

We have also used the platform in a number of biomolecular analysis formats (Fig. 2B) such as, cell culture, single molecule analysis both in situ and in a flow-system. Novel pump mechanisms, such as push-pull configurations, are also under investigation on the platform.

4. Conclusions
The platform presented here permits inexpensive production of integrated actuators possible, it supports mammalian cell growth, and has excellent optical properties for fluorescence detection.
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Abstract

A microbial culture chip with an unprecedented number of culture areas (millions) has been manufactured by microengineering a porous aluminium oxide support. These chips have great potential in high throughput and diagnostic microbial culture.

Keywords: Microbial culture chip, porous aluminium oxide

1. Introduction

Microbial culture faces new challenges. Traditional growth formats such as the Petri Dish, whilst used for centuries, do not suit modern needs such as automation and high throughput. Furthermore, microbial culture from a few cells to the level of a visible colony or turbidity measurements is slow; taking from overnight for a rapidly growing organism such as Escherichia coli to >3 weeks for Mycobacterium tuberculosis. To meet the needs of microbial diagnostics, and industries such as manufacturing and food production, new growth formats are required. It is desirable that such formats are cheap and do not require complex technologies, such as robotics. MEMS techniques may help provide solutions here.

Microbial culture using porous materials as an inert support is well known. For example, dialysis membranes or nitrocellulose filters have been used for the growth of bacteria and fungi with the nutrients supplied through the pores from beneath (1, 2). However, such membranes have never been developed into high throughput or highly miniaturized formats. This may be due to the fact that the microengineering of these flexible and uneven filters and membranes is challenging. One alternative material that could be used is porous aluminium oxide, also known as Anopore. Microbial culture is possible on strips of this material with the nutrients supplied from beneath, allowing organisms on the upper surface to divide and create microcolonies (2-4). Growth of bacteria or fungi can be monitored at the single cell and microcolony level using a variety of microscopy techniques including fluorescence. The imaging properties are excellent due to a flat surface with low background fluorescence and the material is translucent when wet (2, 3). Furthermore, the high degree of porosity and inert nature of this material are useful. However, whilst aluminium oxides are used extensively within the MEMS and nanotechnology disciplines, highly subdivided microbial growth formats (100,000 to millions of culture areas) have never been made.
2. Theory

The challenge was to create a method of modifying a strip of porous aluminium oxide to create an array of highly precise culture areas that support microbial growth. The format needed to support culture of all culturable organisms and facilitate microbial cell analysis. Such a “culture chip” can be thought of as a large number of miniaturized Petri dishes. It is important that such chips should be relatively simple and behave in a reproducible and unbiased way; for example in viable counts or screening for mutants with altered properties.

3. Experimental

The solution to the problem was to bond an acrylic polymer over a sheet of porous aluminium oxide. Then reactive ion etching, directed by means of a shadow mask, was used to remove the acrylic polymer in selected locations leaving the material in place to provide cross-walls to segregate the different test areas. Finally, a sputtered layer of platinum was used to mask autofluorescence common to polymers. The solution was validated by culture of a series of very different microorganisms on the culture chip to utility, as described below.

Microengineering - Briefly: 36 x 8 mm strips of porous aluminium oxide (Anopore from Whatman, UK) were laminated over the entire surface using an acrylic film (from Ordyl). A silicon shadow mask was constructed and sputtered with a protective layer of 150 nm aluminium oxide. The mask was used to direct reactive ion etching (using a PlasmaTherm 790 parallel-plate reactive ion etcher) to remove the laminate in an array of square culture areas (7 x 7 to 150 x 150 µm). The culture areas of exposed aluminium oxide were separated by 20 µm wide and 10 µm high walls of intact laminate that acted as barriers against microbial cross-contamination then sputtered with platinum.

Culture and validation - Bacteria and fungi were cultured upon ethanol-sterilized chips placed upon the appropriate culture medium. Culture conditions were 6 h at 37 ºC on L-agar for Escherichia coli, 8 h at 37 ºC (anaerobic conditions) for Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1 and 7 h at 37 ºC on Sabouraud agar for the yeast Candida albicans. Imaging was by transmission or fluorescence microscopy scoring compartments as supporting growth imaged by a Kappa CCD camera mounted on an Olympus BX41 microscope with the R, ImageJ and Excel software packages used for analysis.

4. Results and discussion

By etching techniques discrete growth compartments were constructed on the surface of the aluminium oxide. The result is a highly regular array (C.V. of dimensions < 5%) of miniaturized culture areas capable of supporting growth combined with in situ imaging (Fig 1) at densities ranging from 8200 to 360,000 growth areas cm⁻². This allows the creation of chips with 7 to 40 million of culture areas on a 96 well footprint: well within the range required for high throughput screening applications. Culture, containment of microbial growth within discrete areas has been demonstrated for Lactobacillus plantarum strain WCFS1 (Fig 1) and other micro-organisms suggesting a general applicability. For all organisms in the test panel > 99.5% of the culture areas could support growth and there were no obvious spatial biases across chips in terms of culturability.

5. Conclusions

Highly subdivided culture chips were created using MEMS techniques and shown to support microbial culture. The grid forms a highly regular framework for software to interpret
growth patterns and allows an unprecedented level of massively parallel culture. Additionally, unlike other miniaturized growth there are no problems with desiccation or aeration. We suggest that such culture chips are amenable to automation and may be valuable tools for high-throughput single cell biology, microbial diagnostics and counting, and screening.

Figure 1. Example of culture format. (A) Scanning electron micrograph with porous base material marked. (B) Culture of Lactobacillus plantarum WCFS1 on chip surface imaged by SEM showing detail of aluminium oxide. (C) Overview of A. (D) Culture of L. plantarum WCFS1 within this format stained after growth with the fluorogenic dye Syto 9 and imaged by fluorescence microscopy. The inoculum was only a few bacteria per compartment, the organism has multiplied over a period of hours to fill the compartment but the walls are effective at protecting empty growth areas (such as the unstained area in the bottom left corner).
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Abstract
Magnetic droplet manipulation is a promising new approach towards the miniaturization of bioanalytical procedures. We present a system that combines droplet microfluidics and magnetic microparticles for the extraction and purification of DNA from µl-sized lysed cell samples. The DNA is detected on-chip via fluorescent microscopy or via an off-chip amplification step. We are able to extract and detect the DNA from as little as 10 cells in our system.
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1. Introduction
The miniaturization of processes for bio-analysis is an area of vast potential for droplet based microfluidic systems. In this respect the extraction of DNA from crude cell samples is gaining interest since most detection procedures rely on an amplification step that requires DNA of high purity. Here, we present a system (figure 1) that combines the magnetic manipulation of freely suspended droplets with bead-based DNA purification protocols. The use of small droplets as sample containers helps to reduce reagent consumption and processing time and in addition decreases the contact interfaces with the manipulation platform, thus minimizing problems of bio-molecule adsorption to sidewalls. The droplets are actuated via magnetic microparticles contained within, which act as force mediators and allow us to profit from the comparatively large force and long range of magnetic actuation [1]. These particles additionally serve as mobile substrates for the bio-molecules [2].

Figure 1. Schematics of the droplet manipulation system. The figure on the right-hand side demonstrates the placement of the 10 µl reservoirs that contain the different reagents for the DNA extraction (1: Lysis buffer, 2-4: washing reagents (ethanol), 5-6: elution buffer).
2. Purification Procedure and Setup
The stages of the on-chip DNA purification are schematically shown in figure 2. Starting from a set of six immobilized droplets of 10 μl, we are able to miniaturize a protocol for the extraction and purification of DNA from crude cell samples. The cells are lysed in a solution containing Guanidine thiocyanate, which also help to selectively attach the DNA to the magnetic silica particles. After extracting a small droplet containing the magnetic particles and the attached DNA from the immobilized lysis buffer droplet, the particle-and-DNA compound is passed through three stages of washing. Thus we are able to remove transferred cell debris or proteins, since these would inhibit subsequent steps of amplification. As a last step of the on-chip DNA extraction protocol, the purified DNA is eluted from the particles in a buffer of low ionic strength. Subsequently the eluted DNA can be either detected using fluorescent microscopy or it can be transferred to a step of amplification via Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR).

3. Experiments and Discussion
We tested the functionality of the proposed procedure using different concentrations of mammalian cells (Jurkat, ACC-TIB 152)[3]. The eluted DNA was detected via fluorescent microscopy using PicoGreen as quantification agent. Figure 3 shows the results of the on-chip detection, where we can clearly distinguish between different initial cell contents. Due to the low DNA concentration, which ranges from 60 pg for 10 cells to 6000 pg for 1000 cells in a 10 μl droplet, the fluorescent signal is close to the lower limit of detection. We additionally transferred the extracted and eluted DNA to a subsequent amplification step. This PCR-step also verifies if the extracted DNA is intact and sufficiently pure, because cells debris, proteins or lysis reagents generally inhibit the amplification. Figure 4 shows an agarose gel electropherogram of different samples, where the successful amplification of human β-actin proves the purity of the eluate. In the electropherogram, the difference in cell amounts is also visible, especially in the band of the unused primer. The intensity of the primer for 10 cells is significantly higher.
than for 100 or 100 cells which indicates differences in the concentration of the initial DNA material subjected to the amplification.

Figure 3. Fluorescent on-chip detection of the eluted DNA in a 10 μl droplet. The upper diagram shows the intensity of the fluorescence as determined from the fluorescent microscopy photographs below.

Figure 4. Agarose gel electropherogram of human β-actin after 35 cycles of PCR starting from 3 μl of eluate, which contains the DNA extracted from different concentration of Jurkat cells. The lowest band shows the primers whose consumption varies with initial cell number. (E1, E2: first and second elution; M: 50 bp ladder marker)

4. Conclusion
Our results demonstrate the potential of the presented 2D magnetic droplet manipulation system as a promising platform for bioanalytical applications. We were able to extract, detect and amplify the DNA of as little as 10 cells using sample volumes of 10 μl. The use of droplets allows an easy conversion of titerplate-based procedures onto a microchip, which will result in lowered reagent consumption, higher system sensitivity and less contamination.
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Abstract

A microchip-based system for domestic animal breeding was designed and constructed. The microchip has a culture chamber and microchannels for medium supply. By using the system, porcine and mouse embryos were successfully fertilized and developed to the blastocyst stage.

Keywords: animal breeding, blastocyst, cell culture, embryos, in vitro fertilization

1. Introduction

In-vitro production of embryos of domestic animals is very important in livestock farming for lower cost. The current procedures are, however, rather troublesome and inefficient. Unlike other cells, controlling culture conditions suitable for the oocytes and embryos is severe; oxygen tension must be kept lower than the atmosphere (optimum: 5% O2) and maintenance of these conditions, i.e. uterus or oviduct-like circumstances, is important for efficient culture of these cells. We thought that the circumstances could be easily realized in a microspace of a microchip. By applying our knowledge and technique to culture cells in a microchip [1,2], we developed a microchip-based in vitro embryo production system and porcine embryos successfully developed in vitro to the blastocyst stage.

2. Microchip fabrication

The concept of the system is illustrated in Fig. 1. The system has three steps, i.e. in vitro maturation and fertilization (IVF) of oocytes, and in vitro culture (IVC) of embryos to the blastocyst stage. Glass microchips were fabricated by photolithography and wet etching method. Each chip has culture chambers with 500 – 1,000 μm in diameter and connecting microchannels (50 μm in depth, 100 μm in width) (Fig. 2). Using this microchip, we examined the efficacy of IVF and IVC.
3. In vitro fertilization

Porcine follicular oocytes were matured in vitro as previously described [3]. The matured oocytes were transferred to the microchamber, and frozen-thawed and preinubated boar epididymal spermatozoa [4] were put into the other chamber (10⁶ spermatozoa/chamber). Then fertilization medium, which was equilibrated with a gas consisted with 5% CO₂ and 5% O₂ in advance, flowed continuously (10 μL/h) for 3 h at 38.5°C to give the opportunity of the gametes to encounter and then followed by IVC medium for 7 h (Fig. 3). Fig. 4 shows the gametes during IVF in a microchip. Monospermic fertilization rate was calculated as 20%, which was comparable with that in the conventional method [3].
4. Embryo culture

Porcine embryos and in vivo produced mouse embryos were cultured in the microchip. The IVC media were used after equilibrated in advance with the gas. The mouse embryos at the mono-cell stage and porcine embryos at the 2- to 4-cell stages were transferred into the microchambers and cultured at 37°C or 38.5°C, respectively, under continuous IVC medium flow (6 μL/h) conditions. Fig. 5 shows photographs of the embryos after IVC for 4 days in microchip with a 700-μm micro chamber. All mouse embryos and 28% of porcine embryos developed to the blastocyst stage. The rate was almost the same as that of the conventional method. Optimization of the medium composition, flow conditions, and shape of the micro chamber may bring more efficient in vitro production of blastocysts.

Fig. 5 Photographs of embryos cultured in the microchip
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Abstract

We report on fully-round self-forming microchannels in phosphosilicate glass (PSG) for lateral patch clamping. These microchannels are fabricated by reforming doped glass layer in silicon trenches under heat and pressure; a process analogous to the heat-pulling/polishing glass patch pipettes. A gigaseal achieved with such microchannel on PC12 cells is also presented.
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1. Introduction

Patch clamping is the “gold” standard for studying ion channels residing across cell membrane [1]. Known as a direct but skill-laden method, patch clamping can be transformed into a high-throughput assay by replacing glass patch pipettes with chips having an array of patch apertures [2]. Such approach could lead to a direct assay for high-throughput screening of drug candidates on ion channels.

![Figure 1. Diagrams of chip-based patch clamping on (a) planar, & (b) lateral apertures.](image)

2. Patch Clamp Chip

Our approach employs a lateral aperture of a buried microchannel which differs from the reported planar patch apertures (figure 1). Advantages of the lateral patch clamping such as denser array, easier integration and packaging have been shown earlier using the patch apertures micromolded in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) [3]. However, a round lateral aperture in glass which mimics the mouth of a conventional patch pipette is highly desired for an increased performance. By improving on our previously reported work [4], our present device demonstrates a buried microchannel in PSG with a circular aperture profile that is seamless and smooth similar to the mouth of a heat-polished patch pipette [1].
Major fabrication steps are illustrated in figure 2. Briefly, a 2μm-wide and 3.5μm-deep rectangular trench was formed on a silicon substrate using deep reactive ion etching. A 4μm-thick PSG was deposited on the substrate trapping a void inside the trench. Subsequent annealing step at 1150°C for 30 mins transformed the void into a cylindrical shape by reflowing PSG. A second lithography step created the bath and recording chambers exposing both ends of the buried microchannel. Additional annealing in oxygen ambient at 1050°C for 10 mins created 350-nm-thick thermal oxide on silicon and also smoothened the aperture edges. The aperture shape and size were controlled by trench’s width/depth ratio, thickness of PSG, and annealing parameters. By varying these parameters, we fabricated circular microchannels at the length and diameter scale of 10–200μm and 0.2–1.5μm, respectively. Figure 3 shows a fabricated buried microchannel. In figure 4, a 5-mm-by-5-mm patch clamp chip is shown before and after packaging with a PDMS layer having self-sealing interconnects.

![Figure 2. Major fabrication steps (a) trench etching (b) PSG deposition & void trapping (c) annealing & rounding void (d) chamber etching & exposing aperture.](image)

![Figure 3. SEM images: (a) buried microchannel (10μm long and 1.2μm diameter) and (b) a close-up view of the lateral aperture.](image)

![Figure 4. Photomicrographs of silicon chip with three patch-clamping sites: (c) before and (d) after the PDMS packaging undergoing fluidic characterization.](image)

3. Experimental Results & Discussion

As presented in figure 5, electrical resistances (R) across electrolyte-filled microchannels of different length (L) confirm the classical relation \( R = \frac{U}{L/A} \) for a given cross-sectional microchannel area (A) and electrolyte resistivity (\( \rho \)). Seal formation capability of the apertures was tested on rat PC12 cells (\( \Phi \sim 10\mu m-15\mu m \)). The cells were introduced into the device after being prepared according to the protocol in [3]. By controlling the flow, individual cells were brought near to the patch aperture such that a gentle suction (~23kPa) applied through the recording chamber could attract
and trap a nearby cell at the aperture (figure 6). Typical access resistance across a 1.3-μm-diameter and 20-μm-long microchannel was measured as 7.8MΩ. After capturing the cell, the resistance increased to 1.4GΩ (figure 7). This level of seal could lead to a whole-cell or single channel recordings.

Such microchannels are easy to fabricate and package, and can be further integrated with microfluidics for a high-density patch-clamping array.
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THE ROLLING MOTION OF CARDIOMYOCYTES ON A DIELECTROPHORESIS CHIP
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Abstract

In this paper, we report a new mechanical motion of cardiomyocytes, rolling with respect to principal axis of the rod-shaped cardiomyocyte, caused by both AC electric forces and interactions between cells and substrate. The rolling motion can be an important motion in the alignment of the rod-shaped cardiomyocytes.

Keywords: Rolling, Cardiomyocytes, Dielectrophoresis

1. Introduction

The cell manipulating technologies of forming cell patterns are necessary in the research of the interaction between cardiomyocytes and other types of cells. Among the cell manipulating technologies, AC electric field manipulations, i.e. dielectrophoresis and electro-orientation, of the rod-shaped cardiomyocytes on a microfluidic dielectrophoresis (DEP) chip have been demonstrated in published reports [1,2]. However, within a period time since the cells are isolated from heart tissues, cardiomyocytes keep their rod-shaped geometry. It induces possibility of rolling with respect to principal axes of the cells which is driven by AC electric forces on a microfluidic DEP chip. The rolling motions of cardiomyocytes can enhance the efficiency of cell-alignment with AC electric forces.

2. Theory and Modeling

Figure 1: (a) The Cartesian coordinate and orientation of electric field. (b) The mechanical analysis of a cardiomyocyte on a microfluidic DEP chip.

The Cartesian coordinate system used for describing motions and geometry of the cardiomyocytes is shown in Figure 1a. AC electric forces can cause the translational motions of cardiomyocytes, such as dielectrophoresis, electro-orientation, etc., of which
the motions can be described in a 2D model in x-y plane. However, due to the friction between the cell and the substrate, these motions can be blocked. The specific rod shape of cardiomyocyte introduces possibility of rolling motions, as shown in Figure 1b. A cardiomyocyte in media is subjected to electric forces, which introduces a rolling torque with respect to the contact point between the cell and the substrate. When this rolling torque is high enough to overcome the fluidic resistance and the rolling friction generated by distributed pressure in contact area, the net torque can cause the rolling of cardiomyocytes. According to the model above, the angular accelerations of with respect x-axis (rolling acceleration, $\alpha_x$) can be described as the following equation:

$$\alpha_x = \frac{4}{3} \pi abc \text{ Re(CMF)} |E|^2 \sin \theta$$

where CMF stands for Clausius-Mosotti Factor, $\varepsilon_m$ is the media dielectric constant. When the cell is approximately perpendicular to the electric field ($\theta=90^\circ$), the value of $\alpha_x$ reaches its apex, namely, rolling is relatively easy in this situation.

The finite element modeling results are shown in Figure 2a, describing the point-charge-like electric field generated by the sharp electrode tips in the vicinity. In the case of positive CMF, the positive gradient of electric field leads trapping forces toward the microelectrode tips when cardiomyocytes are injected into the chamber, as shown in Figure 2b and 2c.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

Figure 2. (a) The simulation result of electric field distributions in the vicinity of electrodes. The top (b) and side views (c) of electric field distribution on the dash line.

3. Experimental

![Figure 3](image3.png)

Figure 3. (a) Schematic of experiment setup. (b) The gold microelectrodes (c) The stage.
Figure 3 shows the schematic of experimental setup and the top view of microelectrodes. Such integrated microelectrodes were formed by patterning gold onto glass slides. In the experiment, the isolated cardiomyocyte media was injected into the customer-made chamber sealed with the microelectrodes slide, which was mounted on an inversed microscope (200×).

4. Results and Discussion

The rolling of cardiomyocytes was observed with the peak to peak voltage of 10V_{p-p} and the crossover frequency of 2MHz. Figure 4 provides a series of pictures showing the rolling motion, as well as the trapping toward the microelectrode at the inner side. The cell was in translational motions when suspending in the media (t<0). After it sank to the bottom and the contact between the cell and the substrate established, the translation motions stopped (t=0) due to the friction. The initial rolling was relatively slow because the torque was slightly beyond the threshold. While the cell got closer to the outer microelectrode tip, the angular speed increased due to the larger electric force. The rolling was then slowed down because the trapping force toward the inner microelectrode moved the cell out of the area where the electric forces were approximately perpendicular to the cell long-axis. Finally, the cell stopped rolling (t>40s) while the trapping continued.

Figure 4. A series of picture showing rolling and dielectrophoresis of the cardiomyocyte. The rolling direction is indicated with circular arrows and straight arrows.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the rolling motions of rod-shaped cardiomyocytes on a DEP chip, which can be used for efficiently manipulating cardiomyocytes or other rod-shaped cells in the cell-patterning. It is also reinforcement to the understanding of the mechanical motions caused by AC electric field.
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CELL GROWTH CONTROL
USING CHEMICAL STIMULATION
REGULATED BY MICROVALVE SWITCHING
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Abstract
This paper presents the testing of a cell differentiation control using a microfluidic device. The microfluidic device consists of a chamber, a microchannel, a microvalve, and a nano-hole array. Because these components are fabricated very close to one another, the microvalve switching allows precise control for releasing nerve growth factor (NGF) which enhances axonal outgrowth from a cell body. Experiments using PC12 cells showed that cell growth depended on the distance between the cell and the nano-hole array. Also, the cell differentiation was affected materially by the frequency and the duty factor of the valve switching.
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1. Introduction
Our purpose is to fabricate microfluidic devices which can control cell differentiation, and to apply them to restoring impaired or lost biological function. In order to control chemical stimulation to cells, we previously fabricated a microfluidic device consisting of a cell-culture chamber, a microvalve, and a nano-hole array for chemical release [1]. Because the hole diameter is much smaller than the cell size and the valve is located very close to the holes and the chamber, our device allows more precise control of chemical release than other groups’ devices which release chemical solution through a micro-sized hole onto a cell trapped in a chamber [2, 3]. In this paper, we present the behavior of cells stimulated using the fabricated device, i.e., differentiation guidance of cells using release control of nerve growth factor (NGF) which is a protein that enhances axonal outgrowth from a cell body.

2. Design and fabrication
We designed a microfluidic device that consisted of a chamber for cell culture, a microvalve for controlling chemical release, and a nano-hole array for chemical release as shown in Fig. 1(a). The chamber and the microchannel were fabricated on the handle silicon layer and the device silicon layer of a SOI wafer, respectively. The microchannel measuring 100 μm in width and 10 μm in depth was fabricated directly below the chamber, and these were connected only by nano-holes. The nano-holes whose inside diameter was designed to be 0.5 μm or less were fabricated in a SiO₂ layer because the typical diameter of an axon terminal is 0.5 – 4 μm. The microvalve using different liquid surface tensions on a hydrophobic channel (covered with self assembled
monolayer (SAM), 1-octadecanethiol) and a hydrophilic channel (covered with SiO₂) was constructed at the T-shaped crossing of the microchannel. Figure 1(b) shows the schematic of liquid switching principle of the microvalve. When pressure is applied from the inlet, the inlet liquid will break into the hydrophobic channel and merge with the outlet liquid. If the inlet liquid includes NGF, it will diffuse into outlet liquid and eventually be released from the nano-hole array. As mentioned above, this device can precisely control releasing of NGF because the chamber, the microvalve, and the nano-hole array were fabricated very close to one another, and therefore chemical stimulation can be applied directly to cultured cells in the chamber. Figure 2 shows the SEM photograph of the chamber (a, b) and 100 nano-holes in the SiO₂ membrane (c, d). The chamber has an area of 200 μm x 200 μm, and 100 nano-holes were fabricated in one section of the chamber.

![Fig. 1 Schematic of a microfluidic device.](image)

![Fig. 2 SEM photographs of the device.](image)

3. Experimental Results

We observed the growth of cultured cells while the microvalve was switched at 1 Hz. As shown in Fig. 3, the lower left cell that adhered to the surface elongated the axon toward the nano-hole array as time passed. On the other hand, the right side cell could not begin to differentiate because it did not adhere to surface at first. However, after it succeeded in adhering to the surface of the chamber two hours after the original stimulation was applied, the right side cell also demonstrated our intended movement manner, i.e. it elongated the axon toward the nano-hole array as time passed.

Figure 4 shows the transition of the cell size changed by chemical stimulation. We normalized the changing sizes of cells by their original size. Of the three conditions tested, only the cell that was located 70 μm away from the nano-hole array was differentiated 6 hours after stimulation. However, the size of a cell located 120 μm away from the nano-hole array remained almost constant, and that of a cell located 200 μm away decreased as time passed because the NGF concentration was not high enough to differentiate the cells in an area far away from the nano-hole array.

The cells cultured at 120 μm away from the nano-hole array were stimulated using NGF release regulated by switching the valve at two different duty factors that are the duration of the microvalve open in one switching cycle (Fig. 5). The cell began to differentiate after 2 hours when the duty factor was 0.6. When the duty factor was 0.5,
the size of a cell remained almost constant. Therefore, increase of the duty factor accelerates the cell differentiation.

![Fig. 3 Cell differentiation guidance on the fabricated microfluidic device.](image)

**Fig. 3** Cell differentiation guidance on the fabricated microfluidic device.

**Fig. 4** Transition of the cell size depending on the distance from the nano-hole array.

**Fig. 5** Transition of the cell size depending on the duty factor of valve switching.

### 4. Conclusions

We showed that cell growth depends on the distance between the cell and the nano-hole array. We also demonstrated that cell differentiation can be guided by controlling the frequency and duty factor of the microvalve switching.
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Abstract
We fabricated a dispensing system equipped with a particle sensor. This system acquires a single microbe from a mixture of various microbes in a solution. The microbe’s passage through an orifice is detected electrically as resistance changes, and the single microbe is injected into a well by a dispenser. Experiments showed that 96% of particles were individually injected by the dispenser into wells successfully.
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1. Introduction
In industries that use microbes, it is important to acquire new and pure strains of microbes efficiently. In sewage treatment, for example, by using a new bacterium that needs not any food to survive, we are able to have prospects of eliminating a major running cost. Figure 1 shows a well known method of microbe acquisition. In this method, a solution containing various kinds of microbes is fixed, and a single microbe is separated from the solution stochastically. Then, the microbe is cultivated, and a pure community of microbes is acquired. Finally, these microbes are analyzed to determine whether they are a new strain or a known strain. But this conventional method is inefficient because, during the process of separating and dispensing single microbes, many wells are found to contain no microbe or plural microbes. Therefore, we developed a dispensing system that dispenses single microbes efficiently after isolating and separating them using a microbe separation device. The period of operation required for separation using this system instead of the conventional method could be shortened by two orders of magnitude.

Fig.1 Conventional method for separation of pure microbes
2. Dispensing system

Photographs of the dispensing system and microbe separation device assembled in this research are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. This system’s dispensing unit consists of a microbe separation device, pumps, and valves. It can dispense each microbe to one arbitrarily selected well created on a 96-well microplate set on the base of the dispensing system. The dispenser can move on three axes: X, Y, and Z. The dispenser, pumps, and valves are operated on the basis of a detection signal indicating the presence of a microbe. After dispensing a microbe to a well, the dispenser moves to the following well and dispenses another single microbe, and so on.

The structure of the dispenser and microbe separation device is shown in Fig. 4. This device has an orifice made from a silicone plate using a wet etching process, and there are channels on both sides of the orifice formed by putting a resin piece with grooves in place. Electrodes are attached to every channel. Therefore, a microbe passing through the orifice is detected using an electrical sensing zone method. A pump supplying culture medium and another pump supplying microbes are connected to the device. These pumps
are operated by a microbe separation device that gives commands on the basis of the detection signals. When a microbe passes through the orifice, the system dispenses it to a well by suspending operation of the microbe pump and initiating operation of the culture medium pump.

3. Experimental result

We tested the dispensing system in automatic mode using 5-micrometer polystyrene particles as substitutes for microbes. The control screen we observed is shown in Fig. 5 (a). It took about 40 minutes to dispense these particles to all 96 wells. It is indispensable to dispense one microbe into one well for acquiring pure strains of microbes. Ninety-six percent of the particles were individually dispensed into the wells successfully. The four misses, representing an error rate of 4%, were caused by detection of a particle while another particle was being dispensed. These errors indicated that plural particles were dispensed. Two example waveforms of the particle-passage detection signal are shown in Fig. 5 (b). Fig. 5 (b) (i) shows a single particle’s signal. This particle was successfully dispensed as a single particle in a well. Fig. 5 (b) (ii) shows two particles’ detection signals, and these particles were dispensed together into a well.
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Abstract
We have developed a microfluidic platform for individual particle handling by the use of ultrasonic standing waves. Elementary manipulation functions, useful in cell-based biotechnology applications, are demonstrated. Oblique coupling of ultrasound allows for any kind of high-NA optical microscopy, which is important for individual characterization of cells.

1. Introduction
Ultrasonic standing wave (USW) manipulation is a suitable technique for high-throughput, continuous separation, concentration or alignment of particles or cells in microfluidic systems. In flow-through systems, suspended particles or cells are focused into the pressure nodes of the standing wave, typically oriented parallel with the microchannel [1]. However, USW technology is primarily considered as a “coarse” and long-range tool for simultaneous manipulation of all particles inside the chip, in comparison to “sharp”, short-range tools such as laser tweezers or dielectrophoresis [2]. Here, we investigate USW-generated elementary manipulation functions (EMFs) for handling of individual or low numbers of particles or cells inside a microfluidic chip. The demonstrated EMFs may be used in different kinds of cell-based biotechnology applications, where step-by-step handling and individual characterization of the cells are important.

2. Experimental arrangements
The chip, illustrated in Fig. 1, consists of a glass-silicon-glass structure, compatible with label-free, high-resolution transmission microscopy. The ultrasound is coupled into the fluid channel by an external transducer combined with a refractive element in an oblique arrangement.

Figure 1. Schematic of chip and the USW transducer.

Figure 2. One-dimensional aggregation of 10 μm beads in four subsequent pressure nodes.
(cf. Fig 1), which allows both focusing and direction of the wave. The microchannel in the silicon layer has a cross section of 750 μm (width) × 40 μm (height). This elongated shape of the cross section is chosen for optimized microscopic view of all cells in the chip. Furthermore, since the channel height has the same scale as the cell size, the cells are rearranged into only one dimension in the pressure nodes (cf. Fig. 2).

3. Results and discussion

The most fundamental EMF is parallel alignment in multiple nodes (Fig. 3a). The number of nodes is chosen by the ultrasound frequency. The frequency may be tuned from the fundamental resonance at 2.12 MHz (equivalent to 2 nodes) to the fifth harmonic overtone at 13.4 MHz (equivalent to 13 nodes). Other EMFs are one-dimensional particle aggregation (‘line-aggregation’) (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3b) and fusion of line-aggregates by USW frequency shift (Fig. 3c). Line-aggregation can be used for distinction and numbering of individual particles (cf. Fig. 2) or cells (cf. Fig. 4), while fusion of line-aggregates may be used in cell-based assays. The method is also compatible with other manipulation tools, e.g., it is possible to combine the USW chip with dielectrophoretic manipulation for increased spatial precision [2].

Figure 3. Parallel alignment in multiple nodes (a), one-dimensional aggregation (b), and fusion of one-dimensional aggregates (c).

Figure 4. One-dimensional aggregation of U-937 cells.

Figure 5. Complex patterns of the USW field by mode coupling and acoustic streaming at 1.48 MHz (a), 1.72 MHz (b), 6.20 MHz (c), and 6.61 MHz (d).
In miniaturized USW resonators, such as a microfluidic channel, the geometrical properties of the cavity are important for the shape of the nodes. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, where the transducer is driven at frequencies not matching the basic resonance condition (i.e., where the channel width corresponds to a multiple of half the acoustic wavelength). In such cases, complex mode coupling occurs, sometimes in combination with acoustic streaming.

4. Conclusions and outlook

The general goal of the work presented here is to design a flexible, multi-purpose and gentle cell handling system for surface-based and long-term biotechnology applications. An example of such an application is controlled cell differentiation (‘cell programming’) by surface-to-surface contact of a cell with a functionalized bead, or with another cell. Since the differentiation procedure is assumed to take long time (~days), USW manipulation is superior to alternative techniques from a viability point-of-view [3]. In this context, the experiment shown in Fig. 3c (fusion of one-dimensional aggregates) can be considered as a proof-of-principle experiment of a gentle cell handling device for ‘cell programming’. Furthermore, our flat channel design is perfectly suitable for high-throughput and multiplexed USW cell handling, but still in the individual (one-by-one) format. This makes it possible to study not only the average properties, but to perform high-speed characterization of each single cell. In addition, our oblique USW coupling technique allows for either fluorescence-based or label-free (non-contaminating) optical characterization.
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Abstract
We study cell viability after ultrasonic-standing-wave trapping of low cell numbers in a microfluidic chip by recultivation of the trapped cells. The cell proliferation rate is estimated by counting of initial and final cell numbers and shows normal cell growth. The results demonstrate the potential of ultrasonic standing waves as a tool for gentle and long-term manipulation of low cell numbers in microfluidic systems.
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1. Introduction and theory
Ultrasonic-standing-wave (USW) technology has potential to become a standard method for gentle and contactless cell handling in microfluidic chips. Cells are trapped in the ultrasonic pressure nodal planes by the long-range acoustic force, which may be designed to perform elementary manipulation functions [1]. However, in order to perform biologically accurate experiments on the trapped cells it is necessary that the ultrasonic cell manipulation is gentle.

2. Experimental arrangement
We investigate viability and proliferation of adherent COS-7 cells exposed to long-term USWs in a temperature-regulated microfluidic chip by a combination of several indicators of the cell state, i.e., fluorescence assays and automatic image analysis. Fig. 1a shows the USW resonant cavity where channel dimensions and ultrasound frequency have been carefully matched. The cells form two-dimensional aggregates of low cell numbers (<10^3) inside the chip as shown in Fig. 1b. These aggregates are trapped against a continuous flow of either cell culture medium or assay buffer and may be imaged by fluorescence microscopy. High-NA label-free cell imaging can be performed in an alternative arrangement using obliquely coupled USW enabling transmission light microscopy. Fig. 2 demonstrates USW-induced line-aggregation for distinction and numbering of cells in high-throughput applications.
Figure 1a. Schematic of the chip.  
Figure 1b. Trapped two-dimensional fluorescently labeled cell aggregate.

Figure 2. COS-7 cells trapped in line aggregate in the new channel layout using obliquely coupled USW enabling the usage of transmitted light microscopy (20× objective).

To determine the cell state during USW exposure the cells were labeled with the direct viability indicator Calcein AM. For investigation of possible delayed cell damage we studied the proliferation rate of USW-exposed cell compared to non-treated control cells. Cell proliferation was measured by cell counting using image analysis tools after 2-3 days of cell cultivation (cf. Fig. 3) [2].

Figure 3. Recultivated COS-7 cells labeled with the viability indicator Calcein AM three days after USW exposure (partly overexposed).
3. Results and discussion
The cell growth after 2-3 days of recultivation, presented in Fig. 4, was estimated by comparing the initial and final number of cells. No deviations in the doubling time from expected values for adherent cells (24-48 h) were observed for COS-7 cells trapped at acoustic pressure amplitudes up to 0.85 MPa, and for trapping times up to 75 minutes. In contrast to the control cells, the USW-exposed cells also maintained the growth rate even at low cell numbers and cell concentrations. Thus, the results demonstrate the potential of ultrasonic standing waves as a tool for gentle and long-term manipulation of low cell numbers in microfluidic systems.

Figure 4. Cell growth was estimated by comparing initial and final cell numbers after 2-3 days of recultivation. Two experiments with USW exposure time of approx. 30 min [■, ▼] and two with exposure times approx. 60 minutes were performed [□, ▽]. Normal cell growth assuming doubling times of 24 [-] and 48 [---] hours are indicated. For comparison, untreated cells [○] were also cultivated.
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1. Introduction
Successful planar patch-clamp recordings depend on surface and microhole characteristics that ideally should stabilize giga-seal formation. At this time, the most suitable material to conceive planar patch-clamp chips is glass: as for micropipettes, it allows obtaining high resistive seals with cell membrane. However, glass microfabrication processes are less common than those of silicon. Moreover, on silicon-based chips, seals often form with sub-gigaohm resistances \cite{1}. Since silicon remains an attractive material for future electronic integration, our challenge is to find an ideal surface and optimal microhole characteristics improving the chips performance. We present here a systematic multiparametric study developed in order to determine and discriminate the influence of main silicon chip parameters on seal quality. In this study, we focus on results related to the microhole features (diameter and thickness) and to the surface quality (roughness and hydrophilic behavior).

2. A multiparametric study
Microhole diameters, silicon dioxide membrane thicknesses, roughness and hydrophilic behaviour were investigated as a function of the seal quality. Our flexible and modular system \cite{2,3}, in which the only disposable part is the silicon chip, makes it possible to test all chips configurations easily, such as membrane thickness (from 3 \textmu m to 8.5 \textmu m) and micropore size diameter (from 2.5 \textmu m to 1.8 \textmu m). In order to minimize the chips designs and to quantify the influence of all parameters, we implemented a Design Of Experiment (DOE), coupled to a systematic characterization study using SEM, AFM, contact angle drop and seal measurements.
3. Results

In order to obtain high hydrophilic surface, an oxygen plasma treatment was performed on the silicon dioxide surface. As a result, the contact drop angle of water decreased from 23° to less than 10°. Moreover, as observed in Figure 1, the success rate for seals higher than 100 MΩ (i.e. the threshold value for seal resistance that allows recording ionic currents in the whole-cell configuration) was consecutively increased from 0% to 80% after plasma O₂ treatment. We also demonstrated that decreasing the pore diameter from 2.5 to 1.8 μm enhances the seal yield from 63% to 82%. Results obtained with the DOE strategy show that surface hydrophilic behavior is likely to be the most crucial parameter for the seal value, followed by the microhole diameter and the silicon oxide membrane thickness and surface roughness last.

The DOE strategy allowed manufacturing optimal chip design. As shown in Figure 1, more than 80% of seals are higher than 100 MΩ and around 55% of seals are gigaseals. This chip design is therefore optimal for ion channel recordings and, as shown in Figure 2, usable for the most common voltage gated ion channels study and for IC50 values determination (Figure 3). In addition, a decrease of chip capacitance below 25 pF increased signal to noise ratio and therefore the sensitivity of ion currents recordings.

Figure 1: Distribution of seal resistances with and without oxygen plasma treatment. 25 seal resistance values were reported per chip.
4. Discussion and conclusion
This multiparametric approach is based on a DOE that allows performing a minimal number of experiments compared to a systematic incremental analysis to screen the major parameters influencing seal quality. The exploitation of such a set of experiments allowed to classify the most significant parameters influencing the seal formation and improved our seal success rate. By adding new microfabrication steps, further results will allow us to discriminate the effects of the microhole thickness and surface roughness.
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RAPID CONCENTRATION OF BACTERIA USING 3-D ELECTRODELESS DIELECTROPHORESIS IN A PLASTIC CHIP
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Abstract
A new electrodeless dielectrophoresis (DEP) chip utilizing microfabricated plastic membranes have been designed and tested for the first time, as far as we are aware. The DEP forces are significantly enhanced because there are two dimensional geometric constrictions in the proposed pore type traps compared to the one dimensional geometric constriction in the previously reported DEP traps using glass post arrays.
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1. Introduction
DEP has been employed to sort, manipulate, and concentrate a wide range of particle types including cells, bacteria, viruses, and DNA. The majority of DEP studies reported in the literature employ microfabricated metallic electrodes. However, the problems are that the electrodes are not chemically inert, gas bubbles can be formed due to the electrolysis, and the DEP force is effective only near the electrode surfaces. Recently, alternative ways to construct DEP trap, namely electrodeless (or, insulating) DEP, have been reported[1, 2]. In electrodeless DEP, the trap is formed by using geometrical constrictions in insulating substrates (e.g. quartz) instead of metallic microelectrodes. We report an alternative electrodeless DEP technique utilizing microfabricated plastic membranes.

2. Theory
To a first approximation the DEP force acting on an object is:

\[ F_{\text{DEP}} = \alpha(\omega)E^2E \]

where \( \alpha(\omega) \) is the polarizability of the object at the angular velocity \( \omega \), and \( E \) is the applied external field \( E \). The DEP forces are significantly enhanced because there are 2-D geometric constrictions in pore type traps compared to the 1-D geometric constriction in the previously reported DEP traps using glass post arrays. Simulations using CFD-ACE (CFD Research, Huntsville, Alabama) suggested that the DEP forces in pore type traps (3D-EDEP) were always superior to that of the post type traps (2D-EDEP) regardless the shapes of the trap as shown in Fig. 1A.
Fig. 1. (A) The simulation shows that the dielectric force normalized to the polarizability ($E \cdot V \cdot E$) is significantly enhanced for 3D-EDEP case compared to the conventional 2D-EDEP chips regardless the shape of the trap. (B) Experimental set-up for visualization of bacteria concentration using dielectrophoresis. (C) Schematic diagram of the fabrication of SU-8 membrane chips (D) Mask layout of a chip (E) Optical micrograph of the chip showing the honey-comb type pores.

3. Experimental
As shown in Fig. 1B, ITO coated PC (poly carbonate) was used as top and bottom electrodes for the bacteria concentration using DEP. SU-8 membranes with specific geometric pore design have been fabricated and used as a 3D-electrodeless DEP trap.

4. Results and discussion
Previous DEP experiments from literature have been done at a very slow flow rate, if not at no-flow condition. However, for the rapid and efficient concentration, the device must be able to handle a large volume of sample in a short time. This is one of the major difficulties that have prevented DEP from being widely used in large volume applications.
In this report, the bacteria trapping experiments were conducted at a large flow rate, 100ul/min. Fig. 2A~2D show the fluorescence images of the trapped bacteria on the edge of the pores. Fig. 2E shows the effect of the frequency of the applied electric fields on the trapping efficiency. Quantitative analysis of the concentration efficiency (e.g. Fig. 2F) using very dilute samples, < 10^5 cell/ml, has been conducted using colony counting methods.

5. Conclusion

A new 3-D electrodeless dielectrophoresis (DEP) chip utilizing microfabricated plastic membranes have been tested for the application of the rapid concentration of bacteria. The membrane type plastic DEP chips have regular patterns of pores and the pore diameter varies along the pore depth. Because these kinds of pores have 2-D geometrical constriction, the DEP forces are significantly enhanced.

Fig. 2. (A) Bacteria solution (E. Coli : 1*10^7 cell/ml in DI) is flowing with flow rate of 100 ul/min. Electric field is turned off. (B) 1 min. after applying electric field, E =1280 V/cm and f = 300 kHz. (C) Enlarged picture of the image (B) showing each bacterium trapped on the edge of the pores. (D) E-field is turned off and bacteria are released. (E) Effect of the frequency, 10 kHz ~ 10 MHz on the trapping efficiency. E-field (1280 V/cm) was on for 60 sec and off for 30 sec at each frequency. The maximum trapping efficiency was obtained at 300 kHz.
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Abstract

We have previously reported on an electroporation method based on field constriction, where a biological cell is immobilized on a micro-orifice opened on an electrically insulating plate, across which a pulse voltage is applied. Due to field constriction, most voltage drop occurs around the orifice, so that the voltage applied to the electrodes is impressed directly to the cell membrane on the orifice. The reversible membrane breakdown, i.e. poration, occurs exclusively at the orifice, at a voltage as low as 1-2 V. However, when the breakdown takes place, electrical current starts to flow through the opened pore, and induces breakdown at other location of cell membrane that could lead to cell destruction. In order to avoid such breakdown propagation, we present in this paper a method of using RF-modulated voltage. With the method, electroporation yield of 90% is achieved for the cells on a 10 x 10 orifice array.

Keywords: electroporation, cell, orifice, field constriction, RF-modulation

1. INTRODUCTION

When an electrical pulse is applied to the cell, and the induced transmembrane voltage $V_m$ exceeds a critical voltage $V_b$, which is typically 1V for most cells, membrane breakdown occurs, and pores are formed on the membrane. If $V_m$ is not too high, the breakdown is reversible, and the pores are spontaneously resealed. Electroporation is a method to bring foreign substances during this transient pore formation. Electroporation is conventionally done by exposing a cell suspension to a pulsed uniform electric field, however, because cells have size distribution, and the induced transmembrane voltage is size-dependent, appropriate $V_m$ is induced only to the cells in a narrow size range, which result in low electroporation yield.

To solve the problem, we have recently developed an electroporation method based on field constriction at a micro-fabricated orifice [1]. The method uses an electrically insulating orifice plate on which a biological cell is immobilized (fig.1). When the voltage is applied, the field lines converge into the orifice and hence most voltage is concentrated around the orifice, so that poration occurs exclusively at the orifice. The method is inherently independent on the size and shape of the cells.

However, in experiments, we sometimes observe breakdown at locations other than on the orifice, and that often lead to cell disruption. We identified its cause to the
breakdown propagation. In this paper, we present the mechanism of the phenomenon, give a solution using Radio-Frequency (RF) modulated pulse, and demonstrate high-yield electroporation based on the RF pulse.

2. PRINCIPLE

Referring to fig.2, when the voltage $V_{\text{app}}$ is applied, the breakdown first occurs at the membrane on the orifice, because most voltage drop is concentrated there due to field constriction, and a pore is formed. But then electrical current start to flow through the pore resistance $R_{\text{pore}}$, to charge the capacitance of the entire membrane $C_m$. The membrane voltage $V_m$ (the voltage across $C_m$) builds up until $V_m = V_{\text{app}}$, so that next breakdown can occur anywhere.

Such breakdown can be avoided if the applied voltage is modulated. The time constant of charging is given by $\tau_c = C_m R_{\text{pore}}$ and is about 100$\mu$s for 100nm-sized pore. Therefore, if we use RF-modulated voltage (fig.3), whose period $T_m$ satisfying the condition $T_m < \tau_c$, $R_{\text{pore}}$ bears most voltage drop, and the voltage on $C_m$ can be very small.

The RF-modulation improves the electroporation yield not only by avoiding breakdown propagation, but also through better pore formation. Persistent voltage on $R_{\text{pore}}$ results in maintaining and expanding the pore by Maxwell stress, which is in contrast to the conventional method using simple stepwise pulse where the stress quickly decays with the time constant $\tau_c$. Small voltage on the membrane might also minimize the damage to the membrane channels etc.

3. EXPERIMENTAL

![Image](image1)

Fig.1 Electroporation using field constriction

![Image](image2)

Fig.2 Equivalent circuit after pore formation

![Image](image3)

Fig.3 RF-modulated voltage pulse

![Image](image4)

Fig. 4 Electroporation of 10x10 array of human monocytes, 1.5V, $f_m = 50$kHz, T=10msec, 5 pulses

*The 10th International Conference on Miniaturized Systems for Chemistry and Life Sciences (μTAS2006) November 5-9, 2006, Tokyo, Japan*
Experimental demonstrations are performed by using a DNA-binding fluorescence dye (YO-PRO1) as a tracer. The orifice plate is 7μm Kapton film, to which 2μm orifices are opened by laser machining. Fig.4 is the electroporation of a 10x10 array of human monocyte cells immobilized onto the orifice by aspiration. Successful introduction of the dye is observed in about 90% of the cells, which was not achievable with the pulse without modulation. No perceivable morphological change due to cell damage is observed after the electroporation. Fig.5 is the result with murine fibroblast L929, whose cell cycle is about 24 hrs. The adherent cell is first removed from culture dish with a standard protocol, at which moment the cells take nearly spherical shape. Then they are placed on the orifices by aspiration (fig.5 a), and a single RF pulse is applied. Fig.5 b-1) is the bright field image 18 hours later, where the cells have already started to proliferate on the orifice plate. Fig.5 b-2) is the fluorescence image of the same place, showing fluorescence from the cells. The fluorescence dye by itself is impermeable to the cell membrane, so this photo proves that the proliferating cells in the photo were in fact electroporated. Fig.5 c-1) and 2) are 47 hours after poration. Denser proliferation is observed, indicating cell division.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The mechanism of breakdown propagation is clarified, and by using RF-modulated constriction field, high-yield, low cell-damage electroporation is achieved.
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Abstract

The deformation of red blood cells (RBCs) was investigated under extensional flow. The extensional flow was developed by hyperbolic converging shape microchannel. RBCs were suspended in polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) solution to facilitate deformation and pass through the microchannel. The images of deformed RBCs were captured by high-speed camera and the contrast was improved by band path filter. The degree of deformation was quantified in constant extensional flow region and compared to the result from simple shear flow. It was confirmed that the extensional flow is more efficient in the deformation of RBCs than simple shear flow.
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1. Introduction

The red blood cells (RBCs) can deform along the flow direction. This deformability is an important physiological factor and has been exploited as one of the clinical diagnosis methods for specific diseases [1-3]. While most studies deal with RBC deformation under simple shear flow, RBC deformation under extensional flow has not been heavily explored. To understand RBC deformation and its physiological meaning, however, it is desirable to investigate the phenomena under extensional flow.

The hyperbolic converging shape is one of the typical geometry to generate extension flow [4-5]. It offers the advantages of continuous monitoring of each RBC during deformation and of generating high extension flow rate. In this study, we investigated the deformation using hyperbolic shape microchannel.
2. Experimental

We designed a hyperbolic converging shape microchannel to obtain a constant extensional rate in specific as shown in Fig. 1. The sidewalls converge according to a hyperbolic equation of the form: $h(z) = 1/(Az+B)$ where $A = 3.0 \times 10^{-5} \mu$m$^{-2}$, and $B = 1 \times 10^{-3} \mu$m$^{-1}$. Unit of $z$ is $\mu$m. The extensional strain rate to flow direction at center of channel was calculated by computational simulation (Fluent 6.1). We obtained the adequate constant extension rate corresponding to input flow rate.

![Figure 1. Design of hyperbolic converging microchannel for constant extension rate](image)

Microchannels were fabricated by molding polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow) upon a silicon master. The microchannel was attached to PDMS-coated glass slide so that the microfluidic channels were surrounded by four PDMS surfaces. The plasma sterilizer (PDC-32G, Harrick) was used to bond the PDMS coated glass to PDMS channel. After plasma treatment, we placed the microfluidic device in an oven at 135°C for 72h to convert the microfluidic channels to uniformly hydrophobic surface. A small bandwidth interference filter (380-420nm) enabled the cells to appear as dark objects against a bright background (Fig. 2). At each shear level, 1000 images were successively captured by high-speed camera. The degree of RBC deformation was quantified by Elongational Index (EI) defined as: $EI = (A - B)/(A + B)$, where $A$ and $B$ are the long and short axis of individual RBC image. RBCs in the specific area of interest were selected and their degrees of deformation were measured. They were suspended in polyvinyl pyrolidone (PVP) solution to facilitate deformation.

3. Results and discussion

As we increased the input flow rate, RBCs were deformed by extensional flow at hyperbolic region. In order to compare the simple shear and extensional flow effect on the RBC deformation, EIs were plotted as a function of the applied stress (Fig 3). In both simple shear and extensional flow cases, the degree of deformation was saturated.
at the specific level of ca. 0.5-0.6. At low stress region, it is confirmed that the extensional flow is much more efficient in the deformation of RBCs than the simple shear flow. From those results, we postulate that RBC motion and deformation mechanism are different in each flow field.

Figure 2. RBC deformation at extension stress=12.0Pa

Figure 3. Comparison of EI value: shear flow and extensional flow
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MINATURIZED CELL CULTURE DEVICES FOR SPIRAL GANGLION NEURONS
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Abstract
We report the development of a miniaturized cell culture device intended for co-culture of embryonic spiral ganglion neurons and adult cochlea from mice. A cage-like cell culture chamber was designed which presents a barrier to the cell bodies of neurons, but allows the growth of neurites through narrow passages in the wall. The culture chambers are manufactured in PDMS and bonded to supports of glass, PDMS and a porous membrane. Initial culture tests using PC 12 cells showed that cells proliferated well and differentiated into neurons in all cell chambers.
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1. Introduction
Spiral ganglion neurons (SGN) are the primary sensory neurons whose dendrites connect to the hair cells in the cochlea of the inner ear, and whose axons join to form the cochlear nerve projecting to the cochlear nuclei in the brain stem [1]. To treat hearing loss, drugs need to be developed which stimulate regeneration of hair cells as well as SGNs. Several in vivo models are presently used to test for drugs effects. However, in vivo models have many obvious drawbacks, in the case of the mouse accentuated by the diminutive size of the inner ear and resulting complicated drug delivery. Hence, in vitro models aimed at screening of drugs for treatment of hearing loss are a highly desired complement. Here we report the development of miniaturized in vitro cell culture devices intended for co-culture of embryonic SGN and adult cochlea from mice.

2. Experimental
A cage-like cell culture chamber was designed (Figure 1) which presents a barrier to the cell bodies, but allows the growth of neurites through narrow (~5 μm) passages in the wall (similar to the canaliculi perforantes in the cochlea). A cochlea preparation may be placed outside the cage in order to study the interaction between it and the neurons. The width of the cage is varied to enable studies of cell growth in different degrees of confinement.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the cell culture device
The culture chambers were fabricated in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), replicated against a lithographically defined SU8 resist mold with two levels (~350 μm and ~5 μm). In- and outlet holes were opened with a punching tool. The holes were sealed after cell injection by inserting plugs cut from pipette tips. Using the oxygen plasma method [2], the PDMS structures were bonded to three different supports: (1) A glass plate. Glass is well-established as a cell culture support and forms a good seal to PDMS. (2) A PDMS disc. PDMS shows good cell culture properties, possibly better than glass. (3) A permeable membrane of polyester (PET), available as a well-plate insert (Corning). By evaporating a thin film layer (~250 Å) of SiO2 on the membrane we created a bondable surface on the polyester material.

Cell chamber prototypes were tested together with a PC 12 cell line, derived from a transplantable rat pheochromocytoma. The cells respond to Nerve growth factor (NGF) by induction of the neuronal phenotype. ~10 μl of cell suspension was injected into the cell culture chambers. Cells were cultured under standard growing conditions in DMEM medium supplemented with 15 % horse serum, 2.5 % fetal bovine serum, 2nM L-glutamine and 1 % penicillin/streptomycin. Differentiation of PC 12 cells was induced by adding NGF into culturing media. Cells were incubated for 16 days in 37 °C and 5 % CO2. The medium was renewed every 2 days.

3. Results

Figures 2-3 show PDMS chips before bonding (two typical design versions). Chips bonded to different supports are shown in Figure 4. All devices are compatible with a multi-wellplate format (Figure 5). To verify that the permeable membrane was not clogged by SiO2, the transport of water through the membrane was observed. It was found that water transported significantly faster through the oxide treated membrane than a non-treated control. Presumably this is explained by the hydrophilic properties of SiO2.

Figure 2. Photomicrograph of a PDMS chip (11 mm x 3.5 mm).

Figure 3. Scanning electron micrographs of a PDMS chip viewed from below (left) and close-up of neurite outgrowth channels formed in the wall of the chamber (right).
PC 12 cells proliferated well and differentiated into neurons within all cell chambers (Figure 6). Cells showed the tendency to be attracted to the openings in the chamber wall. However, since no outgrowth of neurites was observed, new prototypes with wider channels will be tested. Chambers bonded to glass and PDMS could be re-used several times after rinsing and autoclaving. No major difference in cell growth properties between glass and PDMS was observed. The interface between chambers and PET membranes appeared sufficiently strong in simple pull force tests in air, but adhesion problems appeared after one day in cell growth medium. Poly-ornithine coating was used in the chambers to stimulate cell adhesion. However parallel incubation of the cells in the chambers without any coating of the growth surface showed no significant difference in proliferation or differentiation of the cells compared to coated ones.

Figure 6. Photomicrographs of PC12 cells after (left to right) 3, 7 and 10 days in culture.

**4. Conclusions**

We have presented the first results of the design, manufacture and evaluation of a miniaturized cell culture device, intended for the study of e.g. drug effects on auditory cells and co-cultures of auditory cells with possible transplantation candidates. It was demonstrated that cells proliferated and differentiated into neurons in culture chambers with cell growth supports of three different types. On-going work addresses the optimization of the chamber design.
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Abstract
In this work, a low-cost, miniaturized, multi-analyte polymer biochip, which can be used for measuring inorganic (H₂PO₄⁻) and organic phosphate compounds (adenosine 5'-triphosphate, ATP and adenosine 5'-diphosphate, ADP), and pO₂ has been designed, fabricated, and characterized for environment monitoring.
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1. Introduction
Phosphate measurement is essential in the monitoring of environmental pollution caused by the eutrophication of lakes and rivers; it is also required in the clinical diagnostics of hyperparathyroidism, vitamin D deficiency, and Fanconi syndrome.

Enzyme based phosphate sensors have been widely used, whereas the relatively high cost and instability of enzyme material limit their applications for inexpensive lab-on-a-chip. An alternative method uses cobalt-wire as the phosphate-selective electrode for potentiometric measurement. It displays high selectivity and sensitivity towards phosphate ions in aqueous solutions [1]. In our previous work, we have introduced BioMEMS fabrication technology to realize a planar cobalt microelectrode for on-chip inorganic phosphate detection; the cost, preparation and sensing time, and analyte consumption have been reduced by the miniaturized on-chip phosphate sensor [2].

2. Design and fabrication
The proposed system contains a novel on-chip cobalt microelectrode used for phosphate monitoring (Figure 2a), and an integrated Clark-type amperometric oxygen
sensor with gel-based solid electrolyte to monitor $pO_2$ (Figure 2b) [3], which has a noted effect on the cobalt electrode potential, since the potential mechanism involves the oxidation of cobalt. A polymer biochip has been achieved for rapid on-chip detecting of inorganic phosphate and $pO_2$ concurrently. In addition, the system also shows the capability for organic phosphate (ATP and ADP) measurement.

\[
3CoO + 2H_2PO_4^- + 2H^+ \rightarrow Co_3(PO_4)_2 + 3H_2O
\]

\[
2Co + O_2 \rightarrow 2CoO
\]

Figure 2. Working principle: (a) Potentiometric phosphate sensor with cobalt electrodes and (b) Clark-type amperimetric oxygen sensor with gel-based solid electrolyte and oxygen semi-permeable membrane.

The fabricated device consists of a polymer (Cyclic Olefin Copolymer, COC) microfluidic chip and a sensing chip which has a cobalt electrode based phosphate sensor and a solid electrolyte based oxygen sensor as shown in Figure 3. The detection circuit (Figure 4) developed in this research has been used as a portable system together with the polymer biochip at ease. The biochip is fabricated using the standard BioMEMS fabrication techniques and the detail has been reported previously [2, 3].

Figure 3. Photograph of the fabricated biochip.

Figure 4. Detection circuits for the phosphate sensor and the oxygen sensor.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 5 presents the potentiometric response to different concentrations of inorganic phosphate (KH$_2$PO$_4$) at pH 5.0, and Figure 6a shows the calibration curve of sensor’s response to different concentrations of organic phosphate (ATP and ADP). Moreover, the oxygen sensor has been characterized with different $pO_2$ in water as shown in Figure 6b.
Figure 5. Potentiometric response of the phosphate sensors in different concentrations of KH$_2$PO$_4$ at pH 5.0: (a) Continuous measurement and (b) Calibration curve.

Figure 6. Calibration curves: (a) the phosphate sensors in response to different concentrations of organic phosphate compounds (ATP and ADP) in 15 mM KHP buffer at pH 5.0; and (b) the oxygen sensor in response to different $p$O$_2$ concentrations in aqueous solution.

4. Conclusions
A new polymer biochip for phosphate and oxygen sensing has been developed in this work. The sensing mechanism and fabrication technique ensure the very low cost and the high yield of the device, while also keeping the good performance. This inexpensive and rapid-response system can be large-scale field deployed for mass environmental data collections and also used for disposable point-of-care testing in clinical diagnostics.
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Abstract

We present the effectiveness of coupling insulator-based dielectrophoresis (iDEP) with real-time optical feedback to rapidly concentrate and actively detect water-borne pathogens. Our approach has a threshold detection of $10^3$ particles and can detect contaminations as low as $10^5$ cells/mL at flow rates of 60 µL/min in less than a minute. The images and data presented were obtained using a compact and transportable standalone unit with an overall footprint of less than a half a cubic foot and weighs less than 10 pounds. As particles are collected, a measurable increase of the intensity in the trapping region was observed with a CCD camera, indicating particle concentration.

Keywords: Label free optical detection, dielectrophoresis, sample preparation

1. Introduction

Sample concentration is an essential step for the detection of biological pathogens in a microfluidic platform [1]. A variety of dielectrophoretic device architectures have been developed to support particle sorting and sample processing in microfluidic systems [2]. In insulator-based dielectrophoresis (iDEP), remote electrodes apply an electric field along a channel while insulating structures distort the field providing the spatial nonuniformities needed to drive dielectrophoresis [3].

Here we employ real-time optical feedback coupled with iDEP concentration to rapidly and actively detect water-borne pathogens. As particles are collected in the trap, a measurable increase in intensity at the trapping region was observed with a CCD camera, indicating particle concentration. In order to enhance the signal (average intensity of selected pixels between the insulating obstacles) we have employed a Gabor Filter for post-processing of acquired images. Gabor Filter, which is essentially a bandpass filter, optimally captures both local orientation and frequency information from an image [4]. This makes Gabor filtering attractive for images of spore concentration as they create texture during the trapping period. This approach has a threshold detection of $10^3$ particles and can detect contaminations as low as $10^5$ cells/mL at flow rates of 60 µL/min in less than a minute.

2. Experimental methodology

The images and data presented were all obtained with a compact transportable standalone unit with an overall footprint of less than a half a cubic foot and a weight of
less than 10 pounds. The system, as shown in Fig. 1, consists of a microfluidic chip and custom made manifold, which is integrated with an SVM340 (Labsmith, Livermore, CA), a commercially available optical platform.

Figure 1. Portable Setup: Images of (left) top view of the portable desktop iDEP unit with power supply and (right) underside showing the iDEP polymer device containing 8 separate channels.

The microfluidic chips are fabricated in a cyclic olefin copolymer, Zeonor® (Zeon Chemicals, Louisville, KY). The fabrication pipeline presented before [3] and depicted in Fig. 2, starts with the fabrication of the device features in a silicon wafer using standard photolithographic techniques (2a) and proceeds through the development of a metal stamp (2b) from which thousands of inexpensive disposable polymer chips can be replicated (2c).

Figure 2. Chip Fabrication: Images depicting the fabrication route of a polymer-based iDEP device from the (A) Si stamp to (B) electroformed Ni stamp to (C) injection molded polymer replicate.

Figure 3. Optical Detection: Images depicting the fabrication route of a polymer-based iDEP device from the (A) image of the background without the particles at time zero (C) image of trapped spores after 30s (C) image of trapped bundle of spores after 55 sec.
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 3a shows the trapping region during the operation of the device before sufficient voltage is applied to concentrate the particles. Fig. 3b shows unlabeled spores bundles on the order of 5 \mu m were introduced into the system at a concentration of 10^5 cells/mL and trapped using an applied field of 700 V/cm in a low conductivity buffer. As particles are collected in the trap, a real-time measurable increase of the intensity in the trap region is observed with a CCD camera, indicating that particles are being collected (Fig. 3c). The camera was controlled with the MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and each frame was post-processed with a Gabor filtering algorithm to enhance particle texture intensity compared to background (Fig. 4a). Then, the average intensity of a specific area (defined in Fig. 4a) was plotted (Fig. 4b) for the period of one trapping cycle (60 sec).

![Figure 4. Image Processing and Analysis: (A) Gabor filtered image of trapped spores (B) Plot average intensity of a specific area (4a) for the period of one trapping cycle (60 sec).](image)

The use of iDEP with optical feedback provides an autonomous mechanism to concentrate and detect when a sufficient number of particles of interest have been collected for downstream testing. Our approach has a threshold detection of 10^3 particles and can detect contaminations as low as 10^5 cells/mL at flow rates of 60 \mu L/min in less than a minute.
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Abstract

The alternative method for current collector was developed using carbon papers instead of thin film of metal. The flow field of the anode and cathode was made by the wet etching process of glass. The single cell test was performed with 1 M methanol solution and oxygen at room temperature. The open circuit voltage and maximum power density results show that the carbon paper is adequate for current collector owing to its high electrical conductivity.

Keywords: Micro direct methanol fuel cell, Microfabrication, Carbon paper, Current collector

1. Introduction

Microfabricated direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) have emerged as a candidate to compete with conventional power sources among various fuel cells because they do not need reformer or other pre-fuel processing parts [1]. The studies on micro-DMFC have been focused on the design of flow fields [2] and the materials for substrate [3]. However, the current collector has received much less attention although it affects cell performance. In this work, the alternative method for current collector was studied using carbon papers instead of thin film of metal.
2. Design and fabrication

Figure 1 shows the design of anode and cathode flow fields, including two serpentine channels. The width and length of the microchannel were 400 μm and 142.4 mm, respectively. The active area was 0.86 cm² and open area was 35.3 %. The flow field of anode and cathode was fabricated by the wet etching process of glass with a depth of 30 μm. Toray carbon paper was used as the current collector for anode. The carbon paper containing 20 wt % PTFE was used as the current collector for cathode. The schematic diagram and photograph image of the micro-DMFC were described in figure 2.

![Figure 1. Design of flow field for anode and cathode](image)

![Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the micro-DMFC. (b) Photograph image of the micro-DMFC](image)

3. Results and discussion

Methanol aqueous solution of 1 M was prepared to test cell performance. A peristaltic pump (Masterflex L/S, Cole-Parmer Instrument Co., Il, USA) was used to feed the liquid fuel and control the flow rate. A gas flow meter was used to control the flow rate of oxygen. An electronic load system (EL-200P, DAE GIL ELECTRONICS Co. Ltd., Korea) was used to obtain polarization curve at a scan rate of 10 mA s⁻¹.

Figure 3 shows the polarization and power density curve of the micro-DMFC at room temperature. The feed rate of 1 M methanol solution was 0.30 ml min⁻¹ and the oxygen flow rate was 100 ml min⁻¹. The open circuit voltage was 0.396 V and the maximum power density was 12.97 mW cm⁻² as shown in Figure 3. This results show that the carbon paper is adequate for current collector owing to its high electrical conductivity.
4. Conclusions

Micro direct methanol fuel cell was fabricated by MEMS technique. The flow field of the anode and cathode was made by the wet etching process of glass. The single cell test was performed with 1 M methanol solution and oxygen at room temperature. The open circuit voltage and maximum power density was 0.396 V and 12.97 mW cm$^{-2}$ when the flow rate of the methanol solution and oxygen were 0.30 ml min$^{-1}$ and 100 ml min$^{-1}$, respectively. This results show that the carbon paper is adequate for current collector owing to its high electrical conductivity.
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SEMI-AUTOMATIC MICROSYSTEM BASED SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR THE DETECTION OF BIOLOGICAL AGENTS
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Abstract
A modular polymer-microchip system is presented on which bacteria are isolated from environmental samples either soil or dust samples or aqueous solutions followed by purification of the DNA. It is shown that commercial available DNA preparation kits can be transferred to micro-systems for automatic processing.

Keywords: Micro-system, sample preparation, biological agents

1. Introduction
Identification of biological micro-organisms in diverse samples is of increasing interest in different fields like for example environmental microbiology, clinical diagnosis or forensic analysis (see e.g. http://www.ca.sandia.gov/). While in earlier times bacteria were isolated and than cultured today micro-organisms were usually detected using PCR. In most cases identifying biological contaminants needs the concentration and isolation of DNA to get rid of specific substances like e.g. humic substances in soil which interfere with the following PCR. Sample preparation therefore represents a necessary pre-purification step for the downstream processes. Several kits are on the market for fast DNA purification and all of them need multiple handling operations. Using micro-fluidic devices in general provides a number of benefits like simplified use, increased reproducibility and analysis speed, reduced sample size and chemicals consumption, and lower contamination risk. Due to these advantages more and more effort is done to transfer standard analysis assays into lab-on-a-chip-systems [1, 2].

2. Experimental modular set-up
The developed sample preparation system [Fig. 1] comprises several modules which functions will be described in the following. Functionality of modules is proved using soil riddled with $10^{10}$ *E. coli* per gram mimicking natural background and $50 - 5 \times 10^5$ *Bacillus thuringensis* per gram representing a contamination to be detected. About 0.5 g soil are introduced into the syringe extractor where bacteria are extracted from the particles using a Molzym kit [www.molzym.com]. Unsolved particles are removed from bacteria suspension by a filter (pore size 10 μm). Bacteria suspension is then guided to the lysis module. Alternatively, aqueous solutions (25 ml) (e.g. from air samplers) can be pumped into the system where bigger particles like dust or soot are removed by a cascade of filters with decreasing pore sizes. On the last filter (pore size 0.22 μm) bacteria are collected. By a back flush with buffer solution bacteria are again driven to the lysis module. These two modes of operation are decided by the position of the two...
turning valves. The subsequent process steps are sample-independent. Bacteria are lysed at 90°C. Evaporation of water is suppressed by a cooling channel. All necessary buffers are added to the sample at passive valves and mixed in meandering channels. Purification of DNA is performed by using the Molzym column with buffers of their PrestoSpinD Plant Kit. The remaining ethanol is removed from the column by the use of preheated air. A supplying chip module is used to preheat both dry air and elution buffer to 70°C. Additionally, this module contains reservoirs for washing and elution buffers. Eluted DNA sample is collected in a tube and 2-4 μl are needed for following PCR.

3. Results and discussion
Automatically bacterial DNA preparation of soil or aqueous samples is realised within this modular set-up using a commercial available DNA purification kit. In a first approach we proofed functionality of the single modules [Fig. 2A-D] as there are the extraction, enrichment and lysis of bacteria, and the DNA-purification. Conditions (temp., times, vol.) of the original protocol were used. With conventional techniques about 10^3 specific bacteria within a background of 10^9 common bacteria purified can be detected [Fig. 2A]. In the following the functionality of the individual modules of the platform was verified. Filtration of bacteria from 15 ml aqueous solution on the filtration module followed by spintube preparation proofs efficient concentration of the bacteria [Fig. 2C] as well as lysis on chip seems to be efficient [Fig. 2D]. As shown in Figure 2E the combined modules (2) possess comparable results to the preparation using conventional spintubes (1) purifying 5·10^9 E. coli + 10^6 Bac. Thur. from 0.5 g soil.
Experiments to show the detection limit of the full system are under process, but it is likely to be comparable to the macroscopic one.

Figure 2: PCR-analysis in 2% agarose-gel of *Bacillus thuringensis* DNA in 2 μl purified DNA sample (M = 100 bp marker); (A) Spintube preparation of 0.5 g soil with 5·10^9 *E. coli* (1) + 10^7 (2), 10^7 (3), 10^6 (4), 10^5 (5), and 10^4 (6) *Bac. Thur.*; (B) DNA-Isolation with purification module: 5·10^9 *E. coli* + 10^7 (1), 10^6 (2+3), and 10^5 (4+5) *Bac. Thur.*; (C) Concentration of bacteria from 15 ml aqueous solution on filtration module: 5·10^9 *E. coli* + 10^7 (1), 10^6 (2), 10^5 (3) and 10^4 (4) *Bac. Thur.*; (D) Lysis on chip: 5·10^9 *E. coli* + 10^7 (1), 10^6 (2), and 10^5 (3) *Bac. Thur.* in 200 μl buffer; (E) Spintube preparation (1) and preparation with developed micro-system (2): 5·10^9 *E. coli* + 10^6 *Bac. Thur.* in 0.5 g soil.

**4. Outlook**

Next steps will be to optimise and automate the different modules followed by the integration of the single functions into one single chip system. The interesting question is if by automation, i.e. elimination of variability due to manual handling and contamination of sample, the macroscopic imitations can be overcome. Also, this preparation system can directly be combined with a microchip-based PCR [3] for analysis.
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MICROFLUIDIC GLUCOSE BIOFUEL CELLS FOR POWER GENERATION FROM BIOFLUIDS
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Abstract
This paper reports on an implantable glucose biofuel cell generating electric power from body fluids, such as blood. By the use of enzyme as an anodic catalyst and vitamin K₃ as a harmless electron-mediator, we can realize the power generation from biofluids. We assembled a microfluidic biofuel cell to evaluate cell performance and stability in biofluids.

Keywords: biofuel cell, enzyme, vitamin K₃, micro-fabrication, implantable

1. Introduction
The biofuel cells use enzymes as electrode catalyst, and thus perform high reaction selectivity even in a very mild condition (room temperature, neutral pH etc.). Such properties allow us to design a simple and small cell structure (separator-less), and to generate electricity from mixed fuel solutions, e.g., glucose-containing body fluids[1]. These advantages enable biofuel cell to be an implantable power source. We have studied enzyme-based glucose biofuel cell[2], and in the present study we assemble the fuel cell system as a microfluidic-type device to evaluate the cell performance during a continuous operation.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of reaction schemes for the biofuel cell.

Figure 2. Structure of the microfluidic biofuel cell.
2. Experimental

Figure 1 shows the electrochemical reactions at anode and cathode [2]. The glucose oxidizing anode consists of two enzymes (diaphorase (Dp) and NAD dependent glucose dehydrogenase (GDH)), cofactor NAD and Vitamin K₃ (2-methyl-1,4-naphthoquinone) polymer as a harmless electron-mediator. The coating of PDMS particulate film on Pt cathode ensured selective O₂ reduction[3]. Figure 2 shows the microfluidic biofuel cell systems. Microfluidic chip-based biofuel cells were composed of a couple of electrodes and PDMS microchannel[4].

3. Results and discussion

The performance of the cell, with the enzyme-based anode and the PDMS-coated Pt cathode, was evaluated in a 37 ºC phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.0) containing 5.0 mM glucose and 1.0 mM NADH under the flow rate of 1.0 ml/min (Figure 3). The open circuit voltage of 0.55 V and the maximum power density of 0.046 mW/cm² have been obtained. As shown in Figure 4, the output current was low at lower flow rates (0, 0.1 ml/min), and high at higher flow rate (1.0 ml/min), suggesting that the cell performance is partly controlled by fuel supply. It is worth noting that the diffusion of NADH into the enzyme-based membrane would be slow due to electrostatic repulsion. The studies on the previous incorporation of NADH within the membrane are now progressing.

Figure 5 shows the stability of the microfluidic biofuel cell. After 120 minutes of continuous operation in a buffer solution, the initial discharge current of 0.11 mA/cm² dropped to 0.085 mA/cm² (ca. 80 %). On the other hand, the discharge current in a bovine serum was half of that in a buffer solution, and dropped to 65 %. In a bovine serum, the reaction selectivity of electrodes is break down especially at the Pt cathode. In order to evaluate enzyme anode more precisely, we need to conduct experiment using tougher cathode like the enzyme cathode or the Ag/AgCl cathode.

**Figure 3.** Cell performance in a phosphate buffer solution of pH 7.0 containing 1.0 mM NADH and 5.0 mM glucose, 1.0 ml/min, 37 ºC.

**Figure 4.** Discharge current (R=30 kΩ) in various flow rate, 37 ºC, phosphate buffer solution of pH 7.0 containing 1.0 mM NADH and 5.0 mM glucose.
4. Conclusion

We assembled a microfluidic biofuel cell to evaluate cell performance in biofluids. The power density of the biofuel cells was 0.045 mW/cm$^2$ in a 5.0 mM glucose and 1.0 mM NADH containing phosphate buffer solution of pH 7.0. By the reaction selectivity of electrode, the discharge current in a bovine serum was half of that in glucose buffer solution. To stabilize the biofuel cell performance in the biofluids, we are developing a highly selective cathode.
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Abstract
We have developed mediator-less direct photosynthetic/metabolic bio fuel cell (DPMFC) in which microparticles of polyaniline were adopted as electrodes to draw electrons from bacteria. In this paper, in order to inhibit hydrogen emission and increase power generation efficiency, we propose to utilize genetic manipulated bacteria, such as purple photosynthetic bacteria (PPBs) which are activated by organic compounds as well as emitting hydrogen in photosynthetic and metabolic processes for increasing power generation efficiency by applying gene manipulation to inhibit hydrogen emission. We assumed is that more electrons will be stored inside PPB if hydrogen emission is inhibited. As a result, the power density of gene manipulated bacteria became 10μW/cm², that is higher than the normal one.
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1. Introduction
A micro portable fuel cell has been on demand for a various field. A micro-photosynthetic/metabolic bio fuel cell [1] has been reported. This fuel cell makes electricity by using electrons which is extracted by mediators such as methylene blue from cyanobacteria. However, methylene blue does not have biocompatibility; furthermore, such mediators lose their function rapidly when exposed to light, hence, shortens the durability of cell and results in lower efficiency. To overcome these problems, we have developed a novel mediatorless direct photosynthetic/metabolic bio fuel cell (DPMFC) in which microparticles of polyaniline were adopted as electrodes to draw electrons directly from bacteria. [2] Nevertheless, the output is still low. Therefore, for increasing output, we selected PPBs as new fuel, and the electron generation efficiency of PPB is improved by applying gene manipulation technology. The objective of this research is to evaluate the usefulness of gene manipulation in increasing electrical output of bacteria based bio-fuel cells.

2. Biology of Purple Photosynthetic Bacteria
Fig.1 shows the photosynthetic and metabolic mechanisms of three types PPBs.
Normal-type PPB absorbed organic compounds for metabolizing. \( \text{H}_2 \) released inevitably by nitrogen-fixing enzyme (\textit{nif}) of normal-type PPB. Some \( \text{H}_2 \) released is taken up into cell using the hydrogen-uptake enzyme (\textit{hup}), which provides reducing power in the form of electrons. Therefore, the removal of these enzymes enables us to control electron generation capacity. Accumulation-type PPB was developed by removing \textit{nif}, and emission-type PPB was developed by removing \textit{hup} from normal-type PPB.

3. Working Principle of DPMFC

Fig.2 shows a schematic of the working principle of DPMFC. DPMFC has an anode chamber and a cathode chamber separated by a proton exchange membrane (PEM). Electrons are extracted from the electron transport chain of PPB, which is in contact with an electrode consisting of polyaniline, thus generating electricity. Fig.3 shows the structure of prototype DPMFC.

4. Experiments

DPMFC performance was evaluated on the basis of electric power, which was measured by connecting resistors (10 \( \Omega \) to 1 k\( \Omega \)) to DPMFC. PPB cultured for 3 days was used in all the experiments.

5. Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the experimental result of the performance reproducibility evaluation. As a result, using genetic manipulated bacteria did not clearly increase electric power, and the electric power was unstable. Table 2 shows the experimental results of the assessment of the catalyst carrier. DPMFC performance was improved using a thin and
highly porous material, namely, carbon paper (0.11 mm thick), to increase the area of contact between the PPBs, polyaniline and Nafion117. Fig.4 shows the open-circuit voltage performance of DPMFC, and Fig.5 shows the electric power performance of DPMFC. From time course of electric power, the cell life was about 2 hours.

**Table 1** Result of Performance Reproducibility Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental number</th>
<th>Power density $[\mu W/cm^2]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>7.8  5.3  3.5  5.4  2.2  4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulation</td>
<td>7.6  8.1  4.0  4.5  2.8  5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission</td>
<td>6.6  4.5  4.6  3.1  4.6  4.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Results of Assessment of Catalyst Carrier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Carbon paper 0.19mm thick</th>
<th>Carbon cloth</th>
<th>Carbon paper 0.11mm thick</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulation</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusions

There is not so much of a difference between three types of PPB in DPMFC performance. Nevertheless, it is highly possible that gene manipulation can improve the electric power output of accumulation-type PPB. We successfully show that the power density of genetic manipulated bacteria is higher than the normal one. This result tells us that there is huge possibility to use bio resources as energy sources in future.
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Abstract
A handy devise based on on-chip two-channel micro Coulter counters was developed for environmental atmospheric particle measurements. Size of the measurement device was 80 x 180 x 45 mm. It was designed to work with batteries and only 850 g in weight with batteries included.

Keywords: particle, Coulter counter, filter

1. Introduction
Suspended particulates, especially nanoscale ones, are possible cause of allergy and cancer, and on-site monitoring of such particles is one of the most important objectives in environmental analysis. We have developed a micro Coulter counter chip with two micro Coulter counters with 50 and 10 µm aperture sizes and could be applied to measurements of particle size distribution from 0.8 to 15 µm [1] (Figure 1).

In this paper, we report on a handy measurement device that we newly fabricated based on the two-channel micro Coulter counter chip.

Figure 1. Photograph of the microchip with two-channel Coulter counters set in a chip holder (left) and structure of the microchip (right). Size of the microchip was 10 x 10 mm.
2. Experimental

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the newly developed measurement device.

It was comprised of the Coulter counter chip, a diaphragm pump, valves, a waste reservoir, liquid level sensors and electric circuits.

Structure of the microchip was basically the same as in the previous report [1] (Figure 1). Namely, it was made of glass and silicon, and its size was 10 x 10 mm. It had two branches of microchannels having a Coulter counter with different aperture sizes (10 and 50 μm). Silicon pillars in the microchannels acted as filters to define particle-size-range introduced to the apertures. Particle size of 0.8 ~ 4 μm could be measured with the 10-μm aperture, and that of 4 ~ 15 μm could be measured with the 50-μm aperture.

Sequence of measurement was as follows:
(1) A Coulter counter microchip was set in a chip holder unit and both electric and liquid connection was made. (The procedure is so simple that the microchip could be easily replaced and disposed.)
(2) One of the two stop-valves was closed and a sample diluted by solvent was introduced to one of the Coulter counter using the diaphragm pump. Amount of sample solution passing through the counter was regulated to be 50 μL using liquid level sensors.
(3) The stop-valve was opened and the other stop-valve was closed. The same amount of sample solution was introduced to the other Coulter counter.
(4) Total number of particles was displayed in the digital panel meter. Size distribution data could be transferred to a PC using a USB cable.
(5) Washing solution was introduced to the chip. The wastes were stored in the waste reservoir.
3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows a photograph of the device.
Time required for the measurement was only one minute.
Improvement on the battery, the process control software, and noise shield to realize better S/N ratio is now on progress. New microchips with more than two Coulter counters for wider measurement range are also under development.

![ DEVICE PHOTOGRAPH ]

Figure 3. Overview of the particle size measurement device (80 x 180 x 45 mm, 850 g)

4. Conclusion

We developed a particle size measurement device based on an on-chip two-channel Coulter counters. Size of the device was as small as 80 x 180 x 45 mm, and its weight was only 850 g with batteries included. Measurable particle size range was from 0.8 to 15 μm. Total number of particles was displayed in the digital panel meter. Size distribution data could be transferred to a PC using a USB cable.
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Abstract
The effects of flow rates of ATP and reagent solutions and total flow rates on the bioluminescence were surveyed in microfluidic device. The optimum ratio of reagent, ATP and reagent solution through 3 inlet ports were 1.5:7:1.5. The optimum total flow rate and resulting retention time was 8 µl/min. and 15 sec, respectively.

Keywords: Microfluidic device, bioluminescence, luciferase, ATP

1. Introduction
Bioluminescence-based cell detection using ATP, luciferin and luciferase is one of the most popular techniques due to their high sensitivity and ease of operation. Several works have shown that the ATP dependent luminescent assay is a rapid and reliable detection method in quality control of beverages and foods, cosmetics, environmental control, clinical studies and public hygiene, etc [1,2]. The advantages of micro-total analysis system (µ-TAS) are high sensitivity, rapid operation and low cost for analysis [3]. Integration of ATP-based bioluminescent assay into the µ-TAS would contribute to the rapid detection of the contamination by cells with lower cost and higher sensitivity. However, the product of bioluminescent reaction (light) disappeared very quickly, different from conventional enzymatic reactions in which products are accumulated. Thus, survey on the optimum fluidic conditions is essential to obtain the better sensitivity of bioluminescent detection.

2. Experimental
HPLC grade water without chemiluminescence was used for all solutions after filtered by 0.2 µm filter. ATP (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) solution was made with HEPES buffer solution (pH 7.8). Luciferase-luciferin solution as reagent solution was made from Enliten ATP Assay System (Promega Co.).

The microfluidic device that has 3 inlets and 3 outlets was made of PDMS by soft-lithographic method. A serpentine-shape microchannel was designed in the middle of microfluidic device to increase the retention time of the solutions and enhance the sensitivity of detection. The width of microchannel was 200 µm all over the microfluidic device, except inlet and outlet channels which were 100 µm. The height of the microchannel was about 50 µm (Fig. 1).
The home-made detector system was used to measure the amount of light produced by bioluminescent reaction. The detector system was composed of PMT (Hamamatsu Co.), DAQ system (NI Co.), and controlling program coded by LabVIEW 7.1. PMT was fixed on the bottom of the home-made dark box. The diameter of the circular active area of PMT was 8 mm and it was aligned on the serpentine-shape microchannel.

3. Results and discussion

ATP and reagent solutions were continuously infused into microfluidic device through 3 inlet ports by micro-syringes and syringe pumps. The percentage of ATP flow was changed from 10% to 90% while the total flow rate was kept constant at 1 µl/min to determine the optimum content of ATP solution. In this case, the flow rates of reagent solutions were adjusted following the flow rate of ATP solution. The optimum ratio of reagent, ATP and reagent solution through 3 inlet ports was 15%:70%:15% (Fig. 2). The total flow rate was changed from 2 to 12 µl/min while content of ATP solution was kept constant at 70%. The effect of infused position of each solution among 3 ports was tested. The optimum total flow rate was 8 µl/min (Fig. 3).

Figure 2. Effect of flow rate ratio between ATP and reagent solution with different infusion methods: reagent solution in the middle (closed circle) and ATP solution in the middle (open circle). The total flow rate was 1 µl/min.

Figure 3. Effect of total flow rate with different infusion methods: reagent solution in the middle (closed circle) and ATP solution in the middle (open circle). The content of ATP solution was 70%.
The bioluminescent reaction completed before it is entered into the detection channel if total flow rate is lower than 8 µl/min while it is uncompleted within reaction channel with larger than 8 µl/min, resulted in lower bioluminescence in both cases.

Bioluminescent reaction was affected from the position of ATP and reagent solutions. Higher bioluminescence was obtained when ATP solution was injected through the middle of 3 inlet ports. It is assumed that this is related with different diffusivities of ATP and luciferase molecules and the velocity profile of the flow within microchannel. Optical micrographs of the bioluminescence by the position of ATP solution is shown in Fig. 4. The area of bioluminescence is larger when ATP solution was infused in the middle of the ports.

4. Conclusions
The position of ATP and reagent solution was the important factor for bioluminescent reaction in microchannel. The optimum fluidic conditions for bioluminescent reaction were determined as 8 µl/min of total flow rate and 70% of ATP flow rate.
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Abstract

A micro FIA system for environmental analyses was developed. In the newly developed system, lateral diffusion in a segmented laminar flow was utilized to obtain a flat concentration profile along the longitudinal direction of a microchannel. As a result, the system could be applicable to multi-component analyses without changing position of the detector.

Keywords: flow injection analysis, environmental analysis, laminar flow, segment flow, thermal lens

1. Introduction

In conventional flow injection analysis (FIA), a plug of sample solution is injected to a channel, and reaction proceeds with molecular diffusion at the front and rear boundaries of the sample plug. As a consequent, concentration profiles of chemical species along the channel become complicated and highly depend on diffusion coefficients, reaction rate constants and so on (Figure 1). Usually high flow rate conditions are necessary to enhance mixing efficiency.

In stead of longitudinal diffusion in a channel of conventional FIA, we utilized lateral diffusion in a segmented laminar flow in a microchannel to realize simple and efficient micro FIA.

Figure 1. Concentration profile along a channel of conventional FIA. Mixing and reaction of sample and reagent proceed from the front and rear ends of the sample plug resulting in a complex profile along the channel.
2. Concept of micro FIA using Segmented Laminar Flow

Low Reynolds number flow inside a microchannel tends to be laminar, and when streams of two reagents are introduced to a Y-shaped microchannel, they flow side-by-side. Mixing is then proceeds with lateral diffusion through the interface between the two solutions. Because width of a microchannel is typically ~100 μm, lateral diffusive mixing rapidly completes. Segmented laminar flow can be made by introducing segment of sample solution to a Y-shaped microchannel. In the downstream section where lateral diffusive mixing being completed, segment with a flat concentration profile is formed (Figure 2). It makes data acquisition and interpretation very straightforward. Furthermore, the simple flat concentration profile makes it possible to carryout various analyses with a fixed detection point, whereas in conventional FIA, detection point must be changed along the channel depending on the analytical reactions used.

![Figure 2](image)

Figure 2. Concept of micro FIA using segmented laminar flow in a microchannel. Mixing and reaction proceed by rapid lateral diffusion through the interface along the microchannel, and almost flat concentration profile throughout the segment is formed.

3. Experimental

We developed a compact micro FIA system based on segmented laminar flow in a microchannel (Figure 3).

Two micro injectors, which could inject 2 μL of a sample, were used to introduce sample solutions and reagents for colorimetry to a Y-shaped microchannel. For detection of color change in the microchannel, thermal lens microscope (TLM) was used. TLM is a sort of photothermal spectrometer which could sensitively determine concentration of non-fluorescent molecules in very small sample volumes. SELFOC® microlens fixed on the

![Figure 3](image)

Figure 3. Micro FIA system for environmental pollutants. (a) Block diagram, (b) Photograph of the whole system, (c) Microchemical chip used in the system.
microchip was used to focus excitation and probe beams of the TLM.

4. Results
Figure 4 shows a typical signal obtained with the micro FIA system. As expected, flat and simple concentration profiles were observed. One sample analysis was finished within 1 minute.

We performed flow analysis of environmental pollutant, such as hexavalent chromium, copper and phosphoric acid of water. Figure 5 shows the results of environmental pollutant analyses.

5. Conclusion
In this study, a micro FIA system for multi-component environmental analyses was developed. Unlike conventional FIA systems, in which a plug of sample solution is injected to a reagent flow, the newly developed system utilized segmented laminar flow in a Y-shaped microchannel. As a consequence, concentration profile along the channel was largely simplified and multi-component analyses could be carried out without changing position of the detector.
DISSOLVED OXYGEN MICROELECTRODE SENSOR FOR IN SITU BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS
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Abstract
In this paper, a new penetrating dissolved oxygen (DO) sensor for in situ biological applications has been successfully demonstrated. HF-based etching technique was used to sharpen and recess sensor tips. The polymerized polypyrrole layer was used as an insulator. DO microelectrode sensors were fully characterized in saline, and exhibited a rapid and linear response in the 0-9 mg/L (0-21% O2) range. The key advantages of this sensor include: 1) ability to penetrate samples to perform measurements; 2) small size for in situ measurements; 3) array structure for higher robustness; and 4) possibility of multi-analyte detection.

Keywords: Microelectrode, dissolved oxygen, recessed tip, polypyrrole

1. Introduction
Microelectrodes can be used to provide measurements of dissolved oxygen (DO) in ground water or wastewater, a key test in water quality and waste treatment process control, or measurements within undisturbed biofilms for assessing bioremediation. They can also be used to monitor compositional changes in liquids when only small quantities are available, such as soil pore water, and they can do this rapidly. The DO microelectrodes are commonly polarographic recessed cathode gold electrodes fabricated from pulled glass pipettes [1,2]. However, such microelectrodes are generally very fragile, are difficult to manufacture, have relatively short life time, and require trained personnel to use. They must be used in a laboratory under strictly controlled conditions. Further, due to the small signals involved these sensors are usually subject to electrical interferences and must be used inside a well-grounded Faraday cage.

To address these problems, we have recently developed an ORP microelectrode array [3]. Development of ion-selective sensor microelectrodes discussed here is the next logical step to implementation of an integrated multi-analyte sensor (Fig. 1). We believe these sensors will be sufficiently robust to be used in the field/point-of-care, capable of rapidly and accurately sensing analytes in situ.

Figure 1. Concept of an integrated microelectrode array sensor for in situ point-of-care/field-based measurements.
2. Design and Fabrication

Microelectrode sensor arrays were fabricated from borosilicate glass using an extension of the process we recently reported in [3] (Fig. 2). Initially, four 1-cm long glass probes were formed. In the first step of the etch process, the glass beams were transformed into microelectrodes by etching with a HF-based etchant followed by a gradual withdrawal to produce a taper. In the second step, microelectrode tips were further sharpened to approximately 200 nm using meniscus etching [3]. Sensors were packaged using PCB carriers and conductive silver epoxy was used to establish electrical connections to individual microelectrodes. Polymerized polypyrrole was used as an insulator electrodeposited on all surfaces of microelectrodes. A beveler was then used to remove the insulation and expose glass core material at the tip. In the final step, recess was formed in each tip by etching the core in HF. The underlying gold layer exposed inside the recess formed the sensing area. The recess is used to limit diffusion of oxygen.

3. Results and discussion

The recessed DO microelectrode arrays consisted of four 1 cm long microelectrodes at 450 \( \mu \text{m} \) center-to-center spacing. Representative results are shown in Fig. 3. The small size and angle (“syringe type”) of sensors tips will permit easier penetration of tissues and biofilms for biological applications. Using the recess process, we successfully created tips with <1.7 \( \mu \text{m} \) recesses. Fig. 3 also illustrates the high quality of conformal
pinhole-free polypyrrole electrodeposition insulating polypyrrole layer was cured at 120 °C for 24 hrs. This increased its chemical resistance to HF and enhanced its dielectric properties. Film conductance was measured to be <10⁻⁸ S. The tip sizes and overall dimensions of the fully packaged 4-probe DO array are compared with a commercial DO sensor in Fig. 4. The array structure which has four electrical isolated microelectrodes increases robustness.

The developed DO sensors were characterized using oxygenated saline in the 0 to 9 mg/L O₂ range. The microelectrode sensor was polarized at -750 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode) for at least several hours prior to calibration in saline (0.85% NaCl solution) [1]. Testing solutions were made in saline by the oxygenation with pure nitrogen gas, a gas mixture of 10% O₂ and 90% N₂, and air (21% O₂). The commercial oxygen milli-electrode (MI-730, Microelectrodes Inc.) was used to verify oxygen concentrations. The sensor calibration curve (vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode) is shown in Fig. 5. The sensor exhibited a fast (<10s) and linear response, making it ideally suited for in situ applications.

4. Conclusions
The new DO microelectrode sensors were successfully developed and characterized. Using the developed recess methodology, we demonstrated <1.7 μm recessed microelectrode tips. The electropolymerized polypyrrole worked well as an insulating layer. In the long term, we expect this work will lead to multi-analyte microelectrode sensors, envisaging its numerous in situ biological applications.
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pinhole-free polypyrrole electrodeposition insulating polypyrrole layer was cured at 120 ºC for 24 hrs. This increased its chemical resistance to HF and enhanced its dielectric properties. Film conductance was measured to be <10⁻⁸ S. The tip sizes and overall dimensions of the fully packaged 4-probe DO array are compared with a commercial DO sensor in Fig. 4. The array structure which has four electrical isolated microelectrodes increases robustness.

The developed DO sensors were characterized using oxygenated saline in the 0 to 9 mg/L O₂ range. The microelectrode sensor was polarized at -750 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode) for at least several hours prior to calibration in saline (0.85% NaCl solution) [1]. Testing solutions were made in saline by the oxygenation with pure nitrogen gas, a gas mixture of 10% O₂ and 90% N₂, and air (21% O₂). The commercial oxygen milli-electrode (MI-730, Microelectrodes Inc.) was used to verify oxygen concentrations. The sensor calibration curve (vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode) is shown in Fig. 5. The sensor exhibited a fast (<10s) and linear response, making it ideally suited for in situ applications.

4. Conclusions
The new DO microelectrode sensors were successfully developed and characterized. Using the developed recess methodlogy, we demonstrated <1.7 μm recessed microelectrode tips. The electropolymerized polypyrrole worked well as an insulating layer. In the long term, we expect this work will lead to multi-analyte microelectrode sensors, envisaging its numerous in situ biological applications.
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Figure 4. The recessed DO microelectrodes sensor array packaged on a PCB carrier with a commercial DO milli-electrode.

Figure 5. Calibration curve of the recessed DO microelectrodes array.

\[ \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \rho C_p \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} - \nabla \cdot (k \nabla T) = Q \] (1)

\[ \frac{\partial V}{\partial t} = -\nabla \cdot (\sigma \nabla V) = Q \] (2)
The nucleation frequency of the bubble is (3)

\[ J_{ho}(T) = N \left( \frac{3 \sigma_i(T)}{\pi m_i} \right)^{1/2} \exp \left[ G(T) \right] \]  

(3)

Here, \( J_{ho}(T) \) is value of the nucleation frequency of the bubble in unit of time and volume.

3. Experimental

Experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Microfluidic chip was made of PDMS and quartz glass plate by soft-lithography using SU-8 thick resist. Typical channel width and height were 400\( \mu \)m and 100\( \mu \)m, respectively. High voltage from 800V to 1500V was applied by pulse power supply using Pt electrodes. Optical emission spectra were analyzed by Ocean Optics USB2000 handy-type spectrometer. The plasma image was observed by microscope and recorded by high speed CCD camera in order to check the bubble position and its reproducibility.

4. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 is slice image of water temperature by 3D numerical simulation of electrostatic field and heat transfer in the channel at 80 \( \mu \)sec after the voltage of 1,200V is applied. Nucleation does not be taking in account in this figure. The highest temperature is at the four corners of the narrow channel because the electric current is most concentrated at those positions.

Fig. 3 shows the temperature and the estimated nucleation frequency (\( J_{ho} \)) at the corner as a function of the time. The nucleation frequency is increase drastically around 80\( \mu \)s, which corresponds to the experimentally observed nucleation time on the same condition.

Figure 4 shows the nucleation frequency distributions at 90\( \mu \)s for two different shape channels that consist of (a) only straight wall, and (b) curved wall. In (b), the channel
width was narrowed by 7% at center. With these small changes of shape, it is found that the position of the bubble and plasma can be fixed at the center as shown in figure 4 (b).

Finally, we tried to demonstrate quantitative analysis for practical sample. Figures 5 are Na and K concentration measurements in a commercially available mineral water by our apparatus. Standard addition method was used for quantification. The values of ours are close to those by conventional atomic absorption method.

5. Conclusions
In order to improve accuracy and reproducibility of LEP-OES, the numerical simulation was carried out for the temperature and the bubble nucleation frequency. The shape of micro fluidic channel was optimized and the bubble and plasma position was successfully fixed at the center of the channel. Finally, the Na and K concentrations in commercially available mineral water were successfully measured by this method.
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Abstract

We developed passive cell distributing method for cellular diagnostic microwell array. This method can distribute cells evenly and simultaneously to a number of microwells only by introducing cell suspensions from the inlet. In order to reduce the dispersion of the number of distributed cells to each microwell, we propose a novel concept of the self-regulating pinched flow. The self-regulating pinched flow is realized in a microchannel, which consists of the center micropillar colonnades and side channels. CFD simulations were carried out to optimize the design of the pinching area. Using a fabricated prototype device having 8 microwells, uniform distribution of the beads was obtained successfully. The coefficient of variation (CV) of the distributed bead in microwells was 29.3%.

keywords: passive distribution, microwell array, high throughput screening, self-regulating pinched flow

1. Introduction

In previous work, we reported a first prototype of cellular diagnostic microwell array using passive distributing method as shown Fig.1 [1]. This method achieved simultaneous cell distribution to a number of microwells with a simple channel configuration which consisted of multi-step T-shaped bifurcations. However, in this prototype, the number of distributed cells deviates greatly due to biased cell flow in the loading channel, as shown in Fig.2 [2]. At the downstream of the bifurcation, the cell flow is biased toward the vertical wall. This biased cell flow causes asymmetric

Fig.1 Schematic concept of the high-throughput cellular analysis device using passive distribution

Fig.2 Beads flow profiles in each branches of the preliminary configuration.
distribution and this asymmetry is amplified at each step of the bifurcations. To solve this problem, we propose a novel concept of the self-regulating flow by applying the pinched flow concept [3].

2. Concept

Fig.3 shows the schematic of the self-regulating pinched flow concept. The self-regulating pinched flow is generated in the pinching area consists of a center micropillar colonnades and side channels. In this structure, cells flow along the micropillars while major of the carrier flows out between the pillars to the side channels. Since upper and lower carrier flows in the side channels are pinched at the outlet, the cells are expected to be focused at the center of the outlet. However, in case that the pinching area is symmetric, almost 100% cells flow out to the lower outlet (Fig.3(b)) due to the biased cell flow generated at the T-shaped bifurcation as shown in Fig.3(a). The use of the asymmetric pinching area realizes the correction of the biased cell flow and uniform distribution is obtained as shown in Fig.3(c). CFD simulations were carried out to optimize the structure of the pinching area.

3. Experimental and Results

A prototype device having 8 microwells was fabricated. Fig.4 shows the schematic design and SEM images of the device. Double line micropillars of isosceles right triangle (10 µm in two short sides) with 5 µm interval are used. In preliminary evaluation, the flow stream in the pinching area was visualized using fluorescent beads (1 µm diameter) suspension as shown in Fig.5. The CFD simulation result of the
pinching area is also shown in the center of Fig.5. These results confirmed that the self-regulating pinched flow was obtained. Using 20\(\mu\)m fluorescent beads as the samples, passive distribution was carried out. An example of the observed is shown in Fig.6. The bead distribution ratio with average of 10 measurements is shown in Fig.7. The results show the remarkable improvement compared to the previous results (Fig.2). CV of the average of eight microwells was 29.3%.

4. Conclusion
In order to improve the uniformity of the number of distributed beads by passive distribution, a new concept of self-regulating pinched flow was proposed. Using CFD simulation, we optimized the structure of the pinching area. Experimental results using fluorescent beads concluded that CV of the average of eight microwells improved from 94.9% to 29.3%. We are currently going on further optimization of the design to extend the number of the arrayed micowell.
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1 Abstract
A novel, inexpensive, polymer-based valve approach is presented that allows the combination of a check valve’s rectifying properties with the possibility to actively control the flow rate in the forward (open) direction.

2 Introduction
The number of principles that have been developed for both passive and active microvalves during the past two decades is almost uncountable [1]. However, only very few principles take integrational aspects into consideration. The emerging change in the field of lab-on-a-chip devices from conventional MEMS materials to polymers opens new room for alternative fabrication technologies that allow rapid and economical production [2]. Yet, polymers are difficult to combine with conventionally fabricated MEMS devices. Further, polymer fabrication does not support the direct transfer of MEMS principles but demands new designs and approaches [3]. In this work, we present a microvalve that can easily be fabricated with polymer fabrication methods and integrated into existing systems [4]. A theoretical model describing the experimental results was developed and it was shown that the flow-pressure characteristics of the valve can be tuned by changing simple design parameters.

3 Fabrication and Experiments
The principle of the valve is depicted in Fig. 1. Between two rigid substrates (PMMA) an elastomer membrane (PDMS) is clamped. The membrane is provided with an incision (without removing material) using a custom-made tool. This slit is centered over a cavity, which is fabricated into the lower substrate. Applying a pressure from the top allows the membrane to expand into the cavity, which results in an opening of the slit (Fig. 1a). The geometry of the upper substrate prevents the membrane to expand if pressure is applied...
from the bottom and therefore inhibits flow in the other direction (Fig. 1b). To support this effect, the fluidic through-hole in the upper structure is moved off-center with respect to the slit.

Figure 1: Working principle of the valve: an elastomer membrane is clamped between two rigid polymer substrates. A cavity in the bottom substrate allows the membrane to deflect, which results in an expansion of the slit (a). The off-center through-hole in the top substrate prevents the membrane to deflect if a pressure is applied from the bottom (b).

The novelty compared to commonly used check valves is the additional sealing that is provided by the closed slit of the elastic material. This is evidenced by the fact that no flow could be measured in the closed direction, even at applied pressures as high as 10 bar. The elasticity of the valve membrane not only supports the sealing in the closed state but additionally allows to actively control the flow-pressure characteristics in the forward direction. To utilize this effect while avoiding high forces, the geometry of the valve seat was modified by adding a concentric ridge (like a mesa) around the cavity, as shown in Fig. 2. Looking at the area enclosed by the ridge, this stress results in a strain and, because the stress is applied annularly, in a compression of the membrane and the slit. Hence, to deflect the membrane by an externally applied pressure a certain threshold has to be overcome first.

4 Measurements and Results

To estimate the influence of an externally applied stress on the flow rate in open direction a set of flow-pressure characteristics for a test-valve at varying stresses was determined,
as depicted in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the achievable flow rate at a certain pressure decreases as a result of increasing mechanical stress. Consequently, also the opening pressure of the valve is increased at elevated stress, as can be seen in Fig. 4. Additionally, Fig. 4 shows the flow rate in the opening direction for increasing stresses recorded at constant hydraulic pressure. Increasing the applied stress from, e.g., 0.8 N/mm$^2$ to 1.2 N/mm$^2$ can significantly reduce the flow rate, from 0.6 $\mu$l/s to 0.2 $\mu$l/s. Entirely stopping the flow is also possible.

The conducted measurements show the potential to combine the present rectifying property of the membrane valve with the capability to actively adjust the flow in the forward direction.

Figure 3: Measurement data of flow vs. applied pressure for a valve with an 800 $\mu$m cavity diameter using a 70 $\mu$m thick membrane with a 600 $\mu$m long slit. The set of curves shows the flow-pressure characteristics for different applied mechanical stresses.

Figure 4: a) the opening pressure of the valve increases with increasing stress, b) as a result of increasing stress the flow rate at a constant applied pressure decreases.
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Abstract

Valve-based pneumatic logical circuits are demonstrated for the on-chip control of microfluidic lab-on-a-chip devices. In one powerful case, two “logical” valves impart latching behavior to a “working” valve. Vacuum or pressure pulses as short as 120 ms are used to latch the “working” valve open or closed. Arrays of these latching valve circuits can be controlled independently using an on-chip valve-based binary demultiplexer. Using these pneumatic logical circuits, \( n \) pneumatic inputs are used to control \( 2^{(n-1)} \) independent latching valves. By reducing or eliminating off-chip controllers, these pneumatic logical circuits can reduce the size, power consumption, and cost of lab-on-a-chip devices. A pneumatic XOR logic gate is also demonstrated, suggesting that extremely complex on-chip logical circuits are feasible.

Keywords: latching valves, multiplexing, pneumatic valves, digital pneumatic logic

The monolithic membrane valves and pumps developed previously by our group (Figure 1) [1] have enabled lab-on-a-chip systems for a variety of applications, including pathogen analysis [2], automated evolution of RNA catalysts [3], extraterrestrial amino acid analysis [4], and DNA computation using single nucleotide polymorphisms as binary bits [5]. In these applications, each on-chip pneumatic valve typically requires a dedicated off-chip solenoid valve controller. The size, power consumption, and cost of these off-chip controllers impose a practical limit on the number of independent pneumatic valve and pump operations that can be integrated into a lab-on-a-chip device.

To address this critical limitation, we present here the development of programmable pneumatic logical circuits—networks of on-chip valves that can be used to encode and control the operation of even the most complex microfluidic devices. In these circuits, on-chip monolithic membrane valves control the flow of pressurized and depressurized air and, in turn, other valves. Like transistors in microprocessors, the valves can be arranged into arbitrary logical circuits that encode the specific on-chip fluidic manipulations required for an assay. Pneumatic logical principles were used to design the latching valve circuits shown in Figures 1C and 2 [6]. In this circuit, two “logical” valves impart latching behavior to a third “working” valve. Vacuum pulses (-85 kPa) as short as 120 ms latch the working valve open for more than 2 minutes, and 120 ms pressure pulses (40 kPa) latch the working valve closed indefinitely. Since the latching valves retain their open or closed state even after all sources of vacuum and pressure are removed from the device, many latching valves can share a single controller through the binary demultiplexer circuit shown in Figure 3A. In this test
device, a four-bit valve-based demultiplexer routes 120 ms vacuum and pressure pulses from a single input to sixteen independent latching valves. All sixteen latching valves in the device in Figure 3A can be set open and closed according to any pattern every four seconds without errors. The multiplexed latching valves also retain their ability to control fluid flow: Figure 3B shows that vacuum and pressure pulses as short as 80 ms are adequate to reliably open and close one of the multiplexed latching valve against a 4 kPa fluid pressure head. Using the programmable pneumatic logic circuits presented here, \(2^{(n-1)}\) independent valves can be controlled on-chip using only \(n\) off-chip controllers. Since these valves require only 120 ms vacuum or pressure pulses to latch open or closed for at least 2 minutes, 1000 independent on-chip latching valves could be controlled using only 11 off-chip controllers.

Finally, the latching and demultiplexing circuits presented here are only two of many possible circuits that could be used to encode and control device operation on-chip. The six-valve XOR (exclusive-OR) pneumatic logic circuit shown in Figure 4 opens or closes a valve according to the XOR of the logical state (open or closed) of two other valves. Using pneumatic AND, OR, NOT, and XOR gates that we have developed, any Boolean logical function could be expressed on-chip as a circuit of valves. We expect that these pneumatic logical structures will play an important role in future microfluidic devices that integrate both the chemistry and the logic of assays on-chip.

---


---

Figure 1. Exploded (A) and cross-sectional (B) views of a monolithic membrane valve. The valve is normally closed. When vacuum is applied to the displacement chamber, the PDMS membrane is pulled away from the valve seat and the valve opens, connecting the input and output channels. (C) Design and assembly of a latching circuit containing two “logical” valves that control a third “working” valve.
Figure 2. Operation of the latching valve circuit shown in Figure 1C. The vacuum, pressure, and latching valves are normally all closed (step 1). Vacuum applied to the Input is passed through the vacuum valve and opens the latching valve (step 2). In less than 120 ms, the vacuum valve passively closes (step 3) and the trapped vacuum holds the latching valve open for several minutes after vacuum is removed from the Input (step 4). Pressure applied to the Input (step 5) is passed through the pressure valve and closes the latching valve (step 6), which remains closed after pressure is removed from the Input (step 7). NC indicates “no connection” to the channel (only atmospheric pressure).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel under atmospheric pressure</th>
<th>Channel under vacuum</th>
<th>Channel under pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Diagram of valves" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. (A) Photograph of the latching valve demultiplexer. Each of the 16 latching valve circuits has a unique address determined by which demultiplexer valves must be open to actuate the latching valve. To open latching valve 3 (circled; address RRLR), vacuum is applied to the demultiplexer valves at 1R, 2R, 3L, and 4R, and a 120 ms vacuum pulse at the input is routed via the highlighted path to latching valve 3. (B) Fluid flow through multiplexed latching valve 3 as the valve is latched open and closed by vacuum and pressure pulses of different durations while running the program shown in Figure 3A. While 40 ms pulses occasionally fail to open the latching valve (*), pulses as short as 80 ms successfully latch the valve open and closed for at least one minute.

Figure 4. (1) Diagram of a six-valve pneumatic XOR (exclusive-OR) circuit. Vacuum (representing 1 or TRUE) or pressure (0 or FALSE) is applied to inputs A and B. The “A XOR B” readout valve opens if vacuum is applied to either A or B, and closes if vacuum is applied to both A and B or neither A nor B (a logical XOR). The open readout valves in photographs 3 and 4 reflect more light and appear brighter than the closed valves in photographs 2 and 4, indicating the correct results for an XOR gate.
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Abstract
We describe a simple device that hydro-dynamically traps beads in an array, and employs, for the first time, “optical-based” bubbles to release arrayed beads from traps. This device is simple to operate, robust and highly efficient. 100 micro-beads can be arrayed in less than 20 sec. Traps are also numbered for addressability and immobilized beads can be selectively released using bubbles. Typically, it takes less than 0.6 sec to retrieve a bead. Bubbles are formed by localized heating of aluminum patterns in the device using laser. This approach does not require complicated on-chip integrated circuits, greatly simplifying fabrication and allowing the device to be easily fabricated using a combination of traditional and soft lithography techniques. We also demonstrated the feasibility of this retrieval method by releasing beads selectively from the microarray.

Keywords : Microarray, Microbubbles, Hydro-dynamic traps, Release, PDMS

1. Introduction
Biological cell manipulation devices that use electrokinetic/magnetic forces [1,2] have complicated fabrication and control systems, while devices that use optical tweezers [3] might have problems with buffer change as they are weak against hydrodynamic forces. Here, we propose a device that uses hydrodynamic forces to trap particles. Particles are stably immobilized by the flow and chemicals/drugs can be easily introduced upstream. Selected particles can be retrieved using “optical-based” bubbles. The device is realized without complicated fabrication, and operation is straightforward.

2. Design and experimental
The concept of the trapping mechanism was presented in MEMS2006 [4] and is explained in Fig 1(a). A bead in the flow will be carried by the main stream into the trap (Trapping mode). Once the trap is filled, flow resistance is increased drastically along the straight channel, and the main flow is redirected along the loop channel. Subsequent beads will be carried along the loop channel, bypassing the filled trap (Bypassing mode). This design allows for one-bead-to-one-trap, and 100 micro-beads can be arrayed in less than 20 sec. Here, we incorporated a new release function and improved the trapping design to array beads as small as 15 µm. Moreover, traps arranged in parallel make screening of multiple chemicals feasible. Figure 2 shows a new strategy for releasing...
trapped beads. Aluminum patterns function as heaters where bubbles form when illuminated with laser; Formed bubble displaces the trapped bead into the main flow and is carried towards the outlet. The device (Fig.3) is made by a combination of traditional and soft lithography techniques (Fig. 4).

3. Results and discussion
High speed camera images (Fig. 5) captured the instant at which a trapped bead was displaced by an "optical-based" bubble. The infra-red (IR) laser does not have any heating effect on water/cells, but causes localized heating when focused on aluminum patterns. When the IR laser was switched on, bubble formation was observed after 0.373s (Fig. 5c). The bubble displaced the bead out of the cavity (Fig. 5d), and the bead was carried along the loop channel towards the outlet (Fig. 5e-f). The bubble cooled down, shrank and disappeared in about 3 sec after the laser was switched off. Typically, it takes less than 0.6 sec to retrieve a bead. Studies on the effect of different laser settings on bead release probability at different flow rates revealed that higher power settings at short intervals are more efficient than low power settings at longer intervals (Fig. 6). This is because high power settings translate to higher heat generation and at short intervals, heat loss to forced convection is limited. To demonstrate the ease of operation of our trap-and-release device, beads were arrayed and selected beads were released to form patterned lines (Fig. 7). In the 1st row, after every 2 beads, 2 consecutive beads were released to form a "dash line". In the 2nd row, after every 4 beads, 2 consecutive beads were released to form a "long-dash line". No beads were released from the 3rd row, forming a "solid line" with the beads. All the beads were released from the 4th row to form an "empty line". Beads have to be released from the upstream to the downstream of the flow. In this case, the beads were released sequentially from left to right. The entire procedure was accomplished within a few minutes using an X-Y stage.

4. Conclusions
The proposed device is highly amenable to automatic processing, and can be easily scaled up to cater for fast, high-throughput, and highly parallel screening. Our trap-and-release method can easily be extended to cells where it would be useful for drug screening/discovery and in the study of mutations as post-analyses can be performed on retrieved cells.
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Figure 1. Photo of (a) μ-Fluidic Trap device (20 x 5 traps in series), and (b) close up of device with trapped beads.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram showing the release mechanism using bubble. IR Laser is focused onto the aluminium pattern, causing localized heating and bubble formation. The formed bubble displaces the trapped bead/cell from the trap into the main flow.

Figure 3. Photo of device consisting of 100 traps (4 parallel rows of 25 traps each) aligned with aluminium patterns. Traps are numbered for addressability.

Figure 4. Process flow of device. The diagram corresponds to the cross-section AA in Fig. 3. Aluminium heaters are patterned using standard MEMS processes and channels are made from PDMS using soft lithography techniques.

Figure 5. Sequence of high speed camera images showing the retrieval mechanism using bubble. Photo showing (a) trapped beads before application of laser, (b) application of IR laser, (c) bubble formation after 0.373s, (d) bubble displacing the bead out of the cavity, (e) bead being carried along the loop channel, and (f) bead moving towards the outlet. Bubble cools down, shrinks and disappears in about 3 sec after the laser was switched off, and another bead can enter the trap again.

Figure 6. Success rate of bead release at different laser settings.

Figure 7. Photo of device with trapped beads. Arrow indicates position of released beads.
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Abstract

High-speed particles and biomolecules sorter using thermoreversible gelation polymer and 3-dimensional sheath flow system was realized. The sol-gel transfer induced by the focused IR laser was used in this system. Double-deck structure made of PDMS and glass was adopted to realize the 3-dimensional sheath flow. High-speed sorting of about 3 ms and accurate sorting of 10⁶ events were obtained.

Keywords: biomolecules sorter, high-speed sorter, accurate sorting, 3-D sheath flow, PDMS microchannel

1. Introduction

High throughput and high performance bimolecular sorting system is a basic tool for biological cell and proteome analysis. Various type of cell sorting system have been studied and developed. A high-speed particle sorter using combination of the sheath flow and repulsive dielectrophoretic force (DEP) has already reported [1]. However, electric stimulation sometimes influences the behavior of the biomolecules, for example, destroying the weak interaction of protein and organelle.

In our work, previous sorting system has been successfully operated to separate E. coli bacterial cells expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) continuously for up to 6 hours [2]. And a high-speed 2-D sheath flow sorter using the thermoreversible gelation polymer (TGP) was reported [3]. Using the sorter described above, switching time of about 5 ms was realized. However, since the sorter has large flow resistance, the stability of sorting was influenced by the pressure fluctuation. For actual bio-applications, we present an improved high-speed particles and biomolecules sorter using 3-dimensional sheath flow system.

2. Principle and Design

The sorting mechanism of the sheath flow sorter is shown in Fig.1. The device has 3 inlets (two carriers and one sample flow) and 2 outlets (waste port and collection port). TGP solution containing samples is introduced from the center channel, which is sandwiched by carrier flows of TGP solution on both sides. When the target molecules are detected, focused IR laser is irradiated onto the waste port side flow of TGP solution, inducing gel transformation by thermal effect. It results in changing the sample flow direction to the collection port.

To improve the accuracy of the sorting, the flow resistances of the microchannels are decreased. The CFD simulation was used to optimize the channel structure. In order to reduce the flow resistance, cross sectional dimensions of all microchannels except the sample inlet are increased to 20 μm x 20 μm (Fig.2). The cross sectional dimensions of the sample inlet are 5 μm x 5 μm which is located topside of the carrier inlets. This
structure enables the 3-D sheath flow. By controlling the flow ratio of sample and carriers, the sample flow can be finely focused to realize accurate sorting.

3. Experimental section
To establish low cost disposable device, the channel structure was formed by PDMS. At first, positive photoresist of OFPR-800 LB 200CP was spin-coated and the sample channel pattern was transferred to the silicon substrate. 5 μm deep sample channel was etched by CCP-RIE. After the photoresist was removed using acetone, negative photoresist of PMER N-CA3000PM was spin-coated and patterned for 20 μm deep carrier channels. The double-deck structure was realized by the silicon and the photoresist mold. To transfer the master structures to PDMS, the liquid PDMS was casted. To fabricate PDMS microchannels having a small cross-sectional area, the casting PDMS of 5:1 ratio of resin to curing agent, was used instead of the normally used one (10 : 1). The PDMS microchannel and 170 μm-thick glass substrate were bonded after O2 plasma treatment. Fig.3 shows the microchannel having double-deck structure made of PDMS.

Fig.4 (a) and Fig.4 (c) show the confocal images of top view and cross-sectional view of the microchannel using rhodamine as the sample flow. Fig.4 (b) and Fig.4 (d) show the distributions of the fluorescent beads in the lateral and vertical direction. Sample flow was laterally focused to about 1.0 μm and vertically focused to about 5.0 μm at the sample to carrier flow ratios of 1/10. The switching behavior of this system was observed by CCD imaging system. The continuous video flames of the sorting operation are shown in Fig.5 (a) and Fig.5 (b). The obstacle bead and the target bead were at the total flow velocity of 3.5 mm/s. The switching time was about 3 ms, which was estimated from the setting duration of the IR irradiation and also estimated from the video image analysis. During 50 min operation, accurate sorting of 10^6 events was realized.
4. Conclusion

High performance particles and biomolecules sorter using 3-D sheath flow was fabricated. Fast and reproducible sorting was obtained by optimizing the microchannel structure. Maximum sorting speed is about 3 ms and remarkable errors were not observed during $10^6$ events. This system is applicable for the high-speed DNA separation and organelle sorting which are expected in biological and medical research field.
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MICROFRUIDIC PARTICLE ALIGNMENT FOR FLOW CYTOMETRIC APPLICATIONS UTILIZING HYDRODYNAMIC FILTRATION
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Abstract

We propose here a new method for controlling particle positions in microchannels, which is one of the essential technologies in the field of flow-cytometric cell sorting and analysis. In this method, simple introduction of particle suspension into a specific microchannel enables focusing of particle positions into the center of the microchannel, utilizing the principle of hydrodynamic filtration. In this study, a microdevice with multiple branch channels was fabricated by regarding the microchannel structure as a resistive circuit, and the positions of micrometer-size polymer particles were controlled.
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1. Introduction

Flow cytometry is a most-frequently used method to analyze and sort particles, especially cells and bio-particles, and has been realized in microfluidic format \cite{1, 2}. In this method, particle positions in capillary or microchannel should be centered, since particle near the inner wall can not be properly detected. For this purpose, usually sheath flows are employed (Fig. 1), but complicated flow control is required, and particle concentration is decreased. In this study, we propose a new method to control particle positions in microchannel, without employing sheath flows.

2. Principle

The basic principle for particle alignment is shown in Figure 2, in which a microchannel having multiple side channels is used. By continuously introducing a cell/particle suspension into the main channel, liquid flow without particles is

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{Control of particle positions using conventional sheath flows. Precise flow rate controls are indispensable. Liquid flow containing particles is dark-colored.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Principle of particle alignment. By simply introducing particle suspension, only the liquid flow is withdrawn into the side channels, and recombined into the mainstream, enabling the control of particle positions.}
\end{figure}
repeatedly removed from the main channel through side channels. Then in the downstream, by re-injecting the removed liquid flow from the side channels into the main channel, these liquid flows work as the sheath flows, and particle positions can be centered. Particle behavior at a branch point is shown in Figure 3. In the figure, the width of the region flowing into a side channel determined the aligned particle size. The flow rate distributed into each side channel is determined by the microchannel geometry, and they can be controlled when regarding the microchannel network as an analogue of a resistive electric circuit [3].

3. Experimental

PDMS-glass hybrid microdevices were fabricated using usual soft lithographic techniques. One of the fabricated microdevices is shown in Figures 4 and 5. This microdevice has one inlet, one outlet, main channel, and 146 (73 × 2) side channels. The width of the main channel is 25 μm, and that of the side channels is 10 μm. The depth of the microchannel is 13 μm. Fluorescing polymer microspheres, whose diameter is 5 μm, were used as model particles. The particles are suspended in an aqueous solution containing surfactant, and then introduced into the microchannel using a syringe pump.

4. Results and Discussion

Particle behavior in the microchannel near the outlet is shown in Figure 6. As can be seen, particles are precisely aligned near the center of the microchannel. Histograms showing the distributions of particle positions, near the inlet and outlet of the microchannel, are shown in Figure 7. Near the inlet, particles were randomly dispersed, while particles positions were centered after passing through multiple branch and
confluent points. These results show the ability of this method for the flow cytometric applications, due to the simplicity and applicability.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new method for particle alignment in a microchannel utilizing the principle of hydrodynamic filtration. This microfluidic device enables us to easily control the passage positions of particles in the microchannel. It is expected that this system will be able to apply various kinds of particle, such as cells and organelles, and be integrated into a cytometric platform.

Figure 6. Behavior of the fluorescent particles in the main channel near the outlet. Particle positions are precisely focused in the center of the main channel.

Figure 7. Distribution of particle positions: (a) near the inlet, and (b) near the outlet, when the flow rate was 5 µL/min. The horizontal axis (x-axis) corresponds to that in Fig. 6.
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HARNESSING BIOLOGICAL MOTORS AND NANOSWITCHES FOR TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS
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One key objective in bionanotechnology is to convert discoveries in the molecular sciences of how biological nanosystems work into new technologies even envisioning applications that can go far beyond their natural uses. Examples to be discussed will include the use of biological nanomotors to enable molecular manufacturing far away from equilibrium and the utilization of bacterial adhesion proteins as force-enhanced nanoadhesives.

Building assembly lines for nanocargo using motor proteins is motivated by the fact that a large number of specialized biological motors are used by cells to actively transport molecules and organelles along cytoskeletal filaments to defined locations. This ATP-driven process enables cells to dynamically reconfigure their intracellular building blocks to meet specific cellular tasks. Borrowing from nature, we are developing insights into how to engineer nanoscale transport systems based on biological motors that allow to shuttle cargo between user-specified locations. Methods have been furthermore developed to control the speed of the nanoshuttles with light, and we evaluated how various synthetic polymers affect the lifetime of these biomolecules embedded in integrated hybrid devices. We could also show that kinesin-driven transport can be utilized to drive the self-assembly of mesoscopic structures that would not form in the absence of active transport.

Asking how to utilize catch bonds that strengthen under loads was stimulated by our recent discovery that bacterial adhesion to surfaces can be enhanced under flow conditions. This is in contrast to common expectations since the adhesive strength of most receptor-ligand interactions is exponentially reduced if pulled apart by force. However, some receptor-ligand complexes exist that strengthen if strained which is the hallmark for catch bonds. Mechanisms of how these bonds work will be discussed as well as first technical applications.
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CONTINUOUS-FLOW BIOMOLECULE SEPARATION THROUGH PATTERNED ANISOTROPIC NANOFLOWIDC SIEVING STRUCTURE
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Abstract
We report a microfabricated anisotropic sieving structure (Anisotropic Nanofilter Array: ANA) for continuous-flow biomolecule separation. The designed structural anisotropy in the ANA causes different-sized biomolecules to follow different trajectories, leading to efficient separation. Continuous-flow Ogston sieving-based separation of short DNA and proteins as well as entropic trapping-based separation of long DNA were achieved, thus demonstrating the potential of the ANA as a generic sieving system for biomolecules of broad size scales.

Keywords: Nanofluidics, anisotropy, biomolecule separation, DNA, protein

1. Introduction
Efficient methods of separating and purifying biomolecules from a complex mixture are essential in biology and biomedical engineering. Recently, there has been great interest in switching from conventional porous gel media to patterned regular sieving structures, either by colloidal templating of self-assembled bead arrays or by various microfabrication techniques. However, the regular sieving structures reported in the literature so far have proven efficacious only for long DNA separation and their applicability to smaller, physiologically-relevant macromolecules remains questionable. Here we report a unique anisotropic sieving structure design and its implementation for continuous-flow separation of biomolecules of very broad biological size scales, based on two distinct sieving mechanisms: Ogston sieving [1] and entropic trapping [2].

2. Anisotropic Nanofilter Array (ANA)
The design of the ANA consists of a two-dimensional periodic nanofilter array (Fig. 1). The separation mechanism of the ANA relies on different sieving characteristics along two orthogonal directions within the ANA, which are perpendicular and parallel to the nanofilter rows. Upon application of two orthogonal electric fields $E_x$ and $E_y$, negative-charged molecules assuming a drift motion in deep channels can be selectively driven to jump across the nanofilter to the adjacent deep channel. Molecular crossings of the nanofilter under the influence of $E_x$ can be described as biased thermally activated jumps across free energy barriers at the nanofilter threshold [3]. For Ogston sieving, this energy barrier originates from the configurational entropy loss within the constriction.
due to the steric constraints of the nanofilter wall, and this barrier favors molecules with a smaller size for passage (Fig. 1A) [1], resulting in a greater jump passage rate $P_x$ and thus a larger stream deflection angle $\theta$ for shorter molecules. For molecules with diameters greater than the nanofilter constriction size, passage requires the molecules to deform and form hernias at the cost of their internal conformational entropy (i.e., entropic trapping). Longer molecules can assume a greater jump passage rate $P_x$ due to their larger surface area contacting the constriction and thus have a greater probability to form hernias that initiate the escape process, resulting in a larger deflection angle $\theta$ (Fig. 1B) [2].

![Figure 1. Schematic showing negatively charged molecules assuming bidirectional motion in the ANA under two orthogonal electric fields $E_x$ and $E_y$. Dashed lines and arrows indicate migration trajectories projected onto the x-y plane for both the Ogston sieving (A) and the entropic trapping regimes (B).](image)

### Results and discussion

Figure 2 and Fig. 3 show separation results of a PCR marker sample (50–766 bp, rod-like rigid molecules with end-to-end distance of 16–150 nm, Ogston sieving) and λ DNA–Hind III digest (2,027–23,13 kbp, radii of gyration $R_g$: 140–520 nm, entropic trapping) through the ANA (with $d_o=55$ nm), respectively. A close look at the fluorescence images revealed that, as expected, for Ogston sieving of the PCR marker, shorter DNA fragments followed more deflected migration trajectories than longer ones, while for entropic trapping of λ DNA–Hind III digest, longer ones followed more deflected trajectories. From the fluorescence intensity profiles in Fig. 2, the size selectivity of the ANA in the Ogston sieving regime can be estimated to be about 5 nm [4]. The ANA is also capable of separating mixtures of proteins that have different molecular weights based on the Ogston sieving mechanism [1, 4].

Continuous-flow separation through the ANA should be applicable to other molecular properties (e.g., charge density (pI) or hydrophobicity) that can lead to differential transport across the nanofilters. We believe the ANA can be used as a generic sieving structure to separate other particles of interest with nanoscale dimensions, including nanoparticles and nanowires, viruses and cell organelles.
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NONLINEAR ELECTROKINETIC FLOW PATTERN NEAR NANOFLUIDIC CHANNEL
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Abstract
We investigated the nonlinear electrokinetic flow near nanofluidic channels in the nanofluidic-preconcentrator. The ultra-fast vortices were generated near the nanochannel entrance due to the non-equilibrium electroosmotic flow (EOF). The size of the vortex was dependent on the microchannel depth and had critical effects on the preconcentration efficiency. We found out that the strong mixing due to the large vortex reduced the concentration gradient, which was necessary for strong concentration polarization. A shallow microchannel preconcentrator was made and an efficient preconcentration was achieved.

Keywords: Nonlinear electrophysiology, nanochannel, ion depletion, preconcentrator

1. Introduction
Nanofluidic channels thinner than ~50 nm demonstrate unique ion-permselectivity at moderate ionic buffer strengths, which can be utilized for various applications. We recently have demonstrated a nanofluidic protein preconcentrator which can efficiently concentrate proteins and peptides up to 10⁶ fold [1]. Ions near nanochannel were depleted on the anodic side of nanochannels (concentration polarization) and both positively and negatively charged molecules were accumulated at the depletion boundary when coupled with tangential EOF. While the high accumulation speed of the device was attributed to the induced EOF [2] that could be generated by permselective ion current through the nanochannel, a detailed study of such a nonlinear electrokinetic flow is critically needed, for further development of nonlinear electrokinetic theory as well as for the optimization of nanofluidic preconcentrator. To explore this phenomenon in detail, we visualized the electrokinetic flow pattern inside and outside the ion depletion region by tracking the fluorescent nanoparticles in-situ.

2. Experiment
We investigated the electrokinetic flow in four different types of preconcentration device, as shown in Figure 1. For the experiment, 10 mM dibasic sodium phosphate buffer (dibasic, pH=8.7) was used. The tracer particle used in this work was 40nm and 500 nm carboxyl-terminated polystyrene beads. We also used positive and negative fluorescent dyes as molecular tracers.
3. Results and Discussion

In the devices with deeper (~12 μm) microchannels (Device A & B), we observed strong flow vortices (secondary EOF) generated around the nanofilter entrance, and they were immediately merged into bigger vortices as shown Figure 2. The formation of vortices was caused by the non-equilibrium electroosmotic slip velocity [3]. The flow velocity of the vortices, especially right beside the nano filter, was 10-times or more higher than that of the typical (primary) EOFs.

![Figure 2. Time-dependent change of ion-depletion generation in the Device A.](image)

The ion-depletion and ion-enrichment behaviors in Device A and B were presented in Figure 3. Strong vortices were generated to mix fluids inside the depletion region and caused a backflow outside of the depletion region.

![Figure 3. Electrokinetic behaviors in the Device A: (a)-(c) and Device B: (d). Dashed-arrow represents a lower velocity than that of the line arrow.](image)

Using the two nanochannels on the both sides (Device B), the particles were more effectively collected because the vortices were evenly distributed, as shown in Figure
3(d). Such a strong vortex flow would induce fast mixing and dispersion of ion-depleted region near the nanochannel, which would prevent a further concentration polarization. Therefore, flow patterns were mostly vortex-like, and the overall preconcentration speed was low.

With a much thinner (1.5 μm) microchannel (Device C & D), however, qualitatively different flow behavior was observed. Fast, unidirectional flow was observed in the direction of the tangential electric field, which was at least ~10X faster than the normal EOF (Figure 4).

Due to this flow, the preconcentration in this device was much faster. In addition, vortices were much smaller (1~2 μm) in the lateral dimension, which is correlated to the thickness of the microchannel. We hypothesize that smaller vortices in Device C and D would lead to less mixing and dispersion of the ion depletion region. As a result, much stronger concentration polarization occurs, possibly across the entire length of the microchannel, which leads to a unidirectional plug flow. The buffer solution after the preconcentration zone in the device loses its ion concentration at least down to ~20 μM, which was estimated by differential bead velocity in the two regions. This study could lead to novel electrokinetic flow pumping mechanism using nanochannels.
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OBSEVING AND TAMING BROWNIAN MOTION OF SILICON NANONEEDLE IN MICROMACHINED PDMS CHAMBER
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an effective way to obtain rotational motion of an encapsulated silicon nanoneedle in an appropriate cylindrical PDMS chamber containing liquid and to provide control over its Brownian motion by an external non-uniform AC electric field.

Keywords: Brownian motion, Brownian ratchet, nanosphere lithography, non-uniform AC field, PDMS

1. INTRODUCTION

Producing a net-unidirectional rotation from Brownian motion of a nanoneedle by 3-phase electrostatic rectification is under investigation (Fig. 1). Unlike in an electrostatic motor, Brownian motion provides the motive force; however, a periodically rotating electrostatic field rectifies this motion to produce a net rotation. This work aims at an engineering solution to novel, efficient nano-scale actuators exploiting Brownian motion inspired by biomolecular motors.

Brownian motion is the random motion of suspended micro/nano particles due to thermal fluctuations. Slender particles for the observation of rotation and the control of their motion—e.g. a nanoscopic needle—are preferable to widely used spherical beads whose rotation is indistinguishable. We have achieved taming, i.e. limiting the degree of freedom of Brownian motion of the nanoneedle by encapsulating it in a PDMS chamber and observed the alignment of the nanoneedle along the external electric field.

2. FABRICATION

We adopted nanobead masking; i.e. nanosphere lithography, in DRIE of silicon (Si) to prepare nanoneedles of
3.5 μm in length [1]. Si substrate is exposed to O₂ plasma, 3 minute-100 sccm at 50 watt in a RIE system, and diluted solution of beads (Bang Laboratories Inc., polystyrene beads, diameter=230 nm, 200(DIW):1(Original concentration)) is spin-coated to form an etch mask for anisotropic DRIE etching of Si. Subsequently, isotropic etching is applied to facilitate breaking of the nanoneedles at a specific length. Then, the sample is ultrasonicated and centrifuged (Fig. 2). It is refreshed by DI water to prepare the nanoneedle solution. Si nanoneedles with aspect ratios close to 20 are fabricated. For encapsulation, cylindrical PDMS chambers are prepared with an SOI mold [2]. Their diameters are 2, 4, 6 and 8 μm with a depth of 2.2 μm. Triangular shaped Ni electrodes are fabricated onto coverglass by photolithography.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Rotational Brownian motion of an encapsulated 3.5 μm long-Ø200 nm Si nanoneedle was observed (Fig. 3ab, Fig. 4). The height of the chamber is less than the length of the nanoneedle and smaller than the chamber diameter; therefore the degrees of freedom are limited in vertical and translational direction. This can be understood from color change of the needle caused by defocusing during motions perpendicular to the magnetic field.
to the observation plane. After this verification, an electric field (10V_{pp}, 10 kHz) was applied to the encapsulated nanoneedle (Fig. 3c) between triangular shaped Ni electrodes. Although it could escape from the PDMS chamber during the observation, alignment of the nanoneedle with the field was observed with suppressed vertical motion (Fig. 5).

Following this, we made a flow cell between copper tapes (~80μm in thickness) separated by 190±30 μm on a coverglass. After a water droplet containing nanoneedles was introduced on the gap, coverglass was put over it and 1MHz square wave was applied between copper tapes. The Brownian motion of the needle was completely restricted with an electric field of 37 mV/μm, while no control was possible around 2 mV/μm. Partial alignments were observed around 5 mV/μm (Fig. 6). Those data can lead to a proper region of operation for the Brownian motor to distinguish it from an electrostatic motor.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Rotational Brownian motion of an encapsulated Si nanoneedle in an appropriate disk-shaped PDMS chamber is observed. The alignment of the nanoneedle is achieved at 10 kHz-83 mV/μm (avg.) external non-uniform AC electric field. 3-Phase rotational system is in progress.
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OPTICAL DETECTION OF LIVING CELLS’ REFRACTIVE INDEX VIA BUFFER MODULATION OF MICROFLUIDIC CHIP
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This paper reports the measurement of single living cells’ refractive index (RI) using a Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity with buffer modulation of microfluidic chip. In the experiment, a single cell is captured in the cavity, and then the spectral shift in response to the buffer change with the presence/absence of cell can be used to determine the cell’s RI and size. The microfluidic chip facilitates automatic detection and makes it promising for label-free drug screening.

Keywords: Fabry-Perot cavity, living cells, optofluidic microchip, refractive index

1. Introduction

Recent years has seen rapid increase of research interests in determining the cell physical parameters such as size, shape and RI as demanded by biological studies and cell-based drug screening [1]. RI has long been used to determine the concentration of solvents in a uniform solution [2]. For non-uniform medium such as living cell, the entire cell can be well represented by an effective RI. It is found that among all the ingredients, the protein is one of the main contributors in RI due to its abundance and high refractive index (about 1.50-1.58) [2]. Therefore, the effective RI is a key indicator to reflect the cell states (e.g., protein level) and to discriminate the cells (e.g., a normal cell from a cancerous cell of the same type). This paper proposes a simple but precise method for RI measurement implemented in a microfluidic chip.

2. Principle of detection

The principle of the detection method is shown schematically in Fig. 1, which consists of two aligned single mode fibers and a cell holder submerged in the buffer solution. The holder is to temporarily capture the cell during the measurement. The end facets of the fibers are high-

Figure 1 Schematic of Fabry-Perot cavity.
reflection coated so as to form the FP cavity. The fibers also serve as the optical input and output. The wavelength \( \lambda \) of the \( m \)th FP mode in the output spectrum is given by
\[
\frac{1}{2} m \lambda = n D + (n_c - n) l_c, \quad (n: \text{RI of buffer}, D: \text{separation of fibers}, n_c: \text{RI of cell and } l_c: \text{cell size}),
\]
In the measurement, two buffer solutions with slightly different RIs are used alternatively. Four spectra are obtained in response to the buffers change and the absence/presence of cell, i.e., \( \lambda_{n1} \) for buffer 1 without cell, \( \lambda_{n2} \) for buffer 2 without cell, \( \lambda_{c1} \) for cell in buffer 1, and \( \lambda_{c2} \) for cell in buffer 2. By differentiating the wavelength values, it yields \( \lambda_c = \lambda_{c2} - \lambda_{c1} \), \( \Delta \lambda_n = \lambda_{n2} - \lambda_{n1} \), and \( \Delta \lambda_l = \lambda_{c1} - \lambda_{n1} \). Both cell size and RI can be determined simultaneously.

The designed microfluidic chip is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) and the integrated chip is shown in Fig. 2(b). Buffer 1 and buffer 2 are injected alternatively from the inlets by syringe pumps into the main channel. This is one of the key steps to realize the differential detection method by varying the surrounding medium. In the cell inlet, the living cells in buffer 1 are injected one by one into the main channel for detection. The cell holder is a micropipette controlled by another syringe pump. A single cell can be captured when the pump works in the withdraw mode through a controllable valve, and it can be released and flushed away when the valve is shut off. In the microfluidic chip, microchannel and network scribed on PMMA substrate using 248nm excimer laser, which is then integrated with the fiber and holder. The gap of FP cavity between the input and output fibers is 35.5 \( \mu \)m. The end facets of the input and output fibers (Corning SMF-28) are coated with 40nm thick gold layer with reflectivity of 80%.

3. Experiment results and discussions
The light source is a superluminescent LED with central wavelength of 1550 nm and bandwidth of 80 nm. The output fiber is connected to an optical spectrum analyzer. Buffer 1 (reference) is standard phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution with nominal RI of 1.350. Buffer 2 is prepared by adding small amount of ethylene glycol (RI: 1.431) to the PBS so as to obtain a slightly higher RI. The measurement is conducted on the MDCK cell (Madin Darby canine kidney cell) with a size of 16 - 20 \( \mu \)m and an effective

Figure 2 Microfluidic chip for single living cell detection using FP cavity: (a) schematic of biochip design; and (b) photograph of an integrated chip.
RI of 1.385 to 1.404. Fig. 3 shows the spectra obtained in the experiment. The measurement is repeated for four times by releasing and recapturing the same cell and the results are listed in Table 1. The cell RI has a standard deviation of ±0.2%. However, the cell size has large fluctuation (±4.0%). This may be due to the fact that the captured cell is in different position and orientation, i.e. different $l_c$. In contrast, the effective RI is less dependent on the position and orientation as long as the central part of the cell is within the optical detection beam.

**Table 1** Experiment results of RI of buffer and cell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buffer 2 (PBS + ethylene glycol)</th>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Test 2</th>
<th>Test 3</th>
<th>Test 4</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refractive index</td>
<td>1.363</td>
<td>1.366</td>
<td>1.365</td>
<td>1.365</td>
<td>1.365</td>
<td>± 0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDCK cell</td>
<td>1.398</td>
<td>1.395</td>
<td>1.400</td>
<td>1.401</td>
<td>1.399</td>
<td>± 0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (µm)</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>± 4.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

This paper presents a microfluidic chip to determine both the size and RI of single living cells with the advantages of high accuracy, easy control and continuous detection. It utilizes high-reflection coated fibers to form FP cavity in the microfluidic environment, and changes the buffer solution using microfluidic technology. The RI and size of the cell is measured simultaneously by differentiating the spectral shift. The experiment on MDCK cells measures an effective RI of 1.398 and an average cell size of 17.8 µm with accuracy of 0.1%. This microchip allows label free detection of single living cells in microfluidic environment with potential applications in cell biological research, disease diagnosis and cell-based drug screening.
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INTEGRATED MICROFLUIDIC BILAYER LIPID MEMBRANE (BLM) ARRAYS
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Abstract
An electrophysiological testing array has been developed in a polymer microfluidic format utilizing integrated Ag/AgCl electrodes. In-situ formation of bilayer lipid membranes can be formed at any one of the three fully enclosed, electrically addressable array sites. The array format allows for single or multiple simultaneous electrophysiological testing depending on desired testing conditions.
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1. Introduction
An integrated microfluidic system for the in-situ formation and sensing of bilayer lipid membrane (BLM) arrays is reported. The polymer chip combines multilayer microchannels for solvent and lipid delivery enabling automated BLM formation, and thin film Ag/AgCl electrodes for addressable electrophysiological sensing from each BLM site within the array. Artificial BLMs have been widely used to investigate fundamental electrophysiology kinetics including ion channel formation and transduction [1,2]. Standard macro-scale approaches suffer from several well-known issues, mainly poor BLM lifetimes, laborious formation techniques, and limited data collection throughput. Recently, microfluidic technology has been applied to BLM formation and sensing [3,4]. Suzuki, et al. [5] demonstrated a PMMA microfluidic device with multiple BLM sites; however the individual sites were not addressable. In a related device [6] the array sites were open-faced, thus limiting BLM lifetime and testing duration due to evaporation. The present work addresses these issues by automating the membrane formation process in a fully enclosed microfluidic chip.

Fig. 1 Plan and section view of BLM microfluidic array device containing three sensing sites. A PVDC film containing thermally-formed BLM support holes is positioned between two imprinted PC chips. Integrated Ag/AgCl electrodes enable low-noise current monitoring.
2. Fabrication

The BLM device array consists of two polycarbonate (PC) substrates sandwiching a polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC) film, as shown in Fig. 1. Microchannels within each PC chip are aligned to BLM formation sites within the PVDC film. Microchannels 50 μm wide and 50 μm deep are fabricated in each PC layer by hot embossing. A 12 μm thick PVDC film is applied to the bottom PC substrate, and Ag/AgCl electrodes are deposited using an electrodeposition process reported by Polk et al.[7]. Briefly, Cr, Au, and Ag are evaporated using a shadowmask to 8 nm, 8 nm, 100 nm thickness, respectively. A 1-2 μm thick Ag film is then electroplated to improve electrode lifetime and stability. Finally, the top Ag film is chloridized to form stable and low-noise Ag/AgCl electrodes.

Next, 25 μm diameter BLM support holes are formed in the PVDC film by a traditional hot needle method. Feed-thru holes are also created using a hot needle to enable electrical connections to microchannels beneath the PVDC film. The PC and PVDC surfaces are hydrophilized by UV-ozone treatment to promote improved lipid solution control inside the microchannels using similar techniques report by [8]. Prior to alignment and thermal bonding, a minute amount of petrolatum was applied to the BLM formation site using a micromanipulator, ensuring a hydrophobic anchor region to promote stable BLM formation. Lastly, fluidic access is provided through a novel needle interface which simplifies fabrication, minimizes dead volume, and uses standard capillary connectors. A typical fabricated device is shown in Fig. 2.

3. Results and Discussion

The in-situ BLM formation process is described in Fig. 3 using a single site chip. The device is initially filled with 1M KCl (pH 6.7) buffer solution, and the lower reservoirs are sealed. Current monitoring for a ramp voltage input yields saturated output due to the low-resistivity salt bridge formed between the upper and lower electrodes (Fig. 3a). A plug of lipid solution (10 mg diphytanoyl PC in 1 mL hexadecane) is introduced into a side channel at a rate of 17 nL/min. As the lipid solution crosses over the BLM formation site, the output current drops in amplitude and transforms into a square wave (Fig. 3b). Finally, buffer solution is introduced from the left upper channel at a rate of 170 nL/min which begins to displace the lipid plug towards upper waste (Fig. 3c). As the lipid remaining within the 25 μm diameter hole thins, the square wave amplitude increases which is characteristic of capacitive lipid membrane formation.

Post BLM formation analysis of accompanying electrical signals yields a BLM capacitance of 2.5 pF. When dividing by the BLM formation area, a 0.5 μF/cm²
specific BLM capacitance is achieved which compares favorably to other reported ranges of specific BLM capacitances [1-6].

Fig. 3  Micrographs showing BLM formation process in which (a) lipid solution is injected from the side channel, forming a plug which (b) flows across the BLM formation site. Finally, (c) buffer solution displaces the lipid plug to the right resulting in BLM formation. Current monitoring through the AgCl electrodes is shown inset for each stage of the process.

Initial BLM device studies show the importance of microchannel surface hydrophilization via UV-ozone treatments prior to lipid injection. Untreated BLM array chips exhibited uncontrollable lipid responses usually in the form of wall wicking. On the other hand, treated BLM array chips demonstrate very plug-like lipid flow motion, which greatly improves controllability for precise movements.

4. Conclusions
In-situ formation of BLMs has been realized in an enclosed array format with integrated AgCl electrodes capable of stable and low-noise current measurements from individually-addressable membranes. The 3-element array explored here comprises a first step towards a fully integrated system for multiplexed ion channel measurements from BLM arrays. Future efforts will be directed towards electrophoretic transport of transmembrane proteins to populate individual membranes, and electrophoretic analyte separation prior to delivery to the sensing sites.
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"BLOWING VESICLES":
A SIMPLE METHOD FOR DIRECT MICROENCAPSULATION IN LIPID VESICLES
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Abstract
We developed a method for forming lipid vesicles from planar lipid membrane. On a chip device with a jet nozzle, lipid vesicles of about 480 μm were formed one-by-one by applying pulsed jet flows, similar to blowing soap bubbles from a soap film. In this method, desired reagents and micro particles were encapsulated inside large vesicles directly. Size of vesicles could also be controlled by adjusting the dispense time of pulsed jets.

Keywords: lipid membrane, ultra giant vesicle, liquid jet dispenser

1. Introduction
Lipid bilayer is the fundamental structure of cell membranes. And lipid bilayer can be formed as spherical vesicles with self-assembly of lipid molecules by suspending lipid powder in an aqueous phase. There are many applications of lipid vesicles as biocompatible capsules for gene transfections, drug delivery, and bio-reactors [1-3]. In conventional hydration methods, lipid vesicles with wide distributions (0.1-20 μm) are formed.

Recently, we have managed to form a planar lipid bilayer between two aqueous compartments on a chip [4]. Here, we utilize the planar bilayer to create lipid vesicles. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of our method inspired by soap bubble formation. Applying a pulsed jet flow from a small nozzle to the vertical lipid bilayer, a lipid vesicle is generated from the planar membrane. This method allows direct encapsulation of reagents into lipid vesicles, reducing the volume of reagents. In addition, the vesicle size can be controlled by adjusting the parameters of the jet dispenser (dispense time, pressure level, nozzle size, etc).

2. Experimental
The gourd-shaped well with a two intersectional chambers (diameter; 4mm, depth; 2 mm) was fabricated from a PMMA substrate (Fig. 2) with CAD/CAM system. To form the planar lipid membrane on a chip, the well was first filled with 15 μl of lipid solution (25mg /ml, in decane). Next, two water droplets (15 μl) were introduced with a micro
pipette into both chambers, forming two lipid monolayers at the interfaces of water/decane. The bilayer was formed when the two monolayers were contacted each other by increasing the volumes of the two water droplets. Then, a micro jet nozzle made from glass capillary (inner diameter; 25-60 μm) was brought near the lipid membrane (about 100 μm from the lateral side) with a micromanipulator system. The nozzle was connected to the air dispenser that can control time and pressure of the pulsed jets.

3. Results and discussion

As a pulsed jet (dispense time = 0 msec, air pressure = 60 kPa) of fluorescent solution (1 mM, calcein) was ejected at center of the planar lipid bilayer, a lipid vesicle containing fluorescent solution was generated from the planar lipid membrane into the aqueous phase. With this method, it was possible to form about 20 lipid vesicles one-by-one continuously from one planar lipid membrane by applying continuous pulsed jets (Fig. 3). Figure 4 shows the sequence of lipid vesicle formation captured by high speed camera. When a jet was applied, the center of the lipid membrane dramatically deformed, resulting in formation of vesicles (mean diameter; 480 μm). Depending on ejecting conditions, small satellites (~ 200 μm) were sometimes created. Size distribution of primary vesicles showed near monodispersity with a C.V. of 6.1% (Fig. 5). Compared to varying the nozzle size, we found that varying the dispense time has a more significant effect on the size of vesicles (Table 1).

4. Conclusions

The formation of lipid vesicles on a chip with micro jet dispenser has been successfully demonstrated. The uniformly-sized vesicles of about 480 μm were formed one-by-one by applying pulsed jet flows, and exhibited a narrow size distribution. Size of vesicles could be controlled by adjusting the dispense time of pulsed jets. We believe that this method will provide a new strategy of lipid vesicles for constructing artificial cell systems, or bio reactor systems based on cell membrane-mimetic functions.
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Figure 1. Our concept of “Blowing Vesicles.”

a) A photo of blowing soap bubbles. b) Schematic image of formation of lipid vesicles using pulsed jets. The solutions in the left and right chambers are separated by a planar lipid bilayer. Applying pulsed jets to the center of lipid bilayer, lipid vesicles containing desired reagents are formed.

Figure 2. Preparation of a planar lipid bilayer.

a) Schematic images of formation of a planar lipid bilayer between left and right chambers. b) Two droplets are formed in decane containing lipid (25 mg/ml) using micro-pipette.

Figure 3. A microscopic image of many vesicles. Lipid vesicles containing fluorescent molecules were formed one-by-one by applying sequential pulsed jets.

Table 1. Differences in the giant vesicle size with changes in the dispense time and nozzle diameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>case 1</th>
<th>case 2</th>
<th>case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nozzle size [μm]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dispense time [ms]</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of vesicles</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average [μm]</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV [%]</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MULTIPHASE MICROFLUIDICS
NEAR THE SPEED OF SOUND
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Abstract
Microscale two-phase flows have often become synonyms for flow conditions at which interfacial forces dominate over viscous ones by several orders of magnitude. Instead, this contribution focuses on gas-liquid microflows where the opposite is true: inertia and viscous forces match or dominate interfacial ones. The presented configuration could provide a paradigm-shift for applications that require very large interfacial areas in microsystems, e.g., for conducting highly exothermic gas-liquid reactions. Devices based on such flow conditions are scalable, and provide an increase in throughput per channel by up to two orders of magnitude, compared with present systems.

Keywords: Microscale gas-liquid flow, multiphase microfluidics, microchemical systems, flow instability

1. Introduction
The characterization of microscale gas-liquid flow allows particular phase distributions to be selected (Fig. 1a). Our present contribution considers gas-liquid flows at very high velocities, hence large Capillary numbers, \( Ca = \frac{U_b \mu}{\sigma} \), where \( \sigma \) is the interfacial tension, \( \mu \) the viscosity of the liquid and \( U_b \) the velocity at which a bubble or fluid filament travels. Liquid films with very large surface areas are obtained that are attractive for conducting highly exothermic gas-liquid reactions (e.g. direct fluorination) since the reduced film thickness decreases liquid mass transfer limitations. Interfacial area and throughput are significantly increased compared to segmented or annular flows. Gas-liquid reactions have so far been performed under segmented or annular flow conditions and throughput was then increased by parallelization (scale-out) [1]. Segmented gas-liquid flows at small Capillary numbers, typically smaller than 0.01, have previously proven effective in enhancing mixing and reducing dispersion during nanoparticle synthesis [2] and can be described by classical low Reynolds number fluid mechanics methods [3].

2. Experimental
The considered microchannel network (a schematic is given in Fig. 1.b) has a rectangular cross-section (400\( \mu \)m wide, 380\( \mu \)m deep) was formed in silicon by DRIE and thermal oxidation. Anodic bonding against Pyrex provided optical access. Nitrogen and fluorescently labelled ethanol separately enter the chip, pass through 50\( \mu \)m wide pressure drop channels before they meet at a trapezoidal mixing section that leads into 40\( \mu \)m wide and 500\( \mu \)m long constriction, and is subsequently expanded to a 400\( \mu \)m wide outflow section with a gas-liquid separator [4] at its end.
3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2a compares the magnitudes of gravitational and viscous forces with respect to interfacial ones in the form of the Capillary number and the Bond number, \( g \rho d_h^2/\sigma \). Liquid is delivered with a high-pressure syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus PHD 4400) and gas is directly fed from a pressurized cylinder, without a priori controlling the gas flow rate. Provided a sufficiently high pressure, the gas flow rate inevitably adjusts to the sonic two-phase flow limit in the narrow channel section. The resulting superficial gas velocity then only depends on the superficial liquid flow rate and exceeds several tens of meters per second. Note that a further increase of the inlet pressure does not increase throughput. Pulse-laser microscopy (pulse duration: 7ns) provides sharp fluorescence images of the gas-liquid phase distribution (Fig. 2b). Microchannel walls are covered with a thin liquid film that becomes unstable. Interfacial Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) waves [5] and their disintegration into narrow fluid filaments can be observed. From double-exposure images, we have determined the velocity, \( U_b \), at which fluid filaments travel to be greater than 10 m/s, Fig. 2d gives an example. Studying the dynamics of interfacial waves in channels that are narrower than 100 \( \mu \)m is particularly attractive since the gas phase then remains laminar up to the sonic flow limit and the desired unstable films are not expected to disintegrate due to the influence of turbulence. According to classical KH theory, relative velocities between gas and liquid of approximately...
5 m/s, which are exceeded in our experiments, are required for films to become unstable.

Figure 2. (a) Relative importance of viscous, gravity and interfacial forces as expressed by the Bond and Capillary numbers for a wide range of characteristic flow velocities and channel diameters. (b) Instantaneous images from pulsed-laser fluorescent micrographs. (c) Behavior of gas-liquid interfacial area for segmented flow (left), annular flow (center) and inverted fluorescent image of unstable waves (right) as observed by pulsed-laser fluorescent microscopy in a 40 μm wide and 380 μm deep microchannel near the sonic velocity limit. (d) Filament velocity determined in double-exposure fluorescence micrograph (Δt = 1μs).
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ACOUSTIC SEPARATION OF PARTICLES WITH SIMILAR ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES BY MEANS OF MEDIUM DENSITY MANIPULATION
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Abstract
Separation of micrometer sized and smaller particles is of fundamental importance in the biological and biomedical sciences. A number of methods are currently available. Acoustic separation, in particular, has got the potential to become a very powerful tool. Typically, one particle type is separated from parts of the suspending medium or two particle types are separated from each other. An approach to extend the applicability of the method through manipulation of the suspending medium is suggested. This offers the possibility to separate particles with similar acoustic properties. Furthermore, a more general acoustic separation method, termed Free Flow Acoustophoresis (FFA), is suggested for parallel and continuous separation, in combination with medium manipulation if desired.

Keywords: separation, ultrasound, radiation force, suspended particles, cells

1. Introduction
Acoustic forces have been used extensively for separation and manipulation of microparticles in various situations [1, 2]. In general, an acoustic standing wave is generated in a cavity filled with suspended particles and the resulting axial PRF (primary radiation force) is utilized to move the particles towards the nodes and/or anti-nodes. However, in separation applications, particles with similar acoustic properties have proven difficult to separate from each other. One possible way out is density and/or compressibility manipulation of the suspending medium, finding the balancing criterion that results in increased differences in the axial PRF.

2. Theory
The acoustic force equation, equation 1 [3], states that the magnitude of the axial PRF, among other things, depends on the density and compressibility of the suspending medium. The relative magnitude of the PRF affecting two particle types can therefore be changed by altering these properties (figure 1). The density can be manipulated by adding a substance, e.g. CsCl, which is used extensively as a density gradient and contrast medium.

\[
F_r = \left( \frac{\pi \rho^2 V \beta_w}{2 \lambda} \right) \cdot \phi(\beta, \rho) \cdot \sin(2kx) \quad (1)
\]

\[
\phi = \frac{5 \rho_c - 2 \rho_w}{2 \rho_c + \rho_w} - \frac{\beta_c}{\beta_w} \quad (2)
\]
V_c is the volume of the particle, \( \lambda \) is the ultrasonic wavelength, \( p_0 \) is the pressure amplitude, \( x \) is the distance from a pressure node and \( \phi \) is defined by equation 2. The density of the medium and particles are denoted \( \rho_w \) and \( \rho_c \) respectively and the corresponding compressibilities \( \beta_w \) and \( \beta_c \) respectively.

Mixtures of several particle types with similar acoustic properties can be separated by combining medium manipulation with FFA (figure 2) [4]. Thus, the fact that dissimilar particle types move at different rates in an acoustic standing wave field is utilized to create a particle gradient in a multi outlet chip, making parallel and continuous fractionation possible.

**Figure 1:** By manipulating the properties of the suspending medium two particle types (grey and black), that normally are affected similarly by the axial PRF (1), can be separated (2). To achieve this, a density increasing substance like CsCl can be added to the medium entering through the centre inlet.

**Figure 2:** The FFA principle: A particle gradient, defined by the differences in size, density and compressibility of the suspended particles, is formed by the axial PRF in laminar flow micro channel. The different parts of the gradient exit the system through a number of parallel outlets.

### 3. Experimental

Using an acoustic particle separation chip with three inlet channels and three outlet channels (figure 1) it was proven possible to separate polystyrene (\( \rho = 1.05 \text{g/cm}^3 \)) and polymethacrylate particles (\( \rho = 1.22 \text{g/cm}^3 \)) of equal size (3 \( \mu \text{m} \)) from each other. A mixture of the two particle types entered the chip through two side inlets (flow rate: 2 x 0.025 ml/min) while a particle free medium entered through a centre inlet (flow rate: 0.15 ml/min). A half wavelength standing wave was generated between the side walls of the wet etched laminar flow silicon micro channel (width \( \sim 370 \mu \text{m} \), depth \( \sim 125 \mu \text{m} \)) using a piezoelectric ceramic (actuated at 2 MHz). When the suspending medium was distilled water and the same medium entered through the centre inlet both particle types were moved, by the axial PRF, to the pressure node along the middle of the channel without any distinguishable separation. All particles subsequently exited through the centre outlet when the total side outlet flow rate and the centre outlet flow rate were equal (figure 3), i.e. 0.10 ml/min. When CsCl (0.22 g/ml) was added to the medium entering through the centre inlet the situation changed. The denser polymethacrylate particles moved to the centre of the channel, as earlier, while the polystyrene particles only moved slightly towards the channel centre (figure 4). The polystyrene particles were consequently collected in the side outlets while the polymethacrylate particles were collected in the centre outlet. Based on these
findings subsequent work targeted thrombocyte separation from erythrocytes, an important application in the blood banking sector. Thrombocyte separation from blood, using acoustic separation methods, has proven difficult to perform in saline solution (9 mg/ml), since both blood components behaved similarly in an acoustic standing wave field. The described medium manipulation principle was thus successfully utilized to separate erythrocytes and thrombocytes. The centre inlet was perfused by CsCl (0.22g/ml) in saline solution and the blood components, in blood plasma, were supplied via the side inlets.

**Figure 3:** A mixture of 3 μm polystyrene (red) and polymethacrylate (white) particles in distilled water. Both particle types exited through the centre outlet when the standing wave was applied.

**Figure 4:** The same situation as in figure 3, with 0.22 g CsCl per ml distilled water in the centre inlet. The polymethacrylate particles exited through the centre outlet while the polystyrene particles exited through the side outlets.

### 4. Results and discussion

The resulting blood component fractions, collected from the centre and side outlets, showed a vast dominance of erythrocytes in the centre fraction (>96 % of the total number of erythrocytes) and thrombocytes in the side outlet fraction (>92 % of the total number of thrombocytes).

By combining medium manipulation principle with FFA, which is done simply by adding more outlets on the chip, complex separation tasks can be handled. Parallel and continuous separation of four particles types has been shown using an FFA chip with seven outlets. Experimental results have also shown that FFA has great potential in handling biological samples.

### 5. Conclusions

Medium density manipulation was shown to offer a way to separate particles with similar acoustic properties and is therefore likely to be a powerful tool in extending the applicability of acoustic particle manipulation and separation methods. In combination with FFA it opens a new route in parallel and continuous flow particle separation.

### References
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Abstract

In this work, an Archimedean spiral microchannel was fabricated by the micromachining technology. When the operating pressure drop was about 0.7MPa, a high centrifugal acceleration up to 2,000g could be achieved in the sample fluid, and this high centrifugation was demonstrated to be able to separate white blood cells from a whole human blood effectively and efficiently.

Keywords: Microfluidic, centrifugation, spiral microchannel

1. Introduction

Integrating centrifugal operations into a single chip was indubitably important to build up a real sense micro-total-analysis-system. Recently, the microfluidic technique was treated as a prospective way to realize some kinds of centrifugal operations in a chip. A micrometer-sized lid-driven re-circulating flow was proposed to generate a radial acceleration up to $10^6 g$ [1], and this device was used to control rotations of biological particles of both micro- and nano-meter scale dimensions to investigate the effects of shear stresses on biological and chemical processes [2]. In this work, an Archimedean spiral microchannel was fabricated by the micromachining technology to realize a microfluidic centrifugation in a single chip.

2. Principle and experimental protocol

As shown in Figure 1(a), when the sample flows through the channel with a high velocity, a centrifugation is developed due to the angular momentum induced by the small curvature of the microchannel. Particles embedded in the fluid thereby suffer the fluid’s acts and depart from their original track towards the outer channel wall. In the experiments, indicated in Figure 1(b), a high pressure N$_2$ gas was used to provide the operational pressure at the inlet, which was recorded by a pressure gauge. Figure 1(c) exhibited the assembled chip, and the fabrication process of the chip was also schematically illustrated in Figure 1(d). Three outlet layouts were adopted as shown in the insert figures with outlet channel widths of 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 of the main
microchannel one. Centrifuged bloods in the both outlets were numbered by an automated hematology analyzer (KX-21™, Sysmex Corp., Japan).

![Image](image1.png)

Figure 1 Principle and experimental setup of the proposed microfluidic centrifugation chip. (a) Schematic illustration of the chip and its working principle, (b) experimental setup, (c) photographs of the present chip with a coin for comparison, insert figures were the chip’s inlet, outlet, and three outlet layouts, (d) the chip’s cross-section structure and the main microfabrication processes.

### 3. Results and discussion

The numerical results, as shown in Figure 2(a), demonstrated that a high centrifugal acceleration (aC,max) up to 2,000g could be achieved in the present chip with a pressure drop of 0.7MPa. Figure 2(b) and (c) showed the centrifugation-driven displacements of the white blood cell and the red blood cell at the chip’s bifurcation point from their original Y-positions when they entered the channel. The distinguishing trace performances of the white blood cell and the red blood cell could be attributed to their diameter difference. Effects of the secondary flow were also investigated and the results, which were exhibited in Figure 2(d), pointed out that there was a very small Dean number and it hardly had any impacts on cells separation in the experiments.

![Image](image2.png)

Figure 2 Numerical results of the present chip. a) Variation of centrifugal accelerations along the spiral microchannel with different pressure drops, b) cell traces of white blood cells, (c) cell traces of red blood cells, d) variation of local Dean numbers along the channel.

Figure 3 showed the whole human blood cell separation results. It was clear that the
white blood cell which has a larger diameter can be enriched at the outer outlet no matter which the chip’s layout was. In the layout I and layout II, the numbers of the white blood cell in the outer outlet were both nearly 6 times than those in the inner reservoirs and changed little with the working pressure drop increasing. When the outer outlet channel was 30μm wide, i.e. the layout III, the white blood cell number ratio was smaller than those in the other two layouts due to multifold effects, such as shear-induced particle migration. Separation performances of the red blood cells in the present centrifugal chip were also shown in Figure 3. The results indicated that due to the small diameter of the red blood cell, the present microfluidic centrifugation could not make the cells depart from their original traces notably, which was the same as the numerical prediction.

Figure 3 Whole blood cells separation in the present chip. a) Separation results of the 1:1 outlet layout, b) separation results of the 1:2 outlet layout, c) separation results of the 1:3 outlet layout.

4. Conclusions

In this work, an Archimedean spiral microchannel was presented to realize a continuous microfluidic centrifugation-in-chip and was used for the whole blood cell separation. The experimental results demonstrated that the present centrifugal acceleration was high enough to sedimentate the white blood cells to the outer channel wall and thereby to enrich these 20μm-diameter cells in the chip, while the red blood cells, which have a small hydraulic diameter, could not be separated by the present continuous microfluidic centrifugation in the chip.
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Abstract
This report describes characterization of molecular motions of water confined in well-defined 10 nm – 100 nm scale channels on a microchip (called extended-nano spaces) based on NMR spectroscopy results. We found that the relaxation rates of water were increased by size-confinement in the range of not only 200 – 800 nm but also 4 - 40 nm, while the rates did not depend on the space sizes of 40 - 200 nm. These results could be expressed quantitatively by a three-phase exchange model suggesting that the water motions in extended-nano spaces are controlled by the fraction of three phases, including the bulk phase (SB), the proton transfer phase (SP), and the adsorbed phase (Sa).

keywords; Extended-Nano Space, Water, NMR, Relaxation, Proton transfer

1. Introduction
The study on water in confining geometries has attracted much attention in various fields of chemistry and biology. Many studies have reported that the water in 1 nm nanopore forms the Sa phase (~ 0.3 nm) with surfaces and the properties are similar to ice. On the other hand, we have expected that an extended-nano space can be an experimental tool for characterizing collective behaviors of liquid-phase water molecules, and investigated novel confinement-induced properties of water molecules by using spectroscopic methods. The time-resolved fluorescent measurements have shown that the water confined in a 330 nm space has higher viscosity and lower dielectric constant compared with bulk water [1]. Moreover, previous NMR studies have clarified that translation and proton mobility of water are modulated by size-confinement from the vicinity of 800 nm. These phenomena suggest that the SP phase, consisting of loosely coupled water molecules located within about 100 nm from surfaces, exists in extended-nano spaces. [2].

However, limited information is available about how size-confinement affects the properties of water molecules in the size of 800 to 1 nm, and to what extent the water properties in these spaces are different from those in 1 nm nanopores. Therefore, in the present study, we characterize molecular motions of water in 10 nm scale extended-nano spaces by NMR spectroscopy, and develop a simple theoretical model.
2. Experimental

The 40 – 5,000 nm extended-nano spaces were fabricated on a quartz substrate by electron beam lithography and plasma (SF$_6$, CHF$_3$) etching. The fabricated substrate was thermally laminated with a cover one, and then cut with a diamond cutter for using as NMR sample tube. Measurements of $^1$H-NMR spectra were carried out with JEOL 500 MHz NMR spectrometer without spinning under nitrogen gas flow.

3. Results and Discussion

We examined the size-dependence of $^1$H-NMR spin-lattice relaxation rates ($1/T_1$) of water. As shown in Fig. 1 (a), the $1/T_1$ values changed drastically from about 800 nm and increased with decreasing in sizes up to 200 nm. At below 200 nm, the $1/T_1$ values approached a constant value. When the size was further reduced until 4 nm-sized silica nanomaterial, an increase in $1/T_1$ values was observed again. Therefore, we compared our experimental $1/T_1$ values with theoretical ones based on a three-phase theory stating that the water in confined geometries is composed of three phases: a $S_B$ phase, a $S_P$ phase, and a $S_a$ phase. The water molecules in the 800 – 5,000 nm size are dominated by the $S_B$ phase and the $1/T_1$ values do not depend on the size. Since the $S_P$ phase appears with decreasing sizes at around 800 nm, the $1/T_1$ values begin to change according to the interfacial area ratio of $S_P$ phase to $S_B$ phase. The $S_P$ phase dominates water motions at less than 200 nm size, while the $S_a$ phase with a thickness of 0.3 nm begin to affect water molecules with decreasing in sizes. Thus, the overall relaxation rate ($1/T_{1EXP}$) is expressed as follows as the weighted average of these phases:

$$\frac{1}{T_{1EXP}} = \frac{1}{T_{1B}} + \frac{\lambda A_1}{V_1} \frac{1}{T_{1P}} + \frac{\varepsilon A_{ia}}{V_2} \frac{1}{T_{1a}} \quad (1 = S_P, 2 = S_a)$$

where $1/T_{1B}$, $1/T_{1P}$, $1/T_{1a}$, $\lambda$, $\varepsilon$, and $A/V$ are the $1/T_1$ of $S_B$, $1/T_1$ of $S_P$, $1/T_1$ of $S_a$, thickness of $S_a$, thickness of $S_P$, and interfacial area ratio, respectively. When the thickness ($\varepsilon$) of $S_P$ was presumed to be 50 nm, the $1/T_1$ values given by Eq. (1) were quite consistent with the measured $1/T_1$ data (See Fig. 1 (b)). On the other hand, the experimentally measured $1/T_1$ values in the size of 4 to 200 nm could be expressed by a two-phase model, which takes into account only the exchange of water between the $S_P$ and the $S_a$ phases as shown in Fig. 1 (c).

4. Conclusion

We examined the $1/T_1$ values of water confined in the space sizes of 4 – 5,000 nm, and clarified that novel confinement-induced nanospatial properties of water molecules appear in extended-nano spaces below 800 nm. In particular, it was found that the $S_P$ phase dominates water molecules at less than 200 nm size. These results suggested that water motions in confining geometries are controlled by the weight averaged of the three $S_B$, $S_P$, and $S_a$ phases.
References

Fig. 1 (a) Log-Log plot of the $1/T_1$ values for water confined in 4 – 5000 nm spaces. (b) Size-dependence of $1/T_1$ values of water in the range of 200 to 5000 nm. The solid line represents fits of the $1/T_1$ values according to Eq. (1). (c) Size-dependence of $1/T_1$ values of water at below 200 nm. The solid line represents fits of the $1/T_1$ values according to the area ratio of $S_p$ to $S_a$.

Fig. 2 Concept of three-phase model. In $S_B$, the water molecules have ordinary liquid structure and free translation and rotation. Slower translation and higher proton mobility is induced by the surfaces with keeping ordinary water structure. In $S_a$, the water is similar to ice and the translation and rotation are also inhibited.
VOLTAGE-GATED PROTEIN TRANSPORT THROUGH NANOPOROUS MEMBRANES
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Abstract

We report a novel means of fractionating proteins based on their voltage-dependent electromigration through nanopores of a polymer membrane. The nanoporous membranes were fabricated in situ in channels of a microchip using photopolymerization. The pores (1-10 nm) are small enough that proteins are excluded from passage with low applied electric fields, but increasing the field enables proteins to pass through. The magnitude of field required for a change in exclusion behavior is protein-specific with a correlation to protein size. Passage of proteins through the pores at higher field strengths could be attributed to partial unfolding or deformation of proteins due to the driving force of the applied field. The field-dependent exclusion mechanism could be useful as a multifaceted fractionation tool with single membranes or a network of membranes. Another exciting possibility is characterizing protein conformation, folding and stability based on field-dependent transport through nanopores.

Keywords: Nanopore, membrane, size exclusion, protein translocation

1. Introduction

Differentiating piecewise transport of biomolecules such as DNA and proteins through nanopores is promising for characterizing, counting, and sequencing biomolecules [1]. Nanoporous size exclusion membranes fabricated in microfluidic channels have also proven useful for concentrating proteins >10 kDa in size over 1,000-fold to improve on-chip assay sensitivities [2]. We found that the applied field strength is a critical parameter determining protein exclusion. Protein exclusion was thus characterized for a range of electric field strengths and protein sizes.

2. Experimental

Narrow (~15 μm) cross-linked polyacrylamide (22% T, 6% C) membranes were fabricated in situ by laser photopolymerization within the etched channels of glass microchips (30 μm etch depth, 80 μm width, Caliper Life Sciences) (Figure 1) [2]. Polyacrylamide sieving gels (8% T 2.6% C) were also photopolymerized in separation channels immediately adjacent to the membranes so that fractions of excluded proteins could be analyzed by gel electrophoresis and LIF detection [2]. Fluorescent protein samples (10 nM) were concentrated at the membrane for different times depending on the applied field (longer times for lower applied fields) such that the time-voltage product was constant. Protein transport was also characterized by confocal imaging.
3. Results and discussion

At low field strength (E), proteins >10 kDa are excluded quite effectively and accumulated at the edge of the membrane as shown in Figure 2A. By increasing E, a threshold was reached where proteins were no longer excluded from the pores and began to migrate through. The exclusion threshold was unique for most proteins studied meaning that protein exclusion can be regulated over a wide size-range of proteins by simply adjusting the voltage. Figure 2 shows ovalbumin and IgG both excluded at low E (t₀, 15 V/cm), but at higher E (50 V/cm) only IgG was excluded (t₁, t₂) while ovalbumin passed through the membrane pores.

The relatively sharp and distinct field thresholds for proteins ranging from 27 - 240 kDa were exploited to piecewise remove proteins from a mixture by adjusting E (Figure 3). At low E across the membrane (E=11 V/cm), all 4 proteins in a mixture were excluded from the pores and then readily separated by integrated PAGE analysis. At different field strengths, it was possible to trap only 1, 2, or 3 of the 4 proteins while the other(s) passed through the membrane pores. The field-threshold of exclusion correlated with protein size.

Integrating a system of membranes gives additional flexibility for continuous fractionating and preconcentration of proteins in a dense network. This was
demonstrated with the simple case of 2 membranes (Figure 4). With E above the threshold for GFP at the first membrane, and E below threshold at the second membrane, GFP passed through the first membrane and was trapped at the second. The GFP was confirmed to be unaffected by passage through the membrane according to integrated PAGE analysis. This demonstrates the ease to which integrated analysis features could be coupled with each membrane in a network.

Figure 4. Field selective membrane network. A) GFP is excluded at the 1st membrane (M1) with E1 < E50. B) With E1 > E50, GFP passes through M1, but at M2 where E2 < E50, GFP is trapped. C) Integrated PAGE analysis shows no residual effects for GFP after passing through the pores.

4. Conclusions

A novel voltage-dependent exclusion of proteins by nanopores is demonstrated. This behavior was demonstrated for a number of proteins and a correlation was found between the voltage-threshold for exclusion and the protein MW. We postulate that voltage-dependent change in electromigration is a result of partial denaturation of proteins. The ability to selectively gate proteins at membranes is a promising means for manipulating and characterizing proteins. Applications include step-wise voltage-tunable fractionation of a complex protein mixture in a simple chip with just one membrane (no sieving gel or packed bed required).
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Abstract

We present a new class of the protein presence and concentration detector based on the mechanical stiffness measurement of protein-receptor layers in a squeezed nano-gap. It is experimentally verified that the present protein detector measures not only the protein presence and size at the reduced measurement uncertainty of $\pm 1.1\text{nm}$ but also the protein concentration at the sensitivity of $2.88\text{N/m/nM}$.

Keywords: protein concentration detector, nano-gap actuator, protein stiffness, nanomechanical biodetector

1. Introduction

Previously, we presented the protein presence and size detector (Fig.1a) [1] based on the squeezed displacement measurement of $x_2(t)$ in Fig.2a. Both devices (Figs.1a and 1b) use the nanomechanical detection principle, where the actuator squeezes the protein-receptor layers in the nano-gap through a mechanical spring ($k_1$). This nanomechanical principle offers simple, inexpensive, and high-precision protein detection [1] compared to other principles [2,3]. The previous device [1], however, was unable to measure the protein concentration due to a couple of problems: 1) the distortion in the time-dependent squeezed displacement ($x_2(t)$ in Fig.2a) that should be corrected by the time-dependent actuated displacement of $x_1(t)$; 2) the displacement measurement uncertainty of $\pm 7.4\text{nm}$ [1] caused by signal drift and noise.

Fig.1 Comparison of the nanomechanical protein detectors: (a) the previous protein presence detector [1]; (b) the present protein presence and concentration detector, measuring the actuated and squeezed displacements using compensated displacement monitoring electrodes.

Fig.2 Working principle of the nanomechanical protein detectors: (a) the previous protein presence detection [1] using the relationship between the actuation time, $t$, and the squeezed displacement, $x_2$; (b) the present protein concentration detection using the relationship between the actuated and squeezed displacements, $x_1$ and $x_2$. 
In this work, we succeed to measure the protein concentration by solving the above-mentioned problems as follows: 1) We add an actuated nano-gap (Fig.1b) to measure $x_1(t)$ in addition to $x_2(t)$. We synchronize $x_1(t)$ and $x_2(t)$ to obtain the directed correlation (Fig.2b) between $x_1$ and $x_2$, thus eliminating the distortion included in $x_1(t)$ and $x_2(t)$; 2) We use reference electrodes (Fig.2b) in both actuated and squeezed nano-gaps to compensate the signal drift and noise, thus reducing the displacement measurement uncertainty from $\pm 7.4$nm to $\pm 1.1$nm. We also experimentally verify the selectivity, repeatability, and sensitivity of the nanomechanical protein detectors.

2. Working Principle

Figure 2b illustrates the protein detection principle, where the mechanical stiffness of protein-receptor layers is measured from $x_1 - x_2$ relationship. The squeezed receptor-protein layers provide added stiffness ($k_{rp}$ in Fig.1) to the mechanical spring ($k_1$). The added stiffness changes the modulation line slope on $x_1 - x_2$ plane (Fig.2b). We measure the protein concentration from the modulation line slope (Fig.2b), while detecting the protein presence and size from the ordinate shift (Fig.2a).

3. Experiments and Results

We design (Fig.3) and fabricate the present detector (Fig.4). In experimental study, we characterize 1) the distortion in the time-dependent squeezed displacement, 2) the displacement measurement uncertainty, 3) the selectivity, 4) the repeatability, and 5) the sensitivity of the protein detectors. 1) The distortion, expressed by the $t - x_2$ nonlinearity (3.0%), is eliminated by the time-dependent actuated displacement of $x_1(t)$. 2) The displacement measurement uncertainty is reduced to $\pm 1.1$nm (Fig.5) due to the compensated displacement monitoring electrodes. 3) The protein detection selectivity is verified by Fig.5a: The detector generates the size detection signal (12.1 nm) for receptor-active protein and the null detection signal for receptor-inactive protein. 4) The detection repeatability is demonstrated by Fig.5b: The detector measures the protein size (13.2±3.3nm) for added protein. After the protein removal, the size detection signal returns to the initial state (null signal) indicating no protein. 5) We verify the sensitivity, where the slopes are obtained from the modulation lines (Fig.6a). For the protein concentration of 5~10nM (Fig.6b), the stiffness ($n \cdot k_{rp}$) is measured in the range of 9.6~24.1N/m at the sensitivity of 2.88N/m/nM.
4. Conclusions

We presented, fabricated, and characterized a new class of the protein presence and concentration detector based on the mechanical stiffness measurement of protein-receptor layers in a squeezed nano-gap. It was experimentally verified that the present protein detector measures the size of the proteins, streptavidin and m-antibiotin, as 12.1±2.3nm and 13.2±3.3nm at the measurement uncertainty of ±1.1nm, respectively, while showing the concentration detection sensitivity of 2.88N/m/nM in the m-antibiotin concentration range of 5~10nM.
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Abstract
A project on micro-chemical process technology was executed during 2002 and 2006 under the supervision of the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization, NEDO in Japan. The results of the project are introduced focusing on the industrial production by micro chemical plants.

Keywords: Micro reactor, Industrial production, Pilot plant

1. Introduction

To accelerate the development of micro chemical plant and microchip technologies, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, METI, in Japanese Government planned a national project named "High Efficiency Micro-Chemical Process Technology." In 2002, this project was started under the supervision of NEDO. In 2003, the project name was changed to "Production, Analysis and Measurement System for Micro-Chemical Process Technologies," and the project was successfully finished in March 2006. The project was managed by the Research Association of Micro Chemical Technology, MCPT, which was organized by 30 chemical and instrumental companies. The project consisted of three groups as shown in Fig. 1. In this manuscript, the results of the project are explained focusing on those of Group 1.

2. Development of micro chemical plant technology

The major research themes of Group 1 in Fig. 1 are i) development of various types of micro reactors, micro mixers, micro energy transfer devices, and micro separators, ii) a study on the fundamental characteristics of micro systems, iii) a study on the design and operation methods of micro systems, and iv) synthesis of functional materials by micro systems and verification of the efficiency of the micro systems through the continuous operation of pilot plants. In this section, some results obtained in themes i) and iii) are explained.
a) Assembled type multi-stage micro reactor for catalytic reaction

The catalysts are deactivated during operation. Thus, how to regenerate the activity of the catalysts is the key problem to use catalytic reactor for real production. In the developed assembled type multi-stage micro reactors, a micro space of 100 – 1400 μm in depth is created by placing the membrane catalyst element and thermostable gasket alternately. In this structure, deactivated catalyst elements are easily replaced by reassembling the device. The developed micro reactor was used for hydrogen production [1].

b) Optimal shape design of the micro devices

The performance of the micro devices depends on the shape of the micro channel as well as the size of the devices. A shape design method based on simplified thermo-fluid models was proposed, and was applied to the design problem of a plate-fin micro reactor under constraints related to temperature and residence time distributions, pressure drop, and production specifications. Figure 3 shows an obtained reactor shape, and the numbering up structure satisfying the constraint on flow uniformity [2].

c) Control of the numbering-up plant

The residence time of each of the parallel micro devices should be constant to ensure the predetermined performance. By simulation and experimental works, it becomes clear that the pressure drop control structure shown in Fig. 4 is effective in making flow distribution uniform even if blockage occurs at one of the parallel devices [3].

3. Pilot plants developed in the project

In the project, nine micro pilot plants were constructed and the efficiencies of the micro systems were verified.

1) Halogen-Lithium Exchange Process: Halogen-lithium exchange reactions of aryl bromides with n-butyllithium followed by trapping with an electrophile were achieved under non-cryogenic condition (0 °C). The pilot plant shown in Fig. 5 can produce 0.5 kg of desired product in 6 hours of continuous operation.
2) Grinard Exchange Process: A reaction of ethylmagnesium bromide with bromopentafluorobenzene was carried out at a plant consisting of a micro mixer and a shell & tube micro heat exchanger. The yield of Pentafluorobenzene was 97% in short residence time (5 sec). 15kg of the product was obtained in 24 hours.

3) Swern Oxidation Process: Swern oxidation can be accomplished at temperatures of -20°C to 20°C, which is much higher than those for conventional macro batch reactors. Multilamination type micromixers are used for precise temperature control [4].

4) Radical Polymerization Process: A shell & tube micro reactor system consisting of five successive shells was developed for free radical polymerization. The polydispersity index of the product, butyl acrylate, was much smaller than that by a conventional batch reactor [5].

In addition to the above plants, the following micro plants were constructed: Selective Oxidation with Hydrogen Peroxide, Polycondensation Process, Ultra-fine Particle Generation Process, Organic Particle Production Process, Selective Condensation Reaction Process.

4. Conclusion

Through the Micro-Chemical Process Technology Project, it becomes clear that micro chemical plants have possibilities to be used for real production. The development of 9 pilot plants verifies that the period from the laboratory to the production plant can be shortened compared with conventional plants.
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CUSTOMIZED TRAPPING & ASSEMBLY OF MAGNETIC CARRIERS IN SINGLE & MULTIPLE POTENTIAL WELLS
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Abstract
This paper presents an efficient technique for trapping and assembly of micro-magnetic particles in confined spatial locations using customized designs of micro-coils (MCs). High magnetic field strengths and field gradients were achieved using MCs with several planar geometrical configurations of micro-wires of increased thickness and reduced width. Magnetic particles have been trapped and confined in single and an array of deep magnetic potential well corresponding to the MCs configuration.

Keywords: Magnetic Carriers, micro-coils, trapping

1. Introduction
Micro-scale magnetic separation has been demonstrated in several previous studies [1-2]. However, these devices do not allow confined or controlled trapping of the magnetic particles. In this paper we present the results of magnetic particles trapping and assembly at localized spatial locations with very steep magnetic potential wells generated by various designs of MCs having conductors with a 3:1 aspect ratio. These designs allow controlling the magnetic traps distribution and potential and the particles motion in their suspension. Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawing of the device with its major parts.

2. Simulation
The simulated magnetic flux density profiles of different MCs are presented in Fig.2. The looping profile was purposely varied in order to detect the effect of MC geometry on the generated magnetic flux and the particle assembly profile. When a ferromagnetic core is inserted within a MC (Fig. 2d), it offers a low reluctance path for the magnetic flux lines and therefore results in focusing the magnetic energy in a single deep potential well.
3. Experimental
The fabrication processes used to realize the devices presented in this study are described in detail in our previous publication [3]. Experiments to test the capability of the magnetic devices to trap magnetic beads were conducted using superparamagnetic particles (Estapor®) with diameters ranging from 0.8 to 5 μm. The sample was introduced into the chip by using a custom-built microfluidic connector block, syringe pump, and silicone tubing. Particle tracking was performed using an optical microscope with a CCD camera.

4. Results and Discussion
Each different device shows a different trapping profile and behaviour due to its particular structure. Fig.3 shows the particles distribution profile before and after injecting an electric current of 100 mA in different MCs. The particles align along a single wire (Fig.3a) or are periodically trapped along a meander shaped-MC (Fig.3b). The particles also concentrated within a single current loop (Fig.3c), an array of loops (Fig.3d), or at the centre of a spiral MC (Fig.3e & f). The spiral MC shows the highest field confinement in its central zone and, therefore, particles concentrate at a singular central point.

The number of trapped particles was counted by dividing the area of the MC into several divisions. For the meander MC similar numbers of particles were found in every
division (each division contains 2 conductors) over the whole surface of this device (Fig.4a). On the other hand, the concentration of trapped particles rapidly increases towards the centre of the spiral MC (Fig.4b). The magnetic particles confinement was more clearly observed for the spiral MC with a magnetic core where the beads rapidly accelerate towards the core and are trapped there.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 3**: Trapping profiles of magnetic particles obtained by different MCs.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 4**: Trapping profile obtained from counting the magnetic particles within several divisions of a meander shaped MC (a) and spiral shaped MC (b) at different time intervals.

5. Conclusions

In Summary, our micro-fabricated coils efficiently maximize, concentrate, and selectively pattern micro-magnetic particles for an efficient magnetic immunoassay on a chip.
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NATURE-INSPIRED MICRO-FLUIDIC MANIPULATION USING ARTIFICIAL CILIA
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Abstract

We have developed polymer-based micro-actuators that can be set in motion electrostatically. When integrated in a micro-fluidic channel, the effect of the moving actuators resembles that of so-called “cilia” (beating microscopic hairs) that occur in nature and which are used for example in micro-organism propulsion. We have shown experimentally that, indeed, our artificial cilia can induce significant flow velocities of at least 75 µm/s in a fluid with a viscosity of 10 mPas.

Keywords: artificial cilia, polymer micro-actuators, electrostatics, micro-fluidics

1. Introduction

Biochemical analyses of body fluids such as saliva, urine and blood give important information about health and disease. An important trend in this field is the transition of centralized lab analysis to cartridge-based near-patient testing using biosensors. An important aspect for a biosensor device are the micro-fluidics modalities that must take care of transportation, mixing and routing of the fluids within a micro-fluidic channel system. Typical sizes of the micro-fluid channel widths and heights range from several micrometers to several hundreds of micrometers. In this paper we show a novel method of active micro-fluidic manipulation, which is inspired by nature.

One particular micro-fluidics manipulation mechanism “designed” by nature is that due to a covering of beating cilia over the external surface of micro-organisms (e.g. Paramecium, Pleurobrachia, and Opaline), as shown in figure 1. A cilium can be viewed as a small hair or flexible rod (in protozoa: typical length 10 µm and diameter 0.1 µm) which is attached to the surface. The movement of individual cilia is asymmetric in nature, see figure 1, and allows effective transport of the organism. Apart from the propulsion of micro-organisms, other functions of cilia are in cleansing of gills, feeding, excretion, and filtering.

Figure 1: Two micro-organisms that make use of propulsion by cilia: (a) Paramecium, (b) Pleurobrachia; (c) motion of an individual cilium.
2. Artificial cilia

We have developed polymer composite micro-actuators which respond to an applied electrical by changing their shape. The typical structure of the actuators is that of a curled micro-beam, as shown in figure 2. On the glass substrate, an indium-tin-oxide (ITO) layer, covered by a dielectric layer, is present. The curled micro-beam itself consists of two layers, namely an acrylate film of 1 µm thickness, and a chromium film of about 10 nm thick. The processing conditions and the thermo-mechanical properties of these two layers determine the radius of curvature of the micro-beam. By applying a voltage difference between the ITO electrode and the chromium film, the micro-beam is attracted towards the surface and rolls out. After switching off the voltage, the micro-beam returns to its original shape by elastic recovery.

The actuators are fabricated using standard micro-technology, including a sacrificial layer etching step to partially release the actuators from the substrate and obtain the curled geometry. Working demonstrators have been made of surfaces containing arrays of the actuating elements with various sizes. Figure 2 shows fabricated micro-actuators with a length of 100 µm and a width of 20 µm. The shape and movement of the micro-actuators resembles that of cilia, and therefore we call them artificial cilia.

3. Experimental

To assess the ability of the artificial cilia to manipulate fluids, we have carried out basic flow visualization experiments. A thin layer of silicon oil, with a viscosity of 10 mPas, was deposited on the substrate containing the micro-actuators. The thickness of this film was about 1000 µm, so that the micro-actuators were completely immersed in the liquid. For visualization purposes, a low concentration of titanium particles (estimated size approximately 1 µm) had been dispersed in the silicone oil.

During the experiments, the electrical potential of the chromium film was kept at zero, whereas a block voltage between 80 and 0 V and with a frequency of 1 Hz was applied to the ITO electrode. The movement of the titanium oxide particles was observed using a light microscope and a high-speed camera, connected to image processing software used to produce movies of the recorded particle movement.

4. Results

Figure 3 depicts ten top-view snapshots from a movie of one actuation cycle of three by two microbeams, i.e. the total recording time is 1 second. The cross-sectional
shape of the microbeams at the times of the snapshots is also sketched. The beams are down in snapshot (d) and they are completely up in snapshot (i). The micro-actuators, in this case, have a length of 150 μm, a width of 20 μm, and are electrostatically actuated with a frequency of 1 Hz. The figure shows that fluid flow is indeed induced by the artificial cilia. Two titanium dioxide particles, indicated in the circles, are traced. From the visualized movement of these particles, it can be seen that the approximate velocity caused by the cilia movement, is 75 μm/s, which is significant even though the shape change and the actuation frequency of the artificial cilia is not optimized.

5. Conclusions

We have produced artificial cilia on the basis of polymer composite micro-actuators that can be set in motion by electrostatic means. When covering the wall of a micro-fluidic channel, the micro-actuator movement can induce significant flow velocities in the surrounding fluid. For the particular case we studied, velocities of 75 μm/s in a silicone oil (10 mPas) were observed. Optimisation of the shape change of the actuators, as well as the electrical driving scheme, could improve the effectiveness. The concept of the artificial cilia could find interesting applications in micro-fluidic systems, especially when local fluid manipulation such as local mixing, or special flow pattern generation, are desired.
AN OPTICAL INJECTION SYSTEM USED FOR OPTIMALIZATION STUDIES OF HIGH ASPECT RATIO LC COMOSS COLUMNS
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Abstract
A method was developed to evaluate the influence of the pillar configuration on the dispersion characteristics in pillar arrays intended for use in liquid chromatography. This method consists in uncaging a narrow plug of dye through a micromachined window. A proof-of-principle of the method is demonstrated and a first plate height determination was performed.
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1. Introduction
Recent computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies have shown that it would be highly desirable to replace the packed bed columns used in liquid chromatography by 2D structured pillar arrays [1]. Dimensional parameters such as pillar and wall spacing and pillar shape appear to be crucial for achieving higher efficiencies [2]. Even though optimal dimensional values are available by CFD studies, no experimental validation of these parameters has been performed so far. This is in part due to the fact that it is not straightforward to convert a proposed design into the desired pillar array without altering the original dimensions. Different process steps such as lithography, Bosch etching and even bonding give rise to minute alterations of an original design, which lead to large deviations of the predicted fluidic behaviour. Another issue is that in order to study band broadening in detail, a good injection system should be available. A challenging aspect is the high aspect ratio of the channels that are needed, making it extremely difficult to inject undisturbed and rectangular plugs [3].
2. Experimental

A virtual injection system is presented here which allows to create very wide and perfect rectangular plugs by means of an uncaging dye [4]. We fabricated a 30 μm × 1 mm window inside a pillar array channel, through which laser light could in situ create a fluorescent plug (Fig.1). Due to the positioning of the window in contact with the channel, no increase in peak width due to light diffraction effects occurs (Fig.2). Because of the configuration of our system (the laser is situated at the silicon side and the objective lens is at the glass side), the plugs could be observed from the exact moment that they are being generated. For the fabrication of the chip, we first etched the pillars by Bosch etching. Subsequently, 300 nm stress free silicon nitride was deposited to provide a transparent etch stop for subsequent KOH etching of the (100) silicon wafer. The thickness of the silicon nitride layer can be easily varied in order to increase the pillar dimensions and to decrease the microchannels between the pillars. This provides an easy method to vary submicron distances with a normal UV lithography equipment. Finally the pillar channel was sealed by anodic bonding to a Pyrex® substrate.

![Figure 1. Setup showing operation principle. A solution containing 2 mg/ml of the caged dye bis-(5-carboxymethoxy-2-nitrobenzyl) ether dikalium salt in DI water is pumped via a flow splitter through the pillar channel. Applying the laser light uncages a plug defined by the window by chemical modification. This generated plug is subsequently monitored by a CCD camera. On the bottom side of the wafer a 2 μm thick layer of PECVD SiO₂ and a 1 mm thick layer of PMMA was applied for improving the mechanical strength of the window (not shown).](image-url)
3. Results and discussion

A plug was created in one of the channels with pillar diameters of 10 μm (Fig.3). A theoretical plate height value of 9.7 ± 0.3 μm (n=4) was determined for the peak zone (Fig.4), based on a flow velocity of 0.94 mm/s. Experimental work is under way to evaluate and optimize the performance of different pillar configurations using the presented technique.

4. Conclusions

We have fabricated a pillar array column with an integrated functionality that allows the creation of fluorescent plugs as narrow as 30 μm. This device can be used to evaluate the performance of different pillar configurations in terms of band broadening with the prospect of optimizing liquid chromatography on a chip.
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LATERAL CELL SEPARATION IN MICROFLUIDIC CHANNEL BY 3D ELECTRODE DIELECTROPHORESIS
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Abstract:
This paper presents a novel design and separation strategy for lateral sorting of cells in microfluidics by dielectrophoresis (DEP). Unlike most of the DEP separations in microfluidics which utilize planar electrodes inside microchannel to separate objects at different heights of the channel, we have developed a process to fabricate vertical electrodes in the side wall of the microchannels to generate non-uniform electric fields, thus DEP forces along the lateral direction of the channel. In our design, coupled DEP forces are used to laterally locate different cells at different equilibrium positions in the channel and the separated cells can automatically flow into different outlet reservoirs simultaneously. Experimental results with cells/beads separation and cell/cell have been demonstrated with this design. This novel separation strategy is more compatible with other sample preparation steps and can achieve automatic and parallel processing of target samples.

Keywords: Dielectrophoresis, lateral cell separation, flow cytometry, cell sorting

1. Introduction
Most of current DEP electrodes utilize planar electrodes on the surface of the substrate to generate DEP force along the vertical direction of the microchannel as those in field flow fractionation (FFF)-DEP [1]. The electric field decays exponentially with the height of the channel for the planar electrode configuration, and the DEP forces can only affect those particles close to the electrodes at the bottom of the channel. When configuring vertical electrodes in the side wall of the channel (Fig.1), electric field extend across all the volume of channel can be generated to avoid any dead electric field zone.

2. Principle of separation
We have developed a process to make vertical electrode embedded in the side wall of microchannel [2]. Interdigitated electrodes in the side wall of the channel are fabricated to generate the differential DEP force and a secondary DEP force is used to counter the first DEP force. When the mixed cell population is pumped into the channel, they are separated by the DEP forces in the separation zone and then flushed into different channel outlets by the through-flow, as in Fig.2a. Since the DEP force is determined by the frequency of the signal applied on the electrodes as well as the particle/medium’s properties. With different frequencies and magnitudes of signals applied to these opposing sets of electrodes, the polarization factor of the cells can be tuned to make them balance at different points in the channel. As illustrated in Fig. 2b, the frequencies and amplitude can be tuned to have the “white cells” to be equilibrium at some position above the center line of the channel. When a cell is close to electrode #1, like the one at point A, the DEP force $F_1$ from electrode #1 is larger than the DEP force $F_2$ from electrode #2, the cell will be pushed towards the top electrodes (electrodes #2). With the movement away from the bottom electrodes, DEP force $F_1$ decreases and $F_2$ increases until it reaches an equilibrium position where $F_1$ equal to $F_2$ at point C. Meanwhile, the “grey cells” can be tuned to be equilibrium at some position below the center flow line and then these two types of cell can be sorted to different outlets automatically. The lateral separation strategy can be used to continuously separate cells.
and is compatible with other sample preparation steps in microfluidics. Fig. 3 shows the simulated electric field distribution inside the channel with vertical electrodes in the side walls. The center of the channel has a minimum gradient of electrical field squared corresponding to a minimum DEP force. For particles with negative DEP properties, it is a stable equilibrium point and for positive DEP it is an unstable point. This equilibrium point can be tuned by varying the magnitude of the voltage applied. For two types of cells both with negative DEP forces, Fig. 4 illustrates the principle of separation by applying two signals with different frequencies. The polarization factor K of these two cells can be tuned by the frequencies applied causing them to be positioned at different equilibrium points in the channel and separated by the flow lines.

3. Experimental Results

Most of cells experience negative DEP forces at low frequencies and positive forces at high frequencies in low conductivity medium [3]. To have a negative DEP effect, cells are resuspended in an isotonic medium at physiological pH and low conductivity (8.5 % sucrose (w/v), 0.3 % dextrose (w/v) dissolved in doubly deionized water, conductivity adjusted to 0.1 mS/cm with 1640 RPMI using ThermoOrion conductivity/pH meter). Experimental results successfully demonstrate the separation of polystyrene beads and cells (Fig. 5), and separation of two types of cells (Fig. 6). For the cells/beads separation, both the cells and beads are experiencing negative DEP forces from the electrodes and they are continuously flow out of the channel to the outlets. For the cell-cell separation, only top electrodes are turned on the achieved separation, the N115 cells are trapped to the top electrodes and HEK293 are repelled to the bottom of the channel. At the beginning of the experiment, only HEK293 cells flow into the bottom outlet, and when the DEP force is released, N115 cells will flow into the top outlet with the flow. With appropriate control of the flow rate, it is possible to balance the positive DEP force with the hydrodynamic force to prevent the stable trapping of the N115 cells and therefore to achieve continuously flow through separation.

4. Conclusion

We have developed a novel separation technology based on coupled DEP forces balancing effect. The principle has been introduced and experimental results have demonstrated the feasibility of this separation strategy. This continuous flow through separation system enables high throughput microfluidic sorting and could be a complementary platform to conventional flow cytometry.
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Figure 1. (a) SEM of vertical electrode before channel layer is constructed, (b) the final channel with electrodes embedded in the sidewall.

Figure 2. Schematic of the lateral separation principle by two coupled DEP forces. (a) Random distributed cell population come into the separation zone and separated to different equilibrium points and then flow in to different outlet channels. (b) The force balance plot of the cells in the separation zone.

Figure 3. Simulation results for the gradient of electric field squared along the width of the channel direction. The center of the channel has minimum electric field and close to the electrodes with maximum electrical field gradient therefore DEP forces.

Figure 4. Normalized DEP forces in the channel along the line as shown in Fig. 3. The equilibrium points (zero DEP forces) of two objects with different polarization factors can be tuned to away from the center as shown by the dashed line.

Figure 5. (a) A snapshot of the separation of polystyrene microbeads and HEK293 cells. Cells (white circles) are sorted to top channel outlet and beads (black circles) are sorted to bottom outlet, (b) Free flow without DEP forces, (c) with DEP separation.

Figure 6. Experimental results for the separation of HEK 293 (black circle) and N115 (white circle) cells. (a) N115 cells repelled from the top electrodes and flow into the bottom channel, (b) HEK293 cells are released from the top electrodes and flow into the top channel.
A DIGITAL CENTRIFUGAL DROPLET-SWITCH FOR ROUTING OF LIQUIDS
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Abstract
A new centrifugal principle for the binary switching of droplets is presented. By means of the Coriolis force, the droplets are directed into a specific reservoir selected by the sense of rotation. To route a larger volume, the liquid is split into droplets by a centrifugally stimulated break-off at a hydrophobic nozzle. Employing this method, by far smaller flow rates can be routed compared to our recently introduced Coriolis flow switch for continuous flows [1,2]. This enables a robust and cost-efficient microfluidic process integration of preparative spin-column protocols requiring extended retention times.

Keywords: centrifugal microfluidics, hydrodynamic switch, droplets, liquid router

1. Introduction
Many sample preparation protocols, e.g. for DNA extraction require a centrifugal purification and concentration within so called spin columns. These protocols include the manual replacing of the collecting vessels. A current trend is the integration and automation of these handling steps using microfluidic technologies [3,4]. This requires a liquid switch enabling the binary routing of liquid flows. The flow rates in these protocols must be small (<< 1 µL / s) as they have to meet the time frame of an optimal physicochemical binding within the solid phase, e.g. a membrane or aggregated beads. Our novel droplet-switch enables a fully binary switching of small flow rates and thus enables the complete implementation of extraction protocols on the centrifugal microfluidic platform [5].

![Figure 1. Left: Centrifugally induced dripping of water-droplets from a hydrophobic orifice. Depending on the sense of rotation, the droplets are either deflected to the right (clockwise) or to the left (counter-clockwise). Right: Typical trajectory of a sliding droplet obtained by superposing several stroboscopic images.](image)
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2. Functional Principle

The functional principle and proof of operation is depicted in Figure 1. A continuous water flow is split into single droplets at a hydrophobic orifice under the impact of the centrifugal force $f_c$. The droplets do not freely move through the chamber but they are sliding along the hydrophobically coated lid (see sketch of cross-section). The direction of the deflected droplet depends on the sense of rotation only. Several stroboscopic images, acquired under rotation, are overlaid in Figure 1 (right) to visualize typical droplet trajectories for a rotational frequency of 20 Hz. The radial bottom of the reservoir is pre-filled with oil in order to determine the impact-point of the water droplets and thus the displacement angle $\Delta \theta$.

Figure 2 surveys the displacement angle $\Delta \theta$ over the frequency of rotation $\nu$ for a “sliding” droplet (Figure 1). Due to the low hydrodynamic resistance of the inlet channel, the critical frequency for a centrifugally stimulated break-off amounts to a few Hz, only. Towards elevated frequencies, the azimuthal displacement $\Delta \theta$ stabilizes at about 30°. The “free-flight” measurements at $\nu = 10$ Hz, for which the lid has been removed from the chamber, suggest that the friction with the lid (“sliding”) reduces the azimuthal deflection of the droplet in that case.

In order to enforce a highly reliable binary routing, we introduce two discrete outlet channels. The upper and the lower picture sequences in Figure 3 (left) visualize the course of switching into the right (clockwise rotation) and left (counter clockwise rotation) outlet, respectively. Furthermore, to elevate the critical break-off frequency, the hydrodynamic resistance upstream of the nozzle has been significantly increased with respect to Figure 1.

![Figure 2. The displacement angle of the deflected droplets, measured over the frequency rotational frequency.](image)

![Figure 3. Left: The two picture sequences show the 100% digital switching of single droplets into one of two reservoirs (left or right). All water droplets are deflected into the right reservoir upon clockwise rotation (upper row of stroboscopic pictures) while all the liquid ends up in the left reservoir in the reverse sense of rotation (lower sequence). Right: Flow rates have been measured between 160 nL s$^{-1}$ and 1.1 $\mu$L s$^{-1}$, scaling with the square of the rotational frequency $\nu$.](image)
Since no droplets break off at frequencies below 20 Hz and the displacement for a reliable switching is reached at frequencies of 20 Hz and higher, the switch possesses a “self-controlled” mechanism. This ensures that the droplet formation is suppressed within the interval \( \nu < 20 \) Hz where the azimuthal deflection would not be sufficient for a reliable binary routing. Figure 3 (right) indicates the elevated frequency threshold as well as the scaling of the flow rate with the square of \( \nu \).

Figure 4 shows how a complete microfluidic sample preparation structure could look like. A column of polymer beads (polystyrene, diameter: 47 \( \mu \)m) is retained at an aggregation step of \( \sim 40 \) \( \mu \)m height upstream of the switch orifice. Different liquids can be flushed through the bead column and either be directed to the left or the right reservoir, depending on the sense of rotation. To visualize the liquid routing, first 10 \( \mu \)L of red ink have been placed into the reservoir connected to the switch and pumped at 70 Hz clockwise rotation into the right reservoir. Subsequently, green ink has been introduced and switched into the left reservoir (counter-clockwise rotation). The two liquids could be switched in a completely binary fashion into their designated reservoirs.

3. Conclusion and Outlook
We realized a self-controlled digital liquid router based on the centrifugally induced break-off and the Coriolis-induced deflection of droplets. Future work will be focused on implementation of common sample-prep protocols into our centrifugal “lab-on-a-disk” platform.
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PNEUMATIC MICROPUMPS UTILIZING TIME-DELAY PERISTALTIC ACTUATION
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Abstract

This study reports a new pneumatic micropump featuring three membrane-enclosed air chambers with different volumes. When compressed air fills the chambers, the membranes are pushed downwards sequentially, resulting in the liquid in the underlying fluid channels to be pumped forward peristaltically. This new micropump can be operated by using a single electromagnetic valve (EMV). A maximum flow of 108 μl/min is obtained at a driving frequency of 10 Hz and an air pressure of 25 psi (172.4 kPa) when a membrane with a thickness of 80 μm and a microchannel with a width of 500 μm is tested.

Keywords: Microfluidics, micropump, peristaltic actuation, MEMS

1. Introduction

Pneumatic micropumps driven by compressed air supplied by an external source have attracted considerable interest recently. Unger et al. fabricated an elastic polymer membrane arrangement and showed how it can be driven by compressed air to provide a micropumping or microvalving effect for microfluidic systems [1]. Peristaltic pneumatic micropumps provide an effective means of driving fluids in microchannels and can be readily integrated with bio-sensing chips [2]. Such a peristaltic pneumatic micropump requires three EMV switches to perform the pumping action. This paper therefore presents a new pneumatic micropump that can be driven by using a single EMV and a simple control circuit. This feature is very important for simplifying the control system of the microfluidic system and reducing the overall system size. The developed micropumps could be promising for micro total analysis systems.

2. Design and fabrication

The pneumatic micropump consists of three air chambers with different volumes and an underlying liquid microchannel. The schematic diagram of the micropump is shown in Figure 1(a). Figure 1(b) shows the cross-sectional view of the actuation mechanism of the micropump. When the compressed air is supplied to the air chambers, the flow...
The stopper is first activated to prevent liquid backflow. Then the chambers are filled up with compressed air sequentially from the smallest one to the largest one. The membranes between the air chambers and the liquid microchannel are then pushed downwards sequentially to pump the fluid toward –X direction. The micropump is made of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using soft lithography techniques and integrated with a micro flow sensor to monitor the flow rate of the samples and reagents [3]. A photograph of the assembled micropump integrated with the micro flow sensor and the microchannel is shown in Fig. 2.

3. Results and discussion

The effect of the applied air pressure on the flow rate at different driving EMV frequency is explored and the results are shown in Figure 3. During the test process, the EMV driving frequency is varied sequentially to test the effect of the driving frequency.

In general, the flow rate increases with increasing driving frequency (at a constant...
pneumatic pressure). However, the maximum flow rate at a constant applied pressure is limited by the fill and release times of the compressed air. If the operational frequency is too high, the air chamber cannot be completely filled and released, and the flow rate will start to fall. Finally, this micropump is integrated into a microfluidic system for cell culture application. Figure 4(a) shows the schematic illustration of the cell culture chip. The whole cell culture process including medium supply and cell harvest can be automated on a single chip. Figure 4(b) shows the CCD images of daily observation on cell culture. These images show that the human lung cancer cells can be successfully cultured using the developed automatic cell culture chip.

4. Conclusions

This study reports a new pneumatic pump whose operation is based on the time-delay peristaltic actuation effect caused by the sequential deflection of PDMS membranes. The pneumatic micropump is controlled by using a single EMV switch and a simple control circuit. More importantly, it was integrated into a microfluidic system for automatic cell culture and the human lung cancer cells can be successfully cultured.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic illustration of the microfluidic cell culture system. (b) CCD images of daily observing.
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MICROFLUIDIC INTEGRATION OF GEL-BASED REFERENCE ELECTRODES FOR ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS ON CHIP
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Abstract
In this paper we present a novel integration method of Ag/AgCl gel-based reference electrodes in microfluidic systems. A simple fabrication process and the characterization of these stable and low-impedance electrodes is demonstrated.

Keywords : integrated reference electrode, Ag/AgCl micro-electrode, agar salt bridge, electrophysiology on-chip, liquid junction, capillary stop.

1. Introduction
Ag/AgCl wires connected via an agar salt bridge are the most common type of reference electrode used for measuring ionic currents through cell membranes. Ag/AgCl is a reversible but exhaustible electrode that has to be maintained in a constant Cl\(^-\) concentration environment. A gel-based salt-liquid junction provides a link between the Ag/AgCl wire electrode and the tested solution. Miniaturization is so far limited to needle-type reference electrodes \([1]\) that can not be integrated into a microfluidic system. Microfabrication using Ag/AgCl thin- and thick-film deposition \([2]\) have also been investigated for micro-electrochemical applications, but stability is limited due to consumption of AgCl. Here, we developed a system where the agar conductive gel junction is directly integrated into a fluidic microchip, solving stability problems related to the integration of Ag/AgCl thin films.

2. Principle of the microfluidic integration
This new microfluidic integration method of agar bridges is based on capillary force filling of suitable microchannels combined with capillary stop structures \([3]\). The principle is shown in fig. 1. Our system consists of a perfusion channel, e.g. for applying different test solutions to an immobilized cell, and a side channel for the electrode. The capillary stop structure consists of several finger-like constricted channels (50 \(\mu\)m wide, 100 \(\mu\)m high), designed to prevent the agar gel from entering the perfusion channel (500 \(\mu\)m high).
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Abstract

In this paper we present a novel integration method of Ag/AgCl gel-based reference electrodes in microfluidic systems. A simple fabrication process and the characterization of these stable and low-impedance electrodes is demonstrated.

Keywords: integrated reference electrode, Ag/AgCl micro-electrode, agar salt bridge, electrophysiology on-chip, liquid junction, capillary stop.

1. Introduction

Ag/AgCl wires connected via an agar salt bridge are the most common type of reference electrode used for measuring ionic currents through cell membranes. Ag/AgCl is a reversible but exhaustible electrode that has to be maintained in a constant Cl− concentration environment. A gel-based salt-liquid junction provides a link between the Ag/AgCl wire electrode and the tested solution. Miniaturization is so far limited to needle-type reference electrodes [1] that can not be integrated into a microfluidic system. Microfabrication using Ag/AgCl thin- and thick-film deposition [2] have also been investigated for micro-electrochemical applications, but stability is limited due to consumption of AgCl. Here, we developed a system where the agar conductive gel junction is directly integrated into a fluidic microchip, solving stability problems related to the integration of Ag/AgCl thin films.

2. Principle of the microfluidic integration

This new microfluidic integration method of agar bridges is based on capillary force filling of suitable microchannels combined with capillary stop structures [3]. The principle is shown in fig. 1. Our system consists of a perfusion channel, e.g. for applying different test solutions to an immobilized cell, and a side channel for the electrode. The capillary stop structure consists of several finger-like constricted channels (50 μm wide, 100 μm high), designed to prevent the agar gel from entering the perfusion channel (500 μm high).

Fig. 1: Design of the microchannel filled with agar gel (agar bridge) ending by a capillary stop structure connected to the perfusion channel. The position of the cell is represented by the hatched disc. a) Top view and b) side view.

3. Fabrication process

Dry agar powder dissolved in a 3M KCl solution is heated to 100°C and becomes a viscous fluid. The dimensions of the side channel have been properly chosen to allow self-filling with liquid agar by capillary force. Upon cooling, agar transforms into a gel and the test solution may flow in the perfusion microchannel without cross contamination. The Ag/AgCl wire electrode is connected via a small external on-chip electrolyte reservoir to the agar bridge. Multilayer SU-8 structures (Fig. 2a), made of two SU-8 layers (100 and 500 μm high), are used as a mold for the poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannels. An air plasma treatment makes the PDMS surface hydrophilic to enhance capillary filling.

Fig. 2: a) SEM picture of a SU-8 mold for PDMS microchannels with a two-layer structure (100 and 500 μm high). A capillary stop structure with a 4-finger end is shown here. b) Agar gel (colored with dye) blocked by a capillary stop structure (2 fingers) in a PDMS microchannel.
4. Experiments and results

Fluidic and electrical characterization of the whole electrodes (Ag/AgCl wire + salt bridge) have been performed. The agar gel stops are positioned at the side wall of the perfusion microchannel, as shown on fig. 2b. Since the impedance of one single integrated electrode can not be easily measured in our device, a symmetrical set-up was used. Two identical electrodes (resistance $R$) are face-to-face with a 3M KCl test solution flowing in the perfusion channel (resistance $R_m$) (fig. 3a). The impedance has been measured for increasing number of fingers in the capillary stop structure. Experimental results compare well with theoretical values as shown on the graph in fig. 3b. The electrodes are stable in time and can be stored for several days in the fridge (8°C). This type of integrated low-resistance electrode is a very suitable reference bath electrode for stable and accurate measurements, for instance on Xenopus oocytes with a voltage-clamp microsystem [4].

![fig. 3: Measurement of electrode resistance: a) Equivalent electrical circuit of the tested structures. b) Theoretical and experimental results of $R_{\text{Total}}$ for electrodes having different capillary stops.](image)
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INKJET MICROPUMP
FOR PARALLEL MICROFLUIDIC TESTING
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Abstract
In this paper we report on a new microfluidic system integrated with an inkjet micropump. The microfluidic system has 32 microchannels connected with individual nozzles of the inkjet. By ejecting droplets from the nozzles continuously, fluids in the microchannels can be transported at a constant flow rate. In order to demonstrate a pumping performance, streptavidin-biotin binding test and microfluidic ELISA test were carried out. This device can be used for the simultaneous analysis of multiple biomarkers toward point-of-care testing (POCT).

Keywords: micropump, inkjet, Point-of-Care

1. Introduction
Microfluidics has been considered as one of the most promising approach in POCT system, because microfluidics can reduce not only consumption of reagent and sample volume but also detection time and the system size. However, most of the present microfluidic systems use a syringe pump that is obstacle to downsizing the system, especially for multi-channel analysis. In order to address this issue, we adapted an inkjet dispenser to microfluidic system for use as a micropump. Since each microchannel is connected with an individual nozzle, the inkjet micropump can transport multiple fluids simultaneously at a sufficient flow rate for a microfluidic analysis. In this work we fabricated a compact microfluidic system integrated with an inkjet micropump and demonstrated biological reactions by means of a fluorescent and chemiluminescent detecting method.

2. Experimental
The fabricated device consists of a microfluidic substrate and an inkjet micropump as shown fig.1. The microfluidic substrate made of glass sheets has 32 microchannels that are individually connected with nozzles of inkjet.
If all the nozzles are connected to the microchannels, the inkjet micropump is capable of transporting 128 fluids in parallel [1]. The design of the inkjet micropump is based on that of SEAJet® developed for POS (point-of-sales) printers [2][3]. Fig.2 illustrates a dispensing mechanism of the SEAJet® that is actuated by an electrostatic force generated between silicon membrane and ITO electrode on the Pyrex® glass. The size of the inkjet micropump is 13.8 x 12.4 x 0.76 mm³. The droplet volume is 14pl at a driving voltage of 26.5V.

For fabrication of the microfluidic substrate, grooves and through holes are engraved on two sheets of glass by sandblasting with a mask of photosensitive film patterned by photolithography. Thereafter, those glass sheets are glued together to form the microchannels. The size of the microchannel is 400μm wide and 100μm deep, and the diameter of the through hole is 200μm. The fabricating process of the inkjet is described elsewhere [1][2]. Finally, the inkjet micropump and the microfluidic substrate are aligned and bonded together. Fig.3 is a photograph of the fabricated microfluidic device with flexible print circuit (FPC) board.

3. Result and Discussion

The flow rate was measured at a back pressure of nearly zero. The measurement result is shown in Fig.4 as a function of driving frequency. The flow rate is almost proportional to the frequency up to 5 kHz. At higher frequency than 5 kHz, the graph shows fluctuation that seems to be caused by the interaction with the fluidic resonant frequency. The coefficient of variation of the flow rate was less than 5 % in spite of the channel to channel variability of microfluidic length. Maximum flow rate was measured to be 8.2μl/min at 12 kHz frequency.

Using the fabricated device, streptavidin-biotin binding test was demonstrated. Prior to the test, biotin labeled BSA was filled and adsorbed on the surface of the microchannel. After removing non-adsorbed BSA by a wash buffer, FITC labeled streptavidin was supplied into a loading port and transported through the microchannel at a flow rate of 1μl/min. Finally, fluorescent intensity was detected by cooled CCD. Fig.5 shows a fluorescent image of the microchannel and the fluorescent intensity as a
function of streptavidin concentration. The loaded streptavidin was successfully detected for a wide range of concentration. Additionally, the microfluidic ELISA test was also carried out in the same manner. Mouse IL-2 (1ng/ml) was successfully detected with chemiluminescent substrate (SuperSignal® West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate, PIERCE). Those results indicate that the inkjet micropump enables microfuluidic analysis.

4. Conclusion
An inkjet micropump for transporting parallel fluids has been proposed and successfully demonstrated for the microfluidic analysis. Due to the sufficient pumping performance and the integration of a lot of nozzles into a small size, the inkjet micropump gives the opportunity to be widely used for parallel analysis of various biomarkers towards point-of-care testing.
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Abstract
A novel AC electric field induced mixing device has been developed for integration into digital microfluidic systems. The device is capable of mixing 1 μl liquid droplets on a timescale of less than 100 ms when operated at 500 Hz, 250 V_{RMS}. A dielectric layer between the droplet and electrodes prevents Joule heating or current flow at these settings. Operating at higher or lower frequencies may degrade mixer performance.

Keywords: mixer, digital microfluidics, electrowetting, dielectrophoresis

1. Introduction
Digital microfluidics represents a new trend in microfluidic design utilizing discrete droplets manipulated on electrode arrays instead of continuously flowing fluid manipulated in microchannels [1].

Paik et al. have already described elegant mixers for digital microfluidics that mix droplets by “split-and-merge” mixing and “array” mixing [2]. The Paik et al. devices move droplets back and forth, essentially folding them to increase the droplet interfacial areas. However, the Paik et al. devices require approximately 3 seconds to mix droplets of a volume that can be equivalently mixed using our system in less than 100 ms.

The device presented here is compatible with existing electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) digital microfluidic systems such as that described by Wheeler et al. [1] and could be easily integrated as a dedicated mixing component in a larger EWOD device.

2. Experimental
The device consists of four Au electrodes patterned on a planar surface (Figure 1), covered by a 5 μm SU-8 5 (MicroChem) dielectric layer and a 1 μm Teflon AF 601S1-x-6 (DuPont) film. The total device length is 4.4 mm with a width of 1.15 mm. The spiral appendages have a 40 μm width and a 60 μm inter-electrode gap.

Mixing efficiency was analyzed using a Lambert Instruments HI-CAM high-speed camera to obtain videos of the mixing of 1 μl droplets of 10^5 M fluorescein with 1 μl DI water droplets (Figure 3). These videos were subsequently analyzed using MATLAB to determine the mean gradient of the variance as a function of time. For a given frequency, a value τ was calculated as the point at which 63% of the final value was reached. (Figure 2). Side views were not possible with the experimental setup utilized.
A standard signal generator and a Krohn-Hite 7602M amplifier operating at 250 Vrms generated AC voltages with frequencies ranging from 1 Hz to 260000 Hz. To load the device, electrodes 1 and 4 (Figure 1) were set high, and electrodes 2 and 3 were set low. To mix, electrodes 1 and 4 were grounded, 2 was set high, and 3 was set low.

3. Results and Discussion

Efficient mixing was achieved in two frequency regimes (Figure 2). The first efficient mixing regime extends from 150 Hz to 2250 Hz. The second efficient mixing regime extends from 46000 Hz to 260000 Hz.

In the 1 Hz to 150 Hz frequency regime, part of which was used by Paik et al. [2], mixing occurs only by folding and stretching of droplets and through “self-propelled” droplet motion [3]. As shown in figure 2, this regime is capable only of relatively inefficient mixing.

Highly efficient mixing (sub 100 ms for 1 µL) was demonstrated in the 150 Hz to 2250 Hz regime. At the present time, we believe this is due primarily to a process analogous to AC electroconvection, though without the associated Joule heating. The 500 Hz column of Figure 3 clearly indicates the rapid homogenization possible when operating at this frequency.

Relatively inefficient mixing was found in the 2250 Hz to 46000 Hz frequency regime. A representative example from this regime is shown in the 3000 Hz column of Figure 3. In the 467 ms image, there are clear diffusion barriers centered on the spiral mixer. Since these correspond to the regions of highest field strength, it is suspected that this effect is due to strong negative dielectrophoresis (DEP) forces. Negative DEP forces occur at different frequencies depending on the characteristics of a particle. However, these frequencies typically fall within this regime [4].

Efficient mixing was demonstrated in the 46000 to 260000 Hz regime. However, use of this regime is not recommended due to the difficulty of determining the cutoff for negative DEP forces for arbitrary particles. Additionally, electrolysis is possible as impedance decreases at high frequencies.

![Figure 2. Mixing τ obtained by high-speed image analysis of the mixing of 1µl of 10⁻⁴ M fluorescein with 1 µl of DI water. τ is defined as the point at which 63% of mixing is complete.](image-url)
Higher frequencies were not investigated due to the limitations of the amplifier. Additionally, it was demonstrated that at 500 Hz the mixing of fluorescein with KCl is unaffected by KCl molarities from $10^{-3}$ M to 5 M, and that no Joule heating occurs, which are critical for the device’s suitability in chemical and biological applications.

Figure 3. Representative images from videos of mixing behavior at 16 Hz (left), 500 Hz (center), and 3000 Hz (right). Mixing at 500 Hz is significantly faster than mixing at 4 Hz or 3000 Hz.
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Abstract
For droplets to be useful as microfluidic reactors, a robust and general technique needs to be developed to actively control their evolution. We present a contactless technique based on local heating of a water-oil interface which allows control over all the phases of the a droplet life-cycle.

keywords: Droplet microfluidics, Optical forcing, Marangoni flow

1. Introduction
The usefulness of droplets as microreactors depends on the ability to actively control their motion in microchannels. While some techniques exist to control drops on open substrates [1], there doesn’t yet exist a general approach to control droplets inside microchannels during their formation, merging, and transport. Current work relies largely on the use of complex geometries in order to produce the required results on drops traveling inside microchannels [2, 3].

We demonstrate here a contactless technique that allows the control of all the steps of droplet microfluidics inside microchannels. It is based on the heating of an oil-water interface by a laser, which induces a thermocapillary flow along this interface. The flow in turn produces a force that "pushes" the drople away from the laser. The combination of laser heating and a complex geometry allows active control of the drops.

2. Optically actuated valve
If implemented in a cross-shaped microchannel, this constitutes the first microfluidic valve for drop formation. The laser heating stops the advance of the water drop while allowing the surrounding oil to continue flowing, as shown in Fig. 1. The blocking time of the water drop increases with the laser power and so does the size of the drop thus produced.

3. Optically induced drop fusion
Other devices may be implemented based on this forcing technique. In particular, the merging of drops can be induced through thermocapillary pumping at two touching interfaces (Fig. 2). While the drops resist merging (especially in the presence of surfactants) due to the presence of a lubrication film between them, the laser may be used to induce the merging. This takes place since the thermocapillarity produces a flow from the hot point to the colder regions which evacuates the oil film. The typical time required to evacuate the film decreases with the thickness of the latter and drops therefore merge rapidly in microfluidic systems.
Figure 1: The valve mechanism: In the absence of a laser, water in oil drops are formed in a cross-shaped microchannel. Once the laser is illuminated, the water interface is completely blocked for several seconds while the oil continues to flow.

4. Combination of effects
Finally, these techniques may be combined together in order to force chemical reactions to start at the drop formation. This can be done with a single laser source if the channel geometry is chosen correctly, as shown in Fig. 3. In this case, two drops are formed in a single channel. Without the laser, the drops cannot be synchronized or forced to merge. However, the laser may initially be used as a valve to keep the downstream drop stationary until the upstream drop is detached. When the latter arrives, it pushes the downstream drop along and the two merge together as they cross the laser spot. In this way, a stationary may be used to perform two different tasks.

5. Conclusion
The results presented here represent the first demonstration of a complete set of tools for controlling drops in microchannels. Our technique also allows other operations such as sorting drops, controlling their division, or mixing their contents [4]. It does not require

Figure 2: The merging mechanism: In the absence of a laser, drops do not merge due to the presence of a lubrication film between them. The local heating from the laser source however rapidly evacuates the oil film and force the merging to occur.
special microfabrication or patterning, in addition to being completely contactless. The devices may therefore be reconfigured in real time by simply moving the laser beam position and several operations may be implemented in parallel while using a single laser beam, for example through holographic techniques. Finally, note that a fundamental understanding is now within reach through recent numerical modeling [4].
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A DISPOSABLE ON-CHIP PRESSURE ACTUATOR USING IR-INDUCED THERMOLYSIS FOR SAMPLE TRANSPORT
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Abstract
In this work, a functional on-chip pressure actuator using infrared (IR) based heating scheme, which produces controllable pressure to transport a fixed-volume of fluid sample in lab-on-a-chip on demand has been designed, fabricated, and characterized. The pressure output of the developed device is controlled by the deposited amount of the solid energetic material, which can precisely transport the liquid sample to the required location. The device developed in this research provides a reliable solution to transport liquid samples in a microfluidic system, which responds to a pressing demand in biochemical and clinical analysis as part of the development of μTAS.

Keywords: Microfluidic handling, Lab-on-a-chip, Solid energetic material, IR heating scheme.

1. Introduction
In this research, a disposable on-chip pressure actuator using the new non-contacted infrared (IR) –induced thermolysis scheme, which produces adjustable pressure to drive liquid samples on demand using one of the alternative safe solid energetic material (AMBN: 2,2’ azobis(2-methylbutyronitrile), is designed, fabricated, and fully characterized with extension of the innovative sample transport method recently reported by Hong et al. at the University of Cincinnati [1].

2. Design and Fabrication
The on-chip pressure actuator is composed of only an IR heat source as an igniter and solid energetic material (AMBN) in a matrix format as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the on-chip pressure actuator using IR-induced thermolysis.

Figure 2. AMBN thermolysis mechanism.
Upon application of a specific temperature, AMBN dissociated and mainly produces nitrogen gas and free-radical [2]. Using the thermogravimetric analyser, themolysis of AMBN has been obtained that the preliminary dissociation at 67 °C leads to the controlled release of only nitrogen gas, and the second dissociation occurs by 90 °C, which provides the operation range of IR heat source that causes AMBN to release nitrogen gas between 70 °C and 90 °C. The dynamic heat response of the IR heat source is characterized using LabView with a programmable power supply and a thermocouple.

A polymer material, cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) is chosen as the substrate, which has good optical transmittance and chemical resistance. Figure 3 depicts the temperature profile of AMBN matrix using CFD-ACE+™. The material properties including the thermal conductivity of the COC (0.13 W/mK) and AMBN matrix (0.12 W/mK) and the natural convection in the surfaces as boundary condition are applied to the simulation model. From the the simulation, the AMBN matrix with design can meet the desired operation temperature range. To realize a disposable on-chip pressure actuator at a low-cost and simple fabrication, direct printing techniques without screen-mask is adopted for deposition of AMBN matrix on the substrate as illustrated in Figure 4 (a). Then, the device is integrated with a polymer microfluidic chip using room temperature UV bonding technique [3] as shown in Fig. 4 (b) and (c).

Figure 3. Thermal simulation result of temperature distribution of the cross-section.

Figure 4. Integration of the on-chip pressure actuator with a microfluidic chip: (a) schematic cut view; (b) fabricated on-chip pressure actuator modules; and (c) photograph of the packaged device with IR heat source.

Figure 5. Generated gas pressure with different applied power to IR heat source in the open channel.
3. Experimental Results
The experiment shows that the output pressure from the AMBN can be controlled by the applied power as shown in Fig. 5. The captured video frames of the fluid which is transported using the on-chip pressure actuator are shown in Fig. 6. It takes around 3 seconds to drive the fluid out of the microchannel of 70 mm length. The input power of 5.16 W for 4 seconds is applied to the on-chip pressure actuator with various amount of AMBN until the maximum pressure was reached. The relationship between maximum pressure generation and different amounts of AMBN is shown in Fig. 7, and the relationship between movement of fluidic sample at the maximum pressure and different amounts of AMBN volume in Fig. 8.

4. Conclusions
A functional on-chip pressure generator using contactless infrared (IR) heating has been realized and fully characterized for driving liquid through the microchannels on polymer substrates. The solid energetic material generates non-toxic and biologically inert nitrogen gas, which is extremely suitable for applications in micro fluid actuating, and responds to a pressing demand in biochemical and clinical analysis as part of the lab-on-a-chip or μTAS.
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A MONOLITHIC 3D FLOW-FOCUSING DEVICE FOR THE FORMATION OF SINGLE/DUOUBLE EMULSIONS IN A CLOSED/OPEN MICROFLUIDIC SYSTEM
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Abstract

We propose a planar 3D microfluidic flow-focusing device (MFFD) that can produce monodisperse single/double emulsions in a closed/open microfluidic system. By confining droplets to the central axis of the microchannel, we avoid the problem of wetting and successfully produced single emulsions for both water-in-oil (W/O) and oil-in-water (O/W) droplets utilizing the same device as well as double emulsions containing one to several internal droplets inside in the closed channel configuration. We also demonstrated the feasibility of forming W/O droplets and polymer microspheres in an open channel configuration by withdrawing fluid from the outlet channel. The unique fabrication provides flexibility for Lab-on-Chip microsystem.

Keywords: monodispersed droplets, double emulsions, SU-8, black photoresist

1. Introduction

This work is motivated by the increasing importance of droplets in many Lab-on-Chip applications [1] and the need for a simple device that can produce single/double emulsions without any surface modifications of channel walls [2]. Our device is compatible with standard MEMS fabrication procedures, and also allows the use of organic solvents which are incompatible with PDMS devices. We succeeded in operating the device in both closed/open channel configurations.

2. Design and Fabrication

Fig.1 (a)-(b) show schematic diagrams of the monolithic 3D MFFD to produce monodisperse single and double emulsion drops, respectively. Two or three immiscible fluids can be focused through the coaxial orifices. At the orifice, the inner liquid thread stays confined to the central axis of the microchannel, surrounded by the continuous phase. As the dispensed phase (inner fluid thread) does not wet channel walls, our proposed 3D MFFD can produce single emulsions for both water-in-oil (W/O) and oil-in-water (O/W) droplets utilizing the same device. Fig.1 (c) shows schematic diagrams of the cross section of 3D MFFD. The device consists of three layers of SU-8 resist structures to form the embedded coaxial orifices. CK-7800L black photoresist was
used to mask unexposed regions from exposure during the latter processes [3]. Here, open channel configuration refers to the 3D MFFD without PDMS cover.

3. Results and discussions

Fig. 2 (a)-(b) show the variation of droplets’ diameters with respect to flow rate ratio (Qc/Qd) of the continuous phase (Qc) and dispensed phase (Qd) in the closed channel configuration, where Qd fixed at 0.6 µl/min with D_orifice=200µm. Fluid treads for both O/W and W/O droplets can be clearly observed without any occurrence of phase inversion [2b]. Fig. 3 (a) show the images of the coaxial tread breaking into “in-phase” and “phase-shifted” double emulsion drops in a closed channel configuration, each containing a single internal droplet. As break-up frequency of the inner fluid thread exceeded that of the middle fluid thread, double emulsions with multiple internal droplets were produced (Fig.3(b)). We also demonstrated the feasibility of forming W/O droplets and polymer microspheres in an open channel configuration by withdrawing fluid from the outlet channel. We filled up the microchannels with continuous phase. DI water or monomer was then added to the inner fluid reservoir. We withdrew the fluid from the outlet channel using a syringe with a tiny needle. Fig.4(a)-(e) shows W/O droplets produced in an open channel configuration by varying the withdrawal flow rate (Qw). Polymer particles were obtained by the in-situ photopolymerization of monomer droplets passing through the UV irradiated area. Polymer particles were collected by heating the 3D MFFD to remove the DI water (Fig.4 (f)).

Figure 1 (a) and (b) show schematic diagrams of the 3D MFFD to produce monodisperse single emulsion drops and double emulsion drops, and (c) the cross section of 3D MFFD.
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Figure 2 (a) shows the results of the droplets’ diameters with respect to the flow rate ratio ($Q_{c}/Q_{d}$), and (b) the images of O/W and W/O droplets at $Q_{c}/Q_{d}=30$ indicated in (a).

Figure 3 (a) images of in-phase and phase-shifted double emulsion, (b) Double emulsions with multiple internal droplets.

Figure 4 (a) W/O droplets produced by varying the withdrawal flow rate ($Q_{w}$) in an open channel configuration. (b)-(e) show the images indicated in (a). (f) polymer microspheres with 40 μm.
CHECKERED ELECTROSTATIC ACTUATOR FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL MANIPULATION OF LIQUID DROPLETS
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Abstract

A new electrostatic actuator for manipulating liquid droplets in µ-TAS was developed. This actuator has square electrodes (300 x 300 µm) on a single plate. These electrodes are placed in a checkered arrangement and connected along either one of the two diagonal lines. This actuator can perform two-dimensional manipulation—moving, splitting, and merging—of an 80-nl liquid droplet on a single plate.

Keywords: electrostatic actuation, two-dimensional manipulation, liquid droplet, µ-TAS

1. Introduction

Liquid-droplet manipulation actuators using electrostatic force—which require neither pumps nor valves and minimize dead-volume of reagents and samples in channels or reservoirs—have recently been attracting a lot of attention [1-4]. To apply these actuators to µ-TAS, liquid droplets should be manipulated in a two-dimensional plane. S.-K. Fan et al. reported a cross-reference EWOD device in 2003 [4]. This actuator has M x N intersect grids where N rectangular electrodes on bottom plate and M rectangular electrodes on top plate. Using this actuator, they demonstrated two-dimensional manipulation of liquid droplets at the intersection points of electrodes in two separate plates under an applied voltage. However, it is therefore structurally difficult to combine this actuator with analytical devices such as sensors, reactors, and heaters because rectangular electrodes are placed on both the top-plate and the bottom-plate. To combine this actuator and analytical devices, it is preferred that all electrodes of the actuator for manipulating liquid droplets are placed on the bottom plate and analytical devices are equipped with the top plate.

2. Theory and experimental measurement

We fabricated an electrostatic actuator on a single substrate for manipulating liquid droplets in a matrix. Plane views of the fabricated actuator are shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b). This actuator has square electrodes (300 x 300 µm) placed in a checkered arrangement. All electrodes are connected along either one of the two diagonal lines of electrodes. The cross section of the fabricated actuator is illustrated in Fig. 1(c). Although the lines of electrodes connected in the horizontal direction (x-axis electrode line) and the lines of electrodes connected in the vertical direction (y-axis electrode line) intersect at their connections, both electrode lines are isolated electrically by a silicon-oxide film (300nm) and covered by a silicon nitride film (75nm) and a fluoropolymer...
A schematic diagram of the fabricated device in Fig. 2. A potential difference is created between the x-axis electrode lines and the y-axis electrode lines, which are selected by the selecting switches. The liquid droplet was moved to the cross point by electrostatic force between the x-axis and y-axis electrode lines. Furthermore, to select the adjoining electrode lines of each axis, the fabricated device can change the volume of the manipulated liquid droplets.

A cross-sectional view of the fabricated device with two spacers and a top plate is illustrated in Fig. 3. The spacers—a 30-μm-thick polyester two-sided tape (No5603; Nitto Denko)—are used to define the gap between the top plate and the device. A slide-glass-coated fluoropolymer (FS-1010TH; Fluoro Technology) is used as the top plate.
3. Results and discussion

The results of a droplet-manipulation experiment are shown in Fig. 4 as a series of pictures. The applied voltage is 30 V. An 80-nl liquid droplet was split in two by pulling it in opposite directions (1-6), the two liquid droplets were merged by pulling them toward each other (7-10), and the merged liquid droplet was moved (11-16). This figure shows that this electrostatic actuator can be successfully manipulated in a two-dimensional plane with only one plate. It is structurally easy to combine this electrostatic actuator with analytical devices because all electrodes of the actuator for manipulating liquid droplets are placed on a single plate.

![Liquid droplet](image)

Fig. 4: Test results shown as a series of photos

4. Conclusions

A new electrostatic actuator for manipulating liquid droplets in μ-TAS was developed. This actuator has square electrodes placed in a lattice-shaped arrangement and connected along either one of two diagonal lines. It can move, split, and merge liquid droplets in a two-dimensional plane. Furthermore, as all electrodes of it for manipulating liquid droplets are placed on a single plate, it is structurally easy to combine this actuator with analytical devices on the other single plate. This means that the actuator is useful for manipulating liquid droplets for μ-TAS.
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Abstract
A robust semiconductor micropillar array electrospray ionization (ESI) chip has been developed, fabricated and tested. The silicon chip has spontaneous transfer of liquids. Capillary forces and hydrostatic pressure affects the flow rate. ESI could be formed easily by applying high voltage to the chip. Via ESI interface the chip can be connected to a mass spectrometer.

Keywords: micropillar array, flow, capillary action, electrospray, ionization

1. INTRODUCTION
Micropillar arrays have shown to have strong capillary forces which enable transfer of liquids in the micro channels without external power, such as pumping [1]. Electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) is a well-known analytical technique, by which liquid samples can be directly analyzed with good sensitivity and selectivity. Various types of miniaturized ESI sources have already been manufactured using pumping or electroosmotic flow. The purpose of this work was to evaluate the spontaneous flow of liquids in micropillar array chips with varying diameters of the pillars and the distances between them. Furthermore, the tip of the micropillar array was used as a direct ESI tip, thus the whole microchip could be connected to a mass spectrometer.

Figure 1: Micropillar array chip. SEM picture of shapes of micropillars and overview of the small and large size chips on a 20 cent Euro coin.
2. EXPERIMENTAL

Micropillar array chips were fabricated to a silicon substrate. Pillar arrays were etched by deep reaction ion etching (DRIE) to a depth of 50 \( \mu \text{m} \). A scanning electron micrograph of a pillar array and the whole chip are presented in Figure 1. The shape of the pillars was round, and the diameters varied from 15 to 200 \( \mu \text{m} \) and the distances between pillars were from 1 to 80 \( \mu \text{m} \) from chip to chip. The cylindrical pillars were arranged in an equilateral triangular conformation [2]. The end of the channel containing the micropillar array was sharpened to enable ESI. The setup of combining a micropillar array with a PE Sciex API-300 triple quadrupole mass spectrometer for ESI-MS measurements is presented in Figure 4a. High voltage was applied to the sample section of the chip. Potential difference between the microchip and the first lens of mass spectrometer was 2.5 kV. The electric current between the chip and MS was about 100 nA. The sample, tetrabutylammoniumiodide in acetonitrile, was pipetted onto the sample section.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The capillary flow at the micropillar array is a spontaneous feature based on the capillary action and is dependent on the diameters of pillars and the distances between them. Figure 3a shows that the flow rate clearly increases when the distance between the pillars one increased from 2 \( \mu \text{m} \) to 75 \( \mu \text{m} \). Figure 3b shows that the flow rate increases when the volume of solvent (ethanol) is increased from 2 \( \mu \text{l} \) to 8 \( \mu \text{l} \) indicating that hydrostatic pressure increases the spontaneous flow within the micropillar array. The flow rates presented in Figure 3 are suitable for direct ESI. The sharpened tip at the end of the chip allows stable Taylor cone and thus stable ESI (Figure 2). Mass spectrum of tetrabutylammonium by micropillar ESI chip shows abundant molecular ion at m/z 242, and thus proves both the spontaneous flow of the sample from the sample section to the tip of the microchip. It was also noticed that the flow rate of the liquid was increased when the ES voltage was turned on. That was because the ES sucks the fluid from the pillar array thus forming a significant force which moves the liquid in the micropillar array channel.

Figure 2: Formation of electrospray. Time between photos is 40 ms.
To summarize, we are able to analyze chemical compounds with silicon micropillar array ESI-MS chip, which provides spontaneous transfer of liquids. We can also control the flow rate of the chip by changing dimensions of micropillar array and hydrostatic pressure.

Figure 3: Spontaneous microflow at microarray pillars. a) The effect of the distance between micropillars \(<w>\) to the flow of ethanol in small (channels lengths = 5 mm) and large (channels lengths = 11 mm) chips. Introduced volumes of samples were 1 \(\mu l\) with small and 4 \(\mu l\) with large chips. b) The effect of the sample volume of dropped ethanol in the inlet to the flow rate of ethanol.

Figure 4: a) Principle of the measurement setup. b) Mass spectrum of tetrabutylammonium (molecular weight 242) measured with the micropillar-ESI-MS.
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Abstract
In this paper, we describe a microfluidic device for the rapid mixing of viscous sticky crowded agents. These agents were isolated in plugs and forced to pass through a series of pillars which caused mixing by inducing an oscillating interfacial shear.

Keywords: microfluidics, mixing, crowded agents, plug, shear

1. Introduction

The interior of a cell consists of densely-packed soluble molecules [1]. A single species concentration is relatively low but collectively, these molecules can occupy a significant 20 to 30% of the total volume (typically 50 to 400mg/mL). We call such a fluidic medium “crowded” [2 – 3]. Most biochemical reaction experiments are conducted in molecular concentrations between 1 to 10mg/mL (negligible crowding effects). We report a microfluidic device mixing viscous and sticky crowded media like bovine serum albumin (BSA). The in vitro study of reaction kinetics demands that the reactants be homogeneously mixed faster than the occurrence of the reaction itself [4].

2. Experimental

Mixing of crowded agents has been demonstrated in serpentine-shaped micromixers with bumpy edges [4]. Our device, made of polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) using soft lithography [5], incorporates a series of pillars and provides a reasonable mixing efficiency by repeatedly folding and stretching plugs of crowded agents traversing through the pillars (figure 1). The channel of this micromixer contains repeated arrangement of small (50μm) and big pillars (80μm). The nominal length and depth of the channel are 30mm and 80μm, respectively. The first pair of the small pillars is located about 1mm from the cross-junction. The gap between the small pillars of a pair is fixed at 40μm, 60μm and 80μm as a design parameter.

Figure 1. Layout and photomicrograph of the micromixer (1, 2, and 3 are inlets and 4 is outlet).
3. Results and discussion

Silicone oil (Dow Corning 200® viscosity 19.06 mPa-s) was injected into the device through inlets 2 and 3 while two separate streams of BSA solution were injected through inlet 1. Figure 2a shows the formation and mixing of BSA plugs (200mg/mL dissolved in phosphate buffered solution laced with two different colored dyes) in the 80μm-gap design. For all experiments, two BSA solutions were injected into inlet 1 at 0.05μL/min and silicone oil was injected into inlets 2 and 3 at 1μL/min, unless otherwise stated. Under steady flow, the oil pinches off the BSA solution at the cross-junction, creating plugs of BSA transported downstream through the pillars. Fluorescent dye was added to one BSA stream to visualize the mixing process (figure 2b). A surfactant Tween 20 (3% v/v) was added to oil to improve the plug stability. The length of the plug is roughly 250μm. We observed that without the pillars, the BSA plugs could not mix efficiently (figure 3). Fluid exchange between the two halves of the plug was minimal and fluorescent dye remained confined to only one BSA stream.

![Figure 2.](image1)  
(a) Optical and (b) fluorescence photomicrograph of BSA plugs.

![Figure 3.](image2)  
Inefficient mixing of BSA plugs without employing the pillars.

![Figure 4.](image3)  
Mixing of BSA-BSA plugs.

![Figure 5.](image4)  
Mixing of BSA-Hb plugs.
Effect of the pillars (80µm-gap) on the mixing can be observed from the striations in the plugs captured at subsequent points in time (figure 4). The plugs stretched and split as they encountered a big pillar and re-combined as they squeezed between two small pillars (e.g. at 4ms). This cyclical action induced oscillating interfacial shear within the plug contents. After repeated cycles of stretching, splitting and re-combining, the dye within the plugs redistributed evenly. Complete mixing occurred at the 6th cycle 11ms after the first encounter with the pillars (a cycle is a set of two small and one big pillar). For the 40µm and 60µm-gap designs, complete mixing was observed earlier at the 4th (7ms) and 5th cycle (9ms), respectively. Figure 5 shows the mixing of BSA and hemoglobin (Hb) using the 80m-gap design. BSA and Hb flowed at 0.1µL/min (inlet 1) while oil at 1.3µL/min. Both BSA (containing fluorescent dye) and Hb were dissolved in PBS at 260mg/mL and 300mg/mL, respectively. Since Hb is almost twice as viscous as the BSA, mixing took a longer time (>20ms). Hence, the striations are not clearly visible within the first 11ms.

A plot of normalized fluorescence intensity of the plugs in different designs is given in figure 6. Mixing caused an overall decline in the intensity by redistributing the dye rapidly. This simple arrangement of pillars can be further optimized for the rapid mixing of the crowded media in the study of reaction kinetics.

![Figure 6. Normalized fluorescence intensity.](image)
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MULTI-REAGENTS HIGH SPEED EXCHANGE FLOW SYSTEM FOR SINGLE BIOMOLECULAR DYNAMICS REAL TIME MONITORING
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Abstract
We develop a multi-reagent high speed exchange flow system integrated with Total Internal Reflection Fluorescent Microscopy (TIRFM). The reagent switching time within 100 ms was obtained with high performance in-channel PDMS microvalves, the real time monitoring of a single protein behavior, the chaperonin GroEL - co-chaperonin GroES rapid interaction, was performed. The fabricated TIRFM microflow system enables the observation of single biomolecular level very short time reactions of a few seconds.

Keywords: real time monitoring, single biomolecular detection, protein analysis, microflow system, PDMS microvalves

1. Introduction
The TIRFM technique has been applied for single biomolecular level observation under very low background light using evanescent field. It is produced just beyond the interface with penetration depth of 150 nm when a laser is incident on the substrate at above the critical angle [1]. Flat and pinhole-free glass surface reduces diffuse skylight, which is required in the investigation of single-molecule level proteins [2]. We developed no leakage and small dead volume monolithic PDMS microvalve systems [3]. However, the switching time was limited around 300 ms. High speed microvalve was requested for real time monitoring.

2. Experimental
Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional view of this system which consists of the glass microchannel with the observation area, and the PDMS pneumatically actuated membrane and air pressure channels of the active microvalves. The cross-sectional SEM photomicrograph of the monolithically
A fabricated in-channel valve is shown in Figure 2. We measured reagent exchange time of the microvalve system using a high speed CCD camera by applying stepped air pressure. The exchange time within 100 ms was obtained at the observation area. The flow system can control reagent injection volume of less than 5 nL. Combination of this high speed reagent exchange microflow system and TIRFM enables the real time monitoring of single biomolecular dynamic reactions. Imaging of the chaperonin GroEL - cochaperonin GroES interactions was chosen to show the capability of the single molecular level detection.

Figure 3 is a schematic of the immobilized GroEL and GroES interaction. Area (i) in Figure 3, GroEL is immobilized to the glass surface, while area (ii) is blank. Figure 4 shows a sequential buffer and sample flows of the controlled by three microvalves for monitoring GroEL and GroES interactions. GroEL was introduced and immobilized to the glass surface (Figure 4(a)). Then residual GroEL was cleaned off with buffer, Term I (Figure 4(b)). High concentrated reagent of fluorescently-labeled GroES (Cy5-GroES) was injected for 1 sec, Term II (Figure 4(c)). Then buffer was introduced to clean off the unbound GroES, Term III (Figure 4(d)).
3. Results

Figure 5 shows the TIRFM images at the observation area.

Figure 5(a) is the image of during Term I, 5(b) is that of during Term II, 5(c) is that of during Term III. Figure 6 shows time dependent fluorescence intensity at the observation area (i) (GroEL; red circle) and area (ii) (blank; blue circle) in Figure 5(c).

Very low back ground noise was observed during Term I. When the GroES reagent was injected, fluorescence intensity was out of range during Term II. Right after the buffer was introduced for cleaning during Term III, the fluorescent intensity was remained at area (i) (GroEL), while that was decreased immediately to the background level at area (ii) (blank). The fluorescence intensity was decreased by the laser irradiation during Term IV.

Very short time protein reactions were observed by the microflow system.

4. Conclusions

Example of the monitoring the single molecular level interaction was performed. This result describes proposed microsystem is applicable for real time monitoring of the single biomolecular level interactions.
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Abstract
The electrocapture technology has been utilized for capture of beads in a robust planar micro device with integrated ion selective electrodes. Capture and release of 2 μm beads is successfully demonstrated.

Keywords: electrocapture; concentration; beads; microdevice

1. Introduction
With the electrocapture technology charged biomolecules and particles can be immobilised in a flow channel by applying a local electric field [1]. Earlier electrocapture devices have been manufactured from polymer tubing and are therefore not easily incorporated in a lab-on-a-chip system nor has it been possible to study the effect of the electric field on the charged biomolecules in detail.

2. Experimental
A planar microfluidic electrocapture (ECD) device that captures and concentrates beads by a local electrical field has been assembled and tested. The presented device enables on-line observations of electrically manipulated beads in a micro channel. The design is based on a sandwich construction from a glass substrate and a PMMA-lid, using a patterned polyimide spacer to form the channel [2]. Capture and release of 2 μm polystyrene beads have been performed successfully at an applied potential of 300 V.

The planar capture device was designed to be simple, robust and easy to manufacture. The device is a sandwich construction of a lower support part and an upper lid part. The ion selective membrane used is Nafion The lower support part and the upper lid part was first mounted separately and then assembled to form the channel, see figure 1.

![Figure 1. Cross section view of the planar capture device. The ion port distance is 10 mm and the total channel volume is 3.6 μL.](image)
3. Results and discussion

The capture was observed and documented with an inverted fluorescence microscope, equipped with a digital camera. The assembled leak tight device is shown in figure 2. The capture behaviour is studied using a sample of 2 μm diameter polystyrene beads suspended in 0.2 M Tris-HCl Buffer, pH 7.4. The sample solution is introduced from a syringe pump into the capture device at a flow rate of 0.5 μL/min. The position of the capture zone is located 2 mm upstream from the centre of the ion selective membrane. A voltage of 300 V is applied for 15 min to capture an observable amount of sample, see figure 3. To describe the behaviour of the capture in the detail, a complex electrokinetic and hydrodynamic model is required since electrophoretic and electroosmotic forces [3] are likely to be involved. The presented results support the stacking principle suggested by Astorga-Wells and Swerdlow [4]. The most challenging task in building the device is to integrate the ion selective electrodes in a microdevice with a reliably bonded channel. By using a thick glass substrate, the device becomes mechanically stable and the PMMA-part is sufficiently thick for a robust design of the channel-to-tubing interface connections.

![Figure 2. Photo of the planar capture device, view from above. The channel, length 60 mm, in the PI-spacer is seen through the PMMA lid part. The fittings for inlet, outlet and buffer reservoirs are connected.](image)

![a)](image)

![b)](image)
Figure 3. Picture sequence of the capture channel (width 0.8 mm, height 75 μm) with the flow direction from left to right. The photos of the captured beads are taken at a position 2 mm upstream from the downstream ion selective membrane, (a) continuous flow of sample, (b) capture of beads at applied electric field of 300 V for 15 min, (c) directly after the release the beads are released in clusters, (d) 10 minutes after the capture major part of the beads are released.

4. Conclusion
Capture and release of 2 μm beads is successfully demonstrated which shows potential for the planar electrocapture device to be used for biological samples.
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Abstract
We overlay surface-functionalized magnetic particles with mineral oil to turn free droplets into a virtual laboratory. The magnetic particles allow the droplet manipulation by magnetic fields and act temporarily as solid support for performing complex biochemical processes in sequence. A proof-of-concept experiment demonstrates how to isolate cells, lyse, and subject them to a real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) targeting a transfection vector-encoding gene in less than 20 min.

Keywords: Droplets, magnetic particles, μfilter, sample preparation, μPCR

1. Introduction
Several microfluidic systems have been reported for moving, merging, mixing, and splitting of droplets on surfaces, such as electrowetting [1], surface acoustic waves [2], or dielectrophoresis [3]. However, these methods lack the most important operation for performing sequential (bio)chemical processes: being able to purify starting material and/or reaction products from crude or complex mixtures. If a solid phase with affinity to any material of interest was part of a droplet-based system, such sequential processes were possible. To this end, the idea of incorporating magnetic particles to manipulate droplets by magnetic fields [4] presents an attractive option for realizing a micro total analysis system (μTAS). Here, we present a modular chip-based microfluidic system for the (bio)chemical analysis of (body)fluids. Key feature of the system is a self-assembling droplet that is spontaneously formed on a hydro-/oleophobic surface by encapsulating an aqueous suspension of magnetic particles in an immiscible liquid (fig. 1a). By applying (electro)magnetic fields (fig. 1h), the droplet can be manipulated in the x, y-direction. Basic manipulations include moving, merging, mixing, filtering, and splitting of two or more droplets (fig. 1b-g).

2. Experimental results
Solid phase extraction of cells (Fig. 1b-g): a droplet containing a 100 nL suspension of 200 μg μL⁻¹ Dynabeads® CD15 (Dynal Biotech) in 0.01 M phosphate buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4 (Sigma-Aldrich)/ 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Roth) was merged with a 10 μL droplet containing 0.1% transiently green fluorescent protein (pmaxGFP™)-transfected (amaxa) THP–1 cells (American Type Culture Collection) in a modified RPMI 1640 cell culture medium at a density of 5×10⁶ cell/mL, mixed for 300 s, and washed successively for 20 s in two droplets containing 10 μL 0.01 M PBS/
1% BSA. At this stage, 30-40 purified THP–1 cells were immunocaptured onto the Dynabeads® CD15 (data not shown).

Cell lysis and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Fig. 2b): the 100 nL droplet containing the purified surface-bound THP–1 cells was moved onto the microfabricated heater, merged with a 3 μL droplet containing the PCR mixture, mixed for 20 s, and lysed at 100 °C for 60 s. A 99 base pair (bp) fragment of the pmaxGFP™ vector was the target gene and 5'-atg acc aac aag aag aag gct gac gaa gta gaa g-3', 5'-gta ggt gcc gaa gtg gta gaa g-3', and 5'-FAM-aag gcg ccc tga cct tca gcc cct a-3'-Eclipse® Dark Quencher (Research Biolabs) were used as forward primer, reverse primer, and probe. The PCR was carried out using the Taq PCR Core Kit (QIAGEN) and consisted of 50 cycles of denaturation at 95 °C for 1 s and annealing/elongation at 60 °C for 4 s (Fig. 3a). For the no template control (NTC), non-pmaxGFP™-transfected THP–1 cells were used instead. The PCR product yield and specificity were verified by capillary electrophoresis using a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent) (Fig. 3b).

3. Results and discussion

Being able to retain the immunocaptured THP–1 cells (Fig. 2a) after solid phase extraction (Fig. 1b-g) and to release their genetic material into the PCR solution is critical for performing the (bio)assay in sequence. Potential contaminants are either left behind in the cell culture suspension or removed during the washing process. Thus, only the purified surface-bound THP–1 cells are subjected to the subsequent process. Since the solid phase extraction of the THP–1 cells is accomplished within 300 s, working on ice is unnecessary.

Figure 1: a) A self-assembling droplet is composed of an aqueous suspension of magnetic particles, covered by an immiscible liquid. b-h) A permanent magnet or h) an array of electromagnets is used to b) move, c) merge, d) mix, e, f) filter, and f, g) split the droplets. Only the material, which is immobilized on magnetic particles, is isolated during filtration (Fig. 2a).

4. Conclusion

For the first time, we demonstrate the integration of sample preparation into a droplet-based microfluidic system.
Figure 2: a) Schematic of the isolation of the pmaxGFP™-transfected THP-1 monocytes from a cell culture suspension by immunoreaction with anti-CD15 coated magnetic particles according to figure 1b-g. b) Thereafter, the cells are thermally lysed, and subjected to a PCR. C (cell culture suspension), W (washing solution), P (PCR mixture), M (magnetic particles), T (temperature sensor for calibrating the PCR chip), PCB (printed circuit board).

Figure 3: a) Real-time, TaqMan®-based PCR carried out in a droplet according to figure 2b with the pmaxGFP™ vector as target gene. b) Capillary electrophoresis data of the PCR product; the amplicon length is 99 base pairs.
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ADVANCED FLOW CONTROL OF LIQUIDS IN MICROFABRICATED CAPILLARY PUMPS
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Abstract
This paper reports a method for accurately controlling the filling of capillary systems (CSs) by engineering capillary pumps (CPs). CPs can be used with liquids of different viscosities and serially connected CPs can force the liquids to flow in a sequence of predefined flow rates.

Keywords: autonomous, capillary pump, flow rate, immunoassay

Introduction
The CSs are microfabricated in Si, covered with Au, and have wettable flow paths; they can be used to miniaturize assays greatly and to perform fluorescence surface immunoassays with a sensitivity up to 1 pM using only 600 nL volumes of samples. [1] The flow conditions of liquids displaced in CSs have an important effect on the kinetics of binding between surface-immobilized receptors and analytes in solution. In addition, immunoassays comprise multiple binding, blocking, and rinsing steps, which typically necessitate different durations. [2] The laminar flow of solutions in microchannels can make rinsing efficiently done in a few seconds, whereas the immuno-capture of antigens necessitates incubation times of several minutes. [3] A regular flow in a microchannel is also desirable for replenishing depleted analytes and keeping diffusion profiles of analytes optimal compared to the advancement of the binding reaction. [4] In a CS, the volume of the flow path in front of a CP is negligible compared to the volume of a CP. Therefore, even though a CP is placed after the site where the assay takes place, the CP can be used to control the flow conditions of most of the liquid flowing through a CS.

Concept
Figure 1 shows a typical chip, having three independent CSs, each of which ends with one CP. We engineered CPs in such chips to control the flow conditions of liquids of various viscosities. We used water, PBS, 1% BSA in PBS (viscosity ~1 mPa s) and an intravenous perfusion solution containing 20% of human albumin (~4 mPa s) at room temperature. The contact angles of these liquids on the walls of the CS were similar (~30–50º). By varying the shape, characteristic dimensions, spacing and relative positions of the microstructures in the pumps, we were able to program very low flow rates of these liquids in the CSs, Figure 2, and to control the filling front of these liquids in the CPs, Figure 3. Control over the filling front of the liquid is important to prevent entrapping air in a CP, to permit different liquids to be sequentially displaced in...
a CS with high temporal control, and to enable CPs to be used serially to program complex sequences of flow rates in a CS. In the later case, efficient connecting structures as shown in Figure 4 are important to ensure the complete filling of each successive CP.

Figure 1. Photograph of a Si chip (covered with Au) having three CSs (A) and optical micrographs showing details of various types of CPs (B). Each CS may be used for one surface immunoassay, during which samples and reagents added to loading pads flow through the reaction chamber at a flow rate governed by the CP terminating the CS. The characteristic dimensions, spacing, and relative position of the microstructures in the CPs determine their filling behavior. The scale bars in (B) are 250 μm.

Figure 2. Flow rates of liquids having various composition and viscosity in a CS where the CP either contains 30-μm-wide rounded hexagons, 15-μm-wide lines, 15-μm-wide lines rotated by 90° with respect to the main axis of the pump, or 80-μm-wide lines. Although the viscosity of the filling liquid plays an important role on the filling rate, the filling rates can be accurately programmed for liquids of different viscosities.
Figure 3. Optical micrographs showing the filling behavior of PBS (A) and a solution containing 20% of human albumin (B) in a capillary pump having 15-μm-wide lines, which are normal to the main axis of the pump and symmetrically spaced (Sym15 CP). The higher viscosity of the solution in (B) induces more friction along the main axis of the lines, which favors more spreading of the liquid front in the pump than in (A). The scale bar is 1 mm.

Figure 4. Optical micrographs showing the serial filling of two CPs (“Sym” type having 60-μm-wide lines) with a 20% solution of human albumin. Owing to the pump design and to the connecting structures in between the pumps, the viscous liquid fills the first CP without entrapping air and then merges into one stream in the connecting structures before entering the second CP. The connecting structures are hierarchical bridges in which a filling liquid encounters zones with decreasing capillary pressure and increasingly strong pinning sites. The scale bar is 1 mm.

Outlook
The method presented here to structure CPs and to control the flow of liquids in CSs suggests that autonomous CSs can be programmed for exhibiting well defined flow characteristics. We expect advanced flow control in CSs to enable sensitive and fast portable immunoassays such as the ones needed for point-of-care applications.
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NANOCHANNELS WITH INTEGRATED FABRY-PÉROT INTERFEROMETRY: A NEW TOOL FOR NANOFLUIDICS
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Abstract
1-D Pyrex nanochannels down to 6nm height were fabricated with an on-chip integrated Fabry-Pérot interferometer enabling the real-time observation of channel filling without using fluorescent dyes. The interferometer consisted of two parallel silver mirrors on both sides of the nanochannel, spaced from it by 1 μm of SiO₂. The filling speed of ethanol and water was observed, indicating respectively enhanced friction and decreased friction (slip flow).

Keywords: nanochannels, nanofluidics, Fabry-Pérot, capillary filling, slip flow

1. Introduction
Visualizing liquid inside 1-D nanochannels using light microscopy generally becomes highly problematic when the channel height is smaller than 20 nm. Dissolved fluorescent solutes can still be detected but do not give information on the liquid itself, since their behavior is also influenced by electrical (ion exclusion) and/or chemical (adsorption) influences. From the surface forces apparatus (SFA) a good visualization tool is known, namely the Fabry-Pérot interferometer (figure 1).[1] The SFA however lacks the easy accessibility of the experimental space that is provided by nanochannels, and from which nanofluidic studies can benefit. We therefore married both technologies and manufactured a new tool for nanofluidics: nanochannels with an integrated Fabry-Pérot interferometer. In a first series of experiments we demonstrate the usefulness of this tool by observing the abnormal filling kinetics of 1-D nanochannels.

2. Experimental
A Fabry-Pérot interferometer was micromachined by depositing on two separate Pyrex wafers a 45 nm thick silver layer and covering it with 1 μm of PECVD silicon oxide. The structures were subsequently flattened by chemical mechanical polishing. On one of these wafers arrays of 100 1-D nanochannels with a length of 500 nm and heights of 6, 12 and 16 nm were manufactured by wet etching with a 0.5% HF solution, followed by DRIE of connecting 900 nm deep microchannels and powder blasting of access holes. Finally the two wafers were fusion-bonded at 400°C for 1 hour. A cross-section of the interferometer part and a top view of the entire chip are shown in figures 1 and 2. The optical setup consisted of a white light source with monochromator for the incident light and a microscope with CCD camera to receive the transmitted light (figure 4). A syringe pump was used for liquid introduction via access holes and microchannels to the nanochannels.
3. Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows a sequence of images made during filling of 6 nm channels with ethanol and of 12 nm high channels with water. Figure 4 shows the meniscus position against sqrt(time), obeying the Lukas-Washburn equation [2]:

$$x(t) = \frac{\sigma \cos \theta d}{3\mu} t^{1/2} = a_c \cdot t^{1/2},$$

where $\sigma$ is the surface tension (Nm), $\theta$ the contact angle, $d$ the channel height (m) and $\mu$ the viscosity (Pa s). Table 1 compares the experimentally determined slopes $a_e$ with the theoretically determined ones $a_c$ using equation 1, and gives $C = a_c/a_m$. Clearly ethanol fills the channels progressively slower than theoretically expected on downscaling, which can be attributed either to the electroviscous effect [2] or to the increasing influence of the surface roughness on downscaling (RMS = 0.7 nm). Interestingly, the water filling speed increases on downscaling. Close inspection of Figure 3 showed that for water the optical signal changed only gradually after passing of the meniscus while for ethanol the change was sudden. This seems to indicate a gradual change of the water content in the channels, possibly first inclusion and then dissolution of nanobubbles, with slip flow then explaining the unexpectedly rapid filling.
Figure 3 a) Filling of 6 nm channels with ethanol from both sides and b) filling of 12 nm channels with water from the bottom up. For image processing reasons filled channels appear dark in a), while empty channels appear bright in b).

Figure 4 Filling curves: meniscus position versus $t^{0.5}$.

Table 1 Measured and calculated slopes of the filling curves. C is the ratio $a_c/a_m$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel height / nm</th>
<th>$a_m$ [μm s$^{-0.5}$]</th>
<th>$a_c$ [μm s$^{-0.5}$]</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16.2nm (EtOH)</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.3nm (EtOH)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4nm (EtOH)</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.2nm (H2O)</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.3nm (H2O)</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

This paper presents a new micro mixer module utilizing delayed sample flow for a continuous flow immunoassay with preloaded reagents. A new micro mixer module that can combine and mix two small liquid plugs without air entrapment, has been designed, fabricated and characterized for the continuous flow immunoassay. This new mixing module will be an essential component for numerous on-chip immunoassays, including protein lab-on-a-chips toward point-of-care clinical diagnostics.
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1. Introduction

Immunoassay has been one of the most important assays in various clinical diagnostics on lab-on-a-chip platforms. Numerous reports for the assay have been published, but most previous works have suffered from sample preparation, which requires several reagent injections in sequence. A bulk syringe pump or micro pump is usually used to load the reagents or buffer solutions during the assay, but it becomes a major obstacle for developing the lab-on-a-chip toward point-of-care testing (POCT) [1].

In this sense, a continuous flow immunoassay utilizing preloaded whole immunoassay reagents on a chip can be a promising solution to address this challenge. A conventional multi-injection immunoassay and a new single injection continuous flow immunoassay are compared in Figure 1. To accomplish this, a new micro mixer
module that can combine and mix two small liquid plugs without air entrapment, has been designed, fabricated and characterized for the continuous flow immunoassay.

2. Design and simulation

In the mixing module, two different micro mixers are required; namely a “delayed” micro mixer and an in-plane micro mixer as described in Figure 2. Specifically, the innovative delayed micro mixer as described in Figures 2 is an essential component for mixing the separated sample with immunoassay reagents such as buffer solution and primary or secondary antibodies.

The principle of operation is based on the pressure barrier that develops when the cross-section of capillaries changes abruptly into an expansion region between two cylindrical pillars. This serves to “hold” the first liquid that was pre-loaded [2]. When the second liquid flows past the pillar structure, it makes contact with the first liquid and the surface tension barrier is broken allowing concurrent flow of the two liquids. A downstream mixer can then mix the two liquids. The simulation results as a proof concept for the delayed micro mixer are shown in Figure 3. The maximum pressure barrier that a surface tension effect can hold is calculated at various surface contact angles and plotted in Figure 4.
4. Experimental results
A delayed micro mixer is fabricated using PDMS casting on SU8 mold. The fabricated device is shown in Figure 5. As a delayed micro mixer, both the “hold” ability of the pillar array and the ability to mix the two liquid plugs need to be characterized. Holding and mixing capabilities of the delayed micro mixer were tested using DI water containing red and green dyes by flowing second liquid at flow rates of 10.0 μL/hr. The achieved mixing sequences are shown in Figure 5. Also the maximum flow rates, at which the combined two samples can be flowed into downstream without any residue between pillars, were measured and plotted in Figure 6.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, an innovative delayed micro mixing module for continuous flow immunoassay with preloaded reagent has been successfully developed in this work. This new mixing module will be an essential component for numerous on-chip immunoassays, including protein lab-on-a-chips toward point-of-care diagnostics.
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Abstract

We propose a novel design for an active micro-mixer that is inspired by the motion of ciliated micro-organisms occurring in nature. The conceptual design consists of an array of individually addressable, artificial cilia in the form of micro-actuators covering the micro-channel walls. Through numerical simulations we demonstrate the feasibility of the concept by showing that chaotic mixing can indeed be obtained under proper conditions even for a simple two micro-actuator configuration.

Keywords: mixing, chaotic advection, fluid-structure interaction, micro-actuators

1. Introduction

Many applications of micro-fluidics require efficient mixing of two or more liquids. Mixing at the micro scale usually occurs through a rather slow diffusion process due to inherent laminar flow conditions. To speed-up mixing, numerous novel passive and active micro mixers are being developed.[1] We propose a new promising configuration for an active micro-mixer consisting of an array of individually addressable micro-actuators, covering the micro-channel walls, that can be actuated by an external stimulus such as an electric or a magnetic field. The motion of these micro-actuators can in turn induce either primary or secondary motion in the surrounding fluid leading to chaotic mixing. This idea is inspired by the motion of flagellated and ciliated micro-organisms.[2]

2. Methods

We have developed a computational fluid-structure model to explore the feasibility of the concept and help design the optimal mixer configuration with respect to the mechanical and geometrical properties of the actuators as well as the actuation scheme. This model is based on a fictitious domain method and simulates both the micro-actuator motion as well as the concomitant fluid flow, fully capturing the fluid-structure (solid) interaction.[3] The simulated fluid flow patterns resulting from the motion of single and multiple actuated elements under the action of a time-periodic forcing function are then analyzed using dynamical systems theory to quantify the mixing efficiency.
3. Results and discussion

The feasibility of our concept is demonstrated through a simple two micro-actuator design. As shown in Fig. 1, when a proper actuation scheme is used, two micro-actuators can indeed induce effective mixing by chaotic advection in a micro-channel.

![Figure 1](image)

Figure 1. Visualization of mixing patterns by passive advection of a fluid strip (black) reveals actuation schemes that lead to ‘good’ (top row) and ‘poor’ (bottom row) mixing. The two micro-actuators (magenta) are actuated with a phase lag of 90° (top row) and 180° (bottom row) at a frequency of 4 Hz. The instantaneous flow streamlines are also shown (colored lines).

The dependency of mixing efficiency on the actuation scheme, shown in Fig 2, is less critical so long as its value is near the optimum value of 90°. For optimal mixing, it seems that the two micro-actuators should be placed as close to each other as possible, obviously taking care to avoid their collision, and they should preferably be actuated 90° out of phase (see Fig 3).

![Figure 2](image)

Figure 2. Quantification of mixing efficiency, given by the length stretch of fluid strip (left) is used to generate a phase diagram (right) where the optimal actuation scheme can be readily identified.

Furthermore, for micro-actuators smaller than 20 % of the channel width, the mixing effectiveness is higher when they are arranged on the same wall. However as shown in Fig 4, increasing the micro-actuator length improves the effectiveness of an opposite wall micro-actuator arrangement.
Figure 3. Mixing quality as a function of spacing (D) between the two micro-actuators of length (L). In all three cases, the two micro-actuators are actuated with a phase lag of 90° and at a frequency of 4 Hz.

Figure 4. Improvement in mixing with an increase in the length (L) of micro-actuators for an opposite wall arrangement of the two micro-actuators. In both cases, the micro-actuators are actuated with a phase lag of 90° and at a frequency of 4 Hz.

5. Conclusions

Effective mixing by chaotic advection can be obtained with cilia-like micro-actuators integrated in a micro-fluidic channel. Our numerical simulations show that, with a well-chosen geometrical arrangement and actuation scheme, mixing can even be obtained with only two micro-actuators.
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CENTIMETER-SCALE, DIAGNOSTICS INCUBATOR WITH INTEGRATED PERFUSION

Jelena Vukasinovic and Ari Glezer
Woodruff School of Mechanical Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology

Abstract
Growing demands for long-term incubation of biologically faithful, high-density, 3-D, cultures during extended physiological studies require efficient perfusion platforms with functional microvasculatures that mimic the in vivo condition in a thermally regulated environment. While expensive incubation baths with thermostatically controlled water jackets and capillary action perfusion are available [1-2], their use is confined to specific experimental conditions. The interstitial nutrient and gas delivery remains diffusion limited over the long term and cultures decay metabolically. To overcome these problems, we describe simple fabrication, packaging and characterization of a compact, low-cost, diagnostics incubator with actively controlled perfusion that enables in situ monitoring of culture activity with a superior control of critical biological functions using convectively enhanced intercellular, mass, and, heat transport.

Keywords: incubator, microfluidics, perfusion chamber, PDMS, neuronal culture

1. Introduction
Emerging trends to culture neurons and other cell lines in 3-D systems demand efficient perfusion settings that overcome diffusion barriers in nutrient delivery and waste removal. Recent work [3-4] demonstrates the utility of convectively enhanced mass transport in growing high-density (>10,000 cells/mm³) engineered tissue constructs [3] and 700μm thick brain slices [4] in perfused culture chambers [5]. Miniature diagnostics incubator is an extension of this work to scale-down cell cultures and their microenvironments onboard an environmentally controllable, portable platform.

Figure 1. Perfusion platform (a) mold (b) vertical cross-section (c) culture chamber (d) incubator

2. Fabrication and Packaging
Perfusion chambers are rapidly prototyped by replica molding of PDMS over extruded 3-D thermoplastic molds, Fig. 1. Perfusing/cell attachment substrates are bonded to the
bottom of the cell culture life support chambers. Perfusion platform is encapsulated by
an imaging accessible, membrane aerator [6] that maintains sterile, moist environment
of appropriate acidity. Perfusion chamber, fluidics, flexible heater, and thermocouples
are packaged within a 25 x 51 x 18 mm clear, heated enclosure (incubator).

3. Results and Discussion

Flow within the chamber, induced by simultaneous nutrient infusion and withdrawal of
catabolites, is investigated experimentally using microPIV, Fig. 2. Culture is exposed to
a direct flow of media issuing from an array of micronozzles normal to the tissue, and
further improved by 3-D convection induced by microjet interactions and peripheral
per fusate extraction [5]. Flow dynamics is elevation dependent and alters from the free
flow of discrete jets; interactions among decelerating, broadening jets; to impingement
flow along the membrane. Due to biased discharge through peripheral microchannels, a
closely spaced array of impinging jets obtains a single, centrally located stagnation
zone. Developing, central wall jet accelerates towards the exits due to merging of
outflows from a number of adjoining wall jets. This strong wall jet deflects the axe of
microjets located further away from the center of the chamber and their impingement is
delayed or even prevented. Thus, jets emanating closer to the center of the chamber
penetrate deeper into the cultured domain targeting the most vulnerable part of the
tissue with the microjet axial trajectory reduction from the center towards the perimeter.

Forced flow of the appropriate gas mixture over the heater located on one side of the
incubator heats the perfusion chamber located downstream. In operation, the chamber
remains nearly isothermal so that the injected media reaches desired temperature of
within its fluidic platform well before entering the culture chamber, with the heated
length increasing linearly with the flow rate. Thermocouple measurements, Fig 3, reveal
that the controlled media temperature just prior to injection at 10 µl/min, follows the air
temperature inside the outer, collecting pool where perfusate leaves the chamber. Media
temperature oscillates around 37±0.2 °C over an 8-hour period, upon turning the heater.
A PID controller coupled to a solid-state DC switching relay varies the heat flux dissipated by a heater. Owing to its 7μl of volume, culture chamber and the entire perfusion platform facilitate temperature control due to relaxed working conditions and low time constants with negligible delays before parameters reach desired values.

![Temperature measurements over 8 hours](image)

**Figure 3. Temperature measurements over 8 hours**

4. Conclusions

Centimeter-scale incubator alleviates many of the shortcomings of conventional, large-scale incubators such as unwanted cross-contamination and repeated analyses, imaging, interfacing and perfusion inaccessibility. The scale-down simplifies design, offers fast response times to physical changes, rapid exchange rates, and, reduces expenditures associated with specimen, reagents and power consumption. Modular design, simple packaging and interfacing facilitate the integration of sensors [7] or commercial multielectrode arrays. Relevant infrastructure remains outside the miniature incubator enclosure, thus keeping it inexpensive, simple to fabricate, and therefore disposable.

Active perfusion functionality enables the growth of 3-D organotypic cultures [3-4]. While in standard culturing the tissue decay begins at the center, a realized flow field in the present arrangement specifically targets this zone in delivering plethora of nutrients. At high enough exchange rates, a lateral reduction in nutrient concentration is deemed negligible as 3-D cultures exhibit fairly uniform viability throughout the volume [3].
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IMPROVED CARRIER MEDIUM EXCHANGE EFFICIENCY IN ACOUSTIC STANDING WAVE PARTICLE WASHING

Per Augustsson, Filip Petersson and Thomas Laurell
Department of Electrical Measurements, Lund University, Lund, Sweden
per.augustsson@elmat.lth.se

Abstract

A microfluidic device for particle washing was designed utilizing an acoustic standing wave field in a micro channel. Particles were focused in the center of the channel by the acoustic radiation force while the original carrier media was shifted sideways (orthogonal to the flow) at a number of consecutive wash fluid flow junctions along the main flow. Experiments were carried out in order to compare the washing efficiency to that of an earlier presented particle washing device. The new wash chip removed more than 95% of the original carrier fluid in a mix of 5μm polyamide beads and green food color as compared to the older device which removed only 60% at the corresponding conditions. The particle wash performance was shown to depend on the number of consecutive wash fluid flow junctions.

Keywords: Particle wash, acoustic radiation force, microfluidics, ultrasound

1. Introduction

Strategies for particle manipulation and spatial control in microfluidic systems are highly desired. In view of this, ultrasonic standing wave focusing has emerged as an attractive non contact mode of operation [1]. Earlier work by Petersson [2] has shown it possible to wash particles in a continuous flow utilizing acoustic standing wave forces. A carrier medium exchange with 95% recovery of particles while removing 95% of a contaminant was reported at a sample throughput of 100μl/min. This was accomplished by moving the particles acoustically from the contaminated medium near the channel walls into a stream of clear medium in the center of the channel.

When moving particles from one medium to another, large differences in acoustic and fluidic properties of the two media tend to diminish the medium exchange efficiency drastically. To further improve the washing performance, as reported in [2], a new device, less sensitive to media properties, was designed. Particles flowing through a micro channel were focused to the center of the channel by an ultrasonic standing wave while the medium was exchanged at a number of consecutive junctions. Fresh wash media was supplied along the junctions at one side while contaminated media was removed at the opposite side via the two corresponding bifurcation channel structures.
2. Theory

Briefly, a particle that is situated in an acoustic standing wave field will experience an acoustic radiation force towards either the nearest pressure node or the nearest pressure anti node. The size and direction of the force are determined by the differences in the acoustic properties of the particle and the liquid medium.

By actuating a micro channel with a piezoelectric ceramic, particles suspended in an aqueous medium can be moved from the side of the channel towards the center of the channel preventing them from escaping the channel via any side outlets. By creating a number of inlets and corresponding outlets along the main channel it is possible to switch away and replace any contaminated carrier fluid. The crossing lateral flow at each junction forces the band of particles to move close to the channel wall with the lateral wash fluid flow. After each junction the acoustic force will again move the particles back to the center of the main channel. At the next junction, the process of shifting out the contaminated fluid is repeated. As long as no particles are lost in the junctions the process can be repeated any number of times (Figure 1, left).

3. Experimental

The microfluidic channel was wet etched in <110> silicon using 30% KOH at 80°C. The depth of the channel was 190 μm and the width of the main channel was 375 μm. On one side of the main channel a bifurcation structure was placed that could supply the channel with clean aqueous medium at 2, 4 or 8 points along the channel. On the opposite side of the channel a similar bifurcation structure was used to wash away the contaminated medium. An older version of the washing channel, a so called 2Y-channel, was used to evaluate the performance of the design (Figure 1, right).

A mixture of ultrasound doppler blood phantom containing 5μm Orgasol Polyamide spheres was contaminated with green food color (E104, E131). The particle concentration was 100·10⁶ particles per ml. MilliQ water was used as clean carrier fluid into which the particles were to be moved. A small amount of detergent was added to the clean carrier fluid in order to prevent particles from aggregating.

Figure 1. Schematic of the new particle wash chip (left), showing the initial acoustic focusing of the particles, followed by four sequential carrier fluid exchange steps, removing the original contaminated carrier fluid. The earlier presented 2Y-chip design, (right) where particles in a contaminated media enter the wash chip through the side inlets while clear media is supplied via the center inlet, was used as comparison.
Figure 2. Acoustically focused beads passing the first and the last junction of a wash channel (left and middle). Diagram showing removed contamination vs. relative particle concentration, for the different washing devices (right). For the 8-junction channel the wash fluid flow per junction was varied from 20 μl/min to 30 μl/min.

Washing was carried out with the side shifter chip as well as on the older 2Y-chip using the same particle mixture. The throughput of particle sample was 100 μl/min in all experiments. Side shifter channels with 4 and 8 junctions were set to shift out 20-30 μl/min at each junction. The 2Y-chip was run using 170 μl/min of clean carrier fluid.

4. Results and discussion

The side shifter showed drastically improved washing ability as compared to the 2Y-chip. Approximately 80% of the contamination was removed for a channel with four wash junctions, whereas the 2Y-chip removed only 60% of the contamination. Using a channel with 8 side shifts, the removal of contamination was over 97%, still maintaining a particle recovery of 80%. The device could be tuned to wash away over 99% of the contamination but the recovery of particles dropped to 15-30% (Figure 2, right).

5. Conclusions

On chip particle washing utilizing acoustic forces may open routes to extraction and concentration of particles and cells from complex biological media. The continuous flow format and low dead volume makes it an attractive tool in the processing of valuable and minute biofluids in e.g. bioanalytical situations or in purification protocols. To become a competitive alternative to manual centrifugation methods the washing must be effective and rapid. This work shows that it is possible to design a device that can wash efficiently with low loss of particles by employing the presented side shifting strategy to remove the contamination. By increasing the number of shift junctions the washing efficiency can be expected to become even higher than the currently reported 97%.
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THE SPATIALLY FOCUSED REAGENT INJECTION SYSTEM USING 3-D SHEATH FLOW SCANNER INTEGRATED WITH SiO2 MESH STRAINER

Yasuo Suzuki 1, Masaki Kanai 1,2, Takahiro Nishimoto 2, and Shuichi Shoji 1
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Abstract
We developed a spatially focused reagent injection system with improved 3-D sheath flow scanner. SiO2 mesh strainer is formed in the microwell to improve spatial resolution of the reagent flow. This enables selective delivery of the reagent to target cell colonies cultivated in the microwell. To fabricate the SiO2 mesh strainer, sacrificial layer etching of Si micro pillars is employed. Simulation and experimental results confirmed that a use of the mesh strainer improves spatial resolution of the induced reagent successfully.

Keywords : 3-D sheath flow, sample injection, cell analysis, micro mesh

1. Introduction
In the previous work, we reported a reagent injection system using 3-D sheath flow scanner [1], as shown in Fig.1(a). Reagent flow is surrounded by buffer flows introduced from eight buffer inlets. The direction and depth of the reagent flow are controlled by changing eight buffer flow rates. The reagent delivered to the target cell colonies and then cellular reaction such as protein productions is real time monitored by means of fluorescent microscopy observed from a bottom side (e.g. fluorescent anisotropy, FRET) [2]. In the previous configuration, reagent spot at the bottom is enlarged in radial direction, therefore the unexpected colonies besides the target colonies are also stimulated. To improve spatial resolution of the reagent injection, SiO2 mesh strainer formed in the microwell is employed, as shown in Fig.1(b). Since the reagent flows through the openings of the mesh strainer, reagent flow can be focused.

(a) 3-D sheath flow scanner : previous work (b) 3-D sheath flow scanner with SiO2 mesh strainer

Fig.1 Schematic concept of 3-D sheath flow scanner
2. CFD Simulations

By CFD simulation (CoventorWare, Coventor Inc, USA), we investigated the reagent flow profiles and the reagent area profiles at the bottom in the previous microwell (Fig.2(a)) and the newly designed microwell (Fig.2(b-1)-(b-3)). Comparison between Fig.2(a) and the others indicates that the mesh strainer is helpful to control spread of the reagent flow efficiently. Fig.2(b-1)-(b-3) show that the positions of the reagent spot on the mesh strainer for various buffer flow rates. The results confirmed good controllability of the induced reagent positions.

3. Fabrication

From the CFD simulation results, prototype devices were designed and fabricated. The fabrication steps are shown in Fig.3. The microwell and inlets structure was formed by multi-step deep-RIE process of a silicon substrate [3]. The SiO$_2$ mesh layer is deposited by sputtering on Si micropillars, which are used as sacrifice layer (Fig.3(b)). After SiO$_2$ sputtering, Si micro pillars are etched (Fig.3(c)) and lid portions of SiO$_2$ layer are removed by BOE (Fig.3(e)). To realize free-standing structure of the mesh strainer, SiO$_2$ sputter condition was optimized to reduce residual stress. Fig.4 shows SEM images of the fabricated device which has SiO$_2$ mesh strainer of 5μm thick with 5μm diameter holes. The mesh strainer was stood up by the flow rate up to 60mL/min.

![Fig.2 CFD simulation results of the reagent flow profile controlled by buffer flow rates](image1)

![Fig.3 Fabrication steps](image2)

![Fig.4 SEM images of the fabricated SiO$_2$ mesh strainer](image3)
4. Experimental

The reagent injection behaviors were evaluated with the fabricated device. The reagent flow of the fluorescent dye (Fluorescein, SIGMA) was introduced and observed by a fluorescent microscopy from the bottom side. The cross sectional image of the reagent flow and the reagent spot image on the mesh strainer were shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6 respectively. These results confirmed that the reagent flow was spatially focused on the mesh strainer. By controlling the buffer flow rates, reagent flow was scanned to any direction successfully, as shown in Fig.7 (a)-(d).

![Image](sample_inlet.png)

Fig.5 Cross-sectional image of the reagent flow observed by confocal microscopy

![Image](mesh_strainer.png)

Fig.6 Fluorescent image of the reagent spot on the mesh strainer

![Image](clockwise_directions.png)

Fig.7 Fluorescence images of reagent flow controlled in the clockwise directions

5. Conclusions

A spatially focused reagent injection system for biological cell cultivating microwell using 3-D sheath flow scanner integrated with SiO$_2$ mesh strainer was proposed. After the feasibility studies using CFD simulation, the first prototype device with fine mesh strainer was successfully fabricated. To make the mesh strainer in the microwell, spatial resolution of the reagent flow was improved and fundamental feature of the spatially focused reagent injection system for cellular analysis was confirmed.
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ELECTROLYSIS-DRIVEN DRUG DELIVERY FOR TREATMENT OF OCULAR DISEASE
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Abstract
A new paradigm for treatment ocular diseases using micromachined drug delivery devices is explored as an optimal means of pharmacologic management. The device consists of a refillable reservoir, electrolysis pump, and cannula. Electrolysis-driven drug delivery provides flexible, long term treatment with only a single surgery.

Keywords: Drug delivery device, implant, electrolysis pump, parylene, ocular

1. Introduction
Many vision-threatening diseases, including retinitis pigmentosa, age-related macular degeneration, diabetic retinopathy, and glaucoma, are incurable and yet extremely difficult to treat with currently available therapies (oral, topical, injections, and sustained-release implants). In particular, the eye wall is an effective physical barrier that obstructs intraocular delivery of therapeutic levels of drug to specific treatment sites. Intraocular injections and sustained-release implants can be effective therapies, however, repeated injections or implantations are required (typically at 6 week intervals). Furthermore, device size and drug volume are severely limited by physiological space constraints [1, 2].

While several MEMS drug delivery platforms have been explored, none are suitable for long term management of ocular diseases. Specific requirements include broad drug compatibility, ability to be refilled for chronic use, minimally invasive implantation, variable dosing (continuous or bolus), and physiological sensing for feedback controlled delivery. We previously presented a passive, mechanically-operated MEMS drug delivery which did not have variable dosing capability or feedback control [3]. An electrolysis-driven implantable MEMS drug delivery system can meet these requirements. In addition, power consumption and heat dissipation are minimal facilitating chronic operation in the body.

2. Experimental
The drug delivery system is an assembly of two parts that form a refillable silicone reservoir (~50 μL), electrolysis pump, and flexible parylene cannula (Fig. 1). During implantation, the integrated cannula crosses the sclera (eye wall) and is directed at the disease site. A pressure gradient generated by electrolysis acts on drug contained within the reservoir, forcing drug onto the disease site through the cannula. When drug is depleted from the reservoir, the chamber is repeatedly refilled by non-destructively puncturing the wall with a non-coring needle attached to a drug-filled syringe.
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Figure 1. (a) Concept drawing of drug delivery device and (b) assembled drug delivery device

(a)              (b)

The base layer of the drug delivery device contains both the pump and cannula; a simplified fabrication process flow based on [4] (Fig. 3). The underside of the cannula is lined with an array of posts that facilitate its release from the silicon substrate. The free-standing cannula is 1 mm wide and formed from two parylene depositions (each 7.5 μm thick) (the fluid channel is only 100 x 25 μm² in cross section). A 70 μm thick SU-8 layer reinforces the parylene microchannel, preventing its collapse when a drug reservoir is bonded to the base chip. The top layer is a silicone rubber (Sylgard 184) reservoir fabricated by casting from conventionally machined molds. Silicone rubber can withstand multiple punctures by non-coring syringe needles (30 gauge) [3].

Figure 2. Electrolysis pump (Pt electrodes) and cannula integrated on base layer of drug delivery device

3. Results and Discussion

Pump performance was evaluated by using current to control DI water flow rate (Fig. 3). Data were obtained by observing movement of a meniscus in a volume-calibrated capillary over time and calculating the corresponding flow rate. Electrolysis pumping for delivering Betoptic (beta-blocker for glaucoma treatment) has been demonstrated (data not shown). In addition, the device performance is evaluated at body temperature (37°C) (Fig. 4). Finally, packaging is being developed to enable device evaluation in ex vivo porcine eyes and in vivo animal studies.

4. Conclusion

A new paradigm for intraocular drug delivery is presented in which electrolysis drives the delivery of drugs through a surface micromachined parylene cannula.
Figure 3. (a) Current-controlled pumping of DI water and (b) close-up of performance at lower flow rates (mean ± SE, n=4)

Figure 4. (a) Current-controlled pumping of DI water at 37°C and (b) close-up of performance at lower flow rates (mean ± SE, n=4)
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A RAPID FIELD-FREE ELECTROOSMOTIC MICROPUMP INCORPORATING CHARGED MICROCHANNEL SURFACES
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Abstract
A rapid field-free electroosmotic micropump (RFEP) was constructed incorporating separate anionic and cationic glass microchannel surface modifications and its performance was investigated. Two of the arms of the devised Y-shaped RFEP were coated with anionic and cationic polymers, respectively. Different charges localized on these interior surfaces produced electroosmotic flow in opposite directions when an electric field was applied along the two coated arms. The hydrodynamic pressure developed at the common junction of the three arms generated field-free flow, which responded rapidly and reversibly to the applied electric field. The flow rate of the devised RFEP was 98.4 nL min⁻¹ when 1.0 kV was applied in 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.0.

Keywords: Micropump, Electroosmotic flow, Microfluidics

1. Introduction
Micropump is a key component in microfluidic system. Many micropumps with various operating principles were developed [1]. For those micropumps, micropump using electroosmotic flow (EOF) is suitable for miniaturizing system size and generating rapid-responding flow. However, EOF is sensitive to microchannel surface adsorption and high electric field of EOF causes problems, such as cell lysis [2]. Producing electroosmotically driven field-free flow on a microchip is a solution to the developing micropump for microfluidic system.

The key concept used in the present study was a ‘T’-shaped channel network design with two arms with positively and negatively charged interior surfaces, respectively. The schematic in Figure 1 shows how the T-shaped channel works. Although an electric potential is applied across the charged horizontal arms, no field gradient exists in the
vertical channel, which is thus field free. Moreover, the fluid in the field free vertical channel can be made to move upwards (Figure 1(B)) or downwards (Figure 1(C)) by switching the polarity of the field applied potential across the two horizontal arms; it also respond reversibly to an applied voltage like a plain EOF.

Figure 1. Schematic of field-free flow generation by modifying the surface of microfluidic chip.

2. Experimental Results

Figure 2 shows the schematic design of the proposed RFEP. The two upper arms with different interior surface charges and the vertical field-free channel were connected at the buffering region. Channel width and height is 30 μm and the diameter of buffering region is 300 μm. Glass chip was fabricated using general photolithography, etching and thermal bonding processes.

Figure 2. Schematic design of the proposed RFEP.
The output flow rates of the developed RFEP were measured by changing the applied voltages between the charged channel reservoirs. The channel was filled with 10 mM phosphate buffer (PB) at pH 7.0 and the resistance of the upper two arms was 148 MΩ. The slope of the flow rate versus applied voltage was 98.4 nL min⁻¹ kV⁻¹. Detailed results are shown in Figure 3, which shows that the flow rate increased linearly from 50 to 200 nL min⁻¹ as the applied potential was increased from 0.5 to 2.0 kV. These flow rates are rather slower compared with those previously reported for EOF micropumps. With the achieved pumping rate, we could transfer objects with a speed of 1.85 mm s⁻¹ when applied 1 kV assuming 30 μm × 30 μm channel dimension.

3. Conclusion

We have described a novel rapid field-free electroosmotic micropump (RFEP) which is driven by selectively coated microchannels. The devised RFEP was fabricated using general microfabrication techniques, thus ensuring its straightforward fabrication and combination with other microfluidic elements. The flow rate of the devised RFEP was found to be directly proportional to the applied electric field with a slope of 98.4 nL min⁻¹ kV cm⁻¹ in 10 mM PB at pH 7.0.
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Abstract
A microfluidic chip-based enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for clinical diagnosis was developed. Through this chip, the Hepatitis C virus (HCV) dissolved in a serum sample was successfully determined with high sensitivity. This chip not only enabled to reduce the assay time from one hour to five minutes, but also it was achieved by simple manual operations. In addition, it did not use any activating power or peripheral supporting electromechanical facilities.

Keywords: ELISA, flow order control, gravity-driven, microfluidic chip

1. Introduction
Flow control is the basis of automatic reaction process for most biochemical analyses. The significant function requirements include (1) the capability to switch the flow, (2) correctly following the flow order, (3) the capability to define and control the flow amount, and (4) the capability to minimize the mixing of any two reactants. In 1992, Doring et al. [1] drove the deformation of the hanging arm via thermal expansion to switch the moving fluid direction. Lee et al. [2] presented a microchip capable of continuous sample switching and injection by integrating hydrodynamic focusing and valveless flow switching inside multi-ported microchannels.

2. Experimental
A microfluidic chip (Fig. 1) was made of PMMA plate (10cm×2cm×0.5cm), and mainly comprised a plurality of reactant wells arranged at different heights, a plurality of flow-control microchannels, and a reaction chamber having a collection channel with a winding shape. Each reactant well had an air-in vent. Each separate flow-control microchannel was connected to the bottom of its corresponding reactant well, and each pair of neighboring separate microchannel has a U-shape structure connecting the pair of neighboring separate microchannels. These separate microchannels were converged into the reaction chamber through the collection channel. Except for the first reactant,
the other reactants were initially stored in reactant wells, respectively, and sealed by tape. After the first reactant was loaded into the well, the chip was activated by placing in a inclining or standing position and the air-in vents were unsealed. The reactants flowed downward due to the gravity through a corresponding microchannel into the reaction chamber in the order specified by the height of the position of the reactant wells. The novel structures with different widths and lengths of the separate microchannels were utilized to increase the flow resistance of reactants (Fig. 2A), and were designed to guarantee each reactant correctly guided into the reaction chamber. When the first reactant flowed downward, it would pass by the branch of the U-shape structure (Fig. 2B) which connecting the second microchannel, and a small amount of reactant stopped at the branch due to the surface tension. When the second reactant in the neighboring microchannel flowed downward, the second reactant would merge the first reactant and be guided into the reaction chamber. The minimal mixing of reactants before entering the collection channel can be achieved due to the air block effect.

Figure 1. The microfluidic chip system.

Figure 2. Layout of microfluidic chip. (A) The arrangement of geometric microchannel, (B) The horizontal connecting alley.
3. Results and discussion

In our experiments, the antigens were immobilized on the inner surface of the reaction chamber. While the five reactants, including first-degree antibody, buffer solution PBS, second-degree antibody with enzyme, buffer solution PBS, and chromogen TMB, were placed inside the five reactant wells, respectively. The total reaction time was about five minutes and the result was correct with high sensitivity (Fig. 3). The OD value detected by ELISA reader was 1.297 for positive response and 1.002 for negative response, respectively.

Figure 3. The results of HCV test: (A) positive response, (B) negative response.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown the novel feature of this apparatus that the reactants flow into the reaction chamber in a desired order without using any external actuating power or device only by gravity. In comparison to conventional ELISA method, our method greatly reduces assay-time, simplifies the experimental procedure and achieves the real automated device. We believe that this kind of apparatus will serve as a very useful tool for biochemical analyses.
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A NOVEL INTEGRATED MICROFLUIDIC SERS-CD WITH HIGH-THROUGHPUT CENTRIFUGAL CELL TRAPPING ARRAY FOR QUANTITATIVE BIOMEDICINE
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Abstract
Integrated microfluidic surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy on a compact disk (SERS-CD) platform has been developed for high-throughput quantitative biomedicine. A smart design of a SERS-CD platform including efficient cell-trapping microfluidics, a locally integrated SERS probe, and a sample-accumulating concentrator is a solution for label-free high-throughput screening and detection. A SERS probe combined with a protein concentrator allows monitoring the dynamics of secreted proteins as a function of trapped cell density, accumulation time, and the induced centrifugal force. The design of centrifugal cell trapping microfluidics was characterized by using polystyrene beads and HeLa cells and the preliminary evaluation of a centrifugal sample concentrator on a SERS probe was accomplished by observing the increased Raman spectrum of Rhodamin 6G (R6G) as the molecule accumulated on the probe.

Keyword: quantitative cell analysis, centrifugal concentrator, centrifugal separation, cell trapping, SERS, SERS-CD

1. Introduction
Quantitative cell analysis requires both capabilities of effective cell trapping and sensitive detection of secreted proteins. Such trapping has been achieved by applying electro-kinetic force or hydraulic pressure, which requires complicated electrical connections or extensive tubing, making integration difficult. Therefore, a device in a CD format is attracting considerable attention because flow can be regulated by controlling the rotational speed of the device without any connection to external components [1] while providing a high throughput platform and easy integration with a detector [2]. In contrary to a conventional label-requiring fluorescence technique, a label-free optical technique based on SERS has been used in the detection of a large number of chemicals and biological molecules due to its high sensitivity and molecular specificity [3]. However, detecting molecules secreted from cells requires a strong enhancement because the molecules are secreted at low concentration. Therefore, the CD-based integration of a cell trapping microfluidics with a SERS probe and a sample concentrator will be useful for quantitative cell analysis.

2. System Design
A SERS-CD platform designed in a wafer format exerts a centrifugal force on randomly distributed cells and secreted molecules in the radial direction across the whole wafer.
The centrifugal force separates introduced cells from media and the cells are collected in trapping chambers. The trapped cells can secrete molecules activated by introduced chemical. The molecules are delivered only in the radial direction and accumulated on a SERS probe. The accumulated molecules are analyzed by measuring the Raman spectrum (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Schematic representation of an integrated SERS-CD platform for biomolecule detection.](image)

(a) A SERS spectroscopy and a SERS-CD platform. (reservoirs for activating chemicals (A), cells (B), media (C), and vent (D)) (b) Cell trapping schematics comparing cells before trapping (left) after trapping (right). (C) Sample concentrating cycle: secreted molecules are delivered (left), absorbed (center) and then accumulated on a SERS probe (right), which results in molecule concentrating.

3. Experimental
The microfluidic channels were fabricated by means of soft lithography. A negative photoresist (SU8-2050, MicroChem, MA) was spin-coated and patterned to make a mold for microfluidic channels with a thickness of 50 μm. A mixture of poly (dimethylsiloxane), (PDMS) prepolymer and a curing agent (SYLGARD 184 A/B, Dow Corning, MI) in a ratio of 10:1 was then cast against the molds to yield an elastomer replicas and then was cured for 2 hours in an oven at 70°C. A SERS-CD platform was fabricated by bonding the cured PDMS replica to a glass wafer of 4 inch in diameter by oxygen plasma treatment using a reactive ion etcher system for 20 s.

4. Results and discussions
The cell trapping and sample concentrating were characterized separately. The trapping efficiency was defined by the ratio of the number of filled trapping chambers to the total
number of chambers. Figure 2 shows that the trapping efficiency increased with increasing entrance width \((W_{en})\) and decreasing exit width \((W_{ex})\). Figure 3 shows that SERS enhancement was improved as the number of cycles increased and the intensity at \(1509\,\text{cm}^{-1}\) increased by 5 times after 7 cycles of concentrating.

![Figure 2. Characterization of centrifugal particle trapping.](image)

![Figure 3. Characterization of centrifugal sample concentrating.](image)

5. Conclusions

High-throughput cell trapping and sample concentrating were demonstrated with a novel SERS-CD platform. Highest trapping efficiency was achieved at channels having largest entrance width and smallest exit width and SERS intensity became stronger as the number of concentrating of R6G increased.
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Abstract

We have fabricated a microfluidic device comprising a 100 pL scale analytical chamber for electrochemical measurement of cellular activities. The microfluidic main channel and the analytical chamber were fabricated using poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS). The chamber contained two Pt microelectrodes served as an electrochemical working electrode and an electrophoretic electrode to manipulate cells into the chamber. Yeast cells were introduced to the chamber by the electrophoresis, and its \(\text{E}-\text{galactosidase} (\text{E}Gal)\) activities were characterized by amperometry. \(p\)-Aminophenol (PAP), generated by the enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis of \(p\)-aminophenyl-\(\beta\)-D-galactopyranoside (PAPG), was detected electrochemically.

keywords: microfluidic device, single cell, electrochemistry, electrophoresis

1. Introduction

Microfluidic systems are attractive due to their potential as analytical tools with an enhancement of reaction efficiency. Microfluidic channels formed by patterned PDMS have been applied to the biosensors and cell manipulations. However, there are few reports of the systems combined with electrochemical biosensors and cellular manipulation in the fluidic channels. In this presentation, we developed a microfluidic device incorporating electrochemical detection and cellular manipulation systems. Moreover, the chamber electrode is utilized to measure single cellular activities of \(\beta\)Gal.

2. Experiments

Growth conditions of yeast cells

The yeast \textit{Saccharomyces cerevisiae} Y190 strain with the medaka estrogen receptor \(\alpha\) was kindly provided by Dr. Shiraishi. The expression of \(\beta\)Gal in Y190 strain was
induced by 17β-Estradiol (E2) using two hybrid system (Figure 1, [1]). Before use, yeast cells were treated with 0.3 % TritonX-100 to facilitate the cell membrane permeability for the βGal substrate, PAPG.

**Fabrication of electrochemical microfluidic device**

Pt electrodes were fabricated on the glass substrate by conventional photolithography, metal sputtering, and lift-off techniques. The lead wire was insulated with the SiO2 layer which was also fabricated by micromachining techniques. Positive photoresist patterns of fluidic channels and chambers were fabricated on the electrodes and then PDMS was molded. After photoresist patterns were eluted by acetone, the resulting portions can be utilized for the channels and chambers. Figure 2(A) shows the photograph of electrochemical microfluidic device. The fluidic device was composed of the main channel (300 μm in width, 10 μm in height) and the chambers aside of the main channel (100 x 100 x 10 μm, Fig. 2(B)). Two Pt working electrodes were positioned in the chambers used for electrochemical measurement (10 x 10 μm) and electrophoretic manipulation (10 x 30 μm).

**Electrophoretic manipulation of single cell**

The suspension of cells in 20.0 mM Hepes-NaOH buffer (pH 7.0) was injected into the main channel. A +2.0 V dc voltage against the large electrode, which was embedded in the main channel, was applied to the Pt microelectrode placed in the chamber in order to introduce cells into the chamber.

**Electrochemical detection of βGal activity in yeast cells**

Z buffer solution (60.0 mM Na2HPO4, 39.7 mM NaH2PO4, 10.0 mM KCl, 1.0 mM MgSO4) containing 7.4 mM PAPG was injected into the chamber with cells from the inlet of main channel and the device was allowed to stand for 10 min. Then the potential of +0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl was applied to the working electrode in order to detect PAP release from yeast cells by βGal reaction. Reference electrode was inserted to the outlet of the microchannel.

**Figure 1.** The principle of βGal expression in *S. Cerevisiae* Y190 strain.

**Figure 2.** (A) The photograph of the electrochemical microfluidic device. (B) Electrophoretic manipulation of a single *M. viridis* cell in the channel.
3. Results and discussion

Figure 2(B) shows the electrophoretic manipulation of a single cyanobacterium *Microcystis viridis* cell in the microchannel. When +2.0 V dc voltage was applied to the Pt electrode in the chamber, flowing cell in the main channel was introduced into the chamber. In addition, the application of -2.0 V permitted to withdraw the trapped cell to the main channel. The electrophoresis method is found to be desirable and easy way to manipulate specific single cells in the population.

The βGal activity of entrapped yeast cells was detected using this device. Figure 3 shows the oxidation current response for PAP generated from yeast cells cultured with and without 20.0 nM E2. 120 yeast cells were entrapped in the chamber. When +0.3V vs. Ag/AgCl was applied, the oxidation current responses were detected from the yeast cells exposed to E2. On the other hand, the current responses obtained from the yeast cells cultured without E2 are in the background signal level, suggesting that current response reflected the βGal activity of the cells. We are currently carrying out the measurement of βGal activity in single yeast cells using this microfluidic device.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we have performed the electrophoretic manipulation of a single cell and the electrochemical detection of βGal activity in yeast cells using the microfluidic device. This device would enable the high-throughput and long-term monitoring of gene expression against the drug candidates at a single cell level.
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ACCELERATION OF ABSOLUTE NEGATIVE MOBILITY FOR PARTICLE SORTING IN A MICROFLUIDIC DEVICE
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ABSTRACT
Recent designs in microfluidic devices extend common separation concepts by exploiting new non linear phenomena for molecular dynamics on a length scale of 10 microns and below, giving rise to novel manipulation tools and non-intuitive phenomena for microseparations. A rather paradoxical and new migration phenomenon termed absolute negative mobility (ANM) using thermal fluctuations in a non-equilibrium environment generates average motion of particles in the direction opposite to an applied static force [1]. Here, we propose how ANM can be accelerated in order to improve maximum velocities for future applications such as purification or sorting of colloidal particles, cells and cell compounds.

Keywords: absolute negative mobility, particle sorting, thermal noise, non linear dynamics

1. Introduction
ANM for colloidal particles in solution can be evoked in an array of periodically arranged rows of posts separated by alternating small and large gaps (see fig. 1). Polystyrene microbeads at low concentration in aqueous buffer solution are driven through this geometry by application of electric fields along the \( y \)-axis. Particle diameters and gap widths are chosen such that the beads can pass through the large gaps but not through the small ones. Thus, the small gaps together with the electric field act as traps. Conditions far from thermal equilibrium are realized by an unbiased AC-voltage \( U_{AC} \) switching periodically between \( \pm U_0 \). Upon application of a small static offset voltage \( U_{DC} \) and adequate driving parameters for \( U_{AC} \) ANM can be observed [1].

Numerical simulations of ANM adopted to experimental conditions are in very good agreement with our experimental observations [1]. Such calculations further reveal that this migration effect can be suitably tailored to drive colloidal particles of different size into opposite directions [2], thus providing a new tool for particle sorting in microfluidic device format. However, the maximum velocities achieved for ANM of \( \mu \)m-sized spheres are small, i.e. in the order of nm per second. Here, we focus on the adaptation of the post array geometry in order to reduce lateral diffusion times of colloidal particles in the microdevice and thus accelerate ANM of colloidal particles.

2. Methods
The motion of a single bead in the periodic microstructure is modelled by a stochastic Langevin dynamics as previously reported [1; 3]. The simulation is performed for colloidal particles with a diameter of 1.9 \( \mu \)m, a diffusion coefficient \( D \) of 0.13 \( \mu \)m\(^2\)/s and a velocity \( v \) of 0.28 \( \mu \)m/s at an applied voltage of 1V over the whole device.
periodical driving, $U_{AC}$ with an amplitude of $U_0 = 120$ V and a frequency of 0.03 Hz is used for the square geometry (fig.1a) and, correspondingly, $U_{AC}$ with an amplitude of $U_0 = 90$ V and a frequency of 0.05 Hz for the layout in fig.1b. The monolithic poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) device is made by soft lithography, as previously reported [1]. Improved UV-lithography of SU-8 photoresist via a pre-designed photomask is achieved by a home built pneumatic mask contact device.

**3. Results and Discussion**

The probability for the particles to avoid a trap in the post array critically depends on the diffusion and the electrokinetic driving of the particles. Allowing a more efficient avoidance of the traps in lateral ($x$-) direction, one would expect faster ANM velocities. We have thus designed two new geometries in which the lateral dimension of the posts is decreased compared to our previous device [1]. In the first approach, square posts with a base of 4 $\mu$m are envisaged (fig. 1a). In the second approach (fig. 1b) the posts are designed trapezoidally.

Numerical simulations within these two designs were performed for colloidal particles with a diameter of 1.9 $\mu$m. Fig. 2a and 2b reveal that maximum velocities of ANM are enhanced up to a factor of 20 for case a and up to 30 for case b, respectively, compared to our previous study [1].

Based on these results we designed layouts adapted to fig. 1a and b on a master wafer photolithographically structured with SU-8 photoresist. Casting of PDMS resulted in corresponding PDMS microstructures as exemplarily demonstrated for the square design in figure 3. The electron microscopy image shows posts of 3.3 x 3.3 $\mu$m$^2$ base and a height of 9 $\mu$m in channels of equal height. The aspect ratio thus results in a value of three and the smallest post distance (serving as particle trap) resulted in 1.8 $\mu$m. We could thus demonstrate the fabrication of improved geometries in order to accelerate ANM of colloidal particles with simple UV-lithography combined with PDMS casting.

---

**Fig. 1: Section of microstructured post array designs for ANM in a microchannel with simulated force field (arrows): a) Square posts and b) sharpened posts.**
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Fig. 2: Numerical simulation of particle velocity for 1.9 μm sized particles versus applied static offset force $U_{DC}$. a) Simulation for the design demonstrated in fig. 1a. For comparison, recently published [1] experimental data with numerical simulations are shown around the origin in both a) and b) (dots with line around the origin). b) Simulation for the design demonstrated in fig. 1b.

Fig. 3: Scanning electron micrograph of PDMS structures obtained for the square design according to fig. 1a.

4. Conclusion
Numerical simulations reveal that the non-intuitive migration phenomenon ANM can be accelerated by an optimized geometry. We demonstrate the fabrication of optimized post arrays in microfluidic channels by soft lithography with sufficiently high aspect ratio and sufficiently small post distance in order to trap colloidal particles >1.8 μm diameter. The acceleration of ANM in both new designs for colloidal particles with pre-defined mobility and diffusion coefficients in aqueous solution is currently under experimental investigation.
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ENHANCED PROTEIN CAPTURE BY ULTRAFAST SAW DROplet μMIXING

Elisabeth Galopin, Alan Renaudin, Jean-Christophe Camart, Vincent Thomy, Christian Druon, Pierre Tabourier
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Abstract

Lab-On-Chip applications require high quality surface chemistry and functionalization because it can affect stability, selectivity or recognition ability towards target molecules. As digitalized microfluidics is foreseen as a relevant technique to implement programmable biology, a simple active micromixing of droplets for microTAS applications using surface acoustic wave (SAW) is developed and characterised. Controlled acoustic streaming within microdroplets enables fast and homogeneous biointeractions, bringing high quality biological interfaces.

Keywords: Surface acoustic waves, microdroplet, micromixing, protein, biosurface interactions

1. Introduction

Within Lab On a Chip and MicroTotal Analysis Systems (μTAS), fast and homogeneous interactions are needed. These interactions can occur between two biomolecules (micromixing) or between a biomolecule and surface, by the means of a bio-functionalized zone. Problems can be faced in functionalization, such as non specific adsorption, coffee stain effects [1] in DNA spotting... It is shown that SAW can favourably solve the exposed issues [2]. Besides, the will in clinical applications to work with smaller amounts of analytes and to enhance biosensing sensitivities leads to necessary think of reduced sample micro/nanofluidics. This tendency has given birth to discrete microfluidics. In this work, nanometric amplitude waves are generated by InterDigitated Transducers on a LiNbO₃ piezoelectric substrate, providing remote action on biological microdroplets [3].

2. Theory

In small volumes, hydrodynamic flows are characterised by low Reynolds numbers. Interaction can only occur by diffusion [4]. The use of SAW at the liquid-solid interface provides streaming effects in microdroplets [5-6], which enhance interaction and thus functionalization quality by bringing molecules in contact with the active surface. The proposed Lab-on-Chip allows an effective and rapid acoustic mixing of droplets in a controlled fashion for specific protein binding interactions.

3. Experimental

The resulting interaction was characterised using fluorescence and dilution-type measurements by contacting dyed molecule droplets with water droplet and observing
with a high definition video camera. Time series of SAW mixing within droplets, as exposed Fig.1, show the sequence leading to a fast homogeneous microdroplet.

![SAW Mixing Time Series](image)

Figure 1. 10 µl droplet time series of SAW mixing at 28 dBm power transducer excitation: (up) lateral view, (middle) top view, (down) contrast.

4. Results and Discussion

Mixing efficiency is characterised by plotting the standard deviation to the mean signal versus time (Fig.2). Characteristic mixing times can be divided by at least 300.

![Mixing Efficiency](image)

Figure 2. Normalised standard deviation to average luminosity signal for diffusion and for SAW-mixed droplets.

For biological applications the droplet carrying the biomaterial can be squeezed between the platform and a functionalized cover [7]. The same conditions were applied to a SAW-mixing of microdroplets with the cover. Recorded times scale are lightly superior by a few tens of milliseconds, however, thanks to increased surface exchanges, this configuration has huge potentialities in the field of biological micromixing systems.

Following these results, the mixing was applied to the biotin-streptavidin interaction. Temperature in the droplets was effectively controlled by maintaining SAW power at a value of 28 dbm in continuous mode, determined by preliminary calibrations.
Surface homogeneity and intensity measurements comparing the interaction efficiency with and without acoustical streaming show a large improvement in the case of SAW streaming (Fig. 3).

5. Conclusion

SAW-based micromixing of biological liquids provides beneficial effects for on-chip biological interactions. It enables the generation of highly homogeneous two-dimensional patterns of functional biomolecules and offers new prospects in the field of biological applications such as biorecognition or protein analysis.
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GIANT AMPLIFICATION OF REDOX CURRENT IN A NANOFLUIDIC CHANNEL
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Abstract

We have developed a nanofluidic device consisting of a 300 nm high, water-filled cavity bounded by two parallel electrodes which amplifies the electrochemical signal from redox molecules inside the cavity by a factor of ~400 through redox cycling.

Keywords: Electrochemical sensing, redox cycling, nanofabrication

1. Introduction

The ability to electrically detect and manipulate single molecules in solution with high time resolution represents an ongoing experimental challenge in micro- and nanofluidics, analytical chemistry and lab-on-a-chip applications. Electrochemically active molecules are particularly suited for electrical detection through Faraday currents at appropriately biased electrodes. Few electrons per molecule are involved in these reactions, rendering direct detection virtually impossible. This difficulty can be overcome by fabricating two planar electrodes in close proximity to each other: a single molecule undergoing a random walk in the region between the electrodes reversibly serves as reactant and product, thereby shuttling multiple electrons between the electrodes. This so-called redox cycling process [1] is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Illustration of the device concept. Electrochemically active molecules undergo a random walk between the two electrodes, thereby shuttling multiple electrons. \( V_t \) and \( V_b \) are the applied potential to the top and bottom electrode, while \( i_t \) and \( i_b \) are the corresponding measured currents.
2. Device Fabrication

We have developed a nanofluidic device consisting of a solution-filled cavity bounded by two parallel platinum electrodes separated by 300 nm. In brief, two planar electrodes separated by a silicon sacrificial layer were embedded in sputtered SiO₂. In the final step, the silicon layer was removed using a newly developed plasma etch process. This process uses a high-density, inductively-coupled SF₆ plasma with no added O₂, rendering the etching isotropic (Figure 2a).

![Figure 2a](image)

**Figure 2.** (a) Sacrificial etch of a 10 x 50 μm, 120 nm high Si test structure covered with 500 nm sputtered SiO₂. The plasma enters the cavity via two 5 x 5 μm access holes (squares). The etch proceeds gradually and after 55 min a channel is formed. (b) SEM image of a finished device. Fluid enters the 100 μm² area bounded by the parallel electrodes via two square entrance holes. Contacting wires can be seen on both sides.

3. Amplification of the electrochemical signal

The device achieves highly efficient redox cycling, resulting in the amplification of the electrochemical signal from redox molecules inside the cavity by a factor of ~400. This is demonstrated in Figure 3a. Because of the high concentration of inert salt (250 mM KCl), transport of the redox species (1mM ferrocenedimethanol) is entirely due to diffusion and the transport-limited steady-state current \( i_{ss} \) becomes

\[
i_{ss} = \frac{-e D A c_0 z^{-1}}{A_v \text{Avogadro's number}}
\]

where \(-e\) is the electron charge, \(D\) the diffusion constant (4.7 x 10⁻⁶ cm²/s), \(A\) the area of overlap between the electrodes (100 μm²), \(A_v\) Avogadro’s number, \(c_0\) the bulk concentration of redox-active molecules and \(z\) the distance between the electrodes. From the measured linear dependence of \(i_{ss}\) on the bulk concentration \(c_0\), the height of the cavity was determined to be 282 nm (Figure 3b), consistent with expectations.
Figure 3. (a) Cyclic voltammetry (scan rate 1 mV/s) performed with the bottom electrode while the top electrode was electrically disconnected (top curve) and with $V_t = 0.10$V (middle curve). The steady-state current $i_{ss}$ is amplified approximately 400 times in the second case. The bottom curve represents the current through the top electrode obtained simultaneously with the middle curve. It is a mirror image of the current through the bottom electrode, indicating that nearly 100% of the generated product is cycled. (b) Transport-limited current $i_{ss}$ versus concentration. The solid line is a fit to Eq. (1).

4. Mesoscopic fluctuations in the number of redox molecules in the cavity

Since the electrochemical current is proportional to the number of particles in the cavity, fluctuations in this current probe fluctuations of the number of particles in the cavity [2]. At the smallest concentrations investigated (0.4 μM), we observed excess current noise of 67 fA rms, corresponding to fluctuations of as few as 70 molecules inside the cavity.

5. Conclusion

We have developed a nanofluidic device consisting of two planar electrodes separated by 300 nm. Redox cycling amplifies the electrochemical current by a factor ~400. Noise in the measured electrochemical current indicates sensitivity to fluctuations of as few as 70 molecules, and we expect that further downscaling will yield devices capable of detecting single redox molecules.
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MICROFLUIDIC BUBBLE ACTUATORS BASED ON HYDROGELS
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Abstract
A low cost, super absorbing hydrogel is used for an electrolysis bubble actuator applicable for microfluidic valves and pumps. Advantages of such a rubber-like ionic polymer gel are a simple fabrication process compared to the use of liquids and improved performance of the actuator unit compared to water.

Keywords: micro fluidics, bubble actuator, electrolysis, hydrogel, lab on chip

1. Introduction

Dosing and pumping small amounts of liquids is essential for the proper functionality of many Lab-on-Chip applications. Thus, fully integrated pumps and valves at an affordable price are desired to control the flow of a sample liquid, buffers or reference solutions.

The electrochemical generation of gas bubbles by electrolysis offers a great opportunity for cheap actuators with large deflection, high pressure and precise control of dosed volumes. Such bubble actuators have already been successfully demonstrated for microfluidics [1,2]. However, the integration of a liquid (e.g. water) can be critical for mass fabrication and may also cause problems concerning long-term stability. A Poly (acrylic acid)-based hydrogel was therefore investigated for its applicability as electrolyte, which combines the electrolytic and gas generating properties of water with a good processibility by screen printing or stencil printing.

2. Theory

The electrolysis of water is the dissociation of water molecules into oxygen and hydrogen gas by means of an electric current. The reaction is given by

Anode: $2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 4\text{H}^+ + 4\text{e}^- + \text{O}_2$ (gas)

Cathode: $2\text{H}_2\text{O} + 2\text{e}^- \rightarrow 2\text{OH}^- + \text{H}_2$ (gas)

Using pure water, this reaction is very slow. Increasing the ion content in the water for a given voltage increases the conductivity and thus the speed of the reaction.

Poly (acrylic acid) (PAA) is a so-called super absorbing polymer which is able to dramatically swell in water. The swollen state is referred to as a hydrogel, which mainly...
consists of up to 99 wt% of water, but has a very high viscosity. When PAA is brought in contact with water, the weakly bonded sodium dissociate, leaving negatively charged polymer chains and movable sodium ions.

\[
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\]

Using this effect, PAA not only “thickens” the water, but also increases its ion content, thus leading to a much faster electrolytic reaction.

3. Experimental

Silicon was used as substrate material for the actuators. After thermal oxidation, a thin (20nm) titanium layer was sputtered as adhesion layer, followed by a gold layer of 200nm thickness. The metals were then structured to form electrodes of different geometries. Chambers around the electrodes where subsequently formed by SU8 lithography, leading to cavity heights of around 360μm (Fig. 1).

![Figure 1. Picture of a fabricated test structure filled with PAA and covered with a tape as membrane layer (left) and schematic drawing of a bubble-gel valve (right).](image)

Gels with three different PAA concentrations (0.7wt%, 0.42wt% and 0.35wt%) were prepared using PAA (Luquasorb1010, BASF) and deionised water. The first of these mixtures has rubber-gel like properties, whereas the last one is still more “liquid-like”. The SU8-chambers were filled with the PAA gel and sealed with tape of a thickness of 70μm (SWT10, Nitto Denko).

The membrane deformation and deflection was then measured by a stripe projection system. The dynamic properties such as the speed of deflection were measured by an auto-focus profilometer both for different electrode geometries and gel compositions.

4. Results and discussion

The actuators with chamber areas of 3x3mm², interdigital electrodes and a PAA concentration of 0.7wt% reached a deflection of more than 300μm (Fig. 2, left) within a time of about 12s at a voltage of 5V. Comparing the results for the different electrode...
designs and PAA concentrations, it could be found that the performance of the actuator cell is mainly improved by a proper electrode design rather than a certain PAA concentration. As expected, interdigital ("int") electrodes show the best performance due to the much lower resulting resistance of the electrolytic cell, which consequently leads to a higher current and faster bubble generation for a fixed voltage.

As shown in Fig. 2 (right), the PAA concentration also has impact to the conductivity of the gel. The conductivity and thus the speed of bubble generation increases with higher PAA content. However, this effect is much less important than the electrode configuration.

Figure 2. Actuator with an area of 3x3mm²: Maximum final membrane deflection before membrane delamination (left), and current for different PAA concentrations and electrode configurations over time at a voltage of 5V (right).

5. Conclusion

PAA has been successfully proved as a electrolytic material for a micro actuator. It offers the potential of simple integration while increasing the ion content of the electrolytic solution at the same time. Next steps will focus on tailoring the actuator for microfluidic actuation in fully integrated point-of-care devices.
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FABRICATION OF NOVEL HYDROPHILIC POLYMER NANOFLOWIDIC SYSTEM FOR BIOMOLECULES SEPARATION IN AQUEOUS FLOW
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Abstract

Channel structure with range 30 μm in width and 900 nm in height with weir structures was fabricated using novel hydrophilic polymer (HP) with contact angle to water in range 13~25° and soft lithography technique. The leak-free channel structures were built with strong bond to glass slide by plasma treatment, and the flow behavior was comparatively observed with that of the conventional PDMS channel structures. Aqueous solution could spontaneously flow only by capillary force through the fabricated HP nanochannels while no flow into PDMS channels due to the hydrophobic non-wetting nature. Moreover, PDMS did not exactly replicate the fine pattern of Si master, but HP revealed excellent replication fidelity in nanoscale patterns. And the HP exhibited additional advantages such as solvent resistance against organic solvents after crosslinking treatment, and high optical transparency in visible and ultraviolet region, easy bondability to glass slide. This novel HP must be promising as a matrix material of aqueous based nanofluidic devices such as biosensors, capillary electrophresis units and microbioreactors.

Keywords: Nanofluidics, Hydrophilic Hybrid Polymer, DNA Separation

1. Introduction

Among the polymers used in soft-lithography, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is one of the most promising materials for the microscale molding due to low-cost, easy fabrication and high optical transparency[1]. However, PDMS is a highly hydrophobic material, which makes difficult for transferring aqueous solutions within submicron size channels or networks[2]. A variety of methods dealing with these problems have been proposed, such as oxygen plasma treatment, silanization, adsorption of polymers and lipid coatings. But, these methods suffer problems of instability, heterogeneous surfaces properties, or difficulties in application.

Therefore, we developed novel hydrophilic hybrid polymer (HP) with excellent processibility and UV/thermal curability, which revealed low contact angle range at 13~23°, depending on the chemical composition. This patented organic-inorganic hybrid polymer was synthesized by homogeneously mixing the silica-titania complex with Tiron, (HO)2C6H2(SO3Na)2, and organic coupling additive of diacrylate oligomer. Moreover, it is advantageous that the cured HP exhibited high resistance to several organic solvents (e.g. alcohols, acetone and hexane etc.) and UV/visible transparency and high replication fidelity.
2. Experimental
To fabricate HP nanochannel supported by PDMS as shown in Fig. 1, HP was spin-coated on the silanized Si wafer master with relief structure, then liquid PDMS was poured over the uncured HP layer, followed by curing at 60°C for 12 h. The HP structures with a series of 800 nm height of weir structure inside the 30 μm width and 900 nm of depth of the nanochannel was readily removed from the master without damage due to interfacial adhesion problem, indicating the excellent infiltration. And PDMS nanofluidic device was fabricated by without HP by general schemes to compare replication performance with HP hybrid nanofluidics. The leak-free nanofluidic system was fabricated by binding of plasma treated holed glass to the obtained HP nanochannel body. In order to confirm the replication of HP hybrid system, we utilized AFM (XE-100, PSIA Inc., USA), and optical microscope(DCS 104T, Sometech, Korea).

3. Results and discussion
When nanofluidics was fabricated using HP hybrid, the comparison of pattern shapes on the master and the fabricated substrate were well matched respectively, which confirm the high fidelity of the replication process as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). In contrast, PDMS hardly replicated the nano weirs with many defects due to low wettability as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (c).

Moreover, AFM profile of the HP hybrid pattern displayed exact weir structure with 900 nm depths at both channel dam along the flow direction and ca. 800 nm heights at inside channel, as shown in Fig. 2(d) and (e). And the AFM profile across the channel showed that the dimension of deep part has 30 μm width and 800 nm heights, and the shallow part is only ca. 100 nm heights with the identical channel width. Alternative nanochannel with weir structure was fabricated using the same sealing technique with the holed glass

Fig. 2. SEM and microscopic images of (a) master, (b) fabricated nanochannel with HP hybrid, (c) fabricated channel with PDMS, (d) AFM image and (e) schematic picture of nanochannel.
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cover. When a drop of buffer solution was filled into hole, spontaneous flow was generated by capillary force along the channel over the deep part of 900 nm in depths and the shallow part of 100 nm in depth as shown in Fig. 3(a). Because the channel comprises narrow constrictions and wider regions that cause size-dependent trapping of biomolecules at the onset of a constriction. This process creates electrophoretic mobility differences, thus enabling efficient separation without the use of a gel matrix or pulsed electric fields [3]. Therefore, the fabricated hydrophilic nanofluidic system in Fig. 3 (b) could be easily applied to separate or analyze biomolecules such as proteins or DNA.

To evaluate performance of nanofluidic capillary electrophoresis module, BSA-FITC protein was used as a model protein under 50mM Tris buffer and 10volts/mm of electric filed. In this case, protein migrated successfully by electric osmotic flow under electric filed.

Fig. 4. (a)Aqueous flow pattern by wettability of HP polymer of fabricated nano channels in the weir pattern 30μm of widths and 100 nm-900 nm of heights with HP hybrid, (b) fabricated nanofluidic capillary electrophoresis(CE) module with power supply, controller, fabricated CE modules with pt electrode, (c) fluorescence image at sample loading step and (d) fluorescence image of BSA-FITC at separated region with ΔV = 10volts/mm.

4. Concluding remarks
In conclusion, we successfully fabricated a hydrophilic nanofluidic system with newly synthesized organic-inorganic HP material having excellent patternability compared to PDMS material. And the spontaneous aqueous flow enabled to separate or analyze biomolecules such as proteins or DNA due to the different retention time in the nanochannel. Therefore, it is promising for the applications in the fields of aqueous biosensor and bioreactors to replace PDMS-based nanofluidic devices.
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PHOTODEFINABLE PDMS FOR RAPID PROTOTYPING OF DISPOSABLE LAB-ON-A-CHIP SYSTEMS
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Abstract
In this paper, we report a new and simple method of patterning polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) directly using a photoinitiator. The new positive-acting photodefinable PDMS mixture is only sensitive to light <365 nm and thus can be processed under normal ambient light conditions outside a gold room. We successfully characterized the process and applied it to rapid prototyping of a disposable microfluidic device.

Keywords: Photodefinable PDMS, LOC, rapid prototyping, PDMS

1. Introduction
Considerable work in the area of lab-on-a-chip (LOC) has been done using PDMS. Properties such as low cost, chemical inertness, ease of fabrication, good reproducibility, low toxicity and high transparency have made this polymer very popular [1]. However, one critical drawback of PDMS fabrication methods is the need to use traditional photolithography processes to fabricate a master. There have been several attempts to make PDMS photosensitive, and thus directly patternable. Lotters et al. [2] succeeded in making PDMS act as negative resist, but, as it became photosensitive processing required a gold room. It also became O₂-sensitive and had to be processed rapidly. Another example is the photodefinable silicone Dow Corning [3] recently introduced to semiconductor packaging market. However, this product is similar to negative photoresist in terms of high cost and the need for clean room photolithography facilities.

2. Methods
In this work, PDMS was made photosensitive by using benzophenone photoinitiator. When benzophenone is irradiated at <365 nm, it creates a benzophenone radical which reacts with the vinyl group present in PDMS base (Sylgard 184) and prevents it from curing (via a linear chain of base monomer radicals). Figure 1 illustrates the proposed chemistry. During the post-exposure bake, the unexposed PDMS gets cured, while the exposed PDMS remains uncured.

Figure 1. Benzophenone radical reacts with the vinyl group of the base monomer preventing it from curing.
and can be washed away in toluene (Figure 2). The photosensitive PDMS in this work is positive-acting, which simplifies LOC design and fabrication. Further, it is only sensitive to light <365 nm and thus can be processed under normal ambient light conditions.

To optimize the process, benzophenone was dissolved in 1 g of xylene and mixed with PDMS. Table 1 summarizes the mass ratios of these parameters. The mixture was then spin coated on a glass wafer, and exposed (non-contact) with a UV light source for 8 - 12 min (aligner or a common black light) through a chromium or a transparency mask using non-contact exposure. The corresponding post-exposure bake time was approximately 50 s. The results were characterized with SEM and optical microscopy.

### 3. Results

The fabrication process was successfully demonstrated for height ranging from 10 μm to 60 μm. Figure 3 indicates the thickness of PDMS for varying spin speeds. Optimum feature definition was obtained using 2% (m) of benzophenone photoinitiator and PDMS monomer mixed at 10:1 (m:m) ratio with curing agent. Dimensions less than 100 μm were achieved with good definition using this mixture. Post-exposure bake carried out in a conventional oven yielded better edge definitions than hot-plate, likely due to more uniform heat transfer. Over-exposure of this mixture resulted in feature widening, just as commonly seen with conventional positive photoresists.

#### Table 1. Summary of PDMS mixtures tested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benzophenone : PDMS</th>
<th>Curing agent: PDMS base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 : 1000</td>
<td>1 : 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 : 100</td>
<td>1 : 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 : 50</td>
<td>1 : 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 : 33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Fabrication sequence of photoPDMS.

**Figure 2.** Fabrication sequence of photoPDMS.

**Figure 3.** Spin speed vs. thickness plot for the photo PDMS mixture.

**Figure 3.** Spin speed vs. thickness plot for the photo PDMS mixture.

**Figure 4.** Microfluidic channels in photoPDMS.

Red dye is added for better visualization.
Under-exposure or over-curing resulted in no patterns, similar to normal PDMS films.

To demonstrate feasibility of this new photoPDMS, a variety of microfluidic channels and components commonly used in LOC were successfully fabricated. Representative results are shown in Figure 4, which illustrates microchannels 20 μm deep with widths ranging from 100 μm to 1 mm. The channels were successfully bonded using oxygen plasma, as commonly done with normal PDMS, and characterized with 1 μM fluorescein solution. SEM image of a pattern fabricated using this process is shown in Figure 5. Due to non-contact exposure, sidewalls are rounded. Nevertheless, this is similar to isotropically etched glass and is acceptable for many microfluidic LOC devices and applications. The surface of the pattern shows many dust particles due to processing outside cleanroom. Microfluidic characterization showed good channel definition and no leakage (Figure 6), indicating strong adhesion and ability to be processed similar to normal PDMS.

4. Conclusions

A new simple method of patterning PDMS directly was successfully demonstrated for fabrication of microfluidic LOC devices. The photoPDMS is robust and could be processed even under normal ambient light. The critical advantages of the new material are: 1) directly photodefiable (no master); 2) processing in ambient light (no gold room) 3) positive acting (easier fabrication); 4) precise thickness control via spin coating; 5) simple preparation; and 6) all advantages of PDMS including low cost. The photoPDMS developed in this work will enable rapid prototyping of low-cost, disposable LOCs without clean room facilities, envisaging its numerous applications in the microfluidics and LOC fields.
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FABRICATION AND OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF NANO-HOLE ARRAYS FOR MOLECULAR DETECTIONS
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Abstract: This paper reports the improved fabrication process and the optical characterization of different nano-hole arrays in thin metal films, to be integrated into a novel atto-liter titre plate device for high speed molecular analysis. Using electron-beam lithography and lift-off technique, different array structures with the hole-diameters between 150nm-200nm and pitch of 1050nm are fabricated in 200nm thick layer of gold-palladium (60/40) alloy on glass. The spectrum of the light transmitted through the fabricated arrays is measured. Applying Rhodamine on top of the hole-array reveals a 9 times increased fluorescent signal.

Keywords: nano-hole arrays, lift-off technique, enhanced light transmission

1. Introduction
A recently discovered optical phenomenon (i.e. light transmission through sub-wavelength apertures [1]) has been identified as a promising optical detection principle, allowing simple (massive) parallel read-out. Making use of the extraordinary properties of this transmitted light: enhancement of its intensity, small angular diffraction and spectral selection, we are developing an optical atto-liter titer plate device for high-speed molecular analyses.

The basis of this device is a nano-hole array in a thin metal film, where each hole serves as a reaction chamber. The optical detection can be made in two different ways:
1. Gathered molecules inside the holes change the optical properties of the transmitted light;
2. The transmission excites fluorochrome-bound molecules inside the holes and the emission is observed.

2. Technology
Hole-arrays in gold/palladium=Au/Pd (60/40) alloy on glass are fabricated. The general lines of the process are the same as for the previous fabrication of nano-hole arrays in gold (Au) [2]: we evaporate chromium and then spin a bi-layer (upper/under-layer) resist scheme on cleaned fused silica samples. The upper-layer of the resist is a negative tone; therefore patterning the holes with electron beam lithography, followed by development and reactive ion etching results in pillars on the location of the future holes. Afterwards, 200 nm of Au/Pd is electron-gun evaporated and the pillars are removed by lift-off procedure, resulting in an array of holes. The following changes leads to improvements of the arrays: 1. Replacing the Au by an Au/Pd alloy: due to the fact that the grains of Au/Pd are smaller than of Au, the shape of the holes is better
defined; 2. Increased thickness of Cr (30 nm): it allows us getting a more constant height measurement during the exposure, thus an improved focus; 3. A decreased under-layer thickness (~670nm): this reduces the resist etching time and avoids problems as bending of the pillars, which may occur due to the high aspect ratio between their height and the cross-section area; 4. The exposure parameters in the electron beam pattern generator are changed into a beam step size of 5nm and a dose of 1500\( \mu \text{C/cm}^2 \) for 175 nm holes; 5. The sample is orientated upside-down during lift-off in a higher temperature HNO\(_3\) 100% bath (45ºC). Hanging the sample upside-down results in cleaner samples and the higher temperature results in faster etching and better removal of the chromium.

3. Results and discussion

Using the above presented technique, two types of hole-arrays are fabricated: 25 by 25 round-holes in Au/Pd with square and with hexagonal holes’ distribution; the hole-diameter is between 150nm and 200nm and the pitch is 1050nm (e.g. see figure 1 a, b).

To optically characterize the nano-hole arrays, we measure both spatial and spectral transmission through both types of holes’ configuration, using Köhler illumination with an upright optical microscope (Leica DM-RXA) and a SpectraCube (Applied Spectral Imaging). The transmission spectra are calculated (corrected for background and illumination) and plotted in figure 1c for their reliable range (450 to 750 nm).

![SEM picture of a hole-array with square hole distribution](image1_a.png)

![SEM picture of a hole-array with hexagonal hole distribution](image1_b.png)

![Corrected spectra Au/Pd](image1_c.png)

Figure 1. SEM picture of a hole-array with square hole’ distribution a), and with hexagonal holes’ distribution b), in 200nm of Au/Pd on glass, with the hole size of ~175nm and pitch of 1050nm. c) Spectra through square (S) and hexagonal (H) arrays.

Furthermore, we determine enhanced fluorescent transmission due to the periodicity of the arrays. We use an Olympus BX-FM upright microscope, an argon ion laser source (Reliant, Laser-physics, \( \lambda =514 \text{nm} \)) and 100x dry lens (numerical aperture = 0.75). Square holes’ distributed arrays are coated with Rhodamine G6 (FLUKA), 0.05mM concentration. The light intensity is measured through the holes (named array = A), uncoated and coated with fluorescence solution, with and without a filter (Chroma...
Technology Corp. excitation 540 nm, emission 560nm) for Rhodamine (555nm) and also through the bare glass in the same conditions (named marker = M). The results are divided to the unit area; 50 images are averaged and compensated for the used neutral density filter (ND) and exposure time. Afterwards they are corrected for the background light (see table 1).

Table 1 shows also the ratios (e.g. R_{AY}) between fluorescent signal and transmitted signal. To know the enhancement of the transmission through the arrays compared to the signal through bare glass the ratios R_{AY} and R_{MY} are compared after compensating for the auto-fluorescence, which is given by \((R_{AY}-R_{AN})/(R_{MY}-R_{MN})\) and has a value > 1. This means that the use of arrays gives us a higher signal compared to the bare glass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>option1</th>
<th>option2</th>
<th>option3</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>(R_{MN}=MNY/(MN-MNY))</th>
<th>(R_{MY}=MYY/(MY-Y))</th>
<th>(R_{AN}=ANY/(AN-ANY))</th>
<th>(R_{AY}=AYY/(AY-AY))</th>
<th>(\frac{(R_{AY}-R_{AN})}{(R_{MY}-R_{MN})})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>7.31E+03</td>
<td>4.37E-07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>4.13E-02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>2.24E+04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>2.05E+01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.28E+07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>5.60E+00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.52E+07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1.50E+03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Measurements’ results and calculated ratios; option1: Array or Marker, option2: Rhodamine coating: Yes/No, option3: filter: Yes/No

4. Conclusions

Different nano-hole arrays with the hole size between 150nm and 200nm are fabricated in gold/palladium alloy (60/40) on glass, using negative tone electron beam resist, electron beam lithography and lift-off technique. In figure 2, the spectrum of the hexagonal holes’ distribution in comparison with the spectrum of the square holes’ distribution, shows a 20% increase in the transmitted light, as consistent with [3]. Furthermore, we use Rhodamine coated nano-hole arrays. From the ratios calculated in table 1, we see that the intensity of the fluorescent light through these periodical sub-wavelength apertures is enhanced with more then a factor of 9 compared to the fluorescence through the bare glass.

This supports the use of arrays in our novel atto-liter titre plate device for high speed molecular analysis.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL MICROSTRUCTURING OF PDMS INSIDE A MICROCHANNEL FOR FUNCTIONAL MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES
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Abstract
We have developed a photocurable PDMS resin for making three-dimensional (3-D) PDMS-based microstructures via two-photon microstereolithography. By using a direct laser scanning method, freely movable microrotors were built into a microchannel and driven by light. The movable PMDS micromachines have potential for application to microfluidic devices and as micromanipulation tools for biological applications.

Keywords: Two-photon microstereolithography, PDMS, Microfluidic devices

1. Introduction

Poly (dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) elastomer has recently attracted much attention for its ease of fabrication, optical transparency, low cost and biocompatibility. Notably, PDMS-based microfluidic devices are already in wide use in a range of applications such as in electrophoresis chips, cell sorters, and microvalves. In the normal microfabrication processes with PDMS elastomer, it is difficult to fabricate sophisticated 3-D microstructures owing to conventional molding processes. This drawback restricts the further functionalization of PDMS-based biochips.

In this paper, we report the fabrication process of 3-D PDMS-based microstructures via two-photon-absorbed photopolymerization. The two-photon process makes it possible to fabricate arbitrary 3-D microstructures at submicron resolution [1]. Although two-photon-absorbed photopolymerization of PDMS elastomer has been recently reported [2], the resultant 3-D microstructures were merely immovable solid models such as microcapillaries and micropillars on a glass plate. In contrast, we demonstrate that freely movable microstructures can be made from PDMS elastomer using direct laser writing. In addition, movable microstructures were built into a microchannel through in situ photopolymerization stimulated by focusing a femtosecond laser beam.
2. Two-photon microstereolithography with a photocurable PDMS resin

A photocurable PDMS resin was made by mixing PDMS prepolymer with a radical photoinitiator suitable for two-photon absorption at 0.4 wt %. Since the photoinitiator has a wide absorption range (310 to 420 nm), PDMS resin is suitable for two-photon-absorbed photopolymerization initiated by a near-infrared femtosecond pulsed laser beam.

The width and depth of drawing lines of the photocurable PDMS resin were measured for optimizing the exposure conditions for fabricating fine microstructures using two-photon microstereolithography. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the width and depth of the resultant line structures on laser power at a laser beam scanning speed of 10 μm/s. This indicates that submicron resolutions can be achieved by optimization of the laser power and beam scanning speed. The minimum width and depth were less than 350 nm and 750 nm, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 2, several types of 3-D microstructures were fabricated using the photocurable PDMS resin. Figure 2 (a) shows several alphabetical letters. Figure 2 (b) shows microrotors 10 μm in diameter with different thickness that were fabricated by stacking sectional shapes. These results demonstrate that complex microstructures can be fabricated with smoothly curved surfaces.

Freely movable microstructures were also fabricated using the direct laser writing method proposed in our previous work [3]. Microrotors 10 μm in diameter with a shaft 1 μm in diameter were fabricated without any assembly processes. The microrotor can be rotated in ethyl acetate by means of an optical trapping technique. In our method, a wing of the rotor is trapped by a focused laser beam. The rotor is then rotated by scanning the laser beam in circular mode. Figure 3 shows a rotating microrotor at a rotation velocity of 20 rpm.
Finally, we attempted to make a movable microrotor inside a microchannel filled with unsolidified resin. A squared glass capillary (inner diameter: 50 μm) was soaked in the photocurable PDMS resin and subjected to a vacuum in a desiccator to help filling with the photocurable PDMS resin. The glass capillary filled with the resin was set on the oil immersion objective lens for the in situ fabrication of a movable microrotor. As shown in Fig. 4, a movable microrotor 20 μm in diameter with an outer casing was fabricated inside the squared glass capillary. The microrotors are potentially useful for functional microfluidic devices such as micro flowmeters and micro stirrers. The in situ fabrication of functional microfluidic devices is likely to play an important role in the functionalization of simple microchannels made from glass, silicone and plastic.

3. Conclusions
A photocurable PDMS resin has been developed for two-photon microstereolithography. Several types of sophisticated 3-D microstructures with submicron resolutions were fabricated with the PDMS resin. Movable microstructures such as microrotors were also fabricated inside microchannels. The in situ fabrication of functional microdevices inside microchannels will be useful for functional biochips employed in single-cell analysis systems and cell sorters.
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SOFT LITHOGRAPHY WITHOUT USING PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY
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Abstract

Conventional poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) soft lithography relies on photolithography for fabrication of micropatterned molds. Here, we present an alternative method to fabricate microfluidic devices using microscale PLasma Activated Templating (\( \mu \)PLAT). The use of photoresist in soft lithography is replaced by patterned water droplets created using \( \mu \)PLAT. As a result, device fabrication is less time consuming, more cost efficient and flexible, and ideal for rapid prototyping. Furthermore, this method has unique features that are difficult to achieve using photolithography.

Keywords: microscale plasma activated templating, \( \mu \)PLAT, soft lithography, hydrophobicity, PDMS.

1. Introduction

Present day poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) soft lithography relies on photolithography to fabricate solid molds with features down to micrometer and nanometer scales \cite{1}. However, for many applications in the literature that do not require fine feature resolutions, photolithography is complicated, expensive, and time-consuming. In contrast, using the presented \( \mu \)PLAT method \cite{2,3} to fabricate PDMS structures such as microchannels is an easier, faster, and less-expensive approach for microfluidic device prototyping.

2. Fabrication processes

\( \mu \)PLAT is a method that creates hydrophilic patterns on polymer surfaces (i.e., PDMS surfaces) by masking them with microscale patterns and then exposing them to oxygen plasma. Only the exposed areas become hydrophilic. The fabrication steps for fabricating PDMS microchannels using a single plasma exposure are illustrated in the left row of Figure 1. The procedure involves 1) adhering a mask to the flat PDMS followed by plasma treatment for 1 minute in steps (a–b). 2) After plasma treatment, the mask is removed and the PDMS slab is dipped in 5\% (v/v) glycerol-to-water solution in step (c). Patterned droplets only stay on the hydrophilic regions. 3) The last steps (d–e) demonstrate pouring uncured PDMS on the slab and curing it in a 65\degree C water-bath. The ports are then made by punching holes with an 18.5-gauge hypodermic needle to interface 1/32” PEEK tubing.

The masks for \( \mu \)PLAT can be made of any materials that provide good adhesion with the treated surfaces, and compatible to the O\textsubscript{2}-plasma treatment. For treating PDMS surfaces,
we have successfully tested masks made of PDMS, glass, silicon, SU-8 photoresist, overhead transparency (celluloid), aluminum, and bronze. The presented results were performed using overhead-transparency masks because they adhere to PDMS surfaces firmly and are easily removed without damaging either the mask or the substrate.

3. Feature resolution

To understand the resolution limits of μPLAT, we micromachined 20-mm-long slits of widths from 100 μm to 1 mm on an overhead transparency (Figure 2a) using a Nd:YAG laser. Eight PDMS chips were made using a same batch of 1:10 PDMS (Dow Sylgard 184) under the same conditions. Figure 2b shows one of the produced chips with all channels filled with color dyes. The yield rates of the channels show almost 100% success for dimensions larger than 400 μm, with the yield decreasing at smaller scales (Figure 2c). The typical profile of the channels is rounded with an aspect ratio lower than 0.1 (Figure 3).

4. Modular prototyping

μPLAT allows modularized fabrication: A microfluidic network can be made by multiple exposures of individual modules. The later plasma exposure steps duplicate the first exposure, as shown in Figure 1(g–j). Figure 4a shows the patterns cut by a razorblade on transparencies used in multiple exposures. Figure 4b shows various configurations of the two microfluidic modules, and Figure 4c shows photographs of products. For prototyping purposes, developers can use a collection of masks for individual modules (e.g., branches, ports, reactors, mixers...) to be combined to form a microfluidic network. The configuration of these modules can be adjusted depending on specific applications.

5. Conclusions

We demonstrate, for the first time, the use of water molds created by μPLAT technique to fabricate PDMS microchannels. The use of μPLAT water molds already promises more rapid, less expensive lab-on-a-chip device prototyping. Researchers without the access of photolithography facilities can produce PDMS devices from scratch in two hours.
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Figure 1. The fabrication process of PIP soft-lithography. (a) Adhering the transparency mask on a flat PDMS slab; (b) Exposing the PDMS to oxygen plasma; (c) Removing the transparency mask, dip-coating the PDMS slab with glycerol solution. The solution only beads up in the exposed region; (d) Pouring uncured PDMS on the flat PDMS slab; (e) Curing the channel layer PDMS. For secondary exposure, adhering the second mask to the desired region of the wet PDMS slab from (c); (g-j) Repeating steps (b-e).

Figure 2. (a) Laser micromachined mask with slits from 100 μm to 1 mm widths. (b) Resulted channels filled with food dye. (c) Yield rates versus channel width.

Figure 3. Cross-section view of a 750-μm-wide channel. The maximum height is ~50 μm.

Figure 4. (a) Mask patterns of two microfluidic modules. (b) Geometric combinations of the two modules. (c) Resulted channels filled with food dye.
SINGLE CELL CAPTURE WITH FERROMAGNETIC ELEMENTS GROWN ON PDMS

John Koschwanez, Robert Carlson, Deirdre Meldrum
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Abstract
Magnetic traps are fabricated by electrolessly depositing NiCoB alloy elements directly onto polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using a simple and inexpensive method. These traps are used to capture yeast cells attached to 50 nm paramagnetic beads.

Keywords: cell trapping, PDMS, magnetism, electroless plating, μPLAT

1. Introduction
Here we report the magnetic capture and release of a single yeast cell using an inexpensive, quickly and easily fabricated, microfluidic device. The magnetic traps are made by electrolessly depositing ferromagnetic elements directly onto polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Using a process we call microscale PLasma Activated Templating (μPLAT) [1], we have fabricated gold, carbon, zinc oxide, nickel-alloy, and copper patterns, which our group has employed in electrostatic and thermopneumatic actuators, thermocouples, optical structures, and magnetic elements. Previously reported methods of fabricating magnetic traps for particle capture involve electroplating, evaporation, sputtering, or vapor deposition on a silicon or glass substrate (review in [2]). Our group has previously reported trap fabrication on PDMS using lift-off masks and etch masks [3]. Other reported methods of metal placement on PDMS (not used for particle capture) have used electron beam evaporation [4], transfer from a silicon substrate [5], and electroless deposition using a polyelectrolyte brush [6].

Our fabrication method has many advantages: (i) Fabrication is quick and inexpensive and can be performed outside a cleanroom (after the reusable stamp molds are fabricated). (ii) The method is compatible with wafer scale mass production. (iii) The element fabrication can be easily integrated into a series of fabrication steps. (iv) The ferromagnetic elements can be placed on any layer in a multilayer PDMS device, and therefore (v) the distance between the element and the captured cell is limited only by alignment precision and a protective biocompatible layer. Reducing this distance increases the magnetic force at the capture site.

Figure 1. Schematic of ferromagnetic element fabrication
2. Microfabrication method

Figure 1 shows the microfabrication schematic. The substrate can be PDMS of any thickness and curvature provided that the surface conforms to a PDMS stamp. Both GE RTV 615 (General Electric, Waterford, NY) and Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning Corporation, Midland, MI) have been used as substrates and stamps. The stamp is made by casting PDMS on an SU-8 2025 (MicroChem, Newton, MA) mold. To fabricate the magnets, the stamp is placed on the substrate and treated in a plasma cleaner (Harrick, Ithaca, NY) at low power. Those areas that are shielded from the plasma by the stamp will be plated. Next, the palladium chloride catalyst (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) that has been ground using a mortar and pestle is rubbed into the PDMS using vinyl foam (Frost King, Mahwah, NJ); the catalyst will only adsorb to those areas shielded from plasma treatment (similar to graphite adsorption reported in [1]). The height of the catalyst was measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) at 30-40 nm.

The structure is then placed in the nickel-cobalt plating bath up to 1 hour. The bath, partially based on [7], consists of 70 mM nickel sulfate hexahydrate, 30 mM cobalt sulfate heptahydrate, 0.10 M trisodium citrate, 24 mM Dimethylamineborane, and 1.0 mM thiodiglycolic acid (all chemicals from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). The bath is heated to 60 °C and adjusted to a pH of 7.00 using NaOH. After 1 hour, 6 samples of deposited metal elements were measured by AFM to be between 1080 and 1600 nm.

Figure 2 shows elements fabricated using a triangular stamp with an extended tip. To construct the capture device, a protective layer of PDMS is spun on the magnets and a PDMS microfluidic channel is bonded above the magnets.

![Figure 2. Ferromagnetic elements after plating for 1 hour. Top: an array of elements used to capture multiple cells (microfluidic channel not shown.) Bottom: 60X brightfield image of the straight extension at the end of one of the triangular tips.](image)

3. Results

To test the device, we pumped biotinylated yeast cells attached to streptavidin-coated 50 nm paramagnetic beads (Miltenyi Biotec, Germany) into the channel. We find that 50 nm beads eliminate cell aggregation, unlike the larger beads used in other cell trapping demonstrations. When the ferromagnetic elements are externally magnetized using a small permanent magnet, a cell is captured (Figure 3). When the magnet is removed, the cell is released.
We have repeatedly tested the trapping ability of the microfabricated magnetic elements. We are now characterizing the trap force and integrating the device into a single-cell analysis system [3].

Figure 3. Single yeast cell capture. The images were taken 1 s apart. The cells are attached to 50 nm paramagnetic beads, which are not visible in the image. The cell marked with a single arrowhead is captured at the tip of the ferromagnetic element in frame c. The cell marked with a double arrowhead flows freely. The 2 stationary marks above the tip are optical debris.
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Abstract
This paper reports the fabrication of nanosized carbon electrodes by using a combination of electron-beam lithography (EBL) and pyrolysis. The fabrication process and the characterization results are provided.
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1. Introduction
Carbon nanostructures have been under intense scrutiny due to their promise in new devices with increased capabilities. By far, the most widely investigated carbon nanostructures are carbon nanotubes. The production of carbon nanotubes with controlled microstructure, size and shape is highly developed. However, despite a number of recent advances, the manipulation of carbon nanotubes to precise locations remains a challenge.\1 In this presentation, we report the fabrication of nanometer sized graphitic carbon structures using a combination of electron-beam lithography (EBL) and pyrolysis. EBL allows for the precise control of shape, size and location of these carbon nanostructures.

Graphitic carbon is a widely used electrochemical material due to a number of advantageous properties such as wide potential window, low cost, mechanical stability, and applicability to many common redox systems. In addition, the surface of carbon materials can be chemically tailored by covalent attachment of organic films. Recently, pyrolysis of photoresist has been used to prepare flat graphitic carbon films for electroanalytical\2 and molecular electronic\3 applications. We are extending this concept to create nanometer sized graphitic carbon structures.

2. Experimental
The nanometer sized graphitic carbon structures were fabricated by using a combination of electron-beam lithography (EBL) and pyrolysis. EBL allows for the precise control of shape, size and location of these carbon nanostructures. Figure 1 depicts our procedure. First, a negative e-beam resist, Novolak SU-8 2000 is spin-coated onto a Si substrate. EBL is used to create structures in the SU-8 resist that are subsequently graphitized via pyrolysis in a vacuum sealed quartz tube at 1000°C.
3. Results and discussion

Carbon nanostructures with a variety of shapes and sizes can be fabricated with this method. Figure 2 contains SEM images of a few examples of carbon nanostructures that we have created. Figure 2A and B show an example of a grid structure with 19 nm linewidths. Part C is an array of carbon nanodots and part D is a representation of the University of Alberta seal featuring 50 nm linewidths.

We have carried out a number of characterizations of the pyrolyzed SU8 material. The graphitic microstructure of the pyrolyzed material was probed with Raman spectroscopy. These results indicate the material is highly graphitized. A 4-point probe measurement was used to determine the resistivity of carbonized SU8. A value of $1.1 \times 10^{-5} \, \Omega \, \text{m}$ was obtained, which agrees well with that of other pyrolyzed materials [4]. The size and shape of the nanostructures have been characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and scanning force microscopy (SFM). The lateral sizes of the nano SU8 structure before and after pyrolysis are probed by SEM. The results show that the lateral size is maintained during the pyrolysis even for structures with widths of 18 nm. SFM results indicate a vertical shrinkage of about 80% after pyrolysis.

Figure 2: SEM images of graphitic carbon structures created by EBL and pyrolysis.
Finally, we are currently applying these structures as nano-electrodes. Figure 3 shows the cyclic voltammogram of 1 mM K₄[Fe(CN)₆] obtained at an 140- nm carbon nanoband electrode (shown in inset).

![Cyclic voltammogram of 1 mM K₄[Fe(CN)₆] obtained at a 140 nm wide graphitic carbon nanoband electrode (scan rate = 20 mV/s).](image)

From the CV experimental result, we observed a limiting current plateau which is characteristic of radial diffusion to cylindrical ultramicroelectrodes. The observed behavior is also consistent with quasi-reversible electron transfer between K₄[Fe(CN)₆] and the graphitic carbon surface similar to that observed at more common carbon electrodes such as glassy carbon.

### 4. Conclusions
We demonstrate the fabrication of well-defined nano carbon electrodes by EBL and pyrolysis. The nano structure keeps constant in the lateral size, while vertical shrink about 80% after pyrolysis. The smallest size of nano carbon electrodes can approach to 20nm.
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a novel bonding technique using soft-cure SU-8 sheet under low pressure and low temperature. The pressure for the bonding process (~5kPa) was significantly smaller than those of other bonding techniques (~MPa). This bonding process allows us to select a wide variety of materials such as fragile and low melting point materials.
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1. Introduction
SU-8 is widely used thick negative photoresist to fabricate micro-structures such as integrated microchannels. To fabricate a microchannel using SU-8, bonding process is necessary to seal the ceiling of microchannel. Conventionally, either adhesive layer \cite{1} or high bonding pressure (~MPa) \cite{2} is required to realize a reliable sealing of microchannel. In the present study, we have developed a bonding technique which can complete the bonding process under low pressure and low temperature using soft-cure SU-8 sheet.

2. Theory
The patterned soft-cure SU-8 sheet is fabricated on a silicone rubber substrate using standard SU-8 fabrication process. Because of the poor UV-light reflection at the interface between the substrate and the SU-8, incomplete cross-link layer of SU-8 is formed at the interface. This interfacial layer acts as an adhesive layer, thus the soft-cure SU-8 sheet can be bonded with another SU-8 structure.

Practically to fabricate the soft-cure SU-8 sheet, the SU-8 (SU-8 2100, MicroChem) was coated to be 130\textmu m thick on the silicon rubber substrate and small holes for the fluidic port were patterned using UV-lithography. Then, the SU-8 sheet is peeled off from the substrate (see Fig.1).

2. Experimental
In order to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed bonding technique using soft-cure SU-8 sheet, a microfluidic chip for a Coulter type particle counter was fabricated. The fabrication process for the...
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three dimensional microfluidic system.

4. Conclusions

Easy and reliable bonding technique for sealed-microchannel fabrication using soft-cure SU-8 sheet was proposed. The bonding quality was evaluated measuring bonding area and its applicability was confirmed measuring electrical impedance using the microfluidic chip. The results showed that the proposed bonding technique was appreciable and reliable to fabricate practical microfluidic chips.
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Three-dimensional Microfabrication for Biodegradable Polymers
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Abstract
We have developed a novel three-dimensional microfabrication method for biodegradable polymers. Unlike conventional processes, our process satisfies high-resolution and high-speed requirements. The system design allows us the processing of micro-level forms by stacking up melted polymers from the nozzle. A single layer from the piled-up layers of extruded lines was observed to evaluate the resolution. The lateral and depth resolutions attained are 40 μm and 45 μm, respectively. Biodegradable polymers enable three-dimensional microstructures such as micro-pipes, micro-bends, and micro-coil springs to be manufactured in less than 15 min. The biocompatibility of the structure was evaluated using a cell line (PC12). A small vessel, with a transparent base, was fabricated using PLA and cells were cultivated in it. The cell morphology and the proliferation were then compared with the results obtained using the standard method. Our system renders it possible to produce toxic-free, and leakage-free devices. Our system is expected to have potential applications in optimum design and fabrication of implantable devices.
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1. Introduction
Biodegradable polymers, such as poly(lactide) (PLA), poly(glycolide) (PGA), and poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA), have been employed for use in medicine[1,2]. In recent years, advances in tissue engineering that can regenerate tissue and organ has generated a lot of interest[3,4] and a technology for fabrication of a scaffold is needed[5]. But, due to limitations in the fabrication technology, we can only acquire simple shape structures in the present circumstances. The fused deposition modeling (FDM) is a method that enables us to produce complicated three-dimensional structures and is usually used for prototyping industrial designs. The FDM is also applied for production of biodegradable implantable devices[5]. In this paper, we report a novel method for the fabrication of three-dimensional microstructures, with high-resolution and high-speed[6]. The biocompatibility of the microstructure is verified using a cell line.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Biodegradable polymers and microfabrication system
PLA, PGA, and PLGA are thermoplastic resin, the resin melts down and drops in viscosity after being heated. Fig. 1 shows a basic principle of FDM. The melted polymer is extruded from a fine nozzle and the nozzle traces the XY surface based on a slice data. One layer is constructed and the process is repeated as the need arises. Fig. 2 is the schematic diagram of the fabrication system that we have developed. Resinous pellets are fed into the syringe and the temperature is elevated up to its melting point. The XYZ stage and the syringe are driven by a stepping motor, and these are in controlled by the PC. The fabrication process can be carried out automatically. The system is characterized by employing a small syringe to provide melted polymer, and pellet materials can be used directly into the syringe. Since our method does not need toxic solvents that results in bioincompatibility of the manufactured structure, it is suitable for various kinds of biodegradable polymers for medical use. As we have designed a fine nozzle (φ50μm) and optimized fabrication parameters, complicated three-dimensional microstructures can be fabricated with high-resolution at high-speed.

2.3 Biocompatibility test
Biocompatibility of the fabricated device is a crucial matter for use in medicine. We fabricated a small vessel using the fabrication system that we have developed and a cell line, PC12, is cultivated in it. A vessel
for cultivation is fabricated using PLA, which has a lower degradation rate. To observe the cell, a transparent base is necessary. To acquire a transparency, we chose optimized fabrication parameters and the appropriate molecular weight (M.W.) of material. The internal size of the vessel is 4.5mm × 4.5mm × 5mm. Cells were cultivated at 37 degree centigrade and in a 5% CO₂ incubator by using a established protocol. The cultivated cells were evaluated in the aspect of its morphology and growth. The number of cells in the photo image of the optical microscope were counted and the cell morphology and growth curve were compared with the standard one.

3. Results

3.1 Evaluation of the resolution

A single layer from the piled-up layers of extruded line is observed to evaluate the resolution using the optical microscope. Fig. 3 shows that the lateral and depth resolutions attained are 40 µm and 45 µm, respectively.

3.2 Microfabrication

We fabricated various shapes of biodegradable microstructures such as micro-pipes (Fig. 4), micro-bend pipes (Fig. 5), and micro-coil springs (Fig. 6) using PLA and PLGA. The time required to fabricate each structure is 3 to 12 min.

3.3 Biocompatibility

Fig. 7 shows a cultured PC12 cells after 42 hours of cultivation. The cells in the PLA vessel is shown in (a), and the cells in the standard vessel for control is shown in (b). The morphology of the cells cultured in the PLA vessel is normal and similar to those in the standard vessel.

The cell growth curve of both vessels are shown in Fig. 8. The number of cells are increasing up to 89 hours for both vessels. These results suggest that the biodegradable microstructure has sufficient biocompatibility.

4. Discussion

The resolution of the conventional FDM was at most several hundred micrometers[5], but we achieved 45 µm by manufacturing a very fine nozzle and optimizing fabrication parameters. The time required to produce a microstructure is less than 15 minutes using our system. This merit is very profitable for use in
medicine. The structure fabricated by conventional FDM had not attained biocompatibility due to the use of toxic solvents, that are indispensable in the pre-process. Our method is also able to handle almost all types of thermoplastic resin by employing a batch process. Conventional FDM is limited to only one or two resins. At the material dynamics, the size of the structure is assigned an order of square or cube, a size of the structure will be larger at most several percentages. Therefore, the strength of the microstructure has enough strength for fabrication of medical devices.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrated a newly developed method for fabrication of three-dimensional microstructures from biodegradable polymers. We realized (1) Real three-dimensional microfabrication, (2) High-resolution (45 μm), (3) High-speed (less than 15 min) fabrication, (4) Transparent structure that allows observation of its internal condition, (5) Sufficient Biocompatibility. The above results show the usefulness of fabrication system for future medicine.
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FABRICATION OF ROBUST BIOCOMPATIBLE IN-PLANE MICRONEEDLES WITH SHARP 3-D TIP
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Abstract
This paper presents two novel but simple fabrication technologies of robust biocompatible in-plane microneedles with sharp 3-D tip. One is to fabricate biodegradable PLLA microneedles using hot pressing process, and the other is to fabricate Ni microneedles coated with bio-inert parylene-C using electroplating, polishing, and CVD process. Both of the technologies use SU-8 deep microneedle mold which is fabricated with conventional inclined UV lithography.
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1. Introduction
Various fabrication technologies of microneedles have been developed over the past few years for painless, improved transdermal, and local drug delivery.

Microneedles are classified to out-of-plane and in-plane. For out-of-plane microneedles, the needle length is not defined lithographically but often by a removal process which is costly, time consuming, and difficult to control. On the other hand, the needle length of in-plane microneedles is defined lithographically and thus straightforward to control [1]. But most of the previous in-plane microneedles are not biocompatible and robust because they are made of brittle silicon or silicon compounds with 2-D thin feature [2-3]. To overcome those limitations, microneedles should be made by biocompatible material and have a shape thickened gradually from sharp 3-D tip to needle shank and base. Otherwise large insertion force will be caused by increased interfacial area [4].

This study addresses the fabrication process of biodegradable in-plane PLLA microneedles with sharp 3-D tip using inclined UV lithography, PDMS molding, and hot pressing processes and bio-inert parylene-C coated Ni microneedles with the same shape as PLLA microneedles using electroplating, polishing, and CVD processes.

2. Fabrication and results
Figure 1 shows the fabrication process of a deep SU-8 negative microneedle mold
and the result. The successive double inclined UV exposure and development lead to a deep negative microneedle mold (Figure 1. a-1 and 2). This method has advantages of using widely used and easily accessed UV light source and SU-8 photoresist. In addition, alignment is not required during double exposure process because the mask and SU-8 are vacuum contacted. The fabricated SU-8 negative microneedle mold has deep and inclined trenches and sharp edges as shown in Figure 1. b.

Figure 2 shows the fabrication process of PLLA microneedles with the SU-8 negative microneedle mold and the result. By double PDMS (Poly-Di-Methyl-Siloxane) molding processes (Figure 2. a-1 and 2), a PDMS negative microneedle mold is fabricated. Hot pressing process with PLLA beads makes the final microneedles using the PDMS.
negative microneedle mold (Figure 2. a-3). The fabricated microneedles are 600μm long and have a shape thickened gradually from sharp 3-D tip to shank and base which is required for smaller insertion force and enough strength as shown in Figure 2. b. In addition, because PLLA is a bio-degradable material, PLLA microneedles can be used in bio-application field without remaining debris which are harmful to body.

The fabrication process of Ni microneedles and the result is shown in Figure 3. Ti deposition on SU-8 negative microneedle mold as a seed layer is followed by Ni over electroplating (Figure 3. a-1 and 2). After peeling off Ni from SU-8, undesired Ni part is polished and Ni microneedles are fabricated (Figure 3. a-3 and 4). As long as 1mm Ni microneedles are fabricated as shown in Figure 3. b. Since fabricated Ni microneedles have the same shape as the PLLA microneedles above, they have advantages which PLLA microneedles have except biodegradable. To use it in bio-application fields with safety, bio-inert parylene-C is coated on it using CVD.
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Abstract

The control of pattern-formation processes on surfaces and in polymer thin films is of increasing importance for technological application [1]. However, the long annealing time which range from tens of hours to around one hundred hour, blocks the wide application of this technique in fabrication of microstructured devices and templates. Here, we have developed a method for fast fabricating polymer microstructures based on ultra-high electric field induced self assembly and pattern formation.
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1. Introduction

Fabrication of structures in the micron and nanoscale via self assembly has attracted much interest in recent years [1]. Self assembly methods range from fluidic self assembly of optoelectronic devices on silicon substrates (micron scale) to growing islands or quantum dots in heteroepitaxial film systems (nanoscale). These methods offer high throughput and low cost solutions compared to conventional patterning or lithography technologies, and they enable the fabrication of structures with dimensions beyond the wavelength of the light employed in most lithography processes [2]. The assembly of thin polymeric films into ordered structures induced by electrodynamic instability is a relatively new phenomenon that offers a simple way to form ordered microstructures on silicon substrates. Figure 1 shows the mechanism of electrohydrodynamic patterning.

Figure 1: Schematic of electrohydrodynamic patterning. (a) Initial stage with a flat surface (b) The electrostatic pressure acting at the polymer-air interface causes instability in the film with a well defined wavelength. d is the mask-substrate spacing; h is the initial thin film thickness;
2. Experimental setup

The setup in Figure 2a was enclosed in an aluminum oven equipped with a front observation window. The outside of the aluminum enclosure was covered with a layer of thermal insulating material. A temperature controller and a thermocouple controlled the temperature inside (Figure 2b). The assembly was placed between two pieces of copper tapes, which were connected to a voltage-stabilized power supply. For the bottom electrode/plate, a piece of conductive copper tape was applied right before spin coating the polymer (Figure 2c). For the top electrode, conductive copper tape was applied and the capacitor was formed with an offset configuration as shown in Figure 2d.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows results from a self assembly experiment for which the initial polystyrene thickness was 200 nm and the spacer thickness was 400 nm. The capacitor arrangement was heated to 170°C and a bias voltage of 120 V was applied across the capacitor. Figure 3(a) shows the initial stage of the flat thin film surface. After 5 minutes of annealing, the lateral distribution of the polymer is reminiscent of electrohydrodynamic instabilities seen in the polymer film (Figure 3(b)), resulting in islands of 2 μm in diameter. After 20 minutes of annealing, the average island diameter is 5 μm. Locally close packed arrangement of features were also noted, in the form of a exagonal arrangement (Figure 3(c)). After 40 minutes of annealing in Figure 3(d), the average island diameter is 18 μm.

Figure 4 shows the results of two pattern replication experiments for line replica pattern. For Figure 4(a)-(d), pre-patterned ITO/Quartz top plates was used, where the
pattern was formed by conventional photolithography and wet etching. For the experiment shown in Fig. 8(a)-(b), the polystyrene film thickness was 200 nm and the spacer thickness was 600 nm. Complete formation was observed after 8 minutes of total processing time, as shown in Figure 4(d), and the average height measured was 410 nm and the average line width was 2 μm.

Figure 5(a) shows the electrical field distribution in the polymer/air interface for the rod pattern. Figure 5(b) shows the line width as a function of annealing time for the above two cases. The islands of the polymer film continue to evolve to larger sizes with the increase of annealing time. From Figure 5(b), we can see that high electrical field permits appropriate annealing time to obtain stable and complete submicro or nano pattern.

4. Conclusion

A method has been described for fast self assembly and template replication in polymers using ultrahigh electrical field. Beneficial is, in particular, the time required for pattern replication is significantly reduced from tens of hours to tens of minutes using the ultra-high electrical field. Potential applications of the method in the micron and nanometer scales include bio-fluidic MEMS, polymer optoelectronic devices and patterned templates for nanolithography.
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Abstract
The newly developed “membrane micro emboss (MeME) process” realizes arbitrary 3-D microstructures made of thin polymer membrane, which is impossible with traditional microfabrication techniques. Using MeME process, unique microfluidic devices composed of only thin membrane were successfully fabricated. Due to its thin membrane structure, the microfluidic device offers much higher mass and heat transfer through microchannel walls compared to traditional microfluidic devices, and thus, opens up new application fields for microfluidic devices.
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1. Introduction
We report the development of MeME process for fabricating a microfluidic device formed from thin membrane - i.e. “membrane microfluidic device”. Distinctively, the microchannel is composed of thin membranes in the membrane microfluidic device (Fig.1a), whereas the microchannel is made inside thick substrates in the conventional microfluidic device (Fig.1b). The reduced thickness of the wall enables significantly enhanced heat and mass exchange between the inside and the outside of the microchannel. By utilizing these characteristics of the membrane microfluidic device, we can expand the overall application of microfluidic devices to temperature-dependent and environment-dependent reactions. Although there are various processes to fabricate µTAS or MEMS devices, there are no processes applicable to fabricate membrane microfluidic devices we have proposed.

2. MeME Process
To realize the membrane microfluidic device, we have developed MeME process (Fig.2).

Fig.1 Schematic illustration of the cross-section of (a) membrane microfluidic device proposed here and (b) conventional microfluidic device made of thick substrates

Fig.2 Fabrication process of the membrane microfluidic device by membrane micro emboss (MeME) process
This process needs a master mold, a thermoplastic polymer membrane and a deformable plastic support substrate. Firstly, the polymer membrane is set between the master mold and the support substrate. Secondly, they are heated to the glass transition temperature of the polymer membrane. Then, the master mold is pressurized against the membrane. During the pressurization, the membrane together with the support substrate is deformed to match the surface of the master mold. After cooling to room temperature, the master mold is separated from the deformed membrane. To fabricate sealed microchannels, another planar membrane is placed on the deformed membrane and heat-sealed. Lastly, the membrane microfluidic device is completed by dissolving the support substrate in a selective solvent. All of the process is done in an improvised tabletop microemboss device.

3. Process Conditions

We investigated the effect of the process conditions, including pressing time period, pressing speed and the property of support substrates. Poly-lactic acid (thickness=5μm) was used as membrane material and paraffin was used as a support substrate. Longer time period resulted in smaller curvature at the bottom corner of the microchannel, but did not affect the height because it saturated before 250 seconds (Fig.3a). This result suggests that we can fabricate microchannels with different cross-sectional shape from only one master mold by just modifying the pressing time period. Higher pressing speed and the use of paraffin with higher melting point increased the height of the microchannel (Fig.3b,c). This was due to the increasing pressure against the membrane under these conditions (Fig.3d).

Fig.3 (a-c) Height profiles of the membrane microchannels with width of 50μm under various process conditions: (a) pressing time period = 250sec, 500sec (b) pressing speed = 0.5μm/s, 1.0μm/s (c) melting point (mp.) of paraffin = 60°C, 70°C (d) Pressure transitions during the MeME processes under several process conditions

Fig. 4 (a) definition of the lateral resolution (b) definition of the vertical resolution (c, d) SEM of the upper and the under side of the deformed membrane for examining lateral resolution (e, f) SEM of the upper and the under side of the deformed membrane (height = 5μm) for examining the vertical resolution, respectively
4. Process Resolutions

After setting optimal process conditions, the fabrication resolution both in lateral and vertical direction was investigated. The lateral resolution (Fig.4a) was found to be smaller than 15μm (Fig.4c,d), and the vertical resolution (Fig.4b) was found to be around 1μm (Fig.4e,f). These resolutions are sufficient for fabricating microfluidic devices. The resolutions can be much smaller with thinner membranes.

5. Prototype Fabrication

We have demonstrated the fabrication of highly branched microchannels formed from poly-lactic acid membrane with thickness of 5μm. The honeycomb-like master mold (Fig.5a) was made by micro-stereolithography developed in our laboratory [1]. The surface of the mold was coated with fluorocarbon polymer for easy removal of the mold. After pressing the master mold against the membrane, the microstructures of the master mold were precisely transferred to the membrane (Fig.5b,c). The interface of the two membranes was tightly sealed after heat-sealing at 70°C for 30 seconds (Fig.5d). Red solution was filled in the microchannels by capillary force. No leak or blockage of the microchannel was observed (Fig.5e). Thus, the membrane microfluidic device which has microchannels with width of 50μm, depth of 50μm and wall thickness of 5μm was successfully fabricated using MeME process.

6. Conclusion

In summary, we have developed MeME process to fabricate membrane microfluidic devices with high precision, speed and simplicity. The process is applicable to various materials, since it requires only thermo-plasticity of the membrane material. The membrane microfluidic device proposed and developed here, will open the way to the new application of microfluidic devices for biological and chemical analysis, where temperature control and interfacial mass transfer have critical importance.
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Abstract:  
A device is made for local excitation of stretched DNA. A nanochannel is combined with micron-scale access channels and a waveguide. The nanochannel ensures a stretched conformation of the DNA, thus opening up for linear analysis of the DNA with respect to e.g. length or attached specific probes. The waveguide provides local excitation either directly of the DNA or indirectly through a local point source of light. Here we report on a first step towards this goal with a simple single-step 3D nanoimprinting lithography (NIL) method to create a device with nanofluidic channels for stretching of DNA, integrated with waveguides for local optical excitation.

Keywords: NIL, nanofluidics, DNA analysis

1. Introduction  
For linear direct optical analysis of DNA, such as fiber FISH[1] and optical mapping[2], the available resolution is limited by the poor elongation of DNA in conventional approaches [1,2] as well as by the diffraction limit. This can be solved by a Scanning Nearfield Optical Microscope (SNOM) on a chip implemented by local excitation of the DNA through integrated point sources of light in nanofluidic channels.

The nanofluidic channels have a two-fold purpose. They stretch the DNA [3] and they confine the DNA to a close proximity of the light source, ensuring nearfield optical imaging of the DNA.

2. Experimental  
The device is designed with two micron-scale access channels (Fig 1). The channels are joined by a nanochannel in the center. Waveguides, positioned to illuminate the nanochannel and its content, are defined for end-butt coupling at the edge of the chip.

A silicon stamp for NIL was fabricated through a mix&match fabrication scheme: An initial photolithography step, using a positive process in 1.5 μm AZ 5214E resist, was performed to define alignment marks, waveguides and microchannels. This pattern was transferred ~2 μm into the silicon substrate through a reactive ion etch (RIE).
Subsequent electron beam lithography step, using a SU-8 resist, was performed to define the nanochannels. The pattern was transferred 200 nm into the substrate through a three-step RIE process. Finally the stamp was given an anti-sticking coating through vapor-phase adsorption of perfluorooctyl-trichlorosilane.

mrt-I T85 nanoimprint resist from micro resist technology GmbH (Tg~ 85 °C) was spun on oxidized silicon wafers to a thickness of ~2 µm and the full devices were imprinted in one single step: T=200°C, F=15kN, t=5 min. To seal the structures, borosilicate float glass wafers were covered with mrt-I T65 (Tg~ 65 °C) to a thickness of ~200 nm and brought together with the device wafer: T=69°C, F=5kN, t=150s. In this way a reliable sealing is ensured while still preserving the integrity of the device structure. Access holes for the microfluidic channels were made through sandblasting with 50 µm Al₂O₃ grains. Finally, the bonded devices were diced in an automatic dicing saw.

The device was mounted in a chuck and a multimode optical fiber was butt coupled to the device. An index matching gel was used to enhance the coupling efficiency.

3. Results and discussion

Fluorescently stained DNA was introduced into the large channel to a close proximity of the nanochannels and pulled into the nanochannels using electrophoresis. In this way the DNA was imaged both in the macroscopic channel and the nanochannel (Fig 2). At the intersection point of the nanochannel and the waveguide, the DNA is illuminated by light from an integrated waveguide.
Figure 2. (LEFT) Optical microscopy image of the device. Scale bar is 100 μm. (RIGHT) Two subsequent frames in an area indicated by the rectangle in the left image. A fluorescence microscope was used with a 60x water immersion objective (NA1.0 and WD 2.0mm) and an EMCCD (Andor, Belfast, UK). TOTO-1 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California, US) stained lambda phage DNA is illuminated at the top of the field of view by a mercury lamp. The waveguide at the bottom is glowing slightly due to autofluorescence of the mrt-I T85 and the mrt-I T65. At time $t = t_0$ a single DNA molecule is illuminated locally by the waveguide.

4. Conclusions

The device has been demonstrated to work for stretching of DNA.

Next, point sources of light will be implemented in the nanochannel. These could be of three types: active components such as lasers and LEDs, passive components such as quantum dots and fluorescence enhancing particles such as metal or semiconducting particles and structures. It is important to keep in mind that for fluorescence enhancement, quenching is also present giving an optimal separation between the particle and the fluorophore on the DNA.
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Abstract
This paper presents a simple and rapid microfluidic fabrication process for making devices with good chemical resistance at high resolutions. The molding replicate technique is used to fabricate thiolene-based microfluidic channels. The overall processes don’t require specialized equipment or facilities and can fabricate channels with 3D geometry in single-step fashion. The fabricated thiolene-based microfluidic channels have widths from 10μm to 800μm but are not limited at this range, and the surface hydrophobicity is controllable by surface treatment. Toluene droplet generation in thiolene channels is demonstrated.

Keywords: Thiolene, droplets, organic solvent, channel fabrication

1. Introduction
Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) molding technique is one of the most widely adapted microfluidic fabrication process. However, PDMS is incompatible with most organic solvents as it tends to absorb and swell upon contact. Devices made by glass or silicon require expensive and time-consuming processes. With the growing interest in using microfluidic systems for organic phase applications [1], the development of a reliable, low-cost, and fast turnaround fabrication process for solvent-compatible devices is desired.

Thiolene-based micro channels are resistant to swelling by most organic solvents and suitable for organic-phase applications. Thiolene-based devices were first developed using prototyping photolithography process [2,3]. Here we utilize the molding technique as an improved method to simplify the process and increase the channel design feasibility.

Figure 1. Thiolene channel fabrication processes. 1) PDMS mold and needles setup; 2) optical adhesive was cast and cured under UV exposure; 3) detached thiolene channel replicate; 4) The replicate sealed onto the substrate and the microfluidic device is formed.
2. Experimental

The fabrication process is shown in Fig. 1. Thiolene-based optical adhesive is poured onto PDMS molds, where needles are used to make room for tubing insertion after adhesive is cured. The adhesive cures rapidly under 265nm UV exposure. The exposure time is 10 minutes for 2mm film or less. After curing, thiolene channel replicate is detached and sealed to glass or thiolene substrate.

Toluene droplet generation is demonstrated using shear-focusing channel design [4] shown in Fig. 2(a). Toluene phase is sheared by continuous aqueous phase and monodispersed droplets are generated (Fig. 5). Toluene, which would swell PDMS but is a commonly used organic solvent, is chosen as the dispersed phase and water as the continuous phase. Two liquid phases are injected into the micro channels by syringe pumps separately and high speed camera is used to capture the real time images.

3. Results and discussion

![Cross-linked thiolene device is hydrophobic, while the surface hydrophobicity is adjustable by plasma treatment [6], and the relationship between thiolene surface hydrophobicity and plasma treatment time is shown in Fig. 4. Therefore the thiolene channels can be tuned to either hydrophobic or hydrophilic for water-in-oil and oil-in-water applications. To prove this concept, an organic-phase microfluidic experiment is demonstrated by toluene-in-water droplet generation. The fabricated thiolene device is subject to air plasma treatment to make the surface hydrophilic, and 20μm monodispersed toluene droplets are generated as shown in Fig. 5.](image)

![Fig. 2 shows various thiolene channel designs ranging from 800μm to 10μm, but are not limited to these dimensions and sizes. Thiolene adhesive has high replicate accuracy, therefore the channel size and resolution depend primarily on the quality of PDMS molds, which are disposable and easy to prepare. Another advantage using rapid molding method over photolithography is the ability to fabricate 3D channels in rapid and reuseable fashion, without second layer photoresist developing, washing and alignments for every time use. SEM images show multi-depth thiolene channels of 48μm and 89μm heights (Fig. 3), which can be applied for microfluidic shear force control [5].](image)

![Cross-linked thiolene device is hydrophobic, while the surface hydrophobicity is adjustable by plasma treatment [6], and the relationship between thiolene surface hydrophobicity and plasma treatment time is shown in Fig. 4. Therefore the thiolene channels can be tuned to either hydrophobic or hydrophilic for water-in-oil and oil-in-water applications. To prove this concept, an organic-phase microfluidic experiment is demonstrated by toluene-in-water droplet generation. The fabricated thiolene device is subject to air plasma treatment to make the surface hydrophilic, and 20μm monodispersed toluene droplets are generated as shown in Fig. 5.](image)
4. Conclusions

Thiolene microfluidic devices fabricated by rapid molding technique provide a simple and reliable platform for organic solvent-based processes. With the rapid developments in microTAS, this technique will be useful for various chemical and material syntheses applications.
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Abstract

This work presents the new experimental results for a new monolithic silicon probes array with flexible parylene cables used for neural prostheses. A new technology developed in the Caltech micromachining lab provides great flexibility to fabricate silicon probes with large range of geometries. Instead of the brittle inorganic materials (e.g. SiO₂ or Si₃N₄), parylene is used as the insulating/protecting material on silicon substrate. Parylene is biocompatible and at the same time improves mechanical properties of the silicon probes. Animal tests have been done to validate the mechanical properties of the new silicon probes with different geometries. The results show that the probes have great improvements than other current silicon probes in mechanical properties. Successful chronic implantation shows that the probes are able to penetrate monkey’s pia by hand insertion.

Keywords: Neural probes, silicon probes, parylene, neural prostheses

1. Introduction

An important common goal is to achieve cortex prostheses using implanted probes to interface with robotics by pure thoughts. The first beneficiaries are likely to be patients with spinal-cord injuries, peripheral nerve disease, or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [1]. To achieve this, researchers are racing to make 3-D neural probes that can record cortex cognitive signals. Unfortunately, there are two major challenges toward the ideal devices. The first is the lack of long-term insulating/protecting biocompatible materials. The commonly used materials such as SiO₂ and Si₃N₄ are useful but they are brittle and have reliability issues for chronic use.
The second problem is related to through-skull interconnect. Signals obtained by probes have to be cabled out of skull (Shown in Fig. 1). Flexible and biocompatible cables are simply crucial. Facing these two new aspects of research, a new 3-D silicon probes array with monolithic flexible parylene cables has been developed in the Caltech micromachining lab (Shown in Fig. 2) [2]. Firstly, the electrodes on the new probes are completely insulated by parylene, instead of the conventional SiO₂ and/or Si₃N₄. Here, Parylene is highly desirable because only parylene has been proven to have the longest durability for over 3 years for implant insulation [3]. Secondly, this new probe technology allows the integration of monolithic flexible parylene cables, which further enable functional through-skull interconnect. At the same time, unlike other current silicon probes, for example, Michigan probes made by wet etching can only reach limited probe thickness, and need to open pia and even special guide tools for insertion because of mechanical weakness of the probes. This may cause bigger damage to the brain. Our new double side DRIE etching fabrication technology allows us to make the silicon probes strong enough to penetrate primates’ pia. Animal tests have been done to validate the mechanical properties of our new silicon probes.

2. Devices design and fabrication

In order to test the mechanical properties of the new silicon probes. Testing silicon probes are designed for vivo tests. The design parameters are shown in Fig. 3. The testing silicon probes are the same as the complete device except metal electrodes and parylene cables. A 10μm parylene layer is on top of the silicon probe’s shank, so that the testing probes perform the same mechanical properties as the complete device. A fabricated testing silicon probe is shown in Fig. 4.
3. Testing results and discussions

The testing silicon probes with different geometries are tested to penetrate rat’s dura by hand insertion. The test results are shown in Table 1. The probes without top parylene layer are very brittle and all failed in the vivo tests. The results prove that parylene insulating/protecting layer makes greatly improvement of the probe mechanical properties. A chronic implantation of the testing silicon probe in rat’s brain has been done to test the probe biocompatibility. The animal recovered very well after 7 days. As a common knowledge, rat’s dura is a little bit thicker than primates’ pia. A successful chronic implantation in monkey’s cortex by penetrating monkey’s pia is done using a complete device with metal electrodes and flexible parylene cables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe No.</th>
<th>Probe shank length L (mm)</th>
<th>Probe shank base width W (µm)</th>
<th>Probe shank thickness T (µm)</th>
<th>Top parylene layer thickness T1 (µm)</th>
<th>Testing results (penetrating rat’s dura)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0, 1.5</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>failed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>failed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0</td>
<td>200, 250</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>failed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

The new parylene-embedded MEMS probes are developed, and the mechanical properties are validated by animal tests.
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FABRICATION OF SILICON NANOWIRE BRIDGE
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Abstract
We have fabricated silicon nanowire bridges with conventional micromachining process including photolithography, anisotropic etching, and thermal oxidation of silicon substrate. Due to the anisotropic wet etching of (100) single crystalline silicon substrate in KOH solution, uniform and well-defined silicon nanowires were obtained, which had inverted triangular shape cross-section. Our fabrication process enabled us to obtain silicon nanowire bridges as small as 60 nm in diameter and 10 μm in length.

Keywords: silicon nanowire, nanowire bridge, nano bridge, thermal oxidation

1. Introduction
Nanowire has attracted much interest as essential parts for functional electronics devices because of its potential applications in nanoelectronics (1-3) and highly sensitive biosensor (4-5). Although research focused on the fabrication of nanowire using synthesis based bottom-up approach(3) has led to considerable achievements to date, lithography based top-down fabrication (6-7) still needs more works because of economic limitations. Hear, we report simple and cost effective fabrication process of silicon nanowire bridges just using conventional micro-machining process.

2. Experimental
2.1 Fabrication process
Silicon nanowire was simply fabricated by a conventional micro-machining technology based on photolithography, anisotropic etching, and thermal oxidation process. For overall approach to the fabrication, single crystalline silicon substrate was used with p-type (100)-oriented substrate characterized by 0.01-0.02 Ωcm and 10-30
$\Omega\text{cm}$ and n-type (100)-oriented substrate. All substrates were 100 mm in diameter (4 inch wafer). Electrical properties of silicon nanowire can be controlled by choosing a silicon substrate with an intended dopant type and concentration. Starting with thermal oxidation of silicon substrate, 0.8 to 1 $\mu$m width lines of oxide layer are defined with a stepper photolithography. Silicon bulk anisotropic etching by deep silicon reactive-ion-etching (DRIE) and potassium hydroxide (KOH) solutions in sequence steps provides inverted triangular shape cross-section of silicon lines supported by narrower silicon pillars as shown in process step (C) in Fig. 1. Since anisotropic wet etching of single crystalline silicon in KOH solutions gives this triangular-like structure determined by (111) etch stop plane of silicon, (110)-oriented silicon lines reach uniform and constant diameter. Thermal oxidation of silicon substrate follows to produce a silicon nanowire with a sub-100 nm diameter near the center of an inverted triangle ((D) in Fig. 1), while the supporting silicon pillar becomes completely oxidized. Nanowire becomes free-standing after the surrounding SiO$_2$ is removed (Fig. 2).

(a) Process flow (1-1')
(b) Schematic of nanowire bridges
(c) SEM pictures of nanowire at the process step (C) and (D)

Fig. 1 Fabrication process flow and schematic of silicon nanowire bridges. The scale bar corresponds to 1 $\mu$m and 200 nm in (C and D), and in (D') respectively, in the SEM pictures.
Fig. 2 Silicon nanowire bridges obtained by removing SiO$_2$. This freestanding nanowire shows uniform shape in diameter and slightly bends up by the beam stress. Nanowire is $10 \mu$m in length and 100 nm and 60 nm in diameter in (a) and (b) respectively. The scale bar corresponds to 2 $\mu$m.

3. Results and discussion

Regardless of silicon substrate type, silicon nanowire was successfully obtained as a freestanding bridge, which has sub-100 nm diameter and 10 $\mu$m length. The uniform line shape of a released nanowire shows much improvement contrary to that of nanowire obtained by reactive-ion-etching (RIE) based process. Note that every process required to fabricate the nanowire is a very well-known conventional micro-machining process and consequently a well-controlled process can be obtained and a large-scale wafer level process is possible. We expect that the fabricated silicon nanowire bridges have many applications for nanowire based sensors and electronic devices.
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ELECTRONIC DROP SENSING IN MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES USING AIR-LIQUID INTERFACE DETECTION: AUTOMATED OPERATION OF A NANOLITER VISCOMETER
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Abstract
We describe three droplet sensing techniques: a digital electrode, an analog electrode, and a thermal method. All three techniques use a single layer of metal lines that is easy to micro-fabricate and an electronic signal can be produced using low DC voltages. While the electrode methods utilize changes in electrical conductivity when the air-liquid interface of the droplet passes over a pair of electrode, the thermal method is based on convective heat loss from a locally heated region. For the electrode method, the analog technique is able to detect 25nL droplets while the digital technique is capable of detecting droplets as small as 100pL. For thermal sensing, temperatures profiles in the range of 36°C and higher were used. Finally we have used the digital electrode method and an array of electrodes located at preset distances to automate the operation of a microfluidic viscometer. The viscometer is completely controlled by a laptop computer, and the total time for operation including setup, calibration, sample addition and viscosity calculation is approximately 4 minutes.

Keywords: electronic, automated, droplet, sensing, viscometer, microfluidics

1. Introduction
Microfluidic devices that utilize discrete droplets as tiny storage containers, mixers and miniaturized batch reactors are increasingly being used to perform complex multiplexed reactions, measurements and assays for chemical and biological applications [1]. A significant part in fully automating these devices is liquid droplet detection techniques that can determine in real time the location and velocity of multiple streams inside microfluidic channels. Since a droplet shares an interface with either air or another liquid at all times, the droplet may be sensed simply by detecting its advancing or receding interface. The ability to sense a liquid droplet by tracking an interface allows a variety of other non-optical detection techniques to be used that require minimal fabrication complexity and do not require derivatization of liquid sample.

2. Experimental
The detailed glass and silicon fabrication and experimental setup is outlined elsewhere [2]. Briefly microfluidic channels were prepared in annealed borosilicate glass using HF wet etching. Electrodes, resistive heaters and resistive temperature
sensors were fabricated on silicon using e-beam evaporation of Au, Ti and Pt followed by lift-off in acetone. A custom designed immersion gold printed circuit board (Advanced Circuits, Aurora, CO) serves as the platform for chip-to-world electrical connections. The diced silicon die is fixed to the PCB and the gold contact pads on the silicon are wire bonded. The glass die is then glued to the wire-bonded silicon die. The automated operation of the droplet sensors and the viscometer is via LabVIEW™ control program (National Instruments).

3. Droplet Sensing Techniques
We present three droplet sensing techniques: a digital electrode, an analog electrode, and a thermal method. A digital method reacts digitally, turning “on” when the air-liquid interface of the droplet passes over the sensor (Fig.1). An analog sensor, in addition to turning “on”, responds as a function of the droplet size (Fig. 2).

In our analog electrode based method, the steady state voltage response from a pair of parallel electrodes indicates the location and volume of the droplet present over the electrodes. Figure 2 shows a device with four pairs of parallel gold electrodes (400nm thick, 100µm wide and 100µm apart) fabricated along the bottom of a channel. An aqueous droplet displaces air over the electrodes as it moves inside the channel, partially wetting the electrodes. The volume of water droplet over the parallel electrodes is proportional to the steady state response from the electrodes.

In our digital electrode sensing technique (Fig 1), pairs of electrodes are fabricated at pre-determined locations inside the microfluidic channel, and a constant DC signal.
(~2.7V) is applied across each pair. The electrodes in each pair are placed close to each other (50µm apart) to achieve maximum conductance in the electrical circuit. As the liquid interface passes over the electrodes, a conduction path a non-zero voltage drop (>10mV) is observed (Fig. 1). When this happens, the power to the electrodes is turned off to prevent electrolysis and the time \( t \) is recorded. The entire spectrum of times along with the corresponding position of the electrodes provides the exact location of the liquid inside the channel as a function of time. The instant response of the electrodes to the presence of a liquid makes this an excellent method to dynamically track a moving liquid drop and was used to automate the operation of a nanoliter viscometer (Figure 3).

A limitation of the electrode based sensing method is that it may only be used for electrically conductive liquids. The thermal method for liquid detection is based on convective loss of heat when a liquid drop passes over a localized region. The thermal sensor consists of an on-chip resistive heater and a resistive temperature detector (RTD) in close proximity beneath the channel (data not shown, [2]).

5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated several drop sensing methods of which the digital electrode method and an array of electrodes located at preset distances to automate the operation of a previously described microfluidic viscometer. The viscometer is completely controlled by a laptop computer, and the total time for operation including setup, calibration, sample addition and viscosity calculation is approximately 4 minutes. The present system of portable viscosity measurement may now be used as is in several applications including bedside patient monitoring for hyperviscosity syndrome.
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Abstract
In this work, we report the first electrochemistry-based real-time polymerase chain reaction technique for sequence-specific nucleic acid detection. This new technique builds upon all advantages of the well-established fluorescence-based counterpart such as short assay time (simultaneous target DNA amplification and detection). In addition, this electrochemical approach utilizes simple and miniaturizable instrumentation compared to the bulky and expensive optics required in the fluorescence-based schemes.

Keywords: real-time PCR, electrochemistry, solid-phase extension, ferrocene–dUTP

1. Introduction
The detection of specific deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequences has a pivotal role in applications of medical diagnostics, forensic science, food and environmental monitoring, biodefense and many others. The real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [1], which monitors the fluorescence signal associated with the amplified sequence at each PCR cycle, is now the most sensitive and specific quantitative DNA analysis method. Nevertheless, the bulky and expensive optics involved has confined its utilization in central laboratories. To enable on-the-spot rapid DNA identification, the optical signal transduction scheme would better be replaced by the electrochemical (EC) scheme, which has inherent advantages of simple instrumentation and low-cost. In fact, tremendous efforts have been devoted to EC DNA biosensors during the past decade [2]. Basically, the majority was based on the hybridization of the target sequence to an oligonucleotide capture probe immobilized on an electrode surface, followed by signal transduction with hybridization indicator. This post-amplificational detection strategy significantly increases the overall assay time and makes quantitative analysis difficult. Towards the goal of real-time EC PCR, the key is to develop an EC sequence-specific detection methodology that is compatible with PCR and produces a signal proportional to the amount of amplicon. Among all the established indicators, ferrocene (Fc)-based redox marker is one of the most suitable candidates. To date, work has been done on the enzymatic labeling of PCR amplicon with Fc–deoxyuridine triphosphate (dUTP) [3], but real-time monitoring of the amplification process has not been reported yet. Herein, we demonstrate that the solid-phase extension of a capture probe immobilized on an electrode with Fc–dUTP during PCR results in an accumulation of electrochemical signal in the presence of the target template.
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2. Experimental

All general chemicals were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) while PCR reagents were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA), unless otherwise stated. Indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass (Delta Technologies, Stillwater, MN) was first immersed in a solution of H₂O₂/NH₄OH/H₂O (1:1:5) at 80 °C for 5 min. Then, it was rinsed with water and dried with nitrogen gas. The hydrolyzed substrate was treated with a 10 % (3-glycidoxypropyl)trimethoxysilane in 95 % ethanol for 1 h. After silanization, the substrate was dried at 50 °C under vacuum. Next, it was incubated with 1 μM of an oligonucleotide probe (5’-NH₂-TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTA AGG AAA CAG CTA TGA C-3’) in phosphate buffer saline (PBS, 100 mM NaCl/10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0) overnight. Excess probe was washed off with PBS.

The PCR master mix contained 1× ThermoPol reaction buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl, 10 mM (NH₄)₂SO₄, 10 mM KCl, 2 mM MgSO₄, 0.1 % Triton X-100, pH 8.8), 0.2 mM dNTPs (with 0.06 mM dTTP substituted by Fc–dUTP), 0.2 μM forward primer (5’-GTA AAA CGA CGG CCA G-3’), 0.2 μM reverse primer (5’- AAG GAA ACA GCT ATG AC-3’), 0.02 ng/μL M13mp18 template (Sigma), 0.5 μg/μL bovine serum albumin, and 0.02 units/μL Vent® (exo-) DNA polymerase (New England BioLabs, Ipswich, MA). The functionalized substrate was dipped into the mixture and subjected to the following thermal cycling profile: initial denaturation at 95 °C for 2 min; 25 cycles at 95 °C for 20 s, at 55 °C for 20 s, 72 °C for 10 s. Note that Fc-dUTP was synthesized according to King and co-workers’ protocol [3], with minor modification on the purification procedure to improve the yield. After certain PCR cycles, the ITO-coated glass was removed from the PCR tube and rinsed with water. Finally, differential pulse voltammetric (DPV) measurements were performed using Autolab PGSTAT30 (Eco Chemie, The Netherlands) with a pulse amplitude of 100 mV and scan rate of 25 mV/s. Pt was used as the counter and pseudo-reference electrodes.

3. Results and Discussion

The EC real-time PCR technique is based on the solid-phase extension of the capture probe with Fc–dUTP, as schematically shown in Figure 1. During the PCR denaturation step (95 °C), the double-stranded amplicon is denatured into single-stranded form. At the annealing temperature (55 °C), the amplicon hybridizes with the immobilized extension probe in addition to the solution hybridization between the amplicon and primers. Thereafter, the probe is extended with the incorporation of Fc–dUTP by the polymerase. With this strategy, the redox signal, in proportion to the amount of amplicon, gradually builds up. The most prominent feature is the possibility to directly detect the electrochemical signal of the amplicon cycle-by-cycle. Figure 2 shows the DPV scans of the ITO electrodes after running different PCR cycles. The electrochemical signal from the incorporated Fc increases with the PCR cycle number. Control experiments, which either do not have the template or have nonspecific template, were studied to confirm that the detected electrochemical signal indeed originates from the specific extension of the immobilized probe. A close-to-flat line signal was obtained for the negative control after 25 cycles. It should be noted that, at a starting template amount similar to the optical based real time PCR, the onset spot (i.e.,
the point at which the signal is distinguishable from the baseline) for this EC scheme occurs earlier than that for the optical one (usually at 15 to 20 cycles). This is particular attractive for ultra-fast DNA identification in point-of-care applications.

Figure 1. A schematic representation of the solid-phase extension of electrode surface-immobilized oligonucleotide probe for the EC real-time PCR technique.

Figure 2. DPV scans showing the ferrocene signal at different PCR cycle numbers.

4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated a proof-of-concept experiment showing the utilization of solid-phase extension of the electrode surface-immobilization capture probe with Fc–dUTP for real-time PCR monitoring. Further work will be carried out to implement this new strategy in our previously developed integrated PCR–EC microdevice.
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Abstract

An integrated UV absorbance detection system employing a novel silicon-in-plastic technology to seamlessly integrate bare UV photodiode chips into polymer microfluidic systems has been developed. Detection platforms fabricated using this approach exhibit exceptionally low mass detection limits down to 9.8 amol and sub-nanoliter detection volumes for bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a model protein.

Keywords: silicon-in-plastic, photodetector, protein, UV absorbance

1. Introduction

UV absorbance detection, widely used in capillary-based electrophoretic separations, enables direct label-free monitoring of peptides or proteins during high-resolution separations. However, UV absorbance detection suffers from low sensitivity in microfluidic systems due to inherently short optical pathlengths. Microfluidic detection cells with longer pathlengths have been reported, but with loss of spatial resolution due to the larger interrogated channel length [1] or limited optical resolution when using integrated detectors [2-4]. Here we report a new approach to seamlessly integrate bare photodetector chips into polymer microfluidics, enabling exceptionally high detection resolution and sensitivity beyond that achieved even in commercial capillary platforms.

2. Fabrication

A schematic of the microfluidic system is shown in Figure 1, and the fabrication process is depicted in Figure 2. Fabrication is based on a previously reported silicon-in-plastic process [5]. Briefly, the photodetector chip is embedded into a polycarbonate substrate using an epoxy layer to level the exposed surface to within 1 μm. Parylene C is deposited as a passivation layer, and Au/Cr traces provide off-chip interconnects. Microchannels of varying dimensions are formed by micromolded PDMS and bonding to the substrate, with the active area of the photodetector aligned to the microchannel.

3. Experimental

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was used as a model protein. Diluted protein sample and 10 mM Tris buffer were
loaded into two syringe pumps connected to the input reservoir of the microchannel through a capillary T connector and nanoport fitting. A commercial UV detection system (Spectroflow-757) was modified for use as the UV source. Tris and BSA were alternately pumped through the channel for 10 min at a flow rate of 5 μL/min at BSA concentrations down to 1 μg/mL. All testing was performed at 230 nm excitation in a dark room.

### 4. Results and discussion

Four devices with different photodetector chip sizes and microchannel dimensions were fabricated and tested. Table 1 summarizes the design parameters, detection volume and detection limit for the four devices. Figure 4 exhibits the time-domain data traces showing normalized changes in measured absorbance for three analyte concentrations (BSA at 100, 10, and 1 μg/mL) using chip design 2. As evident from this figure, BSA can be detected at 1 μg/mL (1.5 x 10⁻⁸ M) with a signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 3. The results of the BSA dilution measurements for each design are shown in Figure 5. In this figure, the data points are averaged over 3 on/off cycles, with error bars reflecting +/-1 σ for each set of measurements. All designs exhibit good linearity between absorbance and analyte concentration at high concentrations, but with some deviation at lower concentrations.

### 5. Conclusion

Exceptionally low concentration and mass detection limits were achieved for BSA at 15 nM and 9.8 amol, respectively, with spatial resolution defined by the photodetector active area as low as 25 μm. These individual metrics show 1-2 orders of magnitude improvement over commercially available capillary UV absorbance systems. Further improvements are anticipated through the use of differential signal amplification for background cancellation.
Table 1. Summary of design parameters and characterization results for four different detection platform designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel dimension</th>
<th>Design 1</th>
<th>Design 2</th>
<th>Design 3</th>
<th>Design 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>width (µm)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depth (µm)</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active area of photodetector chip (µm²)</td>
<td>(160 µm²)</td>
<td>(70 µm²)</td>
<td>(70 µm²)</td>
<td>(25 µm²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection volume</td>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>4.74 nL</td>
<td>1.96 nL</td>
<td>0.29 nL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>5.92 nL</td>
<td>14.0 nL</td>
<td>0.84 nL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limit of Detection</td>
<td>concentration (µg/mL)</td>
<td>2 (30.1 nM)</td>
<td>1 (15.2 nM)</td>
<td>15 (227.3 nM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mass (pg)</td>
<td>9.5 – 11.8 pg (144 – 179 amol)</td>
<td>2.0 – 28.0 pg (30 – 212 amol)</td>
<td>4.3 – 12.6 pg (66 – 191 amol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range</td>
<td></td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>3,300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Time-domain data traces showing normalized changes in measured absorbance for three analyte concentrations (BSA at 100, 10, and 1 µg/mL) using chip design 2 (see Table 1).

Figure 5. Calibration curves for all tested chip designs. Data points are average absorption measurements performed over at least 3 on/off cycles, with error bars reflecting +/-1 σ for each set of measurements.
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Abstract

This study reports a micro-system capable of sensing nicotine (NIC) using a new combination of microfluidics, electrochemical sensing, and molecularly imprinting polymer (MIP) techniques. The sensing system can detect the concentration of NIC by fabricating NIC-imprinted TiO$_2$ sites on a microelectrode. The modular design of the sensing systems allows us to integrate a microfluidic control module and an electrochemical sensing module for a sensitive and selective detection of NIC in an automatic format.
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1. Introduction

Nicotine is pyridine derivative alkaloid with fatal toxicity. Over the past two decades, there has been considerable interest in the development of methods for detection of nicotine. Several attempts have been made, including spectrophotometry, reversed high performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC), and potentiometry [1]. However, a compact and cost-effective NIC-sensing system is still in great need. In this study, we utilize the enabling microfluidics and electrochemical sensing techniques to form a NIC-sensing system. The selectivity of the sensing system can be improved by using a MIP film.

2. Design and fabrication

The microfluidic system comprises two zones, namely a microfluid-pumping zone and a NIC detection zone. A pneumatically actuated micropump drives the sample into the detection zone, which houses the NIC-sensing electrodes. In this study, the shape of the microchannel was streamlined in order to reduce the dead volume. This enhancement reduced the response time of the sensing operation and improved the uniformity of the sample flow. The microfluidic control module was fabricated using SU-8 molding and PDMS casting techniques. The working and counter electrodes (Pt) were deposited on a glass substrate by using an electron-beam evaporation process. The reference electrode (Ag) was then deposited on the same glass substrate. The Ag layer was treated using a solution of 1M FeCl$_3$ to form an AgCl layer. The preparation of modified working electrodes for nicotine detection was performed by coating the MIP-TiO$_2$. Thus, the NIC imprinted TiO$_2$ modified electrode (Pt/TiO$_2$ [NIC]) can be used for NIC detection. The analyte, NIC, was
incorporated into the TiO$_2$ matrix and coated on a Pt electrode. The imprinting sites were created by sintering at 500 °C.

As shown in Fig. 1, three layers of PDMS and a glass substrate with the sensing electrodes can be modularly integrated for NIC sensing. A microfluidic chip comprising microchannels, a micropump, a microvalve was integrated with the electrochemical sensing electrodes which can specifically detect NIC by using the MIP technique. The pneumatic micropump was used to transport a precise amount of samples to the sensing electrodes [2]. Figure 2(a) shows the sensing electrodes located underneath the microfluidic control module. The dimensions of the chip are measured to be 5.5 cm x 2.5 cm. Figure 2(c) shows the three sensing electrodes patterned on a glass substrate with a dimension of 0.5 cm X 0.6 cm. The PDMS microfluidic control module and the electrochemical sensing module were then bonded together using an oxygen plasma treatment.

3. Results and discussion

In this study, a hand-held controller composed of a control circuit, three electromagnetic valve (EMV) switches and an air compressor was assembled to modulate the NIC sensing system. The compressed air can be injected into air channels to activate peristaltic micropumps. The pumping rate increases with the driving frequency and the applied air pressure as shown in Fig. 3. NIC was then electrochemically detected on a modified electrode made by the MIP technique. Amperometric detection of NIC was achieved by electropolymerizing a conducting polymer, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), on the electrodes. The sensing potential for a NIC-imprinted Pt electrode (Pt/TiO$_2$[NIC]/PEDOT) was 0.86 V (vs. Ag/AgCl/saturated KCl), as judged by the polarization curve as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 shows a steady-state oxidation current response of NIC at 0.86 V at each concentration level varying from 0 to 5 mM. The linear detection ranged from 0 to 5 mM, with a sensitivity of 41.89 $\mu$A/mM·cm$^2$ and a detection limit of 1.8 $\mu$M, respectively. Non-imprinted electrodes were also tested for comparison. To investigate the selectivity of the developed method, cotinine (COT) and glucose (Glu) were chosen as the interferents due to similar chemical structures (Fig. 6b). The corresponding current responses of NIC and its interferents were shown in Fig. 6(a). Experimental data show that the developed system can successfully detect NIC concentration with a high sensitivity and selectivity.

4. Conclusions

We reported a microfluidic device for nicotine sensing by using a new combination of microfluidics, electrochemical sensing, and MIP techniques. The detection system was integrated with a micropump which can continuously drive fluids into the NIC sensing zone. The developed device can successfully measure the concentration of nicotine with a sensitivity of 41.89 $\mu$A/mM·cm$^2$ and a detection limit of 1.8 $\mu$M.
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of cross-sectional view of the modular detection system.
(a) PDMS 1 PDMS 2 PDMS 3 Glass
(b) Outlet
Sensing electrodes

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic diagram of microchannels with microelectrodes (top view). (b) A photograph of the microfluidic device. (c) The sensing microelectrodes comprising a counter electrode (Pt), a working electrode (Pt) and a reference electrode (AgCl/Ag).

Fig. 3 The maximum pumping rate is measured to be 79.5 µl/min at a pressure of 10 psi and a driving frequency of 36 Hz.

Fig. 4 The polarization curve for the oxidation of NIC on the Pt/TiO$_2$[NIC]/PEDOT electrode. The scan rate is 1 mV/sec in 0.1 M KCl containing PBS solution (pH = 7.4).

Fig. 5 The calibration curves for the NIC-imprinted and the non-imprinted electrodes. Line (A): sensitivity is 0.042 mA/mM·cm$^2$, Line (B): sensitivity is 0.014 mA/mM·cm$^2$.

Fig. 6 The interference effect. (a) The current densities of NIC, COT and Glu. (b) The chemical structures of NIC and its interferents.
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Abstract

We report on the fabrication of novel dye-doped PDMS microfluidic layers which concurrently serve as optical long-pass filters for on-chip fluorescence detection. In contrast to using discrete optical filters, doping of the microfluidic substrate presents a low-cost alternative affording high efficiency collection of the fluorescence signal.
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1. Introduction

On-chip fluorescence detection in a co-linear or “head-on” geometry often suffers from saturation of the detector with excitation light, masking any weak fluorescence signals. Typically long-pass filters are employed which selectively block out the lower wavelength excitation light while transmitting high wavelength fluorescence from the analyte (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Schematic of monolithic optical long-pass filter use. In a co-linear detection geometry the excitation source and detector are positioned below and above the assembled microchip.

While the use of integrated interference and CdS filters has been reported [1], such filters are expensive and unsuitable for conformable elastomeric materials such as PDMS, a preferred substrate for low-cost disposable applications. We have overcome
this bottleneck by pre-polymerisation doping of PDMS with lysochrome dyes dissolved in small volumes of toluene [2].

2. Experimental

To fabricate the dye-doped PDMS microfluidic layers up to 30 mg of apolar Sudan II, III and IV dyes were dissolved in 1 mL toluene and then added to premixed PDMS monomer and hardener. After careful mixing the PDMS was poured over an SU-8 master comprising the micro-channel patterning and then cured at room temperature. The maximum dye load that could be incorporated without noticeable dye aggregation was 1.2 mg/mL with the toluene content kept below 10v/v-%.

3. Results and discussion

Out of the three tested dyes, Sudan II doping yielded best results with a sharp roll-on between low wavelength blocking and high wavelength transmission (Figure 2). The cut-on point was 550 nm with a transitional region of ~50 nm. For 1-mm-thin PDMS layers doped with 1.2 mg/mL Sudan II, transmission values <0.01% at 500 nm and >80% at 570 nm were obtained, corresponding to an attenuation factor of ~10,000 or a potential sensitivity gain of 4 orders of magnitude (Figure 3). The performance of the long-pass filter in a co-linear detection geometry is illustrated in Figure 4. While 500 nm light is efficiently blocked, 600 nm light is transmitted at levels similar to undoped PDMS. The upper plot shows that for 500 nm excitation there is no detectable signal over the entire range, demonstrating both effective blocking and low auto-fluorescence. More rigorous tests with laser excitation and an integration sphere revealed auto-fluoresence levels below that of commercially available Schott-glass filters [2].

Furthermore the dye doped PDMS filters proved stable when exposed to polar solvents such as water and ethanol, indicating minimal dye leaching, while exposure to
UV and Ar Ion laser light resulted in only negligible changes, indicating good photostability. Favourable PDMS bulk properties such as elasticity, wettability and bonding characteristics were also retained.

4. Conclusions

In summary we have demonstrated excellent long-pass filter performance for the dye doped PDMS layers. Work is ongoing to extend the range of available long-pass filters into the blue and green spectrum to match commonly used light sources and fluorophores. In our efforts to develop disposable fluorescence detection systems for point-of-care diagnostics, we are also trying to fabricate short-pass filters to sharpen the output of integrated OLED light sources [3].
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Abstract
Amplified single-molecule detection constitutes a scheme for biomolecule enumeration by transforming specific molecular recognition events at nanometer dimensions to optically detectable micrometer-sized DNA macromolecules. Unlike traditional ensemble average measurements, our detection approach preserves the discrete nature of the molecular population. At flow rates higher than 3 \(\mu\text{l/min}\) confocal data acquisition results in a precision limited by Poisson counting statistics.

Keywords: single molecule detection, confocal detection

1. Introduction
We have recently presented a method for amplified single-molecule detection [1]. The formation of one DNA circle as a result of recognition of one target is the first step in the digital signal transmission chain. This is achieved by a highly specific molecular probing reaction, employing so-called padlock probes. Padlock probes are linear synthetic DNA molecules that become circularized through enzymatic ligation upon identification of specific DNA targets [2]. Subsequently, each circular DNA molecule is copied using

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{Principal mechanism for amplified single molecule detection.}
\end{figure}
rolling circle amplification (RCA), resulting in the creation of one rolling circle product (RCP) for each recognized target (figure 1). A fluorescently labeled DNA oligonucleotide is hybridized to the repeated sequence of the RCP generating a confined cluster of about 1000 fluorophores. These clusters are visible as bright objects with a diameter of approximately 1 μm when observed by fluorescence microscopy. The number of recognized targets can thus be quantified by counting these objects. RCP enumeration is achieved by pumping the liquid through a microchannel observed by line scanning confocal fluorescence microscopy across the channel. In this study we have investigated the influence of flow rate during confocal data acquisition.

2. Experimental

Polymer microfluidic chips were produced by high-throughput injection molding in combination with a scalable bonding process [3]. DNA circles were created by enzymatic ligation of padlock probes and RCA were performed by phi 29 DNA polymerase as described in [1]. The labeled RCP solution was pumped through the microchannel (200x40 μm cross section) at various flow rates. Data was acquired by operating a confocal microscope (LSM 5 META, Zeiss, Germany) in line-scanning mode with the scanning path perpendicular to the direction of liquid flow.

Figure 2. a) Counted objects as a function of flow rate using scanning confocal readout. b) The coefficient of variance (CV) calculated from the standard deviations in a are compared to the CV predicted by Poisson statistics.

3. Results and discussion

Within certain limits confocal readout is insensitive to flow rate variations (figure 2a). When acquiring data at a relatively high flow rate, around 10 μl/min (figure 3a), consecutive scan lines are separated as a result of the liquid flow. Due to the parabolic flow profile the separation is larger in the central part of the flowchannel, compared to close the edges. The sampled volume are defined by the number of confocal volumes sampled, i.e.
the number of pixels in the rawdata file. If the flow rate is decreased to 3 μl/min (figure 3b) this regime is still dominating, but the data contributing fraction of the volume passing the detector increases. Moderate variations in flow rate will thus not affect the sampled volume and consequently the number of detected objects, which explains the plateau in figure 2a. However, if the flow rate is substantially lowered below 3 μL/min the laser will hit each object several times, since the distance between consecutive scan lines will be smaller that the object diameter (figure 3c) and the number of laser hits per object is dependent on the flow rate. The number of detected objects is therefore highly dependent on flow rate as shown for 0.1-3 μl/min in figure 2a. When the sampled volume is defined by the confocal volume the precision is limited by Poisson statistics (3-10 μl/min in figure 2b). Whereas when the sampled volume is flow limited (0.1-1 μl/min in figure 2b) flow rate variations are likely to be the limiting factor of the overall precision, since the number of detected objects are highly dependent on the flow rate in this regime.

**Figure 3.** Line scan simulations of the liquid passing the laser at different flow rates. The part of the liquid hit by the laser is shown in black. a) 10 μl/min b) 3 μl/min c) 0.5 μl/min

**4. Conclusions**
The precision of the confocal readout format is limited by Poisson counting statistics if the flow rate is above 3 μl/min. In this regime the sampled volume is defined by the confocal optics ensuring that the same volume is sampled in each replicate. Below 3 μl/min flow rate variations are likely to be the limiting factor for precision.
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Abstract
We have successfully constructed a liquid core waveguide (LCW) analytical chip made from amorphous fluorinated polymer, Teflon AF-1600. The polymer has lower refractive index (1.31) than water, and therefore, LCW with an aqueous solution as a core could be formed using it as a clad material. We applied the chip to the flow colorimetric analysis of nitrite ion using the Griess-Saltzman reaction. Sensitivity improvement could be obtained by the extension of optical path-length of the LCW. The lower limit of detection for nitrite was ca. 20 ng dm$^{-3}$. Sensitive and convenient colorimetric detection system could be achieved by using this LCW chip.
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1. Introduction
The sensitivity of absorbance spectroscopy can be improved by extending optical path-length using a liquid core waveguide (LCW), where a tubing cell as clad is filled with the solution which has a higher refractive index than that of the cell material. Recently, amorphous fluorinated polymer series, Teflon AF, which have lower refractive indices (1.29 ~ 1.31) than that of water (1.333), have been developed and an LCW with an aqueous solution as a core can be formed using the polymer. Long path-length analytical cells with Teflon AF tubing have been reported in spectrophotometric measurements [1,2]. The LCW technique has also been applied to μ-TAS chips to overcome the lower sensitivity of conventional optical detections due to their shorter path-length. Datta et al. preliminarily reported that the channels in a silicon microchip, whose walls were covered with Teflon AF, worked as LCWs and could be used to enhance the absorbance signals [3]. Recently, we also constructed a microchip fabricated by a quartz glass substrate whose inner surface was coated with Teflon AF-2400 (50 μm thick). The sensitivity improvement in the absorbance, which was proportional to its path-lengths (30 mm), could be observed by the flow analysis of bromothymol blue (BTB) aqueous solution. However, a bonded surface between the quartz glass and Teflon AF film was separated when concentrated alkaline solution was
used as a sample. Therefore, in this study, we tried to fabricate a chip made from only Teflon AF, and apply the chip to the flow colorimetric analysis of nitrite ion.

2. Chip Design and Experimental Setup

Figure 1 shows the analytical chip made from only Teflon AF-1600, and its cross-sectional view is shown in Figure 2. A channel was mechanically carved in the Teflon AF sheet of 1 mm thickness, and then, the sheet was covered with another Teflon AF sheet (0.5 mm thick) by heat-sealing. The LCW was designed a half-circled shaped having 44 mm long, and optical fibers were attached to the channel to couple and out-couple with a source light. This chip was applied to the colorimetric detection of nitrite ion which could be detected colorimetrically as a colored azo dye product ($\lambda_{\text{max}}$: 545 nm) by using Griess-Saltzman reaction. Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of the measurement system. A source light (He-Ne Laser: 543 nm) was introduced into the LCW, and the absorbance was monitored by using a photodiode detector. Saltzman reagent (1% sulfanilamide and 0.1% N-(1-naphthyl)ethylenediamine were dissolved in 10 % HCl aqueous solution) and a carrier solution (pure water) were flowed from pump A and B, respectively, and sample solutions were injected from the 6-way valve injector with a 50 $\mu$L sample loop. The reaction mixture was flowed into the LCW detector after flowing the reaction coil with 128 mm-long.
3. Results and discussion

At first, a BTB aqueous solution was continuously flowed as a standard in order to verify the formation of the LCW. The increase of the absorbance proportional to the BTB concentration could be observed. This chip exhibited higher sensitivity than that expected from its path-length, i.e., 7.6 times higher than that with 10 mm cell. In the case of the colorimetric detection of nitrite ion, a sample solution was injected into the system through valve injector. Well-defined peaks proportional to the concentration of nitrite could be obtained as shown in Figure 4. These peak heights were increased with decreasing the flow rate, because the reaction coil (128 mm) was not long enough to complete the reaction. The calibration curve was linear up to 1000 mg dm$^{-3}$ at 0.1 mL min$^{-1}$, and under the slower flow rate (0.025 mL min$^{-1}$), the lower limit of detection could be obtained ca. 20 ng dm$^{-3}$ for nitrite. This chip showed high durability for the acid, alkaline, and organic solvents. Sensitive and convenient colorimetric detection system could be achieved by using this Teflon AF chip.

![Figure 4. FIA chart of the colorimetric detection of nitrite ion. Flow rate: 0.1 mL min$^{-1}$.](image)
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Abstract
This paper describes the design, modelling and experimental characterization of an electrochemical sensor array for on-line monitoring of fermentor conditions in a miniaturized cell assay. The sensor array is capable of monitoring viable yeast concentration, dissolved oxygen concentration, pH and temperature.

keywords: electrochemical sensors, impedance spectroscopy, ultramicro electrodes

1. Introduction
In modern biotechnology, there is a strong demand for rapid screening of microorganisms on the small scale [1, 2]. This work describes the development of an integrated sensor array suitable for application in parallelized micro bioreactors. The micro sensors are suitable for the detection of biomass, dissolved oxygen, pH and temperature. An electrochemical approach was chosen as electrochemical sensors are scalable, integratable, autoclavable and cheap when fabricated at high volumes. The sensor array has the same footprint as a 96-well micro titer plate.

2. Theory
Viable yeast concentration is determined from dielectric spectroscopy. For cells in an AC electrical field, interfacial polarization of the cell membrane occurs. If the signal frequency exceeds a so-called characteristic frequency, dielectric dispersion occurs. Therefore, the permittivity of the cell suspension decreases and its conductivity increases [3]. For a miniaturized electrode configuration with a high cell constant, the capacitance between the electrodes is very small and determination of the conductivity is preferable. The increase in conductivity is a measure for the biomass concentration.

The dissolved oxygen measurement is based on amperometric detection of oxygen reduction. The concentration gradient near the electrode at which oxygen is reduced is expressed by the Cottrell equation and states that the profile is in equilibrium within a few ms. and independent of convection for ultra micro electrodes (radius < 2.5 μm). Finite element simulations show the minimum electrode spacing required to prevent diffusion field overlap. The value is further reduced by recessing the electrodes (Fig. 1). pH is measured with an ISFET, a FET-based device with a reference electrode in solution acting as gate contact. Site-binding processes at the oxide surface lead to a pH-
dependent threshold voltage. A platinum strip with a nominal resistance of 500 Ohm is included for temperature measurements.

![Figure 1: Finite element simulations of oxygen concentration near electrode. Left: electrode on flat surface; right: electrode recessed](image)

3. Experimental

The sensors were fabricated on an oxidized silicon substrate using conventional microelectronic fabrication techniques. Doped ISFET drain-and source regions were defined using standard photolithographic processes and by deposition and oxidation of tantalum. Aluminum was used for metallization of the ISFETs. A lift-off process was used for deposition of the Ta/Pt structures for the other sensors. A photostructured layer of polyimide creates recessed arrays of ultra micro electrodes with a radius of 2 μm and isolates insensitive parts of the chip. Before post-exposure baking the polyimide, the devices were placed in oxygen plasma for 10 seconds to roughen the polyimide surface and thereby improve the adhesion of the Hysol® used to mount the devices on a PCB and to protect the bondwires. Microscope pictures of the sensor array and the ultra micro electrodes can be found in figures 2 a and b, respectively.

![Figure 2: Microscope pictures of (a) sensor array and (b) dissolved oxygen sensor](image)

4. Results and discussion

Measurements showed that the conductivity of a S. cerevisiae cell suspension increases for frequencies above 1 MHz (Fig. 3a). The increase scales linearly with the biomass concentration for yeast suspensions with different dilutions (Fig. 3b). Experimental results obtained in a supernatant solution showed that the current through the ultra micro electrode array scales linearly with the dissolved oxygen concentration with high selectivity when the electrode array is properly polarized. The flow dependence is negligible compared to that of a platinum macro electrode (Fig. 4).
ISFET sensitivity equals -58 mV/pH unit. ISFET drift was reduced to 0.002 pH/hr by measuring differentially between an ISFET in a constant pH-environment and an ISFET exposed to pH-changes.

Characterization of the temperature sensor shows the resistance of the platinum strip increases linearly with temperature in the range of 20 – 45 °C with 0.22%/°C sensitivity.

5. Conclusion

This study shows the design, modelling and experimental characterization of an electrochemical sensor array suitable for on-line monitoring of the most relevant fermentor conditions, i.e. biomass concentration, dissolved oxygen concentration, pH and temperature. The sensors are fabricated using standard cleanroom processes. Experiments show that all sensors are sufficiently sensitive in the desired range.

Future work aims at integration of the sensor arrays in micro fermentors. The sensors will be operated sequentially in order to prevent crosstalk.
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Abstract
A microsystem has been realized in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) comprising a waveguide integrated with a microfluidic channel. The successful usage of the integrated PDMS chip was demonstrated for absorbance and fluorescence detection.

Keywords: Optical Detection, Polydimethylsiloxane, Waveguide

1. Introduction
Integration of various optical components in PDMS-based microfluidics provides a robust and disposable lab-on-a-chip while retaining the quality of optical detection [1]. Previously, both SU-8 based waveguide [2] and square-hollow PDMS waveguide [3] have been demonstrated for absorbance detection, while monolithic PDMS waveguide system has been shown to possess excellent optical properties [4]. Here, we demonstrate the integration of a square PDMS waveguide –with no additional cladding - with a microfluidic channel for absorbance and/or fluorescence detection.

2. Experimental
A PDMS waveguide with a cross sectional area of 150μm×125μm has been integrated orthogonally to a microfluidic channel of width 250μm using soft lithography. The channel was enclosed with a PDMS cover layer bonded using oxygen plasma treatment. The setup for absorbance and fluorescence measurements from the integrated microsystem is schematically described in Figure 1. The light source was a 5mm2 blue (475nm) light emitting diode (LED). The intensity attenuation of transmitted light through the waveguide was investigated, including the case where an orthogonal misalignment was introduced in the LED position relative to the waveguide axis of symmetry. For absorbance measurements, a bandpass filter centered at 475 nm was used to ensure that the CCD receives no fluorescence emission. For fluorescence detection, a bandpass filter centered at 535nm was used to reduce background noise and the LED’s light. The results from both detection methods were compared with those from a commercial plate reader (Perkin Elmer Victor 3) in absorbance mode (490nm) and in fluorometry mode (excitation at 485 nm and detection at 535 nm).
3. Results and discussion

The intensity attenuation of the PDMS waveguide was measured to be 0.047dB/cm (Figure 2) which compares well with earlier literature [4]. Figure 3 shows that a reduction of 10% in the intensity of light propagated through the waveguide occurs only after a 1mm lateral shift of the LED from the waveguide’s axis of symmetry thus enabling the LED light source be coupled easily to the PDMS waveguide.

In our integrated microsystem, the light is guided through a 3cm long PDMS waveguide to a 250μm-wide microfluidic channel and then through a 1cm long PDMS waveguide to the CCD camera. The light intensity was stabilized by feedback control of injecting different LED currents (Figure 4). Absorbance and fluorescence detection of the fluorescein (of concentration from 8.4×10^{-6}M to 0.305M) were studied (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Microscope images at the face end of the PDMS waveguide when the input was illuminated with LED at the source current of (a) 40mA, (b) 80mA and, (c) 120mA.
Figure 5. Top view of the waveguide-channel coupling as the light passing through the waveguide: (a) under external illumination; and (b) no external illumination.

Figure 6 shows that the absorbance detection by the PDMS waveguide is in excellent agreement with the Beer-Lambert Law. The differences in the slope and magnitude are due to geometrical discrepancy in optical path length and volume of the fluid analyzed (the 96 well plate and the 250μm-wide microfluidic channel). In figure 7, the fluorescence detection is comparable with that of the commercial reader.

4. Conclusions

Experimental results on absorbance and fluorescence detection corroborate the achievability of a PDMS waveguide monolithically integrated with a microfluidic chip. This realization provides a robust and cheap integration for lab-on-a-chip microsystems as neither laser sources nor fiber optics were utilized.
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Abstract
A new generation of rapid and efficient methods to detect genomic sequence variants and copy number changes could help bring about point-of-care analysis of the genomes of people and of microorganisms. In a novel approach to such molecular analyses we have demonstrated the feasibility of using general zip-code DNA microarrays for amplified single-molecule detection of padlock probes. We monitored the kinetics of solid-phase rolling-circle amplification (RCA) of padlock probes using phi 29 DNA polymerase.

1. Introduction
Methods for rapid detection of DNA sequences that represent markers for disease or drug metabolism, or for bacterial or viral infection, have the potential to permit cost-effective point-of-care diagnostics. Such assays must have sufficient sensitivity and specificity to resolve even single-nucleotide variants directly in the complexity of the human genome with no need for prior target sequence amplification.

Padlock probes are single-stranded oligonucleotides with target complementary sequences at both ends, connected by a backbone sequence [1]. Upon target recognition, the probes become circularized by enzymatic ligation, allowing single-nucleotide polymorphisms to be distinguished directly in total human genomic DNA. The reacted circular molecules serve as ideal substrates for RCA, generating long nucleic acid strands composed of repeats of complements of the padlock probe. By using padlock probes hybridized to oligonucleotides immobilized in a microarray, followed by on-chip RCA from the free 3’ ends of the immobilized probes, long single-stranded products can be generated on the surface and subsequently detected using fluorescent hybridization probes. The reaction converts individual nanometer-sized probes to easily detectable micrometer-sized reaction products.
2. Experimental

To investigate the characteristics of array RCA we monitored the reactions in-real time using a confocal microarray scanner equipped with an in-house developed microchamber (fig 1a). A modified molecular beacon design was used for fluorescence detection of the RCA products to avoid quenching effects [2]. Probes were deposited on a planar surface and saturated with circularized DNA probes prior to initiating array RCA. We were also able to enumerate individual amplified RCA products within microarray features (fig 1b). Two padlock probes designed to discriminate single nucleotide variants were hybridized to the corresponding target sequences, followed by enzymatic ligation using T4 DNA ligase. Identical zip-code sequence and two specific sequences were encoded in the backbone of each probe. After ligation reacted probes were allowed to compete for hybridization to the same arrayed probe. This was followed by 45 minutes of RCA and subsequent hybridization of fluorophore labelled detection oligonucleotides specific for complements of each of the two probe variants. The objects were enumerated and classified using a Zeiss LSM 5 META confocal microscope and in-house developed software.

Figure 1 a) RCA was monitored in real-time in a micro chamber by confocal laser scanning. A microarray within the chamber comprised array features with four different probe concentrations which were saturated with RCA substrate. The RCA proceeded in a linear fashion for at least 60 minutes and the signal was proportionate to the amount of RCA substrate. 

b) Confocal laser microscope image displaying individual amplified molecules obtained from the RCA reaction in a microarray feature. Two separate classes of RCA products, red and green, are clearly observed using specific fluorescence-labeled oligonucleotides. The absence of yellow objects illustrates that individual objects indeed represent single amplification products.
3. Results and discussion
Padlock probes have been used for large-scale SNP analysis directly in unamplified genomic DNA[3]. We have also used amplified single-molecule detection of padlock probes for high precision analysis of Vibrio cholerae using a microfluidic setup[4]. The combination of amplified single-molecule detection of padlock probes and general purpose tag microarrays could enable highly parallel genetic analyses with very low limits of detection and high precision. On-chip RCA of specifically reacted probes is a powerful tool to amplify padlock probes hybridized to microarrays. The reaction proceeds linearly for at least 60 minutes and generates a confined product containing about 750 concatenated repeats complementary to the padlock probe after 45 minutes amplification. This approach illustrated herein may be exploited for rapid point-of-care diagnostics.

4. Conclusions
We have successfully detected individual amplified molecules representing padlock probes amplified by rolling-circle replication on microarrays, and we furthermore monitored the reaction in real-time using a modified molecular beacon design.
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Abstract

Various BioMEMS have been designed and fabricated in order to characterize the variation of the electrical properties of single cells during ligand-receptor interactions. We are interested in both dielectric (i.e. polarization) and vibrationnal (i.e. absorption) spectroscopy. Several devices are currently tested for low (<100MHz) and high (>40GHz) frequency measurements.

Keywords: Single Cell, Cell Signaling, Dielectric & Vibrationnal Spectroscopy, Planar Electrode, Transmission Line, THz.

1. Introduction

This work is focused in the area of ligand-receptor interaction analysis, working with a well-characterized biological model (ligand: lactoferrin, receptors: nucleolin and sulfated proteoglycans) [1]. The purpose is to be able to assign, in real time, a specific crossing pathway to a ligand/receptor pair, without the use of molecular labels. The classification is based on changes in the electrical properties of the cell. We propose to follow the various phases of assembly between the ligand (lactoferrin) and receptors (nucleolin and sulfated proteoglycans) present or not on a set of mutant CHO cell lines (Fig. 1a), and internalization of the ligands/receptors complexes into single cells. The assembly and intracellular fate (endocytosis, nuclear targeting) of the ligand/receptors complexes will be followed in real time by measuring their interaction with the electromagnetic waves. The spectra will be analyzed and compared with the results obtained from standard microscopy techniques.

2. Microdevices and Technologies

Permittivity and conductivity measurements of biological species across a range of frequencies provide information about their chemical status [2]. Access to a broad frequency range is absolutely necessary due to their size and chemical diversity. We have tested various methods for the immobilization of the cells: i) mechanical (Fig. 1b), ii) chemical (Fig. 1c) and 3) electrical (Fig. 1d). We have designed several structures for their characterization. In the low frequency range (LF) (<100MHz), we have fabricated
Figure 1: a) Binding of lactoferrine on two mutants of CHO cells. CHO 677 line do not allow endocytosis of lactoferrine; b) Single cell measurement set-up using deformability of cell between 3D silicon electrodes; c) Patterning and immobilization of CHO cells on glass substrate by surface treatment with OTS and amine; d) Microfluidic chip for dielectrophoretic immobilization of single cells.

coplanar and 3D electrodes sensors for impedance measurements (Fig. 2a). In the high frequency ranges (HF), we are using coplanar waveguide (CPW) for the microwave spectrum up to 220GHz and slotlines (CS) up to 1THz. We are also investigating a new propagation mode [3], known as a Goubau mode (GL), around a single conductor (Fig. 2b). We have demonstrated recently that the propagation is maintained if we reduce dramatically the diameter of this wire down to micrometer scale.

Figure 2: a) Details of 3D gold electrodes designed for the electrical impedance measurement of single cell; b) Top view of coplanar wave guide to Goubau line.
BioMEMS are fabricated on silicon or glass substrates with microfluidic parts in polymeric materials. We are using usually PDMS which has many well known advantages. However, it also shows disadvantages: fairly high losses ($\epsilon_r \approx 2.7$, $\tan \delta = 0.04$ in THz band), low Young modulus (<5MPa) and difficulty to metallize. That is why we are also working with Plasma Polymerized TetraMethylDiSilOxane (PPTMDSO) deposited with cold nitrogen plasma [4]. Metallic patterns can be defined easily on PPTMDSO and its dielectric properties are fairly good.

3. Modelling and Measurements

The efficiency of our method depends on a correct design of the sensors (i.e.: coplanar electrodes or waveguide, 3D electrodes, GL, etc…) and a realistic model of the dielectric properties of the cell. We are using Comsol Multiphysics from COMSOL and Microwave Studio from CST (Fig. 3a) tools in the LFR and HFR, respectively. However, these FEM methods has to be coupled with a transport lattice (i.e.: SPICE like) approach to take into account the geometrical details of the cell [5] and to correlate features of the dielectric spectra with sub-components of the cell (Figs. 3b-c).

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3:** a) Transmission and reflexion coefficients simulated with Microwave studio (CST) for a CPW guide (see insert), b) Advanced model for cell-electric field interactions; c) SPICE simulation of the electrical impedance of a single cell showing membrane/nucleus effects.

Measurements are performed with impedance analyzers (SOLARTRON 1260+1296 or AGILENT 4294) in the LFR and with vectorial network analyzers (AGILENT XF & ANRITSU 37 147C) in the HFR. The performances of the micro-devices in LF & HF are currently measured in dry and liquid conditions. Finally, we are also working on the integration of a discrete home-made LF measurement system foreshadowing a future CMOS solution.

4. References
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Abstract
In this paper a silicon-glass optical microsensor for near-infrared spectroscopy of highly corrosive fluids is presented. The microsensor has been designed to control a course of a nitration reaction of toluene and other aromatic hydrocarbons, carried out in microreactor. The microsensor has low dead-volume (90 nl) and chemical resistance against concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids. The spectral NIR transmittance characteristics of various chemicals have been successfully measured.
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1. Introduction
The nitration reactions of aromatic compounds are among the basic reactions used in chemical synthesis. These reactions often show extremely exothermic behaviour and as combined with chemically aggressive reactants (e.g. concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids) and explosion potential of many nitro compounds - can be placed amongst the most hazardous industrial processes.

Nevertheless, the recent achievements in microsystem technology have shown that nitration reactions can be safely carried out in microreactors [1,2]. High heat and mass transfer rates in microscale allow the reactions to be performed at higher temperature, providing high yields that are not achievable in conventional reactors. However, real time analytical monitoring of the final product of reaction is necessary to suppress the unwanted by-products [2]. Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIR) appears to be very useful for this purpose due to its capability of a real time, non-invasive monitoring of the chemical processes [3]. The application of NIR spectroscopy in microreactor requires a suitable microsensor characterized by the very low dead-volume and high chemical resistance against hot, concentrated nitric and sulphuric acids. Until now, integrated NIR microsensor able to work in so harsh environment has not been reported. This work concentrates on the development of such microsensor based on microsystem technology and optical fibers.
2. Experimental

The microsensor is composed of a silicon structure, a glass cover, and two multimode (ϕ=125/62.5μm) glass optical fibres (Figure 1a). The fibres are positioned in alignment grooves at the opposite corners of the C-shaped fluidic channel (width 130 μm, depth 140 μm). The fluidic channel is completely separated from the optical fibres by the NIR transparent, 20μm thick silicon “walls”, bonded anodically to the glass cover. The optical path-length is 5 mm and the dead-volume about 90 nl. As the side-walls and top wall of fluidic channel are made of silicon dioxide and borosilicate glass respectively, total chemical resistance of optical cell is ensured.

The fluidic channel and alignment grooves are etched into n-type, 380 μm thick, double-side polished, (100) oriented silicon substrate in DRIE process (A601E, Alcatel, France) (Figure 1b). This process has been optimised to obtain the vertical side-walls of the channel. The fluidic inlet/outlet holes are back-side etched into the silicon substrate using a photolithographically patterned 100 nm Al mask layer. The silicon substrate is wet oxidized again to obtain a 0.3 μm SiO₂ isolation layer. The silicon substrate is anodically bonded (450°C, 1.5 kV) to a Borofloat® 33 glass (Schott, Germany). High quality bonding process is required to ensure the leakproofness of the channel. Finally, the fibres equipped with ST connections are positioned in the alignment grooves and immobilized by a droplet of UV-curable optical glue UVO-114 (Epo-Tec, Germany). Figure 1c shows the complete device.

3. Results and discussion

The fluidic channel has been filled with the concentrated nitric acid followed by the sulphuric acid, each for 24 hours. No damage has been observed, which confirms the desired chemical resistance of the microsensor.

The tests, carried out in the set-up presented in Figure 2a, have shown that the transmission of the NIR light through the empty optical cell occurs at wavelengths over 850 nm (Figure 2b). The spectral measurements of transmittance of water, benzene and
Toluene have been performed. The transmittance has been calculated from the Beer-Lambert law as a ratio of the emerging light intensity, measured for the cell filled with each analyte, to the light intensity measured for the empty cell. According to the obtained spectra, water can be distinguished from benzene and toluene (Figure 2c). This is of great importance because the water content in reaction product is among the main indicators of the expected course of nitration reaction.

Figure 2. NIR spectral measurements: a) set-up, b,c) obtained transmittance spectra.

The obtained transmittance values are generally very low (<0.006). This is a result of low light intensity in optical cell caused by relatively small core diameter of optical fibers (62.5 μm) at long optical path (5 mm), as well as the surface roughness of DRIE etched side-walls of fluidic channel. However, the results indicate that the described microsensor can be used for the in-situ controlling of this chemical reaction in the microscale.

4. Conclusions

The silicon-glass optical microsensor for NIR spectroscopy of highly corrosive fluids has been developed. The microsensor has very low dead-volume (90 nl) and high chemical robustness against concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids. Tests have confirmed the usefulness of microsensor in NIR spectroscopy. The sensor is chemically and biologically inert and can be used for other, than pointed out here, purposes.
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Abstract
A room temperature single photon sensor array, fully integrated in CMOS, is presented for the detection of low-intensity luminescence. A Y-shaped microfluidic reactor is used as platform for the chemical reaction generating luminescence. Experimental results show that the system can reliably detect luminescence with a high signal-to-noise ratio even at low emission intensities.

Introduction
In this paper we present a novel, single photon sensor based, detection of luminescence. The sensor’s core technology is a single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) array fabricated in 0.8μm CMOS technology [1]. Figure 1 shows a photomicrograph of the array.

A SPAD is a p-n junction biased above breakdown, where its optical gain is virtually infinite. When a photon is absorbed, with non-zero probability, an avalanche is triggered and subsequently quenched, thus generating a pulse synchronized with the impinging photon (Geiger mode of operation). Radiation intensity can be evaluated by counting pulses during the integration period and adjusting for fill factor and photon detection probability. Intensity signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is limited in SPADs by dark count rate (DCR). This sensor exhibits one of the lowest DCR ever reported in a CMOS SPAD at room temperature (see Tab. 1.). Thanks to this noise performance, chemiluminescence can be detected with an SNR comparable to that of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and cooled CCDs but at a fraction of the cost, power dissipation, and size [2]. Thanks to its scalability, this sensor enables significantly higher lateral resolutions than large-area pixel solutions [3], [4]. In addition, thanks to the speed at which it is operated and its timing resolution, the sensor is indicated for fast low-emission experiments and simultaneous fluorescence-luminescence imaging.

Experimental
In our experimentation the reaction platform of Fig. 2 was demonstrated. The experiment involved Enhanced Chemiluminescence (ECL) plus Western Blotting Detection Reagents (Amersham Bioscences) and a secondary antibody, Anti-Mouse IgG (whole molecule) Peroxidase Conjugate (Sigma Aldrich) diluted in Tris Buffered Saline (20mM). The platform is a powerful tool for
monitoring luminol photon emissions, occurring when a ECL Plus solution reacts with a secondary antibody. Other kinds of enzymatic activities can also be evaluated with this platform. The reaction was monitored using the experimental setup described in Fig. 3. By means of a syringe pump, the reagents are forced through a Y-shaped microchannel under laminar flow conditions. The reaction takes place in the region where the two solutions are mixed through diffusion causing an anisotropic photon emission [5],[6]. A portion of this emission is collected by the optical system and concentrated over an area of 5x5 pixels. Photon counts are then evaluated independently using a 32bit counters.

**Results and Discussion**

The plots of Fig.e 4 and Fig. 5 show the emission decay of chemiluminescence in a 10mm tube and in a 2mm channel. The plot of Fig. 6 shows the evolution of photon emission on a section of the channel perpendicular to the flow. Fig. 7 shows a measurement of the emission intensity along the laminar flow. All the measurements were performed at room temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Typ.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>μm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Array size</td>
<td>32x32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel Dark Count Rate (DCR)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturation</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength range</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>nm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photon Detection Probability @ op. wavelength (530nm)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power dissipation</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>mW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Sensor performance at room temperature.

![Figure 1. Photomicrograph of the SPAD array fabricated in CMOS technology.](image)

![Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the reaction.](image)

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the reaction. The inlet components mix at the intersection inducing photon emission. (a) Diffusion effect, (b) Image of photon emission distribution.

![Figure 3. Experimental setup and schematic diagram.](image)
Figure 4. Chemiluminescence emission decay in a 10mm tube as a function of concentration. Dark count rate (DCR) is also plotted.

Figure 5. Chemiluminescence decay in a 2mm channel for a 1/10,000 concentration.

Figure 6. Photon emission distribution in a sweep perpendicular to the flow axis in a 2mm channel.

Figure 7. Photon emission distribution in a sweep parallel to the flow axis in a 2mm channel as a function of the chemical flux.
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Abstract
This paper presents a novel microfluidic device for detecting glutamate electrochemically using enzyme reaction. The device consists of a cell-culture chamber, nano-holes filled with Pt black, a microchannel for storing enzyme solution, and three electrodes for electrochemical measurement. We measured response current when glutamate solutions were dropped onto the device, and succeeded in obtaining response current depending on the glutamate concentrations.
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1. Introduction
Detection of neurotransmitters released from a single nerve cell is important to reveal intercellular communication mechanism and develop new medical cure for nervous disease. In order to detect glutamate from a single cell, we fabricated nano-holes for guiding glutamate to enzyme solution directly under a cell-culture chamber. This permits higher spatial resolution than the enzyme-immobilized electrodes [1, 2].

2. Design and fabrication
Figure 1 shows the schematic of a device which consists of a cell-culture chamber, nano-holes in a SiO₂ diaphragm, a microchannel for storing enzyme solution, and three electrodes for electrochemical measurement. The working electrode is made of Ti/Pt and covered with Pt black which fills the nano-holes. Because Pt black has a lot of nano-sized pores, glutamate having small molecular size of about 0.8nm permeates through the Pt black into a microchannel, while enzyme, glutamate oxidase, having large molecular size of about 8.2nm does not permeate into the cell-culture chamber. When glutamate is released from a cell, it will permeate through the Pt black in the nano-holes and encounter glutamate oxidase in the microchannel, and be oxidized by enzyme reaction, which will produce H₂O₂. When voltage of about 200mV was applied between the working electrode and reference electrode, H₂O₂ will be oxidized on the working electrode and electrons will flow into the electrode. Therefore, glutamate can be detected by measuring current on the electrode.

The device was fabricated as follows. First, a SiO₂ diaphragm was fabricated by the anisotropic etching of a silicon wafer. Next, nano-holes of 500nm in diameter were opened in a SiO₂ diaphragm by FIB etching. Then, after three Ti/Pt electrodes are patterned, Pt black is deposited only on the working electrode by electroplating until it fills the nano-holes completely. Finally, the device is mounted on a glass wafer with...
PDMS spacers. Figure 2 shows the photograph of the whole device and the close-up views of the electrodes and the nano-holes filled with Pt black.

**Fig. 1** Schematic of neurotransmitter detection.

**Fig. 2** Photographs of the fabricated device.

### 3. Experimental results

Molecule permeation through nano-holes filled with Pt black was tested using two fluorescent dyes, Rhodamine B and GFP, which have different molecular size of about 1.3nm and 6.8nm, respectively (Fig.3). This result indicates that glutamate molecules which are smaller than Rhodamine B molecules permeate through the Pt black while glutamate oxidase molecules which are larger than GFP molecules do not.

In order to verify the possibility of electrochemical measurement using the fabricated device, we measured response current when H$_2$O$_2$ solutions of 5mM and 10mM were dropped onto the chambers of the two devices which have nano-holes filled with or without Pt black. The large surface area of nano-porous Pt black generated larger current than the case without Pt black (Fig.4). Moreover, when glutamate solutions of various concentrations were dropped onto the device which included a glutamate oxidase solution of 50unit/ml in the microchannel, we succeeded in obtaining current responses that were dependent on glutamate concentration (Fig.5&6).
4. Conclusions
We fabricated the microfluidic enzyme sensor device which has Pt black filled in nano-holes. From several experiments, it was found that Pt black functions effectively as a glutamate-permeable filter which glutamate oxidase does not pass through, and that the device shows a fundamental performance required for glutamate sensing.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports a surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopic (SERS) method for high-sensitivity detection and reading of protein microarrays. The array fabrication is based on microfluidic patterning methods and detection relies on gold nanoparticle labeling procedures. The surface enhancement afforded by coupling metal nanoparticles to extrinsic labels is used to generate high-sensitivity detection.
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INTRODUCTION
The development of sensitive detection schemes for the detection of biomolecular interactions will lead to further advancements in areas such as proteomics, drug discovery and pathogen detection. The surface enhancement afforded by coupling metal nanoparticles to extrinsic labels has driven the exploration of Raman spectroscopy for biomolecule interaction detection.

Over the past year, we have been developing surface enhanced Raman spectroscopic (SERS) methods for the reading of protein microarrays. We have developed simple microfluidic patterning methods and nanoparticle labeling procedures to fabricate and read such microarrays. Results of our efforts in using Raman mapping in reading antibody-antigen arrays is also presented.

EXPERIMENTAL
The protein arrays were constructed in a three-step process as shown in Figure 1A. First, a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic network is brought into conformal contact with planar gold substrate modified with mercaptoundecylamine. The protein antigen (bovine IgG) nonspecifically adsorbed to the gold surface.

**Figure 1A.** Array fabrication via microfluidic channels (μFCs) in PDMS: (a) PDMS device is placed on NH$_2$ modified gold substrate, forming μFCs; (b) Antigen (bIgG) patterned in lines via μFCs; (c) Chip immersed in BSA to block non-specific adsorption; (d) Second set of μFCs is placed perpendicularly to pattern Gold-DSNB-ablG.

**Figure 1B.** Optical image of protein chip.
adsorbs to the –NH₂ surface. After delivering the antigens to the chip, the array surface was blocked with 0.1% BSA for 1 h. A second set of microfluidic channels are then used to deliver gold nanoparticle-labeled antibodies to the chip. A region of such an array is shown in the optical micrograph in Figure 1B.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Figure 2 shows the nanoparticle labelled assembly. Antibodies are linked to the gold nanoparticles via a bifunctional, Raman reporter molecule, 5,5'-dithiobis(succinimidyl-2-nitrobenzoate) (DSNB) [1]. The nitrobenzene moiety of DSNB, located in close proximity to the Au nanoparticle, provides the SERS signal for detection as demonstrated by the SERS spectrum in Figure 2.

![Protein target](image)

**Figure 2.** SERS of nanoparticle-labelled antibody

The reading of the protein microarrays was carried out by examining the individual spots on the chip. Figure 3 shows Raman spectra collected at different spots on the array surface. The intense spectrum measured in the regions where the antibody delivery microchannels intersected with the patterned antigen lines corresponds to the SERS spectrum of DSNB. Very small signals are measured elsewhere on the chip. Taken together, these observations demonstrate the ability of this method of read antigen-antibody interactions. Parallel reading of such arrays can be accomplished by Raman mapping. Figure 4 is a SERS map generated using the intensity of the symmetric NO₂ stretch (1332 cm⁻¹) to generate the contrast. For this array, the surface density of antigen was varied by delivering different solution concentrations of bovine IgG to the chip surface. The horizontal cross-sectional profile of antigen-antibody binding (not shown) illustrates that the measurement is quantitative with antigen surface density.

![SERS Spectrum](image)

**Figure 3.** Spectroscopic reading of protein antigen microarray.

![SERS Spectrum](image)

**Figure 4.** Raman map generated from intensity of 1332 cm⁻¹ band. Concentrations indicated are those used to pattern the antigens on the chip surface.
Quantitative analysis of the binding of nanoparticle labeled antibodies with immobilized antigens has been carried out as well as investigation into multivalency of the binding event. Figure 5 is a binding curve constructed by plotting SERS intensities of the 1332 cm\(^{-1}\) band versus the solution density of antibody labeled nanoparticles. The adsorption constant, \(K_{\text{ads}}\), for the binding of the nanoparticle labeled antibodies was determined using a single binding-site model (Langmuir isotherm). For the bovine IgG-anti-bovine IgG system studied here, \(K_{\text{ads}} = 1.4 \times 10^{10} \text{ M}^{-1}\). This same antigen-antibody system was examined in a label-free assay with surface plasmon resonance where \(K_{\text{ads}}\) was determined to be \(1.1 \times 10^{7} \text{ M}^{-1}\) [2]. The observed higher binding constants for our SERS measurements can be attributed to either a multivalent effect originating from multiple antibodies conjugated to each nanoparticle (inset of Figure 5) or signal enhancements inherent in Raman spectroscopy of nanoparticle systems (e.g., hot spots).

**Figure 5.** Quantitative binding curve generated from the intensity of 1332 cm\(^{-1}\) band as a function of nanoparticle density. This is a fit with a single-site binding model (Langmuir isotherm) with the use of band intensity as quantitative measure of binding.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Raman reporter molecules can be combined with nanoparticles for sensitive SERS detection of biological binding. In addition, the use of Raman mapping is a viable readout method for array chips has been demonstrated with interesting quantitative binding effects observed with the nanoparticle system.
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ABSTRACT

We report the use of novel low-cost disposable organic photodiodes for high-sensitivity detection of on-chip chemiluminescence assays. By planar integration of the photodiode, spatial matching of the pixel size to the microchannel dimensions and by chemically tuning the detector responsivity to the luminescence emission we have achieved sensitivities equivalent to PMT based detection. This bodes well for the applicability of our disposable detection systems to point-of-care diagnostic testing.

Keywords: integrated detection, organic photodiodes, chemiluminescence, disposable diagnostics

1. INTRODUCTION

Chemiluminescence (CL) offers a simple but sensitive means of monitoring low level analyte concentrations. CL is particularly attractive for portable microfluidic assays, because the CL reaction acts as an internal light source, thereby lowering instrumentation and power requirements while providing a low signal background. Traditionally CL assays have been monitored by expensive and non-portable externally mounted photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and microscope based collection optics. More recently the use of silicon photodiodes has been reported on silicon microchips, which are still relatively high-cost and thus unsuitable for disposable devices [1]. Here we overcome this bottleneck by using solution processable organic photodiodes in combination with molded poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) based microfluidic chips, thereby providing a sensitive, low-cost, rapid prototyping and compact route towards disposable diagnostic devices.

2. RESULTS

We report polymer photodetectors made from a blend of regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) [P3HT] and 1-(3-methoxycarbonyl)-propyl-1-phenyl-(6,6)-C\textsubscript{61} [PCBM]. The blend was spin coated over an ITO-coated glass substrate on which a PEDOT:PSS injection layer had been previously deposited. Deposition of an aluminum cathode through a shadow mask completed the diode structure. The detector has a
photoresponse from 350 nm to 670 nm, with an external efficiency of ~60% at 510nm and a rise time of 1μs [2].

\[\text{bias \ readout}\]
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P3HT:PCBM blend layer

Al electrodes
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transparent electrode (ITO/PEDOT:PSS)

Figure 1: Schematic of the PDMS microfluidic chip with integrated low-cost polymer photodetector for on-chip CL based bioassay detection. The absence of a lightsource and the low power requirements of the polymer photodiode detector enable battery operation.

The microfluidic chip fabrication was based on standard soft lithography. standard photolithography used on negative SU-8 photoresist to make mold. PDMS (Dow Corning Sylgard 184), monomer and hardener mixed in a ratio of 10:1 (w/w), is poured onto the SU-8 master and cured at 65ºC for 3 hours. Cured PDMS is then carefully peeled off the master. To form an enclosed channel, the structured PDMS layer is placed in conformal contact with the glass side of the polymer photodetector.
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Figure 2: Quantum efficiency spectrum of P3HT:PCBM photodiode and normalised emission spectrum of the employed green CL dye. The emission spectrum of the green dye is well matched to the spectral response of the photodiode, enabling high-sensitivity detection.

To test the suitability of our integrated detectors for point-of-care testing we performed a peroxyoxalate CL based bioassay on-chip. Hydrogen peroxide was selected as the model compound for CL based quantitation because it is produced by a number of enzymes in the presence of specific analytes such as alcohol, glucose, and cholesterol. The CL reagents used were bis(2-carbopentyloxy-3,5,6-trichlorophenyl) oxalate
(CPPO), dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) catalyst and 9,10-diphenylanthracene dye (cyalume green). The CL reaction was initiated by pumping the CL reagent/dye/catalyst and the hydrogen peroxide test solution into a Y-type micromixer. CL emission results from energy transfer from an excited state intermediate to the dye molecule (indirect CL). Figure 2 depicts the CL emission overlap with the spectral responsivity of the polymer detector.

The photodiode response was measured for varying hydrogen peroxide concentrations and then compared to results obtained with a microscope mounted high-sensitivity PMT. Figure 3 illustrates that the polymer detector and the high-sensitivity PMT have a comparable response with a hydrogen peroxide detection limit <10 $\mu$M.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 3:** CL signal as a function of hydrogen peroxide concentration for polymer detector (●) and high-sensitivity PMT (○). The dashed line corresponds to the photodiode dark current. Note that for both detectors, a detection limit <10 $\mu$M is obtained under non-optimised CL conditions.

3. CONCLUSION

While the presented results already demonstrate a 100-fold sensitivity gain compared to previous work with organic small molecule photodiodes [3], we anticipate a further 100 to 1000-fold improvement in the limit-of-detection by optimisation of the chemiluminescence assay, reduction of the background signal by light-proofing, and improvements to the photodiode fabrication protocol.
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Abstract
This paper reports the first success of mouse IgG detection in 10 \(\mu\)m I.D. micro wells on micro-arrayed cell chips by using a two-dimensional surface plasmon resonance (2D-SPR) sensor, which features antibody production monitoring of a single B lymphocyte.

Keywords: Surface plasmon resonance, 2D-SPR, Microarray, Cell chip, IgG

1. Introduction
Detection and collection of antigen-specific B lymphocytes for the target antigen is quite important for the development of antibody medicines which are expected as “future medicines”. We are, in Toyama Medical-Bio Cluster Projects, developing the antigen-specific B lymphocytes screening system based on the micro-arrayed lymphocyte chip on which a quarter million of 10 \(\mu\)m micro-wells, which are approximately the same size of human lymphocytes, are arranged. This screening system consists of a cell seeding units for micro-well array chips, a high resolution detection unit, and an automatic single cell collection unit. We engaged in the developments of novel sensor systems for micro-well array chips.

We focused on a 2D-SPR sensor [1] as a tool for immunochemical monitoring in the micro well. But conventional 2D-SPR sensors can be applied to only the spots over several hundreds \(\mu\)m scale. In order to realize SPR imaging of 10 \(\mu\)m wells, further improvements of resolution and sensitivity are required. Since SPR is based on surface waves, its sensitivity might be drastically decreased in small area such as 10\(\mu\)m well.

In this study, mouse IgG in micro wells was detected by using the high resolution 2D-SPR sensor (2D-SPR04A, NTT-AT) [2] which we have developed.

2. Experimental
Fig.1 shows the schematic drawing of the sensor system. The sensor system employed the high refractive optical system, 7X microscopic lens and cooled CCD camera. The micro-well array was prepared with a PDMS film on gold sensor film.
Protein A was used as a receptor of mouse IgG, and was immobilized onto the gold by covalent binding via 4,4'-dithiodibutyric acid.

3. Results and discussion

With 10 and 30 μm I.D. micro wells, mouse IgG were detected. But little responses could be observed in 10 μm wells. This may caused by sensitivity decrease of SPR sensing in micro area. In order to improve the sensitivity of the SPR sensor, measurement conditions of SPR sensor was optimized. Sensitivity could be extremely improved by the optimization of measurement angle, exposure time, light source intensity and so on. For example, the maximum response was obtained when the measurement angle was set at (SPR angle – 0.5°) as shown in Fig.2.

By the optimization of measurement angle and exposure time of CCD camera, SPR sensitivity was improved by over 20 times, as shown in Fig.3 (at 20mg/ml glucose). Under this condition, IgG was measured in 10 and 30 μm micro wells. In 30 μm micro wells, sensor response to 0.1mg/ml mouse IgG was improved by 5 times. 0.01 mg/ml IgG also could be detected under the same condition. In 10 μm micro wells, 0.1 mg/ml IgG could be successfully detected with this micro-arrayed 2D-SPR sensor (SPR image was shown in Fig.4 and the sensor response was in Fig.5). These results show the possibility of the real-time monitoring for the antibody production by a single B lymphocyte in a micro well.
Fig. 3 Improvement of SPR sensor sensitivity by optimization of measurement angles and exposure time

Fig. 4 SPR image of 10 μm micro wells filled with mouse IgG

Fig. 5 SPR sensor response to mouse IgG and BSA in 10 μm micro wells (Averaged value obtained with 12 wells indicated with circles in Fig.4)
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PYROLYZED CARBON FOR DETECTION OF BIOMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS USING ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY
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ABSTRACT

We demonstrate the use of carbon electrode fabricated by pyrolysis process for biological applications. Pyrolyzed carbon electrodes from AZ 9260 are fabricated by photolithography and photoresist thermal decomposition in a N$_2$ atmosphere. The detection of avidin binding to the pyrolyzed carbon electrode modified with biotin as receptor is carried out successfully by measuring the electrochemical impedance change.

Keywords: Pyrolyzed carbon electrode, Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, Biomolecular interaction detection

1. INTRODUCTION

Carbon has been one of the most popular materials due to properties such as wide electrochemical stability, low-background noise, and excellent biocompatibility. Pyrolyzed carbon microstructures, fabricated by photolithography and photoresist thermal decomposition in inert atmosphere, have been reported for various applications such as microbatteries, image sensors, and biochemical sensors [1-3]. Pyrolyzed carbon electrodes can have complex and fine shapes and are reducible compared to carbon ink by silk screen printing or carbon pastes. In this paper, we demonstrate the use of carbon electrode fabricated by pyrolysis process for biological applications. Biotin and avidin are selected as receptor-ligand model system and avidin detection is carried out on the pyrolyzed carbon electrode modified with biotin by measuring the electrochemical impedance change.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Fig. 1(a) shows a schematic view of a device with a pyrolyzed carbon working electrode, an Au counter electrode, and a reference wire for electrochemical impedance measurement. The carbon electrode is modified with biotin for detection of avidin binding using the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Fig. 2 shows the fabrication process of a pyrolyzed carbon electrode device for electrochemical impedance experiment. Positive photoresist, AZ 9260, is spin-coated at 5000 rpm onto the wafer with 0.8 μm-thick SiO$_2$ and developed after baking on a hotplate at 110°C. The pyrolysis of patterned AZ 9260 is carried out at temperature 1000°C for 30 min in a N$_2$ atmosphere. Fig. 3 shows the (a) thickness change, (b) surface roughness, (c) resistivity, and (d) specific contact resistivity ($\rho_c$) of pyrolyzed
carbon versus pyrolysis temperature between 600°C and 1000°C. The pyrolyzed AZ 9260 thickness decreases from 14% to 19% of the initial thickness as the temperature increases from 600°C to 1000°C. The resistivity decreases from 13.3 kΩ·cm to 9 mΩ·cm as the temperature increases from 700°C to 1000°C.

3. RESULTS

The electrochemical measurement system consists of an Au counter electrode, an Ag reference wire, and a carbon working electrode pyrolyzed at 1000°C with AZ 9260. The measurement is carried out in 100 µl of 10 mM PBS (pH 7.4) containing 10 mM KCl and 10 mM Fe(CN)₆ as electrolytic solution. The impedance spectra are measured from 2 kHz to 50 mHz at E=111 mV with 10 mV AC. Fig. 4 shows FT-IR spectra of carbon electrode pyrolyzed at 700°C before and after O2 plasma treatment. A carbonyl peak of plasma-treated carbon is apparent at 1585 cm⁻¹ and increases compared to plasma-untreated electrode. The carbon electrode is incubated in the ethanol with 50 mM EDC/NHS for 2 hr and then kept in the ethanol with 1 mg biotin (EZ-link amine-PEO₂-biotin, Pierce) for 2 hr. The biotin-modified carbon electrode is incubated for 1 hr in the 10 mM PBS (pH 7.4) with 10% triton X-100 to reduce non-specific binding of avidin. Fig. 6 shows cyclic voltammetry results of biotin-modified carbon electrodes before and after 500 µg/ml avidin binding. Fig. 6 shows the impedance measurement results on biotin/triton-modified carbon electrode before and after 500 µg/ml avidin binding compared to biotin/triton-unmodified electrode as a Nyquist plot. The noticeable increase of impedance modulus and phase is observed upon the avidin binding onto the carbon electrode modified with biotin compared to unmodified electrode. Fig. 7 shows the electron-transfer resistance (Rₑₑ) at the biotin-modified carbon electrodes versus avidin concentration between 50 ng/ml and 500 µg/ml. As the avidin concentration increases, Rₑₑ increases due to the enhanced avidin binding on the biotin-modified carbon electrodes. In this experiment, we employed the pyrolyzed carbon electrode for avidin detection using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and avidin was detected successfully on the pyrolyzed carbon electrode modified with biotin by measuring the electrochemical impedance change.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have fabricated carbon electrodes fabricated by pyrolysis process for biomolecular interactions. The pyrolysis of patterned AZ 9260 is carried out at temperature 1000°C for 30 min in a N₂ atmosphere, following 300°C for 3 hr at ramping rate of 10 °C/min. The pyrolyzed AZ 9260 thickness decreases from 14% to 19% of the initial thickness as the temperature increases from 600°C to 1000°C. The resistivity decreases from 13.3 kΩ·cm to 9 mΩ·cm as the temperature increases from 700°C to 1000°C. The detection of avidin binding to the pyrolyzed carbon electrode modified with biotin as receptor is carried out successfully by measuring the electrochemical impedance change.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic view of a device with a pyrolyzed carbon working electrode, Au counter electrode, and reference wire for electrochemical impedance measurement and (b) a biotin-modified carbon electrode for detection of avidin binding.

Figure 2. Fabrication process of a pyrolyzed carbon electrode device.

Figure 3. (a) Thickness change, (b) surface roughness, (c) resistivity, and (d) specific contact resistivity ($\rho_c$) of pyrolyzed carbon versus pyrolysis temperature.
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Abstract

This paper reports non-surface-binding, label-free PCR product quantification using a field effect transistor as a DNA sensor. Fast and sequential detection of DNA samples has been achieved without regeneration of sensing surface by using readout circuitry integrated with FET DNA sensors. In addition, various PCR amplicon concentrations are successfully quantified.

Keywords: DNA chip, PCR, field effect transistor, label-free detection, non-surface-binding, sequential detection

1. Introduction

It has been reported that field effect transistors (FET) can be used for the detection of PCR products [1, 2]. In the previous works, the detection was achieved by the surface-binding DNAs on the transistors. Therefore, prior to the detection of PCR products, the deposition of a positively charged layer, such as poly-L-lysine, on the sensing region was required for electrostatic association. The introduction of additional layers lengthens the total analysis time, and can be a noise source due to the variation of each deposition in case of sequential sensing. In this paper, we first present a fast, label-free FET sensor which detects PCR products with no surface binding mechanism.

2. Device Structure

Figure 1 shows a cross sectional view of the proposed FET DNA sensor. The device is fabricated by using standard 1.0μm CMOS processes with an additional etching step in poly silicon gate region. The gate oxide (about 25nm) is exposed to sample solution as a sensing layer. Platinum layer is deposited and patterned to be used as a...
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reference electrode which applies bias voltage to the gate through electrolyte solution.

The surface potential on the gate oxide is determined by the negative surface charge formed at a given ionic strength from the reaction equilibrium of SiO₂ surface and pH 6 solution [3]. The influx of PCR amplicon solution of similar pH will change the surface potential mainly as a combined result of increased charge density and ionic strength. This event is detected by measuring the decrease in drain current resulting from the reduction of electron carrier concentration in the channel of field effect transistors.

![Diagram of integrated readout circuit](image)

**Figure 2. Schematic of integrated readout circuit.**

The fabricated device consists of 16×12 arrays to collect statistically-sufficient data points at once. We designed n-type FET arrays with addressing and readout circuits. Each column has a current mirror and the whole array shares a charge amplifier as shown in Figure 2. The current mirror copies the current from a selected pixel and the charge amplifier converts current into voltage. Figure 3 shows the fabricated sensor chip, the magnified view of FET sensors and its custom jig. The chip is located inside the jig (shown in a dashed line) to be immersed in sample solution delivered through microfluidic channels.

![Photograph of the fabricated DNA sensor chip](image)

**Figure 3. (a) Photograph of the fabricated DNA sensor chip; (b) Magnified view of a sensing element; (c) Microfluidic assembly jig in which the fabricated chip (dashed line) is loaded upside down.**

3. Experimental Results

The PCR of 25 cycles has been performed for *Staphylococcus aureus* of 249-base-pair and 460-base-pair, respectively. Negative control samples employed the same protocol except for the plasmid template. Figure 4 shows the experimental results for PCR amplicon solutions and negative control samples. Since DNAs are not required to be bound to the sensor surface, fast and sequential detection of various DNA samples can be achieved. Sensing chamber is washed with 0.01mM phosphate buffer solution (pH 6) prior to every injection of samples. All fluids are introduced with a flow rate of 10mL/min. Figure 5 shows the response characteristics after introduction of PCR products. Response time is measured under 10 sec, which is by an order of magnitude faster than that of the previous work [1]. Various PCR amplicon concentrations are successfully quantified as shown in Figure 6. Surface potential increases monotonously as concentration increases.
Figure 4. Sequential detection of various samples. “P” denotes PCR product injections while “N” denotes negative control sample injections. Number means different concentrations and template types: (1) 3ng/μL, 249bp, (2) 6ng/μL, 460bp and (3) 3ng/μL, 460bp. Arrows with “B” indicate the injection of 0.01mM phosphate buffer solution for washing.

**4. Conclusions**

We have demonstrated non-surface-binding quantification of PCR products using field effect transistors integrated with readout circuitry. DNA samples have been sequentially and instantly detected without renewal of sensing surface. Additionally, diverse concentrations of PCR amplicons have been successfully discriminated.

Figure 5. Sensor response after introduction of PCR product of 460bp *Staphylococcus aureus*.

Figure 6. Quantification of five PCR amplicon samples. (0.25ng/μL, 0.5ng/μL, 1ng/μL, 5ng/μL and 10ng/μL)
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Abstract

We propose a new approach to measure the dielectrophoretic property of colloidal nanoparticles by diffraction intensity of a temporally induced grating. We obtained the dependence of dielectrophoresis on the frequency of the applied voltage for silica particles of 8nm in diameter by using the optical method.

Keywords: nanoparticle, dielectrophoresis, density grating

1. Introduction

Nanoparticles are widely used in many fields such as pharmaceutics, biotechnology and semiconductor industry. The dielectrophoresis (DEP) is known as an efficient tool for handling nanoparticles [1][2], because DEP exerts forces to the particles with induced dipole moment toward the more intense electric field. Many reports described the function of DEP, however, the size of the particle concerned was mostly in the ranges of a micrometer or a sub-micrometer level, while we intended to deal with particles of 1nm -100nm in diameter. The difficulty of DEP for these small particles is the decreased sensitivity, because the DEP force is proportional to the third power of diameter of the particle.

2. Theory

To attain more sensitive detection, we propose a new technique, based on light diffraction from the periodic modulation of particle density induced by DEP. Increased sensitivity is due to the fact that many nanoparticles thus modulated serve to diffract light in phase to a particular diffraction order.

3. Experimental

We use the system shown in Fig.1, where the particles are contained in a sample cuvette having a pair (L and R) of comb electrodes, patterned by lithography on an inner side of the cuvette window. A picture of the electrodes is shown in Fig.2. A radio frequency (r-f) voltage applied between the two electrodes induces the DEP force to the particles, and the particles are forced to migrate toward the space between R and L, forming a density grating. Then, once again as in Fig.1, we illuminate the density grating by the collimated light. We can use the diffracted light intensity as a measure of the strength of DEP. Due to the special electrodes design as shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2, the pitch of the particle density grating (40μm) is twice as large as the teeth of the
electrode (20μm). Thus the first order diffraction from the density grating is separated from the undesirable diffraction from the electrodes.

Figure 1. Schematics of the system.

Figure 2. Picture of teeth of electrodes. Bright Area; electrodes, Dark Area; space between teeth of electrodes.

3. Results and discussion

An example of measurement is shown in Fig. 3, which is a result with silica particles of 8nm in diameter. At the beginning, when the r-f voltage is turned on (DEP is ON) during 0.2 seconds, the signal increases, i.e., the particles migrate by DEP and form a density grating. When the DEP is off, the signal decreases exponentially towards the original level. The ten traces in the figure correspond to different frequency of applied voltage ranging from 200kHz to 500kHz. A plot of frequency dependence is shown in Fig. 4, where the ordinate is the diffraction intensity. Because the diffracted light power is proportional to the square of the density modulation of the particles [3], it can be related to the efficiency of the DEP.

The decay rate of the curves in Fig.3 is related with the diffusion coefficient of the particles. Then, the diffusion coefficient can be easily converted to the particle diameter based on the Einstein-Stokes relation, using the known viscosity and absolute temperature [4].

In addition to the silica particles mentioned above, we have carried out measurements
for polystyrene particles, protein suspensions (such as bovine serum albumin and cytochrome C) and nano particles of gold. So the proposed method is expected to have various fields of application in research and industry of nanoparticles.

Figure 3. Raw trace of the diffraction intensity for silica particles of 8 nm in diameter. DEP/ON; for measurement of DEP force, DEP/OFF; for measurement of the diffusion coefficient of nanoparticles.

Figure 4. Frequency property for silica particles of 8nm in diameter. The diffracted light power of 0.1 seconds after DEP start in Fig.3 was plotted
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Abstract

A nanomechanical microcantilever promises to bring about revolution in the field of chemical and biological analysis system development. We report the peptide immobilized nanomechanical microcantilever operated in dynamic vibration mode for quantitative label-free detection of protein kinase A. The detection principle of dynamic cantilever is that specific interaction on the microcantilever surface lead to the dynamic response change of microcantilevers. We achieved the protein kinase A detection in the low concentration as much as 6.6 pM through measuring the dynamic response change of microcantilever.

Keywords: Nanomechanics, Microcantilever, Protein kinases, Peptide

1. Introduction

Protein kinases are key regulators of cell function that constitute one of the largest and most functionally diverse gene families. Protein kinases that serve as molecular switches are by definition highly dynamic proteins that can toggle between different conformational states [1]. Because of these important roles of protein kinases, they get to be major targets for drug delivery. In this point of view, to understand functions of protein kinases, a detection of small amount protein kinases is essential issue. Here, we report the quantitative detection of protein kinase A (PK A) on a nanomechanical dynamic microcantilever, described by resonant frequency shift.
2. Experimental

In order to achieve direct mechanical response, nanomechanical dynamic microcantilever was fabricated by using micromachining process. Fig. 1 shows the measurement schemes and a SEM photograph of the nanomechanical dynamic cantilever arrays designed for dynamic self-exciting and sensing. For active role of a sensor in the biomolecules interaction, we deposited a gold (50 nm) layer for the recognition layer on the nanomechanical dynamic microcantilever. After the gold deposition on microcantilever, the peptide inhibitor was immobilized by using calixcrown self-assembled monolayers and streptavidin. And then, we performed the biological passivation by using BSA as shown in Fig. 2. Before and after PK A was interacted with peptide inhibitor on the microcantilever, we measured the resonant frequency of the microcantilever. We calculated the resonant frequency shift values due to the PK A-peptide inhibitor interaction via measured resonant frequencies.

3. Results and discussion

We investigated the dynamic response change of the microcantilever caused by specific binding between PK A and inhibitor. Fig. 3 shows the experimental results of the mechanical response as a function of the PK A concentration ranging from 6.6pM to 66nM and we can achieve the detection limit up to pico molar level. This result (Fig. 3) manifest that the surface stress is proportional to the population of PK A - peptide inhibitor pairs, indicating that the intermolecular interactions between PK A - peptide inhibitor pairs generate the compressive stress [2]. Moreover, it clearly reveals that ATP affect PK A - peptide inhibitor interaction. The specific binding property of PK A and its inhibitor was validated by monitoring the resonant frequency of microcantilevers when they are dipped into the myoglobin antigen. When this happened, there was no resonant frequency shift of microcantilevers, indicating that the peptide inhibitor exhibit the specificity in binding of PK A. Fig. 4 shows the SPR analysis result of quantitative PK A - peptide inhibitor interaction. The results from Fig 3. and Fig. 4. indicate that nanomechanical dynamic microcantilever has high analytical sensitivity and wide dynamic range than SPR.

4. Conclusions

We demonstrated the label-free detection of protein kinases in the low concentration with the nanomechanical dynamic microcantilever. It indicates that microcantilever is
very useful tool to detect the biomolecules of small amount. Consequently, the nanomechanical cantilever can provide a simple, label-free electric detection for bioanalysis system.
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Figure 1. Measurement schemes and SEM photograph of the nanomechanical dynamic microcantilever arrays designed for dynamic self-sensing.

Figure 2. A schematic diagram showing the specific interaction between the peptide and protein kinase A.

Figure 3. Resonant frequency changes as a function of PK A concentration.

Figure 4. Surface plasmon responses as a function of protein kinase A concentration.
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Abstract

This paper reports on the preparation of a superhydrophobic nanostructured surface consisting of chemically modified silicon nanowires for the realisation of EWOD counter electrode and matrix-free mass spectrometry analysis. The main advantages associated with such a substrate are: (i) flow resistance of droplets considerably reduced, (ii) simple realisation of hydrophilic and functionalized pads in the superhydrophobic surface allowing analytes trapping and enhancement of the liquid/surface interaction, (iii) subsequent analysis by matrix-free desorption/ionization MS-DIOS on these pads.

Keywords: EWOD, Superhydrophobic surfaces, Silicon nanowires, DIOS-MS

1. Introduction

Current digital microfluidic systems are often based on the electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) effect which allows droplet handling basic operation [1]. So far, the best EWOD results obtained for MALDI analysis concern a set up consisting of two parallel plates, a base and a cover preventing from evaporation, between which microdroplets of biological liquid are sandwiched [2]. Classically, the base is made of an electrode array coated with a bilayer composed of a dielectric and an amorphous fluoropolymer plane layer. The cover, working as a counter electrode, is made of a conductive substrate (i.e. silicon) coated with the same amorphous fluoropolymer layer.

This paper reports on the preparation of a superhydrophobic nanostructured surface consisting of chemically modified silicon nanowires (SiNWs) for the realisation of EWOD counter electrode and matrix-free mass spectrometry analysis. The main advantages associated with such a substrate are: (i) flow resistance of droplets considerably reduced, (ii) simple realisation of hydrophilic and functionalized pads in the superhydrophobic surface allowing analytes trapping and enhancement of the liquid/surface interaction, (iii) subsequent analysis by matrix-free desorption/ionization MS-DIOS on these pads.

2. Theory

The silicon nanowires used in the present study were prepared by the so-called vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism [3-6]. The fundamental process is based on metal catalyst directed chemical vapor deposition of silicon. In this technique, the diameter of the nanowires is determined by the diameter of the catalyst particles and therefore, the method provides an efficient means to obtain uniform-sized nanowires (Figure 1).
First, a thin film (4 nm thick) of gold was evaporated on a silicon (Si) substrate. Gold nanoparticles with a high size distribution were obtained due to metal dewetting on the surface. Exposure of the gold-coated Si surface to silane gas (SiH₄) at a pressure of 100 mT at 540°C for 60 min (Q: 40 sccm) led to silicon nanowires growth. The obtained nanowires are terminated by gold seeds according to the VLS growth mechanism. They display a mean diameter comparable to the diameter of the initial gold nanoparticles catalyst and are several microns long as evidenced by SEM image (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Silicon nanowires growth using VLS technique

Wettability of a solid surface is a characteristic property of materials and is controlled by both surface roughness and surface chemical composition. To reach superhydrophobicity, a combination of surface roughness and low surface energy is required [7]. In the present work, superhydrophobic SiNWs surfaces (contact angle ~ 150°) were prepared by the combination of surface roughness and chemical modification with octadecyltrichlorosilane [8]. The surface roughness can be controlled by the SiNWs density. The as-grown SiNWs display a roughness of several hundreds nanometers as estimated by AFM imaging.

3. Experimental

The bottom plates were fabricated by using standard microfabrication techniques. The bottom glass plate consists of an array of independently addressable control electrodes (1 mm²) patterned in a 10 nm thin nickel layer, which is further coated with a SU-8 layer (2μm) as a dielectric (Figure 3). A hydrophobic layer of Teflon AF 1600 (20 nm) is then deposited (contact angle = 115°). Silicon nanowires are synthesized on silicon substrate (counter electrode) using the well-known Vapor-Liquid-Solid (VLS) technique (Presented in 2. Theory - Figure 1 and 2) [5]. The formation of a superhydrophobic layer on the silicon nanowires surface was achieved by chemical derivatization with octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) (contact angle = 149°) while the DIOS pads are prepared by a simple exposure of the octadecyl-terminated silicon nanowires surface to UV-ozone through a physical mask containing 20x50 μm² apertures. Thus, we can locally control the wetting properties of a macroscopic hydrophobic surface.

Figure 2: SEM view of SiNWs    Figure 3: Set up of the EWOD platform
4. Results and discussion

The gap between two plates is 300 μm so that a 1 μL droplet of biological liquid (Substance P amide, 5.10^{-5} M.L^{-1}) can be moved under 68 V while 100 V were required to displace the same droplet with a classical cover (silicon wafer coated with Teflon).

Finally, mass spectrometry analysis of the targets in the hydrophilic DIOS pads is carried out using MALDI TOF-TOF with no organic matrix. It has been shown that silicon nanowires can successfully be used as a substrate for MS analysis without any organic matrix [9] (Figure 2).

![Figure 1: Droplet sandwiched between two plates system (base coated with Teflon, cover with NW / OTS)](image1)

![Figure 2: Mass spectrum of Substance P amide on VLS hydrophilic pad](image2)

5. Conclusions

EWOD and MALDI is often combined to allow sample displacement and analysis on the same chip. MALDI requires the use of a matrix which complicates the microsystem. We have shown that we can use superhydrophobic nanostructured counter electrode for EWOD displacement and as DIOS target. Moreover, the applied voltage dramatically decrease.
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MEMS-BASED PICOLITER ELECTROCHEMICAL CELL ARRAY FOR THE FABRICATION OF OLIGONUCLEOTIDE CHIPS
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Abstract

An array of microcantilevers, allowing electrochemical reactions to take place inside picoliter droplets, was used to fabricate a simple DNA chip bearing two ODN probes as a proof-of-concept. The electrochemical cells consist of drops of electrolyte deposited onto a conductive substrate by microcantilevers that incorporate a fluidic channel patterned with a gold electrode. This tool allows structuring surfaces with micrometer size ODN spots through electro-co-polymerization of pyrrole and ODN bearing pyrrole monomer. The described procedure enables the rapid fabrication of biochips with a controlled probe density and ODN spots which conserve their specificity.

Keywords: Electrochemistry, Micropatterning, ODN chips, Polypyrrole

1. Introduction

In the last twenty years, DNA recognition based on its hybridization with oligonucleotide (ODN) probes has received increased attention, especially for the fabrication of ODN chips. This is mostly due to its potential for genetic material analysis as well as the possibility to diagnose genetic diseases. Lately, several tools have been developed in order to decrease the size of these chips by increasing their density [1]. This size reduction is pertinent only if the spots can be printed uniformly. This condition is necessary to properly compare fluorescence signals and validate results. Toward this aim, we propose a method relying on the use of a microcantilever-based deposition tool, presented in [2], that enables the electrodeposition of polypyrrole conjugated with biomolecules onto conductive substrates. Because the printed liquid droplet size and polymer film thickness are controlled by the contact time during deposition and the electropolymerization charge, reproducible spots can be created with this technique.

2. Experimental

Figure 1.a displays the process used for substrate structuration with polypyrrole spots using the cantilever array (shown in Figure 1.b). The ten cantilevers (fabricated as depicted in Figure 2) are loaded with an electrolytic solution containing pyrrole monomers by dipping them in a reservoir drop before being moved to a precise location.
above a gold coated sample. The cantilevers are approached to the surface until mechanical contact occurs, leading to the creation of a liquid drop onto the surface. Typical drop diameters range from 5 to 25 μm. An electrochemical pulse of 2V is then applied between the anodically polarized gold substrate and the cantilever used as a counter-electrode. The pulse is applied during few tens of milliseconds, thus enabling polypyrrole electropolymerization onto the surface, before setting back the cantilevers from the surface. The resulting amperogram, e.g. the one shown in Figure 1.c., is used to verify the proper electropolymerization during the experiment.

3. Results and discussion

In such a context, ODN probes bearing pyrrole units were electrocopolymerized with unsubstituted pyrrole monomers at the gold surface leading to the localized deposition of biologically active and mechanically stable polymer films [3]. The electrodeposition process was done using an electrolytic aqueous solution containing sodium phosphate buffer saline as supporting electrolyte, pyrrole and pyrrole-ODN. Fluorescence was observed after hybridizing the spots with biotinylated complementary ODN, followed by a streptavidinphycoerythrin revelation, thus proving the biological functionality of the polymer spots. Furthermore, in order to demonstrate the specificity of the coatings toward their DNA targets, we have designed a simple biochip with two different ODN probes (M5 and CP). Figure 3 shows the fluorescence images, obtained after hybridization with M5 and CP complementary targets. As no fluorescence signal is observed on the non specific spots, specificity is demonstrated. Finally statistical operations were carried out on successively deposited droplets without any cantilever.
refill (see Figure 4). The good reproducibility of the fluorescence signal provided by each spot highlights the reproducibility of the process and exemplifies the possibility to successively fabricate biochips without refilling the cantilevers.

Figure 3. a. Schematic of a fabricated polypyrrole-ODN matrix with one row of CP and one row of M5 ODN, b. Fluorescence picture after hybridization with M5 complementary strand, c. Fluorescence picture after hybridization with CP complementary strand

Figure 4. a. Drop optical microscope picture after electropolymerization and cantilever take-off, b. Fluorescence picture after hybridization and revelation. c. Evolution of the average contrast (clear blue) and of the contrast standard deviation (dark blue) calculated for the 10 concomitantly synthesized spots according to the number of deposited spot raw

4. Conclusions

In summary, we present a new electrospotting tool that enables the fabrication of biochips integrating micrometer size ODN spots. This new method of chip synthesis allows the rapid generation of reproducible and specific ODN spots in a parallel way.
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NOVEL FLUORESCENCE DETECTION TECHNIQUE FOR NON-CONTACT TEMPERATURE SENSING IN MICROCHIP PCR

Sudip Mondal and V. Venkataraman
Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore-560012, India

Abstract
DNA amplification using Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in a small volume is used in Lab-on-chip systems involving DNA manipulation. For few microliters volume of liquid it becomes difficult to measure and monitor accurately and reproducibly the thermal profile. Conventional temperature sensors are either not biocompatible or too large and hence positioned away from the liquid leading to calibration errors. In this work we present a fluorescence based detection technique that is completely biocompatible and measures directly the liquid temperature.

Keywords: Fluorescence detection, microchip-PCR, SYBR Green, non-contact temperature sensor

1. Introduction
Fluorescence detection in chip-PCR is being used to monitor DNA amplification and calibrate the chip using melting curve analysis [1]. The most common dye used for PCR is double stranded-DNA (ds-DNA) binding SYBR green (SG). It is well known that fluorescence of most dye molecules decreases with temperature. Therefore one may expect that the SG fluorescence signal can be directly used to monitor and control the PCR mix temperature. There are however three problems in implementing this idea in conventional real time microchip PCR systems. First, fluorescence is typically recorded only once per cycle and therefore not suitable for continuous monitoring. Second, the fluorescence is proportional to ds-DNA amount and changes from cycle to cycle depending on the amplification. Lastly, the change in fluorescence with temperature is very small at the beginning of the PCR cycles due to the small initial concentration of template DNA.

In this work we show how these problems can be overcome in a 3 μL silicon-glass microchip that is heated by non-contact induction heating [2]. The technique uses a fast data acquisition system with a low noise Lock-in amplifier for collecting fluorescence data. The calibrated intensity is used to measure and control the in-situ temperature using computer controlled set point for PCR in the silicon-glass microchip.

2. Experimental
The PCR mix is prepared using 2X DyNAmo qPCR kit (Finzymes) containing SG and Thermus brockianus DNA polymerase. 50 μL of the mix contains 100 ng of Lambda DNA and 0.5 μM of forward and reverse primers. 6U of Thermus aquaticus polymerase is added in excess to overcome adverse surface adsorption effect in
microchip. For fluorescence feedback experiments we added separately 50 ng of a 100 base-pair DNA (called “sensor DNA”) apart from the template and primers in the mix.

SG fluorescence signal is collected using 470 nm blue excitation and 520 nm emission using a silicon photodiode. The photocurrent is measured using fast low noise data acquisition system using a Lock-in amplifier SRS-830 to monitor the fluorescence continuously [3]. For fluorescence feedback, photocurrent is used to compare with the set point provided from the computer.

Silicon-glass microchip is fabricated using MEMS techniques [2]. PCR is performed with 3 μL volume in a silicon-glass microchip covered with 4 μL of mineral oil. The microchip is cycled through the temperature cycles using induction heater. For comparison with temperature feedback control, a k-type thermocouple is attached to the secondary.

4. Results and discussion

Fluorescence profile of 30 PCR cycles amplifying Lambda DNA is shown in Figure 1A using thermal profile shown in the inset. The increase in fluorescence envelope indicates successful amplification. During the initial cycles, denaturation and extension fluorescence are very close and becomes well separated at the later cycles. A 100 base-pair sensor DNA is suitably chosen so that it is non-specific to the primers and does not get amplified. Its fluorescence therefore does not change from one cycle to the next (Figure 1B). This large “background” continuous fluorescence signal from the sensor DNA is calibrated against temperature and used to control the heater power during the PCR reaction of Lambda DNA.

In Figure 2, we compare the temperature and fluorescence data from the chip using conventional temperature control (2A and 2B) of a calibrated thermocouple sensor attached close to the chip with our novel fluorescence feedback control (2C and 2D). Adding sensor DNA to PCR saturates the amplification signal but allows the switching of temperature reproducibly between the set points required for PCR. We perform melting curve analysis before and after the PCR for product specificity.
Figure 3A shows data corresponding to the sensor DNA before PCR and the amplified product after PCR for both temperature and fluorescence feedback control. This is also confirmed by gel electrophoresis figure 3B.

Figure 3. Confirmation of PCR with sensor DNA. Melting (3A) and Gel doc. (3B) of PCR product

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a novel method for non-contact temperature sensing and control of microchip PCR reactions using SYBR Green fluorescence detection.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A GOLD-CAPPED NANOPARTICLE LAYER-BASED OPTICAL BIOSENSOR FOR LABEL-FREE DETECTION OF BIOMOLECULAR INTERACTION STUDIES
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Abstract
We developed a Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) based label-free optical biosensor. The gold-capped nanoparticle layer chip was applied to the LSPR-based optical biosensor for label-free monitoring the antibody-antigen reaction. For this purpose, the C-reactive protein (CRP) antibody was immobilized on the surface of gold-capped nanoparticle layer chip, which could recognize only CRP antigen. The detection limit was found to be 10 pg/ml by using the CRP antibody immobilized LSPR based label-free optical biosensor.

keywords: Gold-capped nanoparticle layer chip, label-free optical sensor, LSPR, CRP antibody-antigen reaction

1. Introduction
The excitation of LSPR by visible light at an incident wavelength, where resonance would occur, results in the appearance of intense absorption bands. The intensity and position of the SP absorption bands are characteristic of the type of the nanomaterial, the diameter of nanoparticles and their distribution. These methods can detect an immediate change in the interfacial refractive index (RI) of the surrounding medium [1], which is greatly affected by the attachment of biomolecules at the colloid-solution interface. Biomolecule binding induces a change in the color of the sensor substrate, thus providing an easily detectable optical signal. Mie theory predicts a red shift in the position of the absorbance peak (λmax) and an increase in its intensity.

LSPR phenomena have been previously utilized to monitor biomolecular interactions by our group [2] and others [3,4]. In this research, we achieved the improvement of the sensitivity using the gold-capped nanoparticle layer chip that was applied to detect the antibody-antigen recognition reaction.

2. Experimental
For the fabrication of LSPR-based optical biosensor, the surface modified silica nanoparticles (diameter: 100 nm) were aligned onto the gold-deposited slide glass substrate by the Functional Self-Assembled Monolayer (SAM) between them, which is shown in Figure 1. Then, nanoparticle layer was also deposited with gold (300 Å) by using thermal evaporator. White light emerging from the optical fiber bundle was incident onto the gold-capped nanoparticle layer chip from the vertical direction. The reflected light was coupled into the detection optical probe of the optical fiber bundle and analyzed by the UV-visible spectrophotometer directly without the need of any external detectors, that making this detection easy and fast unlike the conventional SPR apparatus. All absorbance spectra were taken from 400 to 800 nm on the UV-visible spectrophotometer at room temperature. Figure 2 shows the LSPR optical properties of the gold-capped nanoparticle layer chip at each step of fabrication.
The experimental procedure for the immobilization of CRP antibody is shown in Figure 3. The antibody immobilization was carried out with an almost similar procedure to the formation of the gold-capped nanoparticle layer chip. The CRP antibody was immobilized on the gold-capped nanoparticle layer chip, which could recognize only CRP antigen. The CRP antibody-antigen reaction was performed by the introduction of different concentrations (1 μg ~ 1 fg/ml) of CRP antigen solution for 1h onto CRP antibody immobilized gold-capped nanoparticle layer chip.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 4 shows the LSPR optical properties for each step of the immobilization of CRP antibody and the CRP antibody-antigen reaction. The peak absorbance and the wavelength of gold-capped nanoparticle layer chip were observed at 1.4 and 536nm, respectively. The optical properties evaluation of CRP antibody and antigen reaction
was carried out using the anti-CRP antibody immobilized LSPR-based optical biosensor. In the results, the optical properties of LSPR based label-free optical biosensor were shown to be able to distinguish reaction between CRP antibody and antigen on the surface of gold-capped nanoparticle layer chip.

In addition, the CRP antibody-antigen reaction was performed by the introduction of different concentrations of CRP antigen solution for 1h onto CRP antibody immobilized gold-capped nanoparticle layer chip. Subsequently, the optical properties evaluation of CRP antibody and antigen reaction was carried out. The detection limit was found to be 10 pg/ml by using the CRP antibody immobilized LSPR based label-free optical biosensor as shown in the Figure 5.

4. Conclusions
In this report, the optical properties of LSPR based label-free optical biosensor were shown to be able to distinguish reaction between CRP antibody and antigen on the surface of gold-capped nanoparticle layer chip. We expect that this detection method using LSPR based label-free optical biosensor is possible to analyze conveniently with high sensitivity, because there is no necessity of labeling such as the enzymes and the fluorescent dye.
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Figure 5. Optical properties and absorbance strength change according to concentration of CRP antigen by using LSPR based label-free optical sensor
(a) Optical properties (b) Absorbance strength change
PRESSURE AND SUPERCRITICAL CO₂ CONDITIONS IMPROVE THE ESTERIFICATION REACTION OF PHTHALIC ANHYDRIDE WITH METHANOL IN GLASS MICROREACTORS
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Abstract
We have developed a new microreactor platform for studying high pressure synthetic chemistry near/under supercritical conditions. A simple reaction, the esterification of phthalic anhydride with methanol, was studied at high pressures as well as under scCO₂ conditions using a continuous flow glass microreactor. The unique design of this system is such that supercritical conditions can be generated in the microreactor, by controlling the pressure and temperature. The microreactor design allows to study the influence of different p,T-conditions on the rate constants in an easy way.

Keywords: microreactor, high-pressure, kinetics, supercritical CO₂

1. Introduction
High-pressure conditions can have a positive effect on the rate constant, yield, and selectivity of chemical reactions. However, work in this area has been limited due to the requirement of special equipment. The small characteristic dimensions of microreactors make them suitable for performing chemical reactions that need extreme conditions, like high pressures or temperatures, without extensive safety precautions. In this contribution the results of a study on the reaction kinetics of an esterification reaction are presented when performed in a glass microreactor under high pressures and supercritical CO₂ (sc CO₂) conditions.

2. Experimental
In Figure 1(a) a picture of the microreactor, made of Borofloat glass, is shown. It has two inlets for the introduction of pressurized fluids. In the following channel (70×30 μm², length 13.5 mm) mixing of the fluids takes place as well as the chemical reaction. This channel connects to a narrow channel (20×5 μm²; length 177 mm), which acts as a hydraulic resistance that ensures a constant pressure in the reaction zone.

In this chip the esterification of phthalic anhydride in methanol was performed (Figure 1(b)). In Figure 2 the kinetic values are depicted as a function of pressure for different temperatures.
Substantial increases in kinetic values were found when the reaction was done at high pressures. For all investigated temperatures, there is a sharp increase in the rate constants. For instance, at 20 °C 42-fold and 79-fold increases were found for a pressure increase of 90 or 110 bar, respectively. In Table 1 an overview is given of the rate constants obtained from experiments done at high pressures (90 and 110 bars) and for experiments where scCO₂ is used as cosolvent. scCO₂ is generated in the microreactor by changing the phase of CO₂(l) by increasing the temperature of the reaction zone above the critical temperature (Tₖ) of CO₂. When scCO₂ is used as cosolvent, at pressures of 90 and 110 bar very high enlargements of the rate constants were observed, for example, 161-fold and 296-fold increases at 40 °C.

3. Discussion

Theoretically, for labscale experiments a pressure of 110 bar should not affect the reaction kinetics. However, when performed in the microreactor, significant increases were found. These enlarged reaction rates might be attributed to the distinctive

![Figure 1. (a) Microreactor chip (20 × 15 × 2.2 mm). Legend: 1 inlet liquid-CO₂, 2 inlet sample solutions, 3 reaction zone, 4 fluidic resistor, 5 expansion zone, 6 outlet. (b) Scheme of the esterification of phthalic anhydride with methanol.](image)

![Figure 2. Kinetic values as a function of pressure for different temperatures.](image)
conditions under which the continuous flow microreactor is operated, such as diffusive mixing under laminar-flow regime in small reaction volumes (~260 nL of the reaction zone) [1].

Table 1. Kinetic values for different temperatures at 90 and 110 bars with and without scCO₂ as cosolvent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T /°C</th>
<th>methanol</th>
<th>Methanol + scCO₂</th>
<th>methanol</th>
<th>Methanol + scCO₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.5 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>6.7 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.6 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>1.2 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>1.4 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>2.0 × 10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.6 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>1.8 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>3.1 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>3.1 × 10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.5 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>2.7 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>6.4 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>4.6 × 10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.5 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>3.6 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>1.3 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>6.9 × 10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mean values from duplicate experiments.

Other aspects, like material properties (hydroxy and silanol groups in the surface), could also play a role since the esterification reaction is acid catalyzed, and are currently examined. In case of scCO₂ as cosolvent, extremely high rate constants were found. This is attributed to the unique properties of scCO₂, which dramatically change reaction rates with relatively small changes in temperature and pressure [2].

4. Conclusions
Clearly, the results of this study show that glass microreactors in continuous flow mode operated at high pressure conditions give rise to significant rate enhancements. Since temperature and pressure can be regulated and their influence on continuous flow reactions can be observed easily and fast, this microreactor has a great potential for high-throughput screening at high pressures. Implementation of high-pressure processes in microreactors offer important advantages in terms of safety and therefore makes high pressure research easier accessible.
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A DIGITAL MICROFLUIDIC SYSTEM TO FACILITATE PRESTEADY STATE KINETIC STUDIES USING MALDI-TOF MS
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Abstract
A digital microfluidic system has been developed to facilitate studies of reaction kinetics using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry. The device consists of an integrated mixer and individually addressable electrodes arranged to allow the combination of liquid droplets at well-defined time intervals. The device combines two droplets to initiate a reaction, then, with precise timing, combines a third droplet to quench the reaction, and finally combines a fourth droplet to form a matrix. The device was tested against a model protein tyrosine phosphatase system, and good agreement with results previously published using more time consuming analytical methods was found.

Keywords: MALDI, digital microfluidics, kinetic, protein tyrosine phosphatase

1. Introduction
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry has been demonstrated as a useful tool in presteady state kinetic research by Houston et al., who combined it off-line with quench-flow methods to follow the appearance of a protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTPase) reaction intermediate [1]. Houston et al., were capable of measuring rate constants up to 30 s\(^{-1}\). The device described within extends this technique to measure rate constants approximately 5 times greater.

MALDI-TOF allows for the determination of rate constants regardless of the incorporation of a chromophore, which is not possible with spectrophotometric studies of presteady state kinetics, and at a wide variety of buffer concentrations, which is difficult with electrospray ionization mass spectrometry. Both of these advantages are useful if one wishes to study enzymatic reactions at naturally occurring conditions. The primary shortcoming of MALDI-TOF is its limited ability to obtain quantitative measurements. However, quantitation is possible under specific conditions.

Wheeler et al. have already developed an electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) digital microfluidic system for use with MALDI-TOF [4]. However, the Wheeler et al. device would have several drawbacks when used in kinetic studies. First, the Wheeler et al. device, being an EWOD system, requires a lid during droplet manipulation. While the lid can be manually removed, this step limits the device’s throughput, and prevents immediate analysis of the crystallized product within the MALDI-TOF system.
Further, while Paik et al [3] have demonstrated droplet mixers for EWOD based systems, the Wheeler et al. device does not include these. The digital microfluidic device described within does not possess these disadvantages, and has the added advantage of lower fabrication cost, and ease of use.

As a model system, YOP51 PTPase [5] was analyzed. Deprotonated PTPases act as nucleophilic thiolates during their attacks on phosphates. Mass-spectrometric analyses of PTPases are possible due to the predictable formation of a covalent phosphoenzyme intermediate [1]. In this study, unphosphorylated enzyme is used as an internal standard to permit quantitation of the phosphorylated to unphosphorylated enzyme ratio, which is used to determine presteady state kinetic values.

2. Experimental

The digital microfluidic system used to obtain kinetic values consists of individually addressable Au electrodes (Figure 1), covered by a 5 μm SU-8 5 (MicroChem) dielectric layer and a 1 μm Teflon AF 601S1-x-6 (DuPont) film.

When voltage is applied across adjacent electrodes at 500 Hz, 250 V RMS, liquid droplets quickly center themselves over the interelectrode gap. The incorporation of a spiral structure as an interelectrode gap acts as an efficient mixer [5].

Experiments were conducted by sequentially combining 0.7 μL buffered 50 μM YOP51 PTPase (Sigma) at pH 7.2 with its substrate, 20mM p-nitrophenyl phosphate (Acros), then quenching the reaction with 1 M dichloroacetic acid (Acros), and finally forming a matrix using 25 mg/ml ferulic acid in 2:1 H2O/acetoniitrile (Acros). Temperature was controlled at 30°C. Samples were directly analyzed on the digital microfluidic chip using MALDI-TOF.

Combination and mixing of droplets at well-defined time intervals was accomplished using a custom-built relay board interfaced with a laptop PC controlled using MATLAB. Each 0.7 μL droplet was initially loaded on one of the four outermost electrodes, and then brought into the center for rapid mixing. Hi-speed video analysis was used to measure average droplet speeds during transfer to the center of the device. The measured speeds were used to define zero points for the initiation of mixing.

Details of the model PTPase reaction are available elsewhere [1, 5]. However, in brief, the following equations were used to deduce the rate constants k1 and k2:

\[
C = \frac{k_2}{k_2 + k_3} \left( 1 + \frac{K_m}{[S]_0} \right) \quad (1)
\]

\[
b = k_3 + \frac{k_2}{1 + k_3 \cdot K_m} \quad (2)
\]

\[
\frac{[EP]}{[E]_0} = C \cdot \left( 1 - e^{-bt} \right) \quad (3)
\]

Nonlinear regression using MATLAB was used to fit eq. 3 to K_m values obtained from literature [5], experimentally relevant concentrations, and scaled [EP]/[E]_0 data calculated as the peak height of EP divided by the sum of the EP and E peak heights.
3. Results and Discussion

Presteady state rate constants determined using this system for YOP51 at pH 7.2, 30°C were found to be in good agreement with previously reported values [5] (Figure 3, $f_{\text{theory}}$ vs. $f_{\text{meas}}$). While a high standard deviation was observed, the system throughput was high enough to generate sufficient Gaussian distributed data to overcome the noise associated with measurements so close to the theoretical limits of detection. The advantage of this system over that by Houston et al. is not greater accuracy of individual measurements, but higher throughput allowing for inaccuracy to be overcome.
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ELECTROKINETIC TRANSPORT WITH STOKES FLOW IN MICROFLUIDIC-CHIP UNDER ASYMMETRIC CONDITIONS OF CHANNEL SURFACE
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Abstract
The behavior of the slip length and the long-range repulsion plays an essential role for design and operation in many of μTAS devices. We have developed the explicit model incorporated together the finite difference scheme for electrokinetic flow in rectangular microchannels encompassing Navier’s boundary slip. The externally applied body force originated from between the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann field around the channel wall and the flow-induced electric field is employed in the equation of motion. It is evident that the fluid slip counteracts the effect by the electric double layer (EDL) and induces a larger flow rate. Particle streak imaging by fluorescent microscope has been applied to microchannels designed to allow for flow visualization of dilute latex colloids underlying the condition of simple fluid. We recognized the behavior of fluid slip at the hydrophobic surface of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) wall, from which the slip length was evaluated for different conditions.

Keywords: microfluidic-chip, electrokinetic flow, fluid slip, colloid, particle streak

1. Introduction
Since hydrophobic materials have become attractive for use in MEMS fabrication of μTAS devices, an understanding of the physics of either microfluids or nanofluids involving electrokinetic phenomena is significant. Many studies have contributed to the slip behavior in narrow channels, in which the Navier’s fluid slip occurs in hydrophobic surfaces as depicted in Figure 1 [1,2]. A slip length $\beta$ inferred from measurements is the local equivalent distance below the solid surface at which the no-slip boundary condition would be satisfied if the flow field were extended linearly outside.

Figure 1. Fluid slip at hydrophobic surface (left), and channel with different BCs (right)
2. Theoretical consideration and computations

The surface of channel wall usually has inhomogeneous properties, due to a bonding with different materials in many of the μTAS devices. As shown in Figure 2, computations were performed with asymmetric variations of both slip length and long-range repulsion, because the hydrodynamic and electric properties depend on the material of the wall [3]. Figure 3 exhibits that the fluid slip induces a higher flow velocity, while the presence of EDL retards the flow rate. If the slip is absent, a higher apparent viscosity and a higher friction factor would be predicted.

![Figure 2. Simulation results of electric potential and velocity profiles in rectangular channel, \( R_h = 5 \, \mu m \)](image)

![Figure 3. Effect of the slip and EDL on flow velocity](image)

3. Microflow experiments

Experimental observations provide benchmark data for the verification of theoretical study and developing novel micro processes [4]. Microfabrication procedures based on the MEMS micromachining are employed to prepare the microfluidic-chip using molded PDMS and glass cover. The velocity profile of dilute latex colloids was obtained in the channel of PDMS-glass as well as PDMS-PDMS chip shown in Figure 4, by employing the fluorescent microscope with particle streak velocimetry (PSV) on a parallel uniaxial flow field [5]. A ratio of particle size to channel width is quite small, and the serpentine channel has also been considered besides the straight one.

![Figure 4. PDMS-glass and PDMS-PDMS chips (left), and experimental setup (right)](image)
4. Results and discussion

In Figure 5, we observe the fluid slip at the hydrophobic surface of PDMS wall, which allows evaluation the value of slip length for different suspension conditions. The PDMS-PDMS channel resulted in a higher flow velocity than PDMS-glass one. Figure 6 shows that the slip length has a trend to decrease as the pH increases causing the stronger electrokinetic effect, but increases as the nominal shear rate increases.

![Figure 5](image5.png)  
**Figure 5.** Uniaxial velocity profile in microfluidic-chip at 0.5 mM KCl solution

![Figure 6](image6.png)  
**Figure 6.** Variations of the slip length for different shear rate and pH

5. Conclusions

We developed the numerical scheme for electrokinetic flow with Navier’s boundary slip in rectangular channels. The Stokes flow in confined spaces is influenced by the EDL, therefore, the fluid behavior in microchannels deviates from that described by the laminar flow equation in general. Newtonian fluid slip induces a larger flow velocity and then a lower friction factor would be predicted. The validity of the velocity profile determined by flow visualization was justified by comparing with the computational results, where a good agreement was found. Newtonian fluid slip at hydrophobic surfaces has been observed at the length scale of several micrometers, and it is available to obtain the dependency of slip length on the shear rate and suspension pH.
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CONFOCAL MICROSCOPIC MEASUREMENT OF PROTON DIFFUSION IN CHEMICAL REACTING FLOW
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Abstract
A simultaneous measurement technique for velocity and pH distributions was developed to investigate proton diffusion in a chemical reacting flow. The present study employed micro-PIV and laser induced fluorescence (LIF) for the velocity and pH measurement, respectively. Two aqueous solutions were merged at the junction of the T-shaped microchannel. Proton concentration profiles for the non-chemical reaction (water and aqueous solution) agree well with theoretical profiles, and profiles for the chemical reaction (Two phosphate buffer solutions with different pH value) indicate the production and extinction of protons which were yielded by the buffering action.

Keywords: Velocity, pH, Micro-PIV, LIF, Confocal microscope, Buffering action

1. Introduction
A chemical reacting flow is controlled by the mixing and molecular diffusion whose condition is determined by the fluid velocity and the ion diffusion, especially protons. For further accurate control of chemical reactions, it is expected to establish a simultaneous measurement technique for the velocity and pH distribution, because it is realized to investigate the mixing and diffusion process in a chemical reacting flow. The objective of the present study is to investigate the mixing and diffusion phenomena of protons by utilizing micro-PIV [1] and LIF [2] with the confocal microscope.

2. Experimental Setup
Tables 1 and 2 represent particle properties for micro-PIV and dye properties for LIF, respectively. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic of the measurement system comprising of an inverted microscope, a confocal scanner, an Ar laser (\(\lambda = 488\) nm) and a 3CCD camera. The depth of field for a conventional microscope is 7 \(\mu\)m [3], while

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Properties of fluorescent particles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption wavelength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission wavelength</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Properties of fluorescent dye</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption wavelength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission wavelength</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Schematic of measurement system.
that for the present system is 1.4 μm [4], because out-of-focus fluorescence was excluded from the captured images by the pin-hole disk in the confocal scanner. The present system enables to separate the fluorescence of the particles from that of the dye, because the 3CCD camera separates RGB colors by the internal prism and the emission wavelength of the particles differs from that of the dye as shown in Tables 1 and 2 [5].

3. Results and Discussion

The present study employed a T-shaped microchannel whose width is 400 μm and its depth is 50 μm to form a mixing field in the junction area. The experiments were performed under the two conditions, that is, a non-chemical reaction field and a chemical reaction field with a buffering action. For the non-chemical reaction, ion-exchanged water (pH 6.2) and disodium hydrogenphosphate (pH 7.2) were injected into inlets A and B, respectively. For the chemical reaction, phosphate buffer solutions with pH 6.0 and pH 7.7 were injected into inlets A and B, respectively. Figures 2 and 3 exhibit the velocity-vector map by micro-PIV and the two-dimensional pH distribution by LIF, respectively, for the chemical reaction. Figure 4 shows the proton concentration distributions which were evaluated by the pH distributions of both cases. It is found that in the case of the chemical reaction, the two buffer solutions form the liquid-liquid interface, while in the case of the non-chemical reaction, the interface is not clearly observed due to the effect of the proton diffusion. The proton concentration distributions of the experiments were compared with those of the numerical simulation which were calculated by substituting the velocity maps by micro-PIV into the scalar transport equation. Figure 5 exhibits that in the case of the non-chemical reaction, the proton concentration profiles of the experiments agree well with those of the numerical simulation, while in the case of the chemical reaction, the numerical simulation shows smaller gradients of the proton concentration than those of the experiments, because this is caused by the equilibrium reaction of the phosphate buffer solutions \( \text{H}_3\text{PO}_4 \rightleftharpoons \text{H}_2\text{PO}_4^- + \text{H}^+ \) which is well known as the buffering action. At \( y < 200 \) μm, the production of protons were yielded by the reaction that the equilibrium shifts to the right side, while at \( y > 200 \) μm, the extinction of protons were yielded by the reaction that the equilibrium shifts to the left side.
4. Conclusion

A simultaneous measurement technique was developed by utilizing the confocal microscope in order to detect the velocity and pH distributions in a microchannel and investigate the mixing and diffusion phenomena of protons. The present technique was applied to the chemical reacting flow with the buffering action, and enables us to investigate the flow field with the production or extinction of protons. In the future, the present technique will contribute to evaluate a production term by the chemical reaction.
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RAPID PHASE SPACE SURFACE GENERATION USING AN INTEGRATED MICROFABRICATED DEVICE REACTION DETECTION SYSTEM AND AUTOMATED CONTROL
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Abstract

The optimisation of reaction conditions is a vital process in the establishment of viable industrial synthetic routes. This paper shows a method for the rapid generation of high resolution chemical surfaces illustrating the effects on the reaction rates of the variation of ratios of reactants on imine formation.

Keywords: microreactor, reaction kinetics, reaction optimisation

1. Introduction

Conventionally the acquisition of information relating to reaction kinetics is a slow process with the reaction data typically measured by titrations. Even some of the more recent integrated methods of analysis have a limited scope for the rapid variation of reactant concentrations. Recently, it have been shown that continuous flow systems with integrated analysis can rapidly generate large amounts of reaction data.[1] [2]

The novel approach described herein allows the simultaneous alteration of the ratio of the reagents at fixed reaction times to generate phase space surfaces. These are generated using a continuous flow microfluidic reactor with online UV/vis spectroscopic detection. By automating control of hydrodynamic flow within the system phase space surfaces may be generated in a rapid and reproducible manner.

2. Experimental

The planar glass microfluidic reactor used in the current studies was fabricated using conventional wet etching techniques. The formation of benzylidene-phenyl-amine from aniline and benzaldehyde (Figure 1) is monitored with 0.5 mM reactant solutions in ethanol.

![Figure 1. Reaction of aniline 1 and benzaldehyde 2 to form benzylidene-phenyl-amine 3.](image-url)
The reaction is well known to proceed readily at room temperature with the product demonstrating an absorption maximum at 310 nm. This is suitably resolved from the spectroscopic features of the reactants, allowing simple generation of phase space surface data. The variation in the extent of reaction is observed in real time by the transmittance of monochromatic light (at 310 nm) through a commercially available 1 mm path length flow cell in series with the microfluidic reactor. The hydrodynamic infusion of reagents is controlled by a LabView programme which allows incremental changes in pumping rates and the concentration ratios of reagents.

3. Results and discussion

Initial experiments with proportional incremental increases in the flow rates of both reagents were compared to stopped-flow and steady state experiments. The stopped-flow measurement show the reactions progress when the flow rate through the observation cell is suddenly stopped. The static point or steady state reaction profile was made with a series of transmittance readings at fixed flow rates, each corresponding to a fixed reaction time. The ramped method with incremental increases in flow rate of 0.1 µl min⁻¹ each second gives a very dense set of data, with readings of transmittance every second unaffected by the short equilibrium times.

The kinetic traces for all three experimental modes are illustrated in Figure 2, and using calculations of the dead volume of the microreactor, showed good agreement with less than a 3 % variation.

Subsequently a set of data obtained at fixed ratios of reactants with a gradual increase in volumetric flow rate (inversely proportional to reaction times) was used to generate a surface of reaction data (Figure 3). Data were also obtained at fixed flow rates with incremental variations in reactant concentration (Figure 4). The two space phase surface plots obtained independently by varying differing reaction parameters correspond closely showing the accuracy of this method.

Figure 2. Reaction profiles of aniline with 1 equivalent of benzaldehyde to produce benzylidene-phenyl-amine measured by stopped-flow, static point and ramped methods.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have shown that reproducible and accurate high resolution chemical phase space surfaces can be generated from reactions within microfluidic devices using online UV/vis spectroscopy detection. The frequent and small incremental variations in flow rates allow a high density of data to be collected showing the effects of both reaction time and reactant concentrations on the efficiency of product formation, thus allowing the optimisation of reaction conditions. The automated reloading of syringes from reactant reservoirs means many runs can be sequentially programmed, providing a system capable of extruding a high density of reaction data very rapidly. A reaction surface can be generated within the period of a working day with a density of data that would take weeks-months using traditional titration methodologies.
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SIMULATION EXAMINATION FOR EXTRACTION ON OIL/WATER SURFACE
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Abstract
In this study, we compared the extraction result on oil/water surface in a microchip between experiment and calculation. As a result, when the model considered flow was given the fitting constant as stopped flow experiment and computed, the extraction in the m-xylene at the channel exit became about half compared with the experiment value.

Keywords: Simulation, Multilayer flow, Microchannel, Microfluidics

1. Introduction
There is a solvent extraction as one of the unit chemistry operations in a microchip. After the model of oil/water surface formation in the micro channel is established, it is necessary to develop the solvent extraction model by the simulation.

We constructed a numerical computing model about the two-phase and multi-phase formation phenomenon in the micro channel, and have been proving the validity of the computing model by comparing it with the experiment.

This report is aims to construct models such as solvent extractions and interfacial reactions by using two-phase formation model that has been established. We report about comparison between result of computation and measurement by using the chip pattern for Co(II) wet analysis [1].

2. Experimental
Simulations
The amount extraction of cobalt complex on water/oil interface in the micro channel was calculated by the numerical analysis by using 2D reaction model as shown Figure 1. A commercial CDF code (FIDAP) solved the full Navier-Stokes equations using a finite element method approach.

To reproduce the solvent extraction, the extraction speed between the oil/water interfaces was set. The distribution coefficient was assumed to be one and it calculated. A reactive constant and the extraction speed were decided to fit the experiment result in the condition of stopped flow [2].

In the flow model, the oil/water interfaces position was decided by the free surface analysis at first. Next, the interface was fixed, and the extraction calculation was done using experimental conditions in the document [1].
3. Results and discussion

Comparison between experiment and calculation

Figure 2 shows the result of the fitting the extraction constant in the condition of stopped flow. Moreover, the parameter used for the flow model is shown in Table 1. When the flow model was given the fitting constant and computed, the extraction in the m-xylene at the channel exit became about half compared with the experiment value. Because this model was steady calculation and interface was fixed, unsteady flow was not considered. But it is thought that the convection of the direction of the channel depth by the difference of the surface tension and disorder of flow actually exists, and it was suggested to promote the extraction in the micro channel.

Figure 2. Fitting the experiment result in the condition of stopped flow
Table 1. Calculation parameter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion coefficient</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial concentration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Co}^{2+}$ (sample)</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-nitroso-1-naphthol(NN)/NaOH</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>$3.4 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction rate constant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex generation reaction</td>
<td>1/s</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{7}$ (fitting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co complex extraction</td>
<td>1/s</td>
<td>$1.25 \times 10^{4}$ (fitting)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions
As a verification of the extraction model in the microchip, the extraction constant was identified from the stopped flow model, and the flow model was calculated by using this value. As a result, the amount of the extraction became half compared with the experiment. The factor of the extraction promotion by the flow is suggested. By examining the factor to promote the extraction of the disorder of the interface, the development of the unit chemistry operation model will become possible with the simulation in the future.

Figure 3. Relation between distance from the channel junction and extraction
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MEASUREMENT OF ION DIFFUSIVITY AT THE ELECTROLYTE-GLASS INTERFACE BY EVANESCENT WAVE MOLECULAR TAGGING
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Abstract
A new measurement technique for ion velocity and diffusivity in the vicinity of interface is proposed for investigation of transport phenomena near the wall surface. This technique, which is called evanescent wave molecular tagging, utilizes caged fluorescent dye and evanescent wave illumination. Evanescent wave molecular tagging was performed in stationary flow and electroosmotic flow, and compared to molecular tagging with epi-fluorescent illumination. The ion diffusion near the wall surface can be also affected by the velocity gradient of the flow.

Keywords: Nanoscale, Electric double layer, Ion diffusion, Evanescent wave, Caged fluorescent dye

1. Introduction
Transport of analyte and reactant molecule in small liquid sample is the one of the most crucial phenomena involved in efficiency and functionality of micro-TAS [1]. The transport phenomena can be affected greatly by interface of liquid and wall as the surface to volume ratio increases. It is noteworthy to investigate experimentally transport phenomena, which is governed by velocity and diffusion of the molecule, in the vicinity of electrolyte-glass interface. The objective of the present study is to develop the measurement technique of ion velocity and diffusivity at the vicinity and to investigate the transport phenomena. The evanescent wave molecular tagging technique utilizes caged fluorescent dye and evanescent wave illumination.

2. Principle of evanescent wave molecular tagging
Evanescent wave generated by total internal reflection at the interface [2] as illustrated in Figure 1. Evanescent wave enables to excite fluorescent dye only of the order of 100 nm from the interface. Caged fluorescent dye [3] is initially non-fluorescent owing to attached caging groups. The dye restores the fluorescence when ultraviolet light irradiates the dye and cleaves the caging groups, which is well known as uncaging event. The schematic concept of evanescent wave molecular tagging is illustrated in Figure 2. Just after irradiation of a single pulsed ultraviolet laser, the evanescent wave illumination excites the uncaged fluorescent dye near the wall surface. The dye velocity and diffusivity were calculated by the displacement of the peak-value and the broadening of the fluorescent intensity profile fitted to Gaussian profile, respectively.
3. Experimental setup

The CMNB-caged fluorescein (Molecular Probes Inc.) was employed as the caged fluorescent dye which was dissolved with 0.5 mmol/l concentration in 10 mmol/l carbonate buffer at pH 9.5. Figure 3 shows an I-shaped microchannel comprised of a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) chip and a borosilicate cover glass plate. The electroosmotic flow was generated by an application of 37 V/cm DC electric field. The present measurement system was shown in Figure 4. A continuous ultraviolet laser beam from an Nd:YVO4 laser (1 W, λ = 355 nm) was used for the uncaging event. After attenuated and pulsed, the beam was focused into a laser sheet in a microchannel cross-section. For evanescent wave illumination, a 60× magnification oil-immersion objective lens (NA = 1.45) was employed. A laser beam from a diode pumped solid laser (30 mW, λ = 473 nm) was totally internally reflected on an interface between the borosilicate cover glass and the buffer solution. The characteristic penetration depth of the evanescent wave was 78 nm under the present experimental condition. For epi-fluorescent illumination, a mercury lamp was employed. Fluorescence from the uncaged dye was captured onto the CCD pixel sheet with 37 ms frame interval.

4. Result and discussion

Prior to the uncaged dye velocity and diffusivity measurement in the EOF, the diffusivity of the dye in a stationary flow was measured. Figure 5 shows the fluorescence intensity profiles at y = 200 μm with epi-fluorescent and evanescent wave illumination. The diffusivity obtained by evanescent wave illumination was 5.33×10^{-10}
m²/s, compared to 6.61×10⁻¹⁰ m²/s obtained by epi-fluorescent illumination. These values are agreed with fluorescein diffusivities, 6.4–6.6×10⁻¹⁰ m²/s and 4.37×10⁻¹⁰ m²/s reported by [1] and [3], respectively.

Figure 6 indicates the velocity profiles of the EOF obtained by epi-fluorescent and evanescent wave illumination. The velocities obtained by epi-fluorescent illumination is larger than the velocities obtained by the evanescent wave illumination because of the Z-direction velocity gradient induced by the zeta potential difference between the bottom wall (borosilicate glass) and the top wall (PDMS) of the microchannel. Diffusivities in the EOF obtained by epi-fluorescent and evanescent wave illumination are 11.1×10⁻¹⁰ m²/s and 8.79×10⁻¹⁰ m²/s, respectively. In the both illuminations, the diffusivities in the EOF are larger values compared to the diffusivities in the stationary flow. This fact indicates the ion diffusion even in the vicinity of the electrolyte-glass interface can be affected by the velocity gradient.

5. Conclusions

A measurement technique of ion velocity and diffusivity in the vicinity of the electrolyte-glass interface was developed for investigation of transport phenomena near the interface. This technique was applied to the stationary flow and electroosmotic flow. The velocity profile and diffusivity of the uncaged fluorescein were obtained and compared to those obtained by using epi-fluorescent illumination. The diffusivity in the vicinity of the interface is also affected by the velocity gradient of the flow.
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Abstract
A micro-flow system for photoreactions was developed and the processes of asymmetric photosensitized reactions, photocatalytic oxidation and reduction of aromatic compounds, and amine N-alkylation in microspace were examined. These model reactions proceeded very rapidly with considerably large photonic efficiencies. The results suggest the feasibility of a microreaction system on organic photoreactions.

Keywords: Photochemistry, Asymmetric Reaction, Photocatalyst, Endocrine Disrupters

1. Introduction
In the last decade, microreaction systems have been developed by using their distinct properties, such as short molecular diffusion distance, excellent heat transfer characteristics, laminar flow, and large surface-to-volume ratio. Although we can expect microreactors to exhibit higher spatial illumination homogeneity and better light penetration through the entire reactor depth in comparison to large-scale reactors, there are only several reports on photoreactions in microreactors. Thus we are investigating applications of microreactors on organic photoreactions. In this presentation we will report the study on asymmetric photoreactions and photocatalytic reactions in microreactors.

2. Experimental
Microreactors made of quartz which have a microchannel of 200-500 μm width, 10-500 μm depth were employed. The bottom and side walls of the microchannel were coated with a TiO₂ layer for photocatalytic reactions. Sample solution fed into the microreactor was irradiated by a KrF excimer laser (248 nm), the third and fourth harmonics of a Nd³⁺: YAG laser (355 and 266 nm), an OPO laser excited with the YAG laser, or UV light emitting diodes (UV-LEDs, 365nm, 10~500 mW).
3. Results and Discussion

The effects of residence time, reaction temperature, photon density, and excitation wavelength on photosensitized enantio- and diastereo-differentiating reactions were investigated. Photonic efficiencies of model reactions were considerably larger than those in conventional batch reactors. Further, the yield of photosensitized diastereodifferentiating addition of methanol to terpenes (Scheme 1) was greatly improved in the microreactor.

Photocatalytic oxidation of endocrine disruptors and reduction of aromatic compounds were investigated in a microreactor with immobilized photocatalytic TiO$_2$ layer. Apparent reaction rates in microreactors were much larger than those in conventional batch reactors [1, 2]. The photoreduction proceeded within 60 s to yield 10.7 % of benzylalcohol from benzaldehyde and 45.7 % of p-toluidine from p-nitrotoluene by the excitation of 365 nm UV-LED.

It has been known that N-alkylation of aromatic amines occurred by UV irradiation of Pt loaded TiO$_2$ (TiO$_2$/Pt) suspended in a variety of alcohols in conventional batch reactors. Ohtani et al. [3] studied N-alkylation process of amines by the irradiation of 400-W high-pressure mercury of TiO$_2$/Pt. They reported that N-alkylation of benzylamine occurred with the yield up to 84.4 % by 4 hours irradiation in ethanol solvent. They also reported that N-alkylation of amines could not be observed by the irradiation of Pt-free TiO$_2$.

Observed photocatalytic processes of N-alkylation of aromatic amines in microreactors were considerably different from those in conventional batch reactors. The N-alkylation of benzylamine was studied in the photocatalytic microreactor of 300 μm depth excited with 365-nm UV-LEDs. The reaction proceeded very rapidly in the photocatalytic microreactor with immobilized TiO$_2$/Pt. The N-alkylation in ethanol proceeded within only 150 seconds to yield 85 % of N-ethylbenzylamine from benzylamine. In contrast to the result in batch reactors, we also successfully observed N-alkylation reaction of aromatic amines by using the microreactor with immobilized
Pt-free TiO₂ as well as TiO₂/Pt. The N-alkylation in ethanol proceeded within only 150 seconds to yield 43 % of N-ethylbenzylamine with Pt-free TiO₂.

We further investigated an oxidation process of p-chlorophenol by using a gas-liquid-solid multiphase micoreaction system. To produce high interfacial area between the phases, we introduced aqueous solution of p-chlorophenol and oxygen gas into a microchannel. The yield of photodegradation is shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal axis indicates the gas injection rate while the injection rate of sample solution was kept at a constant value of 10 µL/min. At a lower gas injection rate, micro-bubbles were formed and at a gas injection rate higher than 500 µL/min, a pipe-flow, the gas flowed through the center of the microchannel while the liquid flowed close to the photocatalyst surface, was formed. The reaction yield increased to 43 % at the irradiation time of 14 s in the pipe-flow while it was 10 % at the irradiation time of 75 s without injection of oxygen gas. Under the pipe-flow condition, the liquid phase is always saturated with oxygen even in the end part of the microchannel. In addition, as increasing the gas injection rate, the thickness of the liquid phase decrease. At the gas injection rate of 750 µL/min, the thickness of the liquid phase is estimated to be 25 µm. These facts may increase the reaction yield. The application of multiphase photocatalytic micoreaction system on synthetic organic reactions will be further discussed.

Fig. 1. Photocatalytic oxidation of p-chlorophenol (1.1 x 10⁻³ M) in a multiphase microreactor of 500 µm depth.
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Streaming currents as a novel tool
Nanofluidics is an emerging field of interest because of its potential to study and manipulate fluids, nanoparticles, and molecules in lab-on-a-chip devices. Electrokinetic phenomena such as electro-osmotic flow and streaming currents, induced by the charged walls of a microchannel, will become increasingly important in the nano-regime because of the larger surface to volume ratio. Streaming currents are ionic currents that result from the pressure-driven transport of the net charge inside the electrical double layer at a charged surface (Fig. 1). As a result they are a probe of the electrostatics at the solid-liquid interface. We employed streaming currents in rectangular nanochannels as a sensitive tool to study the surface charge in a variety of conditions. Interpretation is straightforward because of the well-defined dimensions of our nanochannels.

The surface charge of silica
We studied the surface charge density, $\sigma$, of silica as function of salt concentration and channel height $h$ using streaming currents. $\sigma$ was found to increase with salt concentration because of the chemical equilibrium of the charge-determining silanol groups with protons in the water [1]. $\sigma$ can be independently obtained by measuring the electrical conductance in the regime where the $\sigma$-induced countercharges dominate the conductance of the channel, i.e. at low salt in nanoscale geometries [2]. The $\sigma$ thus obtained is much larger than the $\sigma$ measured by streaming currents. This discrepancy is reconciled by invoking an additional surface conductance, the so-called Stern mode...
layer conductance, which dominates the channel conductance at low salt [5]. The Stern layer conductance was found to be the same for both K\(^+\) and Li\(^+\)-ions, whose bulk mobilities differ by a factor of 2, suggesting that mobile protons dominate the conduction in the Stern layer.

**Charge inversion by multivalent ions**
The effect of multivalent ions on the effective surface charge of silica was investigated in previously unexplored regimes of biological relevance [3]. Ions with Z \(\geq 3\), with Z the valence, are known to accumulate strongly in the Stern layer, thereby causing the effective surface charge to flip sign. This effect is called charge inversion. Using streaming currents as a sensitive method up to high salt concentrations, we demonstrated charge inversion to occur for divalent ions at high concentrations (fig. 2). For Z = 3, extra monovalent salt was found to suppress, and even cancel, charge inversion (Fig. 3). This effect of the monovalent salt could be explained within the framework of strongly correlated liquid theory, by including the entropy of mixing and imposing the extra assumption that an ion cannot approach a surface closer than its radius. With these modifications, this model describes our data accurately for intermediate KCl concentrations (dashed curves). For higher concentrations, screening of the bare surface charge becomes dominated by monovalent ions in the Stern layer.

**Power generation with nanochannels**
Electrical power is harvested from the pressure-driven streaming current by connecting an external load resistor, R\(_L\). Both the power (fig. 4) and the efficiency (not shown) were found to have maximum as function of R\(_L\). Our results could be excellently modeled by characterizing the nanochannel through its linear electrokinetic response properties (inset and lines in fig. 4). These linear responses were obtained as fit parameters for the nanochannel.
parameters from measurements [5], and from calculations using nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann theory [4]. These theoretical calculations for a constant $\sigma$ as a boundary condition revealed that i) the highest efficiency occurs in the regime of double layer overlap, when co-ions are expelled from the nanochannels, ii) there exists an optimal $\sigma$ for maximal efficiency, $h\sigma = 0.6 \text{ nm} \times \text{C/m}^2$, that balances tradeoffs between increased convective charge transport (when $\sigma$ is raised), and resistive power dissipation, and iii) the fully-optimized efficiency that can be obtained from a fluidic system is ultimately determined by a single dimensionless parameter, that contains the mobility of the counterions (leading to a maximal efficiency of 7% for $K^+$ and 12% for $Li^+$) [4]. This theory is also applicable to the efficiency of electro-osmotic pumping. Our measurements in silica nanochannels confirmed the prediction that the efficiency was highest for low salt, where double layers overlap (fig. 5). However, the predicted dependence on counterion mobility and $h$ were not observed, due to a dominating Stern layer conductance at low salt. A maximum efficiency of about 3 % was found for 75 nm-high channels. The efficiency is expected to be higher for materials with a lower Stern conductance.

IN-SITU MONITORING OF C-REACTIVE PROTEIN (CRP) ANTIGEN-ANTIBODY BINDING IN A LIQUID ENVIRONMENT USING A MICROMECHANICAL PZT THICK FILM CANTILEVER
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Abstract

The monolithic piezoelectric thick film cantilever device was fabricated for bio molecule recognition sensor. For biosensor applications, resonance frequency behavior of integrated microcantilever in various viscous liquids using electrical measurement method was investigated. In this study, we report on resonant frequency shift measurement based on a micromechanical cantilever for label-free detection of a CRP in a liquid environment.

Keywords : biosensor, PZT thick film, cantilever, Resonance frequency shift, CRP

1. Introduction

Microfabricated cantilevers have recently attracted considerable interest in relation to the development of a wide range of novel physical, chemical and biological sensors [1]. The real-time monitoring of a prostate-specific antigen specific binding in a liquid environment using a PZT thin film cantilever was reported [2]. In that study, severe deterioration of the resolution of the resonance peak was encountered due to a liquid damping, resulting in a drawback, in that the resonant frequency curves with respect to assay time showed large fluctuations. This was because the actuating force induced by the thin film cantilever is too small to overcome the high effective mass and viscous environment of the liquid. A primary advantage of the piezoelectric thick film device is that a large actuating force can be generated through a thick film in comparison with a piezoelectric thin film. Recently, we have succeeded in the fabrication of a monolithic piezoelectric thick film cantilever device on a Si substrate using a MEMS process [3]. In this study, for the application of microcantilever sensor to bio-molecule detection, we report the resonance frequency behavior of integrated microcantilever biosensor in various viscous liquids using electrical measurement method, and we report a result of on resonant frequency shift measurement based on a micromechanical cantilever with a PZT actuating
layer for label-free detection of a C-reactive protein in a liquid environment. For the bioassay in a liquid environment, a liquid test cell has been fabricated, using a bonding technique between PDMS bilayers.

2. Experimental

The PZT thick films were patterned onto the Pt/TiOx/SiNx/Si substrate by a screen printing method using a low pressure screen printing machine. The monolithic cantilevers were acquired from the patterned PZT thick film by the MEMS fabrication process suggested in Reference 3 (see Fig. 1). The PDMS liquid cells were made for the liquid test and the real-time bioassay (see inset in Fig. 1). For the mechanical test in a liquid environment, electrically insulating liquids (Fluorinert™, 3M) were employed as liquid media, and their absolute viscosities were 1.4, 3.4 and 4.7 cP at 25°C. For electrical and biological passivation, all cantilever samples were coated with parylene-C film. For the bioassay, a monoclonal anti-CRP of a 50 µg/ml concentration was immobilized on 3 mM Calixcrown SAMs, and the PBS solution containing 100 ng/ml CRP antigens was used for in-situ monitoring of the interaction between the antibody and the antigen.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the measurement results of the primary resonant frequency in various liquids. As seen in the plot, the cantilever operated well in various liquid environments. The primary resonant frequency shifted from a high to low frequency range with the increasing viscosity. It is worthwhile to note that the cantilever clearly showed its intrinsic primary resonant frequency (12.38 kHz) even at a high viscosity of 4.7 cP, corresponding to the viscosity range of whole blood. This means that a real-time assay using human blood or serum can be realized using the thick film cantilever. The cantilever has been used for the in-situ monitoring of a bioassay. Calixcrown SAMs were used as linker molecules. The assay protocol and process were described in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the real-time behavior of the resonant frequency change of the cantilever with respect to the assay time, after the target solution injection (the CRP antigen and a negative control). As the CRP antigen of 100 ng/ml was injected into the liquid cell, the resonant frequency of the cantilever gradually decreased with time, showing a similar trend to the Langmuir adsorption isotherm. After approximately 20 min, the reaction between the CRP antigen and the antibody reached an equilibrium state.
4. Conclusion

In summary, the monolithic PZT thick film cantilever showed excellent long-term mechanical stability in various liquids, including one in the viscosity range of whole blood. Finally, we demonstrated that a real-time bioassay of a CRP was successfully performed using the monolithic piezoelectric thick film cantilever.
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Figure 1. A SEM image of a piezoelectric thick film cantilever and a photograph of liquid cell fabricated using a bonding technique between the (PDMS) bilayers.

Figure 2. Resonance frequency behavior of the thick film cantilever in the liquid cell with respect to liquid viscosity

Figure 3. A schematic diagram of the immobilization of CRP antibody on the cantilever surface and the subsequent interaction between the CRP antibody and the CRP antigen.

Figure 4. In-situ resonant frequency change after the injection of 100 ng/ml CRP antigen into the PDMS liquid cell
DETERMINATION OF BLOOD SUGAR USING MICROCHIP ELECTROPHORESIS
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Abstract
In this study, high-performance monitoring system for blood sugar was developed by using microchip electrophoresis with a plastic chip. A combination of a reductive amination as sugar labeling and sugar-borate complex formation realized highly selective detection of blood sugar even in a blood sample. This paper demonstrates that this system enables us to determine blood sugar with high sensitivity and high accuracy, and it will be applicable to clinical diagnosis.

Keywords: blood sugar monitoring, borate ion, electrophoresis, microchip, reductive amination

1. Introduction
Glucose is one of the most important substances for all mammals, and its concentration in the blood is strictly adjusted. Diabetes, which is a major health problem mechanism and shows hyperglycemia, causes a lot of critical complications. Therefore, it is very important to monitor and to control the blood sugar for diagnosis and effective treatment of diabetic. However, current clinical diagnosis needs milliliter-scale sample and reagent volumes. In this study, blood sugar monitoring system using microchip electrophoresis was developed to achieve reducing sample and reagent consumptions.

2. Experimental
All experiments were carried out using a Hitachi SV1100 microchip electrophoresis system, and performed on a microfabricated polymethylmethacrylate chip (Fig. 1). Borate buffer (200 mM, pH 8.5) contains 0.5% w/v methyldcellulose was adopted from previous report as a migration buffer [1]. After collection of blood specimens from three healthy individuals, blood cell separation was performed followed by labeling of sugars. For the detection of reducing sugars, 2-aminoacridone (AMAC) was used (Fig. 2). Enzymatic reactions using hexokinase and glucokinase were performed for the peak identification. Moreover, the blood sugars in the three specimens were calculated
using standard curve obtained from AMAC-labeled glucose solution. Furthermore, as comparison of the quantitative accuracy, clinical assay (glucose-dehydrogenase method) using the same specimens was requested to SRL Inc.

3. Results and Discussion

During electrophoresis, using the negative charge which derived from sugar-borate complex [2] as a driving force, AMAC-labeled sugars were migrated to anode side (Fig. 3). Reductive amination was occurred at reducing end of sugars, therefore it is possible to detect sugars specifically in blood with which various biological molecules coexist. AMAC-labeled sugar in the blood specimen was detected in about 145 seconds with high selectivity (Fig. 4). By comparison with AMAC-labeled glucose in migration time, it was surmised that this peak was derived from glucose. The detected peak was identified as AMAC-labeled glucose by the enzymatic reactions (Fig. 5). The quantitative analysis was also performed and the linear correlation coefficient in the range of 1.0–300 µM of AMAC-labeled glucose solution was 0.999. The measurement values of AMAC-glucose were not affected by other sugars such as galactose, xylose and maltose. Then, the blood sugars in the three specimens were calculated from standard curve. The results obtained from microchip electrophoresis were very close to the reference values (P = 0.034) in SRL Inc (Table 1). Also, the sample volume and its concentration for one analysis compared with the current method.
were reduced to 5% and 1.25%, respectively.

4. Conclusions
We have presented high-performance monitoring system for blood sugar using microchip electrophoresis with a plastic chip. Blood sugar was detected with high sensitivity and high accuracy even in a blood sample. These results serve as a good basis for further research towards a real highly-integrated chip format that will be developed in near future, like the diagnostic chip which can perform clinical assay on one sheet.
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Table 1. Calculated concentrations and reference values of each specimen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>blood specimen</th>
<th>peak height a)</th>
<th>blood sugar (mg/dl)</th>
<th>reference value b) (mg/dl)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1153</td>
<td>97.34</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1324</td>
<td>111.43</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2151</td>
<td>179.53</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) Experimental conditions as in figure 4. All three blood specimens were diluted 20-fold with 0.2 mol/L borate buffer (pH 8.5) after derivatization.

b) Clinical assay (glucose-dehydrogenase method) was requested to SRL Inc. using same blood specimens.
A MICROCHIP-BASED FLUORESCENCE POLARIZATION IMMUNOASSAY
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Abstract
A simple and rapid immunoassay on a microchip has been developed by using fluorescence polarization measurement. We here report a microchip-based quantitative analysis of a kind of bronchodilator, theophylline, which is important for the treatment of asthma.

Keywords: microchip, immunoassay, fluorescence polarization, drug monitoring, theophylline

1. Introduction
Microfluidic devices have various advantages such as reduction in sample and reagent consumption, high reaction efficiency, short analysis time, simple operation, integration and automation. A microchip immunoassay is one of the good applications that make use of these advantages. However, a microchip immunoassay generally requires immobilization of antibodies or antigens and troublesome operations such as washing and reflowing, and therefore the overall assay process is not so fast. Although a diffusion immunoassay (DIA), which is simple operation and very rapid, has been proposed by Hatch et al. [1], there is much room for further improvement because diffusive transport during the early stages of binding between antigen and antibody is measured in the non-equilibrium state. In the present study, we have realized a fluorescence polarization immunoassay (FPIA) on a microchip. The FPIA method is also very simple and rapid. Moreover, since the FPIA developed here is assayed in the equilibrium state between antigens and antibodies, the reproducibility is very high. A FPIA method, a quantitative competitive immunoassay, is widely used for therapeutic drug monitoring at present [2]. We here report a FPIA method on a microchip for the determination of theophylline concentration.
2. Experimental

We here designed a microfluidic FPIA system in figure 1 and 2. Laser-induced fluorescence and microscope collection optics are used in this system, and polarizers are equipped at both the entrance and the exit of a dichroic mirror. Polarized fluorescence can be detected after mixing theophylline and fluorescence-labeled theophylline tracer, followed by anti-theophylline antibody on the microchip. In this experiment,
tracer-antibody-complex, which is larger than tracer, emits more polarized fluorescence than tracer. Therefore, with increasing antigen concentration in a sample, the more polarization relaxation is observed since tracer-antibody-complex concentration is decreased and tracer concentration is increased. Various concentrations of theophylline standard are flowed into the microchannel with constant concentration of tracer and antibody.

3. Results and discussion

The plot of polarization value against theophylline concentration in this system is shown in Figure 3. The mixing of the solutions is complete at the detection point on this condition. As shown in this figure, the relaxation of polarization was observed with increasing theophylline concentration in the same manner as that of the bulk-scale assay.

The therapeutic range of theophylline concentration in serum is from 10 to 20 μg/mL. Figure 3 suggests that determination of theophylline concentration is feasible near the therapeutic range in this system. Furthermore, theophylline will be assayed within 1 minute by the optimization of the microchannel structures.

4. Conclusions

We have developed a simple and rapid immunoassay on a microchip by using fluorescence polarization measurement. A microchip FPIA is a tool that will be used for the analysis of various substances such as drugs, hormones and tumor markers, and it will be important in drug development, clinical medicine and the other fields in the future.
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DISK-BASED PARALLEL CHEMILUMINESCENT DETECTION OF DIAGNOSTIC MARKERS FOR ACUTE MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
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Abstract
We present a novel concept for the parallel detection of cardiac markers on a rotating lab-on-a-disk. Antigens indicating an acute myocardial infarction (AMI) are captured by a bead-based chemiluminescent ELISA procedure conducted under rotation on a polymer disk and detected by a photomultiplier (PMT). Parallel channel structures allow the quasi-simultaneous screening for different markers. To proof this concept, diluted, HRP-labeled myoglobin antibodies are captured with cardiac myoglobin coated beads. We obtain a $CV$ of 12.4% and a $c_{\text{min}}=12.2$ ng/ml which is well below the myoglobin cut-off for the diagnosis of AMI [1]. Furthermore, two different antibody concentrations are read out simultaneously during spinning to demonstrate the capability of parallelization.

Keywords: cardiac marker, ELISA, parallel readout, centrifugal microfluidics

1. Introduction
So-called “lab-on-a-chip” systems for diagnostic point-of-care technologies attract a growing interest due to their immanent benefits of reduced turn-around times, their amenability for full process integration and automation, increased reliability, and minimized costs [2]. Among various lab-on-a-chip concepts, “lab-on-a-disk” [3,4] systems exploit centrifugal forces for metering, accelerated sedimentation of particles in biological suspensions, and mixing in order to run fully process integrated assays. In our approach, we implement a disk-based test to screen the relevant cardiac markers in parallel. This enables the early diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction in a single run.

2. Assay Principle
Polystyrene beads ($r_{\text{bead}}=75$ μm) are coated off-disk with capture antibodies specific to the respective antigen ① and then aggregated in the disk-based detection chamber. On-disk, the plasma sample is incubated with the beads ② followed by horseradish peroxidase (HRP) labeled detection antibodies ③ in a flow-through procedure. Finally, a mixture of Luminol and hydrogen peroxide is transported over the beads ④. In this step, the HRP enzyme catalyzes the oxidation of Luminol to excite 3-aminophthalate which emits a photon upon relaxation [4] (Fig. 1-A). The photon count is hence a direct measure of the target antigen concentration in the sample.
3. Experimental Setup and Read-out Procedure

Our modular setup (Fig. 1-B) comprises a photomultiplier tube (PMT) and a centrifuge which spins a disposable polymer disk in the format of a standard CD.

![Figure 1. Assay principle and experimental setup. (A) Beads are first functionalized with capture antibodies off-disk. After bead aggregation, target antigens are transported into the detection chamber to form the specific antigen-antibody complexes which are coupled with HRP-labeled detection antibodies subsequently. The chemiluminescent reaction is catalyzed by the HRP enzyme under constant flow of Luminol/H₂O₂ and read out under rotation. (B) The measurement setup comprises a centrifuge with a disk holder, the PMT module, an electronics box for adjustment of the gain voltage, and an x-y drive for the positioning of the PMT relative to the disk.](image)

![Figure 2. Microfluidic disk and read-out concept. (A) The chip with the format of a conventional CD features passive microfluidic elements, only: an inlet, a detection chamber, a geometrical barrier for bead aggregation, and an outlet. (B) For the parallel read-out, the disk is spun at a frequency \( \nu \) and the chemiluminescent signal for each chamber is detected by a high-bandwidth PMT once per revolution. Reagents are transported through the fluidic structures by the centrifugal force which is controlled by a designated frequency protocol \( \nu(t) \). Each measurement channel on the disk (Fig. 2-A) features a set of passive microfluidic structures, i.e. an inlet, a detection chamber, an outlet (\( h = 200 \mu m \)), and a geometrical barrier for the bead aggregation.](image)
The chemiluminescent signal for each detection chamber is read out in parallel during rotation by the PMT (Fig. 2-B).

4. Results

For the validation of the concept, diluted HRP-labeled myoglobin antibodies are captured with human cardiac myoglobin coated beads. Our calibration curve (Fig. 3-A) features a $CV$ of 12.4% which represents 4 disks with 8 channels each processed on different days and a $c_{min}=12.2$ ng/ml as the lower limit of detection which is far below the myoglobin threshold at 100 ng/ml for the diagnosis of an AMI [1]. The capability for parallelization is demonstrated by the quasi-simultaneous read-out of two different antibody concentrations (500 ng/ml and 160 ng/ml, respectively) in Fig. 3-B.

Figure 3. (A) Calibration curve for the myoglobin assay featuring a $CV=12.4\%$ and a $c_{min}=12.2$ ng/ml which is far below the AMI cut-off at 100 ng/ml [1]. (B) Spectrum of the parallel read-out of two concentrations, 500 ng/ml and 160 ng/ml, respectively. The signals can easily be discriminated and are in agreement with the calibration curve.

5. Conclusion

We realized a versatile concept for the automated processing and high-speed (< 1 s) read-out of parallel chemiluminescent ELISAs. It is particularly suited for the early determination of AMI where three distinct cardiac markers, e.g. Myoglobin, Troponin-I, and CK-MB, have to be detected simultaneously. The simple and rugged concept is implemented in a modular setup comprising a PMT, a standard centrifuge, and an exchangeable polymer substrate containing passive fluidic structures which can thus readily be fabricated by standard polymer micromachining.
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CONTROLLED MICROFLUIDIC GENERATION OF LIPID SHELL-BASED PERFLUOROCARBON MICROBUBBLES FOR USE AS ULTRASOUND CONTRAST AGENTS
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Abstract

A microfluidic flow-focusing method to produce micron-sized lipid shell-based perfluorocarbon (PFC) gas microbubbles for use as ultrasound contrast agents is demonstrated. The PDMS-based microfluidic devices feature expanding nozzle geometry with a 7\textmu m orifice width, and are robust enough for consistent production of microbubbles with runtimes lasting several hours. We are able to produce 5\textmu m microbubbles, which is an ideal size for current ultrasonic imaging techniques.

Keywords: Microbubbles, Contrast Agents, Ultrasound Imaging, Microfluidics

1. Introduction

FDA-approved ultrasound contrast agents are 1-5 micron bubbles encapsulated within a human serum albumin or phospholipid shell for stabilization. Due to the compressibility of their gas core, these stabilized microbubbles improve the sensitivity and specificity of diagnostic ultrasound imaging by increasing the reflection of sound waves, improving the accuracy of detecting organ functional abnormalities [1]. Ultrasound imaging systems can specifically detect the presence of microbubble contrast agents using detection techniques based on a bubble’s resonant frequency or destruction threshold, which are properties dependent on bubble diameter.

Current production techniques create a highly polydisperse microbubble population with diameters as large as 20\textmu m. This limits imaging sensitivity since only a small percentage of the contrast agents have diameters which result in resonant frequencies optimized for the limited bandwidth of a clinical imaging system.

2. Theory

Microfluidic chambers provide an ideal platform for the controlled production of microbubble contrast agents with a much smaller size distribution. Several groups have recently developed microfluidic technologies for the generation of microbubbles [2,3], but to date no group has demonstrated microbubble production in the diameter range required for use as ultrasound contrast agents, or the feasibility of producing lipid shell-based perfluorocarbon gas microbubbles.
Our 2-dimensional flow-focusing device (Fig. 1a) features expanding nozzle geometry to generate monodisperse microbubbles. The bubble break-off location is focused to the narrowest point which incurs the highest shear force, the orifice (Fig. 1b), providing uniform control of bubble sizes [4]. Channel geometry in addition to the liquid and gas flow rates are used to control the bubble sizes.

3. Experimental

The devices were fabricated from a SU-8 master with the channels molded in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) using standard soft lithography and rapid prototyping techniques. A high resolution 20,000 dpi photomask enabled designs having critical channel widths such as a 7μm orifice and closely spaced filtering channels.

The recipe for microbubble preparation consisted of adding to a vial containing a 9:1 molar ratio of phospholipid to emulsifier a 10% aqueous glycerol/propanol glycol mixture. The probes DiI and NBD were added at 1 mol% for fluorescence microscopy studies. Table 1 defines the lipid shell and gas core components of the microbubbles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>DSPC</td>
<td>1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine</td>
<td>Phospholipid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>PEG-40</td>
<td>Polyoxyethylene 40 stearate (Myrij 52)</td>
<td>Surfactant emulsifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas core</td>
<td>C₄F₈ / N₂</td>
<td>Octafluorocyclobutane / Nitrogen</td>
<td>Osmotic agents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Microbubbles were produced by flow-focusing, forcing a central stream of PFC and nitrogen gas and two side sheath flows of an aqueous mixture with the stabilizing lipid and emulsifier (Fig. 2). The gasses are supplied from pressurized tanks via flexible tubing and delivered into the chamber using a micro flow meter. The continuous lipid phase mixture is pumped at a constant flow rate using a digitally controlled syringe pump. A Nikon inverted microscope and high-speed camera is used to capture images and record movies of the microbubbles in the microfluidic device.
4. Results and discussion

As shown in Figure 3a, the DSPC lipid monolayer shell stabilizes the microbubble by maintaining the inner gas core, while the PEG-40 sterate emulsifier helps to prevent coalescence [5]. Microfluidic generated microbubbles are visible in brightfield (Fig. 3b), and fluorescence microscopy confirms the existence of the coatings (Fig. 3c). The N<sub>2</sub>/PFC gas mixture helps to maintain bubble size by setting an osmotic equilibrium with water-soluble gases, enabling the PFC gas to resist the Laplace and outer fluid pressures.

![Microbubble structure with brightfield and fluorescence microscopy images](image.png)

Production rates as high as one bubble per microsecond, or 6×10<sup>7</sup> bubbles per minute, have been measured. Studies on optimizing parameters for long-term stability after production are currently underway. The issue of creating long-lasting lipid shell-based PFC gas microbubbles in microfluidic systems poses interesting studies concerning the impact of device geometry and scale, flow parameters, and the synergy between shell, internal components, and surrounding medium on the stabilization of microbubbles.

5. Conclusions

With microfluidics technology, we can produce lipid shell-based PFC gas microbubbles in a size range compatible with ultrasound imaging. These systems allow custom-designing of ultrasound contrast agents with different gas cores and new shell materials for stabilization, and future targeted imaging and therapeutic applications.
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RAPID, MULTIPLEXED COMPETITIVE IMMUNOASSAYS USING DISPOSABLE MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES AND SPR IMAGING
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Abstract

A technique has been developed for conducting multiple simultaneous competitive immunoassays on a single disposable microfluidic device. The assays require less than 50 μL of sample and are complete within 3 minutes. The analytical detection limit for a model small-molecule analyte (phenytoin, MW 252.3 Da) achieved using custom-built SPR imaging systems currently under development in our laboratory or by our local collaborators is approximately 1 nM (~250 pg/mL).
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1. Introduction

The development of point-of-care (POC) diagnostic systems promises to significantly reduce health care costs and improve patient outcomes[1]. Among the primary requirements for such a system is the ability to rapidly and quantitatively measure a wide range of analytes simultaneously in a small sample. A platform concept for such a diagnostic system includes a reusable reader and a single-use, disposable microfluidic card that conducts the assay. Surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRI) is a powerful detection technology with untapped potential for miniaturization and deployment in POC settings. Successfully using SPRI for clinical diagnosis requires the development of techniques for rapidly conducting multiple immunoassays using an inexpensive, disposable microfluidic device. Coupled to a miniature SPR imager, this microfluidic immunoassay platform will enable small, portable readers to measure an enormous range of analytical targets. We describe here a method for conducting simultaneous, quantitative competitive immunoassays on a disposable microfluidic device using the antiepileptic drug phenytoin as a model small molecule analyte.

2. Experimental

The device is comprised of three layers: 1) a 75mm x 25mm glass substrate coated with a 45nm-thick gold film, 2) a 3.7 mm wide channel laser-cut in a 12 μm thick Mylar™ sheet (coated on both sides with 25 μm of pressure-sensitive adhesive), and 3) a 250 μm thick PMMA capping layer (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Diagram illustrating the surface preparation and device construction used for our SPR-imaging based microfluidic competitive immunoassays. The assembled device is a single-use disposable; the fluid interconnects between the device and the off-card pumps are not shown.

Prior to device assembly, the gold substrate is patterned with a PEG-functionalized alkylthiol SAM upstream of the SPR imaging region (to minimize non-specific protein adsorption to the channel walls) and a BSA-phenytoin conjugate within the imaging region. The assay is conducted by preparing buffered solutions of a monoclonal anti-phenytoin IgG premixed with varying amounts of phenytoin. These solutions are then pumped into the device inlets at equal flow rates (250 nL sec\(^{-1}\) in the data presented here). Binding of the antibody to the immobilized BSA-phenytoin generates an SPR signal; presence of phenytoin in the sample solution will reduce the rate of antibody binding to the sensor proportional to the concentration of the competitor. Multiple fluid streams allow for simultaneous detection of a range of concentrations of a single analyte (using different concentrations in each stream) when the substrate has only one immobilized species, or for detection of multiple analytes if the substrate were patterned with different immobilized species. The channel dimensions and flow rates used ensure laminar flow and that lateral diffusion between fluid streams can be neglected[2].

3. Results

Antibody binding to the BSA-phenytoin functionalized substrate results in an increase in reflected intensity in the SPR image (Figure 2a). The addition of phenytoin reduced the rate of antibody binding in a dose-dependent fashion due to competition for antibody bindings sites between solution phase phenytoin the surface-immobilized BSA-phenytoin conjugate (Figure 2b). The assay responded linearly to a range of analyte concentrations (Figure 3). Intra- and inter-assay CV was less than 10% over this range (data not shown). The dynamic range of the assay can be controlled by varying the antibody concentration; reducing the antibody concentration to 25 nM permits detection of lower analyte concentrations with concomitant reduction in SPR signal.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a method for conducting multiple simultaneous quantitative, competitive immunoassays for small molecule analytes using a disposable
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microfluidic card and SPR imaging. Individual flow streams can be used for different patient samples, as run-time calibrators, or to detect multiple analytes. This method is well-suited for conducting rapid immunoassays for point-of-care diagnostics.

Figure 2a,b. Figure 2a (left): SPR difference image illustrating a typical experimental outcome following 3 minutes of fluid flow. Bright regions represent areas with accumulated antibody. Three solutions of phenytoin premixed with 250 nM anti-phenytoin were injected at 250 nL/sec/inlet. The black squares are the pixels used for the average percent reflectivity plotted in Fig. 2b (right). The assay response was quantitated using a linear fit (black lines, Fig. 2b) applied to the period of the assay following sample injection and concentration stabilization.

Figure 3. Dose dependence of rate of reflectivity change for 250 nM anti-phenytoin mixed with varying amounts of phenytoin.
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Abstract

A DNA sample concentration microfluidic device is presented. The concentration device uses cross-flow electrophoresis induced by integrated parallel coplanar electrodes along the bottom of a microfluidic channel. The performance of the device is demonstrated by fluorescence imaging of labelled DNA samples.

Keywords: DNA, sample concentration, cross-flow electrophoresis, microfluidics

1. Introduction

Concentration of DNA samples by electrokinetic methods has been widely used for analytical purposes in microdevices [1, 2]. The devices presented herein are stand alone functional units but have been designed to be easily integrated as part of a Lab-on-a-Chip system for genetic diagnostics, in which reagents, added during steps prior to detection, dilute the sample. This unit offers a simple solution to the DNA sample dilution problem, which is highly undesirable in this type of microsystem as this could result in a decrease in system sensitivity.

2. Device working principle

Figure 1a shows a cross section of a microchannel with integrated coplanar electrodes. Applying a DC voltage to the pair of parallel electrodes will establish an electric field in the channel perpendicular to the direction of flow. The presence of this electric field will induce electrophoretic migration of the circulating DNA molecules.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** a) Cross-section of microchannel with integrated coplanar electrodes. b) Schematic of the working principle: The electric field established across the channel drives DNA molecules towards a region of high electrical potential.
towards the region of the channel with higher potential (Figure 1b). This creates a gradient in the concentration of DNA molecules across the microchannel as the sample flows through the active region of the channel. Splitting the flow further downstream in the middle of the channel results in two streams in which the one which originated on the side of the channel with the higher electrical field has a greater concentration of DNA molecules compared with its counterpart.

3. Experimental

Devices (Figure 2) were fabricated using standard cleanroom techniques. Microfluidic channels were etched on glass with an amorphous silicon hard mask using HF. Au electrodes were deposited on a Si substrate by evaporation onto an oxide insulating layer (5000Å) which had previously been deposited. Patterning of Au was performed by lift-off. The two substrates were then aligned and bonded using anodic bonding. The polarization of the electrodes was controlled with a PC using a Digital I/O card (PCI-6229, National Instruments) and an in-house program written in LabView (National Instruments).

In order to test the performance of the concentration devices, a set of experiments intended to image the deflection of the DNA molecules was carried out using a fluorescence imaging technique. Single stranded DNA (ssDNA) from salmon sperm (Sigma) was labelled with a fluorescent dye, TO-PRO3 (Invitrogen). Fluorescence imaging experiments were performed using an Olympus fluorescence microscope and a CCD camera.

4. Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows a typical image of a TO-PRO3 labelled DNA sample flowing through the channel with integrated parallel coplanar electrodes. A higher intensity of fluorescence can be observed on top of the electrodes due to reflection of the emitted light on the gold surface. Figure 3a shows that the fluorescence intensity is homogeneous in both streams after splitting the fluid at a Y junction when no voltage is applied. In contrast, Figure 3b shows how the fluorescence profile across the microchannel varies when a DC voltage of 3V is applied to the electrodes (Q=1μL/min). For voltages above 3V gas bubble formation was observed due to electrolysis of water.
In order to increase the concentration capability of the system a device was designed and fabricated which repeated the operation described above four times. Figure 4a shows a fluorescence image of such a device. An increase in fluorescence intensity can easily be observed after each one of the stages. Figure 4b shows the concentration of the sample by an increase in fluorescence intensity measured after the flow split in each cross-flow electrophoresis stage.

5. Conclusions

Concentration of DNA samples by cross-flow electrophoresis in microfluidic channels with integrated coplanar electrodes has been demonstrated. The device operates well at potentials up to 3V, however, at greater potentials bubble formation due to electrolysis of water is observed. Decreasing the dimensions of the microfluidic network (channel width and depth) as well as decreasing the inter-electrode separation should allow the generation of higher electric fields without the need to apply a voltage high enough to cause electrolysis of water.
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Abstract

We describe a novel high-sensitivity sandwich immunoassay that uses vacuum-driven assembly of three reagents on chip: an antibody-DNA conjugate, the sample, and a fluorescently labeled antibody. An isotachophoresis (ITP) sample stacking step then concentrates the DNA conjugate and the sample complexes, followed by a CE separation. In an assay for alpha-fetoprotein, a detection limit of around 1 pM is achieved. The CE separation enables the detection of the AFP-L3 component, which is a liver cancer biomarker.

1. Introduction

Diagnostic applications of microfluidic analysis technology require high sensitivity. Previous work on microfluidic immunoassay systems [1,2] has described integrated devices that achieved sensitivities around 1 nM, comparable to those in conventional immunoassays. However, the most valuable assays where microfluidic technology could be applied often require much higher sensitivity, in the picomolar range. The target application for our work is the detection of the different forms of alpha fetoprotein (AFP). AFP-L3, a Lens Culinaris agglutinin (LCA) binding form, has been shown to be a specific tumor marker for early stage liver cancer detection [3].

2. Description of the Assay

This paper describes a novel microfluidic device designed to achieve high sensitivities. The analytes, both AFP isoforms –L1 and –L3, are sandwiched by two antibodies, one of which is fluorescently labeled, and the other is conjugated to a DNA molecule. The DNA conjugated antibody provides mobility which concentrates and stacks the immunocomplexes by the ITP process. After the ITP stacking, the field is switched to an electrophoretic separation mode that separates the AFP isoforms in a gel containing LCA.

Controlled binding reactions between the sample and the two labeled antibodies are crucial in obtaining good quantitation and sensitivity. It is desirable for these reactions to occur on-chip, so the entire assay can be controlled and automated in the microfluidic device. Initial attempts to mix the sample and reagents by pressure driven flows in a long channel [6] proved to be unsatisfactory due to the variability in viscosity of real serum samples. As an alternative, we have developed an electrophoretically driven mixing method, where components are lined up by vacuum in a channel in an order of mo-
bility such that subsequent application of a field will drive them together and allow them to react. We have called this an Electrokinetic Analyte Transfer Assay (EATA). The geometry of the microfluidic device accurately defines the volumes of the reagents at the nanoliter scale, and thus eliminates pipetting errors (see Figure 1). Another advantage of the EATA method is that the DNA antibody is also concentrated by the ITP stacking before binding with the sample, thereby increasing the speed of the binding reaction. After the binding reactions and ITP stacking are completed, voltage application is switched to another well containing leading buffer [5], after which normal CE separation and detection occurs.

Figure 1: Conceptual Diagram of the EATA chip. Vacuum is applied to all four waste wells to create accurately defined plugs of sample, binding reagents, and buffers. The ITP step is initiated by applying a voltage between the LB and the TB wells. When the sample reaches the separation zone, the voltage is applied between the Hand-off and the LB wells

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows an example of an electropherogram of a 100 pM AFP sample, and Figure 3, a calibration curve showing a detection limit close to 1 pM. As seen in Figure 4, the degree of completion of the binding reactions depends on the magnitude of the electric field. The lower the field, the more time will be taken by the ITP step, and that will increase the degree of completion of the binding reactions. Another factor that helps the speed of the binding reactions is the large increase in concentration caused by the ITP stacking of the antibody-DNA complex.
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Figure 2: Electropherogram of the two sample peaks from the immunocomplex in the AFP assay. The left hand peak is for the AFP-L1 form, and the right hand peak comes from AFP-L3. The fraction of the total AFP present in the AFP-L3 form is a biomarker for liver cancer with improved sensitivity and specificity.

Figure 3: Titration curves for AFP-L1 in the 0 to 100 pM range, with on the right an enlargement of the 0 to 14 pM region. The left hand graph shows good assay linearity in this range (R² = 0.9996). The right-hand graph shows that at 1.6 pM the detected peak area was significantly higher than zero AFP-L1.

Figure 4: Completion percentages of the on-chip binding reactions as a function of the electric field. Lower fields allow more time for binding, and give higher binding levels. The left-hand graph shows data for the DNA-antibody, with the sample pre-incubated off-chip with the labeled antibody. The right-hand graph shows similar data for the fluorescently labeled antibody. All peak areas are normalized to those obtained by pre-incubation of sample and both antibody reagents for at least 30 minutes prior to on-chip ITP-CE.
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Abstract

This work presents a complete suite of in vitro and in vivo characterizations of an unpowered, biocompatible, parylene-based micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS) pressure sensor for intraocular pressure (IOP) sensing. In situ mechanical responses of the sensors facilitate real-time pressure readouts without power consumption/transduction. Two types of IOP sensors (high-sensitivity and needle-implantable) have been fabricated and characterized. In vitro and in vivo testing results have successfully demonstrated that the high-sensitivity IOP sensors can achieve mmHg-sensitivity pressure responses both on-bench and inside an enucleated porcine eye, while the needle-implantable IOP sensors can be implanted into a porcine eye through a needle and secured inside the eye. Using this new IOP sensor paradigm we can realize unpowered, real-time, faithful, and convenient IOP monitoring in glaucoma patients.
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1. Introduction

Unpowered parylene MEMS IOP sensors were described previously [1][2] and are essentially all-mechanical compliant structures inspired by a Bourdon tube (free-standing curved thin-walled tube). They are systematically deformed by a pressure difference applied between the pressure encapsulated in the tube/channel and the ambient pressure, realizing direct pressure measurement through observation of tube deformation. Therefore, after the IOP sensors are implanted on the iris of the eye, their visible IOP readouts can be observed with a microscope/stereoscope from outside the eye through the transparent cornea. Design, fabrication, and in vitro characterization of the novel IOP sensors were presented [2]. In this work, continuing the progress of this research, we have more extensively developed the IOP sensors and demonstrated practical in vivo pressure sensing in the mmHg range inside a real eye.

2. Experimental

By implementing state-of-the-art micromachining technology, two types of IOP sensors were microfabricated for characterization. Fig. 1 shows a spiral-tube sensor and a long-armed-tube sensor for high-sensitivity pressure responses, and Fig. 2 shows the needle-implantable IOP sensor. For the needle-implantable sensors, integrated packaging has been designed to facilitate secure anchoring and functionality of the
device after implantation on the iris of the eye [2]. All of these IOP sensors were monolithically micromachined so assembly processes were not required.

Figure 1. Microfabricated high-sensitivity parylene IOP sensors with 1.1-mm-diameter spirals.

Figure 2. Microfabricated needle-implantable IOP sensors: (left) Concept of integrated device packaging; (right) A fabricated device situated inside a 19-gauge needle.

3. Results and discussion

The micromachined IOP sensors were first tested on-bench to characterize their in vitro behaviors. Testing results of the needle-implantable sensors were previously reported [2]. For the high-sensitivity sensors their pressure sensitivity was 0.46 degree/mmHg in rotational trajectory with the spiral-tube design and 11.24 μm/mmHg in lateral trajectory with the long-armed-tube design as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. In vitro pressure response of the long-armed-tube sensor with a lateral sensing trajectory. Pressure difference is applied between inside and outside of the parylene tube.

Implantation has been conducted in several enucleated porcine eyes to characterize the in vivo performance of the IOP sensors. For the high-sensitivity sensors, a flat incision and suturing were performed to implant the devices. Testing results show that both the spiral-tube and long-armed-tube designs successfully registered IOP variations under observation with a surgical microscope. A real-time 8.72 μm/mmHg IOP sensitivity was achieved with the long-armed-tube sensor as shown in Fig. 4. In addition, repeatable pressure responses of the sensors were confirmed by applying cyclic pressure variations. For the needle-implantable sensors, in spite of their minimally observable pressure
responses due to low optical magnification of the scope as shown in Fig. 5, preliminary testing of the tissue anchors has shown promise that the devices can be securely anchored on the iris even when vigorously pushing them using a blunt tube or shaking the eye. Further anchoring studies are underway to more precisely determine the reliability of the devices in the intraocular environment.

![Figure 4](image1.png)  
**Figure 4.** *In vivo* pressure response of the long-armed-tube IOP sensor.

![Figure 5](image2.png)  
**Figure 5.** *In vivo* characterization of the needle-implantable IOP sensor: (left) Image of device implantation through a needle incision; (right) Device implanted inside the eye. The tissue anchors mechanically secure the device on the iris in the intraocular environment.

### 4. Conclusion

In this work both *in vitro* and *in vivo* characterizations of the developed pressure sensors have been successfully performed to prove the concept of unpowered IOP sensing. Testing data have yielded positive results toward realization of real-time IOP readout.
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AN EMPIRICAL MODEL FOR A PIEZOELECTRIC TISSUE CONTRAST SENSOR EMBEDDED IN A BIOPSY TOOL
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an empirical model for a micromachined piezoelectric sensor located in a hollow cavity on the interior tip of a biopsy needle to aid in real time tissue differentiation during fine needle aspiration (FNA) biopsy. The disc-shaped sensor made from bulk lead zirconate titanate (PZT) has 50 μm thickness and 200 μm diameter. Samples such as oils and saline solution with controlled acoustic impedance ranging over 1.1-1.6×10^6 Kg/m^2s were tested for calibration. A modified Butterworth-Van Dyke (BVD) equivalent circuit is used to model the PZT disc with tissue loading, and an empirical tissue contrast model shows an approximately proportional relationship between frequency shift and sample acoustic impedance.

Keywords: Piezoelectric Sensor, Resonance, BVD Circuits, Fine Needle Aspiration (FNA)

I. INTRODUCTION

While thyroid cancer results in <1% of cancer deaths, thyroid nodules, either benign or malignant, can be observed in ~20% of the general US population [1]. Since conventional ultrasound imaging cannot generally distinguish benign and malignant nodules, FNA biopsy is usually required to make a final diagnosis. This is typically performed with a thin needle of 20-27 gauge with outer diameter <1 mm, and is challenging in itself due to the precision required in acquiring the desired sample from the small target volumes for subsequent cytological examination. To aid the positioning of the biopsy needle, traditional ultrasound imaging is performed in real time. Despite the added complexity, this does not provide the necessary precision, and at least 2-5% of FNAs are read as non-diagnostic because of improper sampling [1-3].

We recently reported an in-situ device for detecting tissue contrast during FNA biopsy of thyroid nodules [4]. Intended to complement traditional ultrasound imaging, it uses a micromachined piezoelectric sensor embedded near the tip of a biopsy needle to distinguish tissue planes in real time. However, its practical use demands a predictive model for the interaction between the device and sample. In this paper an empirical model is developed based on new experimental results obtained from samples with known acoustic impedance.

II. DEVICE DESCRIPTION

The scheme for in-situ detection of tissue contrast during thyroid biopsy is shown in Fig. 1. A sensor made from bulk lead zirconate titanate (PZT) is integrated at the tip of the needle and is connected to a spectrum analyzer for real-time impedance measurement. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the device. The creation of the cavity in the wall of the biopsy needle (Fig. 2b) leaves a thin, tailored, stainless steel diaphragm. A micromachined PZT disc (Fig. 2c) is located against the diaphragm (Fig. 2d). The varying acoustic impedance of the nearby tissue changes the vibrational characteristics of the diaphragm, and hence the mechanical boundary condition of the PZT disc. This is transduced into a change of its electrical impedance by the piezoelectric effect, and subsequently detected by the impedance spectrum analyzer, thus providing a measure of tissue contrast.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

For the purpose of device calibration and modeling, the sensor was tested with samples that have known and controlled acoustic impedance (Z_a). These are oil samples and saline solution of varying concentration.

*Corresponding author: 1301 Beal Ave., Ann Arbor, MI, 48109, USA; Tel: 1-734-647-2040; Email: litz@umich.edu
The sensor response was measured at a needle insertion depth of 5 mm for all cases. The $Z_a$ of these samples ranged over $1.1-1.6\times10^6$ Kg/m²s, with $Z_a$ of common tissues toward the upper end of this range. In the experiment with saline samples, solution concentrations from 1% to 20% were tested; the measurement results are shown in Fig. 3. The measured frequency shift increased with greater saline concentration when the concentration was smaller than $\approx3.5\%$, and remained approximately constant when the concentration became greater. This phenomenon is similar to that discussed in [6], and is possibly due to saturation of available cation binding cites on the sensor diaphragm. The sample acoustic properties obtained from literature and the experimental results of resonance frequency shift are used for the subsequent device modeling.

IV. DEVICE MODELING

The resonance frequency shift ($\Delta f$) of the piezoelectric sensor is dependent on both the mass loading effect and elastic properties of the samples [7]. The $Z_a$ of a sample is the product of its density and acoustic velocity, the latter being further related to the elastic bulk modulus of the material. Thus, an empirical tissue contrast model can be built for the biopsy device by plotting the measured $\Delta f$ versus $Z_a$, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The data used in this plot are from results described in Section III and previous results for porcine fat and muscle tissue discussed in [4]. The relationship is approximately proportional, as shown in the shaded area, considering the uncertainty in the acoustic properties of the samples.

The electrical characteristics of a free PZT disc in longitudinal vibration mode can be modeled by a lumped-element Butterworth-Van Dyke (BVD) equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 5(a) [8]. In this circuit, $C_0$ is the clamped capacitance between the two electrodes of the PZT disc, and an infinite number of series $LC_n$ ($n=1,3,5,\ldots$) motional branches are connected in parallel, where $n$ denotes harmonic modes of the mechanical response.

**Fig. 3:** Measurement results of saline sample with concentration between 1% and 20% shown as measured frequency shift and peak magnitude of impedance vs. saline concentration.

**Fig. 4:** (a) Measured resonant frequency shift vs. acoustic impedance of the samples. The error bars on the data for porcine samples indicate lack of certainty in the values of acoustic impedance $Z_a$. (b) Calculated equivalent loading $L_{eq}$ as a function of frequency shift for the samples. The dotted line indicates linear relation for comparison.
resonance of the disc. The first branch of $L$ and $C_1$ corresponds to the fundamental resonance mode, and the $n^{th}$ branch of $L$ and $C_n$ represents the $n^{th}$ mode. The equations to determine the values of $C_0$, $L$, and $C_n$ can be found in [8].

A modification to this original BVD circuit is necessary to accommodate the loading effect. Inductors can be used to model mass loading such as a diaphragm attached to a piezoelectric sensor [7]. These inductors are denoted as $L_{\text{m}(n)}$ in Fig. 5(b), and their values for such a diaphragm loading can be determined using equations provided in [7]. To include the tissue loading effect in the model, $L_{\text{m}(n)}$ can be extended by adding in series another equivalent loading inductance $L_{\text{eq}(n)}$. This additional inductance is an equivalent that includes the effect of both mass and elastic loading for modeling convenience. The frequency of each harmonic mode $f_{\text{m}(n)}$, or equivalently the frequency of each electrical impedance peak can then be denoted as

$$f_{\text{m}(n)} = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{(L + L_{\text{m}(n)} + L_{\text{eq}(n)})C_n}}, n = 1,3,5,...$$

(1)

In the experiments, the $5^{th}$ harmonic mode (at 176 MHz in air) was found to have a higher $Q$ than the fundamental and $3^{rd}$ harmonic mode, and was consequently selected for measurement. Therefore, the $3^{rd}$ $LC_n$ branch (for the $5^{th}$ harmonic mode) of the modified BVD circuit is of the most interest. The calculated equivalent loading $L_{\text{eq}(5)}$ for each of the samples used to build the empirical tissue contrast model is plotted as a function of the measured frequency shift $\Delta f_5$ in Fig. 4(b). The two plots in Fig. 4 provide the empirical tissue contrast model (i.e., the relationship of $Z_a$ to $\Delta f_5$) and the relationship of $L_{\text{eq}(5)}$ to $\Delta f_5$. These relationships can be used with the modified BVD circuit model to relate the physical parameters of the device and samples to $\Delta f_5$ for design and optimization of the sensor.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An empirical model has been built for the piezoelectric tissue contrast sensor based on experimental results and a modified BVD circuit model. This model established the relationship between the measured frequency shift and sample acoustic impedance, providing an effective approach to predict the interaction between the device and sample for its proposed practical use.
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Abstract

This work reports on the application of a microchip system integrating DNA extraction with infrared-mediated (IR) PCR amplification within a single chamber for the detection of bacterial infections within prosthetic joints. Results show not only the successful integration of DNA extraction and amplification in a single chamber, but an improvement over the PCR detection limit for bacterial infection when compared to conventional molecular biological methods.
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1. Introduction

Prosthetic joint implantation has improved the quality of life for many individuals, but up to 10% of these patients develop complications attributed to joint failure with one main cause being prosthetic joint infection (PJI) [1]. For detection of the infectious agents associated with PJI, a broad-range PCR assay has been developed to amplify a highly conserved region of 16S ribosomal DNA shared universally among bacterial species [1]; this method utilizes a commercial kit for extraction of bacterial DNA from a prosthesis sonicate followed by quantitative PCR (qPCR). For this assay, detection is limited to 168 16S rDNA starting copies, equivalent to the presence of 24 Escherichia coli cells, due to a small number of bacteria contaminating most reagents. A faster, more sensitive approach for detecting bacteria in sonicates, particularly those that could be used in the operating room, was sought to improve clinical management of PJI.

2. Theory

Two advantages of microfluidic devices are the inherent small volumes and the ability to integrate multiple sample processing steps into the same device, completely isolating the process and, among other advantages, decreasing the opportunity for contamination. We have previously reported integration of DNA solid phase extraction (SPE) with PCR in a glass microdevice for a variety of clinical samples [2], but a limitation of the method lies in the volume mismatch between the DNA elution volume and the PCR chamber volume. Extraction on a silica bead packed channel allows DNA elution in a volume of approximately 10 μL while the PCR chamber volume is typically...
0.5 μL or less, thus utilizing only a fraction of the purified DNA from the sample. Performing SPE and IR-PCR in a single chamber would provide an inherent advantage over previous microchip-based methods [2], in that all of the eluted DNA could be utilized in the amplification, improving detection limits by 1-2 orders of magnitude.

3. Experimental

A glass microdevice was designed that would allow for SPE of DNA and the subsequent IR-PCR to be performed in the very same chamber (Figure 1). Chitosan-coated magnetic beads, a recently reported DNA extraction solid phase [3], uses a pH-induced DNA release technique that provides efficient DNA recovery (92% ± 4%) while eliminating the use of high salt solutions and organics (both potent PCR inhibitors) from the process. A simple external magnet controls the location of the beads in the chamber, eliminating the need for weirs or pillars and simplifying device design and fabrication. While previous SPE phases have been composed of materials incompatible with PCR [2], the chitosan coating does not affect the efficiency of PCR, allowing the beads to remain in the chamber during PCR.

4. Results and Discussion

Microchips are ideal for a clinical application such as PJI, where background bacterial DNA interferes with the detection of low level infectious agents (i.e., low starting copy DNA detection). Performing PCR in larger volumes, such as 25 μL, allows for more background bacterial DNA templates to be included in the reaction which can lead to a false positive diagnosis. By decreasing the volume required to perform PCR, less background DNA is available for the PCR. This is demonstrated in Figure 2, where negative controls are shown for PCR performed in both a 25 μL qPCR and a 450 nL IR-PCR. The melt curve in Figure 2A identifies the product formed in the negative control as specific product based on its melting temperature while the electropherogram run post-microchip PCR shows no specific product has been amplified (Figure 2B). In addition, trace a in Figure 2B shows the successful amplification from only 68 16S rDNA starting copies, equivalent to just under 10 E. coli cells, improving the level of detection for the broad-range PCR over conventional methodology.

While small volumes inherent to microchips help overcome one obstacle with molecular methods for PJI detection, another benefit offered is integration of multiple processes. Figure 3 shows successful integration of SPE and PCR in a single chamber.
Lysed cells are mixed with the beads in the chamber, the beads washed to remove cellular material and the DNA eluted from the bead surface into the chamber with the very PCR master mix that will be used for DNA amplification. PCR thermocycling required around 13 minutes while the extraction takes under five minutes. The benefits of the PJI microdevice over the conventional methods suggest that implementation of this device in an operating room could offer the speed and more sensitive detection of PJI desired by orthopedic clinicians.

5. Conclusions
A novel technique integrating SPE with PCR in a single chamber has been described using a chitosan phase with excellent DNA recoveries. Since the beads used for DNA extraction remain in the chamber during the PCR, all of the eluted DNA is utilized in the amplification process. As a result of the many advantages offered by a microfluidic device, improvements over molecular methods for PJI detection can potentially be improved when performed on the PJI microdevice.
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Abstract
We report here a new on-chip immunological assay system that can detect 100 pg/mL of Hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) within 15 minutes by using a premixed reagent mixture and a semi-automated analyzer. This system is used only two reagents. One reagent is antigen-antibody reaction-related contents and the other reagent is an enzyme substrate. Instead of an antibody-immobilization in the microchannel, biotinyl oligonucleotide-immobilized microchannel was used for antigen trapping. As a result, our assay system required less time than the conventional step-by-step method.

Keywords: Diagnosis, Immunoassay, Thermal lens microscopy

1. Introduction
On-chip immunological detection using a beads-bed scheme has been reported [1]. Advantages of this method are high sensitivity and fast analysis. However, it was a little bit troublesome, and required complicated channel structures. For on-chip immunological detection, antibodies must be immobilized within the microchannels. To form a microchannel which fabricated on a polymer substrate, the bonding process using heating or chemical solvents is required, resulting that antibodies are fatally damaged by these processes. To avoid these drawbacks, we developed simple structured microfluidic devices and new antibody immobilization method for the plastic substrate [2]. A unique surface modification technology recently developed, which fixed chemicals having primary amino group on the surface of channels after the channel formation (PrimeSurface®, Sumitomo Bakelite Co., Ltd.) was used for protein immobilization. We used this technology to immobilize biotinyl oligonucleotide. In this paper, we report a new on-chip immunological detection system using a newly designed polymer microchip, and a semi-automated analyzer (Figure 1).

2. Experimental
Microfluidic chip

Figure 1. Semi-automated analyzer.
Microfluidic chips were prepared by cyclopolyolefin polymer (Figure 2). A shallow part (30μm depth) and other part (300μm depth) were optimized for the binding reaction and detection, respectively. The substrate with channels and the flat substrate were sealed by heating. The surfaces of the channel were activated by the PrimeSurface® technology and then biotinyl oligonucleotide-NH₂ was flowed into the channels in order to immobilize biotinyl oligonucleotide.

**Assay scheme and actuations of semi-automated analyzer**

A sample was incubated together with streptavidin-labeled anti-HBsAg-Fab' and horseradish peroxidase-labeled anti-HBsAg-Fab' for 5 minutes. Then, its mixture was set in the analyzer. The assay procedures are as follows: (1) A guide attached to the head of nozzle picked up a disposable sampling chip (DSC). (2) Enzyme substrate was sucked into DSC. (3) Air was sucked into DSC. (4) Washing buffer was sucked into DSC. (5) Air was sucked into DSC again. (6) Mixture of sample and reagents was sucked into DSC. To protect carry-over, only DSC could keep this mixture. (7) Finally, five liquids and air layers were formed in the analyzer. And these liquid layers were injected into the microfluidic chip at an appropriate flow speed. And enzyme activities were measured with a thermal lens detector (TLD).

3. Results and Discussion
Sensitivity of HBsAg

This system could measure 100 pg/mL of HBsAg using 15μL of sample (Figure 4). Measurement time of this system was within 30 minutes including incubation of the sample and reagents. All key steps including the incubation (5 min.), injection into microfluidic chip (2 min.), washing and enzyme activity measurement (1.5 min.) were only 8.5 minutes in total. The semi-automated analyzer is just a prototype to confirm our idea. Although it took about 30 minutes for the assay, the overall analysis time can be within 15 minutes by improving the analyzer.

Evaluation of control sera

Table 1. Evaluation of control sera with this analyzer and the other methods. Gray colored cells were positive results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Infectrol® A</th>
<th>Infectrol® B</th>
<th>Infectrol® C</th>
<th>Infectrol® D</th>
<th>Infectrol® E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This analyzer</td>
<td>ng/mL</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>7.67</td>
<td>&gt;100.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzer A</td>
<td>C.O.I.</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>30.13</td>
<td>&gt;100.00</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzer B</td>
<td>U/mL</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>140.97</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzer C</td>
<td>C.O.I.</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>58.90</td>
<td>882.60</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzer D</td>
<td>IU/mL</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>&gt;100.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teststrip E</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teststrip F</td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teststrip G</td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Control sera for internal quality control were measured by this system. Infectrol® A-D are positive and Infectrol® E is negative samples, respectively. The results were summarized in Table 1. This analyzer could detect all positive sera although Analyzer A and 3 kinds of teststrip could not detect Infectrol® A as positive.

4. Conclusion

We established the high sensitive immunoassay system involving a semi-automated analyzer, equipped with a thermal lens detector, and cyclopolyolefin polymer-based chip. Fundamental assay procedures required only 8.5 minutes, and 100 pg/mL of HBsAg could be detected as a model of antigen. We believe this system can be applied to any kinds of binding assay.
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INTEGRATION OF ANTIBODY ARRAYS INTO
A PREASSEMBLED MICROFLUIDIC DEVICE
FOR ON-DEMAND IMMUNOASSAY
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Abstract
This paper describes a method to create a patterned surface within a microchannel by electrochemical means, which enables on-demand and site-specific immobilization of protein array after the device is fully assembled. High density protein immobilization is achieved by locating proteins to a three-dimensional microstructure. In addition, by first depositing a pattern of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-based copolymer in the microchannel, a uniform protein pattern is obtained even in a stream flow.

Keywords: protein pattern, microchannel, electrochemical method, 3D microstructures.

1. Introduction
The controlled immobilization of unstable biomolecules such as proteins within a microfluidic channel is a critical step in many types of bioassays. We have previously reported a method to create a patterned surface within a microchannel by electrochemical means, “electrochemical bio-lithography”, which enables site-specific immobilization of antibody array after the device is fully assembled. Since the electrochemical surface reaction is fast enough to satisfy the diffusion-controlled case, the length of electrolysis period and channel height can control the size of protein-immobilized area. In addition, by using the stepwise electrochemical treatment, multiple types of protein arrays can be patterned within a single microchannel [1-3]. To make this approach more suitable for practical applications, three-dimensional microstructures were fabricated on the channel wall. Because the 3D microstructure increases the area of surface for protein attachment, the intensity of fluorescence signal increases in detection that uses a fluorescence-labeled probe. In addition, a pattern of anti-biofouling polymer that is not affected by the electrochemical treatment was introduced on the channel surface. By switching non-polymer regions from anti-biofouling to protein-adsorptive, it becomes possible to strictly define protein-adsorptive regions even when there is a stream flowing in the channel.

2. Experimental
The microfluidic device consists of three layers: a microelectrode-bearing glass substrate, a silicone rubber, and a substrate with the PDMS microposts or the PEG-patterned glass substrate (Fig. 1). PDMS microposts were fabricated by using molding technique with SU-8 photoresist. The PEG micropattern was prepared by using a PDMS microstamp.

After the microfluidic device was fully assembled, solutions of polyethylenimine (PEI) and heparin were passed through the microchannel, to form an electrostatically assembled multilayer on the channel wall. Subsequently, 0.1M PBS solution containing 25 mM KBr (pH 7.4) was
introduced into the channel and after the flow was completely stopped, a potential pulse of 1.7 V vs. Ag/AgCl was applied to each microelectrode in order to generate Br₂ (subsequently HBrO). Finally, a protein solution was run though the channel, followed by a wash with PBS.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2a shows a fluorescence micrograph of locally immobilized protein on the channel surface. The Cy3-labeled protein A was located on the opposite face of the electrodes, corresponding to the pattern of the electrode array. Fig. 2b shows the fluorescence intensity along the white line shown in Fig. 2a. The fluorescence signal obtained from the uneven surface is higher than that from flat surface, due to protein attached to the sidewall of microposts. Fig. 3 shows the plots of fluorescence intensity obtained from protein-immobilized region versus the specific surface area of the channel wall. It is obvious that the positive correlation between the fluorescence intensity with the increased specific surface area exists. This patterning technique is applicable to more complicated structures such as filter membranes, and their vast surface area would give highly enhanced signal.

There was a problem of lithographic treatment is affected by natural streams in

**Figure 1.** (a) Schematic representation of side and bottom views of the microfluidic device. (b) Schematic diagram outlining the electrochemical surface treatment within the microchannel, and fluorescence micrograph of the immobilized multiple antibodies.

**Figure 2.** (a) Fluorescence micrograph of the protein pattern on the microposts structure and plane surface when surface was treated electrochemically. (b) Cross-sectional fluorescence intensity along the line in (a).
microchannels, since the diffusion layer of the elecro-generated oxidant is shifted in the flow direction. In order to address this problem, we defined the regions of which the oxidant can and cannot switch the surface property by first depositing a patterned PEG-based copolymer on the channel wall (Fig. 4a). PEG is a typical anti-biofouling polymer, and is unaffected by our electrochemical treatment. We conducted the electrochemical treatment and subsequent immobilization according to the procedure shown in Fig. 1b. Fig. 4b shows a fluorescent micrograph of the Cy3-labeled protein A patterned on the channel wall. As can clearly be seen, the proteins adsorbed only on the regions without PEG-coating layer. Fig. 4c shows the fluorescence intensity, along the white line shown in Fig. 4b. Almost no fluorescence was observed on the surface of the PEG, providing high S/N ratio. Since the PEG micropatterns strictly restrict the areas on which proteins can potentially adsorb even in a stream, a constant amount of proteins can be immobilized and ensures reproducible experiments.

4. Conclusions

The microfluidic device with electrochemical bio-lithography enables the real-time and on-demand immobilization of protein arrays within the microchannel. It is expected that this methodology will make a large contribution to protein chip technology.
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TEMPERATURE GRADIENT FOCUSING FOR ON-CHIP MONITORING OF ENZYME REACTION PRODUCTS IN COMPLEX SAMPLE MIXTURES

Matthew S. Munson, Jonathan G. Shackman, Laurie E. Locascio, and David Ross
National Institute of Standards and Technology, USA

Abstract
Temperature gradient focusing (TGF) is demonstrated as an analytical tool for conducting enzyme assays with short analysis times and little or no sample preparation. The technique’s potential compatibility with clinical samples is also demonstrated. These results show that TGF enzyme analysis may be a suitable tool for conducting rapid, high sensitivity point-of-care assays.

Keywords: capillary electrophoresis, enzyme assay, temperature gradient focusing

1. Theory
TGF is a recently developed technique for the simultaneous concentration and electrophoretic separation of analytes in a microfluidic system [1]. TGF balances the electrophoretic velocity of ionic analytes with solution convection through a separation channel whose ends are held at different temperatures. The separation buffer is chosen so that the ionic strength, and therefore electrophoretic velocity, varies with temperature. The convective velocity can be adjusted so that the net velocity of the analyte (the sum of the electrophoretic and convective velocities) is zero at a unique point in the channel. TGF has been applied to small molecules, DNA, proteins, and particles [1].

2. Electrophoretic Exclusion Enables Complex Sample Analysis
The convective flow in TGF is dependent on electroosmotic flow (EOF), making it sensitive to surface fouling. However, because the convective and the electrophoretic velocity are opposed, it is possible to exclude unwanted classes of molecules from the separation channel. This mitigates the fouling problem without surface coatings through an exclusion effect. If the direction of convection is from waste to sample and electrophoresis is from sample to waste, any species located within the sample reservoir that is electrophoretically slower or of the opposite charge than the target analyte will remain in the sample reservoir. It therefore does not contact the surfaces of the separation channel and cannot affect EOF. This allows for the analysis of complex biological samples that would normally require time-consuming channel pretreatment or pre-analysis sample cleanup.

The exclusion effect is demonstrated with a protein known to adhere to many surfaces, bovine serum albumin (BSA). Repeated analyses of a sample containing 10 nmol L⁻¹ fluorescein in a buffer consisting of 0.5 mol L⁻¹ tris and 0.5 mol L⁻¹ boric acid were conducted with BSA concentration varying from 80 µg ml⁻¹ to 8 mg ml⁻¹. A voltage of 3 kV was applied to the 3 cm separation channel. The temperature gradient
(250 °C cm\(^{-1}\)) was applied over a 2 mm segment of the channel. The applied pressure was reduced at a rate of 1 Pa s\(^{-1}\). The repeatability of the analyte peak position suggests the absence of variability in EOF over the course of the experiment. The variation in peak height is due to BSA binding fluorescein in the sample reservoir [2].

To confirm the impact of BSA fouling, a fresh device was used to focus carboxyfluorescein (CF) from a sample containing no BSA. The same device was then used to focus CF from a sample containing 10 mg ml\(^{-1}\) BSA. Finally, the channel was rinsed for 30 minutes with a 10 mg ml\(^{-1}\) BSA solution, rinsed for 10 minutes with buffer, and then used to focus CF from a BSA free sample. Five replicate scans were performed for each condition. No difference in the peak position for the scans conducted before rinsing the capillary with BSA was observed. After exposing the capillary to the BSA solution, the peak position was shifted by approximately 0.7 kPa. In addition, the scan to scan variability in peak position was significantly increased after flushing the capillary with BSA. These results clearly demonstrate that the BSA located in the sample is excluded from the channel during the analysis of CF. This electrophoretic exclusion can be applied to the analysis of any electrophoretically rapid analyte in the presence of slower molecules that interact unfavorably with the surface of the analysis channel. These types of interactions are one of the main difficulties in using electrophoretic analysis for complex sample mixtures.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1**: Exclusion of BSA from the separation channel is demonstrated by analyzing the samples that varied only in BSA concentration. Left: raw intensity profiles from TGF experiments show little variation in P\(_{\text{max}}\). Variation in peak height is due to association of BSA and fluorescein in the sample reservoir. Right: P\(_{\text{max}}\) does not change when 10 mg ml\(^{-1}\) BSA is added to the sample. When the channel is intentionally exposed to BSA there is a large shift in P\(_{\text{max}}\) and the variability of P\(_{\text{max}}\) (n=5). This demonstrates that BSA in the sample is excluded from the channel. Error bars represent ± 1 standard deviation.

3. Monitoring biochemical reactions

The ability to monitor biochemical reactions is demonstrated using β-galactosidase (β\(_{\text{gal}}\)) and fluorescein-di-β-\(_d\)-galactopyranoside (FDG) as a model enzyme-substrate system. The enzyme β\(_{\text{gal}}\) cleaves FDG twice to produce fluorescein [3]. The concentration of product (fluorescein) is representative of the average reaction rate over the course of the experiment. Therefore, we can use this technique to determine the impact of various reaction conditions on the enzyme reaction rate. As a demonstration,
we monitored the effect of incubation temperature and cofactor (Mg$^{++}$) concentration. Samples were incubated at room temperature and at 30 °C in the presence or absence of 1 mmol L$^{-1}$ Mg$^{++}$. Solutions containing a fixed starting concentration of FDG but varied enzyme concentrations were allowed to react followed by TGF analysis of the reaction products.

Interexperimental repeatability of approximately 6% ($n=3$) was observed, with limits of detection (LOD) of 800 ng ml$^{-1}$ with a 10 minute reaction time (Figure 2). Although the demonstrated LOD is significantly higher than previous reports (35 pg ml$^{-1}$) [4], these reports utilized a much longer analysis time (approximately 1 hour). In addition, previous reports also demonstrated problems with non-specific adsorption of the enzyme to the channel walls. Using TGF, the enzyme is excluded from the analysis channel eliminating this as a source of error. It is anticipated that this difference could simply be bridged by employing an LIF detection scheme, without the need for increased analysis time.

4. Conclusions

This report demonstrates the ability to use TGF to analyze enzyme concentration or as a research tool to determine the impact of reaction conditions on enzyme kinetics. This work also demonstrates that these measurements can be made in complex biological samples due to the electrophoretic exclusion that arises from the opposition of convection and electromigration. These aspects of TGF-based enzyme assays could allow them to be a useful tool in point-of-care and clinical diagnostics.
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Abstract
A compact disk shaped microfluidic device (Lab-on-a-CD) was developed to allow the evaluation of mental stress. Secretory immunoglobulin A (sIgA) was measured by a heterogeneous enzyme immunoassay (EIA) on the Lab-on-a-CD. For the microfluidic control by centrifugal force, we examined the relationship between the rotational speed and the microchannel profile. Using a sIgA-immobilized bead for a competitive antigen-antibody reaction, sIgA in standard samples could be quantified. It is expected that the Lab-on-a-CD would be suitable for miniaturization and automation of the processes in EIA.

1. Introduction
EIA has been widely used for various diagnoses. EIA utilizes an antibody with high molecular recognition and selectivity, and an enzymatic reaction that can amplify the detectable signal and enhance the sensitivity of the assay. However, the conventional EIA using a titer plate requires tremendous labor and long analysis time. To overcome these drawbacks, several papers on the integration of heterogeneous immunoassay systems into microfluidic devices have been published over the last decade [1,2]. In these devices, the miniaturized reaction fields had enhanced reaction efficiency, simplified procedures, reduced assay time, and lowered consumption of samples, reagents, waste and energy. In the case of a miniaturized EIA device, a large number of small beads were often applied instead of a solid phase immobilized antigen or antibody used in the wells of a titer plate. Though the number of beads in the microchannel needs to be exactly controlled in order to achieve accurate analysis, this is difficult. Moreover, such microfluidic devices generally require relatively large peripherals, such as pumps. Therefore, it would be unsuitable for EIA devices integrated on to a hand-held system.

Recently, compact disk-shaped microfluidic devices (Lab-on-a-CD) have been demonstrated for an integrated EIA using centrifugal force based fluid handling without mechanical pumps [3]. As centrifugal force can act on all the microfluids on the disk simultaneously, it is considered that a Lab-on-a-CD is suitable for parallel processing of a large number of assays.

This paper describes heterogeneous EIA on a Lab-on-a-CD using a single bead.
immobilized with sIgA in each reaction reservoir. It was expected that the total area of the specific surface for antigen-antibody reaction would be uniform in a single bead analysis, and the backpressure to flow could be reduced. As centrifugal and capillary forces were examined for microfluidic control in the multi-step process (e.g., antigen-antibody reaction, bound/free separation, detection) in EIA, each step of EIA was automatically carried out according to the rotational speed of the Lab-on-a-CD.

2. Experimental

Lab-on-a-CDs were fabricated of PDMS for the examination of microfluidic control by centrifugal force. The relationship between rotational speed and microchannel cross section was examined; the channel width was varied from 20 μm to 1 mm, the location of the connected reservoir was varied from 1.5 to 3.5 cm from center of rotation, and the channel depth was examined at 40 and 100 μm. 1 μl of aqueous solution containing 400 μg/ml BSA was injected into each injection reservoir. The Lab-on-a-CD was rotated at several speeds from 750 to 3000 rpm and the behavior of solution was observed using a stroboscope.

According to the experimental results for the centrifugal control, a Lab-on-a-CD for EIA was designed. Glass beads of size 1 mm in diameter were immobilized with sIgA and then treated with blocking solution. A sIgA-immobilized bead was loaded into each antigen-antibody reaction reservoir on the Lab-on-a-CD for EIA. Standard sIgA solution was reacted with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) labeled anti-sIgA antibody solution and then mixed with the blocking solution. 1 μl of the sample solution containing the immunocomplex was loaded into the injection reservoir. 1 μl of Amplex Red and H₂O₂ mixture was loaded into each detection reservoir. The Lab-on-a-CD was rotated to transport the sample solution to the reaction reservoir loaded with the sIgA-immobilized bead. After 10 min for competitive antigen-antibody reaction, the solution was flowed into the detection reservoir by second rotation. The fluorescence intensity was observed using a fluorescent imaging scanner.

3. Results and discussion

The centrifugal force can be defined by the angular speed of rotation, fluid density, surface tension, and geometry and location of the channels and reservoirs. The sample solutions were loaded into the Lab-on-a-CD for examination of microfluidic control and rotated with several speeds. To process each step of EIA using a Lab-on-a-CD, stop and flow of the solutions should be simultaneously controlled under the same rotational speed. As the results in the present research, 2000 rpm was the critical point to divide the flowing into the microchannels 40 μm deep as compared between 20 μm and 1 mm in channel width. The difference between the capillary forces to stop or flow the microfluids was calculated to be 2.78 times. Therefore, it was shown in the present research that microfluidic control based on centrifugal force could be set up by effective combination of the channel width and depth, which should differ by at least over three times.

The reservoir position and the channel profile on the Lab-on-a-CD for EIA were also investigated. In the present research, a single glass bead 1 mm in diameter was used as the sIgA-immobilized surface instead of the well bottom in a 96-wells titer plate. The surface areas
of the bead and well bottom were about 3.1 and 33 mm², respectively. Therefore, the amount of HRP-labeled antibody in an assay reduced in order to avoid saturation of the antibody in the antigen-antibody reaction. Figure 1 shows the calibration curve of the standard sIgA using the Lab-on-a-CD for EIA. The calibration curve showed good linearity until 66 μg/ml and the limit of detection (LOD) was 2.5 μg/ml (6.4 nM) of sIgA. In humans, the concentration of sIgA in saliva is typically in the range of 50-500 μg/ml; the value significantly decreases under mental stress [4]. Thus, the LOD is enough to detect the sIgA in saliva without any pretreatment, and thus, this assay may be expected to be suitable for daily management of mental stress.

4. Conclusion
We have successfully demonstrated that a CD-shaped microfluidic device could perform EIA for sIgA. Centrifugal force could be effectively controlled to manipulate the microfluids sequentially from each reservoir into the connected microchannel. A preliminary analysis of sIgA indicated that each process was automated by the rotary speed and the analysis time on the Lab-on-a-CD was only 30 min. The application of this Lab-on-a-CD would be also promising for a handheld system for rapid screening of pathogens and physical and mental disorders.
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1. Introduction
There is a continued interest in the development of new on-chip protocols for the rapid determination of the causes of infectious disease. In this article we present a chip-based method for identifying *Chlamydia trachomatis*. This procedure combines elements of PCR, on-chip solid-phase sample clean-up and determination using Surface Enhanced Resonance Raman spectroscopy (SERRS). There have been several reports on the use of microspheres within chip-based systems due to the increase in surface area and the variety of surface chemistries to perform ligand-binding assays¹⁻³. In the assay reported here, we exploit the use of a packed bead-bed of functionalised microspheres retained within a microfluidic network in order to selectively capture the sample thus enabling the introduction of washing steps to remove background contributions. The use of this bead-based assay not only provides a solid-state clean-up format, but also provides short diffusion distances with the matrix to reduce the time and improve the efficiency of binding.

2. Experimental
An outline of the assay is described in figure 1. In this process, PCR for the target sequence for *Chlamydia trachomatis* was performed using a biotinylated primer off-chip resulting in a biotinylated amplicon. This enabled post-PCR selective capture of the amplified PCR target using streptavidinated beads, on-chip, in order to remove background contributions from the sample matrix. To implement this, a low-cost microfluidic chip with an integrated filter membrane retaining a bed of ~10 µm streptavidin functionalised microbeads was produced in PDMS using simple mold replication techniques.

Figure 1. Outline of the assay principle
on an anisotropically dry-etched silicon master, see figure 2 (ii). This enabled quick and low-cost replication production of devices. After molding, the devices were permanently bonded using plasma oxidation. Fluids were controlled on-chip by a precision syringe pump.

The biotinylated product was flowed past and captured on the streptavidinated beads followed by a cycle of buffer washing stages. This served to remove contributions from the sample matrix. A complimentary SERRS active labelled (R6G) detection sequence was then hybridised to this product followed by further washing stages to remove excess detection probe, enabling determination of the analytical signal. In order to remove the Raman contribution of the polymer microspheres, the detection probe was thermally released from the beads. This was achieved by simply melting the biotinylated PCR target-detection probe duplex by locally heating the chip’s bead-bed. After release, the detection probe was flushed downstream for determination. Colloidal silver nanoparticles were mixed with the released sample at the chip’s intersection to provide a metallic surface in order to probe the system by SERRS. The sample was interrogated with a 532nm laser line and the SERRS signal was collected on an inexpensive fibre-coupled Ocean Optics miniature spectrometer. The SERRS spectrum acquired from this analysis is shown in figure 4.

4. Results and Discussion

Figure 3(i), top, shows the capture of biotinylated PCR product and hybridisation of the detection probe. In this instance, the detection probe was labelled with the Raman active and fluorescent active label, Rhodamine 6G. This enabled the hybridisation and release to be imaged by fluorescence. The lower image of figure 3(i) shows the same bead-bed after heating and thermal release of the labelled detection probe. The probe was flushed downstream to interact with colloidal silver nanoparticles in to derive the SERRS signal. A typical SERRS spectrum obtained from the bead bed is presented in figure 4. This spectrum contains each of the characteristic bands associated with the label attached the probe.
All though not demonstrated here, a potential advantage of SERRS versus other methods is improved multiplex sequence detection capability without the need for additional instrumentation. This arises as a consequence of the sharp Raman fingerprints associated for each of the individual labels. This aspect will be investigated in the future. Using the reported procedure we have obtained a detection limit of 20nM for the labelled detection sequence using SERRS.

3. Conclusion
In this assay, we combine complimentary assay components in order to achieve an analytical solution to efficiently determine nucleic acid sequences of clinical relevance, in this case Chlamydia trachomatis. We have shown that a PCR mixture can be selectively captured on-chip followed by sample clean-up, release and interrogation on a low-cost platform using PDMS microfluidic devices. It is anticipated that future work will focus on multiplex determination of several sequences simultaneously. As such, this represents a positive contribution towards inexpensive low-volume genetic analysis for potential routine diagnostic applications.
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Figure 4. SERRS spectrum obtained from the R6G-labelled detection sequence on-chip
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Abstract

We report a first prototype machine of an automatic and compact micro-ELISA system for clinical diagnosis of allergy. The excellent performances were verified in three times faster analysis time, one order smaller sample and reagents volume with enough sensitivity compared with conventional systems. The prototype was subjected to a clinical trial authorized by the Ethical Advisory Board and good correlations with conventional method have been verified with 82 allergy patients. We believe our system show most excellent performances as practical systems.
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1. Introduction

Microchip-based ELISA system is expected one of useful applications, especially, in point-of-care (POC) clinical diagnosis. In previous papers, several micro-ELISA microchips have been reported. However, automatic and compact systems have not been realized due to the difficulty in achieving many sophisticated technologies in sample injection, pump, valve, connecter, ELISA microchip, surface treatment, detection, automation, and the compact system design. In this presentation, we realized a prototype system for clinical diagnosis of allergy. We illustrate the details of the system and performances by testing the system in a clinical test.

2. Principle

The principle of our micro-ELISA on microchip is illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image_url)
Polystyrene (PS) micro-beads were introduced into a microchannel, and allergens are linked on the PS surface. For decreasing background signals from non-specific bindings, BSA and biotin-avidin reactions were used for the surface chemistry. The dye solution was produced by an enzymatic colorimetric reaction in stop-flow condition, and the concentration was measured by thermal lens microscope.[1]

3. Experimental

**Automatic micro-ELISA system**

In Figure 2, our system and the components are illustrated. The samples and reagents are stocked in tubes on a tray. A PEEK tube sucks and injects the samples and reagents at a determined flow rate which was controlled by four syringe pumps. The change of the flow to a waste or a microchip can be controlled our original micro-valve. The PEEK tube is connected after sucking the samples and reagents, and immunoassay is conducted on the microchip and detected by our original on-chip thermal lens microscopes (TLM). All the moving components are driven with auto-stages controlled by software on PC.

**Micro-beads preparation**

PS micro-beads (Φ45μm) for total IgE determination were immobilized. PS micro-beads for specific IgE determination were coated with biotinated-BSA and then avidin (KPL) before introduction into a microchannel.

**Protocol of procedure**

Typical procedure with time-flow is shown in Fig.3. After introduction of pre-coated beads serum specimen was introduced from tube on a tray and washed. Anti-human IgE antibody labeled with horse radish peroxidase (KPL) was injected successively. After final washing, the dye solution was produced by an enzymatic colorimetric reaction in stop-flow condition, and the concentration was measured by thermal lens microscope.

Figure 2  System (left) and the components (right) in our micro-ELISA

Fig.3  Typical procedure
the substrate solution of tetramethyl benzidine and H₂O₂ mixture (KPL) were injected.

**Detection**

Four on-chip micro thermal lens detection devices (micro-TLD) were utilized as an optical alignment free thermal lens detection system [2]. SELFOC micro lens was integrated on the top surface of the microchip at the 10mm downstream from the dam of the microchannel. The excitation wavelength used in this research was 635nm, and the detection wavelength was 750nm.

**4. Results and Discussion**

The typical signals are shown in Figure 4. The stop-flow reaction (1 min for stop) for the colorimetric reaction generated a peak signal, and the height was measured. The performance was compared with the conventional system. Our micro-ELISA system features small sample volume of 5μL (1/10 relative to the conventional methods), fast analysis time of 20 min (1/3), and low cost for reagents (1/10) in addition to the compact size. The sensitivity is 1 ng/ml (data not shown) and enough for allergy diagnosis. Finally, we conducted a clinical test to verify the applicability for practical uses in medicals or clinics. The good correlation was obtained (r=0.891, n=82) with a conventional method. Also, the results for specific IgE showed comparable correlation. We illustrate the details of the clinical test in my presentation.

**5. Conclusions**

In addition to allergen diagnosis, our system can be applied for various immunoassay systems just by changing the antigen or antibody on PS surfaces.
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Abstract

Although an array of synthetic transformations have been successfully performed within micro fabricated reactors, no systems describe the scale-out of such reactions using electroosmotic pumping. With this in mind, we describe our initial evaluation of an EOF-based parallel reactor suitable for the high-throughput synthesis of tetrahydropyranyl ethers.

1. Introduction

In order to achieve the overall aim of synthesising analytically pure compounds within micro fabricated reactors, we recently described the incorporation of solid-supported reagents and catalysts into capillary based flow reactors (Figure 1), largely employing electroosmotic flow (EOF) as the pumping mechanism [1,2]. Although this approach enabled the synthesis of analytically pure compounds, without the need for additional off-line purification, the quantities of material produced (typically ca. 10 mg hr⁻¹) were not suitable for the target market i.e. the fine chemical or pharmaceutical industry, where greater throughputs are required. To address this shortfall, we began investigating a means of increasing the quantity of material synthesised, whilst retaining the advantages associated with reaction miniaturisation.

Figure 1. Single capillary reactor used for the evaluation of supported reagents and catalysts.

As Figure 2 illustrates, this was achieved by increasing the number of packed channels employed. In addition to the obvious increase in productivity, the parallel reactor can also be used for rapid reaction optimisation, catalyst evaluation or even for the parallel synthesis of multiple products.
2. Experimental

As Figure 2 illustrates, the fabrication of multiple micro channels, within a single base plate, enables reaction throughput to be increased four-fold, whilst retaining the reaction characteristics developed in single channel reactors. To construct the packed-beds, micro porous silica frits were placed at one end of the micro channels, once cured, silica-supported sulfonic acid (200-400 mesh size, 2.50 mmol g⁻¹) was dry-packed into the micro channels (Figure 3) (1 mg channel⁻¹) and a second micro porous silica frit used to retain the supported reagent. Prior to performing a reaction, the micro channels were primed with anhydrous MeCN to ensure a complete liquid circuit formed, enabling the mobilisation of reagents and products by EOF.

To synthesise an array of THP ethers, a premixed solution of 3,4-dihydro-2H-pyran and alcohol (1.0 M, 1:1) was placed in reservoir A, mobilised through the packed-bed and the reaction products collected in reservoir B in MeCN (40 μl) (Figure 4). After 10 min, the reaction products were analysed by GC-MS, enabling the % conversion of alcohol to THP ether to be determined. Once optimised, the reactors were operated continuously, for 2.5 hr, in order to synthesise sufficient material for evaluation by NMR spectroscopy. To confirm the catalytic activity was attributed to the solid-supported acid, reactions were repeated using a series of silica gel packed channels, whereby no product formation was observed.
3. Results and Discussion

Using the synthesis of 2-benzyloxy-tetrahydropyran as a model reaction (R = Ph), system reproducibility was investigated by analysing the reaction products generated every 10 min, over the course of 2.5 hr. Using this approach, excellent reaction reproducibility was demonstrated (n = 15, conversion = 99.997 % and % RSD = 4.6 x 10⁻³), confirming device stability and catalytic activity. With this in mind, the generality of the technique was subsequently investigated, as illustrated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting Material</th>
<th>Product Flow Rate</th>
<th>Conversion (%)</th>
<th>Actual Yield (g)</th>
<th>Yield (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benzyl alcohol</td>
<td>2-Benzyl-2H-tetrahydropyran</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>0.0287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butan-1-ol</td>
<td>2-Butyl-2H-tetrahydropyran</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexan-1-ol</td>
<td>2-Hexyl-2H-tetrahydropyran</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octan-1-ol</td>
<td>2-Octyl-2H-tetrahydropyran</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>0.0480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decyl alcohol</td>
<td>2-Decyl-2H-tetrahydropyran</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>0.0541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclohexanol</td>
<td>2-Cyclohexyl-2H-tetrahydropyran</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>0.0386</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of the results obtained for the synthesis of THP ethers in a single micro channel.

Having demonstrated the ability to synthesise an array of THP ethers in excellent yield and purity, the next step was to investigate the scale-out of the technique. Employing all four reaction channels, analogous results were obtained to those illustrated in Table 1; affording a throughput of ca. 50 mg hr⁻¹ for 2-benzyloxy-tetrahydropyran.

4. Conclusions

Using the parallel reactor described herein, we are able to scale-out EOF-based reactions through the use of multiple packed channels, resulting in a robust reactor suitable for the continuous flow synthesis of fine chemicals.

5. References
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Abstract
The utility of PDMS microchannels as an environment for producing microdroplets of common organic solvents is presented in this paper. A combination of a fluorous channel coating and a novel, effective surfactant molecule is demonstrated to facilitate droplet formation in organic solvents, opening up possibilities for organic synthesis within this type of microenvironment.

Keywords: microdroplets, organic solvents, synthesis.

1. Introduction
The use of microdroplets within microfluidic devices is proving to be a fruitful approach to microscale chemical and biological reactions and high-throughput screening, especially using droplets as simple microreactors for kinetic studies [1] and simple chemical reactions [2]. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is the most common material used to create this kind of microdevice, due to the ease of rapid prototyping possible with this substrate [3], but is known to be incompatible with more polar organic solvents [4]. As a result, creation of organic solvent droplets in microfluidic systems has not thus far been approached using PDMS microdevices.

2. Theory
Droplets can be generated at the confluence of two immiscible fluids in a microchannel, due to the shear forces between the two liquid phases. The use of a fluorous continuous phase permits droplets to be made from common organic solvents, where these do not swell PDMS. In order to ensure that the organic phase forms droplets smoothly, the surface tension between the channel walls and the continuous phase must be lower than that between the walls and the droplet phase. This can be achieved by coating the PDMS with a perfluorinated silane, which will react readily with the PDMS surface to create a highly fluorophilic layer on the channel wall. If an organic solvent is compatible with PDMS but does not form droplets an efficient surfactant can be added to the continuous phase to reduce the surface tension and promote droplet formation.
3. Experimental

Microdevices were created in PDMS using standard photolithography techniques. The channel geometry used in these experiments was a cruciform flow-focusing device with dimensions of 50 μm x 25 μm (W x H). Microchannels were coated with perfluorooctyltrichlorosilane by flowing the neat liquid through the channel for 15 minutes and flushing with air. The continuous phase comprised Fluorinert FC-77 with surfactants as detailed in Table 1. Solvents were examined for droplet formation within the device at a variety of flow regimes, and their dominant behaviors characterized.

4. Results and Discussion

The results of this preliminary study are outlined in Table 1. A representative sample of eleven common organic solvents were tested using this device design. A number of these did not produce droplets under any flow regime tested, and swelling of PDMS was seen for more polar solvents. A second class of solvents displayed droplet-forming properties which were dependant on the flow rate, and could be hampered by swelling of the PDMS. This typically caused smaller droplets to be formed, rather than channel-width plugs. A third class of solvents, dipolar aprotics, were the most versatile and reliable at forming droplets. Within this class, acetonitrile was pre-eminent, producing droplets at a wide variety of relative and total flow rates (Fig. 1).

![Figure 1. Behaviour of organic solvents in microchannels. Ethanol (A) and methanol (B) both coflow; DMF (C) and acetonitrile (D) both form droplets.](image_url)

With the addition of a novel perfluoropolyalkyl-polyoxyethylene surfactant molecule X to the continuous phase, methanol droplet formation could be induced within microchannels (Fig. 2). Acetonitrile also formed more stable droplets using this surfactant. We rationalise this as the effect of a more efficient surfactant molecule lowering the surface tension between the two immiscible phases, and so increasing the capillary number, Ca. Studies on a number of other promising surfactant-like molecules are ongoing.
Table 1. Summary of the behaviour of a sample of organic solvents when introduced into a flow-focusing junction. Key: A = 30 % perfluorooctanol in FC-77; B = 10 % perfluorooctanol in FC-77; C = 5% trifluorotoluene in FC-77 (all w/w); D = 1 mM surfactant X in FC-77.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Surfactant</th>
<th>PDMS Swelling</th>
<th>Dominant behaviour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Et₂O</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Coflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EtOAc</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
<td>Little</td>
<td>Coflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeOH</td>
<td>A, D</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Coflow (A) / Droplets (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EtOH</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Coflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THF</td>
<td>B, C</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Droplets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>A, C</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Droplets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHCl₃</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Coflow / droplets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexane</td>
<td>A, C</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Small droplets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMSO</td>
<td>A, B</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Jetting / droplets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMF</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Droplets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeCN</td>
<td>B, D</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Droplets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Droplets of methanol being formed at a flow-focusing junction in fluorous oil with 1 mM fluorinated surfactant molecule X.

5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated the use of microfluidic devices for creating droplets of common organic solvents. This is achieved via a combination of a fluorophilic channel coating and an efficient surfactant to lower surface tension between the two phases and so promote droplet formation. The behaviour of these droplets does not differ in any significant respect from that of water droplets, and work is underway to use these solvent droplets as microreactors for organic synthesis.
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1. Introduction
Hydroxynitrile lyases (HNLs) catalyze the reversible addition of hydrogen cyanide to prochiral aldehydes, resulting in optically pure cyanohydrins (Scheme 1). Traditionally, synthesis of enantiopure cyanohydrins catalysed by HNL was performed in aqueous media (single phase system)[1]. However, in several cases less satisfactory results were obtained with respect to enantiopurity and conversion. A significant advancement to overcome this problem was developed by Griengl et al.[2]. They showed that by employing a vigorously stirred biphasic system, chiral cyanohydrins could be prepared in excellent enantiomeric purity and high yields. We previously reported that we successfully carried out the synthesis of different cyanohydrins, using a crude lysate, in a microreactor setup without any clogging occurring[3]. In order to find the best conditions to synthesize cyanohydrins, different parameters have to be screened preferably in an automated fashion. This report describes the possibility to screen different parameters to find the optimal reaction conditions with our microreactor system.

Scheme 1. General scheme for the synthesis of cyanohydrins.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the synthesis in the microreactor setup.
2. Experimental

Calibration

Three different solutions were made in order to calibrate the microreactor setup and to screen the different reaction parameters. Solution A (organic phase): containing 0.23 M benzaldehyde, 0.18 M anisole (internal standard) in MTBE. Solution B (aqueous phase): containing 0.92 M KCN, 10% (v/v) (R)-PaHNL crude lysate, 10 mg/mL para-nitrophenol (internal standard), 0.4 M citric acid buffer pH 5. Solution C (quench phase): 1 μL/mL meta-bromoxylene (external standard) in MTBE. Over hundred quench vials were prepared containing 100 μL 1 M HCl and 200 μL solution C. Subsequently, five different amounts (10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 μL) of solution A and B were added to five quench vials. These were analysed by chiral HPLC (Shimadzu VP equipped with a Chiralpak AD-H column) in order to construct the calibration curves.

Microreactor procedure

High pressure syringes (Harvard Apparatus) were charged with both solutions (A and B) and mounted on the syringe pumps and connected to the microchip via capillaries (microchannel dimensions: width 150 μm, depth 30 μm, total length 98 cm; HF etched; fabricated by Micronit Microfluidics BV). Total reaction volume, consisting of the microchannels and the outlet capillary, was 9 μL. To initiate the reactions, the flow rate was set to the desired flow speed (i.e. 1 μL/min for both pumps) and stabilised for 20 minutes. After this stabilisation period, the end of the outlet capillary of the microchip was placed into a microvessel (quench vessel) for 10 minutes (collection time). The collection of the samples was done automatically using a sampling robot (Gilson, ASPEC XL). 1 μL of the MTBE quench phase was injected and analysed by chiral HPLC to determine the actual flow rates, conversion and enantioselectivity.

Lab-scale procedure

Solution A and solution B (total volume for ratio A:B 1:1 2 mL) were added to a reaction tube and stirred vigorously. Aliquots (100 μL) were taken and directly quenched in the quench vials as described earlier at several time intervals.

3. Results and discussion

Before actually screening the selected enzymatic transformation, first the microreactor setup had to be validated for a multiphase system. We therefore examined if the “set flow” on the syringe pump corresponded to “actual flow” by using internal and external standards in the two syringes and quench vials. This is of utmost importance because the flow rate determines the actual residence time. We found that the most reliable results were obtained when syringes especially designed for high pressure applications were used. In all screening experiments the internal and external standards were added to calculate the actual residence time. After validation of the reliability of the microreactor setup an extensive screening experiment was performed. An aqueous flow containing enzyme ((R)-PaHNL) and KCN was mixed in the microreactor with an organic MTBE phase containing benzaldehyde (Fig. 1). In the synthesis of the corresponding cyanohydrin the residence time and the ratio of water/organic phase were
varied. All experiments (>100) were automatically handled, i.e. reaction mixtures collected by an autosampler, and analysed by chiral HPLC. This screening could be easily carried out within one day using only 250 μL of enzyme solution (crude lysate). If this screening was performed at lab-scale, at least 5 mL of lysate should be needed. The results from these experiments are depicted in Fig. 2a. It can be concluded that upon increasing the ratio water/organic phase, the conversion is rapidly increased, due to more enzyme and KCN. This effect is less significant compared to the parameter residence time. The enantiomeric excess in all experiments was >99%. The experiments were also carried out at lab-scale (Fig. 2b). There is no significant difference in conversion between both methods, which implies that a vigorous stirred reactor is comparable with a microchannel in which the two phases are pumped through.

![Figure 2. 3D-graph of the two screened parameters vs. conversion. a) microreactor b) lab-scale.](image)

4. Conclusion
A method has been developed to determine the actual residence time, while conducting reactions in microreactors, by using internal and external standards. This is of utmost importance because of the significant error between the “set-flow” on the syringe pump and the “actual flow”. Furthermore, we have successfully developed a method and microreactor setup to screen an enzymatic reaction in a two phase system in an automatic fashion. There is no significant difference between the microscale setup, which means that we can screen reactions at microscale to find the best reaction conditions and use these conditions to synthesize the product at large scale.
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1. Introduction
Optimization of industrially relevant palladium catalyzed transformations remains a challenge, since for different substrates varying conditions are required. One of the benefits of single channel microreactors is the ability to rapidly screen reaction conditions with very small amounts of reagent and catalyst.

Two palladium catalyzed reactions have already been carried out in a microreactor by Ryu et al. [1][2]: a Heck coupling and a Sonogashira coupling. Normally these catalysts form solid/liquid heterogeneous systems, and are thus difficult to use in microchannels. However, when room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are used to dissolve the catalyst, a liquid/liquid two phase system can be applied. In this paper we present a systematic study of a Sonogashira reaction with Palladium catalyst I (Scheme 1) in the RTIL 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bistriflylamide ([BMIm][NTf₂]), which was chosen for its relatively low viscosity.

2. Experimental
The Sonogashira coupling was performed in a microreactor and on lab-scale in a liquid/liquid two-phase system. The organic phase contained phenylacetylene (1 equiv, 0.42 M), iodobenzene (1.05 or 2 equiv), tripropylamine (1.66 equiv), toluene and mesitylene as an internal standard, while the ionic liquid phase contained catalyst I. GC-MS was used to determine the conversion. The effective catalyst concentration was 5 mol % in most series and 10 or 20 mol % in two different series.
**Microreactor** (Fig. 1): High pressure syringes (Harvard Apparatus) were charged with both solutions and placed in syringe pumps. The syringes were connected to a pyrex microreactor (dimensions: width 150 μm, depth 30 μm, total length 98 cm; HF etched; fabricated by Micronit Microfluidics BV) via capillaries. The microreactor was suspended in a heated oil bath. The reaction time was varied by changing the pump rate. Aliquots were taken by collecting the outflow for 1 – 10 minutes.

**Lab-scale:** The organic phase (250 μL) and the RTIL phase (50 μL) were added together in a 2 mL vial, heated in an oil bath and stirred with a small stirring bar. Aliquots of 2 μL were taken at several time intervals.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 compares the conversion as a function of time at 90 °C between microreactor and lab-scale, showing no significant difference in reaction rate. Furthermore, the reproducibility of the three micro-scale series is high.

![Figure 2. Reaction rate comparison micro-scale / lab-scale](image-url)
Fig. 3 shows the conversion in microreactor experiments at 90 °C and higher temperatures. Series with elevated iodobenzene and catalyst concentrations are also shown. At 100 and 110 °C the conversion increases rapidly in the first minutes, but at longer reaction times the conversion is slightly lower than at 90 °C. This indicates a decreased activity of the catalyst, possibly due to decomposition.

![Conversion vs. time in microreactor](image)

**Figure 3. Reaction rate comparison microreactor at elevated temperatures**

The concentration of iodobenzene has no influence on the reaction rate, but the conversion could be elevated by increasing the catalyst load. It is noteworthy to mention that the volume of catalyst / RTIL mixture required to measure a series of reactions at one temperature in triplo is approximately 15 μL, for a single series of lab-scale experiments 50 μL.

### 4. Conclusion

A Sonogashira coupling using RTILs was successfully performed in a microreactor. It was shown that reaction behavior in a microreactor is similar to lab-scale conditions, enabling fast catalyst screening. Furthermore it can be concluded that only a very small amount of catalyst and starting material is required to perform optimization yielding a large number of data points.
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Abstract

In this work we introduce a simple technique we have developed for depositing a robust, yet highly porous and active film of anatase titania onto the inside walls of a microreactor.

Keywords: Titanium Dioxide, Anatase, Photocatalysis, Microreactor.

1. Introduction

Photocatalytic microreactors containing immobilised titanium dioxide are of great interest to chemists and biochemists since they offer significant advantages over bulk scale systems and they can be used in a wide range of applications.[1] However, a practical microfluidic photo-catalytic reactor must have a very large active surface area, be simple and cheap to produce, yet be robust enough to be used for long periods without maintenance. Previously reported systems have not met all of these rigorous requirements.[2-5]

Figure 1: Schematic of the chip layout featuring a liquid inlet, a gas inlet for oxygen (if required), and a meandering channel with side lobes for increased surface area.

Figure 2: Photograph of a section of the microchannel after titanium dioxide deposition. The TiO2 film appears uniform and without visible cracks.
2. Experimental

For this work, microfluidic reactor devices were fabricated from soda lime glass using laser lithography, wet-etching and conventional thermal bonding (fig. 1). A titania film coating was then deposited onto the internal walls of these devices by slip casting (fig 2). Cross sectional SEM measurements were made on a sectioned device (fig. 3), which revealed that the film was approximately one micrometer thick. The porosity of the film was found to be 67 % and BET measurements gave a surface area of more than 260 m² g⁻¹, which is considerably higher than previously reported values for immobilised titania films within microreactors.[4] XRD measurements showed that the film was 100 % anatase titania.

![SEM picture of the cross-section of the deposited titanium dioxide showing the highly porous film composition and a film thickness of about 1 micrometer.](image)

Figure 3: SEM picture of the cross-section of the deposited titanium dioxide showing the highly porous film composition and a film thickness of about 1 micrometer.

![Absorbance spectra of three chip effluents and one reference solution: the methylene blue absorption peaks decreased according to the extent of degradation.](image)

Figure 4: Absorbance spectra of three chip effluents and one reference solution: the methylene blue absorption peaks decreased according to the extent of degradation.

3. Results and discussion

To test their photocatalytic activity, a solution of 32 mg L⁻¹ methylene blue was pumped through these devices at 2.5 μL min⁻¹ while they were exposed to UV light. Experiments were performed with and without adding additional oxygen. UV-VIS absorption spectra of the effluent solutions were recorded. Typical spectra are shown in fig. 4. These results show the effectiveness of these titania coated microreactors in breaking down methylene blue, especially when oxygen was added. The methylene blue concentration was reduced by 98.5 % with a residence of only 15 s (table 1).
Table 1: Comparison of the methylene blue degradation for different experimental conditions: Using a titanium dioxide coated microchannel with oxygen plug flow and UV light, methylene blue was almost completely degraded within a few seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction Conditions</th>
<th>Residence time in s</th>
<th>Degradation of Methylene Blue in %</th>
<th>Degradation rate in % per s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chip without TiO₂ with UV and O₂</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip with TiO₂ with UV</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip with TiO₂ with UV and O₂</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

We have shown that it is possible to deposit a highly porous anatase film with a very high surface area onto the inside walls of microreactor devices and have demonstrated that they can be used for photocatalysis. These microreactors were found to be very robust and could operate for long periods of time without degradation. We have also shown how the addition of gaseous oxygen can be used to drastically improve the performance of photocatalytic degradation devices. Such devices can be used in an enormous range of different chemical and biochemical systems.
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Abstract
A series of gas-liquid palladium catalysed carbonylative cross-coupling reactions, forming secondary amides, were carried out using a glass fabricated microfluidic device. Improved yields from the microreactions were obtained in short reaction times (< 2 min) and were higher in all cases when compared to their corresponding batch reactions. We are currently in the process of applying our reaction set-up to $[^{11}$C]CO radiolabelling to be used in PET (Positron Emission Tomography) imaging.
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1. Introduction
PET (Positron Emission Tomography) imaging is a rapidly emerging field in medical imaging. The synthesis of $^{11}$C isotopically labelled compounds for use in PET scans is a particularly challenging area of chemistry.¹ These challenges arise from the short half-lives associated with positron emitters ($^{11}$C $t_{1/2} = 20.4$ min) and from the difficulties of working with radioactive compounds. Carbonylative cross-coupling reactions²-⁴ (Fig. 1) are becoming an increasingly important class of reaction in the synthesis of $^{11}$C-labelled compounds⁵ owing to their convenient one step transitions to a number of biologically interesting functional groups.

Carbonylation reactions are conventionally carried out at elevated pressures of carbon monoxide in the presence of a palladium-phosphine catalyst and can take many hours to go to completion. The rates of these reactions are dependent on a number of factors such as the aryl halide species, the nature of the catalyst, the nucleophilic species, the pressure and the temperature of the system. The insertion step of the carbonylative catalytic cycle can be rate limiting owing to the poor transport of carbon monoxide into the solution phase. This step of the catalytic cycle can be enhanced by

![Figure 1. Synthesis of N-benzylbenzamides via the palladium catalysed carbonylative cross-coupling reaction.](image-url)
increasing pressure in the system or by improving contact between gas and liquid phases; microreactor devices provide a potentially very useful way of doing this. Here we report a series of carbonylation reactions using a glass fabricated microfluidic chip with the aim of applying it to [11C]CO radiolabelling reactions.

2. Experimental

The microfluidic device (figure 2a) was constructed from a glass substrate using chemical wet etching techniques. The liquid and gaseous reagents were introduced via separate entrance ports and mixed on chip using a mixing-tee configuration. Our reaction set-up (figure 2b) involved injecting a mixture of arylhalide, palladium-phosphine catalyst and benzylamine into the chip and mixing with a constant flow of CO gas heated; the device was heated to 150 °C. Liquid flow rates of 10 μl/min and gas flow rates of 2 sccm were used for these experiments which impose an annular type flow regime on the system generating high gas-liquid interfacial contact areas.

![Microfluidic chip](image)

**Figure 2.** (a) A photograph of the microfluidic chip used in the carbonylation reactions. The channel is 5 metres long, 200 μm wide and 75 μm deep (volume = 75 μl). (b) Reaction set-up for the carbonylative cross coupling reaction using a microfluidic chip.

3. Results and Discussion

A series of different arylhalide substrates (table 1) with varying electronic properties were investigated for the carbonylative cross-coupling reaction with benzylamine and carbon monoxide using Pd(dppp)Cl₂ catalyst. The highest yield was obtained for entry 1 owing to the facile nature of the oxidative addition step of iodoaryl groups to palladium(0). In contrast entry 2, also an iodoaryl, gave lower yields (55%) due to the electron donating para methoxyl group slowing down the oxidative addition step. The bromoaryl substrates entries 3-5 gave high yields of amides owing to their electron withdrawing groups enhancing the oxidative addition step.

The insertion of CO into the catalytic cycle forming the acyl palladium(II) complex can be rate limiting owing to the poor transport of carbon monoxide into the solution phase. The increase in yields obtained by the microreactions can be attributed to the enhanced heat transfer and enhanced transport of CO gas into the liquid phase as a direct result of the increased interfacial gas-liquid contact area generated within our microfluidic device.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Yield (%)[^1]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MeO</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Br</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Br</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>F3C</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

In conclusion a microstructured device has been used to perform gas-liquid carbonylation reactions to good effect. High yields of amide products were obtained in very short residence times (<2 min) for these conventionally slow reactions. Compared to traditional batch scale reactions, the gains in yields over this time period obtained demonstrate a distinct advantage in using microdevices for these gas-liquid phase reactions. We are currently in the process of adapting our reaction set-up to radiolabelling experiments using $^{11}$CO for the synthesis of $^{11}$C labelled amide and ester molecules.
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[^1]: Average of three runs based on the arylhalide and calculated by GC using diphenyl ether as internal standard.
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Abstract
Development of a micro device for NMR and its application for in-site monitoring of chemical synthesis were described. Since this device can be inserted into a 5 mm φ NMR sample tube, it is possible to carry out an in-site monitoring of chemical synthesis using a microchip combined with a standard NMR instrument. The performance was demonstrated the direct detection of the intermediates of Grignard reaction.

Key words: NMR, Micro device, Interface, Intermediates, Chemical synthesis

1. Introduction
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is expected as a powerful qualitative analytical detection method in microchip technologies. Several researchers have reported the developments of chip-based NMR probes [1]. These are not economic and not easy to use because a special NMR probe is necessary to carry out the microchip-NMR.

From such viewpoint, we developed a micro device to be used for a standard NMR probes and reported on it in previous meeting [2]. Since the micro device had a problem for tubing connections, we developed a newly designed micro device, which was named “MICCS” (Micro Channeled Cell for Synthesis monitoring), and it’s methodology with a NMR was named “MICCS-NMR”. MICCS-NMR was applied to the real-time monitoring of the intermediate of Grignard reaction.
2. Experimental

Fabrication: The photograph of newly designed the NMR micro device “MICCS” was shown in Fig.1. MICCS is composed of the plastic part for tubing connection and the glass part for reaction and detection. The glass part, fabricated on a Pyrex glass plate, was purchased from Institute of Microchemical Technology, Co Ltd (Kawasaki, Japan). This part consists of reaction and detection channels; width was 300 μm and depth was 100 μm. The volume of the detection channel was ca. 8 μL. The plastic part, which was made from PEEK, was purchased from Takasago Electronic Co. Ltd (Nagoya, Japan). MICCS can be used with a standard 5 mm φ NMR probe because the glass part can be inserted into a 5 mm φ NMR sample tube.

Instrumentation: NMR spectra were obtained on a JEOL JNM-ECA 600 (Akishima, Japan) with a standard 5 mm φ probe. Chemical solutions were delivered into channels using syringe pumps (MD1001 with BS-MD1200, Bioanalytical Systems Inc., West Lafayette, IN). Syringes and MICCS were coupled with fused-silica capillary tubing (150 μm ID x 375 μm OD). The tubing was directly connected into connection ports of MICCS using finger tight fittings. The glass part of MICCS was inserted into a sample tube and was mounted into a probe together with a sample tube holder and a rotor set.

Chemicals and synthesis: 3-hexene-2-one (1) was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co. Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). Tetrahydrofuran (THF, dehydrated grade) and 1 M-MeMgBr (2, in THF) were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries Ltd.
Dimethylsulfoxide-d$_6$ (DMSO-d$_6$) and acetone-d$_6$ were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Inc. (St. Louis, MO) to use as a NMR lock. THF solutions of 1 (0.5 M) and 2 (0.5 M) were introduced into the channels of MICCS. Both solutions were mixed at Y-shaped channel and Grignard reaction was occurred as shown in Scheme 1. The reaction temperature was not controlled (room temperature). The total flow rate of two solutions was 4.0 μL/min. The flow rate ratio of two solutions was changed while measurement (2 / 1: 4 / 0, 3 / 1, 2.5 / 1.5 and 1 / 3).

3. Results and discussion

The 2-D display of $^1$H-NMR spectra obtained from the experiment of Grignard reaction was shown in Fig. 2. First, 4 μL/min flow rate of the solution of 2 was introduced into MICCS, and then the solution of 1 was added. The flow rate ratio was consecutively changed as described above. These results indicate the expected intermediate (3) was probably observed at the spectra number 6 to 13, because these spectra were quite different from those of 1 and 4. The details of this result will be discussed.
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EXPERIENCES WITH MESO- AND MICROFLUIDIC-BASED FLOW REACTORS FILLED WITH HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSTS, USING HIGH TEMPERATURE AND HIGH PRESSURE
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1. Introduction

Exploring the high pressure, high temperature space segment of organic reactions by using efficient catalysts is a challenging opportunity offering radical shortening of reaction time combined with high yield and high purity of the product. Meso- and microfluidic-based flow reactors filled with heterogeneous- or immobilized homogeneous catalysts are suitable for this purpose, as the experience with Thales Cube Reactors\textsuperscript{TM} filled mostly with nanostructured catalysts demonstrates [1-6]. Cube Reactors\textsuperscript{TM} are belonging to the family of „mesofluidic” reactors, i.e. reactors which operating with somewhat thicker tubes (100 to 300 micron) than usual microfluidic reactors. Here we demonstrate the use of Cube Reactors\textsuperscript{TM} first of all for „unpleasant” reactions, like hydrogenation, and others, e.g. organic iodide compound formation.

2. Experimental

- The H-Cube\textsuperscript{TM} reactor (Fig. 1/A) serves for hydrogenation. The hydrogen required is generated in-situ electrolytically by the device and combined with the substrate through a mixer. The hydrogen/substrate mixture can be heated and pressurized up to 100°C and 100 bar respectively. The mixture is then passed through the packed catalyst cartridge (belonging to the CatCart\textsuperscript{TM} catalyst family shown in Fig. 1/C), where the actual reactions take place, and the products emerge into the collection vial within a short period of time (1-3 Minutes). The experience generated with the more than 100 H-Cube reactors worldwide shows that H-Cube is capable of hydrogenating a wide range of functional groups such as nitro-, alkene-, alkyne-, nitrile-, imine groups as well as performing N-/O-debenzylation, desulfurization and dehalogenation reactions. Here we present the use of the reactor for the selective hydrogenation of imidazo[1,2- \textalpha]pyrazine under the emphasized reaction conditions (Scheme 1).

- The other novel reactor, the X-Cube\textsuperscript{TM} (shown in Fig. 1/B), works by flowing a reaction mixture or several separate reactants into the reactor using a dual pump-injector system. After mixing, the substrates enter a heater or cooler CatCart\textsuperscript{TM} column where they can undergo reaction conditions of up to 200°C or down to -20°C respectively. The
reaction mixture may also be pressurized up to 150 bar. X-Cube can be used to perform reactions with without the use of an outside gas source. As a chosen reaction here we report an organic iodide compound formation from 3-chloro-7-nitroindole (Scheme 2). Furthermore, Table 1 summarizes all the reaction types those were performed at Thales or those are in potential interest.

Scheme 1. Selective hydrogenation of imidazo[1,2-α]pyrazine with the H-Cube™

![Image of H-Cube reactor with CatCart™](image1)

Scheme 2. Organic iodide compound formation with the X-Cube™

3. Results and conclusions

The results from the three chosen reactions mentioned above are summarized as follows: 1) The selective hydrogenation of imidazo[1,2-α]pyrazine in the H-Cube™ reactor resulted in 98% yield towards 5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-imidazo[1,2-Į]pyrazine while the same reaction performed in batch mode results in 95% yield according to Pierre-Antoine et al. [7]. 2) The organic iodide compound formation performed in the X-Cube™ system showed 82% yield.

In summary, we have successfully performed high-temperature, high pressure meso and microfluidics-based catalytic flow reactions by using the Thales Cube reactor series which offer radical shortening of reaction time combined with high yield and high purity of the products. Furthermore these reactors can offer the advantages of developing high-throughput and scalable technologies with short optimization time and that of
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running reactions in a safer, more controllable mode than normal batch reactors can provide.

Table 1. Summary of the reactions the X-Cube reactor was used for at Thales Nanotechnology. *These reactions are under study at Thales Nanotechnology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interesting reactions</th>
<th>Common reactions which are safer to perform with Thales Cube reactors</th>
<th>Industrially important reactions</th>
<th>In-situ reagent formations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-C coupling:</td>
<td>Alkylation</td>
<td>Direct fluorination*</td>
<td>Synthesis of Grignard reagent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonogashira</td>
<td>Esterification</td>
<td>Nitrification</td>
<td>Trimethylsilylation*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negishi</td>
<td>Synthesis of halogenated compounds</td>
<td>Diazo compound formation*</td>
<td>Synthesis of butyl Li*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stille</td>
<td>Synthesis of nitrile compounds</td>
<td>Hydrogenation</td>
<td>Synthesis of boronic acids*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heck</td>
<td>Amide formation</td>
<td>Oxydation</td>
<td>Synthesis of Ar-ZnCl*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzuki</td>
<td>Hydrolysis</td>
<td>Carboxylation*</td>
<td>Azide formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-N coupling:</td>
<td>Epoxy-opening</td>
<td>Hantzsch reaction*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buchwald</td>
<td>Chlorination</td>
<td>Michael addition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aryl-ether formation:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ullmann</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract
DNA separation was carried out by use of microcapillary chip with nanochannel with different ζ-potential. The channel modified with PMSi (poly-[2-methacryloxyethyl phosphorylcholine(MPC)-co-3-methacryloxypropyltriethoxysilane (MPTS)]) showed small ζ-potential of around -10 mV comparing with the channel without modification having ζ-potential of -60 mV. T4 DNA (165.6 kbp), and λ DNA (48.5 kbp) were separated by an electric field and detected by a current change of nanochannel. The electromigration velocity was controlled on a surface ζ-potential, and an applied voltage, respectively. The rapid DNA separation has been achieved by modified PMSi nanochannel. The PMSi modified nanochannel could use several times after simple ultrasonic cleansing due to inhibit DNA adsorption on the surface of channel, which is additional significant function as well as the control of ζ-potential.

Key words: microchip electrophoresis, DNA separation, ζ-potential
2-methacryloxyethylphosphorylcholine (MPC) polymer, electrochemical detection,

1. Introduction
Microchip electrophoresis is one of the useful separation tools for genomics and proteomics. The materials for fabricating the microchip are mainly fused silica due to controllability of channel fabrication and optical transparency for fluorescence detection. The major problem on the material is adsorption of biomolecules such as DNA and proteins onto the surface of the inner capillary wall. When these biomolecules adsorb on the micro-, nano-scale channel, the microchip cannot be used, and it needs hard cleaning process for repeatable use, typically by alkali etching. 2-Methacryloxyethylphosphorylcholine (MPC) based polymers are well known as the excellent biocompatible materials, which can successfully suppress the adsorption of biomolecules[1]. In this study, we use the poly[(MPC)-co-3-methacryloxypropyltriethoxysilane (MPTS)](PMSi)[2] as the surface modification material for DNA separation by microchip based capillary zone electrophoresis.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The microchip is designed for electrochemical detection, which is a good for damage-less detection method because fluoresce-labeled substance is not necessarily. Figure 1 shows the chemical structure of PMSi, and PMSi can react chemically with
quartz surface. The coating process is very simple. PMSi of 0.05 wt% ethanol solutions is flowed the channel for 3 min, and the chip is dried for 4 hr at 70 °C after elimination of polymer solution. The ζ-potential of the surface modified with PMSi was almost -10 mV in Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer. The Figure 2 shows the photograph and the channel design of DNA separation microchip. The channel was fabricated by photolithography and HF based wet etching using Au mask. 0.4 mg/mL of T4 DNA(165.6 kbp) and λ DNA(48.5 kbp) for each in TBE were prepared as stock solutions. The DNA separation solution is 0.5xTBE, catalase, glucose oxidase, glucose and DNA. Voltage is applied between the electrode 1 and 4, and the current on anode is measured by the potentiostatically.

3. Results and discussion
T4 DNA and λ DNA were separated obviously by used of nanochannel with and without PMSi modification. The data is shown in Figures 3(a), and (b), respectively. T4 DNA and λ DNA were detected by the increase of current at nanochannel. The considerable detection mechanism on the microchip is summarized in the Figure 4. After separation, DNA entered in the nanochannel with a change in configuration, the detection current, which is limited by the nanochannel, was increased by a passage of DNA through the nanochannel. The electromigration velocity was depended on the surface ζ-potential, and applied voltage, respectively. Therefore, it is thought that the detection time can be controlled by these parameters. Actually, the detection time of T4 DNA at 3 V of applied voltage became fast drastically at
The difference of ζ-potential was observed as the current profile change and detection time. When the electroosmosis flow rate became large, the electromigration velocity of DNA decreased and it led to take a long detection time. Finally we checked repeatability of the non-coated, and PMSi modified microchips, respectively. The PMSi modified chip could use several times after simple ultrasonic cleansing due to no DNA adhesion on the nanochannel.

4. Conclusions

T4 DNA and λ DNA were separated by microcapillary chip with nanochannel showing negative ζ-potential. The detected peak current was indicated by passage of DNA through nanochannel and the detection time could be controlled by the applied voltage and ζ-potential. The PMSi modified surface showed excellent DNA adsorption resistance as well as controlling the ζ-potential.
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Abstract
We present the simple and rapid microfluidic desalting systems, which are 3-phase desalting system using simple diffusion and (3+2)-phase desalting system based on the coupling of simple diffusion and affinity of urea. The facilitative desalting system is particularly useful for removal of urea and analysis of protein by mass spectroscopy because urea is removed by the mass transfer with the difference of concentration, molecular size and the affinity of urea to copper (II) ion resulting the complex. We also evaluated the activity and MALDI-TOF-MS spectrum of red fluorescent protein (RFP) for protein analysis.

Keywords: Protein pretreatment, desalting, micro-dialysis

1. Introduction
Sample preparation method of protein for the rapid analysis is an issue in development of genomics. The produced proteins must be in native and active conformation with removal of salts and by-produced products. But, currently used analytical procedures require extensive expertise, expensive equipments, and time. Conventional methods are inadequate for high throughput experiments and efficient recovery of target protein, and its activity control [1]. To overcome these limitations, we have investigated an effective microfluidic system for desalting and cleanup of sample protein from 8M urea mixture.

For the more effective desalting of urea, our microfluidic system is based on the coupling of simple diffusion and facilitative diffusion using copper (II) ion, which is ready to form $\text{Cu}^{2+}-(\text{urea})_n$ complex as shown in Figure 1 [2].

Figure 1. (A) The interaction of copper (II) sulfate pentahydrate with 8M urea; (B) Schematic illustration of Cu-urea reaction in the channel.
2. Design of Devices

Design of 3-phase and (3+2)-phase system for desalting of protein are shown in Figure 2, where the device of (3+2)-phase system is 4-cm-long, 500-μm-wide. For the stable laminar flow, 5 cm-long diffusion channel was formed at the inlet channel. Then, Cu^{2+} phase was added to the (3+2)-junction and was used for ‘active desalting’ process with the formation of Cu^{2+}-urea complex. The active desalting system of (3+2)-phase system is coupled process of diffusion and affinity of capturing of urea by Cu^{2+}.

3-phase system with 300-μm-wide and 4-cm-long channel was formed for the desalting of urea from sample solution using simple diffusion process, which is defined as a ‘passive desalting’.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2. (A) (3+2)-phase system; (B) 3-phase system

![Image](image)

Figure 3. Sectional photographs of (3+2)-phase system. (A) optical microscope image; (B) fluorescence microscope image.

3. Experimental

PDMS molds were fabricated by using photolithography with the use of SU-8 on silicon wafer as a master, and bonded to microscope slides using oxygen plasma surface treatment [3]. The flow rate of center phase (RFP + 8M urea) was kept 0.5 mL/h, and that of both buffer (pH7, 10 mM Tris-HCl) side phases was varied 1.5~5.0 mL/h using syringe pumps. Formation and behavior of the laminar flow were observed with a fluorescence microscope shown in Figure 3.

The protein concentration was analyzed by Lowry method. The concentration of urea was determined by HPLC with a UV detector at 195 nm. The amount of copper (II) ion which crossed over from affinity phase to sample phase through buffer phase was determined by using atomic absorption spectrometry.

4. Results and discussion

Under the optimum flow rate (4 mL/h) of buffer phase, removal efficiency of urea was around 55% in the 3-phase system (Figure 4(A)). In the case of (3+2)-phase system, it gives removal efficiency of urea around 70% which is 15% higher than 3-phase system, where optimum flow rate of buffer phase was 3 mL/h (see Figure 4(B)).

In Figure 4(C), the increase of Cu^{2+} concentration increases removal of urea. But, recovery of RFP decreased sharply from 100 mM of Cu^{2+}. Figure 4(D) shows the effect of Cu^{2+} concentration in the center phase. From Figure 4(C) and 4(D), 50 mM of Cu^{2+} was optimum concentration for desalting in micro-device.
By the removal of urea, protein refolding was expected. So, fluorescence intensity recovery test was performed by using (3+2)-phase system. Fluorescence intensity of RFP was recovered around 17% from 64% of RFP + 8M urea solution as shown in Figure 4(E). Also, -32% enhancement of signal intensity on MALDI-TOF mass spectra was observed by applying (3+2)-phase system in Figure 4(F).

5. Conclusions

Our investigation shows that the facilitative micro-desalting device was successfully achieved removal of urea for the analysis of proteins. In this study, we demonstrated two types of desalting system which are 3-phase desalting using simple diffusion and (3+2)-phase desalting based on the coupling of simple diffusion with affinity of urea for the effective removal of urea.

![Figure 4](image_url)

Figure 4. (A) Effect of flow rate of the buffer phase in 3-phase system; (B) Effect of flow rate of the buffer phase in (3+2)-phase system; (C) Effect of concentration of copper ion in (3+2)-phase system; (D) Effect of the copper ion concentration vs. RFP recovery and copper ion cross-over; (E) Activity of RFP from (3+2)-phase system; (F) MALDI-TOF spectra for protein analysis.
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Abstract

Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) are a class of artificial receptors that promise an environmentally robust alternative to naturally occurring bio-recognition elements of chemical sensing devices and systems [1]. This work reports for the first time the application of MIPs in microfluidic systems to enhance solvent extraction. This paper describes the use of MIPs as solvent extraction reagents in microfluidic biphasic solvent systems, their successful interface to aqueous sample media and the opportunities for utilisation of this unique system in novel microscale separation procedures. This study demonstrates the development of a novel multiphase flow microfluidic system utilising MIPs in the extracting phase to enhance both efficiency and selectivity of a simple two phase liquid extraction.

Keywords: microscale, liquid extraction, solid-phase-extraction, solvent extraction, biosensing, molecularly imprinted polymers, multi-phase flow.

1. Introduction

Liquid – liquid extraction, or solvent extraction, has been used for many years for chemical and biochemical purifications, separations, and enrichments. In conventional use the efficiency and selectivity of the technique is restricted. Following a recent study in which MIPs were used to enhance macro-scale extraction [2], and with the escalating interest in miniaturised, scalable and automated laboratory processes, this work presents the novel concept of highly efficient on-chip micro-extractions utilising MIPs as artificial receptors in multi-phase flow microfluidic systems.

2. Theory

Molecularly Imprinted Polymers (MIPs) offer simple, customisable, rugged and cost effective alternatives to biological recognition systems [1]. The methodology involves the introduction of analyte specific binding sites within rigid, cross-linked, three dimensional polymer matrices [3]. This is achieved...
The affinity of the polymers for propranolol was prepared by precipitation polymerisation [2] (Fig 3). Microspheres [p(divinylbenzene-co-methacrylic acid)] were predicted to enhance the specific transfer of analyte from the aqueous phase to the organic phase by maintaining a significant concentration gradient between the two immiscible fluid phases. Template removal yields a functionally and spatially ordered imprinted site capable of rebinding the template molecule. Recognition is achieved through a combination of spatial and inter-molecular interactions between analyte and polymer functionality at the binding site.

**Fig 1.** Schematic illustrating molecular imprinting methodology

Segmented flow regimes of alternating immiscible organic and aqueous fluid packets are characterised by each fluid packet having high internal mixing and a continually refreshing fluidic interface between contiguous fluid segments [4] (Fig 2). This unique mixing property is unusual as microfluidic systems overwhelmingly display laminar flow characteristics associated with low Reynolds number channel geometries. This important property allows the rapid attainment of chemical equilibrium between adjacent fluid phases [4].

**Fig 2.** Schematic of on-chip segmented flow regime

The novel presence of solid-phase MIP particles in the organic liquid phase was predicted to enhance the specific transfer of analyte from the aqueous phase to the organic phase by maintaining a significant concentration gradient between the two immiscible fluid phases.

**3. Experimental**

Monodisperse propranolol imprinted polymer microspheres \([p(\text{divinylbenzene-co-methacrylic acid})]\) were prepared by precipitation polymerisation [2] (Fig 3). The affinity of the polymers for propranolol was enhanced through the formation of pre-polymerisation complexes between the analyte (template) molecule and functionally complementary monomers and their subsequent polymerisation in a porogenic environment in the presence of cross-linking monomer(s). Template removal yields a functionally and spatially ordered imprinted site capable of rebinding the template molecule. Recognition is achieved through a combination of spatial and inter-molecular interactions between analyte and polymer functionality at the binding site.
assessed by established techniques [2]. Segmented flow regimes were generated in a micromilled PTFE reactor incorporating T-junction geometry and a 35 cm channel length for extraction.

4. Results and Discussion

The MIP particles demonstrated greater affinity for the template species than did the non-imprinted polymer (control) particles (NIP) (Fig 4). On-line flow through UV absorbance spectrophotometry of the microfluidic segmented flow regimes demonstrated a significant increase in removal of propranolol from the aqueous phase in the presence of MIP compared to organic solvent (hexane) alone. UV absorbance data illustrates almost complete removal of propranolol from the aqueous stream. (Fig 6) The key property of this system is that this extraction would be *molecularly selective* [2].

![MIP enhanced segmented flow extraction fluorescent image](image)

**Fig 5.** MIP enhanced segmented flow extraction fluorescent image

![Composite on-line UV absorbance data for propranolol extractions into hexane ±MIP](image)

**Fig 6.** Composite on-line UV absorbance data for propranolol extractions into hexane ±MIP

5. Conclusion

This unique principle generates opportunities for on-chip MIP based extractions and chemical enrichments in industrial applications, offering commercial, ecological and practical advantages to traditional solvent extraction techniques. Ongoing work involves the incorporation of an integrated on-chip capillary force fluid phase separator to allow further analyte manipulations and recovery as well as quantitative analysis of MIP-enhanced extraction efficiencies.
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ABSTRACT

We present the concept of on-chip denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) and experimental studies to perform it. Our studies include a sensitive DNA labeling method available under highly denaturing conditions, a method to form a denaturant concentration gradient in a microchannel using electroosmotic flow (EOF), and evaluation of effectiveness of hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) as an on-chip DNA separation matrix and its temperature dependency. Our results demonstrated critical initial step toward the first achievement of on-chip DGGE.

1. INTRODUCTION

DGGE is an electrophoretic method that can separate DNA fragments of equal length but different sequence [1]. DGGE is currently one of the most prevalent techniques in the analysis of microbial communities in environmental samples [2]. However, DGGE is time-consuming and difficult to reproduce across different gels. On-chip DGGE (Figure 1) has the potential to decrease analysis time and achieve good reproducibility. In order to achieve on-chip DGGE, we investigate a detection method available under highly denaturing conditions and a method to form a denaturant concentration gradient in a microchannel using EOF. We also evaluate the effectiveness of HEC as a DNA separation matrix and its temperature dependency.

1. Initial formation of denaturant concentration gradient at upstream Y-intersection

2. Injection of DNA in midstream intersection

3. Separation of DNA in denaturant gradient (can occur to the left or right of injection)

Figure 1. Concept of on-chip DGGE
2. EXPERIMENTAL

We used a microchip embossed in an acrylic substrate (Hitachi Chemical, Japan) for DNA electrophoresis and a glass microchip (IMT, Japan) for studying the formation of denaturant gradients. The background buffer was 40mM Tris-acetate, 10mM EDTA. The denaturant buffer also contained 7M urea and 40% formamide (typically referred to as a 100% denaturant buffer). We evaluated both the ULYSIS labeling system (platinum coordinative bond to the N7 of guanine) and the YOYO-1 intercalated dyes (Molecular Probes, USA). We used HEC (MW: 9,0000-10,5000, Polysciences, USA) as a DNA separation matrix.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first compared the ULYSIS and YOYO-1 labeling methods. Figure 2 shows electropherograms of PCR products labeled with ULYSIS and YOYO-1. The ULYSIS sample has higher signal strength than the YOYO-1, suggesting that the ULYSIS approach preserves the degree to which DNA is denatured better than YOYO-1.

![Electropherograms](image)

Figure 2. Electropherograms of PCR products (209bp) labeled with ULYSIS and YOYO-1 at 50°C. Buffer contained 80% denaturant and 1.75% HEC. Fluorophore used in ULYSIS system was Alexa Fluor 488.

We have achieved a denaturant gradient using EOF and simple diffusive mixing at a Y-shaped junction, as shown in Figure 3. We flowed both background and denaturant buffers (from the two wells on the left) and decreased the 100% denaturant buffer voltage at a steady rate to vary mixing ratio. We estimated the solutions were well mixed across the channel width within 5mm of the Y-junction.

Lastly, we have evaluated the selectivity (defined in Figure 4 caption) of 1.75% HEC (MW: 9,0000-10,5000) solution at temperatures. Figure 4 shows selectivity measurements (obtained on a microchip) and these are compared to data using an 8% polyacrylamide slab gel. The performance of HEC was superior to the traditional gel for all but the shortest DNA pair lengths.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The diffusive mixing and active EOF control strategy is effective, and ULYSIS is an effective method for labeling at these highly denaturing conditions. Our near-future work will involve combining these techniques and evaluating the performance of DGGE on a chip.
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ON-CHIP ISOTACHOPHORESIS USING ELECTROPHORETIC SPACERS
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Abstract
We demonstrate an electrophoretic technique that simultaneously concentrates and separates trace fluorescent analytes on a chip. This technique is based on isotachophoresis and employs a leading electrolyte (LE), trailing electrolyte (TE) and electrophoretic spacers of intermediate mobility to separate analytes of interest. The analyte peaks obtained do not disperse and tunable resolution and concentrations can be achieved by choosing appropriate spacer concentration.

Keywords: Isotachophoresis, electrophoresis, spacers, single interface ITP

1. Introduction
Isotachophoresis (ITP) is a useful sample preconcentration technique and is often used prior to the capillary electrophoresis (CE) step to achieve the required sensitivity for trace analysis [1]. Sample ions to be stacked and separated are typically introduced between the leading and trailing electrolyte whose mobilities are respectively higher and lower than the mobilities of analyte ions. Under the influence of electric field, sample ions redistribute themselves in adjacent zones in the order of their mobility and these zones move at a same speed under steady state. Spacers are electrophoretic molecular species with mobilities intermediate to those of sample analytes. They segregate into positions between sample ions and serve to increase separation resolution. Spacers have been used in traditional CE systems to improve UV–based detection resolution [2,3]; but have not been used with fluorescence or on a chip. We present the use of electrophoretic spacers for on-chip ITP based separation and detection of fluorescent species.

2. Theory
In ITP, a trace analyte(s) concentrates in the region between background ions with mobilities that bound those of the analyte(s). For example, the leading and trailing ion pairs for the analyte species X1−, X2− and X3− in Fig. 1 are respectively (L−, M1−), (M1−, M2−) and (M2−, T−). The order of mobility, μ, to achieve the ITP/spacer condition is μL>μX1>μM1>μX2>μM2>μX3>μT. A mixture of analyte species and spacer electrolytes (M1−, M2−) is injected between the LE and TE. Upon application of an electric field from reservoir 3 to 1, the spacers separate into two distinct zones between the LE and TE. Analyte ions concentrate at the interfaces between these zones and, after a brief transient process, migrate at a steady velocity, with constant concentration and effectively uniform width.
3. Experimental
To demonstrate ITP separation with spacers, a sample mixture consists of three fluorescent species: Oregon Green carboxylic acid, fluorescein and Bodipy (Molecular Probes), with concentrations of ~100 nM. Two spacers, tris serine and tris phenylalanine at ~10mM (Sigma Aldrich), are injected between LE and TE. The leading electrolyte is 350 mM tris-HCl, pH adjusted to 10.2 and the trailing electrolyte is 50 mM sodium tetraphenyl borate. To achieve ITP concentration and separation, 1200 V potential is applied in the LE well and the TE well is grounded using a Labsmith (HVS448, 3000D) power supply. The separated and concentrated analyte peaks are observed using an Olympus epifluorescent microscope and CCD camera (Roper Scientific).

Fig 1. Schematic of the distribution the leading (L⁻), spacer (M₁⁻, M₂⁻), trailing (T⁻) and sample (X₁⁻, X₂⁻, X₃⁻) ions at t = 0 and a later time (t > t separation). The spacers M₁⁻, M₂⁻ form ITP zones behind L⁻ on applying electric field and trace analyte ions accumulate at the interface of the spacers according to their mobility.

4. Results
Upon application of an electric field, the fluorescent species migrate towards the anode and separate and concentrate at the interfaces of anions that bound its mobility. In the steady state condition (~3 cm downstream), the analytes are separated by the spacers and the sample peaks are non-dispersive move with equal speed, as required by the ITP dynamics. Fig. 2 shows the spatio-temporal plot of the imaged intensity of the three analyte peaks. The diagonal traces in this plot of concentration versus position and time show that species migrate with no net dispersion and with identical speed (and the spacing between them stays constant). Figure 3 shows another set of experiments where spacers are eliminated one at a time from the initial analyte mixture. When a spacer separating two analyte peaks is eliminated, the two adjacent fluorescent analyte peaks merge into each other as shown in Fig. 3. This confirms that the analyte peaks are indeed separated by the non-fluorescent spacers.

5. Conclusion
We have successfully demonstrated the use of spacers for on-chip ITP-separation of fluorescent analytes. Improved resolution is achieved here because of self-sharpening nature of the analyte peaks. Resolution can be tuned by varying initial spacer
concentrations. This technique can be extended to a larger number of analytes by choosing appropriate spacer species.

Fig 2. Plot of the fluorescence signal within the separation channel as a function of time and the streamwise coordinate, x. The three diagonal stripes show the motion of the three analyte peaks. These parallel bands demonstrate the peaks move at the same speed and with constant concentration as required by the ITP/spacer dynamics.

Fig 3. Raw images of the fluorescent analyte peaks inside a 50 μm wide (by 20 μm deep) microchannel. Shown are three experiments. In (a), both spacers phenyl alanine and serine are present in the sample mixture. In (b), only phenyl alanine spacer is used; and in (c) only the serine spacer is used. When one of the spacers is eliminated, the two adjacent fluorescent analyte peaks merge into a single peak as expected.
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BIOMOLECULE AND ORGANELLE TRAP USING ELECTRIC AND HYDRODRAG FORCE FIELDS IN TAPER SHAPED MICROCHANNEL
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Abstract
In this paper, trapping of cell organelles such as nucleus and mitochondria, and chromosome was reported using a taper shaped polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannel. The trap conditions for each biosubstance were investigated. In addition, trapping of biomolecules such as denatured RNA and protein (BSA) was also demonstrated using a silica glass chip, which has fine taper structure compared with PDMS ones.

Keywords: Biomolecule and organelle trapping, extraction, purification, molecular filter

1. Introduction
Extraction of a specific molecule or organelles from cells is one of the important issues for the understanding the biological phenomena from the point of embryology, tissue engineering, aging, and carcinogenesis. However, current microfluidic device technologies are not sufficient for extraction and purification of DNA, RNA and organelles from cells. We reported earlier a selective DNA trapping employing mutually reverse electric force and hydrodrag force field in a taper-shaped channel [1-2]. This time, we attempted to develop the trapping system for cell organelles (mitochondria and nuclei), chromosome and biomolecules of RNA and Protein (BSA) by the same principle. This technique can trap biomolecules selectively by tuning the ratio of the two forces with mild electric condition and relatively large structure compared to the case of dielectrophoresis [3]. The trapping technology using microfluidic devices has many advantages in bio-analysis. Our trap system needs no machine element. The size of microchannel is over 10 times larger than that of target biomaterials. For this reason, our channel is not easily blocked.

2. Preparation of biomaterials
The sample solution of nuclei was prepared by following steps. At first, cell density of HeLa was adjusted to $1 \times 10^6$/ml. The nuclei were extracted using Nuclear Extraction Kit (Chemicon International Inc). The nuclei were loaded with a fluorescent dye, YOYO-1 (Ex. Peak 491 nm, Em. Peak 509 nm). The mitochondria solution for a trap experiment was
prepared by following steps. A cell density of HeLa was adjusted to $2 \times 10^7$/ml. The mitochondria were extracted using Mitochondria Isolation Kit for cultured cells (PIERCE). The nuclei were loaded with a fluorescent dye, Mito Red (Ex. Peak 560 nm, Em. Peak 580 nm). The sample solution of chromosome was prepared as follows. Chromosomes were extracted from BALL-1 cell. The chromosome were dyed with YOYO-1.

BSA staining solution was prepared as follows. Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) of 1gm was taken into a 200ml beaker and 100ml of 0.1M Tris-HCl (pH= 6.8) was added in it. In an another 50ml beaker, 0.87 gm of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 10 ml of distilled water was taken. From each of the above solutions, 0.5ml was taken into a test tube and boiled for one minute. 1µl SYPRO orange protein gel stain (Ex. Peak 470 nm, Em. Peak 570 nm) was taken into another test tube and 5ml of 7.5% acetic acid was added in it. Finally, from the content of each of these test tubes, 5µl was taken into a sample bottle and 80µl of 7.5% of acetic acid and 0.03mg of polyvinylpyrrolidone were added in it.

3. Experimental set up
A sample solution was introduced into a microchannel with triangle shape tapered structures. When sample biomolecule or organelle was driven by electric force and hydro drag force simultaneously in opposite directions, target biomaterials were then trapped near the triangle shape tapered structure. The trapping motion of each samples were observed under a fluorescence microscope. The observed fluorescence was intensified by the CCD camera. The fluorescence image was stored in PC as digital data (Fig 1.). The change of intensity of fluorescence was analyzed using SimplePCI software (Leeds Instruments).

---

**Fig 1.** Experimental set up (left) and structure of the taper shape microchannel (right).
4. Results and discussion
The trap condition for nucleus, mitochondria and chromosome were investigated using a taper microchannel which was made form PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) (Fig 2.). The trap condition of each organelle obtained as results of each experiment were shown in Fig 2 (right). We discovered that higher voltage and higher current were needed, in order to trap the smaller organelle. Addition to these, denatured RNA and Protein (BSA) samples were also successfully trapped (Fig 3) in the silica glass taper microchannel which has a more fine structure compared with PDMS microchannel.

![Fig 2. Fluorescence image of nuclei trapping (left) and trapping condition of organelles (right).](image)

5. Conclusions
We successfully develop the trapping system for organelles (mitochondria and nuclei) in the cells, chromosome, RNA, and Protein (BSA). Our trap has a great potential for extraction and purification of target biomaterials from the cells in microfluidic chips. We consider that the trapping technology is a novel method for single cell analysis, single molecule detection, gene expression, and continuous PCR etc in the future.

![Fig 3. Fluorescence image of protein trapping.](image)
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MICROCHIP ELECTROPHORETIC MOBILITY SHIFT ASSAY FOR DETECTING INTERACTIONS OF DNA-TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR NFκB
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Abstract
Microchip electrophoretic mobility shift assay (μEMSA) has been developed for DNA-protein interaction study, and finally, we succeed in detecting the interaction of DNA and Nuclear Factor κB (NFκB) within only 200 s. Since the method provides quantitative data simultaneously, kinetics data analysis of DNA-protein interaction was also conducted.

Keywords: Microchip Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (μEMSA), Microchip Electrophoresis, DNA-binding Protein, NFκB, Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)

1. Introduction
DNA-protein interaction plays a central role in many cellular functions including DNA replication, recombination, repair and transcription. One of techniques to study gene regulation is electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) which separates DNA and protein in equilibrium state in a solution based on a different binding stoichiometry. Although this technique gives a qualitative identification for sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins and enables the quantitative measurement of thermodynamic and kinetic parameters [1, 2], there are drawbacks such as time-consuming work and necessity of radioactive materials. In this study, by using polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) microchip (Fig. 1), we have developed μEMSA which permits rapid and quantitative assessment of DNA-NFκB interaction.

Figure 1. Overview of the experiments. (A) Structure of the human NFκB homodimer-DNA complex. (B) Incubation and (C) electrophoretic separation of the mixture of NFκB and oligonucleotide.
2. Experimental

Recombinant Human NFkB (p50), which is a eukaryotic transcription factor and regulates a gene expression [3], was expressed in bacteria from a full-length cDNA and purified. NFkB consensus oligonucleotides, which have the sequences 5'-AGTTGAGGAGCTTTCCAGGC-3' and 5'-GCCTGGGAAAGTCCCCCTCAACT-3', were labeled with Cy5 at the 5' terminus. Nuclear extracts of HeLa cells were prepared by Nuclear Extracts Kit and were applied to μEMSA as well as purified rhNFkB. For microchip electrophoresis, Hitachi SV1210 microchip electrophoresis system was used with polymethylnethacrylate chips. Prior to electrophoresis, Cy5-labeled DNA probe and purified rhNFkB, or nuclear extracts were incubated for 30 min in a binding buffer with nonspecific competitors poly d(I-C) and poly-L-lysine at room temperature. Conventional gel shift assay experiment was also conducted to evaluate μEMSA.

3. Results and Discussion

The EMSA technique is based on a different migration behavior of free DNA molecules and DNA-protein complexes when subjected to non-denaturing gel electrophoresis. As shown in Figure 1, NFkB and consensus 5'-Cy5-oligonucleotide

![Figure 2](image_url)

Figure 2. Separation of DNA-NFkB complex and free-DNA under various concentrations of NFkB indicated at the right edge.

![Figure 3](image_url)

Figure 3. Monitoring of DNA-NFkB complex formation. (A) Separation of DNA-NFkB complex under various reaction time indicated at the left edge. (B) The time course of DNA-NFkB binding reaction and determination of $k_{obs}$ (inset).
were incubated in a binding buffer and applied to electrophoretic experiments. The mixture was separated into three peaks within 200 s and each peak was identified as the free-ssDNA, dsDNA, and the DNA-protein complex by competitive assay as indicated in Figure 2. The DNA-protein complex formation was monitored under various incubation times and the observed association constant $k_{obs}$ was calculated at 0.50352 min$^{-1}$ (Fig. 3). Nuclear extracts from HeLa cells were also applied to μEMSA and NFκB was specifically detected by competitive assay using consensus and non-consensus oligonucleotide (Fig. 4). However, the peak of DNA-protein complex in nuclear extracts showed retard compared with the purified protein experiment. It could be assumed that DNA-protein complex might be consisted of not only p50/p50 homodimer but also the other kinds of heterodimer. For further characterization, supershift assay should be performed by introducing antibody. These results suggested that this μEMSA is a highly reliable for DNA-protein interaction study both in quantitative and qualitative aspects.

4. Conclusions

We have elucidated the impact of μEMSA for qualitative and quantitative analysis of DNA-NFκB interaction. The advances of μTAS such as a multi-channel array system and an integrated system including cell digestion on a single chip will expedite our assay system to realize comprehensive analysis of functional genomics and proteomics.
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CONTINUOUS PARTICLE MANIPULATION IN MICROCHANNEL USING LASER RADIATION PRESSURE
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Abstract
Manipulation of substance groups is an important process in a microfluidic device. In the present study, a technique which is able to manipulate substance groups using laser radiation pressure is developed. The laser radiation pressure for the present system is analyzed and the technique is applied in a flow field. Particle groups in the flow field are manipulated by the technique.

keywords: Laser radiation pressure, Optical manipulation, Submicron particles.

1. Introduction
Manipulation of substance groups is one of the important processes in a microfluidic device. Several substance manipulation techniques in microfluidic devices have been reported [1], [2]. In particular, optical tweezers enables a non-contact manipulation and have flexibility so that the technique limits an area of manipulation to several micrometers [3], [4]. In this technique, optically transparent substances such as cells and DNA are trapped at a focal point by laser radiation pressure in stationary fluids. However, continuous control is difficult in a flow field because substances are trapped at the focal point. The objective of the present study is to develop a continuous laser manipulation system that can manipulate groups of particles in the flow field.

2. Experimental setup
A laser focal area is shaped linearly by using a cylindrical lens (CL) to extend a manipulation area because a traditional focal point is not enough to manipulate particles in a flow field. Rotation of the cylindrical lens enables the focal area to rotate. To manipulate continuously, the laser beam profile is changed so that particles are moved...
in one direction in the focal area. To change its profile, the laser beam is moved by a moving mirror before entering an objective lens. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic of the changing of the focal area and the changing its profile. Figure 2 shows a schematic of experimental setup of the present study. Figure 3 exhibits a schematic of cylindrical lens rotation.

The optical radiation pressure in a system of the present study was investigated. Fluorescent particles whose diameter were 2 μm, made of polystyrene (refractive index \( n = 1.59 \)) in buffer solution (\( n = 1.30 \)) were selected. Figure 4 shows the microchannel used in this study. The fluorescence of the particles was collected through a 40× objective lens (\( NA = 1.30 \)) and captured by either a CCD camera or a CMOS camera. Velocities of the particles were measured in a stationary fluid by Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) which is a velocity measurement technique using a series of instantaneous images captured by the camera. The laser radiation pressure is given by Stokes’s drag law which is derived by

\[
F = -3\pi \mu D_p u_R
\]  
(1)

where \( F \) is the laser radiation pressure, \( \mu \) is a dynamic viscosity, \( D_p \) is diameter of particles and \( u_R \) is a relative velocity between particles and buffer solution. In this study, the equation of laser radiation pressure assumes that the laser radiation pressure is equal to Stokes’s drag force usually, because relaxation time of particles, \( 10^{-11} \) seconds, is enough shorter than frame rate of cameras, \( 10^{-2} \) seconds.

After measurement of the laser radiation pressure, the technique was applied in a flow field and particles were manipulated.
3. Results and Discussion

Figure 5 shows results of the optical radiation pressure measurements. The laser radiation pressure and plotted against distance of y-direction in Figure 5. The result shows that width of the area which is able to manipulate is about 50-60 μm and the fact which particle manipulation in one direction is confirmed by changing beam profile with moving mirror.

This technique is applied in a flow field. Figure 6 demonstrates the continuous manipulation in the cases in which the rotation angle of the cylindrical lens $\theta_{CL}$ is 0 and Figure 7 exhibits the case which $\theta_{CL}$ is $-\pi/3$ radians. The laser beam was able to manipulate the particles in any direction by rotation of cylindrical lens. At the laser focal area, particles were manipulated appropriately for each case.

4. Conclusion

The present study enables us to manipulate cells or DNA regionally and continuously in a flow field. This manipulation is expected to be used in microspace applications, such as separation, selection and mixing. These applications will help the development in the biochemical field to manufacturing new medicines or new food products.
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Abstract

We present a novel device for continuous separation in both time and spatial domain based on dielectrophoresis (DEP), where the non-uniform electric field is generated by means of a circular channel structure instead of conventional ac electrodes. Compared with the previously reported dielectrophoretic separation using electrode arrays [1], this device is more mechanically robust and chemically inert. And compared with the previously reported electrodeless dielectrophoretic separation methods [2], this device achieves higher throughput and continuous separation.

Keywords: separation, dielectrophoresis, electrodeless DEP

1. Introduction

The principle of the continuous electrodeless DEP separation in circular channel is illustrated in Figure 1. By applying a DC voltage over the circular chamber, a non-uniform electric field will be generated whose gradient directs towards the centre of the circle. The sample mixture is driven along the channel by the electro-osmotic flow. Due to the different DEP force magnitudes and directions, the particles with different DEP responses move continuously to the different location across the channel as they flow, thus continuously separated into the different outlets. Furthermore, the particles following the outer side path will be left behind, since the electro-osmotic flow at the inner side of the channel is faster than that at the outer side of the channel.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the dielectrophoretic separation in a circular micro-channel
2. Simulation

In Femlab 3.1i, a 3D channel model enclosed by a 50 μm inner circle and a 100 μm outer circle is built and the height of the channel is 40 μm. A 10V DC voltage is applied over the channel. To simulate the particle behavior in the micro-channel, the trajectory calculations are implemented in Matlab 7.0 after the field calculations are performed with Femlab 3.1i. Four particles of different size and dielectric properties are used, which are positive DEP particles with 5 μm and 10 μm radius, and negative DEP particles with 5 μm and 10 μm, respectively. The simulation result for the angle displacement of these four particles is shown in Figure 2, which verifies the particle separation in the time domain.

![Figure 2. Simulation result for the angle displacement of 4 particles with different size and dielectric properties](image)

Varying the voltage over the channel, we simulated the particle’s ending position across the outlet. The result is shown in Figure 3, r_in and r_out represent the inner side point and the outer side point of the outlet respectively, which verifies the separation in the spatial domain. With lower field intensity, the particles can be hardly separated due to the dramatically reduced DEP force which is proportional to the squared field gradient. While with higher field intensity, the greatly enlarged DEP force makes those particles over-separated with respect to the outlets as can be seen in Figure 3.

3. Fabrication

The main part of the fabricated device is shown in Figure 4. A silicon wafer is used as a substrate. A 2 μm layer of thermal oxide is firstly grown on both sides of the wafer. Then, 4 μm PECVD oxide is deposited on the back side of the wafer to serve as a mask for through holes etching. The Ti electrodes are fabricated with sputtering machine (TRIKON Sigma sputter coater) and plasma etching machine (TRIKON Omega plasma etcher). Through-holes are made by deep reactive ion etching at room temperature with the Bosch process, as
shown in Figure 5. Sequentially, a thick layer of SU-8 50 is coated on to the top the silicon substrate and pattern to form the side wall of the channel. To obtain a 40 μm thick SU-8 layer, 30 second spin coating with the speed of 4000 rpm/min is performed. And proximity mode with a 130 μm separation gap is chosen for exposure. Finally, the silicon substrate is aligned and bonded to a glass wafer using SU-8 adhesive bonding.

4. Conclusions
We have shown in this work design, simulation and fabrication of a novel device for continuous separation based on dielectrophoresis (DEP). Up to now, the simulation results have shown the separation in both time and spatial domain for the particles with different size and dielectric properties. And the device has been successfully fabricated as shown in Figure 4. The experiment is expected to be carried out soon to verify the design and the simulation method.
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ELECTROPHORETIC SEPARATIONS IN SMALL SPACES: GRADIENT ELUTION MOVING-BOUNDARY ELECTROPHORESIS (GEMBE)
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Abstract
Microfluidic lab-on-a-chip devices employing capillary electrophoresis are currently constrained by limitations of on-chip separation lengths and injection schemes. These limits are exacerbated in multiplexed devices, with the number of access ports and off-chip equipment needed for injections increasing with the number of parallel analyses. We describe a novel injection-less separation method, Gradient Elution Moving-Boundary Electrophoresis (GEMBE), which can provide the highest number of electrophoretic separations possible for a given, limited chip area. The reduction in chip area is accomplished by combining moving boundary electrophoresis, which does not require the formation of an injected plug, with a temporally varying hydrodynamic counter-flow, which provides high resolution separations in very short microchannels.
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1. Introduction
As the field of Micro Total Analysis Systems matures and moves in the direction of further integration, it is important to consider how many analysis elements can be accommodated into the small footprint of a microfluidic chip. Much of the work in the field has been to miniaturize conventional analysis techniques onto a planar chip format with minimal modifications to the basic operation mode of the technique [1]. However, conventional techniques are often optimized using macroscale, bench-top instruments. If device footprint is considered as a key parameter, the optimal process is likely to be different for microfluidic platforms. In this work, we take the example of electrophoretic separations and consider footprint as the primary limiting factor. Conventional electrophoretic separations begin with the injection of a discrete zone of sample and proceed with the electrokinetic migration and separation of that zone; microchip electrophoretic separations are performed similarly. However, if chip area is limited, two serious drawbacks to the conventional method exist: additional channels and fluid reservoirs are required to form the injection zone; and long channels are required for high-resolution or high peak capacity separations.

2. Theory
We have developed a new technique specifically avoiding these drawbacks to yield a much smaller footprint for electrophoretic separations: Gradient Elution Moving-Boundary Electrophoresis (GEMBE). Moving-Boundary Electrophoresis (MBE) [2] was chosen due to the elimination of injection structures; the sample solution is
continuously introduced into the separation channel and analytes are detected as steps when the sample boundary migrates past the detector. The stepwise output is differentiated yielding the familiar electropherogram. Gradient elution is accomplished by applying a controlled counter-flow that is varied over time. Only analytes with electrophoretic mobilities greater than the counter-flow can enter the separation channel. As the counter-flow is scanned from high to low flow rates, the different analyte boundaries begin their migration along the channel at different times allowing for high-resolution separations in very short channels.

3. Experimental
Both single capillary and multiplexed polymer microdevices were utilized (Fig. 1). For capillary experiments, a 3 cm long capillary (30 μm id; 360 μm od) was inserted between a polypropylene analyte reservoir and sealed block connected to a pressure controller with high voltage applied between the two ends. Microdevices were fabricated by computer numerical control milling into 380 μm thick polycarbonate (PC) sheets. Milled channels were 40 μm deep, 150 μm wide, and 1 cm long. The channels were thermally bonded to a PMMA piece milled to contain a common waste access port and 75 μL volume sample reservoirs. A pressure controller, used to regulate the hydrostatic pressure at the common waste port, was connected via PEEK tubing to an O-ring sealed lid at the access port. High voltage was applied to the pressure cell and sample reservoirs were grounded. Fluorescence microscope detection utilized arc lamp illumination, a CCD detector, and appropriate filter sets. Raw data was transformed by Savitzky-Golay smoothing [3] to obtain a derivative function.

4. Results and discussion
The viability of GEMBE was established with the quantitative separation of small dye molecules and various amino acids. GEMBE facilitates greater flexibility in selectivity when compared to conventional capillary zone electrophoresis, as the acceleration of the counter-flow (analogous to gradient slope in chromatography) becomes a separation parameter. It was found that high resolution separations could be achieved in short channels by varying the counter-flow velocity at a relatively slow rate (i.e., low
counter-flow acceleration) while rapid, less-efficient separations could be obtained at high acceleration. Alternatively, non-linear accelerations could be used, such as step-and-hold to isolate single analytes (infinite resolution). The technique was further extended to the separation of single-stranded DNA using a sieving buffer, with baseline resolution of 15- and 17-mers of poly(cytosine) within 1 cm (Fig. 2). A competitive immunoassay for insulin was also demonstrated (Fig. 3) to show that large proteins can be investigated. A four-channel microdevice was used to separate fluorescein and carboxyfluorescein in parallel (Fig. 4). The result demonstrates that multiplexed analyses can be accomplished in short channels (1 cm) utilizing a single detector, one high voltage source, and a single pressure controller, with the throughput limiting factor being channel width and available detection field of view.

5. Conclusions
GEMBE is well suited to microfluidics when considering scalability as shown in parallel devices. The method provides high resolution separations in short microchannels without the additional access ports or equipment needed for injection formation.
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ON-CHIP TEMPERATURE GRADIENT FOCUSING VIA JOULE HEATING: LOW-POWER SAMPLE CONCENTRATION AND SEPARATION
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Abstract
We present a rapid, low-power technique for concentration and separation of analytical proteins using a simple PDMS device. Joule heating along a variable-width channel supports the temperature gradient needed for focusing. A fundamental theoretical analysis and numerical simulation show agreement with experimental results and provide tools for device design.

Keywords: Temperature gradient focusing, Joule heating, separation, PDMS

1. Introduction
Temperature Gradient Focusing (TGF), introduced by Ross and Locascio in 2002 [1], has emerged as a viable separation technique in microsystems. In a previous work [2] we showed that a sufficient temperature gradient for TGF could be created simply using Joule heating in a variable-width microchannel. In this work we further analyze the temperature-dependent transport phenomena associated with TGF using a numerical simulation, and use our fundamental analysis in the design of a low-power concentration and separation PDMS device.

2. Theory
TGF is an electrophoretic technique that balances the average bulk flow of a buffer/analyte solution against the electrophoretic migration of the species. Because the electrophoretic mobility, \( \mu_{ep} \), of a species is temperature-dependent, the temperature gradient and E-field along the channel can be set up such that concentration will occur at a location \( x_{conc} \) if \( u_{net} = u_{bulk} + u_{ep} > 0 \) for \( x < x_{conc} \) and \( u_{net} < 0 \) for \( x > x_{conc} \).

The quasi-1D mass balance equation through a variable-width channel, considering only convective bulk flow and electrophoretic flux, can be written as:

\[
A_i \frac{\partial c_i}{\partial t} = -\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ A_i \left( u_{bulk,i} c_i + u_{ep,i} c_i \right) \right]
\]

where \( A \) is the area of the channel and \( c \) is the species concentration at location \( i \). Assuming steady state and employing mass conservation, \( \nabla \cdot (u_{bulk} A) = 0 \), solving equation (1) yields:

\[
\frac{c_{x=x_1}}{c_{x=x_0}} = \frac{\left( u_{bulk,x_0} + u_{ep,x_0} \right) A_{x_0}}{\left( u_{bulk,x_1} + u_{ep,x_1} \right) A_{x_1}}
\]

In our device, Joule heating is used to induce a temperature gradient along the length of a variable-width channel. Assuming the channel dimensions of the channel
are much smaller than the glass and PDMS substrate in which it is formed, the 1-D heat equation considering only Joule heating and radial conduction through the substrate can be written as:

\[
\frac{I^2}{\sigma(T) d_i w_i} = K k \left( \frac{T_i - T_a}{d_i w_i} \right)
\]

(3)

where \( I \) is the constant current through the channel, \( \sigma(T) \) is the electrical conductivity, \( k \) is the thermal conductivity of the substrate around the channel, \( T_a \) is the ambient temperature, \( d \) is a length scale on the order of the channel depth, \( w \) is the channel width, and \( K \) accounts for the channel geometry \( (O(1)) \). Assuming \( \sigma(T) \) is approximately proportional to the temperature difference, the temperature will vary roughly inversely with the width of the channel, thus providing a temperature gradient. Equations (2) and (3) will serve as rule-of-thumb approximations for this technique.

The mass transport, conservation, electroneutrality, and energy equations were discretized into a 1-D numerical model and solved using a Crank-Nicolson scheme at each channel location and time step using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The simulation is used to predict the temperature, velocity, and concentration profiles under variable concentration conditions.

3. Experimental

The variable-width microchannel in Figure 1 was fabricated by casting PDMS over a SU-8 2010 (Microchem) silicon substrate mold. After punching vertical holes for reservoirs, the PDMS slab and a slide glass were plasma-treated and bonded together.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1** - (a) Schematic of PDMS system used. (b) Dimensions of microchannel. Depth = 18μm

FITC-labeled BSA and Fluorescein-Na were diluted into a solution of 900mM Tris, 900mM Borate buffer and loaded into the channel. 1200V was applied across the channel to concentrate and separate the sample.

4. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the numerical simulation results for the expected (a) temperature profile, (b) bulk and sample net velocity profiles, and (c) concentration profile of Fluorescein-Na in 900mM Tris-Borate under 1200V for time=10sec. The higher temperature in the center of the channel causes a location of zero analyte net velocity, thus inducing concentration.
Figure 2 – Numerical simulation of concentration of Fluorescein-Na in 900mM Tris-Borate with 1200V applied at time=10sec. (a) Temperature profile. (b) Profiles of bulk fluid velocity (solid) and sample net velocity (dashed). (c) Concentration profile.

Figure 3 shows experimental concentration and separation of Fluorescein-Na and FITC-BSA under 1200V. At time=5min, both analytes are concentrated at the same location in the center of the channel. The continuous Joule heating causes the channel temperature to rise and the focusing locations ($u_{net} = 0$) for each species diverge causing the focused analyte plugs to separate.

Figure 3 - Focusing of FITC-BSA and Fluorescein-Na in 900mM Tris-Borate buffer with 1200V applied. (a) Time-sequence images of center of channel. (b) Fluorescence intensity variations along centerline of channel, showing a clear separation of the two species after 8 minutes.

Because the same E-field is used for establishing a temperature gradient and sample transport, this system requires ~1/80th of the power needed for external temperature control. This energy savings enables potential implementation into portable devices.

5. Conclusion

We have demonstrated a simple, low-power technique for concentrating and separating analytical species in <10 minutes. The modest requirements allow for implementation into several lab-on-a-chip applications. A fundamental theoretical analysis and numerical model aid in the understanding of TGF via Joule heating and can be used in future device design.
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CONTINUOUS-FLOW PHASE-SEPARATION OF POLYMER SOLUTIONS IN MICROFLUIDIC AQUEOUS TWO-PHASE EXTRACTION SYSTEM
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Abstract
Phase-separation properties of immiscible polymer solutions for continuous separation of biomolecules in microfluidic aqueous two-phase extraction system (MATPES) were surveyed. Concentrations and contact time of polymer solutions defined phase-separation time. Most of E. coli were continuously partitioned in dextran-rich phase.

Keywords: continuous-flow, aqueous two-phase extraction, phase-separation

1. Introduction
Effective preconcentration and separation of biomolecules in µ-TAS is very important to simplify the device, decrease the operation time and enhance the sensitivity of detection. Aqueous two-phase extraction system (ATPS) is used for the separation and fractionation of biomolecules because of its biocompatibility. ATPS is consisted of two immiscible solutions in bulk water, resulted in approximately 65~95% of high water content [1]. ATPS is generally constructed by the combination of one polymer (e.g. polyethylene glycol) and salt or second polymer (e.g. dextran). Partition coefficient (K) which is defined as ratio of the concentrations of molecules in both phases represents the separation efficiency. ATPS-based preconcentration and separation of biomolecules is a promising technique for microfluidic device. However, only a few applications of the ATPS in microfluidic device have been reported yet. Separation and fractionation of the aggregates of plant cells [2] and CHO-K1 cells [3] were reported. In this study, characteristics of phase-separation were surveyed with continuously infused polymer and buffer solutions and partition of E. coli was monitored in microfluidic device.

2. Experimental
Poly(dimethylsiloxane)(PDMS) microfluidic device was made by conventional soft-lithographic method. Dimension of the device is shown in figure 1. Poly(ethylene glycol)(PEG, M.W. 35,000, 15 % w/w, Fluka Co.), dextran (M.W. 40,000, 15 % w/w, Amersham Biosciences Co.) and PBS buffer were selected as model solutions for MATPES. All solutions were infused by syringe pumps (SP250, WPI Inc. Co.). PBS buffer or cell solution was injected through the middle port of three inlet ports. The optical micrographs were taken by fluorescence microscope (BX51, Olympus Co.) and CCD camera. E. coli cells were stained by LIVE/DEAD Baclight Bacterial Viability Kit.
(L7012, Molecular Probes Co.) prior to use.

Figure 1. Dimension of microfluidic device which has 3 inlet and 3 outlet ports. The width and the depth of the microchannel is 200 µm and 50 µm, respectively.

3. Results and discussion
The concentration of polymers and contact time for phase-separation in microchannel are determined by ratio of infused solutions and total flow rate, respectively. Phase-separation was not occurred when the calculated concentrations of polymers were lower than around 2.5%. The interface between two polymer solutions was temporarily disappeared at the junction of two solutions, because each polymer is diffused into opposite polymer solution before stabilized. Each phase has less than 20% of another polymer which forms opposite phase, in general. Retention time of the solutions for phase separation was determined by monitoring the concentration profile of fluoresceine in microchannel. Phase-separation was completed within a few seconds in microchannel.

Figure 2. Micrographs at inlet junction (A, D), 0.8 cm (B, E), 1.6 cm (C, F) and 2.4 cm (G) from inlet junction with varying flow rates. It takes longer time for phase-separation with higher flow rates.
Asymmetric distribution of *E. coli* in developed microfluidic ATPS was observed. The effects of gravity on the distribution of cells can be ignored in microfluidic ATPS, different from macroscale ATPS. It is very difficult to obtain precise partition coefficient of cells in macroscale ATPS, because cells are precipitated on the interface by gravity.

Figure 3. Bright field (A, B, C) and fluorescence (D, E, F) micrographs of *E. coli* in MATPES. Most of *E. coli* cells injected through middle port were partitioned into dextran rich phase.

4. Conclusions
Phase-separation properties of microfluidic aqueous two-phase extraction system were surveyed. Asymmetric distribution of *E. coli* cells in developed MATPES was observed. MATPES is believed to be a useful technique for the continuous fractionation and separation of biomolecules in microfluidic device.
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MULTI-STAGE FREE-FLOW ISOELECTRIC FOCUSING FOR ENHANCED SEPARATION SPEED AND RESOLUTION
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Abstract

This work presents the first implementation of tandem stages for free-flow isoelectric focusing. Both simple analytical and rigorous computational models for IEF suggest device performance can be improved by utilizing multiple stages to reduce the time required for high resolution separations. A device to test this principle was designed and tested, with fraction analysis by SDS-PAGE. We report the initial results of device characterization, showing separation of four model proteins.
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1. Introduction

Isoelectric focusing (IEF) is often used to separate proteins in order to reduce sample complexity or as part of a 2-D separation, and has been performed in micro free flow electrophoresis format (FF-IEF) using isolated electrodes [1-3]. However in these systems, resolution is limited by high diffusive fluxes. To increase resolution, higher electric fields may be applied, but precipitation, Joule heating, and electrodynamic dispersion become limiting. A new technique to circumvent these limits to resolution involves designing a free-flow IEF chamber with outlet fractions that enter a second IEF stage.

2. Theory

Scaling arguments imply that the resolution of FF-IEF increases roughly with the square root of the channel width, but that the time to reach this resolution increases proportionally with the channel width. This suggests that by performing a separation in a narrow channel prior to a wider channel, the resolution can be reached in less time. Analogous to mechanical power, a free flow IEF stage can be “geared” for either speed or resolution; “shifting” enhances the overall performance of the device.

To examine this phenomena, a model developed previously [2] was expanded to include dynamic changes in focusing length and applied voltage. Figure 1 shows the simulated focusing (normalized to the channel width) of BSA under identical field strengths and residence times. As shown by the three cases presented in Figure 1, focusing within a 1mm wide channel (solid line) reaches steady state rapidly, but the high diffusive flux...
prevents sharp focusing. Focusing within a 3mm channel (dotted line) has a higher final resolution, but requires approximately three-fold more time to reach steady state. By shifting from a 1mm channel at steady state to a 3mm channel (dashed line), the greater resolution of the wider channel is realized in 40% less time.

![Figure 1: Simulation of BSA focusing with different channel geometries](image)

3. Results and Discussion

A schematic of a device with two tandem stages is shown in Figure 2. The body of the device (a) is made of PDMS and is designed for a maximum of 3 inlets and 9 outlets. Post structures (b) define the polyacrylamide used to apply the electric field to the open sample channel. These UV-polymerized gels can be patterned without a photomask, and allow for arbitrary electric fields in each stage. The first stage is designed to perform a rapid prefractionation step with a steep pH gradient, while each of the three secondary stages are designed to perform a higher-resolution focusing step with a shallower pH gradient. The channel geometry at the splits has been optimized to ensure equal fluidic resistance for each outlet. A photo of the device is shown in Figure 3. Here, ten fluidic and six electrical connections are held in place by the PDMS without the need for epoxy.

An additional feature of the multistage devices is the ability to collect fractions for analysis, or orthogonal separations such as SDS-PAGE. A stained SDS-PAGE gel (Figure 4) of prefractionated amyloglucosidase, carbonic anhydrase II, trypsinogen, and trypsin inhibitor shows basic separation at a relatively low applied voltage (18V across each section). Amyloglucosidase focuses more tightly than the other three proteins due to its lower diffusive flux.

4. Conclusions

This work presents a two stage free-flow IEF device that is theoretically capable of fractionating proteins more efficiently than previous FF-IEF designs. We demonstrate in our initial tests the prefractionation of four model proteins prior to separation and
detection by SDS-PAGE, making these devices a potentially attractive alternative to more laborious isoelectric separation schemes.

Figure 2: Schematic of multi-stage FF-IEF device.

Figure 3: Photo of device in operation.

Figure 4: SDS-PAGE of six outlet fractions
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SENSITIVITY IMPROVEMENT FOR PEPTIDE/PROTEIN ANALYSIS IN MICROCHIP ELECTROPHORESIS–MASS SPECTROMETRY
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Abstract

This paper reports an analysis of biogenic compounds, e.g., peptides and proteins, by microchip electrophoresis–mass spectrometry (MCE–MS) combined by using an electrospray ionization (ESI) interface with a spray tip and a liquid junction. To improve the reproducibility and the MS sensitivity of the MCE analysis, successive multiple ionic polymer layer (SMIL) coating was applied to a quartz microchip and/or a spray tip. In the MCE–MS analysis of biogenic compounds, a successful separation and selective detection was achieved. Toward a further improvement of the concentration sensitivity of peptides, the use of an on-line sample preconcentration method was investigated.

Keywords: microchip electrophoresis, mass spectrometry, ESI interface, biogenic compounds, on-line sample preconcentration

1. Introduction

Recently, the use of mass spectrometry (MS), which has the advantages of no needs for the derivatization of analytes and the structural information capability, as a detection scheme in microchip electrophoresis (MCE) has been developed. In MCE–MS, electrospray ionization (ESI) is regarded as the most suitable ionization method. A development of an ESI interface using sheath liquid for MCE–MS has been reported but the detection sensitivity decreased due to sample dilution by the sheath liquid. On the other hand, Terabe and co-workers have reported the fundamental study on MCE–MS coupled by a sheath less ESI interface, and successful analyses of basic drugs and peptides were achieved [1–2]. In this paper, we applied MCE–MS with the sheath less ESI interface to the analysis of peptides and proteins. To achieve a further improvement of the MS detectability for biogenic compounds, an application of on-line sample preconcentration technique was investigated.

2. Experimental

The detailed structure of the microchip and the ESI interface used in this study is shown in Figure 1. The quartz microchip with a simple cross-type channel coated
successively with polybrene and dextran sulfate (SMIL coating [3]) was employed to prevent the adsorption of analytes. The spray nozzle, which was a tapered fused silica capillary and was attached to the exit of the separation channel of the microchip, was employed to build the ESI interface. The bottom of the exit edge of the separation channel was fabricated as a flat plane to minimize the dead volume between the channel and the ESI spray tip. The ESI voltage was applied through the liquid junction reservoir.

3. Results and discussion

To evaluate the fundamental analytical performances in MCE–MS, two peptides, i.e., Pro–Leu–Gly amide and [Val]$^4$ angiotensin, were used as test analytes. An electropherogram of these peptides is shown in Figure 2. These two peptides were successfully separated with resolution of 1.3 and detected within 70 s. Pro–Leu–Gly amide and [Val]$^4$ angiotensin were detected as [M+H]$^+$ and [M+2H]$^{2+}$, respectively. Thus, faster and efficient separation, and selective detection of peptides were attained by the present MCE–MS system.

Toward an improvement of the MCE–MS analysis of proteins, effects of the SMIL coating were investigated. When a SMIL coated microchip and a bare spray tip were employed in the MCE–MS analysis of cytochrome c, a broader peak was observed, while in the SMIL coated spray tip a slightly sharper peak was obtained as shown in Figure 3(a). Using the SMIL coated spray tip brought the 2-fold decrease in the peak width. In the MS spectrum at 0.61 min, ten charge states ranging from +10 to +19 were observed as shown in Figure 3(b). The molecular weight of 12358 determined from the MS spectrum was accorded within a 0.5% difference of the
literature value. However, the limit of detection of these proteins and/or peptides was ca. 10–50 ppm and the peak width was still broader, so that an on-line sample concentration technique should be introduced in the present MCE–ESI–MS system to attain an enhanced detectability.

Among several on-line sample preconcentration techniques, stacking, which is a facile concentration technique based on the conductivity difference between a sample matrix and background solution, is applicable to MCE–MS but the sufficient concentration might not be expected due to a limited conductivity range of the sample solution which should be electrophoretically injected into a separation channel. On the other hand, the dynamic pH junction technique which utilizes the electrophoretic mobility difference in the two zones with different pH is anticipated for an effective concentration of zwitterionic peptides and proteins since a larger change in their charge states is occurred at the pH boundary. Comparison of these techniques for the on-line preconcentration of peptides will be presented.

4. Conclusion

In the analysis of peptides and proteins, faster and efficient separation, and selective detection were successfully achieved by the present MCE–ESI–MS system. It should be noted that SMIL coating onto the inner surface of the spray tip brought a better efficiency and higher peak height for proteins. A combination of the MCE–ESI–MS analysis with on-line sample preconcentration is promising the rapid, sensitive, and selective analysis of peptides and proteins.
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Abstract
An automated, electrokinetically controlled fractionator and collector for microfluidic separation is described. The fractionator is coupled to capillary electrophoresis. The separated sample fractions are detected and guided into collection channels. The device utilizes flow-lock technique, which enables selective spatial separation and collection of all fractions. The technique was demonstrated on model mixture.
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1. Introduction
Proteomics research requires combining multidimensional separation with detection, identification and other postprocessing methods. Those techniques are often incompatible and sample handling interfaces are needed to create efficient systems. The fraction collection of a sample separated by electrokinetic methods is a useful technique used as an intermediate step in a multidimensional analysis [1, 2]. An automated procedure provides a fast way of sample purification [3].

2. Theory
Accurate peak detection is crucial for a proper fractions’ distribution. Using a conductivity or fluorescence signal threshold level as a criterion fails on noisy or biased data. Comparison of a local signal deviation, derived from \( l \) last samples, to a full length deviation (Equation 1) gives better results. The weighted average \( x_w \) is calculated with respect to current signal value and the threshold coefficient \( \eta \) is used for fine tuning. Data preconditioning (e.g. bias cancellation) can be applied if needed.

\[
\sum_{i=n-l+1}^{n} \sqrt{\frac{(x_i - x_w)^2}{l}} > \eta \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sqrt{\frac{(x_i - x_w)^2}{n}}
\]  

3. Experimental
The device shown in Figure 1 was used to demonstrate the principle of operation. Channels were etched in a borosilicate glass wafer, followed by forming the liquid reservoirs by powderblasting. Subsequently the wafer was thermally bonded to another glass with deposited conductivity detection electrodes.
The operation sequence is shown in Figure 2. Sample fractions leaving the CE part are detected in the interfacial region by conductivity measurements. A real-time algorithm based on statistical signal analysis is employed for accurate recognition of an upcoming peak. The separation is then paused and the fraction is guided to an appropriate channel accordingly to the electrophoretic mobility calculated from the separation time measured in a preceding step. The same procedure repeats for the next fractions. As a result the fractions are sorted and stored in different channels. The process can be looped enabling sample concentration.

Three high-voltage power supplies are used to control the chip. The signal from a conductivity detector is acquired with Agilent 34401A multimeter. The instruments are controlled by in-house written native Windows software with a time resolution better than 25ms. The needed voltages, including electroosmotic backpressure compensation are found by deriving and solving an equivalent resistance matrix of the system for a given step. A microscope equipped with a mercury lamp for fluorescence detection and a CCD camera is used for visual inspection.

4. Results and discussion
The experimental results are shown in Figure 4. Separation and fractionating of two-component sample (Fluorescein and Rhodamine B) is demonstrated. The method of operating the separation and fractionation independently (flow-lock) and employing automated fraction detection provides an efficient way of sample collection when the amount of analyte is small and no part of it can be lost.
Figure 3. Output signal of a peak recognition algorithm (a). Electropherogram shown for comparison. The zoom box (b) contains the first peak. Even with a noisy input peaks are detected after reception of less than 5 first peak points.

Figure 4. The sequence of images taken during CE separation/fractionation of a 1mg/ml Fluorescein, 1mg/ml Rhodamine B in 10mM Heps. Complete separation of both fractions with automated fractionating into different collection channels is shown. (Channels outlines overlaid for readability)
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Abstract
We explore the scaling of devices based on deterministic lateral displacement with N, the longitudinal periodicity. By increasing N rather than decreasing the inter-obstacle distance devices can be made that have a small sub-micron critical size, yet are defined using standard UV-lithography with super-micron sized structures.

Keywords: microfluidics, separation device

1. Introduction
Deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) has been shown to be an extremely powerful technique for separation of particles on the micron scale with unprecedented high resolution[1] [2]. To expand the technique into separation of viruses and possibly single proteins, the critical size must be decreased to below 100nm.

2. Theory
DLD is based on pure geometrical effects and in its simplest form it acts as a cut-off filter sending particles larger than a critical size in one direction and smaller particles in another direction. The critical size is simply given by $R_{crit} = \alpha*d/N$, where the correction term $\alpha$ due to the parabolic flow of the liquid is typically $\alpha \sim 2.5$. $d$ is the distance between posts and $N$ is the number of rows in each spatial period.

To decrease the critical size, the three involved parameters above can be manipulated. The correction term, $\alpha$, can be decreased by using flow techniques that are not associated with stick boundary conditions such as electrokinetic flow. Changing the inter-obstacle distance, $d$, is another alternative but it requires advanced nanofabrication. We have opted for increasing the periodicity, $N$. It has recently been investigated for larger structures[3]. Here we explore it for submicron separation.

3. Experimental
We have explored the scaling of the critical size, $R_{crit}$, with $N$. To this end we have made devices using single-step nanoimprinting lithography (NIL) with $N = 10, 20, 40,$ and $100$ with a constant post separation of $d = 1.0\mu m$ with an overall design as
Changing $N$ rather than $d$ simplifies fabrication by allowing us to use the same process for all the devices. Only the design needs to be changed. This approach allows us to test a simple theoretical model that is based on the assumption of a parabolic flow profile in the device. In the DLD, the flow is divided into $N$ streams with equal flow. Due to the stick boundary conditions (that lead to the parabolic flow profile) the stream adjacent to the post must therefore be wider than the central streams. This is the origin of the correction term. Assuming deep channels (depth is 8.5 µm) and taking into account the parabolic flow profile, the critical size is expected to be given by $R_{crit} = \frac{d}{\sqrt{3N}}$ (Fig 2).

4. Results and discussion

Since the resolution of DLD is often smaller than the size distribution of standard latex bead preparations we have developed a new protocol to characterize the device. To investigate the uncertainty in the DLD, we studied data from devices with $N=10$ and nominally a critical diameter of $2R_c \sim 500nm$.

From figure 3 it is clear that the bead population (diameter 510nm ± 26nm) is divided into two streams, one with beads smaller and one with beads larger than the critical size. The beads flowing in between the two main streams represent the uncertainty in the critical size of the separation in the device. Assuming a Gaussian size distribution of the

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** Details of a typical device (from [1]). SEM images of the separator device fabricated in a single layer of Topas grade 5013 before sealing with a Pyrex glass lid. The device height is 8.5 µm, the pillar diameter is 7 µm and the gap between neighboring pillars is 1 µm. The widths of the inlet channels are 50 µm. This shows a device with $N=10$ and critical radius 0.5 µm. Similar devices were made with $N = 20, 40, 100$.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** Plot of critical size versus $D_c = 2R_c \sim 1/N$. Dotted line corresponds to $D_c = 2\beta*1\mu m / sqrt(3N)$ and solid line corresponds to $D_c = 2\alpha*1\mu m/N$ where the correction factors are chosen to fit measurements with device $N=10$: $\alpha = 2.57$ and $\beta = 1.41$. Measured critical sizes from devices with $N = 10$ (square) and $N = 20$ (circle) are indicated in the plot.
beads, and simply measuring the particle flow in the streams give a critical diameter of \(2R_c \sim 514 \pm 3\text{nm}\). This represents an unprecedented 0.6% uncertainty in size characterization.

Figure 3. Results of separation of a collection of green fluorescent latex beads with a mean diameter 510 nm and a standard deviation of 26 nm. The distribution of bead sizes are divided into two separate streams, one containing beads of size smaller than the critical size and one of beads larger than the critical size. The beads in between represent the uncertainty of the method. Scale bar is 5 \(\mu\text{m}\).

5. Conclusions

Future work will focus on decreasing the critical size of the device in several ways: decrease of distance between posts, \(d\); increase of \(N\); and manipulation of the flow so that the correction term approaches unity. Decrease of the correction factor can be achieved by increasing the velocity of the particles close to the walls of the posts by introducing close to slip boundary condition e.g. using electrokinetic movement of the latex microspheres.
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Abstract
We report strategies to control fluid flow in microfluidic devices with a planar separation format. Operation included using focusing channels to direct the sample into and through the sample transfer region prior to launching the sample in an orthogonal direction. This configuration minimized sample dispersion during the transfer process.

Keywords: flow control, electrokinetic transport, separations

1. Introduction
We have been investigating various strategies for performing two-dimensional separations on microfluidic devices. One such device has a planar format where the first dimension separation is performed in one axis, and the effluent from the first dimension is introduced orthogonally along a second axis for the second dimension separation. The planar format has an advantage over serially coupled separations in that the entire sample can be introduced from the first dimension into the second dimension. Various formats for coupling isoelectric focusing and capillary gel electrophoresis separations on microfluidic devices in a planar format have been reported [1-3].

Figure 1 shows a microfluidic device with a planar format where the first dimension separation is conducted in the vertical direction and the second dimension separation in the horizontal direction. The first step in designing this device was developing a method to transfer the sample with minimal dispersion because lateral dispersion of the sample plug in the planar region will diminish the quality of the separation. Our initial efforts began with conducting SIMION calculations to determine the shape of the equipotential lines in the planar region. The goal of these calculations was to determine the minimum number and spacing of channels needed to achieve parallel equipotential lines in the planar region. As the number of focusing channels increases, the equipotential lines become more parallel. With the SIMION calculations, the optimal spacing was empirically determined to be 80 μm center-to-center.
to-center between the 1D channel (or waste 2 channel) and the first focusing channel and 240 μm center-to-center between the first focusing channel and the remaining focusing channels.

2. Experimental

Microchannels were cast in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) substrates using masters made from the negative tone photoresist SU-8 [4]. The PDMS substrate and glass coverplate were then permanently joined, after being exposed to air plasma for 40 s prior to contacting. Images were obtained using an inverted optical microscope (Olympus IX71) equipped with a high-pressure Hg arc lamp and CCD camera (Photometrics Cascade 512B). The CCD camera was controlled using IPLab imaging software. A 10 μM solution of disodium fluorescein in a 1 mM sodium tetraborate and 20 mM HEPES buffer was used as a fluorescent probe. For the electrokinetic transport, electrical potentials were applied to the reservoirs using custom-built high-voltage power supplies and controlled using LabView.

3. Results and Discussion

Microfluidic devices were designed and fabricated with the control channels branching into 1, 2, or 4 focusing channels near the planar region. Figure 1 is the CAD drawing for the 4 focusing channel design. Figure 2 shows a bright field image of the planar region between the 1D channel and the waste 2 channel for the four focusing channel design. The vertical dimension of the planar region is 1.6 mm in this image, and the second dimension contains 16 parallel channels. Figure 3 shows fluorescence images of sample being transported from the top of the planar region toward the bottom. In (b-c), the ratios of the electric field strengths in the focusing channels to the 1D channel (E_f/E_{1D}) are 1.0 and 4.1, respectively. As expected, the sample stream narrows with increasing E_f/E_{1D}. However, as this ratio increases

![Figure 2. Bright field image of the sample transfer region on the microfluidic device with a planar format.](image)

![Figure 3. (a) Bright field image of the planar region between the 1D channel and waste 2 channel (W2). Fluorescence images of sample transport through the planar region with (b) E_f/E_{1D} = 1.0 and (c) E_f/E_{1D} = 4.1. This microchip is the 4 focusing channel design, but only 2 of the 4 focusing channels for each control channel are shown in (a). Arrows depict flow direction.](image)
the sample stream becomes more diluted. Therefore, we examined the concentration to width ratio in order to determine optimum operating conditions. Figure 4 shows the stream width (4σ) in the center of the planar region and the concentration to width ratio for the 1 and 4 focusing channel designs. As seen in the figure, a substantial narrowing of the sample stream is observed moving from 1 to 4 focusing channels. Also, the concentration to width ratio improves tremendously. For the 4 focusing channel design, a maximum concentration to width ratio is achieved with $E_f/E_{1D} = 4.1$ corresponding to a minimum stream width (170 μm). In Figure 5, a sample plug is shown moving through the planar region. The plug undergoes minimal axial and lateral dispersion while traversing the planar region.
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Abstract
As the first application of pressure-driven microfluidics in forensic toxicology, a microchip-based liquid-liquid extraction for the gas-chromatography assay for amphetamine-type stimulants in urine has been developed. The interface consisting of 1-chlorobutane and alkalized urine was stabilized in the asymmetric microchannel modified partially with the capillarity restricted modification (CARM) method. As a practical demonstration, methoxyphenamine hydrochloride was administered to three healthy volunteers, and the concentration of methoxyphenamine in their urine was determined.

Keywords: Forensic toxicology, Solvent extraction, Amphetamines

1. Introduction
To analyze amphetamine-type stimulants (ATS) such as methamphetamine (MA) and amphetamine (AP), gas chromatography (GC) including gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) is extensively used in forensic laboratories because of its versatility and reliability. By way of sample preparation for GC analysis, conventional liquid–liquid extraction (LLE) has a widespread use, but it is not only laborious but also environmentally unfriendly due to the consumption of considerable amounts of organic solvents. One of the sophisticated approaches to achieve both laborsaving and small-scale sample preparation is to make use of microfluidics. Miniaturization of LLE using pressure-driven liquid manipulation has been extensively studied by Kitamori’s group [1].

Properties of the surface inside a microchannel have a significant influence on flow configuration due to the relatively large interface area of microchannels. Recently, Hibara et al. developed a new concept of partial surface modification named the capillarity restricted modification (CARM) method that allows a partial surface-modification in a simple and reproducible fashion [2]. As an application of the CARM method, we investigated a microchip-based LLE for GC analysis of ATS in urine.
2. Experimental

The Pyrex glass microchip (Fig. 1) was purchased from the Institute for Microchemical Technology (Kawasaki, Japan). A modification reagent (2.5% (w/v) Trichloro(tridecafluorooctyl)silane (FAS-Cl) in α, α, α-trifluorotoluene (PhCF₃)) was employed for the CARM method [2].

The illustration of microchip-based LLE is shown in Fig. 1. Twenty microliters of an internal standard solution (0.5 μg/ml mephentermine), 80 μl of 0.25 M EDTA, 0.2 ml of 25% aqueous ammonia and 1.3 ml of water were admixed to 0.4 ml of a urine sample, and the aqueous mixture was delivered to the deep microchannel. 1-Chlorobutane was delivered to the shallow microchannel as the extraction solvent. Flow rates were controlled by a dual syringe-pump (Harvard). The flow rates were usually 10 μl/min for 1-chlorobutane, and 50 μl/min for the pretreated urine. Purging, stabilizing and sampling periods were 1, 1 and 3 min, respectively.

GC was carried out on a Hewlett-Packard HP5890 gas chromatograph equipped with a DB-5ms column (J&W), a flame ionization detector (FID) and an autosampler.

For the conventional LLE, 50 μl of 5 M sodium hydroxide and 0.25 g of sodium sulfate were added to 1 ml of urine sample. After sodium sulfate was dissolved by vortex mixing, 0.5 ml of 1-chlorobutane was added, and vortexed for 1 min.

3. Results and discussion

Alkalization of urine is necessary to extract the basic stimulants, but the surface modification with a silanizing reagent would be damaged by alkali. Therefore, the durability of the modification on test chips (Pyrex glass, 1×1 cm) against 2.5% aqueous ammonia was evaluated by measuring the contact angle of the surface. The contact angle of the FAS-coated glass surface was obviously higher than that of the ODS-coated surface until 6 h (FAS, 109.5±1.1°; ODS, 100.9±2.9°). Because it is likely that higher hydrophobicity is necessary to stabilize the multiphase flow, the FAS modification was employed in this study. When processing pretreated urine with 1-chlorobutane on the CARM-processed microchip with FAS, the two-phase flow was well-controlled, and thus almost complete phase separation at the downstream junction was achieved, which is essential for microchip-based LLE especially for off-chip analysis.

The extraction efficiencies tend to increase with overuse of the microchip. A trend of the extraction efficiency of MA is shown in Fig. 2. In the beginning of a newly modified microchip, the extraction efficiency was about 20–30%, and a flat interface was observed at the boundary area (Fig. 2a). After about 7 h use, the undulated interface emerged (Fig. 2b–d) and the extraction efficiency started increasing. The extraction efficiency finally reached up to about 70%. This unexpected increase of the extraction efficiency may be attributed to intraphase turbulence-flows generated by undulation of
the interface. Although the overused microchip provided higher extraction efficiencies, the values were not very reproducible, and further additional uses finally resulted in a phase separation error.

In order to make an assessment on whether the microchip-based method was acceptable or not for a quantitative analysis, linearity was estimated with six concentrations, and some of the parameters about test method reliability were determined. The extraction efficiencies with the microchip-based LLE (26.1–31.1%) were much lower than those with the conventional LLE (97.3–106.2%), but the internal standard effectively compensates the deviation of the extraction efficiencies, which resulted in a good linearity ($r^2 > 0.9997$). Interday accuracy, intraday precision and interday precision of the microchip-based method were acceptable when employing the internal standard.

Quantitation of methoxyphenamine (MPN) in urine obtained from the three donors administered 50 mg of MPN hydrochloride orally was carried out with both the microchip-based LLE and the conventional LLE. The results of quantitation (3–27 μg/ml) were in agreement with each other. Owing to the pretreatment of urine, no difficulties arose throughout the microchip-based LLE process.

4. Conclusion

The present method requires 5 min extraction time, and approximately 100 μl of the solvent and urine to prepare a GC sample. We think that this study and future developments such as a subsequent flow-process and a small-volume GC injector are sure to contribute to the rapid automation analysis in forensic toxicology. We are investigating an on-line derivatization for GC/MS such as trifluoroacetylation that improves not only the peak shapes of GC but also the number of the mass fragments on electron ionization MS, and these improvements will contribute qualitative reliability. The study of the additional derivatization process is now under investigation.
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A PROTEIN-ANALYSIS CHIP
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Abstract
We report a protein-analysis microchip integrating specific capture by affinity chromatography (AC) and charge-based separation by isoelectric focusing (IEF). Ten fmol each of 4 kinds of peptide isoelectric point (pI) markers in 1 μL of a sample was separated in an IEF channel of the protein-analysis chip.
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1. Introduction
Multi-dimensional separation technologies are required for proteomics. The substantial loss of samples occurs at connective processes from one separation process to another. Loss-less connections are expected to be achieved in a micro TAS [1].

We made a Pyrex glass chip integrating AC and IEF. The device, in its final form, is expected to allow the analysis of a small amount of samples in a complex sample matrix and to provide valuable information about post-translational modifications, which are difficult to analyze in a simple way using previous procedures.

2. Theory
Zone electrophoresis (ZE) has long been a main stream of micro-channel separations in the development of micro TAS. Unfortunately the limited sampling volume of ZE obscured the merit of micro channels in the analyses of real samples. In contrast to ZE, the sampling volume of IEF can be as large as the total volume of the separation channel owing to its focusing nature. Direct application of IEF to biological samples, however, does not provide fruitful results because of their high complexity. Making use of the merit of a micro chemical chip in integrating multiple processes, we attempted to couple affinity chromatography and IEF in a microchip, in which a substantial part of the captured proteins by AC can be analyzed by IEF.
3. Experiment

A micro channel, 150 μm wide and 60 μm deep, was etched on a Pyrex glass plate (3 cm x 7 cm x 0.7 mm), and it was thermally bonded with the plate having platinum electrodes (Fig. 1). The gel beads for affinity capture were retained in the channel by means of a constriction at the end of the AC channel (25 mm long). The channel was coated with polydimethylacrylamide and connected to tubings via newly designed mechanical valves that were inserted between access holes and tubing connectors (Fig. 2). A confocal laser-induced fluorescence detection system was set at the upstream end of the IEF channel (25 mm long) (Fig. 3).
4. Result and discussion
A preliminary experiment was done without affinity beads. One μL of the sample solution containing four kinds of rhodamine-labeled peptide pl markers ranging from pI 3.64 to 9.56 each at 10 nM (10 fmol) was applied to the chip [2]. A part of the sample was trapped in the IEF channel by stopping the flow. An acidic anode solution and a basic cathode solution were introduced into respective electrode channels. Electric focusing was carried out for 4 min at 1 kV, and the whole IEF channel was scanned at a rate of 1 mm/s (Fig. 4). The separation pattern was retained for over 4 min under the electric field.

5. Conclusion
The concept of the system allows fast and precise analysis of a specific protein in a complex sample matrix at high sensitivity. The determination of isoelectric points should provide valuable information for identification of proteins and post-translational modifications that are of critical importance in proteomic analyses.
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Abstract
Biological cells have been manipulated in a microdevice by means of negative dielectrophoresis (n-DEP) to form a micropatterns with two different cell types. The device with interdigitated array (IDA) electrodes was used to manipulate cells and to create a periodical line patterns with cells on a cell culture slide that was placed on 30 μm above IDA electrodes. Mouse myoblast cells (C2C12) were used as model cells to regulate the cultivation in weaker electric field regions in the micropatterning device filled with a cell culture medium. Specifically, cells formed the line pattern within 30 sec on the cell culture slide when a 1 MHz ac voltage (12 Vpeak-to-peak) was applied to the IDA electrodes. Most of patterned cells adsorbed on the slide after several minutes incubation under the application of ac voltage. The micropatterning with alternate lines of two different cell types was achieved by subsequently injecting another cell suspension in the device, and applying ac voltage to a different set of IDA electrodes. The method based on n-DEP permits the quick and easy fabrication of micropatterns composed from two different cell types without chemical modification of substrates.

Keywords: dielectrophoresis, co-cultivation, cell-adhesion, micropatterning, cell manipulation

Introduction
The micropatterning with living mammalian cells has evoked a strong interest in many areas of biotechnology as well as in the fundamental studies of cellular biology[1]. To date, many techniques for the cell patterning have been reported. Most of these patterning methods, such as a soft-lithography[2] and photo-lithography[3], are to utilize the surface-recognition abilities of cells. These methods, however, require complex pretreatments of the substrate to be patterned by cells and are not suitable for co-cultivation of two different types of patterned cells. We present here a novel patterning method and co-cultivation of two different types cells based on negative-dielectrophoresis (n-DEP)[4] without the pretreatment of the cell culture slide.
Design of Negative Dielectrophoretic Micropatterning Device

Fig. 1 schematically depicts the principle of the patterning method with biological cells based on n-DEP. The n-DEP force directs the cells toward the weakest region of the non-uniform electric field and cells are patterned above the microband electrodes. The four phases interdigitated array (IDA) electrode with 50 μm widths and 100 μm gaps was used as a template for making the cellular patterns. A polyester film with 30-μm thickness was sandwiched by the IDA electrode and cell culture polystyrene slide. The patterning device was mounted under a microscope and filled with a suspension of mouse myoblast C2C12 cells (2.5 x 10^7 cells/mL) in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle medium supplemented with 5 % heat inactivated horse serum and 0.5 % streptomycin.

Results and Discussion

On applying the ac voltage (1 MHz, 12 Vpp) to the IDA electrode, almost all cells rapidly move with a repulsive force of n-DEP to the culture slide and form lines on it within a minute. Incubation for 5 min at room temperature under the voltage application allows the adsorption of the cells patterned on the culture slide (Fig. 2). The shape and number of cells depend on the cultivation time. The teardrop shape of cells is observed after 3 hr cultivation. The line patterns of cells are gradually disintegrated with the increase of the number of cells.

It should be noted that the present method allows the formation of other patterns between the lines previously formed with cells. AC voltage was applied to different set of IDA electrodes in order to fabricate second cell lines and, as a result, the second pattern was formed between the first lines of cells. Fig. 3 shows the resulting periodical patterns with 300 μm pitch of two different cell types. The first pattern of cells was stained with CellTracker Green CMFDA before fabricating the second pattern. In a fluorescent image in Fig 3(b), signals were obtained from the positions of the first pattern of cells. Multipatterning of different cell types can be achieved by utilizing the n-DEP-based method.
Conclusion

We have developed a novel microdevice based on n-DEP for fabricating the micropatterns with two types of cells. Cell alignment can be done easily and quickly on the cell culture slide without the chemical pretreatment. This method will offer the great possibilities for the multipatterning of many cell types in order to develop the analysis system of cellular interactions.
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Abstract:

In this report, a biochip with multicompartment campenot chambers was fabricated with PDMS for neuron and skin cell co-culture. The chambers are interconnected by microfluidic pathways, which allow the neurons to develop nerve endings in the skin compartment. Gold micro electrodes were integrated into the biochip.

Keywords: Cell Culture, PDMS, Microsystem, Microelectrode

Introduction

Study of interactions between the skin and the nervous system is an important domain for dermatologists concerned with maladies such as chronic pain or itch and for the cosmetics industry. In this study, PDMS microsystems were created for the effective in-vitro culture and separation of sensory neurons and skin cells. The different cell types are cultured in Campenot chambers [1] that are joined by multiple microchannels buried in the PDMS microsystem structure [2.,3]. These microchannels allow the neurons to grow axons that infiltrate the skin cells and form nerve endings. Separate electrophysiological measurements on the sensory neurons can then be made after stimulation of the skin cells by use of extra cellular microelectrodes integrated into the chip or patch-clamp recording.

Methods

The PDMS chip was fabricated using a two level SU-8 master to mold multiple copies that formed 10-20 micron wide (height 12μm) microchannels, and the 3mm cell chambers (height 1.2mm). A polymer-based surface treatment was applied to the glass substrate and PDMS microstructure to insure a long-term hydrophilic and biocompatible cell growth surface [4]. The substrate was made of plain glass slides or slides with gold microelectrodes.

Primary cell cultures were extracted from eight day old pigs, as the skin and neurons are thought to resemble human skin interactions more precisely than that of rats. The skin cells were mainly keratinocytes while the extracted neurons were dorsal root ganglions (DRG). After extraction and trypsination the cells were placed into the chambers by pipette and cultured for 15 to 30 days.

Electrophysiological activity of the DRG was monitored in reaction to various stimulants and irritants applied to the skin cells, (capsaicin, histamine and heat). The stimulation of the skin cells was applied using 200 μl of histamine or capsaicin at a concentration of 30μMol/ml and the solutions were added to the medium during electrophysiological measurements and recorded for 10 Minutes.
Heat was applied using drops of hot water at 45°C. Electrophysiological activity was measured using either an external patch-clamp apparatus that could be lowered into the chambers or by use of extracellular microelectrodes. The macro-patch clamp technique used to record the membrane currents operated under voltage clamped conditions in the cell-attached configuration [5,6].

Figure 1: (Top) Schmatic diagram of PDMS microsystem with channels and wells placed on glass substrate. (Left) Photograph of PDMS microsystem with integrated gold microelectrodes on 50mm glass substrate, enclosed in a 35mm dish. (Right) 100micron wide gold electrodes included under the micro channels.

Figure 2: (Left) Microscope images of axons traversing the length of buried 20 microns wide multiple microchannels; the black band is the gold microelectrode. (Right) The axons in the neuron compartment are attracted to the microchannels which lead to the skin cell compartment.
Results

The surface treatment used in the microsystem assembly allowed the biological researcher to adequately fill the microchannels and wells with medium several weeks after fabrication due to the long-term hydrophilic effect. After seeding each compartment with the cells, axons from DRG neurons could be observed to extend into the skin compartment through the 1mm long microchannels after 1 week of culture.

Electrophysiological measurements were performed initially by patch-clamp on axons leading to the skin compartment. An increase in electrophysiological activity in the neuron cells was noted after the addition of heat (hot water drops) in the skin compartment.

![Figure 3: (Left) Spontaneous activity recorded from a neurite by extracellular patch clamp electrode, after application of heated medium (45°C) in the bath. (Right) Image of patch clamp electrode in contact with a DRG axon.](image)
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Abstract

This paper describes a multielectrode microcompartment platform (MUMP) for studying the electrophysiological effects of drugs on cultured neurons. We demonstrate the ability to culture neurons with extensions growing into adjoining compartments while maintaining fluid isolation between compartments. Furthermore, we describe the assembly of the microsystem and show the ability to record action potentials in the multicompartment system. The chemotherapeutic drug and neurotoxin vincristine is used as the test vehicle to demonstrate the effectiveness of the MUMP in studying the spatiotemporal localization of metabolic processes underlying chemotherapy-induced neuronal injury.

Keywords: DRGs, compartmented cultures, vincristine, injury potentials

1. Introduction

The convergence of microfluidics, microelectronics, and cell culture techniques has opened up new opportunities for the creation of hybrid neural microsystems [1]. Since these systems offer unparalleled spatiotemporal control over the biochemical microenvironment of a neuronal culture and the ability to incorporate many substrate-embedded electrodes under the neurons, they enable more sophisticated studies on the signaling mechanisms that govern neuronal physiology. In this work, we describe a specific example of this new system paradigm—a multielectrode microcompartment platform (MUMP) that incorporates a microfluidic compartment divider.

Figure 1. Assembled compartmented culture system. The microelectrode array (MEA) is fabricated using conventional semiconductor technology. The PDMS compartment divider is patterned with silicone grease and aligned to the electrode design on the MEA substrate. Insets show a close-up of two different fabricated MEAs with all of the stimulation and recording points exposed in the nitride insulating layer. The top inset also includes the compartment divider around the electrodes.
with a multielectrode array (MEA) substrate (see Figure 1). The MUMP is used to study chemotherapy-induced distal axonal degeneration (DAD), a gradual degenerative condition that starts in the distal axon and proceeds proximally toward the cell body. By spatially dividing the neuron in the MUMP into two different drug compartments and monitoring the electrophysiological health of the neuron in both, we extend our work with vincristine, a chemotherapeutic drug, in compartmented cultures by examining its electrophysiological consequences. More specifically, we present evidence here that different spatiotemporally isolated mechanisms in the cell bodies and distal axons are responsible for vincristine neuropathy (see Figure 2).

2. Experimental Details

The system consists of a micromolded PDMS compartment divider that has microfluidic barriers and a 60-electrode fabricated MEA substrate [2]. Dorsal root ganglia (DRG) neurons were then plated in one of the compartments and allowed to grow axons into the adjacent compartment across a microfluidic barrier (see Figure 3). While allowing neurite extensions to grow across it, the barrier does not allow the fluid environments of both compartments to mix. The system was periodically checked for leakage by examining fluid levels and by changing the hydrostatic pressure in compartments that were known to be leaking.

Figure 2. Potential metabolic pathways of vincristine-induced distal axonal degeneration.

Figure 3. Culturing of dissociated DRG neurons in a two compartment system. (a) an 8-track neurite system. Neurons were plated in the left compartment and grew extensions along pre-patterned collagen tracks into the adjacent compartment after several days in vitro. The top inset shows three neurite tracks growing on the top electrode substrate in Figure 1. The bottom inset shows neurites growing on the bottom electrode substrate in Figure 1 before the compartment divider has been attached to it. (b) close-up of dashed box showing 2 of the 8 tracks.

Graph 1. Axonal degeneration due to vincristine-induced toxicity in a two compartment culture (n=4)

Values are mean ± SEM. P<0.001 when vincristine sample compared to control at day 2.
3. Results and Discussion

After 10 days in culture, the neurotoxin and chemotherapeutic drug vincristine (0.01μM) was applied to the axonal compartment to induce axonal degeneration over a two day period (see Graph 1) [3]. The MUMP was then placed into a Multichannel Systems preamplifier setup (see Figure 4). To generate action potentials in the DRGs, a 2.5M solution of the depolarizing chemical KCl was applied to both compartments. Table 1 summarizes the electrophysiological results of applying vincristine to the axonal compartment over a two day period. Since these injury potentials change in both compartments, this data suggests that the degenerative phenotype is regulated by different spatiotemporally-isolated mechanisms in the cell bodies and distal axons.

4. Conclusions

Taken together, these studies show that it is possible to culture neurons readily in the MUMP and that the system can be used to gather electrophysiological data from neurons cultured intercompartmentally. Moreover, through our experiments with vincristine, we have provided evidence that more than one spatially isolated mechanism could be involved in vincristine neuropathy. This knowledge may lead to the design of more effective pharmacological treatments for chemotherapy-induced neurodegeneration.
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Abstract

A new cell culture platform based on the multiwell tissue culture plate format has been developed. The novel approach provides perfused three-dimensional cell culture capability. The new capability is achieved by integrating microfluidic valves, pumps, and capacitors into the plate. The system provides a means to conduct high throughput assays for toxicology and metabolism. It can be also used for evaluation of long-term exposure to drugs or environmental agents or as a model to study viral hepatitis, cancer metastasis, and other diseases and pathological conditions.
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1. Introduction

Recent reports indicate that it takes nearly $800 million dollars and 10-15 years of development to bring a drug to market. Nearly 90% of the lead candidates identified by current in vitro screens fail to become drugs. One of the reasons for the high failure rate of drug candidates is the lack of adequate models. To address the problem, we have developed a new cell culture analog [1-3] amenable to routine use in drug development. It is based on the standard multiwell tissue culture plate format but it provides perfused 3D cell culture capability. The footprint of the new platform complies with international standards for multiwell plates and is in many respects compatible with the high throughput robotic systems in place at pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies.

2. Experimental

The perfused 12-microbioreactor array (Fig. 1) consists of a fluidic and a pneumatic manifold with a diaphragm sandwiched in between them. The fluidic manifold contains an array of 12 microbioreactor and reservoir pairs (Fig. 2a). Each microbioreactor/reservoir pair is fluidically isolated from all other microbioreactors on the plate. A key component of a microbioreactor is a scaffold for tissue morphogenesis. The scaffold can be, for example, a thin wafer (as shown in Fig. 2a) containing an array
of channels in which cells self-assemble into 3D pieces of tissue. Tissue in the scaffold is perfused by cell culture medium that is recirculated between a reactor and a reservoir by a built-in pneumatically driven bidirectional microdiaphragm pump with active valves (Fig. 2b). Diaphragms of all pumps and rectifying valves are actuated in parallel via three pneumatic lines connected to an electro-pneumatic controller.

3. Results and discussion

Perfusion flowrate is determined by the volume pumped per cycle and cycle frequency. Actuation of the membrane in the pumps and valves generates flow pulsatility. To control it, we incorporated microfluidic capacitors between the pumps and the scaffolds. Fluidic capacitors absorb fluid during the pump emptying cycles and generate flow during the filling cycles. This results in damping the flow pulsatility. To determine fluidic capacitance \( C = \frac{dV}{dP} \), we measured the displacement of capacitor membrane as a function of fluid pressure. From the membrane displacement, we calculated the volume of the fluid stored in the capacitor (Fig. 3a). Volume data from Fig. 3a as a function of absolute pressure are plotted in Fig. 3b and fitted with a polynomial function. First derivative of this function is the capacitance of the microfluidic capacitor. It is also plotted in Fig. 3b.
4. Conclusions

A novel platform for cell culture based on the multiwell tissue culture plate format has been developed. Key aspect of the new system is perfusion of 3D microtissue units by cell culture medium. Flow pulsatility is controlled by built-in microfluidic capacitors.

The system provides a means to conduct high throughput assays for toxicology and metabolism. It can be also used for evaluation of long-term exposure to drugs or environmental agents or as a model to study viral hepatitis, cancer metastasis, and other diseases and pathological conditions.
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Abstract

This paper demonstrates the detection possibility of zeptomole level neurotransmitters released from two to three living PC-12 cells by employing FASS (the Field-amplified sample stacking) incorporated with a nano Pd-Pt-SWCNT (Pd-Pt nanostructure modified Single-wall carbon nanotube) electrode and integrated on a nano EC-CE (electrochemical capillary electrophoresis) chip. The detection limit can approach 0.5 nM (~ 38 zeptomole) dopamine with an S/N ratio > 2 for the releasing from two–three living cells.

Keywords: Zeptomole, Living single cells, Neurotransmitters, Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), Nano-fluidic chip

1. Introduction

The detection of single-cell-releasing is a challenging but important task for understanding single cell behavior. This paper proposes the integration of FASS, nano transitional channel, and nanostructutred electrodes in CE-EC chip for exploring this possibility. FASS is a useful preconcentration technique and the highest reported FASS signal enhancement factor is roughly 500-1000 fold in microchip experiments [1]. Carbon nanotube-modified electrodes have been employed to sense dopamine and catechol in CE-microchip, demonstrated roughly 20-50 fold detection limit enhancement [2]. These two techniques will be integrated into a nano channel of EC-CE chip to further bring down sensing molecules close to the nano-structured electrode for 5-10 fold EC signal enhancement [3]. The expected total signal enhancement will be in the order of 4-5, which can bring down the detection limit of electrochemical detection from ~10 μM into sub nM region, close to the level of single-cell-releasing.

2. Experiment and Results

The design and operation process are shown in Fig. 1(a). This chip was composed of two parts, the upper microchannel (L form) were used to trap the single cells by induced surface charge control electrodes in culture microchannel (width: 100 μm; hight: 50 μm) and then to pumping culture medium into the side main separation channel (width: 50 μm; hight: 50 μm), the lower nanochannel includes a ladder-shaped transitional reservoir and a line-shaped separation channel (width: 100 gradually to 50 μm; hight: 500 nm). SEM photograph shows the nano channel geometry and depth, in Fig 1(b)-(d). Before applied the separated electric-field, an inversed pre-concentration electric-field was used to stacking sample in front of the Nano-transitional channel.
The cells were trapped on electrodes by a applied potentials from 0 to ±10 V, the induced surface charge was adjusted to the isoelectric point of cell [4], as represented the simplified scheme in Fig. 2(a) and the process of a single cell trapping on collagen/SiO$_2$/Pt electrodes are shown in Fig. 2(b).

The process of FASS sample concentration is shown in Fig 3 (a) and (b) for a 100 nM Rhodamine B fluorescence dye. When the dye reaching the transitional reservoir and a separation voltage was then applied to the nano-separation channel, the fluorescence dye was rapidly concentrated into a narrow zone of 45 $\mu$m had migrated about 100 $\mu$m.
In order to promote electrochemical detection, Pd nano-particles were electrodeposited on the Pt-based electrode. Finally, purified sCNTs were dissolved in nafion, dropped on the Pd-Pt electrode as a mediator for rapid electron transportation. Fig. 4 (a)-(c) shows the SEM photograph of the Pt-base · Pd-Pt · sCNT-Pd-Pt electrodes, respectively. Fig. 4 (d) shows the electrocatalysis efficiency of 10 mM K₄Fe(CN)₆ in 0.5 M H₂SO₄ on three modified electrodes, and only the one with sCNT-Pd-Pt coating carry out the maximum redox current.

Fig. 4 (a)-(c) The SEM photograph of modified surface morphology of electrodes in three difference deposition step and (d) Cyclic voltammograms of 10 mM K₄Fe(CN)₆ in 0.5 mM H₂SO₄ of three modified electrodes.

Fig. 5(a) shows the living PC-12 cells growth state with NGF culture medium in microchannel on electrodes after two days. In here, it should be note that Trypan blue, a living membrane non-permeable dye was used to identify the cell living situation before 3 mM nicotine treatment to release dopamine. The detected signal from the releasing of two-three living cells is estimated as 0.5 nM when compared to that of a 1 nM standard dopamine solution, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Dopamine obtained from cell-lysing is also compared in the figure when 100 mM KCl was added in the same channel.

Fig. 5 (a) The living PC-12 cells with NGF culture and (b) Electropherogram of three conditions of culture medium: Green line, the standard (1 nM) dopamine. Red Line, the living cells with nicotine treated. Blue line, the cells lysing with KCl solution.
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NOVEL PICOLITER COMPARTMENTAL MICROFLUIDIC CHIP DEVICES FOR HIGH-THROUGHPUT SINGLE-CELL SORTING AND ANALYSIS
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Abstract

In this study, we report development of novel compartmental microfluidic chip devices for high-throughput single-cell sorting and analysis of antigen-specific single B-cells before and after stimulation with an antigen from a bulk cell suspension in the aqueous compartments that are generated by the two-phase liquid systems in the Y-shaped microchannels (20 cm) made from poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) polymer. The effect of flow rates, viscosity of continuous phase (oil) and sample channel geometry on the size of aqueous compartments and cell sorting was studied. This chip system has the ability of sorting 1250 cells $< 100$ sec.

Keywords: Picoliter compartmental microfluidic device, multiplexing, two-phase liquids, single-cell analysis, high-throughput screening

1. Introduction

Sorting, screening and analysis of individual cells from a bulk suspension plays a pivotal role in the prognosis and early diagnosis of diseases thus facilitating timely and rightly treatment, while bulk analyses always gives averaged results. Though conventional flow cytometry known for its efficiency in cell sorting, they lack analysis of the same cell before and after stimulation with a particular stimulus. Therefore, we have constructed novel and inexpensive microfluidic chip devices coupled with two-phase liquid systems enabling high-throughput single-cell sorting and analysis of single B-cells from bulk lymphocyte suspensions in the picoliter aqueous compartments before and after stimulations with antigen of a choice (Fig. 1). The detection of a positive single B-cell was based on the increased intrinsic Ca\textsuperscript{2+} levels after stimulation with antigen, which we reported using microarray platform [1]. Further analysis of antibody DNA of positive cells would lead to development of a highly specialized monoclonal antibody as antibody medicine.

2. Experimental

The PDMS microchannel system (50 x 50 $\mu$m\textsuperscript{2} wide and deep) as shown in Fig. 2a was constructed by casting PDMS (Sylgard 184 silicon elastomer, Dow Corning) over SU-8 50 photoresist (Microchem) mold on a silicon wafer by soft photolithography as previously described [2]. These devices were evaluated for establishment of compartmentalization of two-phase liquids (eosin liquid, mineral oil) under microsyringe pump pressure-driven force. The effect of flow rates of liquids, viscosity of oil phase (mineral oil, soybean oil, olive oil, perfluorodecaline) (Sigma) and sample channel geometry (20 x 50 $\mu$m\textsuperscript{2}, 30 x 50 $\mu$m\textsuperscript{2}, 50 x 50 $\mu$m\textsuperscript{2}) influence on the size of aqueous compartments as well as cell sorting was investigated.

The stability of high-throughput compartmental microfluidics was validated using high-density (4.5x10\textsuperscript{10}/ml) of 1-µm size Fluoresbrite microspheres suspension (Polysciences). Further we have carried out the sorting of Fluorescent beads (6, 10-µm) (2x10\textsuperscript{7}/ml) as model to the cell. Then, we have performed the sorting of mouse spleen...
derived B-lymphocytes (1x10^6 cells/ml) that were labeled with 1-μM Fluo-4, fluorescent calcium indicator, (Ex. 494 nm, Em. 516 nm) (Molecular Probes) to monitor the single B-cell sorting and imaging, which was recorded using 12-bit CCD camera. The detection of a positive single B-cell is based on increased intrinsic Ca^{2+} levels after reaction with a stimulus.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration describing the novel picoliter compartmental microfluidic chip system for multiplexed single-cell sorting and detection of antigen-specific single B-cells from bulk suspension.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2a shows PDMS-glass microfluidic chip devices with Y-shaped microchannel (20 cm length, 50 x 50 μm² wide and deep) established stable, continuous and alternate compartments of aqueous eosin and mineral oil under microsyringe pump pressure-driven force (Fig. 2b). Characterization of compartmental microfluidics revealed they generate picoliter-sized compartments of liquids (~190 pl) at a very high rate (~30 comp./sec) distributing equal volumes of liquid in each aqueous compartment throughout microchannel at 1.0 μl/min flow rate of liquids suggesting stability of these

Fig. 2. Photograph of a microfluidic device (a), Fluorescent micrograph of picoliter compartments of eosin and mineral oil in the microchannels (50x50 μm²) (b), Scale bar indicates 1 mm.

Fig. 3. Liquid distribution profile in the aqueous compartments of a chip (a). Effect of flow rates of two-phase liquids on the size of aqueous compartments generation in a microfluidic device with 30x50-μm² wide and deep sample channel and 50x50-μm² wide and height oil channel geometries (b).
devices (Fig. 3a) and their size depends on the flow rates of both the liquids (Fig. 3b). By manipulating the sample channel geometries, the aq. compartment size could be made further smaller (~150 pl) which facilitate improved single-cell sorting (data not shown). The proof of stability of compartmental microfluidics demonstrated with high densities of Fluoresbrite microspheres (1-μm) suspensions (Fig. 4a). Studies on multiplexed sorting of beads (6-μm diameters), as a model to the cell, showed ~65% of the aq. compartments achieved with single beads (Fig. 4b). When mouse spleen derived B-lymphocytes loaded with calcium indicator: Fluo-4 and mineral oil as aqueous and immiscible phases introduced into the chip device, over 50% of the aqueous compartments achieved single-cell status at a flow rate of 0.1 μl/min, whose imaging was recorded using high-speed, high-sensitive CCD camera (Fig. 5a). The intrinsic Ca2+ fluorescence from each B-cell was measured (Fig. 5b) using soft imaging system (analySIS, Germany) to identify a positive single B-cell before and after stimulations.

4. Conclusions
The newly developed compartmental microfluidic system not only provide as a platform for high-throughput single-cell sorting and analysis system in diagnostic applications and also serve as a novel bio-analytical tool to perform rapid and sensitive assays to screen novel drugs at picoliter volumes on a single chip platform.
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SINGLE-CELL ARRAY CHIP WITH CHAMBERS WHICH CAN ENCASE AND RELEASE B-CELLS USING THERMORESPONSIVE POLYMER
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Abstract
We have developed the single-cell array chip with micro chambers which can encase and release B-cells using the volume change of a thermoresponsive polymer (PIPAAm). In order to fabricate the micro chambers made of PIPAAm on the substrate, a new PIPAAm photoresist using the chemically amplified system has been developed. And the chip with over 400,000 chambers could be obtained by photolithography. Using this chip, approximately 380,000 B-cells were able to be arrayed separately on one chip.

Keywords: micro array chip, single-cell analysis, B-cell, thermoresponsive polymer

1. Introduction
High throughput systems of screening and analyzing B-cells are under development [1], using a single-cell array chip (fig. 1). In this system, firstly, multiple B-cells are arrayed on the chip. Next, after antigens are added, B-cells which react specifically to the antigens will be detected. Finally, only a B-cell which shows a meaningful response will be collected; the gene sequence of the collected B-cell will be analyzed; and the results of the analysis will be used to develop monoclonal antibody medicine.

In this paper, a single-cell array chip has been developed. Depending on temperature, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PIPAAm), a typical thermo-responsive polymers, swells or shrinks, changing its volume [2]. Using this volume change, we have developed a chip which can encase and release cells reversibly (fig. 2). When the chip temperature is 20 °C, the chambers swell; the chambers’ diameters are decreased; and B-cells are encased within the chambers. Contrarily, when the chip temperature is at 35 °C, the chambers’ diameters are increased since the PIPAAm shrinks; and the B-cells held within the chambers are released.

2. Experimental
We have developed a new PIPAAm photoresist using the chemically amplified system [3], in order to fabricate the micro chambers made of PIPAAm (fig. 3). First the PIPAAm copolymer was synthesized by radical-polymerizing N-isopropylacrylamide and 2-hydroxyethyl acrylate in the mole ratio of 80 to 20. Next, the resist solution was prepared by dissolving the PIPAAm copolymer, 2,4,6-tris [bis(methoxymethyl)amino]
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-1,3,5-triazine which is a cross-linker, and bis(\(t\)-butylsulfonyl)diazomethane which is a photo-acid generator in 1-methoxy-2-propanol.

The resist film was fabricated by spin-coating onto silicon or glass substrates which were pretreated with a silane coupling agent. The negative patterns were transferred to the resist film by photolithography with a Xe-Hg lamp. A chip with over 400,000 chambers (10 \(\mu\)m width, 15 \(\mu\)m pitch, 3.5 \(\mu\)m depth) could be obtained (fig. 4).

3. Results and discussion

The chip was kept at various temperatures in water, and the changes in the chambers’ diameters were observed. When the chip was at 35 °C, the PIPAAm shrank and the chambers’ diameters became 10 \(\mu\)m. When the chip was at 20 °C, the PIPAAm swelled and the chambers’ diameters became 6 \(\mu\)m. It was found that this behavior was reversible within 10 seconds and could be performed many times.

Next, the ability to catch and release polystyrene beads, which are dummy cells, was confirmed (fig. 5). First, bead suspension was placed on the chip while the chip was being kept at 35 °C. Next, the chip was cooled to 20 °C in order to swell the PIPAAm film and each chamber held a bead firmly owing to this swelling. Afterwards, the chip was washed with water of 20 °C to remove unheld beads. As a result, each chamber on the chip was able to hold a bead. Moreover, when the chip was heated to 35 °C, the PIPAAm film shrank and the beads were released from the chambers.

The chip was examined for its function to catch hold of real cells using mouse B-cells. It was found that when the chambers’ diameters decreased, the B-cells, which have retractable membranes, were deformed and escaped from the chambers. Therefore, the volume of the swelling of the PIPAAm was increased with the adjustment of the concentration of the cross-linker, so that the chambers were able to encase the cells within completely (fig. 6). When the PIPAAm swelled, the cells were trapped securely within the chambers, and cells were not crushed but kept their spherical shape because the swelled chambers were made of soft hydro gel. Using this chip, approximately 380,000 B-cells were able to be arrayed separately on one chip.

4. Conclusions

We have developed a single-cell array chip with micro chambers which can encase and release B-cells using a thermoresponsive polymer. And cells can be arrayed on this chip individually and in high density.
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Figure 1. Schematic process for analysis of single B-cell using the single-cell array chip.

Figure 2. Chamber mechanism to encase and release cells using thermoresponsive polymer.

Figure 3. Chemical composition of the new PIPAAm photoresist, and patterning process by lithography.

Figure 4. SEM image and real picture of the cell chip.

Figure 5. Encasement and Release of polystyrene beads separately by temperature control.

Figure 6. Microscopy image of mouse B-cells encased completely in swollen PIPAAm chambers at low temperature.
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Abstract

This paper investigates the activation of isolated ventricular myocytes through a transient hydrodynamic force during regional perfusion in a microfluidic channel. Dams of variable height were integrated into the flow channel in order to partition the extracellular space around the cardiac myocyte. The central region of the cardiomyocyte was forced to replicate the shape of the dam structure. This permanent central compression did not effect the cellular response to electrical stimulation. Only the transient application of flow (1.3 mm/s) directed towards the highest dam (6 μm) evoked the transient elevation of [Ca$^{2+}$]i and the transient cell contraction. The lower dams (<6 μm) enabled the microfluidic perfusion of separate regions of the cardiac myocyte without mechanical stimulation.

Keywords: Cardiomyocyte, action potential, stretch, mechanoelectrical feedback, flow rate

1. Introduction

The electrical activity of cardiomyocytes (action potential) controls their mechanical activity (contraction). Conversely, mechanical stimulation modulates the electrical activity of the cardiomyocyte, whereby a change in membrane stretch is sensed through mechanogated ion channels. The mechano-electric transduction in the whole heart has been termed electromechanic feedback to account for the heart rate modulation in response to ventricle filling [1]. The electrical activity of isolated ventricular myocytes has been studied in microfluidic channels during the superfusion of cellular regions, which were separated through dams integrated within the channel [2]. Here the recordings of mechanically stimulated Ca$^{2+}$ transients evoked through the hydrodynamic stress at the dam during cell superfusion are presented. These findings were used to adjust the height and shape of the dam structure so that the separate cell regions could be superfused at the maximum flow rate (~1.3 mm/s) without mechanical stimulation.

2. Theory

The dam structure was introduced into the microfluidic channel to form a seal, which separated the extracellular space of the cardiac myocyte (Fig. 1). The seal narrowed the fluidic pathway until no flow was observed between the two compartments (Fig.2). The hydraulic pressure difference ($\Delta P$) across the seal is the product of the flow resistance ($R$) and the average flow velocity ($v$) in the channel:

$$\Delta P = Rv$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where the flow resistance is inversely proportional to the sectional area ($A$) of the channel:

$$R \propto 1/A$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

The electrical resistance between the two compartments was >20 MΩ [2] which corresponds to thickness of the fluidic path of <50 nm within the constriction. These simple
calculations suggest that substantial hydrodynamic stress can be generated in front of the dam even at the low flow rates used for superfusion.

Figure 1: Illustration of the cardiac myocyte inside the microfluidic channel. Note the central region of the cell resting on the dam structure which defines the partition of the channel into two compartments. The channel lid is formed through an overlayer of paraffin oil through which the superfusion pipettes were inserted into the individual compartments using a piezo controlled z-translator.

Figure 2: The central seal separates the cell ends hermetically as apparent on the fluorescence image. No dye (Fluoresceine) was detectable in the right compartment >5 min after dye injection into the left compartment.

3. Experimental

The central region of the cardiomyocyte was continuously squeezed and stretched in a fluidic constriction of paraffin oil, which formed a hermetic seal between the two ends of the cardiomyocyte thus preventing the flow along the cell surface in the constriction zone (Fig. 1; [2]). The sealant was confined between two hydrophobic dams 30 μm apart and 6 μm and 2 μm high, respectively, which were replica molded in a spin coated PDMS film (see [2] for methods). The regions of the cardiomyocyte in contact with the dams were forced to replicate the shape of this solid PDMS structure as revealed on confocal z-scans (Fig. 3). The constant mechanical load imposed through the combined stretch/compression did not affect the cardiac myocyte’s response to the electrical stimulation using the integrated planar electrodes (Fig. 4; [2, 3]). Both cell regions confined in the microfluidic channel were then superfused independently using two pressurized dual perfusion pipettes ([4]; flow rate <1.3mm/s) which were lowered from the oil overlayer into the cell chamber using a micropositioner (Fig. 1).

Figure 3: The dam structure generates a permanent deformation as indicated (arrows). Note the different height of the two dams.
4. Results and Discussion

The superfusion of the cell end in contact with the higher dam (left in Figure 3) evoked a global synchronous rise in [Ca²⁺], and cell contraction, indicating an action potential. The cell response was transient during transient hydrodynamic stress (Fig. 5). Prolonged exposure to the microfluidic flow caused a sustained rise in the diastolic [Ca²⁺], and waves of [Ca²⁺], and contractions which lasted until the perfusion pipette was withdrawn from the cell chamber back into the oil (Fig. 5). The [Ca²⁺] and the cell contractions recovered immediately, thus allowing the repeated mechanical stimulation over a period of > 10 min. The application of fluidic pressure to the surface area in contact with the lower dam (2 μm, right in Figure 3) or in the absence of the central constriction did not evoke a cellular response even at the maximal achievable flow velocity (1.3mm/s).

5. Conclusion

The permanent mechanical load of a cardiac myocyte confined in a microfluidic constriction primes the cell towards the controlled electrical excitation in response to a transient hydrodynamic force.
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Abstract

By using a photo-responsive cell culture surface, which captures the cell strongly in response to light irradiation, we examined a novel layout of micro cell chip, in which living cells were immobilized in a prescribed arrangement in micro channels. We introduced a cell suspension into the micro channel, irradiated the near-UV light locally and washed with buffer solution. As a result of repeating these operation using two different kinds of cells, it was confirmed that the living cells of different kinds were placed in the prescribed positions in the micro channel without damaging their viability.

Keywords: flow-type micro cell chip, photo-induced cell capturing, microchannel

1. Introduction

Cell array chips have been studied actively aiming at effective analysis of pharmacologic effect of bioactive substances. In order to make such analysis more efficient, we examined a novel layout of micro cell chip, in which living cells were arranged in the prescribed locations in micro channels, by using a photo-responsive cell culture surface, which captures the cell strongly in response to light irradiation (Fig.1)1.

2. Experiments

At first, we prepared a photo-responsive cell culture surface using a poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) functionalized with nitrospirobenzopyran (pNSpNIPAAm)1. Then we put a piece of poly(dimethylsiloxane) having microchannel structure (width 600 μm, depth 200 μm) onto this photo-responsive

Figure 1. In situ cell manipulation implemented by photo-responsive cell capturing.
surface, and constructed a channel-type micro chip (Fig.2). In the microchannel of this chip, we arranged living cells of different kinds by repeating the following procedures. We seeded the cells on the micro channel uniformly by feeding a cell suspension, and kept it in a incubator for a prescribed period. Then we captured the cells in a certain area of the channel by irradiating locally the near-UV light (365 nm, 260 mW/cm²) for 2.5 min, and removed non-captured cells out of the irradiated area by washing the channel with phosphate buffer solution. We observed the microchannel in each step of the operation with a confocal scanning laser microscope.

Figure 2. Construction and photographic image of a micro chip for fabrication of flow-type cell array based on photo-induced cell capturing.

3. Results and Discussions

The microscopic images of the microchannel in the respective steps of the operation are shown in Fig.3. By feeding a cell suspension, the CHO-K1 cells, which had been stained with a green fluorescent dye (CMFDA) in advance, were loaded onto the photo-responsive surface uniformly in the micro channel and incubated for 14 hours (a). After local light irradiation to trigger the cell capturing and subsequent washing with buffer solution, we obtained a cell domain in the prescribed area where CHO-K1 cells were captured firmly (b). After the incubation for 21 hours, however, the cells grew proliferously beyond the irradiated region indicating their highly maintained viability (c). Then the MDCK cells, which had been stained with a red fluorescent dye (CMTPX) in advance, were introduced into the micro channel (d), and the light was irradiated locally onto not only the area in which only MDCK cells existed, but also the area, in which the light had been irradiated in the previous step to capture CHO-K1 cells. After washing with buffer solution, the domains of MDCK cells were newly created after
local light irradiation and the washing (e). In this process, previously formed domain of CHO-K1 cells, which had grown proliferously beyond the irradiated region, was trimmed properly. This result suggested that the cell capturing effect induced by the light irradiation did not last for 1 day. Fluorescence observation of the resultant cell chip (f) indicated that the living cells of different kinds were immobilized in the prescribed arrangement in a closed microchannel.

Figure 3. Microscopic images of microchannel in the respective steps of cell arranging operation based on photo-induced cell capturing.

4. Conclusions

Novel method to fabricate a flow-type micro cell chip was examined by using photoinduce cell capturing, which had been developed in our previous researches. As a result of the experiments using a channel type micro chip functionalized with a photoresponsive polymer, it was confirmed that the living cells of different kinds were placed in the prescribed positions in the closed micro channel without damaging their viability. The result of this study is expected to provide important guidance to fabricate a novel micro cell chip, which can realize the efficient matrix analysis of living cells responding to many bioactive substances.
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Abstract
In this study, molecular beacons have been successfully transfected into living cells with high efficiency (80%~90%) inside a microfluidic system. This will enable a sensitive and specific method to monitor gene expression dynamics in single living cells. Fluorescence conjugated transfection reagent was adopted to investigate the transfection dynamics of molecular beacons. The development of microfluidic systems has facilitated real-time monitoring of individual cells, which revealed the transfection dynamics of molecular beacons at the single cell level.

Keywords: molecular beacon, transfection, microfluidics, gene expression dynamics, single cell

1. Introduction
Study of cell responses to various stimuli has important implications for biology and medicine. Compared to traditional cell culture systems, microfluidic cell culture systems have demonstrated advantages in generating the desired physical or chemical stimulations in space and time. However, their potentials to facilitate real-time screening of cellular responses have not been fully exploited. In this paper, we propose to use molecular beacons to monitor real-time gene expression dynamics of individual living cells inside a microfluidic cell culture system. Molecular beacons (Figure 1) have a stem-and-loop structure and undergo a spontaneous fluorogenic conformational change upon hybridization to the complementary nucleic acid target [1]. They have been shown to be extremely specific and sensitive in various applications. In this paper, transfection of molecular beacons was successfully demonstrated with high transfection efficiency inside a microfluidic system. Furthermore, single cell transfection dynamics were also investigated.

2. Experimental
We developed a microfluidic cell culture system (Figure 2). A PDMS microchannel (30µm high, 1mm wide) was loaded into a heating chamber that is mounted on an inverted optical microscope. The entire setup was inside of a vertical clean bench, thus minimizing the possibility of contamination. Adoption of CO2-independent cell culture
media (Invitrogen) has eliminated the need to control the CO₂ level inside the close chamber. Human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T and Hela cells have been successfully cultured for up to one week in this system.

Figure 2. Microfluidic cell culture system. (a) Setup (b) Scheme of microfluidic device (c) Assembly of microfluidic device

3. Results and discussion

A molecular beacon that targets human beta-actin mRNA, was designed based on previous literature [2] and characterized. JetPEI™ (Polyplus transfection) was used to deliver the molecular beacon into 293T cells. As shown in Figure 3a, using concentrations that were optimal for 96-well plates resulted in lower transfection efficiency in the microchannel. This decrease may be attributable to the much greater surface-to-volume ratio at the scale of the microchannel, compared to a traditional cell culture system. After optimization for the microfluidic cell culture system, a high transfection efficiency of 80%~90% has been achieved (Figure 3b and c). For our molecular beacon, 2'-O-methyl modification was used to improve resistance to cellular ribonucleases. As shown in Figure 3d, transfection efficiency and mean signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) were similar between day I and day II, which suggests that the 2'-O-Me modified molecular beacons remains intact after 2 days.

Figure 3. Transfection of beta-actin molecular beacons into 293T cells. (a) Comparison between microchannel and 96-well plate. Bright field (b) and fluorescence (c) images illustrating high transfection efficiency in microchannel at optimized condition. (d) Stability of molecular beacon inside of living cells

In the dynamics experiments, jetPEI-Fluor, a red fluorescent derivative of jetPEI, was used to transfect the green fluorescent labeled molecular beacons. This allows us to track jetPEI™/molecular beacon complexes. Data from a typical cell (Figure 4a) showed that the molecular beacon SNR began to increase significantly after 1 hour and
approached steady state in around 2hrs, whereas the SNR of jetPEI had minimal variation during the same time period. This implies that the jetPEI™/molecular beacon complex is taken up by cells within 2hr and that the additional time for the molecular beacon to reach the steady state may be attributed to other processes like the escape of jetPEI™/molecular beacon complex from the endosome, dissociation of the complex, and hybridization of molecular beacon to its specific mRNA target. This observation agrees with the proposed transfection mechanism in the literature [3]. Data from additional cells were plotted in Figure 4 b. Data of two individual cells and the average from the group of cells were highlighted. It was noted that the dynamics were similar between different cells. However, there was a relatively large difference in characteristic time to onset of transfection. This demonstrates that single cell studies provide information on cellular dynamics that may not be captured in aggregate data.

Figure 4. Transfection dynamics of molecular beacons with rhodamine–labeled jetPEI in a single cell (a) and group of individual cells (b).

4. Conclusions
The paper demonstrated that transfection of molecular beacons can be achieved inside a microfluidic system with a high efficiency. Results of single cell transfection dynamics showed that a microfluidic system can potentially be a powerful tool to explore the distinct mechanisms of various cellular internalization methods.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A CELL CULTURE SYSTEM FOR DYNAMICALLY CONTROLLING CELL MOTILITY
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Abstract
We report a method for controlling the pattern of permissible cell migration and proliferation on a substrate in time and space. Using this method, a confluent monolayer of cells that is confined within a defined region is released into a neighboring region. Incorporated into the method is an electrochemical technique termed electrochemical bio-lithography that uses a scanning microelectrode to draw regions on the surface of the system that thereafter can support cell migration and growth.

Keywords: cell patterning, electrochemical method, cell migration, cell-based assay

1. Introduction
Cultured cells provide powerful systems for investigating mechanism for cellular motility. Micropatterning techniques including soft lithography are widely used to study and manipulate the behavior of adherent cells [1]. When cell patterning techniques are incorporated into cell motility assays, cells are first corralled within defined area(s) and then released in a controlled fashion [2-4].

Recently, we have been developing a surface patterning technique termed electrochemical bio-lithography, which can be conducted under typical physiological conditions [5-7]. Our technique uses a microelectrode to locally generate an oxidizing agent that then causes the rapid detachment of albumin or heparin from an underlying substrate. Subsequent adsorption on extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins on the newly exposed region induces local cell attachment.

Here, we report how this technique can be used with an in vitro cell motility assay. Figure 1 shows the essentials of the procedure. We defined the regions on which cells can and cannot grow and migrate by first depositing, in a defined pattern, the cell-resistant polymer (2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) polymer in this study) on the surface of a glass substrate. This polymer is not contaminated by cells for longer cultivation periods than found for other nonbiofouling substances. Additionally, MPC is unaffected by our electrochemical treatment. Consequently, the edges of the polymer serve as nearly
permanent boundaries for the regions on which the cells can grow and move. By then individually switching one or more nonpolymer regions from cell-repellent to cell-adhering, it becomes possible to strictly delineate the regions into which cells can migrate.

2. Experimental

The pattern of MPC polymer (Lipidure-CM5206E, NOF CORPORATION) was prepared by a micromolding technique. The PDMS micromold was reversibly bound to a glass substrate to form a microfluidic channel, followed by introduction of an MPC polymer/ethanol solution into the channel. After the ethanol was vaporized via the open end of the channel, the mold was gently removed from the substrate. Subsequently, heparin was deposited onto glass that was not covered with MPC polymer by first dipping the system into an aqueous solution of polyethyleneimine (PEI) for 20 min, then rinsing it with distilled water, and finally dipping it into an aqueous solution of heparin for 20 min.

For the generation of Br₂ (subsequently HBrO), we used a Pt-disk-type microelectrode (tip diameter, 10 μm) and a Ag/AgCl counter electrode both in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 25 mM KBr (pH 7.4). The microelectrode, with a constant potential of 1.7 V, was scanned at 100-200 μm s⁻¹ ca. 20 μm above the heparin complex to detach it from the substrate.

A subconfluent monolayer of HeLa cells was dissociated with a 0.25% trypsin solution, then suspended in serum-containing medium, and finally added to the assay system at a cell density of 1 x 10⁶ cells mL⁻¹. After 1 h of cultivation, the substrate was rinsed with medium to remove nonadherent cells and further incubated for 12 h in fresh medium. Subsequently, the cell-resistant regions of the now cell-patterned system that had not yet been treated with the microelectrode were so treated, and the entire system was incubated in serum-containing medium at which time cell motility assays were initiated.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 2 demonstrates that our system can be used as an in vitro cell motility assay. After HeLa cells were corralled within region i (Fig.2a), the lanes of region ii were electrochemically treated. This treatment has no significant effect on the cells of region i because the concentration of the electrogenerated oxidant required to remove the PEI/heparin complex is an order of magnitude less than that needed to damage the cells [5]. After the electrochemical process, the entire system was incubated. Cells immediately began to migrate from region i to the lanes of region ii (Fig.2b).

Fig. 2. Cell migration and growth in regions that were initially cell-repellent. (a) The micrograph shows that HeLa cells attached and spread only within region i. (b) Migration of cells from region i into region ii after electrochemical treatment and an additional 36 h cultivation.
The net distance that the cells migrated depended on the lane width, as summarized in Figure 3. The positive correlation between the cell migration rate with increasing lane width was obvious after 12 h of cultivation, whereas this tendency was obscured for 36 h owing to additional cell proliferation. We believe that the rate of cell migration correlates with spatial restriction(s) imposed on cell orientation(s). In narrower lanes, cells spread along the long axis of the lane because the cytoskeletons of the cells are compressed and oriented parallel to the lane edge. This restriction may obstruct the reorganization of the cytoskeletal filaments, which in turn would impede cell migration. For lanes wider than 50 μm, the cell migration rate is roughly constant. For these wide lane widths, the cellular environment is probably similar to that found for the usual culture environment, which is not spatially restricted.

Figure 4 shows the effects of antimigratory drugs on cell migration into areas that becomes accessible only after electrochemical treatment. Several other techniques that first confine and then release cells have been used to screen for potential drugs [2-4]. Compared with these techniques, our system directs mobile cells into defined regions, which in turn readily permits the relationship between cell motility and the biological effects of the compounds to be quantified.
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Abstract
A micromachined, two-stage, continuous-flow, micro-magnetic cell sorter is presented. Ferromagnetic microstrips were patterned in the micro-channel to generate a large magnetic field gradient, and the resulting magnetophoretic force deflected magnetically labeled cells toward a desired outlet in a laminar-flow buffer switching system. Using the sorter and superparamagnetic microbeads, we have demonstrated screening and enrichment of a peptide library based on its affinity towards the target antibody.

1. Introduction
Enrichment of rare cells based on their surface marker expression at a high throughput and purity is an important biomedical technique. Magnetic actuated cell sorters (MACS), wherein the target cells are labeled and sorted with magnetic microbeads, have been utilized for a wide range of biomedical applications1-3. However, the precise control of magnetic and hydrodynamic forces that govern the purity and recovery of rare cells remains a challenge in conventional MACS. Microfluidics offers a compelling platform to precisely engineer these fields in self-contained and disposable microsystems. By combining Micro-magnetic Field gradient Generator (MFG) made of nickel microstrips3 with a laminar-flow buffer switching scheme4, we present a two-stage, continuous-flow micro-magnetic actuated cell sorter (cMACS) that is capable of exceptional enrichment (>770-fold) in a single pass at a high throughput (27,000 beads/second). Using the cMACS, we demonstrate, for the first time, the magnetophoretic screening of a molecular library in a microfluidic device, where a 10^8-member microbial peptide library was screened and enriched for its affinity towards the target protein (α-FLAG M2 monoclonal antibody).

2. Experiments and Results
The cMACS is fabricated with PDMS molding of microfluidic channels (50μm height) on top of MFGs (200nm-thick nickel) on a glass substrate (Fig. 1). Magnetically labeled cells entering the first stage (Inset 1b) are guided into the second stage (Inset 1a) through the MFGs where they are deflected toward the collection outlet.
Figure 1. Two-stage cMACS using a buffer switching system: Micro-magnetic Field gradient generators (MFG; 20um width, 200nm thickness) sequentially deflect magnetically labeled cells toward the center collection port.

Analytical calculation of magnetic field distribution in the vicinity of the MFG (Fig. 2a) clearly indicates strong gradient near the edges. When the MFGs are aligned at an angle to the flow direction, the velocity vectors of the labeled cells are significantly changed (Inset 2a), which results in an efficient continuous-flow sorting. To quantify the purity, recovery, and throughput of the two-stage cMACS, a mixture of 0.1% magnetic beads and 99.9% polystyrene beads was processed at 27,000 beads/second. Most polystyrene beads are collected at the waste port without deflection (Fig. 2b), whereas magnetic beads are deflected by MFGs toward the collection port (Fig. 2c). In one round of continuous sorting, the fraction of magnetic beads increased from 0.1% to 77%, representing an enrichment factor of 770 (Fig. 3).

Figure 2: (a) The simulated magnetic field distribution $|B|$ near the MFG. Superparamagnetic particles are attracted toward high-gradient region ($F = |m| \nabla |B|$) near the line edge (inset). (b) Non-magnetic polystyrene beads move toward waste ports on both sides. (c) Magnetic beads are deflected by the MFG toward the collection port.
The cMACS was utilized to demonstrate *in vitro* selection of a peptide library against a target protein. A bacterial peptide library with ~10^8 members was incubated with biotinylated target protein and subsequently with streptavidin-coated 1μm magnetic beads. Then the library was screened for target-binding peptides using the cMACS at 10^8 bacterial cells/hr. The fraction of target-binding members was quantified using flow cytometry after incubating the library with fluorescently conjugated target protein. After two rounds of cMACS, the purity of target-binding population increased from 0.03% (unselected) to 0.7%, 23.8%, respectively (Fig. 4).

3. Conclusion

In conclusion, we demonstrated continuous-flow MACS that is capable of enriching magnetically labeled rare cells in two sequential stages with a high recovery and purity through precisely engineered local magnetic field gradient generators.
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MICRO CELL INCUBATOR
WHICH CAN CONTROL THE pH OF CULTURE MEDIA
THROUGH ON-CHIP INTEGRATED CO₂ GENERATOR
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Abstract
A novel micro cell incubator is described in this paper. In order to fabricate a small self-contained carbon dioxide supply unit, we adopted chemical production of carbon dioxide rather than compressed storage of the gas which requires huge tank. Carbon dioxide can be chemically produced by pyrolysis of sodium bicarbonate. The produced gas passes through a thin polymer membrane, and then liquid media separated from gas area by polymer membrane can uptake the gas.

Keywords: cell incubator, cell culture, carbon dioxide, sodium bicarbonate

1. Introduction and Theoretical Background
pH of animal cell culture media is controlled through the interaction of NaHCO₃ (sodium bicarbonate) in media with exogenously supplied CO₂ (carbon dioxide) in all most every incubator [1]. Consequently, it is inevitable that not only an incubator but also a large cylinder for compressed CO₂ must accompany the culture of animal cells. Therefore, any substitutive solution for supply of CO₂ without CO₂ cylinder may be one of the important points in the development of miniaturized portable cell incubators.

We previously reported a small chip which could generate CO₂ through chemical reactions [2]. Many kinds of gases including CO₂ are known to be able to pass through permeable polymer membranes such as PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) [3], and it was reported that oxygen could be supplied into liquid medium through PDMS membrane [4]. The working principle is depicted in Fig. 1. NaHCO₃ begins to be decomposed at around 50 °C, and this pyrolysis is caused by an underlaid microheater. Several products including gaseous CO₂ are generated, which is described with a chemical equation as following;

$$2 \text{NaHCO}_3 (s) \rightarrow \text{Na}_2\text{CO}_3 (s) + \text{H}_2\text{O (l)} + \text{CO}_2 (g).$$

CO₂ flows through microchannel which is separated by thin PDMS membrane from upper structures; cell culture chambers. Then, CO₂ passes through permeable PDMS membrane from microchannel to diffuse into culture media.

Fig. 1  Schematic view of working mechanism.
2. Fabrication and Experiment

Fabrication process is depicted in Fig. 2. Microheaters were patterned through conventional photolithographic methods. The following PDMS layers with microstructures were made based on SU-8 (Microchem) molds which had been fabricated on silicon wafers (Fig. 3). The height and width of the mold for microchannel were measured to have 50 µm and 100 µm, respectively, and the height and diameter of mold for cell chambers are 100 µm and 5 mm, respectively. Thin PDMS membrane was made by spin-coating PDMS monomer solution on a Cr-coated silicon wafer. Fig. 4 shows a completed micro cell incubator, which is composed of a basal glass plate and four layers of PDMS.

SupT1 cell line which had been derived from human T cell lymphoma was used for culture test. Cells in RPMI 1640 (JBI) with 10 % of FBS (fetal bovine serum, JBI) were injected into the micro incubator (Fig. 5). The injected cells could be observed with semi-transparent structures as shown in Fig. 5. The serpentine structures within the maginified area in Fig. 5 are microchannels for gas. CO₂ was produced by connecting a 9-volt battery (6F22) to the electrodes of microheater. We are currently tuning the thickness of PDMS membrane and the amount of CO₂ for accurate control of pH.

3. Discussion

Several reports have described the culture of animal cells within microstructures including arrayed chambers [5]. However, the ambient conditions had to be maintained by continuously flowing pre-controlled media. The micro cell incubator reported in this

![Fig. 2 Simplified fabrication process.](image)

![Fig. 3 SU-8 molds for PDMS layers. A part of mold for gas channel is magnified for clear view of its serpentine structure (upper fig.). Two types of molds for media channel with arrayed cell chambers are shown also at the lower figure.](image)
paper is a partially closed system which contains pH-controlling module. It is also easy to make varieties of arrays as shown in Fig. 3 for the culture with different conditions simultaneously. This micro cell incubator would be a model for to cell-based screening systems as well as portable cell incubator for outdoor use.
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A REVERSIBLY ASSEMBLED MICROFLUIDIC CHIP FOR CULTURE AND ANALYSIS OF SINGLE CELL ARRAY
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Abstract
We present a new analytical device that integrates a parallel network of microelectrodes into a reversibly assembled microfluidic chip. With a novel cell handling technique, it is now possible to put live cells into confined analytical conditions during the least possible time, hence assuring their cellular integrity at all times. This permits the coupling of complex microfluidic experiments all the while keeping a strong biological meaning, comparable to those offered by macroscopic experiments.
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1. Introduction
Microfluidics has been largely contributing to the miniaturizing of live cell analysis systems. However, while numerous types of biosensors and cell culture chambers have been developed and perfected, the integration of both onto the same device is still a challenge. Indeed, in the biological point of view, manipulating live cells in small channels and chambers as it is done in microfluidics is a form of stress that has yet to be quantified. Biological results obtained with the help of microfluidic devices are therefore not directly comparable to those already obtained at a macroscopic scale that are found in the literature.

Our idea is to use Micro-Aspiration [1], an innovative technique developed recently in our laboratory, to reversibly assemble microfluidic devices for precise handling and analyzing tasks, hereby confining and stressing the cells in the least possible way. In this paper, we present a new analytical device that integrates a parallel network of microelectrodes into a reversibly assembled microfluidic device intended for the investigation of oxidative stress mechanisms at the single-cell level.

2. Experimental
The device is divided into two parts (Figure 1.B1 & 1.B2). The lower part (Part I) is an array of linked culture chambers made in PDMS using the usual soft lithography techniques. The upper part (Part II) is an array of electrodes deposited on a glass substrate. The electrodes were fabricated by standard photolithography followed by lift-off of the deposited metal (Cr/Pt: 5/50nm). The formed metal tracks are then covered by an insulating layer (SiO2: 400nm) with openings (10 μm) for active areas, where black platinum was finally electro-deposited (Figure 1.B2).
After the assembly of part I onto a glass slide by aspiration (Figure 1.A), live murine macrophagous cells are distributed in the chamber array by flowing a cell suspension into the formed microchannels. After 15 minutes of cell stabilization in the chambers,
part I is disassembled and immersed in a DMEM culture medium and incubated (37°C, 5% CO₂) for at least 5 hours (Figure 1.B1). Finally, part I is withdrawn from the culture medium and directly reassembled onto the electrode array (Figure 1.C & 3). Micro-Aspiration ensures the evacuation of excess fluids and the perfect sealing of the device, making it ready for analysis tasks.

The reversible sealing of the device is simply assured by a depression established in a cavity surrounding to working fluidic channels that literally clamps the device onto the substrate with the help of only a tube and a vacuum pump.

3. Results and discussion

As a proof of concept, we chose to establish a setup in a reversibly assembled microfluidic device for the electrochemical monitoring of cellular oxidative burst events on an array of single cells.

Recently, a novel electrochemical approach has been introduced [2]. Based on the use of an ultramicroelectrode positioned in the close vicinity of a living cell, it enables the monitoring of single-cell release of electroactive species. Though the technique is well adapted for single cell analysis, it presents some important limits to the establishment of a solid model: it is time consuming and does not permit parallel investigation of a cell population. The microfluidic device presented here is an answer for such limits.

Figure 2 shows the successful detection of batch cell responses by one microelectrode of the array, hereby justifying their use in such a set-up. With the reversible assembling technique, it is possible to reuse for a number of time and in different configurations the same microelectrode array, making it easy to compare results obtained from different experiments.

Our cell handling technique provides numerous advantages to the chronoamperometry setup. After being precisely positioned in the chambers, the cells to be investigated
Figure 2. Response of a small population of ~20 murine macrophageous cells to an injection of Calcium Ionophore (A23187). The detection of excreted electroactive species is done on a single microelectrode (10 μm diameter; Black Platinum microelectrode at 850 mV VS Ag/AgCl ref). The cells were deposited on the glass slide, around the microelectrode (see insert).

Figure 3. Microphotography of the assembled device. The linked culture/detection chambers (40 μm diameter) are aligned with the active parts (10 μm diameter) of the electrode array. Insert A shows a stabilized murine macrophagous cell in a Petri dish and insert B shows a stabilized cell in a chamber after incubation, before the analysis step.

have been recovering in the most usual cell culture configuration, hence preserving their cellular integrity. Figure 3.A shows a microphotograph of a suitable cell for chronoamperometric experiments in the traditional setup, directly spread on a Petri dish, and figure 3.B shows a microphotograph of a cell loaded into a chamber: their physiologic similarities suggest a reliable and appropriate cell handling technique. Furthermore, since Micro-Aspiration permits a positive pressure in the microchannels, it makes this cell handling technique convenient and versatile, even giving the possibility to use multilayered device with valves and pumps.

4. Conclusion
The technique presented here allows a reliable setup for such delicate experiments as that of chronoamperometry on single cells. Furthermore, its simplicity and versatility offers new possibilities and outlooks for microfluidic applications in analytical science and cell biology.
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RAPID FLUORESCENCE-ACTIVATED CELL SORTING WITH OPTICAL-FORCE DEFLECTION IN A MICROFLUIDIC DEVICE

Thomas D. Perroud and Kamlesh D. Patel
Sandia National Laboratories, 7011 East Avenue, Livermore CA 94551, USA

ABSTRACT

We present our initial results on the integration of a fluorescence-activated cell sorter into a microfluidic platform for the study of macrophages. We show that hydrodynamically focused macrophages can be efficiently sorted into another laminar flow by optical-force deflection, similar to optical tweezers. Although high laser power is required for sorting macrophages, initial observations show no obvious laser damage to the cells.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Microfluidic-based flow cytometry could potentially allow for the analysis of precious cell types (cells extracted from a biopsy sample or cancer cells) or avoid the biohazards of conventional droplet-based cell sorters. Furthermore, the integration of a fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS) with additional functional modules (such as intracellular immunoassays or cell lysis) represents an essential step towards the development of a complete analytical microdevice for studying cell populations. The use of optical trapping [1] as a sorting mechanism in a microfluidic-based FACS (µFACS) has been recently demonstrated [2]. The non-invasive nature of optical forces and their resulting high sorting speed represent an attractive alternative over mechanical, dielectrophoretic, or electrokinetic sorting schemes for µFACS. This paper reports on the development of a µFACS integrated with intracellular immunoassays for a semi-quantitative proteomic characterization of macrophages, which are white blood cells - a component of our innate immune system. We present initial results on the high-throughput sorting of macrophages and their recovery as unstressed mammalian cells.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Our setup consists of a 20 W continuous wave near-infrared (1064 nm) fiber laser for cell sorting and two 20 mW solid-state lasers (488 nm and 633 nm) for fluorescence activation.
fluorescence detection. Following an epifluorescence configuration, all lasers are coaxially focused through the same 40X objective of an inverted microscope (Fig. 1). The sample flow can be either 7 μm polystyrene beads or RAW 267.4 mouse monocyte macrophages in an isopycnic PBS buffer (10% (v/v) Optiprep), whereas the sheath flow is PBS buffer only. In the microfluidic chip, cells are hydrodynamically focused into a single file by two feedback-controlled positive-pressure units to achieve high detection efficiency in the subsequent interrogation zone. In this region, the presence of a cell is detected through forward-scattering, and laser-induced fluorescence is used to probe cells for a particular protein-based assay. Both scattering and fluorescent signals of a cell passing through the interrogation region trigger an acousto-optical modulator to raster the near-infrared laser in the switching region. Cells in that region are trapped and deflected into another laminar flow stream for downstream binning.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two-dimensional hydrodynamic focusing was initially achieved in a commercially available chip [3], where one sheath flow focuses the cells along the wall of the channel (Fig. 2A). As the pressure in the sheath flow increases relative to the sample flow, the stream of the sample flow becomes narrower, thus focusing the particles along the wall. To achieve a more uniform linear velocity of the particles, we fabricated a second-generation chip that uses two sheath flows to focus the cells in the center of the channel (Fig. 2B).

![Figure 2. Hydrodynamic focusing using either design A, where only one sheath flow focuses cells along the wall, or design B, where two sheath flows focus cells in the center of the channel.](image)

As a proof of concept for sorting cells using optical-force deflection, a 7 μm polystyrene bead is captured from a focused flow by the infrared laser beam (2 watts), translated to the other side of the channel, and subsequently released (Fig. 3). The estimated linear velocity of the flow from which the bead is captured is approximately 1 mm/s. Similarly, a macrophage focused along the wall of the channel is trapped, translated across the channel, and released in a different laminar flow (Fig. 4).
Our target goal for cell sorting is 10-20 cells/s with a 50% duty cycle. Since cells have a lower refractive index than polystyrene beads, higher laser power is required (on the order of several watts) for efficient trapping and deflection. Initial trapping and manipulating experiments with a 5 watts focused laser beam show no obvious physical damage or changes in the morphology of the macrophages. Additionally, macrophages trapped at high power (5 watts) for at least 2 min do not become stained in a Trypan blue dead cell assay (data not shown). We are developing a more sensitive assay to determine whether the macrophages are accidentally activated by the near-infrared laser. In this immunoassay, we will measure the intracellular amount of cytokines, which are proteins produced after activation [4], thus directly monitoring the degree of activation of each macrophage.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Overall, our results are a promising step towards the sorting of macrophage subpopulations and their subsequent characterization on a single chip.
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Abstract

We have developed a bioparticle detection platform which combines insulator-based dielectrophoretic (iDEP) concentration with impedance feedback. The system continuously and selectively accumulates particles while electrical responses of the suspension at the trapping site are recorded. The operating conditions for trapping are determined by the physical and electrical properties of the target particle type. Recordings of phase offset, relative to the reference sensing signal, act as the principal monitoring indicators. These measurements enable us to detect the presence and the approximate concentration of biological contaminants in a sample. This study is the first to illustrate the potential of iDEP concentration in conjunction with impedance measurements. The results obtained from fluorescent beads and viable B. subtilis spores demonstrate the feasibility of using iDEP concentration with active impedance monitoring to detect biological pathogens collected from dilute samples.
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1. Introduction

Devices that detect health hazards in air and water supplies must be sensitive enough to detect low concentrations of pathogens. For example, less than a microgram of botulinum toxin is lethal to an average adult human [1]. Moreover, knowledge of the concentration of such particles can determine the toxicity level of a water supply and the appropriate measures needed to quickly resolve health crises.

The goal of this study is to establish the first steps towards realizing a self-contained platform that fully integrates the ability to concentrate bioparticles with a reliable method for detecting their presence. The trapping methodology is based on insulator-based dielectrophoresis (iDEP) [2]. This is a new iDEP device architecture that minimizes the trapping area to enhance the detection limit of the system. The small volumes of solution in the trap during detection makes the tracking of impedance changes a practical solution for detection [3, 4]. Detection is enabled by monitoring impedance changes through sensing electrodes located in the vicinity of the trapped particles. This publication demonstrates the feasibility of iDEP concentration coupled with impedance-based monitoring for rapid and sensitive detection of biologicals.
2. Experimental methodology

The microfluidic channel in our testing platform is fabricated on a polymer substrate Zeonor® (Zeon Chemicals, Louisville, KY). The insulating structures that facilitate particle trapping are formed by injection molding using a Ni stamp fabricated from a Si master, as detailed in [5]. All sample solutions use a low-conductivity (1.52 \( \mu \)S/cm) buffer. The device used is depicted in Fig. 1a. The detailed experimental conditions and setup used in the system for iDEP operations have been detailed in [2].

Impedance measurements and AC sensing signals were done using an SR830 DSP lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA). Baseline impedance measurements were taken in bulk solution and in a control microchannel to determine the electrical responses to different particle concentration levels. An AC probe signal of 50 mV amplitude (RMS) at a frequency of 2 kHz was used for all our trials.

Experiments conducted in rectangular control channels were used to compare our results to those obtained in the literature and our bulk measurements. The fluidic channel is 1 mm wide and 30 \( \mu \)m deep. The detection site within the channel consists of two 50-\( \mu \)m coplanar rectangular electrodes, separated by 150 \( \mu \)m. The electrodes are composed of thin Au film with a Ti adhesion layer. Their surfaces are then passivated with a \( \approx 0.4 \) \( \mu \)m-thick oxide layer (SiO\(_2\)) to prevent the occurrence of electrolysis in the solution and protect the sensing electronics.

Figure 1. System layout. (a) labeled schematic of the channel. (b) image of trapping with iDEP.

3. Theory

The collection of individual particles within the medium can be modeled as a variable parallel resistance/capacitance pair, as shown in Fig. 2a. As the concentration of particles increases, the displacement of solution by those particles leads to changes in \( C_{\text{Trap}} \) and \( R_{\text{Trap}} \). The cell constant, which affects measured resistances and capacitances, is affected by the dimensions and geometry of the electrodes and channel [6, 7]. Fig. 2b illustrates the test circuit used for measuring phases and currents. Based on our trap circuit model, we derive a formula that helps determine capacitive changes from the introduction of particles. The phase response is given by Eq. (1).

Figure 2. (a) Equivalent circuit depicting the changes in resistance and capacitance within the sensing region of the detection platform. (b) Test circuit used to monitor phase changes in the bulk solution. \( Z_{\text{bulk}} \) is the overall impedance modeled in (a).
\[ \phi = \tan^{-1}\left( \frac{\omega C_{\text{trap}} R_{\text{trap}}}{(\omega^2 C_{\text{trap}} + 1) R_{\text{src}} + R_{\text{trap}}} \right) = \tan^{-1}\left( \frac{\omega C_{\text{trap}} R_{\text{trap}}}{R_{\text{src}} + R_{\text{trap}}} \right), \text{ for } \omega < 2\pi(2 \text{ MHz}). \] (1)

4. Results and discussion

Fig. 1b shows the iDEP trapping of 2-µm beads in our device using an applied voltage of 400 V. The device performance was found to be similar to our previously published designs with the added benefit that the collected particles are acutely focused.

Table 1 summarizes the findings from experiments run on our control detection channel and compares them to experiments conducted in bulk solution using 20-mL glass vials. We calibrated Eq. (1) by applying AC signals to the 20-mL suspension volumes using stainless steel 1-mm electrodes (20 mm apart and without passivation).

From these results, we estimate the resistance of the clean solution in the trap to be \((R_{\text{Trap}}) \approx 2 \text{ M} \Omega\). \(R_{\text{src}}\), which accounts for parasitics and resistances to protect sensitive electronics, was chosen to be 10 M\(\Omega\).

Both sets of experiments display trends that correlate phase offset with particle concentrations in solution. This detection method can detect concentrations as low as \(10^3\) spores/mL. Past work on iDEP has demonstrated the capability of concentrating particles by a factor of 1000 within minutes [2]. The goal of our effort is to eventually develop a system that is capable of detecting low concentrations of bioparticles (~1 spore/mL) from a sample.

The results of this study demonstrate that this detection limit should be attainable using iDEP with impedance monitoring.

**Table 1.** Baseline impedance measurements for *B. subtilis* in bulk tests \((n=5)\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>Bulk Tests</th>
<th>30µm x 50µm x 150µm channel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clean (no spores)</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10^3) spores/mL</td>
<td>16.75 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10^5) spores/mL</td>
<td>32.20 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5 \times 10^6) spores/mL</td>
<td>38.72 ± 0.25</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5 \times 10^7) spores/mL</td>
<td>39.23 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.33 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SOFT-STATE BIOMICROFLUIDIC PULSE GENERATOR FOR FAST ENDOCYTIC RECYCLING ANALYSIS OF SINGLE CELLS
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Abstract

We present the design, fabrication, and characterizations of an integrated soft-state biochemical pulse generator within single cell trapping device. Biochemical pulses are generated around trapped single cell array to study the kinetic response of membrane proteins. Hydrodynamic cell trapping via lateral channels allows the trapping of single cells from a bulk suspension. Microfluidic injection site adjacent to the cell-trapping channels enable the pulsed delivery of nanoliter volumes of biochemical reagent. Fast endocytic recycling of cells is studied under 0.5 Hz pulsed flow using a FM fluorescent dye and intensity results were compared to a simple compartment model.

Keywords: Soft-state Devices, Single Cell Analysis, Biochemical Pulses

1. Introduction

Analyzing individual cells will inherently be more accurate than any other cell-based sensor that relies on ensemble-averaged experiments. However, only few studies have carried out experiments on individual living cells using various microfluidic devices [1]. We recently introduced a microfluidic platform for high-throughput patch-clamp electrophysiology in which lateral cell trapping junctions enable hydrodynamic trapping of cells from a bulk cell suspension and electrophysiological recording [2]. We then developed a platform for rapid fluid exchange across the surface of a microfluidic channel at frequencies of up to 10 Hz [3]. We now present the design and characterizations of a soft-state biomicrofluidic pulse generator device where biochemicals are pulsed around single cells to study the fast endocytic recycling in cell membrane. Our method is simpler than existing methods of biochemical pulse generation based on scanning patch pipettes because no mechanical movement is required [4].

2. Design and Fabrication

The soft-state biomicrofluidic pulse generator device is fabricated using a two-layer SU-8 and soft-lithography of PDMS. The main channel and lateral fluidic channels are 50 and 3 μm in height respectively (Figure 1). Central to our setup is a fluidic injection system that uses a solenoid valve. Pulsed chemical reagents flow
through this injection system allowing characteristic response of single cell array to be performed in rapid succession.

Figure 1. Device Design (a) An SEM image of the microfluidic device before bonding. A constant flow (left to right) is imposed in the main chamber, while a side capillary is used as an injection port. The main fluidic channel is 50 μm in height. (b) Close-up view of the trapping region. Each side channel had a width of 3 μm and height of 3 μm.

3. Experimental methodology

Suspended Hell acells were introduced from a syringe connected to cell loading port. As the cells entered the device, the pulse compound port and outlet were closed and the cell trapping port was opened to atmospheric pressure. This directed the flow of cells into the trapping sites (Figure 2 a-c). After opening outlet, closing cell loading port and flushing the cells with constant sterile buffer, Trypan blue was pulsed through the injection channel (Figure 2d). Chronological sequence of application and removal of Trypan blue around trapped single cells for 1 Hz pulsed flow is shown (Figure 2 e-d). After several pulses majority of the cells are still healthy and have not been stained.

Figure 2. Viability Assay (a-c) Chronological sequence of sequential cell trapping. (d) Close-up view of the injection channel (e-h) Chronological sequence of application and removal of Trypan blue around trapped single cells for 1 Hz pulsed flow. After several pulses majority of the cells are still healthy and have not been stained.

3. Results and Discussion

Fast endocytic recycling of Hella cells cells is studied under 0.5 Hz pulsed flow using an amphiphilic fluorescent dye (FM 2-10) which reversibly partition into cell
membranes reversible (Figure 3 a-c) [5]. For compartment modeling transport from bulk to surface with mass transfer coefficient of $h = 6 \times 10^{-5} \text{m/s}$ (Figure 3d) and then a three step kinetic model was used based membrane binding ($\alpha = 1.71 \text{s}^{-1}$), dissociation ($\beta = 0.77 \text{s}^{-1}$), internalization ($\gamma = 0.0008 \text{s}^{-1}$), and recycling ($\lambda = 0.012 \text{s}^{-1}$) of fluorescent molecules (Figure 3e). The intensity results and model is shown (Figure 3f) and they agree with accepted values for binding and endocytosis parameters [6].

**Figure 3. Compartment Modeling of Rapid Membrane Trafficking:** (a-c) Chronological sequence of application and removal of amphiphilic fluorescent dye (FM 2-10) which reversibly labels cell membrane was used to characterize reversible binding kinetics of trapped single cells. (d) Transport from bulk to surface with mass transfer coefficient of $h = 6 \times 10^{-5} \text{m/s}$ (e) Schematic of a three step kinetic model based membrane binding ($\alpha = 1.71 \text{s}^{-1}$), dissociation ($\beta = 0.77 \text{s}^{-1}$), internalization ($\gamma = 0.0008 \text{s}^{-1}$), and recycling ($\lambda = 0.012 \text{s}^{-1}$) (f) Fluorescent intensity measurement of FM-210 association to cells fitted to the kinetic model for 0.5 Hz pulse. The error bars represent standard deviation from three different trapped cells.

In summary, integrated biochemical pulse generator and single cell array trapping is designed, fabricated, and characterized. Membrane trafficking analysis at single cell level is performed under pulsed flow and the results of fluorescent bioassay were compared to simple compartment model of rapid membrane trafficking.
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MICRO/NANO-PATTERNED SURFACES FOR CONTROL OF CELL ADHESION AND CELL FUNCTIONS: DIFFERENTIATION INTO ADIPOCYTES
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Abstract

Cell adhesion surfaces having micro/nano patterns and controlled chemical properties were fabricated. The patterning at a subcellular-scale should control the formation of focal adhesion formation that plays an important role in many cellular functions. We observed that preadipocytes adhered, proliferated on the surfaces, and were induced to differentiate. Individual cells adhered and grew on the patterns but confluent cell monolayers on nano patterns easily detached from the substrata. The micro/nano patterns provide cells with unique scaffolds controlling cell-matrix interactions at a subcellular scale.

Keywords: Nano patterning, cell adhesion, cell differentiation

1. Introduction

Cell adhesion plays a critical role in adherent cells because it triggers signal transduction inside the cells affecting cellular growth, proliferation or differentiation. Many studies on the interactions between cells and adhesion surfaces are reported. We focus adhesion surfaces patterned at a subcellular-scale (10-1,000 nm), the size reaching a focal adhesion (Figure 1). The focal adhesion plays a pivotal role in cell adhesion and signal transduction, and the patterning at a subcellular-scale should allow controlling morphology, proliferation, or differentiation of a cell. Our goal is the development of novel cell culture devices that can provide a variety of adhesion surfaces having defined physical and chemical properties allowing each kind of cells to function selectively. We already reported the fabrication of the patterned surfaces and the culture of mouse fibroblasts on them. The change of the cell shape was observed as the size of patterns was changed from 900 nm to 30 µm [1]. In this study, we developed micro/nano patterns that control adhesion, growth, and the differentiation of preadipocytes cell line 3T3-L1 into adipocytes.

Figure 1. Cell adhesion surface with nano patternings
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Chemical property
Nano structure
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2. Experiments

Micro/nano structures were fabricated on quartz glass substrates by electron-beam lithography, metal spattering, and lift-off methods. A gold and titanium layer in stripes was fabricated (Figure 2a). The gold surfaces were coated with 1-octadecanethiol (ODT), and then the quartz glass surface was coated with alkyl silane containing 2-methacyryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) polymer (Figure 2b). MPC polymer provides an inert surface for protein adsorption and adhesion [2], and we used MPC polymer as a barrier for protein adsorption and cell adhesion. Fibronectin was adsorbed on the ODT-covered patterns, and then cells were seeded on the surfaces.

Figure 2. (a) A view of scanning electron microscope of nano patterns. (b) A cross view illustration of chemical modification with alkanethiol and alkylsilane.

3. Results and discussions

We defined the pattern scale with \(w\), the width of a gold stripe, and with \(g\), the gap between two stripes (Figure 2b). We fabricated two kinds of stripe patterns, pattern 1; \(w = g\) and \(w = 600\) nm \(\sim 9\) \(\mu\)m, and pattern 2; \(w = 600\) nm \(\sim 9\) \(\mu\)m and \(g = 9\) \(\mu\)m (fixed).

In order to check the protein covering on nano patterns, the adsorbed fibronectin was immunostained (Figure 3). Fibronectin was adsorbed only on ODT layer on gold patterns. Mouse fibroblasts NIH/3T3 cells on the modified substrate did not attach on the quartz area modified with MPC polymer even at over confluent growth (Figure 4).

Mouse preadipocytes 3T3-L1 cells were cultured on the patterns. Cells attached on the patterns and elongated along the stripe (Figure 5a). On every pattern, cells proliferated and formed confluent monolayers, and then, some of the cell monolayers detached from the patterns (Figure 5b). On pattern 2, as \(w\) became smaller than 2 \(\mu\)m, most monolayers started to detach from the surface. But when they were induced to differentiate into adipocyte by a treatment with dexamethasone, isobuthylmethylxanthine, and insulin, cells differentiated into adipocytes (Figure 5c).

On nano scale patterns, cell-extracellular matrix (ECM) adhesion would be strong enough for individual cells to attach and proliferate, but when cells form a confluent monolayer, the balance of cell-cell adhesion and cell-ECM adhesion becomes unstable, and cell monolayers detach from the patterns, while the cells are still connected with each other. 3T3-L1 cells could differentiate into adipocytes on the patterns in the adipocyte-inducing media, although the cell-matrix adhesion was unstable. The effects of the nano patterning on the rate of cell proliferation and differentiation are under investigation.
4. Conclusions

The micro/nano adhesion surfaces can provide cells with designed cell-matrix interactions and defined cell morphologies. Individual preadipocytes 3T3-L1 could adhere and proliferate on every pattern, but confluent cell monolayers on the nano patterns easily detached from the patterns. The micro/nano patterning enables to form cell arrays and to control cell shape at a single cell level. Our study can contribute investigation of cell differentiation mechanisms by separating the action of major differentiation factors such as cell-cell communication, cell-ECM communication, and extracellular stimulation.
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EVAPORATION- AND PRESSURE- DRIVEN CLOSED-LOOP pH CONTROL IN A MICROLITER BIOREACTOR FOR HIGH-THROUGHPUT BIOPROCESSING

Zhiyu Zhang, Patrick Boyle, Ruben Kolfschoten, Paolo Bocazzi, Anthony J. Sinskey, Klavs F. Jensen
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA
(kjfjensen@mit.edu)

Abstract

We present a polymer-based microbioreactor system for pH control and fed-batch culture of *Escherichia coli*. The microbioreactor is maintained at constant volume and water evaporation through the poly(dimethylsiloxane) PDMS oxygenation membrane “pumps” fluid through the system. Additions of acid, base, and glucose are driven by gas pressure and are closed-loop controlled by the pH and oxygen monitoring. Make-up water maintains the reactor at a constant volume.

Keywords: microbioreactor, microbial cell culture, pH control, evaporation-driven flow, microvalve

1. Instruction

We have previously demonstrated reproducible batch and continuous cell cultivation of *E. coli* in microliter microbioreactors with real-time and in-situ monitoring of optical density (OD), pH, and dissolved oxygen (DO) [1, 2]. Fed-batch operation, a very important method for bioprocess developments, allows control over environmental conditions in fermentations and is easily achieved by varying the volume. However, the volume is constrained in membrane based microfluidic systems. In order to satisfy this volume constraint, the fed batch micro reactor relies on water evaporation from the PDMS aeration membrane to create volume for acid, base, and glucose additions. The amounts are controlled by feedback of on-line pH and dissolved oxygen measurements. Excess evaporation is balanced by water addition.

2. Microbioreactor Setup

The fed-batch microbioreactor (Fig. 1) with integrated optical sensors consists of two thermally-bonded poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) layers. The reactor chamber is covered by a spin-coated poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) membrane (100 μm) for evaporation and aeration. Mechanical assembly of this 220 μL device is enabled by a thick PDMS gasket and a PMMA cap. Details of the active mixing, optical sensors and measurements setup have been described previously [1].

Fig. 2 shows the microfluidic network and the control scheme for base addition in the microbioreactor. When dry air is flowing through the outer environmental chamber at 5 cm³/min, water continuously evaporates through the PDMS membrane into the headspace above at a constant rate of 43 μL/hr, thus enabling fluid flow into the microbioreactor. A nitrogen gas cylinder pressurizes two liquid reservoirs to 0.7 atm and drives the liquid feeds. Liquid flowing out of reservoirs is controlled by
micro dispensing valves (INKX0514300A, The Lee Company). PEEK tubes with inner diameter of 50 μm and 58 cm in total length increase the flow resistance and limit the liquid injection volume to μL per valve opening. The microvalves are actuated by a Labview® program based on online pH measurements using a proportional and derivative (PD) controller. When valves are opened, working liquids from the reservoirs flow through the PEEK tubes and push strong acid and base solutions into the microbioreactor. A water reservoir at an elevated height of 25 cm replenishes water in the microbioreactor to maintain a constant volume.

Figure 1. Schematic of microbioreactor used for pH control and fed-batch experiments. Port A – inoculation; B - water replenish; C – exit during inoculation; D – base feed; E – acid/glucose feed. F is the reactor chamber.

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the microbioreactor system and control loops. The dashed line box indicates the environmental chamber containing the microbioreactor. Thick solid lines represent fluidic tubes and microchannels, while thin solid lines show electronic cables for power and signal transfer.

3. Results and Discussions

The pH value was successfully maintained within a certain range for E. coli fermentations (Fig. 3). Cells were physiologically healthier and remained active for longer period of time (as revealed by the dissolved oxygen curve), which in turn yielded significantly higher biomass concentration at the end of experiment.
Figure 3. Comparison of *E. coli* cell cultures with (dashed lines) and without (solid lines) pH-control. The LB medium contained 8 g/L glucose, 0.1 mol/L MES, and KAN.

In another experiment (Fig. 4), the glucose feed was closed-loop controlled based on DO reading in the microbioreactor. 13 μg glucose was fed into the microbioreactor whenever the DO level rose above 62% saturation. As a result, the cell culture maintained aerobic metabolism for during major portions of the experiment.

Figure 4. *E. coli* fed batch culture started with half LB medium contained 2 g/L glucose, 0.1 mol/L MES, and KAN. Feed medium contained 10 g/L glucose and the DO setpoint was at 65% of air saturation level.
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Abstract
We present a new disposable “Dispensing Well Plate” (DWP™) manufactured by hot embossing and its application for compound storage and processing of nanoliter assays by drop in drop technique. The DWP-dispensers have been manufactured by a new low cost process creating the 100 μm nozzles directly within the molding process. Fluorescence measurements indicate a good homogeneity of the dispensed volumes better than 5 %. The DWP™ was used to perform a kinase assay based on 100μM Rhodamine substrate with a total assay volume as low as 200 nL. The assay was arranged in a checker board structure on conventional microscope slides. Fluorescence read out showed an good quality of the reaction signals with a robust z-value of 0.57.

keywords: microfluidic, nanoliter dispenser, miniaturized assays, high-throughput-screening, HTS

1. Introduction
There is a strong demand within the pharmaceutical und biochemical industry to create an increasing amount of data points within the high throughput screening in drug discovery [1]. On the other hand the costs of compound libraries and liquid handling have to be kept constant or should be reduced. One way to establish this is to reduce the assay volumes in the sub-μL range. Some research groups established solution phase based assays on slides or special nano-well plates [2, 3, 4]. One challenge within these developments is the precise and parallel handling of nanoliter volumes. The microfluidic DWP™ dispenser [5] is an appropriate tool for this task, which can be used as direct interface between the conventional storage in micro plates and the assay handling on slides and nanoplates.

2. Manufacturing process
The DWP-technology is characterized by arraying microfluidic dispensing units consisting of a reservoir, a capillary connection channel and a nozzle (fig.1). The pneumatically dispensed volume is defined precisely by the geometry of the nozzle and is greatly independent from actuation parameters. To manufacture the DWP™ we developed a hot embossing process using COC polymer. The mold insert was manufactured by high speed micromilling of steel (fig.2). By the hot embossing process
the arrayed dispenser structures have been successfully replicated on the format of a microtiter well plate (fig.3) and in smaller 24-well format (35 mm x 26 mm). The nozzle orifices have been directly molded with a diameter of 100 μm with very good quality for contact less dispensing (fig.4).

3. Application test:
The hot embossed DWP™ plates have been used for storage tests. DMSO- and water-based buffers were filled in the reservoirs and dispensing quality was tested. Afterwards the filled DWP was stored at temperatures of –20°C several days. Tests showed no loss of the dispensing quality directly after defrosting (fig. 5). Hot embossed 24-channel DWP™s have been used to perform a 200 nL kinase endpoint assay in a checker board
structure directly on a slide. Therefore 100 nL of HNPT-buffer and Trypsin in concentration of 200 U/ml were dispensed. Into these droplets either 100 nL of 100 μM Rhodamine 110 substrate or pure buffer were dispensed in a checker board manner. The fluorescence read out showed an excellent signal response with no cross contamination (fig.6). In the pharmaceutical screening community a statistical parameter the Z-value [6] is used to evaluate and validate performance of assays. The Z-value for the checker board signals showed a robust value of 0.57 (1 from 6 measurements all with Z' >0.5).

4. Conclusion
It was demonstrated that disposable plastic DWP™ made by hot embossing can be used for highly parallel dispensing of nanoliter volumes. With the disposable DWP™ plates miniaturized assays with a total volume of 200 nL consisting of 3 different components have been realized. The measured assay quality with a Z-value of 0.57 proofed a good dispensing quality. Therefore the DWP™ nanoliter dispenser is an interesting tool in creating higher throughput with low liquid volumes in pharmaceutical ultra-high-throughput-screening.
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Abstract
The functional spherical microcapsules were produced through the innovative conjunction of the well-defined amphiphilic block copolymer and the stable droplet phase flow in the micro chemical plant. The microcapsules were formed to have hollow inner cavity and outer surface wall with nano-pores. To examine the potential of encapsulating foreign biochemical molecules, Congo-red dye was loaded into the microcapsule. The release performance in the specific surroundings such as temperature, pH and time was evaluated quantitatively.

Keywords: drug delivery, microcapsule, nano-pores, droplet, controlled release

1. Introduction
Recently, considerable interest has been shown in the fabrication of the nano-to-micrometer scale polymeric microcapsules with uniform and functional properties [1]. The potential utilization of polymeric microcapsules as encapsulants enabling the controlled release of drugs, dyes and enzymes has led to the speculation of a wide range of biomedical drug delivery designed to deliver a specific drug to a target place and to release it under the preferable environment such as pH, temperature and time [2,3].

This paper presents a novel method to fabricate polymer microcapsules with nano-pores by using the droplet-based polymer self-assembly, together with the quantitative evaluation of its drug release performance as a potential encapsulant.

2. Self formation of microcapsules
The spherical microcapsules were successfully produced by utilizing the flow-through droplet-based supramolecular self-assembly in a crossed microchannel network (Fig. 1). The block copolymer of poly (styrene-b-methyl methacrylate) was synthesized to define amphiphilic polymer microstructure by the atom transfer radical polymerization (hereafter, ATRP) [4]. The molecular weight and the poly dispersity index (PDI) of the synthesized polymer was estimated by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) (Hewlett Packard Model 1100 series) equipped with a refractive index detector. The estimated values were 9837 g/mole and 1.08, respectively.
Droplets can be obtained by introducing the immiscible fluids into the crossed inlet channel, which resulted in the flow-through droplet phase flow [5]. As an organic phase, PS-b-PMMA block copolymer was dissolved in the organic solvent of CH$_2$Cl$_2$ and was introduced into the middle channel with a flow rate of 10 μl/min. The water containing 3 %wt PVA was flown from two side-channels with a flow rate of 5 μl/min. The stable droplet phase flow was obtained in the microchannel as visualized in Fig. 1. The 100 μm-size droplets were drained from the outlet and dispersed in the de-ionized water. The size of droplets was decreased to about 50 μm after 30 minutes. The size shrinkage occurred due to the release of solvent included in the droplet. After drying the microcapsules, the microcapsule with nano-pores was characterized by SEM image (Fig. 2) and its hollow cavity was also examined after O$_2$ plasma ashing of its wall surface (Fig. 3).

3. Evaluation of release performance

The Congo-red dye of a well-known azo-dye was loaded into microcapsule to examine encapsulation of foreign molecules and release performance under the specific surrounding (Fig. 4). The fabricated microcapsules were immersed into the distilled water (30 ml) containing dissolved Congo-red dye (6.5 ×10$^{-6}$ g/cc) and sonicated over a day for the maximal degree of dye encapsulation. The about 20 % of dye from the solution was enclosed in the microcapsules.

The microcapsules were installed in the temperature-controlled UV cuvette containing KH$_2$PO$_4$/NaOH buffer solutions of pH 7 and pH 7.8. The UV profiles were obtained at three different temperatures of 30 °C, 50 °C and 70 °C. Fig. 5 shows the change in UV intensity with dye release at the temperature of 50 °C and the pH 7.8. The time dependence of dye release from microcapsules on the different conditions was represented in Figs. 6 and Fig. 7.
4. Conclusions

The well-defined microcapsules were successfully fabricated by utilizing the microfluidics techniques, morphological studies of the microcapsules were carried out using SEM and the hollow inner cavity of the microcapsules were demonstrated after performing plasma ashing. The versatility of these microcapsules as potential encapsulants were evaluated by incorporating Congo-red dye and the release performance were studied under various pH levels and temperatures.
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Figure 5. UV absorption spectra of the released Congo-red dye at pH 7.8 and 50 °C.

Figure 6. Comparative release performance at the pH 7.0 for four different temperatures.

Figure 7. Comparative release performance at pH 7.8 for four different temperatures.
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Abstract

We developed a simple microdevice to construct a multifunctional envelope-type nano device (MEND) on a chip. MEND is an extremely efficient technology for a non-viral gene delivery system, however, the existing method to construct it is time-consuming, labor intensive, and tedious task. In the simple microdevice developed here, just by changing flow rate and concentrations of materials in microchip, we succeeded to construct MEND efficiently and easily.

Keywords: non-viral gene delivery system, microchip, DNA, multifunctional envelope-type nano device (MEND)

1. Introduction

Many gene carriers have been developed; however, most of them were insufficient in stability in blood stream, targeting ability to diseased cell/tissue, safety, and transfection efficiency as a gene delivery system. MEND is constructed by condensed DNA coated with lipid layers, to which the several functions is easily added, as shown in Figure 1. and has many advantages to overcome these drawbacks of other gene carriers, but we still need to develop a simple method for construction of MEND with high speed, high accuracy, and low-cost.

Figure 1. Schematic drawings of the preparation process of MEND.
2. Experimental

We fabricated the microchip that has three fluid channels (Figure 2). In this study, we examined the two processes of constructing MEND on microchip. The first process was DNA condensation process by poly-L-lysine (PLL) (Figure 3A). In this process, we applied plasmid DNA into channel A, d.d.water into channel B, PLL into channel C. The second process was coating process of DNA/poly-L-lysine condensates by lipid solution (Figure 3B). The lipid solution was composed of L-α-Phosphatidylethanolamine, Dicetyl phosphate, 1,2-disetearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[Methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000], n-Octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside. We applied lipid solution into channel A and B, DNA condensates into channel C. For constructing the targets on microchip, we examined various flow rate and concentrations of materials, and then, measured the diameter of targets by using dynamic light scattering (DLS).

3. Result and discussion

In the first step, we constructed DNA condensates on the microchip. In the second step, we constructed the prototype of MEND on the microchip. And then we determined if they were equal to existing DNA condensates and the prototype of MEND by using DLS (Figure 4B, 5B). We had already confirmed that the existing DNA condensates size was about 70~90nm (Figure 4A). And also we had already confirmed that the existing MEND size was about 100~120nm (Figure 5A). Figure 4 shows that the particle size of...
DNA condensates were equal to existing DNA condensates. However, the target’s ratio of total amount wasn’t so high. Figure 5 shows that the particle size of the prototype of MEND was a slightly larger than the existing MEND.

4. Conclusions
The simple device developed here has high ability in constructing DNA condensates and the prototype of MEND on the microchip. We could accomplish to increase speed and reduce costs in constructing it. We will be able to construct MEND less than 5 h, while we took about 34 h by the existing method. However, yield of MEND is not so high compared with the existing method. It may be attributable to the adsorption of MEND constructing materials onto the inner wall of a microchannel. The modification of the fluid channels in microchip will be one of the key issues to improve the efficiency of this device.
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Abstract

In the geriatric research field, osteoporosis is the major target of regenerative medicine and osteoblast is known as a key cell to osteoporosis. We developed continuous perfusion microfluidic cell culture system for osteoblast differentiation drug screening assays.

Keywords: cell culture, differentiation, drug screening, green fluorescence protein, thermal lens microscope

1. Introduction

Microchip techniques appear to provide some advantages for osteoblast differentiation drug screening, because the scale of the liquid microspace inside a microchip is fitted to the size of the cells. In microchambers fabricated on microchips, rapid and secure exchange of media or reagents was achieved by simple operations under continuous medium flows [1-2]. Because cells are cultured in a chamber for long time in the conventional differentiation experiments, reagent concentrations are gradually decreased and it is difficult to keep the constant concentration. Moreover, there is no high throughput and automated system for bioassay using a very small amount cells which is very important to drug screening researches. Therefore development of a microchip-based osteoblast differentiation bioassay system is very important and desirable. In this study, we developed continuous perfusion microfluidic cell culture system for osteoblast differentiation drug screening assays.

2. Experimental

The microchip was composed of two glass plates (30 mm × 70 mm). The
channels were 200 μm in width and 100 μm in depth. We used mouse MC3T3–E1 osteoblastic cells, which have a marker gene system expressing green fluorescence protein (GFP) under the control of osteoblast-specific promoters. MC-3T3 cells were cultured in the microchip with continuous perfusion of a medium at 37 °C (Fig. 1). Alkaline phosphatase (ALP), which is a basic marker of osteoblast maturation and osteogenesis, was measured using a histological stain and a thermal lens microscope (TLM). Cells were fixed for 15 minutes, incubated with a mixture of naphthol as-mx phosphate, N,N-dimethylformamide, and fast blue BB Salt, and analyzed by TLM.

3. Results and discussion

MC-3T3 cells were successfully cultured in the microchip. Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), which are known as a group of the transforming growth factor-beta, were introduced to micro-cultured MC-3T3-E1 cells to stimulate the osteogenic differentiation. The cells treated with the stimuli showed fluorescent signals derived from induced GFP (Fig. 2). The expression of GFP was observed, ALP analysis was performed. ALP activity was analyzed using the thermal lens microscope (TLM). The measured signal intensity was dependent on BMPs stimuli. Therefore, a combination of the continuous perfusion flow culture system and GFP reporter assay has allowed sufficient performance for the screening of osteogenic compounds.

4. Conclusions

This system helps us monitor osteoblast differentiation easily, precisely and non-invasively. In near future, we will try to find the sufficient conditions for osteogenesis, and to discover osteogenic compounds using this system.
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Figure 1. Continuous perfusion microfluidic cell culture system.
Microchip: Pyrex glass plates, 30 mm x 70 mm. Microchannels: 200 μm in width and 100 μm in depth.

Figure 2. BMP-induced osteoblast differentiation.
GFP expression at day 4.
Cells: Col1a1-GFP MC3T3-E1
Culture Media: Osteogenic medium

Figure 3. Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP) activity at day 4.
(A) Detection system: thermal lens microscope (TLM); excitation beam, 633 nm; probe beam, 488 nm.
(B) TLM detection of Alkaline phosphatase stain: Naphthol AS-MX Phosphate, fast blue BB.
MICROFLUIDIC SELF-ASSEMBLY OF TUMOR SPHEROIDS FOR STUDIES OF ANTICANCER DRUG ACTIONS AND INTERACTIONS

Liz Y. Wu*, Dino Di Carlo*, and Luke P. Lee

Biomolecular Nanotechnology Center, Berkeley Sensor and Actuator Center
Department of Bioengineering, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720 USA

Abstract

Multicellular tumor spheroids may provide a better model than monolayer culture of in vivo tumors for drug assays. We present a novel microfluidic method for self-assembly of tumor spheroids for these studies. Our device traps cancer cells hydrodynamically and spheroid formation is enhanced by maintaining compact groups of the trapped cells due to continuous perfusion. A large amount of tumor spheroids with a narrow size distribution can be formed in the device to provide a good platform for anticancer drug assays.

Key words: Self-assembly of spheroids, drug discovery, tumor spheroids, MCTS

1. Introduction

Multicellular tumor spheroids (MCTS) have recently received a great deal of attention in cancer research and have been applied to the evaluation of anticancer drugs since the 3D multi-cellular aggregates simulate more accurately the tumor microenvironment in vivo by reproducing nutrient and signal gradients and removing the effect of unnatural adhesion to artificial surfaces or gels [1]. For example, the IC50 value of Taxol drug on MCF-7 cells spheroids was reported to be much higher than that of monolayer MCF-7 cells, and this information is valuable for clinical dosing. [2]

There are several techniques to generate MCTS, such as growth on non-adherent surfaces, in suspension [3], or by the hanging drop method [4], but most lack the ability to precisely control the number of cells in each spheroid or allow testing on the growth platform. Here we employed a purely hydrodynamic cell trapping method and precisely control the number of cells by the size of the traps (Fig. 1). We enhanced spheroid formation by maintaining compact groups of cells due to continuous perfusion (Fig. 2). After spheroid formation, drug assays may be performed immediately.

* These authors contributed equally to this work
2. Experimental

The microfluidic trapping array used for self-assembly of tumor spheroids was micromolded in PDMS (Fig. 2f). The bonded PDMS chambers maintain a sterile culture environment. We generated a non-adherent trapping array by flowing BSA or PEG into the device. MCF-7 suspension with $10^6$ cells/ml was then loaded into the device until each trap in the device was filled with cells (Fig. 3a). Continuous media perfusion was controlled by syringe pump after cell trapping. Drug injection can then be conducted using the same channels. Spheroid formation was then observed using time-lapse phase contrast microscopy.

3. Results and Discussion

MCTS formation in the culture array is shown in Fig. 3. We observed tumor cells adhering to its neighboring cells in the same trap gradually under the time lapse microscope. The time for MCTS formation is approximately 24 hrs. To further investigate the structure of the spheroids, we dyed the cell membranes with C16-fluorescein and the cell nuclei with Hoechst (Fig. 3e, 3f). The fluorescent probes indicated separate cells were adhering to form a combined structure. This was further supported when after 24 hours of culture we applied high pressure and dislodged the entire spheroids – not individual cells. In Figure 3g a well-formed spheroid that was pushed out from one of the microfluidic traps is shown. Approximately 15% of spheroids partially adhered to the glass substrate, even after we coated the surface with BSA or PEG, indicating that improved non-adherent surface coatings are required. Different size MCTS were also generated by adjusting the size of culture chamber (images not shown).

4. Conclusions

A new method to self-assemble arrays of 3D tumor spheroids was demonstrated. The microfluidic chip was also capable of continuous media perfusion and a sterile culture environment. With this platform, anti-tumor assays can be done immediately after the spheroid formation right in the growth platform.
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Figure 1. Formation of tumor spheroid. 3D tumor spheroids formed by trap geometry with additional perfusion control provides a better in-vivo like platform for anticancer drug analysis.

Figure 2. Self-assembly of tumor spheroid.

Figure 3. Spheroid culture results. Phase contrast image of the cells (a)1hr after loading (b) spheroids formed in the trap array after 36 hrs of culture (c)dark field image of cells after loading (d) spheroids formation (e) image of C16-dyed cell membranes (d) image of Hoechst dyed cell nucleus (e) suspended spheroid taken out from the trap. (Scale bar =100 μm)
NANOIMPRINTED FLUIDIC DEVICE FOR CONTINUOUS SEPARATION OF NANOPARTICLES

Keith J. Morton¹, James. C. Sturm¹, Robert H. Austin² and Stephen Y. Chou¹
¹Department of Electrical Engineering,
² Department of Physics
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544

Abstract

We demonstrate continuous flow bifurcation of nanoparticles using the principle of deterministic lateral displacement. Recently arrays of microfabricated posts, tilted relative to the fluid flow direction, were successfully used to separate DNA fragments [1], microbeads [1,2] and to fractionate whole blood [3,4]. We scale down this technique using nanoimprint lithography (NIL) to pattern a large-area array of nanofabricated posts and demonstrate for the first time bifurcation of 100nm and 200nm diameter fluorescent particles.

Keywords: Nanofluidics, Nanoimprint Lithography, Separation, Sorting, Etching

1. Introduction

Separation of biomolecules is a fundamental analytical tool in biology and the life sciences. Square grids of microfabricated posts, with their array axis tilted relative to the bulk fluid flow, have recently been used to successfully separate micron sized beads, DNA and whole blood [1-4]. These devices separate particles based on size. They exploit deterministic laminar flow around obstacles to achieve high-resolution, continuous-flow sorting. Particles that are smaller than a critical size follow the applied flow field through the obstacle array (Figure 1). Larger particles must follow the array axis which is tilted away from the flow field direction, creating a separation between the particle and the original streamline path. The gap between adjacent obstacles and the array tilt determine the critical radius [3] for particle displacement and therefore the size of the biomolecule being separated. We scale down this critical feature size using state of the art nanofabrication techniques to create large-area obstacle arrays with nanoscale gaps and demonstrate separation of nanoparticles.

2. Design and Fabrication

The large-area (1cm²), two-dimensional nanopost arrays were fabricated by nanoimprint lithography (NIL) and reactive ion etching (RIE). With demonstrated sub-10nm patterning resolution [5], NIL is a low-cost, high-throughput alternative to serial-point-by-point nanopatterning techniques such as electron beam lithography. The NIL master mold (4” dia.) was made by interference lithography and RIE and was used to replicate multiple devices. The NIL was carried out using Nanonex NX-2000 imprint machine. The device area nanopillars were deep etched (Figure 1b) into the silicon
substrate using the Bosch™ process (STS- Multiplex ICP etcher.) A photolithography patterned window defined the device sidewalls and was aligned to within 1° of the pillar array to produce multiple devices with varying tilt (Figure 1c). Inlet and outlet microchannels were patterned by a second photolithography layer and etched to match the pillar depth. The device was then cleaned and capped with a glass coverslip using oxygen plasma bonding.

Figure 1: Nano Fluidic Sorting Device. (a) Device layout showing inlet reservoirs, microchannel feeds to the nanopillar array area and exit channels. (b) Cross-section scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of high-aspect ratio, 650nm diameter pillars on a 1um pitch grid. (c) SEM Top view of pillars showing the tilt angle of the two dimensional array relative to the device sidewall; (d) Particles larger than a critical radius cannot follow the applied flow field and must track along the tilt direction.

3. Results and Discussion

Visualization of fluorescent bead flow in the device is shown in Figure 2. A mixture of 100nm and 200nm diameter fluorescent polystyrene beads (Duke Scientific) enters the top of the device through the middle sample inlet port. Buffer solution, not containing beads, is introduced into the other two inlet reservoirs. This creates a hydrodynamic jet at the entrance to the nanopost array. As the mixture traverses the post array under hydrostatic pressure it is sorted into two streams. The smaller 100nm (red) beads follow the fluid flow streamlines while the 200nm (green) bead are displaced laterally as they travel through the post array resulting in clear separation between the two species.
4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated continuous flow, high-resolution nanoparticle sorting by deterministic lateral displacement in an array of nanoposts. Using nanoimprint lithography we have fabricated obstacle arrays with nanoscale control of the critical gap size and have shown for the first time bifurcation of 100nm and 200nm diameter particles using this technique. The fabrication techniques presented here can be readily extended to even smaller gap devices for biomolecular sorting.
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EFFECTS OF APPLIED VOLTAGE AND CHANNEL CONFIGURATIONS ON DNA SIZE SEPARATION USING NANO FENCE MATRIX
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¹Nagoya University, Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya, Aichi, 464-8603 Japan
²NEC Corporation, 34 Miyukigaoka, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-8501 Japan
e-mail address: y_tagaya@nuem.nagoya-u.ac.jp

Abstract
We have demonstrated an effective biomolecule separation method using nanostructured channels based on a size exclusion chromatography (SEC). It has been revealed that a convex fence matrix is applicable to wide range separation in DNA sizes.

Keywords: microchip electrophoresis, separation size, voltage control, channel configuration

1. Introduction
Nanostructured microchannels for size separation of biomolecules are promising techniques in biotechnology because of the separation characteristics controlled by the artificially designed nanostructures and the total systems integrated with other functional components. Previously it was showed that nano fence matrix could be used for the SEC-type DNA separation [1]. In this study, we report the evaluation of separation voltage and the new design of nano fence matrix to achieve higher resolution.

2. Materials and Methods
The fence configurations in the microchannels are shown in Figure 1. The flat fence matrix has wide streets along the electrophoresis direction and narrow lanes perpendicular to the streets. In the SEC type separation using the flat fence matrix, the narrow lanes were designed for the passages of smaller molecules to detour as shown in Figure 1 (b). The feature of the convex fence matrix is that the lane width is changed at the halfway of the lane length. To evaluate separation performance, two kinds of DNA fragments were used: One is λ-Hin d III digest (0.1-23 kbp) as an example for longer DNA and the other is φX 174-Hae III digest (72-1353 bp) as shorter one.

3. Results and discussion
Figure 2 (a) shows the electropherograms resulting from the flat fence matrix and
the longer DNA with the applied voltage as a parameter. From these results, we can see that the separation resolution is highest for the lowest voltage of 20 V. In addition, Figure 2 (b) shows the same results as Figure 2 (a) except for the shorter DNA indicating that the separation resolution is highest for the highest voltage of 100 V. These results reveal that lower voltage is preferable for the longer DNA, and higher voltage for the shorter one. Figure 2 (c) is the same results as Figure 2 (a) except for the flat fence matrix, that is, the results for the convex fence matrix using the longer DNA. It is found that the dependency of resolution on the applied voltage is substantially same as that for the flat fence matrix. Comparing between Figures (a) and (c), however, differences are noticeable in the case of higher applied voltage. The convex fence matrix enabled us to separate the peaks of 4, 6 and 9 kbp fragments from the peak of 23 kbp, while those peaks overlapped each other for the flat fence matrix. This enhancement in the separation performance brought by the convex fence matrix can be attributed to the fact that 4 to 9 kbp fragments were separated by the wider lane and the shorter DNA fragments by the narrower lane.
4. Conclusion

We performed the SEC-type DNA separations in the different applied voltages and design of nanostructures. It is found that a lower voltage is suitable for the separation of longer DNA fragments, and a higher voltage for shorter ones. In addition, the convex fence matrix has the advantage to separate 4 to 9 kbp fragments when even larger voltage is applied.
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SELF-ASSEMBLED THREE-DIMENSIONAL
NANOFLOWIDIC SIEVES FOR BIOSEPARATION

Yong Zeng and D. Jed Harrison*
Department of Chemistry, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada

Abstract
This paper reports a biomolecular sieving system based on the use of ordered colloidal arrays to define the sieve structure. A fast and facile microfluidic colloidal self-assembly strategy has been developed to create nanofluidic sieves within microfluidic devices, with which fast separation of DNA and proteins of a wide size range can be achieved.

Keywords: Nanofluidics, molecular sieving, colloidal self-assembly, DNA, protein

1. Introduction
Micro-/nano-fabricated structures will provide means to improve the efficiency and speed of biomolecule separation [1,2]. Most micro-/nano-machined separation architectures were designed for large DNA molecules, generally due to technical challenges in accessing structures on the scale of small molecules, such as <10 nm for proteins. In addition, nanofabrication techniques demand sophisticated facilities and time-consuming procedures, and normally produce 2D architectures. Colloidal self-assembly offers a promising alternative to conventional nanofabrication for creating molecular sieving structures [3], but has suffered from the formation of cracks that prevent good separation performance. Herein we present a simple and facile strategy to construct ordered three-dimensional nano-sieves for fast size separation of biomolecules within microfluidic devices.

Figure 1. A) Layout of PDMS chip; B) Schematic of microfluidic colloidal self-assembly; C) A snapshot of packing 0.9 \( \mu \text{m} \) silica spheres in a 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) channel.
2. Experimental

PDMS microchips (Fig. 1A) were fabricated by standard soft lithography process. Reservoirs 1–3 were filled with aqueous suspension of silica colloids and were covered to prevent solvent evaporation. The suspension fills the channels spontaneously and evaporates from the open outlet at reservoir 4 (Fig. 1B). Evaporation triggers colloidal nucleation at the air-liquid interface, creating a one-directional flux for continuous growth of the bed. 4× TBE buffer was used to reduce EOF during electrophoretic separations; it also contains 4% 2-mercaptoethanol for DNA separation, or 0.1% SDS for proteins.

3. Results and discussion

Microchannel confinement restricts drying to the opening of a channel, as demonstrated in Fig. 1C. The translucence of the packed section indicates the presence of interstitial water and shows there is no drying of the array within the microchannel. The arrays remain wet after the completion of self-packing, which avoids drying-induced cracks that jeopardize the separation performance. SEM images presented in Fig. 2 confirm that the spheres were closed packed, with long-range order over three dimensions. Nanometer-sized interstices in the close-packed sphere lattice create a periodic free-energy landscape for molecular sieving of nucleic acids and proteins based on their sizes. Figure 3A shows that a DNA ladder of 100 to 2000 bp was well resolved within 0.7 mm and ~1.5 minutes in an array of 0.9 μm silica beads. Four consecutive runs of the same ladder were superimposed in Fig. 3B. The good run-to-run reproducibility indicates the stability of the colloidal array under the applied electric field. A 100-bp ladder was separated and log mobility was plotted.
against DNA size in Fig. 4. The good linearity of that plot confirms Ogston sieving as the governing mechanism of separation. The pore size can be readily tuned by varying the particle size to sort various molecules. Fig. 5 shows the separation of SDS denatured proteins using 160 nm beads. The plate numbers per meter were as high as $8 \times 10^5 \text{ m}^{-1}$, which is comparable with a microfabricated filter array [2] and with microsystems using a conventional polymer matrix [4].

4. Conclusions

We have established a microfluidic colloidal self-assembly approach for simple, fast, and economic fabrication of ordered, robust, three dimensional nano-sieves within a microfluidic system of channels. Using this type of sieve, fast size separation of DNA and proteins was demonstrated in a microchip system without the need of gels/polymers. The flexibility of pore size the arrays provide, and the extended long range order that is achievable suggest this methodology could ultimately outperform gel-based matrices.
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INTEGRATED MICROREACTORS FOR SEQUENTIAL AND PARALLEL REACTIONS

Guodong Sui and Hsian-Rong Tseng*
Department of Molecular & Medical Pharmacology and Crump Institute for Molecular Imaging, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, USA
(hrtseng@mednet.ucla.edu)

Abstract
In this presentation, I would like to introduce two new types of microfluidic circuits which have been recently developed in my research group at UCLA for performing sequential syntheses of radiolabeled imaging probes and parallel screening of an in situ click chemistry library.

Keywords: integrated microreactors, sequential reactions, parallel reactions, PET imaging probes, in situ click chemistry

1. Introduction
There are growing interests to explore microreactors for chemical reactions because they offer advantages over macroscopic reactors, such as reduced chemical consumption, rapid mixing, and improved control over mass and heat transfer. Many challenges remain, however, in the development of continuous-flow microreactors for (i) sequential syntheses whose individual steps require changing of solvents, reagents and conditions, and (ii) parallel reactions, where similar types of reactions are performed using different combinations of reagents, because the continuous-flow microchannels are plagued by cross-contamination from different reactions.

2. Results and Discussion
To overcome these challenges, two new types of integrated microreactors composed of microchannels and a number of functioning modules, e.g., pressure-driven valves/pumps and chaotic mixers have been demonstrated for performing sequential syntheses [1] of radiolabeled imaging probes and parallel screening [2] of an in situ click chemistry library. In the pilot study, several generations of integrated microreactors (Figure 1) were developed to execute five sequential chemical processes, including fluoride concentration, water evaporation, fluoride substitution, solvent exchange and hydrolytic deprotection, to produce short-lived (half-life is 110 minutes) positron emission tomography (PET) imaging probes, e.g., 2-deoxy-2[18F]fluoro- D-glucose (FDG). This study suggested that integrated microreactors can generalize, accelerate, diversify and lower the cost of preparation for a wide range of molecular imaging probes.

Separately, another type of microreactors (Figure 2) were designed and fabricated to serve as an automated operation platform for parallel screening of 32 in situ click chemistry reactions with economy consumption of target biomolecules and reagents. We selected the known carbonic anhydrase II (bCAII) click chemistry system for this
proof-of-concept study. Here, acetylenic benzenesulfonamide ($K_d = 37 \pm 6 \text{ nM}$) was used as the reactive scaffold (“anchor molecule”) for screening a library of 20 complementary azides in the presence of the template protein bCAII. The use of integrated microreactors in conjunction with in situ click chemistry promises the development of new inhibitor candidates more rapidly, less expensively, and with greater diversity. In principle, this integrated microfluidic platform can be extended not only to other in situ click chemistry libraries but also to other chemical libraries that require parallel screening platforms.

3. Conclusions

These two examples constitute a proof of principle for performing sequential and parallel reaction on the nanogram scale in an automated fashion. In addition to fundamental advantages such as low chemical consumption, precise control over reaction conditions, faster reaction kinetics, cost efficient and instant design/fabrication processes and fast redesign/improvement cycles. The integrated microreactors provide a whole new play field for chemists to test chemical reaction beyond the conventional setting.

In a broader playing field, our goal remains the creation of further integrated microfluidic technology platforms for the broader space in chemistry and biology beyond a single functioning platform on a chip. We will compile many different microfluidic platforms to produce a number of game systems: "Let's Play ______", where the blank is "chemical reaction circuits", "drug screening", "biomarker screening", "biochemical reaction kinetics", and "cancer diagnosis" etc. where execution is rapid and learning curves are steep.
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Figure 2. Optical image of the integrated microreactor utilized for parallel screening of an in situ click chemistry library; a ruler is present to calibrate the scale.
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PROTEIN SYNTHESIS IN A PLASTIC DEVICE FOR TOXIN DETECTION
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Abstract

Biological synthesis of proteins in a cell-free medium is implemented in a miniaturized plastic device. Protein synthesis can be inhibited by a toxin; this attribute is used as a sensing mechanism to detect toxins. Three proteins are simultaneously synthesized in an array device and their production yields are inhibited differentially by toxin simulants. Identification can be achieved based on the unique response pattern.

Keywords: toxin detection, protein expression, fluid manipulation, array

1. Introduction

Detection and identification of toxins are important for medical diagnostics, food/water safety testing, and biological warfare defense. Immunoassay is often the method used due to its simplicity and rapid analysis. Since immunoassay requires an antibody that is specific to the agent of interest, it cannot be used for detecting unknown or new agents because an antibody is simply not available. With the increasing ability to modify and engineer potential warfare agents, the ability to detect agents that have not been identified previously becomes more important.

To address this challenge, we are developing a detection method based on the mechanism of toxin actions. One of the mechanisms by which toxins cause toxic effects is to inhibit protein synthesis in cells [1]. For instance, ricin—a bioterrorism agent—kills people by inhibiting protein synthesis in a human being.

Biological synthesis (expression) of a protein includes the steps of gene transcription and protein translation. A gene is first transcribed into a messenger RNA, which is then translated into the corresponding protein. While protein expression is commonly implemented using Escherichia coli cells, it has also been realized in a cell-free medium employing a process called in vitro transcription and translation (IVT) [2]. In this work, three proteins are simultaneously synthesized in an array device. Their production yields are inhibited differentially by two toxin simulants. The resultant response pattern (or signature) of the array device can thus be used for detection and identification.

2. Experimental

Protein expression kits and reagents were obtained from Roche Diagnostics and Promega Corporation. Other reagents were mostly purchased from Fisher Scientific. Protein syntheses were implemented as described previously [3]. Either Western blotting or luminescence was used for measuring the yield of protein expression.
3. Results and Discussion

The device shown in Fig. 1 consists of an array of units for expression of 3 different proteins. The top row of 3 units are for the positive controls, the second row for the negative controls, and other two rows for toxin samples with one repeat for enhanced precision. Each unit in the array device consists of a reaction chamber and a feeding chamber. Protein synthesis takes place in the miniaturized reaction chamber while the feeding chamber functions as the nutrient reservoir. The connection between them and a dialysis membrane provide a means to supply nutrients continuously, ensure proper mixing, and remove the reaction byproducts. These functions are critical to the protein production yield in a cell-free medium. The device was made from polymethylmethacrylate.

The concept is demonstrated by expressing three proteins, including green fluorescent protein (GFP), chloramphenicol acetyl-transferase (CAT), and luciferase. Their production yields are inhibited differentially by two toxin simulants, tetracycline (TC) and cycloheximide (CH). Fig. 2a shows the response pattern of the IVT array when TC is used whereas the response pattern of the same IVT array for CH is illustrated in Fig. 2b. The signals for the positive control are from the first row of 3 units in a device, in which GFP, CAT, and luciferase are synthesized in their respective expression mixture. These units are free of toxins. The

Figure 1. (top left) Device with an array of units. Darkness of the circles represents a hypothetical expression yield. (Top right, inside the dashed circle) Cross-sectional, expanded view of one unit. (Bottom left, in the call-out) Transcription and translation steps in each unit; and either step may be inhibited by toxins.

Figure 2. Response pattern of the IVT array for two toxin simulants, tetracycline (TC, a) and cycloheximide (CH, b).
signals for the negative control are from the second row of 3 units, in which the expression vector is not added. The signals for the samples are from the remaining two rows of 3 units, in which either 17 ng of CH or 25 ng of TC is added into the protein expression system. The significant difference in the response patterns between CH and TC clearly indicates that it is feasible to use the IVT array to detect and identify a toxin.

To detect a real toxin, ricin, we studied its inhibitory effects on luciferase expression by adding a series of concentrations of ricin into the IVT reactions in the miniaturized device. The calibration curve is shown in Fig. 3, in which the expression yield of luciferase (indicated by the luminescence) was plotted as a function of ricin concentration. The error bar of each data point indicates the standard deviation that is obtained from three repeat experiments. A linear relationship exists from 1 to 20 pg/μL, with the detection limit of less than 1 pg/μL.

The results in the inset of Fig. 3 confirm that the device design is proper. When IVT was implemented in a microcentrifuge tube, luciferase was synthesized in the first 0.5 hr and then the reactions ceased. In contrast, when it was in a miniaturized device with continuous feeding of nutrients and removal of byproducts, luciferase was continuously produced up to 4 hr. The yield of luciferase production in the miniaturized device is about 2.6 times higher than in a microcentrifuge tube.

5. Conclusion
A novel concept for toxin detection is presented based on toxin’s inhibition of biological protein synthesis. We demonstrated the feasibility of the concept by expressing three proteins and obtaining the unique response pattern of the IVT array device for each toxin simulant.
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MULTI-STEP CONTINUOUS MICROCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS AND SEPARATION

Hemantkumar R. Sahoo, Jason G. Kralj and Klavs F. Jensen
Department of Chemical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
(hemants@mit.edu)

Abstract

We demonstrate continuous flow multi-step chemical synthesis using three microreactors and two micro-phase-separators connected in series. Surface forces and preferential wettability characteristics of fluoropolymers are used for phase separation. The reactors are silicon-based microreactors. Carbamates are synthesized using the Curtius rearrangement reaction after extracting azides from aqueous phase into the organic phase. We also demonstrate parallel synthesis of a family of carbamates by splitting and branching out the reaction network.

Keywords: multi-step synthesis, liquid-liquid extraction, series, parallel, separation, carbamates

1. Introduction

There has been a continuing interest in multi-step continuous microchemical syntheses involving a separation step between two reaction steps [1]. In the present work, we have developed a continuous liquid-liquid phase separator and used it together with microreactors to perform continuous flow multi-step chemical synthesis.

2. Model Chemistry

The synthesis of carbamates using the Curtius rearrangement of isocyanates [2] serves as the model chemistry (Fig. 1) for demonstrating the multi-step microchemical synthesis. The reaction scheme involves the phase transfer reaction between aqueous azides and acyl chlorides requiring a liquid-liquid separation step, elimination of gas ($N_2$) in the formation of the isocyanate, and the liquid-liquid reaction of isocyanate with alcohol. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the setup used to synthesize the carbamates.

Figure 1. Carbamate synthesis scheme as case study
3. Microchemical devices

Figure 3 shows the reactors used for the synthesis. All the three reactors were identical silicon based microreactors that have been used before for reaction optimization [3].

The development of the continuous liquid-liquid phase separator was based on the differences in surface energy of liquids resulting in preferential wetting and non-wetting characteristics as in our previous gas-liquid separators [4]. Figure 4 gives the details of the liquid-liquid phase separators. These devices also worked well as gas-liquid separators. We also used a different setup for the synthesis where the gas-liquid...
separator worked on the basis of differences in gas and liquid density and this degassing holdup introduces a node for branching making parallel synthesis of analogous chemicals possible.

We performed parallel synthesis of methyl phenyl carbamate, ethyl phenyl carbamate and benzyl phenyl carbamate. The final carbamates were characterized using NMR measurements. Pressure-driven flow [5] was used to flow liquid out of the gas-liquid separator.

4. Conclusions

We have performed a continuous multi-step microchemical synthesis with separation, where we carried out three reactions with two separation steps in-between the reaction steps. We demonstrated series reactions and parallel synthesis. The salient features of this work include demonstration of solvent-switch operation, in-situ generation and consumption of hazardous intermediates such as isocyanates, safe operation of microreactor systems for high-energy chemistries, and small-scale production of chemicals in the neat form. The scheme involved three silicon microreactors, one liquid-liquid phase and one gas-liquid phase separator. Thus, we have realized a continuous, microscale version of a conventional batch synthesis scheme.
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CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS AND MICROCHIP
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Abstract
Advantages and disadvantages are compared between capillary and microchip formats from the viewpoints of electrophoresis and future prospect of microchip electrophoresis is discussed.

Keywords: capillary electrophoresis, microchip electrophoresis, electroosmotic flow, on-line sample preconcentration

1. Introduction
Capillary electrophoresis (CE) attracted great interests among separation scientists in 1980s because of potential high capability as an analytical separation technique. One of the major successes was separation of oligonucleotides for DNA sequencing in the early stage of CE developments. Application of CE to the analysis of proteins was not very successful, although CE was enthusiastically expected to replace conventional gel electrophoretic techniques. The major problem in protein analysis is adsorption on fused silica capillary wall. Separation of small molecules was successful in academic fields but CE is not widely accepted in industry as a general separation technique as high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), which is ubiquitous in every industry.

Microchip format of CE appeared in early 1990s and gave us other functional capabilities in microscale separation. In particular, separations in micro channel combined with microvolume reactors for derivatization enabled the construction of the total microscale analysis system. Another attractive feature of microfabricated devices is a possible implementation of portable instruments and disposable microchips.

The author is a retired analytical chemist who spent most of his academic time in studying separation analysis, particularly CE. Therefore, he is unable to present new experimental results but can talk only about a history and some comments on the prospect of separation science.

2. Comparison between capillary and microchip formats in electrophoresis
Table 1 shows comparisons in performance between capillary and microchip formats. The advantage of microchip format is mainly in rapid analysis at the cost of resolution. Another remarkable advantage of microchip format is the flexibility of channel designs in two or three dimensions, while the capillary is simple cylindrical tubing with a constant diameter. Because of smaller sample sizes in microchip format the concentration detection sensitivity is low and absorbance detectors are rarely useful, which limits the range of analytes. The major advantage of the capillary format is high resolution compared with HPLC and microchip electrophoresis. One of the disadvantages of CE is low concentration sensitivity but this problem is almost solved.
by using several on-line sample concentration techniques, which will be discussed in the lecture.

Table 1 Comparison between capillary and microchip formats in electrophoresis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Capillary (50 μm i.d. x 25 cm)</th>
<th>Microchip (50 μm x 20 μm x 3 cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Fused silica</td>
<td>Glass, plastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>High ($N &gt; 100,000$)</td>
<td>Low ($N &lt; 10,000$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Medium (1-30 min)</td>
<td>Fast (1-100 s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample volume</td>
<td>1-10 nL</td>
<td>&lt; 1 nL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection</td>
<td>UV, LIF, EC, MS, Conductivity</td>
<td>LIF, EC, MS, TLM, Conductivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (Conc.)</td>
<td>μM (UV), nM (LIF)</td>
<td>nM (LIF)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Present status and future prospect of microchip electrophoresis

Problems in microchip electrophoresis are

(1) Adsorption of proteins on the wall of microchannels.
(2) Poor reproducibility in electroosmotic flow (EOF).
(3) Limited detection capability.

Adsorption of proteins on the wall can be solved by several techniques developed in CE, probably the coating is a promising solution. Since EOF is not essential in electrophoretic separations except for capillary electrochromatography (CEC), complete suppression is one solution but no reliable technique is available yet. The control of EOF with external electric field may be a technique to be reconsidered because the advanced microfabrication techniques may be able to prepare microchannel with a constant radial external field. So far LIF is the only widely accepted detector in microchip electrophoresis and simple LIF detection systems with diode lasers specifically designed for the detection of particular analytes will be available.

The most probable application of microchip format in electrophoresis is high throughput analysis with multi channels designed for particular analytes in clinical analysis. If the analyte is defined, microchip electrophoresis systems can be constructed including sample pretreatments, optimized channel designs, detection schemes and surface treatments of channels. However, only few products based on microfabricated devices for routine analysis are commercially available. The most difficult issue will be the choice of target analytes.

Electrophoresis either in capillary or microchip format is one of the best techniques for the analysis of limited amounts of samples, such as single cell analysis. These techniques will be indispensable in bioanalysis. It is noted that electrophoretic separation is based on the principle different from that of chromatography and both separation techniques are complementary.

4. Conclusions

Most researches in microfabricated devices seem application oriented from the viewpoints of separation analysis probably because microchip format is not essential in fundamental researches. Therefore, the development of instruments for practical applications is strongly expected and an urgent issue.
STRETCHING THE LIMITS OF SEPARATION
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Abstract:
We present a new type of stretchable elastomer microseparation device that is adjustable with nanoscale accuracy. Proof of principle has been demonstrated, and the device has potential use in a wide range of fields. In addition to general adaptable separation of bio-particles and biomolecules, it could be used for specific important applications such as virus purification for gene therapy and label-free suspension array for protein analysis. The wide range of uses and the potentially high impact of a successful use of the technique make it interesting and relevant to the broader scientific community.

Keywords: microfluidics, separation device

1. Introduction

Our device is based on deterministic lateral displacement (DLD), which has proven to be a very powerful technique for particle separation[1]. A DLD device is based on an array of obstacles in a microfluidic channel. As particles flow in the device, they will follow one of two trajectories: particles larger than the critical radius will move in a direction determined by the geometry of the device; particles smaller than the critical radius will move with the liquid flow. The critical radius is proportional to the distance between the obstacles. Although conventional DLD devices are capable of separation with a demonstrated precision of down to 10nm, it is very difficult to reach that level of accuracy, i.e. to design a device to have an accurately predetermined critical radius. This is especially relevant in situations when the size of a sample of interest varies or is not known accurately. To address these issues we have developed a device made in elastomeric PDMS where the separation is tuned on the nanometer-scale by stretching the entire device. The stretching changes the inter-obstacle distances, which in turn changes the critical radius of the separation.

2. Theory

The critical radius, $R_{\text{crit}}$, of a DLD device is simply given by the width of the first flow stream between the obstacles (see fig. 1B in ref [1]). With pressure driven flow, due to stick boundary conditions, the first flow stream is wider than the average width of the flow streams. This adds a correction term $\alpha \approx 2.5$ to the expression below. $N$ is the number of rows in one spatial period and $d$ is the distance between obstacles.

$$R_{\text{crit}} = \alpha \frac{d}{N}$$

(1)
When applying a strain to the entire device, the inter-obstacle spacing will change accordingly, thus changing the critical radius. An applied strain of 1% of the entire device will thus translate into a 1% change in the critical radius, thereby imposing modest demands on the required precision of the overall stretching for nanoscale adjustments of the critical radius.

3. Experimental

The tunable DLD device is made in PDMS using standard soft lithography procedures with a SU8 mold. The molded PDMS is attached to glass slides to seal the device. The glass acts as anchors for the device (Figure 1) and is attached to a microtranslation stage, which in turn is adapted for use in an inverted epifluorescence microscope. Fluorescent microspheres (Duke Scientific, Fremont California, US) of various diameters were suspended in aqueous solutions and used in the device, imaged with an EMCCD (Andor Technology, Belfast, UK)

4. Results and discussion

The device is strained using a translation stage to change the distance, \( d \), between obstacles and so change the critical size \( R_{\text{crit}} \) (Figure 2). The migration angle of \( \theta = \theta_0 = 5.7^\circ \) corresponds to traces in fig. 2B and the migration angle of \( \theta = 0^\circ \) to the traces in fig. 2C.

Assuming a Gaussian size distribution of the beads used in the experiment, the average migration angle, \( \langle \theta \rangle \), as a function of critical size, \( R_{\text{crit}} \), is fitted to an error function:

\[
\langle \theta \rangle = \frac{\theta_0}{2} \operatorname{erfc} \left( \frac{R_{\text{crit}} - x_0}{\sqrt{2} \sigma} \right)
\]  

(2)

Here \( x_0 \) is the average size in the bead population and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of the size distribution of the beads. \( \theta_0 \) is given by \( \tan \theta_0 = 1/N \). The fit to eq. 2 gives a relative standard deviation of 8% of the bead radius, which is consistent with the upper limit (12%) given for the standard deviation of the size distribution of the latex beads used. At the inflection point \( (d=19.4\mu m) \) the critical size equals the average size of the latex spheres so that \( R_{\text{crit}}=5\mu m \) which gives a correction factor \( \alpha = \frac{5\mu m}{19.4\mu m} = 10 = 2.6 \) for this particular device.

The root mean square error of the data to the fitted function corresponds to respectively 0.5° (vertical axis) and 130nm with respect to the cutoff radius (horizontal axis). This corresponds to a 2.5% error in determination of the cutoff radius.
Figure 2. (A). Images of device before and after stretching. Scale bar is 300μm. (B&C). 5μm radius beads before (B) and after (C) stretching of the device. (D). Dependence of the average migration angle, θ, on the distance, d, between obstacles.

5. Conclusions

General applications of the device include e.g. real-time adaptation to changing conditions, real-time selection of fractions, creation of gradients in the obstacle array. Specific applications of the technique include label-free suspension arrays [2] where the binding of proteins to micrometer sized antibody-grafted particles are detected not by secondary antibodies but by the slight change in hydrodynamic radius of the particle upon binding of a protein. Accurate band-pass filtering can be implemented and targeted to a very specific size to within a few tens of nanometers. In this way a narrow range of sizes can be separated out which is particularly useful for virus purification with important implications for gene therapy[3].
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INTEGRATED HIGH-PRESSURE 4-STAGE MICROPUMP FOR HIGH-SPEED MICRO GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
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ABSTRACT

We report (1) the first demonstration of a microfabricated gas pump for multi-vapor analysis in a MEMS gas chromatograph (μGC) system along with (2) detailed performance data on the micropump. The integrated 4-stage micropump consists of a monolithic ensemble of four pump chambers and five microvalves. Previously, we reported on the theory of operation, the individual technologies, and the fabrication of such designs [1-3]. In this paper, we report for the first time the high-performance data from the 4-stage micropump, including a maximum air flow rate of ~3.0 sccm and a pressure differential of ~7.0 kPa with a total power consumption of only ~15.1 mW. The micropump has an active area of 18.3×7.1 mm², individual pumping membranes of 2×2 mm², and has been operated for over 5 hours of intermittent tests over a six month period. Furthermore, it was combined with a microcolumn [4] and a microchemiresistor array detector [5] to form a functioning μGC system where target vapors were transported by the micropump. The combined μGC system successfully captured, separated, and detected the components of 4-vapor mixture under 7 seconds, which is the first MEMS-GC analysis operated by a MEMS-micropump.

Keywords: Integrated micropump and microvalve, peristaltic gas pump, micro gas chromatograph.

1. INTRODUCTION

A key factor that has hindered the development of totally integrated gas analysis microsystems is the lack of devices capable of providing efficient gas transport. The limited forces and volume displacements achievable in micro-scale make it difficult to produce sufficient pressure differentials and gas flow rates for practical use. The micropump described here uses a multi-stage (4-stage) configuration to obtain high net pressure differentials, and
electrostatically actuated pumping membranes at a high-frequency fluidic resonance (>10 kHz) to obtain high flow rates [1]. The multi-stage configuration allows the pump to create small pressure differentials at individual stages but accumulate them into a high differential pressure. The high-frequency actuation of a membrane, enhanced by a fluidic resonance, leads to high volume displacements per unit period. Such a 4-stage micro gas pump has been fabricated by developing several microfabrication technologies [3], such as wafer bonding and membrane transfer with a flexible polymer, Parylene [2].

2. PUMPING PERFORMANCE OF A 4-STAGE MICRO GAS PUMP

The microfabricated micropump was operated at ±100V over a wide range of frequencies to determine the resonance frequency where the highest differential pressure and flow-rate are obtained (Fig. 2). After the resonance frequency was determined, the pump was operated at the resonance frequency under several different load conditions to obtain the differential pressure vs. flow rate performance curve(Fig. 3, Bottom Right). Test results show that the micropump has a fluidic resonance at 14.3 kHz where the highest flow rate of 3.0 sccm and maximum differential pressure of 7.0 kPa are obtained.

3. FIRST MEMS MICRO-GC ANALYSIS ENABLED BY A MICROPUMP

The micropump was serially connected to a chemiresistor array and a 25-cm micromachined separation channel, forming a complete μGC system capable of capturing a sample mixture of airborne vapors, separating the components, and detecting them (Fig. 3). The chemiresistor array uses Au-thiolate monolayer-protected nanoparticle interfaces [5]. The DRIE-Si/glass micro-column is 25-cm long, has a cross-section of 140 × 250 μm², and uses a wall-coated dimethyl polysiloxane stationary phase [4,6]. The separation and detection of a mixture of acetone, benzene, toluene, and n-butylacetate in 7 seconds using atmospheric air as the carrier gas is shown in Figure 3. For this analysis, the micropump provided a flow of 0.2-0.3 sccm at 3.5 kPa differential pressure.
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Figure 3: (Top) μGC testing set-up combining the micro pump, a microcolumn, and a chemiresistor array, (Bottom Left) the μGC chromatogram of 4 organic vapors, and (Bottom Right) measured differential pressure vs. flow rate performance curves for the 4-stage micro pump and the μGC system.
Integration of surface microfluidics to closed-channel fluidics to realize a valveless multi-layer genetic analysis chip
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1. Introduction
Microfluidic genetic analysis (μGA) demonstrations, including our earlier work [1], and other integrated systems employing closed-channel devices are hampered in operation by a number of issues. Some of the issues include the requirement of valves and externally actuated pumps, problems pertaining to dead volumes, flow leakages, biochemical compatibility of valves and pumps, and an inability to precisely dispense and transport sub-microliter volumes of reagents sufficient for μGA. To alleviate the above issues and furthermore benefit from the advantages of low-cost, low-reagent consumption of μGA, we demonstrate a new approach on the unique integration of dielectrophoretic (DEP) liquid actuation, also referred as surface microfluidics [2], to a multi-layer completely valveless PCR-CE (polymerase chain reaction – capillary electrophoresis) μGA chip.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Fabricated Chip
The custom in-house fabricated glass μGA chip (Fig1a) functionally integrates open and closed channel fluidics utilizing 3 independent fluidic and microelectrode layer structures for μGA functionality. The device as shown in the schematic in Fig1b includes: (1) high-speed liquid actuation to both dispense and transport sub-microliter PCR reagents on the upper surface microfluidics layer, (2) an beneath second open-well PCR layer for genetic amplification and (3) a bottom third closed-channel CE fluidic layer for analysis. The functionality and first μGA demonstration of this chip is presented below.

2.2 microGA Experiment -Droplet dispensing and mixing, PCR and CE analysis
In the top surface microfluidics layer, a 1μl droplet of (plasmid) DNA sample [1] (under an oil cover) is positioned between and on top of a pair of coplanar microelectrode track (4000μm length, 30μm width, gap 30μm) and an excitation voltage is applied to the track electrodes. This non-uniform electric field exerts a DEP force on the droplet [2], actuating a liquid finger along the length of the microelectrode track. This track is designed to terminate at an open well suitable for PCR and hence the actuated finger extends to the open PCR well containing the PCR master mix. When this projecting liquid finger merges with the PCR master mix, a small volume (about 10nl of DNA sample, corresponding to under 10% of the initial droplet) is dispensed from the droplet and mixed by diffusion with the PCR master-mix. Thermal cycling is then performed on the sub-microliter-mixed PCR master-mix in the open-well to amplify a genetic sequence in the DNA, specific to a primer sequence 5’-GCCAGGGTTTTCCCAGTCACGA-3’ and 5’-
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CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC-3') [1] included in the PCR master mix. Finally, the PCR product is analyzed by CE integrated on-chip to accomplish μGA. The CE analysis of PCR in Fig 2 shows a DNA amplification peak of a 500bp PCR product at 242 sec, the size of which was verified from prior work [1]. Furthermore, CE analysis of a negative control PCR (i.e. PCR in absence of template DNA) by conventional methods of the same PCR master mix (data not shown), resulted in only the primer peak, similar to that seen in Fig 2, and not a PCR product peak. The analogy of this control experiment and on-chip DNA droplet mixing to the PCR master mix in our chip validates successful sub-microliter DEP droplet mixing and rules-out false-positive data [1].

2.3. Parameters for DEP droplet actuation

A combination of microelectrode geometries, excitation voltage and dielectric coating in the surface microfluidics enabled PCR master mix analysis by surface microfluidics integrated to a PCR-CE chip. A micrograph contact angle of di-water on – (left) hydrophobic (120°) Teflon coating in the PCR well to prevent adsorption and (right) hydrophilic (60°) dielectric coating required for surface microfluidic droplet actuation.

Figure 1: (a) Picture of a valveless multi-layer glass genetic analysis chip integrating fluidic and microelectrode structures. (b) Cross-section view of the multi-layer chip – top microelectrode layer for high-speed PCR reagent mixing, layer 2 the open-PCR well and bottom layer 3 the CE microfluidic layer. (c) Preferential surface coatings. Micrograph contact angle of di-water on – (left) hydrophobic (120°) Teflon coating in the PCR well to prevent adsorption and (right) hydrophilic (60°) dielectric coating required for surface microfluidic droplet actuation.

Figure 2: CE analysis of PCR on the integrated chip where DNA mixing with the PCR master mix was enabled by surface microfluidics.
microfluidic layer enable the successful realization of the sequential process of high-speed liquid actuation of the sample droplet containing the DNA. Hence based on prior work by Jones et al.\cite{2}, we have experimentally determined these parameters for our chip. As shown in Fig 3, with a spin coated SU8 dielectric coating of 0.5\(\mu\)m and within a (sinusoidal) voltage range of 225\(V_{\text{rms}}\) and 237\(V_{\text{rms}}\) at 100 kHz, a linear velocity response of the droplet is observed. Microscope pictures of the DEP droplet mixing, where a liquid finger of the DNA droplet extends along the microelectrodes within milliseconds of applying 231\(V_{\text{rms}}\) at 100kHz is observed from images captured on a high-speed camera shown in Fig 4. Once the mixing occurs by merging of the DNA liquid finger with the larger PCR master-mix droplet at the end of the electrode (\(t = 1.616\)sec in Fig 4), the voltage is switched off resulting in the break-up of the finger from the DNA sample droplet.

For successful liquid actuation a surface contact angle of about 60\(^\circ\) is required while for PCR contact angle in excess of 100\(^\circ\) is desired to retard adsorption \cite{1}. These requirements were achieved by preferentially coating (Fig1c) the multi-layer chip with SU8 and Teflon, respectively.

3. Conclusion
In this work we have integrated liquid DEP actuation for sub-microliter droplet mixing to the PCR-CE method to realize a valveless multiplayer \(\mu\)GA chip. This integration approach can be further extended to a high throughput \(\mu\)GA system by incorporating multiple microelectrode tracks to a number of open PCR wells for array functionality.
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Abstract
We have developed an integrated live/dead assay for scoring the viability of cells encapsulated within droplets on a microfluidic device [1]. The device allows us to fuse cell-containing droplets with dye-containing droplets. The combining, mixing [3], incubation and detection of cell viability are performed on-chip.

1. Introduction
The system uses discrete droplets as microreactors separated and transported by a continuous phase of fluorinated carrier fluid [3-7]. Each droplet moves as an independent nanoliter batch reactor. This compartmentalization ensures the coupling of genotype (or conditions) and phenotype [8]. By producing these microreactors and fusing them at a rate exceeding thousands of drops per second, we are enabling the screening of large libraries. We have focused our initial efforts on cells of the fruit fly \textit{Drosophila melanogaster}. These cells have been used to complete a series of functional genomic RNAi screens that generated a wealth of information in signaling pathways, host/pathogen interaction and cell biology [9].

2. Experimental
Microfluidic devices were made using soft lithography techniques [10]. The dead cells were killed using ethanol. Cells are encapsulated in 50\textmu m droplets either collected from a first chip and injected in the live/dead assay device, or directly encapsulated on the live/dead assay device. The live/dead assay device comprised a series of 5 modules that have been optimized for analysis of cell state.

![Figure 1: Schematic of the fluidics network of the live/dead assay](image-url)
These modules are (Figure 1): 1) a set of two nozzles for encapsulation of both cells and fluorescent dye; 2) a fusion module; 3) a mixing module; 4) a delay line; and 5) a detection module to collect the fluorescent signal. Live cells and dead cells are respectively scored with Calcein-AM and Sytox Orange (Molecular Probes). The dyes were excited with a combination of two lasers (488nm and 555nm) and the signals collected by photomultipliers (PMT) associated with specific filters.

**3. Results**

A typical raw trace is shown in Figure 2, and Figure 3 shows the signal of a droplet containing a dead cell. The background signal of a droplet due to the Calcein-AM dye (dashed line) is sufficient to enable the detection of the droplets by the use of a threshold. In Figure 3, we can see that on top of the homogeneous signal there is a peak corresponding to a dead cell (Orange Channel). Typically the droplets and the peaks corresponding to the live and dead cells are detected using a set of specific thresholds. The droplet areas and the peak areas are integrated and further processed to correct the fluorescent cross-talk.
To validate our approach, we scored a 50-50 mixture of live and dead cells and checked that we were able to clearly distinguish both populations and find the right proportion. As seen in Figure 4, the two populations are clearly distinguishable, demonstrating that the combination of Calcein-AM/Sytox Orange is specific for identifying live/dead cells. In addition, the cell count of both populations shows that the ratio of live-dead cells is in the expected proportion.

Figure 4: Analysis of a 50-50 mixture of live and dead cells. Scatter-plot of peak area in the green channel versus peak areas in the orange channel (the data are corrected for fluorescence cross-talk). 60,000 cells are detected in an equal proportion of live and dead cells. Comparatively only 6 peaks show a staining by both dyes. Note that negative values are due to the cross-talk correction.

4. Conclusions
We have developed an integrated live/dead assay for scoring the viability of cells encapsulated within droplets on a microfluidic device. Using this method we were able to determine the relative composition of a pre-mixed population of live and dead cells. We are now investigating how long cells can survive in these droplets and expanding the analysis to several mammalian cell lines.

REAL-TIME FEEDBACK CONTROL OF DROPLET GENERATION FOR EWOD DIGITAL MICROFLUIDICS
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Abstract

We report the successful implementation of real-time feedback control of the droplet generation process on the electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) digital microfluidics. Demonstrated in the air environment in this paper, the feedback allows precise (< ±1%) droplet generation and also empowers users to prescribe the volume through software.
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1. Introduction

Generating droplets of uniform volume is essential for the digital microfluidics systems, which use droplets as basic fluidic units. Recently we have shown that high uniformity (±%2) can be achieved by new firing sequence [1]. We have also confirmed accurate on-chip capacitive measurement of droplet volumes [1,2]. In the current paper, we develop feedback control system to defeat the random uncertainties and further improve the uniformity. Furthermore, the feedback allows generation of user-subscribed droplet volumes within a range determined by the hardware.

2. Method

Real-time feedback actuation has become possible through a new control board, capable of a fast capacitive sensing of the droplet volume and a precise construction of driving signals (Fig. 1(a)). A microcontroller from Microchip® can precisely control the high voltage driving signals for the EWOD actuation through a 14-bit digital-analog-converter (DAC) and a 32-channel on-board high voltage amplifier. A ring oscillator circuit is used to detect the capacitance between the driving EWOD electrode and the top grounding electrode, proportional droplet volume. The oscillation frequency of the circuit is inversely proportional to the capacitance and measured by a pulse counter in the microcontroller. Then the microcontroller decides the high-voltage driving signals according to the control algorithm in the program. By using a fast 20 MHz microcontroller and optimizing the program code, one cycle of sensing and driving can be completed within 1 ms. Considering the typical droplet moving speed under EWOD actuation is 1-10 mm/s, the control speed is fast enough for real-time control. An upstream PC defines the algorithm and downloads the program into the microcontroller.

One simple but efficient control algorithm is shown in Fig. 1(b). When the frequency \( f \) is detected by the pulse counter, the capacitance \( C \) is calculated. Driving signals at the creation site and reservoir will be controlled by the algorithm according to \( C \) to bring the droplet footprint area within the desirable range (between \( c1 \) and \( c2 \)). When the droplet volume is within range, both the creation site and the reservoir will be energized until the liquid neck breaks and one droplet gets generated.
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3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the results obtained on a printed circuit board (PCB) based EWOD chip [3] having the 1.5 mm x 1.5 mm electrodes and 100 μm high channel. We compare droplet uniformities with and without the feedback. The standard deviation of the droplet volume distribution is 5x smaller with the feedback control. Fig. 3 also shows the excellent linear relationship between the droplet volume and the control parameter 1/f ~ C. The smallest droplet we can generate is as small as 20% of the electrode size.

With the new ability to accurately generate droplet volumes within a wide range, more sophisticated digital microfluidic operations can be designed, allowing new digital microfluidic operations not feasible before, such as high-order sample dilution. For example, for x10000 dilution, without feedback control the most efficient method is 1:1...
mixing and cutting, requiring 14 operation cycles. On the other hand, with feedback control and variable droplet volume (down to 20%), only 6 cycles are needed. Fewer dilution cycles also improve the concentration accuracy with smaller accumulated error.

![Figure 3](a) $f = 2.1 \text{ MHz}$
(b) $f = 2.17 \text{ MHz}$
(c) $f = 2.26 \text{ MHz}$
(d) Droplet volume vs. $1/f \sim C$

5. Conclusion

We have successfully designed and implemented the real-time feedback control of the droplet generation process on the EWOD digital microfluidic chip, significantly improving the uniformity of the droplet volume (5x less standard deviation). Furthermore, the feedback allows the generation of varying volumes of droplets on a given electrode pattern. The former can improve device reliability by compensating for the uncertainties in the fabricated device and operation conditions, while the latter allows a new flexibility in designing sophisticated digital microfluidic applications.
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Abstract

We report a tri-phase microfluidic technology that can produce picoliter-sized biphasic droplets and geometrically anisotropic polymer microparticles. Using a planar sheath-flowing regime, we generated biphasic droplets comprised of two immiscible organic fluids in co-flowing aqueous phase; these droplets formed Janus or core-shell structure by the balance of interfacial tensions among three liquid phases. Subsequent photo-polymerization produced nonspherical polymer particles such as hemispheric particles, and shells with a pore on their surfaces. The size and shape of droplets and particles were controllable by varying flow conditions. A scale-up approach by multiple-channel integration was also demonstrated.

Keywords: Microfluidics, Janus droplets, geometrical anisotropy

1. Introduction

Micro- and nano-particles with nonspherical shapes have wide variety of applications such as light-diffuser for optical films[1], building blocks for the supra-particular assemblies[2], etc. A conventional route to synthesize nonspherical particles is seed polymerization with controlled nucleation and growth steps; but flexible shape control is difficult and the range of particle size is limited. Although monodisperse ellipsoids, rods and disks have been prepared by polymerizing precursor droplets confined in microchannels[3, 4], this in-situ technique has several drawbacks, such as clogging and pressure loss in microfluidic devices. Here, we present a new microfluidic technique that can overcome the above-mentioned limitations.

2. Experimental

Microchannels (Fig. 1) were fabricated on a glass chip by the dry-etching technique;
we previously used a similar geometry for the synthesis of bicolored Janus particles for an electronic paper[5, 6]. An acrylic monomer (1, 6-hexanediol diacrylate, HDDA) was used as a polymerizable organic phase, and silicone oil (SO) or perfluorocarbon fluid (PFC) was used for the second organic phase. Aqueous solution of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) or polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) was used as external aqueous phase. Photo-polymerization was performed outside the fluidic chip.

3. Results and Discussion

When SO was used with HDDA, biphasic Janus droplets were rapidly formed in coflowing aqueous phase by a shear-rupturing mechanism (Fig. 2a). Both “primary” and “satellite” droplets had similar Janus structure (Figs. 2b and c). They had asymmetric geometry because of the balance of three liquid-liquid interfacial tensions (Fig. 2d). Figure 3 shows flow conditions for producing monodispersed droplets; polydisperse droplets were formed when the total flow rate of the two organic phases was below 0.2 ml/h, because the organic stream became unstable due to the interfacial tension at the oil-oil interface. Subsequent polymerization produced monodisperse nonspherical particles (Fig. 4); the particle shape was controllable by changing the ratio of flow rates of the two organic phases. On the other hand, when PFC was the second organic phase, core-shell droplets enclosing PFC were formed reproducibly, because of the strong hydrophobicity of PFC. The number of cores was controllable by varying flow rates.
conditions (Figs. 5a and b). We confirmed these core-shell geometries by confocal microscopy (Figs. 5c and d). Photo-polymerization of HDDA and evaporation of PFC produced macro-porous shells with a small pore on their surfaces (Fig. 5e). The production rate was easily scaled up by multiple-channel integration on a chip (Fig. 6).

4. Conclusion

We present a new route for the synthesis of polymeric microparticles with controlled shapes. The introduction of chemical anisotropies in addition to geometrical anisotropy would be a promising approach for the design of more functional colloids.
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Abstract
We describe herein microfluidic devices for continuous and hydrodynamic separation of blood cells according to size. In our previous study, a new scheme for separating and concentrating particles utilizing microfluidic devices has been demonstrated, in which simple introduction of particle suspension enables both size-dependent concentration and separation. In this scheme, however, contamination of small particles into concentrated large particles could not be avoided, so separation efficiency was insufficient. We therefore improved the separation accuracy by employing flow splitting and recombining, and apply this method to the separation of blood cells.

Keywords: blood cell separation, hydrodynamic filtration, microfluidic device

1. Introduction
Separation of cells according to their physical or chemical properties is one of the essential techniques in the fields of biological research and medical care. A number of studies have been hitherto reported concerning separation of cells using microfluidic devices, including fluorescent-activated cell sorter [1, 2]. However, it cannot be said that versatile and useful microfluidic systems for cell sorting have been fully established.

In our previous study, we have proposed a scheme for continuous separation and concentration of particles and cells, utilizing laminar flow profiles in a microchannel network with multiple branch channels [3]. To overcome the disadvantages of the previous scheme, we proposed an improved scheme for particle separation, employing flow splitting and recombining. The principle is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. When the relative flow rate distributed to a side channel at a branch point is sufficiently low (Fig. 1 (a)), particles cannot go through the side channel, even when they are flowing near the sidewall. However, when the relative flow rate is increased, (Fig. 1 (b)), the size limit of particles that can go through the side channel is increased. By combining these flow states, particle positions in the main channel can be precisely controlled. That is, by repeating liquid flow removal from the main channel, and recombining into the downstream, particles are perfectly alignment onto one sidewall in the main channel.
Then, particles can be separated according to size, by increasing the relative flow rates into the outlet channels.

Blood cells are mainly composed of erythrocytes and leukocytes, whose shapes and sizes are entirely different. Also, since the population of leukocytes is \( \sim 1/700 \) that of erythrocytes, usual filtration cannot be employed for preparation of leukocytes. Separation of blood cells is essential for various research and clinical scenes, so we tried to separate these cells as a model.

**Figure 1.** Schematic diagrams of particle behavior at a branch point. (a) When the relative flow rate into the side channel is sufficiently low, particles never go through the side channel (this flow state is called “flow split”). (b) When the relative flow rate is higher, the size limit of particles that can go through the side channels can be increased (“particle sorting”). The flow width \( w_1 \) determines the size of sorted particles.

**Figure 2.** Principle of blood cell separation. By repeatedly splitting flow from the main channel and re-injecting, cell positions can shift toward one side wall (C). Then by repeatedly splitting flow through the second size channels on the other sidewall of the main channel, erythrocytes (small cells) are removed through outlet 3, while leukocytes (large cells) are perfectly aligned on one sidewall and collected from outlet 2.

### 2. Experimental

PDMS-glass hybrid microdevices were fabricated using usual soft lithographic techniques. One of the microchannel designs is shown in Fig. 3, which was designed regarding the microchannel network as a resistive circuit. There are one inlet, three outlets, 80 first and second side channels, respectively. Theoretically, \( \sim 34\% \) of the liquid flow is split through the first side channels, while \( \sim 80\% \) of the liquid flow is withdrawn through the second side channels. Also, it was expected that cells smaller than \( \sim 6 \) \( \mu \)m would be recovered from Outlet 3, while cells with diameter of 6 ~ 20 \( \mu \)m would be collected from Outlet 2. Whole blood was diluted (\( \times 10 \)) using PBS, and continuously introduced into the microchannel using a syringe pump with a flow rate of 20 \( \mu \)L/min. The recovered cells were immobilized and stained on glass slides.
3. Results and Discussion

Cells recovered from each outlet and stained with Wright-Giemsa staining are shown in Fig. 4. As a result, 99.97% of the introduced erythrocytes were collected from outlet 3, while ~98% of leukocytes were collected from outlet 2. The concentration of leukocytes in Outlet 2 was increased 30-fold compared to the initial value. From these results, the potential of this microdevice for blood cell separation was successfully shown.

![Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a microchannel designed for blood cell separation. The channel widths are 10–1000 μm, and the depth is ~15 μm. The main channel is shown in black. Drawing is not to scale.](image)

![Figure 4. Photographs of blood cells collected from each outlet and stained on glass slides; cells collected from (a) outlet 2, and (b) outlet 3. The scale bar size is 100 μm.](image)

4. Conclusions

Blood cells were successfully separated using the microfluidic devices. The presented scheme is advantageous since no chemical treatment is required to purify leukocytes, without damaging the cells. It is expected that this scheme will be applied to various biological materials.
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Abstract

The isolation of male and female DNA is an important step in the analysis of sexual assault evidence - a vaginal swab containing both epithelial cells from the female and sperm cells from the male. Forensic DNA analysis requires that the male and female fractions be separated in order to obtain a single-source DNA profile of the suspect. A novel microfluidic method using ultrasonic trapping and laminar flow valving has been developed to achieve this. The method utilizes an acoustic standing wave to retain the male fraction (sperm cells) while mobilizing the female fraction into a separate outlet. The retention of sperm cells was shown to be successful and the laminar flow valving was characterized using a mock sexual assault sample. The extent of the male fraction enrichment was determined using a biological sample containing sperm cells and lysed female epithelial cells, and showed a 16-fold enrichment which made an originally difficult-to-detect male DNA profile more readily detected. The microfluidic format also makes it possible to integrate this method with the downstream processing steps necessary for forensic DNA analysis.

Keywords: Acoustic trapping, differential extraction, forensic science

1. Introduction

The conventional isolation method used in the forensic DNA laboratories, differential extraction, is a time-consuming step, requiring up to 24 hours. It is neither highly amenable to automation, nor can it be easily integrated with other steps of the analysis. Therefore, a novel method of performing the isolation of male and female fractions from a biological material associated with sexual assault evidence has been developed; this has been termed Acoustic Differential Extraction (ADE).

2. Experimental

As with the conventional method, vaginal epithelial cells are selectively lysed upon desorption from a cotton swab. The sample, presumably containing sperm cells and female cell lysate, is infused in a 900 μm wide and 70 μm deep microfabricated glass channel. The glass channel is designed to work as a resonator cavity and reflector for the miniature piezoelectric transducers that are mounted at the bottom of the channel, as shown in Figure 1. Upon activation of the ultrasound, the sperm cells will be trapped in a standing wave [1] while free female DNA will not be retained due to its much smaller size. The sperm cells, trapped in the 3D fluidic space above the transducer, can be washed with buffer and the unretained biological material directed to an output.
reservoir. Using laminar flow valving [2], the sperm cells can be released and directed into a separate output reservoir in anticipation of DNA analysis (see Figure 2).

**Figure 1:** A cross-section schematic of the ultrasonic cell trapping zone. The sample is infused into a glass microchannel. When activating the transducers the sperm cells will be drawn to the pressure minima in the standing wave by the acoustic force field. The cells will be retained over the transducer until it is deactivated and then follow the buffer flow to the outlet reservoir for further analysis.

**Figure 2:** The sample is infused in inlet S and hydrodynamically focused through the buffer inlet B. Flow ratio control between the side inlets G1 and G2, enables the main flow to be directed either to a male or a female outlet. The laminar flow valving works in a continuous format making external valving obsolete.

With the purpose of evaluating the ADE microdevice for the collection of the two output fractions (male and female), preliminary work used a mock sexual assault sample using polystyrene microparticles to represent the sperm cells and Evan's Blue dye to represent the female cell lysate. The particles were trapped over the transducer and the dye was directed to the female outlet reservoir as shown in Figure 3. After washing the particles, the ultrasound was deactivated and the flow redirected in order to collect the particles in the male outlet reservoir.

A biological sample containing sperm cells and lysed female epithelial cells was subsequently tested by infusion into the device for five minutes while trapping the sperm cells over the transducer. The trapped sperm cells were washed with PBS for five minutes, then released and collected for analysis off-chip. DNA from the isolated cells was extracted using a commercial DNA extraction kit and analyzed with a duplex quantitative PCR assay [3] to show the sample purity. An example of the qPCR data obtained is provided in Table 1.

### 3. Results and Discussion

The qPCR-assay showed a 16-fold enrichment of the male fraction after the ADE. While the male DNA profile in the original mock sample (5% male) would be overwhelmed by the large mass of female DNA present (95%), ADE enrichment allowed for the sample obtained from the male outlet (85.4 % male) will be a predominately male profile and, therefore, more easily detected and interpreted.
Figure 3: The laminar flow valving was characterized using a simulated sexual assault sample with Evan's Blue representing the female cell lysate and 10 μm polystyrene beads representing sperm cells. In (a), the mixed sample is infused into the device. The beads are trapped above the transducer (outlined) while the dye is washed into the right outlet. After 5 min of sample infusion, the channels are washed with buffer (b). After completed washing the outlet flow is redirected to the left outlet. The movement of the three dark spots between (b) and (c) indicates the release of the particles from the acoustic trap and in (d) the microbeads follow the buffer flow to the left outlet.

Table 1: A duplex quantitative PCR assay, measuring both male and total genomic DNA, was utilized to demonstrate the purity of the recovered fractions. Shown is the percentage of male and female DNA in the original mock sexual assault sample as well as the recovered fractions. A 16-fold enrichment of the male fraction was measured.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Sample:</td>
<td>5.1 ± 0.5 %</td>
<td>94.9 ± 9.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male outlet reservoir:</td>
<td>85.4 ± 5.7 %</td>
<td>14.6 ± 1.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female outlet reservoir:</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.04 %</td>
<td>99.5 ± 8.0 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions
The results show that acoustic trapping should be exploitable for carrying out differential extraction of male and female fractions from sexual assault evidence. Moreover, highly-enriched male and female fractions can be obtained with the ADE technique, facilitated by laminar flow valving and circumventing the need for active valving. It is likely that this technique can be integrated with downstream chip-based sample processing, i.e., DNA extraction and amplification. Among other advantages, this method could significantly reduce the analysis time, potentially from 24 hours to roughly 60 minutes. The time savings, in combination with the possibility to create a fully automated system, gives the ADE technique the potential to enhance the means by which sexual assault evidence is processed in crime laboratories.
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ISO-DIELECTRIC SEPARATION: A NEW METHOD FOR THE CONTINUOUS-FLOW SCREENING OF CELLS
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Abstract
We introduce the first implementation of a method for the continuous-flow sorting of cells based specifically upon differences in their electrical properties. The method, which we call iso-dielectric separation (IDS), uses the dielectrophoretic (DEP) force in a liquid of spatially varying conductivity to map any electrically distinguishable phenotype to a unique position along the width of a microfluidic channel. The method is analogous to iso-electric focusing, with dielectric properties replacing surface charge as the basis for separation. IDS leverages the correspondence between the physiological state of a cell and its electrical properties to separate cells based upon such characteristics as viability or production of biomolecules [1]. Because IDS selects cells according to their generic electrical differences, it is possible to screen for such production without regard to the specific molecule being produced.
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1. Introduction
Conventional DEP separation methods typically sort cells based upon either the magnitude or the sign of the DEP force [2, 3], and are thus either strongly size-dependent, since the DEP force is proportional to cell volume, or intrinsically binary. Since screens generally involve heterogeneous populations with variations in cell size, these techniques lack the requisite sensitivity. An alternate method, DEP field-flow fractionation [4], balances the gravitational force with DEP levitation to sort cells approximately independent of their size. This approach, however, is not amenable to continuous-flow operation, since cells must be injected and collected in spatially confined plugs, and the separation occurs along the axis of flow. Furthermore, small cells such as bacteria do not settle to the defined heights needed for DEP-FFF. Because IDS offers continuous-flow sorting of particles into a continuum of electrical conductivities, it is possible to resolve highly diverse cell populations into arbitrarily many subpopulations with high throughput, independent of the sizes of the constituent cells.

2. Theory and Design
The IDS device consists of a 10 – 20 μm high PDMS microfluidic channel bonded to a Pyrex chip with gold electrodes patterned on it. Two fluids doped to different electrical conductivities enter the device and are sampled by a diffusive mixer to create a linear conductivity gradient in the separation channel. The cells enter this channel confined to the more highly conducting fluid; this way, the electrodes arranged across
the channel’s diagonal serve as an n-DEP barrier, deflecting the cells across the channel in the direction of decreasing conductivity. This continues until the cells are sufficiently close to their iso-dielectric point that the drag force overwhelms DEP, and the cells are carried to one of the device’s outlets for collection.

Coupling between the physical domains relevant to the device’s performance complicates the design of the device. We overcome these challenges by leveraging the advantages of microfabrication to create precisely defined geometries with disparate length scales. To maximize both the time over which the gradient attenuates by diffusion as well as the DEP force, we use a wide, shallow channel. Also of importance is the polarization of the electrically heterogeneous fluid by the electric field and the electrohydrodynamic flows that are induced by this interaction. Confining the electric field to a small fraction of the channel’s width results in a locally uniform conductivity and mitigates this coupling.

**Figure 1:** Device concept and operation. Electrodes along the channel’s diagonal serve as DEP barriers, forcing cells to traverse the conductivity gradient until the DEP force is overwhelmed by drag and the cells flow downstream for collection.

**Figure 2:** (A) Simultaneous separation of three types of polystyrene beads. (B) Selecting for conductivity in the presence of size variations; reversing the direction of the conductivity reverses the order in which the beads separate.

### 3. Results and Discussion

We have performed experiments using a broad array of particles and cells, including polystyrene beads, vesicles, and yeast. To demonstrate the analog nature of IDS, we flow three types of beads with different effective conductivities into the device simultaneously; at frequencies between 100 kHz – 1 MHz, we are able to resolve the three subpopulations, as shown in figure 2A. In the absence of a conductivity gradient, the same three beads are not resolved under the conditions of voltage, frequency and flow rate used in our device, suggesting that it is conductivity rather than size that governs the order of separation. This is supported further by the reversal of the IDPs of...
two types of polystyrene beads upon reversing the direction of the conductivity gradient and using p-DEP as the basis for separation (figure 2B).

For a biological demonstration of IDS, we separate yeast based upon viability. Heat treatment of the cells compromises their membrane, causing the conductivity of the cytoplasm to decrease, as small ions are no longer confined within the cell [5]. As a result, viable cells exhibit successively higher electrical conductivities as the frequency is increased from ~100 kHz to ~1 MHz. Figure 3 shows the frequency- and conductivity-dependent separation of viable yeast cells from non-viable ones, with optimal separation occurring at ~600 kHz.

4. Conclusions

Technologies for continuous-flow screening of cells are currently in great demand. We have demonstrated through experiments involving both biological and synthetic particles a proof-of-concept for IDS as an emerging method for high throughput screens. The ability to sort cells based upon a phenotypic marker (viability) and perform non-binary separations in a method that is specific to electrical conductivity prepares us to apply IDS to screens of mutant libraries.
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Abstract
A low-voltage micropump with no moving parts and based on standard MEMS fabrication has been developed. The pump has been characterized by pumping a variety of liquids, including de-ionized water, phosphate buffer saline, and aqueous solutions of sugars and alcohols, with pumping speeds up to 2 mm/s. The small power/voltage requirements and dimensions make the pump suitable for portable, embedded and implantable devices.
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1. Introduction
Based on recent findings in electrokinetics, in particular the discovery of “electroosmosis of the second kind” (EO2) [1], the pump design allows for liquid transport at much lower voltages (2–30 V) and field strengths (1.7 to 40 kV/m) than what is common in conventional electroosmosis and electrophoresis. The non-linearity of the EO2 also enables directed transport using an alternating field, thereby reducing negative effects associated with DC pumping (such as electrolysis, gas-evolution and concentration gradients).

2. Theory
EO2 can be observed at surfaces of unipolar conductors such as ion-exchange polymers, where electric field-induced concentration polarization results in a space-charge layer (see Fig. 1). Using circular geometries, the normal electric field component results in polarization, whilst the tangential component sets the charges in motion. The resulting EO flow is 1–2 orders of magnitude larger than for classical electroosmosis, for a given electric field strength. Other non-linear effects known as “AC electrokinetics” and “induced-charge electroosmosis” [2] are significantly weaker.

3. Experimental
The pump components are all fabricated inside the flow channel, resulting in a highly compact pumping device (see Fig. 2). The first prototype uses a PDMS channel of width 180 μm, height 50 μm and length 15 mm, covered by a glass plate. The driving electrodes, made out of deposited gold structures, are also placed inside the channel, with a spacing of 750 μm. The 3 ion-exchange actuator elements responsible for EO2 are 50-μm beads of sulfonated polystyrene. In another prototype 4 rows of 12 beads in a 780-μm-wide channel were used (see Fig. 3). The third prototype uses 6 molded 200-μm beads.
μm cylinders (height 50 μm) of sulfonated polyether-ether-ketone (PEEK). Pumping performance was measured on aqueous solutions using fluorescent dyes or microbeads for flow visualization.

4. Results and discussion

Table 1 summarizes the measured results for the first 3-bead prototype, together with the parameters of the electrical driving signal. Flow rates up to 2 mm/s were obtained, a strong pumping action taking the small pump size (area of induced charge approx 1/600 of total channel wall area) and the low driving voltage into account. The 48-bead system showed flow rates of 0.01 mm/s for de-ionized water at a voltage of only 2 V.
(1.7 kV/m). The somewhat weaker performance of the 6-cylinder system (0.1 mm/s at 10 V) can be explained by the larger distance between the active elements, allowing for backflow between the pumping regions. Generally, higher pumping velocities were obtained for lower frequencies and higher voltages. No degradation of flow was observed after pumping for 4 hours.

Currently, stronger pumps are being developed by adding more active elements and optimizing their structure. Smaller distance between the cylinders is expected to improve the performance of the 6-cylinder system. With the EO2 actuators distributed along the channel cross-section, the pumping effect and the corresponding volume flow scale with the width of the channel. Multiple actuators along the channel length increase the pumping pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liquids tested</th>
<th>Electric signal</th>
<th>Flow velocity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>De-ionized water, ethylene glycol (aq) 36/52%, methanol (aq) 3/10%, PBS 0.02/0.2/2 mM [Na+]</td>
<td>5–10 VDC, 15–30 VAC (1–30 Hz)</td>
<td>0.01–2 mm/s (approx. 0.1–20 nL/s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. Pump performance of the first prototype, using liquids for life-sciences, fuel cell and liquid cooling applications. Counter pressure 1–4 mm water head. The AC signal is square-pulse with 20% duty-cycle and offset to obtain a zero DC component.*

5. Conclusions

Micropumps based on electroosmosis of the second kind have been fabricated and demonstrated to pump liquids using low AC or DC voltages. Further work involves the use of higher numbers of active elements and optimizing their geometry and spacing to increase the pumping flow rate and pressure.
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Abstract
Discrete, passive components are shown to provide directional and frequency-dependent control over nanoliter-scale volumes on microfluidic devices. Complex fluidic circuits such as low-pass filters, converters, timers, and bandpass filters are proven functional. Time-responses of such networks can be modulated independently of fluid properties, by varying individual component dimensions and materials.
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1. Introduction
The design, characterization, and implementation of passive fluidic components for flow shaping represent an important new step towards designing more effective and portable microfluidic circuits. A discrete component for fluid storage and a rectifier for fluid flow are presented and modeled as a fluidic capacitor and fluidic diode, respectively. The passive flow rectifier (diode) is demonstrated to be functional with valve-based micropumps, eliminating the negative flow (pullback) problems typically encountered with these types of pumps. The fluidic capacitor can be used to control the time-response of fluidic circuits, including flow rate and response to cyclic inputs. The combination of these components and conventional microchannels (that function as fluidic resistors) enables fluidic circuits whose flow direction and magnitude can be modulated by changing a single pumping frequency. Thus, networks can be created that function as fluidic frequency filters (e.g. low-pass and high-pass), AC-DC converters, and timers. We propose that these directional and frequency-dependent passive flow control
components provide a powerful complement to active microfluidic valves and may even present novel and robust alternatives to active valving.

2. Theory

With the advent of the microfluidics field, the analogy between electrical and fluidic circuits is gaining new momentum, particularly as electrical circuit simulations have proven effective for predicting microfluidic flow behavior and for designing chips [2-5]. The current work establishes initial design rules for fluidic circuits that enable directional and frequency-dependent control of flow. A commercially-available circuit simulation program was used for modeling and design of these fluidic networks.

**Fig. 1A** shows the discharging curves of a fluidic capacitor, which were obtained by measuring the poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) membrane deformation via extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometry (EFPI) [6]. Such measurements match well with predicted behavior, with the ratio of time constants for water and 30% glycerol solutions (n = 15) independent of viscosity (Fig. 1B). This illustrates that the fluidic capacitance depends only on the membrane compliance, and hence can be modulated independently of the solution characteristics [5].

3. Experimental

The three-layer device configuration utilized in this work was adapted from the work of Grover et al. [7], including the normally-closed elastomeric valves utilized in portions of the work.
4. Results and Discussion

Combinations of these passive components provide the flexibility to create novel fluidic circuits. By combining a flow rectifier (diode) with the capacitor and resistor network, a microfluidic flow converter (from pulsatile to constant flow rate) was demonstrated (Fig. 2a-b) and shown to be in agreement with the AC-DC converter circuit model (Fig. 2c-d). This type of fluidic circuit provides the ability to use an on-chip cyclic pump to generate smooth (non-pulsatile) flow. The components were also arranged to achieve entirely passive fluidic timing in the absence of external actuation (e.g., vacuum- or pressure-based valving), eliminating the need for an active component (Fig. 3). Finally, the fluidic capacitor was used to tune the frequency-dependence of fluidic circuits (Fig. 4a-b), with the fluidic network shown to behave as a band-pass filter. As shown in Fig. 4b, the characteristic frequencies of fluidic networks can be shifted by altering the RC values using individual passive components. With further characterization of this frequency-dependent control, it should be possible to accurately meter flow rates and directionality with a single input source, eliminating the need for the overwhelming instrumentation that is typically necessary for microfluidic valving [1].
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Figure 4. Fluidic band-pass filter. (a) The device design with the larger measurement capacitor (C_m) is shown here. (b) Frequency response curves (via EFPI) of devices with different C_m values. Note that the fundamental frequencies of the network was shifted due to the change in flow resistance.
GOLD MICROWIRE BRUSHES FROM NANOPARTICLE SUSPENSIONS FOR MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC PUMPING IN MICROFLUIDIC CHIPS
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Abstract
We report an in situ technique for assembling conductive, gold microwires from nanoparticle (20 nm diameter) suspensions by applying a pulsed or ramped dc voltage. Nucleation at the anode results in dendritic growth of mobile microwires that can serve as electrical brushes between electrodes spaced up to 100 μm apart. When exposed to a magnetic field, the microwires experience a Lorentz force and are able to slip along the electrodes. The moving microwires drag the liquid in the microchannel and create a magnetohydrodynamic pump.

Keywords: Magnetohydrodynamic pumping, nanoparticle, microwire, self-assembly

1. Introduction
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) pumping has a potential for wide application in microfluidics, particularly in liquid chromatography and in microchips for NMR sample delivery. However, the large current density (>100 mA/mm²) required causes electrolysis of the solvent and evolution of gases, which usually disrupts flow in a microfluidic system. We describe the use of gold nanoparticle suspensions to create a highly conductive medium for MHD, in which high DC current densities can be generated at sufficiently low voltages to avoid inducing electrolysis of the solvent.

2. Experimental
A sandwich cell or open cell was fabricated to evaluate nucleation. Unipolar or bipolar voltage pulses or a continuously scanned voltage was applied to a gold nanoparticle suspension (0.5-2.5 wt. %) in the cell. The voltage was increased in intervals of 0.1 V (for the pulsed mode) or at a rate of 20 mV/sec (for the scanned mode), and the current was determined from the voltage drop across a resistance until a current jump was observed, from which we obtained a wiring voltage.

For MHD pumping, a mixture of nanoparticle and fluorescent bead suspension was injected in an electromagnetic channel (EMC) placed above a permanent magnet. When voltages were applied to the EMC, movement of the fluorescent beads, indicating flow

Fig. 1. SEM of microwires formed between electrodes on the walls of a fluidic channel.
in the channels, was recorded by CCD camera and the velocity was estimated from these movies, as done by Lemoff and Lee [1].

3. Results and Discussion

The mechanism of high conductivity of gold nanoparticle suspensions involves electrohydrodynamically induced nucleation and growth of microwires from the nanoparticles (Fig. 1). The microwires are sufficiently dynamic in nature to act as electrical brushes between the two sides of a flow channel, allowing high current densities, while being mobile enough to drag solvent with the wires as they are transported by the Lorentz force in the device, shown in Fig. 2. Motion due to the Lorentz force may break or bend the microwires, reducing surface contacts, or may reduce the extent of their formation. Fig. 3 shows a drop in resistance of ~ 1% is observed when the magnetic field is abruptly removed from an electromagnetic channel.

The assembly of microwires from gold nanoparticle suspensions first requires a nucleation process. Sandwich cells were designed to evaluate nucleation. For a 2.5 wt. % gold nanoparticle suspension, the wiring voltage was 2.1 V (Fig. 4). For the same system, if unipolar voltage pulses or a continuously scanned voltage was applied, the wiring voltages increased to 2.7 V (Fig. 4). As the nanoparticle concentration increases (Fig. 5) or the spacing between electrodes decreases (Fig. 6), the initial wiring voltage decreases. We also lowered the wiring voltage by enhancing the nucleation process. For instance, with silver as the electrodes, a voltage higher than 0.8 V injects silver ions in the vicinity of the anode, creating wires at
lower voltages (Fig. 6). Roughened electrode surfaces cause a non-uniform electric field that induces dielectrophoresis that enhances the assembly. Fig. 7 shows a drop of the wiring voltage with an asymmetric device when the dc dielectrophoretic effect is in the same direction as electrophoretic forces (tip + V). While the wires exhibit dendritic growth (see Fig. 1), wire formation is clearly not related to a Faradaic process, as it occurs at the anode rather than the cathode.

The MHD pumping velocity is inversely proportional to the microchannel cross-sectional area, therefore MHD pumping performance should be evaluated on the basis of linear flow rate per unit cross section. A pumping velocity of 0.1-0.2 mm/sec was realized by applying a DC voltage lower than 0.5 V to a gold nanoparticle suspension (1 wt. %) under a perpendicular DC magnetic field (~ 0.5 T). The velocity/cross section obtained from our nano-MHD is 10 times higher than those reported previously using electrolyte solutions as the working fluids [1-3].

4. Conclusions

The assembly of Au nanoparticles using a dc electric field into movable, conducting microwire brushes is previously unreported. The mechanism of wire formation and subsequent MHD pumping action is not fully understood, but the results are consistent with electrohydrodynamic flow and electrophoretic forces playing a significant role. The use of microwire brushes with MHD-pumped microfluidic devices is very promising, allowing the use of convenient permanent magnets and low voltages, so as to avoid electrolysis and heating due to eddy current effects. The operating voltage of the nano-MHD is in the range of a personal computer (PC) power supply. We could embed nano-MHD chips into a PC or integrate microfluidics and electronics into a single chip.
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Abstract
We began a series of studies aimed at developing methods and systems of analyzing epigenetic information in cells, as well as that of genetic information, to expand our understanding of how living systems are determined. The role of epigenetic information on cells, which complements their genetic information, was inferred by comparing predictions from genetic information with cell behaviour observed under conditions chosen to reveal adaptation processes and community effects. A system of analyzing epigenetic information was developed starting from the twin complementary viewpoints of cell regulation as an 'algebraic' system (emphasis on temporal aspects) and as a 'geometric' system (emphasis on spatial aspects). The knowledge acquired from this study may lead to the use of cells that fully control practical applications like cell-based drug screening and the regeneration of organs.

Key words: on-chip cellomics assay, epigenetic information, algebraic viewpoint, geometric viewpoint, photo-thermal etching, agarose microchamber array, multi-electrode array (MEA), synchronization, inheritance, adaptation, variability, individuality.

1. Introduction
Knowledge about living organisms has increased dramatically during the 20th century and has produced the modern disciplines of genomics and proteomics. However, despite these advances, a great challenge remains in learning how the different living components of a cell are integrated and regulated. As we move into the post-genomic period, the complementarity of genomics and proteomics will become more apparent, allowing the connections between them to be exploited. However, neither genomics nor proteomics based only on genomic information can provide the knowledge needed to interconnect molecular events in living cells. The cells in a group are individual entities, and differences arise even among cells with identical genetic information that have grown under the same conditions. These cells respond differently to perturbations [1]. Why and how do these differences arise? Cells are minimum units determining their responses through genetic and epigenetic information like the history of interactions between them and fluctuations in environmental conditions affecting them. To
understand the rules underlying possible differences occurring in cells, we need to develop methods of simultaneously evaluating both the genetic and epigenetic information. In other words, if we are to understand adaptation processes, community effects, and the meaning of cell network patterns, we need to analyze their epigenetic information. We thus started a project focusing on developing a system that could be used to evaluate the epigenetic information in cells by continuously observing specific examples and their interactions under controlled conditions. The importance of understanding epigenetic information is expected to become apparent in cell-based biological and medical fields like cell-based drug screening and the regeneration of organs from stem cells, fields where phenomena cannot be interpreted without taking epigenetic factors into account.

We started a study on the “determination of genetic and epigenetic control processes in cells” using on-chip microfabrication techniques and cell-based analysis [2]. To understand the meaning of genetic information and epigenetic correlation in cells, we developed an on-chip single-cell-based microcultivation method. As we can see in Fig. 1, the strategy behind our method is constructive, involving three steps. First, we purify cells from tissue one by one in a nondestructive manner. We then cultivate and observe them under fully controlled conditions (e.g., cell population, network patterns, or nutrient conditions) using an on-chip single-cell cultivation chip or an on-chip agarose microchamber system. Finally, we do single-cell-based expression analysis through photothermal denaturation and single-molecule level analysis. In this way, we can control the spatial distribution and interactions of cells.

In this meeting, we explain the aims of our single-cell-based study and the single-cell-based cultivation/analysis system.

![Figure 1. Our strategy: on-chip single-cell-based analysis.](image)

2. Why on-chip cellomics assay? Cultivation system for ‘algebraic’ and ‘geometric’ viewpoints

The first aim of our on-chip cellomics study is to develop methods and systems that enable the mechanism responsible for controlling (regulating) cells epigenetically to be analyzed. It is based on the idea that, although genetic information creates a network of biochemical reactions, its history as a parallel-processing recurrent network was
ultimately determined by the environmental conditions of cells, which we call epigenetic information. As previously discussed, if we are to understand the events in living systems at the cellular level, we need to bear in mind that epigenetic information complements the genetic information.

The advantage of this approach is that it removes the complexity in underlying physicochemical reactions that are not always completely understood and for which most of the necessary variables cannot be measured. Moreover, this approach shifts the view of cell regulatory processes from a basic chemical ground to a paradigm of the cell as an information-processing unit working as an intelligent machine capable of adapting to changing environmental and internal conditions. This is an alternative representation of the cell and can bring new insights into cellular processes. Thus, models derived from such a viewpoint can directly help in more traditional biochemical and molecular biological analyses that assist in our understanding of control in cells.

The main purpose of the study was to develop on-chip single-cell-based cultivation and analysis systems to monitor dynamic processes in the cell. We have used these systems to extend ideas from the genetic to the genetic-epigenetic network in investigating topics like variations in cells with the same genetic information, inheritance of non-genetic information between adjacent generations of cells, cellular adaptation processes caused by environmental change, the community effect of cells, and network pattern formation in cell groups (Figs. 2 and 3). After sufficient experimental observations, we can understand the role of epigenetic information in modeling more complex signaling cascades. This field has almost been entirely monopolized by physico-chemical models, which provide a good standard for comparison, evaluation, and development with our approach. The ultimate aim of our study is to provide a comprehensive understanding of living systems as products of both genetic and epigenetic information. It would permit us to describe the phenomena occurring in cell systems sufficiently well to be able to interpret and control them.

Figure 2. Aim of the single-cell based analysis (1): temporal aspect.
3. Example of ‘geometric’ viewpoint: On-chip agarose microchamber cultivation system

An approach to studying network patterns (or cell-cell interactions) and the community effect in cells was to create a fully controlled network by using cells on the chip (Fig. 3). For understanding the reaction of cells to the topography of the substratum, which occurs in the development and natural regeneration of tissue, a silicon wafer and a glass slide with holes and metal decorations have been created and tested. Though these conventional microfabrication techniques provide structures with fine spatial resolution, it is still hard to change the shape of these structures during cell cultivation, which is usually unpredictable and is only defined during cultivation. A variety of materials and several well-known methods, including bonding, sacrificial layer techniques, and lamination have been used to create tunnel-shaped microstructures between two microchambers. Creating small tunnels to connect two chambers without cells passing through is essential in cell cultivation. However, making these microstructures on a chip still requires a number of steps, and it is impossible to do during cell cultivation. We therefore developed a system consisting of an agar-microchamber (AMC) array chip, a cultivation dish with a nutrient-buffer-changing apparatus, a permeable cultivation container, and a phase-contrast/fluorescent optical microscope with a 1064-nm/1480-nm focused-laser-irradiation apparatus to create photothermal spot heating (Fig. 4). The most important advantage of this system was that we could change the microstructures in the agar layer even during cultivation, which is impossible when conventional Si/glass-based microfabrication techniques and microprinting methods are used.
Figure 5 shows an example of this procedure. The micrographs are phase-contrast images of the growth of single hippocampal cells in three of the microchambers. When cultivation started, single cells were placed into the AMCs (Fig. 5(a)). Six hours later, single neurites elongated from the cells into the microchannels (Fig. 5(b)). At that time, because we found that the elongation of neurites was sufficiently stable, additional photo-thermal etching were done to connect two adjacent AMCs (Fig. 5(c)). Two hours after the additional photo-thermal etching (8-h cultivation), all three cells retained their shapes and continued the elongation (Fig. 5(d)). Finally, these three cells were connected counter-clockwise by the neurites. (Figs 5(e) and (f), 14 and 28-h cultivation). In contrast, if we had not used stepwise photo-thermal etching, cells in microchambers with two tunnels would have elongated both clockwise and counter-clockwise simultaneously and we would not have been able to distinguish in what direction the neurites had elongated.
4. Conclusion

We developed and used a series of new methods of understanding the meaning of genetic and epigenetic information in a life system exploiting microstructures fabricated on a chip. The most important contribution of this study was to be able to reconstruct the concept of a cell regulatory network from the 'local' (molecules expressed at certain times and places) to the 'global' (the cell as a viable, functioning system). Knowledge of epigenetic information, which we can control and change during cell lives, complements the genetic variety, and these two kinds are indispensable for living organisms. This new kind of knowledge has the potential to be the basis of cell-based biological and medical fields like those involving cell-based drug screening and the regeneration of organs from stem cells.
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Figure 5. Stepwise formation of neuronal network pattern in rat hippocampal cells.
GENERATION AND DELIVERY OF MONODISPERSE PICO-LITER DROPLETS OUT OF PDMS MICROCHIP INTO ACCELERATOR MASS SPECTROMETRY (AMS)
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Abstract
We have developed a drop-on-demand microdroplet generator for the discrete dispensing of bio-samples into a bio-analytical unit, Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS). The disposable PDMS microfluidic device can generate monodisperse droplets of pico-liter volume directly out of a plane sidewall of the microfluidic chip by an electrohydrodynamic mechanism. The droplet generation was accomplished without using either an inserted capillary or built-in tip. The minimum droplet volume was around 4 pico-liters, and the droplet generation was repeatable and stable for at least 30 minutes, with a typical variation of less than 2.0% of drop size. A computational simulation of the droplet generation verified the importance of controlling the surface wetting conditions for the droplet formation. Our microdroplet generator can be an effective interfacing mechanism from a microfluidic chip to a non-chip bio-sensing unit, such as AMS or MALDI-MS.

Keywords: Microdroplet generator, drop-on-demand dispenser, EHD, PDMS microchip, AMS

1. Introduction
Dispensing a discrete amount of sample from microfluidic devices to macroscopic detectors such as Mass Spectrometry (MS) is an important world-to-chip coupling problem [1]. Among various MS techniques, AMS is ideally suited for direct coupling with microfluidic sample preparation devices, due to its high sensitivity in the order of attomole to zeptomole [2]. However, the current method for AMS sample injection requires manual dispensing of more than 1 μl sample volume. To address this issue, we have developed a pico-liter droplet dispenser as a discrete sample injection interface. It is a disposable PDMS device which generates regularly-sized droplets electrohydrodynamically, directly out of a microfluidic channel of the PDMS chip. No sophisticated ejection tip and external pumping is necessary for operation, and it is scalable to incorporate delivery of multiple samples from a single chip.

2. Experiment
In order to fabricate the droplet generator, the general PDMS chip fabrication process was used. Figure 1(a) shows the schematic of the PDMS chip. Two different types of the microchannels were built; A straight channel (Type I) with a dimension of 15 μm ×
20 μm × 5 mm and a widened microchannel toward the opening (Type II) with a dimension of 20 μm × 25 μm × 5 mm. The opening of the second microchannel was expanded from 25 μm to 50 μm in width at an angle of 75 degrees. Both microchannels were covered by a separate PDMS plate containing a wedge shape with an inclined angle of 20 degrees. This wedge shape was to reduce the surface at the opening of the channel, thus minimizing the contact area between the sample liquid and the side wall. After bonding, the orifice of the device was coated with Teflon AF 1600 by brushing it over the PDMS surface. The coating provided a hydrophobic surface with a contact angle of ~110 degrees. Figure 1(b) provides a schematic illustration of the microdroplet generator system and the assembled system is shown in Figure 1(c).

**Figure1.** Schematic illustration of (a) two types of microdroplet generators; Type I with a straight channel and Type II with a widening exit at the end of the channel, and (b) experimental setup. The assembled system is shown in (c).

### 3. Results and Discussion

As shown in Figure 2(a), the Taylor cone-like structure was observed in the device without hydrophobic coating. In contrast, monodisperse droplets were generated from the Teflon-coated devices due to the low surface wettability as shown in Figure 2(b).

**Figure 2.** Numerical simulation and experimental results of the droplet generation from (a) a non-coated PDMS surface and (b) a Teflon-coated surface as a function of the dimensionless time unit.
Such a Taylor–cone like structure was found, both from experiments and numerical simulation, to generate instability and diversity in droplet size, due to a long tail behind the generated droplet. We have characterized the droplet generation process for various electric fields and solvent conditions. Figure 3 shows the generation of 0.1% acetic acid droplet which is a common solvent for AMS application.

Due to its lower surface tension compared to DI water ($\sigma_a \approx 50 \text{ dyne/cm}$ versus $\sigma_w = 71.97 \text{ dyne/cm}$), the droplets were formed without creating any sample residual tails at the outlet even in case of extremely small droplets. The minimum droplet size was $\sim 4.2$ pico-liters, and droplets were delivered horizontally, through the ground electrode opening into the tube, as far as 3cm. The droplet generation was repeatable and stable for hours, with a typical size variation of the drop size of less than 2.0%. The channel-geometry-enhanced droplet generation using Type II generator lasted for about 30 minutes without external pumping. The results obtained with various cosolvents are shown in Figure 4. This method is a low-cost droplet delivery method, which could find many uses in various microchip-to-world interfacing.
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Abstract

We report numerical, and experimental studies of diffusion-based, free-solution hybridization of nucleic acids in a nanofluidic device. We present continuum-based models for transport of oligonucleotides in a nanofluidic T-junction serpentine channel.

Keywords: DNA hybridization, nanofluidics, diffusion, NEMS

1. Introduction

Nucleic acid hybridization assays are essential tools for gene identification, genetic expression analysis, DNA sequencing, and clinical diagnostics. They are also expected to provide improvements in bioanalytical methods for pathogen detection and drug screening. Currently, the most common DNA hybridization assays use surface-bound probes and passive, diffusion-limited hybridization, which require large amount of DNA and long hybridization times\cite{1}. Nanofluidic devices have a distinct advantage over conventional devices in that samples are confined to regions that are orders of magnitude smaller. Therefore, DNA hybridization studies within nanofluidic devices have the potential not only to decrease sample volumes, but also to reduce the time for target DNA to encounter its complement probe by a million-fold. Additionally, nano-confinement allows for the hybridization assay to occur in free-solution, so that there is no need to attach DNA probes to the surface, resulting in both a highly reusable architecture and improved hybridization efficiency \cite{2}.

2. Theory

Numerical simulations using our channel design are performed using Comsol Multiphysics (Comsol, Inc.). Initial results suggest that, for submicron-scale fluidic channels, the diffusion and hybridization times for oligonucleotides to sample the width of a 50 nm x 50 nm cross-sectional channel is less than 500 $\mu$s and 500 ms, respectively (Figure 1). In practice, oligonucleotides in nanofluidic devices have size-dependant diffusion coefficients and mobility values directly related to steric interactions with the
walls [3]. Therefore, experimental studies of transport, diffusion, and hybridization of free-solution DNA in a nanofluidic device are performed not only to validate the theoretical models, but also to provide data to estimate effective diffusion and mobility values for oligonucleotides of various lengths.

Figure 1. Numerical simulations of (a) concentration and (b) velocity profiles in a 50 nm x 50 nm nanometer sized fluidic channel with pressure-driven flow. Red regions indicate DNA probes (a) or regions of high velocity (b) while blue regions indicate DNA sample (a) or regions of lower velocity (b).

Figure 2: Schematic of DNA hybridization nanochannel device (a)-(b). The hybridization section of the device is shown in greater detail in (a). Tick marks are etched below the nanochannel separation region to aid in registration and quantization. (c) shows an Atomic force microscopy image of 50 nm deep x 1 μm wide nanometer-scale channel. The image is representative of both the hybridization and separation parts of the channel.

3. Experimental

Nanofluidic devices were fabricated using conventional MEMS processing techniques in quartz substrates with nominal depths of 50, 250, and 1000 nm. (Figure 2) The interdiffusion and resulting hybridization of 10-100 bp DNA from the two liquid
streams is monitored optically using YOYO© intercalating fluorescent dye, a 488 ion-argon laser and/or mercury bulb with appropriate filter, and a CCD Camera (Cascade, Roper Scientific), allowing measurements of DNA concentrations on a continuous basis. From these measured concentrations, free solution size-dependent diffusion coefficients and mobility values of confined oligonucleotides are presented.

4. Results

The models and data demonstrate that the effective diffusion and mobility governing oligonucleotide hybridization and transport in nanochannels depends not only on bulk mobility and diffusion values but also on oligonucleotide length, bulk velocity, zeta potential, and background electrolyte concentration (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Nanochannel DNA diffusion model plotted against different values of DNA base pair length. Data values taken in 1000, 250, and 50 nm deep nanochannels with oligonucleotide lengths of 1 base (UTP), 10 bp, 25bp, 50bp, and 100bp with fluorescein as an end-tagged marker. Error bars reflect 95% confidence intervals for 3 realizations. Solid lines are linear least squares fit to the data points. Data shows that in nanochannels DNA diffusion depends not only on diffusion values but also on oligonucleotide length, bulk velocity, zeta potential, and background electrolyte concentration.
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Miniturization of a High-Throughput Multi-Antigen Microfluidic Fluorescence Immunoassays
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Abstract

The development of a miniaturized high-throughput multi-antigen microfluidic fluorescence immunoassay system is described. A 100-chamber PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) chip performs up to 5 tests for each of 10 samples. In the particular study system, specificity of detection was demonstrated and calibration curves were produced for C-Reactive Protein (CRP), Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA), ferritin, and Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF). The measurements show sensitivity at and below clinically normal levels (with S/N > 8 at as low as 10 pM antigen concentration). The chip uses 100 nL per sample for all tests. The developed system is an important step towards miniaturized derivative immunoassay applications in scientific research and “point-of-care” testing in medicine.

1. INTRODUCTION

Here we report on a high-throughput multi-antigen high-specificity high-sensitivity reproducible PDMS microfluidic system quantifying four representative blood analytes at the clinically relevant levels. An active microfluidic matrix (18) utilizes arrays of integrated micromechanical valves (19) to direct pressure-driven flow and multiplex analyte samples with immunoassay reagents. ELISA-like fluorescence immunostacks are formed in the microchambers at the intersections of sample and reagent channels. The fluorescence signals from these microchambers quantify the captured antigens. The 100-chamber prototype device can conduct 5 tests for each of 10 samples (with 2 replicates per sample-test combination). This test matrix could be expanded to significantly larger numbers (20). All test can be performed in parallel with digital read-out in less than 2 minutes of all tested quantities.

We chose blood analytes for initial validation of the system, because blood tests represent an example of routine use of immunoassays. The current “gold standard” clinical technology typically is based on ELISA and requires 0.5 to 2 mL of sample per test per patient. High kit and instrumentation costs dictate centralization of measurements to large clinical or reference laboratories, resulting in transportation and batch delays of up to 14 days between the phlebotomist appointment and the final results.
2. THEORY
In the modern healthcare environment of mounting costs and shrinking insurance coverage, decentralized “near-patient” or “point-of-care” testing has long been the holy grail of biomedical diagnostics. The main reason for this state of affairs is that the truly versatile systems are large and expensive, and therefore make centralization the only economically viable choice at present [1].

The current portable systems meet the first four requirements, but still fall short of satisfying the final one [1]. In particular, the glucometers measure only blood sugar, while iSTAT measures about a dozen analytes (gases, ions, hematocrit, and a single protein) in different combinations in hardwired cassettes. By comparison, a state-of-the-art large benchtop system (e.g. Roche’s Elecsys) can measure about 50 different analytes including many blood proteins. Thus versatility is an indispensable feature in any new device hoping to replace current benchtops and larger systems.

3. EXPERIMENTAL
An important development in this respect is the advent of multi-antigen microfluidic fluorescence immunoassay devices [2], which can measure up to 10 samples versus each of 5 tests. The device uses only 100 nL per sample for all tests and thus promises the eventual replacement of current phlebotomy with finger-prick blood tests. Furthermore, the fundamental technology [3, 4] allows relatively straightforward expansion of the test matrix to 50x50, thereby providing a fast, highly-parallel simultaneous measurement of multiple analytes in multiple samples [1]. Hence, the system would satisfy the versatility requirement, while adequate specificity and sensitivity have already been demonstrated [2]. Low cost of the individual chips should not be a forbidding obstacle since they are made of inexpensive silicone using simple replication molding techniques.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The final hurdle to overcome would be an inexpensive portable detection system. In the prototype system reported previously [2], the fluorescence signals from each of the 100 immunostack microchambers were recorded serially using a fluorescence microscope. The ironic result was that data collection took a disproportionately large fraction of the total experimental time, thereby undermining the advantages of the parallel chemical processing allowed by the microfluidic architecture. In addition, lab technicians and nurses at hospitals and physician’s offices cannot be expected to operate the desktop fluorescence microscopy system as a matter of course. A simpler, smaller, less expensive, parallel-acquisition system is the clear necessity. Herein, we report on a successful solution thereof.

5. CONCLUSION
Our system uses an LED for excitation and a common consumer digital camera to image the fluorescence signal from the entire chip simultaneously, thereby providing an inexpensive way for a fast, parallel data acquisition. Other non-microscope systems [5-
have been developed previously, but parallelization for large-scale immunoassay arrays could prove too difficult to fit architecturally [5, 6] or too expensive and time-consuming to assemble serially [7]. The chief novelty of our report is not the instrumentation itself but the demonstration that such a simple inexpensive system possesses sufficient sensitivity to detect analytes at biomedically relevant concentrations in microfluidic chips.

Figure 1 Specificity. Samples each containing 20 nM of a single antigen – CRP (light gray), PSA (black), ferritin (white), and VEGF (dark gray) – were fed in parallel into the test matrix. Each sample produced significant signal above background.
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Abstract

Here we describe the optical guidance and transport of particles in a liquid-core photonic crystal fiber (PCF). We demonstrate the concentration of similar size particles into bands within the core of the fiber. Direct access to the optical mode along with low optical losses along the length of the core allow for precise particle concentration and separation.
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1. Introduction

The discovery that laser radiation could transfer its momentum to microscopic particles and thus be used to manipulate them has led to many innovative applications for micro total analysis systems. The recent interest in “Optofluidics” has led to a series of advanced implementation of such techniques to achieve all-optical control and sorting of particles into advanced and highly integrated microfluidic systems [1]. One exciting possibility is the development of on-chip optical chromatography systems (e.g. [2]) which have the potential to enable ultra-precise particle concentration and separation. At present the major limitation of such systems has been that the light-particle interaction length is limited by the focal depth of the free space optics to at most a few hundred microns. This limits the efficiency with which precise separations can be conducted. In this work we demonstrate a solution to this problem through the coupling of microfluidics with liquid core photonic crystal fibers (LCPCFs).

2. Theory

PCFs consist of a periodic lattice of air capillaries surrounding the core (see Figure 1(a)) which creates a photonic bandgap in the cladding causing light of the corresponding wavelengths to be guided within the hollow core [3]. In this work we selectively fill this hollow core with aqueous based solutions of micro and nanoparticles. The LCPCF now guides light via a total internal reflection.
reflection mechanism as its core refractive index is higher than the average cladding index. The dielectric particles in liquid are guided by the optical scattering force exerted by the light coupled into the liquid-core. This axial force $F_z$ experienced by the particles is dependent on both its size and refractive index. It is given by:

$$F_z(z) = \frac{P_0}{c} \frac{128\pi a^6}{3z^4} \left( \frac{m^2 - 1}{m^2 + 2} \right)^2 e^{-\gamma z} \int I(r,z)dA$$

where $a$ is the particle radius, $P_0$ is the input power of the laser, $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the incident laser radiation, $m$ is the effective refractive index of the particle in the liquid medium, $\gamma$ is the attenuation coefficient of the fiber, $I(r,z)$ is the normalized transverse mode profile of the light propagating in the fiber and $dA$ is the differential area element of the projection of the particle surface area on a plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation of light. The equation of motion of the particle in the liquid core is given by

$$m\ddot{z} = F_z(z) - mg - 6\pi \eta_{water} a \dot{z}$$

3. Experimental

In our experiments we used a hollow-core PCF having 20μm core diameter. We selectively fill the core with water by fusing the capillaries at the fiber ends using a fiber splicer [4] (See Figure 1(b)). The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2. The 40x objective at the end of the fiber is used to image the near field pattern of the emerging laser beam. Once proper light guidance through the liquid filled core was confirmed, we introduced a small quantity of 3μm fluorescing polystyrene particles into the water. Particles in the path of the 488 nm laser beam are pushed axially upwards through the fiber end. As shown in Figure 3, they rise up through the core and form a stationary band at a particular height where the optical force is balanced by the weight of the particle.
4. Results and discussion

We have demonstrated the concentration of similar particles into distinct bands. Ongoing experiments will try and characterize the effect of multi-mode guidance of light in the fiber and the separation of different size particle bands in this setup. We also propose a technique (Figure 4) for achieving optical chromatography in an integrated lab-on-chip setup. This consists of a PCF embedded in a PDMS channel. The liquid containing a mixture of particles is electrokinetically driven through the core while the laser is coupled into the core in the opposite direction. Particles of different sizes will accumulate into bands at different positions along the core where the viscous drag forces would balance the axial scattering force exerted by the light coupled into the core. The interaction length for optical chromatography using our proposed technique is orders of magnitude larger than current optical chromatography systems [2].

5. Conclusions

Here we have illustrated a novel technique for particle concentration, trapping and separation which could have significant application in microfluidic cell sorters and rapid pathogen detection.
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Abstract
This paper presents a novel miniaturized polymerase chain reaction (PCR) system that performs PCR by moving a free droplet over different temperature zones on a micromachined chip. The free droplet comprises magnetic particles, the PCR sample(s) and mineral oil, which together form a so-called virtual reaction chamber (VRC). The movement of the droplet is driven by magnetic forces and guided by a permanent magnet fixed onto a programmable two-axis linear stage. The micromachined chip possesses four individual heating units, which are maintained at 95, 50–60, and 72 °C to create two or three different temperature zones. A successful PCR is demonstrated by moving the droplet over three different temperature zones operated at 95, 50, and two times 72°C for 45 cycles. The amplified PCR product is verified by capillary electrophoresis (CE).

Keywords: droplet, magnetic particles, virtual reaction chamber (VRC), PCR, lab-on-a-chip

1. Introduction
Since its invention in the 90s, the PCR has become an inalienable tool in molecular biology [1]. Two basic strategies are used: in the classic approach, a stationary PCR sample is thermocycled between two or three different temperatures [2], whereas under time-space-conversion, a PCR sample is moved through/ over three or four different temperature zones [3]. Here we present a PCR system, in which thermocycling is achieved by moving a VRC – a free droplet composed of magnetic particles, a PCR sample, and mineral oil – over three different temperature zones by magnetic forces (Fig. 1). Carrying out the PCR in this format enables fast heating/cooling rates and running multiple samples simultaneously.

2. Results and discussion
The four different temperature zones of the PCR chip were made of micromachined platinum thin film heaters/ temperature sensors and controlled by pulse-width modulation (PWM) using the proportional-integral-derivative (PID) method. We used a thin disposable glass or plastic substrate for separating the VRC from the PCR chip. By doing so, cleaning the ‘precious’ PCR chip to prevent carryover/ contamination between subsequent PCR runs was unnecessary. The miniaturized thermocycler was mounted onto a programmable two-axis linear stage, and a permanent magnet was fixed underneath. Moving the PCR chip, while keeping the VRC at a fixed position, would ease real-time monitoring during the PCR with a fluorescence microscope. To minimize the friction between the VRC and the glass substrate, its
surface was rendered both hydrophobic/oleophobic by teflonizing.

Figure 1. A series of images taken during PCR. The VRC was moved from a) the denaturizing to b) the annealing and c, d, e) elongation zone, which were kept at g) 95, 50, and two times 72 °C, respectively. The volume of the VRC was 5 μl. Overlapping the PCR mixture with mineral oil prevented evaporation.

To perform the PCR, the four heating units were maintained at 95, 50, 72, and 72 °C. The temperature profile along the paths was simulated by finite element analysis (FEA) (data not shown) and verified by infrared imaging (Fig. 2a, b). Since the droplet was moved within 1 s from one heater to another, heating (cooling) rates of 23 (–45) °C were realized.

Figure 2. a) Infrared image of the thermal distribution of the glass substrate placed on the PCR chip. b) The thermal profiles for the single paths showed that the different temperature zones were effectively thermally decoupled from each other.
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Figure 3: CE data. The first and third peak were two DNA size markers of 15 and 600 base pairs (bp), respectively. The amplicon had a length of 99 bp.

3. Experimental

We used the PCR Core Kit from QIAGEN. The PCR mixture was composed of 23 μL water, 10 μL 5×Q-Solution, 5 μL 10×PCR Buffer, 5 μL 10% bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Roth), 1 μL 10 mM dNTPs, 2.5 μL 10 μM each forward and reverse primer, 0.5 μL Taq polymerase, and 0.5 μL of a vector encoding the green fluorescent protein (pmaxGFP) (amaxa) as template. The PCR was performed according to the following thermocycling protocol: 45 cycles of denaturation for 5 s at 95 °C, annealing for 5 s at 50 °C, and two times elongation for 5 s at 72 °C (Fig. 1 a-f). The PCR product was verified by CE using a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent).

4. Conclusion

The miniaturized PCR system demonstrated in this work is able to perform ‘fast’ PCR, because the heating/cooling rate is independent from the thermal mass of the thermocycler. Utilizing disposable glass or plastic substrates help eliminating carry-over/cross contamination and keeping operational costs low. Furthermore, this droplet-based approach can easily be integrated with sample preparation using surface-functionalized magnetic particles.
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Abstract

This paper presents a novel technique for the continuous sorting and collection of microparticles in a microfluidic chip using a cascaded squeeze-jumping effect. In the proposed approach, microparticles of different sizes are separated from the sample stream using sheath flows and are then directed to specific side channels for collection. The sheath flows required to separate the particles are generated using a single high voltage supply integrated with a series of variable resistors designed to create electric fields of different intensities at different points of the microchip. Numerical simulations are performed to analyze the electrical potential contours and flow streamlines within the microchannel. Experimental trials show that the microchip is capable of continuously separating microparticles with diameters of 5, 10 and 20 \(\mu\)m, respectively. Importantly, the high performance of the microchip is achieved without the need for a complex control system or for sophisticated actuation mechanisms such as embedded microelectrodes, ultrasonic generators, or micropumps, and so forth.
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1. Introduction

Miniaturized cell sorter devices have been already attracted lots of interest for researchers who work on Bio-MEMS. Many cell sorting devices have been successfully demonstrated using dielectrophoresis forces [1], or optical tweezing forces [2] and magnetic forces [3]. However, the fabrication process of these devices relies on a thin-film deposition process to construct the metal electrode such that the procedure is complicated, time-consuming, and cost ineffective. Therefore, the benefits come with the miniaturization are hindered.

The current study presents a novel technique for the continuous sorting and collection of particles in a microfluidic chip using a cascaded squeeze-jumping effect. In the proposed approach, a simple electrokinetic flow system is used to generate a cascaded set of sheath flows to sort microparticles of different sizes and to direct them to specific channels for collection and counting. A microchip is designed and fabricated using low-cost glass slides, and its sorting performance is evaluated experimentally.
using the conventional metrics of the cell recovery ratio and the cell sorting yield ratio.

2. Experimental

The working principle of the proposed microfluidic device is shown in fig. 1. The main concept of the proposed method is based on that microparticles are unable to flow within a stream with the width of smaller than their diameter. Big particles will jump from its flow stream into the neighboring sheath flow by squeezing the sample stream while small particle will still flow stable in the sample flow. A cascade channel for generating sheath flows with different widths is utilized to sort microparticle with different sizes. Figure 2 shows Schematic illustration of the sheath flow squeezed effect, and is used to describe the theoretical model and derived formulas for predicting the flow width of the focused sample stream and the squeezing force on for the particles in the microchannel.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 3 presents a simplified schematic for experimental setup. Figure 4 presents the experimental and numerical flow fields of the squeezing phenomena at the first stage of the cascade channel. Figure 5 shows the corresponding flow velocity and acceleration profiles of the flows and the jumping forces provided by positive acceleration values at the squeezed region for big particles to move into the neighboring sheath flow stream. Figure 6 shows the continuous images of 20 and 10 μm microparticles jumping into the neighboring sheath flow and a mixed microparticles of 5, 10 and 20 μm can be separated successfully by the proposed novel method. This result confirms that the squeeze-jumping effect is feasible to force big particles to move into the neighboring sheath flow for continuous particle sorting.

4. Conclusions

This paper reports an innovative method for continuous particle sorting using a special microfluidic phenomenon of squeeze-jumping effect. Results confirmed the proposed micro device can successfully separate microparticles with different sizes. Similar concept can be adopted to sort biological cells such as stem cells, embryos, oocytes out of a mixed cell sample. It is the authors’ believe that this simple approach will give substantial impacts on cell separation technology.
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of the working principle for the proposed cell sorter. (b) An enlarged picture for explaining the squeezing effect. Big particles will jump from their original flow stream into the neighboring sheath flow with small stream width.

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the flow distribution in the squeezed sample flow (a) and the force act on the particle at the barrier (b). Consider a flow between two horizontal and parallel plates as figure. Assume that there is a flow barrier between the sample and sheath flows.

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for the proposed cell sorter. Note that only one power supply is required for the system. Multi-stage sheath flows with different widths were then induced for squeezing the sample particles.

Fig. 4 Experimental flow contours (a, b) and numerical results of (c) electrical potential contours, (d) velocity vectors and (e) the streamline plots.

Fig. 5 calculated (a) flow field (b) velocity profile and (c) acceleration profile (d) squeezed force on particle at the first-stage squeeze region. Note that the values for the velocity and acceleration were estimated at the interface of the sample and sheath flows.

Fig. 6 Continuous images of microparticle sorting in the microchip.
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Abstract

In this study, a novel artificial renal replacement system is presented using a biocompatible polymeric nanofibers and MEMS technology. Usually, a classical artificial renal replacement system employs a semi-permeable membrane based hemodialyzer that replaces an ability of the kidney by removing metabolic toxins through diffusion and hydraulic pressure gradients. But, it has some limits in efficient filtration of metabolic byproducts (e.g.: urea, creatinine, and so on). We have developed PDMS based artificial renal microchips (AR chip) integrating biocompatible polymeric nanofibers which are utilized for the filtration of blood. Here, we demonstrate a novel artificial renal chip by integrating a high efficient biocompatible polymeric nanofibers membrane with the PDMS based micro-fluidic platform. Via the optimization of PDMS micro fluidic channel network and the multiple packaging of nanofibers membrane, we will realize the portable and wearable artificial kidney system.
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1. Introduction

State-of-the-Art in Artificial Renal Replacement Therapy (Artificial Kidney)

Hemodialysis is a procedure that replaces the normal functions of the kidney by removing toxins, electrolytes, and fluid by purifying the patient’s blood through an artificial semipermeable membrane (it is called a hemodialyzer or artificial kidney). Recently, researchers have improved this type of extracorporeal hemodialysis in relation mostly to biomaterials and to the design of critical disposable devices [1]. End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) patients are chronic hemodialysis which requires three days of four-hour hemodialysis sessions per one week. However, the treatment remains inconvenient because many patients have to make frequent visits to hospitals. The main clues to overcome such inconvenience in relation to the extracorporeal hemodialysis system are (1) a reduction of dimensions and (2) improvement of filtration efficiency. In conclusion, we have demonstrated the feasibility of chip-based hemodialysis, and we expect that our method suggested in this paper will be applied in the development of small and light-weighted dialyzer for the realization of portable hemodialysis system.

2. Materials and Experiments

Fabrication of of Artificial Renal microchip

Polyurethane (PU) and polyethersulfone (PES) are useful as materials for biomedical
devices. These materials were chosen because it is good blood compatibility, chemical stability, mechanical properties, mass transport properties and specially, excellent characteristic of fiber forming [2]. Generally, nanofiber filter increases the filtration efficiency for broad particle sizes [3], and for this reason, we used nanofiber web as a semi-permeable membrane through electrospinning process. And we fabricated the platform of the AR chips by using PDMS and nanofiber web and by following a soft lithographic method. Figure 1(a) is a schematic diagram of AR chips. We fabricated the PDMS platform by bonding two PDMS layers on which the patterns of upper and lower fluidic channels (width: 300 µm, and height: 150 µm) were engraved. We had produced each layer by using the SU-8 replication mold, as reported previously [4].

**Evaluation of filtration capability**

For our experiments concerning filtration properties, we used human whole blood and dialysate (Hemosol B0; a commercially produced bicarbonate-buffered hemofiltration replacement solution, Hospal). Into the inlet of the upper channel (which we will call the “blood channel”) and the lower channel (which we will call the “dialysate channel”), we introduced the blood and the dialysate respectively by using a syringe pump (KDS 100, KD Scientific Co.). The flow rate of the blood flow was $Q_b$: 1 ml/min and the dialysate flow was $Q_d$: 1 ml/min. We measured the reduction of urea, creatinine, and vitamin B12 concentration from the filtered blood.

![Figure 1. Fabrication of the artificial renal chip: (a) Schematic of PDMS-based hemodialysis chip containing polymeric nanofiber, (b) The fabricated AR chip and the fluidic network.](image)

**3. Results and Discussion**

We have carried out many experiments to discover the optimal conditions for the fabrication of a good nanofiber membrane. The molecular weights of the urea, creatinine, and Vitamin B12 are 60, 180, and 1,180 Dalton (Da) respectively. The urea and the creatinine are low-molecular-weight species, while the vitamin B12 is a middle-molecular-weight species. As expected, all the AR chips effectively filtered the urea and the creatinine, and the clearances of these 4 chips were almost the same. However, the
clearance of vitamin B12 was quite different. The filtration of vitamin B12 in the nanofiber membrane was much higher than that in commercial membranes.

Figure 2. The clearance of urea, creatinine and vitamin B12 according to the inserted membrane

4. Conclusion
Until now, this microfabricated device could ultimately provide a smaller, less invasive and less expensive therapy for ESRD, and enables it to be portable and potentially wearable. For further improvements, we should (1) increase the surface area by multistacking the PDMS channels and the nanofiber membrane and (2) immobilize some specific proteins on the surface of the nanofiber web to capture the specific proteins that diffusion cannot, itself, remove
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CONTINUOUS MICROFLUIDIC CELL/PARTICULÉ SEPARATION VIA COMBINATION OF ELECTROOSMOTIC AND HYDRODYNAMIC SPREADING
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Hydrodynamic spreading separation is an important technique for cells or particles sorting. In this paper, an electroosmotic flow (EOF) and a hydrodynamic flow are combined to control the spreading behavior for continuous cells or particles separation. The hydrodynamic spreading of fluids can be adjusted arbitrary with a tunable applied voltage. This spreading behavior is investigated through numerical simulation and experiment study. Based on the experimental results, particles of two different sizes, 10 and 2 μm, are separated. The experimental results are compared with the numerical results. The suggested technique provides a simple, flexible and versatile way for microfluidic cell sorting.
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1. Introduction

Research on microfluidic devices for cell or particle separation has attracted strong interest from both of academia and industry. Various separation techniques including fluorescent-activated cell sorting, dielectrophoresis-activated cell sorting, magnetic-activated cell sorting and flow fraction cell sorting have been investigated. Thus far, the flow fraction or hydrodynamic spreading is one of the simplest techniques with high throughput. Cells or particles are sorted based on their respective sizes using a simple geometry design [1-2], where the spreading behavior of the flow for cells or particles separation can be affected by flow rate and viscosity ratio of the co-axis fluids among a pressure driven flow system [3]. In this paper, the spreading behavior for continuous cells or particles separation using a hydrodynamic flow system combined with an electroosmotic flow system is investigated. The hydrodynamic spreading behavior is studied through numerical simulation that is compared with experiment results. The two different sizes of particles are separated based on the hydrodynamic spreading behavior of fluids, which is controlled and adjusted arbitrary by the electroosmotic flow through a tunable applied voltage.
2. Principle of separation

Electroosmosis refers to the fluid flow that occurs when there is an electric double layer at a solid-liquid interface that arises from an electrostatic attraction between a charged surface and ions. When an external electric field is applied, the mobile positive ions in a diffuse layer move towards the cathode, resulting in a bulk fluid movement by dragging along the essentially electrically neutral bulk fluid that is far away from the microchannel wall. In general, the driven force of the electroosmotic flow is weaker than the pressure flow. However, when the pressure amplitude of the two flows is closely equal, the effect of the electroosmotic flow becomes very significant influence for the pressure driven flow. The hydrodynamic spreading of fluids is adjusted arbitrary by the electroosmotic flow control through the tunable applied voltage.

Figure 1 shows the principle of particle separation via hydrodynamic flow for cell or particle separation controlled by EOF. One fluid stream with different particles (sample flow) is converged to another fluid stream without particles (carrier flow) through a small channel. When the voltage is applied to the carrier fluid, the hydrodynamic behavior of the fluids changes according to the driven voltage of EOF. Since the fluid stream without particles occupies a broader channel width, when the amplitude of the applied voltage is proper, the larger particles are aligned against the channel wall and immersed in the carrier fluid, but the smaller particles remain changed in the original sample fluid. Through an abrupt channel amplified mechanism, the larger particles are forced into the carrier flow and the small particles are kept in the sample flow. The particles are then separated and can be collected into the different outlets.

The hydrodynamic spreading behavior controlled by electroosmotic flow is simulated using CFD-ACE⁺, the numerical simulation results of the fluid spreading behavior along the channels are shown in Fig. 2. The top branch occupies broader width than the bottom one when the voltage is applied.
3. Experimental results and discussions

The biochip was fabricated using standard soft-lithography with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Fig. 3 (a) shows the pure hydrodynamic spreading using fluorescent dye. Fig. 3 (b) shows that the hydrodynamic spreading behavior is controlled by the electroosmotic flow. The two experiment results show that the spreading behavior changes significantly with and without electroosmotic flow control.

The mixed particles with different diameters of 2 \( \mu m \) and 10 \( \mu m \) are put in one inlet. Deionized water is used as the carrier flow that is put in the other inlet and kept at a height which is the same with the one in the mixed particles. When the applied voltage on the carrier flow is raised, the carrier flow occupies the broader channel width and the sample flow occupies the narrower channel width. The larger particles are aligned against the channel wall and forced into the carrier flow, the small size particles remain at the bottom as shown in Fig. 4. As a result, the particles with different sizes are separated. Higher voltage is applied to enhance the separation effect.

Conclusions
A technique of continuous particles separation using hydrodynamic fluid spreading through electroosmotic control is investigated. The hydrodynamic spreading behavior is studied through numerical simulation and verified by experimental results. The separation of particles with two different diameters is demonstrated. This technique provides a simple, flexible and versatile way for cell sorting using biochip.
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Abstract

Microfluidic washing techniques that are essential to many microchip-based bioassays are still premature for practical applications. Here, we propose a passive washing protocol for microchip-based bioassay applications; this approach uses the inlet-pressure difference between two solution inlets, and it employs a washing valve that regulates the merging of two solutions. The inlet-pressure difference is induced by capillarity. Sample and washing solutions merge at the washing valve, and the passive washing process occurs just after the merging. The washing volume and direction are regulated by controlling the volume of solutions injected to the inlets. In addition, the washing speed can be programmed by controlling the microchannel width. As a model bioassay, the binding of biotin-4-fluorescein inside a reaction chamber is quantified by using the passive washing. The passive washing protocol provides a simple but effective microfluidic washing method
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1. Introduction

The biospecific binding in many lab-on-a-chips occurs on solid surface in a microchamber. To measure the binding with high sensitivity, it is necessary to remove unbound species in the microchamber. Thus, it is important to wash the microchamber effectively. Generally, mechanical pumps or electrochemical pumps have been employed for microfluidic washing. However, these pumps make the whole system bigger and complex. Here, we propose a simple passive washing scheme. We regulate the shape of solution drops at the inlets to control the inlet pressure.

2. Principle

The operation principle is shown in Figures 1 and 2. The inlet pressure (ΔP) is determined by the Laplace equation:

\[ \Delta P = P_{\text{sol}} - P_{\text{air}} = \frac{2\sigma}{R} \text{ or } -\frac{2\sigma}{R} \]

where \( P_{\text{sol}} \) and \( P_{\text{air}} \) are the pressures in the solution and air phases, respectively, \( \sigma \) is the surface tension of the solution, and \( R \) is the mean radius of curvature of the solution drop. When the sample solution merges with the washing solution at the washing valve, \( \Delta P \) at the sample-solution inlet (SI) is smaller than at the washing-solution inlet (WI) (\( \Delta P_{\text{SI,1}} < \Delta P_{\text{WI,1}} \)) (Figure 2d). This pressure difference induces fluid flow from the WI to the SI until two inlet pressure values become equal (\( \Delta P_{\text{SI,f}} = \Delta P_{\text{WI,f}} \)) (Figure 2d) [1]. As a result, the solution
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in a reaction microchamber is washed with a washing solution. The volume used for washing depends on the initial volume of two inlets.

3. Experimental
The microchip is made of a cyclo-olefin copolymer (COC) plate that was coated with bovine serum albumin (BSA) and an adhesive tape. The COC plate was hot-embossed with a nickel master that was fabricated using SU-8.

4. Results and discussion
The shape change of a liquid drop was monitored during washing process (Figure 3a-b). The volume of SI increases because of the passive washing induced by the inlet-pressure difference, while that of WI decreases. To check the efficiency of passive washing, fluorescence images were also obtained during washing process (Figure 4a-d). The fluorescence signal of fluorescein decays with change of sample solution to washing solution in the reaction microchamber. Fluorescein in the microchamber was completely removed after 5 s for 350 μm-wide fluidic resistor, indicating that a fast and effective washing has been achieved. The time needed for a complete washing is longer for a thinner channel that has a larger fluidic resistance (Figure 4e). As a model bioassay application, the specific binding of biotin-4-fluorescein on streptavidin surface was tested (Figure 5a). The biotinylated BSA was spotted on the reaction chamber of the COC plate, and then streptavidin was immobilized. On this microchip, a solution of phosphate buffered saline containing 1% (w/v) BSA (PBSB, pH = 7.4) and biotin-4-fluorescein was injected to the SI. After 10 min, a PBSB solution was injected to the WI. The amount of specifically bound biotin-4-fluorescein was determined by a fluorescence microscope. Passive washing eliminates most of unbound biotin-4-fluorescein molecules in the microchamber (Figure 5b). The calibration curve for biotin-4-fluorescein in Figure 5c indicates that the passive washing process are effective in removing unbound biotin-4-fluorescein and that this unique approach is practical to simple microfluidic devices required in heterogeneous phase bioassays.

5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated a simple but effective microfluidic washing protocol for bioassay applications. Our approach has the following advantages: (1) it does not require any internal or external pumps for microfluidic washing; (2) it enables facile macro-to-micro interface via solution dropping; (3) the washing speed can be programmed by controlling the fluidic resistance (changing channel width); (4) the washing direction and volume can be controlled by the volume of solution drops injected to the two inlets; and (5) a waste chamber is not necessary because the SI also acts as a waste chamber.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic view of the microfluidic device. (b) Schematic of solution flows at the washing valve before and after the merging of two solutions.

Figure 2. Schematic of the relationship between $\Delta P$ and $V$ at solution inlets. (a) $V > 0, R_v = R_b$; (b) $V > 0, R_v > R_b$; and (c) $V < 0, R_v = R_b$. (d) Schematic graph of $\Delta P$ vs. $V$ during the passive washing process.

Figure 3. Side view of two solution drops at the inlets during the washing (a) before the merging of two solutions and (b) 40 s after the merging. (c) Top view of a drop at the WI after the washing. (d) $\Delta P$ and $V$ calculated from side views of solution drops.

Figure 4. (a)-(d) Fluorescence images during passive washing. The channel width is 350 µm. The images were obtained (a) before the merging of two solutions, (b) 1 s, (c) 2.5 s and (d) 5 s after the merging. (e) Time dependence of the percent washed area.

Figure 5. (a) Schematic representation for bioassay surface and the preparation procedure. (b) Fluorescence image obtained at a 300 nM biotin-4-fluorescein solution before and after passive washing (c) Dependence of fluorescence intensity on biotin-4-fluorescein concentration.
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Abstract

We present viscosity and ionic strength dependence of mixing time in AC electroosmotic micromixer. Rapid mixing was achieved for the viscosity up to 3 mPa s and for the ionic strength up to 10^{-3}. Rapid fluorescence staining of DNA with the mixer was also demonstrated.
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1. Introduction

Efficient mixing of fluids in microchannel is required for many chemical and biochemical applications. In the previous paper, we reported that our AC electroosmotic micromixer worked in a shorter mixing time compared with the reported micromixers [1]. In this paper, viscosity and ionic strength dependence of mixing time was studied, since the magnitude of AC electroosmotic flow (AC-EOF) depends on these parameters.

2. Principle

Figure 1 shows cross section of a microchannel with a pair of coplanar electrodes. Applying an AC voltage to the coplanar electrodes induces AC-EOF [2]. In the microchannel, the circulating flow is induced due to the confined space. Mixing of fluids is achieved by arranging the electrodes in parallel to the channel and inducing the circulating flow perpendicular to the flow of the fluid in microchannel, as shown in Figure 2. Efficient mixing of fluids is achieved by the use of meandering electrodes which can make periodical changes in both direction and velocity of the AC-EOF along the fluid streams and can accelerate mixing of the fluids.

3. Experimental

Aqueous fluorescein solution and water was used as test solutions. The two solutions were introduced to the mixer with a syringe pump, and AC voltage (20 V\textsubscript{p-p}, 1 kHz) was applied to the electrodes. Viscosity and ionic strength of test solutions were adjusted by ethylene glycol and KNO\textsubscript{3}, respectively. Mixing processes were visualized by a fluorescence
microscope equipped with a CCD camera. Mixing index and length was defined as described previously [1]. Since linear dependence was observed between mixing length and flow velocity, mixing time, $T_{mix}$, was defined as the slope of the regression line.

4. Results and discussion

$T_{mix}$ increased in a linear fashion with viscosity as shown in Figure 3. This can be attributed to the decrease of AC-EOF, because it is predicted that AC-EOF is inversely proportional to the viscosity [2]. For the viscosity of 3 mPa s, $T_{mix}$ was 0.6 s, which was 20-fold shorter than that of diffusional mixing. On the other hand, $T_{mix}$ increased in a linear fashion with logarithm of ionic strength as shown in Figure 4, although it is difficult to predict ionic strength dependence of AC-EOF theoretically. For the ionic strength of $10^{-3}$, $T_{mix}$ was 0.5 s.

Rapid mixing and reaction with the mixer was demonstrated by fluorescence staining of DNA as shown in Figure 5. Before applying the AC voltage, DNA reacted with the
intercalater at the boundary of the streams because of small diffusion coefficients of DNA ($\sim 10^{-7}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$) as shown in Figure 5(a). In contrast, by applying the AC voltage, two streams were rapidly mixed and fluorescence by intercalation was observed from whole of the channel (Fig. 5(b)).

5. Conclusion
We studied viscosity and ionic strength dependence of mixing time in AC electroosmotic micromixer. Rapid mixing was achieved for the viscosity up to 3 mPa s and for the ionic strength up to $10^{-3}$. Rapid fluorescence staining of DNA with the mixer was also demonstrated. The present mixer can be a powerful tool for rapid mixing and reaction, which enables us to realize highly efficient chemical and biomedical analysis and organic synthesis in microfluidic devices.
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Abstract
We developed a high-pressure diaphragm micropump comprised of a pumping chamber and two active valves. It was made from stainless-steel substrates with high durability and chemical resistance against alkali and organic solutions. Three piezoelectric stack actuators were utilized for controlling the pumping stroke and closing the active valves. The micropump could pump liquids into micro channels smoothly with low flow rates (0.6~30 μL/min) under high-pressure conditions (up to 1.2 MPa) and was suitable for micro-chemical processes.
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1. Introduction
Small pumps that can accurately drive very small amounts of liquids are required in most of the micro-chemical systems with functional micro channels. At MicroTAS’05, we had reported on our original diaphragm micropump comprised of a pumping chamber and two valves driven by three piezoelectric-stack actuators [1]. Weak point of this micropump was its low operational pressure (0.15 MPa). However, high-pressure conditions of about 1.0 MPa are often encountered in miniaturized chemical systems.

In this work, we improved the structure of the active valves to overcome this problem of pressure tolerance.

2. Initial design
Figure 1 shows the developed micropump. It had three SUS316 stainless-steel substrates (top, diaphragm, and chamber). The stainless-steel substrates have a higher durability and a higher chemical resistance. The top substrate had three through-holes, in which the piezoelectric-stack actuators were assembled. The diaphragm substrate had a pumping diaphragm and two valve diaphragms: an inlet and an outlet one. The chamber substrate had inlet/outlet holes, two connecting sections, and a pumping chamber. Tubes connect the micropump and the reservoir or the micro channels through inlet and outlet holes, relatively.

3. Improved design and evaluation
In the initial design, the active valves had been closed by press the diaphragm to the surrounding inlet/outlet holes. Loose contact between them had caused the relatively
low-pressure tolerance of the micropump. In the improved design, we used a resin tube for connection between the micropump and a micro channel or a reservoir. And we let the resin tube to stick out slightly into the chamber. When the diaphragm was pressed the tube end, the resin tube was elastically deformed and the active valve was sealed tightly enough to work under a high-pressure condition.

Figure 2 shows a photograph of the developed micropump. The three stainless-steel substrates were bonded using thermal diffusion bonding technology. The pump is 20 mm wide, 20 mm long, and 20 mm high.

Figure 3 shows the operation sequence of the micropump. First, the inlet valve was opened, and the pumping chamber and the outlet valve were closed. The pumping chamber was gradually opened to suck liquid into the pumping chamber. After the inlet valve was closed and the outlet valve was opened, the liquid in the pumping chamber was pushed out by the pumping diaphragm gradually going down. Finally, the valves were returned to the initial state and a cycle was completed. Rectangular wave voltages ranged from 0 to 100 V and triangular wave voltages ranged from 0 to 50 V were used for actuating piezoelectric-stack actuators of the inlet/outlet diaphragms and of the pumping diaphragms, respectively. The rectangular wave for controlling the inlet/outlet valves enabled to keep closed/opened condition, and the triangular wave for pumping chamber made it possible to gradually pump and suck.
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the flow rate of the micropump on the frequency of the voltage waves. Flow rate was nearly proportional to the frequency. When the frequency was increased from 0.2 to 30 Hz, the flow rate increased from 0.6 to 30 \( \mu \text{L/min} \). Improving the design enable the active valves to work under high-pressure conditions thus increased the flow rate by about 500%.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the closed pressure of the micropump on the frequency of the voltage waves. The closed pressure was proportional to the frequency from 1 to 15 Hz, it gradually saturated about 1.2 MPa at 40 Hz.

4. Conclusion
Improving the valve design of our reciprocating diaphragm micropump for micro-chemical processes to enable the valves to work under high-pressure conditions could pump liquid into micro channels at flow rates ranging from 0.6 to 30 mL/min under high-pressure conditions (~1.2 MPa). This micropump is now well suited for use in miniaturized chemical systems with functional micro channels.
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Abstract
A 4-bit continuous flow, concentration digital-to-analog converter utilizing switched PDMS microfluidic networks was fabricated and tested. This converter produces discretized analyte concentrations controlled by a time-varying digital word; hence it is suitable for the generation of arbitrary dynamic analyte signals. Several analyte waveforms (sawtooth, cosine, and ramp) were generated at flows of 2 μL/min and frequencies of 0.6-4 mHz.

Keywords: dynamic fluidic signals, dynamic mixers

1. Introduction
The generation of controlled dynamic chemical signals has many applications in the life sciences ranging from analyte-ligand analysis to the understanding and modulation of cellular response. Inspite of its importance, most of the work to date has focused on the generation of static signals with microfluidic mixing networks. These networks provide a multitude of mix-ratio outputs from two or more input flows [1-3] hence are commonly used for generation of static chemical gradients and parallel titration analysis. In [4] mixing networks were driven by external dynamic input flows to generate time-dependent output signals, and [5] reports the dynamic switching of gradients utilizing on-chip valves.

This paper reports for the first time, the utilization of digitally switched mixing networks for the generation of arbitrary dynamic chemical signals. In particular, we have fabricated and tested a 4-bit microfluidic continuous flow concentration digital-to-analog converter (or C-DAC) as described below.

2. A Continuous Flow C-DAC Structure
The C-DAC generates an arbitrary concentration of analyte within a specific analyte range and bit resolution; hence with this device one can generate analyte waveforms. The C-DAC consists of two mixing networks, M1 and M2, a digitally controlled flow multiplexer and a mixing resistor as shown in Fig. 1. Flows of analyte and solvent are input to mixing network M1, producing equal flow outputs of binary weighted analyte concentration. For a specified digital control bit input, the multiplexer valves select the corresponding bit outputs and route the bit flows to either the terminating mixing resistor or the waste line. Flow in the mixing resistor is maintained constant by selecting...
Figure 1. Schematic of 4-bit continuous flow C-DAC

either the bit flow from M1 or an equal flow of solvent from M2. Mixing in the network
takes place at the circled flow resistors. Under these flow conditions and under
the assumption of perfect mixing, the analyte concentration at the mixing resistor output is

\[ C_{out} = \frac{C_i}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} b_i \cdot 2^{-i} \]

where \( C_i \) is the input analyte concentration and \( N \) is the number of control bits.

Figure 2 shows a photograph of a larger 6-bit C-DAC. Chips were constructed using a
double-layer PDMS process [6] with integrated pneumatic valves and through-level vias. These vias permit the crossing of separate fluidic lines.

3. Experimental results

A 4-bit C-DAC chip was tested with a water-soluble fluorescent tracer dye (Risk
Reactor, IFWB-C0 Clear Blue) as well as fluorescein as indicators of analyte
concentration. Lines of dye and water were connected to the input chip and were
pressurized at about 40 PSI to generate the internal flows. The fluorescent intensity of
the output signals was recorded with an Olympus MVX10 epifluorescence microscope
equipped with a Hammamatsu intensified camera. Figs. 3(a)-(b) show fluorescence photographs of the flow multiplexer outlet showing the binary-weighted intensities of
the bit flows. Figs. 3(c)-(d) shows photographs of fluorescent images corresponding to
different mixing codes. Fig. 3(d) shows the generation of several dynamic signals with
the C-DAC at flow rates of 2 \( \mu \)L/min with frequencies between 0.6-4 mHz. An
important consideration in this device is the settling time of the switched mixed signal.
If the exit mixing resistor is sufficiently long, the output mixer behaves as a dispersive
low-pass filter that smears the signal thus eliminating much of the exit transients, but at
the same time limiting the slope of the output signal. In this device the practical cutoff was about \( \sim 30 \text{ mHz} \). This cutoff can be increased at higher driving pressures and flow velocities.

Figs. 3(a)-(d): (a) image of different bit flows being mixed on the exit manifold. The bit flow is either mixed or re-routed to a waste line and replaced with an equal volume of solvent. (b) fluorescence intensities of binary weighted analyte concentrations. (c) Images of the mixing at different bit codes. (d) intensity at C-DAC outlet showing the generation of arbitrary dynamic analyte signals.
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PNEUMATIC MICRO DISPENSER SYSTEM WITH NO DEAD VOLUME FOR PORTABLE MICRO CHEMICAL DEVICE

Tadahiro Hasegawa*, Fumiyuki Omatsu*, Toshiyuki Tsuji*, and Koji Ikuta**
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**Dept. of Micro System Engineering, Nagoya Univ. , JAPAN

Abstract:

Two kinds of switching micro fluidic chips called “Dead volume-free” micro fluidic chip for portable micro chemical devices have been developed successfully. The 10-directional switching valve chip and the sampling chip as components of the air pressure drive micro dispenser system were developed successfully. The first one is the sampling chip that divides liquid every 1μL or 0.5μL without any dead volume of sample by decompressing and compressing the air. This simple operation is caused by our original novel detection method of micro fluid and check valves of hat shape. The second is the switching valve chip that can select the outlet. This chip has a special rotary mechanism consisting of silicone rubber ring for leak-preventions and the precise auto-positioning mechanism. This chip can switch ten outlets by built-in micro solenoid (1N, 6V DC) under high leakage pressure (higher than 500kPa). Since the both of chips were fabricated using our original “hybrid microstereolithography” (hybrid-IH process), micro assembling and bonding are not needed.

Keywords: Micro dispenser, 10-directional switching valve, Check valves, Photosensor, Hybrid microstereolithography

1. Introduction

Biochemical IC proposed by Ikuta [1] is useful for not only micro-TAS but also “portable” micro chemical devices such as portable health care devices. Dispensing devices that can efficiently divide sample in the chip are needed. A novel sliding micro dispensing device was reported by Kuwata et al. [2]. This device is capable of dispensing liquids in nanoliter range precisely. However, unnegligible dead volume of liquid exists because of dividing a part of liquid injected into the channel. We speculated that the actuator with large power was needed to slide the glass. In this paper, we realized micro dispenser system without any dead volume for portable micro chemical devices.

2. Operation principle of pneumatic micro dispenser system

This dispenser system consists of the micro sampling chip and the micro multi-directional switching valve chip (Fig. 1). These micro chips are stacked up by “Silicon rubber coupling method [3]”. First of all, liquid is sucked through check valve by the decompressing the air in the chip. At the same time as detecting liquid with photosensor, it is cut out by switching to the pressurizing operation. Liquid that divided into a constant amount is injected through the other...
check valve without dead volume. In addition, by switching outlets with the multi-directional switching valve, dispensed liquids can be injected to several channel.

3. Air pressure drive micro sampling chip

Fig. 2 shows the micro sampling chip that can divide liquids every 1\(\mu\)L or 0.5\(\mu\)L without any dead volume. The micro sampling chip consists of our original novel detection method of micro fluid and check valves of hat shape. First, the detection method of the micro fluid utilized total refraction of infrared rays. The infrared rays is irradiated through the optical fiber set up on the channel diagonally. If liquid is injected into the channel, the refractive index on the surface of the channel changes and the infrared rays is refracted to the photosensor. Therefore, not only passage of the fluid into the channel but also its existence can be detected as TTL level. Secondly, the silicone rubber of the hat shape that functions itself as a one-way valve was developed. The check valve is a simple structure to insert it at the channel during polymer solidification process. This check valve has opening pressure of 3.0 ± 0.4kPa and can withstand over 300kPa. The route of liquid is automatically controlled by check valves(Fig.3).

![Diagram of micro dispenser system](image1)

![Diagram of micro sampling chip](image2)

![Sequential photographs of dispensing procedure](image3)

![10-directional switching valve chip](image4)
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4. Multi-directional switching valve chip with rotary mechanism

The world’s first 10-directional micro switching valve was developed by us [5]. Initially, the valve was operated manually to confirm the switching principle with the rotary mechanism. Next, the micro solenoid drive switching valve chip was developed for simple and quick operation (Fig.4). Positioning and detection of present location at the outlet were achieved with the latch mechanism without necessity of positioning. The insertion of all parts including the rotor during the fabrication of the housing succeeded by using our original hybrid microstereolithography [4]. To build the solenoid into the chip, the valve design parameters (the height of the silicon rubber ring and the compression force to the rotor) affecting the valve performance (the leakage pressure and the rotation force of the rotor) were optimized (Fig.5). Ten outlets were switched by the built-in micro solenoid (1N, 6V DC) smoothly and accurately (Fig.6).

5. Conclusions

Pneumatic micro dispenser system without any dead volume was proposed. The micro sampling chip that can divide liquids every 1μL or 0.5μL without any dead volume and the 10-directional switching valve chip with built-in micro solenoid as the component of this system were developed successfully. These module type micro fluidic chips should be the key device for portable and wearable micro chemical device in near future.
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MANUFACTURING SIZE-CONTROLLED GELATIN MICROPARTICLES USING A MICROFLUIDIC CHIP
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Abstract

This study is to prepare monodisperse gelatin microparticles using a microfluidic chip. We have demonstrated that one can control the size of gelatin microparticles from 100 μm to 400 μm in diameter (with a variation less than 10%) by altering the relative sheath/sample flow rate ratio. The proposed microfluidic chip is capable of generating relatively uniform micro-droplets and has the advantages of actively controlling the droplet diameter, and having a simple and low cost process, with a high throughput. Experimental data show that when given a steady continuous phase (oil flow), the emulsion size increases with the increase in average velocity of the dispersed phase flow (sample flow). In addition, the size distribution of the resulting chitosan microspheres is narrow (about Polyindex = 1) which is suitable to provide the optimal release rate in the administration of controlled release drugs.

Keywords: gelatin, size-controlled, microfluidic

1. Introduction

Gelatin microparticles have characteristics of biodegradability and weak antigenicity suitable for medical and pharmaceutical applications [1]. Several methodologies for gelatin microparticles preparation have been described in the literature, including precipitation, spraying, emulsion techniques, and others [2-3]. However, the resulting size and size distribution of the microspheres cannot be easily controlled by these methods. Control of the particle size and its distribution is important for controlled-release drug delivery, because they influence the clearance rate from the body and ultimately determines the drug dosage. Basically, an ideal particle size and a uniform size can provide an optimal release rate.

Our strategy is based on a focusing on the forming a uniform self-assembling sphere structure, so-called water-in-oil (w/o) emulsions, in the cross-junction microchannel. These fine emulsions containing 1 % (w/v) gelatin and 1 % (w/v) genipine were then undergo crosslinking for 20 min, resulting in water-insoluble gelatin particles.

2. Experimental

The developed chip is fabricated by a CO₂ laser machine on a conventional poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) substrate. The microfluidic chip has three inlet ports, one cross-channel, and three outlet ports (Fig. 1). Experiment data showed that the sample fluid was compressed by a shear force (oil flow) to form an arrow shape and then be separated into emulsions of about 100-400 μm in diameter (Fig. 2). In addition, the size and gap of the droplets are tunable by adjusting the relative sheath/sample flow rate ratio (Fig. 3).
Fig. 1 Schematic drawings of the microfluidic chip: 1. oil inlet, 2. sample inlet, 3. cross-junction channel, 4. observation chamber, 5. outlets, 6. screw holes for binding. (scale bar 10 cm)

Fig. 2 Gelatin microemulsions are generated at the cross-junction with oil: 1.0 mL/min and water: 0.1 mL/min. The broadened channel (600 μm in width) near the outlet of the cross channel is designed for slowing down the flow and enhance the analysis observation. (The arrow indicates the flow direction)

Fig. 3 The developed microfluidic chip is capable of generating relatively uniform micro-droplets. Enlarged microscope view of the size-controlled emulsions formation at observation chamber (1000 μm in width) under (a) oil: 1.0 mL/min, water: 0.01 mL/min, (b) oil: 1.0 mL/min, water: 0.1 mL/min. (scale bar 200 μm)

3. Results and Discussions

Experimental data showed that the size distribution of the resulting gelatin microspheres is very narrow (Polyindex = 1), as shown in (Fig. 4). When given a steady oil flow (sheath flow), the size of emulsion increases with the increase of the sample flow (Fig. 5).
4. Conclusions

The developed method turns out to be one of the most efficient methods for the production of monodisperse genipin-gelatin micro-hydrogels. The microfluidic chip is easy to fabricate and set-up, and is easily programmed to generate a large set of size-controlled gelatin microparticles. The approach in manipulation of uniform gelatin microparticles will provide many potential usages for pharmaceutical applications.
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HYDROPHOBIC PLATING TECHNIQUE FOR FABRICATION OF MEMS SLIDE VALVE
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Abstract
Microslide valves with glass/silicon/glass three-layered structures were fabricated using MEMS technologies. A part of the silicon layer, in which microchannels connecting the top and bottom sides were fabricated, could be slid to switch flow path between microchannels in the two glass layers.

In order to suppress leakage, hydrophobic plating technique was applied to the surface of the sliding valves. The valves were tested under pressure of between 0 and 200 kPa. With the hydrophobic Ni plating, water leakage was reduced to 1/50 of that with the non-coated valve.

Keywords: micro valve, hydrophobic plating, slide valve

1. Introduction
Inexpensive and disposable micro valves that enable few to few tens nano-litter dispensing are desired for micro biochemical applications.

There exist various micro valves based on MEMS technologies, such as passive valves utilizing surface tension of the liquid and diaphragm valves. However quantitative injection irrespective of physical parameters of the liquid, such as viscosity, is not possible with those micro valves.

Sample injection valves for HPLC can be used for quantitative injection, because in those valves channels with defined volumes slide between the flow paths for loading and dispensing. Problems are that the volumes are too large for micro-TAS and they are too expensive for biochemical applications where disposable devices are desired to prevent carry over problems.

We have successfully developed a sliding quantitative nano-litter dispensing device, wherein sections of a glass microchip were cut and were slid for switching connections between the microchannels [1]. In this paper we tried to fabricate less expensive micro slide valves using MEMS technologies.

2. Structure and Fabrication of Slide Valve
Figure 1 shows structure and fabrication scheme of the slide valve. It consisted of three layers (glass/silicon/glass), and middle part of the silicon layer could be slid. Three channels were vertically penetrating the sliding part, and the glass layers had two channels. By sliding
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the silicon part, a segment of solution A with defined volume could be injected to the solution B (Figure 2). Figure 3 shows a photograph of the slide valves.

We examined several fabrication methods for the slide valve. In order to prevent the sliding part to stick to the glass layer, a gap had to be etched. In order to prevent leakage at the gap, the gap must be smaller than 10 μm, and some hydrophobic coating should be made on the surface. More strongly hydrophobic the surface was, the larger the gap could be. Fluorocarbon coating of the gap surface using Cytop (Asahi Glass Co., Ltd., Japan) did not work well because the silicon and glass layers stuck together under the conditions of anodic bonding. So we applied hydrophobic plating method. Teflon particulates dispersed Ni plating was deposited on a Ni layer. Because of conductivity of the Ni layer, sticking...
between the silicon sliding part and the glass could be prevented. We used Cr coating of the Ni layer during the patterning process to avoid unwanted oxidation of the Ni surface. And we used Al film instead of Ti for electrostatically fix the substrate during ICP etching process to avoid silicon dioxide residues that caused error in the anodic bonding.

3. Results and Discussion

The valves were tested under pressure of between 0 and 200 kPa. With the hydrophobic Ni plating, water leakage was reduced to 1/50 of that with the non-coated valve.

Three-way and rotary valves tend to be structurally complicated, and it is difficult to make them thin enough to be incorporated in microchips. We fabricated two- and three-way slide valves with the same fabrication technique (Figure 4). A small microchip as thin as 3.3 mm could be made by bonding the slide valve and a PDMS sheet with microchannels (Figure 5).

4. Conclusion

We fabricated relatively inexpensive micro slide valves using MEMS technologies. Hydrophobic plating technique was used to suppress leakage at the sliding parts. Two-way and three-way slide valves fabricated using this method was so thin that they could be integrated in a microchemical chip as thin as 3.3 mm.
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Abstract
In this research, a laser controlled liquid ejection unit for electrophoresis chips and integrated nano-biodevices was developed. Explosive vapor bubbles formed on a thin metal foil in a channel during laser irradiation effectively ejected biopolymer samples of the water solution from the channel to outside. The samples before and after ejection were analyzed by SELDI-TOF MS.

Keywords: nano-biodevice, pico-fraction, laser, bubble, electrophoresis

1. Introduction
Micro fluidic devices are powerful tools for the analysis of DNA, protein and other biopolymer samples. However, they have no fraction function that enables further analysis and/or the use of separated samples. For plastic-based disposable chips, complex systems such as piezoelectric actuators, micro valves [1] and micro heaters are not suitable because of their costs. We developed a laser controlled fraction unit, which has a laser unit outside and minimum additional parts in chip, a piece of metal foil as a beam absorber and an ejection port.

2. Design and Experimental
To realize a simple fraction unit, we set a piece of thin metal foil (135\textmu mX135\textmu mX2\textmu m), which absorb laser beam from a pulsed laser unit outside the chip (Figure 1). The PMMA chip with micro channel, of which width and depth are approximately 100\textmu m and 30\textmu m, respectively, was formed by injection molding. A polyester (PE) film, of which thickness was 50\textmu m (including adhesive), was used for the cover film.

Figure 1 Schematic representation of a capillary chip used for the experiment. A titanium foil (thickness: 2\textmu m) was used for laser absorber.
An ejection port through the film was formed by the irradiation of focused fs-laser. In addition, two wells for reserved sample are at the each end of the capillary. A single-mode fiber laser, of which output power and wavelength were 40W in CW and 1060nm, respectively, was used to heat laser absorber in the capillary.

A diluted red ink was ejected to a white graph paper at a distance of 5mm from the ejection port to observe the ejection patterns. Protein samples (cytochrome c:0.1mg/ml of water and 1mg/ml of water, BSA:0.1mg/ml of water and 1mg/ml of water) were ejected to a protein chip array for SELDI-TOF MS (surface-enhanced laser desorption ionization-time of flight mass spectrometry) to compare their molecule size between before and after ejection.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows ejected patterns of red ink at a distance of 5mm from the ejection port. The frequency and the pulse width of the laser were constant at 1Hz and 2μs, respectively. From these patterns, ejection rates (ejection time/pulse number) at various laser pulse energy were estimated (Figure 3).

Ejection rate increases up to 0.85 with increasing laser pulse energy. For further increase of ejection rate, the optimization of the port shape is necessary.

Figure 4(a) and (b) show the SELDI-TOF MS signals of BSA before and after ejection. The intensity is not proportional to the sample concentration and the pulse number, however, the signal of ejected sample indicates no significant difference from the signal of original sample. Similar results were obtained in cytochrome c (Figure 4(b) and (c)).

4. Conclusion

A novel function unit for electrophoresis chip and other integrated nano-biodevices was developed. The laser controlled pico-fraction unit successfully ejected protein samples without the change of their mass spectra.
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Figure 4 SELDI-TOF MS signals of BSA and cytochrome c, before and after ejection.
MICRO FLUIDIC DEVICES IN 1 mm CUBE SHAPE FOR FLOW CONTROL IN A MICRO CHEMICAL CHIP

Yukimitsu Sekimori 1 and Takehiko Kitamori 2
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Abstract
This paper reports a series of micro fluidic devices, including pressure sensors, valves, and pumps, which have been developed for flow control in a micro chemical chip. All these micro fluidic devices have structure of 1mm cube, and they were embedded in a micro chemical chip. We succeeded in construction of a micro fluidic system using these devices.

Keywords: Pressure sensor, Valve, Pump, flow control

1. Introduction
Recently, integration of chemical operations onto micro chemical chips is drawing attentions. Microchannels of a typical width of 100 μm are fabricated in microchips, and various chemical operations such as mixing, reaction, extraction and separation can be carried out in the micro space. Efficient and environmentally amiable analytical systems with small samples and chemical synthesis systems can be constructed by using these micro chemical chips. Fluid control in a microchannel is a critical issue in such micro chemical systems. For fluid control in a microchannel, pressure sensors and micro valves that satisfy following specifications are necessary: miniaturized structure and high chemical resistance. And the devices should be installed anywhere in a micro chemical chip. In addition, they should be small so that disturbance to the flow and dead volume problems can be minimized. It is also important to develop installation method of the flow control devices to a micro chemical chip. We have examined some conventional devices for pressure control and have found that no existing devices satisfied all these requirements.

2. Characteristic of the devices
a) Pressure sensor element

Fig. 1 shows a pressure sensor element that we have developed. The sensor element was a 1 mm cube comprised of a diaphragm made of silicone a diaphragm support made of glass. Its diaphragm was coated with SiC.

The pressure sensor element has following features: small size, high chemical resistance, and high pressure resistance.

Fig. 1: Picture of the pressure sensor element
A square hole was fabricated in a cover plate of a micro channel, and the sensor element surrounded by chemically inert glue on its sidewalls was embedded in the square hole so that its diaphragm was in the same plane of the ceiling of the micro channel. Pressure at an arbitrary point could be measured by changing the position of the square hole.

The installation method of the sensor element in a micro chemical chip has following features: wide choice of material of the micro chemical chip, free choice of embedment position in the micro chemical chip, small dead volume, and negligible disturbance to the micro flow.

b) Micro valve

Fig. 2 shows a sectional view of the developed valve. A 1 mm glass cube wound by chemically inert rubber was embedded in a square hole just the same as that for the pressure sensor.

When the glass cube is pushed into the microchip, the rubber deforms to fill in the microchannel, and the valve closes. When the pushing is stopped, the rubber will return to the original form, and the valve opens. By controlling the amount of pushing, aperture of the valve can be controlled.

Pressure-resistant ability of the valve was 1 MPa or more with either liquid or gas.

c) Micro pump

Fig. 3 shows a sectional view of the newly developed micro pump. In a rectangular hole aligned along a micro channel, four rubber coated glass cubes were placed in line. Each cube had the same function as the above-mentioned micro valve. An external gear pushed these glass cubes periodically and in sequence so that they worked as a peristaltic pump.

3. Micro chemical chip with the fluidic devices

Fig. 4 shows pictures of a micro chemical chip with the micro fluidic devices. The Pyrex glass chip (30 x 70 x 1.4 mm) had microchannels with 100 μm in width and 40 μm in depth, two rectangle holes for pumps, and five square holes for two pressure sensors and three valves.

In the microchip for fluidic control, only minimum components of the valve, the pump and the
pressure sensors were attached to the microchip. Namely, the valve and the pump were divided into a part to be actuated and a controller, and only the former was attached to the microchip. The pressure sensor elements were embedded into the microchip, while electric circuits of the pressure sensors were not.

4. Results

We tested the micro chemical chip with flow control devices in typical liquid control experiments: switching and mixing of two solutions. Two sets of micro pumps drove the two solutions, and two micro pressure sensors measured the pumping pressures. Micro valves were used for switching and regulation of the micro fluids. These devices were controlled by a controller comprised of the actuators for pumps and valves and sensor circuits for sensors. It was confirmed that the micro fluidic devices worked as intended.

The controller was quite simple and flexible, and can be easily applied to a micro chemical chip with a different configuration. A micro chemical chip with minimum components of the micro flow control devices can be manufactured with relative ease and with low costs, so that it could be disposable.

5. Conclusions

We have succeeded in development of a total micro fluidic system, which included 1mm cubic devices for driving, regulating and monitoring micro fluids.
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Abstract
A novel method for solid-liquid extraction with a reciprocating current is proposed and demonstrated. Polymer based membrane devices for the extraction were fabricated with a proposed film-assisted method. The methods could reduce the extraction time.

keywords: extraction, filtration, polymer chip, soil analysis, heavy metal

1. Introduction
The official method for heavy metal analysis in soil requires 6 hours for extraction of 50g sample per test. In order to develop a portable on-site total analysis system, we tried to reduce the extraction time, the sample amount, and laborious procedure. Solid-liquid extraction requires, at least, a filtration unit, which should be disposable. However, microfluidic membrane devices are usually complicated, unable to integrate on a chip, and easy to leak. In this research, we have proposed and demonstrated a novel method for solid-liquid extraction with a reciprocating current. The method to incorporate a membrane into polymer based microfluidics was proposed and used to fabricate disposable devices for the extraction.

2. Experimental
Grooves on top (4mm in thick) and bottom (1mm) plates were formed by hot-embossing method on acryl plates. The top plate was drilled to make through holes
as two access ports (2mm in diameter) and a sample chamber (10mm in diameter). Membrane filters were sandwiched between thin acryl films with holes, and sealed by hot press. The top plate, the membrane film, and the bottom plate were bonded also by hot press. Model soil was put into the sample chamber and the chamber was tightly covered with an o-ring and a screw lid. Each access port was then connected to a reciprocating syringe pump synchronous to the other (Figs 1). Concentration of the extracted metal was measured by colorimetric method.

3. Results and discussion

Because the typical thickness of the filter membrane is the same as the typical depth of the channel, a simple press bonding (Fig.2a) resulted in choking of the channel at the edge of the reservoir. To integrate with other functional element on a chip, however, channels should be drawn across the edge of membrane filtration element. To overcome the choking problem, we proposed a film-assisted method (Fig.2b). Thin polymer films incorporated into a membrane filter at the first step of
the fabrication, which was then bonded with microfabricated plates. The method enabled us to integrate other microfluidics on the same chip. The fabricated microchip (Fig.2c) was durable (> 1MPa) enough to perform following method.

At the beginning of the research, we tried to employ ultrasonication in a microfluidics for the rapid extraction, resulting in a poor reproducibility due to variance of particle size of test soil. Next, the employment of a reciprocating current gave positive results in a preliminary study with a macro device, and then the devices in a microfluidics format were fabricated. Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of the extractor. Hexavalent chromium was extracted from 100 mg model soil (1/500 of the official method) and compared to the official method by a auto shaker. Results of extraction rate (Figure 4) suggest that the proposed method can reduce the time for extraction down to 15 min (official: 6h).

Microextraction using reciprocating current on a membrane chip with a film-assisted bonding method was fast, highly efficient, and easy to integrate other analytical unit such as reactor and detector.

Figures 3 Schematic cross-sectional view of the membrane device for reciprocating current.

Figures 4 Comparison of the extraction rate of hexavalent chromium from a model soil. In the case of the official shaking extraction, 50 g of sample was shook at 200rpm with the amplitude of 4cm. In the case of proposed reciprocating current method, 100mg of sample was repeatedly flowed.
SLIDING MICRO VALVE DEVICE FOR NANO LITER HANDLING IN MICROCHIP
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Abstract
This paper reports a novel sliding micro valve system, which is capable of switching and injecting liquids with quantitative accuracy in nano liter range without any dead volume in microchip. Surface treatment of slide structure prevents leaks under a pressure of 5 MPa. Since the device is made of Pyrex glass and fluorocarbon coating, it has high chemical tolerance. Sequential process of switching and quantitative injection (10nL) was performed to justify the applicability of this device.

Keywords: microvalve, micromachining, flow injection analysis

1. Introduction
It is important for quantitative multiple analysis to switch samples rapidly in microchip. The fundamental concept and the test results of sliding micro valve as injector device and multi-dispensing device were reported at past MicroTAS conferences [1,2]. The sliding micro valve structure can be extended to other functions serially and parallel (injection, switching, dispensing, and so on) in accordance with the intended use by modifying the channel structure.

2. Device structure
A valve integrated microchip and microscope pictures are shown in Fig. 1. The size of the microchip is about 70 x 30 mm. The depth and width of all channels are 40μm and 100μm, respectively. A part of microchip was cut in parallel with each other. And the valve part slides in parallel with right-and-left parts. The channels in microchip are disconnected and reconnected with this slide movement. Thus, it works as switching and injection valve each other. The width of the valve part is 3mm.

Before these were cut, these channels in left-center-right parts were originally single channel. Thus, when these are reconnected, the shape, depth and width are same. Therefore there is no dead volume left between these channel connections.

Surface treatment of slide structure is very important for pressure tightness. The contact surfaces of each part are coated with fluorocarbon resin to prevent leakage of liquid from the gaps of slide structure. This surface treatment works well for pressure tightness. All the valves can withstand a pressure difference of at least 5MPa.

Since this device is comprised of glass partly coated with fluorocarbon resin, it can be used for almost all kind of fluids including organic solvent, acid, alkaline.
3. Experiments

As a check of fundamental performance of switching valve device, changeover time was measured. Sunset Yellow solution (1.0 x 10^{-2}M) and water were switched. The signal was detected by thermal lens microscope at the point 28mm (volume 90nL) from switching valve. Typical result is shown in figure 2. In this system, switching valve embedded in microchip, and there is little dead volume left in valve structure. Thus it is possible to change the sample quickly. In the case of 1.0μL/min, these samples changed within a few second.

As the fundamental application

Figure 1. Structure of sliding micro valve device and microscope pictures.

Figure 2. Typical result of changeover time measurement.
of this system, sequential process of switching and quantitative injection was performed. Three sunset yellow solution having concentration 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 x 10^{-2}M were switched and injected. The injection volume is 10nL. The signal of the injected samples were detected with thermal lens microscope. Typical result is shown in figure 3. Switching and injection valve are integrated on a microchip and the volume between switching valve and injection valve is so little (distance 17mm, volume 57nL) that injection samples were quickly changed. Thus, the whole sequential process of three measurements for three samples was completed within 135sec. The residual liquid between contact surfaces of slide structure is so little that there is no problem in cross contamination of samples.

4. Conclusions
This paper describes the integration of injection and switching function on a microchip. This proposed system is expected to serve a number of analyses in micro-scale.
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FABRICATION OF PREMITIVE SPHERICAL MICROPUMP POWERED BY CARDIOMYOCYTES: MICRO SHERICAL HEART
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Abstract
We have created a micro spherical heart-like fluidic device powered by spontaneously contracting cardiomyocyte sheets. This device was fabricated by wrapping a beating cardiomyocyte sheet exhibiting large contractile forces, around a fabricated hollow elastomeric sphere (5 mm diameter, 250 μm polymer thickness). Fluid oscillations in a capillary connected to the hollow sphere induced by the synchronously pulsating cardiomyocyte sheet were confirmed, and the device continually worked for at least 5 days in this system. We anticipate that this device might be applied for various purposes including a bio-actuator for medical implant devices that relies on biochemical energy, not electrical interfacing.

Key words: Cardiomyocyte, Heart, Bio-microactuator, Cell sheet, Hollow sphere

1. Introduction
Recently, efficient biochemical devices incorporating cells into a miniaturized chemical system have been frequently reported as the scale of a microspace is accommodated to cell sizes and processing capabilities. While biochemical reactors or analysis systems exploiting cellular biochemical functions are the mainstream, we proposed to exploit cardiomyocytes to integrate a mechanical function into a microspace and created a cardiomyocyte pump as a prototype bio-microactuator previously [1]. However, that fundamental design is a typical reciprocating displacement type with associated inefficiencies (i.e., unused volumes due to complicated compartment interfacing from centimeter-dimensional chip sub-structures and push-bars too massive to realize truly integrated fluidic devices exploiting complete cell-driven potential). Here, we demonstrate new fabrication methods to create a more realistic, heart-like spherical micropump powered by beating cardiomyocytes without waste compartments: a micro-spherical heart pump.

2. Experimental
Fig. 1 shows the design of a micro spherical heart powered by cardiomyocytes. This design represents only fundamental function, similar to the earliest primitive heart (one chamber, no valves) as in tubular hearts of annelids (e.g. earthworms). To improve mechanical transduction and fluid dynamic performance, we utilize a previously reported cultured cardiomyocyte sheet shown to exhibit cooperative
contractile forces produced by collectively synchronous, pulsatile properties across larger-scale dimensions [2].

A fabricated hollow sphere made of flexible polymer: PDMS is contracted by the rolled, attached cardiomyocyte sheet. Fabrication process of a hollow sphere with capillaries we have newly developed is shown in Fig. 2. Briefly, it was fabricated by dissolving a sugar ball after dispensing and solidifying PDMS prepolymer on the ball. Then, a prepared neonatal rat cardiomyocyte sheet detached from a temperature responsive dish was wrapped around the hollow sphere by aspirating the medium and incubated at 37°C for 1 hour to attach to the hollow sphere. A fabricated hollow sphere (about 5 mm in diameter, 250 μm in thickness) with connected capillaries (200 μm in inside diameter) is shown in Fig. 3A. The hollow sphere after transplantation of a cardiomyocyte sheet is shown in Fig. 3B.

3. Results and Discussion

Reliable maintenance of cell phenotypic contractile activity in the sheet produced periodic contractile-expansion motion of the PDMS micro spherical heart. In order to visualize the resulting fluid behavior in the attached capillaries, spherical polystyrene tracking particles (1 μm diameter) were dispersed in cell culture medium within the capillaries (Fig. 4A). Just after attachment of a cardiomyocyte sheet, particle movements were observed directly using a phase contrast microscope with an objective lens (40×, 0.60-NA) focused on the center of the capillary at 37°C. Time-course of the displacement (x) for a select particle near the center of the capillary is plotted in Fig. 4B, black line. Displacement at t = 0 s was defined as x = 0 μm. The fluid oscillating frequency was 0.4 Hz and the maximum linear displacement was 70 μm. This fluid motion was obviously produced by the cardiomyocyte sheet, because a tracking particle did not move practically before cardiomyocyte sheet transplantation (gray line in Fig. 4B). The device continually worked for at least 5 days.

4. Conclusions

In this report, we have demonstrated new fabrication methods to create a novel micro spherical heart-like pump prototype, and demonstrated its pumping mechanism and capabilities. Regular fluid motion in a capillary connected to the hollow pumping sphere was confirmed, with the device working continuously over 5 days. This bio/artificial hybrid fluidic device is a fully integrated, wireless mechanochemical converter, exploiting a spherical heart-like pumping structure. Pumping action is driven with only chemical energy input from culture milieu without any requirement for coupled external energy sources, unlike conventional actuators. Our demonstrated device would be applied in various purposes such as drug-delivery systems.

5. References

Figure 1. Design of a micro spherical heart. A cardiomyocyte sheet covers the hollow sphere entirely. (Upper) Schematic view. (Lower) Cross-sectional view along line A-B.

Figure 2. Fabrication process of a PDMS hollow sphere. (A) Threading a capillary through a hole on a sugar ball, and applying melted glucose around the hole to prevent penetration of PDMS prepolymer. (B) PDMS dispense and solidification while rotating above a hotplate at 100°C. (C) Drawing and insertion of capillaries to make them be into the sphere partly and attachment of them to the sphere by glue. (D) Dissolving the sugar ball by water.

Figure 3. Photos of a hollow sphere. (A) A fabricated PDMS hollow sphere. (B) A hollow sphere immersed in medium after transplantation of a cardiomyocyte sheet.

Figure 4. Fluid observation in a capillary. (A) Schematic view describing the observation method and a measured parameter (x). (B) Displacement time-course of one particle near the center of the capillary for 5 s at 37°C. Gray and black plots indicate particle displacement before and after cardiomyocyte sheet transplantation, respectively.
HIGHTHROUGHPUT ENZYME INHIBITION ASSAYS ON A CAPILLARY BASED SEQUENTIAL INJECTION SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate an automated microfluidic sequential injection analysis system using a short fused-silica capillary, slotted-vial array sample injection system and laser induced fluorescence detection, which efficiently manipulates sample and reagent solutions in the nanoliter range. The present system was applied in an enzyme inhibition assay using β-galactosidase with a high throughput of 300 h⁻¹ and low sample consumption of 4.2 nL.

KEYWORDS: sequential injection analysis, enzyme inhibition assays, microfluidics, capillary

1. INTRODUCTION
Sequential injection analysis (SIA),¹ as a new generation of flow injection analysis (FIA), has now developed into a well-established technique enjoying broad acceptance, owing to improvements in the degree of automation, sample/reagent economy as well as reliability compared to conventional FI systems. However, so far effects on miniaturization of SIA are rarely reported. Davidsson et al.² coupled a microfluidic chip with macroscale injection valves and pumps for construction of an enzyme-based μ-biosensor. Pu et al.³ recently reported a microchip-based electroosmotic flow pump, and applied it with a macroscale six-way selection valve in a capillary-based SIA system for enzyme inhibition analysis.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The system setup is as described in Fig 1. A 6-cm long fused-silica capillary with a secondary layer of polyacrylamide inside the bore (eCAP Neutral Capillary, Beckman Coulter) functioned as a sampling probe, reactor, as well as a flow-through detection cell. The outlet of the capillary was fixed and connected to a horizontally oriented waste reservoir, which provided liquid level differences for inducing gravity driven flows in the capillary. An auto-sampling system consisting of a pair of gears driven by a programmed stepping motor and a set of horizontally fixed slotted-vials,⁴ was employed to sequentially introduce samples and reagents into the capillary. The slotted-vials for containing samples and reagents were produced from 0.2-mL microtubes (Porex, Petaluma, CA) by fabricating 0.9-mm wide, 1.0-mm deep slots on the conical bottom of the tubes. On-column detection was achieved using a home-made laser-induced fluorescence detector with an exitation wavelength of 473 nm.⁵ Sample and reagents
zones were sequentially introduced via gravity driven flow by scanning the capillary tip through the vial slots, while vials containing sample, reagent and carrier were sequentially rotated to the probe in an order of carrier, enzyme, inhibitor sample 1, substrate, carrier, enzyme, inhibitor sample 2, substrate, etc. The sequentially injected train of solutions was transported through the capillary to the detection point and then to waste by the gravity drive. The enzyme inhibition assay was based on the inhibition of the β-galactosidase enzyme by an inhibitor sample (diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid, DTPA), impeding the conversion of the substrate (fluorescein digalactoside, FDG) to fluorescent hydrolysates, fluorescein mono-β-D-galactopyranoside (FMG) and fluorescein via the enzyme.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this work, the slotted-vial array sample injection system was combined with a short fused silica capillary to produce a highly efficient and simple μSIA system that is capable of sequentially introducing hundreds of nanoliter sample/reagents at high throughputs without resorting to conventional valves and pumps and microfabricated chips. Sequentially injected zones were rapidly mixed by diffusion and convection within the carrier flow, demonstrating a behavior that conformed well to the Taylor dispersion model.

The potential for using the present system in high-throughput drug discovery was demonstrated by employing the β-galactosidase enzyme inhibition system as a model. Optimization of experimental parameters was carried out with preliminary experiments on effects of reaction rate, sample volume and flow rate. The difference between the liquid levels of the capillary and waste reservoir was set to 15 cm, corresponding to a flow rate of 4.2 nL/s to achieve sufficient mixing and enzyme reaction. The introduction times for inhibitor sample, substrate and enzyme solution were set to 1 s, respectively, resulting in a net sample/reagent consumption of 4.2 nL for each determination. Figure 2 displays the results of enzyme inhibition studies. With enzyme and substrate zones separated by a DTPA solution with different concentrations from 0 to 2.0 mM, the reaction rate decreased due to the inhibition of DTPA on the activity of the enzyme, initially forming a tallest peak that was basically Gaussian, and at higher concentrations...
producing a complete depression in the middle of the peak. A linear relationship was obtained between $\log C_{DTPA}$ (mM) and percentage inhibition in the range of 0.1-2 mM DTPA with a regression equation of $PI = 0.476 \log C_{DTPA} + 0.738$, $r^2 = 0.9932$. A precision of 2.7% RSD ($n = 5$) was obtained for 0.5 mM DTPA with a maximum possible throughput of 300 h$^{-1}$ deduced based on the peak width.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, without resorting to pumps, valves and microfabrication techniques, a simple capillary based microfluidic analysis system (CBMAS) was developed to perform SIA manipulation of multiple nanoliter volume liquids. We believe that the ultra low-cost $\mu$SIA methodology developed in this work has great potentials in bioanalysis involving precious samples and reagents, particularly those that involve the sequential mixing of several solutions. The approach also provides a powerful means for online process monitoring and high-throughput screening.
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NOVEL 3-D IMPELLOR-SHAPED FERROMAGNETIC MICRO-STIRRER BAR AND ITS USE FOR ACTIVE MICROMIXING
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Abstract

We report the development of a high efficiency magnetic microfluidic mixer based on a novel 3D impellor-shaped ferromagnetic micro-stirrer bar. The 3D impellor-shaped micro-stirrer bar with 31.6º inclined angle is fabricated using titled (55º) SU-8 exposure technique. The 3-D inclined micro-stirrer bar causes 3-D perturbation of fluids resulting in rapid mixing in microscale. When compared with a vertical straight sidewall micro-stirrer bar, approximately 20% of mixing efficiency enhancement is achieved.

Key Words: SU-8, 3D impellor, ferromagnetic, stirrer, mixing

1. Introduction

Rapid, high efficiency mixing of fluidic species in microscale is essential for various microfluidic applications. Microscale mixing is challenging due to the inherent laminar flow of fluids in micro-scales. Laminar flow is demonstrated in Fig. 1a using dyed water-based liquid species flowing through a sealed PDMS microchannel (Fig. 1b). Molecular diffusion across fluidic interface is known to cause mixing in microscale, but it is limited due to slow mixing rates [1]. Lagrangian chaos is another mechanism known to be effective in micro-scale mixing [2] which occurs only in 2-D time-dependant or 3-D flows, which requires perturbations created by 3-D microstructures. The fabrication of true 3-D microstructures has not been fully realized yet [3].

![Fluid Flow](image1)

Fig. 1(a) Laminar flow of fluid illustrated by flow of green and pink dyed water based fluid species, (b) PDMS micro-channel.

2. Design and Fabrication

We designed a novel true 3-D impellor-shaped micro-stirrer which can be realized by tilted SU-8 exposure technique (Fig. 2a). Due to the refractive index difference between
air and SU-8, with an incident angle of 55°, the tilt angle of the SU-8 mold obtained is 31.6°. Ni_{0.81}Fe_{0.19} permalloy is electroplated through the mold (Fig. 2b) to create 3-D impellor-shaped micro-stirrers. Various shapes and dimensions of straight and inclined sidewall micro-stirrers are fabricated (Fig. 2c, d). The micro-stirrers are heterogeneously integrated onto a center post built in PDMS microchannel (Fig. 1b) and the channels are plasma bonded onto glass substrates to form sealed micromixers. Holes, defined into the microchannel, form the fluidic inlets and outlets.

Fig. 2(a) Tilted SU-8 exposure: SEM images of; (b) inclined SU-8 mold; (c) 3-D curved inclined micro-stirrer; (d) 3-D straight inclined micro-stirrer.

3. Characterization
The micro-stirrer is actuated by placing the micromixer on a Cimerec Thermolyne stirring plate and microstirrers’ rotational speeds are measured using a stroboscope (Movistrob model 500). The fluid flow through the micro-channel is set-up using controlled suction force applied from the outlet end using Microfab Inc., Pneumatics control unit model CT-PT-04. For quantitative evaluation of mixing efficiency, still images of mixing are captured using a camera and are analyzed using color analysis software (Able image analyzer v2.1).

4. Results and Discussion
Fig. 3(a-d) shows the mixing efficiency as a function of micro-stirrer’s rotational speeds for the 3-D inclined impellor-shaped micro-stirrer. The mixing is quantitatively correlated by analyzing the pixel color intensity difference seen across a straight line on the output side of the micro mixer. Better mixing makes more uniform color at the output end which corresponds to a flatter contrast curve (Fig. 4). It is shown that 3D inclined microstirrer works better than the vertical sidewall stirrer (Fig. 5). The inclined micro-stirrer shows approximately 20% of mixing efficiency enhancement over the vertical sidewall microstirrer (Fig. 6). The improvement in mixing efficiency for the inclined micro-stirrers is because they are designed to operate such that during rotation, one blade forces the fluid in the upward direction while the other forces the fluid in the downward direction, thus causing the Lagrangian chaos required for rapid mixing in microscale.

5. Conclusions
A novel 3-D impellor shaped magnetic micro-mixer is developed and improved performance, based on Langrangian Chaos, is demonstrated. This novel true 3-D
impellor-shaped micro-stirrer bar-based microfluidic mixer will be useful for various microfluidic applications.

Fig. 3 Images of microfluidic mixing w/ 3-D straight inclined bar w/ (a) 0 RPM (b) 200 RPM (c) 800RPM and (d) 1000 RPM speeds.

Fig. 4 Contrast profiles for different rotational speeds.

Fig. 5 Contrast profiles for the 3-D inclined vs. vertical sidewall straight impellor.

Fig. 6 Mixing Index as functions of pressure and micro-stirrer speed for the novel true 3-D impellor shaped micro-stirrer and vertical side-wall micro-stirrer.
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HIGH-EFFICIENCY IN-VITRO SELECTION OF DNA APTAMERS USING A DIELECTROPHORESIS-ACTIVATED CELL SORTER (DACS)
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Abstract

Current techniques for the in-vitro selection of high-affinity molecular recognition reagents usually require large volumes and intensive manual labor, leading to poor selection efficiency and reproducibility. In this work, we demonstrate the first SELEX process in a microfluidic device, utilizing the dielectrophoresis-activated cell sorter microchip (DACS) to screen an aptamer library. High-affinity aptamers can be generated in only two rounds of SELEX, representing a five-fold improvement in selection efficiency.

Keywords: in-vitro selection, aptamer, dielectrophoresis, SELEX

I. Introduction

Systematic Evolution of Ligands through Exponential Enrichment (SELEX) is a promising technique for the isolation of high-affinity nucleic acid molecular recognition reagents [1]. The resulting DNA or RNA aptamers demonstrate high affinity and specificity to a wide variety of target molecules, including proteins, carbohydrates, and small molecule targets [2]. In addition, aptamer libraries can be large (> 1015 members), chemically synthesized and modified, are stable during long-term storage, undergo reversible denaturation and are amenable to amplification through the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR).

SELEX involves three steps: binding of a DNA or RNA pool to the target molecule, selection of bound aptamers, and amplification of these aptamers for the next round of selection. SELEX is typically manually intensive and requires many necessary rounds of selection, resulting in months of time to achieve convergence. Microfluidics offers an attractive platform to improve the efficiency of the SELEX process through more stringent control of selection conditions, which results in fewer necessary selection rounds. Furthermore, microfabrication also provides the opportunity to significantly decrease the need for manual labor by integrating multiple process steps in a single device. The advent of dielectrophoresis-based microfluidic deflection systems in particular provides a possible method for the separation of bound aptamer-target complexes from unbound aptamers, resulting in enhanced selection efficiency. By
immobilizing the target on a solid phase (e.g. polymer microsphere), microfluidic separations may be performed with very high efficiency. Here we demonstrate a novel use of our DACS device [3] to screen a DNA pool for high-affinity aptamers against human alpha-thrombin.

II. Materials and Methods

An aptamer library was synthesized consisting of $6 \times 10^{14}$ unique sequences, each 85 bp long and containing a 40 bp internal randomized region flanked by primer hybridization sequences on both sides (Figure 1A). Next, SELEX was performed (Figure 1B); the library was reacted with biotinylated target molecule (human alpha-thrombin) and this mixture was then bound to microspheres using biotin-streptavidin chemistry.

The DACS chip (Figure 2A) was used to separate the aptamer sequences with affinity for the target molecule by sorting out the bead-bound aptamers from the mixture. In this configuration, the laminar flow within the DACS device directs unbound aptamers to the waste channels while bead-bound aptamers are dielectrophoretically deflected by the electrodes and funneled into the center collection channel (Figure 2B). The quadrapole electrodes of DACS were powered at 20 volts peak-to-peak at 1 MHz and the flow rate was 500 $\mu$L/hr. Following selection, the bound aptamers were PCR amplified using biotinylated primers and a streptavidin column was utilized to generate single strands for the next round of selection.

Flow cytometry was used to monitor the purity and the convergence of the isolated aptamer pools. Following each round of selection on the DACS device, 1% of the purified DNA pool was re-amplified using Cy5-labeled primer. The resulting fluorescently labeled aptamers were directed against thrombin-conjugated microspheres and the aggregate affinity of the pool was observed as the mean fluorescence intensity per microsphere.
Figure 2. A). A micrograph of the Dielectrophoresis-Activated Cell Sorter (DACS) chip. B) Simulated concentration profile of the unbound aptamers during the DACS operation; bead-bound aptamers are deflected into the center collection channel, while unbound aptamers flow to waste.

III. Results and Conclusions

Figure 3 presents histograms of the Cy5 fluorescence collected from fluorescently labeled aptamers following two rounds of selection against human alpha-thrombin. The increase in fluorescence from the initial library towards the fluorescence seen from the positive control (a published thrombin aptamer [4]) in only two rounds represents an approximately five-fold improvement in the affinity enhancement per round compared to conventional SELEX performed manually (data not shown). This first screening of an aptamer library in a microfluidic system demonstrates rapid convergence and significantly higher efficiency for the isolation of aptamers with affinity towards the target molecule.

Figure 3. Fluorescence enhancement of aptamer binding to microsphere-immobilized human alpha-thrombin over two rounds of microfluidic SELEX. Enhanced affinity of the aptamer pools to thrombin is demonstrated by higher mean fluorescence values as a function of selection round.
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Abstract
We discuss our first steps toward the development of an on-chip NMR device that has the potential to probe and image single cells. We describe a novel technique we have developed for fabricating three-dimensional microcoils on a chip. Our fabrication protocol is general and therefore can be applied to different coil dimensions and different coil materials.
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1. Introduction
Cell metabolism can change drastically due to naturally occurring fluctuations in the internal cell state and in environmental conditions. At a basic molecular biology level, it is important to gain an understanding of such fluctuations and their relationship to the dynamics of genetic and protein networks. Unfortunately, existing approaches to probing cell state, e.g. fluorophore tagging, suffer from a variety of limitations such that monitoring the dynamic state of a cell in vivo is not possible. Clearly, though, there is a great need for such a technology. Here, we present the development of an on-chip NMR device that has the potential to probe and image single cells.

2. Theory
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a three-dimensional (3D) micro-coil is directly proportional to $\sqrt{Q}$ where $Q = \frac{2\pi f L}{R}$, $f$ is the operating frequency, $L$ is the coil length.

**Figure 1:** Calculated $Q$ for a copper 3D micro-coil that is $\ell = 200 \, \mu m$-long and consists of $N = 20$ turns. The $Q$ vs frequency is shown for three cross-sectional areas (and therefore, inductances) of the coil: 10 x 10 $\mu m^2$ (circle); 25 x 25 $\mu m^2$ (square); and 50 x 50 $\mu m^2$ (triangle).
inductance, and $R$ is the coil resistance. The coil inductance is defined as $L = (\mu_0 N^2 A)/\ell$ where $\mu_0$ is the magnetic permeability of free space, $N$ is the number of coil turns, $A$ is the cross-sectional area of the coil, and $\ell$ is the coil length. Because $R$ is determined by the resistivity of the metal used, the $Q$ of a 3D micro-coil is largely dependent on the inductance $L$, and in turn, $A$ the cross-sectional area of the coil. We have calculated the $Q$ vs frequency of an $N = 20$ turns, $\ell = 200 \mu$m-long copper solenoid having three different inductances: $L = 0.26 \text{nH}$ (circle); $L = 1.54 \text{nH}$ (square); and $L = 6.15 \text{nH}$ (triangle) (Figure 1). Our calculation is for an ideal 3D micro-coil and does take into account the skin effect of copper at high frequencies. It does not, however, take into account stray capacitances and inductances associated with leads and the fluid that will eventually run through the coil. Regardless, our calculation does show a dramatic range of $Q$’s obtainable with our micro-coil when we simply change the cross-sectional areas (and therefore, the inductances) of the coil, itself.

3. Experiment

The fabrication steps we have developed to create our 3D micro-coils are summarized in Figure 2. As shown, the different steps include using a combination of conventional photolithography, electroplating, and photoresist leaching. Our protocol is general so that we can fabricate either gold or copper coils. Figure 3 shows a completed gold 3D micro-coil fabricated on a silicon substrate. As shown, it is an $N = 20$ turn coil which has a cross-sectional area $A$ of $10 \times 10 \mu$m$^2$ and a length $\ell = 205 \mu$m.

---

**Figure 2:** Fabrication steps to create 3D micro-coil.
Once our micro-coils are fabricated, they are coated with ~2.5 μm of parylene (Fig. 3B). This, in conjunction with a PDMS microfluidic channel (Fig. 3C), electronically isolates the micro-coil from the fluid flowing through the coil.

4. Results and Discussion

Preliminary electronic measurements of our micro-coils are promising. The resistance of a gold micro-coil prior to annealing is 3.5 Ω. After annealing, the resistance reduces to 3.0 Ω. Much of the resistance measured is due to the micro-coil pads and leads that are on average 500 μm² in area. We intend to reduce the size of the pads and leads to thus decrease the resistance. The inductance of a gold micro-coil is 5.0 nH, which corresponds to an estimated Q value of approximately 1 at a frequency of 100 MHz.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we discuss our first steps toward the development of an on-chip NMR device that has the potential to probe and image single cells. We describe a novel technique we have developed for fabricating three-dimensional microcoils on a chip. Our fabrication protocol is general and therefore can be applied to different coil dimensions and different coil materials.

Figure 3: A) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a gold 3D micro-coil. B) SEM photo of a gold 3D micro-coil coated with 2.5 μm of parylene. C) Optical view of a sealed device that includes a PDMS-based microfluidic channels and the 3D micro-coil.
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

This paper describes a proportional valve that regulates viscous liquid media, intended for use with elastic reservoir/pumps in a portable drug delivery system. The valve is fabricated in a partially open state to permit flow even in the absence of applied power. At room temperature, piezoelectric actuation from -30 V to 60 V causes modulation of oil (viscosity 4.5 cP) flow rates in the range of 250-460 \( \mu \)l/min, while consuming as little as 0.136 \( \mu \)W of power. The valve is micromachined from bulk silicon and Pyrex glass. The entire packaged structure, including the actuator and housing, is 0.8 cm\(^3\).

\textbf{Keyword:} microvalve, piezoelectric actuation, drug delivery, flow modulation

1. INTRODUCTION

Elastic reservoir pumps are attractive for delivering liquids in portable applications since they do not consume any electrical power. However, the output varies with the fill level and delivery pressure \cite{1}. These output variations can be corrected by using a proportional microvalve to regulate the pump. For applications that demand prolonged deployment and extended battery life, valves that consume little power are necessary. Using a normally open valve reduces energy consumption because it allows a nominal liquid flow rate without having to apply any power. This type of valve also provides greater control by allowing the flow rate to be either increased or decreased from its default liquid delivery rate. A number of micromachined valves have been reported in the past \cite{5-14}, but they have not addressed the needs of this particular application. Electrostatic valves typically require voltages >100 V, and are limited in operating pressure and range of flow modulation. Thermal and magnetic valves consume significant power. A piezoelectric valve used for this system greatly reduces energy consumption while overcoming the drawbacks of other actuation schemes. With proper control electronics and a coin cell battery, the entire portable system could interface with an individual through a catheter (Fig. 1).

Typical chemicals that might be delivered with a micropump include insulin, hormonal and pain management drugs, and any other liquid phase drugs that are preferably delivered in a gradual manner. (Table 1). These chemicals have a range of viscosities that must be taken into account in any portable delivery system design.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
Drug Name & Delivery Rate \\
\hline
Morphine & 20-167 \( \mu \)l/min \cite{2} \\
Pethidine & 10-250 \( \mu \)l/min \cite{2} \\
Epidural & 0-200 \( \mu \)l/min \cite{3} \\
Insulin & 2-350 \( \mu \)l/min \cite{4} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Typical drug delivery flow rates.}
\end{table}
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This paper presents preliminary investigations into using a normally open piezoelectric microvalve and an external passive reservoir [15] to demonstrate low power liquid flow modulation within the same ranges currently used to continuously deliver pain relief drugs such as morphine.

2. VALVE DESIGN AND FABRICATION

The valve is constructed from bulk silicon and glass, with a piezoelectric (PZT) stack actuator and a glass-mica (Macor™) ceramic cap. The PZT provides power-efficiency, high force, and proportional actuation. A buried oxide layer in an SOI wafer acts as an etch stop for deep reactive ion etching of silicon, so the valve flexures have uniform thickness. A recess is wet etched into a glass wafer to accommodate the PZT displacement. The inlet and outlet holes are formed using electrochemical discharge machining. The SOI and glass wafers are anodically bonded, diced, and prepared for assembly with the ceramic cap and PZT stack. To create a normally-open valve, the PZT stack is energized during the assembly process, so that it shorts after assembly. Finally, the finished valve is attached to a Macor header to interface with the passive reservoir/pump and standard tubing.

![Image of valve cross-section](a) The valve cross-section showing the assembled ceramic-PZT-Si-glass structure and associated liquid reservoir. (b) A photograph of the completed assembled valve structure placed on a United States penny.

3. VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY FLOW RATE REGULATION

Preliminary tests were performed at room temperature using oil (viscosity 4.5 cP) to provide solution viscosity greater than saline water. For every test, a liquid reservoir was pressurized with regulated nitrogen gas to control and simulate varying pressures that might be generated from a passive source. The valve outlet was exposed to atmospheric pressure to create a pressure difference across the valve. Flow rates were determined by calculating the mass change in an outlet reservoir over a two minute time period.

In the first test (Fig. 3), the liquid flow rate was monitored as input pressure was varied. The flow rate varied linearly with the differential pressure over a range of 250-460 μl/min.; the corresponding differential pressure drop was 16-47 kPa. In the next experiment (Fig. 4), the valve was actuated by increasing and decreasing the voltage with different inlet pressures. Flow rates were tested over a range of input pressures (108-142 kPa), and could be altered from the un-powered, partially open flow rate by as much as 50 μl/min.

A frequency test was conducted in which the microvalve was actuated with a 50 Hz, 0-60 V square wave with varying duty cycle (Fig. 5). This provided more uniform linear control across inlet pressure than DC control. These results suggest that either voltage or frequency can be used to regulate the flow rate. DC operation consumed 0.136 μW and AC operation used 45 mW. As expected, DC regulation consumes less power. AC modulation is less efficient because of capacitive losses in the piezoelectric actuator.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The experiments described in this effort demonstrate that a piezoelectric microvalve actuated with varying DC voltages can adequately regulate liquid flow from a passive pump/reservoir. Furthermore, a power efficient, portable, high flow rate drug delivery system is realizable with these components.
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Abstract

A microfluidic device for droplet-based liquid handling by using two types of vent structure is presented. Two different samples were segmented into 330 pL droplets and merged together for hybridization by pneumatically manipulation. Then, electrophoresis was conducted on the same device for analysis of the reaction products.

Keywords: Droplet(s), Electrophoresis

1. Introduction

The development of microfluidic devices for droplet handling has attracted significant attention in the research field of \( \mu \text{TAS} \) in recent years. Several methods have been thus proposed to manipulate droplets by electrostatic force [1], dielectrophoretic force [2], hydrodynamic force [3], and pneumatic force [4]. Although there’re still some issues to be discussed, the pneumatic handling of droplets is one of the promising ways because of its intrinsic minimal side effects on bio/chemical reactions and compatibility with conventional separation (e.g., chromatography, electrophoresis, etc.) schemes. Therefore, we have continuously been pursuing the techniques for the droplet handling using pneumatic force, which is controlled through vent structures [4, 5] with an external automated pneumatic control system. Here, we present a droplet handling microfluidic device combined both droplet-based reactions and electrophoretic separation processes in order to realize the seamless analysis coupled with reaction by fully automated operations. As a demonstration, ssDNA and PNA (peptide nucleic acid) hybridization and electrophoretic separation were successfully carried out.

2. Experimental

The device consists of a fluidic chip made of PDMS and a glass substrate on which Au/Cr electrodes are patterned (left side in Fig. 1). The fluidic chip has four liquid ports (L1~4) and four pneumatic ports (P1~4) which connect to a PC controlled air pressure tank unit (HIP-240, Arbietec, Japan). The two electrodes are patterned with 16.5 mm spacing on the glass substrate. The fluidic chip has three working regions (right side in Fig. 1A’~C’). All pneumatic channels are connected to each liquid channel through ‘micropipillary vent array’ (MVA1~3: \( w \) 4 \( \mu \)m, \( h \) 2.5 \( \mu \)m, pitch 4 \( \mu \)m) [4]. By applying positive or negative air pressure to the liquid channels through the MVAs, introduction and formation of droplets and merging operation of liquid can be carried out. All liquid channels are connect to ‘main channel’ (in Fig. 1B’, C’) through ‘stop vent’ (SV1,
2). The stop vents work for positioning operation of liquid. These two types of vent structure are based on the hydrophobicity of PDMS and its small cross section. All channels height is 25μm.

3. Results and discussion
The performance of the device was evaluated by conducting the reaction of DNA-PNA (peptide nucleic acid) hybridization followed by electrophoretic separation. First, a HEC polymer solution (1.2 % Hydroxyethyl cellulose in 1X TBE buffer) works as a sieving matrix in L1, the ssDNA (72 mer, 4 μM) solution in L2, and the PNA (15 mer, 4 μM) solution in L3 were introduced into each channel and positioned at each SV1 by applying negative pressure of 5 kPa at P4 (Fig. 2A). Simultaneously, the polymer solution in L4 for salt bridge was introduced and positioned at SV2 (Fig. 2B). Second, the ssDNA solution was segmented into 330 pL droplet and injected into the main channel to be stopped at SV2 by applying positive pressure of 40 kPa for 1 sec at P2 (Fig. 2C). Similarly, the droplet of the PNA solution was formed and merged with the ssDNA droplet (Fig. 2D). Third, by applying positive pressure of 40 kPa at P1 and negative pressure of 5 kPa at P4, the polymer solution in L1 was metered, injected into the main channel and merged with the droplet of PNA-ssDNA conjugate solution (Fig. 2E, F). Then the second polymer solution works as salt bridge and the PNA-ssDNA conjugate droplet were merged by applying negative pressure of 20 kPa at P4. Finally, electrophoresis was conducted by applying 35 V (21.9 V/cm) between the two electrodes (Fig. 2H, I). Since PNA is electrically neutral [6] while DNA is negatively charged, the PNA was kept at the initial location while ssDNA was traveled through the PNA region during electrophoresis. The ssDNA would be mixed through the PNA region, so that both PNA and ssDNA droplets were not needed to be premixed completely by diffusion before electrophoresis. The weak peak shown in Fig. 2J corresponds to the ssDNA/PNA hybrid.
mobility of ssDNA/PNA hybrid is lower than the ssDNA due to the uncharged nature of the PNA molecules [6]. Although, the efficiency of reaction is not so high in the current condition, the whole operations were executed within 3 min in an automated manner.

4. Conclusion

A droplet-based microfluidic device for hybridization/separation analysis was developed and it was confirmed that the whole process for the analysis could be conducted within 3 min in a fully automated manner. The present fundamental methodologies for droplet based multi-step operations could lead to further complication and automation in high-throughput analytical systems for nucleic acids, proteins, etc.
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CONTINUOUS SEPARATION OF BLOOD PLASMA USING SEDIMENTATION IN A MICROCHANNEL
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Abstract
This paper reports a continuous, real time blood plasma separation method using sedimentation of blood cells in a microchannel. The design of a separation device and the efficiencies of separation are described in this paper. The device was made of PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane). The functionality of the device is tested using a heparinized human whole blood.

Keywords : Blood Plasma, Separation, Microchannel, BioMEMS, Sedimentation

1. Introduction
Most clinical blood tests require cell-free serum or plasma. In order to obtain full blood test capabilities on a chip, it is essential to have a device, which can separate blood components within a chip. Current microfluidic technologies provide the separation of blood plasma from whole blood by using either mesh-type filters or diffusion based filtration systems in the device [1-3]. One of the biggest concerns of these devices is a clogging of cells for the filter type devices and a relatively long diffusion times of blood cells for the diffusion based filtration devices. In order to overcome these bottlenecks, a novel microfluidic device for continuous blood plasma separation is introduced. The operating principle is simply based on the sedimentation effect of RBCs within the microchannel. Hence, this study aimed to develop a continuous, real time blood plasma separation method using sedimentation of blood cells in a microchannel.

2. Design and Fabrication of Blood Plasma Separation Device
Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the operating principle of the device. Red blood cell has higher density (ρ_RBC≈1100kg/m³) than blood plasma (ρ_BP≈1030kg/m³).

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the operating principle
Therefore, due to the sedimentation of blood cells on bottom of the channel, only plasma can be collected to blood-plasma separation channel using branch channels with low depth. The device was precisely designed to obtain maximum sedimentation of blood cells and to optimize the flow rate of separated blood plasma at the bifurcation region by control of pressure drops through the channels and CFD simulation (CFD-ACE+, CFD Research Corp.). The device was expected to derive the blood plasma of 0.5% of main blood flow rate through each separation channel and 9% of the inlet flow rate through 20 branch channels when the inlet flow rate is 0.1μl/min.

The device was made of PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane) and bonded with a glass plate by means of plasma bonding. The semi-3D shaped mold was fabricated with double layered and exposed SU-8 PR. The branched plasma channel had 10μm depth and 20 μm width, while the whole blood channel had 90μm depth and 150 μm width. A SEM image of the PDMS device is shown in Fig. 2.

3. Blood Plasma Separation Results and Discussion
The performance of the device was tested using a heparinized human whole blood. Figure 3 shows sedimentation depths of blood cells versus flow rates for both measurements and calculations at a 5000 μm away from the inlet port. The depth of the cell-free layers varied from 10μm to 27μm according to inlet flow rates, and the depths were sufficient for the separation of the blood plasma.

Photographs of blood flow around the separation region during the blood plasma

![Fig. 2 Device design and SEM Image of the plasma separation region (X70)](image_url)

![Fig. 3 RBC’s sedimentation depths according to inlet flow rates at 5mm away from the inlet ; side view of the separation region during blood plasma separation (left) and relationship between sedimentation depth and inlet flow rate (right)](image_url)
separation are shown in fig. 4. No RBCs was traveling into the plasma channels, although a few of platelets were observed in the separated blood plasma. Table 1 shows the separation efficiencies estimated from the measured flow rates at both main and plasma channels. The separated plasma volume was about 8.6% of the total amount of the whole blood and about 20% of the total amount of the blood plasma at the case of $Q_{inlet} = 0.1 \mu l/min$. The separation efficiency was in well agreement with the expected. The total separation efficiency could be increased by simply adding separation channels.

4. Conclusion
The continuous, real-time blood plasma separation was successfully demonstrated using a heparinized human blood. By utilizing the sedimentation effect of blood cells within a microfluidic channel, only the purified blood plasma could be collected in continuous, real time fashion. It is expected that the proposed device can be applied to continuous, real time fluid sampling for biomedical various applications.
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FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF NANOCHANNEL ELECTROOSMOTIC PUMPS

Duckjong Kim, Sang-Jin Park and Eui Soo Yoon
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Abstract
Nanochannel electroosmotic pumps with various pumping channel width are fabricated and tested to check if the pumping performance is enhanced with decreasing pumping channel size in sub-micron scale.

Keywords: electroosmotic pump, nanochannel

1. Introduction
Several researchers demonstrated electroosmotic (EO) pumping through microchannels fabricated in CMOS-compatible processes[1, 2]. In spite of continued performance improvements for microchannel EO pumps, a major drawback to these pumps is their low efficiency. Therefore, it is a very significant issue to enhance the performance of the EO pump. Recently, Min et al.[3] theoretically showed that the pumping power can be significantly increased by reducing the pumping channel size.

Therefore, in this work, if the pumping performance is enhanced with decreasing pumping channel size in sub-micron scale is experimentally investigated.

2. Experimental work
The nanochannel EO pump fabricated using standard MEMS technology is shown in Fig.1. The height and the length of 100 pumping channels are 20μm and 100μm, respectively. The pumping channel width is varied from 0.5μm to 1μm. The nanochannel EO pumps are tested in the experimental setup shown in Fig.2. Initially, the pump is filled with DI water. To evaluate the back flow characteristics of the pump, compressed nitrogen gas whose pressure is controlled is infused into the pump and the movement of DI water in the pump is observed through a microscope. For EO pumping
without bubble generation, a small voltage difference of 4V is applied to electrodes in the pump.

3. Discussion

Test results are summarized in Figs.3-5. Fig.3 shows that the maximum pressure increases with decreasing pumping channel width. This can be accurately predicted by numerical simulation. On the other hand, Fig.4 shows that the maximum flow rate decreases with decreasing pumping channel size. The discrepancy between the experimental data and the theoretical prediction seems to be caused by the partial filling of pumping channels. Only 13-22% of pumping channels are estimated to be filled with DI water. Consequently, since the maximum pressure increase with decreasing pumping channel size balances the maximum flow rate decrease, the size effect on the pumping power and the efficiency is not significant in the tested range as shown in Fig.5. In addition, Fig.5 shows that the pumping performance deteriorates with decreasing pumping channel size beyond the tested range due to the electric double layer overlap. Although the experimental results show that the pumping performance is not effectively enhanced with decreasing pumping channel size when the ratio of the

Figure 4. Maximum Flow Rate

Figure 5. Pumping Power and Efficiency
channel size to the electric double layer thickness is small, it is expected that the size effect on the pumping power and the efficiency becomes significant as the ratio of the channel size to the electric double layer thickness increases.

4. Conclusions

Nanochannel EO pumps, whose pumping channel size is varied from 0.5\(\mu\text{m}\) to 1\(\mu\text{m}\), are fabricated and tested. Test results show that the pumping performance is not effectively enhanced with decreasing pumping channel size in sub-micron scale when the ratio of the channel size to the electric double layer thickness is small.
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Abstract
This paper proposes two types of serial dilution devices generating linear and logarithmic
concentration gradient. The designs of serial dilution chips were based on the adjustment of flow
rate to obtain desired dilution ratio, so that they are not affected by molecular size, flow rate, and
diffusion length. The performance of linear dilution chip was verified with image analysis of
tryphane blue solution and cytotoxicity test. The percentage of cell viability was linearly
proportional to the concentration of PFA with the standard deviation of 0.05 %. The experiment
of logarithmic dilution chip also demonstrated that the concentrations of outlet was
logarithmically linear and was in accordance with that of dilution by manual pipetting.
Keywords: serial dilution, logarithmic dilution, concentration gradient, cytotoxicity

1. Introduction
Serial dilution is essential for almost all chemical/biochemical applications, such as cytotoxicity
testing [1] and experiments for the differentiation of stem cells [2]. To obtain concentration
gradient with a single operation in a microfluidic device, molecular diffusion in a combined stable
laminar flow were reported [3] [4]. However, the concentration profiles were affected by
molecular size, flow rate, and diffusion length. Hence, we developed two types of serial dilution
devices to solve those problems. The performances of the chips were verified through the image
analysis of diluted solutions and cell toxicity test.

2. Principles
First, we developed a dilution chip generating a linear concentration profile for cytotoxicity
testing. The dilution ratio is controlled by changing a number of channels, which determines the
total amount of flow into chambers [5] (Figure 1 and 2). Second, we designed a dilution device
for a logarithmic concentration profile, because the experiment of stem cell differentiation is
usually done in a logarithmic scale [2]. Figure 3 depicted the schematic and concept of the chip;
whereas the inlet flow of chemical is diluted at the 1st intersection of buffer flow, and then, the
diluted fluid meet buffer flow again at the 2nd intersection. Hence, the concentrations of
consecutive chambers are exponentially diluted. The concentrations of chemicals in the outlet
chambers are defined by the relationship, \( C_n/C_{n-1}=\eta \), where \( \eta \) is the dilution ratio and \( C_n \) and \( C_{n-1} \)
are the concentrations of \( n^{th} \) and \( (n-1)^{th} \) outlet chambers respectively. The logarithmic
concentration profile was obtained by designing an appropriate microfluidic circuit using an
electric circuit simulation. However, only the adjustment of flow rate in the fluidic circuit was not
sufficient to realize the logarithmic dilution chip because the laminar flows did not fully merged
at junctions without a proper mixer. Hence, the Tesla mixer was inserted between intersections for
perfect operation of the logarithmic dilution chip

3. Experiments and results
To measure the dilution ratio of linear dilution chip, the water-soluble tryphane blue and de-
ionized water were injected at the flow rate of 50 µl/min into the chemical and buffer inlet port
respectively. Cell toxicity was tested by the injection of diluted toxic chemical, PFA
(paraformaldehyde), followed by tetrazolium-based colorimetric MTT assay to observe cell
viability. The Tesla micromixer and logarithmic dilution chip was characterized by mixing
of red dye and DI water. Images captured by a CCD camera were analyzed by the color
intensity of dyed water. The analysis of the color intensity of the linear dilution chip indicated
that the tryphane blue diluted in linear scale was in agreement with the theoretical value (Figure
4). The plot in Figure 5 shows that the percentage of cell viability is linearly proportional with the
concentration of PFA with the standard deviation of 0.05 %. The linearity of concentration of the
dilution chip was superior to that of manual pipetting. Figure 6 showed that the red-dye was
diluted in logarithmic scale in agreement with a manual method and the simulation result of
logarithmic dilution chip (CFD-ACE+) guaranteed the dilution ratio was not affected by flow
rate (data not shown).

4. Conclusions
We developed a dilution chip generating a linear concentration profile and a logarithmic
concentration profile for cytotoxicity testing and cell differentiation. The percentage of cell
viability was linearly proportional to the concentration of PFA and the concentration profile from
logarithmic dilution chip was in agreement with that from manual pipetting. We believe that this
microfluidic system can be applied to not only biochemical experiment, but also for various
screening system, such as optimization of chemical reactions.
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Figure 1: Schematic of serial dilution chip for cytotoxicity testing.

Figure 2: Fabricated PDMS serial dilution chip (consist of microfluidic channel layer and well chamber layer).

Figure 3: Concept and schematic of a dilution device for logarithmic scale concentrations profile and mixer simulation.

Figure 4: Intensities of Tryphane blue solution.

Figure 5: Measurement of cell viability with MTT assay (PFA 0.2 %~1.8 %).

Figure 6: (a) The analysis of color intensity of chip and reference method, (b) The concentration of a solution of chip and reference method.
FLUID FLOW STUDY IN A ROTARY GATE MICROVALVE
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Abstract

Flow characterization of a rotary gate microvalve is performed with both gas (N$_2$) and liquid (H$_2$O). The microvalve is tested in three different flow configurations and the results are summarized. Maximum gas flow of up to 0.5slpm was obtained at a moderate pressure drop of 40kPa in microvalves of size 4x4mm$^2$. Flow modulation of over 100 was achieved.

Keywords: gate microvalve, rotary, micromechanism, microfluidic

1. Introduction

A rotary gate microvalve is designed for flow modulation in a microfluidic system that operates at high flow rate or uses colloidal solution. A few different designs of gate microvalves have been reported in the literature [1]; all of which use a thermally-based actuation process for switching. This work is targeted towards developing an electromagnetically actuated gate microvalve to overcome the limitations posed by the previous designs such as slow switching, large size, and/or high energy consumption. The gate in this design rotates in-plane between its two stable positions (bistable) when actuated by an inductor, thus opening and closing the inlet/outlet orifice on the substrate. This paper is focused on the fluid flow study in this microvalve.

2. Design

The scanning electron micrographs in Figure 1(a,b) shows different components of the rotary gate microvalve. A suspended mass that acts like a gate rotates in the plane of the chip to regulate flow between its ports. The gate is suspended by a novel fully compliant in-plane rotary bistable micromechanism (IPRBM) [2] that advantageously constraints the gate in all degrees of freedom except for in-plane rotational motion. Multiple inlet/outlet ports provide flexibility of three different flow configurations as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. SEM image of normally open rotary gate microvalve
2(a-c). The microvalve is made of Permalloy (Ni$_{80}$Fe$_{20}$), a soft magnetic material. Two pairs of diametrically opposing posts are positioned relative to corresponding gates extending from the central mass, wherein an electromagnetic (EM) actuation at the posts causes the mass to rotate from first angular position to second angular position. Flow characteristics in this microvalve depend on various design parameters such as port size, gate width, gap size, micromechanism stiffness, and flow configuration.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Different flow configurations in the microvalve and the pressure acting on the gate; (a) forward-flow; (b) reverse-flow; and (c) cross-flow

### 3. Experimentation and Results

The microvalve is characterized for both gas (N$_2$) as well as liquid (deionized H$_2$O) flow. The microfluidic tests are performed by pumping the fluid at a constant mass flow rate and recording the resulting pressure drop across the valve at equilibrium condition.

In the open state flow tests, gas (N$_2$) and liquid (deionized H$_2$O) flow rate of up to 500sccm and 20sccm, respectively was measured at a pressure drop of 40kPa. Gas flow is compressible at high flow rates and the maximum flow rate is limited by the number and size of inlet orifice. Liquid flow is incompressible and dominated by viscous forces due to low Reynolds number.

In the closed state, the flow configuration is important to flow resistance (see Figure 3). In forward flow condition, the pressure drop acts adversely on the gate causing the gap to widen with increasing differential pressure. Therefore, as a result of the widening of the gap, the flow modulation approaches unity at a higher flow rate. In the reverse flow configuration, the differential pressure across the gate assists in closing the gap thus providing a better fluidic seal. And finally, in the cross-flow configuration, a tilting moment acts on the gate due to the change in the direction of flow (as seen Figure 2(c)). This results in good seal at the outlet orifice of the microvalve. The flow results have been summarized in Table 1, which are based on results from 10 different microvalve designs.
Figure 3. Nitrogen flow characteristics in a rotary gate microvalve (gate width=500μm; orifice size=60μm; gap size=11μm; gate thickness=15μm)

Table 1. Fluidic performance of the rotary gate microvalve

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Parameter</th>
<th>Units/Config.</th>
<th>Gas (N₂)</th>
<th>Liquid (H₂O)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Differential pressure ¹</td>
<td>kPa</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. flow rate ²</td>
<td>sccm</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open to closed flow ratio ³</td>
<td>Rev. Flow</td>
<td>50 - 100</td>
<td>100-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cross Flow</td>
<td>40 – 80</td>
<td>150 – 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fwd. Flow</td>
<td>&lt; 10</td>
<td>&lt; 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ characterization pressure drop; ² fwd and rev flow configuration; ³ open:close flow resistance

5. Conclusions

This fluid flow study in rotary gate microvalve presents the fluidic performance under different flow configurations. The flow modulation achieved in this design is higher than those reported in the previously developed thermal actuation based gate microvalves. The fluidic performance can significantly improve by including a valve seat, increasing the orifice size, and providing additional orifice/gate at the periphery of the annulus rotor mass.
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Abstract
We describe the development of electroactive nanowells that exploit extremely localized electrokinetic effects in order to guide and confine nanoparticles into targeted nanohole arrays. Immediate applications include high throughput single cell active trapping and accurate rapid unlabeled cell screening.

Introduction
Recently, a series of techniques have been demonstrated for single cell trapping in microwell arrays (e.g. [1]). While these techniques enable discrete optical observation of the biological targets, their passive nature limits the degree of inherent functionality. Here we present an electro-active nanowell platform for precise, parallel manipulation of individual nanoparticles and biotargets to discrete nanowell sites. In our devices, coupled electrophoretic, electroosmotic and dielectrophoretic effects are used to guide individual nanoparticles to the desired well site. The highly localized electric field in the microwell sites enables very strong particle trapping. This field concentration also enables us to exert thermal and chemical control over the nano-environment through manipulation of Joule heating [3] and electrolytic reactions.

Device Fabrication and Results
Nanowell arrays are made by spinning a 5 micron thick photoactive polyimide layer on top of an Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) coated glass slide. Microwells with sizes ranging from 6 to 25 microns in diameter were then photolithographically defined in the polyimide, leaving the well structure shown in Figure 1. In order to close the circuit, we then place a top ITO conductor separated from the bottom layer by two 70 micron spacers. After fabricating, plasma cleaning and assembling the nanowell architecture, a 0.1 mM phosphate buffer solution containing 1.9 micron polystyrene beads is then flowed from an open ended microfluidic channel (not shown) to the microwell device. The

Figure 1: Electroactive Nanowell
(a) Particles are driven, sensed and repelled from the well depending on the polarity. (b) Axisymmetric finite element simulation displaying strong electric field concentration inside microwell.
polystyrene particles used in this experiment are carboxyl modified, giving them a small negative charge.

In this experiment (Figure 1), we apply a 5V DC field to drive 1.9μm polystyrene beads into the wells, and after reversing the polarity we observe particle rejection from the wells to the bulk of the channel. As Figure 2 illustrates, by applying a positive voltage on the bottom electrode, the polystyrene beads are driven from the bulk of the channel into the well, and by reversing the polarity they are ejected.

![Figure 2: Time lapse illustrating particle attraction and repulsion of 1.9μm polystyrene beads in a 20μm well. Conditions are a velocity field of 30 μm/s under a 5 Volt potential. (a) Unoccupied Microwell. Note: Two particles adhered onto ITO surface before experiment was performed (b) Particle attraction begins and beads are drawn into well. (c) Well after 15 seconds of attraction. (d) Microwell after 30 seconds of attraction. (e) Particles are rejected abruptly as polarity is switched (f) Ring-like pattern remains and drifts due to superimposed velocity field.](image)

We have determined that even though electrophoresis is able to transport the particles to the targeted wells, there is a strong electroosmotic (EO) effect, generating a small recirculating velocity field in the proximity of the microwells. The electroosmotic effect manifests itself as follows: During attraction, particles immediately adjacent to the well are repelled radially away from it, while particles immediately above it are drawn into the well and trapped. When we reverse the polarity, particles are drawn in towards the well but are then repelled out of plane as they approach the wells edge. We believe this effect is enhanced by dielectric charging, since increasing ion accumulation in the double layer should increase the zeta potential at the polyimide/solution interface.

A Finite Element Analysis model (Figure 3) was constructed to further characterize the various electrokinetic contributions. The resulting transport streamlines comprising the superposition of the pressure driven flow and the electroosmotic,
electrophoretic and dielectrophoretic trapping elements are displayed. We can appreciate that the streamlines near the edges of the well point radially outwards, displaying the electroosmotic velocity generated at the walls of the polyimide. Dielectrophoresis was found to be small, except near the well edges. As well sizes approach submicrometer dimensions, however, this effect is expected to become more significant.

In order to provide single well addressability, we are currently modifying our top and bottom ITO conductors by patterning interdigitated electrodes on the ITO glass slide. After patterning aligned microwells on the bottom electrodes, a top ITO electrode is aligned orthogonally, providing the ability to electrically probe a single microwell as shown in Figure 4. Furthermore, since particles have a characteristic length on the same order as that of our wells, well occupancy should greatly affect the field lines and impedance spectra [2].

Conclusions and Future Work
In this work we demonstrate effective particle trapping and repulsion from nanowells by manipulating extremely localized electrophoretic effects.

This work was has been made possible by the National Science Foundation through the NanoOptofluidic Sensors the grant NSF/CTS 0529045. (M. Plesniak, Grant Monitor)
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ON-SITE SIZE-SELECTIVE PARTICLE SAMPLING USING MESOPOROUS POLYMER MEMBRANE MICROFLUIDIC DEVICE
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Abstract
A microfluidic device composed of three-dimensionally formed mesoporous polymer membrane was proposed and developed using “membrane micro embossing (MeME)” process. Unlike existing microfluidic devices adding filtration components to microchannels, the whole surface of the microchannel itself works as a large filter in this device. This unique structure realizes high-throughput “onsite size-selective sampling”, which is applicable to miniaturization of preparation steps in biological analyses. We have successfully fabricated microchannels composed of mesoporous membrane with tunable pore diameter and porosity. On-site size-selective sampling using microbeads ranging from $0.1\mu m$ to $15\mu m$ was demonstrated.

Keywords: Porous, Membrane, Filtration, Separation, Fabrication

1. Introduction
Size-selective sampling, such as blood cell separation from whole blood and protein extraction from cell lysate etc., is the first step for general biological analysis processes. Conventional microfluidic devices, however, focus mostly on downstream steps, such as separation or detection. Thus, sampling process is still usually carried out at bulkier scale using pipettes and tubes. To miniaturize the whole process on a microfluidic device and realize the real portable analysis device, we must embed filtration function in the device.

In existing reports on microfluidic devices for filtration, the structure of the filtration component is classified into two types.

1) An array of microstructures (beads, pillars, wires etc.) placed in the microchannel works as a filter (Fig.1a) [1].

2) A large membrane filter is placed on the inlet of the microchannel (Fig.1b) [2].

The problem of the first type structure is the clogging of the microchannel due to its small filtration area. In contrast, the problem of the second type structure is the occupation of large

![Fig.1](image-url)

Fig.1 Schematic illustration of the three types of microfluidic device for on-site size-selective sampling. (a) An array of microfabricated structures (pillars, beads or wires etc.) placed in the microchannel works as a filter. (b) A large membrane filter is placed on the inlet of the microchannel. (c) Newly proposed “3-D membrane microchannel structure”: Whole surface of the microchannel wall, which is composed of thin mesoporous membrane, itself works as a large filter.
area for packaging, which works against the miniaturization of the device. Ideally, filtration components should have larger area for filtration, yet occupy smaller area for packaging.

To solve this paradox, we have proposed third type structure - “3-D membrane microchannel structure” (Fig.1c). In this structure, the whole surface of the microchannel wall, which is composed of three-dimensionally formed mesoporous membranes, itself works as a large filter. This unique structure offers both the larger filtration area and the smaller area for packaging. By using this novel structure, miniaturized high-throughput size-selective sampling device can be realized. Here, we have developed the prototype device and demonstrated the on-site size-selective sampling.

2. Fabrication of the mesoporous polymer membrane microfluidic device

At first, we fabricated mesoporous polymer membrane using spin-coating following phase-separation technique. Poly-lacticacid solution dissolved in dioxane-water mixed solvent was spin-coated on a glass substrate and dried in vacuo. The pore diameter and the porosity were tunable by adjusting the polymer content in the solution and the water content in the dioxane (Fig.2a,b).

Then the mesoporous membrane was formed to microchannel structure using MeME process developed in our laboratory (Fig.3). To the best of our knowledge, MeME is the only process applicable for three-dimensional micro-forming of mesoporous polymer membrane.

Fig.4 shows the SEM of the upper and the down side of the microchannel before sealing. The microchannel structure of the master mold was precisely transferred to the membrane, while preserving the mesoporous structure of the membrane (Fig.4a,b). No leakage or breakage was observed by filling the microchannel with red solution (Fig.5a,b). Though there were many pores penetrating through the microchannel wall, the solution was kept inside the microchannel due to surface tension.

**Fig.2** Mesoporous polymer membrane fabricated by spin-coating following phase separation. (a) SEM of the mesoporous poly-lactic acid (PLA) membrane fabricated from 100mg/mL PLA/Dioxane solution containing 7% water. (b) Relation between pore density and PLA concentration in solution.

**Fig.3** Fabrication process of the microfluidic device composed of thin membrane by membrane micro-emboss (MeME) process.
3. Size-selective separation

We demonstrated the on-site size-selective sampling using suspension of microbeads ranging from 0.1\,\mu m to 15\,\mu m in diameter. Once the outside of the microchannel was filled with suspension, the suspension liquid started to flow through the wall due to surface tension. Microbeads larger than 1\,\mu m in diameter were trapped on the outer surface of the microchannel, while microbeads smaller than 1\,\mu m in diameter flowed through the microchannel wall (Fig.5c,d). This result shows that the microchannel itself worked successfully as a size-selective filter with 1\,\mu m cut-off diameter.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have proposed and demonstrated on-site size-selective sampling with the unique microfluidic device composed of three-dimensionally formed mesoporous polymer membrane. By combining this sampling device with conventional microfluidic devices for separation and detection, the miniaturization of the whole analysis process can be achieved. It can be extended to various fields, such as liquid-liquid and liquid-gas reaction, by utilizing the large interfacial areas and the short diffusion distance.
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Abstract
In this study, we describe a simple and versatile system for immobilizing small amount of cells in microchannel, using picoliter-sized gel compartments. Utilizing gas permeability and hydrophobicity of PDMS microchannel, picoliter-sized aliquots of sodium-alginate solution were dispensed in parallel, and then gelled by contacting with CaCl₂ solution. We have successfully shown that single cells could be accurately immobilized in each compartment, and this system can be applied to the single cell cultivation and analysis. The presented system is useful for various biological studies, such as population dynamics of cells and assessment of drug efficacy on cells.

Keywords: cell trapping, cell cultivation, single cell analysis, gel formation, calcium alginate gel

1. Introduction
Cell immobilization and cultivation in microscale have great potentials for high-throughput cellular analysis. Among various methods for immobilizing biomaterials, hydrogels-based methods are useful due to its simplicity and biocompatibility. Several studies on cell immobilization using hydrogels in microchannels have been reported [1, 2], however, it was difficult to precisely form ultra-low-volume gels in microchannel, which will be advantageous for manipulation of single cells. In this study, therefore, we propose a reliable and simple system for immobilizing and cultivating small amount of cells by forming picoliter-sized calcium alginate gels in microfluidic devices.

2. Experimental
The principle to form an ultra-small gel in one compartment is shown in Figure 1. First, sodium alginate solution containing cells is introduced into the microchannel (Fig. 1(b)). Next, air is introduced into the microchannel, dispensing an aliquot with precise volume in the compartment (Fig. 1(c)) due to the hydrophobicity and gas permeability of PDMS. Then, CaCl₂ solution is introduced, and calcium alginate gel is immediately formed by the diffusive mixing of Ca²⁺ ion into the compartments (Fig. 1(d)). The number of cells can be controlled by changing the cell concentration and/or compartment size.
PDMS microdevices were fabricated with usual soft lithographic techniques. Each microdevice has 10 channels, and there are 100 or 200 gel compartments per one microchannel. In order to improve reproducibility of the formed gel volumes, the depth of the compartments was varied from 10 to 40 μm, while that of the introducing channel was unchanged (40 μm).

3. Results and discussion
As a result, 25~100 pL gels were accurately formed (Figure 2), and it was revealed that a large difference in the depths contributed to the improved reproducibility of the gel volume.

Next, single cells/particles were immobilized in gel compartment using standard polymer particles in a compartment as model. The distribution of the number of
particles is shown in Figure 3, in comparison with Poisson distribution. The experimental results well corresponded to the theoretical estimation. Then, yeast and E. coli cells were immobilized and cultivated in the device. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, most of the cells were singly immobilized and cultivated in the gel compartments, demonstrating the possibility for single cell cultivation and analysis. The relation between the initial E. coli cell concentration and the ratio of cell-containing compartments is shown in Figure 6. As a result, easy estimation of cell populations could be also performed using this method. By combining with other microfluidic operations such as concentration gradient generation, this system will be more useful.

4. Conclusions

Picoliter-sized gel compartment array has been proposed, in which cell-containing multiple gels with accurate volume can be generated, and high-throughput cellular analysis can be performed. As an application, cultivation of single bacterial cells were successfully immobilized and cultivated in the gel compartments.
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Abstract

Delivery of small volumetric-sensitive materials using a micro pumping system has become a pressing issue in the fields of chemistry, biology, and medicine. In this paper, we present a simple check valve whose operation mimics that of venous valves which is constructed via the \textit{in-situ} fabrication method\cite{1}. We constructed the micro pumping system by combining two venous-like check valves with an oscillating polymeric diaphragm driven by pneumatic force. We evaluated the performance of the pumping system, and also we investigated the feasibility of a novel PDMS-based micro total cell culturing system(\textit{μTCCS}) having addressable cell-delivering and cell culturing functions on a single platform.

Keywords: Micropump, check valve, \textit{in-situ} photopolymerization, micro total cell culturing system (\textit{μTCCS})

1. Introduction

In microfluidic devices, the safe transportation of sensitive samples (e.g.: DNA, protein, cells, chemicals, or drugs) with minimal dead volumes has become a central issue\cite{2}. For this purpose, the delivery elements (e.g.: valve and pump) should be elastic material like tissue, biocompatible and easily integrative into other microsystems such as microreactors, micro assay systems, and cell culture chambers. In this paper, We constructed the simple micro pumping system using the photopolymerizable soft hydrogel, and evaluated the performance of the pumping system and integrated this pumping system into the PDMS-based \textit{μTCCS}.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\caption{The 3-D schematic view of the pumping system}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Micro fabrication of valve via \textit{in-situ} photopolymerization}
\end{figure}
2. Fabrication

The 3-D schematic view and the operating principle of the pumping system are illustrated in Figure 1. The system consists of a PDMS platform including an oscillating membrane and two polymerized check valves. Figure 2 illustrates the fabrication scheme of the check valve. Into the inlet of the PDMS-based platform (a), the monomer solution (4-hydroxybutyl acrylate(89.67 wt.%) + DMPA(3.07 wt.%, used as a photoinitiator) + EGDMA(1.02 wt.%, used as a crosslinker) + Triton X-100(6.25 wt.%, used as a lubricant)) was introduced using the a syringe pump (b). Using photomask, all the regions were masked except the leaflet before radiation of the UV light (4200 mW/cm²) (c). The alignment of photomask was carried out by using our homemade aligning system [3]. Then, the dashed area was polymerized(d). Finally, we rinsed the remaining unpolymerized monomer solution by using a PBS buffer solution.

To applied the pumping system to μTCCS, we used 4 switch valves here, and 3 of them regulated the flow to the cell culture chambers to present the capability to deliver different volumes. To make more cells adhere and proliferate, we modified the surface of culture chamber by coating with fibronectin as extracellular proteins.

3. Experimental

The fabricated pumping system was evaluated under diverse conditions. By changing the pumping frequency, the controller regulated the mean flow rate. Last, we prepared mouse fibroblast cells, and the cell that passed through the pumping system were cultured in the μTCCS with a 3 Hz pumping rate and incubated for 24 hours.

4. Results and discussion

In check valve, We determined the proper composition of the crosslinker to be 0.55 wt. %, and the fabricated leaflet exhibited very soft operations, like a venous valve. The lubricant (triton X-100) plays a very important role in the smooth, non-sticking operation of the leaflet. The lubrication is a very important factor in the successful operation of check valves. And, we establish and evaluated the micropump using this check valve. The flow rates of the micropump according to the pumping frequency were measured, and the results are plotted in Figure 3. As the pumping ratio increased, the flow rates increased almost linearly, and this indicates that we can regulate the delivered volume by changing the pumping frequency. We found that our pumping system can deliver a sample with a volume resolution of 100 nl, a value that is much smaller than the values of other device [1]. Furthermore, we integrated the micropump with micro total cell culture system(μTCCS). Figure 4 is the a photograph from the top view of μTCCS.

Finally, we pumped mouse fibroblast cells at the 1 Hz pumping frequency and at the 0.4 psi pumping pressure and transported them to the 3 different-sized cell culture chambers which coated the fibronectin to more cells adhere and proliferate. We have cultured the pumped cells 24 hours and carried out the cellular viability test and the Live/Dead assay. The Live/Dead assay shows that 95% of the fibroblast cells were alive after 24 hours. This finding means that the cells that had passed through the complex integrated pumping system were undamaged by the pumping system and alive well in the PDMS-based cell culture chamber.
5. Conclusions

Through the proper use of materials and the simple in-situ fabrication method, we have established the technology to fabricate a freely movable microstructure inside the microfluidic channel. Based on this technology, we have created the micro check valve whose operation mimics a venous valve and have realized micro pumping system by integrating 2 micro check valves with the oscillating membrane. This micropump system can deliver solutions with a resolution of 100 nl per one stroke, and the delivered volume can be regulated precisely in relation to a pumping frequency. Furthermore, As we applied this micropump on the micro total cell culture system, a small volume of cell suspension media can be delivered to a specific chamber without damaging the cells because all the components consist of soft materials. And the delivered cells were cultured well in the culture chambers. One practical advantage of our device is that cells in any kinds of container (e.g.: flask, dish, bottle and well) can be transported through the use of a simple small tube. We expect that the important potential applications of our pumping system concerns multiple screening chips, including delivery function in a small volume range or drug delivery system.
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Abstract

We propose here microfluidic systems for generating multiple concentration conditions, linear- and exponential-gradient generators. In these systems, by continuously introducing two kinds of solutions into the microdevices, multiple concentrations can be accurately formed. Especially in the case of linear-gradient generator, the formed stepwise concentrations are not affected by the flow rate, which is a major advantage compared to previously reported schemes for gradient generation. Also, in the exponential-gradient generator, the experimental concentrations and flow rates well corresponded to theoretical values. As an application of the presented systems, we successfully performed biochemical assay using bacterial cells.

Keywords: gradient, microfluidic device, high-throughput screening, cell analysis

1. Introduction

Preparing multiple concentration conditions is essential for high-throughput chemical/biochemical processing, such as the estimation of influence of drugs or chemicals on cells. In general, microfluidic devices are suitable for parallel and multiple operations, therefore, several schemes for generating multiple concentration conditions have been proposed [1, 2]. These schemes are versatile for conducting high-throughput analysis, although they have both advantages and disadvantages. In this study, we propose two systems for generating multiple concentrations conditions, utilizing the laminar flow systems in 3-D microfluidic network.

2. Linear gradient generator

The principle of linear gradient generator is shown in Fig. 1. When two kinds of solutions are continuously introduced into the microchannel structure, the mixing ratio at a confluence point is determined by the lengths of the distribution channels. So by changing the lengths of the distribution channels stepwise, multiple concentration conditions can be
accurately generated.

![Figure 1. Principle for generating linear concentration conditions. When the lengths of the distribution channels for Liquid A and B are $a$ and $b$, respectively, the mixing ratio will be $b:a$.](image)

We fabricated PDMS microdevices (Fig. 2), and estimated the ability of the microdevice via colorimetric assay using water-soluble blue dye. As can be seen from Fig. 3 (Left), it was confirmed that the stepwise concentrations could be accurately formed, without the influence of the flow rate. Also, biochemical application was successfully performed using yeast cells, as shown in Fig. 3 (Right).

![Figure 2. A schematic diagram and a photograph of the PDMS microdevice for linear-gradient generation. This microdevice is composed of three PDMS plates having different microchannel configurations. There are two inlets, nine cultivation chambers, and nine outlets. The mixing ratios of the two liquid flows are 1:9 ~ 9:1.](image)

![Figure 3. (Left) Photograph showing the generated stepwise concentrations at the detection point. (Right) Photographs of yeast cells immobilized and cultivated in the cultivation chamber in the microdevice. Ethanol concentrations were varied, and its influence was successfully evaluated (data not shown).](image)

3. **Exponential gradient generator**

Preparing exponential concentrations is more frequently employed for various biological applications. Therefore, we performed the generation of exponential gradient by employing stepwise dilution. The microchannel design is shown in Fig. 4 (a). By precisely designing the microchannel network, regarding the microchannel as a resistive circuit (Fig. 4 (b)),
flow rate distributions at a branch point can be freely controlled. In this microdevice, when the diluting and concentrated solutions are continuously introduced with a flow-rate ratio of 2:1, the concentrated solution is diluted approximately one-tenth at each confluent point (CP1 and CP2). Accordingly, exponential and multiple concentration conditions (0%, 1%, 10%, and 100%) can be acquired.

To estimate the distribution ratio at each branch point, micro-particles were introduced, and the distribution ratio was calculated. As can be seen from Table 1 (Upper), the experimental distribution ratios well corresponded to the theoretical values. Also, the exponential concentrations could be successfully formed (Table 1 Lower).

### 3. Conclusions

It was successfully demonstrated that the presented systems are advantageous to prepare multiple concentration conditions. By increasing the number of the generated concentrations, more accurate biochemical processing would be conducted. Also, these systems would be applied for various biochemical experiments by immobilizing cells or biomacromolecules in the downstream.
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ABSTRACT

This work presents a class of ‘wet' MEMS elastomer-metal electrostatic actuators that can actuate in air, oil or water environments with no external fluidic connections, have actuation voltages as low as 1 V, and are made with biocompatible materials. Moreover, the hybrid devices are compatible with common PDMS microfluidic fabrication processes\textsuperscript{7}. We present initial results on 5 x 5 arrays of actuated drug-dosing pores using this technology. These arrays are capable of patterning the spatio-temporal dosing profile of aqueous molecules into cell or tissue culture\textsuperscript{1, 9}.

Keywords: Microfluidics, electrostatic actuation, chemical microgradients, two-dimensional diffusion

1. INTRODUCTION

Microgradients of diffusible chemicals are essential for understanding many of nature’s developmental processes; several groups have begun developing devices to study these gradients\textsuperscript{2, 3, 4}. Specifically, we are interested in controlling the chemical microgradients that lead to differentiation and morphogenesis in tissue and primary cells. The large number of independent valves needed for this task motivated the development of all gold and polymer-gold (PoGo) wet MEMS valves presented here. Each valve actuator was required to operate in aqueous environments, have low actuation voltages and be compatible with cell culture surface functionalizations and coatings. Additionally, we wanted the technology to be compatible with simple PDMS microfluidic fabrication processes.

2. THEORY

Electrostatic actuation is a well known process in ‘dry’ MEMS. On applying a potential between two parallel plates, electrostatic forces pull both the plates together. If the plates are held apart by a linear spring, the maximum range of travel is limited to 1/3 of the original gap after which electrostatic force exceeds the spring force and the gap collapses. This ‘pull-in’ voltage is given as:

\[
V_{pl} = \sqrt{\frac{8k(g + (t_{ox} \epsilon_{rL})/\epsilon_{ox})^3}{27 \epsilon_0 \epsilon_{rL} A_{cap}}} \]

where:

- \(k\) = spring constant;
- \(t_{ox}\) = passivating oxide thickness;
- \(g\) = gap;
- \(\epsilon_{ox}\) = oxide permittivity;
- \(A_{cap}\) = capacitor area;
- \(\epsilon_{rL}\) = dielectric permittivity

Even though dielectrics such as water (\(\epsilon_{rL}=80\)) provide very low pull-in voltages, their use has historically been limited due to the problems related with electrolysis\textsuperscript{5}.\n
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anodization [5] and electrode polarization [6]. The devices presented here use an AC voltage signal to induce electrostatic forces between electrodes at the top and bottom of a microfluidic channel to collapse it; in this sense, they could be described as self-actuating ‘Quake’ valves [7]. In order to operate in water, a 5 MHz square wave with no DC bias is necessary to prevent double layer screening of the electrostatic forces [8]. Note that as water has such a high dielectric constant, the thickness of any passivating oxides cannot be ignored in the pull-in voltage calculations (Eq. 1) [10]. The PoGo devices using PDMS flexures were built due to the polymer’s very high elasticity (140%). In contrast, gold has a yield strength of 100MPa.

3. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Fabrication

Two types of actuators are possible (Fig. 2). In the all-gold version (Fig. 2h1), a final photoresist coat, lithography and gold etch defined the pore size (5 μm) and the exposed contact pad areas. In the hybrid PDMS-gold designs (Fig. 2h2), the gold “roof” was patterned into very compliant flexures and PDMS was then spun on. By design, the elastomer served as the principal mechanical flexure. Photoresist was then removed by immersing the chip overnight in acetone. Pads were wire-bonded to a carrier PCB board.

B. Experimental Setup

Upright and inverted microscopy were done with a ZEISS Axioskop and a Nikon TE2000, respectively. Surface profilometry was carried out using a Zygo New View 5000. For fluorescent imaging and dosing, a mixture of de-ionized water and a Tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)dichlororuthenium(II) hexahydrate (Sigma) fluorophore was loaded in a reservoir and entered the microchannels through capillary action. Devices were also filled and tested with mineral oil (results are not presented here). Voltages were applied using a Keithley 2400 Sourcemeter.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Functional arrays of both types of devices and various flexure styles were fabricated. Figure 3a shows a fabricated representative PDMS-gold valve; Figure 3b shows a 5x5 all-gold valve array. PoGo devices have been designed to work between 1-5V. The all-gold devices are designed to work at 20-25V. Figure 4 shows the deflection profile of an un-actuated and an actuated all-gold pore. The measured peak current per actuation is less than 1 μA. Figure 5 shows deflection vs. voltage amplitude (at 5 MHz) for an all-gold pore. It is important to note that neither cells nor cell medium
will experience large electric fields (or electrolysis) as the field is confined below the cell culture area and the device is insulated by a membrane. Figure 6d shows the microgradient profile of a single actuated pore. In this image, the pore was left open for 180 seconds (Fig. 6a), then actuated and closed (Fig. 6b). Once actuated, the intensity decreases and the fluorophore diffuses out. Figure 6c shows a multi-pore section of the array, with the upper channel filled with fluorophore and showing diffusion. Multiple actuated pores with different release sequences can be used to pattern spatio-temporal gradients into cell and tissue culture.

5. CONCLUSION
We have designed, fabricated and tested a class of 'wet' MEMS polymer-gold (PoGo) electrostatic actuators. These independent valves work at low pull-in voltages and are capable of integrating with microfluidic devices.
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Abstract
We present the first micro-electrolysis device for the electronic control of nitric oxide (NO) release using a high molecular weight polyethylene imide (HMW PEI) pH sensitive NO donor. The device consists of Ti/Pt electrodes patterned on a glass wafer under a poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membrane used to contain the aqueous donor solution. The device operates on the premise that the electrolysis of water generates protons at the anode of the electrochemical cell, lowering the local pH of the electrolyte, triggering the release of NO from the donor. Using sets of electrodes, various spatio-temporal gradients of NO dosage can be achieved for in vivo or in vitro studies.

Keywords: nitric oxide, microfluidics, microgradient, electrolysis

1. Introduction
In the past two decades, nitric oxide has been shown to have vital physiological effects [1]. While materials and devices that passively release NO have been well documented, they do not allow for the modulation of release levels in situ. Additionally, previous attempts at active electronic control of NO generation have made use of toxic compounds or complicated constituents which are not amenable to biological research [2,3]. In order to generate biomedically useful, controllable NO gradients, we utilize a novel class of water soluble pH sensitive NO donors in conjunction with a microdevice capable of generating precise pH gradients, allowing for NO generation.

2. Theory
The device utilizes a HMW PEI compound which releases NO in acidic environments according to the mechanism shown in Figure 1 [4]. At pHs above 10, the donor is chemically inert and releases only trace amounts of nitric oxide. The device operates by using the electrolysis of water to generate protons at the anode of an electrochemical cell, generating a local pH decrease and releasing NO.

3. Experimental
Two versions of an NO generator chip were used. In the first, an array of Ti/Pt anodes 5 µm in width and 1.2 cm in length and a single cathode with a 2 mm width were patterned on a Pyrex wafer using lift off. A PDMS gasket was placed over the
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electrode region to retain the NO donor solution over the active electrode area. The current through the electrodes was modulated using a current source (Keithly). All NO release measurements were made in a 100 mL argon-sparged glass jar connected to an NO Analysis System (Sievers NOA 280i).

Figure 2. (a) Fabrication process for version 2 of the NO generation chip: (A) HF glass etch to form microchannels for electrolyte loading; spin coat and pattern photoresist for electrode definition, then (B) Ti/Pt (500Å/1500Å) evaporation as electrode material, then (C) pattern electrodes using lift off, then (D) spin coat and pattern photoresist for PDMS cavity formation, then (E) spin coat PDMS, and finally (F) strip photoresist in acetone to form cavity. (b) Chip level picture of version 2 of the chip.

The second version, a modification of a design presented by Park et. al., added a PDMS membrane 5 μm above the glass surface [5]. Note that the NO donor (and the supporting electrolyte) are thus sequestered beneath the gas-permeable PDMS membrane (Figure 2a) and do not come into contact with the external environment (i.e. cell culture medium or in vivo surroundings). The second version of the chip also used ten independent anodes with different geometries that allowed for the formation of various pH and NO gradients. Each anode reservoir region was fed via the etched glass channels. All NO release measurements were made using the same procedure as for version 1, above.

LysoSensor™ Green DND-153 (Invitrogen) was used to fluorescently image the pH gradients. For this indicator, fluorescence intensity increases as solvent acidity decreases. Unfortunately, the fabricated electrolyte channel was too thin (5 μm) to provide enough signal for a quantitative readout. In order to image the generated pH gradients, the PDMS membrane was removed and replaced with a glass coverslip which increased the thickness of the trapped aqueous indicator layer and reduced filling unevenness.

4. Results

Figure 3 shows the concentration of NO in the analysis chamber versus time for the first version of the chip at potentials of 1.5 V and 2.5 V applied between the anode and cathode. Similarly, Figure 4 shows the concentration of NO at current steps of 20 μA, 40 μA, and 50 μA. Each increase in applied bias potential or current resulted in a corresponding increase in NO concentration. By varying the potential or current, we can achieve relatively stable NO release for several minutes. For high fixed voltages, the current swung widely; this was linked to changes in electrolyte conductivity which caused a great deal of instability. For high NO generation rates, current control was preferable. At lower voltages, such as those used to generate Figure 4, these swings were negligible.
Figure 3. Concentration of NO in the chamber with voltage control for the 1st version on the chip.

Figure 4. Concentration of NO in the chamber with current control for the 1st version of the chip.

Figure 5 shows the concentration of NO in the analysis chamber versus time for the second chip design (with PDMS membrane) at current steps of 6 μA, 7 μA, 9 μA, and 13 μA. The concentration at 9 μA and 13 μA showed an oscillatory behavior that appears to be caused by a periodic gas bubble formation and purging beneath the PDMS reservoir.

Figure 6 shows a pH gradient generated with the chip loaded with a pH 7 solution. A well defined cloud of acidified electrolyte forms around the electrode area when current is applied. Currently, we are working towards increasing the PDMS reservoir height to obtain a stronger fluorescent signal. Fluorescent imaging of the pH gradient will allow us to optically interrogate the pH during NO generation and use this to calculate NO levels at various points over a given gradient field.
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Abstract
We present a microfluidic device capable of sorting particles in a solution of physiological salinity. It effectively manipulates particles at electric fields as low as 30 V/cm and does so at high speeds and over small length scales. This device is designed around cheap, mass producible fabrication techniques allowing for facile incorporation into existing analytical systems.

1. Introduction
This work presents continuous-flow particle sorting at low applied electric fields (30 V/cm) using electrodeless DEP[1-4] in ridged polymeric microfluidic channels. Particle manipulation and sorting is critical in analysis of cellular systems and subpopulations, water monitoring, soil analysis, and colloidal synthesis. In contrast to previous work in electrodeless or insulative DEP, which typically require fields above 500 V/cm [3, 4], this device operates at the low electric fields required when using solutions of physiological salinity. It also offers advantages over other particle processing techniques in its ability to sort particles over small (~100 μm) spatial scales and rapid (<1s) time scales. These advantages combine to enable cell sorting in growth media, facilitating analysis of cells immediately following culture.

2. Design Methodology
Our design efficiently relates dielectrophoretic particle properties to particle motion via a geometrically defined ridge that creates spatial electric field perturbations. Particle motion by DEP is a second-order effect due to the polarization of a particle and its surroundings in the presence of a non-uniform electric field. Equation 1 gives particle velocity, \( \bar{u}_{DEP} \), as a function of its dielectrophoretic mobility, \( \mu_{DEP} \), and the electric field gradient.

\[
\bar{u}_{DEP} = \mu_{DEP} \hat{V}(\hat{E} \cdot \hat{E})
\]  

This system sorts particles using a micro-channel geometry that transduces particle dielectric properties to transverse spatial position in continuous flow. We use electrodeless DEP due to its inherent simplicity, eliminating the need for integrated electrodes and the fouling attendant with their use. Whereas previous work demonstrated DEP by an array of insulating posts (a 2-D design) [1], our approach extends this technique to 3-D using channel constrictions in depth to create spatially non-uniform electric fields. The channel ridge perturbs the spatial distribution of the electric field, creating particle-dependent dielectrophoretic forces and deflection. Curvilinear sorting ridges as shown in Fig. 1 are designed such that the dielectrophoretic forces vary spatially across the channel.
width. Particles are deflected transversely until they reach the position at which dielectrophoretic forces no longer prohibit particle transport across the ridge.

\[ \dot{u}_{\text{EK}} = \mu_{\text{EK}} E \]  

(2)

The electromigration of a particle, \( u_{\text{EK}} \), is linear with electric field and electrokinetic mobility, \( \mu_{\text{EK}} \), as shown in Eq. 2. As a result of controlled particle deflection, the downstream flow consists of a distribution of particles in which the particle dielectrophoretic mobility varies continuously across the channel width. This distribution can then be routed to multiple outlets, and specific subpopulations can be analyzed.

3. Experimental

The demonstrated device has a multilevel microchannel geometry formed by two lithographic steps that overlay ridges (constrictions in depth) onto an otherwise uniform channel. A Zeonor 1020R substrate (Zeon Chemicals) is hot embossed on a Silicon master fabricated using two lithographically defined layers and etched using a Bosch process. The embossed piece is drilled for fluidic access and bonded to a Zeonor blank to enclose the channel. To demonstrate system behavior, 1 and 2 μm carboxylate-modified FluoSpheres® were visualized via inverted fluorescent microscopy.

Pressure-driven and electroosmotic flows are used in conjunction to independently control drag, electrophoretic, and DEP forces. This allows DEP effects at low electric fields to be amplified by tailoring the applied pressure and electric field to reduce particle velocities. DC electric fields were used to simultaneously reduce particle velocities throughout the flow field (due to electrophoresis in the opposite direction to fluid flow) and induce particle-dependent deflection at the ridge structure (due to DEP).

4. Results and Discussion

Deflection of a single particle type demonstrates the fundamental mechanism for particle deflection and allows quantification of the relation between applied electric field and particle deflection. Particle distributions are approximately uniform in the absence of an electric field (Figure 2a). Applying a potential between the system reservoirs, how-
ever, results in particle deflection to the lower region of the field of view (Figure 2b). Because particle deflection all occurs at the sorting ridge (rather than slowly throughout a device), the process is effectively instantaneous (<1 s). For a given particle type, deflection increases with the applied electric field (Fig 3). Defining the “critical ridge angle” as the geometric ridge angle at the half-height of the particle distributions, it can be shown that the distribution can be varied linearly and precisely with electric field (Fig 4). Through this precise control, the device can be tuned to operate for a wide range of \( \mu_{\text{DEP}} \) and \( \mu_{\text{EK}} \).

Deflection of a mixed particle sample demonstrates how varying DEP mobilities can be used to sort particles in continuous flow. Time-averaged exit particle density distributions of a two component system (Fig 5) show how a mixed input stream can be separated into its constituents. This demonstrates the validity of the design and forecasts its ability to form concentration and pretreatment stages in lab-on-a-chip systems.
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Abstract
We demonstrate here a droplet fusion device with 100% droplet fusion. This device includes an asymmetry wings double T-junction droplet generator and expanding droplet fusion channel. The asymmetry double T-junction generate stable and separate droplet pairs and the long expansion channel make droplets within a pair contact and have enough time to complete fusion process. This passive microfluidic device can reach 100% fusion efficiency.

key words : microfluidics, droplets, fusion, double T-junction

Introduction
Controlled droplet fusion in microfluidic device provides precise reagent mixing control for small scaling chemical reaction and biological detection. Previous works to achieve controlled droplet fusion are by exploiting the velocity difference between droplets to fuse large and smaller droplets or by stable droplet generation by double T-junctions and a velocity gradient tapering junction which can provide duration of collision and fusion[1,2,3,4]. However, unstable droplet generation lead to only 95% droplet fusion efficiency in the first design. In the second design, even double-T junction offer stable droplet generation, the time of the droplet pairs exiting in the fusion chamber is not always longer than the duration time of the collision and fusion of droplets and the maximum fusion efficiency can only reach 80%. Beside the problems mentioned above, the unfused droplets also cause uncontrollable further droplets fusion which cause non-uniform size fused droplets and the separation problems of fused and unfused droplets and. Here, we present a separate and stable droplet pair generation from an asymmetry double T-junction design and 100% droplet fusion inside long expanding droplet fusion channel (Figure 1).

Design of the droplet generator
An ideal 100% droplet fusion include a stable and separation droplet pair generator and a droplet fusion channel which can make droplet collision and provide enough time for droplet pairs fusion. Double T-junction design can
offer stable but not separate droplet pairs in microfluidic device. In order to achieve stable and separate droplets pair generation, the alternating double T-Junction generator design was improved so that the double T-Junction includes asymmetric wings to facilitate the shortening of $D$ and increasing of $d$ as shown in Figure 2. Since the droplet generation frequency from each side of the double T-junction is constant, the distance $2D$ between two droplets from the same T junction is constant (Figure 2). In symmetric designs [3, 4], since the droplets generate at same cross section alternatively, gaps between droplets from different sides will be $D$. In asymmetry design (Figure 2b), with the offset of the shearing junctions, $D$ is shortened and the distance $d$ between two pairs of droplets is increased at the same time.

**Result and Discussion**

As mentioned above, the separate droplets can be generated by the offset of the shearing junction. Figure 3 shows the droplet pairs separation results of different offset designs from 20μm, 50μm to 75μm. The distances $D$ and $d$ are compared in table 1. As the offset distance $g$ increases, $D$ decreases and $d$ increases. This offset distance also results in unequal-size droplet generation from the double T-junction because the shearing point which is not in same cross section results in different shearing force. The smaller droplets are generated from the offset junction and the larger droplets are generated from the original junction. The ratio of the droplet sizes are constant in different offset device shown in table 1. The ratio between the flow rates to obtain 1:1 droplet generation ratios is strongly dependent of the size of the droplet ratio as shown in table 2.

The long expansion channels with two U-turn shape designs are used for droplet fusion. Its purpose is to remove the oil between droplet pairs to induce contact by expanding the channel width and to offer enough contact time for the droplet collision and fusion. The width of the expansion channel can range from 80μm-120μm and the length of the channel is 4cm. In figure 4, all droplet pairs are generated from 100 μm offset asymmetry generator, travel to the fusion channel and fused at the first U-turn shape design. The 100% droplet fusion efficiency has been achieved under different water flowrate at constant water flowrate ratio as shown in figure 5. When the water flow rate is lower than 0.3μl/min, the droplet generation becomes unstable and the fusion efficiency drops to 40% dramatically. The fused droplets are monodisperse with less then 2% variation in size.

**Conclusion**

This novel system provides a highly controlled droplet generation with synchronization of unequal-size droplet generation combined with a droplet fusion microfluidic device with 100% droplet fusion efficiency and equal-size fused droplets. This design can be integrated with other microfluidic designs and is a promising tool for chemical syntheses and bioanalytical tests.

**Reference**

Figure 2. (a) In symmetry wings design, distance of droplets from the same stream is 2D and droplets distance from different stream is D. (b) In asymmetry wings design, the offset of the shearing point shortens the droplet distance D and increases the distance d between droplet pairs.

Table 1. The relationship between distances D and d at different offsets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>g</th>
<th>Distance D within the droplet pair</th>
<th>Distance d between the droplet pair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20μm</td>
<td>95.7μm</td>
<td>103.6μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50μm</td>
<td>79.1μm</td>
<td>186.6μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75μm</td>
<td>30.5μm</td>
<td>297.5μm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The size ratio increased with the offset and the flow ratio to maintain 1:1 droplet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>g</th>
<th>Size ratio</th>
<th>Flow rate ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20μm</td>
<td>1:1:1</td>
<td>1.07:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50μm</td>
<td>1.24:1</td>
<td>1.36:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75μm</td>
<td>1.55:1</td>
<td>1.67:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. (a) 20μm offset (b) 50μm offset (c) 75μm offset asymmetry double T-junction

Figure 4. (a) Each pair of droplets enter the fusion chamber and contact each other (b) At the u-turn channel, droplet fused (c) fused droplets are monodispersed

Figure 5. 100% droplet fusion efficiency can be achieved at varied water rate. The fusion efficiency drops when the flow rate is too low to have stable alternative droplet generation.
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Abstract

A composite cap sealing process with precise dimension control, low pressure operation and permanent bonding at room temperatures has been demonstrated for the fabrication of 1D, 2D nanochannels (confinement in one and two dimensions, respectively), and integrated nano/microfluidic devices with a micro- to nanoscale interface. Channel size below 20 nm has been successfully sealed. Aspect ratio of < 4x10^{-5} has been achieved for 1D nanochannels.

Keywords: microchannels, nanochannels, sealing, nano-microfluidic interface

Nanofluidic structures have attracted many attentions recently due to the unique fluidic behaviors on the nanoscale [1] and the capability of biomolecule manipulation at confined environments [2, 3]. Integrated nano/microfluidic devices with micro-nano interface are also important for potential total-analysis-system at the nanoscale [4]. A straightforward way of fabricating integrated nano/microfluidic channels with proper interface is by cap sealing of nano- to micro-trenches. However, most of previous methods of cap sealing (such as anodic bonding [5], fusion bonding [5], modified nanoimprinting [2] etc.) require high pressure and/or high temperature. Here we report an extremely simple sealing process for the fabrication of 1D and 2D nanofluidic channels and the integration of nano/ microfluidic devices using a composite cap. The composite cap sealing process requires no or very low pressure, works at room temperature with high throughput and low cost.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of composite cap sealing process: a thin layer of PSQ (polysilsesquioxane) is spun on a cover glass and then thermally cured; nano- and micro-trenches with sloped micro-nano interface and loading holes are etched into Si or glass substrate; sealing is realized by oxygen plasma treatment of PSQ film and contact of two substrate surfaces (a thin silica layer is created by O2 plasma treatment of PSQ film). Due to large plasma-treated surface energy and flexibility of the cap, the pressure for conformal sealing is small (usually less than 30 psi). We find that bonding between the composite cap and substrate is
spontaneous. Bonding wave has been observed after two surfaces making the initial contact. The bonding strength increases with time, and permanent bonding can form within one minute of initial contact with a proper plasma treatment. A small pressure (< 2 atm) at the beginning of the bonding will help the permanent bonding formation.

For sealing of 1D nanofluidic channels, trenches with a width from 3 μm to 500 μm and a depth from submicron to sub-20 nm were first fabricated on a thermally oxidized Si wafer surface by photolithography and dry etching, and subsequently sealed by composite cap sealing. Because of the spontaneous bonding, the channels are either self-sealed or sealed by applying a tiny force (< 1 N) in making an initial surface contact for the bonding to propagate. 1D nanochannels with a depth down to 18 nm and aspect ratio below $4 \times 10^{-5}$ have been demonstrated (Fig. 2). To our knowledge, this is the lowest aspect ratio of nanochannel reported to date.

![Figure 1. Simple simultaneous sealing of nano-, microfluidic channels with micro-nanointerface by a composite cap at room temperature.](image1)

![Figure 2. Bright field (a) and fluorescent images (b) of sealed 1D nanochannel with a depth of 18 nm and aspect ratio < $4 \times 10^{-5}$.](image2)
For sealing of 2D nanofluidic channels, nano trench array of 120-nm-width and 320-nm-period was etched into thermally oxidized Si wafer surface by nanoimprinting and pattern transfer techniques with a nanograting mold, and then sealed by the composite cap process. 2D nanochannel array has been sealed successfully, sometimes with the help of a small pressure (< 2 atm) to bring the two surfaces in contact at the beginning of the bonding. Dense 2D nanochannel array and integrated nano/microfluidic devices with sloped micro-nano interface were also fabricated and utilized for stretching double-stranded DNA (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Cross-sectional SEM image of sealed 2D nanochannel (a) and fluorescent images of DNA stretched in 2D nanochannels (b) and at the micro-nano interface area (c).

In summary, a composite cap sealing process has been demonstrated for the sealing of 1D, 2D nanofluidic channels and integrated nano/microchannel devices with a micro-to-nano interface at room temperature. The demonstrated critical feature size can be sub-20 nm with the potential of shrinking down further due to the low-pressure operation of the sealing process. 1D nanochannel with an ultralow aspect ratio of < 4x10^5 and 2D nanochannel array have both been successfully sealed by the composite cape sealing. DNA pre-stretching at micro-to-nano interface in an integrated nano/microfluidic device was also observed. The authors thank NanoOpto Corp. for providing nanograting mold for the fabrication of 2D nanochannel arrays.
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Abstract
We have been achieved to development a palm top sized photo-thermal lens spectroscopy detection system with micro chemical chip, in which all devices required for thermal lens measurement such as light sources, optical multiplexer and so on were integrated in the small box. The detection system was free from optical alignment problems. The system developed here had good performance. The limit of determination for Ni complex standard solution was evaluated to be $1.0 \times 10^{-5}$ (Abs).

Keywords: Photo-Thermal Lens Spectroscopy, SELFOC® Micro Lens, Micro Chemical Chip

1. Introduction
Smart integration of glass micro chemical chip system, ultra high sensitive quantitative analysis, and compact detection devices are essential issues in μ-TAS. Recently, Thermal Lens Microscope detection system (TLM) to analyze trace amount of chemical substances with micro chemical chips was developed by Kitamori et al. [1]. However the conventional TLM was not small enough to set up the practical μ-TAS.

In this work, availing very small SELFOC® Micro Lens (SML) as an objective lens and an optical multiplexer, the palm top sized Photo-thermal Lens Spectroscopy Detection System (TLDS) has been achieved.

2. Principle and Design of Thermal Lens Spectroscopy Detection (TLD)
A schematic illustration of TLM in a micro channel is shown in figure 1. The principle of measurement for TLM has been described elsewhere [1-3]. Availing the SML as an objective lens and an optical multiplexer as shown in figure 2, the optical system of TLDS was designed. The SML is the most popular radial graded-index (GRIN) lens and it has features of parabolic refractive index distribution in a glass rod, cylindrical shape with flat ends, and adequate chromatic aberration. The chromatic aberration of SML can be controlled arbitrarily by changing materials and the lens size.

The excitation and probe beams propagated through the single-mode optical fibers were made to be coaxial using the optical multiplexer in figure 2. The optical multiplexer was consisted of a dielectric filter sandwiched in between two SML (see...
Fig.2). As the dielectric filter has characteristics both of reflecting the beam emitted by laser diode 1 (excitation beam) and transmitting the beam emitted by laser diode 2 (probe beam), these beams were made coaxial and were introduced into the single-mode optical fiber.

3. Palm Top Sized Detection System with Micro Chemical Chip

Fig.3 shows a schematic and photograph of on-chip detection device. Fig.4 shows a photograph of the Palm Top Sized Detection System with Micro Chemical Chip. Firstly, the performance of this detection system with standard solution of Ni phthalocyanine tetrasulfic acid, 4Na salt was measured. The calibration curve assumed smooth linearity in the range from $1 \times 10^{-8}$ to $1 \times 10^{-5}$ mol/L. The value of determination limit was $1 \times 10^{-8}$mol/L ($1.0 \times 10^{-5}$Abs). Excellent repeatability and reproducibility of photo-thermal signal intensities were also confirmed. The values of coefficient of variation in these measurements remained less than 3%.
This system can be operated with a notebook PC and the operation electric power can also supplied from a notebook PC by using a USB connector.

4. Conclusion
We have described the miniaturization of thermal lens detection system based on an optical fiber and SELFOC® micro lens. This palm top sized system developed here showed excellent performance for detection of nonfluorescent molecules despite the miniaturization of optical components. This system developed here will be used more widely in the future, for example POCT (point of care testing), on site monitor and so on. Practically, we are in the progress of developing a chip-based enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay system now.
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INTEGRATION OF MULTIPLE ANALYTICAL PRINCIPLES ON A CAPILLARY-ASSEMBLED MICROCHIP (CAs-CHIP): MULTIPLE PROTEASE ACTIVITY AND ELECTROLYTE SENSING
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Abstract

A general and simple implementation of simultaneous multiparametric sensing in a single microchip is presented by using a capillary-assembled microchip (CAs-CHIP) [1-4] integrated with reagent-release capillaries (RRCs), acting as various biochemical sensors. A novel “drop-and-sip” technique of fluid handling is performed with a microliter droplet of a model sample solution containing proteases and divalent cations that passes through the microchannel with the aid of a micropipette as a vacuum pump, concurrently filling each RRCs via capillary force. This RRC-based CAs-CHIP can be exploited for clinical diagnostics, drug discovery and systems biology applications.

Keywords: capillary-assembled microchip, capillary force, “drop-and-sip”, multiparametric sensing, protease activity

1. Introduction

The simultaneous multiparametric sensing in a single microfluidic device is inevitably an important aspect of miniaturized system since it provides minimal reagent/sample consumption while detecting a range of analytes. However, specific panel of analytes require a particular surface chemistry to activate a given microchannel surface for certain biochemical analysis, hence, making the integration of different analytical principles in a single microfluidic device more complicated.

Here, we demonstrated the simple and simultaneous detection of various proteases (trypsin, chymotrypsin, thrombin and elastase) and electrolytes (Mg\(^{2+}\), Ca\(^{2+}\) and Zn\(^{2+}\)) in a single microfluidic device by integrating the enzymatic cleavage and complexation reactions as different analytical principles implemented into the RRC-based CAs-CHIP.

2. Experimental

The RRC-based CAs-CHIP was prepared by embedding various 2.3-mm RRCs and plugged capillaries onto the PDMS microchannel network (Fig. 1). To realize the multianalyte sensing without reagent diffusion and leakage, a facile technique called “drop-and-sip” was implemented. A microliter volume of sample was “dropped” on the inlet hole and “sipped” using a micropipette on the outlet hole, generating a long sample plug while allocating part of the solution into the RRCs by capillary force. The detection of protease activities and electrolytes were carried out using a fluorescence microscope.
3. Results and discussion

The molecular probe inside the RRC is immobilized with the aid of polyethylene glycol as polymer scaffold and release/react upon contact with sample solution. Examples of the enzyme activity- and ion-sensing results are shown in Figure 2. Both RRCs displayed a typical response, i.e., it can sense changes in analyte concentration with a nanoliter volume of sample.

The “drop-and-sip” technique proves to be the most compatible fluid handling methodology for the RRC-based CAs-CHIP because it prevents reagent diffusion and leakage from the capillary. Using a micropipette as vacuum pump, the contact time of the sample plug was ca. 0.55 second that was enough time to fill the RRCs by capillary force, since the theoretical capillary filling time is ca. 0.008 second.

Combining both simple methodologies of the RRC and “drop-and-sip”, the over-all simple-to-use property of RRC-based CAs-CHIP was realized. Figure 3 demonstrated
The simultaneous sensing of various proteases, cations and pH. The microchip effectively showed fluorescence detection of 8 different analytes.

**Protease activities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tryp</th>
<th>Chymo</th>
<th>Throm</th>
<th>Elas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>1mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td></td>
<td>253</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>253</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Electrolytes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Ca²⁺</th>
<th>Zn²⁺</th>
<th>Mg²⁺</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1mm</td>
<td>253</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Simultaneous detection of the proteases activities and the metal ion concentrations using a single CAs-CHIP. The specific substrates used for each proteases are as follows, (a) Boc-Gln-Ala-Arg-MCA; (b) Suc-Ala-Ala-Pro-Phe-MCA; (c) Boc-Val-Pro-Arg-MCA; (d) Suc(OMe)-Ala-Ala-Pro-Val-MCA. Sample solution contains proteases (0.04 μM trypsin (Tryp), 0.04 μM Chymotrypsin (Chymo), 0.74 μM thrombin (Throm) and 1.0 μM elastase (Elas)) and electrolytes (100μM Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺ and Zn²⁺).

4. Conclusions

The ease of integrating multiplex panel of analytical principles was successfully achieved. The easy-to-use nature of the RRC-based CAs-CHIP can be exploited for the analysis of biological samples.
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Abstract

Protein microarrays for allergen diagnosis were integrated in microfluidic chips. The integrated microfluidic chip enabled chemiluminescence (CL) detection of human IgG antibodies with detection limit of 60 pM (or 9 ng/ml) within 30 min.

Keywords: Chemiluminescence, HPTS, micro-fluidics, protein micro-array,

1. Introduction

Chemiluminescence is an established and sensitive analytical technique for microarray detection, due to its very high signal to noise ratio [1]. A convenient reversible procedure was used to bond a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microarray substrate to complimentary microfluidic multi-reaction chambers. This customized protein microfluidic system incorporated six interconnected reaction chambers to facilitate rapid, parallel, high throughput screening (HPTS) of different proteins. The complete protein microchip was assembled by careful alignment of protein-modified PDMS substrate with a complimentary SU-8 microfluidic chip (Fig. 1). In each reaction chamber, protein micro-assay occurred between the specific immobilized proteins and the complimentary peroxidase labelled antibodies.

Fig. 1: Schematic of the integrated protein micro-assay system. The upper lid/surface of the reaction chamber was made of SU-8 microchannels on a glass substrate. The bottom substrate was composed of PDMS and contained spotted protein microarrays.

Modelling of the microchip geometry with Coventor Software provided an assessment of the necessary alignment for efficient fluid transfer [2]. Optimal fluid transport occurred at the center of each reaction chamber (Fig. 2).
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2. Materials and methods
The microarrays were prepared by spotting protein solutions (1.3 nL in 0.1M carbonate buffer pH 9) on a PVC master, drying and covering the spots with liquid Sylgard 184 Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). This PDMS-protein matrix was cured at 100°C for 20 min then peeled from the master. The SU-8 microchannels (depth 80 µm, width 400 µm, length 76 mm) were fabricated via standard lithography procedures on glass wafers. PDMS inlet and outlet ports were permanently bonded to the upper glass surface of the microchip to ensure leak proof connection.

The fluidic characteristics of this protein microanalysis system were determined experimentally under a continuous reagent flow of 0.5 - 50 µl/min. The on-chip chemiluminescent immunoassay was initiated by saturation with VBSTA (veronal buffer containing 0.5% Tween20 and 1% BSA) for 30 min at a flow rate of 1.125µL/min. The antibodies solution, containing rabbit anti-protein and peroxidase anti-rabbit IgG at concentrations of 1 µg/ml, was then injected at a flow rate of 0.5µl/min for 30 minutes. The chip was then washed with VBS at a flow rate of 5µl/min for 20 min and filled with the chemiluminescent measurement solution (220µM luminol, 500µM hydrogen peroxidase and 200µM para iodo phenol in VBS buffer).

A sensitive CCD imaging system (Intelligent Dark Box II, Fuji Film) enabled direct quantification of the proteins immobilized in the microarray via peroxidase catalyzed CL. All experiments were performed at room temperature.

4. Results and discussion
The homogeneity of the sample distribution within the microfluidic chambers was confirmed by the flow of peroxidase labeled anti-human IgG in a biochip composed of 96 identical spots of human IgG. The chemiluminescent image obtained is presented in Fig. 3(a) and confirms reproducible distribution of the fluid throughout the system. The presence of occasional bubbles leads to spot missing.

Fig. 3(b) shows the results obtained using a biochip prepared with internal non-specific testing spots composed of spotted bovine serum albumin (BSA). Only the specific spots (lactoglobulin and peanuts lectin) of the microarrays produced chemiluminescent signals, whereas the signals onto the negative control spots remained at the background value.
Fig. 3(c) shows complementary chemiluminescent intensity signals obtained with a microarray composed of spotted lactoglobulin, peanuts lectin and human IgG and incubated concomitantly with anti-lactoglobulin, anti-peanuts lectin and anti-human IgG. As shown, the three proteins were detected after a unique sample injection with good signal to noise value. The detected amount of the 3 different proteins was 17 ng after 30 minutes incubation at room temperature.

Fig. 3: CCD measurement of the associated chemiluminescent signal. (a) Homogeneity of sample distribution determined at a flow rate of 0.5 µl/min, peroxidase labeled anti-human IgG concentration of 1 µg/ml. (b) Simultaneous chemiluminescent immunoassay of anti-lactoglobulin, anti-peanuts lectin and anti-human IgG antibodies within the within the micro-fluidic system. (BSA proteins provide internal standard to confirm non-specific binding). (c) Measured chemiluminescent signal and signal to noise ratio for the three proteins tested concomitantly in (b). Peroxidase labeled anti-rabbit IgG concentration of 1 µg/ml.

5. Conclusions

The detection of anti-lactoglobulin, anti-peanuts lectin and anti-human IgG was successfully achieved in a microfluidic environment, and our results are comparable with conventional protein microassay systems [3-4].
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL BIOLOGICALLY-ACTIVE NANOARCHITECTURES IN POLYMER-BASED MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES FOR BIOMARKER DETECTION
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Abstract
We report a novel three-dimensional (3D) DNA analysis device consisting of ultra-high-aspect-ratio polymer nanopillars prepared by a templating polymerization pattern-transfer method followed by a direct-write photochemical patterning approach to produce functional scaffolds for the immobilization of molecular recognition probes to nanopillars. These nanopillars can be integrated into microfluidic channels for producing high-surface-area supports for these probes to increase assay sensitivity and dynamic range, as well as rapid response times due to microfluidic addressing of the array. Anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) was used as the template for the nanostructures as well as the molding tool for the microfluidic network. The AAO template consisted of nanopores with a close-packed hexagonal geometry. The device demonstrated high-speed hybridization kinetics with detection limits on the order of femtomoles.

Keywords: Nanopillars, microfluidics, nano-templating, biomarker detection

1. Introduction
Microarray strategies have been widely utilized in life science research and diagnostics due to their ability to monitor many analytes in parallel when configured in a 2D format on a solid support. For detecting extremely low concentrations of solution targets from mixed populations, the microarray must possess high sensitivity and specificity. Unfortunately, one of the limitations associated with current microarray technologies is their limited immobilization capacity, which significantly affects the assay’s dynamic range and offers poor sensitivity due to the low surface concentration of the probes. In addition, slow mass transfer to the surface results in long assay times. We have developed a novel, 3D microarray format situated within a microfluidic network consisting of ultra-high-aspect-ratio functionalized polymer nanopillars by adopting a nano-templating polymerization pattern-transfer method coupled to direct-write photochemical functionalization of the nanopillars [1-3].

2. Experimental
Anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) [1] was used as the template for nanopatterning as well as the molding tool for microstructure fabrication. The microstructures were fabricated...
via lithographic and wet-etch processing of the closed-packed hexagonal nanoporous AAO [4]. Complex micro-patterns with different shapes and aspect ratios could be prepared with vertical sidewalls using this etching technique. The microfluidic channel integrated with poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA, nanopillars was prepared via cast-molding and nano-template polymerization pattern-transfer following embossing of the microstructures using the AAO template supported on aluminum (see Figure 1). Integration of these nano-textured surfaces directly within the microfluidic network provided a 50-fold increase in probe load compared to a planar 2D surface of the same size. The templated nanopillars could be functionalized through UV exposure at 254 nm resulting in surface-confined carboxylates that allowed covalent attachment of 5’-amino-terminated DNA probes directly to their surface using EDC coupling agents.

3. Results and discussion

Our 3D polymer nanopillars increased the array measurement sensitivity and dynamic range through the production of higher surface loads of probes per unit area by adding a third dimension to each element of the array. When coupled to microfluidic addressing, the system showed high-speed hybridization kinetics due to enhanced mass transfer to the surface with detection limits for solution oligonucleotide targets in the femtomolar regime. Figure 2 shows near-infrared (near-IR) fluorescence images resulting from planar and nano-textured PMMA serving as the support for monitoring hybridization-based assays. In the case of the planar PMMA surface, the array generated weak fluorescence against a uniform background (see Figure 2a). The image also showed a high degree of non-uniformity in the signal as well as poor spot definition. On the other hand, the fluorescence image of the PMMA nanostructured microarray showed stronger fluorescence with well-defined and more uniform spots (see Figure 2b). The fluorescence intensity from the nanostructured PMMA substrate increased by ~100-fold when compared to that of a planar PMMA substrate. In addition, two control experiments were carried out to confirm that the observed fluorescence signals were due to specific hybridization of the ‘target’ to its complementary probe. The experiments involved spotting of dye-labeled complementary targets onto the UV-modified surface of a PMMA nanopillar array and planar PMMA. We did not observe any fluorescence against the background in both cases. These experiments showed that there was little non-specific binding of the ‘target’ to the surface of either UV-modified PMMA nanopillars or planar substrates.

Figure 1. SEMs of a polymer microfluidic channel (50 μm wide, 50 μm deep and 50 mm long) that contained a nano-textured surface (pillars are 150 nm in diameter, 300 nm edge-to-edge spacing and 5 μm in height with an aspect ratio of 33).
4. Conclusions
Our 3D biologically-active nanostructured architectures situated in polymer-based microfluidic devices provided a higher load of the biomarker probe by increasing the available surface area, thus improving the detection sensitivity of the microarray assay. In addition, these nanopillars could be integrated into a microfluidic element using a simple nanotemplating technique that does not require the use of expensive lithography methods, such as e-beam lithography. These nanopillar DNA microarrays can be coupled to an allele-specific ligation assay carried out in a thermal cycling polymer microchip to provide the ability to detect point mutations in certain genes with both high sensitivity, large dynamic range and rapid assay times when the microarray is poised within a microfluidic element.
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INTEGRATED CMOS-COMPATIBLE SILICON NANOWIRE SENSOR WITH EFFICIENT SAMPLE DELIVERY
I. K. Lao*, A. Agarwal, H. H. Feng, N. Balasubramanian, D. L. Kwong
Bio-Electronics & Bio-MEMS, Institute of Microelectronics, Singapore

Abstract
A CMOS-compatible silicon nanowire (SiNW) sensor developed by self-limiting oxidation process is integrated with a micro channel for high sample delivery efficiency through either direct lining or hydrodynamic focusing. pH sensing result of the integrated sensor is reported.

Keywords: integrated micro system, silicon nanowire sensor, self-limiting oxidation, hydrodynamic focusing, sample delivery

1. Introduction
In recent years, chemical and biological detection utilizing nano-structures, such as nano-crystal, nanotube and nanowire has been gaining interest due to their superior performances [1]. Nano-structure with a large surface area to volume ratio provides high sensitivity, permitting prominent detection. Among them, SiNW is the most desirable nano-structure for an integrated system by taking the advantages of mature IC technology. To realize a SiNW sensor, SiNW has to be aligned and assembled on a metal electrode in a robust and well-controlled manner. Secondly, sample molecules have to pass the SiNW for detection. Overly relying on the high sensitivity of nanowire without consideration to mass transport can bring a detection limit [2].

In this study, we use self-limiting oxidation process [3] to fabricate SiNWs with lengths of 10, 20, 50 and 100 μm. Compared with other methods such as vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) method [4], self-limiting oxidation is completely CMOS-compatible, and the most important, it avoids post-synthesis alignment and assembly of SiNW. To reduce the mass transfer effect of sample molecules, micro fluidic channel with either direct lining or hydrodynamic focusing [5] is integrated with the SiNW sensors for efficient sample delivery.

2. Experimental
Fabrication of the integrated SiNW sensor is shown in Figure 1. Trenches are formed in Si wafer by UV photolithography and dry etching to obtain silicon fin structures. The fins are then oxidized in dry oxygen. The oxidation process is self-limiting because of the dynamic build-up stress, forming nanowires along the centre of the fins. The nanowires are released by trimming down the oxide and connected with metal electrodes. Su-8 is used to fabricate micro channels on top of the SiNW.

3. Results and discussion
Figure 2 shows a SEM image of our 100-μm SiNW. Synthesis of such long
nanowires is challenging using VLS method while their assembly is troublesome using reported sophisticated manipulating methods [1]. On the contrary, our SiNW eliminates such complex assembly and alignment problems. Figure 3 shows a cross-sectional TEM image of a SiNW. The SiNW is anchored on a silicon wafer to improve its mechanical strength. The diameter of SiNW is 20 nm in this work, but SiNWs with smaller diameters can also be fabricated.

In our integrated system, Su-8 micro channels are fabricated for sample delivery. Su-8 is chosen due to its simple photolithography process which is compatible with our SiNW. It also provides a wafer-level integration and precise alignment between the channel and the nanowire as compared with reported PDMS channel [4]. Considering sample delivery efficiency and pressure inside the micro system, direct lining of the nanowires to micro channels is adopted for 50- and 100-μm nanowires while hydrodynamic focusing [5] is applied for 10- and 20-μm nanowires (Figure 4).

Figure 5 shows I-V characteristic of the integrated SiNW sensor. The linear I-V
dependence indicates an ohmic contact between the SiNW and metal electrodes, which is critical for electronic and sensing applications as poor contact has an ambiguous effect on sensing performance [6].

To demonstrate a SiNW sensor for detection, the conductance of a SiNW at different pH solutions is measured (Figure 6). Drop in conductance is observed with pH increment. This is consistent with principle due to the depletion of positive surface charge which acts a lower positive gate voltage on our n-type SiNW. Through surface functionalization of the nanowire [1], the nanowire can act as a bio-sensor.

![Current-voltage measurement of a SiNW sensor.](image1)

![Electrical conductance change on pH sensing of a SiNW at 0.2 V.](image2)

**4. Conclusions**

In conclusion, we demonstrate a CMOS-compatible SiNW sensor with efficient sample delivery.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATED LIQUID HANDLER FOR MICROFLUIDIC REACTOR ARRAY FOR HIGH-THROUGHPUT SCREENINGS OF PROTEIN CRYSTALLIZATION CONDITIONS
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Abstract

Previously we have reported a novel screening system in search for protein crystallization conditions using microfluidic reactor array [1], with which the required volume of the protein solution decreases drastically. Here we report the advance of the system including a development of an automated liquid handler. The improved microchip consists of four blocks of 48 reaction chambers whose metering volume are 6 nL, and 192 conditions can be screened with only 2 μL (0.5 μL for each) of the protein solution. The liquid handler can control microfluidic reactor array system automatically by real-time monitoring of backpressure. It is equipped with four pumping heads that have sensors to monitor backpressure of microchannels on a microchip, and four non-contact dispensers. The system correctly handled various kinds of aqueous solutions, including salts, organics and polymers, while operation time depended on the properties of liquids. While 0.5 μL of protein solution was dispensed in the microchannel for protein, 288 nL was effectively utilized for crystallization (the ratio of dead volume: 42.5%). A typical operation time to set up 96 different conditions on the microchip was 40-60 min. from dispensing, transporting and mixing solutions to sealing all wells with oil in a fully automatic manner.

Keywords: crystallization, microfluidic reactor array, automation, protein, screening

1. Introduction

High-throughput crystal structure determination of proteins has been a key technology for structural genomics and structure-based drug design. Crystallization of protein is one of the problematic steps as tens of mg of protein sample is consumed to screen conditions from which a protein can be crystallized. Nano-liter liquid handling is required to reduce the protein consumption, however, viscosity and surface tension of solutions used for crystallization are so different that precise control of dispensing volume is not easily achieved. We have reported microfluidic reactor array [1, 2] can reduce the amount of required volume dramatically, here we report a recent development of an automated liquid handler for microchips to which the microfluidic
The reactor array system is applied for protein crystallization screening.

2. Experimental

The liquid handler and the microchip are depicted in Fig 1. The liquid handler is equipped with four pumping heads that have sensors to monitor backpressure, and four non-contact dispensers. The dispensing system can discharge 0.5 μL of various liquids without dead volume, and is free from touch-off procedure that reduces reproducibility. It also has a compressor, a temperature-controllable incubator for four protein solutions and two 96-well plate stockers for precipitants, one dispenser and one pumping head for sealing oil, and several uniaxial drive units. PDMS microdevices were fabricated as described before [1, 2] with small modification; PMMA is adopted for the top plate to increase rigidity. The microchip consists of four blocks of 48 reaction chambers with one microchannel for a protein solution and 48 microchannels for precipitant solutions. Its metering volume is 6 nL, and 192 conditions can be screened with only 2 μL (0.5 μL for each) of the protein solution within the SBS standard dimension.

![Figure 1. Developed automated liquid handler and structure of microchip.](image)

(a) Appearance of the liquid handler (b) Picture and details of the microchip

![Figure 2. Schematic diagram and behavior of the backpressure. Backpressure decreases after excess liquid is eliminated. Higher pressure let the nano-sized liquid into the reaction chamber.](image)

3. Results and Discussion

We found automatic control of microfluidic reactor array technology can be achieved by real-time monitoring of backpressure. The concept is shown in Fig. 2. After
introduction of liquid and metering, backpressure is reduced as surplus liquid is eliminated and the vent is opened up to the air. This monitoring system is available for various kinds of aqueous solutions, including salts, organics and polymers, and it makes robust against dispensing volume error.

The system correctly handled liquids with rather extreme behaviors (Table 1), and operation time depended on the properties of liquids and the structure of the microchannel (Table 2). While 0.5 μL of protein solution was dispensed in the microchannel for protein, 288 nL was effectively utilized for crystallization (the ratio of dead volume: 42.5%). Fig. 3 shows pictures of liquids transported in the chambers before introducing a protein solution. A typical operation time to set up 96 different conditions on the microchip was 40-60 min. from dispensing, transporting and mixing solutions to sealing all wells by oil in a fully automatic manner.

Table 1. Correctly handled liquids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Liquid</th>
<th>Metering</th>
<th>Total of Pumping</th>
<th>Total*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Metering channel for precipitant</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>20 s</td>
<td>41 s</td>
<td>51 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% isopropylalcohol</td>
<td>30 s</td>
<td>43 s</td>
<td>53 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% polyethylene glycol 8000</td>
<td>73 s</td>
<td>102 s</td>
<td>114 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 M ammonium sulfate, 20% glycerol</td>
<td>1.5 M ammonium sulfate</td>
<td>10 s</td>
<td>20 s</td>
<td>30 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 mM Bicine pH 9.0, 10% PEG20000, 2% Dioxane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Metering channel for protein</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>10 mg/mL Lysozyme</td>
<td>20 mg/mL Lysozyme</td>
<td>10 mg/mL Catalase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Required time for operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Liquid</th>
<th>Metering</th>
<th>Total of Pumping</th>
<th>Total*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precipitant**</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>20 s</td>
<td>41 s</td>
<td>51 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% isopropylalcohol</td>
<td>20 s</td>
<td>44 s</td>
<td>55 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 mM HEPES, 20% PEG10000</td>
<td>73 s</td>
<td>102 s</td>
<td>114 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>45 s</td>
<td>71 s</td>
<td>88 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total time includes dispensing **Four channels at a time

(a)     (b)         (c)     (d)

Figure 3. Pictures of the introduced liquids. Water(a), solutions of Crystal Screen HT™ (Hampton Research); tube #D01 (b), #C12(c), #H2(d)
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Abstract

This paper describes a new and generic microarray platform using microfabricated barcoded microparticles for interrogating multiple DNA hybridization events and for single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) detection. By coupling a DNA ligation extension reaction, this multiplexed approach was applied to detect SNP where the barcoded particles were used to track multiple reactions and events from DNA arrays in a high-throughput manner. A nano-deposited multilayer of poly-L-lysine (PLL) and poly-L-glutamic acid (PLGA) was introduced onto the monolayer covered particle surfaces to improve fluorescence detection. This approach was used to determine SNP at position -308 within a human gene for tumor necrosis factor (TNF-alpha).

Keywords: microarray, microfabrication, multiplexing, barcoding, single-nucleotide polymorphism

1. Introduction

SNP detections may facilitate not only the process of disease diagnosis but also the practice of preventative and curative medicine. Here we report a miniaturized and multiplexed method for high-throughput SNP detection using barcoded microparticle arrays coupled to an oligonucleotide ligation extension reaction. In our previous works, a new type of microparticle-based barcoding platform technology has been developed using microfabrication techniques. The barcoded Ni microparticles were used as the building blocks for multiplexed bioassays involving multiple biomaterial attachment, detection and identification.1-3 The proposed multiplexing approach for SNP detection is based on an existing SNP assay protocol using allele-specific oligonucleotide ligation (Fig. 1). The SNP assay relies on distinguishing between two DNA molecules differing by one base by hybridization and ligation. The genotype of the target sequence was determined by determining whether the oligonucleotide probe complementary to the DNA sequencing was ligated to a fluorescence labeled reporter oligonucleotide or not. By monitoring the change of fluorescence intensity on the individual particle which was tagged with a sequence of DNA probe, SNP in a target DNA sample (SNP from G to A, C and T at position -308) within the TNF-alpha gene was selectively detected.

2. Experimental

Barcoded Ni microparticles (100×200×5 μm) were fabricated using photolithographically created photoresist patterns as the template for microparticles that were replicated by electrodeposition
The particles were first coated with a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHDA), then a multilayer of PLL (20,700 MW) and PLGA (97,800 MW) was deposited using electrostatic layer-by-layer nanodeposition. Finally, streptavidin was immobilized by adsorption. Biotinylated DNA probes were each attached to a given type of particle via streptavidin chemistry. The synthetic oligonucleotides (with 6 thymines as a spacer in the probes) related to the genotypes of TNF-alpha were acquired from Fasmac (Kawaga, Japan) and had following sequences: Probe A: biotin-5’-ttttttacccctccc. Probe B: biotin-5’-ttttttacccctcct Probe C: biotin-5’-ttttttacccctcca. Probe D: biotin-5’-ttttttacccctccg. Target 1 (position 297-317): tgagggcatggggacggggt. Reporter DNA: 5’-catgccctca-Cy3.

For attachment of DNA probes onto the particles, each set containing 10–20 particles was added a specific biotinylated DNA probe (0.1 μM). After washing off the unbound probes, the particle sets were combined together. A 20 μL of mixture of 0.1 μM target DNA and reporter DNA-Cy3—diluted with 2% casein solution in 10 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4), 0.5 M NaCl and 0.01 M EDTA—was added and incubated for 10 min. Tth DNA ligase (ABgene, UK) (1 unit) in 20 μL of 5 fold diluted ligase buffer was added to the particles and incubated at room temperature for 2 hours. The particles were then washed at 50 °C and then spread onto a 5 × 5 mm area of a slide, the resulting fluorescence pattern from the microscopic particle zones was imaged with a MZFLIII fluorescence microscope (Leica, Germany) equipped with a cooled charge-coupled device camera (AxioVision 3.0, Carl Zeiss Inc., Swiss). The signal amplification was achieved by acquiring the imaging with an integration time of 20 s.

3. Results and discussion

To increase the fluorescence detection efficiency and overcome the fluorescence quenching problem on metallic surface, we used a SAM of MHDA to insulate the surface. The fluorescence intensity was further improved by layer-by-layer nano-deposition of a multilayer of poly-L-lysine (PLL) and poly-L-glutamic acid (PLGA) on the SAM, followed by streptavidin immobilization (Fig. 2). Nine layers of PLL/PLGA were necessary to achieve maximal fluorescence intensity.

The developed protocol was validated by applying it to the multiplexed determination of SNP from G to A, C and T at position -308 within a TNF-alpha gene. Fig. 3 shows that a selective discrimination against a single-base mismatch is achieved. In the experiment, four oligonucleotide probes (probe A, B, C, and D) individually attached on the different type of microparticles were used to sense one DNA target (tumor necrosis factor gene). After hybridization and reaction with DNA ligase, the particles were washed under a stringent condition (50 °C). Only one DNA probe with a sequence exactly pairing the target showed fluorescence signal on the particles, indicating selective detection.
Fig. 2. Fluorescence detection of DNA hybridization on metallic particles: increase of number of PLL-PLGA layers between MHDA and streptavidin increased fluorescence intensity. 0.1 μM target DNA and reporter DNA-Cy3 were applied for all hybridization events.

Fig. 3. Barcoded microparticle array for multiplexed DNA hybridization and SNP detection. Bright field (left) and fluorescence (right) images are shown. Only the same type of particles attached with DNA probe A showed fluorescence signals.

4. Conclusions
Multiplexed detection of DNA hybridization and SNP was successfully achieved by using barcoded microparticle arrays coupled to a DNA ligation extension reaction using Tth DNA ligase.
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“SPOT-IN-SPOT” HYBRIDIZATION OF Oligonucleotides Deposited on a Glass Slide by a Microcantilever-Based Device
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Abstract

The contact deposition device “Bioplume” was used for successive superposed depositions of two synthetic oligonucleotides on a glass slide. This so-called “spot-in-spot” hybridization proved that microcantilevers can deposit drops of active biomolecules of 20µm diameter. This methodology is the first step towards surface functionalization of Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS).

Keywords: Spot-in-spot hybridization, Silicon microcantilevers, Contact deposition

1. Introduction

Parallel to the rapid progress in microfabrication, the field of biotechnology instruments is evolving towards miniaturization with reduced use of analyte quantities, multiplexing and higher sensitivity. As biosensors are getting smaller, coating their surface with bioactive layers is becoming an important challenge that requires alternative methods other than the immersion technique since it can be damaging for fragile microcircuits and is not selective for coating active areas.

Therefore, methods have recently been developed to carefully address droplets at the micrometer scale. While Bietsch et al [1] have used ink-jet printing to functionalize microcantilevers with various solutions, we recently developed an alternative technique relying on direct contact deposition [2]. The depositing tool, called “Bioplume”, consists of an array of micromachined silicon cantilevers with an integrated fluidic channel fixed to a xyzθ motion control system developed in the laboratory (figure 1).

Figure 1: Cantilever-based contact deposition device "Bioplume"
One of our requirements is to develop a device which can deposit precisely biomolecules several times at the same location without altering their biochemical properties. As a proof of this concept, we chose to examine the hybridization of two complementary oligonucleotides both deposited with “Bioplume”. Preliminary experiments demonstrated the feasibility of using microcantilevers for spotting the complementary oligonucleotide on top of the previously immobilized one, without cross-contamination. This is a “spot-in-spot” hybridization process.

2. Experimental

Deposition was performed using “Bioplume” (figure 1). Loading was done by immersing the cantilevers in the liquid to be arrayed, the slit being filled by capillary action. Droplet formed when the tip of the cantilever came in contact with the surface. Washing was carried out by dipping the microcantilevers into water. The solid supports used were proprietary aldehyde-dendrimer-coated glass slides [3].

Three oligonucleotides were used: the amino-modified oligo “35-mer NH2” for the covalent linkage with the aldehyde-surface, its complementary sequence “15-mer Cy5” labelled with the red fluorophore Cy5 and an other oligonucleotide, “15-mer Cy3”, functionalized with the green fluorophore Cy3 for the study of cross-contamination and for the superposition experiments. Fluorescence measurements were obtained with the laser scanner Axon 4100A.

Buffers were chosen according to classical microarray protocols. All washing and treatment steps were performed with caution to avoid movement of the slides.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Washing of microcantilevers

The washing test showed that a 15 minutes rinse resulted in a > 96% removal of the previously deposited solution (data not shown). At this stage, this result is adequate for this application, although it merits further optimisation for better reproducibility and confidence.

3.2. Spots superposition

To test the ability of the “Bioplume” device to deposit twice at the same position, Cy5 and Cy3 labelled oligonucleotides were addressed “spot-in-spot” on a glass slide.

Figure 2: “Spot-in-spot” deposition with micrometer scale precision. Superposition of Cy5 and Cy3 (20μm diameter spots).
As shown in figure 2, correct overlay of the spots was obtained as yellow spots were detected by the laser scanner where the red and green fluorescent drops overlap, thus demonstrating the mixture of both compounds. Due to the fact that the resolution of our scanner is 5μm/pixel and that the spots have a diameter of 20 μm, the quality of the image is not ideal, but it is sufficient to detect “spot-in-spot” hybridization.

3.3. “Spot-in-spot” hybridization

Since the precision of the device was sufficient to overlay 20μm spots, “spot-in-spot” hybridization of several molecules of DNA could be considered. Arrays of 20μm diameter spots of "15-mer Cy5" were superposed with 20μm diameter spot arrays of immobilized "35-mer NH₂" or with buffer alone (negative control). After 30 minutes hybridization and a washing step to remove non-hybridized oligonucleotides, specific fluorescent signals were obtained at the locations where both "35-mer NH₂" and "15-mer Cy5” oligonucleotides were spotted (figure 3).

![Figure 3: “Spot-in-spot” hybridization of oligonucleotides on a glass slide using “Bioplume”](image)

4. Conclusion

Our “Bioplume” prototype was shown to allow successive superposed spotting of active biomolecules within micrometers. This method should enable local functionalization of MEMS sensing devices without mechanical damage of active surfaces, and contrary to ink-jet printing, without temperature or pressure stress on biomolecules. Further experiments are ongoing to validate “spot-in-spot” interactions of proteins.
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Abstract.

We present a fully automated system for performing continuous sampling, reagent mixing and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) in microdroplets transported in immiscible oil. Reproducible amplification, negligible cross contamination and low detection limits were demonstrated in continuous operation on numerous consecutive sample drops. The system, which opens the route to strong reagents and labor savings in high throughput applications, was validated on the clinically relevant quantification of progesterone receptor gene expression in human breast cancer cell lines.

Keywords: PCR, droplets, continuous flow, automation, interface.

1. Introduction.

Miniaturization of PCR systems has inspired many research groups and led to the invention of various original microfluidic devices. However, most of these remained at the proof of concept stage, and were lacking automation and reproducibility to compete with classical thermal cyclers. Previous attempts to mimic benchtop systems required complicated and expensive microfabrication steps [1]. We present here a totally automated, simple PCR device based on droplets microfluidics, comprising an original "world to chip" interface and on-line detection of the reaction products [2].

2. Experimental setup.

The different components of our system are presented in figure 1. Reactions are carried out in 1 μL aqueous droplets transported in a 760 μm i.d. Teflon capillary by fluorinated oil containing 0.5 % wt. fluoroalcohol surfactant. Temperature cycles are provided by winding the capillary around a cylinder divided in three distinct heating zones. Absence of cross-contamination between neighboring droplets was confirmed by quantitative PCR [3]. New samples and reagents are automatically aspired from a custom microtiter plate and combined, while a continuous flow of previously formed droplets is maintained in the reaction region. Endpoint product detection is achieved in the reaction capillary using Sybrgreen I staining and classical laser induced fluorescence.

* Current address: CEMS, U. Minnesota, 421 Washington Ave. S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455 USA
Figure 1. Experimental setup. 1. Sequential injection and mixing of two primary droplets from a MTP with three superimposed liquid levels (sample at the bottom of the wells, carrier fluid above, and plate entirely covered with cleaning solution); 2. Combination of sequential injection and storing of new samples with continuous flow of previous droplets; 3. Heating cylinder; 4. LIF detection.

3. Results.

Figure 2 presents the result of a contamination and reproducibility test on 19 consecutive droplets: non-amplified drops produce a weak and reproducible fluorescence signal (Sybrgreen background signal), confirming the absence of cross-contamination on numerous droplets, while amplified samples show a very reproducible positive signal. A curve accounting for the detection limit (LOD) of our system is shown in figure 3. Each amplified drop is separated from its neighbor by a negative drop to set a baseline and ensure an unbiased LOD measurement, and the initial DNA concentration is doubled between each consecutive positive drop. We successfully detected as low as 50000 initial template molecules with an amplicon length of 572 base pairs. The temperature cycling in figure 2 and 3 was 94°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s and 72°C for 60 s.

Figure 2. 19 consecutive drops. All drops contain enzyme mix and primers, but only one drop over four initially contains DNA.

Figure 3. Limit of detection of the system. First detectable drop: third peak.
We finally applied our system to the detection of the progesterone receptor gene in a cancer cell line (T47d), and successfully detected it (figure 4), opening the way of direct application of high throughput PCR for diagnosis. Various temperature cycling programs, enzymes and fluorescent probes were used in our system, confirming the flexibility of our method. For instance, figure 5 presents the detection of the reference gene RPLPO using fluorescent probes and the qPCR core reagent kit (Eurogentech), with a temperature cycling of 30 s at 95°C and 60 s at 65°C. This mix however requires a long activation time and is therefore not well suited for use in our system, accounting for the low positive signal.

![Figure 4](image4.png)  
Figure 4. Detection of the PR gene (fifth drop) using Sybrgreen premix for quantitative PCR (temperature cycling: 30 s at 95°C and 60 s at 60°C).

![Figure 5](image5.png)  
Figure 5. Detection of RPLPO. The first cleaning drop exhibits a fluorescence signal, corresponding to human genomic DNA contamination, efficiently removed.

4. Conclusion.

Our present system can run and analyze 3000 PCR reactions a day in continuous mode, and there is no hindrance for downscaling it to droplet volumes of the order of 100 nL, thus multiplying throughput by a factor of at least ten. Quantitative PCR can be easily integrated in the future by using fluorescence imaging of the droplets at each turn around the cylinder. Moreover, besides high throughput PCR, our fully integrated microdroplets platform can be used in a wide range of chemical or biological reactions, and can therefore be a useful tool for various applications in disciplines ranging from chemistry to biotechnologies.
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Abstract

We present a technique for spatial multiplexing single-molecule detection for the analysis of point mutations and other biomarkers via an LDR-spFRET assay. Single fluorescent molecular beacons were interrogated by a laser beam launched into an embedded discontinuous waveguide fabricated from a negative tone resist. Microlenses fabricated from SU-8 were used to focus the excitation beam to the center of a series of microfluidic channels and also to couple excitation light from waveguide-to-waveguide. Fluorescent photons from detection zones of multiple channels were collected on a CCD camera operated in a time-delayed interrogation (TDI) mode. As a test of the system, double-stranded DNA molecules (λ-DNA and pBR322) were labeled with an intercalating dye, TOTO-3, which was used to identify each based on the intensity of the photon bursts generated by the stoichiometric nature of the labeling.

Keywords: Waveguide, Multiplexing, Microfluidics, Single Molecule Detection

1. Introduction

Several cancer-related diseases have been determined to be highly associated with a number of mutations in genomic DNA that can be used as biomarkers for diagnosis, prognosis or monitoring disease recurrence. One such cancer is colorectal cancer (CRC); it has been shown that point mutations within the K-ras gene occur early in tumorigenesis and therefore, show promise as biomarkers for diagnostic screening. There are 19 different point mutations in the K-ras gene that occur in CRC, all of which must be tested for securing reliable clinical assessment of the disease.

2. Theory

Previous work in our lab focused on the development of ligase detection reactions coupled to single-pair fluorescence resonance energy transfer (LDR-spFRET) using molecular beacons to detect point mutations in genomic DNA rapidly and efficiently using microfluidic systems. However, the assay as configured could only screen for a single mutation at a time. The multiplexing capacity of the assay could be increased by imaging the detection zone of multiple channels onto a CCD. The single molecular beacons are then interrogated using a laser beam launched into an embedded
discontinuous waveguide fabricated from the negative tone resist, SU-8, with the discontinuities generated by the fluidic channels (see Figure 1). The difference in refractive index between PMMA (n = 1.45) and SU-8 (n = 1.58) produces total internal reflection within the intra-channel space. The waveguide irradiates a series of fluidic channels with the light coupling from waveguide-to-waveguide accomplished by spherical microlenses formed at the terminus of each waveguide (see Figure 2). The microlenses were formed using a unique off-axis, dual lithography approach, in which a double exposure (45° with respect to the substrate surface) of the SU-8 resist was invoked to create the spherical lenses.\(^2\)

**Figure 1.** Discontinuous waveguides integrated into PMMA microfluidic channels. The waveguides contain a three-dimensional spherical microlens to focus the excitation light and couple its output into the next waveguide.

**Figure 2.** SU-8 microlens array fabricated by off-axis, dual lithography. The micrographs show the fluidic channels (20) and the waveguides with the microlens poised at one end of the waveguide.

3. Experimental

A polymer-based microfluidic chip made from PMMA was hot embossed using a high-precision micromilled brass master. The negative tone resist, SU-8, was spin coated onto the chip followed by two exposures that were preformed at 90° with respect to each other to form two perpendicular cylinders. The intersection of the cylindrical light beams formed a spherical-shaped microlens. The SU-8 was then baked for 20 min and developed with 1-methoxy-2-propyl acetate. \(\lambda\)-DNA and pBR322 were diluted in 25 mM borate buffer, pH 9.1. The bis-intercalating staining dye, TOTO-3 (642 ex / 661em) was added at a 5:1 bp:dye molar ratio. The samples were shuttled through the microfluidic channels by electrokinetic pumping at \(E = 125\) V/cm. The channels were interrogated by a 635 nm laser diode launched into the microfluidic chip and subsequently imaged by a CCD operated in a TDI mode; the net velocity of the molecules through the field of view was matched to the parallel shift of the CCD.

4. Results and Discussion

Initial testing of the integrated fluidic/optical system was carried out using double-stranded DNA molecules (\(\lambda\)-DNA and pBR322) labeled with the intercalating
The DNAs could be identified based on the intensity of the photon bursts generated in each fluidic channel due to the stoichiometric nature of the non-covalent labeling. The data was plotted in a histogram of molecular events versus intensity (see Figure 3). The pBR322 was loaded into the device at a 10-fold higher copy number, which is consistent with the number of events seen for the lower amplitude bursts. The ratio of the mean burst intensity was 5.7, which is in close agreement to the length ratio of the DNA (λ-DNA / pBR322 = 11.3.)

![Histogram of Lambda and pBR322 DNA](image)

**Figure 3.** (a) Time-delayed integration image of λ-DNA and pBR322 traveling electrokinetically through a Gaussian laser beam (λ_{ex} = 635 nm). (b) Histograms of the peak intensities versus number of events from TDI images shown in (a). The histograms were fit to Gaussian functions from which the mean burst amplitude and standard deviations were derived from.

5. Conclusions
The detection technique allowed spatial multiplexing of a series of microfluidic channels to collect histograms of single-molecule photon bursts that were fit to Gaussian functions to arrive the means and standard deviations. The full interrogation of the embedded waveguides and microlenses into the microfluidic chip will create improved SNR need for the single-pair FRET beacons.
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Abstract

In this work we present the development of disposable single-use microfluidic pumps fabricated entirely on wafer-level scale which operate in the range of microliters. The proposed micropumps are based on a temperature sensitive silicone elastomer composite, consisting of PDMS and expandable microspheres and successfully demonstrated precise liquid volume control both at low and high flow-rates.
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1. Introduction

Developments in the field of micro total analysis systems (μTAS) [1,2] aim at miniaturization and integration toward systems for applications, such as drug screening, drug delivery, cellular assays, protein analysis, genomic analysis and handheld point-of-care diagnostics. Such systems offer to reduce liquid reagent consumption, increase sensitivity and speed of analysis, but require the integration of various components such as pumps, valves, mixers, etc. Conventional MEMS processing techniques and materials (i.e. silicon and glass) make fabrication of these components sometimes complicated and costly. Therefore, new actuation principles and materials with the advantages of low cost, easy integration, high reliability, and compact size are required to promote the development of sophisticated microfluidic systems. Several new actuation principles and materials suitable for that purpose have recently been reported [3-5]. Some designs are limited by the need for localization of the active medium at specific positions, which hinders integration and development towards technically mature systems. Our group previously suggested the use of a single-use thermally responsive PDMS composite (i.e. expandable microspheres mixed with a PDMS matrix) as an innovative actuation principle solving the issue of localization [6]. Local actuation of the composite is achieved using a lithographically defined heater. In this paper we present fully integrated single-use micropumps based on the expanding composite which are entirely fabricated using wafer-level processes. The pumps are made of low-cost materials only and address precise integrated active dosing in the microliter range. The principle of operation for single-use pumps is described in Figure 1. Precise control of the composite expansion is achieved by means of integrated heaters. Sufficient voltage applied to the integrated heaters results in filling of reservoirs with the composite and release of initially stored liquid as a consequence.
2. Fabrication

The devices are fabricated in a multilayer fashion (Figure 2). First microheater patterns are lithographically defined on printed circuit boards (PCB) to enable localized heating. The expandable composite is obtained by mixing PDMS and XB at a ratio of 300mg/ml liquid PDMS pre-polymer, degassing in vacuum, spinning on the PCB at 200rpm and subsequently curing at 65°C (Figure 2a). Reservoirs are cast in PDMS by replica molding. Reservoir regions are first defined lithographically on a silicon wafer using standard photoresist (Shipley 1813). On top of these regions defined volumes of UV-curing epoxy (Epotek-OG142-13) are placed using a commercially available Eppendorf research® manual pipette. PDMS is poured over the master and cross-linked at 120°C. Additionally, access holes are punched out of the reservoir layer (Figure 2b).

The imprinted PDMS reservoirs are bonded to the previously fabricated stack of PCB/PDMS-XB by oxidizing both layers in oxygen plasma, aligning and bringing them into conformal contact (Figure 2c).

Figure 3a shows the fabricated master depicting the spherically shaped reservoirs on the wafer substrate. Expanding the bare composite only, i.e. no reservoir attached; results in expansion profiles facilitating conformal filling by the expanded composite into the spherically shaped reservoirs which is shown in Figure 3b.
3. Experimental

For measurement purposes capillary tubing was located on top of the access holes in the reservoir layer. Needles were inserted to seal the access holes and provide support for casting additional PDMS over the structures. Removal of the needles enabled filling the reservoirs under vacuum with glycol and ethanol based colored dye diluted in DI water. Volume measurements were conducted by using the advancing liquid meniscus in a precision glass-capillary as the measure of dispensed liquid. 37 consecutive measurements at a mean power of 800mW were made showing a mean dispensed volume of 3.5μl with a relative standard deviation of 5.7% (Figure 5). The dynamic response of the devices for this configuration showed displacement of liquid at flow-rates ranging from 7μl/h up to 500μl/h.

4. Conclusion

We have shown single-use disposable microfluidic pumps fabricated on wafer-level scale allowing fully automated high-volume production. The electrically controllable pumps do not require external liquid control and are capable of delivering liquid both at high and low flow-rates. The latter is an indispensable prerequisite for e.g. transdermal drug delivery applications [7].
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Abstract
A handheld biosensor capable of sensitive quantification of small organics, large proteins and pathogens has been developed. The Biofiniti® system is based on a low-cost, fully autonomous, hand-held electronic device designed to control and read disposable, mass-produced microchips (Fig 1). All fluidic and detection elements are integrated into self-contained cartridges, including; reagent storage, sample metering, pumping, magnetic capturing and electrochemical detection.

Keywords: handheld, point-of-care, immunoassay, ferromagnetic actuation, self-contained

Figure 1. Biofiniti® handheld sensor

1. Introduction
A large number of Point-Of-Care (POC) analyses are currently performed using lateral-flow devices. While they can be mass-manufactured at low cost, these devices display limited quantification and multiplexing abilities. There is a need for accurate disposable devices that require minimal user intervention and can be used at the point of decision. ‘Lab-on-a-chip’ technologies can provide an
alternative to lateral-flow devices but their competitiveness and commercial applicability are still to be demonstrated.

2. Theory
A large number of high performance detection and microfluidic technologies have been described in recent years but their integration into simple and rugged low-cost devices has remained a technical challenge.

To increase the ruggedness of the system, the Biofiniti® injection-molded cartridge does not connect fluidically to the low-cost reader and does not contain any moving part. The need for actuated valves has been circumvented by relying on the properties of two ferrofluidic pumps [1] integrated into a series of closed fluidic loops [2]. The fully programmable system can perform complex fluidic sequences at variable and reversible flow rates ranging from 1μL/min to 100 μL/min.

Organic and protein targets are detected by an immuno-magnetic capture assay coupled with liposome amplification. Briefly, the sample is mixed off-chip with magnetic beads and marker-loaded liposomes, both conjugated to biological receptors. A drop of the reaction mixture is placed onto the chip and the sample is automatically metered, before being flowed along the channels onto a magnet where the beads are captured and the biological complexes washed with buffer. A lysis reagent is then flowed over the liposomes to release the marker they contain over the electrode, resulting in a direct amplification and generating the signal which is analyzed by the device [3].

3. Experimental

D-dimer is a fibrin degradation product that is used in the diagnosis of thrombotic (blood clot producing) diseases and conditions. Briefly, an anti D-dimer antibody was conjugated to tosylactivated 2.8μm magnetic beads (Invitrogen). A second antibody recognizing another epitope on the D-dimer molecule was conjugated to liposomes. The sample was mixed with the beads and the labeled liposomes for 3 min before being injected into the disposable cartridge. Including the incubation step, the whole assay lasted approximately 12min and included a calibration phase.

4. Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the results obtained at high and low quantification range. The Biofiniti® device displays an excellent linearity and good reproducibility in both ranges.
5. Conclusions
The sub-15 min sandwich assay has also been demonstrated for the low-range quantification of other blood markers and a competitive version of the assay is currently applied to the quantification of small freshwater toxins between 0.1μg/L and 10μg/L.

By integrating complex fluidic features and electronic sensing elements into a low-cost injection-molded microchip, the Biofiniti® device provides a commercial alternative for the POC quantification of complex targets in difficult matrices.
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Abstract

A microfluidic flow injection analysis (FIA) system was developed integrating a micropump based on capillary and evaporation effects onto a glass chip, with an array of slotted vials serving as a continuous sample injection device. The performance of the μFIA system was demonstrated by photometric determination of Fe(III) using o-phenanthroline/hydroxylamine. A precision of 1.6% RSD (n=11) was obtained with a sampling volume of 420 nL Fe(III) at a sampling frequency of 50/h.
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1. Introduction

Since the introduction of the concept of miniaturized total analysis systems [1], rapid progress has been made in the development of lab-on-a-chip systems with multiple integration of various functional components. Several research groups have reported on miniaturizing flow injection analysis on lab chips, with different degrees of integration [2-4], including the integration of valves and peristaltic pumps on the chip [3]. However, generally such systems are not designed for the continuous introduction of a series of samples, but only for a few discrete samples preloaded in on-chip sample reservoirs, while the off-chip peripheral equipment (e.g. solenoid valves, pressurized gas, and the required computer programming) of liquid drives are all much larger than the chip itself, and therefore obstacles for achieving portability still remain.

Recently, our group reported a micropump based on capillary and evaporation effects that required no peripheral equipment [5], and which offers full potentials for on-chip integration. In this work, the pump was integrated on a microfluidic chip-based FIA system equipped with a continuous sample injection device based on an array of slotted vials.

2. Experimental

A sampling probe, micromixer and micropump were integrated on a glass chip (Figure 1), on which was fabricated a Y-configuration channel (about 50 μm deep, 400
µm wide), with positive structures of a herringbone design in the main channel for inducing chaotic mixing [6]. Photometric measurements downstream of the mixer were achieved using a light emitting diode (LED) as light source (with optical mask), and an optical fiber/PMT combination for collecting and detecting the absorbed light on the opposite side of the channel. The high-throughput sample introduction system composing of an on-chip capillary sampling probe and an array of horizontally positioned slotted sample vials [4] were adopted in this system. Valveless nanoliter sample injection was achieved by linearly scanning the slots of the vial array across the silica capillary probe, while the flow was driven out from the waste by the integrated evaporation pump. The micropump consisted of an on-chip 3 mm i. d. cavity, surrounding which was fixed a 10-mm section of an 8-mm-i.d. plastic tube in which was push-fitted a tight roll of 5-cm long filter paper plug.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the microfluidic FIA system with an on-chip integrated pump drive based on capillary and evaporation effects, with slotted-vial array sample presentation.

3. Results and discussion

This easily fabricated pump was capable of continuously providing stable flow-rates over hours of operation without any peripheral equipment. With the ambient temperature and relative humidity fluctuating within 90 min in the ranges 20-21°C, and 30-31%, respectively, an average flow rate of 2.14 µL/min was obtained, with a precision better than 1.6% RSD (n=46).

The performance of the integrated microfluidic FIA system was demonstrated using the photometric determination of Fe(III) with o-phenanthroline/hydroxylamine as
a model system, and a green LED. With a sampling volume of 420 nL Fe(III) (0.75 mM) standard solution at a sampling frequency of 50/h, a precision of 1.6% RSD (n=11) was obtained. A linear response range of 0.6-3.0 mM Fe(III) was obtained with a regression equation of $A=4.6\times10^{-3}C-6\times10^{-4}$ ($r^2=0.9949$) (Figure 2). The limit of detection for Fe(III) was 0.06 mM ($3\sigma$). The integrated FIA system featured simplicity in processing multiple samples, small size, low cost, and relatively good stability.

![Figure 2. Typical recordings of sequentially injected 0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, and 3.0 mM Fe(III) standards.](image)
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ABSTRACT

In order to realize micro enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) of a tumor marker carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) from tissue cells, we developed a rapid cell disruption method using a Shirasu porous glass (SPG) filter integrated in a plastic microchip. CEA concentration in serum diluted sample solutions after the cell disruption was analyzed by a newly developed micro ELISA system.

Keywords: cell disruption, Shirasu porous glass (SPG), filter, ELISA, cancer diagnosis

1. INTRODUCTION

A micro ELISA method using antigen-antibody reaction on microbeads packed in a microchannel has many advantages such as small sample and reagent consumption, and short assay time [1]. Till now, sample for micro ELISA systems were limited to serum samples. If micro ELISA systems can be applied to tissue samples, new application such as an on-site analysis in an operating room would become possible.

We successfully detected a tumor marker carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) from colon cancer cells by combining a cell disruption microchip with a Shirasu porous glass (SPG) filter and a micro ELISA system.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the total system comprised of a cell disruption chip and a semi-automatic micro ELISA system for detection of CEA.

In the cell disruption microchip, SPG filter was utilized. SPG filter has many characteristics beneficial for integration in a microchannel. Its pore size can be controlled from 0.1 to 20 μm. It is easily shaped into various forms. And it tolerate high pressure (200 ~ 280 MPa). Figure 2 shows a porous structure of SPG.
A semi-automatic micro ELISA system for CEA (Figure 3) was developed by applying techniques reported by Sato et al. [1]. Mouse anti-human CEA-coated polystyrene micro beads were stacked at a dam in a microchannel. After sample solution containing CEA reacted with the antibody, mouse anti-human CEA conjugated with HRP was introduced. Then activity of the fixed HRP was assayed with TMB and H$_2$O$_2$ by a detection using a thermal lens micro detection device. Reagents and sample solutions were stored in reservoirs and automatically delivered in sequence to a microchip using a syringe pump. Because sample in cancer diagnosis contains hazardous things, the chip holder and TLM detector were specially made to allow easy replacement of the microchip.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We found that by passing cells through a SPG filter, cell disruption could be completed in few seconds, while it takes more than one hour in conventional cell disruption. Furthermore, whereas in the conventional method, cell residue has to be removed with a centrifuge.
after disruption, cell residue does not pass through SPG filter and protein extract could be obtained immediately (Figure 4). We fabricated rods of SPG and integrated them into a plastic microchip (Figure 5).

Buffer-diluted medium containing LS180 colon cancer cells was passed through the microchip with SPG filters and obtained solution was analyzed. CEA was successfully determined and the effectiveness of the method was confirmed.

Using the micro ELISA system, down to 0.1 ng/mL of CEA could be detected even with serum diluted sample solutions (Figure 6), and it was confirmed that this micro ELISA system could be applied to a real protein extract.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A microchip with SPG filters was developed for rapid cell disruption. A micro ELISA system capable of determining down to 0.1 ng/mL of CEA in serum diluted sample solutions was also developed. By combining these two technologies together, rapid colon cancer diagnosis from tissue cells became possible.
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Abstract

Efficient heating of microliter-sized chambers of water and PCR buffer solution is achieved through the use of microwave dielectric heating. Microwave power (1 W, 2-6 GHz) is delivered to the heating chamber via a microstrip transmission line integrated with the microdevice. Thermocycling of PCR buffer solution is demonstrated between 30 °C and 90 °C, with an average heating rate of 40 °C/sec and cooling rate of 65 °C/sec. Use of microwave components designed for wireless communication systems will allow development of a pager-sized thermocycler capable of battery powered operation.

Key Words: microwave dielectric heating, transmission lines, PCR

1. Introduction

The use of microwave dielectric heating has been demonstrated for a variety of chemical and biological reactions including drug synthesis\cite{1} and the polymerase chain reaction\cite{2,3}. Cavity resonators, similar to a microwave oven, have been utilized for such applications, but are clearly not suitable for miniaturized, portable devices. Alternatively, a microwave integrated-circuit source coupled to a microstrip transmission line can be used to deliver microwave power to specific locations on a microdevice. In previous work, microwave transmission lines for microchip heating were demonstrated to operate efficiently near the resonance frequency of water (~19 GHz)\cite{4,5}. The cost for a microwave source at this frequency (~$1000 US) may be prohibitive to development of a commercially-viable, microwave-mediated heating system. However, a lower frequency (2-6 GHz) system incorporating careful circuit design to match the equivalent electrical input impedance of the heating well to the impedance of the microwave source (typically 50 $\Omega$) circumvents this problem. Recent wireless communications technologies (e.g., 802.11a/b/g) have driven the development of low-cost (~$5 US) power amplifiers capable of delivering >1 W of microwave power (2-6 GHz range). Use of these components within a microchip system will allow production of a pager-sized thermocycler capable of operating with a 9 V battery.

2. Design and Experimental

Initial designs for the microwave microchips used glass/polyimide substrates with 1 µL heating wells as shown in Figure 1. The Debye equation for water is used to find
the equivalent electrical input impedance of the heating well and the matching circuit is designed using microstrip transmission lines. The measured and modeled reflected-power versus frequency for two different matching circuits for these chips is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen, the reflected power is better than $-15$ dB (3% of incident power) at 3.97 GHz for the first design and nearly $-20$ dB (1% of incident power) at 4.08 GHz for the second design, demonstrating efficient transfer of the microwave power to the water in the heating well.

Experimental results were achieved using glass or polycarbonate microchips sealed with polyimide. Transmission lines were fabricated from copper and applied to the polyimide layer. Microwave power was generated using a microwave synthesizer amplified up to 1 W and then coupled to the transmission lines through SMA connectors. Temperature detection was performed using an inserted thermocouple, after experiments were performed to verify minimal effects from microwave interaction with the thermocouple.

3. Results

A microwave power amplifier capable of delivering up to 1 W in the 2-6 GHz range was used to demonstrate microwave dielectric heating in the glass/polyimide chip. The microwave power was square-wave modulated between 1 W and 0.5 mW with a period of 5 sec. Figure 3 shows thermocycling of PCR buffer between 30 °C and 90 °C, with an average heating rate of 40 °C/sec and cooling rate of 65 °C/sec. These temperature transition rates show this approach to heating will be competitive with other reported means of chip-based heating [6-8].

In order to increase the maximum temperature achieved with the applied microwave power, the same heating well geometry was implemented with a polycarbonate/polyimide substrate used for its lower thermal conductivity. Figure 4 shows heating of PCR buffer in this polymeric chip. The temperature reaches approximately 100 °C at the center frequency of the matching circuit (5.863 GHz), seen...
as the ‘noise’ in the sensed temperature where the solution boils, while the temperature reaches 62 °C and 53 °C at 5.627 GHz and 5.599 GHz, respectively. This presents the clear possibility of controlling temperature in a frequency-dependent manner.

4. Conclusions

This paper has demonstrated the ability of microwave dielectric heating to quickly and efficiently heat microliter volumes in microdevices using relatively low power (~1 W) at frequencies well below the resonance frequency of water. This is achieved by integrating microstrip transmission lines and the required matching networks directly onto the microdevice. The thermocycling rates presented in this paper demonstrate that dielectric microwave heating can be used for efficient, fast thermocycling and that near reaction-rate limited PCR is possible using this method. The efficiency and speed combined with the low cost and small size of the microwave power components will facilitate the development of an affordable, pager-sized, battery-operated thermocycler.

5. References


Figure 3: Demonstration of rapid thermocycling of PCR buffer in a glass chip using on chip microwave heating.

Figure 4: Temperature cycling of PCR buffer in a polycarbonate chip at specified frequencies. The contents of the chamber boiled during the third cycle (5.863 GHz).
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Abstract
This paper describes a micro total analysis system for hepatitis C detection. We proposed a novel immunoassay method using two kinds of beads and heat which is simpler, easier and faster than the conventional enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) method. The proposed immunoassay method was realized on a single microchip and computer based control system for temperature and valve actuation was also implemented using integrated circuit board and LabVIEW program.
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1. Introduction
The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is the most common immunoassay method in the clinical diagnoses and biochemical researches. However, this method has some drawbacks such as long assay time, complex procedures and expensive reagents. Up to now, several kinds of microchip has been developed to solve these problems, but most of them were focused on the miniaturization and integration of the conventional immunoassay. Although there were some variations in the detection method, the immunoassay on a microchip still needed complex chemical reactions and the labeling procedure in the end of assay to decide whether the target protein exists or not [1, 2]. However, the needs for several chemical reactions and labeling are not preferable to realization and automation of the assay system on a microchip. Furthermore, the complex procedures increase the contamination chances, manual handlings and off-chip reactions. We proposed a novel immunoassay method using two kinds of beads to solve these problems. One is used for capturing and releasing the target protein from the mixture of proteins and the other is used for the digestion of the captured target protein. Heat was applied when the captured target protein was released and digested. RNA aptamer was used instead of antibody for its functional alteration characteristic along with temperature. The target protein was selectively captured from the mixture of proteins in the first reaction chamber and transferred to the second reaction chamber filled with the trypsin immobilized beads. Then the digested target protein can be easily identified using the MALDI TOF MS. Since the proposed assay method does not need any chemicals but buffer solution and labeling procedure, it is simpler, easier and faster than any other immunoassay methods originated from ELISA.

2. A bead based temperature controllable microchip
Figure 1-(a) shows the structural schematic drawing of the bead-based temperature control system.
The microchip consists of PDMS micro fluidic device, glass cover, silicon structure and Pt electrodes. The PDMS micro fluidic device includes four micro pneumatic valves and microchannel. The pneumatic valves are normally open and have a push-down structure. The control channel is located on the flow channel so that pressure is applied in the upper channel to deflect the membrane downwards. The glass cover has four holes for inlet and outlet of each reaction chamber. In the silicon structure, there are two reaction chambers (3.13 μL). Each reaction chamber has a column of posts (60×60×200 μm³) for bead packing. Since the trypsin immobilized on the beads is highly sensitive to the high temperature, two reaction chambers are thermally isolated by removing unnecessary silicon parts to reduce the thermal interferences derived from the high thermal conductance of the silicon. When the valve 1 and valve 4 are activated, two reaction chambers can be operated independently. The other mode is connection mode. When the valve 2 and the valve 3 are activated, two reaction chambers are connected through the microchannel so that the solution can be transported from reaction chamber 1 to reaction chamber 2.

3. Experiment using μTAS and results

Figure 2-(a) shows the complete analysis system. The microchip can be controlled and monitored using computer by plugging in to the chip loader located on the interface board. The overall reaction sequences on a microchip are depicted in figure 2-(b). The first reaction chamber was packed with the PEG-grafted bead on which RNA aptamer of HCV replicase is immobilized. This bead can be prepared by coating of organosilane, grafting of PEG on PS bead and immobilizing of RNA aptamer [2]. The second reaction chamber is packed with the PEG-grafted bead on which trypsin is immobilized covalently. First of all, 20 μl mixture of proteins (HCV replicase, HCV helicase, BSA, ovalbumin) was injected into the first reaction chamber and then incubated for 5 min at 25 °C. After incubation, the first reaction chamber was washed with buffer intensively to remove non-specifically adsorbed protein. The captured HCV replicase was released from beads through protein denaturation by heating the first reaction chamber at 85 °C for 1 min. 20 μl HCV replicase was transferred to the second reaction chamber packed
with trypsin-immobilized PS beads and incubated for 10 min at 37 °C to digest HCV replicase into peptides. 20 μl solution was eluted from microchip finally and analyzed with MALDI-TOF. As a result, we could acquire six matched peaks (12 % sequence coverage) of HCV replicase within about 20 min using a fabricated microchip and a control system (figure 3).

Figure 3. MALDI MS spectrum of the HCV replicase

4. Conclusions
In this work, a bead based μTAS for detection of the HCV replicase and sample preparation of the detected protein prior to the MALDI TOF MS has been successfully implemented and verified its probabilities in clinical diagnosis and biochemical research.
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Abstract

This study presents a PMMA-based capillary electrophoresis (CE) chip integrated with on-chip gold nanoelectrode ensemble (GNEE) as the working and decouple electrodes for high performance CEEC detection of dopamine and catechol biosamples. Microchips with two electrode configurations are designed fabricated and evaluated in this paper. Results show the charge current amplitude and baseline drift are significantly reduced while using NEE as the decoupler under high separation voltage conditions. The calculated S/N ratio of the sample peaks increases from 8.329 to 43.259 for the GNEE decoupler design. The use of GNEE for both working and decouple electrodes provides excellent performance over the conventional bulk electrode design. The proposed method is highly potential for developing a high performance CEEC chip for bioanalytical applications.

Keywords: PMMA, GNEE, Decoupler, CE-EC, Charge current

1. Introduction

Recently, studies on the nanoelectrode ensemble (NEE) for high performance electrochemical detection have become one of the interested research topics because of the excellent electrochemical characteristics of the nanoelectrode ensemble[1]. The most attractive advantages of NEE include ultrafast electron transfer reactions, high signal-to-noise ratios and lower detection limits. Since the Faradaic current on a NEE is proportional to the total geometric surface area of the ensemble, and while the background current is proportional only to the area of the electrode elements [2]. Therefore, NEE is also a good candidate for using as a decouple electrode in CE-EC systems.

In the present study, PMMA microfluidic chip integrated with GNEE was fabricated using a simple and novel process. Charge current and background noise level from GNEE and planar platinum electrodes were measured under different applied separation
electric fields. Biosamples of dopamine and catechol were adopted to evaluate the detection performance of the proposed CE-CE microchip device.

2. Experimental

Figure 1a shows the schematic for the design of the CE channel. In order to compare the electrode material effect in chip-based electrochemical detection system, three kinds of electrode configuration were tested in this study. (Figure 1b) Note that the counter/reference electrodes were Pt for all case and the exposed area for the GNEE electrodes were 3 mm x 150 μm. Figure 2 present a simplified schematic for the fabrication process of the GNEE CE-EC microchip. The GNEE film was directly hot-press onto the pre-patterned Pt electrode first then the microfluidic channel was sealed using a solvent containing alcohol and 1,2-dichloroethane under room temperature[3]. Figure 3 shows the photo image of the GNEE CE microchip. The experimental setup for testing the proposed microchip is given in Figure 4.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 5 shows the measured charge current from Pt decoupler and GNEE decoupler, results shows that charge current has reduced obviously in high separation voltage (above 120 V/cm) for GNEE decoupler design. Figure 6 shows that the microchip with GNEE decoupler provides a smooth, stable and much lower baseline noise in compare with conventional Pt decoupler. Results confirmed the good performance of GNEE electrode on removing the induced charge current. Figure 7 shows the electropherograms of detecting 1 mM dopamine and 1 mM catechol mixture obtained using the microchip equipped with bulk Pt decoupler and GNEE decoupler. A significant lower background current was found while using GNEE decoupler such that the signal response is much higher than the one obtained using bulk Pt decoupler. The calculated S/N ratios of the signal peaks are 8.329 and 43.259, respectively.

4. Conclusions

A simple yet high performance fabrication process was developed for fabricating the proposed microchip device in low-cost PMMA substrates. The detection results of the proposed microchip device using GNEE as the working and decouple electrodes show higher S/N ratio for the sample peaks than the conventional Pt electrodes. The proposed microchip device is feasible for achieving high performance, low detection limit and low cost CE-EC detection.
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Fig. 1 (A) Design of the microchannel use in the study (B) Two kinds of electrodes layout (1) GNEE working electrode with bulk Pt decoupler (2) GNEE working and decouple electrodes.

Fig. 2 A simplified schematic for the fabrication process of the GNEE CE microchip.

Fig. 3 Photo image of fabricated GNEE CE microchip.

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of experimental setup for CE–EC microchip with integrated GNEE.

Fig. 5 Charge current response of GNEE and BGE (bulk gold electrode) electrodes under different separation voltages. Buffer: 10 mM MES buffer (pH=6.1).

Fig. 6 Baseline drift level from GNEE and BGE (bulk gold electrode) electrode under different separation voltages. Buffer: 10 mM MES buffer (pH=6.1).

Fig. 7 Electropherograms of detecting the mixture of 1 mM dopamine and 1 mM catechol using type 1 and type 2 electrode configuration.
ON-CHIP pH SENSING WITH GEL MICROBEAD POSITIONED BY OPTICAL TWEEZERS
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Abstract
A local pH sensing method in a microchip using a functional gel-tool was developed. We used salting-out gel-tools impregnated with Bromothymol Blue (BTB), which is a pH indicator. The gel-tool is made of ENT-3400, which is hydrophilic photocrosslinkable resin [1]. The primary constituent of ENT-3400 is polyethyleneglycol (PEG). A solution mixed with ENT-3400, BTB, high concentrations of electrolytic solution are stirred, and gel beads impregnated with BTB are obtained. Gel-tools are cured by UV-ray and adhere to the glass, but we can manipulate them by the optical tweezers. We can measure pH value locally from the color of gel-tool using calibrated color information in YCrCb color space. We succeeded in measuring local pH value with the pH sensing gel-tool by manipulating and locating it at the desired point in the microchip.

Key Words: Gel, Measurement, pH, optical tweezers, Lab-on-a-chip

1. Introduction
Environment measurement in a microchip is important to the on-chip experiment. Conventionally, the environmental dependence of fluorescent reagents was used for measurement of the environmental condition such as pH and temperature. However, this method requires filling the reagent in the microchip at measurement [2]. Although measurement is possible by a microsphere, whose surface is modified by fluorescent reagents and indicators, it takes time to modify the surface [3]. In case of fabricating sensors in a microchip by microfabrication, the sensing area is fixed and it is difficult to measure the desired location. In this research, we propose a functional gel-tool, which contains an indicator to measure the local environmental condition in a microchip. We used gel beads, which are generated by salting-out of ENT-3400. BTB was contained in the gel-tools as a pH indicator. Gel-tool is manipulated by optical tweezers and pH value is calculated from color information acquired by CCD camera.

2. Gel-tool contained a pH indicator
Figure 1 shows a schematic of pH sensing using gel-tool in a microchip. Gel-tool is made by salting-out of ENT-3400 (Kansai Paint) which is hydrophilic photocrosslinkable resin. Main component of ENT-3400 is PEG. We can manipulate salting-out gel-tool by optical tweezers in a water because the relative refractive index of PEG (1.42) is higher than that of water (1.33). A salting-out gel-tool and the fabrication method of pH sensing gel-tool are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The gel-tools were fabricated by agitating mixture of 0.9 g ENT-3400, 0.3g BTB, and 2.4g 20wtpercentage KCl.
solution. Since gel-tools are cured by UV-ray irradiation and adhere to glass surface, the gel-tools can be arranged in an arbitrary pattern. Fabrication of gel-tools takes a few minutes and is shorter than that of the surface modification [3]. Size adjustment of gel-tool is possible because uncured gel-tools fuse by attaching. Gel-tools can be used as a carrier of cells because the tool adheres to cells by attaching. Color information on gel-tools acquired by CCD camera (XC-555, Sony) is converted from RGB to YCrCb by eq. 1.

\[ Y = 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B \]
\[ Cr = 0.5000R - 0.419G - 0.081B \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)
\[ Cb = -0.169R - 0.419G + 0.500B \]

3. Experimental

The calibration results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. We used gel beads of which size is from 5 µm to 15 µm. There is proportional relation between pH and Cr, Cb. The measurement precision of pH is about 0.1 and that of Cb is about 0.27. In experiment, we applied Cr value for calculating pH value and pH value is calculated by equation 2. Figure 6 shows a schematic of active pH sensing. We shuttled gel-tool between pH4 and pH8 by optical tweezers at 50 µm/s. Gel-tool can be manipulated at over 150 µm/s. We confirmed the repeatability of pH detection from Fig. 7 and achieved the active sensing of local pH value in a microchip. Fig. 8 shows the arrangement of pH sensing gel-tool in the microchip. After the size adjustment, gel-tools were arranged on the glass and changed their color depending on pH of a solution. Adhered gel-tools did not removed from glass even by 894 mm/s flow speed. Local environment measurement was achieved by using pH sensing gel-tool in a microchip.
4. Conclusions

We proposed the pH sensing gel-tool for local environment sensing in a microchip, and active pH sensing and arrangement of pH sensing gel-tool pattern were demonstrated. The method enables us to make the on-chip measurement easy. This measurement method for environmental condition will make great contributions for cell biology.
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Abstract

We demonstrate, for the first time, micromechanical detection of the neurotransmitter dopamine and its discrimination from ascorbic acid. Microcantilever sensors were fabricated and coated with the polysaccharide chitosan by electrodeposition. The cantilevers were used for electrochemical oxidation of dopamine solution. The products of this reaction crosslink the chitosan film and create a tensile stress, bending the cantilever out of plane considerably. By contrast, electrochemical oxidation of ascorbic acid solution does not cause chitosan crosslinking and appreciable cantilever bending. This method is an improvement over conventional electrochemical dopamine detection techniques (e.g. cyclic voltammetry) that are highly non-specific.

Keywords: chitosan, dopamine, microcantilever, neurotransmitter

1. Introduction

Dopamine is one of the main neurotransmitters in the brain and is being extensively studied by neurobiologists [1]. Its release and regulation have been linked to human behavior, drug addiction, and a number of diseases. However, methods of detecting dopamine in nerve tissues and cultures with high spatial resolution and specificity are still needed. One common method for dopamine detection in situ is cyclic voltammetry [2] based on electrochemical oxidation of the analyte and measurement of the resulting current. However, this method is prone to false positives since other molecules in the solution such as ascorbic acid also oxidize and conduct current. Here, we use a micromechanical sensor to enhance the specificity of dopamine detection based on the polysaccharide chitosan. Previously, we have demonstrated chitosan as a biointerface that can be electrodeposited as a thin film and biofunctionalized [3,4]. In this work, we enlist a biomimetic approach to transduce electrochemical dopamine oxidation into mechanical changes of the chitosan film [5,6]. This approach mimics the quinone tanning reactions used by insects to harden their outer shell. Specifically, insects enzymatically oxidize dopamine-like compounds to crosslink and harden their shells.

2. Sensor Design

The sensor is a cantilever beam composed of layers of Si3N4, Au/Cr, and chitosan...
with thickness 500nm, 100nm, and 1.5μm respectively on a Si substrate (Fig. 1, 2). This device is fabricated by standard lithographic and etching techniques. Chitosan is electrodeposited by applying negative potential to the metal layer while immersed in a chitosan solution. The length of the cantilever is 100μm, the width is 40μm, and its calculated spring constant is 400nN/μm. Changes in the residual stress of the chitosan film due to crosslinking cause differential bending of the cantilever. This out-of-plane displacement is measured in liquid by a custom modified optical interferometer (Veeco NT1100).

Figure 1. Schematic cross section of MEMS neurotransmitter sensor. The scans of cantilever bending in later figures are taken along the dashed line.

Figure 2. SEM of fabricated cantilever. The notch at the tip was used in some designs to facilitate optical measurements of cantilever displacement.

3. Experimental Results

The specificity of the sensor was tested in response to electrochemical ascorbic acid oxidation and dopamine oxidation. The device was immersed in the respective solution, and a positive potential was applied to the cantilever electrode (0.9V) for 30s. Both the ascorbic acid and dopamine solutions were adjusted to have a pH of 7.5 and a

![Figure 3](image3.png)

Figure 3. Scans along cantilever with chitosan before and after ascorbic acid oxidation (measured in DI water). The small differences in beam bending are caused mainly by measurement error, which is estimated to be 30nm at the tip.

![Figure 4](image4.png)

Figure 4. Scans along cantilever with chitosan before and after dopamine oxidation (measured in DI water). The chitosan generates tensile stress, bending the beam up by 800nm at the tip.
concentration of 0.1M. The sample was rinsed and immersed in deionized water (DI) for measurement before and after each oxidation reaction. The vertical cantilever displacement was measured through the DI.

**Fig. 3** shows cantilever bending due to ascorbic acid oxidation. The initial displacement is caused by the initial residual stress of the chitosan, and the oxidation of ascorbic acid does not cause appreciable changes in cantilever bending. **Fig. 4** shows the response of the same cantilever to dopamine oxidation. Considerable differential bending occurs in this case since the chitosan is crosslinked by the oxidation reaction products and its residual stress is increased. The calculated stress change based on approximately 800nm displacement of the tip is 1.8MPa. The response could be further enhanced by optimizing cantilever geometry and increasing the chitosan thickness.

4. Conclusion

We have harnessed the mechanical responsivity of chitosan to electrochemical oxidation products to detect the neurotransmitter dopamine and discriminate against other oxidizable molecules. This MEMS-based method is expected to significantly improve dopamine detection capabilities for a better understanding of the role of this important neurotransmitter in the brain.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic chip consisting of an integrated PDMS microlens for cell detection based on laser light scattering.

Keywords: microlens, PDMS, scattering

1. Introduction
The goal of the micro total analytical system (\(\mu\)TAS) is to create a miniaturized lab-on-a-chip eventually for point-of-care. One of the key issues is to integrate a high-sensitivity detection system. Optical flow cytometry is the method of choice for many applications in clinical diagnostics. The method is mostly based on the simultaneous detection of laser light scattering and laser-induced fluorescence.\textsuperscript{1}) The integrated PDMS microlens on the PDMS microfluidic chip, as shown in figure 1, enabled an easy alignment of the laser source and detector, and moreover enhanced the sensitivity and selectivity of the laser light scattering detection.

2. Fabrication
We designed a plano-convex refractive PDMS microlens with focal length of 4 mm, a diameter of 750 \(\mu\)m and a height of 58 \(\mu\)m on the PDMS chip to focus an excitation laser with a spot size of 500 \(\mu\)m onto a channel with a width of 100 \(\mu\)m. The microlens and microfluidic chip were fabricated using PDMS. PDMS was selected as the material of the microlens because of its good optical properties, low cost, low interfacial free energy, easy modification of surface properties and biocompatibility, moreover, the PDMS microlens was compatible with the PDMS chip well in terms of bonding process and homogeneous refractive index. The fabrication process of the PDMS microlens is shown in figure 2.
The PDMS microlens was fabricated by replica molding. A master mold, concave-shaped, was fabricated by PDMS molding using a lens made by photoresist (PR) reflow. The heated PR was reflowed into a lens shape under the influence of surface tension. The focal length of the PR microlens is controlled by the initial PR thickness before reflow and the diameter of the cylindrical pattern. The PDMS microlens was molded using a PDMS master mold. By this procedure, the peeling-off process was feasible, because the cured PDMS and liquid PDMS layer were not crosslinked together. SEM images of PR mold, PDMS master mold and PDMS microlens is shown in figure 3.

A simple PDMS microfluidic chip with a T-channel was fabricated to integrate the PDMS microlens and test the efficiency of the microlens. Figure 4 shows the image of the fabricated PDMS microfluidic chip with the PDMS microlens.

3. Experimental

Light scattering detection method is a generic approach to cell or particle detection, because no time-consuming labelling step is required without the need for washing. In the laser scattering detection method, the spot size of the beam through the microfluidic chip is important to obtain the largest light scattering intensity, and consequently to obtain a good selectivity and sensitivity. To verify efficiency through the microlens, relative scattering intensities at a channel point with and without the microlens were measured. The cell detection setup using light scattering is shown in figure 5.
The setup was interfaced with a PC using a data acquisition (DAQ) card and LabView as software. We used red blood cells (RBCs) as a cell sample.

4. Results and discussion

It can be seen in figure 6 that scattering intensities with the microlens were found to be much higher than those without the microlens. The scattering signals give information about cell size and shape. Larger cells generally have a higher scattering intensity. The more excitation laser light was focused into a channel, the more scattering signal was detected. The intensity of scattering signal at the detector as background noise became much smaller by using the microlens. Therefore, sensitivity and selectivity was increased by the microlens.

5. Conclusions

The PDMS microlens integrated on the PDMS microfluidic channel was verified to improve the laser intensity, and consequently selectivity and sensitivity of laser light scattering detection using red blood cells (RBCs).
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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate a novel and extremely low-cost method of building a surface plasmon resonance (SPR) microscope using a laser-pointer and an inexpensive and novel scattering, acoustic despeckler. Most SPR microscopy systems use incandescent sources which do not exhibit speckling, at the expense of increased energy consumption, weight, expensive filters and optics. An inexpensive laser pointer has been used as the source, coupled with an extremely cost-effective acoustic despeckler removing interference patterns in the images. No filter sets are required. This paper describes the elements composing the system and exhibited experimental characteristics.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND THEORY
Surface plasmon resonance is a phenomenon based on charge-density oscillations existing at the interface of two media with dielectric constants of different signs such as noble metals and glass. The charge-density waves are induced when the wavevectors of incoming photons are in resonance with the wavevectors of the surface plasmons for a given frequency. The surface plasmon wave is TM-polarized and the matching of wavevectors is characterized by a drop in the intensity of photons reflected from the interface. Fields associated with surface plasmons extend into the media surrounding the interface and are exponentially decaying. The surface plasmons are thus sensitive to changes in the media around them; this is manifested as a change in reflectivity as a function of near surface-refractive index.

Immunosensors based upon SPR consist of measurements of the reflected intensity from a surface sensitive to an analyte by deposition of the specific antibody. As analyte deposits upon the surface, the refractive index changes resulting in a change in reflectivity. Within certain limits, the change in reflectivity is linearly proportional to the change in refractive index. SPR immunosensors offer considerably advantages over other assay types including label-less detection and real-time tracker. With SPR microscopy [1,2] multiple types of antibodies can be arrayed upon the same surface allowing for rapid multi-analyte detection.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The general scheme is illustrated in Figure 1. A commercially available (Laserglow.com, Toronto, Canada) laser pointer centered at 593.5 nm is used. This laser pointer can be operated with batteries; however we use here a 3V DC adaptor to reduce power variations. Lasers with a shorter wavelength can also generate surface plasmons, however, the use of Au coated substrates precludes the use of wavelengths shorter than 550 nm due to strong Au absorption. This particular laser was chosen since the output is highly polarized and thus the need for a separate polarizer is eliminated, which makes the system highly compact. The laser is mounted on a 5-axis + rotation stage (Newport,
CA) which is used align the laser and rotate it to the appropriate polarization (TM) for the generation of surface plasmons.

The despeckler is a modified audio transducer (Creative, Singapore) rapidly oscillating a scattering surface. The efficacy of the despeckler is evidenced in Figure 2, which shows images observed with the despeckler inactive (Figure 2a) and active (Figure 2b). An inexpensive Pixelink (Ontario, Canada) CCD camera was used for image collection. As we can see from the images the despeckler is highly effective in flattening the image. A frequency of 100Hz with an integration time of >50ms provided the optimal amount of speckle reduction.

To test the system efficacy a clean glass slide was coated with a 1nm layer of chromium (for adhesion) followed by a 45 nm layer of Au using an electron-beam evaporator. The Au surface was cleaned for 30 minutes using an UV-ozone cleaner. Four 5 μL spots of Texas-Red labeled bovine serum albumin (BSA, Molecular Probes, OR) at a concentration of 1mg/mL in phosphate-buffered saline were deposited upon the Au coated slide using a micro pipette. Incubation for 45 minutes took place in a humidity controlled chamber, after which excess BSA was pipetted away. A Mylar flowcell [3] was then constructed on the Au coated slide and multiple rinses of PBS performed. The slide was then imaged through the SPR microscope and with the resulting image shown in Figure 3a. To verify that it was indeed the patterned BSA viewed with the SPR microscope, the slide was then viewed under a conventional epi-fluorescence microscope (Zeiss, 2x objective, TRITC filter set). Results are seen in Figure 3b where the correlation between the SPR microscope and the image fluorescence microscope image can be clearly seen. The SPR image is highly compressed in the horizontal axis due to the incident angle of the laser beam being around 71 degrees.

3. CONCLUSIONS
A simple, compact and low-cost SPR microscope driven by a laser pointer is demonstrated. A simple acoustic scatterer is used to despeckler the resulting microscope image. The system developed is highly scalable and may enable micro-analytical systems where inexpensive label-less detection of spatially distributed analytes is required.
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**Figure 1** Schematic of the SPR microscopy system. The high resonance angle of 71 degrees can be clearly seen resulting in images with highly compressed in the x-axis. The acoustic despeckler consists of scattering aluminum foil over a vibrating speaker.

**Figure 2a)** Image obtained without despeckler. The interference patterns making the obtaining of an image are clearly seen. **2b)** With acoustic despeckler engaged the image field is flattened and highly uniform allowing for image acquisition.

**Figure 3a)** SPRM image of patterned 1mg/mL fluorescently labeled BSA (Texas Red, Molecular Probes) incubated for 45 minutes. Compression in x-axis due to the high resonance angle is clearly seen. The edge of the channel is also visible, exhibiting high reflectivity. **3b)** Fluorescent image of the same pattern (Zeiss ICM-405). Correlation between images obtained by different modalities is clearly demonstrated.
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Abstract
Chemical sensing experiments have been demonstrated using a capacitive surface stress-based chemo-mechanical sensor array and alkanethiol sensor coating layers. A dedicated capacitance measurement board with sub-femto farad accuracy and an in-built temperature controlled stage for the sensor chip were designed and fabricated for multiplexed sensing experiments with the sensor array. Sensor responses to example sensing targets like water and IPA vapors at different concentrations were measured. To minimize undesired thermal and chemical absorption responses, an updated sensor design has been proposed also.

Keywords: membrane, capacitive sensing, surface stress, chemical and biological sensing

1. Introduction
Surface stress sensors using micro machined silicon cantilevers have been demonstrated in chemical and biological sensing [1, 2]. However, the design, geometry and performance of these sensors are limited by the high stiffness of the silicon-based materials used in their fabrication. Recently, a novel parylene micro-membrane surface stress sensor array (Figure 1) using capacitive signal readout for chemical sensing applications was presented [3]. The micro-membrane sensor exploits the low elasticity modulus, better chemical resistance and biocompatibility of parylene when compared to the silicon-based materials used in traditional microfabrication.

In this paper, a dedicated capacitance measurement board with sub-femto farad accuracy and an in-built temperature controlled stage for the sensor chip are designed and fabricated. Chemical sensing experiments using miniaturized sensing platform are demonstrated using the fabricated sensor array and alkanethiol sensor coating layers. Furthermore, an updated sensor design is proposed to minimize undesired thermal and chemical absorption responses.

2. Device and Sensing Platform
When selective chemical/biological reactions occur between the target and probe molecules on the sensor surface, the changes in the intermolecular forces induce a
surface stress change which causes the membrane to change curvature and deflect as shown in Figure 1. The sensor deflection changes the effective gap between the two electrodes and changes the capacitance. Figure 2 shows sensing platform including a single-ended capacitance measurement circuit (A), on-board temperature control system (B), target vapor generation/control system (C), and integrated chemical sensing chamber (D).

3. Preliminary experiment
Temperature response for each of the sensors used in the chemical sensing experiment was measured to test the proper release of the sensor membrane (Figure 3A). Two different alkanethiol coatings [11 Mercapto 1 undecanoic acid (MUA) SH-(CH$_2$)$_{10}$-COOH and 11 Amino 1 undecanethiol (AOT) SH-(CH$_2$)$_{11}$-NH$_2$] were used as sensing layers in the multiplexed measurement. Sensor response to example sensing targets like water and IPA vapors at different concentrations were measured (Figure 3B and 3C). The preliminary experiments for IPA and water vapor sensing showed promising results and based on the measurement noise the sensor resolution were estimated to be ~30 ppm and ~200 ppm for IPA and water vapor respectively.

![Figure 1. Capacitive membrane sensor.](image1)
![Figure 2. Sensing platform.](image2)

![Figure 3. Experiment results. A. Temperature response. B. Water vapor response. C. Isopropyl alcohol response.](image3)
4. **System Update**

The preliminary experiment results for simple test vapors were promising. However, the strain mismatch between membrane and the thin film coating materials can generate undesired structural deformation for 1) thermal environment change and 2) chemical absorption into the membrane. To compensate those undesired sensor responses in a membrane-type bio-chemical sensor, a new sensor design has been proposed as shown in Figure 4. By putting another coating layer on the bottom of the membrane structure, those undesired sensor responses can be self compensated. The great reduction of the undesired thermal response provides the possibility to remove the substrate temperature controller in a usual bio-chemical sensor platform. Especially, in a portable or stand alone product, this unique design will greatly reduce power consumption. Sensors using the compensated design are currently under fabrication. In the near future, its performance will be demonstrated on a newly designed chemical sensing board as shown in Figure 5.

5. **Conclusion**

Chemical sensing experiments have been demonstrated using a capacitive surface stress-based chemo-mechanical sensor, alkanethiol sensor coating layers, and a dedicated capacitance measurement board. To minimize undesired thermal and chemical absorption responses, a thermal and chemical absorption compensation design was proposed.
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Abstract

We report the potentiometric drug transport analysis using an oocyte-based field effect transistor (FET), which is based on potentiometric detection of extracellular potential change at cell membrane/gate insulator. The time course of interfacial voltage can be monitored during the uptake of common substrate mediated by the transporter at the cell membrane using the oocyte-based FET. The platform based on the oocyte-based FET is suitable for a convenient and inexpensive system for drug screening in pharmaceutical lead discovery.

Keywords: potentiometric detection, drug screening, transporter, oocyte-based field effect transistor

1. Introduction

We have been investigating a new device for detection of bio-molecular recognition events using field effect devices, which is based on potentiometric measurement of molecular charges at a gate insulator/solution interface. So far we have succeeded in a direct detection of various DNA recognition events such as hybridisation, intercalation, primer extension and so on, and have found further the possibility of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) typing and DNA sequencing using field effect devices [1-7]. In this paper, we propose an oocyte field effect transistor (oocyte FET) for drug transport analysis, which is a FET combined with \textit{Xenopus} oocytes, and investigate the electrical characteristics of oocyte FET with a transporter expressed at the oocyte membrane. In addition, we report on the possibility of non-invasive cell analysis and drug screening using oocyte FET.

2. Methods

Both the fabricated FETs and the commercial ISFETs (BAS Inc.) were used for the experiments in the present study. The FETs were immersed in a phosphate buffer solution (0.025 M Na\textsubscript{2}HPO\textsubscript{4} and 0.025 M KH\textsubscript{2}PO\textsubscript{4}, pH 6.86, Wako) with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode with saturated KCl solution and oocyte was fixed on the gate area of FETs (Figure 1). The electrical characteristics of the FETs such as the gate voltage ($V_G$)-drain current ($I_D$) characteristics were measured in a pH 6.86 phosphate buffer solution at room temperature using a semiconductor parameter analyzer (4155C, Agilent). The threshold voltage shift $\Delta V_T$ was determined after introduction of common
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substrates to oocyte-based FETs. The $\Delta V_T$ was defined as a difference of the $V_{G-I_D}$ characteristics at a constant drain current of 700 $\mu$A. The time course of $\Delta V_T$ during uptake of common substrates was monitored using a circuit with which the potential change at the interface between an aqueous solution and the gate insulator can be read out directly at a constant drain current. In the present study, the gate voltage and the drain current were set to be 1 V and 700 $\mu$A, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

We have prepared two types of oocyte-based FETs; one is the oocyte-based FET with transporter, the transportocyte FET; another is the oocyte-based FET without it, the control oocyte FET. Using these oocyte-based FETs, differential measurements were performed in order to eliminate the common background noises such as temperature change, change in ion concentration and so on. Also, the reference FET without oocyte was prepared in order to take account of the effect of oocyte fixed at the gate surface of the oocyte-based FET. When an estrone-3-sulfate (E3S) as a common substrate was introduced into two kinds of oocyte FETs and the reference FET, the interfacial potential of the transportocyte FET increased with uptake of E3S mediated by hOATP2 (human organic anion transporting peptide 2) transporter while the control oocyte FET and the reference FET showed little interfacial potential change, corresponding to the $V_T$ shift (Figure 2). This result was in agreement with the experimental results performed by BD Gentest, Inc., which were based on uptake of $[^3H]$-labelled E3S by mediated hOATP2 transporter. Moreover, we could realize the quantitative analysis of E3S uptake using oocyte field effect devices (Figure 3), which was estimated as the flat band voltage ($V_F$) shifts in C-V characteristics using the field effect device different from transistor. Therefore, we have found out the possibility of a label-free and non-invasive drug
transport screening using the oocyte field effect devices such as the oocyte FET.

4. Conclusion

We have shown the potentiometric drug transport analysis using the oocyte-based FET, which is based on potentiometric detection of extracellular potential change derived from exchange of molecular charges mediated by transporting peptides at cell membrane. The time course of interfacial voltage change could be monitored during the uptake of common substrate mediated by the transporter without labeling materials and fracturing oocytes. The platform based on the oocyte-based FET is suitable for a safe, fast and convenient detection system for drug screening in pharmaceutical lead discovery.
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BIOMOLECULAR MOTOR-DRIVEN SELECTIVE BINDING AND CONCENTRATING OF PROTEIN ANALYTES
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Abstract
We successfully demonstrated a biomolecular motor-driven microfluidic device that can detect target molecules from an analyte stream and then preconcentrate them at a horseshoe-shaped collector. This device removed approximately a few thousand molecules per second from the analyte stream, and the fluorescent signal from collected, labeled molecules at the collector increases up to five orders of magnitude within an hour.

Keywords: Biomolecular motors, microtubules, pre-concentrator

1. Introduction
We recently introduced the concept of biomolecular motors (BMMs) as nanoscopic, stand-alone, highly efficient, and low power prime-movers for μTAS systems [1]. In this work we demonstrated that derivatized microtubules, propelled by kinesin, are able to bind and transport proteins away from an analyte stream. Recent work has demonstrated guiding microtubules along straight line using chemical patterning or mechanical nanotracks of kinesin [2-4] and rectifying their motility in the same direction using an arrow head pattern in microchannels [1,2]. In this paper, we develop a method to not only capture, but subsequently concentrate specific proteins at a fixed spot on a microchip for sensitive detection with a high NA objective.

2. Experiment
Fig. 1a shows the schematic of a biomolecular motor-driven device for selective binding and concentrating molecules. Biotinylated microtubules are loaded at the left side of an analyte stream with fluorescently labeled streptavidins, and observations are made at the collector located on the opposite side of the analyte stream. Fig. 1b shows SEM pictures of a microfabricated device. Microfluidic channels and a horseshoe-shaped collector were made via HF-glass wet etching and lithography, and nanotracks...
on a coverslip were fabricated with CYTOP™ via nanoimprinting technology [2]. Low temperature SU-8 bonding made possible integration of these two parts. First, SU-8 was spun on RIE-treated PDMS. Second, the SU-8 was selectively transferred only onto the junctions of the glass substrate. Third, the glass substrate and the coverslip were bonded by exposing to UV and then cured under 50 kPa of pressure and at the temperature of 75 °C.

**Fig. 1** (a) Schematic view of a biomolecular motor-driven selective binding and concentrating device. Unlabeled microtubules at left are translocated by kinesin towards the collector at right. They are guided to move straight across the analyte channel by nanotracks and bind fluorescently-labeled streptavidins from the analyte stream. The labeled microtubules are aggregated at the horseshoe-shaped collector. (b) The SEM images of the wet-etched glass substrate for microfluidic channels and nanoimprinted CYTOP™ nanotracks on a coverslip. SU-8 was selectively transferred to the junctions between the glass substrate and the coverslip as a sealant.

### 3. Results and discussion

We accomplished straight motion of the microtubules along CYTOP™ nanotracks across a pressure-driven flow by using previously reported method [2-4]. We can see the translocation of the microtubules (white spots in Fig. 2) because they are labeled by an analyte stream. We can also see most of the labeled microtubules accumulate at the deadlock of the collector. We believe that the collection of microtubules proceeds by the following mechanism: first, the leading ends of the microtubules are trapped into the gap which is likely to be generated at the fringe of the collector (between the top glass substrate and the bottom nanotracks during bonding process). Second, microtubules trapped in the collector decrease the number of locally available, active kinesins,
thereby reducing the transport efficiency. In addition, microtubules are linked together since each streptavidin molecule can bind four biotins. Using this collection mechanism we found that, for example, in case of a 2 nM analyte sample concentration the fluorescent intensity at the collector increases up to five orders of magnitude.

In summary, a novel biomolecular motor-driven molecular concentrator was designed, fabricated, nanotacks were integrated into the microfluidic device, and the feasibility of BMM-based molecular sorting assay was demonstrated. This approach promises integration of other microanalysis steps for complete stand-alone μTAS systems.

![Image of microtubules](image.png)

**Fig. 2** Left: image sequences of microtubules heading toward the horseshoe-shaped collector. The white spots indicate the movement of microtubules bound with target molecules from a stream of analyte with time. Most of microtubules translocated by kinesin are concentrated around the collector indicated by a dot-line rectangle. Right: accumulation of the microtubules increases the fluorescent intensity, which was measured by summing up the intensity of every pixel in the dotted rectangle (80 by 240 pixels corresponding to 26 by 77 μm).

4. References

DEVELOPMENT OF LOW-COST SURFACE ENHANCED RAMAN SCATTERING SUBSTRATES WITH SILVER NANO-PARTICLES USING THE MODIFIED SILVER MIRROR REACTION FOR ULTRA-SENSITIVE AND ON-SITE DETECTIONS

Katsuhito Kurooka and Norihisa Miki
Keio University, Yokohama, Kanagawa, 223-8522 Japan

Abstract

Ultra-sensitive as well as on-site detections are strongly demanded in the field of detection technology, which can be achieved by μTAS utilizing surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). In this paper, we propose manufacturing of the SERS substrates with silver nano-particles utilizing the modified silver mirror reaction, where dispersants are added to the conventional silver mirror solution. The processes are very simple and completed in only 15 minutes at extremely low cost. The SERS substrate exerted extremely high Raman enhancement factor of 10^6. We fabricated a μTAS device containing the SERS site. It successfully showed remarkably high Raman enhancement with good repeatability. The fabricated SERS substrate and μTAS device herein are low cost and exhibit good repeatability and thus, are readily applicable to ultra-sensitive and on-site detections in various applications.

Keywords: SERS, silver nano-particle, silver mirror reaction, ultra-sensitive and on-site detection, biosensor

1. Introduction

The surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), exploiting high field enhancement on the surface of metal nano-particles, exerts the spectrum with an intensity approaching 10^{14} to 10^{15} higher than that of conventional Raman spectrum [1]. Hence, it is expected to be applied to ultra-sensitive detection and analysis of proteins, virus, biosensors etc. Manufacturing of high-performance SERS substrates enabling electromagnetic field enhancement is crucial and has been widely investigated. Nano-scale silver structures have been most frequently used to achieve high Raman enhancement, which can be formed by deposition of silver on nano-structured PDMS [2] and aggregation of silver colloids in solution onto the surface of a glass substrate [3]. However, the SERS substrates developed so far have issues of time and cost for manufacturing and repeatability of the Raman enhancement. The objective of our work is to develop a μTAS device that achieves ultra-sensitive and on-site detection by employing SERS. We propose manufacturing of SERS substrates with silver nano-particles utilizing modified silver mirror reaction and the μTAS device containing the SERS site. The proposed SERS substrates can be manufactured in 15 minutes at extremely low cost with good repeatability and thus, are advantageous over those developed previously.

2. Experimental

The SERS substrate with silver nano-particles is fabricated utilizing modified silver
mirror reaction, where dispersants are added to the conventional silver mirror solution (silver nitrate solution + ammonia water), as illustrated in Figure 1. (a) After adding ammonia water, DI water and the dispersant to the silver nitrate solution, agitate them and produce the silver nano-particle solution. (b) Add a reducing agent and dip a glass substrate in the silver nano-particle solution simultaneously. Silver nano-particles deposit on the glass substrate surface and the glass substrate is taken out after 120 seconds and rinsed by DI water. The processes are completed in only 15 minutes.

Figure 2 (a) and (b) shows the SEM and FESEM images of the fabricated SERS substrate with the optimal conditions of the modified silver mirror reaction denoted in Table 1, respectively. The silver nano-particles 10-50 nm in diameter are formed on the substrate uniformly. Figure 2 (c) shows an image of the fabricated μTAS device containing the SERS site. The fabrication processes are; Silver nano-particles are locally formed onto the glass substrate. Subsequently, bond the molded PDMS whose surface is activated by oxygen plasma to the substrate to form micro-channels. In experiments, samples, such as Rhodamine6G (R6G), are introduced into the micro-channels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silver nitrate concentrate</td>
<td>5wt%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaction time</td>
<td>120 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution temperature</td>
<td>25 degrees C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing agent</td>
<td>Hydrazine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispersant</td>
<td>Copolymer with acid group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Silver mirror reaction processes

Figure 2. (a) A SEM image and (b) a FESEM image of the SERS substrate. (c) Fabricated μTAS device
Figure 3. (a) SERS spectra of 10mM/l to 10nM/l R6G on the SERS substrate and 10mM/l R6G on the pristine glass substrate. (b) SERS spectra of 10mM/l R6G from randomly selected three points on the SERS site and that of 10mM/l R6G on the pristine glass substrate.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 3 (a) shows the SERS spectra of 10mM/l to 10nM/l R6G on the SERS substrates and the Raman spectrum of 10mM/l R6G on the pristine glass substrate. The laser was Ar laser (532nm), and the integration time of spectra acquisition was 3sec. For the signal of 10mM/l R6G from the SERS substrate, high Raman enhancement was observed compared to that from the glass substrate. By comparing the SERS spectrum of 10nM/l R6G from the SERS substrate and that of 10mM/l R6G from the pristine glass substrate, the Raman enhancement factor of the SERS substrate was found to be more than 10^6.

Figure 3 (b) depicts the SERS spectra of 10mM/l R6G at randomly selected three points on the SERS site in the μTAS device. The laser was Ar laser (532nm), and the integration time of spectra acquisition was 3sec. Good repeatability with respect to the measurement position was successfully demonstrated with extremely high Raman enhancement, though the laser is irradiated R6G on the SERS site over PDMS.

4. Conclusions

We proposed the μTAS device with the SERS site, which was fabricated utilizing the modified silver mirror reaction. The fabrication processes of the SERS substrate are very simple, quick and extremely low cost. The SERS substrate exerted an extremely high Raman enhancement factor of 10^6. The μTAS device successfully demonstrated high Raman enhancement with good repeatability, verifying the feasibility that the device can be applied to ultra-sensitive and on-site detection in various applications.
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Abstract

Flowing thermal lens micro flow velocimeter (FTL-MFV) is an optical detector for measurement of flow rate in microchannel without disturbing the microfluid. By using optical fibers and micro rod lenses, we have fabricated a series of small FTL-MFVs. In this paper, we report on a FTL-MFV with an on-chip microlens, that we newly developed to simplify optical alignment process needed for FTL-MFV measurements. Performance of FTL-MFV was also improved by using an on-chip microlens.

Keywords: thermal lens, flow velocimeter, microlens, on-chip lens

1. Introduction

We had developed flowing thermal lens micro flow velocimeter (FTL-MFV) for measurement of flow rate inside a microchannel [1]. In FTL-MFV, thermal lens produced in a microchannel with an excitation beam pulse is used as a tracer, and the flow rate is determined from the time required for the thermal lens to reach the downstream detection point. By selecting the wavelength of the excitation beam to coincide with the absorption band of the solvent, thermal lens can be produced without adding anything to the fluid. Sensitive lock-in synchronous measurement enables detection of a thermal lens with very small temperature rise, so that FTL-MFV causes extremely slight disturbance to the fluid.

The excitation and probe beams of FTL-MFV are irradiated to the microchannel through a microlens, and accurate alignment of the lens to the microchannel is needed for the measurement.

This paper reports on significant improvement in usability and performance of the FTL-MFV by using on-chip microlens and detachable optical fibers.

2. Experimental

Figure 1 illustrates structure of the on-chip FTL-MFV. A SELFOC® microlens in a lens holder was bonded to a pedestal bonded on a glass microchemical chip. Single-mode optical fibers for the excitation and probe beams were bundled together in a special glass ferrule, and the ferrule was bonded to a metal sleeve with a slit. The ferrule and the lens holder were of the same diameter, so that they could be easily connected and detached with the aid of the
metal sleeve. The metal sleeve had a metal head with a notch indicating the position of the two optical fibers. Only by setting the notch towards the upstream direction, alignment of the FTL-MFV completed. Distance between the excitation and probe beams was 70 \( \mu \)m. A multi-mode optical fiber for receiving the probe beam was fixed on the other side of the microchemical chip in a similar way using a pedestal, a metal sleeve and a glass ferrule. In fixing the on-chip lens and the receiver fiber at optimized positions, we have applied technique for fabrication of on-chip thermal lens detection device [2] with some modification considering difference between the two devices.

Figure 2 shows a photograph of a microchemical chip with on-chip lenses for FTL-MFV. Width and depth of the microchannel was 200 and 90 \( \mu \)m.

Flow rate of water was measured using 1480 nm IR laser as the excitation beam.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows correlation between flow rate and phase shift of FTL-MFV signal, which is a linear function of traveling time of the thermal lens. Measurements were carried out at two different but equivalent positions of the channel with repeated attachments and detachments of the optical fibers. The data showed good reproducibility, and it was verified that measurement of FTL-MFV could be very easily done only by connecting optical fibers to an on-chip lens at a point of measurement.

In addition to the enhanced usability, dynamic range of FTL-MFV was also expanded by fixing the microlens on a microchemical chip, because of reduction in vibrational noise with the fixed microlens (Figure 4).
4. Conclusion
A flowing thermal lens micro flow velocimeter with an on-chip microlens and detachable optical fibers was developed. The on-chip microlens greatly improved usability of the flow sensor by simplifying optical alignment process, and it was also effective in improving performance of the sensor by reducing vibrational noise.
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PHOTOTHERMAL SPECTROSCOPY USING DIFFRACTION GRATING NANOCHANNELS FOR DETECTION IN NANO SPACE
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Abstract
We report a new photothermal spectroscopy using diffraction grating nano channels for detection in nano space. Photothermal effect was detected as intensity change of a diffracted probe beam due to refractive index change of heated sample solution inside nanochannels. The concept was verified by nanochannels of ~nm width × ~nm depth. The LOD (Limit of Detection) for Sunset Yellow solutions was 1.0×10⁻⁵ Abs. Further development to get higher sensitivity utilizing “Alternate diffraction grating method” is now investigated.

Keywords: nano channel, photothermal detection, diffraction grating

1. Introduction
Micro chemical process has many advantages for example small sample volume, rapid and effective reaction and small instruments. But detection in micro channel without fluorescent modification is very difficult. Thus we have developed original photothermal spectroscopy “Thermal Lens Microscope (TLM)” for sensitive detection of samples without fluorescent modification in micro-sized channels, and TLM has been proved to have comparable sensitivity to LIF method and wide applicability to spectrophotometric detection method for micro space. [1] However, in nano space (<1μm), generation of thermal-lens is difficult in principle, because the diameter of thermal-lens is beyond the size of nano space and glass has much higher thermal conductivity than water. In this study, we developed a new photothermal spectroscopic method for nano space by using diffraction grating nano channels. In this presentation, we verified and studied the details of the principle of this method. Furthermore, novel nanochannel structure to realize sensitive detection was suggested.

2. Principle and Experiment
The principle of diffraction grating nano channels spectroscopy is illustrated in Figure 1. Many nano channels (width, depth and period ~ 10²nm) were placed inside the quartz glass
1275

Figure 1. Principle of diffraction grating nano channels
(a) Structure of diffraction grating nano channels   (b) Cross-section drawing and distribution chart of temperature and refractive index when ex. OFF and (c) ON

Figure 2. Design of chip, close-up of diffraction grating and SEM image of nano channels
plate like a diffraction grating (Figure 1(a)), a continuous probe beam (pr. 633nm) introduced to diffraction grating nano channels (Figure 1(b)) made numerous diffracted beam by the refractive index differential between glass and solution. Next, an intensity-modulated excitation beam (ex. 488nm) was coaxially introduced to nano channels with the probe beam and yield heat generation at the nano channels (Figure 1(c)).
Heat generation yielded a change of refractive index differential between glass and solution, and changed the intensity of diffracted probe beam.

To verify this principle, a chip designed as Figure 2 was fabricated and used, and optical system was prepared as Figure 3. Photodiode and Lock-in amplifier were used to detect signal from diffracted probe beam and to decrease noise level. Intensity change of diffracted probe beam as an amplitude of the lock-in amplifier was recorded as signal intensity. Aqueous solutions of Sunset-yellow (S.Y.: dye) and pure water were used as samples and blank.

3. Results and Discussions

The raw signal data (sample: S.Y. 1mM aq and blank) is shown in Figure 4. The signal intensity differential of both sample and blank (pure water) was determined as "signal". The signal was in proportion to the sample concentration. Thus the principle of this method could be validated, and ability to detect in nano space was suggested. In current research, the LOD of this method was 1.0×10^{-5} Abs. This value was worse than that of TLM (for ~10^{2}μm size channel, LOD: 5.0×10^{-7} Abs). It is preferable to get as high sensitivity as TLM for nano chemical process detection use. To get higher sensitivity, we are now investigating new method using “Alternative diffraction grating”. This method has an advantage in being able to kill background which has been a problem of thermal lens spectroscopy. Background free can be yielded because initial intensity of the detected beam is zero and the signal from solvent of the sample is canceled in principle. Thus we can get very high S/B ratio, and amplification of signal will become able, and higher sensitivity will be established. Detail will be described in the presentation.
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PHOTOTHERMALLY ENHANCED PHASE-CONTRAST MICROSCOPE FOR SENSITIVE VISUALIZATION OF NON-FLUORESCENT SAMPLES
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Abstract
This paper describes the development of a non-scanning photothermal imaging method by CCD-based optics. By utilizing visible excitation laser and lamp-based illumination with phase-contrast optics, image-acquiring time was 4 min for 100 μm × 100 μm areas. In the present stage, the system could detect 7.5 × 10⁻⁶ absorbance while normal microscope can visualize 10⁻³ absorbance.

keywords: photothermal, visualization, absorbance

1. Introduction
Imaging technique is important in micro-nano science. Fluorescence microscopy is a powerful tool for visualizing fluorescent substances. In order to widen applicability of imaging methods, highly sensitive measurement of absorbance distribution is also desired. Photothermal spectroscopy (PTS) measures thermal energy released during non-radiative relaxation after photo-absorption. A thermal lens microscope (TLM) is one of PTS. We have demonstrated usefulness and effectiveness of TLM in various applications including ultrasensitive determination in microfluidic devices [1]. By scanning a sample on a microscope stage, TLM can visualize non-fluorescent substances sensitively. However we have achieved a direct observation of cytochrome c in a neuroblastoma-glioma hybrid cell [2], the system took 1 hour to 900-point scan. Therefore, a novel and rapid imaging technique is desirable, where high sensitivity of TLM should be inherited. In this study, we developed a phase-contrast microscope enhanced by photothermal effect and achieved high-speed photothermal imaging.

2. Theory
Figure 1(a) illustrates a block diagram of conventional TLM. Since an excitation and probe lasers are focused tightly, photothermal effect occurs in restricted volume. In order to visualize sample distribution, the microscope stage should be scanned. Figure 1(b) illustrates master conception of our novel photothermal imaging system. The excitation laser is loosely focused, where the spot size is 100 μm in diameter. A phase-contrast optics and CCD camera are installed for detection of photothermal effect, where phase shift by photothermal effect can be detected as light
3. Result and Discussion

For fundamental investigation, a fused-silica microchip was prepared, where two parallel microchannels having a width of 4 \( \mu \text{m} \) and a depth of 250 nm were fabricated as shown in Figure 2(a). In order to eliminate shadow due to refractive index boundary, trans-decahydronaphthalene (decalin) was used as solvent. When dye solution was introduced to the microchannels, no channel structure was visible because absorbance of the solution was very low and refractive index was matched with the substrate.

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show phase contrast images of the microchannels filled with dye solution without and with the excitation, respectively. Acquiring time for each image was 2 min. While no image was detected in Figure 2(b), clear channel structure was detected in Figure 2(c). Figure 2(d) shows an difference image between Figures 2(b) and 2(c), which corresponds to net photothermal signal due to light absorption by the solution in the microchannels. Figure 2(e) shows the signal intensity profile in the direction across the two microchannels. Judging from signal-to-noise ratio in the graph (20.7) and absorbance, a limit of detection (S/N=2) was determined as \( 7.5 \times 10^{-6} \) absorbance. The width of signal distinguished from baseline was estimated to be 9.8
μm while the width of microchannel was 4 μm. The broadening signal peak width was due to the effect of thermal diffusion, which is expected to eliminate by mathematical treatment. Total image-acquiring time was 4 min and achieving shorter image-acquiring time than conventional scanning-TLM method. The LOD for absorbance of dye solution by this method was roughly 1000 times superior to a normal microscope. Sensitivity should be increased for imaging of lower absorbance such as dye in organella.

4. Conclusion
We have developed the photothermally-enhanced phase-contrast microscope. Acquisition time of this method was shorter than that of conventional photothermal one. When we achieve higher speed and more sensitive imaging, some applications are expect such as cytometry in nano-channel.
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Figure 2. (a) Imaging area. Substrate was made from fused silica. (b) An image before excitation. Dye solution was too weak to see without excitation laser. (c) An image after excitation. Dye solution became visible as excite. (d) Brightness difference between (b) and (c). The refractive index change was clearly distinguished. (e) Horizontal cross section plot of (d). S/N ratio is 20.7 and detection limit was determined as 7.5x10⁻⁶ absorbance. The peak is broadening from 4 mm to 9.8 mm.
MICROFLUIDIC SPOTTING CHIP FOR LABEL-FREE PROTEIN MICROARRAYS

Eric Flaim, Mark T. McDermott and D. Jed Harrison
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Abstract
A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic spotting device has been developed for microarray fabrication on gold patterned surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensor slides. Photoresist pillar arrays for polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) shadow masks were formed to create micro-sized Au spots by thermal evaporation. Au patterned SPR slides provide increased contrast for SPR imaging and reduced non-specific adsorption. Devices, composed with 24 or 96 gold spots were fabricated and tested. Such devices allowed for organic and aqueous solution delivery and immobilization, and single spot addressability. Coupling to a 96 spot microtiter plate makes the 96 spot chip compatible with existing technologies and techniques, allowing for complete user customizability of microarray fabrication.

Keywords: SPR imaging, protein microarray, PDMS, microfluidics

1. Introduction
Protein microarrays have the potential to become even more useful in clinical diagnostics than DNA arrays, however, a number of barriers remain along the road to successful development. Detection by fluorescence is much less convenient than for DNA, due to the challenges of protein labeling. This has made Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) a very attractive alternative for the detection of the binding of biological molecules onto functionalized Au coated glass slides. Improving the contrast and precision of SPR-read protein microarrays, and developing convenient fabrication methods for protein microarrays are two of the challenges of this methodology addressed in this work. In particular, protein arrays require measurements of tens to hundreds of different binding sites (spots), rather than the thousands needed for DNA studies. This is, in part, simply because of the lack of availability of large protein sets. Further, the proteins studied by research teams will vary so greatly that a commercial chip-set is much less likely to be available than it is for DNA. We are developing a microfluidic system that will allow the individual laboratory to transfer up to 96 spots from microtiter plates to protein microarray chips for SPR readout. This “personal use” concept will create a highly flexible laboratory tool.

2. Design
Fabrication of 24 and 96 microfluidic spotting device for SPR sensors. SPR occurs only at the surfaces of coinage metals when certain conditions of wavelength and angle
are met. To localize the SPR response and minimize the background signal generated across the whole surface of an SPR sensor chip, patterning of 500 x 300 μm² Au spots was utilized. PDMS was cured against an array of photoresist posts of appropriate dimensions on a Si substrate, while pressure was applied from above, to create patterned through holes in a PDMS membrane. This membrane was used as a shadow mask during metal deposition. Flow channels (100 μm wide, 40 μm deep) were formed using standard photolithographic and PDMS curing procedures. Figure 1a shows an aligned 24 Au spot SPR slide to a PDMS microchannel device. For increased spot density a 96 spot/48 sample device was fabricated (Figure 1b). A dense fluidic network delivers solution to a 1 cm² area on the SPR sensor, using a flow resistance balanced network to couple to the wells of a microtitre plate. This device consists of 2 PDMS layers, one containing the channel features, and a second thin layer allowing for sample flow to the Au spots on the glass SPR slide.

3. Results and Discussion

Organic Solution Immobilization. The 24 spot device was used to simultaneously immobilize 4 different alkyl thiols dissolved in 100% ethanol. Undecyl alkyl thiols with –NH₂, -COOH, -OH and –CH₃ functional groups were passed through the PDMS microfluidic channels and allowed to immobilize for 2 hours at a

![Figure 1. (a) Aligned PDMS device to Au patterned SPR slide (b) 96 Au spot device.](image)

![Figure 2. Difference image of Hf adsorption to 4 different surface functionalities.](image)
concentration of 2 mM. Due to the small exposed surface area to volume ratio of the ethanol solutions within the microchannels there was limited solution evaporation on the time scale of immobilization. A solution of 430 nM human fibrinogen (Hf) was then flushed through the SPR and the subsequent signal was observed for each type of functionalized surface. Figure 2 shows the difference image collected upon non-specific physical adsorption of Hf to the various surface chemistries along with their respective % reflectivity.

Specific Addressing. The 24 and 96 spotting devices were used for direct immobilization of different proteins to various spots. Antibodies to the proteins were then passed over the sensor surface within the SPR, to monitor specific binding of the antibody/antigen pair through an increase in reflectivity (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. SPR difference images of antibody antigen binding illustrating specific addressing.](image)

4. Conclusions

Two low density microfluidic spotting devices for label free protein microarrays have been developed for use with SPR. These devices resulted in high contrast images with zero background, and well defined, reproducible sensing regions. The design allow immobilization from aqueous or organic solutions from a PDMS device, without evaporation or leakage. Since the PDMS microchannels are either in conformal contact with a glass slide, as in the case of the 24 spot device, or irreversibly bonded to a thin PDMS sheet, such as in the 96 spot device, strong seals are formed and maintained. We have demonstrated delivery of multiple organic samples, investigated simultaneously within one experiment. Specific addressing of spots is achievable with these devices, allowing for complete customizability of surface immobilization. The system described should be able to meet the goals of providing a flexible, personal use, 100-spot density, protein chip system, that can be mated with current laboratory practice.

5. References

NANOCAVITY NETWORK-BASED IMPEDANCE SENSOR FOR MOLECULAR DIAGNOSTICS

J. Tanner Nevill, Dino Di Carlo, and Luke P. Lee
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Abstract
We demonstrate label-free detection of a molecular binding event using a nanocavity network-based impedance technique. A micro-affinity column of biotinylated beads is packed inside of a glass microchip, and the binding of avidin occludes the nanocavities between beads and is measured as a change of impedance through the packed column. We developed a model that indicates a ~8% increase in resistance upon saturated binding of avidin to the 1 μm diameter beads in the column. Preliminary data in 0.84 μm beads indicates a 20% increase in resistance upon saturation with avidin.

Keywords: Impedance sensor, microparticles, bead-based analysis, label-free

1. Introduction
Bead-based analysis methods are emerging as efficient techniques for molecular diagnostics due to the high surface to volume ratio, versatility in surface-chemistry, and ability to manipulate the beads with microfluidics [1, 2]. We present a unique label-free method to detect biomolecular binding based on impedance changes through a nanocavity network formed by packing microparticles or nanoparticles in microfluidic channels. This method requires no fluorescent labeling of analyte and allows a simple readout of binding through impedance at a given frequency.

Figure 1. (A) Layout of the device, (B) active region consists of dams to trap beads with integrated electrodes, (C) beads are packed and resistance is measured, (D) sample is introduced and change in resistance is measured, (E) cross section of column, which shows dam structure.
The demonstrated microfluidic integration of the nanocavity system is also advantageous, allowing easy introduction of analyte solution and measurement buffer.

Previously, it has been shown that beads coated with a protein will lead to an increased resistance of a nanopore they are passing through, when compared to the uncoated bead [2]. In that situation a time dependent dynamic measurement of resistance is required, and beads must be pre-treated before analysis. However, in our system, the measurement is made in a stationary nanocavity system which is directly treated with analyte (Fig. 1). Binding of analyte then decreases the cross-sectional area of the void space and increases the measured resistance across the nanocavity system.

2. Theory

Resistance changes through nanocavity systems were modeled using as a geometric model a closely-packed array of microparticles (Fig. 2). This model will give the upper limit on expected changes since a less than crystalline pack is expected. Using the unit cell described in Figure 2A we calculated the z-dependent cross-sectional areas and perimeters (Fig. 2B) and total unit cell resistance. Knowing the perimeter, and assuming saturated binding, we calculated the obstructed area of the nanocavity with binding of various size molecules. For various size microparticles and biomolecules, the resistance increase upon binding is

Figure 2. (A) Packed microparticles lead to z dependent areas and perimeters that repeat with the unit cell, defined here. Perimeters allow calculation of obstructed area with binding of biomolecules. (B) The z dependence of area and perimeter through a nanocavity system created by 3 μm radius microparticles. (C) Resistance ratio upon binding as a function of the bead pack radius is plotted for various sized biomolecules.

Figure 3. (A) Optical micrograph of the active region after biotinylated beads have been packed. (B) Fluorescent micrograph of beads after binding with FITC conjugated avidin.
plotted in Fig. 2C. This analysis suggests 1 μm diameter or smaller bead sizes for ~10% change in resistance for an average protein molecule of 50 Å in diameter.

3. Experimental

Dams were created in a glass substrate using a single-step wet etching process. Electrodes were patterned onto another glass substrate via electron beam evaporation, and the two pieces were aligned and thermally bonded after input and contact regions were drilled. Polystyrene beads (0.84 μm in diameter) functionalized with biotin were packed into a micro-affinity column, creating a nanocavity network. The beads were then coated with an avidin solution. The avidin was fluorescently labeled in order to confirm binding (Fig 3). Impedimetric measurements were made with a Novocontrol impedance analyzer.

4. Results and Discussion

Figure 4 shows the impedance magnitude and phase angle between electrodes ‘a’ and ‘d’ before beads are loaded, after beads are loaded, and after the beads are coated with avidin. Buffer was flushed through the device before each measurement was made. The resistance values are plotted in Figure 5 for electrodes ‘a-c’ with ‘d’ as a common reference electrode (Fig 2A).
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SPREADING SMALL SIGNALS OVER LARGE AREAS: ELECTROCHEMICAL AMPLIFICATION IN AN SPR IMAGING SENSOR ARRAY
Melissa S. Hasenbank, Elain Fu, and Paul Yager
University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA

Abstract

This paper demonstrates a recently reported lateral signal amplification phenomenon [1] in an array format. The amplification reaction involves the enzyme horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and the colorimetric substrate 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB). Briefly, the enzyme signal is amplified by the formation of a precipitating enzyme product, which is detected by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) imaging. With HRP immobilized directly to the SPR sensor surface, the precipitate is also shown to form at remote locations. This lateral spread of an amplification signal is demonstrated in a microfluidic array format, where multiple electrically isolated gold regions patterned with small amounts of enzyme are shown to undergo rapid and significant amplification on each gold-coated region. This approach may be extended to enable the rapid and sensitive detection of multiple analytes in parallel.

Keywords: Electrochemistry, signal amplification, SPR imaging

1. Introduction

In an effort to improve the detection sensitivity of biosensors, a number of biocatalytic signal enhancement schemes have been developed. For example, enzymes and precipitating substrates have been used extensively to increase the detection signal of low analyte concentrations [2, 3]. The HRP/TMB enzymatic precipitation reaction is well documented in the literature [4]. In brief, the reaction cycle begins as hydrogen peroxide oxidizes HRP. The oxidized enzyme then converts TMB from its normal reduced state to a colored oxidized form, which may be induced to form a blue precipitate [5]. In the same reaction, HRP is reduced to its resting state, renewing the reaction cycle. The accumulation of the precipitate near the sensor surface increases the local refractive index, which may be quantified with SPR.

As shown in Figure 1a, traditional enzyme amplification schemes involve the localized conversion of substrate to product directly at the enzyme site. In contrast, in the lateral signal amplification scheme utilized in this work, which is depicted in Figure 1b, significant amounts of the signal-amplifying product form at sites remote from the immobilized enzyme [1]. This report demonstrates this lateral amplification of an enzyme signal in a microfluidic array format.
2. Experimental

Electrochemical amplification arrays were demonstrated using a custom-built SPR microscope [6]; glass slides selectively patterned with gold and HRP; and a TMB substrate solution, containing hydrogen peroxide and precipitating agents. Arrays consisting of fifteen isolated $1 \text{ mm} \times 1 \text{ mm}$ gold-coated regions were fabricated by applying a custom shadow mask during the electron beam evaporation of $1 \text{ nm}$ chromium followed by $45 \text{ nm}$ gold. HRP was patterned onto a small area in the center of each gold region using a piezoelectric microdispensing system. The TMB solution was then introduced, initiating TMB oxidation and precipitate formation, which were monitored by SPR microscopy. At the imaging conditions used in this work, increases in refractive index, e.g., due to precipitate formation, correspond to increases in intensity. To quantify the extent of signal amplification, the change in percent reflectivity ($\%R$) for representative regions was calculated using custom LabVIEW programs.

3. Results and Discussion

The SPR images in Figure 2 depict a patterned array before and after precipitate formation. In Figure 2b, the dark rectangular regions and the surrounding brighter regions within the fifteen rectangular regions represent the patterned HRP and the precipitate, respectively. The remaining regions are the glass substrate. Within each enzyme-containing gold region, extensive
precipitate formation was observed in electrically connected regions remote from the HRP molecules. Small regions of HRP may be amplified as much larger regions of precipitate, where the extent of lateral spread is determined in part by the lateral extent of the gold. Measurement of the SPR signal within each gold-patterned region showed that the precipitate formation was rapid and significant, with a greater than 30% increase in %R occurring within one minute.

4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated the potential of a novel electrochemical amplification system in an array format, which holds promise for improving the sensitivity of SPR imaging assays. This format may be used for the rapid, amplified detection of multiple analytes in parallel. Preliminary results indicate that this lateral signal amplification is at least semi-quantitative. Additional experiments to further investigate the quantitative potential and to demonstrate this lateral amplification phenomenon in an assay are planned.
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NANOPARTICLE ENHANCED SPR IMAGING FOR PROTEIN MICROARRAYS

Chris Grant, Francis Nsia, Jed D. Harrison, and Mark T. McDermott
Department of Chemistry and National Institute for Nanotechnology,
University of Alberta

Abstract
This work presents a study focused on improving the sensitivity of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) imaging for protein microarrays. The research examines the effects of nanoparticle size and binding valency on observed SPR signal.

KEYWORDS: SPR imaging, protein microarrays, gold nanoparticles, multivalent interactions

1. Introduction
Surface plasmon resonance is a well known label-free optical technique used to monitor binding interactions. Employing SPR in an imaging format permits the monitoring of multiple interactions in parallel; therefore it can be used as a read-out tool for microarray experiments. Since the late-1990’s researchers have employed nanoparticles in SPR systems. The focus has been in two areas: improving the sensing platform [1] and biomolecule modification through nanoparticle mass tags [2]. Mass tags, such as latex and gold nanoparticles, have been used to increase a biomolecules mass and therefore the SPR signal observed upon binding. The work presented utilizes modified nanoparticles as mass tags and as a pathway to exploit multivalent interactions on protein chips.

2. Theory
SPR is a surface sensitive technique that detects binding based on local changes in refractive index at and/or near the microarray surface. Incorporation of gold nanoparticles into the binding moiety increases the refractive index change upon binding to the microarray surface and therefore the signal observed. Furthermore, each nanoparticle is coated with numerous antibody molecules opening pathways for multivalent interactions between the modified nanoparticle and proteins immobilized on the surface of the microarray. The collective effect is an enhancement of the observed binding constant.

3. Experimental
In this research microarray substrates were fabricated to permit facile biomolecule patterning through the use of a handheld pipette. First, a thin film of chromium then gold is thermally evaporated through a deposition mask onto a freshly cleaned glass surface. Second, the remaining exposed glass surface is modified with a fluorinated
silane polymer to render the glass hydrophobic, allowing aqueous solutions to be confined to the gold spots.

Once modified, the microarray chips were prepared for protein immobilization by formation of an amine terminated self-assembled monolayer (SAM). SAMs were formed overnight in an ethanolic solution of HS(CH2)11NH2. Following monolayer formation, solutions of rabbit IgG, bovine IgG, and bovine serum albumin (BSA) were spotted on the surface and allowed to adsorb for 1 hour. The surface of the array was rinsed and the binding of anti-rabbit IgG (a-rIgG) and nanoparticles modified with anti-rabbit IgG was monitored using SPR imaging. Two different sizes of nanoparticles were used, 5 nm and 30 nm particles.

4. Results and discussion

Shown in figure 2 are the SPR difference images showing antibody (a) and modified nanoparticle (b) binding to rabbit antigen on the microarray surface. In both cases, antibody and nanoparticle modified with antibody, it can be noted that binding occurs specifically to the rabbit IgG. There is minimal non-specific adsorption to BSA and no cross-reactivity with bovine IgG. Therefore, binding of the modified nanoparticle is specific and governed by antibody-antigen interactions.

The next step involved evaluating the enhancement obtained by the presence of gold nanoparticles. For this, binding curves were created by incubating the microarray surface with increasing concentrations of antibody modified 5 nm or modified 30 nm particles. The results of these binding studies are shown in figure 3. Curve fitting software was used to fit the data and obtain a quantitative measure of the nanoparticle enhancement observed (table 1). The presence of a modified 5 nm particle decreased the dissociation constant over 10% while the modified 30 nm particle had a much greater effect, decreasing the dissociation constant by over 80%. The observed enhancement can be explained in terms of the greater refractive index change that occurs when an antibody modified...
A nanoparticle binds to the microarray surface relative to an unmodified antibody molecule (see fig. 1). Also, the presence of numerous antibody molecules per gold nanoparticle permits multivalent binding to the microarray surface, increasing the observed binding strength.

5. Conclusions
Nanoparticle mass tags provide an effective means to increase observed binding constants with SPR imaging. In this work, incorporation of a 30 nm particle modified with anti-rabbit IgG decreased the dissociation constant 7 fold over the control experiment. Further research in this area will provide greater insight into the mechanism of this enhancement and permit the monitoring of low affinity interactions using this technique.
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Table 1. Curve Fitting Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antibody (Ab)</th>
<th>$K_{D,Het}$ (nM)</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Slope Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antibody (Ab)</td>
<td>41.7 ± 1.0</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 nm + Ab</td>
<td>36.1 ± 1.2</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 nm + Ab</td>
<td>6.5 ± 1.0</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>6.2 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Binding curve for capture of anti-rabbit IgG and nanoparticles modified with anti-rabbit IgG.
SINGLE CELL DIFFERENTIAL IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY ANALYSIS USING HIGH DENSITY HYDRODYNAMIC CELL TRAPPING ARRAYS

Daniele Malleo*, Dino Di Carlo†, J. Tanner Nevill†, David Holmes*, Luke P. Lee†, Hywel Morgan*

*School of Electronics and Computer Science, University of Southampton, UK
†Department of Bioengineering, University of California at Berkeley

Abstract
We present a novel device for performing differential impedance spectroscopic analysis of single cells hydrodynamically captured in an array of trapping sites. The method combines the advantages offered by impedimetric analysis used for flow cytometry with the ability to capture multiple single cells and perform long-term transient and steady state analysis. We have tested the device by capturing single polystyrene beads and HeLa cells and measuring differential impedance responses.

Keywords: Single Cell Analysis, Differential Impedance Spectroscopy

1. Introduction
Impedance spectroscopy is by no means a novel method of analysis for tissues, cells and biomolecules[1]. Perhaps surprisingly, while other electrical methods of manipulation and sorting based on the dielectric properties of biological samples (dielectrophoresis, electrorotation) have found widespread utilization since the introduction of microfabrication and photolithography techniques, and in fact have greatly benefited from the inclusion in the μTAS and lab-on-chip paradigms, impedance spectroscopic methods have rarely been employed for the analysis of single cells, except for the case of flow cytometers.

Figure 1 The differential nature of the measurements decreases sensitivity to local fluctuations in temperature and medium ionic strength and also normalizes the readings for differences in electrode shape, areas and coverage, as well as counterelectrode wetting conditions.
Impedance spectroscopy is a label-free, all electrical method of analysis which allows quantitative measurements of cell characteristics and changes in their membrane, cytoskeleton and nucleus elicited by the introduction of chemical compounds.

The impedance signal from a biological sample is resultant from the combination of electrical resistance and molecular and ionic polarization following excitation by an electric field. Different processes are responsible for the polarization of biological tissues and cells. In the frequency range between 10 kHz and 10 MHz, the effective permittivity (a measure of polarizability) of biological cells undergoes a dispersion, commonly attributed to the accumulation of charges at the interfaces between the membrane and the aqueous phases (i.e. the cytoskeleton and the bathing medium). Traditionally, impedance measurements have been performed on bulk quantities of cells [2]; these are not sensitive to the occurrence of rare events and do not allow the identification of outliers in the data; temporal averaging effects also affect measurements performed on an ensemble of cells making it impossible to record and identify fast kinetic events. To address these issues we have fabricated a device, which utilising metal electrodes aligned to SU-8 cell traps allows the analysis of single cells following their hydrodynamic capture. The trap design follows closely the one demonstrated by D.D. in [3]. Whereas impedance flow cytometers [4] only probe cells for a fraction of a second and at high frequencies, this device allows a full spectrum scan, and the analysis of a cell can take place continuously for as long as needed or desired.

2. Fabrication

The chip is fabricated employing standard microfabrication techniques: evaporation and patterning of metal electrodes via wet-etch process, spinning and photolithographic patterning of SU-8 negative photoresist. ITO coated slides (Sigma-Aldrich) were clamped to the SU-8 structures to form channels and function as a common ground electrode. Trapping sites were designed for differential measurements and optimally sized for capture of single cells.

3. Results and discussion

As a proof of concept we loaded the device with a solution of 1% polystyrene
beads, 10μm in diameter, and following their capture in the traps, measured the impedance response. The impedance following capture of a single bead shows a significant increase (>50%) over frequencies up to 10 kHz. We also loaded and detected presence of a single HeLa cell in a trap. As expected the response due to a single cell is weaker (changes averaging ~5% across the spectrum were detected, with a 20% peak at 5kHz) than the response elicited by a polystyrene bead of similar size, due to the dielectric differences between cells (which respond like shells containing a medium as conductive as the external electrolyte) and beads (which are solid spheres of dielectric material). In fact, the system is more sensitive to changes in the phase response at higher frequencies (10kHz < f < 1 Mhz) when looking at HeLa cells. Already Cheung et al. had shown in [3] that where changes in |Z| do not allow successful discrimination, it might be necessary to rely on phase response changes.

In the current design, the device employs a large ground electrode, which while simplifying the fabrication process and relaxing the alignment tolerances - negatively affects the sensitivity of the impedance readings. This occurs because the metal lines that connect the measuring electrodes to the peripheral pads for external connection also run parallel to the ground electrode, thus contributing to a parasitic capacitance which reduces the sensitivity of the device to changes in impedance. To address this issue and improve the sensitivity of the measurements, we plan to pattern the ground electrode, thus reducing its active area to the location of the trapped cells only.

4. Conclusions
We have presented a device for performing differential impedance measurements of single cells captured in an array of trapping sites. We have shown that we can successfully detect presence of single HeLa cells. We are currently improving the device to electrically monitor the transient behavior of cancer cells exposed to antitumoral agents by exploiting the changes induced in the dielectric properties of the membrane and cytoskeleton.
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Surface Modification of Silicon Nanowires for the Development of Biosensor Chip
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Abstract
We have studied on an electrical detection of biomolecule using silicon nanowire (SiNW) chips that were obtained by nanowire transfer method. The ability of SiNW for sensing surface charge change was checked in various buffer solutions after glutamic acid was coupled to the silicon surface. Protein bindings on the SiNW were verified through biotin-streptavidin experiment. For finding optimal sensing condition for protein binding and sensitive analysis, various spacers with different chain length were introduced to the surface of SiNW.

Keywords: silicon nanowire, biosensor, protein binding, surface modification

1. Introduction
Silicon nanowire (SiNW) has attracted much interest in view of their unique properties, which provide high sensitivity, permitting real time label-free electrical detection and easy fabrication into high density nanoscale devices. So SiNW has been studied extensively as a prospective diagnosis sensor because of their ability for rapid and direct analysis of chemical and biological samples. Here, we report preliminary results of surface modification of SiNW chips for pH sensing and the detection of biomolecule.

2. Experimental
2.1. Fabrication of SiNW device
Well-aligned nanowires were obtained by micro-machining technology and were transferred onto an oxidized silicon substrate and the electrodes were fabricated for SiNW device (Fig. 1.).
2. 2. Conductivity test of SiNW according to pH change
Aminopropylsilane group was introduced to SiNW and glutamic acid was coupled to the amine groups of the surface. The ability of SiNW for sensing surface charge change was checked under various buffer solutions. (Fig. 2.)

2.3 Real time detection of streptavidin-biotin binding
Protein bindings on the SiNW were observed through the binding of streptavidin (17nM) on the biotin coupled SiNW. The binding event was easily checked by the increase of conductivity. To find the optimal binding condition, the distance between the biotin and the SiNW surface was controlled by introducing ε-aminocaproic acids(E) and β-alanines(B). We measured the initial conductivity signal (for 3 second) ratio of 170nM streptavidin to the saline buffer(S/B) according to the spacer length.
Fig. 3. (a) Introduction of biotin to the SiNW and detection of streptavidin; (b) Real-time detection of streptavidin on SiNW

![Image of Fig. 3](image_url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Ligand with spacer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Biotin-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Biotin-BEBE-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Biotin-BEBEBEBE-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Biotin-BEBEBEBEBEBE-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E: ε-aminocaproic acid, B: β-alanine

Fig. 4. Spacer effect on the initial conductivity measurement

![Image of Fig. 4](image_url)

3. Results and discussion
Conductivity of SiNW was changed according to the surface charge condition caused by protonation/deprotonation of the surface anchored functional groups of glutamic acid. At lower pH condition, the conductivity change of SiNW was less sensitive to the pH change. But the conductivity was sharply increased when the pH was passed the pKa of alpha-amino group. When streptavidin was bound to the biotin on the SiNW surface, the conductivity was increased and reached maxima after <30 min of incubation. Because streptavidin (pI=5~6) was negatively charged at the experimental buffer condition (pH7.4), the conductivity was increased as the amount of streptavidin was increased through binding. The longer spacer brings the better bindings of streptavidin, but caused the loss of sensitivity of SiNW, showing optimal spacer length for the detection of biomolecules. In conclusion, we have demonstrated a nano system which can detect a pH change of an aqueous solution and the in-situ binding event of biomolecules on SiNW.
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IN-SITU FLOW VELOCIMETER IN MICROCHIP USING NEAR-FIELD HETERODYNE GRATING METHOD
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Abstract

A simple optical technique was developed for flow rate measurements in a microchip using a simple optical setup. In principle, the motion and intensity of the photothermally excited grating-pattern was optically monitored. The dynamic range of flow rate measurement was 0.17 to 670 mm/s, which covers most chemical applications in a microchip.

keywords: flow velocimeter, optical detection, heterodyne detection, in-situ

1. Background

As the microchip sciences have progressed rapidly in recent years, much attention has been paid for methods for controlling a very small amount of liquid inside microchannels. Velocimeter for microchip has to satisfy the condition that it should not disturb fluid stream, and to realize in-situ measurement at specific points. However, fluid velocity is usually obtained indirectly by measuring the fluid quantity of liquid coming out of a microchip. There are a few possible methods for measurement of flow rate in a microchip. One of them is CMOS thermal sensor where change in thermal profile due to flow is detected using a CMOS sensor, but it is difficult to fabricate inside a microchip. Another one is particle image velocimeter (PIV), but it is not in-situ measurement because particles are introduced inside a microchannel. Photothermal methods are suitable for in-situ measurements, and recently a new photothermal technique, near-field heterodyne grating (NF-HDG) method, has been developed and it features compact optical setup and high sensitivity. In this report, in-situ velocimeter for microchip has been developed by applying NF-HDG method to a microchip.

2. Principle

Detailed principle of NF-HDG method was published elsewhere[1], and a brief explanation is given here. When pump light is irradiated on a grating fabricated on a top surface of a microchip, liquid inside a microchannel is irradiated like a striped pattern. If light-absorbing molecules are inside a microchannel, light is absorbed and heat is generated like the same striped pattern shown in fig.1(a). Since the refractive index of liquid depends on temperature, the striped pattern works as a temporal grating (thermal grating). When probe light is incident on the same grating shown in fig.1(b), a part of the probe light is diffracted by the grating at the top surface (reference light), while the rest of light is also diffracted by the thermal grating (signal) after passing through the grating on the surface. The mixed light of
signal and reference was detected by putting a detector at the 1st order diffraction spot, and this type of measurement is called heterodyne detection, which improves sensitivity of the signal. This heterodyne signal intensity depends on the phase difference between the signal and reference. Since the phase of the signal changes depending on the liquid velocity, the velocity can be measured by the intensity of the heterodyne signal. (Compare fig.2(b) and (c).)

Fig.1 Principle of the velocimeter based on photothermally induced thermal grating; (a) heat deposition like a stripe pattern on liquid inside a microchannel, (b) and (c) heterodyne signal generation when the diffractions at a top grating and thermal grating are constructively and destructively interfered, respectively.

3. Experiments and discussions
A microchip was prepared to have a transmission grating on a top surface of a microchip. (grating spacing: 20-80 µm, grating depth: <1 µm). (fig.2) In the optical setup, pump and probe light has wavelength of 532 and 633 nm in wavelength, respectively, and they were set collinearly and incident on the grating at the top surface. One of the 1st order diffraction light was detected by a photodiode. The pump light is mechanically chopped at 330 Hz, and a heterodyne signal was extracted by a lock-in amplifier. Rhodamine 6G aqueous solution (0.1 mM) was used as a sample solution. The channel size of a microchip has 100 and 30 µm in width and depth, respectively.

Fig.2 Bird’s eye view and sectional view of a manufactured microchip with gratings above microchannels.
The dependence of liquid velocity is shown in Fig.3. In the vertical axis, values were obtained by subtracting the heterodyne signal intensity at the liquid velocity of v from that at 0 mm/s. The value decreased as the liquid velocity, and reversed and started to increase around 20 mm/s and was saturated for higher velocities. It is possible to measure fluid velocity in the range of 0.11-670 mm/s, though the calibration method should be established because of this curve calibration curve.

One thing that should be considered carefully is the relation between the signal intensity change, flow rate and chopper frequency. During one period of chopper frequency (1/f), the thermal grating moves the distance v/f (v: flow rate). When this distance is a multiple of the grating period, the same condition for a signal is satisfied as long as the proposed principle is valid. However, the signal intensity change gradually increased after 20 mm/s. This flow rate is roughly close to the rate where flow travels for the distance of the grating spacing for the period of the chopper frequency. This means the proposed principle of detection is only valid for low flow rates <20 mm/s, and it is assumed that a different principle holds for high flow rates.

It is assumed that the thermal grating was smeared from a grating-like thermal profile due to high rates and that the smeared pattern of the thermal profile diffracted the probe light beam. In this case, diffracted light would be emitted in a wide range of directions, and some component was projected in the 1st order diffraction and it was mixed with the reference field.

Fig.3 Dependence of heterodyne signal intensities on the liquid velocity for low and high flow rate regions. The heterodyne signal at 0 mm/s is subtracted from that at v mm/s.

4. Summary

Using a new photothermal method, NF-HDG method, wide range of flow velocity inside a microchannel was successfully measured. It is possible to measure 0.11-670 mm/s, which corresponds to 0.33-2000 µl/min. Since this velocity range covers most of microchemical applications, it is expected that this method is useful as an in-situ monitoring of flow rate inside a microchannel.
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MICROFLUIDIC IMPEDANCE ASSAY FOR MONITORING ENDOTHELIN INDUCED CARDIOMYOCYTE HYPERTROPHY
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Abstract

In this paper, we report a new cardiomyocyte-based impedance sensing system with the assistance of dielectrophoresis cell concentration to monitor the dynamics process of Endothelin-1 induced cardiomyocyte hypertrophy.

Keywords: Cardiomyocyte hypertrophy, Impedance sensing, Endothelin-1

1. Introduction

Cardiac hypertrophy is an established and independent risk factor for the development of heart failure and sudden cardiac death that may be regulated by growth factor such as Endothelin-1 (ET-1). The majority of existing techniques to monitor hypertrophy in vitro is based on florescence probes designed to show morphological and biochemical alterations indicative of cardiomyocyte hypertrophy [1]. In this paper, a new cardiomyocyte-based impedance sensing system with the assistance of dielectrophoresis cell concentration is reported to monitor the dynamics process of Endothelin-1 induced cardiomyocyte hypertrophy.

2. Experimental setup

The cross section of the packaged device is shown in Figure 1. All fluids were injected into the chips using motor driven micropump. The flow rate in the main
channel of the bioprocessor was controlled by adjusting the pressure applied at the injector. The flow rate through the incubation chamber was controlled by applying a back-pressure at the chamber output using pressurized nitrogen. In this biochip, external valves at the input and output tubes were used to isolate the chip from the injection system during incubation. Figure 2(a) shows the biochip mounted onto a custom-made heated flow chamber with a built-in RTD temperature sensor. Electrical connections to the chips were established by using probes mounted on micromanipulators attached to the heated platform. Figure 2(b) shows the schematic chip layers. Figure 2(c) shows the top view of the biochip. DEP electrodes (Al) were used to concentrate cells from a dilute sample to form the cell monolayer with tight junctions and impedance electrodes (Cr-Au) were used to monitor the cardiomyocyte hypertrophy after the cell monolayer formation. Figure 2(d) shows the equivalent circuit model for impedance analysis.

![Figure 2: (a) Photograph of device with flow chamber; (b) Scheme of chip layer; (c) Scheme of chip top view; and (d) Equivalent circuit for analysis.](image)

### 3. Results and discussion

To assess the effects of ET-1 on the extent of cell-substrate adhesion, the changes in cell-substrate impedance were monitored after the addition of ET-1. Typical results are shown in Figure 3a. The addition of 100 nM induced a rapid increase in impedance after an initial lag phase of around 0.3h. ET-1 induced a significant increase in normalized resistance (Figure 3b). The effect of DEP concentration on the impedance spectrum with addition of ET-1 was also explored for two cases: 4.6×10^3 /mL and 5.3×10^4 /mL (Figure. 4(a)). DEP cell concentration method clearly increased the cell number on the impedance detection microelectrodes, the sensitivity of hypertrophy detection and made the low concentration sensing possible for very dilute cell suspensions. The correlation between fitting circuit components (R_c and C_c) and Endothelin-1 concentration shows a higher sensitivity if using R_c as the sensing parameter (Figure 4(b)). Studies herein were carried out to examine the feasibility of this impedance sensing system for Endothelin-1 induced cardiac myocyte hypertrophy.
An equivalent circuit model was also introduced to fit the impedance spectrum to fully understand the impedance sensing system.

**Figure 3:** (a) Effects of ET on adhesion of cardiac myocytes to the Extracellular Matrix (ECM); (b) Comparison of percentage increase in normalized resistance after addition of ET-1.

**Figure 4:** (a) Normalized impedance of cardiac myocytes injected into the bioprocessor at various concentrations; (b) Equivalent circuit parameter showing the correlation of variation of impedance to cardiomyocyte behavior.

5. Conclusion

In this work, a new cardiomyocyte-based impedance sensing system with the assistance of DEP cell concentration was developed to monitor the dynamic process of Endothelin-1 induced cardiomyocyte hypertrophy. By integrating the DEP cell concentration system with the impedance sensing device, we were able to significantly increase the sensitivity of the impedance system, which would reduce the time for detection by a significant factor.
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QUANTITATIVE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT OF MICRO-ELECTROPHORETIC FLOW USING TWO-COLOR LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE

Souichi Saeki*, Junichi Funakoshi*, Takashi Saito*, Kazuyuki Nakamura** and Teruo Nishida**
*Graduate School of Medicine, Yamaguchi University, JAPAN
**School of Medicine, Yamaguchi University, JAPAN

Recently, it is quite significant to construct a quantitative temperature measurement technique due to the integration of micro-electrophoresis systems. In general, Laser-induced Fluorescence (LIF) is used to measure the temperature field in a microchannel. However, this method strongly depends on the excitation intensity distribution which is generated by spatio-temporal intensity fluctuation of light itself and configuration of microchannel. Therefore, it is necessary to calibrate within each local region in image even when the observation area is fixed completely.

In our previous study, “Two-Color Laser-induced Fluorescence” (2CLIF) was proposed as quantitative temperature measurement in microchannel flow. Two fluorescent dyes were used as temperature dependent and independent dyes, which are excited by one excitation light. Fluorescences emitted from respective dyes could be separately acquired as two fluorescence images. The undesirable influence of excitation light could be eliminated in a ratio image calculated from the obtained images, because fluorescence intensity was an approximately linear function of excitation one. Therefore, it was possible to measure the temperature field quantitatively and simplify temperature calibration. Thus, 2CLIF was applied to the measurement of temperature distribution in microchannel and micro heat-transfer phenomenon was evaluated experimentally. In this paper, we represent the application of this method for micro-electrophoretic flow.

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the experimental setup structured by epi-fluorescence microscope and 2-camera adopter. 2-camera adopter can split the fluorescences from two dyes into particular wavelength bands, then the images can be obtained by the two cooled-CCD cameras. In this experiment, Rhodamine B (0.02mmol/l) and Rhodamine 110 (0.002mmol/l) were used as temperature dependent and independent fluorescence dyes, respectively. To apply to micro-electrophoretic flow, acetate buffer (100mmol/l) was dissolved to test solution. It was injected to microchannel by a syringe pump, and then sealed up. Two fluorescence images were obtained, and then the ratio image was calculated by dividing the Rhodamine B fluorescence image with Rhodamine 110 fluorescence image.

Figures 2 and 3 show the normalized fluorescence intensity distribution of Rhodamine B and normalized ratio value distribution at 20.0 [degree C] in temperature calibration experiment, respectively. The spatial error of ratio value was reduced about 90 % as compared with the one of Rhodamine B. Therefore, the proposed method is not in need of calibration within each local region. Figure 4 and 5 shows the temperature calibration curve of normalized fluorescence intensities and ratio value, respectively. As shown by Fig.6, the ratio value has not only temperature dependency, but also 86% smaller spatial error than single fluorescence intensity. Consequently, the present method can quantitatively measure a temperature field with the average accuracy 1.23 [degree C], and temperature sensitivity 1.32 [%/degree C].

Figure 6 shows a schematic view of micro-electrophoresis. Three platinum wires are put into each outlet of a glass-made microchannel. Electrophoretic flow was generated by changing applied voltage of wires from 0V to 2kV. Figures 7 and 8 shows temperature distribution in observation area before electrophoretic flow was generated and after 30 seconds, respectively. We consider this method can clarify joule-heating generated by hi-voltage applied in micro-electrophoretic devices.
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Fig. 2: Normalized intensity distribution of RhodamineB (T=20[degree C]).

Fig. 3: Ratio value distribution (T=20[degree C]).

Fig. 5: Calibration curve between temperature and normalized intensity of Rhodamine110 and RhodamineB.

Fig. 6: Schematic view of micro-electrophoretic flow measurement experiment.

Fig. 7: Temperature distribution in micro-electrophoretic flow (before).

Fig. 8: Temperature distribution in micro-electrophoretic flow (after 30 seconds).
OPTICAL AND IMPEDANCE DETECTION FOR ANALYSIS OF DNA HYBRIDISATION ON ENCODED MICRO-PARTICLES
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Abstract
We present a microfluidic device for the analysis of microfabricated “barcoded” particles. The optical (fluorescence and diffraction) and impedance properties of the SU8 particles are measured as they flow through the device. Electrical measurements are used to size the particles and trigger the data acquisition. The diffraction pattern produced by the individual particles uniquely identifies the particle and its chemical history (e.g. the DNA sequence on the particle surface). Fluorescence measurements are used to identify whether hybridisation of fluorescently labelled DNA has occurred.

key words: DNA, impedance, encoded particles, hybridisation, diffraction

1. Introduction
The limiting factor in high throughput combinatorial chemistry is the inability to analyse the massive number of molecules produced. This bottleneck is a major problem for the big pharma and others working in such fields as drug screening, DNA analysis, etc. [1]. To this end we have developed a microfluidic device capable of rapidly analysing the optical and impedance properties of individual encoded (optically barcoded) polymer particles [2] as they flow through the device. The particles are used as solid supports for the analyte under investigation (DNA in the present case). Each particle is identifiable by its optical diffraction pattern; allowing correlation between this unique code (associated with the particle’s chemical history) and the fluorescence and impedance measurements performed on the particle. We present data showing the system’s ability to detect DNA hybridisation on the surface of such encoded particles and distinguish between complementary and non-complementary sequences.

2. Materials and methods [3, 4]
Microfluidic chips were constructed as follows: 200 nm of platinum was evaporated onto 700 µm thick 4” pyrex wafers. The metal layer was patterned to form electrodes and polyimide used to form the flow channels. Two identically processed wafers were thermally bonded (EVG520/620, aligner bonder). Chips were diced from the wafers and inlet and outlet holes were drilled in the individual chips for fluidic access.
The barcoded particles were fabricated in SU8-5 with 1000 ppm Ni colloid (to increase the optical contrast). 50 nm thick sacrificial layer of Al was used to allow release of the SU8 particles from the silicon substrate.

The flow channel was imaged through an objective lens (x20 0.75 NA, Nikon). Light from a HeNe laser (632.8 nm, 10 mW) was focussed into the channel. Fluorescence emission was collected via the objective. The light was filtered (660 ± 20 nm), passed through a pinhole (50 μm) and detected using a photomultiplier. A second laser (532 nm, 20 mW) was used to read the barcodes (this time forming a narrow beam of collimated light emitted from the same objective). The far-field optical diffraction pattern was read using a CCD placed on-axis above the chip. The 0-order and 1st-order diffraction spots produced by the particle were read to identify the code.

Two pairs of detection electrodes in the channel allow impedance measurements at various frequencies. The signal is read using a high-speed instrumentation amplifier and lock-in amplifiers (SR844, Stanford Research). A low frequency (500 kHz) signal was used to trigger data collection and size the particle. Data was digitised using a 16-bit A/D card (National Instruments) and stored for post-processing.

DNA was attached to the SU8 particles as follows: particles were functionalised with an Fmoc-6-aminohexanoic acid spacer using standard amide coupling conditions (HOBt, TBTU, DMF). After deprotection, the amino groups were reacted with succinic anhydride in basic media to provide carboxylic acid groups on the particle surface. 5'-amino ssDNA (single stranded DNA) probes were attached to the carboxylic surface through amide coupling using EDC (Imidazole buffer). Particles were washed with Tween20 (0.02 %). ssDNA sequences (labeled with Cy5 at the 5' end) were incubated with the DNA coated SU8 particles in SSCE buffer. Samples were heated for 1 min at 90 ºC, shaken for 2 hrs at 45 ºC and overnight at 35 ºC. After hybridization particle samples were washed in PBS (0.05 % Tween20) and analysed on the microfluidic device and a commercial flowcytometer.

Figure 2. SU8 barcodes (length = 20 μm). The diffraction pattern from particle B is shown. The pattern is analysed as the particle flows in the microfluidic channel. Real time analysis is performed to identify the particle by measuring the distance between the 0 order and the ±1st order.
3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the system. The particles enter from the left and flow through the device. Dielectrophoresis is used to orientate the particles before they pass through the detection region. A photograph of the microfluidic chip is also shown.

Figure 2 shows the barcoded particles fabricated in SU8 and a diffraction pattern from one of the particles. Figure 3 shows data obtained from a mixture of two particle types (i.e. different codes with different DNA sequences on their surface) incubated with fluorescently labelled DNA; particles with complementary DNA fluorescence while those with the mismatch sequences (non-hybridising) have a lower fluorescence. Data from the microfluidic device is shown in figure 3 (b) and compares favourably with that from a commercial flowcytometer (BD-FACS Aria) figure 3 (a).

4. Conclusions

Diffractive barcodes were fabricated from SU8 using photolithography. DNA chemistry was performed on these particles. A microfluidic device was developed and shown to be capable of analysing the barcoded particles. The optical (diffraction pattern and fluorescence) and electrical properties of the particles were analysed as the particles flow through the system. We show the utility of the system to recognize DNA hybridization events on the surface of the particles. We are currently investigating the use of the system for DNA sequencing and other bio-chemical assays. Theoretical predictions suggest that several million distinct patterns can be encoded using particles of 50 µm in length [2], we are investigating this using nano-embossing techniques.
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TRANSIT TIME OF COLLOIDS IN CHEMICALLY FUNCTIONALIZED ARTIFICIAL PORES
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Abstract
We have developed a microfluidic device that measures the transit time of colloids flowing through an artificial pore functionalized with proteins. The sensing apparatus is purely electronic and consists of measuring the width of the electronic pulses generated when the colloids flow one by one through the pore. Having a resolution of ~50 μs, we are able to detect the increase in transit time due to the interactions between the colloids and the protein-coated pore walls.

Keywords: artificial pore, electronic sensing, protein-protein interaction

Introduction
Although the resistive-pulse sensing technique has been employed widely to sense, quantify, and determine the size of biological and artificial species such as colloids, cells, and DNA, very little attention has been given to the width of the electronic pulses generated when the analyte blocks the flow of current between the electrodes. In this paper, we measure the pulse widths of polystyrene colloids when they flow through a chemically-functionalized artificial pore, and we investigate the change in transit time due to the interactions between the colloids and the pore walls.

Theory
The transit time of colloids through the pore is based on resistive-pulse sensing technique: a non-conductive particle passing through a pore blocks the flow of current, thereby leading to a transient increase, or pulse, in the pore’s electrical resistance. Electronic pulses can be characterized in terms of their magnitude and width: the first is strictly related to the size of the particle, whereas the latter gives the time spent by the particle inside the pore (Figure 1).

In a Poiseuille flow combined with an electrokinetic flow, the transit time, \( \tau \), of a sphere flowing through a pore of radius \( R \) is given by \( L/V_p \) (1), where \( L \) is the pore length, and \( V_p \) is the particle velocity, which can be expressed as [1]:

\[
V_m(1-x^3)(c_1-c_2x^3) + V_e
\]

(2), where \( V_m \) is the Poiseuille velocity at the center of the pore, \( V_e \) is the electrokinetic velocity, \( x \) is the fractional distance from the axis, and \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are two correction coefficients which take...
into account the wall effects and the sedimentation velocity of the particle.

When the particle flows near a wall functionalized with proteins, the interaction between the particle surface and the protein results in a force, which is function of the nature of the interaction, the protein concentration inside the pore, and the shear rate of the flow. Based upon these assumptions, we can rewrite the velocity of the sphere inside a chemically functionalized pore as: \( V_\text{m} \left(1 - x^2\right)c_1 + V_\text{e}c_3 \) (3), where \( c_3 \) is a correction coefficient that is introduced to model the particle-wall interaction. The values of \( c_3 \) are comprised between 0 (permanent bond) and 1 (no interactions).

Experimental

Our microfluidic device consists of a 15 μm-wide, 15 μm-high, and 800 μm-long pore connecting two 30 μm-deep reservoirs. The device was fabricated using standard soft-lithography and molding techniques: photolithography was first used to pattern a master of the pore and reservoirs. Next, the master was cast in a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) slab that was subsequently sealed to a glass slide with previously patterned Ti/Pt electrodes.

The chemistry used to functionalize the pore consists of three steps: the oxygen plasma-cleaned glass surface is first treated with 3-aminopropylthrietoxysilane (APTES) to make amino groups appear. Second, a hetero-bifunctional cross-linker (ANB-NOS) is coupled with the amino-silane groups. Third, proteins are attached covalently to ANB-NOS cross-linker through activation with UV light. The link between the proteins and the cross-linker is achieved by incubation of the proteins inside the pore after the device fabrication. Incubation allows also the adsorption of proteins on the PDMS walls of the pore [2].

For our experiments, we used 9.95 μm SuperAvidin coated polystyrene colloids (Bangs Labs). The pore was functionalized using human Annexin V (R&D Systems), and the colloids were conjugated with anti-human Annexin V (R&D Systems). We performed all of our measurements using a four terminal probe technique to thus measure the pore current. A constant pressure of 10.5 kPa (1.5 psi) was used to drive the colloids (∼ 3.5 x 10^5 colloids/ml) through the pore.

Results and discussion

Figures 3A and B show the current across the pore as colloids flow through it. In particular, Figure 3A shows a typical measurement of SuperAvidin coated colloids flowing through a non-functionalized pore. In Figure 3B, SuperAvidin coated colloids were first conjugated with biotinylated anti-human Annexin V antibody (5 μg/ml) and then run through a pore functionalized with human Annexin V (50 μg/ml). There is a clear difference in pulse width as the colloids flow through a pore functionalized with Annexin V, whereas we did not measure any significant change in pulse magnitude.
To test the specificity of this interaction between the antibodies on the colloids and Annexin V on the pore walls, we also run a control experiment (Figure 4). Column a shows the mean transit time measured without any antibodies on the colloids or pore functionalization (6.70±0.24 ms). When SuperAvidin coated colloids flow through a pore functionalized with Annexin V, we measured a mean transit time of 7.20±0.50 ms (column b). We explain this shift in transit time as the result of non-specific interactions between the colloids and the Annexin V functionalized pore walls.

![Fig. 4: Summary of the mean transit time of colloids when flown in different conditions.](image)

**Fig. 4:** Summary of the mean transit time of colloids when flown in different conditions.

10.95±1.69 ms is the mean transit time that was found when the colloids conjugated with anti-human Annexin V were flown through a pore functionalized with Annexin V (column c). We attribute this increase in transit time in the presence of specific interactions between the colloids and the coated pore walls. These results clearly show that the presence of protein on the pore walls affects the flow of colloids flowing through it. We also demonstrate that the sensitivity of our electronic measurements allows to distinguish between specific and non-specific interactions.

**Conclusions**

In this paper we demonstrate our ability to use the resistive pulse sensing technique to sense the interactions between colloids flowing through an artificial pore and the chemically functionalized pore walls. We are currently working toward developing a more accurate model of the colloid–pore wall interactions and also using this technique to detect biomarkers on the cell surface [3].
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ABSTRACT
SPR (surface plasmon resonance) sensors have been widely used in chemistry and biology to study binding affinity and kinetics. In this work, we report a novel integrated approach to a SPR sensor. Our sensor consists of a polymer waveguide and a MSM (metal-semiconductor-metal) photodetector on a GaAs substrate. This planar integration enables the direct opto-electric signal conversion without resorting to a separate bulk optical component and facilitates further integration of a light source. We have designed, fabricated and tested a micro SPR sensor with an integrated MSM photodetector. We have verified the functionality of a waveguide-based SPR sensor and a MSM photodetector in this first phase investigation.

Keywords: SPR sensor, Photodetector, Integrated optics, Polymer waveguide

1. INTRODUCTION
Most of commercially available Kretschmann type SPR sensors consist of a light source, a polarizer, a prism, and a photodetector. From this configuration, bulk optical components are unavoidable; therefore it is difficult to make a small planar device. An alternative approach to miniaturization of the SPR sensor utilizes a waveguide with spectral interrogation [1]. However, the planar miniaturization of the light source and detection parts has not yet addressed. A novel design concept of a photodetector-integrated SPR sensor is introduced in this work.

2. DESIGN
The device consists of a waveguide-based SPR sensor head and a MSM photodetector coupled to the end of the waveguide. Figure 1 illustrates the sensor structure, in which a 3-D view and a cross-sectional view are shown in (a) and (b), respectively.

3. FABRICATION
The fabrication process starts with a MSM photodetector on a GaAs substrate. A silicon dioxide layer was deposited and patterned as a buffer layer for the suppression of dark current between electrodes and also for the improvement of the breakdown characteristics. Interdigitated electrodes with 2.5 μm-width and gap sitting on GaAs substrate convert the light coupled to metal-semiconductor-metal region into an electrical signal. A siliconoxynitride layer was deposited and patterned to have high thickness in a SPR sensor head region to minimize the coupling of the guided light into the GaAs substrate while its thickness was reduced in a MSM photodetector region to maximize the light coupling.
A 1.3 μm-width and 0.6-μm depth groove was patterned on the siliconoxynitride layer between the sensor head and the photodetector, forming a reversed-ridge type waveguide with SU-8 polymer layer. A 50 nm-thick and 750-μm length of gold sensing layer was deposited on the waveguide to construct a SPR sensor head. As a final step, Cytop™ layer was patterned over the MSM photodetector region with a 200-nm thick metal cover layer. The cover layer is for preventing any background light from entering the MSM photodetector and for preserving the internally reflected light. The fabricated device is shown in Figure 2.

4. TEST
A waveguide-based SPR sensor head and a waveguide-coupled MSM photodetector were tested separately. In the experiment, a light from a Ti-Sapphire tunable laser was focused with a microscope objective lens and launched into the waveguides. For the SPR sensor head test, a range of refractive index liquids were applied on the sensor head and wavelengths were scanned from 730 nm to 800 nm. The end facet of the device was imaged with another microscope objective lens. The signal was collected with an external photodetector. The electrical signal strength depending on the coupled light intensity was measured for the characterization of the waveguide-coupled MSM photodetector. Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of the experiments.
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Figure 3. Experimental set up for (a) a SPR sensor head (b) MSM photodetector-integrated sensor

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 (a), (b) and (c) show SPR absorption spectrum variation depending on the refractive index of the sample liquid that was applied on the sensor head within the scanned wavelength range, which verifies the functionality of the SPR sensor head. Figure 4 (d) shows electrical signals from the integrated photodetector. The electrical signal is linearly dependent upon the plug-in light intensity. The test results showed working conditions of the individual component. The verification of the sensor function as a whole is underway. This development promises a fully integrated SPR sensor system based on integrated optics.
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Figure 4. (a)-(c) SPR absorption spectrum variation depending on refractive index of sample liquid and (d) electrical signal strength depending on the waveguide coupled light intensity.
EXTRACTION BEHAVIOR OF LANTHANOID(III) SPECIES USING DIHEXYL-N,N-DIETHYLCARBAMOYL METHYLPHOSPHONATE IN THE MICROCHEMICAL CHIP

Yuya Takahashi, Hiroyasu Hotokezaka and Yasuhisa Ikeda
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Abstract
In order to separate actinoid(III) (An(III)) from lanthanoid(III) (Ln(III)) efficiently using microchemical chip, we have studied the extraction behavior of Sm(III) from aqueous phase to organic containing dihexyl-N,N-diethylcarbamoylmethylphosphonate (CMP). From the results, distribution rates (D) increase with increasing CMP, NO$_3^-$ concentrations. These extractions are achieved within 2-3 s.

Keywords: radioactive liquid wastes, extraction, thermal lens microscope lanthanoid(III), dihexyl-N,N-diethylcarbamoylmethylphosphonate.

1. Introduction
In the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, radioactive liquid wastes containing transuranium elements and fission products (FPs) are produced. For environmental safety, it is necessary to separate long-lived radionuclide, especially the separation of An(III) from Ln(III). Usually, it is difficult to separate An(III) from Ln(III), because of their similarity of chemical properties. One of the methods for separating them is a liquid-liquid extraction using selective extractants. CMP (Figure 1) has been known to be one of selective extractants for An(III) and Ln(III) [1-2]. However, the conventional liquid-liquid extraction methods using CMP do not have high performance on the viewpoints of decontamination factor (DF). Using microchemical chip extraction, following advantages can be expected to be produced, (1) short time extraction (2) forming multi-phase laminar flow [3]. Hence, it may be expected that nuclides would be separated efficiently in the microchemical chip. In this work, extraction behavior of Sm(III) in the microchemical chip was studied using thermal lens microscope (TLM), which is suitable for detecting the species in microchemical chip [4-5].

2. Experimental
The LiNO$_3$ solution was prepared by dissolving LiNO$_3$ into 0.01 M (M = mol·dm$^{-3}$) HNO$_3$. Sm(NO$_3$)$_3$ was dissolved in LiNO$_3$ and HNO$_3$ solutions. These were used as the aqueous solutions. CMP was diluted with tetrachloroethylene was used as an organic phase.

Figure 1. Structural formula of CMP.
An experimental setup for microchemical chip extractions is shown in Figure 2. In the extraction experiments, aqueous solutions were introduced in microchemical chip by microsyringe pump at 300 μl/h, and organic solutions of 0.8 M CMP, 1.0 M CMP, and 1.5 M CMP were introduced at 200, 140, 50 μl/h, respectively. These two solutions form two-phase laminar flows in microchannel shown in Figure 2. To determine Sm(III) concentrations, thermal lens signal (TLS) intensities of Sm(III) solutions in microchannel were measured by thermal lens microscope (TLM). TLS intensities of Sm(III) in aqueous phases were increased linearly with increasing concentrations of Sm(III) (Figure 3)[6]. By using these plots, Sm(III) concentrations in aqueous phases at various positions in microchannel were analyzed and plotted against the length from the interflow point (contact length) (Figure 4). Conventional liquid-liquid extraction were carryed out with volume ratios, which were consistent with flow rate ratios of aqueous and organic solutions.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 4 shows the plot of Sm(III) concentration against the contact length for the extraction using 1 M LiNO₃ as aqueous phase and 0.8 M CMP as organic phase.
phase. It was found that Sm(III) concentrations decrease with contact length and that the extraction equilibrium is achieved at 100mm from the interflow point. These indicate that the extraction equilibrium is reached by 2-3 s. D values of Sm(III) extractions were shown in Tables 1 and 2. The D values are increase with increasing concentrations of CMP and NO$_3^\text{-}$ . The D values in MCC system were consistent with those in the conventional liquid-liquid extraction. Furthermore, as mentioned above, the extraction of Ln(III) using MCC can be performed very rapidly.

This leads to the decrease in the radiation damage of extractants and diluents, and to the reduction of second radioactive wastes. Therefore it would be possible to achieve several extractions in short time to make high separation factors.
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Table 1 Distribution ratios of Sm(III) in the extraction using the microchemical chip and the conventional liquid-liquid extraction at different nitrate condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 M LiNO$_3$</th>
<th>3 M HNO$_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional liquid-liquid extraction</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.0</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microchemical chip extraction</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Organic phase: tetrachloroethylene containing 0.8 M CMP.

Table 2 Distribution ratios of Sm(III) in the extraction using the microchemical chip and the conventional liquid-liquid extraction at different CMP concentrations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0.8 M CMP</th>
<th>1.5 M CMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional liquid-liquid extraction</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microchemical chip extraction</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.5 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aqueous phase: 3 M HNO$_3$ solution containing Sm(III).
DEVELOPMENT OF LIQUID/LIQUID OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE WITH MISCIBLE SOLVENTS AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE OBSERVATION OF 1-ANILINO-8-NAPHTHALENE SULFONATE AT THE TETRAHYDROFURAN/WATER INTERFACE
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Abstract

Constructed were liquid/liquid optical waveguides (LLWs), which have a liquid-core/liquid-cladding structure. In particular, the characteristics of the tetrahydrofuran (THF)/water LLW were investigated and this LLW was applied to the observation of the ion-pair extraction of a solvatochromic fluorophore, 1-anilino-8-naphthalene sulfonate (ANS), and hexadecyltrimethyl-ammonium ion (CTA) from the water phase to the THF phase.

Keywords: Liquid/liquid Optical Waveguide, Tetrahydrofuran, 1-Anilino-8-naphthalene Sulfonate

1. Introduction

Liquid/liquid optical waveguides (LLWs), which have a liquid-core/liquid-cladding structure, have firstly been proposed by us [1, 2]. The LLWs have been fabricated by using the flow of liquids from concentric glass capillaries into an outer glass capillary. Both immiscible solvents (e.g., toluene/water, diethyl ether/water and etc.) and miscible solvents (e.g., tetrahydrofuran (THF)/water, 5%NaCl aqueous solution/water, and etc.) can be used to form the LLWs. Our purpose is to use the LLWs as tools for studying the liquid/liquid interfaces, although the concept of the LLW has recently been extended to the microchip, and its potentialities as an optical switch and an evanescent coupler in micro-fluidic chips have also been investigated by Wolfe, et al and Tang, et al [3-5].

In this work, firstly, the characteristics of the THF/water LLW were investigated. Then, we set up a simple question in order to evaluate the LLW as a tool for studying the interfaces. That is, can we directly observe the solvent extraction process between miscible solvents with the LLW? To answer the question, we selected the ion-pair extraction of 1-anilino-8-naphthalene sulfonate (ANS) and hexadecyltrimethyl-ammonium (CTA) from the water phase to the THF phase as an example and the behaviors of the ion-pair in the LLW were studied.
2. Experimental

The experimental set up of the THF/water LLW and its photo are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The outer capillary was a quartz tube (1.1 mm i.d., 150 mm long) and the inner capillary was a stainless tube (0.31 mm i.d., 0.51 mm o.d, 100 mm long). The outer and inner capillaries were assembled with T-joints, and the inner capillary was partially inserted into the outer capillary. THF ($n_D = 1.41$) flowed into the inner capillary as the organic phase, while water ($n_D = 1.33$) or an aqueous solution flowed into the outer capillary as the aqueous phase. An optical fiber (SF-112, Sumita Optical Grass, Inc., Japan, 0.175 mm o.d., UV transmitted, NA = 0.20) was inserted into the inner capillary. The source light, which was provided by a Nd-YAG laser (15 Hz, 355 nm, 4 mJ), was introduced into the inner flow through the optical fiber. Fluorescence signals and scattering lights from the LLW were collected through the light guide, which was placed close to the surface of the outer capillary and was moved from the tip of the inner capillary to the end of the LLW along with the outer capillary. Then, the light signals were sent to a multichannel CCD detector (PMA-11, Hamamatsu Photonics Co., Japan) and spectra of 350-700 nm were obtained. The gravity-driven method was applied to send the solutions where their flow rates were adjusted with changing the levels of their surfaces in the reservoirs.

3. Results and discussion

The LLW was stable up to at least 150 mm in the range of 1 to 2 cm s$^{-1}$ of linear velocities of both flows. The most stable LLW was obtained at ca. 11.3 for the ratio of the aqueous phase flow rate to organic phase where the linear velocities of water and THF were almost the same.

The ion-pair formation of ANS and CTA and its extraction could be observed at pH 11 with the bulk solution system of toluene and water, while they did not occur at pH 3 and 7. Thus, the aqueous solution containing 10 μM of ANS and CTA at pH 11 was
used for the outer flow of the LLW, and the fluorescence spectra of ANS were monitored along with the outer capillary of the LLW. The changes in the intensity at 484 nm and the $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ of ANS spectra at pH 3 and 11 were shown in Figure 3. The data at pH 3, where the ion-pair formation did not occur, were also taken for the comparison. At pH 3, almost the same results as those without the addition of CTA were obtained, i.e., the gradual increase in the intensity and no change in the $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ of 484 nm, which corresponds to that of ANS in ca.70% THF, were observed. On the other hand, the further blue shift of the $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ was clearly observed at pH 11. The fluorescence of ANS increased then turned to decrease at the middle course of the LLW (Figure 3), while that at 472 nm ($\lambda_{\text{max}}$, ca.95% THF) gradually increased (data is not shown) and the wavelength of 472 nm became the $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ of the spectra after ca. 90 mm from the tip (Figure 3). Such blue-shift was not observed without CTA at pH 11 (data is not shown). Moreover, the existence of CTA in the bulk solution of the mixture of THF and water did not bring any spectral change of ANS fluorescence. It means that the ion-pair formation itself does not cause the spectral change of ANS in the THF/water mixture. These facts strongly suggest that the accelerated diffusion of the ion-pair into the THF phase, which caused the further blue shift of the $\lambda_{\text{max}}$, was clearly observed; the $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ of 472 nm corresponds to that in ca. 95% THF. In other words, the extraction process between miscible solvents could be observed using this LLW technique.

Figure 3  Intensity and $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ of ANS fluorescence spectra with THF/water LLW. The aqueous solution containing 10 μM ANS and 10 μM CTA was used as the outer flow. The length of the LLW was ca. 150 mm. The linear velocity of both phases was 1.1 cm s$^{-1}$.
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EVALUATION OF HYBRIDIZATION KINETICS OF MOLECULAR BEACONS WITH NUCLEIC ACIDS USING PICOLITER MICROFLUIDIC DROPLET WITH MILLISECOND RESOLUTION
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Abstract
A microfluidic droplet analysis platform is developed for evaluating the hybridization kinetics of nucleic acid assays. In this platform molecular beacons (MB) and different sequence of nucleic acids are rapidly mixed in picoliter droplets and flown one-by-one through microchannels. Specific nucleic acid hybridization is evaluated by the accumulated fluorescence emitted from the droplets. This process does not require immobilization and stringent washing processes and is highly sensitive compared to conventional nucleic acid detection methods. The hybridization rates of MB with nucleic acids are determined by the mixing efficiency in picoliter-sized microdroplets. The hybridization kinetics is observed at millisecond resolutions. This nucleic acid assay platform can be the basis for an integrated rapid nucleic acid detection system that is programmable and requires only a few micro liters of sample.

Keywords: FRET, molecular beacon, hybridization, micro-droplet, micro-mixer

1. Introduction
Molecular beacon (MB) is a unique class of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) molecules. The biochemical and optical properties of a MB makes it useful as a molecular probe for assays that do not require hybridization solid substrates or washing steps in conventional nucleic acids detection methods [1]. Molecular beacons are synthesized as single stranded nucleic acid molecules that are constructed by stem and loop structures. A MB becomes fluorescent only when the probe encounters the complementary target ssDNA as show in figure 1. MB also has outstanding capability for the selective detection of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) and multiplex target nucleic acid detection [2]. Kinetic measurement of fast chemical reactions in bulk solution is difficult due to two major problems typical of diffusion-based reactions: Slow mixing rate for reagents and large reagent dispersions. Since the mixing efficiency is not fast enough in flows with low Reynolds number, these problems still exist in microfluidic biochemical system [3].

Figure 1. The stem potion of the MB remains closed, if no complimentary ssDNA exists in the solution and has very low background fluorescence intensity. The MB will be fluorescent once it hybridizes with its complementary target ssDNA. After MB hybridized with its target ssDNA, the signal to noise (background) ratio of fluorescence intensities can reach as high one hundred with optimal design.
2. Experimental

The design schematic of a PMRI platform device is shown in figure 1. When the aqueous phase flows into the center channel from two different inlets, the merged single stream is pinched-off by the shear force from the side oil streams and forms the picoliter droplets. The PMRI devices were fabricated in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) by using soft lithography techniques. The PDMS replica and a clean microscope glass slide were treated with air plasma for 1 min and brought together to form an irreversible seal. Polyethylene tubing was inserted into the inlets of the microfluidic channel. Syringe pumps were used to drive the liquid into the microchannels. The height of the channel is 50 μm, and the length of channel is 25 mm.

The microfluidic-based droplet system developed by our lab and others [4] was designed to extract the kinetic parameters of hybridization between MB and target ssDNA as shown in figure 2. The reagents are rapidly mixed in microdroplets as it is moving in a winding channel [5]. The hybridization reaction was recorded with 100 milliseconds resolution. We can observe that fluorescence of MB fills entire droplet after the fourth turn of the winding microchannel, i.e. around 500 μm position as shown in figure 3. Since the velocity of droplet is 8625 μm/sec, the mixing time is around 58 ms. The fluorescence image of the MB hybridization was acquired by a 10 seconds accumulated exposure. The total required solution is less than 400 nanoliter. Based on this result, we know the MBs hybridize to the targets instantly once mixing starts. With the rapid mixing in picoliter droplets, we are able to evaluate the hybridization kinetics of MB both in varying the length of MB stem portion and the concentrations of target ssDNA as shown in figures 4 and 5. The hybridization reaction between MBs and target nucleic acids involves both the binding of loop portion with target nucleic acid binding, and the opening of the hairpin structure. The sequence of molecular beacon (MB-BRCA1) for complimentary DNA detection is Cy3-5'-CCTAGCCCTATGTATGCTCTTTGTTTGGCTAGG-3'-BHQ2. The sequence of complimentary DNA (cDNA) for MB-BRCA1 is 5'-TAAC-ACAAAGAGATACATAGG-GTTT-3'. We designed another three different DNA sequences to characterize the kinetics of MB hybridization. "SNP-M" sequence has single nucleotide polymorphism at the center of the cDNA sequence: 5'-TAAC-ACAAAGAAaCATACATA GG-GTTT-3'. "2NP-ME" sequence has two nucleotide polymorphisms. They are located at the middle and end portions of cDNA: 5'-TAAC-ACAAAGAAaCATACATgGG-GTTT -3'. "3NP-M" sequence has three nucleotide

Figure 2. The layout of the designed picoliter droplet generation system and the winding channel for mixing. Pinch-off area channel width is 30 μM. The width, height and length of microchannel in the mixing region are 75 μm, 50 μm and 25 mm respectively. The angle at turning corner of the winding channel is 90 degree. The droplet diameter is 54.5 μm and volume is 238.5 picoliter.

Figure 3. The threshold fluorescence image (all pixels those have intensity higher than two are marked) of fluorescent droplets moving in the winding channel. The fluorescence of MB- BRCA1 fills the microdroplet after the forth turn of winding channel, i.e. 58 ms. The chaotic advection mixing was induced by the winding geometry of the microchannel.
polymorphisms. They are all located at the middle of cDNA: 5'-TAAC-ACAACAAAGgatATACATAGG-GTTT-3'.

3. Results and conclusions

All the MB and nucleic acids hybridization measurements were implemented under same conditions. The concentration of MB is 0.5 μM and all DNA concentrations are 2.5 μM. Figure 4 shows the comparison of the fluorescence intensities changes of MB-BRCA1 when it hybridized with above mentioned four DNA sequences. The 3NP-M sequence has the lowest fluorescence intensity and it is close to the background of molecular beacon. The 2NP-ME has the fluorescence intensity slightly higher than the 3NP-M, since it has only two nucleotides polymorphism. The fluorescence intensity of SNP-M sequence is about two and half times higher than the 2NP-ME one, but it is still much lower than the complimentary DNA. This result shows that this designed molecular beacon is very selective and sensitive to single nucleotide polymorphism.

The hybridization process consists of the following three steps: (1) the target ssDNA adheres to part of the loop domain of the MB, which remains closed, (2) as the number of stem portion base pair “unzipped”, the stem portion gradually opens. (3) hybridizing with the rest of loop portion, and the stem portion totally opens. Of these three steps, the reaction-determining steps are (1) and (2), since it takes time for the target nucleic acids to overcome the energy barrier of separating stem portion. This microfluidic droplet platform can have hybridization event resolutions as high as a few milliseconds. Future work will remove barriers to evaluate the hybridization kinetics at millisecond resolution by optimizing the mixing rate of reagents, flow velocity of the droplets, and the sensitivity of CCD camera.
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NMR STUDY ON THE TAUTOMERIC EQUILIBRIUM OF ACETYLACETONE CONFINED IN EXTENDED-NANO SPACE
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Abstract

We examine size-dependence of the tautomeric equilibrium between keto and enol tautomers of acetylacetone (Hacac) in water confined in hundred-nanometer-sized channels on a microchip (called extended-nano space) by using ¹H-NMR spectroscopy. The results showed that keto tautomers of Hacac increase with decreasing in the sizes, and that water polarity changes by size-confinement.

keywords; tautomeric equilibrium, NMR, extended-nano space, dielectric constant, acetylacetone

1. Introduction

Micro-nano chemical systems on a chip have been received much attention for a variety of applications in chemical analysis. We have focused on that an extended-nano space has become an experimental tool for characterizing behaviors of liquid-phase molecules. Previously, we have studied size-confinement effects on physicochemical properties of water molecules. By capillarity and time-resolved fluorescent measurements of water confined in extended-nano spaces, we have clarified that viscosity and dielectric constant of the confined water were different from those in bulk water [1]. NMR relaxation measurements of confined water showed slower intermolecular motions and higher proton mobility rather than bulk water [2]. Such unique properties may enable to influence on the chemical equilibrium and reactions in solutions.

Hence, we examine size-dependence of keto-enol tautomeric equilibrium of Hacac, which is strongly dependent on polarity of solvents such as dielectric constant ($\varepsilon$) in water (See Figure 1), and discuss the size-confinement effects on the polarity of water molecules.

\[
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Figure 1. keto-enol equilibrium of Hacac
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2. Experimental

Extended-nano spaces (equivalent diameter: 202 nm - 3000 nm) were fabricated on the synthetic quartz glass by electron beam lithography and plasma etching. The fabricated plate was thermally bonded with cover plate in a vacuum furnace at 1080°C, and was cut in 4 mm width by diamond cutter (See Figure 2). Measurements of \(^1\)H-NMR spectra were carried out with JEOL 500 MHz NMR under nitrogen gas flow.

\[ KEQ = \frac{[\text{keto}]}{[\text{enol}]} \]

3. Results and discussion

We made \(^1\)H-NMR spectrum measurement of Hacac in water, and evaluated keto-enol equilibrium of Hacac based on peak area ratio of methyl group of keto form to that of enol one (\(KEQ = \frac{[\text{keto}]}{[\text{enol}]}\)). As shown in Figure 3, keto form of Hacac increased drastically with decreasing the sizes at around 500 nm. The \(KEQ\) values of bulk and 202 nm are 3.7 and 4.8, respectively. The tendency of \(KEQ\) corresponds to enhancement of polarity by size-confinement, because keto form of Hacac increases with increasing in polarity of solvent.

To explain such phenomena, we measured temperature-dependence of keto-enol equilibrium of Hacac confined in extended-nano spaces at 0 to 30°C, and examined size-confinement effects on thermodynamic parameters such as

\[ KEQ = \frac{[\text{keto}]}{[\text{enol}]} \]
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Figure 3. Size-dependence of peak area rate (\(KEQ = \frac{[\text{keto}]}{[\text{enol}]}\)) of Hacac confined in extended-nano space, in the range of 202 to 3000 nm at 20°C. The dotted line is the \(KEQ\) value in bulk water (\(KEQ = 3.7\)).
enthalpy ($\Delta H$) and entropy ($\Delta S$) due to van't Hoff’s plot ($\ln K_{eq} = -\Delta H/RT + \Delta S/R$). Figure 4 shows size-dependence of $\Delta H$ and $\Delta S$ of Hacac in water. Both $\Delta H$ and $\Delta S$ values decreased with decreasing in sizes at around 500 nm. The reduction means that keto form of Hacac is energetically and structurally stable. From these results, we concluded that in bulk space the Hacac and water have hydration structures as shown in Figure 5(a), while in extended-nano spaces the water molecules form well-ordered hydrogen bonding networks from surface and the C=O of Hacac molecules and water molecules are structured as shown in figure 5(b). This would result in changes of polarity of water by size-confinement.

![Figure 4. Size-dependence of enthalpy ($\Delta H$) and entropy ($\Delta S$) of Hacac confined in extended-nano space, in the range of 202 to 3000 nm](image)

![Figure 5. Concept model of water and Hacac (a) bulk space: hydration structure (b) extended-nano space: the C=O of Hacac molecules and water molecules are structured](image)
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Abstract
Fundamental properties of micro supercooling flow were demonstrated. We found that the freezing temperature of water depends on surface properties and size. The lowest freezing temperature was observed as -28 ºC in the 70-μm-wide microchannel modified with hydrophobic group. Then, we confirmed the freezing temperature was independent of flow. Furthermore, we found micro supercooling flow can be realized for organic solvents.

1. Introduction
Microscale fluid in microchannels has attracted attention as a special fluid having characteristics which are not observed on a macro scale. Water can remain in a supercooled liquid state at a temperature below the melting point where ice nucleation may be prevented. According to classical nucleation theory, the rate of nucleation depends on the number of water molecules. We have reported micro supercooling flow formation and its application to asymmetric synthesis [1]. However, fundamental properties of the micro supercooling flow have not been elucidated. In this paper, in order to clarify fundamental properties of the supercooling flow, freezing temperature was measured.

2. Experimental
Figure 1 shows experimental setup for measurement of freezing temperature inside microchannels. The microchips were put on a temperature controlling stage. Distilled water was introduced by a syringe pump into the microchannel. In the freezing point measurements, the flow in the microchannel was stopped except when measuring flow-dependence. The phase transition in the microchannels were judged from CCD images. At the beginning of the measurements, microchip temperature was controlled at 5 ºC and kept there 5 min. Then, temperature was decreased at the rate of 1.0 ºC/min until the pre-selected temperature was reached, and water in the microchannel was observed for 10 min. If freezing was observed during this time, this temperature was recorded as the freezing point. If it was not seen, the stage temperature was increased to 5 ºC (initial state), and then, the temperature was...
decreased (1.0 °C/min) until the next selected temperature was reached, and water was observed for 10 min again. This operation was repeated until the water froze and the freezing point was recorded.

Figure 1 Illustration of experimental setup. The microchip is fixed on a temperature control stage, and liquid in the microchannel is observed by a microscope.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the freezing point in the microchannels having a various dimensions. The diamond and circle show the freezing point in the microchannels having a bare glass surface and a hydrophobic surface, respectively. The hydrophobic surface was prepared by modifying octadecylsilane (ODS) group. In case of the hydrophobic surface, the freezing point of water decreased with decreasing the dimension. This tendency indicates that possibility of nucleation decreased with reducing surface area or liquid volume, which coincided with the classical nucleation theory. Contrastively, in case of the bare surface, the freezing point was -15 °C and was independent of the dimension. Generally saying, interactions between bare glass surface and water include various complicated phenomena. Although we cannot decide the reason why the freezing point was independent of the dimension, some chemical interaction governed the freezing process.

Table 1 Dimensions of the microchips and freezing points of water in the microchannel having hydrophobic or hydrophilic surfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microchip #</th>
<th>Width (μm)</th>
<th>Depth (μm)</th>
<th>Freezing temperature of water (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hydrophilic surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, we verified dependence of the freezing temperature on flow rate in the microchannel having a 100-μm width with a hydrophilic glass surface. The flow rate...
was set from 0.1 μl/min to 2.0 μl/min, which corresponds to averaged flow velocity of 0.42 mm/s to 8.33 mm/s. The freezing point was independent of the flow rate.

Figure 2 shows degree of freezing of several normal alcohols. Degree of supercooling is defined as \((T_m - T_f)/T_m\), where \(T_f\) is experimental freezing temperature, and \(T_m\) is melting point (literature value). Here, we found micro supercooling flow can be applied not only for aqueous solution, but also for various kinds of organic solvent.

By utilizing these features, the micro supercooling flow can be utilized in organic synthesis, analytical chemistry, physical chemistry and biochemistry.

4. References

IN-SITU MEASUREMENT OF THE PHOTOOXIDIZATION PROCESS OF ALKANETHIOL SELF-ASSEMBLED MONOLAYERS USING DUAL-CHANNEL QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICROBALANCE
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Abstract
We demonstrate in-situ measurement of the photooxidation process of alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers using a Dual-channel Quartz Crystal Microbalance (D-QCM) sensor that uses spherically contoured resonators to acoustically separate sensing channels for simultaneous compensation of environmental disturbances. Using a photolithographic method to make the D-QCM, the reference channel used in parallel with the sensing channel has almost the same resonant frequency and temperature coefficient of frequency. As a result, mass changes of 10-ppm order accuracy were observed under strong ultraviolet radiation over 4 days. Using the D-QCM, we can success to measure photoconversion from thiolate to sulfonate during UV irradiation.

Keywords: Microfabrication, QCM, SAM, Dual-channel, Photooxidization

1. Introduction
Generally, the sensor response is not associated with the quantity being measured because of environmental drift such as temperature. It is well known that photooxidation by UV exposure leads to temperature drift. Frequency errors due to this temperature drift limit the accuracy of the mass measurement. For example, an AT-cut resonator (9 MHz fundamental mode) shows at least a 1 ppm frequency shift for each 1 K of temperature change. This frequency error of 1 ppm equates to several molecular layers of water. Therefore, mass change can not be accurately determined during strong UV irradiation.

To compensate for the environmental disturbance and provide sub-atomic-layer resolution, we have developed a Dual-channel Quartz Crystal Microbalance (D-QCM) using the photolithographic method. The use of photolithography is very important because two sensors need to be fabricated spatially close in order to cancel environmental disturbances. For miniaturization, it is known that the reduction of unwanted spurious responses is of paramount importance to avoid vibration coupling[1]. In order to reduce the generation of spurious modes and obtain a high quality resonator, we decided to fabricate a convex shaped QCM. Conventionally, the convex crystal resonator has been produced by polishing and has some problems, for example, difficulty in miniaturization and bulk fabrication and surface damage on the polished side. Recently, we have developed reactive-ion etching technology for quartz and glass [2] and this technology has been applied to the manufacture of convex type quartz-crystal resonators [3,4]. Combining the photolithographic and dry etch processes offers new promising approaches to the manufacture of QCMs with high Q, small diameters and monolithic integration on a substrate.

2. Experimental
The schematics of the experimental set-up and the optical photograph of the D-QCM are shown in Figure 1. The dimensions of fabricated QCMs are 1 mm diameter electrodes and 2 mm convex shallow formation. The thickness of the AT-cut quartz crystal is 100 μm. The resonator array having resonant frequencies within the frequency difference of 50 ppm was selected for the use as the D-QCM. The optimum convex
height was chosen to acoustically separate the resonator. In this study, all resonators used for the D-QCM were etched at least 3% of total thickness. The mass resolution of the fabricated sensor was evaluated by electroplating nickel on the electrode. The mass resolution was estimated at about 10 pg/Hz.

Figure 1 Schematic and photograph of D-QCM. (a) Experimental set-up for in-situ measurement of photooxidation using D-QCM. (b) Photograph of the D-QCM chip.

3. Results and discussion

The frequency response to variations in intensity of UV light are shown in Figure 2. Here, the reference channel is channel 1 (Ch1) and the sensing channel is channel 2 (Ch2). UV light from a high-pressure mercury lamp (HAMAMATSU, LC5) was radiated uniformly. For example, the difference in resonant frequency between Ch1 and Ch2 was about 0.2 Hz for 0.18 mW/cm² and about 0.6 Hz for 0.89 mW/cm² at 254 nm. The positive shift in resonant frequency due to the radiation is explained by the absorption of UV light. It should be noted that there was no acoustical interference with the sensor response when one of the resonators was masked. Of course, the sensor response of the masked resonator shows gradual frequency drift because of thermal transmission from the UV exposed region.

The photooxidation of a self-assembled monolayer was measured to show the usefulness of the D-QCM. The sensing electrode was dipped into an 0.01mM ethanolic solution of decanethiol (Mw 174.3) for 10 min. The frequency shift because of the binding is about 140 Hz. The UV intensity was held constant at 0.6 mW/cm² (254 nm). High-pressure mercury lamp is employed for monitoring the slow photooxidation of alkanethiol. Figure 3 shows the frequency responses with exposure of UV light on the monolayer. To show the utility of the D-QCM, the frequency response measured by a single QCM (S-QCM) is shown in Figure 3(a). This shows that the frequency drift depends on the environment. Under the exposure of strong UV light, in-situ measurement is impossible by using the S-QCM. On the other hand, the frequency shift measured by the D-QCM detects an interesting phenomenon as shown in Figure 3(b). The frequency decreased gradually over time. This change is explained by oxidation of

Figure 2 Frequency responses for Ch1 and Ch2 and the differences during exposure to UV light. (a) Frequency responses (0.45 mW/m²). (b) Frequency responses (0.18 mW/m²). (c) Frequency difference (0.45 mW/m²). (d) Frequency difference (0.18 mW/m²)
thiol groups. It is well known that UV (254nm) radiation breaks the Au-S bond and oxidizes the sulfur atom forming S0,5. The high-pressure lamp used in this work emits very weak intensity of light with a wavelength of 254 nm. Thus, the photooxidation was completed after 4-days-irradiation of UV light. Without any films on Au, no change was measured when the lamp was turned off. To check the reproducibility, we tried the measurement repeatedly. Figure 3(c) shows the frequency shift with UV exposure measured again after the photooxidation was completed. The frequency gradually increased when the lamp was turned on. After the lamp was turned off, the frequency decreased with the total frequency change within 2 Hz (equal to 20 pg). Here, the temperature at the resonator is raised up to about 60 degrees centigrade. It is reasonable to explain the frequency shift by water desorption and adsorption on the photooxidized monolayer.

4. Conclusions

In-situ measurement of the photooxidization process of alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers was demonstrated by using a D-QCM sensor. It should be noted that in-situ measurement of photooxidation is not reported in any earlier study of SAMs on Au before this study. The D-QCM will be one of the key analytical tools for in-situ measurements of interfacial phenomena under environmental disturbances.
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Abstract

A microreactor based reaction calorimeter is described, which can be used as a screening tool for the evaluation of thermokinetic parameters in real time.

Keywords: reaction calorimetry, reaction enthalpy, thermokinetic

1. Introduction

For the chemical industry a “minimal time to market” is a crucial factor. For deciding the best way of a chemical synthesis, lots of detailed information about thermokinetics and safety parameters is needed in early phases of process development. These parameters are usually measured with reaction calorimeters, such as the RC1 from Mettler-Toledo [1], [2]. However, commercially available reaction calorimeters require an unfavourable large test volume of about 0.3 – 2.0 l and thus a relatively huge amount of test substance. Hence, the safety analysis of fast exothermic reactions with such reaction calorimeters raises several problems. The control of the reactor temperature and a sufficiently rapid mixing are difficult to achieve. This may cause significant selectivity and safety problems.

2. Experimental

To overcome the drawbacks of commercially available calorimeters, a new small reaction calorimeter with a hold-up of only 100 µl has been developed (Fig. 1a, 1b). The µl-calorimetric device consists of a flat microreactor made of glass. The microreactor is embedded between thermoelectric modules as heat-flow sensors, whereby the upper seebeck element is segmented in eight miniaturized seebeck elements to achieve a spatial resolution of the reaction enthalpy (Fig 2, 3). The entire calorimeter is placed into a thermostated unit to prevent the influences from the environment.
Pulsation-free syringe pumps are used for the control of the reactants flow rates. Reaction processing and data acquisition are computer-controlled by using LabVIEW-programmed automation software.

The calorimetric measurement is performed by measuring continuously the heat flow that is released by the chemical reaction in the microreactor through the seebeck elements. The generated voltage signals of the seebeck elements are directly proportional to the reaction enthalpy of the chemical reaction. The measurement can be performed isoperibolic or isothermal. For isothermal measurements an additional PID controlled peltier element is needed to achieve isothermal conditions in the microstructured reactor even in highly exothermic reactions.
3. Results and discussion

The new µl calorimeter has a very small time constant of about 3 s which is a factor 20 smaller than that of conventional calorimeters. The performance and the accuracy of the new device have been demonstrated based on several exemplary reactions, e.g.:
- the nitration of toluene with 100 % nitric acid: in Fig. 4 the measured heat release is plotted versus the volume flow of the toluene. The linearity of the calorimetric measurement confirmed that the conversion was complete at the end of the micoreactor and the reaction enthalpy could therefore be estimated. The heat of reaction can be determined from the slope of the measured heat flow, i.e. 110 kJ/mol (literature: -115 to -135 kJ/mol).

- the hydrolysis of acetic anhydride with 10 M hydrochloric acid (measured reaction enthalpy at 25°C: 58 kJ/mol (literature: -57 to -62 kJ/mol). The progress of the reaction is shown in Fig. 6. The spatially resolved measurement of the heat flow along the flow direction permits an easy and fast characterisation of thermokinetic parameters.

4. Conclusion

The advantages of the new microreactor based reaction calorimeter can be summarized as the following:
- Reaction calorimetry in real time, no time-consuming calibrations
- Small reaction volume (100 µl), minimum substance consumption
- Safe analysis of potentially dangerous reactions, even critical process conditions can be investigated
- Fast screening of reaction and process conditions
- Isothermal measurement even of fast and strongly exothermic processes
- Working at steady state conditions avoids problems related to the time constant
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Abstract
The mechanism of high reaction efficiency of an organic condensation reaction and an enzyme hydrolysis in microreactors was studied by using the on-line visualization and numerical simulation for spatial distribution of the products. The characteristic fluidic behavior appeared to play an important role in the reaction efficiency enhancement.

Keywords: Yield, condensation, enzyme hydrolysis, fluidics

1. Introduction
Miniaturized chemical analytical systems have been attracted interest owing to the advantages of fast analysis time, reduction of reagent consumption, portability and disposability. Furthermore, in terms of reaction time and yield better performances of some reactions have been demonstrated in microreactors with a few hundred micrometer dimensions [1]. To control the reactions and design the reactors, we should take into account the characteristic fluidic behavior such as laminar flow in the microchannel. In this report, the mechanism of the reaction efficiency enhancement is studied by using spectroscopic visualizations and numerical simulations for spatial product distributions in microchannels.

2. Experimental
Two reactions of condensation and enzymatic hydrolysis showed the increase of
Figure 1. Reaction efficiency enhancement in a microreactor.

The reaction yield and the acceleration of the reaction rate in a Y-shape mixing microreactor, as shown in Figure 1. The product from the outlet of the microreactor was collected and analyzed with HPLC. In the on-line visualization, the colored product, p-nitrophenol (PNP), was measured in the absorption by using a microscope with 16-bits resolution CCD camera. The fluidic behavior was also visualized by using color pigments [2] and an acid-base indicator of phenolphthalein. The numerical simulations carried out with FLUENT (Fluent Inc., Lebanon, NH, U.S.A).

3. Results and discussion

Figure 2 presents a typical fluidic behavior of the laminar flow. The results from the on-line visualization indicate non-linear reaction progress along the flow and non-uniform product distribution across the microchannel. This feature is understood

**Figure 2.** Fluidic behavior in a laminar flow resulting from spectroscopic visualization.
with the characteristic flow behavior in Figure 2. In the microreactor overall, however, the reaction rate constant in the microchannel is the same as that in the bulk reactor.

The numerical simulations carry out in order to relate quantitatively these spectroscopic measurements to the mechanism of the reaction efficiency enhancement. Figure 3 presents the product accumulation in each small part of a cross section of the microchannel. The reaction time is calculated from the channel length at the observation points and the flow rate. A larger acceleration is observed at the center part resulting from the starting material mixing in high initial concentrations at the laminar flow interface. Furthermore, the laminar flow efficiently brings the reaction product at the center region of the microchannel because the linear velocity distribution of the flow is parabolic and the lateral diffusion is suppressed in the laminar flow. Therefore, the product around the center is transported efficiently to the outlet and the product yield might result in the high efficiency in Figure 1.

Figure 3. Numerical simulation of product yield in each partial cross section.
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THE EFFECT OF SUPERHYDROPHOBIC SU-8 PATTERNED SURFACES ON THE RESPONSE OF THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICROBALANCE
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Abstract
SU-8 photoresist was used to construct 5 micrometer diameter pillar arrays on quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) surfaces spaced 10 micrometers centre to centre, with varying heights from 5 to 25 micrometers. Liquid responses of the patterned QCMs are reported for a series of glycerol-water mixtures to cover a broad density-viscosity product range. Hydrophobic chemical treatment of the patterned surfaces was also conducted, with contact angle measurements being studied to assess the wetting state. The frequency spectra were recorded and fitted to a Butterworth van Dyke model, allowing changes in frequency, resistance, dissipation and a Newtonian liquid check to be carried out.
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1. Introduction
Amongst the most widely used acoustic wave devices is the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). The first quantitative model for solid films attached to a quartz surface was given by Sauerbrey [1], relating frequency change to added mass per unit area. If the QCM is placed in a liquid the oscillatory motion of the crystal is damped by the entrained liquid and decays within a characteristic penetration depth [2,3]. The Kanazawa and Gordon equation describes both a frequency shift and a damping of the crystal resonance proportional to the square root of the density-viscosity product of the liquid.[3]

It is recognized in the literature that surface roughness can enhance the response of an acoustic wave sensor [4,5]. A number of models have been proposed for this effect, including Martin et al’s suggestion of a trapped mass of liquid acting as a rigid mass load [6,7] in addition to the Kanazawa and Gordon liquid response. Further, Theisen et al [8] have suggested that for a thickness shear mode device a high contact angle on a rough surface can trap gas and hence cause a trapped mass response dependent on the hydrophobicity of the surface. Thompson et al [9-11] have suggested that interfacial slip may occur so that a contact angle dependent response might exist even on a smooth surface. Ellis et al [12] have provided a predictive model showing how the equilibrium contact angle on a QCM surface might lead to interfacial slip. Recently, McHale and Newton have shown how a hydrodynamic slip boundary condition can provide a theoretical basis for either a trapped mass response or an interfacial slip response [13].
2. Experimental

The work presented is an extension of earlier research [14] in which we investigated the effect on the resonant frequency of a QCM of systematically patterning layers of SU-8 photoresist. 5 micrometer diameter features were patterned onto a QCM crystal, Figure 1, and subsequently chemically modified to produce superhydrophobic surfaces (i.e. water contact angles >150°). A range of glycerol/water mixtures were investigated to cover a broad density-viscosity range. The full resonant curves were fitted to a Butterworth van Dyke model allowing trends in frequency change and dissipation to be examined as well as a Newtonian liquid check. Varying feature heights were examined and measurements compared to flat surfaces, before and after chemical modification.

Figure 1. Electron micrograph of a typical SU8 pattern on a quartz crystal microbalance

3. Results and Discussion

Results showed a clear trend in frequency shift corresponding to the Kanazawa and Gordon model for all SU-8 structures except those being 10 micrometers tall, which gave rise to reproducible positive frequency shifts (referenced to water) for high % glycerol solutions (>90%), Figure 2.

Figure 2. Frequency shifts referenced to water, shown with respect to square root viscosity-density product for varying % glycerol solutions; a) 5, b) 10, c) 15 and d) 20 micrometers thick flat and patterned layers. Trend lines in b) are added as guides only
Interestingly for these surfaces a non-Newtonian liquid response was also observed. After hydrophobisation lower frequency changes were observed for all patterned structures above 5 micrometers tall. Dissipation trends followed this pattern, with all surface patterns having a linear relationship between the change in dissipation relative to water and the square root of the viscosity-density product of the liquid, except those 10 micrometers tall, Figure 3. Hydrophobisation of the patterns also reduced the change in dissipation. The results presented clearly indicate that the combination of surface topography and surface chemistry can have a strong influence on the solid-liquid interfacial coupling as assessed using the response of the quartz crystal microbalance.

Figure 3. Dissipation changes referenced to water, shown with respect to square root viscosity-density product for varying % glycerol solutions for a) 5 and b) 10 micrometer flat and patterned layers.
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Abstract.

On-chip biological systems, such as bilayer lipid membranes (BLMs) into which proteins can be artificially reconstituted, have the potential for highly sensitive biochemical detection, particularly when coupled to an electronic and/or optical read-out system. In this work, the on-chip delivery, activation and recording of calcium gated potassium channels were investigated.

keywords: bilayer lipid membrane, vesicle fusion, electrophysiology.

1. Introduction

Automation and reliability are fundamental biosensor requirements, with the final aim of producing a portable, fully automated sensor array platform remaining an open challenge [1,2]. However, the methods reported to date have either shown poor reproducibility or have not been amenable to automation or to the straightforward injection of protein containing solutions. In order to simplify and improve the reproducibility of this process, we now present a simple polymer microdevice, in which BLMs were formed using an air-exposure technique that rapidly induces the thinning of an initially thick lipid film. The acquisition of electrophysiological measurements of ligand gated ion channels represents a suitable test for on-chip BLM platforms, in order to develop and assess the sequence of individual processes required for a complete lab-on-a-chip system. This sequence comprises: the formation of a stable biological support (BLM) as described above, a controlled protein delivery procedure, the activation of the protein gating mechanism and finally, the electronic data acquisition.

2. Experimental

MthK channels (Fig. 1) [3] were expressed in *E. coli* BL21 (DE3) and were isolated by extraction into decylmaltoside, followed by Ni\(^{2+}\) affinity and gel filtration (S200) chromatographies, yielding 1 mg purified protein per litre of cell culture. For biophysical studies, MthK was reconstituted into POPE/POPC/Ergosterol liposomes to give a final concentration of 0.01 mg/mL (molar ratio lipid:protein 10000:1) in order to obtain the desired numbers of channels per vesicle: dried lipid mixture was rehydrated using 720 mM KCl, 8 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 and solubilised with decylmaltoside (22 mM). The solution was sonicated (6 minutes) and MthK added. This mixture was gently agitated for 10 mins at room temperature before the removal of detergent using pre-washed biobeads (four additions of 100 mg beads over four hours). This procedure resulted in the reconstitution of the channels into liposomes (approx. 90 nm in diameter). Subsequently, two different procedures were tested to achieve the required fusigenic proteoliposomes: freeze-thaw-sonication and extrusion. The first procedure relies on the formation of joined vesicles (JV), obtained as described in [5], while the latter gives proteoliposomes of equal size (400 nm in diameter) by extrusion of...
lipids, ergosterol and proteins through a polycarbonate membrane. MthK proved stable to both procedures and neither sonication nor extrusion appeared to damage the protein.

The device was fabricated from PMMA (Fig. 2) using a combination of hot embossing and solvent bonding techniques (as described previously in [4]). After filling the entire device with buffer solution, the upper well was drained through the connecting channel. A small volume (<1 µL) of lipid solution (10 mg/mL 7:3 POPE:POPC in decane) was then pipetted into the well, the majority of the solution flowing into the trench surrounding the aperture, leaving only a thin film over the aperture itself. Following a further injection of buffer, the well was again drained and the remaining lipid film left exposed to air for a short period of time (10-30 s). Once the lipid film had thinned sufficiently, the well was once more filled with buffer. As the device was produced from thin, transparent PMMA films, the thinning of the lipid film could be observed optically, and therefore the optimal point for the final buffer injection could be readily determined. The capacitance was also simultaneously monitored, so as to measure the thinning of the lipid film after the short air-exposure period.

3. Results

The air-exposure technique described above proved to be highly reproducible, with the initially thick lipid film thinning to produce a stable BLM in ~90% of tests (although occasionally more than one air-exposure period was required). The MthK proteoliposomes were successfully fused with an on-chip BLM (Fig. 2) using a previously published technique [6], where each fusion event is marked by a current spike, thus enabling the number of reconstituted channels to be estimated. Following this controlled protein delivery, the ion channel current was recorded after the activation of the MthK gating mechanism by addition of the Ca<sup>2+</sup> ligand. After vesicle fusion events (Fig. 3), a 10 mM Ca<sup>2+</sup> concentration was created in the reservoir where vesicles were injected (cis). Cis and trans sides contained 150 mM KCl, 8 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 and 720 mM KCl, 8 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 respectively. This represents a favourable condition for inducing fusions and was maintained also after protein insertion. The results obtained show the channel’s activity and voltage dependency (Fig. 4), which correspond to the literature [3] by presenting a non-symmetrical response to positive (8-9 pA jumps) and negative (4-5 pA jumps) applied potentials.

4. Conclusions

The on-chip BLM system described provided stable and reproducible results and this work demonstrates the potential applicability of the system for future drug screening analysis and is encouraging for the development of fully automated biosensor systems.
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Figure 1. MthK channel [3]. (A) Top view of structure of the calcium gated potassium channel MthK, all four subunits shown. (B) Side view of MthK channel with two subunits shown for clarity. MthK is a homotetramer, each subunit consisting of two domains. One is the gating ring (large domain at the top of structure B) which controls the opening of the pore upon binding of Ca²⁺ ions, as demonstrated in (C). The second domain forms the smaller membrane-spanning pore which is the path through which K⁺ ions migrate.

Figure 2. (a) Chip structure. In the centre (circled red) is an aperture where the bilayer is formed, which connects a lower fluidic channel and an upper well. A second channel runs outwards from a trench in the base of the well.
(b) PMMA chip on which BLM formation and vesicle delivery are performed. Ion channel current is recorded through Ag/Ag-Cl electrodes.

Figure 3. Current trace showing vesicle fusion events and channel activity. Vesicle fusions are characterised by transient current spikes, due to the degradation of nystatin/ergosterol channel incorporated into the vesicles, which were used as markers for controlling the number of fusions [5]. As shown in the highlighted region, after Ca²⁺ delivery, channel activity was observed. A 500 mM KCl gradient is present across the BLM (150mM-700 mM, 8 mM HEPES), as necessary for vesicle fusion, and a 100 mV potential was maintained throughout the process.

Figure 4. Electrophysiological analysis of MthK channels in a BLM. MthK exhibits a voltage dependency (100 mV left trace, -100 mV right trace). Both recordings were acquired at 1 kHz and a digital low-pass filter at 500 Hz was then applied.
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1. Introduction
In many biological systems the single cell is considered the relevant functional unit. For example, the immune response is carried out by a loosely-coordinated population of cells which is largely driven by the relatively few cells present at the site of infection. Thus, in order to fully understand the behavior of the population one must first understand that of the individual cells which drive it. While genetic engineering can be a valuable tool in such endeavors, certain cell types are recalcitrant to genetic engineering. Macrophages, for instance, are immune cells primed for defense against invading microbes; confronted with foreign nucleic acids, they typically transition into attack mode, confounding their study by genetic means. The shortcomings of genetic engineering may be circumvented through delivery of proteins (e.g., extra copies of endogenous proteins, inactivating antibodies, pathogen-derived toxins) directly into the cell. This can be accomplished using liposomes, bulk electroporation, or microinjection. The first two techniques are typically applied to large populations of cells, and consequently suffer from high degrees of cell-to-cell variability; the last typically damages the cells.

Micro-electroporation (EP) techniques have been developed to enable the delivery of exogenous proteins into single cells \cite{1, 2}. In contrast to bulk EP, which employs high voltage ($\geq 1000\text{V}$) to permeabilize large populations ($\geq 10^5$) of cells, micro-EP methods use low-voltage (<10V) electric pulses to permeabilize single cells. Our approach differs from other single-cell approaches in that minimal cell deformation is used to trap the cell. We show that significant cell deformation eventually causes cell death regardless of EP. Since cell response to foreign proteins occurs several hours after introduction, viability after EP is crucial for study of signaling pathways. We demonstrate that our method does not (in and of itself) interfere with the physiology of the cell to any significant degree. To our knowledge, this is the first study of viability after EP has been initiated.

2. Experimental
Device fabrication – We have developed a microfabricated, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) single-cell EP device in which single cells can be trapped at individual trapping locations (Fig.1a). Electrical and fluidic connections were made using Cytoflux.
manifold (Fluxion Biosciences, CA). During EP, an electric field is applied across the cell, from the trapping channel to the main channel (Fig. 1b). There are two unique features of our design: (1) a cupped trapping area, which reduces cross-flow from the main channel and thereby, enables immobilization of the cell with minimal pressure, and (2) a high seal between cell and the trapping channel is not required to induce EP, minimizing cell deformation.

Cell preparation – RAW264.7 is an adherent murine macrophage cell line. RAW264.7 cells were cultivated under standard conditions and resuspended to a final concentration of 1x10^6 cells/mL. The cells (1 μL/mL) were incubated with Calcein AM (Invitrogen) at 37°C for 20 min and not removed. Calcein AM is membrane permeant, but becomes fluorescent and impermeant in living cells upon cleavage by intracellular esterases.

Electroporation verification protocol – Single cells were trapped using negative pressure and Labview™ was used to generate and deliver electrical pulses. The electrical test and measurement circuitry used is described elsewhere [3]. 100 ms pulses of various amplitudes (0.7 V, 1.2 V, and 2.5 V) were applied across the trapped cell. In addition to electrical measurements, fluorescent assays were used to document the escape of Calcein from the cell during EP.

Viability assay – After an electric field is applied, the cells were released from the trapping channel and their viability monitored to verify that they were not adversely affected by the electrical pulses. Fluorescent snapshots were captured every 30 min for 3 hrs. Viable cells will continue to fluoresce.

3. Results and discussion

Electroporation verification- Fig. 2 demonstrates verification of EP. We found using single 100 ms pulses that 0.7 V pulses had no effect on the membrane, 1.2 V pulses reversibly open the membrane, and 2.5 V pulses irreversibly opened the membrane.

Viability assay after electroporation - Fig. 3 demonstrates long-term viability after reversible EP (1.2 V for 100 ms). We found that deformation due to trapping eventually caused cell death regardless of EP. Mechanically-stressed cells show a sharp decrease in fluorescence at 1.5 hours, presumably due to cell death. In contrast, undamaged cells showed no such decrease in fluorescence.
Conclusion
We have developed a micro-EP technique to deliver precise quantities of proteins into cells. Trapping is achieved with minimal cell deformation, in contrast to other single-cell electroporation approaches. We demonstrated that cell deformation has negative long-term consequences. Our technique does not interfere with the physiology of the cell to any significant degree and is suitable for signaling pathway studies.
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Abstract

The study presents a new microfluidic system integrated with three functional devices of pumping, mixing and separating for virus sample pretreatment, analysis and detection. By using antibody-conjugated magnetic beads, the virus sample can be purified, enriched and detected with a higher sensitivity and selectivity. Moreover, the integrated micro-system can perform automatic incubation, transportation, mixing, and purification, possibly making it a crucial platform for future biological and medical applications.
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1. Introduction

Recently, micro-electro-mechanical-systems (MEMS) technology and micromachining techniques have enabled the miniaturization of biomedical devices and systems. Transportation, mixing and separation of fluids in microfluidic systems has been critical for miniaturized biomedical systems. Many approaches have been reported to drive fluids inside microchannels. Among them, pneumatic micropump is one of the most commonly used and reliable methods [1]. A rapid and efficient mixing device is also necessary in a chemical reaction or bio-detection system. Microfabricated rotary pump was developed to transport the flow and enhance the mixing performance in the microchannels as well [2]. A micro-total-analysis-system (μ-TAS) which integrates sample pretreatment, separation, transportation, reaction and detection can be realized if several crucial issues have been addresses properly. One of the major challenges for μ-TAS is for sample pretreatment, which has been widely explored recently [3]. For example, magnetic bead-based immunoassay performed on an integrated microfluidic biochemical analysis system was demonstrated [4]. In this study, a hand-held micro-system has been developed to purify and enrich bio-samples, and detect target virus with a higher sensitivity and specificity by using antibody-conjugated superparamagnetic beads.

2. Design

The target viruses were first captured by mixing with magnetic beads conjugated with specific antibody (Figs. 1(a) & (b)), and then purified and enriched by using a magnetic field generated by utilizing an on-chip bio-separator module which consisted of the microcoils (Fig. 1(c)). After washing out the unstable substances in the biological medium, the virus...
samples were transported into a reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) chamber for nucleic acid amplification (Fig. 1d). A photograph of the integrated microfluidic chip is shown in Fig. 2(a). Note that three devices, including a bio-separator, a microfluidic control and a temperature control module, are integrated onto a single chip. Figures 2(b), (c) and (d) show SEM images of 2D, 3D microcoils and a rotary pump, respectively. The rotary pump was designed for sample transportation and mixing simultaneously such that viruses can be conjugated with the superparamagnetic beads.

3. Results and discussion

The characterization of the integrated microfluidic chip was first performed. Figure 3 shows the relation between the pumping rate and the driving frequency at different driving air pressures. The optimum operation of the fluid pumping rate was then chosen at a pressure of 20 psi and a frequency of 17Hz. The rotary pump can also work as a mixer for a rapid mixing. Significant mixing was observed (Fig. 4). Additionally, the magnetic field and the temperature generated by the 2D/3D microcoils were measured at different currents and shown in Fig. 5. They were facilitated to design 2D microcoils with the optimum thickness of 12μm. The applied current was chosen to be 0.5 A to avoid denaturing the bio-sample due to the temperature over 37°C. Meanwhile, a magnetic field of 30 Gauss can be produced to capture the magnetic beads conjugated with the target virus. Finally, Dengue virus serotype 2 with a detection target of 171 bps was successfully amplified using the developed microfluidic RT-PCR chip. The detection limit was found to be 10^5 pfu/ml (Fig. 6a). The specificity of the microfluidic RT-PCR chip was also demonstrated as shown in Fig. 6b.

4. Conclusions

The current study has successfully demonstrated a hand-held, integrated microfluidic system. Samples have been effectively mixed, collected and purified in the automatic one-step process. Moreover, the new integrated microfluidic system can become a crucial platform in biological and medical applications for rapid clinical diagnosis of viruses.
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Fig.1 Experimental process of the integrated microfluidic RT-PCR system.

Fig.2 A photograph of the integrated microfluidic RT-PCR chip (a), SEM images of 2D (b), 3D (c) microcoils and a rotary pump (d).

Fig.3 Relation between the pumping rate and the driving frequency at different air pressures.

Fig.4 A series of imagines showing that two different samples can be well mixed by using the rotary pump.

Fig.5 The magnetic field and temperature at different applied currents.

Fig.6 Slab-gel electropherograms of dengue virus. (a) The detection limit of Dengue viruses was 10^2 pfu/ml (lane 5). (b) Dengue virus in clinical serum (lane 1: positive control; lane 2: using magnetic beads; lane 3: without magnetic beads). Note that Lane “L” represents the 100-bp ladder DNA markers.
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Abstract

Here we investigated real-time uptake phenomena of foreign DNA molecules into living mammalian cells in electroporation using microchannels.

Keywords: Electrotransfection, microchannel, microcapillary, uptake mechanism

1. Introduction

Electroporation is a well-known gene transfection method to deliver a specific functional DNA into living mammalian cells with electric pulsations [1]. However, still unknown is the basic mechanisms of DNA transfer and intracellular response to the external electric pulses [2-3]. To disentangle these problems, we recently developed a novel method for electrotransfection using microchannel [4] or microcapillary [5].

2. Methodology

One of the advantages of microchannel-type electroporation is in-situ visualization of uptake phenomena of molecules into cells, which makes it possible to profoundly investigate the basic mechanisms of DNA transfer and intracellular response to the external electric pulses. Moreover, a uniform electric field in these narrow regions enabled us to enhance both cell survivability and transfection efficiency with few side effects which many conventional devices often had. More recently, we achieved a direct visualization of uptake mechanism of small and macro molecules into living mammalian cells especially in silica nanoparticles suspended medium. Silica is widely used as a biocompatible material, and its nanoparticles are strongly believed to play a double role in an intracellular transporter as well as a DNA condenser around the surface of cells [6]. Many experimental observations at single-cell level were made to explore the unknown uptake mechanism using single- and multi-microchannel equipped on an electroporation tool kit (refer to the Method section of ref. [4]). Several image analyses on directionality and polarity of uptake materials were performed: propidium iodide (PI), green fluorescent protein (GFP), FITC-siRNA, YOYO1-pEGFP (statistical data were not shown), and two classes of fluorescent dye-doped silica nanoparticles (SiNPs) such as 30nm PI-doped core SiNPs and 70 nm tetramethylrhodamine (TMR)-doped core-shell SiNPs. A wide variety of cell lines were statistically investigated [5] and quantitatively recorded using an interactive processing of JAVA program (data were not shown here). In this study, samples were prepared with HeLa cells (300μL of 1.5 × 10⁶ cells/mL), YOYO1-pEGFP (6μL of 1μg/100μL), and SiNPs (100μL of 0.3mg/mL). The sample (40 μL) was injected into the inlet of a single rectangular microchannel (50μm × 400μm × 2 cm, in height, width, and length) fabricated with a cover glass as a
bottom plate. Cell viability was measured to be around 97% prior to the experiments. Note that all electrical parameters were optimized to the electrottransfection protocol of HeLa cells (335V/cm electric field, 35 ms pulse width, 1s period between two square wave pulses). All images were taken using a 12 bit cooled CCD (Cooke SensiCam QE) on inverted microscope (IX71, Olympus) with a 100× objective lens (NA 1.4). The camera exposure time was 2 ms and no delay time was applied. Note that the degree of electrottransfection was strictly dependent on dimensional properties of instrumental environments: electrode type, and size and material of chamber [4]

3. Results and discussion

For 30nm PI-doped core SiNPs, PI dyes were likely to be permeated from their shallow outer shell, and thus produced cloudy PI complexes that were rapidly synthesized with intracellular molecules during electropulsation. Figure 1 shows sequential images of YOYO1-labeled pEGFP uptake into a single HeLa cell ([a] to [l]) at two-pulse protocol ([b] and [l] indicate the time of electric pulsation).

Fig. 1. Real-time observation of DNA uptake in 30 nm PI-doped core SiNPs-suspended media.

More DNA was gathered around the cell surface in 70nm TMR-doped SiNPs-suspended media while such phenomena were little found in only DPBS media as shown in Fig.2. These findings imply that SiNPs can condense more DNA near cell surface. A relative increase of fluorescence intensity of DNA uptake in SiNPs-suspended media was observed possibly due to a simultaneous movement of SiNPs into cells. Figure 2 shows sequential images of YOYO1-labeled pEGFP uptake into a single HeLa cell ([a] to [e]) at two-pulse protocol ([b] and [d] indicate the time of electric pulsation). Here note that the second and the fourth rows show normalized images of the first and the third rows respectively. In our experiments, the sizes of silica nanoparticles were measured using TEM, which showed 30 nm and 70 nm in a dry form (TEM images were not shown here). Note that hydrodynamic diameters of them may get larger than those in a dried state with 15% increase.
4. Conclusions

In this study, uptake phenomena of electrotransfection were observed and visualized in real-time by using a microchannel-type electroporation. We strongly believed that a simple conversion of macro to micro dimension in an effectively induced area of electric field would be able to unveil unknown uptake phenomena of electrotransfection. Furthermore, a full understanding of these uptake mechanisms would open up a new vista to feasible applications of electrically mediated gene or cell therapy.
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Abstract
This paper describes two novelties which will contribute to the precise examination of 
the functions of membrane proteins. First, we describe a method to reconstitute purified 
membrane proteins in giant liposomes (giant proteoliposomes). Second, we established 
a system to observe the chemical/physical responses of liposomes by confining them in 
microchamber arrays during the perfusion of surrounding solution through a 
semi-permeable membrane. Since the position of proteoliposomes does not change 
during perfusion, we can continuously observe the response of single liposomes. Using 
this technique, we successfully detected the function of water channel, human 
aquaporin1 (hAQP1), by observing rapid shrinkage of its proteoliposomes due to the 
change in osmotic gradient.

Keywords: Giant liposome, Aquaporin, microchambers

1. Introduction
Giant proteoliposomes have been used to evaluate functions of membrane proteins [1]. 
However, methods for making giant proteoliposomes were complex [2], and membrane 
proteins may be inactivated during the process. Therefore, there is a need for a simpler 
preparation process. We employed human aquaporin 1 (hAQP1) as a membrane protein 
in this paper because the activity of reconstituted hAQP1 into liposomes is easily 
estimated by changing the osmotic pressure [3]. For the reasons mentioned above, we 
attempted to make giant proteoliposomes in a single step, and measured the activity of 
reconstituted hAQP1 in microchambers.

2. Experimental
Preparation of Giant proteoliposomes: The obtained hAQP1 cDNA from ATCC was 
subcloned into the plasmid, and the hAQP1 plasmids were transfected into HEK293 
cells. The membrane fractions containing hAQP1 proteins were obtained by 
centrifuging cell lysates, and glycerol was added to obtain a final concentration of 10 %. 
Phosphatidylcholines (PC), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), cholesterol in chloroform 
were mixed with DI. The mixed solution was dripped onto a glass substrate and dried. 
The membrane fraction solution containing hAQP1 was then dripped over lipids and 
dried for 15 mins. By adding 0.1M sucrose solution, giant liposomes containing hAQP1
spontaneously formed as shown in Fig. 1. Giant proteoliposomes were incubated with anti-hAQP1 and FITC-labeled second antibody. Reconstituted hAQP1s were observed by fluorescence microscopy.

Preparation of Microchambers: Parylene (thickness = 10 μm) was deposited onto the glass. A layer of aluminum was then deposited. Immediately after this process, photoresist was spun, and patterned by standard optical lithography. The exposed photoresist was developed to form the mask for aluminum etching. The exposed Parylene was etched with O2 plasma to form the microchambers. Finally, the aluminum mask was removed with aluminium etchant.

Measurement of hAQP1 activity: Solution containing fluorescence labeled giant proteoliposomes and 0.1M glucose solution were poured over the microchambers. After 30 mins, the microchambers containing giant proteoliposomes were covered with a cellulose membrane to prevent outflow of liposomes from microchambers when hypertonic solution was added. Hypertonic solution (0.5 M glucose) was then introduced over the cellulose membrane, and the changes in diameter of giant proteoliposomes induced by osmotic pressure were observed by fluorescence microscopy at 5 seconds interval for 30 seconds (Fig. 3). The change of relative volume in a giant proteoliposome was estimated from the following equation, provided that a giant proteoliposome was spherical.

The volume of a giant proteoliposome at any time: 

$$ V(t) = 4(3.14 \times r(t)^3)/3 \quad (1) $$

The change of relative volume in a giant proteoliposome: 

$$ \frac{V(t)}{V(0)} \quad (2) $$

We also did similar measurements to giant proteoliposomes without hAQP1.

3. Results and Discussion

We observed binding of anti-hAQP1 antibody in giant proteoliposomes with hAQP1s (Fig. 2), confirming that hAQP1s were successfully reconstituted in giant proteoliposomes using our new method. In contrast, this reaction was not observed in giant proteoliposomes without hAQP1s (data not shown). When hypertonic solution was added, both giant proteoliposomes with and without hAQP1 shrank as liposome is permeated by water (Fig. 4). However, the change in diameter of giant proteoliposomes with hAQP1 was more intense than that of giant proteoliposomes without hAQP1. This is because water passes easily through the hAQP1 into the liposome. Our proposed method is simple, fast, and can make giant proteoliposomes with the membrane proteins retaining their activities. In addition, the technique of covering microchambers with a cellulose membrane can immobilize giant proteoliposomes while simultaneously allowing us to change the suspending solution.
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Figure 1. Procedures for making giant proteoliposomes.

Figure 2. Fluorescent images of giant proteoliposomes. Lipids were stained with Dil (red), hAQP was labeled with anti hAQP1 as primary antibody, and FITC-labeled anti mouse IgG antibody was attached as secondary antibody (Green, arrow).

Figure 3. Schematic of the observation system for proteoliposomes using microchamber array. (A) Giant proteoliposomes sink and get trapped in microchambers due to the difference in specific gravity. (B) They were immobilized by covering the microchambers with dialysis membrane. Solution above the membrane was exchanged to hypertonic solution. (C) Osmotic pressure-induced change of liposome volume.

Figure 4. Change in volume of giant liposomes. Circle represents giant proteoliposome without hAQP1 group (AQP−, n = 15), and Square represents giant proteoliposome with hAQP1 group (AQP+, n = 15). The volume of AQP + group decreased drastically. In contrast, the volume of AQP − group decreased slowly.
NANONEEDLE FIELDS FOR BIOLOGICAL INTERACTION WITH CELLS
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This paper presents results and potentialities of a newly proposed nanostructured device covered with sharp polysilicon nanoneedles for biological applications. Such device could find applications in electrophysiological recording and genetic material transfection.

Keywords : nanoneedles, nanopuncturing, intracellular recording.

1. Introduction

Thank to a specific process, we are able to fabricate surfaces covered with sharp nanoneedle fields. Those surface were developped for biological purpose. The first step of our experimentation was to study the viability of cell cultures over such surfaces. The second step was to study more accurately the interaction between the nanoneedles and the biological cells. The fabrication process of the nanoneedles and the results of those paramount experimental steps are revealed in the result part, then the biological application under consideration is presented.

2. Results

A chlore based etching process allows us to produce fields of polysilicon nanoneedles with various densities (4 nanoneedles/100μm² up to 40 nanoneedles/100μm²) and height (7 to 12μm) (Figure 1). Compared to existing techniques, this process allows combining both high aspect-ratio nanoneedles and high densities of nanoneedles; those characteristics are usually obtained separately ([1-3]).

In [4], we have demonstrated the long-term viability and even the proliferation of cells cultured over those nanoneedle fields as illustrated in Figure 2. We have also shown that thanks to their extremely sharp profil (tip diameter between 100 and 200nm typically), those nanoneedles allow the nanopuncturation of the cells membrane. This has been demonstrated through confocal imaging of cells culture over the fields (Figure 3.e.).
Figure 1. (a) Fabrication process of the nanoneedle fields. An oxide layer is grown over a silicon substrate for insulating purpose a. A polysilicon seed layer is deposited through LPCVD b. An epitaxial growth is performed at high temperature to reach 10 to 20μm thick polysilicon layer c. An oxide mask is performed to protect non-etched areas d. The polysilicon is etched with chlorinated chemistry with an RIE equipment, that step forms the nanoneedles e.  
(b) SEM sideview showing the sharpness and aspect ratio for a high density field during the etching process. The scale bar is 10μm.

Figure 2. SEM pictures of cell cultures over nanoneedles fields at different development time. (a) cells over a low-density nanoneedles field after 24 hours. (b) on a low-density field after 7 days, the cell population has grown. (c) on a high-density field after 7 days, here also the population has grown.

Figure 3. (a and b) SEM close views of cells over high-density nanoneedles fields. Tight interaction between the cell’s membrane and the nanoneedles is observed; (c): confocal view of a cell over a low-density nanoneedles field after 72h culture. Texas- Red fluorescent marker was used to mark the actin protein. Scale bar is 4 μm. White circles show some of the correspondences between the nanoneedles and the pores in the membrane of the cell.
3. Conclusion and forecast

We now propose the use of these nanostructured devices for intracellular potential recording of neuronal cells. For intracellular potential recording purpose the nanoneedle will be metallized with chromium and gold (Figure 4). Positioning of the neuronal cells will be realized through 3D structuration of the device as already performed with planar microelectrodes arrays in [5,6].

Figure 4. Schematic of the device for intracellular recording of neuronal cells. The nanoneedles are metallized to form nanostructured electrodes able to puncture the cells membrane for intracellular recording.

The metallized nanoneedles will then present an increased area compared to flat microelectrodes. But over all, they will allow intracellular recording which implies 2 or 3 orders of magnitude gain on the recorded signal compared to flat microelectrodes. Compared to intracellular microelectrodes [7], the device will allow the simultaneous study of sets of several neuronal cells over a long period of time.
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Abstract

A computer simulation for kinesin/microtubule-based molecular shuttles has been developed. This simulation tool reproduced transport and detachment properties of the molecular shuttles. Use of this simulator enables the rational designs of the elements for Lab-on-a-Chip devices integrated with the molecular shuttles in silico.

Keywords: Molecular motor, off-lattice Monte-Carlo simulation, Computer-aided design

1. Introduction

Kinesin/microtubule-based molecular shuttles (MS) are a bio-inspired transport system for Lab-on-a-Chip devices. Functionalized microtubules loaded with nano-scale cargo are transported by kinesin motors along pre-determined tracks connecting modules on the chips, where assembly, sorting, and detection are carried out. The modules are constructed with microfabrication techniques, and carry out specific tasks, such as rectifying or sorting MS by confining and redirecting MS movements. The geometric layout of the modules determines their efficiency, quantified by the number of MS moving in the intended direction and of the number of MS being lost due to detachment from the surface. Here, we present a computer simulation which reproduces both the transport properties and the detachment of MS. This simulation tool provides for the first time a method for rationally designing MS modules.

2. Method

The trajectories of MS were modeled as two dimensional random walks confined within regions describing the module structures. Until MS crossed one of the boundary segments, the random walks were generated according to the method described in detail elsewhere [1]. When a shuttle crossed one of the segments, the guiding rule was applied; it was decided if the shuttle is redirected along the segment or
detached from the surface, according to calibrated guiding probabilities. The calibrated guiding probabilities were obtained from experimentally determined guiding probabilities [2, 3] and a semi-analytical model for MS movements along the boundaries. The calibrations were required because of the difference in spatiotemporal resolutions of between experiments and our simulation. If the shuttle detached from the surface, the iteration was stopped. Otherwise, the shuttle was redirected along the segment and the iteration was continued. Movements of 1,000 MS were analyzed for each geometry.

3. Results and discussion

Single wall or edge (experimental data by Clemmens et al. [2]): Figure 1 shows the results on MS guiding by single edge or wall of chemical (A), topographical (B), and combined guiding (C). Corresponding to experimental spatial resolution, we counted as guided MSs which traveled more than 0.5 μm away from the wall after the collisions. The reproduced guiding probabilities were in good agreement with the experimental ones [2].

Straight Channel (experimental data by Clemmens et al. [4]): We implemented the guiding rule for topographical walls into our previous simulator for straight channels. The average distance between two wall collisions of the simulated MSs trajectories were 13.4 ± 7.0 μm (N=2927, experiment: 16.6 ± 7 μm, avg. ± SD), 17.7 ± 8.7 μm (N=2833, experiment: 17 ± 8 μm), and 26.5 ± 14.3 μm (N=2634, experiment: 24 ± 14 μm) for channel width of 1.5, 2.5, and 5.5 μm, respectively. Collision angles against the channel walls were 18.2 ± 7.5° (experiment: 11 ± 7°), 20.7 ± 9.0° (experiment: 17 ± 9°), and 25.2 ± 11.9° (experiment: 28 ± 21°) for channel width of 1.5, 2.5, and
5.5 μm, respectively. These results were in good agreement with the experimental data by Clemmens et al. [4]

**Rectifier** (experimental data by van den Heuvel et al. [3]): We implemented the guiding rule into our previous simulator for the rectifier which van den Heuvel investigated. The result is in good agreement with their observation (Figure 2B). Tuning geometrical parameters, the rectifier length (L), the radius of the circular segments (R), and the offset between the inlet and outlet (d), improved the guiding efficiency and reduced the detachments of MS (Figure 2C). This is around 40 % reduction of MS detachment and 20 % increase of rectification efficiency from the original structure investigated by van den Heuvel et al.

![Figure 2](image)

Figure 2. Rectifier geometry (A) and fractions of MSs rectified, passing through and detached from the rectifier of the geometry of R = 7.5 μm and d = 5.0 μm (B) and R = 2.5 μm and d = 0 μm (C) are shown. In B, experimental data [3] are shown in parentheses for comparison.

4. Conclusion

A simulation tool for MSs has been developed which facilitates the rational design of individual guiding structures. For the first time, the possibility of detachment from the surface after a wall collision of the shuttle has been included in the simulation. This improvement enables predictions of not only transport [1] but also detachment properties of MSs.
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Abstract

We have been developing a measurement system for membrane transport across a reconstituted planar lipid bilayer to examine the functions of transporter proteins [1]. In this system, an artificial planar lipid bilayer is pressed on the Parylene microchamber array (typically 0.1~1 pL in volume), and transporter proteins are reconstituted by vesicle fusion. Fluorescently labeled molecules (substrates) transported across the bilayer will be accumulated in microchambers, and the concentration is measured as fluorescent intensity. In this report, S/N ratio of fluorescent measurement was improved by reducing the fluorescence outside microchambers, and incorporation of human ATP binding cassette (ABC) transporters into the planar lipid bilayer was confirmed by single molecule fluorescent imaging.

Keywords: ABC transporter, Artificial lipid bilayer, Microchamber array

1. Introduction

In living cells, membrane proteins in plasma membranes regulate transport of various materials. Artificial planar lipid bilayers have been a powerful tool for the study of such membrane proteins [1-4]. Functions of ion channel proteins can be detected as electric current using electrophysiological techniques. However, there has not been any standard quantitative measurement method for the transport of non-ionic molecules (e.g., proteins, lipids, and drugs) [5]. In particular, there is a huge demand for assay technology of ABC transporters known to excrete anti-cancer drugs out of cancer cells. The final goal of this project is to explore the absolute transport flux of transporters at single molecular level. Here, we report latest developments toward this single molecular transport assay.

2. Experimental Setup and Procedure

Conceptual diagram of our transport assay system is shown in Fig. 1. We utilize a microchamber array to confine transported molecules (substrates) in tiny volumes. To do this, an artificial planar lipid bilayer, where transporters are to be incorporated, is pressed on microchambers. Fluorescently labeled substrates accumulate in microchambers as they are transported across the bilayer, and are detected using a fluorescent microscopy. Previously, we reported that the transport of fluorophores through peptide nanopores (α-hemolysin) was observed [6] using total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM).

Microchambers, 10 μm in diameter and 3 μm in depth (0.23 pL in volume), were fabricated as follows. A few tens of nanometers of aluminum and 3 μm Parylene were deposited and patterned on a glass coverslip [6]. Aluminum layer reduces the generation of unwanted evanescent field outside the chambers to improve the S/N ratio in TIRF observation, while it is not thick enough to completely block the bright field observation during bilayer formation. Finally, the surface was coated with hydrophilic polymer (MPC polymer [7], PC modifier P, AI Bio-Chips Co., Ltd.) with a technique provided from the manufacturer. A planar lipid bilayer was formed separately at the 150 μm aperture opened at the bottom of the plastic upper chamber (7 mm in diameter) using a method described in Ref. 8 (Fig. 2a). Bilayer formation was confirmed by observing a faint circular edge inside the aperture in bright field observation. Then, it was pressed on a microchamber array by lowering the upper chamber with a manipulator. Bilayer membrane does not rupture since MPC polymer works as a molecular cushion Lipid
bilayer formation was still visible through the thin layer of aluminum. After the bilayer forming and pressing were completed under the bright field observation (Fig. 2b), it was switched to the fluorescent observation.

3. System Characterization
The detectable concentration range of fluorescent molecules inside microchambers was examined with a custom-made TIRFM. Sulforhodamine solution with different concentration was prepared and spread over the microchambers, and the image was captured with a cooled CCD camera (ORCA-ER, Hamamatsu Photonics). The thin layer of aluminum reduced the background emission outside chambers up to 50%, improving the S/N ratio (Figs. 3b). The calibration curve, in which brightness is plotted against the concentration, shows better linearity and less deviation with the aluminum coated chamber chip than transparent ones (Fig. 4). Thus, the smallest detectable concentration became as small as 1 nM, which corresponds to only 140 fluorescent molecules in a 0.23 µL microchamber.

4. Reconstitution of human ABC transporter into the planar bilayer
As a step toward the transport flux measurement, incorporation of human ABC transporter, multidrug resistance associated protein 2 (MRP2) was confirmed by single molecule fluorescent imaging. In this observation the bilayer was pressed on the planar glass instead of the microchamber chip, which is the same observation system as in ref. 8. Inside-out vesicles (membrane fraction) of Sf9 insect cells overexpressed with MRP2 proteins was kindly provided by GenoMembrane, Inc. MRP2 proteins were labeled with lectin fluorescent probe (concanavalin A, tetramethylrhodamine conjugate, C860, molecular probes) that binds to the sugar chain of MRP2. To facilitate the fusion into the planar bilayer, vesicles were incubated in buffer containing 500 mM KCl and 10% glycerol for 20 minutes, and buffer containing 100 mM KCl was added in 1:1 volume ratio. This process produces osmotic difference between inside and outside of vesicles to induce instability in the membrane. Vesicle solution (0.06 mg/mL in final concentration) was injected in the upper chamber. After a few minutes, bright spots moving around started to appear in TIRFM imaging (Fig. 5). In this experiment image was captured by an electron multiplication CCD camera (C9100, Hamamatsu photonics). They move according to the Brownian motion in 2-D plane, indicating labeled proteins are incorporated in the planar bilayer. Diffusion coefficient was calculated to be 2.5×10⁻⁸ cm²/s from the trajectories (Fig. 5b). Since it is on the same order with the coefficient of other membrane proteins reported [8], we can conclude that the incorporation of MRP2 was successful.

5. Discussion and remarks
Here we reported our progress in developing the system to measure the transport flux of transporter proteins at single molecular level, yet there are still many challenges to be addressed. The transport flux in proteoliposome uptake experiments were reported as 10⁻¹⁰⁻¹⁰⁻¹⁰ pmol/mg/min with human ABC transporters (MRP2) [9], and ATPase activity of bacteria ABC transporters were reported as 0.1-1 Pmol/mg/min [10]. Presuming the size of each transporter is approximately 170 kDa and 130 kDa, turnover simply calculated from these numbers becomes 1.3×10⁻⁷ – 1.3×10⁻⁸ and 1.7×10⁻⁷ – 1.7×10⁻² translocation per minute, respectively. We aim to examine these numbers by measuring the substrate transport of single proteins [11].
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Fig. 1 Conceptual diagram of the optical detection system for membrane transport using lipid bilayer microchambers. An artificial lipid bilayer formed at an aperture in the upper chamber is pressed on microchambers made on a coverglass. After incorporation of target membrane proteins (transporters), fluorescent labeled molecules transported by membrane proteins are detected by fluorescent imaging with TIRFM.

Fig. 2 (a) Lipid bilayer (10 mg DOPC / mL n-decane) formed at the aperture of the upper chamber immersed in electrolyte (10 mM MOPS+100mM KCl). (b) Lipid bilayer pressed on the microchamber array.

Fig. 3 Fluorescent image of microchambers with 1mM sulphorhodamine. (a) Without and (b) with thin aluminum layer between the substrate and parylene layer.

Fig. 4 Fluorescent intensity of sulforhodamine in microchambers with different concentration, with and without an aluminum layer.

Fig. 5 (a) TIRFM image of single MRP2 proteins (marked with yellow arrows) incorporated in the artificial lipid bilayer pressed on a glass substrate. Fluorescently labeled proteins move according to the Brownian motion in 2-D plane of the bilayer. (b) Trajectories of single MRP2 proteins in Brownian motion. Diffusion coefficient was $2.5 \times 10^{-8}\text{cm}^2\text{s}^{-1}$.
LIPID BILAYER MEMBRANE FORMATION BY SOLVENT EXTRACTION IN A MICROFLUIDIC CHANNEL
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Abstract
Membrane channel proteins have many potential applications, but realizing these applications requires new, automatable methods for fabricating lipid bilayer membranes. We have developed a technique for lipid membrane formation in a microfluidic device that relies on material-mediated extraction of solvent from a droplet of lipid solution. This technique, which is fully automatable, forms high-quality membranes with the capacity to host and measure channel proteins at the single molecule level.

Keywords: Lipid, membrane, bilayer, PDMS, extraction

1. Introduction
Membrane channel proteins play essential physiological roles, including: controlling interactions between cells and their environment, facilitating signaling, and helping to regulate the composition of the cytosol. These properties have made ion channels prime targets for drug discovery.[1] Similarly, the central role ion channels play in cardiac action potential generation has made them necessary targets for screening against unintended interactions with all novel drugs.[2] Membrane channels have also been the subject of intense recent research as engineered sensors capable of chemical detection at the single-molecule level[3] and there is significant effort toward exploiting these channels for rapid DNA sequencing[4]. Each of these applications requires the measurement of ion transport through channel proteins.

Accomplishing these measurements requires embedding channel proteins in lipid bilayer membranes. Unfortunately, current techniques for fabricating bilayers require skilled operators and are not amenable to automation.[5] An automatable membrane fabrication technology is necessary in order to realize the potential applications of membrane channel proteins for high-throughput screening and autonomous sensing.

A microfluidic platform would be ideal for these applications, and several microfluidic-based methods for membrane fabrication have been proposed.[6, 7] These systems are modifications of traditional membrane fabrication techniques; they require the presence of air in microfluidic channels during membrane formation and are not immediately amenable to automation. We have developed a novel automatable approach to membrane formation based solvent extraction from a droplet flow. A droplet of lipid-containing organic solution is formed in an aqueous flow stream in a channel fabricated from poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS). The organic solvent partitions into the PDMS, leaving behind the lipid to self-assemble into a bilayer.

2. Experimental
Devices were constructed entirely from PDMS using standard polymer molding
techniques. Devices consisted of two layers of channels, one through which the working fluids were flowed and in which membranes were formed, the other which acted as valves on the fluidic layer, according to the technique of Unger et al.[8] Fluidic channels were fabricated with cross-sectional dimensions of 100 μm wide × 35 μm high; valve channels were 200 μm wide × 50 μm high. The device also contained integrated Ag/AgCl electrodes for electrical interrogation of membranes. Syringe pumps generated the desired flows. A biphasic flow configuration was obtained by controlling (with valves and pumps) two immiscible input streams. These input streams met at a 90° junction to combine into a single output stream. Droplet flows were formed from an aqueous phase (consisting of 1 M KCl buffered by 5 mM Hepes at pH 7) surrounding an organic lipid solution droplet (0.025 wt% of the lipid diphytanylophosphatidylcholine (DPhPC) in 1:1 squalene:n-decane and 50 ppm perfluorooctane).

Once a droplet (with a volume of about 2 nL) was formed, it was moved (using a syringe pump operating at 15 μL/h) into a region of the device between the electrodes which was then isolated from the rest of the device by two valves. The solvent was allowed to partition from the droplet into the PDMS from which the device was constructed, and the subsequently formed membrane was monitored electronically.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the time course of solvent extraction from a lipid-containing droplet. The solvent can be clearly seen partitioning into the PDMS device over the course of 4 minutes, bringing the two aqueous-organic interfaces together. During this extraction process, the capacitance of the droplet was measured (Figure 2). This capacitance is related to the droplet or membrane thickness by modeling the membrane as a parallel plate capacitor. For such a system the capacitance is given by $C = \varepsilon A/d$, where $\varepsilon$ is the permittivity of the lipid (2.4x10^{-11} C^2/J·m), $A$ is the membrane area (given by the channel cross-section, measured by profilometry from the device mold to be 3500 μm^2), and $d$ is the thickness of the droplet/membrane. Figure 2 shows the capacitance steadily increasing until the point at 9 s, where it jumps to a plateau level. Over a series of experiments, this plateau capacitance was found to correspond to a thickness of 4.8±0.6 nm, as expected for a molecular bilayer of...
DPHPC. Membrane resistance was consistently measured at > 50 GΩ.

To confirm that these membranes were biologically functional, we incorporated the membrane channel protein α-hemolysin (αHL) into them. αHL was included in the aqueous phase at a concentration of 1 ng/ml and the voltage across the membrane was clamped at 80 mV while the current through the membrane was monitored. The insertion of αHL molecules into the membrane could be observed as discrete jumps in membrane conductance, as shown in Figure 3. Each of these conductance jumps is consistent with the known conductance value for a single molecule of αHL: 0.8-1 nS.

4. Conclusions

Solvent extraction from a lipid solution droplet in a microfluidic channel is a simple approach to fabricating lipid bilayer membranes. This technique does not require operator intervention: extraction and membrane formation occur spontaneously as a function of material properties. Membranes formed in this manner form a high-resistance seal and are capable of hosting membrane channel proteins and obtaining conductance data from these proteins with single-molecule resolution.

Acknowledgement: We thank Stephen Cheley for the kind donation of α-hemolysin.
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MONODISPERSE LIPOSOMAL GENE CARRIER FORMULATION IN PICOLITER MICRO-REACTOR FOR CONSISTENT AND EFFICIENT GENE DELIVERY
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Abstract

We developed a picoliter micro reactor and incubator system to formulate monodisperse cationic lipids and DNA complexes. The monodisperse micro reactor and incubator was designed and fabricated based on the microfluidic droplet formation devices which developed by our lab and others. Compared with the conventional irreproducible lipoplex preparation using hand-shaking or vortexing processes for mixing, the microfluidic platform developed for lipoplex formulation demonstrates the ability to rapidly and uniformly mix cationic lipid and DNA, resulting in the generation of lipoplex with narrower size distribution and smaller average size. This system enables an integrated process with constant mixing and incubation, and reproducibility of the lipoplex formulation.

Keywords: Gene transfection, lipoplex, micro-droplet, micro-reactor, micro-mixer

1. Introduction

The cationic lipid based liposomal carriers are reported as the most attractive non-viral and efficient carrier for delivering drugs, plasmid DNA, and shRNA for pharmaceutical and therapeutic applications [1]. Advantages of liposomal vectors include safety, lack of immunogenicity, ability to package large DNA molecules, and ease of preparation. The size of lipoplex (complexes of cationic lipid and DNA) dictates the efficiency of gene transfection [2]. The order of mixing of cationic lipid and DNA, their mixing rate, and their mixture incubation time are factors that determine the lipoplex sizes during sample preparation [3]. The conventional lipoplex preparation process involving hand shaking or vortexing for mixing is normally irreproducible. It results in large size distribution of lipoplexes, and it further affects the efficiency of gene transfection. A method able to consistently formulate monodisperse lipoplex assemblies is important for reproducibility of gene transfection or gene therapy experiments.

2. Experimental

The Picoliter volume Micro Reactor and Incubator (PMRI) system we developed is a promising solution for applications mentioned above. Advantages of using microfluidic droplet based devices have recently been reported, including the rapid mixing of liquids that are normally hindered in low Reynolds number single phase laminar flow systems [4,5]. The design schematic of a PMRI platform device is shown in figure 1. When the diluted 1:1 (DOTMA/DOPE) liposome formulation of cationic lipids (DOTMA=N-[1-
(2,3-dioleyloxy)propyl]-N,N,N–trimethyl-ammonium-chloride, DOPE=1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-phosphatidylethanolamin)[1] and DNA vector in cell medium flow into the center channel from two different inlets, the merged single stream is pinched-off by the shear force from the sheath oil streams and form picoliter droplets. Traditionally, the order of the addition of cationic lipid and DNA and mixing rate affect the resulting lipoplex size and homogeneity. In the PMRI platform, the lipids and DNA are simultaneously injected into the micro-reactor, thus minimizing lipoplex size differences. Once inside the droplet, the cationic lipids and DNA vector start to mix instantly due to the chaotic advection resulting from the droplet moving in the rendering channel as shown in figure 2.

After all lipids and DNA vector molecules are uniformly distributed in the micro droplet reactor, the primary droplet is split into eight smaller droplets in the serial-splitting channel design as shown in figure 3. This enables the rapid production of large numbers of picoliter droplets. Moreover, the mixing ratios of reagents are more evenly distributed.
3. Results and discussion

As seen in figure 5 the size distribution of lipoplex prepared by the PMRI platform has narrower size distribution peak than those generated by conventional method, and the average lipoplex size is smaller. The PMRI system we developed for lipoplex formulation demonstrates the ability to rapidly and uniformly mix cationic lipid and DNA simultaneously, and generates a narrower lipoplex size distribution. The most important advantage of PMRI is that it enables an integrated process for mixing and incubation, and the results are reproducible.
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HAND-OPERATABLE MICRO FLUIDIC ARRAYS FOR
SINGLE CELL TRAPPING, PRECISE DRUG DOSAGE BY
3D’S PASSIVE MICRO VALVES AND SNARES
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Abstract
This paper introduces a hand controllable single cell trapping and incubation
network passively employing surface tension force to gently manipulate individual cell
for single-cell-based research. The operations of bath registration of single cell array,
precise parallel dosage for individual channel in nl resolution, and the replacement of
incubation solution repeatedly have been successfully demonstrated in this work. This
simple system can be operated by hands with pipette and polymer absorbent without the
need of precise active control means.

Keywords: single cell manipulation, cell array, cell trapping, surface tension, check
valves

1. Introduction
Single cell trapping, incubation and observation have been becoming important in
cell biology to understand single cell behaviors and cell to cell interactions. There
have been many methods developed for single cell manipulation and incubation in
micro environment, including manually depositing cells into micro well arrays [1],
pneumatically driving cells into micro fluidic channel [2], optical tweezers [3], or
dielectrophoresis [4]. Most of the methods employed active ways for single cell
manipulation, raising the questions about the interaction of manipulation energy with
the target cells. This paper introduces another approach, by the employment of
surface tension force passively [5][6], single cell can be gently manipulated with
minimum impact. The whole fluidic system can be operated by hand with the
precision of fluid volume in nl resolution, and the operatable processes including bath
registration of single cell array, precise parallel dosage for individual channel, and the
replacement of incubation solution repeatedly.

2. Experimental
The overall system is schematically shown in Fig.1A, revealing that the chip is
clamped by two PMMA plates with fluidic inlet and outlet reservoirs. The detail of the
cell incubation chip is revealed in Fig. 1B, consisting of wide channel for fluidic
dispensing, narrow channel for fluid withdrawing, and center chambers for single cell
trapping and incubation. Fabrication process is shown in Fig.2, involving 3-layer SU-8
structures for channels, 3D passive fluidic valves, and cell snares.
Fig. 3 illustrates the operation processes of single-cell trapping and incubation. The medium with cells is dripped into the wide channel and flows into each of the center chamber by capillary force but stop at the chamber end with passive valves. Each snare is designed for allowing only one cell by the characteristic of flow filed. The residual medium in the wide channel can be withdrawn away but remaining the solution inside the center chambers by employing capillary pressure difference [6]. The solutions in the center chambers can be withdrawn later-on after usage by connecting the medium in the center chamber from the narrow channel with larger capillary pressure and then pull out, as shown in Fig. 4. This process can be repeated many times as desired and precise volume of solution can be delivered into the center chambers in a batch manner with only the rough process operated by hand.

3. Results

The process of single cell trapping is demonstrated in Fig. 5A. When single cell trapped inside the snare and fill the center gap, flow will not be allowed to flow into the center of snare thus brings the rest of the cells passing by without accumulation inside the snare. This process can be operated in an array format and as shown. Fig. 5B demonstrated two different type cells can be trapped inside snares with different gap designs.
The process of successful precise fluid dosage control and fluid replacement process inside center chambers is shown in Fig. 6. All are operated by hands with pipette and polymer absorbent by passively employing capillary related effects, thus carry out minimum impact on the target cells.

**Fig. 6** Operation process for fluid fill in and withdraw from micro chambers with precise volume control.
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Abstract
In this work we present a method to generate three-dimensional lipid structures by extrusion of a lipid membrane through microholes, fabricated in a silicon chip that is sandwiched between two microfluidic devices. The mechanism of the formation process is investigated for different experimental conditions such as varying flow rates and membrane compositions.

Keywords: cell membrane, self-assembly, microhole, soft-matter devices, artificial cell

1. Introduction
Three-dimensional (3D) lipid structures, such as lipid vesicles and tubes, are a versatile tool in micro- and nanotechnology [1-3]. They could serve as containers for conducting biochemical processes, and for encapsulation of reagents or cells [4,5]. They are simple models for cells and cell organelles due to similarities in size and membrane composition. Moreover, a lipid tube can function as a transport channel to deliver samples, or as a separation channel for electrophoresis to analyze reagent mixtures [6].

In this study, a novel formation pathway for three-dimensional lipid structures is developed and investigated. It combines top-down photolithography techniques and the self-assembling ability of polar lipids. Photolithography techniques are utilized to fabricate microholes that provide the requirements to form lipid structures with predictable size and to align and guide vesicles and tubes in microstructured channels.

2. Experimental
The microfluidic device (Figure 1) is fabricated as described before [7]. It comprises of a silicon slide with microholes (diameter 3 μm) sandwiched between microfluidic channels made in polydimethoxysiloxan (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning).

Figure 1: (A) Photograph of the device. A silicon chip comprising of the area with microsized holes is inserted between two PDMS layers composing microfluidic channels. Liquid reservoirs and the microchannel in the top layer are drawn in white color. (B) Scheme of the device (not to scale).
To facilitate the formation of the lipid structures, the microholes are coated with a lipid membrane that is stained with the fluorescent dye DiI-C18 (Invitrogen). Afterwards, the microdevice is assembled, connected to the tubing system, and top and bottom fluidic channels are filled with aqueous solution. Various types of lipids with different chain length and with saturated and unsaturated chains were investigated (see Table 1, all lipids purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids).

### Table 1: List of lipids used for micro-extrusion. The numbers in the abbreviation specify the length of the carbon hydrogen chains and the number of double bonds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lipid</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,2-Dilauroyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphocholine (DLPC)</td>
<td>12:0 PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphocholine (DMPC)</td>
<td>14:0 PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphocholine (DPPC)</td>
<td>16:0 PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2-Distearamoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphocholine (DSPC)</td>
<td>18:0 PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphocholine (DOPC)</td>
<td>18:1cis PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2-Dielaidoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphocholine</td>
<td>18:1trans PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Palmitoyl-2-Oleoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphocholine</td>
<td>16:0-18:1 PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphate (DOPA)</td>
<td>18:0 PA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and discussion

The lipid membrane is extruded through the microholes upon applying a flow either in the top or in the bottom channel. Both the geometrical restriction by the small aperture and the difference of the flow rates between top and bottom side of the microholes determine form and length of the vesicles and tubes. A low pressure difference results in the formation of vesicle bunches with spherical and cylindrical shapes. The cylindrical structures partly resile, when the flow is stopped (Figure 2).

A strong pressure difference, produced by a high flow rate in the bottom layer, favors the formation of lipid tubes. The formed lipid tubes have a homogeneous diameter of ~3 μm and a length of several hundred μm up to 1.5 cm (the length of the used microchannel). They remain stable when the flow is reduced or stopped, but bending and twisting could be observed (Figure 3).

The fabrication pathway is a common method to produce tubes from various kinds of lipids. However, the experiments were conducted at room temperature. Vesicle and tube formation was not observed for DPPC (16:0 PC) and DSPC (18:0 PC). These lipids have a high phase

---

**Figure 2:** (A) Micrometer sized holes are fabricated in the silicon chip, and covered with a lipid layer that is stained with a fluorescent dye. If a flow is applied inside the top channel, spherical (B) or cylindrical (C) lipid structures are formed at each hole (here from the lipid 12:0 PC).
transition temperature of 41 °C (DPPC) and 55 °C (DSPC), and exhibit a highly ordered gel phase at room temperature rather than a less ordered liquid crystal phase, which is necessary for the formation of three-dimensional lipid structures. Occasionally, some of the created lipid tubes form helices when the flow is stopped. It occurs most regularly for the lipid DLPC, but helical-like structures can also be observed for other lipids (14:0 PC, 18:1 cis PC, DOPA). The mechanism is unknown so far, and will be subject of the future work.

Figure 3: Formation of tubes by micro-extrusion using different lipids. Arrows indicate flow direction. (A) Tube formation directly at the microholes of the silicon chip (lipid: 14:0 PC). The area with the microholes appears bright, the microchannel is dark. (B) The tubes formed at the microholes are collected into one channel (lipid: 16:0-18:1 PC). (C) Helical structures formed by a tube made of the lipid 18:1cis PC.

4. Conclusion and outlook
The presented microdevice facilitates the formation of vesicles and tubes in an automated manner. The lipid vesicles could be generated with high speed by this technique, which allows the utilization as microreactors in applications, where large numbers of individual microreactors need to be screened. The formed lipid tubes can potentially be used for transport channels as well as for the construction of flexible microfluidic networks.
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Abstract
We demonstrate perfusion culture of arrays of individually trapped cells with dynamic microfluidic control of cellular environment, high maintenance of cell isolation, and low cell death. Hydrodynamically trapped cells were shown to adhere and divide at a comparable rate to cells grown randomly on the same glass substrate. This technique will be useful in quantitative single cell studies that require perfusion of drugs or switching of solutions. Isolated cells in arrays allow facile image processing and eliminate effects of cell-cell communication on results.

Keywords: cell array, cell culture, hydrodynamic trapping

1. Introduction
Other techniques that allow single cell arrays of adherent cells in most cases require protein patterning of the surface or chemical treatments [1]. In other cases, cell number and cell-cell interactions are more difficult to control [2]. Here we present a technique in which no chemical treatments are required and single cell loading is easily performed in less than 30 seconds by flow of a solution of cells into the device. There is no pretreatment of glass or PDMS surfaces to enhance or reduce cell binding or adherence.

2. Experimental
The microfluidic device was designed, fabricated and characterized for cell trapping previously (Fig. 1) [3]. We now present data on single cell viability and growth after trapping. HeLa cells growing in the array at t = 0 hr, 12 hr, and 24 hr are shown in Fig. 2. Trapped cells are seen to divide normally and become adherent in a similar fashion to cells grown on the glass slide used as the substrate for the device.

Figure 1. High density single cell isolation. (A-B) Two-layer (40 μm and 2 μm) cup-shaped PDMS trapping sites allow a fraction of fluid streamlines to enter the traps, which is reduced after trapping as the fluidic resistance increases. Trapping probability decreases with each cell trapped. Drawing is not to scale.
3. Results and Discussion

The dynamics of adherence, cell death, and division are plotted for the device as well as a control substrate in Fig. 3. The time for which 50% of cells are adherent ~ 14 hours is matched in both the device and the control substrate. Individual cell behavior in the trapping structure is plotted over time in Figure 4. Here it is observed that after cell division both cells are retained in the trapping structure. Adherent morphology identical to the control situation is also observed with possible attachment to the PDMS structure during adherence the difference in some cases.

![Figure 2. Arrayed single cell culture over 24 hours. Cells were cultured under continues perfusion of media + 10% FBS with an average velocity (2.5 μm s⁻¹). Pictures are shown at times (A) 0 hrs, (B) 12 hrs, and (C) 24 hrs. The arrows indicate cells that undergo cell division within this time period.](image)

![Figure 3. Characterization of cell adhesion and division in the single cell array. (A) Cell adhesion, division, and death are reported over time for individual cells in the single cell array. (B) The same characteristics plotted for culture on a control glass slide.](image)
4. Conclusions
We argue that this novel and robust technique for arraying adherent cells in a microfluidic environment will enable many studies of quantitative single cell biology on both short and long timescales.
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INFLUENCE OF APOPTOTIC CELLS ON MACROPHAGES AND INDUCTION OF PHAGOCYTOSIS STUDIED IN PDMS MICROCHIPS USING PHOTOSTABLE STAINING
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Abstract
We report here on the study of the interactions between apoptotic cells and macrophages by using time-lapse imaging and PDMS microchips. Cells are stained with fluorescent probes, and introduced in a shallow (<20 µm) and small (i.d. 100 µm) microchamber. Time-lapse imaging enabled us to observe three types of interactions or processes. We also developed novel photostable staining agents specific to apoptotic cells and based on Qdots-probes.

Keywords: apoptosis, cellular interactions, PDMS chips, time-lapse studies, Qdots.

1. Introduction
Apoptosis is a genetically controlled event occurring during normal development, and its dysregulation is linked to diseases [1]. Apoptotic cells end up as apoptotic bodies whose clearance is done by macrophages through phagocytosis. A key-step in this process is the activation of macrophages via “eat-me” signals sent by apoptotic cells. Thereafter macrophages identify apoptotic bodies by specific molecular recognition. This work aims at studying macrophage role and the interactions between apoptotic cells and macrophages using microscopy and time-lapse imaging. For that purpose, both cell types are placed in a microchamber containing a few cells, and enabling thereby cell-to-cell interaction studies.

2. Experimental
2.1 Chip fabrication and preparation. PDMS microchips are fabricated using a casting procedure against a silicon mold that was first produced using DRIE techniques, and bonded after plasma-based surface activation. For chip bonding we mainly use thin glass mounted on appropriate chamber plates for confocal microscopy. PDMS chips are finally coated so as to ensure macrophage adherence and culture for ~ 1 day and cell survival.
2.2 Cell handling and imaging. HL60 cells and macrophages RAW 264.7 are grown in supplemented RPMI+ and DMEM mediums, respectively. Apoptosis is induced using either drugs (camptothecin at 6 µM) or 5-min UV irradiation at 254 nm. Macrophages are stained using a permanent fluorescent agent. Apoptotic cells are stained using 3 dyes reflecting cell stage in the apoptotic cascade; TMRE stains the mitochondria
of viable cells, Annexin V-Alexa Fluor B647 the cellular membrane by recognition of PS moieties externalized during apoptosis (early stage), and YOPRO-1 the nuclei of dead cells (later stage) [2]. CLSM studies are performed on a Zeiss LSM 510-meta system using a 63X oil immersion objective. Care is taken to keep samples at 37°C during the experiments.

3. Results and discussion
Ideally, a few macrophages are stained, introduced in a chip and grown for ~ 1 day. Following this, stained apoptotic bodies are added, and cells are imaged. Nonetheless, a series of issues must be addressed for cell culture on chips and efficient time-lapse imaging.

Photograph of a PDMS microchip with an enlarged view (SEM picture) of the culture chamber. Macrophage 4 days after Qdots-based staining, and grown in a chip for 3 days.

3.1 Macrophage culture and staining. Macrophage adhesion and culture demand proper PDMS coating and a reliable staining procedure is also mandatory. BSA coating enables macrophage culture for up to 4 days. Macrophages were first stained with an organic dye (BODIPY), but various problems arose linked to the difficulties of on-chip staining, cell cross-staining and the low photostability. Therefore, macrophages are stained with Qdots before their introduction in the microchip.

3.2 Macrophage activation. Co-culture of macrophages and apoptotic cells led us to various observations. Macrophages placed in close contact with apoptotic bodies are activated, indicating that signals were caught by the macrophages (Fig. 3). After overnight incubation of macrophages with PI-stained apoptotic bodies, red dots appear in macrophage

Figure 3. Macrophage (red) activation upon close contact with an apoptotic body (blue and green).

Fig. 4: Macrophages (Qdots, green) after one night incubation with apoptotic bodies (PI, red).

Fig. 5: Eating of microparticles released by apoptotic bodies (PI, red); attraction and deformation of macrophages (Qdots, green).
cytoplasm, demonstrating phagocytosis (Fig. 4). Apoptotic cells release microparticles [3], leading thereby to macrophage deformation to catch those microparticles (Fig. 5).

3.3 Qdots-probes for apoptosis imaging. Reliable and stable staining agents are mandatory for both time-lapse and frequent imaging: the whole process is long (>1h) but interesting events are very fast (<1min). As organic dyes are prone to bleaching upon prolonged exposure to light, we came to develop Qdots-based staining agents for specific recognition and imaging of apoptotic cells [4]. They are functionalized with a protein, Annexin V which specifically interacts with phosphatidylserine. With such Qdots cells can be imaged both more frequently and for longer periods without fading, enabling thereby prolonged studies and observation of fast events.

Fig. 11: Staining of apoptotic cell membrane using Qdots-based Annexin V probes, the latter being prepared through a streptavidin-biotin interaction.

Fig. 12: Apoptotic cell stained with Annexin V-coupled agents, Alexa Fluor 647 (red) and with Qdots-based probes (pink).

4. Conclusion
Several types of interactions between apoptotic cells and macrophages were visualized. Although apoptotic body engulfment was demonstrated, it was not visualized. This may be accounted by two facts. Firstly, phagocytosis is a very temperature-dependant process and, secondly, staining of cells using an Annexin V-based agent hides PS moieties on their surface. This may hinder cell recognition by macrophages as PS moieties are involved in the process of recognition.
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MODELING THE BEHAVIOR OF MICROTUBULES IN THE PRESENCE OF ELECTRIC FIELDS FOR BIOMOLECULAR MOTOR-DRIVEN μTAS
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Abstract
We have demonstrated that E-fields can be used as novel, active directional controls for biomolecular motor-driven μTAS systems. In this work, we suggest a cantilever model for describing the deflections of microtubules in the presence of E-fields. Such model provides guiding scientific principles for engineering biomolecular motors and microtubules into μTAS systems.

Keywords: Biomolecular motors, microtubules, directional control, electric fields

1. Introduction
We previously presented advantages of biomolecular motor (BMM)-powered μTAS systems over traditional biochemical analysis instrumentation: motor-driven μTAS systems can be nanoscopic, stand-alone, and highly efficient [1]. One of the main engineering hurdles to designing BMM-powered devices is controlling the direction of transport. Recent work has demonstrated guiding of translocating microtubules along straight lines using chemical patterning of kinesin, mechanical nanotracks and rectifying their motility (so that they all translocate in the same direction) using mechanical patterns [2, 3]. We have also developed an active control method to control the direction of translocation of microtubules on kinesin-coated surfaces using E-fields, which generate electrophoretic forces on (negatively charged) microtubules [4]. In this paper, we present a model that describes our observations of microtubule translocation in the presence of E-fields.

2. Results and Discussion
As seen in Fig. 1, experimental observations suggest that under a sudden application of an E-field parallel to the surface, but normal to the translocation direction, the leading end of the microtubule bends like a cantilever while the remainder of the microtubule is fixed via surface-attached kinesins. The bending is towards the anode, because the negatively-charged microtubule is attracted by dominating Coulombic (electrophoretic)
force. However, at the same time, viscous drag forces due to electroosmotic flow are imposed on the microtubule against the Coulombic force.

Modeling this as a cantilever-beam with uniform loading not only requires detailed understanding of electrokinetic and hydrodynamic mechanisms, but also requires that several mechanical and electrical properties of microtubules are measured: 1) the charge density \( q'_{MT} = 256e/\mu m \), 2) the viscous drag per unit length \( (C\eta\mu_{EOF}E) \), where \( C \) is the perpendicular drag coefficient of a long cylinder \( (C = 4\pi/\ln(\lambda_{MT}/2r_{0}) + 0.84) \), \( \lambda_{MT} \) in length and \( r_{0} \) in radius, \( \eta \) is the viscosity of buffer solutions \( (0.91 \times 10^{-3} \text{ Pa·s}) \), \( \mu_{EOF} \) is electroosmotic mobility \( ((1.49 \pm 0.21) \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^2/\text{Vs}) \) and \( E \) is the strength of E-fields), and 3) the flexural rigidity of the microtubules \( (EI = (1.0778\lambda_{MT}^2 - 3.3589 \lambda_{MT} + 5.7332) \times 10^{-25} \text{Nm}^2) \).

\[ \delta_{\text{nonlinear}} = \frac{\sin(\psi_{0})\lambda_{MT} - \frac{\omega}{E} \cos^2(\psi_{0})\lambda_{ar}^2}{24} - \frac{\alpha_{0}^2}{E I} \frac{\sin(\psi_{0})\cos^2(\psi_{0})}{360} \lambda_{ar}^4 - \frac{\omega}{E I} \left[ \frac{\cos^4(\psi_{0})}{10368} \right] \lambda_{ar}^{10} + ... \] (1)

![Fig. 1 Transient bending behavior of microtubules controlled to translocate along an arbitrary dotted-line circle after a 90° directional change of a 50 V/cm E-field. In (a), the applied E-field points downwards, which imposes forces on microtubules to redirect them upwards. (b) When the direction of the E-field vector (large arrow) is suddenly changed to the left, the leading ends of microtubules bend rightwards immediately. (c) After a short time, the remainder of each microtubule becomes aligned as well (the direction of the E-field is slightly biased by 26° for next direction control). (d) An example of a momentarily cantilevered microtubule. The length \( (\lambda_{MT}) \), the biased angle \( (\alpha) \), and the maximum deflection \( (\delta_{MT}) \) were obtained via manual image processing. (e) The electrophoretic force \( (F_{EP}) \), the viscous drag caused by EOF \( (F_{EOF}) \), and the viscous drag caused by PDF \( (F_{PDF}) \) are uniformly imposed on the microtubule and parallel to the E-field. The microtubule (MT) and kinesin are not to scale. The distance from the surface to the axis of the microtubule, \( h \) is about 21.5 nm [5] and the \( \lambda_{EDL} \) is less than 1 nm. The height of the microchannel, \( H \), is about 75 μm and \( \zeta \) denotes zeta-potential of glass surfaces \( (\zeta = -18.7 \text{ mV}) \). The thickness of casein layer has been reported to be about 8 nm [5].

When the model includes all these properties, the uniform loading, \( \omega \), by an E-field of \( E \) becomes \( \omega = (q'_{MT} + C\eta\mu_{EOF})E \), and the nonlinear deflection \( (\delta_{\text{nonlinear}}) \) of a cantilever beam is given by the following series solution [6]:
Note that the first two terms of Eq. 1 represent the linear solution from the cantilever beam deflection. Here, \( \psi \) is the slope at an arc length from the free end of the cantilever beam and the maximum deflection angle of the free end \( \psi_0 \) is obtained from the following equation.

\[
0 = \psi_0 - \frac{\alpha}{EI} \cos(\psi_0) - \frac{3}{(600)^2} \lambda_{MT}^3 - \frac{\alpha}{EI} \sin(2\psi_0) \lambda_{MT}^2 + \frac{\alpha}{EI} \left[ \frac{\cos^3(\psi_0)}{5184} + \frac{\sin(\psi_0) \sin(2\psi_0)}{25920} \right] \lambda_{MT}^0
\]  

(2)

We compare our linear and nonlinear models with experimental observations (Fig. 2) and observe that a significant deviation of the linear model in the presence of strong E-fields. However, our nonlinear model predicts the behaviors of microtubule translocation and deflection under E-fields rather well; it also predicts an optimum E-field strength for active and continuous control of the direction of microtubule translocation. In summary, our model reveals useful design principles and makes possible the systematic design of actively-controllable \( \mu \)TAS systems that integrate BMM and microtubule-based transport systems.

Fig. 2 In (a), the maximum deflections of microtubules are shown under 20 V/cm and 50 V/cm E-fields. The squares denote the experimentally observed deflections under 20 V/cm. The dash-dot line with squares represents the nonlinear model and the dash-dot line represents the linear model. The circles denote the experimental deflections under 50 V/cm. The dash line and the dash line with circles represent the simple linear model and the nonlinear model, respectively. From (b) through (d), the microtubule represents gradual deflections as it translocates and its cantilevered length increases with time under 50 V/cm.
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Abstract

In this paper, we have developed cell chip employing polymeric nanofiber membrane which was used for the better diffusion of nutrition or other materials such as growth factor and for the scaffold of cell culture, and we evaluated the function of this chip by culturing the human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) which have large potential applications in the tissue engineering.

keywords: cell culture chip, nanofiber, Human mesenchymal stem cell(hMSC), tissue engineering

1. Introduction

Cell culture in a microfluidic chip has many advantages over conventional culture dishes and these cell chips were broadly applied in the cell-based assays, high throughput screening and the basic cell study [1]. Recently, the porous membrane has been employed in the cell chip as a scaffold for the better attachment of cells or a perfusion and most of these membranes are commercial products [2-3]. In this paper, we have developed cell chip employing polymeric nanofiber membrane and cultured the Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) which have large potential applications in the tissue engineering.

2. Fabrication of cell chip

The schematic diagram of our cell chip is illustrated in Figure 1(a). The upper of the chip is cell culturing chamber and the lower of the chip is fluid delivery channel. The top of cell culture chamber was openned to allow the cell and media delivery by using micropipette. The fabrication process of the cell chip is shown in Figure 1(b). The PDMS platform was fabricated via the standard softlithography process and the polymeric nanofiber membrane was incorporated between the upper and lower layer. The nanofiber membrane was produced by the electrospinning method and the material of nanofiber was polyurethane. The nanofiber membrane was cut with the 9 mm x 9 mm size, and it was placed at the ‘X’ position in the Figure 1(b) and the fabricated cell chip was sterilized by using the E.O gas sterilizer.

3. Experiments

Human MSCs were cultured in DMEM with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum and 1% (v/v) antibiotics containing penicillin and streptomycin in a humidified incubator (5%
CO₂, 37°C). Cells from passage six were seeded on the nanofiber sheets with final concentration of 2 x 10⁵ cells/ml and incubated overnight. Cells were fixed with 4% para-formaldehyde for 30 minutes. Actin filaments were visualized by staining with actin-palloidin for cytoskeletal structure.

4. Results and discussion
The cell chip was successfully constructed and Figure 2 demonstrates photograph of fabricated cell chip including nanofiber membranes and bonding of nanofiber membrane and PDMS platform was carried out via oxygen plasma surface-treatment. Both the upper and lower layers bonded stably and we found no leakage at the bonded region, and the semitransparent nanofiber membrane is visible in this Figure. Figure 3 demonstrates the SEM image of produced polyurethane nanofiber membrane. We have developed the process to fabricate the nanofiber membrane efficiently, and the conditions are listed in Table 1. The diameters of nanofiber were ranges from 100 nm to 500 nm and the solutions were well diffused through this membrane. Onto the cell culture chamber, we dropped the human MSC-suspension media, while we introduced the cell culture media slowly into the lower fluid channel and filled the whole lower channel. Afterward, we have incubated cells at the CO₂ incubator for 3 days and the nutrition and media were supplied through the membrane during incubation time. Figure 4(a) demonstrates the MSCs cultured on the conventional culture dish. After 3 days’ incubation, we have dyed the actin filaments of hMSCs and Figure 4(b) illustrates the fluorescent image of dyed cells which were cultured on the nanofiber membranes. Cells on the nanofiber survived well, adhered stably on the surface of nanofiber and spread uniformly on the membrane. Even though cellular morphology does not align on the nanofiber, some actin filament showed the specific orientation within the cells.

5. Conclusion
Recently, nanofiber membranes have been broadly applied in the diverse fields, especially in the filtration. In this paper, we have showed two feasibilities: (1) the nanofiber membrane can be integrated with the PDMS based microfluidic and (2) the nanofiber membrane can be utilized as scaffold for the cell culture. The nanofibers has high surface to volume ratio and much materials can be immobilized on the surface of nanofiber. So, we expect that this nano-membrane based chip will be applied in many fields if we functionalize the surface of nanofibers with appropriate materials such as cell growth factors or drugs.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of cell chip (b) The standard soft lithography process

Figure 2. The SEM images of produced PU nanofibers

Figure 3. The photograph of fabricated cell chip including nanofiber membranes

Figure 4. (a) The optical image of the hMSCs cultured on the conventional culture dish (b) The fluorescent image of cells which were cultured on the nanofiber membranes incorporated inside cell chip

Table 1. Summary of fiber forming conditions (the evaluation of fiber web was carried out by SEM image inspection)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Polyester</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solution Concentration (wt%)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution flow rate (ml/min)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tip-to-collector distance (cm)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposition time (hr)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric field strength (kV)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: OFF: good fiber forming
SAXS IN A μTAS – A NEW APPROACH TO STRUCTURE:FUNCTION STUDIES OF BIOLOGICAL MACROMOLECULES
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Abstract

A μTAS for structural investigation of biological macromolecules and their complexes is being developed. The μTAS features a 200 nl sample chamber for Small-angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) analysis.

Keywords: structural biology, high-throughput, automated data analysis, microfluidic front-end, small-angle X-ray scattering

1. Introduction

Proteins are dynamic macromolecules that can undergo conformational changes or form complexes with other biological molecules. Elucidation of these suprastructural features lies at the heart of an understanding of the structure:function relationship [1, 2]. Still, such features are difficult to investigate using established methods for structural characterization. One reason is that in order to get a comprehensive picture it is necessary to examine the macromolecules under many different solution conditions, which today is very demanding both in terms of time and sample consumption.

Here, we describe the development of a system combining state of the art from two areas: microfluidics and small angle X-ray scattering. Microfluidics for high-throughput screening of a large solution parameter space while using minute amounts of rare biomacromolecules. And SAXS as the tool for elucidating suprastructural features and detecting experimental conditions defining borderlines between suprastructural states (see Fig. 1 for a conceptual overview). Such a system also has the potential to enable screening of, e.g., formulation of bio-drugs and solubilization of membrane proteins. Furthermore, powerful software for automated data-analysis is developed, allowing direct feedback to the microfluidic front-end. Thus, rational navigation in the multidimensional experimental space becomes possible allowing pinpointing of structurally and functionally relevant areas of investigation, borders between various functional states, or structurally stable experimental windows of potentially labile biological systems. Ultimately, the SAXS/μTAS system enables time-resolved studies
of biological processes, using already established microfluidic techniques [3, 4] in combination with our high-throughput screening.

2. Experimental

Various polymers were tested for their X-ray absorption and diffraction characteristics on a rotating anode X-ray source (Aarhus University, Denmark) using 15 minute exposure times. A prototype polystyrene (Goodfellow) μTAS has been developed using direct micro-milling. Proteins and buffer components mix by simple diffusion in channels with dimensions adapted to the final sample chamber of down to 200 nl. The μTAS is sealed by a 125 μm coverlid using thermal bonding. SAXS measurements on a solution of bovine serum albumin at 6 mg/ml in 50 mM Hepes, pH 7 in a prototype polycarbonate (PC) μTAS with an 800 nl sample chamber were performed on rotating anode based instruments (Risø National Laboratory and Aarhus University, Denmark). Automated background subtraction and Indirect Fourier Transformation is at present pursued using Bayesian statistics (unpublished data).

Figure 1: Basic principle. A macromolecular biological system of unknown structure (a) is analyzed in the μTAS (b). SAXS data (c) is collected via X-ray exposure through the 200-800 nl analysis chamber. The solution structure of the macromolecular system is determined from the SAXS data (d), and automated data analysis and instant feedback (e) defines the experimental setup (f) for the following analysis.

Figure 2: μTAS based SAXS measurements. Top: μTAS based SAXS data. Top curve shows the background subtracted signal from a 6 mg/ml BSA-solution in an 800 nl sample chamber using 15 min. exposure on a Bruker Nanostar SAXS instrument with a rotating anode (Aarhus University, Denmark). Below the low and featureless background is shown. Abscissa: S=4πλ^-1sinθ (2θ is the scattering angle). Ordinate: logarithmic scattering intensity. Bottom: prototype SAXS μTAS. View shows two buffer and one protein inlet and the channels for diffusion based mixing.
3. Results and discussion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mylar</th>
<th>Kapton</th>
<th>PMMA</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>PVC</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>PETG</th>
<th>glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machinability</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonding</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-ray transmission</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-ray diffraction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>¤</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-ray endurance</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Polymer characteristics.

First successful protein measurements have been performed in a 800 nl sample chamber on a rotating anode based SAXS instrument (see Fig. 2). To our knowledge, this has never been demonstrated before. A proof of concept illustrating the diversity of possible structural investigations is under establishment.

4. Conclusions

A polymer-based prototype μTAS has been developed featuring simple mixing capabilities for protein and buffer solutions and an integrated X-ray transparent analysis chamber with 200-800 nl probe volume with an X-ray interaction path-length of 1 mm.
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LOW COST MICROFABRICATED SILICON CHIP FOR MEMBRANE PROTEIN MONITORING
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Abstract

In this paper we show the feasibility on using silicon batch-fabricated non planar microsized aperture for the monitoring of membrane proteins inserted in a lipid bilayer reconstituted on this aperture. A low cost chemical etching protocol was used for micromachining the aperture. This work is a first step towards integrated silicon biochips designed for membrane protein recording.

Keywords: Membrane proteins, hemolysin, Silicon, wet etching, Patch-clamp

1. Introduction

The membrane protein structure and functions are still barely explored, as these proteins only keep their functionalities if they are inserted in a lipidic double-layer. First prototypes of glass [1] or polymer [2] biochips recreating a biomimetic environment with the purpose of membrane protein characterization have been recently published. Potential application of such kind of biochips are huge in the pharmaco-toxicology domain, as membrane protein are key components in cancer and in drug rejection.

In this paper we show that a micro-aperture obtained by means of silicon microtechnology, could be used as a support for lipid bilayer reconstitution, and permitted the monitoring of membrane proteins. The feasibility of producing such batch fabricated silicon membrane protein chips, is crucial for future high throughput screening (HTS) arrays were electronics integration will be needed.

2. Experiments

Both oxidized faces of a (100) silicon wafer are patterned prior to wet etching with KOH and TMAH. The resulting perpendicular Vgrooves, following {111} planes in silicon, produce a non planar aperture at their intersection, as shown on Fig. 1, which dimensions can be precisely controlled [3]. On Figure 2, we show a SEM view of the obtained non planar micro-aperture.

The processed silicon chip was then sandwiched between two 2mm thick Silicone sheets, in which open chambers were defined, shut by two glass layers (see Fig. 4). Both chambers (60µl ) were filled with the buffer including the membrane protein at one side. The chip surface was then covered by the lipid layer using around 3 microliter of 1,2-Diphytanoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphocholine (DphPC, Avanti Polar lipids) diluted in...
Decane at 5 mg/ml concentration. The obtained lipid layer closing the aperture made through silicon is shown on Figure 3.

The membrane protein we used for the experiment was  
cholomlysin, which concentration was 0.18 µg/ml, in 0.9 mM MOPS + 0.1M KCI buffer. This protein is used by bacteria to kill cells, as inserted in their cytoplasmic membrane, nanopores are created, increasing drastically the conductivity of the membrane, and leading to the cell lysis. For the monitoring of the conductivity between the CIS and TRANS sides of the artificial membrane, we used a patch-clamp amplifier (Nihon Kohden, CEZ-2400, Japan). A photo of the complete setup is presented Figure 4.

Figure 1. Schematic view of the aperture microfabrication by means of perpendicular V-grooves etching.

Figure 2. SEM view of the micromachined pore. The non-planar aperture is here 18 micron large (side dimension).

Figure 3. microscope view of the lipid layer formed on the aperture made through silicon.

Figure 4. The experimental set-up: the CIS and TRANS side chambers are made in silicone rubber, sealed by two glass slides. Electrical recording is made by a patch-clamp amplifier.
3. Results and discussion

As shown on Figure 5, we could record the steps of current, each step corresponding to the insertion of a single membrane protein in the artificially reconstituted membrane. The recording of the electrical activity of the α-hemolysin proves that the lipid layer closing the aperture made through silicon, was a bilayer, and therefore proves the feasibility of reconstituting lipid bilayer on non-planar micro apertures in silicon. As the method used to obtain these nanopores is robust, highly reproducible, and low-cost, it opens perspectives for the HTS of membrane proteins activities.

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5. Recorded current through the α-hemolysin membrane proteins. A current step occurs when membrane protein units, inserted in the artificial membrane, assemble and become to be functional.
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DIRECT MONITORING OF B- TO A-DNA CONFORMATIONAL TRANSITION AT A SINGLE MOLECULE LEVEL INDUCED BY ETHANOL IN MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES
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Abstract
This paper presents the development of a direct monitoring system of conformational transition from B- to A-DNA in microfluidics devices. Well-controlled laminar flows produced elongated large single DNA molecules onto chemically modified surfaces, and furthermore, ease of liquid-exchange operation of microfluidics devices enabled dynamic observation of B- to A-DNA conversion.

Keywords: Polydimethylsiloxane(PDMS), DNA, B- to A-DNA conversion, DNA stretching

1. Introduction
The conformation of DNA is sensitive to hydration and the conformational transition from B- to A-DNA could be induced by an increase of ethanol or salt in the solution, and as a result, the DNA became short and thick (A-form: 0.26 nm/base pitch, B-form: 0.34 nm/base pitch) as shown in Fig. 1. Extensive studies have been done to explore the B- to A-DNA transition by x-ray crystallography, FTIR, NMR, and CD [1]. In this study, by taking advantages of microfluidics devices, the unique optical approach to monitor B- to A-DNA conversion has been developed.

2. Experimental
Our approach mainly consists of two processes: deposit stretched DNA molecules onto a coverslip and consecutive operation of liquid exchange. As shown in Fig. 2, we fabricated a PDMS microchannel which has four branch channels and mounted it onto a 2-aminoethyltriethoxysilane modified coverslip. Bacteriophage λ-DNA (48.5 kbp) was deposited and stretched onto the coverslip by well-controlled laminar flows in a microchannel (Fig. 3). After the stretched DNA molecule arrays were prepared, the solution
composition was changed by shifting a flow in the branched channel from DNA, YOYO-1, to water or different concentration of ethanol solution (10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, or 50% (v/v)). Fig. 4 shows the fluorescence images of stretched DNA in deionized water (a) and in 30% (v/v) ethanol solution (b). Since single DNA molecules were arrayed with high degree of uniformity with less overlapping and artifacts, reliable evaluation of the length of stretched DNA molecules could be possible. Theoretical lengths of B- and A-DNA are 16.49 μm (0.34 nm/bp x 48.5 kbp) and 12.61 μm (0.26 nm/bp x 48.5 kbp), respectively.

3. Results and discussion
The statistical measurements of DNA length in different conditions shows that average length of DNA molecules in water is 18.26 μm, which is corresponding to B-DNA (Fig. 5a)
and DNA molecules which were exposed by ethanol solution after the fixation onto a coverslip were shrank in proportion as increase of ethanol concentration (Fig. 5), which may be attributable to A-DNA. Measured DNA lengths are slightly longer than the theoretical values, since lengths of DNA molecules were increased by the intercalation of the fluorescent reagent. These results demonstrated that our approach could not only analyze the conformational changes of DNA from B- to A-form but also directly monitor their changes.

4. Conclusions

We have developed direct monitoring of the conformational transition at a single molecule level in microfluidic devices. Since some DNA binding proteins recognize an intermediate structure between A- and B-DNA [2], to understand the functions of DNA-interacted proteins concerning DNA structure become increasingly important. Our approach could give a new insight into functional genomics and transcriptomics.
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PREPARATION OF CELL-SIZED LIPOSOMES OF CONTROLLED SIZE CONTAINING LONG GENOMIC DNA
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Abstract
This article describes a method to prepare cell-sized liposomes of controlled size and containing long genomic DNA. Liposomes were obtained by the electroswelling of micro-printed lipid films of various motif sizes while duplex giant DNA (T4 DNA) was inserted during the swelling procedure. We found that the motif size of the micro-patterned lipid film controlled the final size of liposomes and that reversibly compacted DNA molecules could be inserted in the liposomes with a yield of about 10%.

Keywords: Artificial cell, micro-contact printing, liposome, DNA

1. Introduction
In nature, up to 2 m of genomic DNA materials is packaged to fit within narrow micrometric spaces, such as the nucleus of eukaryotic cells or the capsid of viruses. The preparation of artificial cell-sized liposomes with a controlled size and containing genetic materials is thus of great interest to investigate and understand the hierarchical self-organization and gene regulation in living complex systems. However, the double challenge of i) preparation of monodisperse liposomes and ii) insertion of long genomic DNA molecules inside liposomes has never been achieved up to now. Here, we describe a novel method that combines micro-contact printing technology, electroswelling formation of liposomes and DNA compaction methodology.

2. Experimental
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of our method to prepare cell-sized liposomes of controlled size and containing long genomic DNA. First, a L-α-phosphatidylcholine (EPC) lipid solution (10 mg/mL in a 10:1 chloroform/methanol mixture) was spread on a temporary substrate (e.g., ITO) and dried under vacuum for one hour to obtain a well-organized dry and thin lipid film. Then, a PDMS stamp was used to transfer the lipid film with a desired pattern onto ITO-coated glass slides. Next, liposomes were obtained by the electroswelling (2 V, 10 Hz, 10 hours) of the micro-patterned lipid film in a 0.1 M sucrose solution. We used PDMS stamps with two motif sizes (dots of 15 and 30 μm in diameter, respectively). For DNA insertion experiments, molecules of genomic duplex T4 DNA (166,000 base pairs) were first compacted by spermine, a tetravalent cationic polyamine, (figure 3) and added to the solution for liposome swelling. This was obtained by the successive addition of 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH = 7.4), 10 μM spermine, 0.1 μM fluorescent
dye DAPI, 0.1 μM DNA in the 0.1 M sucrose swelling solution. For the observation and after the swelling, the solution containing the liposomes was extracted from the cell for electroswelling and mixed (1:2 v/v) with a 0.1 M glucose solution adjusted in osmolarity (110 mOsmol/L). After 2 hours, almost all liposomes had fallen down to the bottom of the observation cell by gravity and were observed using an Axiovert 200 inverted microscope (Zeiss) equipped with a 100× oil-immersion objective lens.

Figure 1. Schematic procedure of the preparation of liposomes of controlled size and containing long genomic DNA. A. Transfer of a lipid micro-pattern on an ITO-coated glass: 1) the PDMS stamp is inked by transferring a dry lipid film from a temporary substrate to the motifs of the stamp; 2) the lipid is stamped onto an ITO-coated glass slide. B. Electroswelling of liposomes from the lipid micro-pattern and simultaneous DNA insertion: 1) individual molecules of genomic T4 DNA (166,000 base pairs) are compacted in the presence of spermine (Spm4⁺), a tetravalent cationic polycation; 2) Toroidal condensates of such compacted DNA (approx. 90 nm in outer diameter) enter the liposomes while they are swelling under AC electric field. 3) When the electroswelling has been completed, liposomes detach from the surface. 4) Under appropriate conditions, compacted DNA may be unfolded due to the reversible nature of DNA compaction phase transition.

3. Results and discussion

Our micro-printing technique combines i) the simplicity of microcontact printing [1] and ii) a control deposition of the lipid film (thickness, organization) [2]. We found that the size of final liposomes is directly controlled by the motif size of the PDMS stamp, in agreement with [1-2]. Figure 2 shows two arrays of liposomes obtained after the swelling for 2 hours of micro-patterned lipid films with a motif size of 30 μm (left) and 15 μm (right), respectively. There is a clear increase in the mean diameter of obtained liposomes with an increase in the lipid motif size.

Up to now, usual techniques to include DNA inside a liposome (electroporation, swelling) have been limited to short DNA fragments (up to a few thousands base pairs). To insert very long molecules of genomic DNA, we used the fact that single molecules of long duplex DNA fold reversibly in the presence of multivalent counter-
ions into a very dense compact state [3]. Figure 3 shows the single-chain compaction of T4 DNA by spermine (Spm$^{4+}$) prior to the swelling of liposomes. Thus obtained DNA condensates have a toroidal shape with an outer diameter of ca. 90 nm (Fig. 3c).

Figure 3. Single-molecule compaction of genomic T4 DNA (166,00 base pairs, 0.1 μM in 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH = 7.4) by spermine (Spm$^{4+}$). Without spermine, all DNA molecules are in the unfolded elongated coil state. After sufficient addition of spermine, all DNA molecules fold individually into a dense compact state. a) Fluorescent microscopy (FM) image of an unfolded DNA molecule in the absence of spermine. Scale bar is 5 μm. b) FM image of compacted DNA molecule after addition of 10 μM spermine. Scale bar is 5 μm. c) Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) image of the compacted DNA molecule. Scale bar is 50 nm.

Figure 4 shows typical fluorescence microscopic images of a liposome containing a freely moving single T4 DNA molecule. In this figure, a compact DNA molecule can be seen as a fluorescent blue spot (fluorescence from DAPI-labeled DNA) freely moving within the fluorescent yellow liposome (fluorescence from fluorescein-labeled phospholipids composing the membrane of the liposome). The yield of such DNA insertion in cell-sized liposomes was estimated to be about 10%.

4. Conclusion

The method presented here, based on the electroswelling of micro-patterned lipid films and DNA compaction methodology, allows for the formation of cell-sized liposomes of controlled size (in the range 10-50 μm) and containing long genomic DNA. With a better yield in DNA insertion, it should pave the way for the controlled bottom-up preparation of artificial cells.
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INTRACELLULAR RECORDING AND CALCIUM MEASUREMENT IN A SINGLE NEURON OF APlysIA USING A NANO-PROBE
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Abstract

“Nano-probe” is a tool for simultaneous measurement of Ca²⁺ concentration and a membrane potential in a single neuron. In addition, this system also has other functions such as drug injection and electrical stimulation. In this paper, we measured the Ca²⁺ concentration from a single neuron of Aplysia using the probe. This data was compared with the data which was acquired by conventional CCD method.

Keywords: nano-probe, Ca²⁺ concentration, fluorescence, Aplysia

1. Introduction

Recently, not only recording the neural activity, but also simultaneous measurement of ion concentration from a single cell is necessary for biological function analysis. Because Calcium ion especially plays a great role in a living thing, it is important to investigate it. Ca²⁺ concentration of the in vivo brain is measured as the intensity of fluorescence which is caused from fluorescent indicators injected in the target region. The CCD attached in the microscope is often used for the imaging method. Although this CCD method is suitable for two dimensional measurement, it is not enough in the following points. First, the excitation light does not reach the deep region because of

Figure 1. Concept of nano-probing system.

Figure 2. Photo of fabricated nano-probe.
the absorption by organizations. Second, the excited fluorescence attenuates during the propagation to the photo detector. As a result S/N ratio lowers, and it is necessary to lower the time resolution by taking long sampling time or to lower the spatial resolution by binning. So the actual phenomenon might not be able to be measured if the target region is deep or fast response is occurred.

On the contrary, using a “nano-probe” reported here, the excitation light is illuminated from the neighborhood of the target cell, and it is possible to measure the weak fluorescence from the tip of the probe which is inserted into the cell. In addition, the nano-probe provides the functions such as intracellular recording, electrical stimulation, and drug injection. The conceptual sketch and a photograph of the nano-probe are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. Characteristics of the nano-probe such as injection and photo-detection ability were reported in [2]. The first biological data from a single neuron of Aplysia using the nano-probe was reported in Transducers ’05 [3]. In this paper, we compared the data measured by the nano-probe and the data of the minimum pixel acquired by the CCD method at the same time.

2. Experimental

The target cell was a neuron of a buccal ganglion from an Aplysia kurodai, which was about 100 μm in diameter. The nano-probe was inserted into the cell body by about 40 μm from the horizontal direction (Fig. 3). Consequently, the fluorescent dye, OGB-1, was introduced by current injection using the probe. The electrical stimuli of 1, 3, and 10 seconds were applied to the neuron every minute by the probe. The current intensity was set to 5 nA. During the stimuli, the neuron was firing and the Ca²⁺ concentration became high. The change of fluorescence intensity was acquired by the nano-probe and CCD (HiSCA C6790-81, HAMAMATSU). The data of CCD was processed by the imaging software (AQUACOSMOS, HAMAMATSU). Sampling rate was set to 100 Hz for the probe, and 1 Hz for CCD in consideration of S/N ratio.

3. Results and discussion

To compare the data of CCD with the nano-probe data, the relative fluorescent change $\Delta F/F$ was calculated from one pixel at the probe tip of acquired images. The calculated $\Delta F/F$ image around the probe tip was shown in Fig. 4 which was enlargement view of the box in Fig. 3. Fig. 5 shows the results of the nano-probe and CCD marked by the asterisk in Fig. 4. Both results were almost consistent because the photo detection area of the probe was almost equal to the area of one pixel of the CCD image. The former was 0.785 μm² in the FDTD simulation [3], and the latter was equivalent to 1 μm². It should be noted that the sampling rate of the probe (100 Hz in this experiment) was much faster than the rate of CCD (1 Hz). The CCD managed to acquire the response of the stimulation of 1 second. But it was difficult to measure when the stimulation duration was less than 1 second. On the other hands, it could measure the response to the stimulation of 0.1 seconds with the sampling rate of 100 Hz because the probe has high light detecting ability (data is not shown). The nano-probe has the advantage in the condition where the response is faster or the signal is weak.
4. Conclusion

Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration was simultaneously measured in order to compare the methods of nano-probe and CCD. Although both results were almost consistent in this paper’s condition, the nano-probing system has an advantage because it has an ability to measure the fluorescence from a tiny area of a three dimensional target with high sampling rate.
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Figure 3. Measurement from an Aplysia’s single neuron.

Figure 4. Ca\(^{2+}\) imaging around the probe tip. The color shows the fluorescence intensity. The nano-probe data was compared with the one pixel of CCD (marked by asterisk).

Figure 5. Comparison data between CCD and nano-probe. While electrical stimuli of 1, 3 and 10 seconds were applied, the fluorescence was measured. Sampling rate of fluorescence measurement was adjusted to 100 Hz for the nano-probe and 1 Hz for the CCD. The data of CCD was from one pixel marked by the asterisk in Fig. 4.
BIO-ACTUATED POWER GENERATOR USING CULTURED CARDIOMYOCYTES ON A POLYMER WIRE
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Abstract

A novel bio hybrid micro power generator using cardiomyocytes on a polymer wire was fabricated. Cultured cardiomyocytes convert chemical energy into kinetic energy efficiently and beat themselves autonomously. PZT fiber was utilized for cell immobilized substrate and electro-mechanical coupling material. In this paper, two preliminary experimental results were shown to prove this principle.
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1. Introduction

Natural cellular activities are increasingly exploited for micro analytical systems, biochemical reactors. We have proposed novel use of pulsating heart cells as mechanical micro actuators [1-2]. In this study, we propose a novel bio hybrid micro power generator using cardiomyocytes on a polymer wire. Cultured cardiomyocytes convert chemical energy into kinetic energy efficiently and beat themselves autonomously.

2. Principle of bio-actuated power generator

The principle of the bio-actuated power generator is that heart muscle cells are immobilized on a nylon wire, let it expand and contract, and this heartbeating force converts to a PZT fiber mechanically, and then the electrical energy is generated by piezoelectric effect. PZT fiber was utilized for cell immobilized substrate and electro-mechanical coupling material. Figure 1 (b) shows SEM image of a cross sectional view of PZT fiber. Figure 2 shows principle of bio-actuated power generator.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic view of PZT fiber, (b) SEM image of a cross sectional view of PZT fiber, scale= 100µm
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3. PZT fiber with Pt core

The PZT fiber consists of a liner PZT with a platinum core and plated with nickel, as shown in Figure 1. This unique structure of PZT fiber provides very easy set up to apply electric field and very sensitive application. In the above system, the electrical energy is generated by piezoelectric effect when the PZT fiber expanded, as shown in Figure 3.

4. Experimental

In this paper, two preliminary experiments were done to prove principle of the bio-actuated power generator.

First, the pulling experiment of the PZT fiber using a bimorph actuator as a model of cardiomyocytes was done (Figure 4). To convey the expansion force and contraction force of the nylon wire to the PZT fiber, they were glued together and each edge was fixed. To measure its frequency response, the nylon wire pulled it at heartbeat frequency (1 ~ 2Hz) using a bimorph actuator. The force that the nylon wire pulled the PZT fiber was tested with 4mN, 8mN and 11mN.

Second, the cardiomyocytes were cultured on the nylon wire. The diameter of the nylon wire is 150μm. A structure with a groove was made of PDMS was used to fix a nylon wire. These were sterilized UV light and the nylon wire was coated with fibronectin. Then, primary neonatal rat cardiomyocytes were seeded at the nylon wire in the dish. The dish which the nylon wire was in was filled with nutrient medium (Figure 5) and incubated at 37 degrees, CO₂ 5%.

5. Result and discussion

The result of the first experiment shows that the PZT fiber had a good response at heartbeat frequency and generates a voltage. Figure 6 shows the experiment results measured with an oscilloscope (Frequency = 2Hz). The PZT fiber generates 20mV using the bimorph actuator.
Figure 5 shows the cardiomyocytes (2nd day after culture) on the nylon wire. The cardiomyocytes beat themselves on it. From this result, we assume that more tension force is achieved if the density of cardiomyocyte on the nylon wire is much larger.

6. Conclusions
We confirmed a frequency response of the PZT fiber when the nylon wire glued with PZT fiber was pulled at heartbeat frequency (1 ~ 2Hz) using a bimorph actuator and the cardiomyocytes on the nylon wire were successfully cultured. These results show that power generation by the cardiomyocytes is possible. This novel bio-actuated power generator will open a new energy harvesting system for medical application.
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1. Introduction
The electronically programmable microfluidic technology [1], termed microfluidic computers [2] or chemical Turing machines [3], represents a significant improvement over the traditional lab-on-a-chip technology enabling detailed online control of fluids and chemistry on microfluidic chips. In particular, evolution of bio-molecular interactions involving various XNA molecules, lipids, etc. can be monitored and/or programmed in sequential and parallel ways not previously possible. This in turn opens avenues for realizing both natural and artificial metabolic-information pathways within microfluidic-based structures. Moreover, it enables the life-support of entirely new living systems - protocells - that present a transition from nonliving to living matter [4].

2. Microfluidic computers
A microfluidic computer consists of a fluidic layer with a network of microchannels, superposed on layer with programmable electrodes (and actuators) controlling the flow, Fig. 1(a). In addition, a detection equipment, e.g., a camera mounted on a fluorescent microscope, collects read-outs from the chip and sends the data to a PC where it is real-time processed and fed-back to the system to adjust the actuating voltages. With such a feedback programmable platform, one can precisely regulate the intake (timing and placement) of chemical reactants within the system during the course of a reaction - a major advantage over traditional methods relying on manual control. A specially important part of a microfluidic computer is the realization of iterative, or loop operations, essential for evolution on a chip. To enable this, both microfluidic hardware and voltage-adjusting software need to possess “circularity”, as shown in Fig. 1(a).

3. Evolution on a chip
In-vitro enzyme independent molecular evolution has two main problems not fully resolved: (1) a robust and evolvable self-replication with a high yield, and (2) an increase in the complexity of molecular interactions, both of which seem to be crucial traits of living entities.
Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of a microfluidic computer and the program for life-support and evolution of the protocells from [5]. The microflow control units are linked to a PC via Field-Programmable-Gate-Array (FPGA) and can be online programmed through feedback loops based on the fluorescent read-outs (dashed rectangles). Time-controlled injection of amphiphiles and double-stranded peptide nucleic acid (dsPNA) to the fatty-acid droplets initiates the self-assembly; after the photo-induced/gene-mediated lipid metabolism, (b), the protocells can be selected based on the metabolic activity; further evolution involves temperature-driven kinetics of dsPNA with single-stranded PNAs (ssPNAs), devised to give the FRET signal upon replication, (c) (f1, f2 - fluorophores).
The strength of microfluidic computers is their ability to optimize individual processes (e.g. only self-replication) via loop operations, but also the possibility of optimizing evolution of more complex couplings between different chemical systems (e.g. genetic and metabolic). Our aim here is to show that two initially decoupled processes, self-replication and metabolism, can be integrated within a microfluidic computer into a synergistic gene-metabolism cycle characteristic for minimal protocells [5]. The idea is to evolve and select the protocells both for their replication as well as their metabolic abilities, or in other words, to increase the complexity of replicators by assisting them to do more than just replicate - in this case catalyze a metabolism.

The life-cycle of the protocell is based on the self-assembly and division of lipid (fatty acid) micelles whose growth is driven by a simple photochemical process and controlled via genetic variability of informational peptide nucleic acid (PNA) replicators. As shown in Fig.1(a) the photo-induced metabolism and gene replication are at first spatially decoupled, allowing them to be separately fine tuned, and then linked together by time-resolved flow control. After the first batch of protocells is self-assembled (the amphiphiles and the genes attached onto the precursor-lipid droplets), the simple metabolism, driven by light, is initiated where a photosensitizer in conjunction with genes enables the production of protocellular building blocks from resources, Fig. 1(b). This affects the size of the initial resource “swollen” protocells. Since the metabolic yield depends on the genetic sequence, selection (e.g., by size, velocity) is possible in the microfluidic channel in the first leg of the cycle, see bottom part of Fig. 1(a). The preselected protocells, containing double stranded PNA, then undergo temperature/concentration-controlled reactions with single stranded PNA oligomers in order to initiate replication, Fig.1(c). A fraction of the protocells is returned to the cycle and further evolved whereas most are collected and FRET analyzed. We are currently experimentally investigating various stages of this concept, first of its kind.
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Abstract

We report the immobilization of Drosophila embryos on oil-covered self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) inside a microfluidic channel for thermal perturbation of embryos using laminar flows. We analyzed the fluid and heat transport in the microchannels using both numerical simulation and fluorescence thermometry. Thermally perturbed cellular events of gastrulation along the embryo membrane were captured in real-time using differential interference contrast (DIC) imaging. Unnatural asynchrony was observed when the embryo was exposed to a binary flow of 35°C at the posterior end and 20°C at the anterior.
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1. Introduction

The ability to maintain genetic functions under varying conditions has long been considered an essential characteristic of biological networks. Injection of membrane-impermeable macromolecules, such as peptides and oligonucleotides, can alter or assay genetic functions. A complementary method is to modulate the external cellular environment at well-controlled spatial-temporal resolution. Recently, microfluidic devices were used for the thermal perturbation of a Drosophila embryo to study the symmetry of patterning during development [1]. However, the accuracy and throughput of perturbation are limited by the manual positioning process of the embryos using adhesive tapes and staining the embryos outside of the microfluidic channel. In this paper, we report the self-assembly of Drosophila embryos on oil-covered monolayers (SAMs) inside a microchannel for immediate feedback on highly characterized thermal perturbation.

2. Experimental Setup and Device Fabrication

A Y-junction microfluidic device is designed to inject two distinct thermal flows towards assembled embryos with sharp temperature step. The self-assembly pads are fabricated on a substrate and then covered with microfluidic channels, formed with rapid prototyping of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). As shown in Figure 1, the Cr/Au pads were prepared on glass cover slips using a lift-off process. The glass was submersed in 1mM octadecanethiol (ODT) [2] to form the hydrophobic SAMs sites. Halocarbon 700 oil (HCO) was then applied before the channel was plasma bonded to the glass substrate.
Robustness in various developmental stages.

Spatial and temporal control over a developing embryo was observed to exhibit unnatural asynchrony when exposed to a temperature variation (Fig. 3D). Intensity measurements of Rhodamine B dye were used for temperature characterization of two distinct thermal flows (Fig. 3E). The duration of cellular events of pre-gastrulation for an assembled embryo were recorded in real-time with an array of gold pads covered in oil. (C) Set-up: the thermal flows are controlled using a syringe pump connected to a heat exchanger on heater/chiller plates.

3. Results and Discussion

The thermal profile around the embryo was modeled using FLUENT®. Embryo assembly and detachment is achieved through flow rate regulation (Fig. 2A). For self-assembly at 1-4 ml/min, the simulated flow force exerted on the embryo is an order of magnitude less than the measured detachment forces of 8.9μN [3] of the pads (Fig. 2B).

Simulations show the temperature distribution narrows by 50% as flow rate doubles (Fig. 3A), widens by 85% for embryos displacement downstream from 200μm to 800μm (Fig. 3B), and widens at the top and bottom of the channel by a factor of 3 because of heat convection (Fig. 3C). Parallel thermal perturbation of aligned embryos is feasible due to the uniform temperature profiles across the embryos (less than 2% variation) (Fig. 3D). Intensity measurements of Rhodamine B dye were used for temperature characterization of two distinct thermal flows (Fig. 3E). The duration of cellular events of pre-gastrulation for an assembled embryo were recorded in real-time using a DIC enabled microscope (Fig. 4A-E). Control measurements showed a 25% increase in growth rate as temperature was increased from 24°C to 35°C. In addition, embryo development was observed to exhibit unnatural asynchrony when exposed to a binary flow of 35°C at the posterior end and 20°C at the anterior inside the microfluidic device (Fig 4F-G). The microfluidic self-assembly devices show great promise for fine spatial and temporal control over a developing embryos and cells for examining thermal robustness in various developmental stages.
**Figure 3** Numerical and experimental characterization of temperature distribution for embryos under binary thermal perturbation. (A) Effect of flow rate. Left to right (mL/min): 1, 2.8, and 4 at x=200 μm from the junction. (B) Effect of embryo displacement. Left to right (μm): x=200, 800, 1500 at 4mL/min (C) YZ cross section overlapping an embryo located at the bottom of channel at x=200 μm. (D) Simulated result of temperature distribution around three embryos in microchannel at x=200 μm, 800 μm, 1500 μm at 4mL/min. (E) Measured temperature distribution around a drosophila embryo is in good agreement with the simulations. Legend: experimental (●) and simulation results at 4mL/min (—) and 1mL/min (—) for (27°C→20°C) for a normalized temperature distribution over the length of an embryo. Embedded: optical micrograph demonstrating temperature characterization using Rhodamine B dye. Temps recorded: ~27°C (dark) and ~20°C (light) with ±1°C deviation.

**Figure 4.** Time elapsed DIC images of embryo growth at posterior at 24°C until gastrulation (A) Optical micrograph of a dechorionated embryo assembled onto 150 μm x 150 μm ‘cross’ pads. (B) Stage 3: syncytial division 9, polar bud formation; (C) Stage 4: Syncytial divisions 10-13, pole cell formation; (D) Stage 5: Cellularization; and (E) Stage 6: Onset of gastrulation. (F1,F2) Image of furrow front (dotted line) movement in Stage 6 at 24°C control embryo(G1,G2) Unnatural advancement of the furrow front on posterior(left-side) (35°C), versus the anterior (right-side)(20°C).
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Abstract
This paper reports a novel autonomous bio-microactuator powered by primary cultured cardiomyocytes. To exploit contractions of cardiomyocytes, we fabricated a PDMS bulb–shaped dispenser and allowed cardiomyocytes directly adhere to it. The displacement of the bulb-shaped dispenser by cardiomyocytes was larger than previous report.
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1. Introduction
Much attention has been directed to micro-total analysis systems (μ-TAS) and lab-on-a-chip, devices fabricated by microfabrication technology. A various kinds of efficient bioreactors, biosensors and bioassay systems have been produced by fusion of cell biology and various technologies. Those devices utilize only chemical or bio-chemical properties of cells.

Our group has focused on kinetic energy generated by cells and already reported that the micro bio-actuator, utilizing spontaneous contractions of primary cultured cardiomyocytes, can be driven by only chemical energy of biological reaction in living cells without electrical or mechanical energy[1-3]. However, this micro bio-actuator has low conversion efficiency of myocardial contractions to drive flow for practical use. To improve this issue, we propose that isolated cardiomyoctes from the heart of a neonatal rat are plated on a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) thin film and adhere tightly to it. In the previous studies, the cell-sheet engineering using temperature-responsive polymer was utilized. It enables us to collect a cultured cell-sheet by only temperature reduction without any damage of the cell-cell junction. It is, however, difficult to mount and fix the cell-sheet on the PDMS.

Fig.1 A principle of fluidpumping of bio-actuated bulb-shaped fluidic dispenser. A PDMS check valve is opened by continuous fluidpumping by heartbeatings is achieved.
structure of a micro actuator. For this reason, the contractile force of cardiomyocytes was not able to bring out maximally for fluid drive.

This paper describes to design and fabrication of a novel bio hybrid micro fluidic dispenser using cardiomyocytes and micromachined mechanical components.

2. Material and Method

The principle of the proposed bio hybrid micro fluidic dispenser is shown in Figure 1. Cardiomyocytes are immobilized on a PDMS bulb-shaped thin membrane (15μm thickness). The check valve is closed while cardiomyocytes are relaxing; it is open autonomously while they are contracting spontaneously. A micromachined nozzle allows the dispenser pump out a small amount of volume of fluid synchronously.

Primary neonatal rat cardiomyocytes were prepared according to following procedures. Cardiac ventricles of 1-day-old Wistar rats were digested at 37°C with collagenase in Dulbecco's phosphate buffered saline (DPBS, Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺ free). Isolated cells were suspended in the culture medium, DMEM/F-12 supplemented with 10% FBS and 0.2% penicillin-streptomycin solution (Figure 2). The primary cell suspensions were prepared at above 1×10⁶ cells / ml.

A bulb-shaped dispenser was made of PDMS without photolithography. The procedure was shown in Figure 3. Finally the primary cell suspensions were seeded on a
bulb-shaped thin membrane coated with fibronectin.

Figure 4 shows a photo of a prototype of PDMS bulb-shaped fluidic dispenser. Thickness of bulb-shaped membrane was 15μm around a whole structure to realize high efficient mechanical energy conversion. A micronozzle, 40 μm in a diameter, was fabricated by micro discharge machining for fluid dispensing.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 5 shows a photo of test of a PDMS check valve by pushing & pulling. We succeeded in fabricating and testing a very small slit window, which was opened and closed. A microscopic image of cell-immobilized PDMS based bulb-shaped membrane structure from top view, is shown in Figure 6. A whole structure was filled with medium and was incubated at 37 degrees centigrade, CO₂ 5%. A group of cardiomyocytes were pulsating synchronously. Next, displacement of a thin membrane structure by cardiomyocytes was measured. A microscopic image of pulsating cell-immobilized PDMS based bulb-shaped membrane is shown in Figure 7. Result of displacement of membrane per single twitch was 29μm. Compared previous results [1-3], a displacement of a thin membrane structure was relatively large.

4. Conclusions

We confirmed that it is possible to achieve much more efficient force just when plating on the PDMS thin membrane directly without using cell-sheet engineering. These results show that fluid dispensing power and efficiency by heart muscle cells are large enough to deliver a small amount of volume of fluid in a microspace.
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Abstract
Systematic studies of pore formation mechanisms of toxins in mammalian cell membranes are critical for understanding infectious disease as well as the biomimetic design of artificial toxins to target cancer cells for lysis. In this paper, dynamic studies of the pore formation mechanism of the bacterial toxin Streptolysin O (SLO) are accomplished by using a microfluidic single cell trapping array. HeLa cells are maintained isolated in hydrodynamic traps while a step concentration of SLO monomers is introduced into the device. Using fluorescent imaging analysis and computational modeling, we attempt to characterize the poration mechanism of the toxin by comparing the results to existing models. We observe that the existing models cannot be completely supported by the experimental data and a hybrid model has been created, involving discrete stochastic reaction kinetics to better explain the variability in the single cell behavior.
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1. Introduction
We utilized microfluidic single cell trap arrays to analyze and better understand the pore formation mechanism of SLO. The use of a microfluidic single cell trap array is advantageous to other techniques because the dynamics of membrane permeability in a large quantity of individual cells can be determined for identical experimental conditions. A comparable off-chip experiment could be done by isolating single cells with a micropipette and switching solutions around the cell but throughput would be much decreased and cells would not experience identical conditions necessary for quantitative analysis of pore formation.

![Figure 1. Experimental methods and question. (A) Schematic and micrographs of the microfluidic device for single cell trapping. (B) Mechanism of intensity measurements and varied pore-formation models.](image-url)
We chose to study SLO, part of a large family of cholesterol dependent pore-forming toxins that bacteria produce to assist pathogenesis, because of the unknown mechanism of pore formation. There are conflicting models in the literature between pore formation occurring before the complete assembly of the oligomerized toxin ring or only after assembly has occurred [1]. We attempt to address this question using single cell analysis of permeability dynamics, and the modeling of diffusion of Calcein dye through porous membranes with varied pore sizes depending on the model.

2. Experimental Methods

The device was fabricated from PDMS and glass as described previously [2]. Introduced reagents were supplied through a branching introduction channel to individual trapping arrays. HeLa cells were dyed with Calcein AM and were flowed into the device. The cells were maintained isolated in hydrodynamic traps while SLO monomers were quickly introduced (Fig. 1). Then, the fluorescent intensity of the cells was monitored over time (Fig. 2). Only one trapping array was observed during an experiment, and the speed of reagent introduction was characterized to be ~ 250 ms using a 40kD fluorescein conjugated dextran solution. The experiment was carried out at concentrations of 100U/mL (0.091 μg/mL) and 10kU/mL (9.1 μg/mL). Later, computer simulations were used to compare the experimental data to the existing hypotheses and to further characterize the pore formation mechanism of SLO.

3. Models and Simulations

The two existing hypotheses concerning the pore formation mechanism of SLO were modeled and simulated using Matlab. Due to the inadequacies of these models, we developed a hybrid discrete model involving probabilities and random variables to determine whether or not monomers oligomerized and whether or not they formed a transmembrane pore. Taking into consideration the geometrical conflicts of calcein exiting through pores in the cell membrane, the effective pore area (A_p) was calculated as follows:

$$A_p = \frac{A_0}{1 - a/r_p} \left(1 - 2.104a/r_p + 2.09(a/r_p)^3 - 0.95(a/r_p)^5\right),$$

where A_0 is the actual pore area, r_p is the radius of the pore, and a is the radius of a solvated calcein molecule, taken to be 8.0 Å. Then, we employed Fick’s first law of diffusion and the dependence of calcein intensity on the number of calcein molecules to model the decrease in intensity over time.

4. Results

The experimental data from two different monomer concentrations give similar behaviors, in which there is first a delay between introduction and initial membrane permeation, and then only smooth transitions in slope while the intensity decreases (Fig. 2). However, both initial models fail to account for the initial delay from the time of toxin introduction to the time of the initial decrease in intensity.

Hence, the hybrid model introduces four probability-dependent variables at each time step, which include the average number of monomers binding to the membrane, the probability that monomers and oligomers will oligomerize in a time step, the probability that monomers and oligomers form a transmembrane pore for a given oligomer size, and a measure of particle mobility in the membrane. We used the same
parameters to find best fit curves for the experimental data at both concentrations, increasing only the average number of monomers bound for the higher concentration. However, noting that there exists a widespread variation in the intensity curves from cell to cell, it is evident that only a stochastic model could produce a variation to match the experimental results (Fig. 3).

5. Conclusions

From the experimental and simulation results of single cell pore formation, it is evident that neither the whole pore model nor the monomer insertion model adequately describes the pore formation mechanism of SLO. As suggested by the initial delay, the pore formation mechanism of SLO must sometimes include a certain amount of oligomerization before creating a transmembrane pore; however it does not seem to be necessary for the entire pre-pore complex to be formed before poration, as shown by the smoothness of the intensity curves. Furthermore, only discrete stochastic processes can account for the variation seen among all the cells in any given experiment. The hybrid model thus is able to better match the initial delay time as well as the variation.
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Note: definition of U (unit): one unit causes 50% lysis of 2% red blood cell suspensions in phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.4, after incubation at 37 °C for 30 min.
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Abstract

A device has been fabricated to set up electric-field-induced protein crystallization experiments. The effect of external electric field (EF) on the crystallization of thaumatin and hen egg-white lysozyme (HEWL) was investigated. All experiments were set as a microbatch method in paraffin oil. The main advantages of having electric field-induced protein crystallization are shorter time required to obtain crystals, less nucleation (i.e. number of crystals) with bigger size of crystals.

Keywords: Electric field, large-size protein crystals, reduced nucleation.

1. Introduction

Our group has been working on fabrication of various devices for protein crystallization, e.g., electrostatic actuation and merging of droplets [1]. Its later version was able to make an array of the merged droplets [2]. Further improvements brought a robot that does all steps from droplet generation to imaging & storage [3]. Here we are presenting another device that performs protein crystallization under electric field (EF) and can be used independently or with our robot [3]. We use our own developed plastic film tray (PFT) for setting up the experiments. The PFT is fabricated by using a plastic film (Polyvinylidene chloride, PVDC) and it acts as an insulator between the electrode and the protein. The characteristics of the device are summarized in the Table 1 and shown in Fig. 1. The PFT (Fig. 2) has two parts: a
holder (made of polycarbonate) and the plastic film. The PFT, containing oil, protein solution, and precipitants, is placed on an electrode panel (Fig. 1) and connected to a power supply.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Characteristics of the electrode panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrodes material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulator thickness (t)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrode width (w)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrode gap (g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Experimental
Various crystallization experiments were carried out with (EF) and without (NEF) applying an external EF. The potential was varied from 0 to 280 V for HEWL (Fig. 3) and 0 to 270 V for thaumatin (Figs. 4-5). Droplets of protein and precipitant (each having volume of 500 nL) were dispensed in the centre of the electrode and the two droplets were merged. An array of droplets was hence formed and the electrode panel was plugged into the power supply and placed inside an incubator at 18°C. The images were taken at periodic intervals and data for number of crystals formed in each drop were taken. The crystal size was measured by using software.

3. Results and Discussion
Comparative analyses on thaumatin and HEWL crystals have demonstrated that an application of external EF had positive effects. For example in the case of HEWL, the mean number of crystals in the NEF drops was 10, whereas for the samples in EF (0–280V) the mean crystals ranged from 2–4 (Fig. 3). In the case of HEWL, when the potential was 265 V or more the drop expanded due to the electrowetting effect (Fig. 6). In fact, only one HEWL crystal was obtained in about 65% of the drops under EF[4]. Similar trend was found by Taleb et al.[5] by using 750 kV/m.
Application of EF reduced the nucleation rate of HEWL[4]. Similar trend was also found for thaumatin. The mean number of thaumatin crystals for NEF was 5.4 crystals per drop and for the EF sample, it ranged from 3.2 – 3.8 (Fig. 5) and percentage of larger-sized thaumatin crystals in 100 V was more than the other conditions tested (Fig. 6).

4. Conclusions
The main advantages of having electric field-induced protein crystallization are (a) shorter time required to obtain crystals, (b) less nucleation/number of crystals, and (c) bigger size of crystals.
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Abstract
We present the first SU-8 only Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) micro-device. Using a wafer level process, we tightly bond the SU-8 chamber with a layer of SU-8 itself, yielding a permanently sealed, transparent, durable chamber cover. We successfully amplified *Salmonella typhimurium* DNA and observed amplification product formation through the SU-8 cover during thermocycling with Cy5 labelled probes and TOPRO-3 DNA intercalator.

1. Introduction
The miniaturisation of PCR in SU-8 (a transparent, rigid and biocompatible polymer) by photolithography and bonding is of particular interest due to low cost and simplicity promising standardised, batch-produced, highly integrated, disposable Lab-on-a-Chip devices.

2. Chip Optimization
We have adapted our existing full-wafer SU-8 bonding and release protocol [1] for the bonding of layers of variable thickness, making possible the sealing of chambers several millimetres wide with SU-8 covers that can contain the pressures developed during thermocycling. Figure 1 shows a vertical cut across a 4mm wide SU-8 PCR chamber. The SU-8 sealing cover is created on a separate Kapton substrate, bonded to the chamber and released from the Kapton to form a tight permanently sealing, free, transparent, low cost and durable chamber cover. Inlet holes are simply patterned into the resin without the need for any drilling or etching. Our 5.0μL, 190μm high, 3mm wide, 12mm long SU-8 PCR chamber (fig. 2-3), fabricated on a Pyrex substrate,
integrates six Ti/Pt (12nm/130nm) heaters with parallel heater elements and a resistive 1.2mm long sensor which measures only the hottest area of the chamber. The rhombus-shape facilitates pipetted liquid injection and extraction at the inlets/outlets. Conventional parallel heating elements are sensitive to asymmetries in the electrical contacts. We have developed a special shape of the heater’s electrical contact pads which force the current to feed evenly into each heating element (20μm wide, 5mm long and 50μm spaced) yielding any contact pin displacements irrelevant. With this we reduced the maximum current variation between heater elements to only 0.04μA and achieved temperature uniformity.

Fig. 2: Top view of the SU-8 PCR chip.

Fig. 3: Schematic top view of the PCR chip.

3. Experimental

For thermocycling, part of a 15μL PCR mixture (containing respectively 0.2μM Cy5/BHQII probe or 0.1μM TOPRO-3 intercalator for fluorescent detection, 0.5 μM each primer, 1U Taq Polymerase) is pipetted into the chamber. The chip inlets are sealed by a plastic plug in a PMMA capsule (fig. 5-6). In this capsule, the chip is automatically aligned and can easily be mounted and replaced. The capsule’s integrated PCB, electrical pins and electrical connectors eliminate the need for glue or wire bonding to make electrical contact. The packaging capsule is then placed under an epifluorescent microscope with a photomultiplier tube or CCD camera.

Fig. 4: Vertical cut view of the packaging capsule.

Fig. 5: Top view of the packaging capsule.

4. Results

Figure 6 shows the result of agarose (2%) gel electrophoresis of the amplification product with line 1 indicating the 100bp molecular weight markers, line 2 showing the successful on-chip amplification of the 158bp Salmonella typhimurium CECT 443 and line 3 giving the negative control (on-chip amplification with water instead of DNA).
We also observed in real-time on-chip amplification product formation through the SU-8 cover during thermocycling with fluorescent CY5 molecular probes and TOPRO-3 intercalator (fig. 8-9). Only few articles [2] show (SYBR Green) fluorescent on-chip amplification product images. The change in fluorescence shows typical exponential signal increase after (threshold) cycle 19. After cycle 30 the signal plateau is reached (fig 7).

5. Conclusion

We successfully amplified and fluorescently detected a 158 bp molecular marker from Salmonella typhimurium genomic DNA in our PCR chamber, fabricated completely in SU-8, sealed for the first time with a single layer of SU-8 itself. We are currently optimising conditions for quantitative real-time PCR product specification in our SU-8 chamber. We also work on integrating our PCR application with microfluidic control features and substituting pyrex with plastic substrates for truly low-cost, disposable devices.
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Abstract
This paper presents a new type of continuous-flow polymerase chain reaction (CF-PCR) device, which can successfully amplify a human genome DNA in less than 10 minutes. A disposable polymer disk equipped with a long spiral microchannel is installed into a miniaturized heating device for the PCR. Uniform temperature distribution of heating blocks and fast thermal transition of moving sample realize a stable and fast PCR. The disk of single use and the heating device of simplified flow and thermal controls are unique in the literatures. The present CF-PCR device gives enhanced PCR performance in speed, size and control.
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1. Introduction
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a general and important process in genetic science. Recently, the miniaturized PCR devices have attracted a lot of interests due to its various advantages over conventional PCR thermocyclers. Many research groups have addressed the need for a PCR device with high amplification efficiency, enhanced speed, high-throughput, low sample consumption, automation, free of contamination and low cost. Continuous-flow PCR is highly suitable for the rapid amplification [1-2]. Here, we present a new type of CF PCR device, which realizes fast human DNA amplification under very simple fluidic and thermal control using a unique disposable polymer disk. The design and fabrication of the heating unit and the polymer disk will be explained and the PCR experiment using the present CF PCR device will be shown.

2. Experimental
The design of the microchannel in the disk is shown in Figure 1. The DNA amplification is accomplished by continuously pumping the DNA samples through the single spiral microchannel (length~0.54m) at a constant flow rate, while the DNA samples experience temperature change of three steps for PCR, i.e., denaturation, annealing and extension steps, per each cycle. In order to keep the cycling time per each cycle constant, the width of the channel continuously decreases as the channel goes from center (inlet) to border (outlet). The width of the

Figure 1. Spiral microchannel in the disk. A: Pre-denaturation zone, B: Cycling zone, C: Post-extension zone.
The microchannel varies from 54μm to 150μm and the depth is fixed at 80μm. The pre-denaturation and the post-extension zones are included before and after the 30 cycles’ PCR zone, respectively. Both the additional zones pose the flow time of 10% of the central cycling time.

Figure 2 shows the structure of the present CF-PCR device and the disk heating unit. The PCR cycle time is modulated by the pumping rate of the syringe pump connected to the inlet fluidic connector. The fan-shaped heating blocks are equipped with film heaters on their backside and are separated for thermal isolation (see Figure 2(b) & (d)). A temperature controller maintains the temperatures of the heating blocks at constant values. The top and bottom heating blocks facing each other are aligned, and their temperature is set to the same. The disk is tightly sandwiched with the heating unit for efficient heat transfer. The fluidic tubing and sealing are automatically established between the disk and the heating unit by aligning the top and bottom parts of the heating unit (Figure 2(c)). For thermal isolation and mechanical strength of pressing, the PEEK was used as the material of the clamp and air-trench was installed between the clamp and the film heaters.

Figure 3. Simulation using CFD-ACE+. (a) Temperature distribution of heating unit, (b) Temperature transition along the channel with sample flow.

Figure 4. Disk fabrication. (a) Ni master, (b) Plan view of thermally bonded channel, (c) Cross section of thermally bonded channel, (d) The fabricated polymer disk.
Figure 3 demonstrates simulation results. The temperature uniformity of each blocks and thermal isolation between blocks are good.(Figure 3(a)) The temperature of pumped sample is changed quickly even at high flow rate.(Figure 3(b)) The polymer disk is hot embossed with a nickel master and thermally bonded with polymer sheet as shown in Figure 4. COC(Cyclo-olefin-copolymer) is used as the polymer due to its good thermal stability and bio-compatibility. The master is fabricated by the electroplating on the microchannel made from silicone DRIE process. The bonded disk is highly reliable for high pressure flow and the deflection of the channel after thermal bonding is very small(less than 5μm). Figure 4(d) shows the fabricated polymer disk, of which the diameter is 66mm and the thickness is 1.4mm.

3. Result and discussion

Figure 5 demonstrates a PCR amplification result using of 480-bp human N-acetyltransferase DNA, which is known as a marker of bladder cancer. The dynamic coating method using BSA(Bovine Serum Albumin) is utilized for preventing the surface adsorption of PCR components. The results indicate the present device can conduct reproducible and fast PCR.
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ABSTRACT

We report here our work on single-molecule restriction enzyme assay using a femtoliter microchamber. Our previous studies [1] have shown that femtoliter microchambers made of poly-dimethylsiloxine (PDMS) allowed us to measure biomolecule reactions at a single-molecule level without immobilization. In this study, we explore the potentials of encapsulating and manipulating single DNA molecules in new microchambers fabricated using acrylamide gel. The conventional use of acrylamide proves that this material has no unfavorable interactions with these biomolecules. Moreover, this novel approach delivers several advantages over typical PDMS microchambers due to the porous structure of acrylamide gel. Such structure permits ion/enzyme migrations and it has been demonstrated that electric field can be easily applied through the gel matrix. By exploiting this feature, cleavage reaction of DNA molecules in a microchamber has been initiated and directly observed under optical microscopy at the single-molecule level. The results obtained show that this is an extremely sensitive and fast detection technique for restriction enzyme assay. With the aim to extend this method, further DNA analyses such as DNA stretching under alternating electrical field can also be realized in order to measure the length of DNA fragments with high yield.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of various enzymes having the ability to modify and synthesize DNA molecules led to numerous breakthroughs in DNA enzymology. A group known as restriction enzymes, which cleave DNA molecules, serves as a powerful tool for gene manipulation and pharmacological applications. Restriction enzyme basically binds onto a specific recognition sequence of a DNA molecule, and then cleaves it. The way in which a particular enzyme cuts a specific base sequence is always the same and reproducible despite the type of DNA molecules it is reacting with. Therefore, this enzyme offers a simple, reliable way to determine the position of a specific recognition sequence on a DNA molecule of interest. For several decades, it has been the interest of many scientists to exploit this technique for effective DNA analysis [2].

2. MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES

For our experiments, 48.5 kbp λDNA molecules (16.5 μm in full length) have been stained with SYBR Gold dye to visualize the activities of individual molecules. The
restriction enzyme chosen for our study, BamHI (source: Bacillus amyloliquefaciens) [3] cuts the λDNA molecule into six different fragments, ranging from 5.5 kbp to 16.8 kbp in the presence of magnesium ions, a required cofactor. λDNA molecules and BamHI enzymes in the sample solution are trapped within the femtoliter microchambers by pressing a microneedle on the surface of the gel against the glass slide. Direct observation of the activities within the femtoliter chambers, which are fabricated using 14% polyacrylamide (AA) gel, has been carried out as shown in Figure 1. The image was obtained through a fluorescence microscope equipped with a mercury light source, a 12% ND filter and an image intensifier unit (Hamamatsu Photonics C8600-05).

Figure 1: Experimental setup for encapsulating DNA molecules in microchamber

The initiation of restriction enzyme reactions such as controlling the incubation temperature and incubation time for each assay have been found to be unsuitable in our investigation. By applying a d.c. current across the AA gel using external electrodes, magnesium ions (Mg$^{2+}$) can move through the gel matrix and enter the microchambers. This method of introducing Mg$^{2+}$ to trigger the reaction proves to be a more viable approach for our application. Furthermore, in general, the presence of Mg$^{2+}$ are usually required for most restriction enzymes assays.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Within the microchamber, the confined λDNA molecule undergoing restriction enzyme reaction under the influence of restricted Brownian motion has been observed as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Results of restriction enzyme assay in microchamber
The complete cleaving process of the encapsulated single λDNA molecule using BamHI is continuously observed. Mg\(^{2+}\) triggering has also allowed full control of initiating the reaction. Figure 3 describes the relationship between the rate of initiating reaction and current magnitude with respect to the electrodes’ positions and the electrodes separation distances (reference to the inset on the right).

**Figure 3:** Influence of electrodes’ positions on the relationship between the time required for initiating reaction and current.

Based the diffusion model of ion flux under the influence of a potential difference, the time required to initiate reaction can be theoretically estimated.

\[
\frac{dc}{dt} = -D\left(\frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial x^2} + \frac{zFV}{RTl}\frac{dc}{dx}\right)
\]

where \(c\) is \(\text{Mg}^{2+}\) concentration, \(t\) is time, \(x\) is distance, \(D\) is the diffusion constant in AA gel [4], \(V/l\) is the unit potential, \(z\) is number of positive charges, \(F\) is Faraday constant and \(RT\) is the thermal energy.

4. CONCLUSION

Restriction enzyme assay has been carried out within the novel femtoliter chamber, hence enabling direct observation. Subsequent analyses such as stretching of encapsulated DNA fragments (an example of an initial experiment shown in Figure 5) are currently investigated.
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Abstract

In this paper, a plastic lab-on-a-chip, which can perform RT (Reverse Transcription), PCR amplification, and consecutive on-chip fluorescence detection, has been developed and applied for the rapid detection of HIV as a point-of-care testing.

Keywords: RT-PCR, On-chip Detection, Micro Pinch-Valves, Infrared Thermocycles

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been a large demand for the development of a point-of-care (POC) diagnostic kit for the early and rapid detection of HIV by analyzing DNA. With on-chip PCR amplification [1, 2], one of the most commonly used detection methods on the diagnostic chips is agarose gel-based electrophoresis, but the method usually requires a long analysis time. If capillary electrophoresis (CE) is used, it also needs a high voltage to operate the chip [2]. So, both methods are not suitable for the point of care testing (POCT). So, in this research, a new functional plastic lab-on-a-chip as described in Figure 1, which can perform RT-PCR using non-contact infrared (IR) thermocycles and provide dynamic on-chip fluorescence detection, has been developed and characterized for the HIV diagnostics.

In order to functionally control all processes required on the chip, a micro pinch valve using flexible silicone tube, which was developed by our group [3], was embedded into the chip to control assay sequence, enduring high inner pressure during PCR thermocycles. So, actuator pins to pinch the silicone tubes are mounted on the cap of the analyzer.

2. DESIGN AND FABRICATION

The plastic lab-on-a-chip consists of three different chambers for RT incubation, PCR amplification and on-chip detection, respectively (Figure 1 (b)). The mechanism of pinch valve is illustrated in Figure 1(c). This lab-on-a-chip was fabricated with Cyclic Olefin Copolymer (COC) using injection molding technique. Flexible silicone tubes were assembled over the areas of pinch valve and then thermal bonding process was performed as shown in Figure 2.
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Recently, there has been a large demand for the development of a point-of-care (POC) diagnostic kit for the early and rapid detection of HIV by analyzing DNA. With on-chip PCR amplification [1, 2], one of the most commonly used detection methods on the diagnostic chips is agarose gel-based electrophoresis, but the method usually requires a long analysis time. If capillary electrophoresis (CE) is used, it also needs a high voltage to operate the chip [2]. So, both methods are not suitable for the point of care testing (POCT). So, in this research, a new functional plastic lab-on-a-chip as described in Figure 1, which can perform RT-PCR using non-contact infrared (IR) thermocycles and provide dynamic on-chip fluorescence detection, has been developed and characterized for the HIV diagnostics.

In order to functionally control all processes required on the chip, a micro pinch valve using flexible silicone tube, which was developed by our group [3], was embedded into the chip to control assay sequence, enduring high inner pressure during PCR thermocycles. So, actuator pins to pinch the silicone tubes are mounted on the cap of the analyzer.

2. DESIGN AND FABRICATION
The plastic lab-on-a-chip consists of three different chambers for RT incubation, PCR amplification and on-chip detection, respectively (Figure 1(b)). The mechanism of pinch valve is illustrated in Figure 1(c). This lab-on-a-chip was fabricated with Cyclic Olefin Copolymer (COC) using injection molding technique. Flexible silicone tubes were assembled over the areas of pinch valve and then thermal bonding process was performed as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Point-of-care diagnostic system: (a) Chip and analyzer; (b) Functional lab-on-a-chip for seamless RT-PCR and dynamic detection; and (c) Mechanism of embedded micro pinch valves.

Figure 2. Microphotograph of fully disposable Lab-on-a-chip consists of RT incubation chamber, PCR reactor, detection chamber and embedded flexible silicon tubes

Figure 3 shows the entire sequence of bio-reaction process on the chip. RT mixture and RTase were inserted into the RT incubation chamber through two different inlets. After incubation, RT and PCR mixture were injected into the PCR chamber. Upon the completion of PCR thermocycles using IR, PCR sample was moved into the detection chamber on which streptavidin-biotin-oligo already adsorbed. When the PCR sample is loaded to detection chamber, it is heated up at 65 °C and incubated for hybridization. And then SYBR green dye which has high binding affinity to the minor groove of double strand DNA is inserted into detection chamber for the fluorescent detection.

Figure 3 shows the entire sequence of bio-reaction process on the chip. RT mixture and RTase were inserted into the RT incubation chamber through two different inlets. After incubation, RT and PCR mixture were injected into the PCR chamber. Upon the completion of PCR thermocycles using IR, PCR sample was moved into the detection chamber on which streptavidin-biotin-oligo already adsorbed. When the PCR sample is loaded to detection chamber, it is heated up at 65 °C and incubated for hybridization. And then SYBR green dye which has high binding affinity to the minor groove of double strand DNA is inserted into detection chamber for the fluorescent detection.

Figure 3. Sequence of bio-reaction on the fabricated chip.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The binding reaction of different concentration of FITC labeled streptavidin on COC surface is characterized first to verify how much streptavidin-biotin-oligo adsorbs on COC surface directly. Then, agarose gel electrophoresis has been performed as a reference as plotted in Figure 5. The results obtained from the on-chip RT-PCR shows acceptable amplifications. Finally, dynamic detections of HIV assay from the on-chip after RT-PCR have been successfully performed as shown in Figure 6, which clearly demonstrates dynamic on-chip fluorescence signals proportional to the number of PCR thermocycles.

![Figure 5. Agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR products as a reference: (a) Lane 1 shows 100 bp DNA ladder for reference; lane 2 is + control result from commercial equipment; lane 3 is on-chip amplification result. (b) Quantification measurement between lane 2 and 3 using scanner](image)

![Figure 6. Dynamic quantification measurement of HIV as fluorescence intensity after 0, 12 and 30 PCR thermocycles on lab-on-a-chip](image)

4. CONCLUSION
Fully functional plastic lab-on-a-chip, which can perform RT incubation, PCR amplification and on-chip dynamic detection, has been developed and fully characterized for HIV diagnostics. Full optimization of the chip for HIV diagnostics is currently under evaluation. The new platform of plastic lab-on-a-chip with RT-PCR and dynamic detection will envisage a promising disposable point-of-care diagnostics for numerous infectious diseases in low cost.
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Abstract

Focusing the earnest demand for mRNA detection in liquid phase for transcriptome analysis, we have developed a detection system using a fluorescent microscope. Our OMUpy2 probe hybridizes with an oncogene, c-fos mRNA, and emits fluorescence corresponding to mRNA concentration (Fig. 1). In order to detect the hybridization with high sensitivity, we optimized a detection area with keeping the sample volume in nanoliter range. Detectable number of molecules in the area is drastically decreased to 228 amol from pmol range in conventional liquid phase detection [1]. Autofluorescences of PDMS components were also investigated to minimize background noise, and S/N ratio increased 3.3-fold by the optimum filter setup.

1. Introduction

Transcriptome analysis based on the on-chip technology for personalized medicine has been proposed as an attractive medical treatment. Our target, c-fos mRNA, plays an important role in the transcription control as a factor during cell proliferation. However, c-fos RNA overexpresses and turns cells cancerous due to unknown factors. Therefore, cellular canceration can be detected by quantifying c-fos mRNA in a cell.

Conventional mRNA analysis has been performed in solid phase to detect a small amount of mRNA, and it involves several time consuming processes: purification of mRNA from samples, preparation of probes on the microarray, RT-PCR for amplifying cDNA, and the

Figure 1. A schematic illustration of mRNA detection. (a) Fluorescence is detected only when the OMUpy2 probe hybridizes with c-fos mRNA in PBS including NaCl. (b) OMUpy2 probe can hybridize with a complementary DNA but not fluorescent.
hybridization between probes and samples. Therefore, alternative rapid detection in liquid phase has been proposed for the on-site diagnosis, because a fluorescent signal can be sequentially detected on a chip right after hybridization. Liquid phase detection is an essential technology for personalized medicine.

2. Experimental
We previously developed a probe, OMUpy2, for c-fos mRNA detection [2]. The probe hybridizes with c-fos mRNA specifically, and generates fluorescence in liquid phase (Fig. 1). A synthesized RNA identical to c-fos mRNA was prepared for our experiments due to limited sample access. Fluorescent samples were prepared by hybridized 1 μM OMUpy2 probe with 1 μM oligo-RNA, and diluted by 10 mM PBS containing 0.1 M NaCl (pH 7.0) for experiments.

Microfluidic devices were fabricated by PDMS molding, and channel structures were sealed by a quartz substrate. Channels prepared for depth and width optimization were 125-1000 μm in depth and 200-1000 μm in width. The detectable concentration of hybridized sample was explored using the optimized channel size. Fluorescent intensities from several concentrations were measured.

OMUpy2 probe is excited by the wavelength of 340 nm, which is also known to be an excitation wavelength for PDMS. Autofluorescence from PDMS can be background noise, and decrease S/N ratio. We have evaluated autofluorescences from five PDMS components provided by Shin-Etsu Chemical. Based on the result, S/N ratios depending on emission filters were measured, and filter setup was optimized.

3. Results and Discussion
Linearities between fluorescent intensity and channel depth/width are retained up to 500 μm deep and 400 μm wide as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Depth and width are not
effectively work over these values, though fluorescent intensity slightly increases. Concerning the detectable concentration and reduction of sample consumption, we utilized a channel 500 μm deep and 200 μm wide. Fluorescent intensity linearly increases with the increase of concentrations without fluorescent loss (Fig. 4). The lowest detectable concentration was successfully decreased to 1.9 nM, which corresponds to 228 amol in the detection area.

Autofluorescence spectra of five PDMS components are plotted in Fig. 5. The cross-linker has higher intensity than other four components in all the scanned range. These background noises degrade the probe signal at 480 nm. Signal-to-noise ratios are calculated assuming four common filter setups. The ratio obtained by a band-pass filter of 480±15 nm is larger than others. Utilizing the optimized filter setup, the S/N ratio increased 3.3 times at an OMUpy2 concentration of 7.8 nM (data not shown).

Combining optimizations for device and detection setup, it will become possible to detect the small number of molecules in a diagnosis device for personalized medicine.
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Abstract

Most of artificial refolding processes involve dilution of denaturant by excess amount of detergent, causing a low yield of refolded proteins. We investigated application of microfluidic channel to the dilution step. Lysozyme refolding was used as an experimental standard. Lysozyme, GdnCl, and CTAB were differently distributed in the channel, which was successfully predicted by a mathematical model considering substitution reaction between GdnCl and CTAB. Additional simulations suggest conditions necessary for further efficient refolding, such as CTAB concentration, channel width, and flow rate.
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1. Introduction

Recombinant proteins frequently form insoluble, inactive inclusion bodies in transformed microorganisms. To obtain active proteins from the inclusion bodies, we want an easy protein-refolding process. A fundamental idea involves unfolding of the inclusion bodies using denaturants, followed by a gradual dilution of the denaturants to accurately fold into native conformations with proper functions. However, the dilution reduces a yield of the final products.

In the present study, we applied a microfluidic channel to a refolding method to improve the dilution step. In the original method [1], lysozyme unfolded by GdnCl is added to 100 volumes of a detergent, CTAB, and eventually, CTAB gradually substitutes for GdnCl. Cycloamylose then supports a proper refolding after the CTAB-GdnCl substitution reaction.

2. Experimental results

We constructed a glass channel with four inlets and four outlets (Fig. 1, Institute of Microchemical Technology Co., Ltd) to analyze a substitution reaction of CTAB for GdnCl bound in lysozyme. 0.1~0.5% CTAB ran from the inlets #1, #3, and #4, whereas, 1, 5, or 10 mg/ml lysozyme denatured by 1, 2, or 4 M GdnCl also ran from the inlet #2. Flow rates were adjusted to 0.005, 0.01 or 0.025 ml/min. Concentration changes of lysozyme, GdnCl and CTAB were estimated by HPLC analyses with GF-310HQ column (50% CH₃CN/50 mM NaNO₃, 0.4 ml/min, 40 °C).
Typical concentration changes of lysozyme, GdnCl, and CTAB are shown in Figure 2. Lysozyme exhibited a slow change compared to GdnCl and CTAB (Fig. 2). A concentration change of CTAB largely depended on lysozyme concentration, and lysozyme with higher concentration suppressed CTAB diffusion. These results suggest that different distribution of lysozyme, GdnCl and CTAB in a channel could be simply explained based on their diffusions and exchange reactions among them.

3. Numerical simulations

Distribution of each component in the microfluidic channel was numerically simulated based on the following assumptions: (i) A single lysozyme molecule contains fifty binding sites for GdnCl/CTAB, (ii) GdnCl (CTAB) bound at a binding site of lysozyme is substituted for CTAB (GdnCl), and (iii) The substitution rate constants are identical.

Distributions of each component were calculated based on the above model. Typical distribution patterns agreed with the experimental results. The patterns were dramatically changed upon reduced flow rate (Fig. 3), indicating that the flow rate would contribute to the efficient exchange reaction in the channel. Slight substitution of CTAB for GdnCl was predicted.

We then investigated effects of the channel widths and the CTAB concentration on the reaction. A narrow width of the inlet #2 (2 μm) resulted in a sharp distribution of lysozyme (Fig. 4), compared to the reaction in the standard chip (Fig. 3). Slow flow rate (10 mm/s) accomplished ~60% substitution of CTAB for GdnCl even in 0.01 M CTAB. A combination of high concentration of CTAB (1 M) and the reduced flow rate (10 mm/s) realized full substitution without wide diffusion of lysozyme (Fig. 4). Therefore, these simulations suggest that the narrow inlet #2 for lysozyme, the high concentration of CTAB, and the reduced flow rate would allow the exchange of GdnCl for CTAB that
was sufficient for further reactions for the lysozyme refolding. The conditions have been optimized for a practical use.

4. Conclusion
We applied a microfluidic channel to the dilution step of lysozyme unfolded by GdnCl with CTAB, which was a key step for the cycloamylose-mediated protein refolding. From the experimental results and the numerical simulations in this study, we obtained the basis for designing an optimal microfluidic channel for the dilution step.
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Abstract
Solution-phase, homogeneous DNA melting analysis for heterozygote scanning was performed in 10 nL and 1 nL reaction volumes on a custom microchip and melt curves were in agreement with the gold-standard 10 µL HR-1™ melting instrument (Idaho Technology, Salt Lake City, UT). The microchips were characterized for no surface coating and a bovine serum albumin (BSA) coating applied to the microchannels. It was found that BSA improved the reproducibility and S/N for melting analysis.
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1. Introduction
In 1997 DNA melting analysis was introduced [1], using a double-stranded DNA fluorescent dye to detect single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and to perform mutation scanning following the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for DNA amplification. This analysis method is advantageous over other DNA analysis systems because it is less complicated, fast, and prevents contamination of the sample and environment due to its closed-tube technique. Solution-phase or “homogeneous” melting analysis on a microchip is advantageous over microscale systems using hybridized oligonucleotides [2] due to the minimization of chip fabrication complexity and reduction in analysis time.

2. Materials and methods
Xurography [3] was used to create the microchips, using a knife plotter to cut out channel structures from double coated tape (9019, 3M, St. Paul, MN) and sandwiching patterned tape between glass slides, Figure 1(A&B). A Peltier heater and J-type thermocouple, with thermal grease at interfaces, were used for temperature control, Figure 1(C). Detection used a modified inverted microscope with optics designed for the double-stranded dye LCGreen® Plus (Idaho Technology), a photomultiplier tube and module (Hamamatsu, Bridgewater, NJ), and all hardware was operated using LabView 7.1 (NI, Austin, TX). PCR was performed on the DNA sample and then transferred to an HR-1™ instrument for a high-resolution reference melting curve. The sample was then injected into a microchip for melting within 10 nL and 1 nL volumes.
3. Results and discussion

Table 1 compares S/N of melts with no microchannel coating and BSA (2.5 mg/mL). BSA coated channels provided a higher S/N and a more reproducible system. Figure 2 shows negative derivative melting plots of homozygous wild-type and heterozygous DNA for a SNP within an 84-bp fragment of \textit{ATM} exon 17, where the heterozygotes were easily distinguished from the homozygotes by comparing the melting curve shape. Both 1 nL and 10 nL melts are in good agreement with the 10 \(\mu\)L HR-1™ melt curves. Temperature shifts between plots is due to a Peltier heater temperature gradient and varying thermocouple placement between microchips. It was found that the homozygous wild-type S/N values were 51, 69, and 2450 and the heterozygous mutant S/N values were 59, 63, and 2800, reported from smallest to largest volumes.

Table 1. S/N calculations of microchannels with no coating and with BSA coating.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run #</th>
<th>No Coating</th>
<th>BSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>40.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>67.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>no melt</td>
<td>54.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>70.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Fabrication process for microchip (A); photograph of final microchip assembly (B); and schematic of microchip well detection and temperature control (C).
3. Results and discussion

Table 1 compares S/N of melts with no microchannel coating and BSA (2.5 mg/mL). BSA coated channels provided a higher S/N and a more reproducible system. Figure 2 shows negative derivative melting plots of homozygous wild-type and heterozygous DNA for a SNP within an 84-bp fragment of ATM exon 17, where the heterozygotes were easily distinguished from the homozygotes by comparing the melting curve shape. Both 1 nL and 10 nL melts are in good agreement with the 10\(\mu\)L HR-1™ melt curves. Temperature shifts between plots is due to a Peltier heater temperature gradient and varying thermocouple placement between microchips. It was found that the homozygous wild-type S/N values were 51, 69, and 2450 and the heterozygous mutant S/N values were 59, 63, and 2800, reported from smallest to largest volumes.

Table 1. S/N calculations of microchannels with no coating and with BSA coating.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run #</th>
<th>No Coating</th>
<th>BSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>40.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>67.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>no melt</td>
<td>54.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>70.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

Mutation scanning can be performed using homogeneous DNA melting analysis within nanoliter volumes. The 1,000 and 10,000-fold reduction in sample volume from the 10 \(\mu\)L HR-1™ to 10 nL and 1 nL microchips does result in a lower S/N, but is still adequate for mutation scanning and would also work for SNP genotyping. It was further seen that the Xurography fabrication method provided adequate microchips for testing this chemistry. The next step for this research is to add PCR amplification with melting analysis within the microchip and move to an array format. Such a system could provide an inexpensive, high-throughput mutation scanning platform.
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INTEGRATED PCR AND THERMAL MELT ANALYSIS ON A MICROFLUIDIC CHIP
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ABSTRACT
We have modified and tested the microfluidic LabChip® system [1] to integrate thermal melt analysis and PCR in a continuous flow format utilizing reaction volumes of several nanoliters. Results demonstrate high resolution thermal melt analysis at ramp rates up to 1ºC/s. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a continuous flow system integrating PCR and thermal melt analysis.

Keywords: PCR, DNA Melting Analysis, LabChip Device, Genotyping

1. INTRODUCTION
Differentiation of PCR products by fluorescent melting analysis was first introduced in 1997 [2], and has since been demonstrated as a reliable genotyping technique for diagnostic applications [3]. Conventional instrumentation for thermal melt analysis utilizes slow thermal ramp rates (0.1 – 0.2 ºC/s) to allow for heat transfer to reaction volumes in the microliter range [4]. Reducing volumes to the nanoliter scale permits rapid PCR cycling and thermal ramp rates for identification of targets in significantly reduced analysis time. Furthermore, the ability to perform continuous flow PCR greatly simplifies the integration of different biochemical reactions from sample preparation to analysis.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
The microfluidic chip, Figure 1, consisted of two bonded quartz plates; one piece with etched channels, the other piece with nine metal traces and through holes to serve as reagent reservoirs. A capillary inserted perpendicular to the plates allowed samples to be introduced into the channels directly from a microtiter plate by pressure driven flow.

Figure 1: A schematic of the microfluidic chip design for integrated PCR and thermal melting (A) and the instrument (B).
DNA samples introduced via the capillary were mixed with Taq polymerase, SYBR Green I and dNTPs stored on the chip. The mixture was then split into 8 parallel channels each of which was supplied with a different set of locus specific reagents (probes, primers and MgCl₂). Samples were introduced serially onto the chip with buffer spacers between adjacent samples. Varying power levels were applied to the metal traces to rapidly cycle the temperature of the samples flowing through the amplification region. The thermal cycling required for PCR is accomplished by passing electrical current through the metal traces to heat portions of the channel while fluid contacting the backside of the microfluidic device is alternatively employed to rapidly cool that portion of the channels.

After amplification, samples in the detection region were thermally melted by ramping the temperature of a Peltier heater block beneath the detection region. Separate Peltier heaters are utilized to allow for independent temperature control of the waste and reagent wells to 25 °C. Fluorescence was measured and converted to plots of the negative derivative of fluorescence as a function of temperature.

![Figure 2: Representative thermal melt data generated from four samples each of an 85 bp (black – lower T_m) and 606 bp (gray – higher T_m) PCR product at 0.5 °C/s ramp and -1.3 psi flow. Raw data showing PCR and melt signal (A) with inset detail of melt transition (B) and negative first-derivative plot (C) showing the T_m values as peaks.](image)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A study of melting temperature of two PCR products, 85bp and 606bp, was performed in the apparatus using the double-stranded DNA binding dye SYBR Green I. Figure 2 shows the typical melting profile for the two products, when PCR and thermal melt are integrated. Figures 2A and B show the raw melt curves where fluorescence drops off most steeply as the DNA melts. In Figure 2C the melting transitions can easily be seen as peaks and are reported as T_m values. Note that the higher T_m, 606bp, product has a
complex melting curve with two transitions that are easily resolved in this device. A comprehensive study of the effect of flow rate on \(T_m\) values at two thermal ramp rates was performed using the same two PCR products. In these experiments PCR was performed off-chip and melt analysis was performed in the chip. Figure 3 shows that at each ramp rate, \(T_m\) values were consistent across all flow rates. Table 1 shows that \(\Delta T_m\), the parameter that differentiates the PCR products, was consistent across all tests, \((\Delta T_m = 3.7 \pm 0.05 \, ^\circ C)\).

![Figure 3: Effect of pressure on \(T_m\) of PCR products at different ramp rates. Each data point is a mean of 4-7 experiments. Error bars are standard deviation values.](image)

Table 1: Comparison of \(T_m\) values for two PCR products across all flow rates and \(\Delta T_m\) between the two PCR products across all flow rates for the experimental results shown in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermal Ramp Rate ((^{\circ}C/s))</th>
<th>Mean (T_m) Values ± SEM ((^{\circ}C))</th>
<th>Mean (\Delta T_m) ± SEM ((^{\circ}C))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>88.5 ± 0.08</td>
<td>92.2 ± 0.08 3.7 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>90.5 ± 0.07</td>
<td>94.2 ± 0.11 3.7 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A MINI AUTOMATIC PROTEIN FRACTIONATOR AND COLLECTOR

Zhen Wang, D Jed Harrison*
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Abstract
In this paper, we demonstrate an electrokinetically pumped protein fractionator and collector with 36 fractionation channels. The sample stream is shielded by sheath buffers so it can be delivered to any of 36 fractionation channels without contaminating the inlets of other channels. Sequential fractionation and collection at a fixed time interval was controlled by a high voltage relay box. This fractionator can be coupled with isoelectric focusing (IEF) separation of protein samples upstream. A two channel fractionator was used to investigate the IEF conditions.

Keywords: electrokinetics, isoelectric focusing, fractionation, protein, sheath flow

1. Introduction
A protein analysis platform on microchip is a challenging yet promising goal. The complex protein sample must undergo separation and fractionation before further analysis. Several fractionators have been reported. [1,2] In our previous work, [3] we developed an 8-channel fractionator that utilized sheath flow “protection” to prevent cross-contamination, and a peak selection method to selectively collect the fractions of interest. One of the drawbacks of this design is that the sample must be detected to be selected. Here we present a 36-channel fractionator, demonstrating that a high density fractionator is compatible with the sheath flow protection method, and that these devices can be used in the fraction/unit time method employed by conventional instruments, which requires that a large number of fractions be collected. The sample stream was fractionated into individual channels using electrokinetic driving force. A high voltage relay box was used to control the flow switching at a fixed time interval. No physical valve is involved in this system and no peripheral mechanical parts are required, making the device simple to use and easy to couple to other techniques.

2. Experimental
The microchips were made of O211 glass. The fluorescence images were collected by CCD camera. A PMT was used to capture the electropherograms. Voltage control was realized with a power supply and high voltage relay, controlled by a Labview program. Data collection was done using a National Instruments data acquisition card.

3. Results and discussion
The fractionator chip layout consists of 18 fractionation channels on each side, as shown in Figure 1. Channels were etched to different depths with a two-mask
process, in order to focus the electric field to give high sheath flow rates. Pspice software was used to simulate the current in each channel to estimate the flow rate of sheath buffer and sample (expressed in percent flow), Figure 2. The fluorescence images in Figure 3 illustrate the tight focus that was achieved across a distance of 2750 μm, with fractionation into 36 channels. Figure 4 shows the sequential flow switching at a fixed time interval. The sample stream and the inlets of fractionation channels were isolated by the sheath buffers, preventing cross contamination, a common problem in electrokinetically-valved devices.

The fractionator will be coupled with isoelectric focusing (IEF). The high loading capacity and preconcentration characteristic of IEF make downstream analysis easier. IEF has been demonstrated on chip. [4,5] In our work, to combine the separation with the fractionation, one-step IEF is required, so the sample can only be loaded into a

Figure 1 Chip layout of the fractionator Reservoir A was loaded with fluorescein, reservoir B1 and B2 with buffer for the sheath flow. The fractionation channels were grounded.

Figure 2 P-spice simulation of the channel impedances and predicted percent flow is also shown.

Figure 3 Images show the fractionation of flow into each channel. The sheath flow keeps the fluorescein stream tightly focused.

The fractionator will be coupled with isoelectric focusing (IEF). The high loading capacity and preconcentration characteristic of IEF make downstream analysis easier. IEF has been demonstrated on chip. [4,5] In our work, to combine the separation with the fractionation, one-step IEF is required, so the sample can only be loaded into a
portion of the separation channel. Both these requirements make IEF more difficult on-chip. To study the IEF conditions, a simpler fractionator design was used, as shown in Figure 5. We found that the length of the IEF channel, the buffer composition of sample and the concentration of the anolyte and catholyte all have effects on IEF. However, the most important factor is the distance between the anode reservoir and the injection plug. For the design in Figure 5(a), no good IEF could be achieved under any buffer conditions tested. However, as we shortened the distance between the anode reservoir and the injection plug (Figure 5b), three proteins with close pI values were separated nicely.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SW ○ anolyte S</td>
<td>SW ○ anolyte</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4** Images show the sequential fractionation of flow into each channel. The sheath buffer isolates the sample stream from the inlets of fractionation channels.

**Figure 5** The distance between the anode reservoir and the injection plug is around 200 μm in Figure 5b which gives a good separation compared to 2 mm in Figure 5a.

**4. Conclusion**

A high density fractionator is demonstrated for use with an integrated separation method. The conditions required for isoelectric focusing of proteins and delivery into the fractionator were determined. The design should be useful as a component of a larger more complex, integrated protein processing system.
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MICROCHIP-BASED ELECTROPHORETIC ANALYSIS OF LOW ABUNDANT UNKNOWN MUTATIONS USING SITE-SPECIFIC NICKING AND LIGATION ENZYMES
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Abstract
A polymer-based microfluidic device was used to electrophoretically sort enzymatically cleaved and/or resealed fluorescently-labeled oligonucleotide products generated from an allele-specific ligase detection reaction (LDR) and/or endonuclease V (EndoV)/LDR mutation scanning assay. Analyses were conducted using microchannels formed via hot embossing of LiGA-generated high aspect ratio microstructures, which were subsequently filled with linear polyacrylamide (LPA). These separations were aided by the use of a novel surface modification procedure developed for poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), which minimized the electroosmotic flow (EOF) and non-specific analyte-wall interactions; it was shown to provide increases in peak efficiencies (>1.3x10^6 m^-1) compared to pristine surfaces (~5x10^5 m^-1). LDR products indicative of colorectal cancer point mutations were successfully separated in ~4 min, while unknown p53 mutations were elucidated using EndoV with a subsequent reduction in noise upon resealing of incorrectly nicked DNA using ligation.

Keywords: microchip electrophoresis, endonuclease V, ligase detection reaction

1. Introduction
The onset of colorectal cancer has been linked to a host of well characterized point mutations that occur primarily within codons 12 and 13 of the K-ras oncogene as well as unknown sporadic p53 tumor suppressor gene mutations. The presence of these mutations can be used as biomarkers for early detection or monitoring disease progression. These methods must take into account the relatively high abundance of stromal cells in the sample (as low as 1 mutated cell/500 normal cells). Two strategies conducive to microchip electrophoretic separations have been implemented to detect these mutations, which make use of enzymes that recognize PCR amplified mutational sites for the detection of both known and unknown mutations: ligase detection reaction (LDR) assays and the endonuclease V (EndoV) / LDR mutation scanning assays.

2. Theory
LDR is based on an allele-specific ligation of two complementary primers (common and discriminating), which flank a point mutation and hybridize to the target DNA. EndoV effectively nicks DNA at mutation sites within generated heteroduplexes...
of two fluorescently labeled sequences in addition to some miscleavages, which can be subsequently resealed using ligation in real-time to reduce non-target signals [1,2]. These assays can be performed on a polymeric microchip for the electrophoretic sorting of the products provided the device minimizes zone dispersion, electroosmotic flow (EOF) and potential analyte-wall interactions.

3. Experimental

High aspect ratio microstructures (HARM) fabricated using mold inserts generated via LiGA were hot-embossed into poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA. To provide sufficient plate numbers and to keep the device footprint small, channel turns were geometrically designed to reduce zone dispersion induced by race track effects (25 \( \mu \)m x 120 \( \mu \)m x 11 cm) (see Figure 1). In addition, the device was built with a deep channel to improve detection limits when incorporating confocal fluorescence readout.

Figure 1. Micrograph of a nickel mold insert fabricated using LiGA containing high aspect ratio microstructures measuring 25 \( \mu \)m x 120 \( \mu \)m x 11 cm (left) and a micrograph (100X magnification) of a 500 \( \mu \)m offset injection T in the PMMA microchip, which provided a 150 pL injection volume (right).

To minimize the EOF and non-specific analyte-wall interactions, we developed and applied a coating scheme to covalently attach linear polyacrylamides (LPAs) to amine-terminated PMMA channel walls using a polymer grafting procedure (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Chemical modification procedure used to coat PMMA with LPA. The grafting-from procedure involved UV activation of the PMMA surface to create surface-confined carboxylates, which could be reacted with a diamine to produce an amine-terminated surface. This was subsequently reacted with methacrylic acid, which served as the foundation for forming the linear polyacrylamide.
The microchip was filled with replaceable LPA matrices and detection was accomplished with an in-house built laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) system. For all samples, an injection plug (150 pL) was defined by the 500 μm offset T and the separation was affected using a 125 V/cm field strength.

4. Results and Discussion

Initial studies of the LPA-coated PMMA microchips using dye-labeled oligonucleotides demonstrated an EOF that was reduced nearly one-order of magnitude compared to the pristine material, yielding plate numbers >1.3x10^6 m^(-1) in comparison to ~5x10^5 m^(-1) for pristine PMMA. Separations of multiple 780 nm dye-labeled LDR products and discriminating primers (20-65 bp) with mutant-to-normal ratios of 1:100 were achieved (see Figure 3B). Using two-color excitation (532, 780 nm), dye-labeled EndoV cleaved top and bottom strand p53 mutations of 168 and 195 bp, respectively, were separated and analyzed. A four-fold decrease in background signals were produced upon LDR treatment (see Figure 3A).

Figure 3. (A) Fluorescence image of EndoV nicked PCR products from a p53 gene region containing sporadic mutations. The EndoV treated PCR products (lane 2) were subsequently treated with ligase enzyme to repair nicked DNA at fully matched sites (lane 1). (B) Low abundance (1:100; mutant-to-normal) LDR products separated using 4% LPA in the PMMA microchip.

5. Conclusions

Using high aspect ratio, surface-modified PMMA microchips allows for the rapid separations for two novel mutation detection and mutation scanning strategies. The ability to both probe and detect mutations in a multiplexed fashion with rapid turn-around times makes this combination a viable alternative for cancer detection.
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MULTICHANNEL REVERSE TRANSCRIPTION-PCR MICRODEVICE FOR RAPID MULTIPLEX GENE EXPRESSION ANALYSIS
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Abstract

A microdevice is developed for rapid RNA analysis that integrates 1-step reverse transcription and 30 cycles of PCR (RT-PCR) amplification with capillary electrophoresis (CE) separation and fluorescence detection of the amplicons. The 4-layer glass-PDMS-glass-glass hybrid microdevice integrates microvalves, on-chip heaters and temperature sensors, nanoliter reaction chambers (380 nL) and 5-cm long CE separation channels. The direct integration of these processes results in attomolar detection sensitivity (<11 template RNA molecules or ~0.1 cellular equivalents) and rapid 45 min analysis, while minimizing sample waste and eliminating contamination.

Keywords: RT-PCR, RNA profiling, capillary electrophoresis, integrated RT-PCR microdevice, biomarker analysis

1. Introduction

The rapid profiling of gene expression levels and measurement of low abundance RNA transcripts is essential in fundamental studies of pathogenesis, single-cell assays, developmental biology and stem cell research. The techniques currently employed for gene expression profiling suffer from poor sensitivity and precision, expensive raw material usage, along with laborious and time-intensive protocols. To address these limitations, we have designed a highly-sensitive, fast, reliable and automated multichannel microdevice capable of detecting low RNA transcript levels (~11 copies) from multiple genes of interest. The microdevice performs RNA amplification by RT-PCR with only 30 cycles of PCR amplification followed by capillary electrophoretic analysis of the amplified product using laser induced fluorescence in <45 min [1].

2. Microdevice

The 4-layer glass-PDMS RT-PCR microdevice integrates all the elements necessary to amplify RNA and analyze the products from four different samples simultaneously [2]. This includes a glass manifold wafer and PDMS elastomer membrane for fluidic control, integrated heaters, temperature sensors, reaction chambers (380 nL) for thermal cycling and 5-cm long separation channels for amplicon sizing (Figure 1).
3. Results and Discussion

A 1-step multiplex RT-PCR amplification from 10 pg of DNase treated *E. coli* RNA with primers specific to the malate dehydrogenase (mdh) and gyrase B (gyrB) genes, produce 204 bp and 235 bp amplicons, whose intensities correctly reflect the enhanced (4x) abundance of mdh transcripts relative to gyrB (Figure 2B). The microdevice also demonstrates the expected correlation between initial template concentration and amplicon peak height with a LOD of 10 fg of total *E. coli* RNA (~0.1 cellular equivalents and ~11 copies/reactor). The requisite control without reverse transcriptase is performed to ensure proper RNA amplification (Figure 2F).

The RT-PCR microdevice enables rapid tumor biomarker detection based on splice variant analysis from human tissue RNA. The RBBP8 gene is used as a tumor biomarker in this study because it undergoes a shift in its splicing pattern (Figure 3 Top). RT-PCR amplification and subsequent electrophoretic separation from normal breast tissue RNA generates the expected amplicon. The tumor breast tissue RNA samples generate both splice variant amplicons because it is excised from tissue that contains both normal and tumorigenic cells (Figure 3).

4. Conclusions

In summary, a 4-lane fully integrated RT-PCR microdevice was developed to amplify femtograms low copy number) of RNA in submicroliter (380 nL) volumes followed by the direct electrophoretic separation and detection of the RT-PCR
amplicons. Since the average *E. coli* cell contains ~100 fg of RNA, the successful amplification and detection from 10 fg of RNA demonstrates that the RT-PCR microdevice is capable of analyzing single cells and low copy number transcripts (~11 copies/reactor) [3]. The ability to perform high sensitivity RT-PCR followed by genetic analysis also enables the use of this device for genetic analysis of viral pathogens.

**Figure 2.** (A) 50 bp sinzing ladder. (B) Multiplex RT-PCR amplification and CE analysis from 10 pg of DNase treated *E. coli* RNA (C) RT-PCR amplification from of a 235 bp section of the *gyrB* gene on 100 fg of RNA. Companion analysis is performed on 10 fg (D) and 1 fg (E) of RNA in the reactor. (F) Control experiment on 10 pg of RNA in the absence of RT.

**Figure 3.** (Top) Schematic of normal RBBP8 splicing (S) and tumor specific splicing (S’). (B) RT-PCR analysis of the RBBP8 gene from 9.5 ng of normal breast tissue RNA generating a single amplicon (202 bp). (C) Tumor breast tissue RNA produces the expected 202 bp product and the 149 bp tumor specific splice variant.
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Abstract

The work presented here will describe an integrated microfluidic system for membrane protein isolation and analysis. The integrated system consists of two modules: (i) a solid-phase protein capture module, and (ii) a two dimensional electrophoretic separations platform.

**keywords:** protein, Lab-on-a-Chip/Microfluidics, electrophoresis

1. Introduction

Adult stem cells are undifferentiated cells that reproduce daily to provide certain specialized cells and are created from hemopoietic stem cells. [1, 2] Pluripotent stem cells offer the possibility of a renewable source of replacement cells and tissues to treat a myriad of diseases. To develop more treatments, however, two basic questions concerning stem cells must be answered. First, how do stem cells remain unspecialized and regenerate for many years, and second, what factors inside and outside of the cells trigger stem cell differentiation. [1, 2] Identifying the surface membrane proteins in stem cells at various stages of differentiation and in different developing tissue types is essential for controlling stem cell differentiation for various biomedical applications.

2. Experimental

**Fabrication of free-standing polymeric nanopillars.** Methyl methacrylate monomer containing initiator and 1% wt. PMMA particles was introduced into the anodic alumina oxide (AAO) matrix. Polymerization was initiated by the exposure to UV light (254 nm) and lasted 30 min. After polymerization, PMMA cover plate (0.5 mm) was bonded using “Plastic Welder” to the AAO matrix containing formed PMMA. The replication template was removed from the assembly with saturated HgCl₂ and phosphoric acid. After dissolving the template the PMMA nanopillars were thoroughly washed with distilled water and allowed to freeze dry at -80°C. [3]

**Fabrication of Microdevices.** Microchips for performing the analyses were prepared by hot-embossing into poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA, from a brass master fabricated via high precision micro-milling. [4]

**Biotinylation of Cells.** Cells were suspended in 0.15 M sodium phosphate buffer (PBS), pH 7.0-8.5 with Biotin/DMF solution and were allowed to incubate for 40 min. The unreacted biotin was removed by centrifugation of the product at 200 x g for 3 minutes. This was repeated twice. Cells were stored at 4°C in 0.05% sodium azide.
Immobilization of Streptavidin on UV-modified surfaces. UV exposed polymer pieces are incubated with agitation for 10 h in a 40 mM EDC (1-ethyl-1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide) with 100 mM phosphate buffer (pH=7.0) containing Avidin or Streptavidin. Reaction was incubated at room temperature for 2~4 hr followed by the rinse with buffer.

Protein Separation. Sodium dodecyl sulfate microcapillary gel electrophoresis (SDS µ-CGE) and micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) were used as the separation modes for the first and second dimension of the electrophoresis, respectively. [5] The microchip incorporated a 30-mm SDS µ-CGE and a 10-mm MEKC dimension length. All channels were 20 μm wide and 50 μm deep. The SDS µ-CGE was performed using SDS 14-200 sieving matrix with 12 mM TRIS/HCl, 0.1% w/v (3.5 mM) SDS, pH 8.5 containing 0.05% w/v MHEC, and the MEKC was conducted using 12 mM TRIS / HCl, 0.4% w/v SDS, pH 8.5 containing 0.05% w/v MHEC as the dynamic EOF suppressor. Electrokinetic injection and separation were used with field strengths up to 0.4 kV/cm. Alexa Fluor 633 conjugated proteins were detected using laser-induced fluorescence with excitation/emission at 633/652 nm. [5]

3. Results and Discussion
The solid phase protein capture module consisted of free-standing PMMA nanopillar arrays with high aspect ratios (6-10) (Figure 1). These PMMA nanopillars, were 175-250 nm in diameter and 1 μm in height.[3] Nanostructures were UV-irradiated to form carboxylate moieties on the surface, which were later utilized in process of protein immobilization on the PMMA surface. An NHS/EDC coupling reactions was adapted for strept(avidin) immobilization onto nanopillars. Biotinylated molecules (e.g., proteins, DNA, RNA, etc.) can be easily detected with streptavidin derivatites or efficiently captured on streptavidin-coated solid supports (e.g., resins, magnetic beads, microtiter plates, chips). Integration of the nanostructures into microfluidic devices is performed for high-efficiency capture of target membrane biotinylated proteins. Figure 2 shows micrographs of (A) Jurkat cells and (B) red blood cells biotinylated and detected with streptavidin derivative (AlexaFluor 488). The elution of the biotinylated molecules from (strept)avidin-coated PMMA nanopillars can be achieved by the use of photocleavable biotin derivatives that can be
released using 300-360 nm light, or by incubation with SDS, urea/thiourea solution and exposure to 94°C.

The second microfluidic module consists of a 2D protein separation unit. An SDS μ-CGE and MEKC were used as the separation modes for the first and second dimension of the electrophoresis, respectively. Effluents from the first dimension are repetitively transferred into the second dimension every 0.5 s of run time in the first dimension with the electrophoresis run time in the MEKC dimension being 10 s. Average plate numbers for a mixture of 10 proteins was $4.8 \times 10^4$ and $1.2 \times 10^4$ were obtained in the first and second separation dimensions, respectively. The plate heights was 0.62 and 0.87 μm. The 2D separation of 10 investigated proteins was performed in ~12 min and provided a peak capacity of ~1,000 (Figure 3).

**Figure 3.** A three-dimensional image of the electropherogram with the cycle number plotted versus the MEKC migration time. A 2D separation was performed with a 30 nM protein mixture: wheat germ agglutinin (WG, 38 kDa), actin (AC, 43 kDa), ovalbumin (OV, 45 kDa), protein A (PA, 45 kDa), streptavidin (ST, 53 kDa), bovine serum albumin (BSA, 66 kDa), lectin HPA (HPA, 70 kDa), transferrin (TR, 80 kDa) concanavalin A (CO, 104 kDa), and lectin PNA (PNA, 110 kDa).

4. Conclusions

Recognition of the molecular pathways that promote stem cell differentiation would allow the control of cell and tissue growth for specific purposes. Membrane proteins can be analyzed by the use of presented modules. The benefit of a coupled 2D separation of protein is demonstrated by its high peak capacity as compared to its constituent 1D peak capacities. Fabrication of both separation channels in PMMA eliminates dead volumes between separation dimensions, improving the separation efficiency.
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RAPID PROTEIN CRYSTALLIZATION BY MICRO OSMOTIC SCREENING SYSTEM
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Abstract
We have successfully demonstrated a micro osmotic screening system that grows protein crystals in hours with microgram samples. Employing the control capabilities realized by osmosis, each protein sample can be screened for crystallization conditions over extended ranges. In the prototype demonstration, 6 x 8 arrays with an overall size of 20 x 24 x 2.5 mm$^3$ are fabricated and tested in the crystallization experiments. Crystallization conditions for lysozyme, catalase, thaumatin, and xylanase are identified within 2 to 3 hours while consuming less than 20 $\mu$l of protein solution each. As such, this osmotic system pioneers a new class of rapid screening schemes for high-throughput protein crystallization.
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1. Introduction
In the post genomic era, one of the most challenging works is to investigate the structure-function relationship of encoded proteins on a genome-wide scale. X-ray crystallography has proven to be a versatile method in structural genomics. Despite high demand, the determination of protein structure remains a laborious and often unreliable task, mainly because of the difficulty in growing diffraction-quality crystals. Previously, researchers have proposed various macro-scale [1] and microfluidic [2-4] schemes for high-throughput protein crystallization. Although these approaches are capable of setting up hundreds of nanoliter-sized trials in minutes, the overall sample consumptions remain high if each trial can only screen for a limited range of crystallization conditions.

2. Principle
In the most popular hanging drop scheme, separate protein and reference solutions are enclosed in the same chamber. Over the crystallization process, water (in vapor form) is driven out of the protein solution because of the concentration difference between two solutions. The whole process is pre-determined and irreversible once it proceeds. For our new scheme shown in Fig. 1, protein and reference solutions are separated by a semi-permeable membrane, which allows only water to pass. Since the direction and flow rate of water across the membrane (and therefore concentrations of the protein solution) can be actively manipulated by tuning the osmotic pressure of reference solution, the new scheme is capable of controlling the crystallization process in a real-time manner. The phase-space trajectories of two osmotic crystallization processes with different initial states are shown in Fig. 2. During the processes, the trajectories can move forward and backward in various speeds when searching the optimal nucleation.
conditions. In this way, each sample can be screened over extended ranges to achieve a higher hit rate. Once nucleated, the trajectories turn right and switch into meta-stable zone for high-quality crystal growth.

3. Experimental

The prototype systems, 6 x 8 arrays with 6 independent reservoirs underneath, are made of polymeric plates and assembled by hot-melt and heat-curable adhesives as shown in Fig. 3. The overall size of the arrays is 20 mm x 24 mm x 2.5 mm as shown in Fig. 4. 48 crystallization trails, with 2 initial concentrations of a specific protein, 4 pH values of solutions, and 6 precipitating agents including NaCl, (NH₄)₂SO₄, CaCl₂, Na/K tartrate, Na citrate, and PEG 3350, are performed on each array. While screening, the concentrations of protein solutions are controlled by tuning the osmotic pressure of underneath reference solutions. These trails are performed at 4 °C and inspected under an optical microscope for crystal nucleation and growth. In this work, totally 4 proteins including lysozyme, catalase, thaumatin, and xylanase are used for testing.

4. Result

Fig. 5 shows images of the crystals obtained in the 15 (out of 48) successful trails while lysozyme is screened. The conditions of these successful trails concur with the data revealed by other existing screening techniques. In our experiment, crystals are formed in less than 3 hours and some of them have dimensions larger than 100 µm, which are large enough for x-ray diffraction studies. Large crystals are then extracted, mounted, flash-froze in cryoloops, and subsequently exposed to a laboratory x-ray
source. Fig. 6 shows a high-resolution diffraction pattern for a single lysozyme crystal grown in our crystallization experiments. Furthermore, screening trails with catalase, thaumatin, and xylanase also result in successful crystal growth as shown in Fig. 7.

5. Conclusion
A micro osmotic screening system that grows protein crystals in hours with microgram samples has been successfully demonstrated. In the prototype demonstration, crystals of lysozyme, catalase, thaumatin, and xylanase are grown in 3 hours with less than 20 μl of protein solution each. X-ray diffraction experiments are also performed and the results indicate that diffraction-quality crystals may be formed in the proposed osmotic micro-system.
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A SINGLE HUMAN CHROMOSOME MANIPULATION AND GENE DETECTION VIA TRACE VOLUME PCR AMPLIFICATION USING MICROTWEEZER PROBE AND MICROCHAMBER ARRAY
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Abstract
We have studied a new approach to analyze the genetic information and expression by the physical manipulation of the human chromosomes or biomaterials. We developed two procedures; the first one was the development of a silicon microchamber for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in trace volume and the gene detection from a single chromosome directly. The second one was the development of a novel microtweezer probe, and the direct manipulation of human chromosome. In this report, we have achieved to collect a specific single human chromosome using microtweezer, and amplified Rhesus D (RhD) gene, which is found as only one copy on the chromosome-1 of the human genome by performing trace volume PCR on the microchamber chip.

Keywords: microtweezer probe, trace volume PCR, chromosome, microchamber array, manipulation

1. Introduction
The chromosome is a complex that consists of DNA and proteins, and DNA base sequences reach about three billion base-pairs for the human genome. Genome sequencing is a time consuming and high-cost procedure. However, all the information from the whole genome is not always needed. Therefore, a new analytical technique that can include these spatial elements is required for chromosome or genomic research. On the other hand, we have developed a microchamber array for PCR amplification [1] and a tweezer probe [2], individually. Those devices are effective to analyze biomaterials. In this research, we combined these devices and targeted human chromosome as a model case. This chromosome chip system may also be applicable to other organisms, which the genome sequences have not been identified yet.

2. Experiment
We fabricated the silicon microchamber array, which had 50 nL volume of each chamber (Fig. 1). Fabrication process was described elsewhere [1]. Moreover, we developed the novel tweezer-type probe devices (Fig. 2) for the manipulation of the biomaterials i.e. a single human chromosome. The tweezer probe tips were opened and closed with applying the voltage. Fabrication procedure was described elsewhere [2]. Two kinds of human metaphase chromosome samples were prepared. One was kindly provided by Professor K. Fukui from Osaka University, which contained no cell
membrane and cytoplasm etc. [3] and the other was prepared from the human lymphocyte cells according to the standard protocol [4].

3. Results and discussion

The whole human metaphase chromosomes, which contained no cell membrane and cytoplasm etc. [3], were distributed into 48 microchambers using nano-liter dispenser. The average number of the dispensed chromosomes per chamber was $80.7 \pm 9.4$ chromosomes. PCR amplification was performed on each microchamber after dispensing RhD gene specific primers and fluorescence (TaqMan™) probe. The fluorescence was detected using the DNA microarray scanner (Fig. 3b). The positive chambers with chromosomes released a high fluorescence signal compared with the negative ones without chromosomes. Thus, the specific DNA amplification from chromosomes was possible on the microchamber chip.

The chromosome-1, of which the whole chromosome was fixed on the slide glass, was peeled away from the substrate surface using the glass capillary, and was collected using tweezer probe with closing by the applied voltage (Fig.4a). Thus, the position of the glass capillary and the tweezer probe tips were controlled using the micromanipulator. Then, the collected chromosome-1 was released into the microchamber (Fig. 4b) and used as the template DNA. Only one chromosome-1 was put into seven microchambers. After PCR amplification, positive signals could be obtained from five microchambers (Fig. 5b).

4. Conclusion

Here we report the successful amplification of a specific gene from a single-chromosome in the microchamber chip. Additionally, we developed a knife-type
AFM probe to dissect the chromosome and biomaterials, and performed the precise manipulation of the chromosome under AFM operation [5]. In the future, it is expected that the analysis of a specific portion of not only a chromosome but also other biological samples i.e. cells, DNA, etc. could become possible by the established method.

**Fig. 4. The collection and the rearrangement of the chromosome-1 using the tweezer probe.** (a) The chromosome-1 was peeled away from the substrate surface using the glass capillary, and was collected with the tweezer closed by the applied voltage. Thus, the position of the glass capillary and the tweezer probe tips were controlled using the micromanipulator. (b) The tweezer probe tip with the collected chromosome-1 was put into the microchamber, and was opened. The probe tips were pressed onto the sidewall of the microchamber. Then, the collected chromosome-1 was released into the microchamber.

**Fig. 5. On-chip specific DNA amplification from a single chromosome-1.** Samples of the whole chromosome were prepared as shown in (a). Only one chromosome-1 sample as indicated with the C1-A or C1-B in the dashed circles, were picked, and put into one microchamber using tweezer probe as shown in Figure 4. Other chromosomes from N-A to –G, which were not chromosome-1, were used as the negative controls. After the PCR amplification of the RhD gene from a single chromosome-1, five positive signals in seven microchambers could be obtained.
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Abstract
We report on temperature time domain and spectral measurements for on-chip microwave thermocycling. In particular we observe enhanced specificity of the heating of a targeted sample compared to conventional heating block-based thermocyclers. Spatial control of the temperature in the device is implemented by delivering microwave energy to specific locations in the microfluidic chip. Our device characterization shows a linear response between the rise in temperature and the applied power as predicted by theory. On-chip thermocycling by microwave dielectric heating is characterized and compared to a commercial heating block-based thermocycler. This method is applicable to any reaction where fast and accurate heat transfer is required. We are currently developing PCR-based applications based on this technique.

Keywords: thermocycling, microwave, dielectric heating, PCR, DNA

1. Introduction
This paper assesses the impact of on-chip microwave heating for thermocycling and will demonstrate its advantages over conventional heating block approaches. Not only are precise temperature control and rapid temperature cycling vital capabilities for forensic PCR-based protocols, but sharp temperature transitions also greatly enhance the purity of PCR products [1]. However conventional thermocyclers, as they operate at the macro-scale, still present increased reaction times due to the thermal inertia of the heating/cooling blocks. With microwave heating the energy is locally and specifically delivered to the sample, therefore enhancing heating and cooling rates and reducing reaction times [2]. We present in this abstract a new approach for on-chip thermocycling aimed at DNA amplification based on this heating technique. To our knowledge no data have been reported regarding on-chip microwave thermocycling.
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2. Experimental

Our experimental set-up comprises a micromachined microfluidic chip and an x-band waveguide (see Figure 1). Since the plastic chip has low microwave absorption, power/heat can be delivered directly to the fluid. In contrast, conventional methods require the conduction of heat through the device to the fluid.

Figure 2 shows a spectral measurement of the power dissipation for an empty waveguide, as well as a waveguide with a device with and without fluid over the frequency range 8 to 12 GHz. The power dissipated in an empty waveguide is similar to the energy dissipation in a waveguide with a microchip (~15%), which demonstrates that the empty cell absorbs virtually no power. However a power dissipation of ~30% is registered with a cell filled with water: 15% of the incident energy is specifically transmitted to the sample.

Figure 3 shows a linear relationship

\[ y = 2.9693x - 65.937 \]

\[ R^2 = 0.9977 \]

Figure 3. Characterization of the temperature response during on-chip microwave heating. Several input powers were tested whilst the temperature of the system was monitored. In accordance with theory a linear correlation was obtained.
between the absorbed power and the temperature as would be expected. In Figure 4 we characterize on-chip thermocycling by microwave heating and observe a heating rate of 6°C/s.

3. Discussion and Conclusion
We demonstrated that microwave energy was specifically delivered on-chip to the sample with no interferences from the polymeric material. This result, in accordance with theory, underlines an advantage of microwave heating over Peltier-based systems, with which the microchip dissipates energy prior heating the sample. A linear dependence of the increase of temperature with the input power was observed. This calibration curve therefore further validates our microwave set-up, as theory and experimental data are in agreement. Finally we performed on-chip thermocycling with heating and cooling rates greater than those achieved on a conventional thermocycler. The data presented in this paper are in agreement with theory and therefore form a solid foundation for our future work.
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Abstract
A disposable polymeric Integrated Selective Enrichment Target (ISET) concept suitable for solid-phase microextraction of samples prior to MALDI MS peptide profiling of serum and plasma samples is presented.

Keywords: Mass Spectrometry, Proteomics, Peptide Profiling, Biomarkers

1. Introduction
Biological fluids such as blood, saliva, semen and urine present a convenient screening and diagnostic specimen for clinical analysis. Mass spectrometry (MS) analysis of low molecular weight biomarker patterns (<20 kDa) in serum or plasma can be used both to discover new biomarkers and as diagnostic classifiers [1, 2]. In order to fully utilize this methodology a highly qualitative sample preparation step is a prerequisite for a satisfactory MS-readout. We have previously presented an Integrated Selective Enrichment Target (ISET), realized in silicon, that can be used for solid-phase microextraction of samples prior to MALDI MS [3, 4]. While a silicon microfabricated ISET can provide the high throughput and reproducibility required for peptide profiling and clinical proteomics, the fact that a device used for such applications has to be disposable makes the use of silicon prohibitive. Further, patient serum or plasma samples are available in fairly large volumes (1-200 mL) and in order to increase the number of detected low abundant biomarkers in the sample a higher sample loading capacity is desirable.

2. Experimental
Disposable polymeric ISET devices were realized by injection moulding, in polyetheretherketone (PEEK), Figure 1. The ISET targets were manufactured to be 2 mm thick and comprise an array of perforated nanovials. Each array position (nanovial) has an inlet (1 mm) and an outlet hole (50 ± 5 μm), defining a volume of ca. 0.7 μL (compared to 40 nL for the silicon microfabricated ISET). This volume can be filled with a media, e.g. beads, selective for enrichment and purification of biomolecules prior to MALDI MS.
The conductivity necessary for the MALDI process was obtained either by deposition of a 50-100 nm thick gold layer or by using a conductive PEEK material.

![Figure 1. ISET device manufactured in PEEK, with a flat analysis zone.](image)

### 3. Results and discussion

The core of the ISET sample preparation is that the fluid handling is performed straight through the device, Figure 2. The fundamental mass spectrometry performance of the surface of the polymeric ISET device was investigated and found to provide similar mass accuracy and resolution as compared to stainless steel MALDI targets.

![Figure 2. The principle of the ISET sample preparation can be described in four steps; (1) sample is drawn through the packed beads, or transferred to the nanovial while bound to the beads, and after washing (2) the sample is eluted (3) with matrix solution onto the ISET backside via the applied under pressure across the plate. The ISET is subsequently loaded into the MALDI MS instrument facing the back side up and each MALDI spot is analyzed (4).](image)

The ISET sample preparation was applied to perform peptide profiling of human seminal plasma, which has implications in both prostate cancer and reproductive diseases. Figure 3 shows the mass spectrometric biomarker read-out after hydrophobic capture using the polymeric ISET (138 peaks observed in the mass range 900-6000 Da) and the commercial ZipTip technology (18 peaks in the mass range 900-6000 Da). By using additional types of beads different specificity and/or elution conditions for the ISET analysis the number of unique peptide ion peaks increases dramatically.
Figure 3. Mass spectrum (800-3000 Da) obtained after ISET respective ZipTip sample preparation of 200 μL crude seminal plasma diluted 5 fold with 2 M UREA/0.1 % SDS. Note that y-axis normalized to 3000 counts.

4. Conclusions
The ISET sample preparation and presentation allows for easy multiplexing and high sensitivity analysis of biomarkers. The reduced fluid handling obtained with ISET sample preparation minimizes sample losses and can be performed by standard pipetting robotics. The disposable polymeric ISET concept increases the number of different sample preparation protocols that can be accommodated and significantly reduces the cost per analysis.
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ENCAPSULATION OF MOUSE STEM CELLS IN ALGINATE BEAD BY MICROFLUIDIC CHIP
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Abstract
A highly efficient droplet-generating microfluidic chip for encapsulating cells with hydrogel is presented. The chip has channels of several tens of micrometers for extruding alginate aqueous solution containing the P19 embryonic carcinoma stem cells and immiscible mineral oil. The cross junction of two heterogeneous flows was able to generate alginate droplets based on Rayleigh-Plateau instability. The electrostatic stabilized alginate solution was prepared by mixing 0.05% poly-L-lysine and 1% alginate solution. The diameter and the frequency of alginate droplets were controlled by the concentration of alginate solution and the velocity of running fluids. The alginate droplets in oil flowed into reservoir of calcium ion solution and reacted with ions instantaneously to form hydrogel bead. As a result, cells were quickly encapsulated in synthesized alginate hydrogel beads of 100~200 µm in diameter in microfluidic chip. These encapsulation beads were applicable to the encapsulation of single or several stem cells leading to the embryonic body formation for stem cell differentiation.

Keywords: encapsulation, micro droplet, microfluidic chip, hydrogel bead

1. Introduction
This study presents a highly efficient microfluidic chip for cell encapsulation using micro droplet generation with two immiscible solutions. Microfluidic droplet techniques have been developed recently in bioengineering and tissue engineering [1], and it was applied to generate polymer beads. Especially, technology to trap single or several living cells in hydrogel is rapidly developed, because the spheric gel has advantages of producing micro-sized compartment for living cell cultivation. Alginate gel is a popular matrix material in tissue engineering to block antibody and is well known to be suitable for the culture of mammalian cells like hepatocytes or islet cells. Recently, a method for cell entrapment and release on a microchip was reported [2] using gelification of alginate hydrogel at the boundary of two laminar flows. However, the formation of continuous and uniform hydrogel was difficult and the trapped cells in hydrogel could not be transferred to other reservoir for the successive process like cell culture or analysis. Hence, we developed a method for encapsulating living cells in an alginate bead required for the various post-processes such as cell-based assay and culture of embryonic stem cell culture.

2. Experiment Methods
Microfluidic channels were fabricated by pouring polydimethoxysilane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) on a silicon wafer containing SU-8 mold. The channel dimensions are shown in Figure 1. After encapsulation of P19 EC cells in alginate beads, they were treated with poly-L-lysine and alginate. P19 EC stem cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modification of Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% FBS, where the cell density was 1.0×10^7 cells/µl.
3. Results and discussion
We designed and fabricated a microfluidic chip for the continuous generation of alginate hydrogel beads encapsulating live cells. The droplet-generation chip consists of a cross junction for focusing alginate solution with oil and a downstream channel to calcium ion reservoir. The alginate aqueous solution contains P19 EC stem cells to be encapsulated during gelifying. The chip was able to form alginate droplets in oil owing to Rayleigh-Plateau hydrodynamic instability of immiscible fluids (Figure 2). The interfacial tension at the alginate aqueous stream becomes unstable due to the perturbation of shear stress and the aqueous flow reduced its surface area by breaking up into spherical segments [3]. The flow ratio of aqueous solution and oil was optimized 10:1 and the diameter of alginate droplet was decreased as the flow rate of oil increased (Figure 3). The alginate emulsion flowed through channel and finally reacted with calcium ion solution in reservoir to form hydrogel beads of 100–200 μm in diameter instantaneously (Figure 4). However, alginate beads were polymerized too fast to form perfect spherical beads. Spherical beads with tails were synthesized like quotation mark. To make perfect spherical hydrogel, we added PLL (poly-L-lysine) to increase the viscosity of droplet to retain the shape of droplet and retard the reaction of calcium ion. Finally we obtained almost perfect spherical beads encapsulating cells as shown in Figure 5. The upper panels in Figure 5 showed the beads without cells and the lower ones present the capsules containing stem cells. The concentration of added PLL was adjusted since the composition of aqueous solution is different from that of culture media. The cells in the beads were successfully cultivated in hydrogel beads after liquefying inner alginate gel. The encapsulated P19 EC cells could aggregate without attaching to the wall of hydrogel and formed embryonic body for differentiation. Therefore, the alginate beads containing live cells can be applied to the study on the differentiation of stem cells in microfluidic platform and we also believe compartment-based cell based assay will be feasible with encapsulated cells. Since the capsules are manipulated far more easily than the single cells, they can be transferred to the next processes such as suspended or perfusion culture in bioreactor.

4. Conclusion
We developed a microfluidic chip providing continuous encapsulation of living cells in 3D spherical alginate hydrogel with uniform size and shape. It could be used for the differentiation of encapsulated stem cells through embryoid body (EB) formation. Furthermore suspension culture of single cell might be feasible to study stochastic intracellular processes and behavior of individual cells.
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3. Results and discussion

We designed and fabricated a microfluidic chip for the continuous generation of alginate hydrogel beads encapsulating live cells. The droplet-generation chip consists of a cross junction for focusing alginate solution with oil and a downstream channel to calcium ion reservoir. The alginate aqueous solution contains P19 EC stem cells to be encapsulated during gelifying. The chip was able to form alginate droplets in oil owing to Rayleigh-Plateau hydrodynamic instability of immiscible fluids (Figure 2). The interfacial tension at the alginate aqueous stream becomes unstable due to the perturbation of shear stress and the aqueous flow reduced its surface area by breaking up into spherical segments [3]. The flow ratio of aqueous solution and oil was optimized 10:1 and the diameter of alginate droplet was decreased as the flow rate of oil increased (Figure 3). The alginate emulsion flowed through channel and finally reacted with calcium ion solution in reservoir to form hydrogel beads of 100~200 μm in diameter instantaneously (Figure 4). However, alginate beads were polymerized too fast to form perfect spherical beads. Spherical beads with tails were synthesized like quotation mark. To make perfect spherical hydrogel, we added PLL (poly-L-lysine) to increase the viscosity of droplet to retain the shape of droplet and retard the reaction of calcium ion. Finally we obtained almost perfect spherical beads encapsulating cells as shown in Figure 5. The upper panels in Figure 5 showed the beads without cells and the lower ones present the capsules containing stem cells. The concentration of added PLL was adjusted since the composition of aqueous solution is different from that of culture media. The cells in the beads were successfully cultivated in hydrogel beads after liquefying inside alginate gel. The encapsulated P19 EC cells could aggregate without attaching to the wall of hydrogel and formed embryonic body for differentiation. Therefore, the alginate beads containing live cells can be applied to the study on the differentiation of stem cells in microfluidic platform and we also believe compartment-based cell based assay will be feasible with encapsulated cells. Since the capsules are manipulated far more easily than the single cells, they can be transferred to the next processes such as suspended or perfusion culture in bioreactor.

4. Conclusion

We developed a microfluidic chip providing continuous encapsulation of living cells in 3D spherical alginate hydrogel with uniform size and shape. It could be used for the differentiation of encapsulated stem cells through embryoid body (EB) formation. Furthermore suspension culture of single cell might be feasible to study stochastic intracellular processes and behavior of individual cells.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of alginate microfluidic chip

Fig. 2: Microscope image of the PDMS channel: Alginate solution-in-oil alternating microdroplet generation

Fig. 3: droplet size on various oil flow rate (alginate = 5, constant): droplet diameter decreases relative oil flow rate increases.

Fig. 4: Formation of calcium alginate bead by microfluidic chip

Fig. 5: P19EC cell trapping microcapsules beads
A CELL SWITCHING MICROSYSTEM FOR SINGLE CELL SORTING APPLICATION VIA ENHANCED DIELECTROPHORESIS DESIGN
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Abstract

This paper presents the design and experimental results of our cell switching microsystem. Via the enhanced dielectrophoresis design, the constructed spatial electric field can manipulate the target cells to the desired path and locations. In the upstream of microfluidic channel, the bow-tie-shape DEP electrode array focuses the randomly distributed inlet cells into a line. In the downstream of microfluidic channel, the multi-DEP switching electrodes sort out individual single cell to individual immobilization region, which has the quadruple DEP electrodes to trap individual cell for further cell analysis such as gene delivery.

Keywords: dielectrophoresis, biochip, cell manipulation

Introduction

Manipulation of biological cells via MEMS devices has become an important branch of biotechnology during the past decades. Owing to the dimension match with the molecules of micrometer in size, numerous techniques in hydrodynamics, optodynamics, electrodynamics and other fields have been developed for biological applications. Hydrodynamic manipulation usually needs multiple external pumps and high pressure driving flow for sorting applications. Optodynamics, such as optical tweezers, use high-energy laser power to hold/trap objects. The high energy might degrade the cell viability. In this paper we present a cell switching microsystem via the enhanced dielectrophoresis design for single cell manipulation with the characteristics of good cell viability, multifunction and microsystem integration.

Theory and microsystem design

Dielectrophoresis (DEP) manipulation is applied via the interaction between the applied electric fields and polarized particles. The positive/negative DEP force the polarized particles to move toward the regions with high/low electric density, respectively. In this research, we demonstrate the functions of cell alignment, multi-cell switch/sorting, and cell trapping in an array by either positive or negative DEP at different regions in our microsystem chip, as shown in figure 1. A commercial software CFDRC is used to simulate the electric fields, microfluidics and cell manipulation in our design. Figure 2(a) and 2(b) show the E-square distributions in the alignment region and the switching/sorting region, respectively, under the DEP operation. While the randomly distributed inlet cells flow in the main upstream microchannel, they will be...
repelled to the area of the local electric field minimum via the negative DEP operation on the bow-tie-shape DEP electrode array. Hence, the cells can be lined up and focused while flowing through the alignment region. Then the individual cell is guided and switched to different microchannels by the invisible electrical barricade, which is constructed by the adjacent DEP sorting electrodes, based on the programmed DEP voltages. Next, via the positive DEP, the quadruple DEP electrodes in the downstream microchannel form the high electric density regions near the electrode edges to trap the individual cell at the immobilization region. The E-square distribution at the immobilization region is simulated as shown in figure 2(c).

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** The schematic diagram of the cell-switching microsystem, including the functions of cell alignment in the main upstream microchannel, cell switching/sorting in the junction and cell immobilization in the downstream microchannel.

**Figure 2.** The CFDRC simulation for E-square distribution under the applied ac potential of 1 V_{pp} at 10 KHz. (a) The local electric field maxima appears to focus inlet cells to the center line of alignment region. (b) The invisible electrical barricades at the switching/sorting region are formed to guide the cell into the desired branch. (c) The local electric field maxima are formed near the edges of the quadruple electrodes at the immobilization region.

**Experimental results**

The cell switching microsystem chip is micromachined by using glass as the substrate, Al layer as the DEP electrodes. The microchannel is formed by using SU8. PDMS is used as the top cover. HEK 293 cells of 10~15 μm in diameter are used for demonstration in this paper. The DEP electric fields are applied by using 5V_{pp} at 1 MHz for the positive DEP manipulation and 5 V_{pp} at 10KHz for the negative DEP manipulation, respectively. Figure 3 shows the experimental result of the alignment function. The cells in the upstream microchannel are randomly distributed before the negative DEP is turned on, as shown in figure 3(a). When the negative DEP is on, the cells entering from the inlet can be focused pass through the microchannel in a line without a chaotic manner, as shown in figure 3(b). Afterwards, the individual cell can be switched/sorted to the desired branch by the invisible electrical barricade. The cell...
trace for the demonstration of switching/sorting function is shown in Figure 4. Finally, for the biological applications like cell electroporation, the individual cell is trapped to the immobilization electrode via the positive DEP operation as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 3. The demonstration for the function of cell alignment at the alignment region. (a) The randomly distributed cells flow through the microchannel when the DEP is off. (b) The cells are aligned to the centerline of the microchannel under the operation of negative DEP.

Figure 4. By programming applied the DEP voltages on the DEP electrodes, the invisible electrical barricades are created to guide the target cell from the inlet to the desired branch.

Figure 5. The demonstration of cell trapping via the positive DEP operation at the immobilization region.

Conclusions

In this research, we demonstrate a cell switching microsystem with the integration of cell alignment function, sorting function and trapping function via the enhanced dielectrophoresis design. Experimental results show that the HEK 293 cells are successfully manipulated with good cell viability.
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HIGH-DENSITY SPHEROID ARRAYS FOR 3-D LIVER CELL CULTURE AND SECRETION ANALYSIS
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Abstract

To effectively coalesce otherwise monolayer liver cells (hepatocytes) seeded into microfluidic channels, we present a high-density cell-trapping array chip for rapid three-dimensional hepatocyte spheroid self-assembly. Moreover, by modifying trap geometries, spheroids of varying sizes can be formed in order to optimize the spatial microenvironment for improving cell viability and function. Preliminary sensitivity analysis of albumin secretion detection demonstrates the feasibility of using an optimized chemiluminescent immunoassay to determine the albumin concentrations in the range of 1 ng/mL to 500 ng/mL.

Keywords: spheroid, cell culture array, hepatocyte, cell-trapping

1. Introduction

Traditional monolayer cell culture methods cause hepatocytes to quickly lose their differentiated liver-specific functions. Microfabricated 3-D bioreactors address many of the issues associated with traditional liver cell culture such as providing more in vivo-like spatial cell-cell interactions with physiological flow conditions (Figure 1).

Past efforts toward preparing multicellular hepatocyte aggregates (spheroids) have been made in traditional rocker-plate, porous foam block, and microarray chip cultures in order to maintain liver-specific functions in vitro [1]. However, these approaches employ static culture methods which are unable to simulate physiological flow conditions. Furthermore, the ability to analyze cell viability and function in a high-throughput manner is hindered due to the opaque substrates used in all three systems.

Figure 1. (A) Traditional 2-D monolayer cell culture on a dish without media flow. (B) Hepatocyte spheroid with 3-D cell-cell contact and continuous media flow.
Previously, we demonstrated the feasibility of large-scale single cell trapping using purely hydrodynamic methods in a PDMS device \cite{2}. Here we report an improved device design with 1) individually addressable trapping channels for functional assay analyses of spheroid secretions, and 2) physiologically relevant trap sizes for spheroid formation: 25-100 \( \mu \)m square with 50 \( \mu \)m depth (Figure 2).

### 2. Experimental

The chips are fabricated using a two-layer SU-8/PDMS molding process. Three different trap sizes: 25 \( \mu \)m x 25 \( \mu \)m, 50 \( \mu \)m x 50 \( \mu \)m, and 100 \( \mu \)m x 100 \( \mu \)m, all with depths of 50 \( \mu \)m were designed and tested to sustain viable and functional HepG2/C3A (human hepatoma) cells (Figure 3). Cell viability, proliferation, and liver-specific function in terms of albumin secretion were characterized in the spheroid array device for each trap size (25-, 50-, and 100-\( \mu \)m-square) and compared with static control cultures on 12-well plates over two days. LIVE/DEAD and Hoescht nuclei stains (Molecular Probes, Auckland, NZ) and Trypan Blue (0.4\%) stain (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) were used to test for viability and proliferation in devices and control 12-well plates, respectively. A high-sensitivity chemiluminescent immunoassay was developed to measure albumin secretion concentrations as low as 1 ng/mL (Figure 4).

![Figure 2](image1.png)

**Figure 2.** (A) Schematic of the device. Trapping arrays present physical barriers to multiple cells and spheroid formation occurs. Cell secretions are collected from individually addressed channel outlets. (B) Hepatocyte spheroids self-assemble due to hydrodynamic flow while a 2 \( \mu \)m channel facilitates effective trapping.

![Figure 3](image2.png)

**Figure 3.** HepG2/C3A cells loaded into 50-\( \mu \)m-deep traps (into the page) measuring (A) 25 \( \mu \)m sq., (B) 50 \( \mu \)m sq., and (C) 100 \( \mu \)m sq. Spheroid self-assembly after 24-hours media perfusion: (D) fluorescently labeled with Hoescht 33258 DNA stain, and (E) LIVE stain, in 50 \( \mu \)m sq. traps (dashed outline).
3. Results and Discussion

Preliminary on-chip cell culture experiments were successfully performed on the three trap-size designs to evaluate albumin secretion as compared with monolayer controls. Specific albumin secretion improved in 3-D spheroids over traditional plate culture in a 2-day trial, supporting our hypothesis that the spheroid configuration induces more differentiated, liver-specific functions than in monolayer cultures (Figure 5). Further testing will be performed in order to verify that 3-D culture is superior in the long-term.

4. Conclusions

This cell trapping array is addressable, continuously perfused, and capable of supporting HepG2/C3A cells. Furthermore, size-dependent spheroid physiology, cell-cell interactions, and cell-ECM interactions can be studied in this platform. In the future, we hope to improve the device’s usability in order to accommodate the demands of high-throughput pharmacological, toxicological and metabolic screening.
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A SINGLE-CELL ELECTROPORATION LAB CHIP VIA THE INTEGRATION OF DIELECTROPHORESIS MANIPULATION AND AC ELECTROKINETIC PUMP

Pang-Chih Liu and Cheng-Hsien Liu
Department of Power Mechanical Engineering, National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Micro-Systems and Control Laboratory

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we report the development and experimental results of a single cell electroporation Lab-chip via the integration of the enhanced dielectrophoresis manipulation and the embedded AC electrokinetic pump. By applying individual input AC voltage with different frequency, cells are manipulated in our device based on their electric property. Yoyo1 fluorescent probes are pumped to the electroporation region and get inserted into the target cell via our Lab-chip design. This research has demonstrated the pioneer of single-cell DEP manipulation with the integration of AC electrokinetic pump in a monolithic chip for bio-tech research like electroporation, which could be applied to the applications of drug screening and cancer study.

Keywords: dielectrophoresis, AC electrokinetic pump, single-cell, electroporation

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, a growing interest for the control of fluid pumping via electrokinetic effects such as electrothermal flow and electroosmosis has been developed in the field of micro-fluidics [1]. These studies provide many fundamental and important tools like pumping and mixing mechanism when they come to the development of Lab-on-a-chip and micro-total-analyses system (μ-TAS). The manipulation of bio-particles like cells, DNA and protein is also important for biological and medical applications. With recently fast growing MEMS technology, a number of novel ideas and studies related to the manipulation of micro-objects have been proposed [2].

2. LAB-CHIP DESIGN AND FUNCTIONS
The goals in our Lab-chip design are to manage a population of cells via enhanced dielectrophoresis manipulation in a micro channel and repeatedly sort out single cell to accomplish the process of bio-electroporation as shown in Figure 1. In our Lab-chip design, glass wafer is used as the chip substrate and the Al layer is adopted as the electrodes to achieve the functions of dielectrophoresis and AC electrokinetic fluid pumping. The micro channels are formed via the SU-8 photo-lithography process. Finally, the PDMS with injection and extraction holes is bonded together with the glass substrate. Figure 2 (A)-(D) illustrate the operation principles and manipulation processes of our Lab-chip. After the buffer with cells is injected into the micro chip via a syringe pump, the positive-DEP force from the P-electrode pair restricts the cells to stop in the middle of the 20μm wide micro channel and stay in a line as shown in Figure 2 (B). By applying the AC voltage with different frequency on the N-electrode pair, negative-DEP force could be generated to push adjacent cells in the middle of the micro channel to the opposite direction. This separation/sorting function is illustrated in Figure 2 (C). The single cell could then be separated and sorted out. Then another positive-DEP force from the Trapping-electrode pair is used to attract this single cell
forward to the electroporation region as shown in Figure 2 (D). Yoyo1 fluorescent probes are pumped into the electroporation region via the embedded AC electrokinetic pump and get inserted into the target cell via this Lab-chip design.

3. BIO-EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION AND RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the experimental results of the AC electrokinetic pumping simultaneously during the live cell manipulation. The small electrode has a width of 4µm. The large electrode has a width of 25µm. The small gap and the large gap are 8µm and 23µm, respectively. The design of this AC electrokinetic pump is modified from Mpholo’s report [3]. The AC electrokinetic pumping velocity in the DEP buffer is characterized up to 30 µm/s under the applied AC voltage of 2 Vp-p at 200 kHz. This AC electrokinetic pump is embedded in our Lab-chip to drive yoyo1 fluorescent probes to the electroporation region.

The function for single cell shooting/sorting mechanism is demonstrated as shown in Figure 4. MDCK (Madin-Darby canine kidney) cells and DEP buffer are pumped into the Lab-chip with a flow rate of 10 µm/s. At the time T=5 sec., the positive DEP force on the P-electrode is turned on. The target cells are attracted into the micro-channel. The amplitude and frequency of the applied voltage on the P-electrode are 3 Vp-p and 10 MHz, respectively. Then the AC voltage on the N-electrode is turned on to generate negative DEP force in the middle of the micro-channel right after the positive DEP force is turned off. The amplitude and frequency of the applied voltage on the

![Figure 1. Illustration of our Lab-chip for single cell electroporation.](image1)

![Figure 2. The operation principles of single cell sorting and electroporation in our Lab-chip.](image2)

![Figure 3. The experimental results of the AC electrokinetic pump simultaneously during the live cell manipulation in our Lab-chip design.](image3)

![Figure 4. Experimental results demonstrate the single cell shooting function in our device.](image4)
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N-electrode are 3 Vp-p and 10 kHz, respectively. During the time period between 5.1 and 5.4 seconds, the single cell is successfully sorted out of the micro-channel. Then another positive DEP electrode is turned on to attract the sorted-out single cell to the castellated electrodes, which perform the cell electroporation function. AC electrical voltage of 2Vp-p at 200 kHz is applied to the embedded AC electrokinetic pump to transport the yoyo1 fluorescent dye to the electroporation region in three minutes. Three times of 5V/100ms electrical pluses is applied on the castellated electrodes to achieve the function of cell electroporation. Figure 5 shows the time-sequence pictures of single-cell fluorescent intensity between 3 and 12 minutes. We use the Image Processing Toolbox in MATLAB to analyze the fluorescent intensity. The result is shown in Figure 6. After 12 minutes, the intensity of the fluorescence gets saturated and the maximum intensity is about 144 (0–255). If we continue exciting the fluorescence of the cell by 488 nm light source after 15 minutes, the fluorescent intensity decays progressively.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The design, analysis and experimental results of a Lab-chip for single cell electroporation via the integration of the enhanced dielectrophoresis manipulation and the embedded AC electrokinetic pump are reported in this paper. Single cell is sorted out successfully via the positive and the negative DEP forces generated from the DEP electrodes in our Lab-chip. Yoyo1 fluorescent probes are pumped into the electroporation region and inserted into single MDCK cell. Up to date, based on our knowledge, this research has demonstrated the pioneer of single-cell DEP manipulation with the integration of AC electrokinetic pump in a monolithic chip for bio-tech research like electroporation.
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FACILE IMAGE-BASED CELL SORTING USING OPTO-FLUCS (OPTO-FLUIDIC CELL SORTING)

Joseph Kovac\(^1\) and Joel Voldman\(^1\)
\(^1\)Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA

Abstract

We present a new approach for sorting cells based upon visual information, termed opto-fluidic cell sorting (OPTO-FluCS). This technique uses a combination of hydrodynamic and optical scattering forces to array, image, and then sort many individual cells. Our device combines the strengths of microscopy–imaging in space and time–with the ability to array cell populations and isolate cells of interest in an intuitive, user-friendly fashion. We successfully demonstrate image-based sorting based on fluorescence localization, a sort unavailable with flow-assisted cell sorting.

Keywords: Cell sorting, microwell array, optical manipulation, optofluidics

1. Introduction

We have developed technology to sort cells based upon visual information. Our opto-fluidic architecture obtains sorting information through microscopy, predicating sorts on temporal and spatial behavior of cells. While flow-assisted cell sorting (FACS) allows higher throughput, it bases sorts on whole-cell fluorescence at a single timepoint. Our approach scales effortlessly, requiring no electrical interconnects or support electronics to address cells [1]. Sorting of a single cell takes seconds, allowing for collection of larger numbers of cells than is practical with micropipette/micromanipulator systems [2]. While laser capture microdissection (LCM) has been used to sort non-viable cells from microwell arrays [3], its live-cell sorts require the use of proprietary films. Our opto-fluidic array architecture scales effortlessly to array sizes in excess of 20,000 sites, contains no interconnects, allows for diverse surface functionalization, requires seconds to remove a cell of interest, and provides for simple retrieval of released viable cells.

2. Architecture Design

There are two important elements to our system. First is a microfluidic chamber (Figure 1) with a PDMS well array that we use for simple passive cell loading via sedimentation and subsequent flushing (Figure 2A-B). After visualizing cells using any desired microscopy technique (phase, fluorescence, etc.), we note the positions of cells of interest. Second, we use a straightforward optical system to couple a laser onto the imaging axis. We remove a target cell by focusing the laser through an inexpensive objective onto the cell; the optical scattering force pushes the cell into the flow (Figure 2C). The optical intensity and energy-density levels that we apply to cells are orders of magnitude below those found harmful in conventional, high-numerical aperture optical tweezers, and thus our approach is unlikely to damage cells [4].
3. Results and Discussion

As a first demonstration, we loaded orange- and green-labeled HL60 cells randomly into the device, imaged them, and then sorted out the orange-labeled cells (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Cell sorting. A) Random mixture of orange/green-labeled HL60 cells (orange cell locations circled). B) Images after removing orange cells.
We demonstrated true image-based sorting by loading the device with nuclear-stained cells and a small fraction of nuclear- and membrane-stained cells (Figure 4). Using microscopy, we identified the cells with membrane stain and sorted them from the cells only labeled with nuclear stain. This demonstrates image-based sorting based upon localization, an assay that cannot be performed using flow cytometry.

4. Conclusions

Our results demonstrate the feasibility of sorting cells via microscopy in a user-friendly fashion. The simplicity of the optical system allows for straightforward incorporation of the system into widely used microscopes. Using this novel architecture, we aim to sort cells predicated on complex phenotypes in realms where traditional flow-assisted cell sorting (FACS) falls short.
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MICROCARRIER ENABLED MICROFLUIDIC ASSAYS
OF ANCHORAGE DEPENDANT CELLS

Jamil El-Ali and Klavs F. Jensen
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
(kfjensen@mit.edu)

Abstract:
We present the use of microcarriers as a method to greatly expand the cell types available for microchip based cell assays that rely on fluidic transport of cell suspensions through functional zones. Cells attached to the microcarriers remains viable and responsive to cell stimulation even after flow at high linear velocities through microfluidic systems.

Keywords: Microcarrier, Cell signaling, Protein pathways

Introduction:
Many microchip based cell assays rely on fluidic transport of cell suspensions through functional zones, such as cell sorting areas [1] or cell stimulation and lysis zones [2]. Most mammalian cells are adherent and anchorage dependent cells that can only be put in suspension by treatment with a proteolytic agent such as trypsin. However, this treatment and the loss of adhesion severely perturb the biological machinery of the cells causing interference in many assays. Instead we show that by attaching the cells to microcarriers cells can be suspended while retaining their normal anchorage dependent functionality. We further demonstrate this technique in a microfluidic device for cell signaling applications (i.e., studies of protein expression). Large microcarrier particles (100μm-1000μm), not suitable for transport in microfluidic systems, have previously been utilized in cell culture systems, both conventional and microscale [3], because of the increased surface to volume ratio that can be achieved with microcarrier culture. The use of smaller carriers in microfluidic systems is, however, not trivial because below a certain (cell dependant) size geometric effects can induce apoptosis in the cells [4].

Experimental
To minimize geometrical effects while keeping the beads sufficiently small for compatibility with microfluidic devices, we have used medium sized beads (30μm-50μm) for cell attachment. The beads were coated with collagen in order to enhance cell adhesion. HeLa cells were incubated with the beads in a 25mL spinner flask under gentle stirring for 24 hours before experiments. To test the applicability of the microcarriers for cell based assays a microfluidic device was fabricated using soft lithography in a PDMS layer that was bonded to 50mm x 75mm glass slide. The main channel is 3 m long, 300μm wide and 200μm deep with 3 inlets for the microcarrier suspension, cell stimulus, and gas (Figure 1). The latter can be used to create segmented
gas liquid flow for enhanced mixing [2]. The channel length ensures long residence times in the system even at relatively high linear velocities, which represents a worst case scenario with respect to the influence of shear in the fluidic system on cell viability and function.

Figure 1. Schematic of the microfluidic system, with inlets for microcarrier introduction, cell stimulus and a gas inlet that can be used to form segmented gas-liquid flow. The main channel is 300μm wide, 200μm deep and approximately 300cm long.

Results
After 24 hours of incubation of HeLa cells with the beads in a 10:1 ratio, almost all cells adhered to the microcarriers and normal cell behavior such as cell division could be observed (Figure 2).

Figure 2. HeLa cells attached to collagen coated microcarrier beads. The histones in the nuclei have been transfected with green fluorescence protein (GFP) while the mitochondria in the cells have been dyed with a red fluoresce dye. Inserted in the upper left corner of the figure is a close up of what appears to be HeLa cells that have undergone cell division as indicated by the two closely separated nuclei.
Even after the microcarriers with the cells were flowed through the microfluidic system at an average linear velocity of ~14mm/s (50μL/min) the cells remained viable and no difference could be observed in cell attachment compared to the populations in the spinner flask (Figure 3A). As an application in cell pathway activation, we have found that cells on the microcarriers continue to respond strongly to EGF and TNF stimulation, with a clear increase in the activated ERK signal of the cell stress sensitive MAP kinase pathway (Figure 3B). This shows that microcarrier techniques are applicable for cell signaling assays.

Figure 3. A) To the left is a micrograph close up of microcarriers after flow through the microfluidic system at 50μL/min. The cells appear to be attached to the same extend as those on the microcarriers directly from the spinner flask (Figure 2). To the right is a micrograph of regular (non-GFP) HeLa cells stained with a green viability dye after flow through the microfluidic system. All cells are viable after flow through the device. B) Western blot of P-ERK from cell lysates of HeLa cells on microcarriers. Lanes marked “POS” are from cells treated with EGF/TNF while lanes marked with “NEG” are from untreated cells. There are clear signals (scaling with sample size) in the positive samples. The negative control samples only show a weak signal.
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CELL SYNCHRONIZATION USING DIELECTROPHORESIS

Unyoung Kim¹, Chih-Wen Shu², Karen Y. Dane¹, Jean Y. J. Wang², and H. T. Soh¹
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Abstract
Currently available synchronization methods are not capable of achieving all three parameters of performance: non-invasiveness, high yield, and high synchrony. We present a dielectrophoresis activated cell synchronizer (DACSync) – a microfluidic device that is capable of non-invasively achieving cell synchrony in mammalian cells. Using human breast ductal carcinoma cell line as a model system, we demonstrate a purely dielectrophoretic fractionation of cells in G1/S phase from an asynchronous mixture. DACSync offers the potential for non-invasive synchronization which is capable of achieving high yield and synchrony by the use of arrayed devices that operate in parallel.

Keywords: Cell cycle, cell synchronization, dielectrophoresis, continuous-flow cell sorting

1. Introduction
The cell cycle is an essential mechanism through which all living beings reproduce. For biological and biomedical research, synchronization of cells at a specific phase is an important capability, especially for drug screening applications where cell cycle-regulated events are targeted for therapeutic or diagnostic use¹. Synchronization is currently accomplished by cell arrest using metabolic drugs²,³, centrifugal elutriation⁴, or through the use of “baby machines”⁵ in the case of bacterial cells. However, such methods typically suffer from disruption of natural physiology by chemical treatment and low yield; to date, there is no reported methodology to achieve cell synchrony for all cell types. In this work, we report on a dielectrophoresis activated cell synchronizer which is non-invasive and capable of achieving efficient cell synchrony for a wide range of cell types.

2. Theory
The use of dielectrophoresis activated cell synchronizer (DACSync) was investigated with the human breast ductal carcinoma cell line (MDA-MB-231) as a model system, wherein the device was used to separate the cells in G1/S and G2/M phases from an asynchronous population in a continuous-flow manner. The device exploits the fact that dielectrophoretic force is proportional to the cell’s volume (i.e.: ~ r³). Multiple sets of electrodes are used to create a dielectrophoretic force-field that fractionizes the
heterogeneous cell population into subpopulations based on their sizes (Fig. 1a). The viscous drag and repulsive dielectrophoretic forces were calculated to simulate concentration profiles for two different cell sizes representing cells in G2/M phase (Fig. 1b) and G1/S phase (Fig. 1c). The simulation shows effective fractionation of cells based on size at the outlet (Fig. 1d).

Figure 1. (a) Operational principle of DACSync: A volume-dependent dielectrophoretic force fractionizes an asynchronous population into subpopulations based on the size of the cells. Larger cells in G2/M are deflected to outlet A, while smaller ones in G1/S are going to outlet B. (b) Simulated concentration profile for D=5μm. (c) for D=2.5μm. (d) Cross-section (A-B in Fig 1a and 1b) plot of concentrations shows effective separation at the outlet.

3. Experimental

The device is fabricated with polyimide channel (30μm height) between top and bottom glass substrates with Ti-Au (500nm thickness) electrodes (Fig. 2a). Cells entering the sample inlet are focused and aligned into a single line (Fig. 2b) using a series of DEP deflectors which ensures that all cells reach a uniform velocity and vertical position. Subsequently, the cells encounter a set of fractionization electrodes wherein the separation occurs (Fig. 2c). The larger cells (G2/M) are deflected into outlet A, whereas smaller cells (G1/S) pass through toward outlet B.

4. Results and discussion

The efficiency of synchronization was analyzed by flow cytometry. The cells were fixed and stained with propidium iodide (PI), fluorochromes which intercalate into DNA. Thus, by measuring a cell’s DNA content, the phase of the cell can be evaluated. Initially, the ratio of the cells in G1/S phase to G2/M phase was 3.3:1 (Fig. 3a). After
synchronization, the ratio was increased to 6:1 enriching the G1/S-phase cells by two fold in the outlet B (Fig. 3b).

Figure 2. (a) The dielectrophoresis activated cell synchronizer is fabricated with polyimide spacer between two glass substrates containing Ti/Au quadrupole electrodes. (b) Cells enter the focusing area and line up. (c) Larger cells get deflected into the outlet A while smaller cells pass through the electrodes and enter the outlet B.

Figure 3. Cells in G1/S phase get enriched by two fold after synchronization. (a) Initial population consists of a ratio of 3.3:1 in G1/S to G2/M-phase cells. (b) Outlet B population consists of a ratio of 6:1 in G1/S to G2/M-phase cells.
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Abstract
We report a microfluidics method for microinjection of cells. Cells are lined up in a microfluidic channel by geometry control and brought to the needle by fluid flow. The flow rate of the cell to the needle, the acceleration to pierce the cell by the needle, and the subsequent release of the injected cell are accomplished by manipulating pressure drops in the fluid channels with poly(dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pneumatic valves. Fluorescently labeled Dextran demonstrates microinjection and cell viability is explored with vital dyes.

Keywords: microfluidics, cell microinjection, polymer microfabrication

1. Introduction
The delivery of nucleic acids, proteins and small molecules across cell membranes into living cells is a key step in many biological experiments. Methods to introduce material into cells include chemical methods (synthetic vectors), biological vectors (viral vectors) and physical methods. Synthetic vectors are relatively cheap and efficient on selected cell types but they are associated with toxicity and produce non-quantitative delivery (i.e., it is not possible to determine how much DNA is delivered into each cell). Biological vectors are more effective than synthetic vectors, but they are expensive and time consuming. Moreover, biological vectors can deliver only relatively short DNA sequences and, as in the case of synthetic vectors, they are rarely quantitative and can have toxic side effects. At present, manual microinjection is considered the most reproducible method, but it is expensive, slow and requires highly specialized operators [1]. Fujitsu has recently developed an automated microinjection robot that automates the capture of cells on a microchip pattern and the corresponding movement of the needle [2]. To our knowledge, the present microfluidic device is the first example of single cell manipulation and injection.

2. Device principle
In traditional microinjection a moving needle is manually positioned on the cell membrane to be pierced. In the present microfluidic device (Figures 1 and 2), cells are lined up in a micro channel by geometric control and brought to the needle by fluid flow control. The flow rate of the cell to the needle, the acceleration to force the cell onto the needle and piercing the membrane, and the subsequent release of the injected cell are accomplished by manipulating pressure drops in the fluid channels with poly(dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pneumatic valves. Each cell is injected with a micro
needle placed in the device with known volume of a desired solution. After injection, each cell flows to a collection reservoir, and the system is ready to inject the next cell.

Figure 1: Schematic of microinjection device operation. Frame 1: a solution with suspended cells flows into channel A and the suspension fluid is drained thru channel C (the valve in channel C is opened and the valve in channel B is closed). Frame 2: a cell reaches the needle, it is pierced and injected. Frame 3: The valve in channel C in closed and channel B is opened so that the injected cell is carried away by the fluid.

Figure 2: PDMS microfluidic device for single cell microinjection.

2. Experimental

The microinjection system (Figure 2) was constructed in PDMS by standard softlithography techniques. A micro needle made from a pulled glass capillary (tip
internal diameter 0.5 micron) was inserted and positioned in the device with the help of a micrometer stage and a stereo microscope.

In the experiments, a solution of cells was introduced in the microchannels system. Channel geometry and flow positioned the cells on the microinjection needle, one at a time. Cells were pierced, microinjected, released from the needle, and moved into a reservoir. Injection of fluorescent Dextran (tetramethylrhodamine MW 10000, Molecular probes, USA) demonstrated microinjection as the compound was sufficiently large to be unable to cross the cell membrane. The viability of cells flowing through the system without injection as well as cells injected with Dextran was explored by vital dyes. Figure 3 shows a cell (dyed for visualization purposes with orange acridyne, a vital dye) being pierced by the needle. Figure 4 shows the same cell being inject with Dextran, the fluorescence reveals both needle and cell. The viability of injected cells after injection was probed by the absence cell coloration in the presence of Trypan Blue.

4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated the fabrication and operation of a microfluidic device for microinjection into cells. Further testing with gene transvection is being performed to evaluate the system for specific biological applications.
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96-WELL SINGLE-CELL ELECTROPORATION ARRAYS: REAL-TIME MONITORING AND FEEDBACK CONTROL OF MEMBRANE RESEALING KINETICS
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Abstract
Rapid well-controlled intracellular delivery of drug compounds, RNA, or DNA into a cell -- without permanent damage to the cell -- is a pervasive challenge in basic cell biology research, drug discovery, therapeutic gene delivery, and molecular medicine. To address this challenge, we have developed a bench-top system comprised of a control interface, with mating disposable 96-well-based microfluidic systems, that enables the manipulation, monitoring, and characterization of an array of single-cells. Using this set-up, we individually electroporate an array (n=15) of Hela cells in suspension with low applied voltages (0.4V-0.8V) and insert otherwise impermeable Calcein (Invitrogen, MW=622) and Orange Green Dextran 514 (Invitrogen, MW = 70,000) by electrophoresis (-200mV) within seconds.

Keywords: single-cell, electroporation, intracellular, therapeutic gene delivery, molecular medicine

Introduction
Leveraging the principles of single-cell electroporation [1-4], in which transient pores can be induced in a cell’s membrane when the transmembrane potential exceeds the dielectric breakdown voltage of the membrane (0.2 -1.5 V) [5], we have developed a multi-electroporation system that allows parallel operation (i.e. n=15) and monitoring of each cell’s response electrically and optically (fluorescence) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Arrayed electroporation. An array of fluorescently (Calcein) labeled Hela cells trapped in the 96 well device (inset). The device, on the bottom of the 96 well-plate, is housed in the IonFlux interface for electrical and pneumatic control.
Experimental Data

Figure 2. Resealing: effect of the Control Loop. (a) resealing after electroporation of a cell without control loop 4 times. (b) resealing after electroporation of the same cell with the control loop 4 times.

By holding the cell at a low voltage (10 mV) to measure the resistance immediately after the applied electroporation protocol, resealing kinetics can be also resolved (Figure 2a). Such time resolution was not previously attainable with other electroporation setups. From this, we can determine resealing time constants for various pulse conditions (Figure 3). We also developed a graphical user-interface program that automatically releases the electric field after an electroporation event has occurred (Figure 4). As is evident from Figure 2, in which the same cell was electroporated without the control loop 4 times, and then 4 times with the control loop (intensity renormalized after each subsequent run), resealing kinetics improve dramatically with the feedback loop.

With this algorithm, electroporation conditions no longer need to be set a priori using test cells as with other commercially available systems. With our program, after the cell is electroporated, the electric field is released. In this way, we can ensure the cell is electroporated (voltage incrementally until electroporation) and then immediately

Figure 3. Resealing kinetics for two cells. By fitting to an exponential, the time constant for 50% resealing (t50) was determined. The average time constant is 1.75s.
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released after this event. The control loop allows for multiple electroporation events without irreversible damage to the cell. We also rapidly introduced dyes of various molecular weights via electrophoresis. Holding the cell at -200mV immediately after electroporation drove Calcein into the cell within 3 seconds (Figure 5), which by diffusion alone took upwards of 30 seconds (data not shown).

Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated that we can (1) electroporate an array of single-cells \( n=15 \) using very low applied voltages \( 0.4-0.8V \) (2) ensure electroporation (3) monitor the cell’s resistance before, during, and after electroporation (4) ensure that the cell reseals in a timely manner (5) reversibly electroporate the same cell up to 10 times and (6) introduce compounds via electrophoresis within seconds.
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Abstract
We propose a high throughput electroporation microchip simply and rapidly fabricated by inclined UV lithography using a single photoreisit layer on a mask. To confirm the validity of the proposed single-cell analysis chip, we demonstrated high-yield electroporation for mouse erythroleukemia (MEL) cells with the membrane impermeant substances, Trypan blue and nuclear transport factor CFP-importinβ.

Keywords: Single cell analysis, electroporation, inclined UV lithography

1. Introduction
Electroporation induces structural rearrangements of the cell membrane by high electric field. Cellular responses to externally fed chemicals can be observed by temporarily increasing the cell membrane’s permeability. Recently, some electroporation microchips have been proposed for high-throughput introducing impermeant substances such as DNA, proteins, dyes or drugs [1, 2]. In previous research literature, the authors have proposed a novel single-mask fabrication method for single cell analysis chips using inclined UV lithography to expose a single layered SU-8 coated on a patterned mask [3]. In this paper, we fabricated a high-throughput microchip by the proposed lithography, and demonstrated the electroporation for MEL cells with two assays with Trypan blue and CFP-importinβ.

2. Experimental
A schematic and photographs of the high throughput electroporation chip are shown in Fig.1. The cells in the upper microchannels are immobilized at the high density arrayed orifices on the insulative SU-8 layer by negative pressure of the syringe pump. By applying a voltage between a metal mask at the bottom and a top electrode with field constriction [4], the immobilized cells are electroporated with the impermeant substances in the lower microchannel. We demonstrated the proposed system by introducing impremeant substunce, e.g. Trypan blue and CFP-importinβ.
3. Results and discussion

The cells in the upper microchannels are immobilized at the high density arrayed orifices by negative pressure of the syringe pump as shown in Fig.2. Firstly, a demonstration with MEL cells was carried out by electroporating the membrane impermeant dye Trypan blue, which can accumulate within the cell and appear a dark blue color. It is confirmed that Trypan blue introduced into the chip was fed to the cell’s interior by the electroporation with the proposed chip as shown in Fig.3. As different assay experiment, time lapse images of the nuclear transport factor CFP-importhβ entering the MEL cell are shown in Fig.4. It can be seen that the CFP-importhβ accumulated within the cell nucleus and the fluorescent intensity was increasing with time. After the electroporation, we observed that mitochondria emitted fluorescence with Mit-E-Ψ Mitochondrial Permeability Detection Kit AK-116 (Biomol). It is seems that the cells are still alive after electroporating with the proposed chip using field constriction.

![Figure 1 High throughput electroporation chip.](image1)

![Figure 2 Immobilization of MEL cells dyed with lipid probe ANS at arrayed orifices.](image2)
Figure 3 Electroporation of MEL cells immobilized at arrayed orifices with Trypan blue.

Figure 4 Time lapse images of CFP-importinβ entering MEL cell.
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FLOW-LESS CENTRIFUGATION-FREE WASHING AND INCUBATION WITH SINGLE-CELL RESOLUTION
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Abstract

In this paper we present a method to implement the equivalent of a complex incubation and washing protocol with single-cell resolution in a miniaturized lab-on-a-chip device (DEPArray™) without the need of centrifugation nor fluid flow.

Keywords: single-cell, dielectrophoresis, centrifugation, fluorescence, lab-on-a-chip

1. Introduction

Ubiquitous sample preparation steps involving cells, such as washing and incubation with fluorescent labels are traditionally implemented with centrifuges, resulting in significant cell losses when using small cell loads, as well as relatively high volumes of reagents. Attempts to miniaturize these process steps have been reported [1], but still rely on flow through devices, implying the use of pumps with sustained flows of reagents. This paper demonstrates how it is possible to implement the equivalent of a complex incubation and washing protocol with single-cell resolution in a miniaturized lab-on-a-chip device (DEPArray™) without the need of centrifugation nor fluid flow.

2. Protocol description

DEPArray™ platform is based on moving dielectrophoretic cages [2,3]; an array of electrodes implements tens of thousands of micro-cages on a bidimensional space; each micro-cage (which size is comparable with those of cells) is capable to entrap an individual cell, the position of which can be reconfigured by software making thus possible a selective movement of each cell along any path in the whole device. The DEPArray™ is equipped with two micro chambers each of which can be loaded with a different buffer (figure 1) making thus possible the implementation of the following protocol:

1. Sample and reagent loading: (figure 1,a) 1 µl of celcein buffer solution (1 µM.) is loaded in the reagent chamber; (figure 1,b) 2 µl of PBS is loaded in the main chamber; (figure 1,c) 1 µl of sample containing human chronic myelogenous leukemia K562 cells (5x10⁵ cells/ml.) suspended in PBS are loaded in the same chamber;
2. **Cell routing:** (figure 1,d) cells are entrapped in a regular pattern; one cell is selected and routed from the original position into the reagent chamber while all the other cells are kept suspended in the original position;

3. **Incubation:** (figure 1,e) once arrived in the reagent chamber the selected cell is kept suspended for 5 minutes, enough to complete the staining process;

4. **Washing:** (figure 1,f) the stained cell is moved back into the original position (PBS buffer); passing from the reagent chamber to PBS the cell is consequently washed; a fluorescent signal is expressed selectively by the stained cell as shown in figure 2.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1:** (a) Reagent Loading: the reagent is loaded on the right side of the chip (reagent chamber); the holes of the main chamber should be closed; (b) Buffer Loading: the buffer is loaded on the left (main chamber); the holes of the reagent chamber should be closed; (c) Cell Loading: cells are injected in the main chamber; (d) Cell Routing: cells are organized into micro-cages; one cell is moved into reagent chamber; (e) Incubation: the cell is kept suspended in the reagent chamber; (f) Washing: the cell is moved back to the original position.

3. **Discussion**

Notable advantages of this approach in comparison with standard techniques include:

- **High resolution:** the protocol is effective at level of single cell, while standard protocols can only be executed on the whole sample without any selectivity;
- **Functional integration:** this procedure can be used as a building-block and can be easily integrated in a complete analytical process-flow substituting external sample preparation steps; this is of paramount importance in the perspective of system integration of cell-based analytical devices;
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**Operates on living cells:** DEPArray™ is gentle with cells and guarantees viability and proliferation [4];

**Reduce timings and costs:** since the protocol does not require active fluid flow or manual procedures, it is applicable also when very small amounts of sample and reagents are available (few microliters are enough to fill the whole microchamber device) while hundreds of microliters are normally required in standard procedures.

![Figure 1: Description of the protocol steps.](a) Reagent Loading: the reagent is loaded on the right side of the chip (reagent chamber); the holes of the main chamber should be closed; (b) Buffer Loading: the buffer is loaded on the left (main chamber); the holes of the reagent chamber should be closed; (c) Cell Loading: cells are injected in the main chamber; (d) Cell Routing: cells are organized into micro-cages; one cell is moved into reagent chamber; (e) Incubation: the cell is kept suspended in the reagent chamber; (f) Washing: the stained cell is moved back into the original position (PBS buffer); passing from the reagent chamber to PBS the cell is consequently washed; a fluorescent signal is expressed selectively by the stained cell as shown in figure 2.

![Figure 2: Comparison of cell position and fluorescence.](a) Comparison between the cell position and fluorescence before (a-b) and after (c-d) cell dipping in calcein: at beginning the cells are organized into a regular pattern (a); no cell appears fluorescent (b); the cell identified by a dotted circle is moved in the reagent chamber, incubated and moved back to the same initial position (c); only this cell is now fluorescent (d).

### 3. Discussion

Notable advantages of this approach in comparison with standard techniques include:

- **High resolution:** the protocol is effective at level of single cell, while standard protocols can only be executed on the whole sample without any selectivity;
- **Functional integration:** this procedure can be used as a building-block and can be easily integrated in a complete analytical process-flow substituting external sample preparation steps; this is of paramount importance in the perspective of system integration of cell-based analytical devices;
- **Operates on living cells:** DEPArray™ is gentle with cells and guarantees viability and proliferation [4];
- **Reduce timings and costs:** since the protocol does not require active fluid flow or manual procedures, it is applicable also when very small amounts of sample and reagents are available (few microliters are enough to fill the whole microchamber device) while hundreds of microliters are normally required in standard procedures.

### 3. Conclusions

In conclusion a complex incubation and washing protocol with single-cell resolution has been presented. The protocol has been implemented in a miniaturized lab-on-a-chip device without fluid flow or mechanical centrifugation.
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Abstract

A method for selective cell lysis based on dielectrophoresis is presented. As far as we know this is the first time that this procedure is demonstrated with the resolution of a single cell in a pool of thousands, opening a wide range of applications in the field of single-cell biology based on lab-on-a-chip.
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Introduction

The method for selective cell lysis presented in this paper is based on the use of a programmable lab-on-a-chip (DEPArray™) which uses dielectrophoresis to manipulate cells; the same force is exploited to get controlled lyses with the resolution of a single cell. This technique can be adopted to implement the following experiments:

1. sorting of living cells: sorting one or more cells of interest is possible simply by destroying all the other cells and recovering the whole sample;
2. survival cell analysis and sorting: in case more than one cell line is present in the sample, the parameters can be chosen to act selectively on a specific cell line making in this way possible an identification or a selection of the cell type;
3. selective DNA cell extraction: extracting the DNA is possible from one or more cells combining the dielectrophoretic trap force with a fluid flow; the cell of interest is lysated and the DNA is moved toward the exit transported by fluid flow while all the other cells in the sample are retained inside the chip;

Compared to other techniques [1] based on dielectrophoresis, the proposed approach offers the unique advantages of single-cell resolution (from one to hundreds or thousands of cells can be processed in parallel) and functional integration (the method can be combined with single cell manipulation and detection presented in [2]).

Device description

A prototype microelectronic lab-on-a-chip (DEPArray™) for massively parallel manipulation of cells based on moving dielectrophoretic cages [2] has been used; the core of DEPArray™ is an array of 100,000 programmable electrodes by which up to 25,000 micro-cages can be realized; each micro-cage (which size is comparable with those of cells) is capable to entrap an individual cell if negative dielectrophoresis is established; depending on the nature of buffer (and cells) the dielectrophoretic...
behaviour can change from negative (nDEP) to positive (pDEP) simply changing the operating frequency of the applied voltages [3]; in case of nDEP cells are attracted toward the minima of the electric field (corresponding to the cage centers) while in case of pDEP cells are attracted to the maxima of the electric field (corresponding to electrode edges).

**Protocol description**

Selective cell lysis can be obtained as described in figure 1. In the first step of the protocol an array of cages is established by applying 3.3Vpp@50kHz to a first pattern (figure 1,a). The cells are consequently organized and trapped in nDEP into the cages. In the second step, the voltages change to 3.3Vpp@1200kHz, switching to pDEP, and simultaneously a different pattern is applied (figure1,b). This new pattern creates localized field maxima around in-phase electrodes, which are set in correspondence of each target cell (only one in the case of figure). The high field (3.3V/1.2μm=2.75MV/m) at selected electrode gaps causes a trans-membrane potential which is lethal for the target cell, but the field gradient vanishes at the location of neighbouring non-target cells, which slowly fall-down and remain approximately in the position where their cage was originally located. After five seconds the first pattern and frequency are restored, so that remaining cells are levitated again in nDEP cages.

**Experimental results**

As proof-of-concept, a simple experiment is reported in figure 2. Selective sequential lysis of two out of three cells (namalwa cells suspended in a solution of Mannitol 280mM and 6.25mM KCl) in a small portion of the chip. Persisting fluorescence of non-target cells demonstrates that neighbouring cells are unharmed.
In conclusion a method for selective cell lysis based on dielectrophoresis has been presented. This method offers the unique advantages of single-cell resolution and functional integration.
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Abstract
A device for microgradient cell environment has been designed, built and successfully evaluated with gel embedded MDCK cells.

Keywords: gradient, cells, culture, 3D

1. Introduction
With confocal microscopy new knowledge in cell physiology is acquired daily. However, most cell assays today are carried out either as multiwell plate assays, or in standard petridish assays. These two methods have different features and foci, but they have in common the large amount of cells submitted for treatment and imaging. In order to study only a few cells on a more detailed level\cite{1, 2} in a relevant context, we have designed, built, and evaluated a microfluidic system. It features 1) immobilization of cells in three dimensions, 2) transportation of cell nutrients and treatments as well as removal of residual products, 3) an extremely stable and physiologically relevant gradient of chemical concentration distribution around the cell. Previous efforts in this field by our group revealed a few very important issues, indicating that microfabrication would be the enabling technology for experiments on cells in asymmetric environments.

2. Experimental
The ‘micromolar per micrometer’ gradient chip was manufactured with standard microfabrication methods including two soft masks and photolithography, DRIE and anodic bonding of 300 $\mu$m thin silicon to 170 $\mu$m thin glass. The smallest cell assay chamber measures length 100 $\mu$m by width 100 $\mu$m and height 50 $\mu$m.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{gel_cavity.png}
\caption{Gel cavity before glass lid bonding and backside hole etching.}
\end{figure}
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Also larger chambers were manufactured with lengths ranging up to 500 μm. For long-time assays, position stability of the gel (and thus embedded cells) is of great importance. Anchoring of the gel is accommodated through small pillars (20 μm diameter) in the cell-gel chamber/cavity as well as bumps in the walls of the cavity (figures 1 & 2). Filling of the cavity with cell-gel mixture is done with a nl syringe pump (figure 3). The chamber volume ranges from 5 nl to approx. 15 nl. After filling, incubation in 37°C for 30 min results in a gel with cells secured in three dimensions. Through the two perfusion channels (0.1-0.5 μl/min), treatment and nutrients can be delivered in well controlled manner. The very small distance (100 μm) between the channels enables a gradient of concentration distribution which is physiologically relevant and close to in-vivo-like dimensions. A larger distance between the channels would have meant larger concentration differences needed, thus treating cells close to the channels with non-relevant, poisonous concentrations.

3. Results and discussion

The time stability of the gel was studied with fluorescein in one channel and PBS in the other channel. The development of the gradient can be seen in figure 4.
After three hours the gel was still intact, non-moving, thus stable both in its physical properties as well as its transportation (diffusion) accommodating function. Viable cells in ECM gel in the 100 x 100 µm cavity and in 100 x 300 µm cavity are shown in figures 5 and 6.

4. Conclusion

The new device has been tested with perfusion treatment of cells embedded in extracellular matrix gel, with the gel itself being a diffusion limiting barrier causing a chemical gradient acting on the cells, as well as acting as a fluid barrier causing ‘short circuits’ of the two flows, and immobilizing cells in true 3D, thus mimicking the in-vivo situation well. The small dimensions enable physiologically relevant osmomolarities and studies of individual cellular reactions to dual treatments.
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MICROFABRICATED DEVICE FOR CONTROLLED STIMULI OF PRIMARY CILIA
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Abstract
We present an improved device and method for studying cellular response on microfluidic controlled stimuli of primary cilia. The primary cilium functions as a mechano-sensor in renal tubular epithelium. Malfunction of cilia has been implicated in polycystic kidney decease as well as other kidney abnormalities. Bending of cilia will give rise to an intracellular calcium signal [1,2,3], but little is known about the importance of flow direction, magnitude and duration to the calcium response. Our preliminary results indicate flow speed sensitivity.

Keywords: cilia, cell, flow, sensitivity

1. Introduction
Cilia are hair like structures with a diameter of approximately 250 nm extending from 2 to more than 10 μm from the surface of the cell. Two types of cilia exist, motile and non-motile. The non-motile type is also called the primary cilium since there is only one present on each cell. The primary cilium is present in virtually all epithelial cells, functioning as a flow sensor via intracellular calcium when bent by a mechanical force. Malfunction of the cilia results in pathological processes such as polycystic kidney disease. Figure 1 shows a mechanical model of the primary cilium.

Although it is established that the primary cilium is an important flow sensor, little is known about the dynamic properties of cilia in sensing fluid flow. It is likely that for the physiological function, not only the presence of a flow but also the direction, magnitude and duration is of importance. Those parameters have not been possible to study on a cellular level previously.

Figure 1. Mechanical model of cilium.

Our approach to address these questions is based on the development of micro fluidic structures that allows control of mechanical and biochemical parameters on a submicrometer scale. The structures also allow the use of high resolution microscopy for studies of the dynamics in cilia function as well as the system generating intracellular calcium signals.
2. Experimental

The microfluidic structure consists of two orthogonal channels with inlets and outlets (figure 2) to enable orthogonal flows. The channels dimensions are 500 μm x 50 μm. A 1 mm diameter opening through the silicon in the channel cross (not shown in figure 2) enables cell seeding. The structure was manufactured through standard microfabrication methods, including two soft masks, photolithography, DRIE and anodic bonding of 300 μm thin silicon to 175 μm thin glass. This thin glass is necessary to enable high resolution confocal microscopy imaging.

![Figure 2 a) Silicon-glass chip. Channel dimensions: width = 500 μm, depth = 50 μm. Flow rates: 10-100 μm/s. b) FEM simulation of flow in microfluidic model system. Flow speed is less than half in the center cross compared to in the channels.](Image)

Flow control is achieved with a syringe pump and a 10 μl syringe. This setup enables a non-pulsating flow down to 0.5 μl per minute, corresponding to an approximate flow rate of 1 μm per second in the channel. Flow characteristics were investigated through the use of fluorescent beads in the flow and recording of their trajectories. Also a FEM analysis of the flow pattern was performed (figure 2b).

![Figure 2 b) FEM simulation of flow in microfluidic model system. Flow speed is less than half in the center cross compared to in the channels.](Image)

MDCK-cells (kidney epithelial cells, passages 10-20) were seeded into the chip at the concentration of 1 million cells per ml and cultured for three to four days to develop cilia (figure 3). During culture the chip was inserted in culture medium in the incubator at 37 ºC. Cell staining was performed with the calcium sensitive fluorescent dye fluo-4 (5 μM) during 20 minutes. Intracellular calcium levels are then registered as variations of fluorescence intensity. A 20 to 30 minutes stabilization period was used before each flow test, as the cells need some time to recover after stimuli.

![Figure 3. Ciliaforming MDCK cells. Majority of cells forms cilia, with lengths ranging from 2 μm to 4 μm. Culture time 3 days. Cell contours vaguely visible.](Image)
3. Results and discussion

Response times at a flow rate of 2 μl/min (about 5 μm/s) were in the order of 5-10 s. Response times at 4 μl/min (about 10 μm/s) were of similar magnitude 5-8 s. Response times at 7.5 μl/min (about 10 μm/s) were in the 3-5 s range. Figure 4 shows graphs on intensity increase at flow stimuli. Differences in response times could be due to position in channel (parabolic flow profile), different cellular ability to respond or due to exhaustion after multiple consecutive flow starts and stops.

Reaction times at flow of 2 μl/min (approx. 5 μm/s) were in the order of 5-10 s. Reaction times at 4 μl/min (approx. 10 μm/s) were of similar magnitude 5-8 s. Reaction times at 7.5 μl/min (approx 20 μm/s) were in the 3-5 s range. See figure 4 for graphs on intensity increase on flow stimuli. Reaction time spread could be due to position in channel (parabolic flow profile), different cellular ability to respond or due to cell exhaustion after multiple consecutive flow starts and stops.

![Figure 4. Intensity data recordings from cells stimulated with (top) 2 μl/min (approx. 10 μm/s at cilium level) and 7.5 μl/min (approx. 40 μm/s).](image)

4. Conclusions

Miniaturization through micromachining enables structures for precise flow directionality, laminar flow profiles and minimization of flow disturbances. On a cellular level we have now showed the response to controlled flow induced ciliary movement and the flow sensitivity of cilia. Our preliminary results indicate flow speed sensitivity.
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INSIGHTS INTO NEUTROPHIL POLARIZATION MECHANISMS THROUGH THE USE OF MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES
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Better understanding of neutrophil polarization and migratory responses has direct implications in developing new therapeutic approaches to wound healing, inflammation, or cancer. Although many of the signaling molecules involved have been already characterized using sophisticated molecular biology tools, the mechanisms through which these components interact to produce cellular responses are less well understood. Here we present some new insights into neutrophil sensing mechanisms that we gained by using a basic engineering approach enabled by microfluidic devices.

We developed a general concept of pneumatically actuated, microstructured membranes to expose neutrophils to precise spatial and temporal changes of chemical gradients. Current experimental techniques that rely on the use of micropipettes positioned close to cells, and which can be turned on and off, or quickly displaced from one side of a cell to the other, produce gradients that are notoriously difficult to control and are easily perturbed by external factors. Using the new microfluidic devices that incorporate microstructured membrane structures into microfluidic gradient generators, we were able to expose neutrophils to precise spatial and temporal changes of chemical gradients [1]. Less than 4 seconds were needed for the formation of a gradient in a channel initially containing no chemical, or to switch between any two preformed chemokine gradients (Fig.1).

An axi-symmetric microstructured valve was designed to allow the creation of circumferentially uniform, fast changing chemical conditions around cells for the study of fast temporal stimuli in the absence of spatial gradients [2]. Cells and the reagents were trapped under a microstructured membrane with two concentric structures in a configuration that allowed the rapid change of solutions around the cell while preserving the spatial uniformity on the cell circumference. We measured the uniformity of concentration on a 200 μm diameter circle and estimated that less than 1% deviations from uniform conditions occurred on the circumference of a 20 μm diameter cell during exposure to the solutions loaded in the intermediate compartment (Fig.2).
The response of resting, primary human neutrophils to the newly established gradient was gradual. Spherically shaped, resting neutrophils began forming ruffles on their entire surface immediately after the exposure to a gradient. With time, the protrusions on cell surface decreased in number while increasing in size, until morphology characteristic of full polarization, represented by a leading edge and uropod, was achieved (Fig.1). Upon stimulation with a circumferentially uniform, temporal gradients, neutrophils transiently polarize in random directions and then quickly reverse to an un-polarized state (Fig.2).

Starting from the observations of the initiation of neutrophil polarization and the adaptation to changes in the direction or average concentration of chemotactic gradients, we proposed a new hypothesis for neutrophil chemotactic response based on a temporal mechanism for gradient sensing. Our observations suggest that two temporal sensing mechanisms, one global (over the entire cell body) and one localized (leading edge), collaborate to direct neutrophil responses to microenvironment changes. While increasing averaged chemokine stimulation over the entire cell surface reinforces neutrophil polarization and directional migration, decreasing stimulation leads to polarization collapse and neutrophil stop. We implemented these mechanisms into a mechanistic model for neutrophil polarization and initial results suggest that known biochemical reactions form an adaptive control mechanism of extreme sensitivity. One important feature of the model is that it captures the oscillatory behavior of neutrophils during the initial polarization (Fig.3). In addition, this model could provide and explanation for the neutrophil responses to spatial and temporal chemotactic gradient changes observed in other experiments[3].

Through these examples, we demonstrate how microfluidic devices for controlling time and space of chemical gradients are poised to become enabling technologies for biomedical research into the biology of neutrophil chemotaxis.
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Fig. 1. Neutrophil responses to the formation of spatial gradients. A microfluidic device consisting of two gradient generator networks have been combined through the use of an ensemble of microstructured valves. A new chemotactic gradient could be formed around neutrophils in less than 5 seconds. Neutrophils polarize in the direction of the gradient after a series of “trial and error” events.

Fig. 2. Neutrophil responses to the formation of temporal gradients. A microstructured membrane has been employed to create two concentric compartments around one neutrophil. Upon actuation, neutrophils were exposed to a circumferentially uniform concentration of chemokine that varied with time. Neutrophils polarize in a random direction.

Fig. 3. A mechanistic model has been developed to simulate the formation of pseudopods on the circumference of neutrophils following stimulations with spatial and/or temporal stimuli.
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Abstract

Hydrodynamic tweezers use audible-frequency oscillations around fixed obstacles in a microchannel to create non-contact traps for single cells. We describe trapping, fluorescence measurement, and chemical treatment in arrays of suspended cells.

Keywords: cell trapping, steady streaming, suspension cells

1. Introduction

Dynamic measurements of single cell behavior require a method of holding single cells in place for measurements while delivering chemical nutrients, reagents, and indicators. Hydrodynamic tweezers suspend single cells in steady streaming eddies created by a gentle oscillating flow without the need for physical contact or external fields [1, 2]. Steady streaming is a well-studied phenomenon, but it has recently been applied in microfluidics for cell transport [3] and cell lysis [4], as well as the trapping described here. We have shown that picoNewton trapping forces are created under conditions comparable to arterial blood flow [1], and traps can be numbered-up to create trapping arrays that tolerate net fluid flow [2]. Here, we show that net flow can be used to perform dosing and washing steps needed for assays on single suspension cells.

2. Experimental

The device (Fig. 1) creates cell traps in a microchannel containing fixed cylinders (radius, $a$) by oscillating the fluid at audible frequency ($\omega$) and small displacement amplitudes ($s \sim 0.1a$). Fluid ports allow injection of cell sample, fluorescent indicators, and dye-free medium directly into the trapping array (Fig. 1, Lower). An ITO-coated conductive slide serves as a resistive heater to maintain cell culture temperature (37 °C).

3. Results and Discussion

For the case of a single cylinder in a sinusoidal oscillation, four symmetric eddies are created around the cylinder [5], and each eddy suspends a cell at the channel midplane [1]. Figure 2A shows the two pairs of symmetric eddies around a single cylinder when net flow is superimposed on the oscillation. Cells carried in the flow are captured by upstream eddies (Fig. 2B), while downstream traps typically remain vacant.

Trapped objects appear only to rotate (~1-10 Hz for conditions here) for low amplitude (Figs. 3A and 3B) or under pulsed illumination, while the oscillation of trapped objects is apparent at higher amplitudes (Figs. 3C and 3D). Experiments and calculations show that even large oscillation amplitudes have little effect on the fluorescence intensity integrated over the trap area (e.g., 5% for $s/a=0.1$, not shown).
For single isolated cylinders, we have shown that the trap strength is controlled via the oscillation conditions [1], and cells remain trapped under flow rates up to 1 cm/sec [2]. Fig. 4 shows flow images in arrays for pure oscillation (Fig. 4A) and two superimposed net flow velocities (Figs. 4B and 4C). Because the steady streaming originates from a thin boundary layer near the cylinder [5], close spacing of cylinders has little effect on the flow and trapping behavior compared to single isolated cylinders.

The ability to exchange the fluid medium is an essential feature of fluorescence-based assays requiring wash steps as well as dynamic chemical stimulus experiments. Fig. 5 illustrates chemical dosing and washing in an array by switching between flow of a fluorescent dye and dye-free buffer. For flow velocities compatible with moderate strength traps, dye can be delivered uniformly throughout the array (Fig. 5B) and washed away (Fig. 5C) with an exchange time of about 30 seconds. Faster exchanges are possible in stronger traps, and a portion of the array can be dosed by simultaneous flow of dye and buffer.

Fig. 6 illustrates steps used to perform a fluorescence vitality assay on an array of trapped T-cells. Cells incubated off-chip with a fluorescent vitality indicator (C12-resazurin) are injected into the channel, where they are trapped in suspension by upstream eddies (Fig. 6A and 6B). Fluorescence background from excess dyes prevents measurement of cell fluorescence (Fig. 6C) unless a wash step is performed. In Fig. 6D, the fluorescence signal from metabolizing cells is measured without background interference after switching flow to dye-free medium. Here, exchange of the medium for washing or chemical dosing can be accomplished while cells are held in suspension.

4. Conclusions

The ability to perform chemical dosing and washing steps is necessary for many fluorescence-based optical assays as well as dynamic stimulus experiments. Hydrodynamic tweezers use gentle fluid forces created by audible frequency oscillations to suspend cells in a flowing stream without requirement for cell modification or external fields that may perturb cell behavior.
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Abstract

We present a simple microfluidic method for the assembly and continuous culture of three-dimensional multi-cellular constructs. The technique is particularly useful for generating micro-environmental niches (such as hypoxia and acidosis) in non-vascularized tissue. The technique: 1) allows the rapid, parallel assembly of dozens of three-dimensional constructs with controlled shapes, sizes and interfacial gas transfer rates, 2) can be extended to adherent cells (which are normally grown in single monolayers) using functionalized glass beads, 3) permits long-term continuous culture and perfusion of the constructs.

Keywords: bioMEMS, cell culture, microenvironment, three-dimensional, hypoxia

1. Introduction

Three-dimensional multi-cellular constructs play an increasingly important role in studies of tissue engineering, cancer and drug delivery [1,2,3,7,8]. Both mechanical and chemical cell-to-cell interactions play a role in the development of both normal and diseased states of tissue [4]. Unlike two-dimensional monolayer culture, 3D constructs capture some of the complexity of solid tissue [1]. In cancer biology, multi-cellular tumor spheroids are currently being used as in vitro models for studying the development of tumor malignancy and drug response assays [1,5,8]. As such, we have developed a class of device to study the micro-environmental niches created within tissue constructs as a result of diffusion limitations. These include, for example:

Figure 1. Schematic of the trapping flow cell. Fluid ports introduce cell sample, medium, and dye; piezoelectric discs oscillate fluid in the central channel; Traps are created around each cylinder.

Figure 2. Particle capture from a flow stream. (A) Combined steady streaming and net flow. (B) Upstream traps capture particles from the flow, while downstream traps typically remain empty. Scale bars 100 μm, ω=1875 Hz.

Figure 3. Bright-field (A,C) and fluorescence (B,D) images of trapped beads at two amplitudes. Scale bars 5 μm.

Figure 4. Flow in a trapping array for oscillation only (A) and oscillations with net flow (B, ~100 μm/s; C ~200 μm/s). Scale bars 100 μm, ω=1875 Hz.

Figure 5. Bright-field (A) and fluorescence images showing injected fluorescein dye (B) and washing of dye by buffer flow (C). Scale bars, 200 μm.

Figure 6. Cell vitality assay in a trapping array. (A) Schematic of cell loading in dye medium. (B) T-cells captured by upstream traps. (C) Fluorescence image of dye background. (D) fluorescence image of live cells after wash. Scale bars 200 μm, ω=4000 Hz.
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Abstract
We present a simple microfluidic method for the assembly and continuous culture of three-dimensional multi-cellular constructs. The technique is particularly useful for generating micro-environmental niches (such as hypoxia and acidosis) in non-vascularized tissue. The technique: 1) allows the rapid, parallel assembly of dozens of three-dimensional constructs with controlled shapes, sizes and interfacial gas transfer rates, 2) can be extended to adherent cells (which are normally grown in single monolayers) using functionalized glass beads, 3) permits long-term continuous culture and perfusion of the constructs.
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1. Introduction
Three-dimensional multi-cellular constructs play an increasingly important role in studies of tissue engineering, cancer and drug delivery [1,2,3,7,8]. Both mechanical and chemical cell-to-cell interactions play a role in the development of both normal and diseased states of tissue [4]. Unlike two-dimensional monolayer culture, 3D constructs capture some of the complexity of solid tissue [1]. In cancer biology, multi-cellular tumor spheroids are currently being used as in vitro models for studying the development of tumor malignancy and drug response assays [1,5,8]. As such, we have developed a class of device to study the micro-environmental niches created within tissue constructs as a result of diffusion limitations. These include, for

Figure 1 a) Schematic view of device operation, b – c) different ‘basket’ geometries generate different diffusion gradients (shown schematically in varying shades of gray).
example, the lack of oxygen (hypoxia) and the pH change at the center of multi-cellular masses. Traditional macroscopic culture techniques for assembling three-dimensional isotropic constructs have a number of drawbacks: large size and shape variability during culture, imaging and microscopy difficulties inherent in spheroidal cell masses, and the practical difficulties of maintenance and passaging of cultured constructs [5].

2. Design and Fabrication

Fig. 1 illustrates the device concept and geometry. To assemble the multi-cellular constructs, individual cells in suspension were flown into microchannels containing arrays of embedded posts ranging in size and spacing from 10-30 μm; these posts are arranged so as to form ‘baskets’ of desired shapes and sizes. As cells flow by, some fraction become trapped in these ‘baskets’ and assemble into cylindroids and cubes (Figs. 4, 6-8). Fabrication is shown in Fig. 2.

3. Results

Using this device, we have: 1) assembled 200-micron thick Zinnia plant cell cylindroids with patterned diameters ranging from 200 to 800 microns (Figure 4, 5) and cultured them for 24 hours, 2) demonstrated the feasibility of quantifying diffusional limitations of a dense tissue mass with a fluorescent oxygen-sensitive Tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)dichlororuthenium(II) hexahydrate fluorophore (Figure 5), 3) assembled three-dimensional constructs with 50 micron diameter glass beads (G.Kisker, Germany) intercalated with adherent C2C12 myoblast cells, 4) assembled three-dimensional constructs with 50 micron diameter glass beads (G.Kisker, Germany) intercalated with adherent HeLa cancer cells, cultured them for 72 hours and imaged them with LIVE/DEAD™ cell viability assays (Figure 7), and 5) cultured clusters of colon carcinoma cancer cells for 1 week (Figure 8).

4. Discussion

We are currently assembling, culturing and monitoring constructs of C2C12 myoblasts (which have a known sensitivity to oxygen during differentiation), colon carcinoma cells (which are a common non-vascularized tumor model [8]; these cells aggregate without the need for beads) as shown in Figure 8 and HeLa cancer cells (Figure 7). Constructs have been cultured in the devices for 7 days; month-long cultures are in progress. These results and pH, oxygen and LIVE/DEAD™ assays of the hypoxic microenvironments are the topic of a forthcoming manuscript and will be presented at the conference [6].
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1 Introduction
A modular system is presented for the sample preparation to detect coeliac disease toxic gluten from unprocessed and processed foodstuff to enable food producers a reliable labeling of their products. This system comprises all functionalities from the extraction of solid food samples to a detection module with a fluorescence based quantitative ELISA-detection.

Coeliac disease is an inflammatory disease of the upper small intestine and results from gluten ingestion in genetically susceptible individuals and is the only life long nutrient-induced enteropathy. The only treatment for celiac disease is a strict gluten free diet, with the longer the individual fails to adhere to this diet, the greater the chance of developing malnutrition and other complications. Today, there is no standardized system that extracts all the gluten components, ethanol soluble gliadins and insoluble glutenins, and determines the concentration of “toxic” sequences. This paper presents a module for the extraction of gluten from flour and from processed food samples in a single step. After extraction a small sample volume, where all unsolved sample particles are removed by centrifugation, is delivered to a micro system in which the sample is further processed for an immunochemical assay. Here, a disposable polymer chip for an optical detection with included optical components is presented.

2 Extraction
A drawing of the \( \mu \)-extractor is shown in fig. 1a. The weighted sample is filled into a silicon tube. A peristaltic pump is kneading the sample intensively to mimic the vigorous mixing step of the lab scale protocol. Underneath the tube there is a heating element enabling extraction temperatures up to 90° C, which is needed for processed samples while flour extraction can be performed at RT. The extraction was done in 5 min. After the extraction the sample is centrifuged by a lab centrifuge and the supernatant is analysed by a Bradford assay. The performance of the flour extraction was comparable with the lab scale results (tab. 1) tested with different kinds of flour, cookies, zwieback and spiked flour samples. It could be shown that the presented \( \mu \)-extraction module can transfer extraction steps like vigorous mixing and heating in a macro format into a micro system. Additionally, the transfer from large quantities of sample and buffer that can be handled with standard lab equipment like a normal balance to subsequent modules dealing with microscale volumes was successful.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Lab-Extraction</th>
<th>μ-Extractor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>flour, RT (Spain)</td>
<td>14.49 ± 1.16 mg/ml</td>
<td>14.61 ± 2.51 mg/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flour, 85°C (Spain)</td>
<td>16.50 ± 1.17 mg/ml</td>
<td>16.50 ± 0.21 mg/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flour, RT (Germany)</td>
<td>12.54 ± 0.43 mg/ml</td>
<td>17.86 ± 1.84 mg/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baked dough, 85°C</td>
<td>15.97 ± 1.01 mg/ml</td>
<td>15.47 ± 1.72 mg/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cookie, 85°C</td>
<td>4.80 ± 0.40 mg/ml</td>
<td>2.83 ± 0.35 mg/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zwieback, 85°C</td>
<td>14.47 ± 2.61 mg/ml</td>
<td>10.79 ± 1.35 mg/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spiked samples, 0 mg</td>
<td>1.48 ± 0.03 mg/ml</td>
<td>1.38 ± 0.13 mg/ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spiked samples, 10 mg</td>
<td>25.11 ± 0.92 mg/ml</td>
<td>10.00 ± 1.00 mg/ml</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1: Comparison of extraction results of different samples between the chip based system and the lab scale protocol.

### 3 Centrifugation

The major amount of the sample remains unsolved during extraction. Thus, a filtration step is necessary before the sample processing for the ELISA assay. Lab scale protocols require a centrifugation step in a lab centrifuge for approx. 5 min. A micro centrifuge (fig. 1b) was build up that enables the incorporation into the modular chip system with an automatic mode for filling in the sample and emptying the supernatant. This micro centrifuge comprises an electric motor, that allows 4500 g at 15000 rpm, fixed in a metal frame. Two chips made of PMMA are inserted on the axis of the motor. The lower chip is static and contains the fluidic connection to other chip modules. For rotation the electric motor and the rotor chip is lifted up and lowered to obtain the supernatant that can be directly used for the subsequent steps. No other filtration step is necessary to achieve the same efficiency as standard laboratory centrifuges.

![Fig. 1a: Construction drawing of the μ-extractor. b: Picture of the μ-centrifuge as a single module.](image)

### 4 Complete Sample Preparation

Flour was extracted and directly centrifuged by the μ-extractor and centrifuge and analysed by a Bradford assay to show the overall performance of all extraction modules. This was compared with extractions using the macro protocol. With the μ-device 12.01 ± 0.91 mg/ml protein were extracted compared to 9.76 ± 1.45 mg/ml with the lab protocol. Thus, the successful transfer of the sample preparation from the lab to the μ-scale could be shown.

### 5 Multi-Functional Valves

A core part of the whole system is a set of valves (fig 2a). They all consist of a rubber disk which is pressed to the chips by a spring and a piston. Due to different layouts of slits cut into the disks, the valve can be used for metering fluids, for merging two plugs, for the distribution of reagents with a minimum of cross contamination or for switching
between the loading and extraction mode of the extractor module. The valves operate under pressures up to 7 bar and can be designed to have a minimal dead volume.

![Cross section of the flat disk valve.](image1)

![Picture of the optical detection chip for 5 parallel immunoassays.](image2)

**6 Optical Detection Chip**

An optical detection chip was developed with a cuvette volume of 15x2x1 mm³ (fig. 2b). A polymer inlet is incorporated on which antibodies against gluten are immobilized to perform an ELISA assay inside of this channel. The sensitivity of the system was tested with fluorescence dyes in transmission and fluorescence. The in- and outcoupling of light is done by integrated, total reflecting mirrors fabricated by ultra precise milling (fig 3a). No additional optical parts like beam forming optics are needed. The performance of the chip was tested with different dilutions of methyl umbelliferone between 0.1 and 10 μg/ml for the transmission experiments at 370 nm. The same samples were used for a reference measurement in a conventional 1 cm cuvette with an UV-VIS spectrometer Lambda 900 from Perkin Elmer (fig. 3b). Beside the detection channel there are two extra mirrors which collect the emitted light of fluorescence measurements. Fluorescence experiments were performed with 5, 6 carboxy fluorescein and methyl umbelliferone between 0.04 and 10 μg/ml (fig. 3c). The excitation wavelength was 492 nm and the emitted light 515 nm. At concentrations below 1 μg/ml the correlation coefficient of a linear fit was 0.999. This sensitivity fits the needs for the determination of gluten by an ELISA assay.

![Scheme of the light path in the optical detection chip](image3a)

**Fig. 2a:** Cross section of the flat disk valve. **Fig. 2b:** Picture of the optical detection chip for 5 parallel immunoassays.

**Fig. 3a:** Scheme of the light path in the optical detection chip. **3b:** Transmission measurements with methyl umbelliferon at 370 nm, blue: chip measurements, red: standard lab spectrometer. **3c:** Fluorescence of 5,6 carboxy fluorescein. The linear fit refer only to concentrations below 0.7 μg/ml, the insert shows the results over the whole concentration range up to 10 μg/ml.
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Abstract
A micro-vortex is generated around an infrared laser focus where an intense AC electric field is applied. We used this opto-electrostatic micro-vortex to stretch individual long DNA molecules. When T4-phage DNA molecules were introduced into the opto-electrostatic micro-vortex, they were stretched around the laser focus. In addition, it was possible to keep it in stretching form for more than 30 sec. Using this method, length of DNA molecules can be measured without fixing to a substrate.

Keywords: DNA manipulation, conformational change, opto-electrostatic micro-vortex, DNA stretching

1. Introduction
Direct observation of fluorescent-labeled single DNA molecules, especially for at stretched shape, can be used for mapping, or for investigations on interactions with proteins and dynamics of bio-macromolecules. In this study, we used a micro-vortex induced by laser irradiation and an AC electric field to stretch long DNA molecules, T4 DNA (166 kbp, 53 μm). When an infrared (IR) laser beam was focused in the middle of two parallel electrodes, between them an AC electric field was formed, an opto-electrostatic micro-vortex, OEMV, was generated as illustrated in Fig. 1 [1]. The flow velocity can easily be controlled by varying the laser power, strength and frequency of the AC electric field. Position of the OEMV can be changed by moving the laser focus. The OEMV can stretch the long DNA molecule without tethering it to a substrate.

Figure 1. Flow, the OEMV, induced by laser irradiation and AC electric field. Black
solid arrows indicate the direction of the flow.

2. Experiment

The chromium microelectrodes were fabricated on a glass slide using standard photo-lithographic technique. An inverted fluorescent microscope equipped with a laser manipulation system was used for observation and laser focusing. In the system, the IR laser (Nd:YAG, 1064 nm, cw) was focused through an objective lens (x100, N.A.: 1.30). The T4 DNA molecules were stained with fluorescent dye YOYO-1. The DNAs were suspended in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) containing anti-fade reagents. The AC voltage source was connected to the microelectrodes. The DNA solution was applied on the glass slide with the microelectrodes, and covered with a cover glass. The solution was sealed using a manicure to avoid evaporation.

3. Results and discussion

When the OEMV was generated in the DNA suspension, the DNA molecules moved with the flow and were stretched around the laser focus due to the opposed flow. Figure 2 shows the stretching of T4 DNA with 70 kV/m, 1 MHz and 135 mW. The stretching could be maintained at the center of the OEMV by positioning the laser spot at the center of the T4 DNA molecule. The stretched shape could be maintained for at least 30 sec. Figure 3 shows the length distributions of the T4 DNA molecule under two different conditions of the OEMV. Lengths of T4 DNA molecule were measured as 27.3 ± 8.7 μm and 49.9 ± 8.9 μm for the flow velocities of 20.9 ± 5.8 μm/sec (160 kV/m, 1 MHz and 80 mW), and 118.7 ± 35.3 μm/sec (160 kV/m, 1 MHz and 135 mW), respectively. It can be observed clearly that the difference in the tension caused by different flow velocities resulted in the difference in the lengths of the stretched DNA molecules.

![Laser spot](image)

Figure 2. Fluorescent images of T4 DNA molecule undergoing stretching. Each image is a series in time proceeding from top to bottom. The time interval between each image was one sec. The conditions were 70 kV/m, 1 MHz and 135 mW. The white bar at the top right indicates 10 μm.
4. Conclusions
The opposed flow of the OEMV stretched the long DNA molecule, T4 DNA. This method permits stretching of DNA molecules without tethering them to a substrate.
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Abstract

We have studied the development of a new procedure based on atomic force microscopy (AFM) for the analysis of metaphase chromosome. The aim of this study was to obtain the detailed information about the specific location of genes on the metaphase chromosome. In this research, we performed the manipulation of the metaphase chromosome by using novel AFM probes (knife-edged probe and tweezer-type probe) to obtain the fragments of chromosome with a smaller size than the ones obtained using the conventional methods; such as glass microneedles. We could pick up the fragment of the metaphase chromosome that was dissected with the knife-edged probe by using our tweezer-type probe.

Keywords: AFM; manipulation; chromosome; microtweezers; nanoprobe

1. Introduction

The chromosome is aggregated to high density during the metaphase of cell cycle. It may be said that the metaphase chromosome is essence of DNA-protein complex because the DNA forms various three-dimensional structures that are concerned with the regulation of gene expression. To obtain the specific gene on the metaphase chromosome, several reports using microdissection methods by micromanipulators have been published [1]. For example, microdissection of specific chromosomal regions was obtained under an inverted microscope using glass microneedles controlled by a micromanipulator. This method has the merit of obtaining several types of probes, either previously known chromosomal probes, or chromosomal DNA from an unknown origin. However, the conventional methods are not suitable for the analysis of more than 10 million base pairs, or hundreds to thousands of individual genes, because of the limited size of the microneedles for miniaturization. In this research, we introduce the metaphase chromosome manipulation by novel AFM probes to obtain the smaller size fragment of chromosome. AFM has the ability to perform the measurement of force spectroscopy and the manipulation of submicron order.

2. Experimental

Human metaphase chromosome was prepared from human lymphocytes, which were obtained from the whole human peripheral blood according to the standard protocols. Metaphase chromosomes solution was dropped onto glass slides or silicon substrate,
and air-dried until use. To confirm the picked up chromosome fragment, the absorbed chromosome on the substrate was stained with a fluorescent dye, YOYO-1 (EX: 491 nm, EM: 509 nm) (Fig. 1).

To obtain the chromosome fragment in AFM operation, we fabricated the tweezer-type AFM probe using micromachining technology [2] as shown in Figure 2. In order to the facing sharp wedged probes, we have developed a new fabrication method combined with anisotropic etching of silicon by KOH solution and local oxidation of silicon (LOCOS) techniques. At first, SiN deposition on a SOI wafer and a narrow slit opening in the SiN and the SOI was performed. LOCOS and SiN removal by RIE and KOH etching made {111} faces along with the slit. Afterwards, photoresist patterning and vertical silicon etching was done by ICP-RIE.

3. Results and discussion

The tweezer-type probe had two thin wedged-type arms. One arm (called as the sensing probe) was utilized for imaging as an AFM probe, and the other arm (called as the movable probe) was utilized for manipulation. The movable probe had a function that was closely related to the amount of the applied voltage (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the movable probe did not cause damage to the biological sample, while imaging in the tapping mode, because we designed the resonant frequency of the movable probe at a lower value than the sensing probe.

In our previous work, we fabricated the knife-edged AFM probe (Fig. 4) that was appropriate for the dissection of metaphase chromosome and DNA [3]. The metaphase chromosome, which was dissected and translocated with this knife-edged AFM probe, was imaged using the sensing probe in tapping mode. The tweezer-type AFM probe was operated to position the fragment of the chromosome between the sensing probe and the movable probe. Afterwards, in order to make the contact between the two probes on the substrate, the loading force was increased while controlling the amplitude reference, the amplitude reference was set at ~1.10. The amplitude reference was a relative indicator of the loading force in SITM AFM operation. As the electric power (30 V) was applied to the tweezer-type probe, the movable probe closed and sandwiched the fragment of chromosome. After the operation of picking up the fragment, no fragment was observed on the substrate by means of AFM imaging (Fig. 5), and fluorescence could be observed at the tip of the tweezer-type probe (Fig. 6).
4. Conclusions

We picked up the fragment of the metaphase chromosome that was dissected with the knife-edged probe by using our tweezer-type probe. It is expected that the nano-scale manipulation of biological samples, especially chromosomes, has become possible, and further analysis of the specific portion of a chromosome can be performed by the established analytical methods.
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Abstract

We presented in this paper a novel framework of making biodegradable polymer micro needles patch. Through this framework, the fabricated micro needles patch has better skin piercing ability and superior drug release control without the “initial burst” as before. In this paper, we introduced our fabrication approach, preparation methods and the produced patches. We have also executed piercing experiments on artificial skin and real human skin.

Keywords: Microneedles, transdermal drug delivery

1. Introduction

Many reports have been published to fabricate micro needles over the past ten years. One of the most important potential applications is the patch with micro needles array on it for efficient drug delivery purpose [1]. Meanwhile, our lab has successfully developed several unique methods to fabricate micro needles, such as solid micro needles array (figure 1), hollow needle array integrated with fluidic chips (figure 2) and even compliant polymer needles patch on flexible membrane (figure 3) and so forth [2][3][4]. Most of them can surely be replicated to different functional material, such as biodegradable PLGA (poly lactic-co-glycolic acid) when targeting on drug releases as shown in the figure 4.

In order to adapt the fabricated PLGA needles for drug release purpose, however, there are two essential issues have to be considered: The first one is the piercing ability. The PLGA needles are usually too soft to penetrate the outmost of the skin, the stratum corneum, which is from different body parts depends on where the patch to be applied. The basic idea of successful piercing is to ensure the fracture force of the needle can be larger than the insertion force when the needle into the skin [5].

The second issue is that PLGA is usually not easy to control the drugs release to prevent the “initial burst” problem, which is the phenomenon that a large part
of encapsulated drug is released in a short a time just after administration. The phenomenon happens very often when encapsulating injecting formulations in microspheres made from PLGA to provide long-term drug release.

We purpose a new framework composing of two layers as show in the figure 5. We employed PLA firstly as the needle material, which provides not only a tougher mechanical property to contribute a stronger fracture force, but also an outer shell to prevent the “initial burst” problem of the second layer, which has been proven valid by Matsumoto et al. in the microspheres’ case [6]. The second layer was made from appropriate blends of PLGA and drugs to furnish sufficient medical dose.

Besides the successful manufacturing of different micro needles, various piercing experiments have been conducted using different sorts of PLA/PLGA with the two-layer framework not only on real human skin surfaces (figure 6(a)(b)), which properties may vary in different conditions and different people, but also on different artificial skins made from standard silicone rubbers (with stand hardness index (shore 0-20A)) (figure 6(c)(d)) getting a more comprehensive insight of the piercing ability of the fabricated PLA micro needles. The in vivo test with albumin as marker in mice is executing.
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Fig. 1: (a) Fabricated polymer micro needles array by the purposed back-side exposure method in this study. Out-of-plane polymer micro needles with a height of 65 ~ 210 um and an outer diameter between 20 ~ 100 um have been successfully realized. (b) An example result made by the combinational method. The outside wall had a larger tilting angle, while the internal wall had a smaller tilting angle (nearly vertical) can be made by one lithography step. (c) Different kinds of hollow polymer micro needles can be fabricated through the purposed method.

Fig. 2 The micro needles array has been successful realized with fluidic channel systems by the purposed method in this study.

Fig. 3 The needles array fabricated on a flexible membrane substrate for compliant applications has been successfully realized in this study. The substrate employed here was PDMS.

Fig. 4 PLA micro needles array (900 needles in 0.5×0.5 mm² area) fabricated by replication through a PDMS intermediate mold in this study.

Fig. 5 The two-layer framework of the PLA/PLGA soft micro needle patch purposed in this study. We employed PLA firstly as the needle material, which provides a tougher mechanical property to contribute a stronger fracture force, and an outer shell to prevent the “initial burst” problem of the second layer. The second layer was made from appropriate blends of PLGA and drugs to furnish sufficient medical dose.

Fig. 6 Optical micrographs showing piercing experiments. (a) the human skin of hand back of an Asian people before piercing. (b) after piercing by a fabricated PLA needles array. (c) test result using artificial skin: Cica-Care™ from Smith+Nephew Corp. (d) test result using simulated agarose gel with the standard hardness range of human skin.
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Abstract
This paper describes an approach based on the use of microfluidic device for producing, handling and arraying giant liposomes. Two prototypes are proposed in order to investigate the feasibility of these different steps that would be finally integrated in a single chip. Using a first micro-fluidic device we succeed to produce different types of giant liposomes by electroformation method, and to transport and collect by combining DC electric fields and fluidic flow. Using a second device made of micro-holes array on a Parylene thin film formed over microfluidic channels, the selectively immobilization of the liposomes was achieved.
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1. Introduction
The usage of giant liposomes (over 10 μm in diameter) has increased in various fields [1] where the direct observation of lipid membrane is required (e.g. the studies on membrane proteins [2]). However, presently, there exist no simple all-in-one device for preparation, manipulation and immobilization of the giant liposomes, and such a device could greatly advance research in these fields.

We propose a new approach of all-in-one microfluidic device for producing, handling and arraying giant liposomes. Benefits of using microfluidic device for liposome applications include (i) only minute amount of reactants is needed for liposome preparation, and (ii) parallel micro channels and chambers allow several liposome operations to be performed simultaneously.

In this research, we prove this concept using two prototypes. The first device (Fig. 1) shows the feasibility of production, transportation and collection of giant liposomes on the same chip, while we demonstrate immobilization of giant liposomes using the second device (Fig. 3).

2. Experimental
2.1 Production, collection and transportation of liposomes (first device)
Figure 1 shows illustration of the device for producing giant liposomes by the electroformation method [3] and manipulating them. It made up of micro channels and chambers in PDMS (Sylgard 184 Silicons Elastomer, Dow Corning) and sandwiched...
by two ITO glasses (10 Ω/sq, custom-coated by Shintoku-Glass, Japan). Firstly, as shown in Fig. 2(a)-i, giant liposomes were prepared by the electroformation method (AC, 10 Hz, 1.5 V) at the bottom of each chamber. Secondly, these liposomes were collected to top of the chamber by applying DC voltage (2 V) (Fig. 2b-i). Finally, the giant liposomes were transformed through the microfluidic channels using a microfluidic flow (Fig. 2c-i).

2.2 Immobilization of liposomes (second device)

The immobilization device is illustrated in Fig. 3. Figures 4 show cross-section view of the fabrication process of the device. Micro-holes array etched onto Parylene film formed over microfluidic channels made out of silicon using deep reactive ion etching DRIE process. Liposomes were introduced into the top chamber, and negative pressure was applied through the channel under the holes in order to immobilize the liposomes selectively.

3. Results and Discussion

Using the first device, we succeeded in producing simultaneously two types of fluorescently-stained giant liposomes at the bottom of each chambers on a single chip (Fig.2a-ii, iii). These liposomes were transported from bottom to top of the chamber by applying DC voltage (not shown) because they contain negatively charged lipids (phosphatidic-acid, PA). Finally, they were transported to the microfluidic channels using a microfluidic flow (Fig.2c). As shown in the simulation of the flow field in the chamber (Fig.2c-ii), the flow velocity was negligible near the top and bottom of the chamber. Thus, giant liposomes produced at the bottom of the chamber (Fig.2a-i) were not removed by the flow. It was confirmed that only liposomes in the area of the flow path shown in Fig.2(c)-ii could be carried away.

As shown in Fig. 5, we managed to trap and array various kinds of liposomes (red and green liposomes) at specific places using the second device of the micro-holes array. Advantages of this second device include: (i) ease of fabrication process, (ii) ease of observation, as Parylene is transparent, and (iii) ability of trapping various types of liposomes in a single device using the several fluidic channels under the holes.

4. Conclusions

This work demonstrates the feasibility of electroformation and handling (i.e. producing, collecting, transporting and arraying) giant liposomes in micro devices. Based on these technologies, we are currently developed fully integrated giant liposomes biochips as platforms for membrane protein analysis.
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Production, transportation and collection

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the microfluidic device with microfluidic channels and micro-litter chambers. Two types of liposomes were prepared by electroformation in each PDMS microchamber (2000 μm in diameter, 665 μm in depth). They can be collected and transported through the channels (300 μm in wide, 235 μm in depth).

(a) STEP1: Production

(a)-i Cross section view of A-B in Fig. 1
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(b) STEP2: Collection

(b)-i Collection of the liposomes by DC

(c) STEP3: Transportation

(c)-i Transportation of the giant liposomes with fluid control

(c)-ii Simulation result of the flow path of the chamber. Only velocities between 5-50 μm/s are represented in this figure.

Immobilization

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic view of a device for selective immobilization of liposomes. Microholes are formed on a Parylene thin film over microfluidic channels. (b) Cross section view (C-D) of the device. A chamber for introducing liposomes. Microfluidic channels for liposomes suction.
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Fig. 4 Fabrication of the Parylene microholes over microfluidic channels.
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Fig. 5 (a) Bright field view of Parylene microhole arrays on microfluidic channels. Thickness of Parylene was 5 μm. Mean diameter of the hole was 3.41 μm (CV: 6.4 %). (b) Fluorescence view of selective immobilization of red (dyed by DiI) and green (DiO) liposomes.
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RAPID ON-CHIP HETEROGENEOUS BONE-CELL PATTERNING VIA THE ENHANCED DIELECTROPHORESIS TRAP FOR TISSUE ENGINEERING APPLICATION
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Abstract

A bone-mimetic cell-patterning technique for on-chip reconstructing heterogeneous osteocytes and hydroxyapatite particles via the design of enhanced field-induced dielectrophoresis (DEP) trap is demonstrated and reported in this paper. We mimic the morphology of the Haversian canal system of bone tissue to design the concentric-radial-tip-array electrodes for DEP operation. Well-defined and enhanced spatial electric field gradients are created for the in-parallel manipulation of massive individual cells and particles to form the biomimic pattern via vertical/horizontal DEP operation alternatively. Experiment results show that the osteocytes are positioned to form bone-mimetic pattern. Good cell viability after cell-patterning is observed.

Keywords: dielectrophoresis, cell patterning, bone, tissue engineering

1. Introduction

Recent progresses in tissue engineering are devoted to develop the cell-based artificial tissues to restore and improve functional tissue for human organ’s regeneration and transplantation. Cell patterning techniques which provide the basic cell blocks for rebuilding functional tissue play a crucial role in tissue engineering and drug screening [1]. Traditional porous and biodegradable scaffolds are used to bleed cells under physical and chemical cues for inducing cellular differentiation with proper functions. Nevertheless, most tissue engineering capabilities deal with relative simple tissues and fail to arrange heterogeneous cell types to reconstruct the complicated tissues. Recent advances in cell patterning focus on chemically modifying cell-adhesive substrate by photolithography, microcontact printing, and microfluidic patterning for enhancing cell-substrate adhesion [2]. These indirect methods are effective. However, they require complicated pretreatments and are limited by natural cellular adhesion which is slow and irregular. Active cell-patterning techniques such as ink-jet patterning and laser-guided writing are capable of handling different cell types [3], but the patterning resolution of jet-based printing and the laser energy loading on cells via optical tweezers are still the concerns. Thus, the development of high-resolution cell patterning to reserve cell-cell interactions with good cell viability is important and challenging. Here, we present a rapid cell-patterning technique for the on-chip reconstruction of the heterogeneous bone pattern with high patterning resolution and good cell viability.
Figure 1. (a) The illustrated configuration of one classic unit of bone tissue, the Haversian canal system. (b) The geometric design of the concentric-radial-tip-array electrodes. (c) The operation principle of bone cell patterning in our bio-chip. The osteocytes are captured and patterned onto the concentric ring electrodes via the vertical DEP manipulation. (d) The hydroxyapatites are then patterned to form the pearl chain array in-between the first patterned osteocytes via the horizontal DEP manipulation.

2. Biochip Design and Operation Principle for Bone Cell Patterning

Field-induced DEP has been widely applied to the manipulation of micro-particles in microfluidics for years. DEP could offer the features of rapid cell manipulation and is easy for operation without the need of pretreatments to open its value on cell patterning. Our previous work reported the first successful demonstration of lobule-mimetic liver cell pattern [4]. We highlighted the concept- the control of the electric-field gradient is equivalent to the control of the cell-pattern. Following up with this platform, we dedicate to reconstruct the bone-mimetic pattern. We mimic the morphology of the Haversian canal system to design the concentric-radial-tip-array electrode for DEP operation, as illustrated in Figure 1(a)-(b). Through this specific electrode design, well-defined spatial electric field gradients are created. Osteocytes are firstly guided and positioned via the vertical DEP operation to generate the shape of multiple concentric rings. The horizontal DEP, then, micropatterns hydroxyapatite particles with pearl chain array interlaced in vacant spaces between rings adjacent to form the desired bone-mimetic pattern, as shown in Figure 1(c)-(d).

3. Experimental Setup

Sucrose medium with osteocytes and hydroxyapatites is used between the top ITO glass and the bottom glass substrate, which has Pt/Ti concentric-radial-tip-array electrodes on the top. Function generator is used to produce the ac signals for vertical and horizontal DEP manipulations. Cell patterning demonstration is recorded via a fluorescent microscope and a CCD-camera connected to a computer.
Figure 2. (a)-(b) The design of micromachined DEP electrodes. (c) In-situ fluorescence-based viability assay of patterned osteocytes. (92% cell viability) (d) Confocal image of the patterned and stacked osteocytes. (e)-(f) Demonstration of the heterogeneous bone-mimetic pattern. In-situ fluorescent images show that the red osteocytes and the green hydroxyapatites are micropatterned to reconstruct the bone-mimetic pattern.

4. Experimental Results and Discussions

Figure 2(a)-(b) show the design of micromachined DEP electrodes. Experimental results show that osteocytes can be well manipulated with positive DEP under the applied voltage of 5 V_{pp} at 1 MHz. The hydroxyapatite-coated latex particles are manipulated under the applied voltage of 5 V_{pp} at 100 KHz. Figure 2(c) shows the in-situ fluorescence-based viability assay of patterned osteocytes. The good cell viability (92%) is demonstrated. Confocal image shows the osteocytes are piled up with a height of 60μm in average (Figure 2(d)). After patterning the osteocytes above the concentric- radial-tip-array electrodes via the vertical DEP operation, medium is replaced to the culture medium to keep stable cell-substrate adhesion. Then, hydroxyapatites are micropatterned to form the pearl chain array interlaced at the vacant space between the patterned osteocytes to achieve the heterogeneous integration of bone pattern, as shown in Figure 2(e)-(f).

5. Conclusions

The fine cell patterning technique capable of manipulating heterogeneous cell types, providing high resolution pattern and reserving cell-to-cell interaction is crucial and important toward functional artificial tissues. In this paper, we demonstrate the on-chip heterogeneous bone-tissue-mimetic pattern via the enhanced DEP trap. Osteocytes are positioned to form the pattern of concentric rings interlaced with the hydroxyapatite particles aligned into the pearl chain array. The good cell viability after cell patterning is also demonstrated in this paper.
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MICROFLUIDIC CELL-BASED ASSAYS BY 3D CELL CULTURE IN A PEPTIDE SCAFFOLD

Minseok S. Kim, Sunki Chae, Wonhye Lee, and Je-Kyun Park
Department of BioSystems, Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST), Korea

Abstract
This paper describes a novel cell culture platform for 3D cell immobilization as well as a dose-dependant cell-based assay by forming linear concentration gradient inside a peptide scaffold of a microchannel. A sol-gel transition peptide hydrogel, Puramatrix™, was first adopted in microfluidics. As the mixture of the peptide hydrogel and human hepatocellular carcinoma cells (HepG2) was flowed and gelled in the middle of a main channel by diffusion of media, we could simply fabricate a stripe-shaped peptide scaffold. Encapsulated HepG2 were cultivated in the 3D microenvironment and applied to cytotoxicity assays using Triton X-100.

Keywords: 3D cell culture, peptide hydrogel, hydrodynamic focusing, concentration gradient, cell-based assay

1. Introduction
Microfluidic systems have been taken notice of breakthrough to improve credibility of cell-based assays and high-throughput screening (HTS) in drug discovery. Recently, several trials of 3D cultivation in microfluidics have been demonstrated by the report that 3D cultivation can be reverted to in vivo-like original state of cells rather than 2D cell culture [1, 2]. However, studies for various cell-based assays based on the cyto-compatible 3D cell culture have been rarely reported. In this study, we demonstrate a cell culture platform enabling both 3D cell culture and in situ dose-dependant cell-based assays.

2. Experimental
The device was designed as shown in Figure 1a and was fabricated by photolithography and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) replica molding (Figure 1b). Sol-gel transition of a peptide hydrogel is the basis for 3D cell immobilization. To work the scheme, it needs sol-gel transition material (Puramatrix), a material

Figure 1. (a) Design of a microfluidic device for 3D cell culture. (b) Picture of the fabricated device.
making it gelation (media), and a material controlling sol-gel transition (distilled water). Distilled water was used to control the transition at the interval of two fluids.

3. Results and discussion
A mixture of Puramatrix and HepG2 was flowed in the middle of the main channel (Figure 2a). Then, distilled water was immediately turned off and both sides of media were contacted to the mixture within a few seconds (Figure 2b). When the media were close to the mixture, the mixture was also turned off. At this time, media were diffused into the mixture and the cells existed in the peptide hydrogel were 3-dimensionally encapsulated (Figure 2c). Finally, as distilled water was flowed again, the immobilized peptide scaffold can be seen without being washed away (Figure 2d). Consequently, we could simply fabricate a stripe-shaped micro-scaffold and control the scaffold width (CV: 5.8%, n=7) by hydrodynamics. They showed well-immobilized peptide scaffold in the middle of a main channel and the immobilized cells were cultured by perfusion for 3 days. Compared to conventional flask culture, the 3D cultured cells were severely clustered and aggregated each other as tumor's nature (Figure 3, a and b), whose morphologies were significantly different from those of cells in 2D culture (Figure 3, c and d).

After fabricating a strip-shaped peptide scaffold, fluorescein was flowed by one side of media inlet and medium was flowed by the other side of media inlet. Figure 4a represents concentration gradient profiles at distance from the center of a main channel (mixture inlet). Three cases of experiments were performed where no scaffold, a stripe-shaped Puramatrix scaffold, and a scaffold having HepG2 were included. In no scaffold, linear profile was only shown at an interface area of two streams. On the other hand, linear concentration gradient profile was formed at all cross-sectional area in both scaffolds. Figure 4b shows a fluorescence picture forming linear concentration profile in a main channel. The dotted line area indicates the position of a peptide scaffold. To evaluate the linear profile shown in a nonporous peptide scaffold, CFD simulation

Figure 2. Pictures of 3D cell immobilization in the middle of a main channel.

Figure 3. (a) and (c) are initial condition, (b) and (d) are after 60 h. All scale bars are 100 μm.
(CFD-ACE) was carried out. Figure 4c displays the front side view of a scaffold. By this characteristic, toxicity test after 3D cell immobilization was conducted in the same device (Figure 5). Toxicant (Triton X-100) and media were injected at the same time where toxicant concentration gradient was generated. Live/dead cytotoxicity test solution (Molecular probes, OR) was flowed and pictures for cell viability were captured after sequential treatments with (a) 0.005%, (b) 0.01%, and (c) 0.02% Triton X-100. The result showed that as the higher toxicant (Triton X-100) concentration gradient forms, the wider dead zone of cells in the peptide scaffold represents.

4. Conclusions

A novel microfluidic device for 3D cell culture as well as in situ cell-based assays was developed. The stripe-shaped scaffold had highly linear concentration gradient at all cross-sectional area of a scaffold and the phenomenon was evaluated by CFD simulation. By the cellular study, it was evaluated that the microfluidic device is available for rapid acquisition of massive amounts of dose-response curves such as IC$_{50}$ and EC$_{50}$ values.
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A PNEUMATIC MICRO CELL STIMULATOR FOR THE DIFFERENTIATION OF HUMAN MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS (hMSCs)
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Abstract
This paper presents the fabrication and test of a pneumatic micro cell chip which can induce stem cells to differentiate into specific body cell types. The micro cell chip actuated by a pneumatic force is designed to apply hydraulic pressure to human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) cyclically. It provides a new generation of cell culture, stimulation and analysis devices for stem cell research and tissue engineering.

Keywords: Micro cell stimulator, Cell-MEMS, Stem cell, Tissue engineering, Regenerative medicine

1. Introduction
Stem cells have the remarkable potential to develop into many different cell types in the body. Especially, mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are well-characterized population of the adult stem cells that have no immune rejection and ethical objections in clinical uses. The common method to get specific cells/tissues derived from MSCs is used by biochemical factors (e.g. cytokines and growth factors). Recently, new method using the mechanical stimulation is reported [1, 2]. The conventional methods to experiment with stem cells have several drawbacks such as large number of cell culture surfaces and samples, bulky incubators, large fluid volumes, and expensive human labor and equipment [3].

2. Structure and fabrication
MEMS cell stimulators are designed to culture stem cells and apply the mechanical stimulation for research on the differentiation of stem cell. We focus our device on the chondrogenesis (i.e. differentiated to cartilage or bone) of hMSCs. Compared with the previous researches, the cell chip in this paper has some inherent potentials such as the reduction of the necessary quantity in stem cells, the cost reduction in process, and the increase of throughput.

The schematic diagram of a MEMS cell stimulator is shown in Figure 1. MEMS cell stimulator is based on the pneumatic actuator with a flexible diaphragm. It consists of five layers of poly(dimethylsiloxane)(PDMS; Sylgard 184, Dow-Corning) and glass (Borofloat-33) substrates. The device is largely comprised of an air chamber and several cell-media chambers. The cell-media chamber layer has five columns with three chambers connected by microchannels. The gasket and cell-media chamber with
A membrane are formed in PDMS by the standard molding-process. An air chamber part, including hole-plate, gasket and cover, is fabricated by the powder blasting process. To apply the various pressures simultaneously, hole diameters are designed differently. The fabricated device is shown in Figure 1(c).

3. Experimental

The device is initially filled with mixed solution, hMSCs (human mesenchymal stem cells) and culture medium by the syringe pump. After confirming the cells were attached to the bottom of the chamber for 12 h in incubator, hMSCs are exposed to cyclic compressive stimulus (frequency 1 Hz, pressure 5 KPa) for 10 minutes every 12 hours during 5 consecutive days. The changes of stimulated MSCs are examined by means cell surface marker staining in a monolayer using fluorescein isothiocyanate PE and PE-Cy5 conju-gated anti-human mono clonal antibodies, CD90 (Thy-1) and CD29 (Integrin). The osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs under the mechanical stimulus has been evaluated by ALP (alkaline phosphatase) staining.

4. Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the images of cell status in cell chip. In the ALP staining, the calcium accumulation in osteogenesis is significantly higher than in control after 5 days of stimulating. Actin staining shows that skeletal fibers are enhanced by stimulation. CD 90 and 29 expressions are positive in MSC and decrease with the times under the stimulation.

As the result, CD markers and ALP expression show strongly positive result in the stimulation group. In this system, human bone marrow stem cells may be induced into having differentiation cells by a MEMS cell stimulator. Few studies are available with regard to the proper level of mechanical stress, including the magnitude, duration, and
frequency that could mimic the natural condition of differentiation of MSC.

5. Conclusions
A pneumatic micro cell stimulator, which can apply various pressures simultaneously, is developed and tested. We show the possibility that hMSCs can be changed into differentiated cells by mechanical stimulation. The feasibility of MEMS cell stimulator as a convenient and effective tool for stem cell research and tissue engineering is demonstrated.
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Figure 3. Micrographs of hMSCs (human mesenchymal stem cells) under the cyclic compressive stimulation during 5 days (frequency: 1 Hz, Pressure: 5 KPa). (a) ALP staining, (b) Actin staining, (c) CD 90 staining, (d) CD 29 staining.
TEMPERATURE, FLOW AND GLUCOSE SENSORS INTEGRATED WITH A SPIRALLY-ROLLED POLYMER TUBE FOR CARDIOVASCULAR MONITORING
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Abstract

An integrated physical and biochemical sensor module mounted on a flexible spiral microstructure for smart micro catheter for measuring physiological data (temperature/flow rate) and metabolic data (glucose concentration) in cardiovascular monitoring was developed and characterized in this work. The developed smart flexible micro tube system will provide a generic platform for micro catheter application assembling patient-specific and various microsensors, which can result in “smart” catheters with additional microsensors, microactuators, and wireless signal communication modules.

Keywords: spirally–rolled polymer microtube, smart microcatheter, microsensors, cardiovascular monitor

1. Introduction

Critically ill patients require continuous temperature monitoring and many parameters that determine biosensor performance are highly temperature dependent. Blood flow helps to understand many pathological conditions since many diseases alter the blood flow and can detect blood clots in the arterial system. So, the integration of temperature, flow and glucose sensors on a catheter can contribute to better diagnostic and therapy assessment. In the development of a functional microcatheter, wiring, assembling, and packaging processes has been investigated as one of the most challenging tasks due to its high manufacturing cost and most packaging approaches use the commercially-available catheter to attach miniature sensors as our previous work [1]. Our new “polymer microtube” with microsensors can be fabricated in plane and then construct a 3D tube structure by spirally rolling. When this flexible microtube is inserted through the blood stream, it has

Figure 1. Conceptual drawing of a complex sensor module for smart micro catheter.
advantages without hurting the vessel and interfering the normal blood flow (Figure 1).

2. Design and Fabrication

Ti/Au RTD (resistance temperature detector) was fabricated as a temperature sensor. A current was passed through the RTD and the change of voltage with temperature was measured. Flow sensor adopted the principle of constant temperature anemometry. So, in addition to the temperature sensor, another Ti/Au RTD was connected to one arm of a Wheatstone bridge and heated by an electrical current. When the fluid is flowing, it convects heat away from the RTD and the bridge balances the amplifier that drives current through the RTD, heating it to keep constant temperature. The bridge voltage, \( V \), represents the heat transfer and is thus a direct measure of the velocity of flow. The main principle for glucose detection is based on glucose oxidation by glucose oxidase and the by-product, hydrogen peroxide is measured on the working electrode [2]. Ti/Au RTD and glucose sensor were fabricated on the 25 \( \mu \)m thick Kapton film and spirally rolled as described in Figure 2. The other Kapton strip was rolled from opposite direction to make a braided structure for improved axial, flexural and torsional rigidity. Sensor principles and fabricated devices are shown in Figure 3.

3. Experimental results

A constant direct current (I = 1 mA) was used to drive the circuit and the temperature was monitored by inserted thermocouple at the same time. Figure 4 shows the measure resistance variation versus temperature. The TCR value of Ti/Au film derived is 0.003 K\(^{-1}\). Figure 5 shows the voltage output as a function of different
viscosity sugar water flow rate. A 3 mA bias current was applied and got the sensitivity of 3.06 mV/(ml/min). The glucose sensor performance under different temperatures with combined temperature sensor was recorded as shown in Figure 6, in which a significant temperature dependency was observed.

**Figure 4.** Temperature sensor characterization: (a) calculated TCR = 0.003 K\(^{-1}\) at applied current I = 1 mA and (b) RTD resistance versus the environment temperature monitored by the inserted thermocouple measured at the same time.

**Figure 5.** Flow sensor characteristic for different viscosity sugar water (1, 3.165, 7.145 and 93.85 cP) at constant temperature mode. Sensitivity is 3.06 mV/(ml/min).

**Figure 6.** Measured peak current versus different glucose concentrations at different temperature for the tube with OD = 880 μm.

### 4. Conclusions

In this work, temperature, flow and glucose sensors were successfully integrated on a 25 μm thick Kapton film and rolled spirally for different micro diameter tubes, then the sensors were fully characterized. The braided structure provides enough axial and flexural rigidity for the cardiovascular catheterization. This new method showed great possibilities for new low cost “smart” tube with multi-sensors for the cardiovascular in-vivo monitor.
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A FLUIDIC MOTHERBOARD INCLUDING FLUIDIC AND OPTICAL INTERCONNECTIONS, HAVING MODULAR FUNCTIONALITY FOR OPTICAL ANALYSIS IN MICROFLUIDIC SYSTEMS
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1. Abstract

In this work, we propose a new polymer-based microfluidic motherboard that integrates polymer-based waveguides and fluidic networks providing both fluidic and optical interfaces between microfluidic systems and the outer world (Figs.1 and 2). The motherboard facilitates interconnections of several microfluidic systems for multiplexed and simultaneous analysis. Moreover, it offers a modular network for microfluidic chips, allowing more complex microfluidic process flows, where each microchip has a particular function [1].

2. Introduction

Microfluidic and optical interconnections between devices, interfaces between the environment and the devices, as well as housing the devices are critical issues to be considered where a platform for modular and multiplexed bio-chemical analysis is to be provided. Integrating and interfacing optical elements is a difficult task. The fluidic motherboard we developed offers a reliable method to interconnect, at the same time, fluidically and optically several microfluidic systems with ease of use.

3. Fabrication

The motherboard includes microfluidic channels machined into the bottom side of the substrate using micromilling technology. Through-holes allow connection to the top-layer. To seal the channels, a 1.5 mm thick PMMA plate is bonded thermally. Waveguides are directly machined into a spin-coated “doped” PMMA layer (with a higher refractive index than the substrate) on the top side by milling parallel grooves with a width down to 80 µm [2]. Additionally, pins are fabricated, which are part of the fluidic interconnections and allow the alignment of a chip with the waveguides of the motherboard [3]. To establish high density microfluidic interconnections between the motherboard and external tubes, detachable and re-usable PDMS sockets have been utilized [4]. For interconnecting the polymer waveguides to the light source and to the detection system, PDMS optical plugs integrating spherical lenses aligned to several optical fibers on the other side have been fabricated [5]. The optical connector plugs
allow focusing of light from the optical fiber to the waveguide and vice versa, thus alleviating alignment issues. The motherboard integrates polymer microfluidic systems having fluidic channels, waveguides and, additionally, custom made o-rings allowing alignment to the connection pins of the motherboard (Fig. 3). The individual chips are attached to the motherboard by just pressing them onto the alignment pins (Fig. 4). A sealed fluidic connection between chip and motherboard is ensured by the deliberate mismatch in diameter between the o-rings of the chip and the pins of the motherboard.

4. Experiments

Static fluidic tests have been performed to investigate the limits of the motherboard fluidic interconnections. Regarding the optical connector plugs, insertion loss measurements have been performed as a function of induced misalignment and the results have been compared with those obtained using a cleaved fiber. Finally, measurements of the optical losses using different connections have been performed and compared with those performed in the motherboard. For this purpose, light from an appropriate source (λ=637 nm) has been coupled to a detector via different connections, such as fiber-fiber, fiber-chip-fiber, fiber-motherboard-chip-motherboard-fiber, after which the results were compared.

5. Results

The results in Fig. 5 indicate that the optical plug displays a much greater tolerance to misalignment than standard fibers, showing a slow increase of insertion losses even in presence of misalignment. Optical measurements showed a recorded power of 300 µW when directly connecting one fiber to another fiber. For the connection fiber-chip-fiber the power went down to 150 µW. For the connection motherboard-chip-motherboard the power decreased to 4 µW. Taking the connection fiber to fiber as reference, an overall loss of 18 dB was measured in the motherboard (Fig. 6). Finally, leakage of liquids was detected at 3.2-3.5 bar and located in connection with the PDMS fluidic socket.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, a new type of fluidic motherboard has been presented based on an inexpensive fabrication approach. It shows a very robust design allowing an easy interconnection of several microsystems providing auto alignment of fluidic and optical interconnections at the same time.
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Figure 1: Three-dimensional view of the motherboard designed using a CAD software.

Figure 2: Isometric view of the motherboard, the chips, the optical plug and the PDMS socket.

Figure 3: Close-up of the top view of the chip connected to the motherboard.

Figure 4: Close up of the integrated interconnections while the chip is plugged into the motherboard where perfect alignment between through holes of the chip and motherboard is seen.

Figure 5: Insertion losses versus induced misalignment through an optical plug-fiber connection compared with the same losses measured through a fiber-fiber connection.

Figure 6: Optical power loss measurements through fiber-chip-fiber connections, propagation losses in the waveguides, insertion losses at fiber-MB-chip-MB-fiber connections, and total losses.
DIRECTED FLUIDIC SELF-ASSEMBLY OF MICROSCALE TILES
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a novel microfabrication method in which regular, micro-scaled units are made to self-assemble into arbitrary, reconfigurable structures. We describe a series of experiments that involve the assembly of silicon microtiles in a multilayer PDMS microchamber. By controlling the local flow conditions in a microchannel array, the attraction, bonding, migration, and rejection of individual and paired microtiles are demonstrated.

Keywords: self-assembly, microfluidic, microtile, nanofabrication, digital matter

1. INTRODUCTION
Self-assembly has the potential to provide a scalable alternative to current direct-write/direct-manipulation microfabrication techniques [1]. One of the challenges of self-assembly is the fabrication of arbitrary (non-regular) structures such as those routinely achieved using top-down techniques. Our goal is to create a form of programmable “digital matter” in which desired structures are assembled from simple, microscale units which control their assembly by manipulating local fluidic forces (Figure 1). This self-assembly is directed by power, communication, and actuation provided to the units at the substrate. Here, we present an initial set of experiments designed to demonstrate the first layer of assembly and disassembly. Simple fluidic control is used to assemble individual and paired silicon microtiles in a PDMS microchamber. We also compare the effectiveness of various tile designs, substrate outlet designs, and assembly media.

Figure 1. Directed Fluidic Self-Assembly Concept

a) Fluid flow (indicated by arrows) into a substrate attracts a nearby unit. b) Once attached, the unit draws power from the substrate to activate on-board valves (dark bands) and direct fluid flow through internal channels. c) The directed fluid attracts new units at desired locations. d) New units continue this process of directing fluid flow to assemble the next layer until the structure is complete.
2. FABRICATION
We fabricated solid, 30µm thick, square silicon tiles with lengths ranging from 100µm to 500µm by etching and releasing the top layer of a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer (Figure 2, left). Two self-alignment side patterns were fabricated. The first (Figure 3e-f) is four-fold rotationally symmetric but does not align when inverted. The second pattern (Figure 3a-d) is flip-invariant but has half the potential bonding sites since each tile has two different side patterns. The multilayer self-assembly chambers were fabricated by molding a 100µm thick layer of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) over 70µm thick positive photoresist (SU-8) and bonding it to a glass surface. Various outlet designs were tested (see Figures 3, 4) and the design with single, narrow nozzles (Figure 2, middle) was found to minimize bonding errors. A second, thick layer of PDMS with pneumatic channels was overlaid on the fluidic layer (Figure 2, right) in order to valve the outlets. This allowed precise control over the shear conditions in the chamber.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Single-tile experiments demonstrated our ability to attract, bond and reject a microtile from a patterned PDMS substrate (Figure 3a-d), as well as to migrate a tile along the substrate from one bonding site to the next (Figure 3e-f). In multi-tile experiments, we were able to attract tiles to the substrate, bring them together to self-assemble (Figure 4a-c), migrate the assembly along the substrate, and reject them (Figure 4d-f). Tile-tile and tile-substrate alignment was successful with both side patterns, but migration was more successful with the rotationally symmetric tiles. Tile assembly was conducted in three fluids: deionized water (Figure 4d-f), a 5% surfactant solution (Figures 3e-h,4a-c), deionized water (Figure 4d-f), and 5% surfactant solution (Figures 3e-h,4a-c).

![Figure 2. Fabrication of Microtiles and Assembly Chamber](image)

![Figure 3. Single Tile Experiments](image)
and silicone oil (Figure 3a-d). Tile movement and self-alignment was more successful in the surfactant solution and silicone oil experiment. Pressures in the range of 1-4 psi drove the flow enough to successfully move the tiles in the deionized water and the surfactant solution experiments. Much higher pressures (10-15psi) were required to manipulate the tiles in the silicone oil experiments. The pneumatic valves completely shut off fluid flow into the outlets under applied pressures in the range of 17-20psi.

![Figure 3](image1.png)

**Figure 3. Individual Tile Experiments**

- a) $t = 53.32s$
- b) $t = 55.91s$
- c) $t = 59.80s$
- d) $t = 4.9s$
- e) $t = 8.6s$
- f) $t = 15.6s$

![Figure 4](image2.png)

**Figure 4. Multi-tile Experiments a-c)** Two tiles are assembled on a substrate by selectively opening and closing outlet valves. 3μm fluorescent particles help visualize the assembly fluid’s flow profile. **d-f)** Fluid flow in the directions indicated disassembles two 500μm silicon tiles in deionized water.

### 4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new microfabrication paradigm in which structures are assembled from regular units with limited actuation and control. An initial series of experiments were described in which patterned micron-scale silicon tiles were made to self-assemble on a patterned substrate in a multilayer PDMS microchamber. Successful attraction, bonding, movement and rejection were demonstrated for individual and paired tiles. The effectiveness of various tile shapes and sizes, assembly chamber designs, and assembly fluids were compared. These experiments represent the first steps in the development of a novel microfabrication system based on directed microfluidic self-assembly.
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MICROFLUIDICS ON A CONVENTIONAL, 10-$ CDROM DRIVE:
ALL-IN-ONE DETERMINATION OF THE HEMATOCRIT
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Abstract
We present a novel method to measure the hematocrit (Hct) of untreated whole blood on a conventional CDROM drive by simple visual inspection. After the manual introduction of an unmetered volume, all further processing steps including the bubble-free priming of the measurement capillary, the metering to a defined volume, and the sedimentation of the red blood cells are run automatically in the drive during a 4-minute period of centrifugation. The hematocrit can be read out at the phase boundary between the plasma and the sedimented cellular pellet on the disk-imprinted calibrated scale.

Keywords: CDROM, hematocrit, bubble-free priming, centrifugal microfluidics

1. Introduction
Among the various lab-on-a-chip concepts, “lab-on-a-disk” [1] systems exploit centrifugal forces for metering, accelerated sedimentation of particles in biological suspensions, and mixing in order to run fully process integrated assays. In general, these systems require expensive lab-based centrifuges for the precise control of the rotational frequency as well as the acceleration and deceleration which is not well compatible with point-of-care applications. In our approach, we “abuse” a conventional, 10$ - PC-CDROM drive to implement a fully automated test for one of the most relevant parameters in medical diagnostics and routine blood screening - the hematocrit.

Figure 1. (A) The hematocrit structure features an inlet, an overflow confined by a hydrophobic barrier for metering, and a sedimentation capillary. Imprinted scale bars facilitate the hematocrit read-out by visual inspection. (B) The microfluidic disk is micromachined in PMMA and features a nine-fold degree of parallelization. After being surface modified, the disk is bonded to a conventional CDR by a double-sided tape.
2. Microfluidic Structure and Disk Fabrication

The hematocrit structure (Fig. 1-A) is CNC-micromachined into a PMMA disk with a tapered tool, yielding walls sloped at 45°. It comprises an inlet reservoir, an overflow channel featuring a hydrophobic barrier for metering, and a hydrophilized, 2-level capillary for sedimentation including a rounded dead end (Fig. 2-A). The capillary measures a radial length of 25 mm, a depth of 300 μm and widths of 300 μm and 900 μm for the bottom and the top, respectively. Next, a double-sided adhesive tape is sandwiched between the disk and a conventional, pre-written CDR (Fig. 1-B).

3. Priming

The priming initiates by centrifugally assisted capillary motion of tiny “swords” along the critical edge between the tilted walls and the sealing (“wicking”). After reaching the blind end of the channel, the blood progresses inbound along the opposite critical edge until it arrives at the hydrophobic barrier, thus triggering the reverse filling of the blind capillary across its entire cross section (Fig. 2-B) [2].

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** (A) Channel profile of the blind end of the capillary featuring walls which are sloped at 45° to increase the effect of capillary wicking. (B) The blood propagates towards the dead end along the critical edge presented by the boundary between the channel wall and the lid Θ, Φ until it reaches the hydrophobic barrier on the opposite side to initiate the reverse filling of the capillary leading to a complete evacuation of the channel Θ [2]. (C) The test disk can be readily “played” in any conventional CAV (constant angular velocity) CDROM drive. For safe operation, the rotational speed is limited via the ASPI hardware protocol to 6000 rpm (i.e., 30X).

4. Experimental Processing and Results

Unmetered samples of whole blood are introduced into the inlet reservoirs and the disk is inserted into the CAV-type CDROM drive. In order to define the spinning frequency and the spinning duration, the rotational speed is limited via the ASPI hardware protocol to 6000 rpm (i.e., 30X) and the disk-based data track of a defined size is completely read by the computer. During the acceleration phase, the capillary is primed and the blood sample is precisely metered (Fig. 3-A). After sedimentation, the
hematocrit can directly be read out by visual inspection on the disk-imprinted, calibrated scale bar (Fig. 3-B). With a 5-μl sample of blood, only, we obtain a CV of 4.3%, a time-to-result of 4 min, and a high linearity (R² = 0.999) between the disk-based hematocrit determination and the reference measurement [3] (Fig. 3-C).

**Figure 3.** (A) After an unmetered volume of whole blood is applied to the inlet reservoir, the capillary is primed and a precise volume of whole blood is metered during acceleration in the CDROM drive. (B) After sedimentation, the absolute hematocrit can be determined with the calibrated scale imprinted along the channel. (C) The CV of 4.3 % and the high linearity of R² = 0.999 allow accurate measurements. It should be noted that the CV is governed by the visual readout (i.e., one scale bar = 2% Hct).

5. Conclusion

We introduced a novel hematocrit test on an unmetered sample of untreated whole blood drawn from the finger tip. The test is carried out automatically by a conventional, PC-controlled CDROM drive. The technology can be easily applied to all tests based on readout by visual inspection (e.g., agglutination tests). The aspect of using a ubiquitously installed, 10-S device technology in combination with disposable substrates that are very close to standard polymer mass fabrication opens promising perspectives for a cost-efficient implementation of microfluidic technologies at the end-user level, e.g. patient home care and sports medicine.
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CALORIMETRIC MEASUREMENT CLINICAL CHIP FOR HOME MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS
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Abstract

A calorimetric measurement chip system was developed using the centrifugal force, which enabled us to separate of blood collected by a painless needle, meter and mix both plasma and reagents. The chip function was confirmed for observation of curing course of hyperlipemia.

Key words; clinical chip, calorimetric measurement, centrifugal force, blood collection, tereharose

1. Introduction

A calorimetric measurement chip system has been developed to prevent life style related diseases at home [1]. The system aims at the following functions; (1) electronic collection of whole blood of 6 µL using a painless needle, (2) a chip operation using only centrifugal force, (3) simultaneous separation and metering of the blood, (4) mixing of 50~100 of reagents : 1 of plasma and (5) development of freeze-dried reagents for long-term preservation.

2. Chip Operation

The chip structure consisting of three layers and the actual chip are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). As shown in Fig. 2, rapid acceleration until reaching to a stationary rotation at a 1st layer separates plasma upward and blood cells downward in a zigzag...
channel. Then, blood cells are first captured at a final channel, and plasma passes over blood cells, thus falling into three metering chambers with a volume of 0.4 μL. Figure 3 (a-d) shows a series of photographs which demonstrate these metering, transport and mixing processes of plasma and reagents A (18μL) and B (6μL), where colored inks were used for the observation. The reagent A introduced to the 1st inlet in (a) is metered by the centrifugal force together with plasma in (b). After rotating the chip at 90 degrees, centrifugal force transports both reagent A and plasma to the 2nd layer and shaking serves mixing/ reaction of them at five min. At the same time, the reagent B introduced to the 2nd inlet is transported to the 3rd layer by passing through the 2nd layer and is metered by centrifugal force. Finally, the reagent A and plasma mixture in the 2nd layer and the reagent B in the 3rd layer are mixed employing a zigzag channel (see Fig. 4), whose inner wall has protuberances, causing turbulence. Figure 5 (a-d) shows a series of the mixing progress of two solutions with and without fluorescent dye. A special feature of the zigzag channel is that an outside flow in an upper channel undergoes turbulence in presence of protuberances and in turn an inside flow in a lower channel undergoes turbulence. Repeating of the process accomplished the well mixing.

![Fig. 3 Metering and mixing processes of reagent A/plasma and reagent B.](image)

![Fig. 4 Mixing zigzag channel.](image)

![Fig. 5 Mixing process at zigzag channel. At (b), outside flow in an upper channel undergoes turbulence and inside flow in a lower channel undergoes turbulence.](image)

3. Measurement

For practical use of the chip, long-term preservation of reagents was also studied. After A and B reagents A and B for triglyceride (Wako Junyaku) were added to toreharose at 10 weight % and were freeze-dried. As shown in Fig. 6, any decay was not observed even after one month.

*The 10th International Conference on Miniaturized Systems for Chemistry and Life Sciences (μTAS2006) November 5-9, 2006, Tokyo, Japan*
Since a researcher in our laboratory suffered from abnormal high triglyceride level, course of the values were measured by taking a tablet of Mevalotin of a lipid-lowering agent (Sankyo Pharmacy) for about 4 months as shown in Fig. 7 employing the present chip, which was introduced by blood collected using both visualization of blood vessel with NIR and detection of vessel position due to potential measurement between an arm surface and vessel (see Fig. 8)[2] and freeze-dried triglyceride reagents+10% treharose (see Fig. 9) recovered by purified water. We confirmed gradual decrease of the value.

4. Conclusions

This chip allows us to test representative items of triglyceride, total-cholesterol and HDL. The capability is expected to prevent life style related diseases.
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Abstract
Practical HIV diagnostics are urgently needed in resource-limited settings. To address the limitations of current expensive, technically demanding and/or time-consuming approaches for CD4+ T cell counting, we have developed a simple microfluidic device, which specifically isolate CD4+ T lymphocytes with high efficiency directly from 10 microliters of unprocessed, unlabeled whole blood. CD4 counts determined under a microscope in our device matched measurements by conventional flow cytometry. This device can be used for simple, rapid and affordable CD4 enumeration in point-of-care and resource-poor settings.

Key words: AIDS diagnosis, CD4 counts, resource-poor setting, point-of-care

1. Introduction
Of the 40.4 million people infected with HIV globally, more than 35 million live in significant resource limited settings[1]. In the process of managing HIV+ subjects, counts of CD4+ T cells have proven to be essential biological indicators[2].
Currently, CD4+ T cell enumeration is obtained with either flow cytometers or bead-based non-cytofluorographic methods. The technical and operational needs limit their reach in resource-limited areas worldwide[3]. In this paper, we present the development of a functional microfluidic device for CD4 counting that requires no sample handling or specific labeling. The device is operated by injecting 10 µL of whole blood at a controlled flow rate, followed with rinsing and counting all the captured cells. This device can be combined with simple optics to form a low-cost, rapid CD4 cell counting system appropriate for resource-limited and point-of-care settings.

2. Experimental
Microfluidic devices were fabricated in PDMS using standard clean room techniques[4]. Freshly fabricated devices were modified using silane chemistry. Experiments were performed by flowing whole blood through the devices at desired flow rates and rinsing off unbound cells with buffer. The cells were stained with fluorescent antibodies for identification and counted manually under a microscope.
Sample flow-through and rinse buffer were collected from the outlet of the devices into eppendorf tubes and centrifuged to concentrate the cells for flow cytometry.

3. Results and Discussion

We first studied the effect of shear stress on capture specificity within the microfluidic device using whole blood from healthy, HIV-negative subjects. Within a shear stress window of 1 – 3 dyn/cm², we captured almost exclusively CD4+ T lymphocytes and minimal number of monocytes, the other type of CD4 receptor-presenting cells in circulating blood (Figure 1). We next studied the capture efficiency and discovered the same shear stress window, within which >90% of CD4+ T cells were isolated from 10 μL of unprocessed whole blood in less than 5 minutes (Figure 2).

After validating the device performance with blood from healthy subjects, we used the device to capture CD4+ T cells from HIV-infected subjects by first injecting HIV+ whole blood at a flow rate of 5 μL/min (1.7 dyn/cm²) for 2 minutes and rinsing non-specific cells afterwards. The number of isolated cells is manually counted to obtain CD4 counts. CD4 counts from the microfluidic chip were found to match those by conventional flow cytometry over the absolute CD4 count range of 200 – 800 cells/μL (Figure 3). The microfluidic chip also demonstrated the ability to discriminate clinically relevant CD4 count thresholds with sensitivity and specificity greater than 0.85.

4. Conclusions

We demonstrate a simple, quick and inexpensive CD4+ T cell counting device based on microfluidic cell affinity chromatography operated under controlled shear stress. Minimum handling procedures, rapid operation, simple device design and potential high-throughput detection makes this strategy a promising candidate for managing HIV patients in resource-limited settings.
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2. Department of Health and Human Services (October 6, 2005) Guidelines for the Use of Antiretroviral Agents in HIV-1-Infected Adults and Adolescents.
Figure 1. Effect of shear stress on cell adhesion in the Hele-Shaw devices using whole blood from healthy subjects. (a) Geometry of the Hele-Shaw device. The Hele-Shaw device offers a linear variation of shear along its central line. It was used in this study to screen the optimal shear stress for cell capture. (b) Adhesion of CD4+ T cells (solid circles), monocytes (empty circles) and other cells (solid triangles) in response to shear stress. (c) Composition of the surface captured cells as a function of shear stress.

Figure 2. Effect of shear stress on capture yield in the linear devices using whole blood from healthy subjects. (a) Geometry of the linear cell count device used for CD4 T cell counting. (b) Capture yield at different shear stress.

Figure 3. Correlation of total cell counts in the linear microchip versus absolute CD4 counts by flow cytometer, using whole blood from 46 HIV+ adult subjects.
HIGH THROUGHPUT MICROFLUIDICS
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Abstract

Microfluidic systems hold promise to have a major impact across multiple fields of scientific inquiry. In order to make microfluidic systems accessible to the scientific community at large an important challenge is to simplify operation with existing infrastructure. We present a platform based on a passive pumping mechanism that requires neither external connection tubes nor integrated interconnects and can be operated using off the shelf lab automation.

Keywords: High throughput screening, automation, passive devices

1. Introduction

At least two hurdles can be identified that stand in the way of widespread adoption of microfluidic systems. First, microfluidic technology is not directly accessible to the average scientist. Existing microfluidic systems typically require new equipment (e.g. syringe pumps) and new methods causing a threshold for adoption. Second, many microfluidic methods are not amenable to high throughput operation. Although gradients and laminar flow interfaces have been employed for parallelism, the range of experimental parameters is limiting. Pneumatic valves have been used to address very large arrays, with great success in specific application areas [1]. Still there is a need for alternative approaches to high throughput microfluidics to expand areas of application.

We present a platform based on favorable scaling of surface tension effects, where the difference in pressure inside droplets of unequal volume drives flow in a passive device [2]. This allows the use of off-the-shelf liquid handling robotics (figure 1) to perform all assay functions while retaining and expanding the microfluidic functional space. The platform employs a large number of individually addressable microfluidic networks enabling the study of a large parameter space in each array.

2. Methods

Microfluidic channels were prepared by soft lithography. Two layer molds were created using SU-8 100 (Microchem Corp.) on 6 inch silicon wafers. The first layer defined microfluidic channel networks and the second layer was comprised of posts that formed holes in the PDMS replicas and
served as access ports to the networks. PDMS structures were placed on a polystyrene surface (Omnitray, Nunc) with a microtiter plate footprint.

Two different tools were used to deliver liquid to the devices, a handheld 8-channel electronic pipette (Brand GmbH, Germany), and a low-cost single probe automated liquid handler (223 Sample changer, Gilson Inc., USA) shown in figure 1 a). Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC, Sigma), fluorophore-labeled BSA (Molecular Probes), and fluorescent microspheres (Molecular Probes) were used to visualize fluid patterns.

3. Results

We employed off-the-shelf software to control robotic pipettor delivery and removal of small (1-10 µl) drops to and from the access ports of microfluidic arrays (figure 1a, and 2a-b). We demonstrated that laminar flow can be produced with passive pumping and showed application for patterning cells (1b).

Figure 1. a) Existing robotic liquid handling equipment (shown here is the Gilson 223 Sample changer) can be used to perform fluid transfers to realize wide variety of biochemical and cell-based assays as well as syntheses. The device shown contains an array of 192 micro-chambers, 68 of which were loaded with FITC. Evaporation was reduced by placing a perforated plastic film on top of the device. b) Using an eight-channel electronic pipettor, seven stream laminar flow was produced (one tip unused). Adherent cells were patterned via laminar flow of seven streams, four containing media (white drops), and three containing cell suspensions (NMuMG, ATCC). Counting from left to right the first and last cell colonies expresses GFP (green), while the second does not (grey).
Figure 2. Highly parallel operation of simple microfluidic units. Shown is a device containing an array of 128 co-culture units, consisting of two chambers with separate inputs and a shared output in the center. a) Fluorescent beads of three different colors were delivered to the structures according to a pre-programmed, random pattern. b) Chambers were coated with fluorescently labeled bovine serum albumin (BSA) prior to delivery of fluorescent beads. For protein addition, washing and bead seeding a total of 3200 fluid manipulation steps were performed using the liquid handling instrument shown in fig. 1.

4. Discussion

The tube-less platform is scalable, on the device and system level, and absence of physical connections enables discrete access. Thus, each device is not limited to a single cell type or a dose response to a single soluble molecule. Rather, any given molecule or combination of molecules can be tested against any given cells, allowing more efficient coverage of larger parameter space without loss of microfluidic functionality. Importantly, devices are directly compatible with high throughput automated liquid handling and readout instruments.

5. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a tube-less platform that supports existing microfluidic functionality. We have shown that the platform is compatible with traditional fluid handling tools, facilitating use by biology researchers and pharmaceutical developers using existing infrastructure.
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MICROFABRICATED BIOPROCESSOR FOR NANO-LITER-SCALE SANGER DNA SEQUENCING
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Abstract
Utilizing hybrid glass-PDMS construction, we have developed an efficient, nanoliter-scale microfabricated bioprocessor that integrates all three key Sanger sequencing steps—thermal cycling, sample purification and capillary electrophoresis (CE)—into a microdevice capable of read-lengths equivalent to those used in the sequencing of the human genome. The bioprocessor incorporates a range of advanced technologies including miniaturized temperature sensing, nanoliter-scale Sanger extension reactions, microvalves/pumps, DNA affinity-capture and high-performance capillary electrophoresis. Lab-on-a-chip level integration enables sequencing of 556 continuous bases with 99% accuracy from only 1 femtomole of DNA template in a 250-nL reactor. The performance of this miniaturized DNA sequencer provides a benchmark for evaluating the ultimate cost and efficiency limits of Sanger sequencing.

Keywords: DNA sequencing, genetic analysis, capillary electrophoresis

1. Introduction
Sanger sequencing is remarkable in its ability to generate long and accurate DNA sequence reads. Alternative sequencing technologies [1,2] produce shorter, less accurate reads, a drawback that could significantly limit their usefulness in complex de novo genome sequencing and in the detection of biologically significant structural variations. The growing need for complete, whole-genome sequences and the importance of genome structure in speciation, evolution, disease and cancer [3], require that we use microfluidics to drive the cost, efficiency and scalability of long-read Sanger sequencing to its ultimate limit.

2. Experimental
The bilaterally-symmetric bioprocessor presented in Figure 1 contains two independent DNA sequencing systems [4]. Functional elements are photolithographically patterned on three 100-mm-diameter glass wafers and assembled with a featureless PDMS membrane. The top two glass wafers are thermally bonded to form enclosed all-glass capillary electrophoresis channels and reaction chambers with integrated resistive temperature detectors (RTDs). Contact bonding between the fused top wafers, a PDMS membrane, and the bottom manifold wafer creates three-dimensional interconnects and microvalves/pumps [5].

Energy-transfer dye-terminator Sanger sequencing reagent containing 1 femtomole of DNA template is rapidly thermal-cycled in the 250-nL reaction chamber (35× 95 °C,
12 s; 60 °C, 55 s). The completed reaction is pumped by the microvalves to the capture/purification unit containing an affinity-capture matrix. An applied electric field drives the sequencing reaction products into the capture matrix where the desired DNA extension fragments selectively hybridize and concentrate at 30° C while residual reagents that would interfere with injection pass through to a waste reservoir. At 70° C the purified sequencing sample is released from the capture matrix, cross-injected onto the capillary electrophoresis channel, and resolved at 167 V/cm.

**Figure 1.** Integrated Sanger sequencing bioprocessor. Panels show the hybrid glass-PDMS microdevice layers (A), one complete DNA sequencing system (B), and component microphotographs (C-G).

### 3. Results and Discussion

Fluorescence quantitation of the sequencing reaction products after thermal cycling and purification indicates that 25 femtomoles of product are concentrated 200-fold into a 1.2-nL band of capture gel at 20 μM. Given 1 femtomole of starting template in a 35-cycle linear amplification reaction, extension fragment production and purification is 71% efficient. Only 3.6 femtomoles of product is cross-injected into the separation channel yielding a total sample delivery efficiency of 10%.

Four-color sequence data were collected in under 35 min and processed with the Cimarron 3.12 base caller and Phred to generate base calls with accuracy estimates. **Figure 2** displays sequence data generated on the integrated bioprocessor in which 556 bases were read with 99% accuracy as compared to the known pUC18 sequence. Comigrating unincorporated fluorescently labeled terminators are absent in the sequencing trace, indicating their complete removal by the capture/purification process.
Figure 2. Sequence data generated on the integrated bioprocessor from a 750-bp pUC18 PCR amplicon. Automatic base calls, position, and elapsed time are given above the electropherogram. Mismatches with the consensus sequence are indicated by black arrows. Inset shows base call error probabilities and predicted read length.

4. Conclusions
The microdevice presented here is perhaps the most complex and functional nucleic acid processor ever constructed and represents a key step in the development of a bench-top platform capable of de novo sequencing plant and animal genomes. Current research is focused on eliminating inherent cross-injection inefficiencies through novel injection techniques that will enable Sanger sequencing from 100 attomoles or less of DNA template. Such ultra-low-template reactions approach the ultimate limits of Sanger sequencing, thus bringing into reach the goal of extremely-low-cost, long-read DNA sequencing.
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Abstract
A typical sample processing pipeline for proteomics entails a series of laborious and low throughput steps that often results in long analysis times and sample loss, thereby affecting the overall efficiency and outcome of the measurement. We have assembled a polymer-based microfluidic system that includes most of the protein processing steps into a single wafer and can be interfaced to several different mass spectrometer platforms for protein identification. The system was fabricated via micro-replication technologies from polymers and possessed the ability to analyze ~900 proteins in a single sample in an automated fashion with a total processing time <1 h.

Keywords: Proteomics, polymer microchips, two-dimensional separations, nanostructures, mass spectrometry

1. Introduction
We describe herein an integrated microfluidic-based protein analysis system, which can be interfaced to a variety of different biological mass spectrometers (MS), such as MALDI or ESI. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the device, which consisted of several processing units, including a cell lysis and protein extraction unit, a two-dimensional (2D) electrophoresis unit, a solid-phase nano-reactor and a micro-capillary electrochromatography (μ-CEC) unit. The system input is whole cells that were lysed and the protein components isolated using nanopillars decorated with thermally-responsive polymers. The isolated proteins were then separated using on-chip 2D electrophoresis and subsequently digested in a solid phase nano-reactor consisting of nanometer-pillars functionalized to allow covalent attachment of proteolytic enzymes for digesting the individual proteins for MS fingerprinting.

Figure 1. Schematic layout of the integrated polymeric microfluidic chip, which was prepared via hot-embossing from a mold insert. The nanostructures were prepared using a nanotemplating method from AAO.
2. Theory
The microfluidic network for the 2D separation employed two electrophoretic techniques, which were selected to be sodium dodecyl sulfate micro-capillary gel electrophoresis (SDS \(\mu\)-CGE) in the 1\textsuperscript{st} dimension followed by micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) as the 2\textsuperscript{nd} dimension. The 2D separation unit possessed a calculated orthogonality of 77\% and a peak capacity of 897.\textsuperscript{1} The 2D separation unit was made from poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA, which was selected due to its favorable physiochemical properties for this application.\textsuperscript{2} A typical 2D separation could be carried out in <12 min.

3. Experimental
To produce the prerequisite structures, PMMA was hot-embossed from a brass mold master fabricated using high-precision micromilling.\textsuperscript{3} The nano-reactors and solid-phase extraction bed contained nanopillar arrays situated within a micro-channel and were fabricated using a nano-templating technique.\textsuperscript{4} A patterned anodic alumina oxide (AAO) template supported by aluminum, which was shadow printed via Ar ion sputtering of an Al target into the appropriate locations within the fluidic network, was ultra-sonicated followed by filling the nanopores with methyl methacrylate (MMA) monomer containing benzoin methyl ether and 1\% PMMA powder. The polymerization occurred under UV-254 nm light with the sacrificial AAO template removed using phosphoric acid and a freezing drying technique. Trypsin was surface-immobilized onto the nanopillar structures following UV-254 nm exposure and incubation with 1-ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl] carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC). For protein capture, the nanopillars were dynamically coated with poly(N-isopropylacrylamide), pNIPPAm. Meso-scale pNIPPAm films have contact angles of 71\(^\circ\) above its liquid critical solution temperature (LCST) and 50\(^\circ\) below.

4. Results and discussion
To affect isolation of a series of proteins from whole cell lysates, nanopillar arrays (see Figure 2B) were dynamically coated with pNIPPAm, which showed super-hydrophobicity at a temperature above its LCST (contact angle ~90\(^\circ\)) and super-hydrophilicity below its LCST (contact angle ~0\(^\circ\)), which served as a highly efficient solid-phase capture-bed for hydrophobic proteins (see Figure 2A). Following protein isolation, a 2D SDS \(\mu\)-CGE x MEKC separation was performed, which produced an efficiency, resolution and peak capacity of >10\(^5\) plates, >4 and ~897, respectively (see Figure 2C).\textsuperscript{1} The sorted protein components could then be digested using a nanopillar solid-phase proteolytic reactor (see Figure 2B). The proteolytic nano-reactor was tested with several proteins to evaluate its performance, which indicated improved protein identification efficiencies due to fast (<4 s digestion times) and efficient (>80\% sequence coverage) proteolytic digestions (see Figure 2D). The generated peptides from the proteolytic digestion could be separated using \(\mu\)-CEC of the peptide fragments by coating the PMMA surface with a C18 hydrophobic phase following UV-activation of the PMMA surface to create a functional scaffold of carboxylate groups. The automated analysis could be completed by interfacing the microfluidic system to MALDI MS via a rotating ball interface.\textsuperscript{5} Peptide mass maps obtained from MALDI MS could be used to identify the proteins present in the sample.
5. Conclusions
We have designed and evaluated the performance of an integrated polymer-based microfluidic system consisting of mixed-scale structures for analyzing proteins in an automated fashion. The system can be multiplexed for high-throughput analyses and has the potential for accelerating biomarker discovery and performing diagnostics.

Figure 2. (A) Nanopillars that were dynamically coated with pNIPPAm and used to capture avidin that was labeled with a fluorescent dye. The first image shows the material above its LCST, in which the protein is captured and the second micrograph shows the release of avidin by dropping the temperature below the LCST. (B) Micrograph showing high aspect ratio (>340) nanopillars fabricated by nanotemplating using AAO. The pillars were 60 μm in height and 175 nm in diameter with a 285 nm edge-to-edge spacing. (C) 2D SDS μ-CGE x MEKC electrophoretic separation of proteins. The detection was accomplished using laser-induced fluorescence of proteins labeled with Alexa-Fluor 633. (C) Mass spectrum showing the MALDI-TOF-MS analyses of peptides fragments generated from cytochrome C that were subjected to solid-phase proteolytic digestion using trypsin immobilized onto nanopillars.
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MICROFUIDIC PLATFORM FOR LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY – TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETRY (LC-MS/MS)
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Abstract

We have developed a microfluidic chip capable of performing liquid chromatography – tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). These chips were fabricated using our parylene surface micromachining technology. Key components included a mixer, sensors for measuring the flow rate and fluid composition, separation column, and electrospray nozzle. Feedback from the sensors was used to control pneumatically-driven pumps to produce the desired flow profile.
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1. Introduction

The recent trend in LC is towards miniaturization. The demand for higher sensitivity and better resolution separations has led to a reduction in scale. Nanoflow LC is now in widespread use and uses columns with an ID of <50 um; particles <5 um in diameter; and flow rates on the order of 100 nL/min. Microfluidic technologies are an ideal way to achieve these requirements and can also be used to make further reductions in scale.

Previously, we demonstrated that we could successfully carry out reverse phase (RP) separations using a fully-integrated standalone chip [1], but the short 1 cm column, as well as the lack of sensors, limited performance and caused the separations to be inconsistent, a characteristic essential in any LC system. The chips described here address both these problems and included the following: a passive mixer to form the solvent gradient; a 4.2 cm separation column; and an electrospray nozzle for on-line MS analysis. Most importantly, we also integrated sensors onto the chip to monitor the flow rate and eluent composition.

2. Theory

Several different types of separations are routinely used today. By choosing an appropriate stationary phase and mobile phase, the analyte can be separated based on charge, hydrophobicity, size, as well as many other molecular properties. In particular, we are focusing on RP separations. In these separations, the sample is first loaded onto a hydrophobic stationary phase. A solvent gradient, in which the polar component of
The eluent (generally acetonitrile or methanol) is increased over time, is then run through the column and the analytes are eluted in order of hydrophobicity. Precise control over the gradient is necessary to obtain repeatable and high performance separations. This technique is the backbone of most proteomic analyses.

The output of our separation is coupled to a MS using electrospray ionization (ESI). ESI involves the generation of a very fine aerosol via a nozzle. This process is facilitated by a high electric field concentration at the nozzle tip. ESI results in the ionization of the analytes prior to MS quantification.

To measure the flow rate, we will be measuring the time-of-flight (TOF) of an electrochemical pulse. The pulse was produced by applying a short, high voltage pulse to a pair of electrodes which produced an excess and depletion of ions at the corresponding electrodes. These ion pulses were then detected downstream by measuring the impedance of the passing fluid. At the same time, the impedance of the fluid also yielded a measurement of the composition of the fluid.

3. Experimental

The chips were fabricated using our developed parylene surface-micromachining technology. We started off by growing and patterning a 4000 Å oxide layer on a silicon wafer. Then, a 5 um parylene layer was deposited and patterned using oxygen plasma. This created the foundation for our freestanding electrospray nozzle. A 2000/200 Å Pt/Ti layer was then deposited and patterned using lift-off. This single metal layer was used to define the sensors as well as the electrode for establishing the electrospray potential. Next a sacrificial photoresist layer was spun on and patterned. This layer would eventually be removed and was used to define all the fluidic structures. Before a second 10 um parylene layer was deposited to completely define our channels, a DRIE process was used to etch trenches on either side of every channel. These trenches were subsequently filled with parylene and helped to anchor the second parylene layer to the substrate. The second parylene layer was then patterned and a final 50 um SU-8 layer deposited to encapsulate the channels. Finally, to make the electrospray nozzle freestanding, the silicon underneath the nozzle was etched away using XeF₂, a gas phase isotropic silicon etchant. Prior to use, the photoresist inside the channels needed to be dissolved away using acetone. A photo of the final chip is shown in Figure 1.

To test the chip, the column was first packed with the desired stationary phase. The chip was then connected to two pressurized solvent reservoirs, one containing a 40/60/0.1 (water/acetonitrile/formic acid) solution (referred to as Pump B) and the other containing a 100/0/0.1 solution (Pump A). The pressure in these reservoirs was directly controlled using electrically controlled pressure regulators. An autosampler was placed inline between Pump A and the chip. For separation experiments, the autosampler was commanded to load a pre-determined amount of sample. This sample plug was then injected onto the column using pump A. Once the sample had been completely loaded, pump B started up and the desired gradient was delivered. During the gradient formation, the flow rate and exact solvent composition was controlled using feedback from the sensors and appropriately varying the pressure on both pumps.
4. Results and Discussion

A typical separation result is shown in Figure 2. This particular separation used a 3 cm long column packed with 5 um C18 support. 250 fmol of a BSA digest was used as a sample and the solvent gradient was programmed to go from 0→30% acetonitrile at a constant rate of 1%/min. The separations obtained were very similar to those obtained when connecting our column to a commercial LC nanoflow pump.

5. Conclusions

We have successfully demonstrated a chip capable of LC-MS/MS. By using integrated sensors for flow control we are able to achieve much better control over the gradient compared to previous chip designs. This has lead to an improvement in repeatability and separation performance.
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Abstract

Immunocytochemistry is an established, high-content, genetically-noninvasive way of assaying signal transduction events, but is limited by the speed of manual analysis and cost of materials. We developed a microfluidic device to automate this assay in a high-throughput way with far less materials, and the device offers the additional advantages of providing temporally precise chemical delivery and uniform staining conditions. We demonstrate the power of the device with a detailed time-course of NF-κB activity in response to the inflammatory cytokine TNFα.
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1. Introduction

Intracellular signal transduction involves a variety of molecular-level events occurring dynamically in space and time. One well-established strategy to track a specific molecule’s spatio-temporal dynamics is to chemically fix the cells, then utilize immunostaining to visualize the location and the quantity of the molecule in situ [1]. This technique is most useful for measuring the effect of some stimulus at various time points, but it is difficult to apply stimuli for a precise duration, so the temporal resolution of the acquired data is coarse. In addition, throughput is severely limited by the speed of the manual analysis, and the cost of the materials (antibodies and cells). By exploiting the small scale and precise chemical delivery capability conferred by microfluidics, we have developed a multilayered PDMS device that automates immunofluorescent (or immunohistochemical) staining of cells, thereby enabling high-throughput characterization of the complex dynamics of interacting signaling pathways.

2. Results and Discussion

The immunostaining automation device shown in Fig. 1 consists of a monolithic 2-layer PDMS chip sealed with a glass coverslip, which is fabricated using techniques described previously [2]. The channels at the bottom layer are used for cell culture and stimulation, while the top layer channels actuated fluid delivery via multiplexing valves. When setting up for a typical experiment, the chip’s control ports are connected to an array of Lee-solenoid-valves, and the bottom channel ports to the individual 1cc syringe reservoirs containing stimulation, fixation, or antibody solution.
Figure 1. Microfabricated high-throughput immunostaining PDMS device. The parallel light gray channels are where the cells reside. They are stimulated and immunostained in situ. The dark gray channels are the multiplexing micromechanical membrane valves that actuate fluid delivery.

The glass substrate of the cell culture chamber was coated by introducing 0.1% gelatin (Sigma) into the device for at least 30 minutes, then overnight serum-starved cells were introduced into the 32 parallel culture chambers via a common inlet and allowed to attach for 3 hours. To introduce stimulants (e.g. TNF-alpha (Roche)) dissolved in cell media to each chamber, a computer automation program triggers the on-chip micromechanical multiplex valves and delivers the pressure-driven stimulant flow into the chosen culture chamber at the different time points specified by the experimenter so that the end of all stimulation periods coincided. To simultaneously stop and preserve the signal transduction events that are taking place inside the cells at that particular time instant, ice-cold PBS (Invitrogen) was introduced into all chambers followed immediately by 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Systems) for 20 minutes. Cells were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma) for 5 min and blocked with 10% goat serum (Sigma), with PBS washes in between. Stimulated cells in all chamber were incubated with appropriate primary antibody (that tags the signaling molecule of interest) followed by fluorescent dye-conjugated secondary antibody. The location and intensity of the signal present in the cells were imaged using a motorized Zeiss inverted epifluorescence microscope equipped with a Cascade 512B II CCD camera and controlled by a custom autofocus script (Fig. 2). Using MATLAB (Mathworks), the images were flatfield-corrected, stitched together, and quantified. Briefly, the Hoechst image was used to determine the nuclear region for each cell and the average staining intensity in this region was compared to background. For each cell type and time point, 100-300 cells were analyzed in this manner to ensure statistical significance.
**Figure 2.** Chip image of stimulated NIH 3T3 (mouse fibroblast) cells immunostained in situ with anti-P65. Zoomed-in views showed endogenous NF-κB temporal activity in NIH 3T3 cells stimulated with 10ng/mL TNFα.

We have employed the device to make time course measurements for characterizing the response of the NF-κB pathway to TNF-α stimulation (Fig. 3). A variety of different experiments can be performed in high-throughput with the appropriate choice of cultured or biopsied cells, chemicals, and treatment pattern. Compared to traditional techniques, our device provides considerable time and materials savings, and allows quantification of cell’s spatio-temporal response to stimulus.

**Figure 3.** NF-κB activity profile in response to 10ng/mL TNF-α stimulation.
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Abstract
A fully automated multidimensional protein separation system is presented as a high-throughput alternative to traditional 2-D PAGE for comprehensive protein profiling and biomarker discovery. Here we present recent developments enabling separation of complex protein mixtures using a new chip design, a substantially modified fabrication process including the use of UV-ozone surface treatments, and in situ photopolymerization of poly(ethylene glycol)-based gel plugs to control pressure-induced flow in selected regions of the chip.
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1. Introduction
Despite its low throughput and laborious operation, 2-D PAGE remains a key proteomics technology in large part due to its high peak capacity, enabling the separation of many thousands of proteins in a single run. We have previously reported a multidimensional microfluidic technology designed to replicate the functionality of 2-D PAGE, but with more than an order of magnitude improvement in throughput [1,2]. The work described here is based on the prior system, which was validated using simple mixtures of model proteins, but with significant modifications including a new polymer microfluidic chip design and fabrication process to enable high resolving power for complex protein mixtures, and a fully-automated interface for on-chip preparation, separation, and detection.

The microfluidic system provides an initial separation of intact proteins in a first-dimension microchannel by non-native isoelectric focusing (IEF), providing a charge-based separation and concentration of constituent proteins within the mixture. The focused proteins are then simultaneously transferred to an array of orthogonal second-dimension microchannels for parallel, size-based SDS gel electrophoresis. Simultaneous monitoring of each microchannel in the second-dimension array is performed by a linear scanning laser-induced fluorescence detection system. While previous work has shown that the 2-D separation technology can theoretically provide peak capacities over 10,000, earlier attempts to achieve high resolution separations from complex samples have not been successful due to complications inherent in previous chip designs.
2. Results and Discussion

The multidimensional separation process using the new chip design (Fig. 1) consists of the following steps: (a) flush chip with DI water and buffer; (b) fill entire network with PEO gel; (c) fill acid, base, SDS, and dye channels; (d) flush IEF channel with ampholytes and sample; (e) apply voltages to acid/base reservoirs; (f) focus sample in IEF channel; (g) apply voltages to introduce SDS and dye to IEF channel; (h) incubate SDS and protein, electrokinetically transfer proteins to second dimension channel array, and perform SDS gel electrophoresis in 2nd dimension.

A critical challenge in realizing separations in complex microfluidic networks is the prevention of bulk flow resulting from residual pressure within the network, for example due to small amounts of trapped air within the reservoirs. This problem is particularly acute as the number of reservoirs increases, and for interconnected networks where hydrodynamic crosstalk between channels can readily occur. To eliminate this problem, which has previously prevented effective separations in our 2-D chips, poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) gel plugs are photopolymerized within selected regions of the chip prior to introduction of the poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) sieving matrix. In one approach outlined in Fig. 2, PEO gel is introduced into an air-filled chip up to the IEF channel. The IEF and upper channels are then filled with PEG-functionalized monomer/cross-linker [3], and in situ UV-photopolymerization of short PEG plugs is performed using a quartz mask to define the exposure area. The PEO gel is then pumped toward the IEF channel.
channel to remove any residual air gap; and finally the IEF channel is flushed with ampholyte and sample. Similarly, PEG gel plugs are photopolymerized within the short channels leading to the acid and base reservoirs. This step ensures that acid and base may be pipetted into these reservoirs after sample is introduced without disturbing the sample/PEO interface due to hydrodynamic flow.

A comprehensive instrumentation platform has been developed to provide computer-controlled chip preparation, separation, and detection in a fully automated system. The system uses a reusable electrofluidic manifold which enables reliable interfacing to the disposable polymer chips. Images of the automated instrumentation platform are presented in Fig. 3. This platform also includes a multichannel LIFD detector which scans over the ends of each second dimension microchannel at a frequency of several Hz to ensure complete detection of all separated protein bands. The system also includes a thermoelectric cooler which maintains chip temperature below 10 °C during separation, enabling higher voltages for improved separation speed and resolution. The multidimensional separation of E. coli cell lysate by this platform is shown in Fig. 4 when using a 32-channel chip. Improved separation performance is directly enabled by the use of the PEG gel plugs, ensuring reliable compartmentalization of reagents on chip and eliminating unwanted hydrodynamic flow, resulting in improved reproducibility for the multidimensional protein separation system. In addition, the presence of the PEG-based gel plugs allow for precise introduction of different first and second dimension separation media, improving the ability to automate the chip preparation process.

Fig. 3 Automated 2-D chip processing station: (a) solid model, (b) fabricated station, and detailed views of the manifold (c) with and (d) without electrofluidic interconnects.

Fig. 4 Pseudo-gel image of E. coli cell lysate separation using a 32-channel chip.
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Abstract
We report a novel sensitive chiral analysis method for microchip-based synthesis or screening system of chiral compounds based on the circular dichroism (CD) thermal lens microscope (TLM) in UV wavelength region for wide range of chiral analysis: UV-CD-TLM. The UV (266 nm) excitation laser beam was phase-modulated and used to detect TL effects for the light absorption of left circularly polarized (LCPL) or right circularly polarized (RCPL) beam. We illustrated the principle of UV-CD-TLM, and more than 5 orders higher sensitivity was verified than that in conventional CD spectrometer.
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1. Introduction
Recently, microchip chiral synthesis and analysis systems are becoming of particular interest to the pharmaceutical field, where the goals are integration of multiple functions such as synthesis, screening, detection, and biological evaluation on a single integrated microchip to realize high-throughput systems. For this purpose, fast and sensitive detection method is one of the challenges. Conventionally, CD spectrometry was utilized for macro-scale high-throughput chiral analysis without chiral separations. However, the sensitivity is linearly dependent on the optical pathlength or volume of the sample and becomes quite low in micro-scale analysis.

In previous papers, we reported a first CD-TLM for sensitive chiral analysis on microchip in visible wavelength region. Excellent performances have been demonstrated in about 6 orders higher sensitivity in mass unit compared with that in sophisticated CD spectrometers. The capability of chiral recognition without chiral separation was also demonstrated. However, visible wavelength limits the range of application, because wide range of chiral compounds including proteins show light absorption in UV wavelength region.

In this report, we extend the applicability of our sensitive CD-TLM to UV wavelength region with a pulsed UV laser due to its wide wavelength tunability, high
power and the compact size.

2. Principle of UV-CD-TLM

Figure 1 shows basic principle of UV-CD-TLM for sensitive and selective chiral analysis on microchip. The basic principle is same as visible continuous wave (CW) CD-TLM in which the phase of the excitation beam was modulated to make LCPL and RCPL beam, and the strength of light absorption for each beam is measured as TL signal intensity and phase with a lock-in amplifier. However, the pulsed laser is used for excitation in UV wavelength, which makes difficult for detection with the lock-in amplifier. Therefore, we applied quasi-continuous wave (QCW) excitation, and realized phase-modulation for measurement of CD effect by thermal lens signal.

3. Experimental

Figure 2 shows the instrument of UV-CD-TLM. The excitation beam was a YAG laser (wavelength 266 nm, power 25 mW, repetition 80 kHz). The linearly-polarized excitation beam was phase-modulated by a pockels cell (KD*P), and the polarization direction was turned by 90 degree with half-wave voltage applied to the pockels cell. The frequency is set at 1.2 kHz. Then, a quarter-wave plate changed the linearly-polarized beam to RCPL or LCPL. The probe beam is He-Ne laser (wavelength 633 nm, power 15 mW). These two beams were made coaxial with a dichroic mirror and introduced to UV objective lens (NA 0.4) and focused into microchannel to generate TL effects. The transmitted beams were again made coaxial, and the excitation beam was cut by an interference filter and only the probe beam was introduced to a photodiode through a pinhole. The output was fed into a lock-in amplifier, and the phase and amplitude were analyzed for chiral recognition and concentration determination, respectively.
4. Results and discussion

The signal intensity and phases were measured for (+)-camphor sulphonic acid (CSA), (-)-CSA, and racemic-CSA. We successfully recognized the chirality by measuring the phases, and no signal intensity was observed for racemic-CSA. The basic principle was verified. The performance was evaluated by investigating the detection limit in concentration as shown in Figure 3. The calibration curves showed good relationship, and the phases were successfully used for chiral recognition. The detection limit was $\sim 8 \times 10^{-4}$ M, and the value was at least 1 order superior to UV-CD spectrometers. The most important factor is the sensitivity in absolute amount, and the value is 5 orders superior considering the detection volume.
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Abstract
We present a thin membrane transducer that can detect a single base pair mismatch or a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP). A highly specific molecular interaction on an extremely thin and flexible membrane surface causes the deflection of the membrane due to surface stress change which can be measured by a compact capacitive circuit.
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1. Introduction
Mechanical transduction of bio/chemical events has recently attracted significant interests due to advantages in high specificity and label-free assays. Microcantilever techniques, mainly employing optical detection of the deflection, have been especially popular for those purposes. Reactions such as DNA hybridization [1], antigen-antibody binding [2], and also nonbiological reactions in vapor [3] were observed to cause the deflection of cantilevers. The optical detection, however, requires a bulky and expensive setup. It is also cumbersome to handle extremely flexible microcantilevers in a liquid. Recently, thin polymer membranes as sensing elements have been introduced, offering a device structure superior to that of the cantilever approaches [4,5]. This work presents the first demonstration of a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) detection capability of the polymer membrane device. Sensitivity and selectivity required for the SNP detection were enabled by the use of a very thin (~1 μm) PDMS membrane (Young’s modulus = ~1 MPa) formed in a dome shape.

2. Device Concept
Fig. 1 illustrates the concept of the membrane transducer used. The specific molecular interaction on the extremely thin and flexible surface causes the deflection by a surface stress. This deflection is measured through the use the membrane as shown in the figure. The membrane...
separates the upper liquid space and the lower cavity, enabling a capacitive detection that remarkably simplifies the overall configuration compared with the optical detection used in micro-cantilever approaches. The dome-like structure provides the good mechanical rigidity against the external disturbances, especially the flow pressure variation. More importantly, both tensile and compressive stresses can be detected when the dome shape becomes flatter or more bulged up respectively. Also, as depicted in Fig. 1, the effect of other disturbances such as pressure or temperature variation and nonspecific adsorption of liquid or other chemicals can be rejected by the differential sensing.

3. Experimental

Fig. 2 shows the fabrication process for the device. The detailed description of the fabrication process is shown elsewhere [4]. The view of PDMS device fabricated is shown in Fig 3. A single stranded thiolated DNA of 16-mer oligonucleotide at 1 μM concentration was immobilized on the gold-coated membrane.

In order to improve the accessibility of DNA probe to targets and avoid physisorption during hybridization, 1 mM MCH (6-mercapto-1-hexanol) was treated as a spacer. Then, solutions (100 μl at 1 μM concentration of DNA) in 1M PBS (phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.0) buffer containing various sequences shown in Table 1 were applied.

4. Results and Discussion

Fig. 5 shows the capacitance variation for the hybridization experiments with all five cases. First, it is clearly shown that the perfect match and mismatch hybridization can
be sharply discriminated. While the mismatched sample caused little capacitance change, the perfectly matched sample caused the well-defined capacitance decrease vs. time. This means that the membrane deflected upward by the compressive stress when there was matching hybridization. The nanomechanics of this behavior has been explained elsewhere with micro-cantilever experiments and analysis [5,6], and our experiments confirm the behavior expected. The TMT demonstrated the SNP capabilities in discriminating the position of the SNP as well as the difference between the single mismatch and double mismatch hybridization. While the mismatch hybridization at the very end of the sequence shows a similar behavior to that of the perfect match hybridization, the mismatch at the bottom showed the behavior similar to the mismatching case. It is intriguing that the increase of capacitance, therefore the downward deflection due to tensile stress, was observed with the internal double mismatch hybridization case. We believe these behaviors can also be explained if a molecular–nanomechanical model is considered, and can be applied to other ligand-receptor reactions including specific protein interactions, which will eventually provide various protocols for disease diagnostics and drug research.
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Abstract

This paper proposes a convenient way to model DNA motion in micro-channel induced by electrophoresis (EP) drift in which frequency dependent electro-osmotic (EO) flow is taken into account. Subject to ac EP, DNA oscillation amplitudes are measured from video traces and both EP and EO mobilities are successfully extracted by first order time delay model.
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1. Introduction

To capture single DNA by MEMS gripper [1], a microfluidic device with open access is under investigation, Fig.1. The device includes micro channels that are appropriate to isolate DNA molecules [2]. To bring the molecules one by one in the collecting well, DNA are moved by pulsed EP. This technique requires a precise control of DNA motion which is subjected to direct EP but also by a reverse EO drag flow [3,4]. A dynamic motion model is required, that is proposed in the following parts.

2. Experimental set up

For the model development, the EP experiments are performed in a symmetric microfluidic device having 2 holes (inlet and outlet) with access channels and 10 parallel microchannels in its central part. The device is filled with DI water containing \( \lambda \)-DNA. The part of interest of the device is plotted in Fig.2.

When low frequency ac voltage is applied between the electrode in the inlet hole and the counter electrode localized just ahead of the parallel microchannels, the DNA exhibit oscillating motions induced by EP drift. The oscillation amplitudes in the access channel are recorded thanks to the DNA fluorescent traces with a slow video acquisition as shown in Fig.3. The oscillation amplitudes are recorded for ac voltage amplitudes ranging from 0.5V to 10V with frequencies varying from 10Hz to 1KHz.
2. DNA oscillation modeling

The negative charged DNA are subjected to 2 opposite forces: a direct EP force than move DNA by conduction to positive voltage and a oppositive drift that is induced by the osmotic flow, liquid displacement induced by the interface positive charges motion drag. The direct EP velocity \((\mu_{ep} E)\) is built up instantaneously while the inversed EO flow \((-\mu_{eo} E)\), requires a delay time, \(\tau\), to be fully established. \(\mu\) and \(E\) refer to mobilities and electrical field, respectively. The DNA velocity amplitude, \(V_{DNA}\), is calculated thanks to the electromechanical equivalent circuit model of Fig. 4.

\[ V_{DNA} = \mu_{ep} E - \mu_{eo} E \frac{1}{1 + j\omega \tau}; \tau = RC \]

\[ d_{osc} = \frac{|E| T}{\pi} \sqrt{\frac{\mu_{ep}^2 + \mu_{eo}^2}{2} + \frac{\mu_{eo} - 2 \mu_{ep}}{2} \frac{T^2}{\tau^2}} \]

\[ \mu_{ep} = 5.27 \times 10^{-8} \text{ m}^2 \text{ V}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1} \]

\[ \mu_{eo} = 3.49 \times 10^{-8} \text{ m}^2 \text{ V}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1} \]

\[ \tau = 0.175 \text{ s} \]
The 3 parameters of the model \((\mu_{ep}, \mu_{eo}, \tau)\), are extracted by fitting the experimental recorded DNA motion amplitude. An unique set of parameter (see value in Fig.4) provides an very good agreement between the model and the all the experimental data ranging from 10Hz-1KHz with ac voltage amplitudes (0.5-10V), as it is shown for 2 voltage amplitude in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: DNA displacement amplitude, \(d_{DNA}\), plotted versus signal periods \((T=1/frequency)\) for (a) 1.5 V and (b) 9V signal amplitudes. The model, formula and data from Fig.4 are given by the red line and the experimental data by the black dots with error bars. The curve without electroosmotic effect (dotted line) is also plotted. The effect of inversed EO drag is obvious for frequency lower than 10Hz \((T>0.1s)\).

4. Conclusion

This proposed model proves to be efficient to analyze and simulate EP and OS flow in microfluidic channel. Thanks to this model, optimized conditions for pulsed EP have been found that systematically isolate and bring DNA molecules one by one in the collecting well (Fig.1).
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Antibody-based proteomics provides a powerful approach for the functional study of the human proteome involving the systematic generation of protein-specific affinity reagents. We have used this strategy to construct a comprehensive, antibody-based protein atlas for expression and localization profiles in 48 normal human tissues and 20 different cancers (1). The Human Protein Atlas is publicly available (www.proteinatlas.org) and contains, in the first version, approximately 400,000 high-resolution images corresponding to more than 700 antibodies towards human proteins. Each image has been annotated by certified pathologists to provide a knowledge base for functional studies and to allow queries about protein profiles in normal and disease tissues (2). We have recently (3) used the antibody reagents for validation of potential biomarkers to Mantle Cell Lymphoma (MCL) as well as high-throughput biomarker analysis of thousands of serum samples using a reverse array format (4). Our results suggest it should be possible to extend this analysis to the majority of all human proteins thus providing a valuable tool for medical and biological research, in particular for biomarker analysis in various patient cohorts.
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